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PREFACE.

As stated in the prefatory remarks to one of tlie earlier issues of the series of bib-

liographies of which this volume forms the fifth number, the writer undertook a

number of years ago the compilation of a work to be published by the Bureau of

Ethnology, which was to embrace within a single volume an authors' catalogue of all

the material relating to the native North American languages. With this purpose

in view he visited the principal public and private libraries of the United States,

Canada, and northern Mexico, carried on an extensive correspondence with librarians,

missionaries, and others interested in the subject, and examined such authorities,

printed and manuscript, as were accessible. The results of these researches were

embodied in a work entitled '' Proof-sheets of a Bibliography of the Languages of

the North American Indians, " the full title and description of which will be found

on page 403 herewith. The amount of material obtained was so much greater than

was anticipated that the volume proved cumbersome, and it was concluded to change

the style of publication and to issue a series of bibliographies each relating to one of

the more prominent groups of our native languages. Consequently but few of the

"Proof-sheets" were distributed, and these were confined to persons who it was
thought were in a position to aid in the preparation of the new series. New jour-

neys were undertaken, the national libraries of England, France, and a few of the

larger private collections in both of these countries were consulted, many of the

libraries of this country and Canada were rev^isited, other correspondents were

enlisted, much additional material was acquired, and the publication of the separate

bibliographies was begun.

Of this series four numbers have been published, relating respectively, in order of

publication, to the Eskimauan, Siouan, Iroquoian, and Muskogeau families; this, the

Algonquian, is the fifth, and the next in contemplation includes the languages belong-

ing to»the Athapascan stock.

The Algonquian speaking peoples covered a greater extent of country, perhaps,

than those of any other of the linguistic stocks of North America, stretching from

Labrador to the Rocky Mountains, and from the Churchill River of Hudson Bay to

Pamlico Sound in North Carolina ; and the literature of their languages is by far the

greatest in extent of any of the stocks north of Mexico, being equaled, if at all, by
only one south of that line, namely, the Nahuatl. Probably every language of the

family is on record, and of the more prominent, extensive record has been made. In

two, the Massachusetts and the Cree, the whole bible has been printed, the former,

by the way, being the first bible printed upon this continent. In two others, the

Chippewa and the Micmac, nearly the whole of the scriptures has been printed, and
portions thereof have appeared in a number of others. In the Abnaki, Blackfoot,

Chippewa, Cree, Delaware, Micmac, and Nipissing, rather extensive dictionaries have
been printed, and of the Abnaki, Nipissing, Blackfoot, Chippewa, Illinois, Massachu-
setts, Montagnais, and Pottawotorai, there are manuscript dictionaries in existence.

Of grammars, we have in print the Abnaki, Blackfoot, Chippewa, Cree, J^assachu-

setts, Micmac, and Nipissing, and in manuscript, the Illinois, Meuomonee, Montag-
nais, and Pottawotomi. In nearly every language of the family, prayer-books, hymn-
books, tracts, and scriptural texts have appeared, and several of them are represented

by school-books of various kinds, i. e., primers, spellers, and readers; and in one of

them, the Chippewa, there was printed in 1840 a geography for beginners.

Ill



IV PREFACE.

The present volume embraces 2,245 titular entries, of which 1,926 relate to printed

books and articles, and 319 to manuscripts. Of these, 2,014 have been seen and de-

scribed by the compiler—1,850 of the prints and 164 of the manuscripts, leaving as

derived from outside sources 231—76 of the prints and 155 manuscripts. Of those

unseen by the writer, titles and descriptions of probably one-half have been received

from persons who have actually seen the works and described them for him.

In addition to these there are given 130 full titles of printed covers, second and

third volumes, etc., all of which with one exception have been seen and described

by the compiler ; while in the notes mention is made of 243 printed and manuscript

works, 146 of which have been seen and 97 derived from other (mostly printed)

sources.

So far as possible, during the proof-reading of this volume comparison has been

made direct with the respective works. For this purpose, besides his own books, the

writer has had access to those in the libraries of Congress, the Bureau of Ethnology,

the Smithsonian Institution, Maj. J. W. Powell, and several other private collections

in the city of Washington. Mr. Wilberforce Eames has compared the titles of works

<}ontained in his own library and in the Lenox, and frequent recourse has been had to

the various librarians throughout the country for tracings, photographs, etc. The
result is that of the 2,014 works described de visu, comparison of proof has been made
direct with the original sources in the case of 1,711. In this later reading, collations

and descriptions have been entered into more fully than had previously been done,

and capital letters treated with more severity.

Endeavor has been made to acknowledge throughout the work the obligations

under which the writer has placed himself in the preparation of this material. To a

number, however, he is under a greater indebtedness than could be properly men-

tioned in the body of the work. This is notably true of Mr. Wilberforce Eames, who
has contributed not only his constant aid and advice in bibliographic matters, in

which he is so well versed, but who has also furnished almost bodily a number of

special articles included within these pages—those relating to the publications of the

Apostle Eliot, the Indiane primer, Lykins,Mather, Mayhew, Meeker, Pierson, Quinney,

Rawson, Sergeant, and Simerwell, besides many new titles, biographic material, etc.

From the Rev. J. E. Jones, of St. Mary's College, Montreal, much information has

l)een received concerning the earlier missionaries of Canada ; the Reverend Fathers

Beaudet and Hamel of the Laval University, Quebec, have been especially kind in

giving information concerning the printed and manuscript material contained in the

library of that institution and in that of the archiepiscopal residence at Quebec* Sim-

ilar kindnesses have been shown me by Prof. A. F. Chamberlain, now of Clark Univer-

sity, Worcester, Massachusetts, but formerly of Toronto, Canada.

To the Director of the Bureau, Maj. J. W. Powell, I am under lasting obligations

for his constant aid and advice and for the opportunity of pursuing my work under

the most advantageous circumstances.

As was the case in the previous numbers of the series, my constant assistant haa

Tjeen Mr. P. C. Warman, and upon him has fallen much of the detail and minutiae in-

separable from such a work.

Washington, D. C, June 1, 1891.



INTRODUCTION.

In the compilatiou of this catalogue the aim has been to include everything, printed

or in manuscript, relating to the Algonquian languages—books, pamphlets, articles

in magazines, tracts, serials, etc., and such reviews and announcements of publica-

tions as seemed worthy of notice.

The dictionary plan has been followed to its extreme limit, the subject and tribal

indexes, references to libraries, etc., being included in one alphabetic series. The
primary arrangement is alphabetic by authors, translators of works into the native

languages being treated as authors. Under each author the arrangement is, first, by
printed works, and, second, by manuscripts, each group being given chronologically;

and in the case of printed books each work is followed through its various editions

before the next in chronologic order is taken up.

Anonymously printed works are entered under the name of the author when known,

and under the first word of the title, not an article or preposition, when not known.

A cross-reference is given from the first words of anonymous titles when entered under

an author, and from the first words of all titles in the Indian languages, whether

anonymous or not. Manuscripts are entered under the author when known, under

the dialect to which they refer when the author is not known.
Each author's name, with his title, etc., is entered in full but once, i. e., in its

alphabetic order. Every other mention ofhim is by surname and initials only, except

in those rare cases when two persons of the same surname have also the same initials.

All titular matter, including cross-references thereto, is in brevier, all collations,

descriptions, notes, and index matter in nonpareil.

In detailing contents and in adding notes respecting contents, the spelling ofproper

names used in the particular work itself has been followed, and so far as possible the

language of the respective writers is given. In the index entries of tribal names the

compiler has adopted that spelling which seemed to him the best.

As a general rule initial capitals have been used in titular matter in only two cases:

first, for proper names, and, second, when the word actually appears on the title-

page with an initial capital and with the remainder in small capitals or lower-case

letters. In giving titles in the German language the capitals in the case of all sub-

stantives have been respected.

When titles are given of works not seen by the compiler tho fact is stated, or the

entry is followed by an asterisk within curves, and in either case the authority is

usually given.

The material contained in the ''Addenda" has been entered in the chronologic

index at the end of the work, but is not included in the tribal and subject indexes

throughout the volume.
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INDEX OF LANGUAGES.
Page.

Abbitibi : See Cree.

Abnaki r 3

Acadian 4

Algonquian 7

Arapaho 16

Atsina 17

Blackfoot 49

Blood Indians : See Blackfoot.

Brotherton ° 62

Cahokia : See Illinois.

Caniba: See Abnaki.

Cheyenne 86

Chippewa 86

Cree 96

Delaware 107

Esopus : See Munsee.

Etchemin 185

Fall Indians : See Atsina.

Fox Indians : See Sac and Fox.

Gaspesian: See Micmac.

Gros Ventre : See Atsina.

Hudson Bay.^ 243

Illinois 250

Kaskaskia 274

Kikapoo 277

Knisteneau : See Cree.

Lenap^ : See Delaware.

Lenni Lenap6 : See Delaware.

Long Island 315

Mahican : See Mohegan.

Maliseet 334

Manhattan 337

Mareschit : See Maliseet.

Mascoutin 337

Massachusetts 341

Melicete : See Maliseet.

Meuomonee 356

Miami 358

Micmac 359

Minsi : See Munsee.

Mississagua 361

Mohegan 363

Monsey : See Munsee.

Mou tagnaia 364

Montauk 364

Moonsee : See Munsee.

Moose: See Cree.

Moosonee: See Chippewa.
Mountaineer: See Montugnais.

Munsee 369

VII



VIII INDEX OF LANGUAGES.
Page.

Nantic: See Narra^ansett.

Nanticoke H71

Narragansett 371
Natic : See Massachusetts.

Naugatuck
, 372

Nehethawa 372

New England 373

New Jersey 373

New Sweden : See Delaware.

New York 373

Nipissing 374

Norridgewock 375

Ojibwa: See Chippewa.

Ojipwe : See Chippewa. '

Old Algonkin: See Algonquian.

Opeuango : See Passamaquoddy.

Ottawa 384

Pampticough „ 386

Pamunkey 386

Passamaquoddy 387

Pennsylvania 392

Penobscot 392

Peoria 392

Pequot 392

Piaukashaw 394

Piegau : See Blackfoot ; also Satsika.

Plymouth Indians: See Massachusetts.

Pottawotomi / 405

Powhatan 406

Quiripi 417

Quoddy : See Passamaquoddy.

Rhode Island 435

Sac and Fox 440

Sahkey : See Sac and Fox.

St. Francis Indians: See Ahnaki.

St. John Indians: See Abnaki.

Sankikani 442

Satsika 442

Sauk : See Sac and Fox.

Saulteux: See Chippewa.

Savanna 443

Shawnee 460

Sheshtapoosh 462

Sheyenne : See Cheyenne.

Shingwauk: See Chippewa.

Skoffie 467

Soto : See Chippewa
Souriquois 475

Stockbridge: See Mohegan.
Tamarois : See Illinois.

Tarratine: See Abnaki.

Twightwee : See Miami.

Unami: See Delaware.

Unquachog 502

Virginia 513

Wapanoc 520

Wea =
'.

523
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10. Eliot's Christian Covenanting Confession of 166-? 133
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12. English title-page of Eliot's New Testament of 1661 132

13. Indian title-page of Eliot's New Testament of 1661 139

14. Indian title-page of Eliot's New Testament of 1661 138

15. English title-page of Eliot's whole Bible of 1663 139

16. Indian title-page of Eliot's whole Bible of 1663 147

17. First page of Eliot's Metrical Psalms of 1663 149

18. First page of Eliot's Leaf of Rules of 1663 148

19. Title-page of Eliot's New Testament of 1680 152

20. Title-page of Eliot's whole Bible of 1685 153

21. First page of Eliot's Metrical Psalms of 1685 155
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154

23. Title-page of Eliot's Baxter's Call 170

24. Title-page of Eliot's Bayly's Practice of Piety of 1 665 170

25. Title-page of Eliot's Bayly's Practice of Piety of 1685 171

26. Title-page of Eliot's Indian Grammar of 1666 172
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28. Title-page of Eliot and Rawson's Shepard's Sincere Convert 174
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30. Title-page of A Further Accompt 197

31. First page of Grube's Delaware Hymn Book 213

32. First page of The Hatchets 223
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OFTHE ALGONQUIAN LANGUAGES.

By James 0. Pillino.

[An asterisk within parentheses indicates that the compiler has seen no copy of the work referred to.]

A.

A. M. D. Or. For anonymous titles be-

ginning with these letters, see next word
of title.

A. N. D. de Lorette [Nipissing]. See

Cuoq. (J. A.)

Abbitibi. See Oree.

Abert {Lieut. James William). Report
|

of
I
the Secretary of War,

|
communi-

cating,
I
in answer to a resolution of

the Senate, | a | report and map
|
of

|

the examination of New Mexico,
|
made

by
I
Lieutenant J. W. Abert,

[
of the

topographical corps.
|

Washington : |
1848.

Printed cover aa above, no inside title, text

pp. 1-132, map, 24 plates, 8°. Forms Senate

document no. 23, 30th Congress, 1st session.

Numerals 1-100 of the Cheyenne, p. 11.—Vo-
cabulary (125 words) of the Cheyenne, pp. 12-14.

—Contains also a brief general discussion of the

Cheyenne language.

"Saturday, September 5 [1846]. As my room
was full of Cheyennes, I took the opportunity

to obtain some knowledge of the genius and
structure of their language. I found the En-
glish alphabet sufficient to represent all the

sounds they utter, and at once set myself to

construct a vocabulary of their language. I

had the assistance of one of the best interpret-

ers in the country."

Copies seen : Geological Survey, Powell,

Trumbull.

The Field copy, catalogue no 5, uncut, sold

for 60 cents; the Brinley copy, catalogue no.

4714, for 30 cents.

'— Report of Lieut. J. W. Abert, of his

examination of New Mexico, in the

years 1846-'47.

In Emory (W. H.), Notes of a military re-

connoissauce, pp. 417-548 Washington, 1848, S°.

Numerals, general discus.sion, and vocabu-

lary of the Cheyenne, pp. 427-430.

ALG 1

Abert (J. W.)— Continued.
Extracts from the vocabulary are given in

Gallatin (A), Hale's Indians of Northwest
America (American Ethnol. Soc. Trans. vol. 2),

pp. cxiv, cxv. New York, 1848, 8°.

Comments on this article will be found in

Jomard (E. P.), Langne des Indiens CLey.

ennes, pp. 384-386, Paris, 1846, 8^.

James "William Abert, soldier, born in Mount
Holly, N. J., November 18, 1820, was graduated

at West Point in 1842. After service in the

infantry hewas transferred to the topographical

engineers, and was engaged on the survey of

the northern lakes in 1843-44. He then served

on the expedition to New Mexico. * * *

During the civil war he served on the staflfs of

Geueral Patterson and General Banks in the

Virginia campaign. He was severely injured

at Frederick, Md., in 1862, and subsequently

served on General Gillmore's staff, having

attained the rank of major in 1863. He resigned

on June 25, 1864.

—

Appleton's Cyclop. Am. Biog.

Abinodjiiag omasinaiganiwan. [Chippe-

wa]. See Baraga (F.)

Abinoji
|
aki tibajimouin.

( IntheOjibwa
language.

|
[Design.]

|

Boston:
|
printed for the American

board of commissioners
|
for foreign

missions, by Crocker &, Brewster.
|

1840.

Title as above on cover, frontispiece 1 1. in-

side title as above (verso a map of the globe) 1 1.

text entirely in the Ojibwa language except a
few English headings and the geographic names
(of which Ojibwa equivalents are given) pp.
5-139, 12°. Geography for beginners, taken
principally from the Peter Parley series.

Copies seen : American Board of Commission-
ers, Boston Athenaeum, Eames, Harvard.

Abiiaki. [Hymns in the Abuaki lan-

guage.]
No title-page or heading ; 8 unnumbered 11.

printed on one side only, 16°.

1



BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE

Abnaki— Continuerl.

Two of the hymas have as a heading the En-

glish word "Resolve"; the others are headed

C. M., Short M., &c. They appear to be rough-

ly printed, as though intended for proof-sheets.

Copies seen: Powell.

Abnaki. [Book of prayers, etc., in the

Maresehit (orMaliseet) and Caniba dia-

lects of the Abuaki language.]

Manuscript, pp. 1-78 and 2 11. long 18<=, be-

longing to Dr. J. Hammond Trumbull, Hart-

ford, Conn.

It contains Prifere du Matin en Marichit,

Cantlque, Priere du Soir en Caniba, Priere

avant la Confession, Interrogation pour la Con-

fession, Priere avant (et apr^s] la Communion,

Cat6chisme, Maniere de Baptiser, etc.

This manuscript formerly belonged to Mr.

George Brinley, of Hartford. It is entered in

the sale catalogue of his books under no. 5694,

whence the following note is taken:

'"Written by some French missionary to the

Abnakis. It is complete and well preserved,

though its pages bear traces of long and fre-

quent use. It formerly belonged to l)r. John
Pickering, to whom it was presented by Bishop

(and Cardinal) Cheverus.

"The mission for which this manual was
compiled included Indians of at least two
tribes, the Canibas, of whose principal dialect

Kasles has given us a vocabulary, and the Et-

chemins and Mareschites, on and near the St.

John's River. ' We read in the relations of the

Jesuits, that the Canibas, the Etchemins, and

other Indians of different tribes lived together

in one village,' under the instruction of the

missionary Fathers (Maurault, Hist, des Abe-

nakis, 9); and it is not improbable that this

manual contains translations made early in the

17th century, and preserved in manuscript cop-

ies by successive missionaries."

The manuscript sold for $6.50.

Abnaki. [Manuscripts in the Abnaki
language.] (*)

Under several authors in this bibliography

will be found titles and descriptions of Abnaki
manuscripts preserved at the Roman Catholic

mission of Pierreville, Canada, copied from G-ill

(C), Notes sur de vieux manuscrits abenakis

{q.v.). In addition to those which he places

under the names of their respective authors he

adds a general note as follows :
" There are oth-

er manuscripts in Abnaki belonging to families

in the village—books of piety containing

prayers, psalms, chants, etc."

Abnaki. Prieres
1
des sauvages abna-

kis de St.Frangois.

Manuscript. 33 unnumberedpp. 12°, belonging

to Dr. J.Hammond Trumbull, Hartford, Conn.
It formerly belonged to Mr. George Brinley, of

Hartford, and is titled under no. 5695 of the

sale catalogue of his books, from which the fol-

lowing note is taken

:

"The writing resembles that of the preoed-

Abniki— Continued.
ing volume [Abnaki Book of prayers] and is

probably by the same hand, but it shows that

the writer has become more familiar both
with the language and with the«pen. The
character used by the French missionaries for

ou or English w (8) is employed, and the nasals

are marked as in Rasles's Dictionary, by ii. In
addition to the prayers contained in the earlier

manual, it has the Litanies of the Virgin, and
of the Holy Name of Jesus, the Psalms and
Antiphons for Vespers, and the hymns ' Lucis
Creator' and ' Veni Creator.'"

The manuscript sold for $6.75.

Abnaki. Racines Abnaquises, ouplutdt,

Dictionnaire abanaquis-frangais.

Manuscript, anonymous and undated, pp.
1-130, sm. 4°, in the library of Laval University,

Quebec. Pp. 38-98 are missing and the last

numbered page is blank; the first and last

leaves are much damaged. The writing is legi-

ble.

The first four pages of the text contain the

theory of the composition of words in the Ab-
naki language.

Partially copied as follows

:

Abnaki. Racines Abanaquises.
Manuscript, anonymous and undated, 15 un-

numbered pp. (the 12th and 15th of which are

blank), in the library of Laval University, Que«

bee. It is an essay toward a French-Abnaki

dictionary, and is the beginning of a copy of the

manuscript titled next above.

Abnaki. [Register of baptisms, confir-

mations, marriages, and deaths at the

mission of the Saguenay and of Lac St.

Jean.]
Manuscript, 65 unnumbered 11. oblong 4^.

The first leaf, what would be the third, and one

or more at the end, are lacking. In the library

of Laval University, Quebec.

Contains many proper names of the Abnaki
Indians.

Abnaki. [Religious instructions, chants,

and meditations in the Abnaki lan-

guage.]
Manuscript, 11. 1-190 (of which 11. 111-121,

161-163 are blank), sm. 8°, in the library of

Laval University, Quebec. Well written and

bound in calf.

At the beginning is this heading: Modus ex-

cipiendarum barbarorum confessionum. It con-

tains the explanation of the commandments of

God, chief prayers, hymns, and prayers of the

church, instructions, and meditations.

Abnaki. [Religious songs, with notes.]

Manuscript, pp. 1-590 (with blank pages here

and there numbered with the others), 4°, in the

library of the archbishopric of Quebec. With-

out title, name, or date ; very legible ; bound

in boards covered with gray cloth.



ALGONQUIAN LANGUAGES.

Abnaki. [SoDgs, poems, etc.] (*)

Manuscripts in possession of Mr. Charles G.

Leland, who writes me as follows concerning

them:^
" I would with pleasure send you an account

of ray collections in Wabauaki lore, but unfor-

tunately they are packed away in London, and

it would be impossible for me to obtain them

until I return, which will not be before next

spring or summer. If not too late I will then

attend to it.

"My collection embraces songs, poems, tales,

recipes, in short, Indian folk-lore of a very

varied kind. Being an old folk-lorist, I formed

the idea of putting questions of an extremely

varied nature on all kinds of topics. Mrs.

Brown informs me that it would be impossible

now to make such a collection, so many of the

old people who knew this lore having died."

—

Letter of Dec. 17, 1888.

"In my London manuscripts there are sev-

eral important Indian texts, e.g., atranscriptof

thewampum records of the Passamaquoddies,

texts of songs, etc. I can not recall them
now."—Letter of Jan. 7, 1889.

See Brown (Mrs. W. W.); also Mitchell (L.)

Abnaki

:

Bible, Mark See Wzokhilain (P. P.)

Bible history Vetromile (E.)

Calendar Vetromile (E.)

Catechism Abnaki.

Catechism Vetromile (E.)

Dictionary Abnaki.

Dictionary Aub6ry (J.)

Dictionary Lesueur (P. E.

)

Dictionary Mathevet (J. C.)

Dictionary Nud6nans ( J. B.)

Dictionary Rasles (S.)

Dictionary Vetromile (E.)

General discussion Bai]lie-Grohman(W.
A.)

General discussion Court de Gebelin

(A.de).

General discussion Demillier (L. E.)

General discussion Lausbert (C. F.)

Geographic names American Society.

Geographic names Ballard (E.)

Geographic names Boyd (S. G.)

Geographic names Farmer's.

Geographic names Greenleaf (M.)

Geographic names Hanson (J. W.)
Geographic names Hind (H. Y.)

Geographic names Hubbard (L. L.)

Geographic names Jones (N. W.)
Geographic names Laurent (J.)

Geographic names Maurault (J. A.)

Geographic names Potter (C.E.)

Geographic names Rand (S. T.)

Geographic names Thoreau (H. D.)

Geographic names True(N. T.)

Geographic names Vassal (H.)

Geographic names "Warren (H. P.)

Geographic names "Willis (W.)

Grammar Laurent (J.)

Grammatic comments Hale (H.)

Grammatic comments Lincoln (E.)

Abnaki —Continued.
Grammatic comments See Prince (J. D.)

Grammatic treatise O'Brien (M.C.)

Grammatic treatise Vetromile (E.)

Hymn book Aub6ry (J.)

Hymns Abnaki.

Hymns Allgemeine.

Hymns Doublet de Boisthi-

bault (F.J.)

Hymns Garin(A. M.)

Hymns Hanson (J. W.)

Hymns Heriot (G.)

Hymns Xipp (W. H.)

Hymns La Harpe (J. F. de).

Hymns Easles (S.)

Hymns Romagn6 (J. B.)

Hymns Sobron(F. C.)

Hymns Vetromile (E.)

Letter Vetromile (E.)

Lord's prayer Drake (S. G.)

Lord's prayer Shea(J. G.)

Lord's prayer Trumbull (J. H.)

Lord's prayer "Williamson (W. D.)

Lord's prayer Youth's.

Numerals Bagster (J.)

Numerals I'rince (J. D.)

Numerals Rand (S. T.)

Numerals Sewall (R. K.)

Numerals Trumbull (J. H.)

Numerals "Williamson (W. D.)

Personal names Abnaki.

Personal names Barratt (J.)

Phrases Bagster (J.)

Prayer book Aub6ry (J.)

Prayer book Romagn^ (J, B.)

Prayer book Vetromile (E.)

Prayers Abnaki.

Prayers Crespieul (F. X.)

Prayers Demillier (L.E.)

Prayers Lafl^che (L. F. R.)

Prayers Mathevet (J. C.)

Primer Komagn6 (J. B.)

Sermons Lesueur (F. E.)

Sermons Mathevet (J. C.)

Sermons Virot (C. F.)

Song book Vetromile (E.)

Songs Abnaki.

Songs Reade(J.)

Text Abnaki.

Text Bigot (P. V.)

Text Merlet (L.)

Text Vetromile (B.)

Vocabulary Allen (W.)

Vocabulary Bagster (J.)

Vocabulary Balbi (A.)

Vocabulary Barton (B. S.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary Delafleld (J.) and
Lakey (J.)

Vocabulary Demillier (L.E.)

Vocabulary Edwards (J.)

Vocabulary Gallatin (A .

)

Vocabulary Holmes (A.) and
Noyes (T.)

Vocabulary Kidder (F.)

Vocabulary Laurent (J.)
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Abnaki — Continued.
Vocabulary See Maurault (J. A.)

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

"Words

"Words

"Words

"Words

"Words

"Words

"Words

Pickering (J.)

Rosier (J.)

Scherer(J.B.)

Thoreau (H.D.)

"Williamson ("W.D.)

"Willis ("W.

)

"Wilson (E. F.)

Brown ("W. "W.)

Chase (P.E.)

Drake (S.G.)

Fitch (A.)

Gatschet (A.S.)

Grasserie (R. de la).

Gray (A.) and Trum-
bull (J. H.)

Latham (R. G.)

Mcintosh (J.)

Petitot (E. F. S. J.)

* * Sauteux.

"Words

Words
"Words

Abrege du cat^chisme

See Lacombe (A.)

Acadian

:

Vocabulary See Barton (B. S.)

Vocabulary Prjchard (J. C.)

"Words Smet (P. J. de).

Account of the customs and manners of

the Micmakis and Maricheets savage

nations. See Maillard (A. S.)

Adam (Lucien). Esquisse d'une gram-

aiaire compar^e de la langue des Chip-

peways et de la langue des Crees.

In Congres Int. des Am6ricanistes, Compte
rendu, first session, vol. 2, pp. 88-148, Nancy &
Paris, 1875, 8°. (Bureau of Ethnology.)

Issued separately as follows:

Esquisse | d'une
|
grammaire com-

par^e [ des dialectes
|
Cree et Chippe-

way
I
par Lucien Adam

|
[Vignette]

|

Paris 1
Maisonneuve et C^% lihraires

^diteurs [ 15, quai Voltaire, 15 | M-
DCCCLXXVI[1876]

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso print-

ers 1 1. text pp. 1-61, 8°.

Based upon the dictionaries and grammars of

Fathers Lacombe (1874) and Baraga (1850).

Copiesseen : Astor, Brinton, British Museum.
Some copies retain the original pagination.

(Astor.)

Leclerc, 1878 catalogue, no. 2149, prices a

copy 2 fr.

Examen grammatical compared de

seize laugues am^ricaiues.

In Congrea Int. des Am^ricanistes, Compte
rendu, second session, vol. 2, pp. 16 -244, Luxem-
bourg &, Paris, 1878, 8°. (Bureau of Ethnology,

Congre-(s.)

The five folding sheets at the end contain a

numb«'.r of vocabularies, among them theMonta-
gnaia. Chippewav, and Cri.

Issued separatelv as follows:

Exameu grammatical compard
|
de

|

Adam (L.)— Continued,

seize langues am6ricaiues
|

par
| Lucien

Adam
|
Conseiller alaCourdeNancy^.

|

Paris
I

Maisonneuve et C^®, Sditeurs,

I
25, Quai Voltaire, 25 | 1878

Half-title verso " extrait du " etc. 1 1. title as

above verso blank 1 1. text pp. 5-88, six folding

tables, 8°.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Public, Congress,

Gatschet, Powell.

Triibner, 1882 catalogue, p. 3, prices a copy
6*. ; Leclerc, 1887, p. 3, 15 fr. ; Maisonneuve,

1888, p. 42, 15 fr.

Adams (Franklin George). Phonetic

representation of Indian languages.
In the "Weekly Capital, Topeka, Kans., No-

vember 20, 1879. (Powell.)

A paper read by Mr. Adams, secretary of the

Kansas Historical Society, before the Kansas
Academy of Science, IsTovember 7, 1879.

Contains a "Key to the Ottawa alphabet,"

from Meeker (J.), Ottawa first book.

Adams (Nehemiah). The life
|
of

|
John

Eliot :
I
with an account

| of the early

missionary efforts
|
among

|
the Indians

ofNew England.
|

By Nehemiah Adams,

I
pastor of Essex street church, Boston.

I

Written for the Massachusetts Sab-

bath School Society, and
j
approved by

the Committee of Publication.
|

Boston:
|

Massachusetts Sabbath

School Society,
|
Depository, No. 13

Cornhill.
|
1847.

Title verso copyright 1 1. advertisement 1 1.

text pp. 7-278, appendix pp. 279-324, 12o.

A specimen of " gracious expression " in the

Natick language (from Eliot), with English

translation, p. 95.

Copies seen : Congress.

Adams (William). Terms of relation-

ship of the Delaware (Opuhnarke), col-

lected by Lewis H. Morgan from Will-

iam Adams, a Delaware.
InMorgan (L. H.), Systems of consanguinity

and aflinity of the human family, pp. 273-382,

lines 62, Washington, 1871, 4°.

AdelungCJohaan Chr'stoph) [andVater
(J. S.)] Mithridates

|
oder

|

allgemeine

I

Sprachenkunde |
mit

|
dem Vater

Uuser als Sprachprobe
|
in bey nahe

\

fiinfhuudert Sprachen und Muudarten,

I
von

I
Johann Christoph Adelung,

|

Churfiirstl. Sachsischen Hofrath und
Ober-Bibliothekar.

|
[Two lines quo-

tation.]
I
ErsterC-Vierter] Theil.

|

Berlin,
]
inderVossischen Buchhand-

lung,
I 1806C-1817].

4 vols. (vol. 3 in three parts), 8°.
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Adelung ( J. C. ) and Vater (J. S. )— Con-

tinued.

Vol. 3, pt. 3, contains the following Algonquian

linguistic material

:

Algonkin grammatic comments, pp. 404-410,

412-413; prayer, p. 411 (from Hervas); songs, p.

411 (from Dunne); vocabularies, pp. 254, 343-346,

416-417 (from Lahontau, Barton, Long, and

Mackenzie).

Blut or Blood Indians grammatic comments,

pp. 251-256.

Chippewa grammatic comments, pp. 404-410;

text, with interlinear translation, p. 414 (from

Long); vocabularies, pp.254, 343-346, 415-416

<from Carver, Baudry de Lozieres, and Long).

Delaware grammatic comments, pp. 369-372;

Lord's i)rayer, pp. 372-373 (from Zeisberger);

vocabularies, pp. 343-346, 374-376 (from Buttlar

a,nd Barton).

Fall Indians grammatic comments, pp. 251-

256; Tocabulary, p. 254 (from TJmfreville).

Illinois vocabulary, pp. 36.3-364.

Kikapoo vocabulary, p. 363 (from Barton).

Knistenaux grammatic comments, pp. 404-

410; vocabularies, pp. 254 (from Mackenzie),

343-346, and 418-419 (from Mackenzie).

Messisauger vocabularies, pp. 343-344, 415-

416 (from Barton).

Miami grammatic comments, pp. 353-354

;

vocabularies, pp. 343-346, 363-364 (from Volney

and Barton).

Micmac Lord's prayer, p. 401 (from La Croze);

text, p. 402 ; vocabulary, pp. 403-404.

Minsi vocabularies, pp. 343-345 and (from Bar-

ton) pp. 374-376.

Mohegan grammatic comments, pp. 394-399;

Lord's prayer, p. 400 (from Edwards); vocabu-

laries, pp. 343-346, 403-404 (from Barton and

Long).

Mountaineer vocabulary, pp. 418-419.

Narraganset grammatic comments, pp. 376-

379; vocabularies, pp. 343-346 and (from Wil-

liams) 387-389.

Natick grammatic comments, pp. 379-387;

Lord's prayer, pp. 385-386 (from Eliot); vocabu-

laries, pp. 343-346 and (from Eliot) 387-389.

Nehethewa grammatic comments, pp. 408-409.

Tocabularies, pp. 254 and (from TJmfreville) 418-

419.

New England text, p. 401 ; vocabularies, pp.
343-344 and (from Wood) 387-389.

New Sweeden grammatic comments, pp. 369-

372; text, p. 373 (from Campanius); vocabula-

ries, pp. 343-346 and (from Campanius) 374-376.

Paegan grammatic comments, pp. 251-256.

Pampticough vocabulary, pp. 345, 360-362

<frora Lawson and Brickell).

Penobscot vocabularies, pp. 343-344 and
<from Barton) 402-404.

Pennsylvanien vocabulary, pp. 387-389.

Piankashaw vocabulary, pp.344, 360-362 (from

Barton).

Pottawatameh vocabalaries, pp. 343-345 and
(from Barton) 360-362.

Adelung (J. C.) and Vater (J. S.)— Con-

tinued.

Sankikanis vocabularies, pp. 343-344 and
(from Laet) 374-376.

Schwarzfiissigeor Blackfoot grammatic com-

ments, pp. 251-256; vocabulary, p. 254 (from

Umf-eville).

Shawanno grammatic comments, pp. 354-358

;

Lord's prayer (three versions), pp. 358-359 (from

Cbamberlayne, Buttlar, Am. Museum); vocab-

ularies, pp. 343-346 and (from Gibson and

Buttlar) 360-362.

Skoffie vocabulary, pp. 4 18-419.

Souriquois vocabulary, pp. 402-404 (from Les-

carbot).

Virginien vocabulary, pp. 387-389 (from Bar-

ton).

Copies seen: Astor, Bancroft, British Mu-
seum, Bureau of Ethnology, Congress, Eames,

Trumbull, Watkiuson.

Priced byTriibner(1856),no.503,lZ. 16s. Sold

at the Fischer sale, no. 17, for 11.; another copy,

no. 2042, for 16s. At the Field sale, no. 16, it

brought $11.85; at the Squier sale, no. 9, $5.

Leclerc (1878) prices it, no. 2042, 50 fr. At the

Pinart sale, no. 1322, it sold for 25 fr. and at the

Murphy sale, no. 24, a half-calf, marble-edged

copy brought $4.

Adlachemudiguichkek meiauTakwey
[Abnaki]. See Vetromile (E.)

Ahiamihewintuhangan [Abnaki]. See

Vetromile (E.)

Aiamie kushkushkutu [Montagnais]. See

Durocher (F.)

Aiamie-nabowewinan
|
nabinawema-

gakin
|

[Crucifix]
|

Mouiang [Montreal],
|
takkwabikich-

kote L. Perrault
|
endatcb.

I
1844.

Title verso blank 1 1. text entirely in the

Nipissing language pp. 3-7, 16°.

Contains prayers, a brief catechism, etc.

Copies seen : Laval, Shea.

Aiamie NikamoBiuan.
No title-page, heading only; text pp. 1-36,

18°. Hymns entirely in the Abbitibi dialect of

the Cree language, with the exception of the

titles, which are in French.

Copies seen : Eames.

Aiamie tipadjimoSin [Nipissing]. See

Mathevet (J. C.)

Aiamieu kukuetshimitun [Montagnais].

See Durocher (F.)

Aiamieu kusbkushkutu [Montagnais].

See Durocher (F.)

Alden {Rev. Timothy). Aboriginal ety-

mology.
In The Olden Time, vol. 1, pp. 325-329, Pitts-

burg, 1846, 2 vols. 8°. (Congress.)

Contains the etymology of a number of Al-

gonquian words.
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Alden (T.)—Continued.
Reprinted in: The Olden Time, Cincinnati,

1876, 2 vols. 8°. (Congress.)

This article appeared originally in the Alle-

ghany Magazine, published by Alden. (*)

Alexander (Sir Jamea Edward). L'Aca-

die;
|
or,

|
seven years' explorations

|

in
I

British America.
|
By

|
Sir James

E. Alexander, K. L. S., & K. St. J.,
\

on the staff of H. E. the commander
of the forces in Canada.

|
In two vol-

umes.
I
Vol. I[-IIj.

I

London:
|
Henry Colburn, publish-

er:
I

Great Marlborough street.
|

1849.

2 vols. : frontispiece 1 1. title 1 1. dedication

verso blank 1 1, preface pp. -v-vi, illustrations

verso blank 1 1. contents pp. ix-xvi, text pp.

1-345; frontispiece 11. title 1 1. contents pp. iii-

viii, text pp. 1-326, 12°.

Lord's prayer in the Micmac language, vol.

2, p. 325; in the Milicete language, p. 326.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Congress.

According to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 733, this

work was reissued London, 1853, 2 vols, post

8°.

Alexander (John Henry). A dictionary

of the language of the Lenni Lenap6,

or Delaware Indians. (*)

Manuscript, 4°, mentioned in the Memoir of

John H.Alexander, by William Pinkney, read

before the Maryland Historical Society, May
2, 1867.

Alger (Abby Langdon). A collection of

words and phrases taken from the Pas-

samaquoddy tongue. By Abby Lang-
don Alger.

In American Philosoph. Soc. Proc. vol. 22,

pp. 240-255, Philadelphia, 1885, 8°.

Issued separately also, without title, headed
as above, repaged 1-15. (Pilling, Powell.)

Mr. W. F. Ganong, Cambridge, Mass.. writes

me: "I have a pasteboard pamphlet-cover in

which, with a copy of Barratt's 'Indian of

New England,' there is a copy of Miss Abby
L. Alger's ' Words and phrases from the Pas-

samaquoddy, ' with a number of additions and
notes in writing made by her—about 33 in

all."

Algonquian. [Algonquian-French gram-
mar.]

Manuscript, 5911. 16°, Algonquian and French,

in the library of Maj. J. W. Powell, Washing-
ton, D. C. ; found several years ago among the

papers of John Porteus, an early Indian trader

in the Mohawk Valley. It consists of declen-

sions and conjugations in nearly equal parts, the

latter beginning near the middle of the book,

with heading : Conjugations de quelques verbes

Alkonkins & Nipissings.

Algonquian. [Algonquian-Frenoh vo-

cabulary.]

Manuscript, 11. 1-59 (incomplete), in theBibli-

oth^que Rationale, Paris, where it is entered un-

der no. 16 in catalogue no. 327. There is no title-

page and no indication of author or date. It is

closely and finely though not distinctly written,

averaging 57 lines to the page, in two columns,

Algonquian and French, the writing covering^

a little more than half the width of the page.

It is arranged alphabetically by Algonquian

words and ends in the letter T. The character 8

is used throughout the manuscript for the sound
of ou or w.

Algonquian. Catechisme Algonkin. (*)

Manuscript, 140 pp. 4°, preserved at the Mis-

sion of Lacdes DeuxMontagnes (Oka), Canada,

and used by the Sisters in teaching the children

of the school at that mission. It is said to be a

copy only., made, they assert, about fifty years

ago. Besides the catechism it contains many
psalms and hymns.

During the autumn of 1882, while on a visit

to the mission of Lac des Deux Montagues, I

had the pleasure, through the courtesy of P6r©
Leclaire, then missionary at that place, of in-

specting a number of linguistic manuscripts,

composed for the most part by former mission-

aries at the Lake, titles of which will bo found

in their proper places in this bibliography. In

addition to these, I have been furnished by the

late Mrs. Erminnie A. Smith, an employee of the

Bureau of- Ethnology, who spent some time at

that mission engaged in the preparation of a
grammarand dictionary of the various Iroquoian
languages, with a list of others, of the existence

of which I was not aware at the time of my
visit ; of those which are anonymous, the title

of one is given a bove and others below. The
descriptions are by Mrs. Smith, aided by P6re

Leclaire.

On a more recent visit (June, 1889), I was.

shown by the Abb6 Cuoq what purported to be

all the Algonquian manuscripts belonging to

the library of the mission ; some of these were

additional to those seen on my first sojourn at

the lake, but I was unable to identify any of

those here entered anonymously.

Algonquian. Catechisme Algonquin. (*)

Manuscript, 12°, written by a Jesuit mission-

ary ; in the archives of the Catholic church at

the mission of Lacdes Deux Montagues (Oka),

Canada.

Algonquian. Dictionnaire Algonquin-

Fran^ais de I'an 1661. (*)

Manuscript, sm. 4°, preserved in the ar-

chives of the Catholic church at the mission of

Lac des Deux Montagues (Oka), Canada.

This work has passed through the hands of

M. Mathevet, a former missionary at this

place, as one clearly sees by an inspection of

the cover, which is entirely covered with short

notes in Algouquian, written by this mission-

ary ; besides these he has made many additions

throughout the dictionary.
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Algonquian—Continued

.

Other additions and corrections have been

made by the hand of another missionary, whose

name is not known, biit from whom we have a

large number of Algonquian manuscripts. To

this author belong the six pages which end the

work.

These writers were evidently very capable

men, and already far advanced in the knowl-

edge of the language. •

Algonquian. Dictionnaire Francais-Al-

gonquiu. 166*2? (*)

Manuscript preserved in the archives of the

Catbolic church at the mission of Lac des Deux

Montagues (Oka), Canada. It is incomplete, be-

ginning with the letter B and ending with the

letter T. Mice have partially destroyed it, but

the remainder is in a readable state. The author

was a Jesuit missionary.

Algonquian. Dictionnaire Fran^ais-Al-

gonquin. 1669. (*)

Manuscript pieserved in the archives of the

Catholic church at the mission of Lac des Deux
Montagues (Oka), Canada. It is in bad condi-

tion, leaves torn, etc.

Algonquian. Dictionnaire Frangais-Al-

gonquin. (*)

Manuscript in the archives of the Catholic

church at Oka, Canada. "Written by one of the

Jesuit fathers, who has also left a large book of

instructions.

Algonquian. [Discourse on Purgatory,

and a part of Genesis, in the Algon-

quian language. 1662?] (*)

Manuscript, 99 11. preserved in the archives

of the Catholic church at the mission of Lac des

Deux Montagnes (Oka), Canada. It is written

in abridged Latin and Algonquian and is the

work of the same Jesuit father who compiled

the French-Algonquian dictionary, titled above

under the date of 1662?

The two dictionaries dated 1662? and 1669,

and the Discourse, have been corrected and aug-

mented by a Jesuit father who wrote in 1669

and who had a good knowledge of the language,

as is attested by the fact that he wrote upon the

roots of the Algonkin.

Algonquian. Grammaire, petit cat6-

chisme, prieres et cantiques. (*)

Manuscript in the archives of the Catholic

church, Oka, Canada. It is a large octavo vol-

ume, written by a Jesuit, and appears to be
quite ancient.

Algonquian. Instructions sur les sym-
boles en langue Algonquin. 1669. (*)

Manuscript preserved in the archives of the

Catholic church at the mission of Lac des Deux
Montagnes (Oka), Canada.

The two manuscripts last titled are the work
of the Jesuit father spoken of above as being
well versed in the language.

Algonquian. Liber baptisatorum a Pa-

tribus Societatis Jesu in residentia seu

reductione Sancti Josepbivulgo Sillery.

Manuscript, 82 11. of which the first four only

are numbered, 4P. It is the register of bap-

tisms and confirmations of the Indians made at

Sillery and Three Rivers from 1637 to 1690.

It contains the names of the Indians baptised

and those of their parents.

Preserved in the Basilique Notre-Dame of

Quebec.

Algonquian. [Prayers, etc., in the Al-

gonquian language.]
Manuscript, 1 p. 1. pp. 1-160, 8 unnumbered 11.

12°, in possession of the compiler of this bibli-

ography, presented by the pastor of the Catho-

lic church at the mission of Lac des Deux Mon-
tagnes (Oka), Canada. It is bound in leather,

fairly written, and well preserved.

Priere avaut le Cat6chisme, p. 1.—Actes de

remerciment, de contrition, p. 1, d'offrande,

de foi, p. 2, de charit6, p. 3.—Pater noster, p. 3.

—

Ave Maria, Credo, p. 4.—Confiteor, p. 6.— Les
commandements de Dieu, et de r6glise, p.

7.—Prieres k I'ange gardien, St. Joseph, St.

Michel, St. patron, k tous les sts., I'angelus,

pp. 8-11.— P. 12, blank.— Cat6chisme, pp. 13-

35.—Actes, pp. 35-43.—Messe de la ste. Vierge,

introit, pp. 45-47.— Psaumes, pp. 47-54.— Messe
desmorts.introit, etc., pp. 54-64.—Cantiques,pp.

64-87.—Les litanies de la ste. Vierge, pp. 87-96.

—Hymne des anges, etc., pp. 96-148.—Acte de

conformite k la volonte de Dieu, pp. 149-150.

—

Hymnes, pp. 150-160.—8 unnumbered 11. at end.

Algonquian

:

Bible passages See Brisbin (J. S.)

Bible passages Eeade (J.)

Bibliographic American Board.

Bibliographic American Philo-

sophical Society.

Bibliographic Bartlett (J. E.)

Bibliographic Brinton (D. Gr.)

Bibliographic Catalogue.

Bibliographic Clarke (2.,) & co.

Bibliographic De Schweinitz (E.)

Bibliographic Dexter (H. M.)

Bibliographic Dufosse (E.)

Bibliographic Field (T. W.)
Bibliographic Finotti (J. M.)
Bibliographic Gill (C.)

Bibliographic Harrisse (H.)

Bibliographic Laurie (T.)

Bibliographic Leclerc(C.)

Bibliographic Lenox (J.)

Bibliographic Ludewig (H. E.)

Bibliographic McLean (J.)

Bibliographic Micmac.
Bibliographic Muller (F.)

Bibli -graphic Murphy (H. C.)

Bibliographic Nash(E.W.)
Bibliographic O'Callaghan (E. B.)

Bibliographic Paine (N.)

Bibliographic Pick (B.)

Bibliographic Pickering (J.)

Bibliographic Pott (A. F.)
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Algonquian— Continued.
Bibliograpliic See Quaritcli (B.)

Bibliographic Keichelt (G. T.)

Bibliographic Sabin (J.)

Bibliographic Sasseville (J.) and
Shea (J. G.)

Bibliographic Schoolcraft (H.E.)

Bibliographic Stargardt (J. A.)

Bibliographic . Steiger (E.)

Bibliographic Stevens (H.)

Bibliographic Thomas (I.)

Bibliographic Triibner & co.

Bibliographic Trumbull (J. H.)

Bibliographic Vater(J. S.)

Bibliographic "Winsor (J.)

Catechism Algonquian

Catechism James (T.)

Catechism Lanre (P.)

Catechism While (A.)

Dictionary Algonquian.

Dictionary Andr6 (L.)

Dictionary Cuoq (J. A.)

Dictionary Lahontan (A. L.

)

Dictionary Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Dictionary Thavenet (—

)

Dictionary "White (A.)

Etymologies Alden (T.)

General discussion Bancroft (G.)

General discussion Beverley (R.)

General discussion Borsari (F.)

General discussion Bradford (A. W.)
General discussion Campanius Holm

(T.)

General dis»5ussion Cass (L.)

General discussion Charlevoix (P. F. X.)

General discussion Chateaubriand (F.

A. de).

General discussion Cuoq (J. A.)

General discussion Elliott (A.M.)

General discussion Featherman (A.)

General discussion Gilij (F. S.)

General discussion Haines (E. M.)

General discussion Hale (H.)

General discussion Hayden (F. V.)

General discussion Jefferys (T.)

General discussion Le Hir ( A. M.)

General discussion Mcintosh (J.)

General discussion Marcoux (J.)

General discussion Miiller (F.)

General discussion Newcomb (H.)

General discussion Pickering (J.)

General discussion Priest (J.)

General discussion Eawle (W.)

General discussion Schoolcraft (H. R.)

General discussion Teza (E.)

General discussion Trumbull (J. H.)

General discussion "Worsley (I.)

Geographic names Ballard (E.)

Geographic names Beckwith (H. W.)
Geographic names Benson (E.)

Geographic names Boyd (S. G.)

Geographic names Chapin(A. G.)

Geographic names Denton (D.)

Geographic names Dryasdust.

Geographic names Dunne (J.)

Geographic names Errett (R.)

Algonquian— Continued

.

Geographic names See Field (T. W.)
Geographic names Ganong (W. F.)

Geographic names Haines (E. M.)

Geographic names Henderson (J. G.)

Geographic names Hough (D.)

Geographic names Lugrin (C. H.)

Geographic names Mombert (J. I.)

Geographic names Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Geographic names True (N'. T.)

Geographic names Trumbull (J. H.)

Geographic names Wheeler (C. H.)

Geographic names Winthrop (J.)

Grammar Algonquian.

Grammar Cuoq (J. A.)

Grammar Duponceau (P. S.)

Grammar Gay(R. M.)

Grammar Guichart de Kersl-

dent (V. F.)

Grammar Knox (J.)

Grammar Miiller (F.)

Grammar Nicolas (L.)

Grammar White (A.)

Grammatic comments Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater(J.S.)

Grammatic comments Featherman (A.)

Grammatic comments Gibbs (G.)

Grammatic comments Heriot (G.)

Grammatic comments Reland (H.)

Grammatic comments Ruttenber (E. M.)

Grammatic comments Trumbull (J. H.)

Grammatic treatise Cuoq (J. A.)

Grammatic treatise Teza (E.)

Grammatic treatise Trumbull (J. H.)

Hymns Allgemeine.

Hymns Cuoq (J. A.)

Hymns Garin (A.M.)

Hymns Heriot (G.)

Hymns Kipp (W. H.)

Hymns La Harpe (J. F. de)

.

Hymns Rasles (S.)

Legends Squier (E.G.)

Lord's prayer Bergholtz (G. F.)

Lord's prayer Hensel (G.)

Lord's prayer Smet (P. J. de).

Lord's prayer (treatise) Trumbull (J. H.)

Numerals Beauregard (O.)

Numerals Classical.

Numerals Ellis (R.)

Numerals Fritz (J. F.) and
Schultze (B.)

Numerals Heriot (G.)

Numerals Hervas (L.)

Numerals James (E.)

Numerals Lescarbot (M.)

Numerals Long (J.)

Numerals Pott (A. F.)

Numerals
.

Riidiger (J. C.)

Numerals Schoolcraft (H.R.)

Numerals Stearns (W. A.)

Numerals Trumbull (J. H.)

Personal names Blanchard (R.)

Phrases Beauregard (O.)

Prayer book Laure (P.)

Prayers Algonquian,

Prayers Crespieul (F. X.)
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Algonquian— Continued.

Prayera SeeLaflfeche (L.F.)

Prefixes Garin (A.M.)

Proper names EockweU(E.r.)

Proper names Toner (J. M.)

Relationships Oppert (G.)

Songs Algonquian

Songs Dunne (J.)

Songs Haines (E.M.)

Text Algonquian.

Text Trumbull (J. H.)

Tribal names Barratt (J.)

Tribal names Brice(W.A.)

Tribal names Gimilan (J. A.)

Tribal names Schoolcraft (H.R.)

Vocabulary Adelung(J.C.) and

Vater (J.S.)

Vocabulary Algonquian.

Vocabulary Allen (W.)

Vocabulary Barton (B.S.)

Vocabulary CampaniusHolm(T.)

Vocabulary CourtdeGebelin(A.)

Vocabulary Edwards (J.)

Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary Gilij (F. S.)

Vocabulary Haines (E. M.)

Vocabulary Heckewelder(J.G.)

Vocabulary Hensel (G.)

Vocabulary Heriot (G.)

Vocabulary Hervas (L.)

Vocabulary Holden (A. W.)

Vocabulary Jacquemin (—

)

Vocabulary Kalm (P.)

Vocabulary Knox (J.)

Vocabulary Lathim (R. G.)

Vocabulary Long (J.)

Vocabulary Mackenzie (A.)

Vocabulary O'Callaghan (E. B.)

Vocabulary Preston (T. R.)

Vocabulary Rhode Island.

Vocabulary Ruttenber (E. M.)

Vocabulary Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Vocabulary Vincent (E.H. J.)

Vocabulary Williamson (W. D.)

Words Bartlett (J. R.)

Words Beauregard (0.)

Words Beverley (R.)

Words Brinton (D. G.)

Words Chamberlain (A. F.)

Words Chamberlayne (J.)

and Wilkius (D.)

Words Charencey (H. de).

Words Chase (P. E.)

Words Crane (W. W.)
Words Dudley (P.)

Words Elliott (A.M.)

Words Fritz (J. F.) and
. Schultze (B.)

Words Gatschet (A. S.)

Words Grasserie (R.de la).

Words Latham (R.G.)

Words Lewis (R.B.)

Words Loudon (A.)

Words McDonnell (W.)

Words Moor (E.)

Words l^antel (A.)

Algonquian— Continued.
. Words See Perez (J.)

Words Schomburgk (R. H.)

Words Simon (B. A.)

Words Smith (E.)

Words Vater (J. S.)

Words Woodward (A.)

Allen (William). An
|
American

|
bio-

graphical and historical
j
dictionary,

|

containing an account of the
|
lives,

characters, and writings
|
of the

|
most

eminent persons in North America from

its first settlement,
|
and a summary of

the
I
history of the several colonies

|

and of the
|
United States.

|
By William

Allen, D. D.,
|
President of Bowdoin

College;
|
Fellow of the [&c. two

lines.]
I

[Quotation, one line.]
|
Second

edition.
|

Boston:
|
published by William Hyde

& Co.
j
M DCCC XXXII [1832].

Title 1 1. preface pp. iii-viii, text pp. 1-800,

8°.

A few words of the Massachusetts Indian

language (from Wood's Kew England's Pros-

pect), pp. 790-791.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Massachusetts Historical Society, Shea.

The first edition Cambridge, 1809 (Boston

Athenaeum, Congress), contains no linguistics.

The
I

American
|
biographical dic-

tionary :
j
containing an account of the

|

lives, characters, and writings
|
of the

I
Most Eminent Persons Deceased in

Nort 1 America,
|
from its first settle-

ment.
I
By

I
William Allen, D.D.,

|
late

president of Bowdoin College, [&c.

four lines.]
|
[Quotation, one line.]

|

Third edition,
j

Boston :
j
published by John P. Jew-

ett and Company.
|
Cleveland, Ohio :

|

Henry P. B. Jewett.
|
M. DCCC. LVII

[1857].

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface to the first

edition pp. iii-v, preface to the second edition

pp. vi-vii, jtreface to the third edition pp. viii-ix,

text pp. 1-896, index pp. 897-905, large 8°.

Linguistics as in edition of 1832, p. 879.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Eames, Massachusetts Historical

Society.

Wunnissoo,
(
or the

|
Vale of Hoosa-

tunnuk,
| a poem, with notes.

|
By

William Allen, DTD.,
|
A member [&c.

four lines].
|

Boston :
(
published by John P. Jew-

ett and company.
|
Cleveland, Ohio:

Jewett, Proctor & Worthiugton.
) New
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Allen (W. ) — Continaed.

York : Sheldon, Blakeman & company.

I
M.DCCC.LVI[1856].

|

Frontispiece 1 1. title 1 1. preface pp. 3-8, sec-

ond preface pp. 9-12, contents pp. 13-14, dedica-

tion pp. 15-18, half-title verso blank 1 1. text pp.

21-163, half-title verso blank 1 1. notes pp. 167-

237,12°.

An account of Indian languages, pp. 174-

192, contains a short vocabulary of the Mo-

began, Norridgewock, St. Francis, Penobscot,

Miami, Shawanese, Algonkin, Delaware, Mun-
see, Chippeway, Massachusetts, Passama-

quoddy, Micmac, Skoffie, Pottawatamah, Knis-

teneaux, Natick, Narragansett, Mountaineer,

Messisagua, Minsi, and Nanticoke, pp. 179-181;

remarks on the structure of the Mohegan lan-

guage, with three lists of Mohegan words (from

John Lyon Gardiner, an Indian woman named
Sarah Mayweep, and from Sarah Lannan Hunt-

ington), pp. 188-191 ; a short vocabulary of the

Plymouth Indians, p. 191 ; a short vocabulary

of the Powhattan and the Pampticoc, p. 192.

—

"Of the Mohegan language, ' including a vo-

cabulary of 150 words, pp. 232-236.

Copies seen : Congress, Dunbar.

Allgemeine Historie
|
der Reisen zu

Wasser uud Lande
; |

oder
j
Sammlung

I
aller

|
Reisebeschreibungen,

|
welche

bis itzo
I

in verschiedenen Sprachen

von alien Volkern herausgegeben wor-

den,
I

und einea vollstandigen Begriff

von der neuern Erdbeschreibung
|
und

Gescbicbte machen
; |

Worinnen der

wirkliche Znstand aller Nationen vor-

gestellet, und das
|
Merkwiirdigste,

Niitzlichste und Wahrhaftigste in
[
Eu-

ropa, Asia, Africa und America,] in Anse-

hung ihrer verschiedenen Reiche und
Lander ; deren Lage, Grosze, Grenzen,

|

Eintheilungen, Himmelsgegenden, Erd-

reichs, Friichte, Thiere, Fliisse, Seen,

Gebiirge,
|
groszen und kleinen Stiidte,

Hafen, Gebaude,
|
u. s. w. |

wie auch

der Sitten und Gebranche, der Ein-

wohner, ihrer Religion, Regierungsart,

I
KUnste und Wissenschaften, Hand-

lung und Manufacturen,
|
enthalten

ist;
I

Mit nothigen Landkarten
|
nach

den neuesten und richtigsten astrono-

mischen Wahrnehmungen und man-
cherley

|
Abbildungen der Stadte, Kiis-

ten, Aussichten, Thiere, Gewachse, Klei-

dungen,
| und anderer dergleichen

Merkwiirdigkeiten* versehen
; |

Durch
eine Gesellschaft gelehrter Manner im
Englischen zusammen getiagen, | und
aus demselben ins Deutsche iibersetzet.

I
Erster [-ein und zwanzigater uud letz-

Allgemeine— Continued,

ter} Band.
|
Mit Konigl. Poln. und

Churf. Sachs, allergnadigster Freyheit.)

Leipzig, bey Arkstee und Merkus.

1747 [-1774].

21 vols. 4°. In most of the volumes the sec-

ond line of the title reads :
" der Reisen zu

"Wasser und zu Lande." The work is based on

Astley's Col ection of Voyages, and Prevest's
Histoire General e des Voyages.

Numerals 1-100 and vocabulary of the New
York Indians f Delaware] (from Laet), vol.16,

p. 605. — Vocabulary of the language of Hud-
son's Bay [Montagnais], vol. 16, pp. 658-659.

—

Von der Sprache, der Regierung und Religion

der Wilden, vol. 17, pp. 19-35^ contains, on p. 22,

the hymn "0 Salutaris hostia" in Abenaki,

Algonquin, Huron, and Illinois (from Rasles.)

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Public, British

Museum, Congress.

AUouez {Ph'e Claude). [Prayers, in-

structions, and a catechism, in the Illin-

ois language.]

Colophon: Fait par le P. CI. Allouez,

pour leP^re Marquette. [1673-1675?] (*)

Manuscript, 1 p. l.pp. 1-185, 16°, belonging to

Surgeon-Major Hubert Neilson, Kingston, 'Can-

ada. I am indebted to the Abb6 Sasseville, Ste.

Foye, Canada, for an extended description of the

work, which I summarize as follows: On p. 1

is the heading Preces Ilinicse, followed by the

formula for the sign of the cross ; and this by
the Acte d^foi de la presence de Dieu.—Acte
d'adoration, p. 2.— Acte de foi, p. 3. — Acte
d'esperance, p. 4.—Acte d'amour, p. 5.—Acte

de remerciments, pp. 6-7.— [Acte de] demande,

p. 8.—[Acte de] offrande, p. 9,—Acte de con-

trition, p. 10.—Au commencement de la messe,

pp. 11-18. — Pater and credo, pp. 19-22.—

Prayers, pp. 22-26.—Litanies and prayers, pp.

27-36.—Pour la petite couronne, pp. 37-38.—Pp.
39-40 are taken up with the ten command-
ments, without heading.—Litany [du Saint nom
de J6sus], pp. 41-44.—Asperges me, pp. 45-47.

—

Pp. 48-51 are occupied with hymns.—A canticle

"Sur malheureuse creature' of 45 stanzas ex-

tends from p. 52 to p. 66. This canticle is in the

form of a dialogue between God and a fallen

soul, and in the original French is well known
and much used in Canada.—Another canticle,

"Pour les blenheureux," pp. 67-71.—Pp. 72-93

(p. 86 missing) are blank.—Instructio pro mori-

bundis non babtizatis, pp. 94-103.—Pp. 104-137

are blank.—Catechisme (preceded by a prayer

headed Invocation), pp. 130-176.—Pp. 177-184

blank. On p. 185 is the colophon abeve.

P6re Allouez was missionary in the region of

Lake Superior and Lake Michigan in the year

1665, and numbered among his neophytes a vil-

lage of Illinois Indiana, to whom he preached

in their own language.

P6re Marquette was sent to this region some-

where about 1668-70, and in May, 1673, started

with Jolliet for the Mississippi River. He re;
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Allouez (C.)— Continued.

turned in November, 1674, and founded the mis-

sion ofKaskaskias. On returning from this mis-

sion he died on the shore of Lake Michigan May
19, 1675. It is probable that it was about this

time the manuscript above described was writ-

ten.

Since furnishing me with the description of

this and another manuscript—by Pere Antoine

Silvy iq.v.), also belonging to Surgeon-Major

Neilson—the Abb6 Sasseville's very full and

detailed description of them, in French, has

been (ranslated into English and published in a

pamphlet" edited by Mr. George M. Fairchild,

jr., with a supplementary letter by Dr. J. G.

Shea, printed in New York in 1887 and issued

in an edition of 100 copies. In this pamphlet

(p. 10) the Abbe says: "We can reasonably in-

fer that this manuscript was remitted to P^re

Jacques Marquette by P^reCl. Alloiiez. either

in the month of May, 1673, or in November,
1674."

See Sasseville (J.) and Shea (J. G.)

Alnambay Almanac. See Vetromile (E.)

Alnambay-ouli awikbigan [Penobscot

and Passamaquoddy]. See Romagne
(J. B.)

Alnambay uli awikhigan [Abnaki ]. See

Vetromile (E.)

Alphabet
|
Mikmaque.

|
[Picture.]

|

Quebec:
|
imprim^ par C.Le Francois,

I

rue Laval, No. 9, |
1817.

Title within fancy border verso blank 1 1.

text entirely in Mikmaque pp. 3-;^9, 24°.

Alphabet, words of one, two, and three sylla-

bles, primer lessons, etc. pp. 3-12.—The creed,

conflteor, acts of faith, hope, love, contrition,

prayers, etc. for the use of Roman Catholics,

pp. 13-39.

The character 8, apostrophes, macrons, pri-

mary and secondary accents, etc. are used
throughout.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Laval, Shea.

Alphabet, Ottawa. See Adams (F. G.)

American Antiquarian Society : These words fol-

lowing a title or inclosed within parentheses

after a note indicate that a copy of thework re-

ferred to has been seen by the compiler in the

library of that society, Worcester, Mass.

American Bible Society: These words following

a title or within parentheses after a note indi-

cate that a copy of the work referred to has been
seen by the compiler in the library of that in-

stitution, New York City.

American Bible Society. 1V76. Centen-
nial exhibition. 1876.

|
Specimen ver-

ses
I
from versions in different

|
lan-

guages and dialects
|
in which the

|

holy scriptures
;

have been printed and
circulated by the

| American bible so-

ciety
I
and the

|
British and foreign

American Bible Society— Continued,

bible society.
|
[Picture and one line

quotation.]
|

New York :
|
American bible society,

I instituted in the year MDCCCXVI.
|

1876.

Title verso picture etc. 1 1. text pp. 3-47, ad-

vertisement p. 48, 16°.

St. John iii, 16, in the Cree, p. 36 ; in Mali-

seet, p. 37 ; in Ojibwa and in Delaware, p. 38.

Copies seen : American Bible Society, Pilling,

Powell, Trumbull.

Editions, similar except in date, appeared in

1879 (Powell) and in 1884 (Pilling).

Specimen verses
|
from versions in

different
|
languages and dialects |

in

which the
|
Holy Scriptures

|
have been

printed and circulated by the
|
Ameri-

can bible society
I

and the
|
British and

foreign bible society.
|
[Picture of bible

and one line quotation.]
|
Second edi-

tion, enlarged.
|

New York:
|
American bible society,

I
instituted in the year MDCCCXVI.

|

1885.

Title verso note 1 1. text pp. 3-60, index pp.
61-63, advertisement p. 64, 16°.

St. John, iii, 16, in Cree (Roman and syllabic),

Micmac, and Maliseet, p. 47; Ojibwa, p. 48;

Delaware, p. 49.

Copies seen : Powell.

There is an edition, otherwise as above, dated
1888. (Pilling.)

Issued also with title as above and, in addi-

tion, the following, which encircles the border
of the title-page: Souvenir of the world's in-

dustrial and cotton
|
centennial exposition.

|

Bureau of Education : Department of the In-

terior.
I
New Orleans, 1885. (Powell.)

Muestras de versiculos
|
tornados de

las versiones en diferentes
| lenguas y

dialectos
|
en que las

|
sagradas escri-

turas
I
ban sido impressas y puestas en

circulacion por la
| Sociedad biblica

araericana
| y la

| Sociedad biblica in-

glesa y extranjera.
|
[Design and one

line quotation.]
|

Nueva York:
| Sociedad bfblica ame-

ricana.
I
Fuudada en el Ano de 1816.

|

1889.-

Title as above verso a picture etc. 1 1. text pp.
3-50, historical and other observations pp. 51-

60, index pp. 61-63, picture and description p.

64, 16^.

St. John iii, 16, in Cree fRoman and syllabic),

Micmac, Maliseet, and Ojibwa, pp. 46-48.-1
John ii, 3, in Delaware, p. 49.

Copies seen: Pilling.

American Board. Books in the languages
of the North-American Indians.
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American Board— Continued.
In Missionary Herald, vol. 32, pp. 268-269,

Boston, 1837, 8°. (Pilling.)

A. catalogue of the books, tracts, etc. which
had been prepared and printed, under the pat-

ronage of the American Board of Commission-

ers for Foreign Missions, in the languages of

the several Indian tribes among which the

missions of the board had bean established;

it embraces a number in Ojibwa, Ottawa, and

Abernaquis.

American Board of Commissioners : These words

following a title or within parentheses after a

note indicate that a copy of the work referred

to has been seen by the compiler in the library

of the American Board of Commissioners for

Foreign Missions, Boston, Mass.

American Museum. The
|
American

museum | or
|
repository

|
of ancient

and modern fugitive pieces,
\
prose and

poetical. | For January, 1787.
|
[Two

lines quotation.]
|
Volume I [-XII].

|

Number I.
|

Philadelphia :
|
printed by Mathew

Carey.
|
M. DCC. LXXXVII [-M. DCC.

XCII]. [1787-1792.]

12 vols. 8°. Edited by Mathew Carey.

Lord'sprayerin the Shaw^aneselanguage, vol.

6, p. 318.

Edwards (.J.), Observations on the language

of the Muhhekaneew Indians, vol. 5, pp. 21-25,

141-144.

" This magazine was commenced by Mathew
Carey, and continued with marked ability for

six years. The twelve volumes contain a

greater mass of interesting and valuable lit-

erary and historical matter than is to be found

in any of our early American magazines.

Many pieces, though fagitive when written,

are now of a permanent value as documentary

history, and might be sought in vain elsewhere.

Among the contributors were many of the most

eminent writers of the time. The original lists

of subscribers accompany the work."

—

Bartlett.

Copies seen: Astor, Br'^^'sh Museum, Con-

gress, Massachusetts Historical Society, Wat-
kinson, Tale.

At the Murphy sale, catalogue no. 53, a set

sold for $21; Clarke & co., 1886 catalogue,

no. 58, price a set $13.

I have seen a second edition of vols. 1 (1787)

and 2 (1789), and a third edition of vol. 1 (1790),

all in the Library of Congress, with titles dif-

fering slightly from the original edition.

American Philosophical Society: These words
following a title or included within par-

entheses after a note indicate that a copy of

the work referred to has been seen by the com-

piler in the library of that society, Philadelphia,

Pa.

American Philosophical Society. Cata-

logue of manuscript works on the In-

dians and their languages, presented

American Philosophical Society— Cont.

to the American philosophical society

or deposited in their library.

In American Philosoph. Soo. Trans, of the

Hist, and Lit. Committee, vol. 1, pp. xlvii-1,

Philadelphia, 1819, 8°. (Bureau of Ethnology.)

Some of the works mentioned are in Algon-

quian languages.

Eeprinted in Buchanan (J.), Sketches of the

history, manners, and customs of the North

American Indians, pp. 307-310, London, 1824, 8°;

also in the reprint of the same, vol. 2, pp. 79-82,

New York, 1824, 16^.

American Society. The
|

first annual

report
|
of the

|
American society

|
for

promoting the civilization and general

improvement of the
|
Indian tribes in

the United States.
|
Communicated to

the society, in the city of Washington,

with the
I
documents in the appendix,

at tbeir meeting, Feb. 6, 1824.
|

New-Haven :
|
printed for the society,

by S. Converse. |
1824.

Printed cover differing slightly from above,

title as above verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-74, er-

rata 1 p. verso blank, 8°.

Lord's prayer in the language of the Eastern

Indians (Micmac), with interlinear English

translation, p. 53.—A brief vocabulary of the

Chippewa (from McCuUoh), p. 55.

G-reenleaf (M.) Indian names of streams,

islands, etc. on the Penobscot and St. John
rivers in Maine, pp. 49-53.

Madison (—) Brief vocabulary of the Chip-

pewa, p. 57.

Reaume (C.) Vocabulary of the Chippewa,

pp. 56-57.

Saltonstall (G.) Lord'sprayerin the language

of the Moheegan and Pequot Indians, p. 54.

Copies seen: BritishMuseum, Eames, Powell,'

Trumbull.

At the Field sale, no. 1084, an uncut copy
sold for $2. 13

American Trac Society: These words following

a title or within parentheses after a note indi-

cate that a copy of the work referred to has

been seen by the compiler in the library of that

institution, 'New York City.

Anamie-muzinaiguu [Chippewa], See

0'Meara(F. A.)

Anamihanon [Menomonee]. See Zephy-
rin-Engelhardt (C. A.)

Andre (Pere Louis). Collectio
|
Sequens

est conscripfca
[
a P. Ludovico Audr^,

qui
I

fuit silvicolarum Montanorum
|

Missionarius ad ann. M. D. C. XC III.
|

Alia mauuscripta ejusd. scil. Cate-

I

chismus, rudimentum, etexhor-
|
tati-

ones, servantur in archiv.
|
Tadussa-

kensi [Tadoussac], sub No
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Manuscript ; above title (or rather note) verso

first 1. recto blank, text in the Ottawa language

25 unnumbered 11. 16° (6 x 4^ inches).

At the top of the second leaf is the heading:

Preceptes phrases et mots de la langue Algon-

quino outaouoise pour un missionnaire nouveau.

Following the vocabulary are 28 remarks in

Latin, headed respectively Nota 1, Nota 2, etc.

Composed by and in the handwriting of

Father Andr6. On the recto of the 23d 1. is the

remark "et P. Claudius Alloes, qui circiter 30

annos versatus est cum sylvestribus dixit mihi
* * *." Father Allouez died at the Ottawa

mission August 27, 1689. He arrived in the

country as missionary in 1658.

[ ] dictionuaire Algonquin [1688?]
Manuscript; no title, heading as above; 406

unnumbered 11. sm. 8° (7^ x 4^ inches). Paged
on the rectos of the leaves in a modern hand in

pencil 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, etc. Legibly written, on both

sides the leaves, 38 lines to the page. Bound
roughly in deerskin, with strings of the same
material to serve as clasps.

The first three 11. contain explanatory remarks
in French; then follows 1 blank 1.; then begins

A. II in'a donne unliure a lire, followed by the

Algonquian equivalent. The French words are

written in the middle of the page as headings,

the Algonquian equivalent underneath, many
of which run entirely across the page.

Compiled by and in the handwriting of Father

Andre
;
probably about 1688.

To give an idea of the magnitude of the lin-

guistic labor performed by some of the mission-

aries to the Indians, as well as to convey some
impression of the character of the older manu-
scripts, I insert the preface to Father Andre's

dictionary:

Aduertissement.

1. II est difficile de faire un dictionnaire en

quelque langue que ce soit de celles dont i'ay

quelque connoissance, fsans] quon [ne] dise

souuent le mesme mot, soit par raporc [soit k

cause du rapport] qu'ont les choses en elles

mesmes les unes enuers les autres, soit que le

frangois ayant plusieurs mots sinonimes le

mesme mot algonquinrevient pour les signifier.

2. Pour faire ce dictionnaire, ie mesuisserui

des plus grands dictionnaires frangois, dont i'ay

mis les mots en algonquin; mais corame ie

n'auois pas d'algonquins que ie peusse con-

suiter i'ay consults le dictionnaire outaouois.

3. Quand a la fin d'uu mot il y a "out," cela

neut dire [que] ce mot est propre aux outa-

ouois.

4. Les algonquins n'ont pas d'Z. et les ou-

taouois n'ont pas d'r. Quelque fois le mot est

commun aux algonquins et aux outaouois. Cha-
cun y mettant cequi est propre de sa langue.

5. Tous ceux qui uoudront bien apprendre
la langue doiuent tascher d'auoir une personne
d'esprit, et la bien recompenser, pour luy lire

les mots, et luy faire dire ce qu'ils signifient,

affinque s'explicant comme il dit diuers mots, et

Andre (L.)— Continued.
que celuy qui ueut apprendre se fasse roreille,

et quil estudie a parler comme eux.

6. Bien que I'on soit certain d'un mot il ne

faut laisser de lelire k vostre maistre ; souuent

il dira les mots sinonimes que I'on marquera.

7. On fera bien de mettre par escrit ceque

Ton ueut dire aux sauuages, et de le leur lire, et

bien qu'on scache ce qu'on ueut leur dire il ne

nuira point h la question, parce que les sau-

uages admirent que le liure parle comme nous et

que nous puissions mettre sur le papier ce que

nous disons, ce qu'ils ne scauroient faire.

8. Quand i'ay mis la premiere personne ie

mets un 3. pour dire In tioisiesme personne et

dans I'explication ie n'explique que la premiere

personne.

9. II faut se gesner h apprendre les rudimens

autrement on ne parlera iamais bien, et on aura

de la peine a entendre bien les .^auuages.

10. Rarement les frangois parlent correcte-

ment.
11. Les enfans apprennent facilement les lan-

gues en se diuertissant, et sans estude, mais un
missionnaire qui est un peu &,g6 aura de la peine

ou un enfant n'en auroit point. Corabien en

uoyons nous qui au sortir de leurs classes par-

lent aussi facilement en latin qu'en fraugois, k

plus forte raison un missionnaire apprendra

auec peine la langue des sauuages qui a beau-

coup moins de rapport a la langue frangoise que

la langue frauQoise n'en a auec la latine.

12. Quelque fois quand ie n'ay pas bien ioint

les lettres ie mets un petit traict affin qu'on les

ioiguent.

13. Comme ie n'escris pas bien on se trom-

pera souuent, c'est pour quoy il ne faut rien ap-

prendre qu'on ne I'ait leu k celuy des sauuages

qu'on a pour maistre.

14. Je marque les longues en mettant un ac-

cent sur la syllabe longue.

15. Pour bien apprendre ^ prononcer il ne

faut pas dire aux sauuages le mot, mais il faut

qu'ils le disent, car si nous leur dites :

'

' Appel-

lez-uous cela une pierre [?] " ils eous diront

souueut oui, sans comprendre ce que uous uou-

lez apprendre d'eux.

16. II est bon d'auoir tousiours dans sa poche

un escritoire ou un crayon et des tablettes pour
marquertout ce que uous pourrez attrapper do

ce qu'ils disent et apres uous proposerez a vostre

maistre ce que uous auez oul et marque.

17. Ilyadesverbesnoblesetignobles; iemets

le uerbH ignoble le premier, et puis le noble

parabrexiiation. Parexemple: nitiberiucZ'i/i, ie

gouuerne c la. n. [i. e. noble] ma pro nil iberi-

ma, ie gouuerne u. g. un homme.
18. Quand ie mets "u. g." cela ueut dire

"par exemple," uerhi gratia en latin.

19. Quand il y a un t? k la marge, cela ueut

dire que ie double de ce mot.

20. Parfois une lettre n'est pas bien ferrate,

pour lors la 3« personne consid6ree seruira k

corriger la premiere, ou au contraise [sic] par

la troisiesme on corrigera la premiere.

21. Souuent il faudra deviner; le uerbe pr6-
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c6daiit ayant le commencement de la significa-

tion de celuy qui suit.

22. Souaent au lieu de ou ie ne mets que O
par oubli. Lea sauuages n'ont paa un u comme
les fran9ois.

23. II est bon de faire longue ou bri^ue la

syllabe p6nultieme selon qu'elle est [i. e., as the

case ma.y be], pour ne pas choquer I'oreille des

sauuages. La p6nulti^me longue a un accent

aiga V. g.' ; celle qui n'a point d'accent est

brieue. Quelquefois ie mets I'accent ".

24. Agaming, au bord de 9a; agdraing, au

bold de la.

25. Ainsi que nous auons des mots de noa arts

que les sauuages n'ont point, de mesme ils en

ont que nous n'auons pas; c'est pour quoy il

est bon de marquer ceux qu'ils ont-propres, u. g.

sur le canot.

26. Quand il y a un i; et un gr I'un sur I'autre,

cela veut dire que I'un et I'autre se disent. Le
mesme se doit entendre de P et de B.

27. Quand i'ay manque quelque lettre ie la

mets au-dessus du mot oil elle doit estre in8er6e.

28. II faudroit un dictionnaire qui commen^a
par I'algonquin, ce qui seroit commode pour
chercher les mots; mais il faut du temps et du
papier en abondance pour ranger bien les mots
algonquina ainsi que i'ay tascb6 de faire aux
mots outaouois.

29. Quand ie mets I'accent sur la dernidre du
uerbe cela ueut dire qu'il faut Ie mettre sur la

p6nultieme de la seconde personne.

30. Souuent ie suppose que le mot est 8ignifi6

par celuy qui commence.

31. II faut prendre garde h ne paa se tromper

quand par inadvertance ie meta un mot ou dea

syllabea outaouoiaes ou papinachioiaea car les

trois langues tantoat conuiennent et tantost ne

conuiennent paa.

32. Quand ie ne meta point de frangois apr6a

Talgonquin c'est signe que ie [ne] s§ay pas

la signification,

33. Dans toutes lea langues il y a dea mots

sinonymea formellement ou 6quiualement, ce

qui fait que le meame uerbe est pluaieura foia

r6pete.

34. Tantoat ie commence par le mot aauuage,

tantost par le mot frangois sana que cela porte

consequence.

35. Souuent ayant mia le uerbe, ie ne meta

pas la signification au premier qui auit.

30. I'ay oubli6 quelquefoia k mettre le fran-

'9oi8 k dea phraaes.

37. I'eacria comme lea sauuagea prononcent

et il faut a'eatudier k prononcer comme eux.

38. II ne faut permettre k personne de lire

-dans ce dictionnaire de peur que quelqu'un ne

Use ce qui est uilain comme fit X., qui estant

au service d'un pere amassa tons lea mots des-

honestes quiestoient dans son dictionnaire et

s'en seruit pour dire des uilainies aux fiUes et

les desbaucher.

39. En pluaieura endroits ie parle selon les

sauuages et leura saletes que ie ne fais que

toucher; c'est a ceux qui se seruiront de ce

dictionnaire ^prendre garde a cela.
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40. Le papier n'estant par des meilleurs en

plusieurs endroits donnera de la peine. Le
remede sera d'auoir quelque personne qui

scache bien la langue qu'on puisse consulter.

41. Kipoukouan kitonpouagen, tu uioles la

paix, est la fagon de parler des sauuages qui

font la paix en chantant le calumet, et ainsi en

diners endroits je parle selon la facon de parler

des sauuages.

42. Quand il y a une lettre sur i'autre u. g. le

P sur le -B, le n sur r, cela ueut dire que le mot
se prononce diuersement selon lea nationa.

43. Ie mets aouuent le uerbe k la 3« peraonne

et ie mets la signification k la premiere, je fais

cela [par] inaduertance.

[Homilies in the IVIontagnais lan-

guage.]

Manuscript, lacking title-page or first leaf, 49

unnumbered 11. sm. 8° (7x4| inches). The hand-

writing is fairly regular and distinct. The first

8 11. are in parallel columns, Montagnais and
French ; the remainder alternate French on
versos, Montagnais on rectos. The versos of 11.

47, 48, and 49 are blank. The work seems to be
incomplete.

These three manuscripts of Father Andr6 I

had the pleasure of seeing in the hands of the

Abb6 Ferard, in the summer of 1882, at the

Sault au Kecollet, Island of Montreal. In
June, 1889, I saw them again in possession of

Eev. A. E. Jones, of St. Mary's College, Mont-
real, in the library of which institution they

will probably remain.

Through the kindness of the latter gentle-

man, who furnished me the copy of the above

preface, I am also in receipt of an extended bio-

graphic sketch of P6re Andr6, compiled by him
with much labor from printed and manuscript

sources—a sketch too long and elaborate for

these pages, but which should find place in

some more suitable work. I regret my inability

to use it as a whole, but must content myself

with the following extracts :

Father Louis Andr6 was born in 1623, and
previous to his coming to New France had en-

tered the Society of Jesus as a member of the

province of Toulouse. As a Canadian mission-

ary he was within the jurisdif'tion of the prov-

ince of France. He reached America on the

7th of June, 1669, and in a short time was sent

to the western missions, where Claude Allouez,

Jacques Marquette, and Claude Dablon, to-

gether with the coadjutor— brother Louis le

Boeame, were alreadj' toiling in the Master's

vineyard.

On the 20th of May, 1670, Allouez, leaving the

neighborhood of the Bay, had set out for the

Sault, and from him we ascertain the fact that

Father Andre had already reached that post

with Father Druillettes, who had journeyed

with him.

On the 28th of August, Father Andr6 set out

for the Mission of Mississagu6 (Wide-mouth-

river), on the northern shore of Lake Huron.

He arrived there three days after. As soon as
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the exercises of the mission were ended, he pro-

ceeded to Ouiebitchiouan, an island in the same

lake lying opposite EkaentSton (Manitoulin),

where he remained twelve days. After sojourn-

ing on the latter island, continuing unremit-

tingly his apostolic labors in spite of famine, he

finally reached Lake Nipissing, and there spent

three months instructing the 8tisk8agami

(those-at-the-farthest-lake)

.

As the ice broke up he returned to EkaentS-

ton, and for three weeks he preached to the

AmikSd, or Beaver nation, who had taken up

their abode on the island. Provisions were now
more plentiful as the hunt of the orignal had

proved successful, and God gave him, as he

says, wherewith to "couler doucement la fin de

I'hyver." This to all appearances was towards

tlie end of the winter 1670-1671.

The summer months of 1671, Father Andr6

passed at the Bale des Puants. "We next find

him at Michiliraakinac, where he spent part

of the winter with the Etionnontatehronnon

HuroiiS and other Indians who had returned

there as exiles to their old habitation.

On the 15th of December, 1671, be set out to

return to Green Bay. A^ter a tedious and per-

ilou.s journey, owing especially to the ice, he

reached his destination and occupied the re-

mainder of the winter journeying from village

to village and evangelizing the tribes settled in

the neighborhood.

Father Andr^ was stationed at Green Bay in

1672, and I might say permanently. He had

for his companion Father Allouez.

On the 15th of February, the first day of lent,

1673, he repaired to the village of Oussouamig-

oung, where his labors were crowned with suc-

cess. But, owing to a promise he had made
Father Allouez, he relunctantly left his neo-

phytes, on the 6th of March, to return to the

residence at the Bay. Here day after day, from

morning to sundown, the Indians flocked to his

•cabin to be instructed in the Christian faith.

On the 24th of March the Indians struck their

tents intending to camp nearer the mouth of the

river, and on the day following Father Allouez

returned from a mission to the Outagamis, or

Foxes, thus leaving Father Andr6 at liberty to

go on his own annual eight days' retreat, which

time he spent in seclusion, prayer, and medita-

tion.

Towards the end of April of this same year,

1673, Father Andr6 undertook a mission to the

Maloumines or FoUes-Avoines, but he does not

specify what length of time he spent among
them.

In the following year, 1674, he returned to

the mission of Oua-^satinoun [sic], aul premises

by saying that it was his third visit. On the

16th of November, the river of the Folles-

Avoines or Maloumines being completely frozen

over, he was prevented from following the In-

-dian bands to the extremity of Cape Illinois, and

saw himself in the necessity of patiently await-

ing their return at the end of January, 1675.

Father Andr6, throughout 1677, continued
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working assiduously among the Indians of the

Bay, and regenerated by baptism one hundred

catechumens.

From 1678 to 1681 we find him still at Green
Bay ; in 1782 at Michiliraakinac. In 1683 he was
with the InT.ians at Kiskakin. This was the

last 5'ear of liis missionary labor in the "West.

He was now in his sixtieth year, and was re-

called to Quebec, no doubt with the intention

of aff'ording him a little rest after many years

of hardship and apostolic toil. He was then

named professor of philosophy in the Jesuits'

College, at Quebec, a post he occupied in 1684

and 1685. A nd, though venerable in years, he

did not think it beneath him to accept an ap-

pointment as professor in the lower forms of

Quebec College. This duty he fulfilled from

1686 to 1690. But his superiors no doubt had

an ulterior object in view in this appointment.

It was, we may presume, to afford him an ap-

portunity and leisure of turning to account for

the benefit of future missionaries his thorough

knowledge of the Algonquin language. His

Algonquin dictionary bears no date, but the

compendium [see Collectio, first Andr6 title

above], written, to all external appearance,

about the same time, furnishes us with a clue.

Claude Allouez landed the 11th of July,

1658, and died the 27th of August, 1689, giving

an interval of thirty-one years between his ar-

rival and his death, so that the compendium
was not certainly written before 1688, thoxigh

it might have been written after, as Father Al-

louez died after about thirty year^ of mission-

ary life.

Besides the dictionary and the collection of

precepts, etc., there were other of his works
which survived him but which I have not yet

been able to-discover. "We are informed of this

by the following inscription in a strange hand
written on the inside of the paper cover of the

compendium:
"Collectio sequens est conscripta a P. Ludo-

vico Andre, qui fuit Silvicolarum Montanorum,
missionarius ad ann. M. D. C. XCIII.

' 'Aliamanuscripta ejusd. scil. Catechismus,

rudimentum, et exhortationes servantur in

Archiv. Tadussakensi, sub No. ..."

The archives of Tadoussac have long since

disappeared.

In 1691 Andr6 was again on the missions ; this

time at St. Francis Xavier (Chicoutimi) and

Lake St. Peter. This was in the lower Algon-

quin mission.

In 1692 he was still in the Montagnais mis-

sion, with the Papiuacheois and at Chicoutimi.

In 1693 and 1694 we-find him back amidst civili-

zation and stationed at Montreal.

From 1696 to 1699, inclusive, he is not men-

tioned in the catalogues, save in the erroneous

statement at the end of 1696: "Obiit P. Andr6
Cadomis (at Caen). 20 Apr., 1696." This cer-

tainly referred to some other F. Andr6, for we
shall see by the sequel that the sturdy veteran

was not ready yet to shake off his mortal coil.

He appears again in 1700 ; where he was in the
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meantime I have not been able to discover.

Even the " Miscellaneorum Liber" and the old

register preserved at Quebec are silent on the

matter, but both, unfortunately, are incom-

plete.

This year his name is marked on the cata-

logue among those of the community of Quebec

College. Though now in his 77th year he still

bore the title of "missionary," which, under

the circumstances, could only mean resident

missionary at Quebec for such of the Algon-

quin Indians who might come up or down to

barter at the old capital of the colony.

It was in 1703 that the title of "senex," was

added to that of missionary, and it became evi-

dent that his waning strength would never

admit of his again leaving the sheltering walls

of Quebec College. In 170.5 his title of mis-

sionary was dropped from the catalogues and

thesignificantsuffixof" senex "alone remained.

He was indeed a veteran now and entitled to a

well-earned but to him a distasteful repose. It

was not, however, until ten jears later, on the

19th September, 1715, that he was called to his

eternal reward, at the ripe old age of 92.

The following is an extract from a circular

dated November 1, 1715, sent by his superior,

as was customary on those occasions, to the

other houses of the Order:

"We have recently lost, in the person of

Father Louis Andr6, a missionary labourer

loaded down even more with theweight of merit

than that of years. It is now over forty -five

years since he devoted himself to the conver-

sion of the Indians, and it may be justly said

that in so painful and laborious a vocation he

accomplished all the duties of an excellent mis-

sionary. There is no doubt but that it was
with natural repugnance he adopted the Indian

mode of life, and that he underwent many hard-

ships in the long and weary journeyings in

which he accompanied his Indians. These

never disheartened him, for he reckoned

fatigue as naught when there was a question

of God's glory or the salvation of souls. He
laboured on the mission until he had nearly

attained his eightieth year, and if at any mo-

ment of his life he was called upon to do vio-

lence to himself in the practice of obedience, it

waswh«n his superiors, touched at the sight of

his many infirmities and the suffering insep-

arable from missionary labor he must needs

have endured at so advanced an age, put a stop

to his departure and retained him at Quebec."

Anichinabek amisinahikaniwa [Otta-

wa]. See Dejean (A.)

Anonda owawiudamagewinau [Otta-

wa]. See SiflFerath (N. L.)

Anthony (Rev. Albert Seqaqkind). See

Brinton (D. G.)

See Brinton (D. G.) and Anthony
(A. S.)

Arapaho

:

Animal names See Hayden (F. V.)

Geographic names Hayden (F. V.)

Grammatic comments Hayden (F. V.)

Numerals
Numerals
Proper names
Proper names
Tribal names
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Haines (E. M.)

Pott (A. F.)

Blackmore (W.)

Jackson (W.H.)
Hayden (F.V.)

Buschmann (J. C. E.)

Campbell (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Haines (E.M.)

Hayden (F.V.)

Latham (R.G.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Pajeken (P.J.)

Arnaud (Pere Charles). [List of names
of places in the Montagnais language.]

In Annals of the propagation of the faith,

June, 1880. (*)

Reprinted in Vassal (H.), List of names, etc.

in Canada, Com. Indian Affairs, Ann. Rep. for

1884, pp. 29-31, Ottawa, 1885, 8°. (Geological

Survey, Pilling.)

Father Arnaud's list comprises about fifty

names, many of them with literal translation.

[ ] Tshistekiigan | tshe | apastats

ilnuts.
I

1887 kie 1888.
|
tMenatstagan.

|

T. TshiligushimuD.
|

P. Petstatagant.
|

Uuapistokoiats [Quebec]. A. Cot^et
C'e

I
1887.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

alphabet 1 1. text pp. 3-20, 16°.

Prayers (sign of the cross, pater, ave, credo,

confiteor, etc.) ;in the Montagnais language,

divided into syllables for easy reading, pp.
3-7.—Calendar for 1887-8, withnames ofmonths,
feast, and fast days, etc. pp. 8-20.

Copies seen : Pilling.

My copy has interlined, a French translation

of all the Indian words, and a mss. vocabulary

of the Montagnais of nearly 50 words.

[ ] Tshistekiigan | tshe | apatstats

irnuts
|

1889 kie 1890.
|

tMenatstagau.
1

T. Tshiligush imum.
|

P. Petstatagant.
|

Uapi8htikueiatsLQuebec]akuniguano

I

Nte Etat A. Cot6 et C^^
|
1889.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

alphabet 1 1. text pp. 3-22, 16°.

Prayers (sign of the cross, pater, ave, credo,

confiteor, etc.) in the Montagnais language,

divided into syllables for easy reading, pp. 3-9.

—

Calendar 1889-1890, with names of feast and
fast days, etc. pp. 10-22.

Copies seen : Pilling.

[Primer lessons in the Montagnais

language.

A. Cote et C^e. Quebec, 1889.]

Twelve charts, large type, probably for

school-room use. When at Quebec, in June,

1889, these lessons were going through the
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press, and I secured a set on rough paper

—

practically proof-sheets.

Copies seen : Pilling.

See Durocher (F.

)

Ashquabe (James). SeeBigcanoe (C.)

and others.

Assail (Friedrich Wilhelm). Nachricli-

ten
1
Aber

|
die frdheren Einwohner

|

von
I

Nordamerica
|
und ihre

|

Denk-

maler,
|

gesammelt von
1
Friedrich Wil-

helm Assail,
|
Berghauptmann des

Staates Pennsylvanien.
|
Heraasgege-

hen
i

mit einem Vorberichte
|
von

|

Franz Joseph Mone,
|

ord. Prof, der

Geschichte und Statistik zu Heidel-

berg.
I

Mit eiuem Atlas von 12 Steinta-

feln.
I

Heidelberg.
|
August Oszwalds Uni-

versitats=Buchhandlung.
]
1827.

Pp. i-xvi, 1-160, 11 folding plates, 8°.

"Wortsammlung aus der Sprache der Scha-

wanesen, pp. 103-107.

Sabin's Dictionary, no. 2225, says the work is

"almost a literal translation of vol.1 of the

Archaeologia Americana."

Copies seen : Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress.

At the Squier sale, no. 41, a half-morocco copy

sold for $2.25, and at the Ramirez sale a copy,

no. 953, was bought by Quaritch for 12«.

Assembly's shorter catechism [Massa-

chusetts]. See Eliot (J.)

Assembly's shorter catechism [Mohe-

akunnuk]. See Quinney (J.)

Assikinack (F.) The Odahwah Indian

language. By F. Assikinack, a warrior

of the Odahwahs.

In Canadian Journal, vol. 3, new series, pp.
481-485, Toronto, 1858, 8=1. (Congress.)

Contains a general discussion, and a number
of examples in the Odahwah.

Remarks on the paper headed "The
Odahwah Indian language," published

in the Canadian Journal for November,

1858. By F. Assikinack. Read before

the Canadian Institute, 14th January,

1860.

In Canadian Inst. Proc. new series, vol. 5,

pp. 182-186, Toronto, 1860, 8°. (Congress.)

Supplementary to paper by the same author

in vol. 3.

Astor: This word following a title or within pa-

rentheses after a note indicates that a copy

of the work referred to has been seen by the

compiler in the Astor Library, New York City.

ALG 2

Atsina :

Grammatic com-

ments
Numerals
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

SeeAdelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J.S.)

Pott (A.F.)

Fish(L.E.)

Gallatin (A.)

Maximilian (A. P.)

Umfreville (E.)

Willis (W.)

Attend the House of God.—Tanisin Owi-

giwaming awi Kije Manito.

No title-page, heading only ; text 2 pp. 12°.

Tract in the Chippewa language.

Copies seen: Congress.

Atwater (Caleb). Remarks |
made on

a
I

tour to Prairie du Chien
; |

thence

to
I

Washington City,
|
in

|
1829.

|
By

Caleb Atwater,
|
late commissioner em-

ployed by the United States to
|
negoti-

ate with the Indians of the upper
|
Mis-

sissippi, for the purchase of min-
|
eral

country; and author of
|
Western An-

tiquities.
I

Columbus, (O.)
I
Published by Isaac

N. Whiting.
|
1831.

Title verso copyright 1 1. contents pp. iii-iv,

preface pp. v-vii, text pp. 1-296, 12°.

Comments upon the Chippewa language, pp.

75-84.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Bos-

ton Public, British Museum, Congress, Dunbar,

Eames, Watkinson.

Priced by Triibner, 1856, no. 658, 5s. ; another

copy. no. 1901, 4s. 6d. The Fischer copy, cata-

logue no. 2790, sold for 2s.; the Field copy,

catalogue no. 65, for $4.25; the Brinley copy,

catalogue no. 5358, for $1.50 ; the Murphy copy,

catalogue no. 124*, for 75 cents.

Remarks
|
made on a

]
tour to Prairie

du Chien
; |

thence to
| Washington

City,
I

in
|
1829.

|
By Caleb Atwater.

|

Columbus, (O.)
I

Printed by Jenkins

and Glover, High-street.
|
1831.

Title verso copyright 1 1. contents pp. iii-iv,

preface pp. v-vii, text pp. 1-296, 12°.

Linguistics as indicated under previous title.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology.

The
I

Indians ofthe northwest,
|
their

I

manners, customs, &c. &c.
|
or

|
re-

marks
I

made on a tour to Prairie du
Chien and

|
thence to Washington City

in 1829,
I

by Caleb Atwater,
|
Commis-

sioner employed by the United States,

to ne-
I
gotiate with the Indians of the

Upper
I

Mississippi, for the purchase of

I
the mineral country, &c.

|

Columbus,
I
Ohio. [1831.]

Title verso copyright 1 1. contents pp. iii-iv„

preface pp. v-vi, text pp. 1-296, 12°.
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Atwater (C.) — Contiuued.

Linguistics as indicated under previous title.

Copies seen: Boston Public, Congress.

The
I

Indians ofthe northwest,
|

their

I

maners [sic], customs, &c. &c.
j
or

|

remarks
|
made on a tour to Prairie du

Chien and
|
thence to Washington City

in 1829,
I

by Caleb Atwater,
|
commis-

sioner employed by the United States,

to ne-
I

gotiate with the Indians of the

Upper
I

Mississippi, for the purchase

of the
(
mineral country, &c,

|

Columbus:
|
1850.

Title verso copyri lit (1831) 1 1. contents pp.

iii-iv, preface (dated November, 1831) pp. v-vii,

text pp. 1-296, 12°.

Linguistics, as in editions of 1831, pp, 75-84.

Copies seen: Congress, Massachusetts His-

torical Society.

The
I

writings
|
of

[
Caleb Atwater.

|

Columbus.
I

Published by the author.

I

Printed by Scott and Wright.
|
1833.

Title verso copyright 1 1. dedication verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. 5-7, contents p. 8, 1 1. text

pp. 9-408, 8°.

This work is made up of two articles : "A de-

scription of the antiquities discovered in the

western coantry, originally communicated to

the American Antiquarian Society, by Caleb

Atwater " (pp. 9-165) ; and " Remarks made on a

tour to Prairie du Chien, thence to Washing-

ton City, in 1829" (pp. 167-408). The latter con-

tains remarks upon and a few examples of the

Ojibeway, Winnebagog, Sioux, and Osage.

Copies seen : British Museum, Congress, Har-

vard.

Aubery (Pere Joseph). Dictionnaire

Frangois-Abnaquis, par le Pere Joseph

Anbury, J^suite. (*)

Manuscript, 540 unnumbered pp. 4°; the old

and worn out binding recently replaced by a new
one. Preserved in the archives of the Roman
Catholic mission at Pierreville, Canada, and de-

scribed by Judge Charles Gill in his Notes sur

do vieux m^nuscrits abenakis {q.v.), from which

the following account is taken

:

" On the first page below the title is written

'ce qui y est 6crite en une autre ecriture que

celle de I'auteur n'est point abnaquis, e'est de

I'algonquin que le E,. P. de la Chasse y a ecrit

de sa main, I'auteur de ce dictionnaire n'y

aucune part.' There are in fact a great number
of Algonquin words added, either interlined or

following the Aljnaquis word as space per-

mitted. The second page is filled with ' Quel-

ques notes' by the author, in which he refers to

a 'petit dictionnaire des racines,' and a 'Rudi-

ment Abnaquis' Thenfollows the dictionary,

commencing with the word abandonner and

terminating with the word zone on page 540. On
the last half of this page is found a statement in

Ab6naki8 signed : Josp"""" A. e Soc. Jesu. Arsi-

Aubery(J.) — Continued.
kanteg8k dari 18 augusti, anni 1715. editio 2da

haec est.

"This dictionary is a work which has

required immense labor and a benedictine

patience, and as much can be said of the Ab-
naquis-French dictionary mentioned below,

thou'ih it does nb'c appear to be so complete.

"The sign of a cross, still in use among the

Jesuits, it seems, is found at the top of each
page of the dictionary. As the Latin words
below the signature indicate, this copy is a sec-

ond edition ; nothing is known of the first. Nor
is there found among the manuscripts of the

St. Francis mission the ' Rudiment Abnaquis ' of

which Father Aub6ry speaks in his ' Quelques

notes.' But there are two copies of a ' diction-

naire des racines ' [see Nuddnans (J. B.)], which
has probably had for a basis the little dictionary

of roots made by Father Aubery which has not

reached us, unless he means thereby the Ab6-
nakis-French dictionary next mentioned. The
Abbe Joseph Maurault, the author of the his-

tory of the Abenakis, who was the last mission-

ary at St. Francis acquainted with the lan-

guage of these Indians, undertook, I have often

been told, to make a grammar of that language,

as well as an Ab6uaquis-French dictionary, but I

do not think he ever finished them ; at least he

had nothing printed."

[Dictionnaire Abnaquis-Fran5oi8.](*)

Manuscript, 927 pp. double columns (many
pages blank), 4°, preserved at the Roman Cath-

olic mission of Pierreville, Canada, and de-

scribed by Judge Gill in his Notes sur de vieux
manuscrits abenakis (q.v.), as follows:

'

' No title or preliminary matter and ends with-

out signature or date, but in the handwriting

of Father Aubery. The manner in which the

blank spaces are disposed indicates that the

author left them for the purpose of inserting

pther words as opportunity should present or

his studies suggest. It begins with ' a figu-

rative de la 3e pers.' and ends with 'z8sk8i8i,

6tendu surledos, z8sk8-esin, il est ain8icouch6.'

There are added words in an ancient hand-

writing, and also some notes in the hand of the

Abb6 Maurault, the latter indicating the ety-

mology of the names of places. The work is in

character like the preceding, and has required

much labor by the author. It is paged, but the

little cross mentioned in the French-Abnaquis

dictionary is not found in it. Sometimes the

signification of the Indian word is indicated in

Latin without giving the French word."

Maurault's Histoire des Abenakis, p. vili,

speaks, of "un vocabulaire ab6nakis, fait vers

1712, par le P.Joseph Aub6ry," which is, per-

haps, one of the above.

[ ] Chant Liturgique [en langue ab^-

nakise]. (*)

Manuscript, 577 pp. (lacking pp. 2-9, 30-42),

4^, preserved at the Roman Catholic mission at

Pierreville, Canada, and described by Judge
Gill in his Notes sur de vieux manuscrits ab6-
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nakis (q. v.), as follows: At the beginning is a

complete index in Latin. The work is in the

handwriting of Father Aub6ry and contains

all the liturgic chant, gradual and vesperal,

annotated with Latin text and translation in

Ah6nakis, besides various chants, songs, hymns,

prayers, special prayers before and after com-

munion, etc., the whole in Ab6nakis. Besides

the annotation of the plain chant, there are airs

of songs, the music of which is annotated.

They are not extraordinary melodies, but their

antique rhythm is not without a certain charm.

Several of the songs have not the music, but

the airs, borrowed from ditties, like the old

song of Marseilles, are indicated at the head.

Thus, on page 291 there is a duet for the com-

munion to the air: 'Ah! vousdirai-jeMaman,'

-and elsewhere three other songs, the first of

which, entitled : 'Desiderium animae possidendi

Jesum in coelo,' is to the air: ' Jardins que la

nature et Tart,' etc., the second to the air: 'Jo

me brdle I'oeil au fondd'un puits," and the third

to the air: 'Bacchus, c'est toi que je chante.'

" The binding is in very bad condition; sev-

eral leaves are detached and others missing en-

tirely, while some pages are in a different hand-

writing, evidentlj' recopied to replace others too

much worn for further use."

In addition to the three manuscripts de-

scribed above, there are others, according to

Judge Gill, belonging to families in the village

—books of piety, containing prayers, poems,

chants, and songs, copied or extracted from

the larger work of Father Aub6ry.

[ ] Ts8i Paiibattaui
|
Mes.'dSi Kessit

SissSakkamighinnS Arenaiibe.

Manuscripts, in the Abnaki language, in the

library of the archbishopric of Quebec. The
above title forms the first heading to the col-

lection, which is in sm. 8^, bound in gray

leather. The following are the headings to the

respective papers:

[ ] De necessitate
|

, Religionis am-

plecteadae
|
samma capita.

Manuscript, in the Abnaki language, in the

library of the archbishopric of Quebec; il un-

numbered 11. on the recto of the first of which
is the above title, the verso blank. Two blank

11, precede the title-page and one foUows the

text; sm. 8°.

[ ] Paubattami-nisSi-
|
xedoangan

|

8t8i kido'aiigan.

Manuscript, in the Abnaki language, in the

library of the archbishopric of Quebec; 46

unnumbered 11. sm. 8°.

[ J Tanni erekmegSak
| meteSrenS

aagouimet,
|
aari ntatt8ermet

|
pan-

battaminn8imegne
|
Sebetsi teberSta-

usB.

Manuscript in the Abnaki language in the li-

brary ofthe archbishopric of Quebec. The first

leaf has heading as above, verso blank ; the text

Aubery (J.)— Continued.
consists of four parts of 6 unnumbered 11. each,

each part numbered — 1 at the end of the first,

2 at the beginning of the second, etc.; 4 blank

11. at end; sm.8°.

[ ] De Confessione.

Manuscript in the Abnaki language in the li-

brary of the archbishopricof Quebec; 11. 1-32, sm.

8°. There is no title, the heading above appear-

iugatthe head of each pageoftext. Withtheex-
ception of 1. 30 it is written on both sides. The
manuscript ends on the recto of 1. 31 in the mid-

dle of the page with the heading De Satisfao-

tione, which indicates, probably, that the man-
uscriptwas unfinished. The last three pages are

blank.

[ ] Funesedit dari aranrakit
[
anstar-

akkazezitsik
|
gSagSetsimSrank ansite-

8ak.

Manuscript in the Abnaki language in the li-

brary of the archbishopric of Quebec; 6 un-

numbered 11. followed by 4 blank 11. The text

consists of religious songs written in pale ink
and nearly undecipherable.

Father Joseph Aub6ry was born in France
March 10, 1674, and entered the Society of Jesu3
September 8, 1690. He came to Canada in 1694,

before completing his theological course, was
ordained at Quebec September 21, 1699, and was
employed on the Abnaki missions. He accom-

panied Father Bigot to the mission at Penta-

goet, Acadia, where he lived a few years. la
1709 he was ordered to St. Francis, and remained

at that mission until his death, which occurred

in 1755. He was buried in the first church of

the Abnakisat St. Francis, and is the only mis-

sionary who has been interred at that place.

Father Aub6ry was well versed in the Ab-
naki language. Ho wrote much, and nearly

always in that language. By arduous and per-

severing labor during 46 years he formed a con-

siderable collection of valuable manuscripts.

As these were deposited in the church, with the

registers of the mission, they were unfortunate-

ly destroyed in 1759 in the incendiary burning
of that church. Of all these there have been
preserved only an Abnakivocabulary and alarge

paper book containing many hymns, motets,

psalms, and songs; at the time of the fire they
were in the hands of Father Virot. This vo-

cabulary contains a great number of very valu-

able notes, which haA^e served us much for the

history of the Abnakis.

—

Maurault.

Auer (Alois). Outside title : Sprachen-

halle.
I

N. B. Die erste Abtheilung, das Vater
Unser in 608 Sprachen und Mundarten,
enthalt den Adelung'schen Mithridates

sammt 86 von mir beigefiigten Vater-

Unser-Formeln, in getreuen Abdrucke
nach den

|
Quellen, und zwar in tabel-

larischer Aufstellung, um alle Mangel
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Auer (A.) — Continued.

und Fehler der Originalien deatlicher

zu veranschaulichen, und dadurch die

Verbesserung zu erzielen.
|

Die zweite Abtheilung, das Yater

Uuser in 206 Sprachen und Mundarten,

enthalt die voa mir neuerdings gesam-

melten verbesserten Vater-Unser in den

Volkern eigenthiimlichen Schriftziigen

mit der
|
betreffenden Aussprache und

wortlicben Uebersetznng.
|
A. Auer.

First engraved title: Das | Vater Unser,

Second engraved title : Das | ^'"ater Fnser | in

melir als 200 Sprachen und Mundarten | mit |

Originaltypen.

[Wien: 1844-1847.]

Outside title reverse a short description 1

sheet, 17 other sheets printed on one side only

in portfolio, oblong folio. Parti, dated 1844, has

the caption: Das Vater-Unser inmehr als sechs-

hundert Sprachen und Mundarten, typome-

trische aufgestellt. Part II, dated 1847, has the

caption : Das Yater-Unser in 206 Sprachen und
Mundarten, neuerdings gesammelt und auf-

gestellt von A. Auer. Zweite Abtheilung. Mit
55verschiedenen den Volkern eigenthiimlichen

Schriftziigen abgedruckt.

Contains the Lord-'s prayer in the following

languages : Part T : Shawanno, nos. 595, 596, 597;

Delaware, no. 598; Natick, no. 599; Mohegan,

no. 600 ; Micmao, no. 601 ; Part II : Odschibwa,

nos. 200, 201.

Oopes seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Harvard.

Sabin's Dictionary, no. 57438, gives brief title

of an edition : Viennse e Typographia Imp. 1851,

royal 8°.

Authorities

:

See American Board.

American Philosophical Society.

Bartlett (J. E.)

Brinton (D. G.)

Catalogue.

Clark (R.) & co.

De Schweinitz (E.)

Dexter (H.M.)

Dufoss6 (E.)

Field (T.W.)

Finotti (J. M.)

Gill (C.)

Harrisse (H.)

Laure (P.)

Laurie (T.)

Leclerc (C.)

Lenox (J.)

Authorities— Continued.
See Ludewig (BL. E.)

McLean (J.)

Micmac.

,Muller (F.)

Murphy (H.C.)

Nash (E. W.)
O'CaUaghan (E. B.)

Paine (N.)

Pick (B.)

Pickering (J.)

Pott (A.F.)

Quaritch (B.)

Beichelt (G. T.)

Sabin (J.)

Sasseville (J.) and Shea (J. 6.)
Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Stargardt (J. A.)

Steiger (E.)

Stevens (H.)

Thomas (I.)

Triibner & co.

Trumbull (J. H.)

Vater (J. S.)

Winsor (J.)

[Ayer (Bev. Frederic).] Ojipue
j spell-

ing book.

Colophon: Utica:
| William Williams,

book printer, 60 Genesee street.
| 1832.

No title-page, heading only ; text pp. 1-12, 16°.

Primer lessons, pp. 1-9.—Catechism, pp. 10-

12.—Hymn, p. 12.

Copies seen : Powell.

Rev. Frederick Ayer was born in Old
Stockbridge, Mass., in 1803. His father, Rev.

Oliver Ayer, removed to central New York
when the subject of this sketch was three years

old. At an early age Mr. Ayer commenced to

study for the ministry, but ill health compelled

him to abandon the idea, and he engaged in

business in Utica and other places. While
there, in 1829, he was sent by the A. B. C. F. M.
as a teacher in amission school at Mackinac.

Next summer (1880) he went to Lake Superior

and spent some time in the family of Lyman
Warren, teaching and studying the Ojibwa
language. The following year he spent at

Sandy Lake with the late William A. Aitkin,

where he opened a school, said to be the first in

Minnesota. In 1832 he returned to La Pointe,

where he wrote a spelling book for Ojibwa
children, which he went to TJticathat winter to

publish.—ilfinn. Hist. Soc. Coll. vol, 1, p. 86,

fnot-note.

Ayumehawe mussmahikun [Cree]. See

Hunter (J.).



B.

Bacon (Oliver N.) A
|
history of Na-

tick,
I
from its

|
first settlement in 1651

I
to the

I

present time
; |

with
|
notices

of the first white families,
|
and also

an account of the centennial celebra-

tion, Oct. 16,
I

1851, Rev. Mr. Hunt's

address at the consecration | of Dell

Park Cemetery, &c., &c., &c.
|
By Oli-

ver N. Bacon,
|
attorney at law.

|

Boston :
|
Damrell & Moore, printers,

1 16 Devonshire Street.
|
1856.

Title 1 1. dedication vorao blank 1 1. preface

pp. 3-4. contents pp. 5-6, text pp. 7-255, index

pp. 257-261, plates, 8°.

Lord's prayer in Natick, from Eliot's bible,

p. 56.

Copies seen : Congress, Eames.

Badin {Bev. Stephen Theodore). Lettre

de M. Badin aln6, missionaire chez les

Poutouatomis.
In Annales de la propagation de la foi, vol. 6,

pp. 165-177, Paris, 1833, 8°. The letter is dated

from " Near-Niles, comte de Berrien, Michigan-

Territory, 12 decembre 1831."

Contains the Lord's prayer in Poutouatomi,

with interlinear Latin translation, pp. 176-177.

Stephen Theodore Badin, clergyman, born

in Orleans, France, in 1768, died in Cincinnati in

1853. He was sent for three years to the Col-

lege Montagu in Paris, where he acquired a

thorough classical training, and entered the Sul-

. pician Seminary at Tours in 1789, with the ob-

ject of becoming a priest. He immigrated to

the United States in 1792, and was ordained by
Bishop Carroll in the old cathedral of Baltimore

in 1793, being the first priest ordained in the

United States. He was appointed to do mis-

sionary work in Kentucky, which, at that pe-

riod, formed a part of the diocese of Baltimore.

Father Badin was for about three years the only

priest in Kentucky. In 1797 Bishop Carroll ap-

pointed him vicar-general and sent him au as-

sistant, who died the following year. lu 1805

he published his "Principles of Catholics,"

the first Catholic work printed in the West.

From 1830 to 1836 he was connected with the

Pottawattamie Indians on St. Joseph's Kiver,

Indiana. He was successful not only in con-

verting them to Christianity, but in forming

them to the habits of civilized life. He estab-

lished schools among them, and in a few years

all the young people of the tribe had learned to

read English. The last three years of Father

Badin's life were spent in Cincinnati as the

fiuest of Archbishop 'ParceW.—Appleton's Cy-

clop, of Am. Biog.

[Bagster (Jonathan), editor.'] The Bible

of Every Land.
|
A history of

|
the sa-

cred scriptures | in every language and

Bagster (J. )— Continued,

dialect
|
into which translations have

been made :
|
illustrated with

|

specimen

portions in native characters;
|
Series

ofAlphabets;
|
coloured ethnographical

maps,
I
tables, indexes, etc.

|
Dedicated

by permission to his grace the arch-

bishop of Canterbury.
|
[Vignette and

one line quotation.]
|

London :
|
Samuel Bagster and sons,

I
15, Paternoster row;

|
warehouse for

bibles, new testaments, prayer books,

lexicons, grammars, concordances,
|

and psalters, in ancient and modern
languages. [1848-1851.]

Second title : The Bible of every Land;
|
or,

|

a history, critical and philological,
|
of all the

versions of the sacred scriptures,
|
in every

language and dialect into which | translations

have been made;
|
with

|
specimen portions in

their own characters:
|
including, likewise,

[

the history of the original texts of scripture,
|

and intelligence illustrative of the distribution

and
1
results of each version : | with particular

reference to the operations of the British and
Foreign Bible Society, and kindred institu-

tions,
I
as well as those of the missionary and

other societies throughout the world.
|
Dedicated

by permission to his Grace the Archbishop of

Canterbury.
|
[Vignette.]

|

London:
|
Samuel Bagster and sons,

| 15, Pa-

ternoster row;
I

warehouse for bibles, new tes-

taments, prayer books, lexicons, grammars, con-

cordances, and psalters, |in ancient and modern
languages.

|
[Quotation, one line.] [1848-1851.]

Half-title verso blank 1 1. first title verso

blank 1 1. second title verso blank 1 1. dedica-

tion verso blank 1 1. contents 1 1. prefatory re-

marks (dated September, 1848) 1 1, "a list" etc.

1 1. alphabetic list etc. 1 1. half-title "fac simile

specimens" 1 1. fac simile plates (i-xi) 11 11. ex-

pository indes: pp. xvii-lxiv, alphabetic list

etc. 4 11. text pp. 1-406, supplements pp. 1-4,

2 11. pp. 1-12, list of the languages etc. 1 1. list

of missionary stations in India 2 11. maps, 4°.

St. John i, 1-14, in Virginian, p. 365; in Mas-
sachusetts, p. 366. — St. John i, 1-10, in Dela-

ware,p. 368.—Matthew iii, 13-17, in Cree, p.369.—
St. John i, 1-14, iu Ojibwa, p. 370 ; in Chippewa,
p. 371.

Copies seen: American Bible Society, Astor,

Boston Athenaeum, Lenox.

The only copy I have seen having the second
title is that in the Astor Library, which is col-

lated above. The other copies differ somewhat
in collation, and the prefatory remarks are

dated from London, 15 Paternoster Row, 1851.

[ ] The Bible of Every Land.
|
A his-

tory of
I

the sacred scriptures
|
in every

21
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Bagster (J.)—Continued,

language and dialect
j
into which trans-

lations have been made :
|
illustrated

by
I

specimen portions in native char-

acters;
I
Series ofAlphabets;

|
coloured

ethnographical maps,
|
tables, indexes,

etc.
I
New edition, enlarged and en-

riched.
I

[Design and one line quota-

tion.]
I

London :
|
Samuel Bagster and sons :

I

at the warehouse for bibles, new tes-

taments, church services, prayer books,

lexicons, grammars,
|
concordances,and

psalters, in ancient and modern lan-

guages;
I
15, Paternoster row. [I860.]

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso blank 1

1. contents 1 1. prefatory remarks to the second

edition (dated from London, 1860) 11. "a list"'

etc. 1 1. alphabetic list etc. 1 1. remarks on the

maps 8 11. the alphabets 1 1. a key 1 1. alphabets

pp. 1-32, alphabetic list etc. 1 1. half-title verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 1-475, colophon p. [476J, class-

ification of languages 2 11. maps, 4°.

St. John i, 1-14, in Virginian, p. 444 ; in Mas-

sachusetts, p. 445.—St. Johni, 1-10, in Delaware,

p. 447.— St. Matthew iii, 13-17, in Cree, p. 448.—

St. John i, 1-10, in Cree CRoman characters), p.

449; in Cree (syllabic characters), p. 449.—St.

John i, 1-14, in Chippeway, p. 450 ; in Ojibwa, p.

453; in Micinac (phonetic characters), p. 454.

Copies seen : Boston Public, Congress, Eames.

[Baierlein (Etv. Edward R.)] Okikinoadi

-mezinaigan.
| i. E.

|
spelling and read-

ing book
I

in the
|
Chippeway lan-

guage;
I

Containing Scripture Histories

of the Old and New Testament
|
with

an addition of a few Hymns.
|

Detroit:
|
Daily Tribune book and,job

print.
I

No. 34 Woodward Avenue.
|

1852.

Title verso blank 1 1. text in Chippeway

pp. 3-144, 16°.

[Part I.J Primer and vocabulary, pp. 3-44.

—

Part II. Reading book, pp. f5-123,—Hymns
and prayers (with German headings), includ-

ing the Lord's prayer, ten commandments,
apostles^ creed, Luther's morning and evening
prayers, and a prayer for redemption through
Jesus Christ (all from Luther's catechism),

pp. 124-144.

Dr. Trumbull has kindly furnished me the

name of the author of this work and the fol-

lowing information concerning its preparation:

The dialect is that of the Chippeways of

central and southern Michigan, in the vicinity

of the mission stations establi hed by the

Evangelical Lutheran Church in 1845 and 1847,

in Saginaw and Gratiot counties, under the

superintendence of the Rev. A., Craemer (now
director of the Lutheran Seminary, at Spring-

field, 111.), who opened the first mission school

Baierlein (E. R.)— Continued.
at Frankenmuth (Saginaw County), on the-

banks of Cass River, in 1845. In 1847 he was
joined by the Rev. Edward R, Baierlein, and a

secon d mission station was established on Pine

River, at Bethany, now in Gratiot County, in

1848 or 1849. Mr. Baierlein was sent out by
the Evangelical Lutheran Missionary Society at

Dresden. A year earlier he had been ordained

as a missionary to the East Indies, but was de-

tained at home by sickness, and on his recovery

was assigned to another field, in America, as

an assistant to Mr. Craemer. In 1848 or 1849

he removed from Frankenmuth to a new station

at Shingwakonsking, now Bethany, on Pine

River. Here, in 1851, he was joined by the

Rev. E. G. H. Miessler, as an assistant, and
here, with the help of an interpreter, he wrote

his " Spelling and Reading Book." In 1853 Mr.
Baierlein was recalled by the Dresden board of

missions to go to the East Indies, where he
served until about 1887. He now (1889) livea

in Dresden, a missionary emeritus, and he has

recently published some reminiscences of his

earlier mission life, with the title :
" Im Urwalde

bei den rothen Indianern."

Copies seen : Pilling, Trumbull.

Leclerc, 18t57 catalogue, no. 1095, priced a

copy 11 fr.

Baillie-Grohman (William A.) Camps
in the Rockies.

[
Being a narrative of

life on the frontier, and
|
sport in the

Rocky Mountains, with an account
|
of

the cattle ranches of the West.
|
By

|

Wm. A. Baillie-Grohman,
I
K. C. E. H.

I

author of [&c. three lines.]
[ With

illustrations, and an original map based

on the most recent
]
U. S. Government

survey.

|

London :
|
Sampson Low, Marston,

Searle, & Rivington,
|
Crown buildings,

188 Fleet street.
|
1882.

|
(All rights re-

served.)

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso copy-

right 1 1. preface pp. v-vi, contents pp. vii-viii^

text pp. 1-395, appendix pp. 397-431, list of au-

thors p. 432, index pp. 433-438, map, 8°.

Remarks on Indian languages, with a few
examples of the Eastern or Atlantic regions

(mostly from Trumbull), pp. 262-285.

Copies seen: Boston Public.

Clarke & co. 1886 catalogue, no. 5341, priced

a eopy $1.75.

An American edition from the same plates as

follows :

Camps in the Rockies,
j
Being a nar-

rative of life on the frontier, and
|
sport

in the Rocky Mountains, with an ac-

count
I

of the cattle ranches of the West

I

by
I

Wm. A. Baillie-Grohman,
|
K. C.

E. H.,
I
author of [&c. three lines.]

[
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Baillie-G-rohman (W. A.)— Continued.

With an original map based on the most

recent U. S. Government survey.
|

New York
|
Charles Scribner's sons

|

743 and 745 Broadway |
1882

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso copy-

right 1 1. preface pp. v-vi, contents pp. vii-viii,

text pp. 1-395, appendix pp. 397-431, list of au-

thors p. 432, index pp. 433-438, map, 12o.

Linguistics as under previous title, pp. 282-

285.

Copies seen : British Museum, Congress.

Priced by Clarke & co. 1886 catalogue, no.

5341, $1.25.

Baird (Henry S.) Indian tribes, chiefs

and treaties.

In Historical Magazine, first series, vol. 8, pp.

178-179, New York, 1864, sm. 4°. An extract

from a paper read before the Chicago Histori-

cal Society.

Names of Menomonee chiefs with English

synonyms.

Henry S. Baird was born in Dublin, Ireland,

May 16, 1800, and was brought to America when
four years of age ; studied law in Pennsylvania

and Ohio ; was president of the first legislative

council of the Territory of Wisconsin, 1836;

subsequently attorney-general, a member of

the first constitutional convention, president of

his village board and .mayor of Green Bay, and

for many years a vice-president of the State

Historical Society. He died April 30, 1875.

Baker (Theodor). tJber die Musik
|
der

I

nordamerikanischen Wilden
|
von

|

Theodor Baker.
|

[Design.]
|

Leipzig,
I

Druck und Verlag von
Breitkopf & Hartel.

|
18-!2.

Printed cover as above, title as a'!M)ve verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv, contents 1 1. text

pp. 1-81, table p. 82, plates, 8°.

A song in the Cheyenne language, words and

music, p. 70.—Chippewa songs, words and mu-
sic, p. 71.—Same in the language of the Brother-

ton Indians.p. 75.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Brinton,

Borsey, Geological Survey, Pilling.

tJber die Musik \ der | nordameri-

kanischen Wilden.
|
Eine Abhandlung

I
zur

I
Erlangung der Doctorwiirde

|

an der
|
Universitat Leipzig

|
von

|

Theodor Baker.
|

Leipzig,
I
Druck von Breitkopf &

Hartel.
|
1882.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv, con-

tents and eirata 1 1. textpp, 1-82, vita 1 1. plates,

8°.

Linguistic contents as under previous title.

Copies seen: Lenox.

Balbi (Adrien). Atlas
|
ethnographique

du globe,
I

ou
|
classification des peu-

ples
I
anciens et modernes

|
d'apres

Balbi (A.) — Continued.

leurs laugues,
j
pr6c^d^

|
d'un discours

8ur Futility et Timportance de I'etude

des laugues appliquee a plusieurs

branches des connaissances humaines
;

d'un apergu
|
surlesraoyensgraphiques

employes paries diff^rens peuples de la

terre; d'un coup-d'oeil sur I'histoire
|
de

la langue slave, et sur la marche pro-

gressive de la civilisation
|
et de la lit-

t^rature en Russie,
|
avec environ sept

cents vocabulaires des principaux idi-

omes connus,
( et suivi

|
du tableau

physique, moral et politique
|
des cinq

parties du monde,
|
DMi^ k S. M. I'Em-

pereur Alexandre;
|
par Adrien Balbi,

|

ancieu professeur de g^ographie, de
physique et de math^matiques,

|
raem-

bre correspondant de l'Ath6n^e de Tr^-

vise, etc. etc.
|

[Design.]
|

A Paris,
|
Chez Rey et Gravier, li-

braires, Quai des Augustins, N" 55.
|

M.DCCC.XXVI [1826].
|
Imprim^ chez

Paul Renouard, Rue Garenciere, N" 5.

F.-S.-G.

Half-title 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. dedication

2 11. table synoptique 1 1. text plates i-xli (sin-

gle and double), table plates xlii-xlvi, additions

plates xlvii-xlix, errata 1 p. folio.

Plate xxxiv, "Langues de la region all6-

ghanique et des lacs,'' embraces the following

languages: FamilleLennappe(Chippaways-Del-

aware ou Algonquino-Mohegane), Sawanou,

Saki-Ottogami, Menomono, Miami -Illinoi,

Pampticough, Lenuapeou Delaware, Sankikani,

Nairaganset, Massachuset ou Natick, Pawhat-
tan,. Mohegan-Abenaqui, Etchemine, Gaspes-

ien ou Micmak, Algonquino-Chippaway, Knis-

tenaus, and SkofiieSketapushoish.—Plate xli,

" Tableau polyglotte des langues Am6ricaines,"

contains a vocabulary of 26 words of the above-

named Algonquian languages.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Powell, Watkinson.

Introduction
|

il
|

I'atlas ethno-

graphique
I

du globe,
I
conteuant

( un
discours sur I'utilit^ et I'importance de

r^tude des langues
|
appliquee a plu-

sieurs branches des connaissances hu-

maines;
I

un apergu
|
sur les moyens

graphiques employes par les diff^rens

peuples de la terre;
|
des observations

surla classification des idiomes
|
d^crits

dans I'atlas
; |

un coup-d'ceil sur I'his-

toire de la langue slave
|
et sur la

marche progressive de la civilisation et

de la litt^rature
|
en Russie,

|
d^di6

|
k

S. M.l'Empereur Alexandre,
|

par Adrien
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Balbi (A.)— Continued.

Balbi,
I

ancienprofesseurdeg^ographie,

de physique et de math^matiques,
|

niembre correspondant de rAth6n6e de

Tr^vise, etc., etc.
|
Tome premier.

|

[Design.]
|

A Paris,
|
chez Rey et Gravier, Li-

"braires,
|
Quai des Augustins, N° 55.

]

M.DCCC.XXVI [1826].

Half-title 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. dedication

pp. v-vii, discours pr61iminaire pp. ix-cxliii,

text pp. 1-383, additions pp. 385-390, tableau pp.

391-415, errata p. 416, 8°. Vol. 1 all that was pub-

lished.

Observations sur la famille cbipaway-dela-

ware, ou algonquins-mohegane, pp. 312-313;

mohegan-abenaqui, le gaspesien, le pianka-

shawe, le pottavvatameb, les ctees, le saki, et le

m^nom^ne, p. 314.

Copies seen : As tor, Boston Atbenseum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Watkinson.

The Atlas and Introduction together priced

by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2044, 30 fr. At the Murphy
sale, no. 136*, they brought $3.50.

Ballard {Rev. Edward). Indian mode of

applying names. By Rev. Edward Ball-

ard, A. M., Rector of St. Paul's Cliurcli,

Brunswick, Maine.
In N"ew Hampshire Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 8, pp.

446-452, Concord, 1866, 8°.

Indian names (39) connected with the valley

of the Merrimack, with meanings in English,

pp. 451-452.— Geographical names on the coast of

Maine. By Rev. Edward Ballard, Sect,

of tiie State Hist. Soc'y.

In Coast Survey Ann. Eept. 1868, pp. 243-

259, Washington, 1871, 4°.

A list of more than 100 names, many of them
of native origin, withmeanings and etymologies.

"An attempt at an examination of the geo-

graphical nomenclature of the coast of Maine,

for the purpose of furnishing a list of the names
of Indian origin, with their proper authority."

Issued separately as follows

;

United States Coast Survey,
j
Geo-

graphical names
I

on the coast ofMaine.

jBy
I

Rev. Edward Ballard,
|

Secretary

of the Maine Historical Society.
|
From

the Coast Survey report for 1868.

[Washington, D. C. Government
printing office. 1871.]

Printed cover with half-title as above, half-

title as above verso blank 1 1. text (with date of

Brunswick, Me., July, 1869) pp. 3-19, 4^.

Copies seen : Harvard, Trumbull.

Bancroft ; This word following a title or within

parentheses after a note indicates that a copy

of the work referred to has been seen by the

compiler in the library of Mr. H. H. Bancroft,

San Francisco, Cal.

Bancroft (George). A
|
history

|
of the

|

United States,
|
from the discovery of

the American continent
|
to the present

time, j By George Bancroft.
|
Vol. I

C-X]. I

Boston: | published by Charles

Bowen. ] London:
| R. J. Kennett.

|

1834 [-1874].

10 vols. 8°

Synopsis on linguistic basis of the Ameri-
can nations east of the Mississippi, vol. 2,

pp. 237-253.—General remarks on the Indian

languages, their synthetic character, origin,

etc. pp. 254-265.

Copies seen : Boston Public, Congress, Lenox,

Watkinson.

There have been many editions of this work,

and of different volumes of the work, portions

of it appearing under other titles. The last

revised edition of the whole work is in six

volumes. New York, 1884-1885. (Congress.)

[Baraga {Bev. Frederic).] Otawa | Ana-
mie-Misinaigan.

|
[Two lines quotation

in Otawa.]
|

Wawiyatanong [Detroit] :
|
Geo. L.

Whitney, ogimisinakisan manda misi-

naigan.
|
1832.

Title verso blank 1 1. one leaf missing, text

entirely in Otawa pp. 5-205, index in Otawa
(numbered even on recto, odd on verso) pp.

206-207, sq. 24°.

Prayers, litanies, etc. pp. 5-62.—Hymns,

pp. 63-146.—Catechism, pp. 147-205.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum.

A later edition as follows:

[ ] Otawa
I

Anamie-MJsinaigan,
|

gwaiakossing anamiewin ejitwadjig,
|

mi sa
I
Catholique-enamiadjig

|

gewa-
bandangig.

|

Paris,
I

(France, Europe)
|
E.-J.Bailly

ogimisinakisan manda misinaigan. j

1837.

Translation : Otawa
|
praying-book, | that-

which-is-right religion they-who-profess,
|
that

is
I

Catholic-praying-ones |
they-shall-read.

Half-title (Otawa anamie-misinaigan) verso

frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. approba-

tion of Fr6d6ric Iles6, Bishop of Detroit (in

Trench and English) verso blank 1 1. preface

(signed Nin Fr6d6ric Baraga) verso blank 1 1.

text in the Otawa language pp. 1-295, index in

Otawa pp. 297-300, 16°.

Prayers, litanies, etc. pp. 1-76.—Hymns
(many of them with French headings), pp. 77-

185.—Catechism, pp. 187-295.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Pilling,

Shea, Trumbull, Wisconsin Historical Society.

For an edition of the prayer book in the

Otchipwe language, of the same date, with
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Baraga (F.) — Contiuued.
nearly similar title, and from the same plates,

see the last title on this page.

Lecierc, 1867, no, 1111, sold a copy for 21 fr.;

priced in his 1878 catalogue, no. 2381, 35 fr.

;

the Pinart copy, catalogue no. 70, was hought

by Quaritch for 16 fr.

A later edition as follows;

[ ] Otawa
I

anamie-misinaigan,
|

gwaiakossing anamiewin i ejitwadjig,
|

mi sa
[
Catholiqiie-enamiadjig

|

gewa-

bandaugig.
|

[Design.]
|

Detroit,
|
Eugene T. Smith,

|
ogirai-

sinakisan manda raisinaigan.
|
1B42.

Title-page verso blank 1 1. preface (signed

Nin Fr6d6ric Baraga) verso blank 1 1. text in

the Otawa languagie (with occasional headings

in Latin and French) pp. 1-293, 16°.

Prayers, litanies, etc. pp. 1-76.—Hymns
(many of them with French headings), pp. 77-

185.—Catechism, pp. 187-293.

The edition of 1842 agrees page for page and
line for line, nearly, with the edition of 1837 as

far as p. 288; so closely indeed in blurred and
dropped type and other minor defects that it

would appear, were it not for the occasional

ditferences in line endings, to be from the same
plates. The title-pages and prefaces are totally

unlike in type and arrangement, and from p. 289

to the end the work is in different type and
totally different in page and line arrangement.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum.

A later edition as follows

:

[ ] Katolik
I

anamie-misinaigan.
|

Avec Approbation I'Eveque
|
Pierre

Paul Lefevre.
|
Troisi^me-^dition, cor-

rig^e et augment^e.
|

Detroit,
|
Wawiiatanong : | Bagg &

Harmon, ogi-missinakisanawa
| man-

dan misinaigan.
|
1846.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface (signed Mn
Frederic Baraga) p. 3, text in the Otawa lan-

guage pp. 4-256, 18°,

Prayers, litanies, etc. pp. 4-66 (pp. 8-11 in

double columns Otawa and French).—Hymns
(many with French headings), pp. 67-170.

—

Catechism (headed Jesus odijitwawin, kate-

chim ejinikadeg), pp 171-245.—Le chemindela
croix, pp. 246-254.—Le rosarie, pp. 254-256.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum.

I have seen an issue of the concluding por-

tion of this little work with half-title (which is

lacking iu the only copy of the larger work
I have seen, but which, perhaps, never accom-
panied it, as there is no break in the pagination
thereof) as follows

:

[ ] Jesus od ijitwawin,
|
katechim.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 171-245,

18°.

It will be noticed that the half-title above
differs slightly from the heading to the cate-

chism in the larger work ; the heading to the

Baraga (F.) — Continued.
text in this separate agrees with the heading in

the larger work.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum.
For a Chippewa versiou of this catechism see

the same author's Katolik Anamie-Masinaigan

—

the first title on p. 26 of this bibliography.

A later edition of the prayerbook as follows:

[ ] Katolik
I

Otawa
|
Anamie-Misinai-

gau.
I

[Picture of two angels bowed
before the cross.]

|
Fifth edition.

|

[Scroll.]
I

Cincinnati, 1855.
|
Joseph A. Hemann

gi-misinakisau manda
|
misinaigan.

Title verso blank 1 1. religious picture (un-

der which is Frederic Baraga, Kitchi-mekate-

wikwanaie) verso blank 1 1. preface (un-

signed) verso blank 1 1. text (with occasional

headings in French, but otherwise entirely iil

the Otawa language) pp. 8-357, index in Otawa
1 1. wide 16°. Pp. 251-258 are wrongly num-
bered 1-8.

Prayers, litanies, etc. pp. 8-91.—Chemin de

la croix, pp. 92-119.—Hymns, pp. 120-249.-Cat-

echism, pp. 251-357.

Copies seen : Yale.

[ ] Katolik
I

anaimie-misinaigan
|

wetawawissing.
|
[Design.]

|

Cincinnati, O. |
Joseph A. Hemann o

gi-misinakisan manda misinaigan. (

1858.

Pp. 1-240, 16°. In the Otawa language.

Copies seen: F6rard.

[ ] Otchipwe
I

Anamie-Masinaigan,
j

gwaiakossing anamiewin ejitwadjig,
(

misa
I

Catholique-enamiadjig
|
gewa-

bandangig.
|

Paris,
I

(France, Europe)
| E. J. Bail-

ly ogimasinakisan maudan masinai-

gan.
I

1837.

Translation : Otchipwe
|
praying-book,

]
that-

which-is-right religion they-who-profoss | that

is
I
Catholic-praying-ones

|
they-shall-read.

Halftitle (Otchipwe
|
anamie-masinaigan)

verso frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. ap-

probation of Fr6d6ric E,6se, Bishop of Detroit

(in French and English) verso blank 1 1. prefa-

tory remarks signed by Father Baraga 1 1. text

in Otchipwe pp. 1-295, index in Otchipwe pp.
297-300, 16°.

Prayers, litanies, etc. pp. 1-76.—Hymns
(many of them with French headings), pp.77-

185.—Catechism, pp. 187-295.

This work is printed from the sanae plates as

theOtawa prayer book of the same date (see last

title on p. 24), and agrees with it pa'ze for page

and line for line except in the differences made
necessary by the dialectic changes from the

Otawa to the Otchipwe.

In Dr. Trumbull's copy of this work, pur-

chased at the Finotti sale, there is on the flyleaf
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Baraga (F.)— Continued.
a translation (given above) of the title-page by
the Kev. E. Jacker, prefaced with the remark
that "the title is not in very good style; the

writer [Bishop Baraga] at that time was yet a

beginner."

The same note, substantially, appears in the

copy in the Library of Congress, which copy

bears the business card of Maisonneuve, of

Paris.

Copies seen: Congress, Trumbull,

Priced by Triibner & co. 1856 catalogue, no.

688, 5s.

A later edition as follows :

[ ] Katolik
I

Auaraie-Masinaigan
|

wetcliipwewissmg.
|
[Design.]

|

New Yorl:, Cincinnati, and St. Louis.

I

Benziger brothers, | Printers to the
• Holy Apostolic See. [1874.]

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 l.text in

the Chippewa language with headings in

French pp. 3-320, index in Chippewa pp. 321-

322,16°.

Prayers, litanies, etc. pp. 1-74.—Le chemin

de la croix, pp. 75-104.—Prayers, pp. 105-112.

—

Hymns, pp. 113-228.—Jesus od ijitwawin (cate-

Chisml, pp. 229-320.

Copies seen : Pilling, Powell.

See Baraga (F.) and Weikamp (J. B. ) for

another issue of this Chippewa version with an

appendix.

For another version of the catechism in

Chippewa see Grafron (J.)

[ ] Ahinodjiiag
|
omasinaiganiwan.

|

Buffalo:
|
press of Oliver G. Steele.

I
1837.

Title verso blank. 1 1. text pp. 3-8, 18°. Primer

lessons in the Chippewa language.

Primer lessons, pp. 3-8.—Pour les maltres et

maitresses d'6cole, p. 8.

The closing instructions, in French, end with

the remark that it would be well to have the

children shown all the proper names which are

found in [Baraga'sJ "Jesus Obimadisiwin."

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum.

Reprinted as follows:

[ ] Abinodjiiag
|
omasinaiganiwan.

|

Detroit :
|
Bagg & Harmon, printers.

I

1845.

Title p. 1, text in the Chippewa language pp.

2-8, 32°.

Primer lessons, pp. 2-6.—A prayer, pp. 6-8.

—

Kue-Mauito od angwamitagosiwinan [the ten

commandments], p. 8.

The first few pages contain the same matter,

differently arranged, as those of the edition of

1837.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum.

[ ] Jesus
I

obimadisiwin
|
oma aking,

I

gwaiakossing anamiewin ejitwadjig,

I
mi sa

I
Catholique-enamiadjig

|
ge-

wabandangig.
j

Baraga (F.) — Continued.

Paris,
I

(France, Europe.)
| E. J,

Bailly ogimasinakisan mandan masinai-

gan.
I
1837.

Half-title (Jesus
|
obimadisiwin

|
oma aking)

verso picture of the crucifixion with five lines

of Chippewa beneath 1 1. title as above verso

blank 1 1. approbation in French and English

(signed t Frederick Ees6, Bishop of Detroit^

and dated from Detroit, Michigan, oct. the 20,

1836) verso blank 1 1. preface in Chippewa
(signed Mn Fr6d6ric Baraga) 1 1. map of the
Holy Land folding leaf, text entirely in Chip-

pewa pp. 1-204, index in Chippewa pp. 205-208,

index evangeliorum in Latin pp. 209-211 (sigs.

1-18*), 16°.

Life of Jesus Christ, in the Chippewa lan^

guage.

Copies seen : A stor, Pilling.

The same work in Ottawa as follows :

[ ] Jesus
I

obimadisiwin | ajonda.

aking,
|

gwaiakossing anamiewin ejit-

wadjig,
I

mi sa
I

Catholique-enamiad-

jig
I

gewabandangig.
j

Paris, (France, Europe.)
|
E.-J. Bail-

ly ogimisinakisan manda misinaigan.
|

1837.

Half-title (Jesus | obimadisiwin | ajonda
aking) verso picture of the crucifixion with five

lines of Ottawa beneath 1 1. title as above verso

blank 1 1. approbation in French and English

(signed tFrederick Rese, Bishop of Detroit, and

dated from Detroit, Michigan, oct. the 20, 1836)

verso blank 1 1. preface in Ottawa ( signed Nin
Fr6d6ric Baraga) 1 1. map of the Holy Land fold-

ing leaf, text entirely in Ottawa pp. 1-204, in-

dex in Ottawa pp. 205-208, index evangeliorum

in Latin pp. 209-211 (sigs. a-r*), 16°.

Life of Jesus in the Ottawa language.

This work runs page for page nearly like the

Chippewa version above described, the only dif-

ferences being those rendered necessary by
dialectic changes. I am inclined to think they

were printed from the same plates.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Pilling.

Gete Dibadjimowin, Gaie Jesus, Obi-

madisiwin oma Aking.

Laibach 1837. Detroit 1837. (*)

Bible extracts, life of Christ, epistles and
gospels, in the Chippewa language.

Title from Shea's Catholic Missions, which
says there was a second edition in 1846,

[ J Katolik
I

gagikwe-masinaigan.
|

Avec Approbation de ISIonseigneur

TEveque
|
Pierre Paul Lefevre,

|

Detroit,
|
Wawiiatanong:

|
M. Gei-

ger, ogi-masinakisan
\
mandan masinai-

gan.
I

1846.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface (signed Nin
Frederic Baraga) verso blank 1 1. text entirely
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in the Chippewa language pp. 5-288, index 1 1.

16°.

Consists of sermons preached by Father

Baraga.

Copies seen : Pilling, Shea, Tale, Eames,

[ ]Ka'olik
I
Gagikwe-Masinaigan.

|

[Design.]
|

Cincinnati, O. |
Joseph A. Hemann

o gi-masinakisan raandan masinaigan.

I
1858.

Title verso blank 1 1. text (sernwns) entirely

in the Chippewa language pp. 3-215, index, iu

Chippewa pp. 217-220, index in Latin pp. 221-

224, 12°.

A manuscript note on the fly-leaf of Dr.

Trumbull's copy, written by Father Finotti (at

the sale of whose library it was bought by Dr.

Trumbull), reads as follows: "Contains the

epistles and gospels for Sundays and holy days.

It is a short history of the old and new testa-

ment. First edition printed in Paris, 1837.

Rev. E. Jacker, July 14, '74."

Copies seen: F6rard, Pilling, Trumbull.

[ ] Katolik
I

enamiad
|
o nanagata-

wendainowinan.
|
Avec Approbation de

Monseigneurl'Eveque
|
Pierre Paul Le-

fevre.
|

Wawliatanong,
|

(Detroit.)
|
Jabez

Fox o gi-masinakisan
[
mandan masinai-

gan.
I

1850.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface (signed by
Frederic Baraga) 1 1. text (Catholic Christian

meditations) entirelyin the Chippewa language

pp. 1-712, index in Chippewa 1 1. sq. 16°.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Pilling,

At the Field sale, catalogue no. 1177, a copy

brought $2.

Shea's Catholic Missions mentions an edition

of 1849, which is probably an error.

A
I
theoretical and practical

|

gram-

mar
I

of the
I

Otchipwe language,
|
the

language spoken by the Chippewa In-

dians ; which is
|
also spoken by the

Algonquin, Otawa, and
|
Potawatami

Indiana,
|
with little difference.

|
For

the use of missionaries
|
and other per-

sons living among the Indians
|
Of the

above named tribes.
|
By the Rev.

Frederick Baraga,
|

Missionary at

L'Anse, Lake Superior.
|

Detroit :
|
Jabez Fox, printer.

|
1850.

Title 1 1. preface pp. 3-4, text pp. 5-572, in-

dex pp. 573-576, sq. 16°.

Copies seen : American Antiquarian Society,

Boston Athenieum, Eames, Massachusetts His.

torical Society, Trumbull.

Sabin's Dictionary no. 3248 gives 1851 as the

date, and Shea's Catholic Missions, 1844.

Baraga (F.)— Continued.

A
I

dictionary
|
of the

|
Otchipwe

language,
|
explained in English.

|
This

language is spoken by
|
the Chippewa

Indians,
|
as also by

|
theOtawas, Pota-

watamis and Algonquins,
|
with little

difference.
|
For the use of

|
missiona-

ries,
I

and other persons living among
the above mentioned

|
Indians.

|
By the

Rev. Frederic Baraga,
|
Roman Catho-

lic Missionary among the Otchipwe In-

dians.
I

Cincinnati, 1853.
|
Printed for Jos. A.

Hemann,
I

Publisher of the ''Wahr-

heitsfreund."

Title verso blank 1 1. preface (including ab-

breviations used) pp. iii-vii, half-title 1 1. text-

pp. 3-659, errata pp. 661-662, sq. 16°.

Part 1 Otchipwe-English, pp. 3-420.—Part 2

EnglishOtchipwe. pp. 423-659.

Copies seen: Congress, Eames, Powell, Trum-
bull.

A grammar
|
and

|
dictionary

|
of

the
I
Otchipwe language,

|
By R. R.

Bishop Baraga.
|
A new edition, by a

missionary of the oblates [Abbe La-

corabe].
|
[Four lines quotation.]

j

Montreal :
|
Beauchemin &, Yalois,.

Publishers,
|
256 and 258, St. Paul

Street.
|
1879

Printed cover as above, half-title verso blank:

1 1. motto verso blank 1 1. title to grammar 1 1.

preface pp. vii-viii, "remarks on this second

edition " pp. ix-xi, text of the grammar pp.

1-422, a large folded table containing " a gen-

eral synopsis of the Otchipwe verb"; half-

title to the dictionary part [ verso blank

1 1. title verso blank 1 1. notice verso blank

1 1. "remarks on the new edition of the English

Otchipwe dictionary" pp. 1-3, some rules etc.

pp. 4-5, text pp. 7-301
;
printed cover to the dic-

tionary part II, half-title verso blank 1 1. title

verso blank 1 1. preface pp. v-viii, text pp. i-422,

sm. 8°. Each of the three parts has its own
title-page, for which see below.

Copies seen : Brinton, Congress, Dunbar,
Eames, Pilling, Powell, Trtimbull.

Hierseraann, Leipsic, 1889, and Maisonneuve,

Paris, 1889, mention an edition Montreal, 1882,

the former pricing it 21 M. and the latter 25 fr.

A theoretical and practical
(
gram-

mar
I

of the
I

Otchipwe language
|
for

the use of
|
Missionaries and other per-

sons living among the Indians [ By R.

R. Bishop Baraga.
|
A second edition,

by a missionary of the oblates.
|

Montreal :
|
Beauchemin & Valois,.

Booksellers and Printers
|
256 and 258^

St. Paul Street. I 1878
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Half-title verso blank 1 1. title as above verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-viii, " remarks on this

second edition " pp. ix-xi, text pp. 1-422, sm. 8°.

Copies seen : Brinton, Congress, Dunbar,

Eames, Pilling, Powell, Tramball.

A dictionary
|
ofth'

|
Ofccliipwe lan-

guage,
I
explained ia English.

|
Part I.

I
Euglish-Otchipwe.

|
By R. R. Bishop

Baraga.
|
A new edition, by a mission-

ary of the oblates.
|
[Four lines quota-

tion.]
I

Montreal:
|
Beauchemin & Valois,

Publishers,
|
256 and 258, St. Paul Street.

I
1878

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title as above verso

blank 1 1. notice verso blank 1 1. "remarks on

tbe new edition of the English-Otchipwe dic-

tionary" pp. 1-3, " some rales " etc. pp. 4-5, text

in doable columns pp. 7-301, sm. 8°.

Copies seen : Brinton, Congress, Dunbar,

Eames, Pilling, Powell, Trumbull.

A dictionary
j
of the

|
Otchipwe lan-

guage,
I

explained in English.
|
Part II.

I
Otchipwe-English

(
By R. R. Bishop

Baraga.
|
A new edition, by a mission-

ary of the oblates.
|

[Four lines quota-

tion.]
i

Montreal: | Beauchemin & Valois,

Publishers,
|
256 and 258, St. Paul Street.

I
1880

Printed cover as above (dated 1881), half-title

-verso blank 1 1. title as above verso blank 1 1.

preface pp. v-viii, text in double columns pp.

1-422, sm. 8°.

Copies seen : Brinton, Congress, Dunbar,

Eames, Pilling, Powell, Tramball.

Kitchi-mekatewikwanaie
|
Frederic

Baraga,
|
o masinaigan,

|

ge-wabanda-

mowad
|
Kakina anishinabeg enamiad-

jig.
I

Cincinnati :
[
Printed at Catholic

Telegraph Book & Job Office.
|
Gash-

kadino-gisiss, 1853.

Printed cover as above verso blank, no inside

title, text entirely in the Chippewa language

pp. 1-10, 120.

An episcopal letter addressed to the Indians

of the Lake Superior region. At the top of the

first page of text is the bishop's seal, followed

by the words "Frederic Baraga, Kitchi-me-

katewik-wanaie.

"

I have nowhere seen mention of this work,

and the only copy I know of is that belong-

ing to myself, presented to me by the Rev. John
Gafron, Bayfield, Wisconsin. I have had a few

photographic fac-similes of it made, copies of

which are in possession of Mr. Gafron, Major

Powell, Mr. Eames, Dr. Shea, and myself.

Baraga (F.) — Continued.

[ ] Kagige ( debwewinan,
|
kaginig

ge-takwendang
|
Katolik enaniiad.

|

[Device.]
|

Cincinnati, 1855.
|
Joseph A. Hemann

o gi-masinakisan mandan
| masinaigan.

Title verso blank 1 1. prefatory 1 1. text en-

tirely in the Chippewa language pp. 7-334, index

3 pp. sq. 16°.

Eternal truths always to be remembered by
a Catholic christian.

Copies seen: Congress, Pilling, Shea, Trum-
bull, Eames.

Reprinted in Verwyst (G. A.),Mikana giji-

gong enamog.

L ] Otchipwe
|
kikinoamadi-masinai-

gans.

!N"o title-page, heading only ; text 8 pp. sq. 16°.

Ojibwa school-little-book. A reprint, ordered

by Rev. Ignatius Tomazin, St. Paul, Minn.

Copies seen : Pilling, Shea, Trumbull.

The original edition by Baraga is said to have
been published in 1853 (*).

Reprinted in Verwyst (C. A.), Mikana giji-

gong enamog.

[Vocabulary of the Chippewa lan-

guage. ]

Manuscript, 4 pp. folio, written on " Circular

No. 1" of the American Ethnological Society.

Contains about 180 words. In possession of Dr.

J. G. Shea, Elizabeth, N. J.

and Belcourt (G. A.). [Prospectus

of a] Dictionary
|
of the

|
Odjibway or

Sauteux language
|
compiled by

| R. R.

Baraga and Rev. G. Belcourt
|
A new

Edition enlarged by Rev. Father La-

combe, O. M. I.
I
[Seven lines quota-

tion.]
I

[Picture of an Indian.]
|

Montreal
|
Beauchemin &, Valois,

Booksellers and Printers
|
256 and 258

St. Paul Street.
]
1877

Half-title verso blank I 1. title as above verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. 1-2, preface [from the]

manuscript of Rev. G, Belcourt pp. 3-5, [pre-

face! from Bishop Baraga p. 5, "our plan" pp.

6-7, alphabetical conventions etc. pp. 8-10, dic-

tionary (A-Action) English-0djibway2 11. dic-

tionary (A-Abinodjinwin) Odjibway-English 2

11. sm. 4°.

In the preface Father Lacombe states that

the new dictionary will be compiled from the

work of Bishop Baraga, "which we will com-

plete with the excellent and learned manuscript

of the Rev. Mr. Belcoart. * * After several

years of study and practice he [Belcourt] put in

order his numerous scientific researches on that

language [Sauteax], which he had made and
adopted as his own, and a very voluminous man-
uscript was the result."

See Belcourt (G. A.)

Copies seen : Powell, Shea, TrumbulL
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Baraga (F. ) and Belcourt (G. A.)— Cont.

[Prospectus of] The
|

Odjibway
grammar,

|
compiled by

|
R. R. Baraga

and Rev. G. Belcourt
|
[Five lines quo-

tation.]
j
[Design.]

|

Montreal
|
Beauchemin & Valois,

Booksellers and Printers
|
256 and 258

St. Paul Street.
|
1877

Title reverse blank 1 1. text pp. 1-14, sra. 4°.

Rudiments of the Sauteux language, bj Rev.

G. Belcourt, pp. 1-14.

"In reprinting the grammar of Bishop Ba-

raga, we intend to abridge it a little, principally

by reducing the examples, but at the same time

we will manage it so that the student will find

all the rules and explanations."

Copies seen : Powell.

and Weikamp (J. B.) Katolik
|

Anamie-Masinaigan.
|
A| Catholic

prayerbook and catechism
|
in the

|

Otchipwe-Indian language.
|
By

|
Rt.

Rev. Bishop F. Baraga, D. D.,
|
with

|

Aq Appendix of the Mass and Vespers

in
I

Latin; and Prayers in the Ottawa-

I
Indian Language,

|
by Rev, John B.

Weikamp,
|
Tert. O. S. F.

|

New York & Cincinnati :
\
Benziger

brothers,
|
Printers to the Holy-Apos-

tolic See. [1874.]

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. text

in Otchipwe pp. 3-320, index pp. 321-322, ap-

pendix by Father Weikamp pp. 323-346, 16°.

The Latin occupies pp. 323-336, the Ottawa

pp. 327-346.

Copies seen : Shea, Trumbull.

See Baraga (¥.) for title of an edition of this

work minus the appendix.

Frederick Baraga, R, C. bishop, born in

TreflFen, Carniola, 29 June, 1797; died in Mar-
quette, Mich., 19 Jan., 1868. His family, a

younger branch of the house of Hapsburg,
was the most distinguished in lUyria. He
began his studies in the college of Leibac, the

capital of his native province, whore he learned

to speak French, Italian, and German fluently,

in addition to the ordinary branches. At the

end of his course he went to Vienna to study

law, and after graduation, in 1821, determined

to devote himself to the priesthood. He en-

tered the eclesiagtical seminary of Leibac and
was ordained in 1823. He exercised his min-

istry for the next seven years in Carniola, and,

in the interval of his missionary duties, com-

posed works of devotion in the Sclavonic

dialect for the people. The present improved
condition of this language is chiefly attributed

to the efi"orts of Father Baraga. Having de-

termined on spending his life among the Indians

of the United States, he transferred his estates

to his brothers, reserving to himself an annuity

of $300, and arrived in New York in December,

1830. He spent some months in Ohio studying

Baraga (F.)— Continued.
English and the Ottawa dialect, and set out in

May for Arbre Croche, a village of Ottawa
Indians on the peninsula of Michigan. The
inhabitants, although they had relapsed into

barbarism, retained some traditions of the

Jesuits of the seventeenth century and received

Father Baraga with welcome, and, under his

guidance, the community entered upon the

public practice of a christian life. In a little

more than a year he built a church and two
schools and had an Indian congregation of more
than 700, He next extended his labors as far

as the Castor Islands and beyond Lake Mich-
igan, erecting several churches as well as

schools in Green Bay and St. Joseph's.

In 1832 he published at Detroit a prayer and
hymn book m the Ottawa language, the first of

a remarkable series of works in the Indian dia-

lects, which have been found very useful by
philologists. He visited Grand River in the

spring of 1833 and baptised more than 100 of

the natives, but his eflEbrts were counteracted

by the white liquor-dealers and the Indians

whom they had demoralized. His enemies peti-

tioned the Government for his removal, and,

although he was sustained by the governor of

.
Michigan, he was forced to seek other fields.

He began his labors among the Chippewas at

Lapointe in 1835, and continued them success-

fully tor eighteen years. His success was
mainly owing to the assistance he received

from the Leopoidine society in his native

country.

He next visited the Indians of Fond du Lac,

70 miles from Lapointe, and the Indians of Bad
River, seventeen miles to the south, both of

whom led a roving life. During the winter of
1836-'37 he traveled six miles every day to in-

struct them, on their return to their wigwams,
until he had them all ready to receive baptism
During this period he also wrote the "Ojibway
Prayer- and Hymn-Book and Catechism," the

"Extracts of the History of the Old and New
Testaments, with the Gospels of the Year,"
in the same dialect ; "The History, Character,

Manners, and Customs of the North American
Indians," in German, and a devotional work
for his countrymen in Sclavonic. He went to

Europe in 1837 to collect money for his mission,

and was so successful that he was also enabled

to have his Indian books printed in Paris. On
his return to the United States he was able,

with the means in hand, to conduct his opera-

tions more systematically.

In 1843, as the missions he had established

no longer needed his personal supervision, he

resolved to make the " Ance," an old trading-

post of the American Fur Company, between

Pointe Abbaye and Keweenau Point, the center

of his labors. The Indians here were steeped

in idolatry and intemperance. But, though

threats were made against his life, he succeeded

in converting some of their medicine men, and

this was followed by the conversion of many
others. He built a church and parsonage.
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erected thirty houses for his converts, and pur-

chased a large tract of land, on "which he located

them. In 1850 all the Indians had become
christians, land so prosperous that numerous
families came to settle on the Ance. Here he

wrote his grammar and dictionary cf the

Otchipwe (Chippeway) language (1851-'53), per-

haps the most important contribution to Indian

philology made hitherto. The demand for his

Indian books in the United States and Canada

contributed materially to his resources and en-

abled him to increase still further the village

on the Ance.

The discovery of the copper mines on the

upper peninsula of Michigan in 1845 added to

Father Baraga's difficulties. A large mining

population from all parts of frhe world was
scattered among his Indian villages, and he

found it necessary to obtain more priests. For

this purpose, as well as to secure the publica-

tion of his works, he went to Cincinnati in 1853,

where he lectured on the mining resources of

the upper peninsula and on the harvest that

was open for missionary zeal there. In IN'ovem-

ber of the same year he was made vicar apos-

tolic of upper Michigan.

In 1854 he went to Europe to procure mis-

sionaries, and retured with twelve priests. He
also introduced the brothers and sisters of Saint

Francis and intrusted them with the education

of the Indians.

In 1856 Saut St. Mary was erected into an
episcopal see, and Dr. Baraga was appointed

its bishop in the following year. The see

having been transferred to Marquette in 1865,

he was created bishop of Marquette and Saut

St. Mary. His health began to fail, but his

brethren could not prevail on him to moderate

his austerities or slacken his labors. He slept

on the ground and often walked forty miles a

day on snow-shoes when visiting his Indians.

He was stricken with apoplexy while in

attendance on the Council of Baltimore in 1866,

and returned to his diocese broken in health,

but continued to perform his ministerial duties

till a few days before his death.

—

Appleton's

Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Barber (John Warner). Historical col-

lections,
I

being a
|
general collection

of interesting facts, traditions,
|
bio-

graphical sketches, anecdotes, ifec,
|

relating to the
|
history and antiquities

I

of
I
every town in Massachusetts,

|

with
I

geographical descriptions.
|
Il-

lustrated by 200 Engravings.
I
By John

Warner Barber,
|
author of Connecti-

cut historical collections, Elements of

general his-
|
tory, etc.

|
[Seal of the

state.]
I

Worcester:
|
Published by Dorr,

Howland &, Co. I 1839

Barber (.T. W.) — Continued.
Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 11. pref-

ace pp. iii-iv. contents and index pp. v-viii,

text pp. 9-624, map, 8°.

Lord's prayer in the ITatick Indian language

(from Eliot's bible), with interlinear English
translation, p. 417.

Copies seen : Congress, Watkinson.

Historical collections,
|
being a

|

general collection of interesting facts,

traditions,
|
biographical sketches, an-

ecdotes, &c.,
i
relating to the

|
history

and antiquities
|
of

|
every town in

•Massachusetts,
[
with

|
geographical

descriptions.
|
Illustrated by 200 en-

gravings.
I

By John Warner Barber,
|

author of Connecticut historical collec-

tions, Elements of general his-
|
tory,

etc.
I

[Seal of the state.]
|

Worcester :
|

published by Dorr,

Howland &. co. 1 1841.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

preface pp. iii-iv, contents pp. v-viii, text pp.

9-632, map and plates, 8°.

Lord's prayer in the Natick language, p. 417.

Copies seen: Boston Public, Watkinson,

Yale.

Historical collections,
|
being a

|

general collection of interesting facts,

traditions, |-biographical sketches, an-

ecdotes, &c.,
I
relating to the

|
history

and antiquities | of
|
every town in

Massachusetts,
|
with I" geographical

descriptions.
|
Illustrated by 200 En-

gravings.
I

By John Warner Barber,
|

author of Connecticut historical collec-

tions, Elements of general his-
|
tory,

etc.
I

[Seal of the state.]
|

Worcester:
|

published by Warren
Lazell.

I
1844.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

preface pp. iii-iv, contents and index pp. v-
viii, text pp. 9-624, map, plates, 8°.

Lord's prayer in the Natick language, p. 417.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Congress,

Massachusetts Historical Society.

Sabin's Dictionary, no. 3319, mentions an

edition of 1848.

The
I
History and Antiquities

|
of

|

New England,
|
New York, New Jersey,

I
and

I

Pennsylvania.
|
Embracing the

following subjects, viz :
|
Discoveries

and Settlements—Indian History—In-

dian, French, and
[
Revolutionary

Wars—Religious History—Biographic-

al Sketches
| —Anecdotes, Traditions,

Remarkable and Unaccountable
|
Oc-
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Barber (J. W.)— Continued.

carrences—with a Great Variety of

Curious and
|
Interesting Relics of An-

tiquity
I

Illustrated by numerous en-

gravings.
I

Collected and compiled

from authentic sources,
|
By John War-

ner Barber
; |

Member of the Connecti-

cut Historical Society, author of the

Connecticut
|
and Massachusetts His-

torical Collections, &c.
|

Hartford.
|
Published by Allen S.

Stillman & Co.
|
1843. C)

Pp. i-viii, 9-624, map, plates, 8°.

Penn (W.), Letter, containing specimens of

Indian words, pp. 536-540.

Title from Mr. Wilberforce Eames.

According to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 3322,

there is an edition Worcester, 1840. This

probably does not contain Penn's letter, because

the following edition does not: Worcester:
|

published by Dorr, Howlaad &. co. | 1841. Pp.

i-viii, 9-576,8°. (British Museum, Congress.)

The
I
History and Antiquities

|
of

|

New England,
|
New York, New Jersey,

I
and

I

Pennsylvania.
|
Embracingthe

following subjects, viz :
|
Discoveries

and Settlements—Indian History—In-

dian, French, and
| Revolutionary

Wars—Religious History—Biographic-
al Sketches

|
—Anecdotes, Traditions,

Remarkable and Unaccountable
|
Oc-

currences—with a Great Variety of

Curious and
|
Interesting Relics of An-

tiquity
I
Illustrated by numerous en-

gravings.
I

Third edition.
|
Collected

and compiled from authentic sources,
|

By John Warner Barber;
|
Member of

the Connecticut Historical Society,

author of the Connecticut
|
and Massa-

chusetts Historical Collections, &c.
j

Hartford:
|
Published by H. S. Par-

sons.
I

1847. (*)

Pp. i-viii, 9-624, 8°.

Penn's letter, etc. as above, pp. 536-540.

Title from Mr. Wilberforce Eames.
According to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 3322,

there was an edition Hartford, 1846.

The
I
History and Antiquities

|
of

|

New England,
|
New York, New Jersey,

I
and

I

Pennsylvania.
|
Embracing the

following subjects, viz :
| Discoveries

and Settlements — Indian History —
Indian, French, and

| Revolutionary
Wars—ReligiousHistory—Biographical

Sketches
|
—Anecdotes, Traditions, Re-

markable and Unaccountable
|
Occur-

rences—with a great variety of curious

Barber (J. W.)— Continued,

and
I
interesting relics of antiquity

|

Illustrated by numerous engravings.
|

Collected and compiled from authentic

sources,
|
By John Warner Barber;

|

Member of the Connecticut Historical

Society, Author of the Connecticut
|

and Massachusetts Historical Collec-

tions, &c.
I

Portland : |
Published by William C.

Lord.
I

1848. (*)

Pp. i-viii, 9-624, plate, 8°.

Penn's letter, etc. as above, pp. 536-540.

Title from Mr. Wilberforce Eames.

The
I

History and Antiquities
]

of
|
New

England,
|
New York, New Jersey,] and

|

Pennsylvania.
|
Embracing the follow-

ing subjects, viz :
|
Discoveries and Set-

tlements — Indian History — Indian,

French, and
|
RevolutionaryWars—Re-

ligious History—Biographical Sketches

I
—Anecdotes, Traditions, Remarkable

and Unaccountable
|
Occurrences—with

a Great Variety of Curious and
|
Inter-

esting Relics of Antiquity
|
Illustrated

by numerous engravings.-
|
Collected

and compiled from authentic sources,
|

By John Warner Barber
; |
Member of

the Connecticut Historical Society, au-

thor of the Connecticut
I

and Massachu-

setts Historical Collections, &c.
|

Third Edition.
|

Hartford :
|
Allyn S. Stillman & Son

I
1856.

Pp. i-viii, 9-624, 8°.

Penn's letter, etc. as above, pp. 536-540.

Copies seen: Astor.

Priced by Clarke & co. 1886 catalogue, no.

2819, $3.

-and Howe (H.) Historical collec-

tions
I

of the
I
state of New Jersey

; |

I

containing
|
a general collection of

the most interesting facts, traditions,
|

biographical sketches, anecdotes, etc.
|

relating to its
|
history and antiquities,

I

with
I
geographical descriptions of

every township in the state. | Illus-

trated by 120 Engravings.
|
By John W.

Barber,
|
author of Connecticut and

Massachusetts historical collections,

etc.
I
and

|
Henry Howe,

|
author of

''The memoirs of eminent American
mechanics," etc.

|
[Arms of the state of

New Jersey.]
|

[Design.]
|

New York:
|

Published for the

authors,
|
by S. Tuttle, 194 Chatham-

square.
I

1844.
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Barber (J. W.) and Howe (H.)—Cont'd.
Title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp. 3-4, in-

dex etc. pp. 5-8, text pp. 9-512, 8°.

Shortvocabulary of the New Jersey Indians,

pp. 52-53.

Grordon (T.), Indian names with their sig-

nification, "communicated for this work by
Thomas Gordon, Esq., of Trenton," p. 512.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Congress,

Watkinson.

. Historical collections
|
of the

I
state of New Jersey

; |
containing

|
a

general collection of the most interest-

ing facts, traditions,
|

biographical

sketches, anecdotes, etc. | relating to

its
I

history and antiquities,
|
with

|

geographical descriptions of every

township in the state.
|
Illustrated by

120 Engravings. ] By John W. Barber,
|

author of Connecticut and Massachu-

setts historical collections, etc.
|
and

|

Henry Howe, |
author of " The memoirs

of eminent American mechanics," etc.
|

[Arms of the state of New Jersey.]
|

New York:
|
published for the au-

thors,
I

by S. Tuttle, 194 Chatham-
square.

I

1845.

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface, index, etc.

pp. 3-8, text pp. 9-512, 8°.

Linguistics as under edition of 1844, pp. 52-

53, 512.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Boston Pub-

lic.

At the Menzies sale, catalogue no. 119, a copy

brought $5.25.

Some copies with title and imprint other-

wise as above are dated 1846. (Congress.)

Historical collections
|
of the

|

state of New Jersey;
|
containing

|
a

general collection of the most interest-

ing facts, traditions,
|
biographical

sketches, anecdotes, etc.
|
relating to

its
I
history and antiquities,

|
with

|

geographical descriptions of every

township in the state.
|
Illustrated by

120 Engravings. | By John W. Barber,
|

author of Connecticut and Massachu-

setts historical collections, etc.
|
and

|

Henry Howe,
|
author of "The mem-

oirs of eminent American mechanics,"

etc.
I
[Arms of the state of New Jer-

sey-]
I

Newark, N. J. : |
Published by Benja-

min Olds,
I
for Justus H. Bradley.

[

New Haven, Ct. : J. W. Barber. [1852.]

Pp. 1-518, 8°. Agrees perfectly in pp. 1-512

with edition of 1845.

Barber (J. W. ) and Howe (H. )— Cont'd.
Linguistics as under previous titles.

Copies seen: British Museum.
According to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 3330,.

there is an edition Newark, 1857.

Historical collections
|
of

|
New

Jersey :
|
Past and Present :

|
contain-

ing
j
a general collection of the most

interesting facts,
\
traditions, biograph-

ical sketches, anecdotes, etc.,
|
relating

to the
i
history and antiquities,

|
with

|

geographical descriptions of all the im-

portant
I
places in the state,

|
and the

state census of all the towns in
|
1865.

|

Illustrated by numerous Engravings.
|

By John W. Barber,
|
author of several

historical works, etc. | assisted by
|

Henry Howe,
|
author of the ''Memoirs,

of Eminent American Mechanics," etc.

[Arms of the state of New Jersey.]
|

New Haven, Conn.
|
published by sub-

scription, by John W. Barber.
I
1868.

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface 1 1. list of

townships etc. pp. 5-6, index pp. 6-8, text pp.
9-543, 8°.

Linguistics as under titles above, pp. 53, 512..

Copies seen : Congress.

Barker {Eev. Francis). See Meeker (J.)

and Barker (F.)

[Barnard (Bev. Alonzo).] Iniu
|
tibaji-

mouinvn
|

gaozbibivmagouajin
|
igiu

abinojiyg
]
iniu

|
kekinoamagenijin.

|

Oberlin :
| 1849.

Literal translation : Stories written for the

children by their teacher.

Title as above within fancy border verso>

blank 1 1. preface pp. v-vi, contents pp. vii-viii,

text entirely in the Ojibwa language pp. 9-104^

24°.

" This little book is a translation from the-

English [in large part from McGuflfey's second

reader] into the Ojibwa language, with the ex-

ception of the accompanying verses, and a few
of the stories."—Pre/ace.

Copies seen: Pilling.

[Elementary Ojibwa grammar.

Oinena, Michigan, 1878.]

No title-page, heading only ; text pp. 1-8, 18o..

Pronouns, pp. 1-3—Adverbs, pp. 3-5.

—

Nouns, pp. 5-8.

Concerning this little work Mr. Barnard

writes me as follows : In 1878 at Omena I com-

menced the second time to get out an element-

ary Ojibway grammar, a copy of which I inclose.

I abandoned the project lor want of means ta

continue; also want of suitable type to mak&
it easy of acquisition to learners.

Copies seen : Pilling, Powell, Eames.
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Barnard (A.)— Continued.

[ ] Hymns |
in the |

Ojibway
|
lan-

guage :
I

Published by
|
Alonzo Barnard,

|

Omena, Mich.
|
[1878.]

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 1-20, index 1 unnumbered

p. 320.

Some of the hymns were translated by

Joseph Greensky.

Copies seen: Powell, Pilling.

Hymns.
|
In the

|
Ojibvva language.

|

Compiled
]
and

|

published by
|

rev. A.

Barnard.
|

r

Omena, Mich.
|
1883.

Title as above verso blank 1 1. text entirely

in Qjibwa pp. 1-53, index of first lines pp. 54-

56, 18°.

Copies seen : Pilling.

An incomplete English index, in pencil, is

fastened in the back of my copy.

I have—from Mr. Barnard—a loose, red sheet

of paper on which is printed the first hymu
(seven stanzas) in this collection, preceded by

the equivalent English (headed "The heavenly

world") in a parallel column.

Rev. Alonzo Barnard was born June 2,

1817, in Peru, Bennington Co., Vt. At seven-

teen years of age he . went to Ohio, and was
educated at Oberlin. He entered the mission

field in 1843, at Red Lake, Minn. In 1846 he

was at Cass Lake, and in 1853 at St. Joseph

(now "Walhalla), Pembina County, where lie

the remains of her who shared his labors. In

1854 the wife of his fellow laborer, the late Rev.

D. B. Spencer, was rauidered by the Sioux.

From 1846 to 1855 Mr. Barnard labored under
the auspices of the American Missionary Asso-

ciation. In the spring of the latter year he
was compelled to abandon the work at St.

Joseph and take refuge in a railroad settlement

within the present limits of Manitoba. Two
or more years were spent with the Indians

about Lake Winnipeg under the Bishop of

Rupert's Land, and in 1863 he removed to Ben-
zonia, Mich., where he has since resided. After

laboring five years among the Indians about
Grand Traverse Bay, under the auspices of the

Presbyterian Home Missionary Society, he was
obliged to resign in consequence of a partial

deafness, and he is now a retired member of the

Grand Rapids Presbytery.

Barratt (Dr. Joseph). Key | to the
|
In-

dian language
|
of

|
New-Enyland Isic'],

in the
|
Etchemin, or Passamaquoddy

language,
|
Spoken in Maine and St.

Johns New-Brunswick.
(
Derived and

written from the Indian (Nicola Ten-
esles.)

I

By
|

Joseph Barratt, M. D.
|

Member of several Learned Societies.
|

No. 1.
I

Middletown, Conn.
|
1850.

ALG 3

Barratt (J.) — Continued.

Title verso advertisement 1 1. text pp. 3-8, 8°.

Conversations in Etchemin, p. 3.—Seasons, p.

3.—Time, p. 3.—Cardinal numbers, p. 4.—Ordi-

nal numbers, p. 4.—Relationships, pp. 4-5.

—

Parts of the body, p. 5.—Colours, p. 5^^Birds,

and parts thereof, p. 5.—Animals, p. 6.—Tume-

hegn [tomahawk], an Indian hatchet, p. 6.

—

Conjugation of the verb tumetamun, to cut, pp.

6-7.—Compendium of Indian grammar, p. 8.

No. 1 is all that was published. In his ad-

vertisement the author says: "Should a small

number of this tract meet with a ready sale,

other numbers may, perhaps, follow so soon as

they can be prepared. Our manuscript gram-

mar of this language, will serve to unfold the

structure of all the dialects of New-England."

Copies seen: Congress, Massachusetts His-

torical Society, Pilling, Trumbull, Wisconsin

Historical Society.

In some copies the line of the title "Mem-
ber of several Learned Societies" is set in

smaller type and the last word is misspelled

"Societies." (Congress.)

Issued with change of title ae follows

:

[ ] Key
I

to the
|
Indian language

\

of
[

New-Enyland lsic'\, |
in the

|

Etchemin,

or Passamaquoddy language,
|
Spoken

in Maine and St. Johns New-Brunswick»

I
Derived from

|
Nicola Teuesles.

|

Written from the Indian's mouth,
|
By

a Citizen of Middletown, Conn,, for

the benefit of this Indian.
|
No. 1.

|

Middletown, Conn. [C. H. Pelton,

printer.]
|
1850.

Cover title as above, inside title as above with

"advertisement" on verso 1 1. text pp. 3-8, 8°.

Copies seen: Eames.

Reprinted in "Copway'sAmerican Indians,"

no. 12 (*).

Indian proprietors
[
of

|
Mattebeseck,

I

and their descendants,
|
whose names

appear in the town records,
|
from 1673

to 1749.
I

By Joseph Barratt, M. D.
|

Colophon: Middletown, (Connecti-

cut.) 1850.
I
C. H. Pelton, printer.

No title-page, heading only ; text pp. 1-4, 8°.

English significatioij of sopae tribal and
proi)er names, and " Note on the word Manito-

ese [God]."

Copies seen : Congress, Trumbull.

The Indian
|
of

| New-England,
|

and the
(
north-eastern provinces;

[
A

Sketch of the Life of an Indian Hunter,

Ancient Traditions re- | lating to the
|

Etchemin tribe,
|
their modes of life,

fishing, hunting, &c. :
|
with

|
vocabu-

laries
I
in the

|
Indian and English,

|

giving the names of the
|
animals,

birds, and fish :
|
The most complete that
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Barratt (J.) — Continued.

has been giren for New-England, in

the
I

Languages of the
|
Etchemin and

Micmacs.
|
These are now the only In-

dian Tribes to the North-East, the form-

er inhabitants
|
of New-England, that

have preserved their language entire,

being the oldest
|
and purest Indian

spoken in the Eastern States.
|
Derived

from the Indian (Nicola Tenesles,)
|
by-

Joseph Barratt M. D.,
|
Member of sev-

eral Learned Societies.
|
I^^This Book

is the only work of its kind to be had.

It contains
|
the Elements of the Indian

Tongue, and much that is new to the

I

reading public; especially the names

by which the Red Men of
|
the forest,

designated the natural objects before

them.
I

Middletown, Connecticut : |
Charles

H. Pelton, printer.
|
1851.

|
Price 25

Cents.

Title verso " to the reader " (dated Septem-

ber 18, 1851) 1 1. text pp. 3-24, 8°.

Names for the animals in Indian [Etchemin

and Micmac], pp. 11-15.—Key to the Indian

language of New England, pp. 15-23, includes

:

vocabulary of the Etchemin, pp. 15-17
;
parts

of the human body [Etchemin and Micmac], p.

18 ; compendium of Indian grammar, pp. 20-23.

Copies seen: Congress, Dunbar, Massachu-

setts Historical Society, Powell.

Triibner &. co. 1856 catalogue, no. 672, priced

a copy 2*., at the Fisher sale, catalogue nos.

2098, 2099, sold for 3«. 6d. and 2s. M. respect-

ively; the Murphy copy, half morocco, cata-

logue no. 911, brought $4.25 ;
priced by Triibner

&co. 1882, p. 54, 3«. 6d.

An edition with title slightly differing as fol-

lows:

[ ] The Indian | of |
New-England,

|

and the |
north-eastern provinces

; |
A

Sketch of the Life of an Indian Hunter,

Ancient Traditions re-
|
lating to the

|

Etchemin tribe,
|
their modes of life,

fishing, hunting, &c. :
|
with

]
vocabu-

laries
I

in the
|
Indian and English,

|

giving the names of the
|
animals,

birds, and fish : | The most complete

that has been given for New-England,

in the
|
Languages of the

|
Etchemin

and Micmacs.
|
These are now the only

Indian Tribes to the North-East, the

former inhabitants
|
of New-England,

that have preserved their language en-

tire, being the oldest
|
and purest In-

dian spoken in the Eastern States.
|

Derived from
|
Nicola Tenesles.

|
By a

Barratt (J.)— Continued,

citizen of Middletown, Conn.
|
i^'This

Book is the only work of its kind to be

had. It contains
|
the Elements of the

Indian Tongue, and much that is new
to the

I
reading public ; especially the

names by which the Red Men of
]
the

forest, designated the natural objects

before them.
|

Middletown, Connecticut :
|
Charles

H. Pelton, printer.
|
1851. |

Price 25

Cents.

Printed cover with half-title, title as above

verso "to the reader" (dated Sept. 18, 1851) 1 1.

text pp. 3-24, 80

.

Copies seen : Brinton, British Museum, Con-

gress, Eames, Pilling, Trumbull.

In some copies, that portion of the title be-

ginning with the word "Derived" and ending

with the word "Conn." has been covered with
a printed slip bearing the words "By

| Joseph
Barratt, M. D.

| Member of Several Learned
Societies." (Congress.)

At the Field sale, catalogue no. 98, a copy sold

for $4.50; priced by Littlefleld of Boston, No-
vember, 1887, catalogue no. 342, $1.50.

A third edition as follows

:

The Indian
|
of

|
New-England,

|

and the
|
north-eastern provinces

; |
A

Sketch of the Life of an Indian Hunter,

Ancient Traditions, re-
|
lating to the

|

Etchemin tribe,
|
their modes of life,

fishing, hunting, &c. :
|
with

|
vocabu-

laries
I

in the
|
Indian and English,

|

giving the names of the ]
animals,

birds, and fish :
|
The most complete

that has been given for New-England,
in the

|
Languages of the

|
Etchemin

and Micmacs.
|
These are now the only

Indian Tribes to the North-East, the

former inhabitants
|
of New-England,

that have preserved their language en-

tire, being the oldest
|
and purest In-

dian spoken in the Eastern States.
|

Derived from the Indian (Nicola Ten-

esles,)
I

by Joseph Barratt, M. D.,
|

Member of several Learned Societies.
|

i^^This Book is the only work of its

kind to be had. It contains
|
the Ele-

ments of the Indian Tongue, and much
that is new to the

|
reading public;

especially the names by which the Red
Men of

I

the forest, designated the nat-

ural objects before them.

Middletown, Connecticut :
|
Charles

H. Pelton, printer.
|
1851.

Title verso " to the reader " (dated Octobers,

1851, and giving "Notice to the third edition")
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Barratt (J. )~ Continued.

1 1. text pp. 1-24, 8°. Followed by the Key (pp.

1-8) and Indian Proprietors (pp. 1-4), q.v. above.

Copies seen : Congress, Trumbull.

Bartlett (John Russell). Bibliotlieca

Americana
|
A |

Catalogue of Books
|

relating to
|
North and South America

I
in the library of

|
John Carter Brown

I

of Providence, E. I.
|
Part I.—149.3

to 1600
I

With Notes
|
by

|
John Russell

Bartlett
|

[Coat of arms]
|

Providence [
1865

2 p. 11. pp. 1-79, royal 8^. Contains 302 titles.

Fifty copies printed.

Copies seen: Brown, Lenox, Massachusetts

Historical Society.

Reprinted with many additional titles and

more copious notes as follows

:

Bibliotheca Americana j A j
Cata-

logue of Books
I

relating to
|
North and

South America
|
in the library of the

late
I

John Carter Brown
|
of Provi-

dence, R. I.
I

Part I.—1482 to 1601
|

"With Notes
|
by

|
John Russell Bart-

lett
I

[Coat of arms]
|

Providence |
187.5

Title verso note and printers 1 1. preface pp
iii-vi, lists of title-pages, woodcuts, etc. pp,

vii-ix, text pp. 1-503, additions pp. 504-511, in

dex pp. 513-526, royal 8°. Contains 600 titles,

68 fac-similes of title-pages, maps, and por

traits, and 50 woodcuts of vignettes and print'

crs' devices. One hundred copies printed.

Copies seen: Brown, Congress, Eames, Lenox.

Issued also with title-page as follows

:

Bibliographical notices I of rare and

curious books relating to
|
America

|

printed in the XV*"^ and XVP^^ centu-

ries
I
(1482-1601)

I
in the library of the

late
!
John Carter Brown

|
of Provi-

dence, R. I.
I

By
I
John Russell Bart-

lett
I
[Coat of arms]

|

Providence
|
Printed for Private Dis-

tribution
I
1875

Title verso note and printers 1 1. preface pp.
iii-vi, list of title-pages, maps, and portraits

pp. vii-ix, text pp. 1-511, index pp. 513-526, royal
8°. Contains 600 titles. Seventy copies printed

—

fifty imp. octavo, twenty small folio.

Copies seen: Brown, Bureau of Ethnology,

Lenox, Massachusetts Historical Society.

Bibliotheca Americana
|
A

|
Cata-

logue of Books
I
relating to

|
North and

South America
|
in the library of

|
John

Carter Brown
|
of Providence, R. I.

|

Part 11.—1601 to 1700
|
With Notes

|
by

|

John Russell Bartlett
j

[Coat of arms]
|

Providence
|
1866

Bartlett (J. R.)— Continued.

Title verso note and printers 1 1. preface

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 5-220, index pp. 221-

249, supplement pp. 251-261, royal 8°. Contains

1160 titles. Fifty copies printed.

Copies seen: Brown, Congress, Lenox, Massa-

chusetts Historical Society.

Reprinted with many additional titles and
more copious notes as follows

:

Bibliotheca Americana
|
A

|
Cata-

logue of Books
I

relating to
|
North and

South America
|
in the library of the

late
I

John Carter Brown
[
of Provi-

nece, R. I.
|
Part II.—1600 to 1700

|

Second edition
|
With Notes

|
by

|

John
Russell Bartlett

|
[Coat of arms]

\

Providence
| 1882

Title verso note and printers 1 1. preface pp.

iii-v, list of fac-similes etc. 3 pp. text pp. 1-

598, addenda pp. 599-602, indexes pp. 603-647,

royal 8°. Contains 1642 titles, 74 fac-similes of

title-pages, and 39 portraits, vignettes, and
printers' devices. One hundred copies printed.

Copies seen: Brown, Congress, Eames, Lenox,

Massachusetts Historical Society.

Issued also with title-page as follows:

Bibliographical notices
|
of rare and

curious books relating to
| America

|

printed in the seventeenth century
|

(1600-1700)
I

in the library of the late
[

John Carter Brown
|
of Providence,

R. I.
I
by

I

John Russell Bartlett
j

[Coat of arms]
|

Providence
|
Printed for Private Dis-

tribution
I

1882.

Title verso note and printers 1 1. preface pp.
iii-v, list of fac-similes 3 pp. text pp. 1-602, in-

dexes pp. 603-647, royal 8°. Contains 74 fac-

similes of title-pages, 39 portraits, vignettes,

and printers' devices. Twenty-five copies

printed.

Copies seen: Brown, Bureau of Ethnology.

Bibliotheca Americana
[
A

|
Cata-

logue of Books
I

relating to
|
North and

South America
|
in the library of

[
John

Carter Brown
|
of Providence R. I.

(

Part III.—1701 to 1800
|
Vol. I[-II].

|

With Notes
|
by

|
John Russell Bart-

lett
I

[Coat of arms]
|

Providence
|
1870 [-1871]

2 vols. : printed cover, title verso note and
printers 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv, text pp. 1-446;

title verso note and printers 1 1. text pp. 1-464,

index pp. 465-554, royal 8°. The two parts con-
tain 4178 titles, but no illustrations. Fifty

copies printed.

Copies seen: Brown, Congress, Eames,
Lenox, Massachusetts Historical Society.

The catalogue of the Carter-Brown library is

one of the most elaborate and expensive ever
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Bartlett (J. R.)— Continued.
issued. Mr.Menzies' set of the 4 vols. 1865-66-

70-71, bound in half red levant morocco, sold in

1876 for $280; Mr. O'Callaghan's set of 4-vols.

1875-82-70-71, in cloth, sold in 1882 for $104 ;

Mr. Murphy's set in 1884 for $124.

Dictionary
|
of

|
Americanisms : | a

glossary of words and pbrases
|
usually

regarded as peculiar to | the United

States.
I

By
|
John Russell Bartlett.

]

Fourth edition,
|

greatly improved

and enlarged.
I

Boston :
|
Little, Brown, and com-

pany.
I

1877.

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp. iii-xix,

introduction pp. xxi-xlvi, half-title 1 1. text pp.

1-813, 8°. In the title of some copies the last

wordof the fourth line is misspelled "phrase."

Indian words, including some Algonquian,

passim.

Copies seen: Congress, Eames, Trumbull,

Watkinson.

The first edition, New York, 1848 (Congress),

does not contain the Indian words. The second

edition, Boston, Little, Brown & Co.—London,

Triibner & Co., 1859, pp. xxxii, 524, 8° (British

Museum), with title otherwise substantially as

the above, contains a considerable number of

Indian words, but not so many as the fourth

and last. The third edition wasmerely another
issue of the second. (British Museum.)

There are German editions, G-orinchera, 1854,

and Leipzig, 1866 (British Museum), which con-

tain no linguistics.

Clarke & co. 1886 catalogue, no. 95, title an

edition Boston, 1884, 813 pp., whichis priced $4.

[ ] Catalogue
1
of the

|
magnificent

library
]
of the late

|
Hon. Henry C.

Murphy,
|
of

|
Brooklyn, Long Island,

|

consisting almost wholly of
|
Americana

I
or

I

books relating to America,
j
The

whole to be sold by auction,
|
at the

|

Clinton Hall sales rooms,
|
on

[
Monday,

March 3d, 1884, and the following days.

I
Two sessions daily, at 2.30 o'clock, and

7.30 p. m.
I

Geo. A. Leavitt & co.. Auctioneers.
|

New York, 1884.
|
Orders to Purchase

executed by the Auctioneers, Free of

Charge.

Printed cover with half-title, title verso

notice 1 1. advertisement 1 1. preface pp. v-viii,

text, pp. 1-434, addenda pp. 1-9, 8°. Compiled
by the late Hon. John R. Bartlett.

Contains titles of works in various Algon-

quian dialects.

Copies seen : Congress, Eames, Pilling.

Barton (Benjamin Smith). New views
|

of the
I

origin
|
of the

|
tribes and na-

tions
I
of

I

America. | By Benjamin

Barton (B. S.) — Continued.

Smith Barton, M, D.
|
correspondent-

member [&c. ten lines].
|

Philadelphia :
|

printed, for the au-

thor,
I

by John Bioren.
j
1797.

Pp. i-xii, i-cix, 1-83, 8°.

Comparative vocabulary of 54 words of a

number of Indian languages, including the

Lenni-Lenn^pe, or Delawares (from Zeisber-

ger's Essay and Heckewelder), Chippewa (from.

Heckewelder, Carver, Long), Minsi (from Heck-

ewelder), Acadians, Mahicanni, Shawnees (from

Gibson), Pottawatameh, Miami (from Cole-

worthy), Messisaugers, Kikkapoos (from Tur-

ner), Piankashaws (from Turner), Algonkin
(from Lahontan), Penobscot and St. Johns
(from Little), Sankikani and Pampticough (from

Lawson), pp. 1-80.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Congress.

At the Field sale, no. 106, a half-morocco,

uncut copy, brought $3; at theBrinley sale, no.

5359, "a half-calf, large, fine copy," brought

$9; the Murphy copy, no. 188, half-calf, brought

$5.50.

Reviewed and extracts given in The Port

Folio, vol. 7, pp. 507-526 , Philadelphia and New
York, 1811, 8°. (Congress.)

Second edition, corrected and enlarged, a»
follows :

New views
|
of the

| origin |
of the

I

tribes and nations
j
of

|
America.

|

By Benjamin Smith Barton, M. D.
|
cor-

respondent-member [&.C. ten lines.]
|

Philadelphia :
j

j)rinted, for the au-

thor,
I

by John Bioren.
|
1798.

Title as above reverse blank 1 1. "The Sec-

ond Edition, corrected and greatly enlarged.—

Copy- right secured," recto blank 1 1. dedica-

tion pp. iii-vii, preface pp. viii-xxvi, errata etc.

pp. xxvii-xxviii, preliminary discourse pp.

i-cix, comparative vocabularies pp. 1-133, ap-

pendix pp . 1-32 , 8°.

In addition to the vocabularies given in the

previous edition, this issue contains the follow-

ing: Natick (from Eliot), Virginia (from Smith),

Pennsylvania (from Penn), and Hlinois (from

Hennepin).

Copies seen : Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Eames, Wisconsin Historical Society.

A copy at the Field sale, no. 107, brought $8;

Leclerc, 1878, no. 809, prices an uncut copy

40 fr. ; at the Murphy sale, no. 184, a half-mo-

rocco copy brought $9.50.

Hints on the etymology of certain

English words, and on their affinity to

words in the languages of different

European and American (Indian) na-

tions, in a letter from Dr. Barton to Dr.

Thomas Beddoes.

In American Philosoph. Soc. Trans, vol. 6^

pp. 145-158, Philadelphia, 1804, 4P.
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Barton (B. S.) — Contiuued.

Examples in Delaware, Pampticough, Saaki-

kani, Miami, Piankashaw, Narragansett, Nau-

ticoke, Mohican, and Chippewa.

£—— ] Some account of the different spe-

cies and varieties of native American,

or Indian dogs. By the Editor.

In the Philadelphia Mod. and Phys. Jour, vol,

1, pt. 2, pp. 3-31, Philadelphia, 1805, 8°. (Con-

gress.)

Names for dogs in various North and South

American dialects, among them the Delaware,

Nantikoke, Mahican, Monsee, Chippewa, Mes-

sisauger, Ottawa, Penobscot, Natic, Narragan-

set, Miami, Pottawatameh, Shawnee, and

Benjamin Smith Barton, physician, born in

Lancaster, Pa., February 10, 1766 ; died in Phila-

delphia, Pa. , December 19, 1815. After a course

of general studies under Dr. Andrews, at York,

Pa., he followed the instructions given at the

Philadelphia College, now University of Penn-

sylvania. Then during 1786-'88 he studied

medicine and the natural sciences in Edinburgh

and London, and received his medical degree

from the University of Gottingen, Germany.

On his return he settled in Philadelphia, where

he soon acquired an extensive and lucrative

practice. In 1789 he was appointed professor

of natural history and, botany, and in 1795 of

materia medica in the college of Philadelphia.

In 1813 he succeeded Dr. Benjamin Eush as

professor of the theory and practice of medicine

in the University of Pennsylvania. He was
elected president «^t,hpi Philadelphia Medical

Society in 1809, and was some time vice-presi-

dent of the American Philosophical Society,

and also a member of many other American
and European societies. He contributed nu-

merous papers to the "Transactions of the

American Philosophical Society," and to the

"Medical and Physical Journal," which was
published by him. His most important works
are: "Observations on Some Parts of Natural

History" (London, 1787) ; "New Views on the

Origin of the Tribes of America" (1797) ; "Ele-

ments of Botany," Philadelphia, 1803, 2d ed., 2

vols., 1812-'14; an edition of Cullen's "Materia
Medica:" "Eulogy on Dr. Priestley;" "Dis-

course on the Principal Desiderata of Natural

History" (Philadelphia, 1807) ; and "Collections

toward a Materia Medica of the United States "

(3d ed., Philadelphia, 1810).—Appleton's Cyclop,

of Am. Biog.

Bartsch (Heinrich). [Collection of 361

specimens of the Lord's prayer in 130

languages and dialects.] (*)

Manuscript, 2 vols. 4°. Preserved in the

Eaths-Bibliothek, at Konigsberg, Germany.
Contains the Lord's prayer in Gaspesian or

Micmac, furnished by La Croze(—), and which
is printed in Adelung's Mithridates, vol. 3, part

3, p. 404.

Heinrich Bartsch, at first secretary of the

Old Town of Konigsberg, and since 1724 regis-

Bartsch (H.) — Continued.
trator of the town archives, was born there ia

1667 and died in 1728. To what extent he was
related to the Gottfried Bartsch mentioned by
Audr. Miiller, Iknownot; his father, also Hein-

rich, was vice-burgomaster of Konigsberg. Our
Heinrich, as far back as 1717, was engaged in

the scheme of publishing a more copious collec-

tion than that of Chamberlayne, and hence

spared no diligence in gathering all kinds of

formultB yet unprinted in all sorts of languages

and dialects. He did not, however, live to see

it completed, but bequeathed his collection of

manuscripts to the library of the council of his

native town, where it is still extant. Having

received, through the kindness of Mr. D. Wald,

a list of all the copies it contains, I am enabled

to give a detailed account of it. The whole

consists of two volumes in 4to, nearly all loose

leaves with inserted original letters by Bayer,

la Croze, and others. The languages are ar-

ranged alphabetically. The first part contains

228 formulae in 69 languages and dialects, the

second 133 formulae in 61 languages and dia-

lects, making together 361 formulae. To judge

by these figures, the collection would have

turned out to be, therefore, the richest and most

complete. But as the author gathered not only

translations but also poetic transcripts, and of

translations not only all various translations in

one and the same language but all the different

copies of one and the same translations, how-

ever faulty, much has to be deducted to obtain

its real value, and there remains possibly little

more than may be found in Chamberlayne. As
the author possessed a decided inclination to-

wards the fantastic, as appears from his life,

this is not surprising. It is possible, however,

that if he had been permitted to undertake the

publication, he would have omitted much. Still

it is impossible not to admire the industry with

which he gathered all printed formulae from a

number of writings, some of them rare. Of un-

printed ones I have found only one, that of the

Gaspesians or Micmacs in Canada, communi-
cated to him by la Croze, and which I shall util-

ize in its place. See his life in Acta Boruss., part

2,1^.923.—Adelung's Mithridates, vol. 1, pp. 666-

667,

Bastian (Philipp Wilhelm Adolf.) Eth-

noiogie und vergleichende Linguistik.

In Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologic, vol. 4 (1872), pp,
137-162, 211-231, Berlin [n. d.], 8°.

Contains examples in and grammatic com-

ments upon a number of American languages,

among them the Mohegan and Massachusetts,

pp. 211, 220; the Delaware and the Cree, p. 226.

Bates (Henry Walton). Stanford's
|
com-

pendium of geography and travel
|

based on Hellwald's * Die Erde und ihre

Volker' i Central America
|
the West In-

dies
i

and
I

South America
|
Edited and

extended
|
By H. w'. Bates,

|
assistant-

secretary of the Royal geographical so-
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Bates (H. W.)— Continued,

ciety; |
author of 'The naturalist on

the river Amazons'
|
With

|
ethnologi-

cal appendix by A. H. Keane, B. A.
[

Maps and illustrations
|

London
|
Edward Stanford, 55, Char-

ing cross, S. W.
I
1878

Half-title verso blank 1 1. frontispiece 1 1. title

verso blank 1 1. preface pp. v-vi, contents pp.

vii-xvi, list of illustrations pp. xvii-xviii, list of

maps p. xix, text pp. 1-561, index pp. 563-571,

maps, 8°.

Keane (A. H.), Appendix: Ethnography and
philology of America, pp . 443-56 1

.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress, G-eo-

logical Survey, National Museum.

Stanford's |
Compendium of geogra-

phy and travel
|
based on Hellwald's

'Die Erde und ihre Volker'
|
Central

America
|
the West Indies

|
and

|
South

America
]
Edited and extended

|
By H.

W. Bates,
|
Author of [&c. two lines.]

I
With

I
ethnological appendix by A.

H. Keane, M. A. J.
|
Maps and illustra-

tions
I
Second and revised edition.

|

London
|
Edward Stanford, 55, Char-

ing cross, S. W. !
1882.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso blank 1

1. preface pp. v-vi, contents pp. vii-xvi, list of il-

lustrationspp. xvii-xviii, list ofmaps p. xix, text

pp. l-441,appendix pp. 443-561, indexpp. 563-571,

maps, 8°.

Linguistics asunder previous title,pp.443-561.

Copies seen : British Museum, Harvard.

Stanford's
|
Compendium of geogra-

phy and travel
|
based on Hellwald's

'Die Erde und ihre Volker'
|
Central

America
|
the West Indies

j
and South

America
|
Edited and extended

|
By H.

W. Bates,
|
assistant-secretary [&c.

two lines.]
|
With

|
ethnological ap-

pendix by A. H. Keane, M. A. I. | Maps
and illustrations

|
Third edition

|

London
|
Edward Stanford, 55, Char-

ing cross, S. W.
I
1885

Collation and contents as in second edition,

title and description of which are given above.

Copies seen : Geological Survey.

B[audry] D[e Lozieres (Louis Nar-

cisse).] Voyage
|
h la Louisiane,

|
et

sur le continent |
de I'Am^rique

|
sep-

tentrionale, |
fait dans les anuses 1794

k 1798;
I

Contenant un Tableau his-

torique de la Louisiane,
|
des observa-

tions sur son climat, ses riches pro-

ductions,
I
le caract^re et le nom des

Sauvages ; des remarques |
importantes

sur la navigation ; des principes d'ad-

Baudry de Lozieres (L. N.) — Cont'd,

minis-
|
tration, de legislation et de

gouvernement propres ^ cette | Colonie,

etc. etc.
I
Par B*-** D***.

|
Orn6 d'uue

belle carte.
|
[Three lines quotation.]

|

Paris,
I
Dentu, Imprimeur-Libraire,

Palais du Tribunat,
|
galeries de bois,,

no. 240.
I
An XI.— 1802.

Pp. i-viii, 1-382, map, 8°.

Vocabulary of the Chipouais, pp. 353-362.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-
gress, Dunbar, Harvard.

A copy at the Fischer sale, catalogue no. 983,.

sold for 2s. ; the Field copy, catalogue no. 114,

for $1.75 ; the Brinley copy, catalogue no. 4392,

for $5 ; the Murphy copy, catalogue no. 711, for

$1.50; Clarke & co. 1886 catalogue, no. 2266,

prices an uncut paper copy $3.

Baxter (Bev. Joseph). Journal of the

Rev. Joseph Baxter, of Medfield, mis-

sionary to the Eastern Indians in 1717,

(Communicated by the Rev. Ellas Na-
son.)

In New England historical and genealogical

register, vol. 21, p. 45-60, Boston, 1867, 8°.

Contains a "brief vocabulary of the Indian
language," a few words, and the numerals
1-1000 of the Abnaki Indians at the mouth of
the Kennebec, pp. 59-60.

Issued separately as follows

:

Journal of several visits
|
to the

(

Indians on the Kennebec River,
|
By

the Rev. Joseph Baxter,
|
Of Medfield,

Mass.
I
1717.

I

With notes,
|
by the Rev.

Elias Nason,
|
Reprinted from the N. E.

Hist, and Genealogical Register for

January, 1867.
|

Boston : David Clapp & Son, print-

ers . . 334 Washington st. | 1867.

Printed coverwith half-title, title verso blank
11. text pp. 3-18, 8°.

A brief vocabulary of the [Abnaki] Indian

language (three phrases, four words, and numer-
als 1-1000) pp. 17-18.

Copies seen : Boston Public, Congress, Trum-
bull, "Wisconsin Historical Society.

Bayles (Richard Mather). Historical

and descriptive
|
sketches

|
of

|
Sufifolk

county,
I

and its
|
towns, villages, ham-

lets, scenery, institu-
|
tions and im-

portant enterprises
; |

with a
|
Histori-

cal Outline of Long Island,
|
from its-

first settlement by Europeans.
| By

Richard M. Bayles.
|

Port Jefferson, L. I.
|
published by

the author.
(
1874.

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp. v-vi^

index pp. vii-xii, text pp. 13-424, a short history

of Lakeland by Dr. Edgar F. Peck pp. 1-14, ad-

vertisements 14 11. 12°.
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Bayles (R. M.)— Continued.
Montauk vocabulary (from G-ardiner, in Silas

Wood's Long Island) pp. 63-64.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Congress.

Baylies (Francis). The original of local

and other
|
names

|
A

|
letter

|
from

|

Hon Francis Baylies | of Taunton

Mass
I

to
I

Hon P[hineas] W Lelaud
|

of Fall River Mass
|

Brooklyn N Y
j
1879

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title as above verso

blank 1 1. text 11. 1-24, printed on one side of

loose sheets, 12° form on 4° paper. The half-

title is: " Elzevir Club Series, No. 1," and in the

left lower corner of that page is the note

:

"Thirty copies, No. ." The letter is dated
" Taunton, March 2, 1846."

This publication was made by Mr. Paul L.

Ford, of Brooklyn, from the original manuscript

in his father's possession.

Kemarks on and meanings of Indian names,

mostly Massachusetts, passim.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

Beach (William Wallace). The
|
Indian

miscellany;
|

containing
|
Papers on the

History, Antiquities, Arts, Languages,
|

Religions, Traditions and Superstitions

I

of
I

the American aborigines
; |

with
|

Descriptions of their Domestic Life,

Manners, Customs,
|

Traits, Amuse-
ments and Exploits;

|
travels and ad-

ventures in the Indian country; I Inci-

dents of Border Warfare; Missionary

Relations, etc.
|
Edited by W. W.

Beach.
|

Albany :
|
J. Munsell, 82 State street.

I

1877.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank

1 1. advertisement verso blank 1 1. contents pp.

vii-viii, text pp. 9-477, errata 1 p. index pp. 479-

490, 8°.

Squier (E. G-.), Historical and mythological

traditions of the Algonquins, pp. 9-42.

Copies seen : Astor, Brinton, British Museum,
Congress, Eames, Geological Survey, Massachu-
Betts Historical Society, Wisconsin Historical

Society.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878 catalogue, no. 2663, 20

fr.; the Murphy copy, no. 197, brought $1.25;

priced by Clarke & co. 1886 catalogue, no. 6271,

$3.50; and by Littlefleld, Nov. 1887, no. 50, $4.

Beaulieu (Paul). See Hoffman (W. J.)

See O'Meara (F. A.)

Beauregard (Ollivier). Anthropologic

et philologie
;
par M. O. Beauregard.

In Soci6t6 d'anthropologie de Paris,. Bull,

vol. 9, 3d ser. pp. 220-249, Paris, 1886, 8°.

"Words, phrases, and numerals in the lan-

guages of the North American Indians, princi-

pally Algonquian and Iroquoian (from Cuoq
and De Smet), pp. 226-231.

Beckwith (H. W.) Indian names of

water courses in the State of Indiana.

By H. W. Beckwith, Esq., Danville, Il-

linois.

In Indiana, Department of geology and nat-

ural history, twelfth annual report, 1882, pp.

39-43, Indianapolis, 1883, 8°. Includes

:

Hough (D.), [Map of Indiana, giving] In-

dian names of lakes, rivers, towns, forts, &c.,

also tribal districts and tribes, folding sheet

facing p. 42.

Copies seen: Powell.

Noticed and partly reprinted in The Ameri-

can Naturalist for January, li.'84:, p. 101.

[Belcourt (Bev. George Antoine)]. An-

amihe-masiuahigan.
\
Jesus ot ijittwa-

win
I
gaye |

anamihe-nakamunan |

takobihikatew^ri.
| Mih' ejittwawad

|

Ketoliii-anamihadjik.
|

Kebekong [Quebec] otenang : | Fre-

chette Masinahiganikkewiniui endad.
|

Ihiw pipon—1839—Ka akko nikit Jesus.

Title-page verso blank 1 1. usage de certaines

lettres pp. iii-iv, preface (signed Niu G-. A. Bel-

court) page V. text (with the exception oi a few

.headings in French and Latin entirely in Chip-

pewa) pp. 1-209, 16°.

Primer lessons, pp. 1-4.—Numerals 1-1000, p.

4.—Prayers, etc. pp. 5-19.—Catechism, pp. 19-

106.—Prayers for mass, pp. 107-131.—Hymns,
pp. 133-209.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum.

[ ] Anamihe-masinahigan. | Jesus ot

ijittwawin
|

gaye | anamihe-nakamunan
|

takobihikatewan.
|
Mik' ejittwawad

|

Ketolik-anamihadjik.
|
Nittam andjibi-

higan.
|

Kebekong [Quebec] otenang:
|
Cot6

etCie. Masinahiganikkewinini endad.
|

Ihiw pipon—1859—ka akko nikit Jesus.

Title-page verso blank 1 1. usage de certaines

lettres pp. iii-iv, preface (signed Nin G. A. Bel-

court, Mekkateokonayewiyan) pp. v-vi, text in

the Chippewa language pp. 1-209, 18°.

Copies seen: Eames, Laval, Pilling, Powell.

Priced by Dufoss6, 1887, catalogue no. 24531,

10 fr.

[ ] Priucipes |
de la langue des sau-

vages
I

appel^s Sauteux.
|
[Picture of

a church.]
|

Quebec :
|
de I'imprimerie de

|
Fre-

chette & Cie.,
I

imprimeurs-libraires, n^.

8, rue Lamontagne.
|
1839.

Title-page verso blank 1 1. introduction pp.

iii-iv, remarks verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-146,

12°.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Congress,

Dunbar, Eames, Laval, Massachusetts Histor-

ical Society.
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Belcourt (G. A.) — Continued.
Leclerc, 1878 catalogue, no. 2152, priced a copy

60 fr.; at the Pinart sale, catalogue no. 92, Qua-

ritcli bought acopy for 30 fr. ; Dufosse, 1887, cat-

alogue no. 24580, charges 20 fr. ; and Gagnon, of

Quebec, in 1889, no. 52 of catalogue no. 12, $4.

Department of Hudson Bay : ad-

dressed to Ms Excellency, Alex. Ram-
sey, president of the Minnesota Hist.

Society. By Rev. G. A. Belcourt: trans-

lated from the French by Mrs. Letitia

May.
In Minnesota Hist. Soc. Annals, no. 4, pp.

16-32, Saint Paul, 1853, 8°. (Boston Public.)

Contains a number of Saulteur terms passim.

Reprinted as follows

:

Department of Hudson's Bay. By
Rev. G. A. Belcourt. »

In Minnesota Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 1, pp. 207-

244, St. Paul, 1872, 8°. (Congress.)

[Prospectus of a] Dictionnaire
|

frangais-sauteux. | Ou |
odjibway.

|

Par
I

le Rev. G. Belcourt.
|
[Design.]

|

Montreal
|
1877.

Title verso blank 11,3 other 11. 8°.

It contains a few words in A, one in D, and

one in F. It was prepared by the Abbe La-

combe, who informs me, under date of June 16,

1886, that thework has not been published. He
adds: " It is a large manuscript, neatly written

on one side of the sheet only, in French and

Sauteux, and is now in the hands of Archbishop
Tach6, of Manitoba."

Copies seen: Powell, Trumbull.

According to Cuoq's Jugement erron6, p. 110,

an Algonkin dictionary by Belcourt was an-

nounced for publication in Paris in 1870, but it

has not appeared.

See Baraga (F.) and Belcourt
(G.A.)

George Antoine Belcourt was born on the

Bay of Febre or St. Antoine, district of Three
Rivers, Lower Canada, in 1803. His father, a

mechanic, placed his son at the college of Nico-

let, where he passed through his classes with

success and afterwards embraced the ecclesias^

tical state. He was made a priest in 1827, and
in 1830 was selected by the Bishop of Provou-
cher to go into the north country and labor

solely in christianizing the savage. Arriving
at Red River, June 19, 1831, he applied himself

with ardor to the study of the Saulteur lan-

guage. He discovered the principles of the

language, which he arranged and caused to be

printed in 1839; also a book of piety in this

tongue. He composed a dictionarywhich would
form a large quarto, but which, for want of

encouragement, has never been printed. This

dictionary, French and Saulteur, gives the ety-

mology of each word, and the composite parti-

cles, which throws much light upon the knowl-

edge of this language, and enables one to seize

Belcourt (G. A.) — Continued.
the genius of it—a thing so essential to him
who desires to understand the people in general.

He traveled, formed missions, built chapels,

etc., in many places over a space from east to

west of 1,000 miles, and passed each winter at

his mission of Saint Paul on the Assiniboine

River. In 1833, by his personal influence he

quelled a disturbance among the half-breeds

which threatened to become serious, in grati-

tude for which Governor Simpson added .50

pounds sterling to a like sum which the Hud-
son Bay Company gave every year to the Cath-

olic clergy, which they still receive yearly.

About 1849, owing to some trouble with the

Hudson Bay Company's officers, he left the

mission at Red River and accepted one at Pem-
bina.

—

Annals Minn. His. Soc.

Belden (Lieut. George P.). Belden, the

white chief;
|
or,

|

twelve years
|
among

the
I
wild Indians of the plains.

|
From

the diaries and manuscripts
|
of

|
George

P. Belden,
|
The Adventurous White

Chief, Soldier, Hunter, Trapper, and

Guide.
I
Edited by

|
Gen. James S. Bris-

bin,U.S.A.
|

Cincinnati and New York :
| C. F.

Vent.
I
Chicago : J. S. Goodman & co.

Philadelphia: A. H. Hubbard.
| St.

Louis: F. A. Hutchinson & co.
|
San

Francisco: A. L. Bancroft & co.
|
1870.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

publishers' preface pp. iii-iv, contents pp. 5-13,

list of illustrations pp. xv-xvi, half-title verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 19-511, supplement pp. 512-

513, 8°.

Ojibwa war song (from Schoolcraft), p. 43.~

Names of the months in Indian, pp. 289-290.

Copies seen: Congress, Powell.

Sold at the Field sale, catalogue no. 125*, for

$2.25.

There are editions of 1871 (Powell) and 1872

(Astor) with titles similar to above except in

date.

Bellair (F.) See O'Meara (F. A.)

Bellas ( Lieut. Henry H. ) Words, phrases,

and sentences in the Cheyenne lan-

guage.
Manuscript, pp. 1-108, 4°, in the library of

the Bureau of Ethnology; collected at the Chey-

enne Agency, Indian Territory, and Red Cloud

Agency, Nebraska, during 1875, 1876, and 1877,

and recorded in a copy of Powell's Introduction

to the study of Indian languages, first edition.

The schedules are not well filled, though all

haA^e some entries. The additional pages, 106-

108, contain collections of parts of speech:

adjectives, pronouns, adverbs, prepositions, and
conjunctions.

Bellefeuille (Pere Charles de). [Ser-

mons in the Nipissing dialect of the

Algonquian language.]
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Bellefeuille (C. de) — Continued.

Manuscript, 91 11. (of whicli, interspersed

among the written leaves, 5 are blank ones) 4°, in

the archives of the mission at Lac des Deux
Montagnes(Oka), Canada.

On the recto of the first leaf, in modern hand-
vnriting, is the heading I. Prones, followed by

a list of the sermons, as follows :

Abr6ge de la foi. Confession.

Peche. Communion.
Sacrements. Ordre.

Commandements. Marriage.

La priere. Conduite dans la maladie.

Bapt^me. Extreme onction.

Confirmation.

The manuscript is bound, well preserved,

and very legible.

Bellenger (AbbS Joseph-Marie). Jos.

M. Bellengei", Ptre Miss^®
|
Ristigouche

j 9 octobre 1816.
|
Kegi abchiSlk

K'nixkaminS |
Archev^clie de Quebec.

Manuscript, 1*9 unnumbered 11. sm. 4°, in the

Micmac language; in the library of the arch-

bishopric of Quebec. The title above is on the

recto of the first leaf; just above it we read:

Donn6 k I'Ev^que de Qu6bec de 16 sept. 1837,

J. E. d. Q. Cahier mikmake [sic] ; and below:

Ce cahier appartient k M. Jos, M. Bellenger,

P*", with a reference to the above gift. Its con-

tents are as follows ;

Sermon for every Sunday, 1 p.—The great ser-

mon, 19 pp.—Instructions on the day of Sunday,

2 pp., followed by explanations, 12 pp.—The
tables of the law, 12 pp.—Song to the air " Vous

qui voyez couler mes larmes," 1 p. Below this

is the note "Ce cantique parait avoir souflfert

pour la mesure ; mais tel qu'il est, les sauvages le

m^nent sur I'air. La diction en est-elle pure ?

Je ne puis I'assurer : Je I'ai copie d'apres leur

diction."—Gloss, 2 pp.—Sentences and detached

words taken from an old work of M. Maillard,

French-Micmac. 19 pp.—Examination for con-

fession ; then continuation of the old work (or

rather the beginning) ; note by the author

:

" Cettepartie traite de quelques regies de gram-

maire, et donne en avaut [sic] quelques mor-

ceaux de conjugaisons," 20 pp.—Credo, gloss,

grammatical remarks continued, 12 pp. at the

end of which we read: "Ici finit ce que j'ai pu
ramasser demots, phrases, et conjugaisons dans

le vieux cahier de M. Maillard. J'ai 6te sou-

vent oblig6 d'y supplier bieu des terminaisons

de mots, et des mots entiers. Autant que je le

pouvais, je n'y ai pas manque. Ces notes sont

excellentes, et on pent en tirer bon parti pour

achever, si non continuer la grammaire mik-

maque.Deo adjuvante."—Grammatical stu'^ies

continued, 3 pp.—Song to the air "0 I'auguste

sacrement," Ip.—Notes on some obscure points

in expression on the subject of the teaching of

the Micmac catechism, Ip.—Extract from a let-

ter written by Mr. Bellenger to Mr. Desjardins,

V. G., 15 mars 1818, 2 pp.—Grammatical studies

continued, 14 pp.—Grammatical notes on the ex-

erciBeofthe confession, 38 pp. ; note by Mr. Bel-

Bellenger (J. M.) — Continued.
longer: "J'ai travaill6jusqu'ici surun cahierde

M. M. [Mr. Maillard]. Corame son cahier ne
vapas plus loin, j'arrete mes notes grammati-

cales."—Detached sentences for use for instruc-

tions and reprimands in confession (text and
French translation facing: a few parts are

translated in Latin), 24 pp.—Another examina-

tion (text and French or Latin translation), 22

pp.—Ritual, exhortations for administering the

sacraments to the Micmac Indians, for baptism

(text and French translation), 8 pp.—For the

"saint viatique," 2 pp.—For extreme unction, 4

pp.—For marriage, 8 pp.—Micmac-French gloss,

2 pp.—Instruction on the confession and gram-

matic notes, 10 pp.— Stanzas on the acts of faith,

hope, and charity, 1 p.—Grammatic notes and
translation of some Micmac words, 2 pp.

The manuscript is bound in parchment and
is well preserved, though the insects have at-

tacked the cover and some of the leaves, and a
few of the leaves are detached.

The following is an extract of the above:

Ritual
I

Micmaok
|

[l]816.

Manuscript, 2 11. pp. 1-106, 12°, in the Micmac
language, in the archbishopric of Quebec. On
the first leaf is the ti tie above, verso blank, fol-

lowed by 1 blank 1. and on the recto of the next

loaf a more modern title reading as follows:

Le
I
veni mecum ] d'un Missionnaire Mik-

|

makque. | Jos. M. Bellenger Pretre
| mission-

naire des Sauvages | des Ristigouche. | 2 mai.

1817.

This is followed by the text, which is an ex-

tract from the manuscript titled next above,

and the contents are as follows : Catechism, pp.
1-41.—Prayers before and after confession, pp.
41-44.—Prayers before and after communion,

pp. 45-52.—Prayers for morning and evening,

pp. 52-75. —Ser mon for every Sunday, pp. 75-

77. — Administration of baptism, pp. 78-87.

—

Administration of marriage, pp. 88-94.— St. Via-

tique, pp. 95-98.—Extreme unction, pp. 98-106.

See Maillard (A. S.)

Beltrami (Giacoino Costantiuo). La d^-

couverte
|
des

|
sources | du

|
Missis-

sippi
I
et de

I

la riviere Sanglante.
|

Description
|
Du Cours entier du Mis-

sissippi,
I
Qui n'^tait connu, que parti-

ellement, et d'une graude partie de
|

celuide la riviere Sanglante, presque
|

entierement inconnue; ainsi que du
|

cours entier de I'Ohio. | Apergus His-

toriques, des Endroits les plus int^res-

sans,
I

qu'on y rencontre.
|
Observations

critico-philosophiques,
|
Snr Jes Mceurs,

la Religion, les Superstitions, les Cos-

tumes, les Arrr.es,
|

les Cbasses, la

Guerre, la Paix, le D6nombreraent,

I'Origine, &c, &c.
|
deplusieurs nations

indiennes.
| Parallele |

De ces Pen pies

avec ceux de 1'Antiquity, du Moyen Age,
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Beltrami (G. C.)— Continued.

et du.
I

Moderne.
|
Coup-d'oeil, |

sur les

Compagnies Nord-ouest, et de la Baie

d'Hudson, j ainsi que sur la colonie

Selkirk.
|
Preuves evidentes,

|

Que le

Mississippi est la premiere Eiviere du
Monde.

|
Par J. C. Beltrami, | Membre

de plusieurs Academies,
j

Nouvelle-Orleans :
|
Imprim^par Benj.

Levy, N". 86, Rue Royale.
|
1824.

Title verso copyright 1 1. errata inserted

•verso blank 1 1. dedication pp. iii-v, note verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 1-327, table verso p. 327, 8°.

Les mois des Cypawais, p. 150.

Copies seen : Boston Atbenseam, British Mu-
seum, Congress, Harvard.

At the Andrade sale, a copy, catalogue no.

1923, sold for 1 Thaler 12 Ngr. ; at the Field sale,

no. 128, half-calf, for $2.25; Leclerc, 1878, no. 812,

prices it 30 fr. ; the Brinley copy, catalogue

no. 4452, brought $2,25,

Reviewed by Schoolcraft (H, R,) in North
American Review, vol. 27, pp. 89-114, Boston,

1828, 8°.

'—— A
I
pilgrimage

|
in | Europe and

America,
|
leading to

[
the discovery

j

of
I

the sources of the Mississippi
] and

Bloody river
; |

with a description of
|

• the whole course of the former,
|
and of

I
the Ohio.

|
By J. C. Beltrami, Esq.

|

formerly judge of a royal court in the

ex-kingdom of Italy.
]
In two volumes.

I
Vol. I[-II].

I

London :
|
printed for Hunt and

Clarke,
I
York street, Covent garden.

|

1828.

2 vols, : title verso printers 1 1. dedication

pp, iii-xxiii, preface pp, xxv-lxiv, extract etc.

pp. Ixv-lxxvi, text pp. 1-472 ; title verso blank

1 1. text pp. 1-545, maps, plates, portrait, 8°.

The names of the months in Chippewa, vol.

2, pp. 274-275.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress, Dun-
bar, Harvard, Lenox.

Stevens's Nuggets, no. 242, prices a copy

10s. M. ; at the Field sale, catalogue no. 129, a

copy brought $3.50; the Brinley copy, catalogue

no. 4453, brought $8; the Murphy copy, cata-

logue no. 212, $3.50.

Benson (Egbert). Memoir,
|
read be-

fore
I

the Historical Society
|
of the

|

state of New York,
|
Slst December,

1816;
I

by Egbert Benson.
| [Three

lines quotation.]
|

New York:
|

printed byT. & W. Mer-

cein,
I
No. 93 Gold-Street.

| 1817.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-72, 8°.

Indian names in New Netherland (Algon-

quian and Iroquoian), pp. 5-17.

Benson (E. )— Continued.
Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum
At the Field sale a copy, no. 132, sold for $4;

at the Menzies sale, no. 151, "half calf, uncut,

one of a few copies enriched with numerous and
lengthy notes, upon separate leaves, in the au-

thor's handwriting," $6; at the Murphy sale, a^

copy, no. 220, brought $2.

The Murphy sale catalogue, no. 219, titlea

an edition Jamaica, 1816, which is a mistake, I

think.

Sabin's dictionary, no. 4743, titles an edition

with the imprint, New York : Printed by Will-

iam A. Mercein. 1817. (Harvard*).

Memoir,
|
read before | the historic-

al society
|
of the

]
state of New-York,

I
December 31, 1816.

|
By Egbert Ben-

son.
I
[Two lines quotation.]

|
Second

edition—with notes.
|

Jamaica :
|
Henry C. Sleight, printer,

I
1825.

Pp. 1-127, reverse of p. 127 "Corrections," 12°.

Indian names as above, pp. 7-20.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Lenox.

The Field copy, no. 133, brought $5.

Memoir read before the Historical

Society of the State of New York, De-

cember 31, 1816. By Egbert Benson.

[Two lines quotation.] (Reprinted from

a copy, with the author's last correc-

tions.)

In New York Hist. Soc. Coll. second series,

vol. 2, pp. 77-148, New York, 1849, 8°.

Issued separately as follows

:

Memoir,
j
read before

|
the Historic-

al Society
|
of the

j
State of New York,

I

December 31, 1816.
|
By Egbert Ben-

son.
I

[Two lines quotation.]
|
(Re-

printed from a copy, with the Author's

last corrections.)
|

New York:
|
Bartlett & Welford,

|

No. 7 Astor House.
|
1848.

Pp. 1-72, 8°.

Indian names, pp. 4-13.

Copies seen: Congress.

Bent (George). [Cheyenne personal

names, with meanings. 1888.]

Manuscript, 1 page foolscap, in the library

of the Bureau of Ethnology.

Bergholtz (Gustaf Fredrik) . The Lord's

Prayer
|
in the

|
Principal Languages,

Dialects and
|
Versions of the World,

|

printed in
|
Type and Vernaculars of

the
I

Different Nations,
|
compiled and

published by
|
G. F. Bergholtz.

|

Chicago, Illinois,
|
1884.

Pp. 1-200, 12°.
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Bergholtz (G. F.)— Continued.

The Lord's prayer in Algonkin (from Caoq),

p. 15 ; in Eastern Cree (syllabic characters, from

Horden), p. 39; Western Cree (Eoman, from

Hunter), p. 40; Delaware (from Campanius),

p. 47; Delaware (from Zeisberger), p. 48; Illinois

(from Bodoni), p. 95; Maliseet (from Eaud;, p.

118; Massachusetts (from Eliot), p. 124; Me.

nomoni (from Bonduel), p. 126; Micmac (from

Eand), p. 127; Ojibwa, p. 138; Ottawa (from

Meeker and Barker), p. 140 ; Potawatomi (from

Lykins), p. 146; Blackfoot (from De Smet),

p. 168.

Copies seen: Congress.

Bergmann (Gustav von). Das Gebetli

des Herrn
|
oder

|
Vaterunsersamm-

lung
I

in hundert zwey und flinfzig

Sprachen.
|
Herausgegeben

|
von

|

Gustav von Bergmann
|
Prediger zu

Ruien in Livland.
|

[Design.]
|

Gedruckt zu Ruien 1789.

Title and 6 other p. 11. pp. 1-58, 4 11. 16°.

Lord's prayer in Virginian, p. 55.

Copies seen : British Museum.

[Beverley (Robert).] The
|
history

|
and

|

Present State
|
of

|
Virginia,

|
in Four

Parts.
I

I. The History of the First Set-

tlement
I

of Virginia, and the Govern-

ment there-
|
of, to the present Time.

|

II. The Natural Productions and Con-

veni-
I
encies of the Country, suited to

Trade
|
and Improvement.

|
III. The

Native Indians, their Religion, Laws,
|

and Customs, in War and Peace.
|
IV.

The Present State of the Country, as

to
I
the Polity of the Government, and

the
I
Improvements of the Land.

|
By a

Native and Inhabitant of the Place.
|

London:
|
Printed for R. Parker, at

the Unicorn, under the Piazza's
|
of the

Royal Exchange. MDCCV [1705].

Engraved title-page recto blank 1 1. printed

title as above verso blank 1 1. dedication 2 11.

preface 3 11. text pp. 1-104, 1-40, 1-64, 1-83, table

pp. 1-16, 2 11. 16°.

"Of the learning and languages of the

Indians," pp. 23-24, contains general remarks
concerning the Algonkine.—A few aboriginal

terms passim.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Congress,

Massachusetts Historical Society.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 264, 11. Is,;

the Brinley copy, catalogue no. 3719, brought

$10; the Murphy copy, catalogue no. 241, $7;

priced by Ellis & Scrutton, London, 1886, 3?. 15s.

[ ] Histoire
|
de la

|
Virginie;

|
con-

tenant,
I

I. L'Histoire du premier E-

tablissement dans la Vir-
|

ginie, & de

son Gonvernement jusques-a-present.
|

II. Les Productions naturelles & les

Beverley (R.)— Continued.

Commodit6s
|
du Pais, avant que le»

Anglois y n^gociassent, &
|
I'am^lioras-

sent. III. La Religion, les Loix, &
j

les Coiltumes des Indiens Naturels, tant

dans la |
Guerre, que dans la Paix.

IV. L'Etat present du
|
Pais, taut a,

regard de la Police, que de I'Ame-
|

lioration du Pais.
|
Par un Auteur natif

& habitant dn Pais.
|
Traduite de I'An-

glois.
I

Enrichiede Figures.
|

[Device.]
|

Imprim^ a Orleans, & se vend
| a

Paris,
I

Chez Pierre Ribou, proche les

An-
I
gustins, h la descente du Pont-

neuf,
I
a I'Image Saint Loiiis.

|
M.DCC-

VII [1707].
I
Avec Aprobation, & Pri-

vilege du Roy.
Engraved title : Histoire

| de la | Virginie |

[Picture of a ship.]
|

A Paris
|
Chez Pierre Eibou, sur le quay

|

des grands Augustins, a I'Image
|
S*. Louis.

Engraved title 1 1. printed title as above
verso blank 1 1. preface 5 pp. text pp. 1-416,

folded p. 417, table approbation and privilege

9 11. plates, 16^.

Da savoir & du langage des Indiens, pp^
250-252.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Congress^

Lenox.

Leclerc, 1867 catalogue, no. 160, priced a copy
3 fr. 25c. ; and in 1878, no. 818, 20 fr.

[ ] Histoire
|
de la

|
Virginie,

|
con-

tenant
I
I. L'Histjire du premier Eta-

blissement dans la Vir-
|
ginie, & de

son Gouvernement jusques h present.
|

II. Les productions naturelles & les

commoditez
j
du Pais, avant que [l]e8

Aogloisynegoci assent, &
|
I'am^lioras-

sent. III. La Religion, les Loix, &
|

les Coutumes des Indiens Naturels, taut

dans la
|
Guerre, que dans la Paix.

IV. L'Etat present du | Pais, tant ^

r6gard de la Police, que de FAme-
|

lioration du Pais.
|
Par un Auteur natif

& habitant du Pais.
|
Traduite de I'An-

glois.
I

Enrichie de Figures.
|

[Device. ] |

A Amsterdam,
|
Chez Thomas Lom-

brail, Marchand
|

Libraire dans le;

Beurs-straat.
|
MDCCVII [1707].

Engraved title 1 1. printed title as above 1 1.

2 other p. 11. text pp. 1-432, 1 folded 1. table 8 IL

plates, 16'^.

Du aavoir & du langage des Indiens, pp.

258-260.

Copies seen: Congress, Lenox, Trumbull.

Priced in Slevens's Nuggets, no. 266, 12*. 6d. ;^

by Leclerc, 1878, no. 819, 20 fr. ; the Brinley

copy, catalogue no. 3721, sold for $5.50; Little-

field, of Boston, in his catalogue for Nov. 1888,.

no. 620, holds it at $4.
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Beverley (R.) — Continued.

£ ] Histoire
| de la

|
Virginie,

|
con-

tenant
I
L'Histoire de son Establisse-

ment, de son Gou-
|
vernement d'apr6-

sent, ses Productions, la
|
Religion, les

Loix & les Coutumes des In-
|
diens

Naturels, tant dans la Guerre que dans
|

la Paix, & r^tat present du Pays a

regard
I
de la Police & de I'Agricul-

-ture.
I

Par D. S. Natif & habitant du

Pays.
I
Traduit de I'Anglois & enrichie

de figures.
|
[Device.]

|

A Amsterdam,
|
Chez Claude Jordan,

Libraire, vis-a-vis du
|
Lombart, proche

la Ville de Lion.
|
M.DCC.XII [1712].

Engraved title 1 1. printed title as above

T-erao blank 1 1. preface 2 11. text pp. 1-433,

table 8 11. 16°.

Du savoir & du langage des Indiens, pp.

258-260.

Copies seen : Congress.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878 catalogue, no. 820,

20 fr.

£ ] Relation
|
Historique

|
de la

|
Yir-

ginie,
|
contenant

|
L'Histoire de son

Etablissement, & de son ) Gouverne-

ment ; ses Productions, la Re-
|
ligion,

les Lois &, les Costumes des In-
|
diens

Naturels, tant dans la Guerre que
|
dans

la Paix, & r6tat du Pays h I'egard
|
de

la Police & de 1'Agriculture, jusqu'^
|

present.
|
ParD. S. Natif& habitant du

Pais.
I

Traduit de I'Anglois & enrichie

des figures.
|
[Design. ] |

A Amsterdam,
|
Chez J. F. Bernard,

pres de la Bourse.
I
M. DCC. XVIII

[1718].

Engraved title : Histoire | de la | Yirginie. [

A. Amsterdam ] Chez Thomas Lombrail
|

Engraved title 1 1. printed title verso blank

1 1. preface 2 11. text pp. 1-433, table 8 11. 16°.

Du aavoir & du langage des Indiens, pp.

258-260.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Public, British

Museum.
At the Brinley sale, catalogue no. 3720, a copy

brought $2.50.

I ] The
I

history
|
of

|
Virginia,

|
In

Four Parts.
|

I. The History of the

First Settlement
|
of Virginia and the

Government there-
|

of, to the Year

1706.
I

II. The natural Productions and
Convenien-

|

cies of the Country, suited

to Trade and
|

Improvement.
|
III. The

Native Indians, their Religion, Laws,
|

and Customs, in War and Peace.
|
IV.

The present State of the Country, as

to
I

the Polity of the Government, and

Beverley (R.) — Continued,

the
I

Improvements of the Land, the

10"^ of
I

June 1720.
|
By a Native and

Inhabitant of the Place.
|
The Second

Edition revis'd and enlarg'd by the

Author.
I

London:
|
Printed for B. and S. Tooke

in Fleetstreet; F. Fayram
|
and J.

Clarke at the Royal-Exchange, and T.

Bicker-
|
ton in Pater-Noster Row, 1722.

Engraved title recto blank 1 1. printed title

as above verso blank 1 1. preface 3 11. text pp.
1-284, table 12 11. book notices 2 11. plates, 8°.

Linguistics as under previous titles, pp.
160-161.

Copies seen: British Museumj Congress,

"Watkinson.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 265, 11. Is.

;

at the Field sale, catalogue no. 141, a copy

brought $8; at the Menzies sale, catalogue no.

163, "half crimson levant morocco, gilt top, ele-

gant copy," $17.50; at the Squier sale, no. 88, $9;

the Brinley copy, catalogue no. 3722, $6 50 ; at the

Murphy sale, two copies (catalogue nos. 242

and 2839), $7.50 and $7; Quaritch, no. 11760, priced

a copy "very fine, totally uncut," 101. 10s. and
under no. 29487. 21. 16s.

[ ] The
I

history
|
of

|
Virginia, | In

Four Parts.
|

I. The History of the

First Settlement |
of Virginia, and the

Government thereof,
|

to the Year 1706.
|

II. The natural Productions and Con-

venien-
I
cies of the Country, suited to

Trade and
|
Improvement.

|
III. The

Native Indians, their Religion, Laws,
\

and Customs, in War and Peace. | IV.

The present State of the Country, as

to
I
the Polity of the Government, and

the
1
Improvements of the Land, the

10*^ of
I

June 1720.
[
By a Native and

Inhabitant of the Place.
|
The Second

Edition revis'd and enlarg'd by the

Author.
I

London :
|
Printed for F. Fayram and

J. Clarke at the Royal-
j
Exchange, and

T. BickertoninPater-Noster-Row, 1722.

Engraved title .- The history [ and |
present

state
I
of

I

Virginia. |
By E: B: gent: | S,

Gribelin sculps:

Engraved title recto blank 1 1. printed title

verso blank 1 1. preface 3 il. text pp. 1-284, table

12 11. book notices 2 11. plates, 8°.

Of the learning and languages of the Indians,

pp. 160, 161.

Copies seen: Lenox.

^ The
I

History of Virginia,
|
in Four

Parts.
I

I. The history of the first set-

tlement of Virginia, and the Gov-
|
ern-

ment thereof, to the year 1706.
|
II. The

natural productions and conveniences
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Beverley (R.)— Continued,

of the country, suited
|
to trade and im-

provement.
I

III. The native Indians,

their religion, laws and customs, in war

and peace. |
IV. The present state of

the country, as to the polity of the

gov- 1 ernment and the improvements of

the land the 10th of June
|
1720.

|
By

Robert Beverley.
|
A native and inhab-

itant of the place.
|
Reprinted from the

author's second revised edition, Lon-

don, 1722.
I

With an introdnction
|
By

Charles Campbell,
|
Author of the Co-

lonial History of Virginia.
|

J. W. Randolph,
|
121 Main Street,

Richmond, Virginia.
|
1855.

Engraved title recto blank 1 1. printed title

as above verso blank 1 1. pp. i-xx, text pp. 1-

264, 8°.

Linguistics as nnder previous titles.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum.

Bible

:

Whole bible Cree See Mason (W.)

Whole bible Massachusetts Eliot (J.)

Old test, (pt.) Cree

Old test. Cree

Pentateuch Chippewa
Genesis (pt.) Chippewa

Genesis (pt.) Chippewa
Genesis Chippewa
Genesis

Genesis

Genesis

Genesis

Cree

Cree

Massachusetts

Micmac
Genesis (pt.) Pottawotomi

Exodus Micmac
Psalms

Psalms

Psalms

Psalms
Psalms (pt.)

Psalms vpt.)

Psalms (pt)

Minor proph
ets

New test.

New test.

New test.

New test.

New test.

Ne# test.

New test.

New test.

Gospels

Gospels

Gospels

Gospels

Gospels

Chippewa
Cree

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Micmac
Mohegan
Mobegan
Mohegan
Chippewa

Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Cree

Cree

Cree

Massachusetts

Ottawa

Chippewa
Chippewa
Cree

Menomonee
Menomonee

Horden (J.)

Mason (W.)

O'Meara (F. A.)

Evans (J.) and
Jones (P.)

James (E.)

Jones (P.)

Sinclair (J.)

Steinhauer (H.)

Eliot (J.)

Rand (S. T.)

Wlkr.

Rand (S. T.)

O'Meara (F. A.)

Horden (J.)

Eliot (J.)

Mayhew (E.)

Rand (S. T.)

Edwards (J.)

Morse (J.)

Sergeant (J.)

McDonald (R.)

Blatchford (H.)

James (E.)

O'Meara (F. A.)

Horden (J.)

Lacombe (A.)

Mason (W.)

Eliot (J.)

Meeker (J.) and

Barker (F.)

Cameron (J. D.)

O'Meara (F. A.)

Horden (J.)

Krake (B.)

ZephyrinEngel-

hardt (C. A.)

Bible— Continued.
Gospels Micmac
Matthew Blackfoot

Matthew Chippewa

Matthew (pt.)Chippewa

Matthew Chippewa

Matthew
Matthew
Matthew
Matthew
Matthew
Matthew

Mark

Mark
Mark
Luke

Luke
Luke
John (pt.)

John
John
John
John
John
John

Acts

Acts

Acts

Cree

Cree

Massachusetts

Micmac
Pottawotomi

Shawnee

Abnaki

Cree

Micmac
Chippewa

Cree

Micmao
Chippewa

Cree

Cree

Maliseet

Massachusetts

Micmac
Ottawa

Chippewa

Cree

Delaware

Acts Micmac
Acts Pottawotomi

Epistles Menomonee
Epistles Menomonee

Romans
Romans
Corinthians

I, II

Galatians

Galatians

Ephesians

(pt.)

Ephesians

Ephesians

Ephesians

Philippians

Philippians

Colossians

Colossians

The ssalo-

nians t, ii

T h essalo-
nians I, ll

Timothy i, ii

Timothy l,ll

Titus

Titus

Philemon

Cree

Micmac
Micmac

Cree

Micmac
Chippewa

Cree

Cree

Micmac
Cree

Micmac
Cree

Micmac
Cree

Micmac

Cree

Micmac
Cree

Micmac
Cree

BRand(S.T.)
Tims (J. W.)
Horden (J.) and.

San ders (J.)

Jones (P.)

Jones (P.) andi

Jones (J.)

Gospel.

Hunter (J.)

Eliot (J.)

Rand (S. T.)

Lykins (J.)

Lykins (J.) and
Chute (J. A.)

"Wzokhilain (P.

P.)

Hunter (J.)

Rand (S. T.)

Hall (S.) and
Copway (G.)

Hunter (J.)

Rand (S. T.)

Jones (J.) and
Jones (P.)

Hunter (J.)

Mason (W.)

Rand (S. T.)

Mayhew (E.)

Rand (S. T.)

Meeker (J.) and
Barker (F.)

Hall (S.) and
Copway (G.)

Hunter (J.)

Luckenbach
(A.)

Rand (S. T.)

Lykins (J.)

Krake (B.)

ZephyrinEngel-

hardt (C. A.)

Hunter (J.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Hunter J.)

Rand (S. T.)

James (E.)

Hunter (J.)

Mason (W.)

Rand (S. T.)

Hunter (J.)

Rand (S. T.)

Hunter (T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Hunter (J.)

Rand (S.T.)

Hunter (J.)

Rand (ST.)
Hunter (J.)

Rand (S.T.)

Hunter (J.)
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Bible — Continued.

Philemon Micmac
Hebrews Micmac
James Chippewa

James
James
Peter I, II

Peter ii

Peter i, il

John l-ill

John I

John I

John l-IIl

John i-lil

Jude
Eevelation

Cree

Micmac
Cree

Cree

Micmac
Chippewa

Cree

Cree

Delaware

Micmac
Micmac
Micmac

SeeEand (S.T.)

Eand (S. T.)

Omajibiigeui-
nvn.

Mason (W.)

Eand (S. T.)

Hunter (J.)

Mason (W.)

Eand (S.T.)

Omajibiigeui-
nvn.

Hunter (Jean),

Mason (W.)

Dencke (C.F.)

Eand (S. T.)

Eand (S,T.)

Eand (S.T.)

Bible and gospel history in Saulteux.

See Horden (J.)

Bible and gospel history in the Moose

dialect. See Horden (J.)

Bible history:

AbnaM
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa

Cree

Delaware
Delaware

Delaware

Delaware

Maliseet

Menomonee
Menomonee
INipissing

Bible of every land.

Bible passages

:

Algonquian

Algonquian

Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chipp&wa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Cree

Cree

Cree

Cree

Cree

Cree
Delaware

Delaware
Delaware

Maliseet

Maliseet

Maliseet

See Vetromile (E.)

Horden (J.)

Yerwyst (C.)

Vogt(C.)andGafron
(J.)

Horden (J.)

Grube (B. A.)

Eoth (J.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Zeisberger (D.) and
Elanchard (I.D.)

Eand (S. T.)

Derenthal (0.)

Krake (B.)

Mathevet (J.C.)

See Bagster (J.)

See Brisbin (J. S.)

Eeade (J.)

American Bible Soc.

Bagster (J.)

Bible Society.

British and Foreign.

Church
Enew.
Gilbert&Eivington.

Schoolcraft (H. E.)

Wilson (E. F.)

American Bible Soc.

Bagster (J.)

Bible Society.

British and Foreign.

Church.

Gilbert& Eivington

.

American Bible Soc.

Bagster (J.)

Bible Society.

American Bible Soc.

Bible Society.

British and Foreign.

Bible passages— Continued.
Maliseet See Gilbert&Eivington.

Massachusetts Bagster (J.)

Massachusetts Dearborn (H. A. S.)

Massachusetts Eliot (W.H.)
Massachusetts Everhardt (J.)

Massachusetts Goodrich (S. G.)

Massachusetts Hood (G.)

Massachusetts Laurie (T.)

Massachusetts Present.

Massachusetts Eecords.

Massachusetts Eeland (H.)

Massachusetts Schoolcraft (H. E.)

Massachusetts Smith (J. J.) and
Watson (J. F.)

Micmac American Bible Soc.

Micmac Bagster (J.)

Micmac Bible Society.

Micmac British and Foreign.

Micmac GUbert&Eivington.
Mohegan Hodgson (A.)

Bible Society. Specimen verses
|
in 164

I
Languages and Dialects

|
in which

the
I

holy scriptures
I

hare been printed

and circulated by the
|
Bible society.

I

[Design and one line quotation.]
|

Bible house,
|
Corner Walnut and

Seventh Streets,
|

Philadelphia [1876?]

Printed cover with title as above, text pp. 3-

39, index pp. 40-41, historical sketches etc, pp.

42-46 and cover, 18°.

St. John iii, 16, in Cree (Eoman) and Cree

(syllabic characters), p. 36; Maliseet, p. 37;

Ojibwa, p. 38.—I John ii, 2, in Delaware, p. 38.

Copies seen : Fames, Pilling, Powell.

Specimen verses
|
in 215

|
languages

and dialects
|

in v^^hich the
|

holy scrip-

tures
I

have been printed and circulated

by the
|
Bible society.

|
[Design and

one line quotation.]
]

Bible house,
|
corner Walnut and

Seventh streets,
|
Philadelphia.

|
Craig,

Finley & co., prs. 1020 Archst., Philada.

[1878?]
Printed covers (title as above on the front

one), contents pp. 1-2, text pp. 3-48, 16o.

St. John, iii, 16, in Eastern Cree (syllabic), p.

26; Western Cree (Eoman), Ojibwa in two ver-

sions, one wrongly entitled " Chippewyan, or

Tinne, " Maliseet, p. 27; Micmac, p. 28.

Copies seen: Powell.

Some copies have slightly variant title

(Fames) ; others have the title printed in a dif-

ferent type, and omit the line beginning with

the word "Craig." (Fames, Powell.

)

Bible stories

:

Chippewa
Chippewa

Chippewa
Delaware

Delaware

See D61eage (F. E.)

Dougherty (P.) and
Eodd (D.)

Kishemanito.

Dencke (C. F.)

Luckenbach (A.)
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Blbliotheca americana. See Bartlett

(J.R.)

Bibliotheca americana. See Leclerc (C
.

)

Biblioth^que Rationale : These words following a

title or within parentheses after a note indicate

that a copy of the work has been seen by the

compiler in the National Library, Paris, France.

Biedermann (Woldeniar, Freilierr von).

Zur vergleiclienden Geschichte der

poetischen Formen. (*)

In Zeitschrift fiir Vergleichen de Litteratur-

geschichte und Renaissance-Litteratur, neue

Folge, vol. 1, pp. 415-440, Berlin, 1889, 8".

Shawnee sacrificial song, p. 422.

Title from Prof. A. F. Chamberlain, Toronto.

Bigcanoe (C/tie/ Charles) and others. [A
letter in the Ojibway language.]

In The Indian, vol. 1 (no. 4), p. 44, Hagers-

ville, Ont. March 3, 1886, 4°.

Addressed to the editor and signed " Chief

Chas. Bigcanoe, Jas. Ashquabe, Xoah Snake,

Geo. McCue, Sr."

Biglow (William). History
|
of

|
the

town of Natick, Mass.
|
from the days

of
I

the apostolic Eliot,
|
mdcl,

|
to the

present time,
|
mdcccxxx

|
By William

Biglow.
I

Boston:
|
published by Marsh, Capen,

& Lyon.
I
M DCCC XXX [1830].

Title verso advertisement 1 1. text pp. 3-87,

errata 1 p. 8°. Some copies contain a map.

Extracts from the town records, 1713-1716, in

the Katick language, pp. 26-27.— Title-page of

Eliot's bible and Lord's prayer in the Ifatick

language, with interlinear English translation,

pp. 48-50.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Eames, Trumbull.

Bigot {Pere Vincent) Scripta Ri F^ Vin-

centii
]
Bigot Ubanakkaorum

|
in Deo

Patris et Pastoris.

Manuscript, in the Abnaki language, in the

library of the archbishopric of Quebec. It

consists of ten parts of about 30 11. each, bound
together in deer-skin, the last or tenth part

being bound as the first in the volume. It con-

tains prayers in Abnaki on the rectos, the

opposite v.ersos containing a French transla-

tion. These prayers are the acts of adoration

and faith, the mystery of the trinity, the incar-

nation, acts of hope, love, contrition, etc. which
extend to p. 10. Pp. 11-38 are occupied with a

paraphrase of certain passages of the new
testament.

The manuscript has, in the first eight parts,

& dual pagination. The author seems to have

written (at first, on the rectos only) his conver-

sation on divers passages of the new testa-

ment, from the conception of the Holy Virgin,

p. 1, to p. 196, where ends the development of the

last subject, announced at p. 187 in these terms

:

Bigot (V. ) — Continued.
'

' La vie de la Ste. Vierge, apr^s I'ascension de

son fils, sa mort, les actions de la mort des

apotres, apr^s la mesme ascension de J^sus."

This page, 196, which is the last of the eighth

part, ends with "A. M. D. et B.V. M. G. Sep-

timo Januarii 1686."

A second pagination commences on the verso

facing the first leaf of the regular pagination

with the number 175, and with the following

title: "Suite du Me™* discours de Jesu cruci-

fixo." The matter which preceded this "suite"

is lacking in the manuscript. The eight parts

contain instructions on the new testament and

on a few of the more remarkable points of the

old.

Thelast part of the volume, which is the ninth,

treats of particular subjects, and bears a special

pagination from 1 to 23, besides 3 blank leaves

at the end. Instruction sur la confession, pp.
1-6.—Instruction sur la communion, p. 7.

—

Methode pour entendre les confessions, pp. 7-23.

The Abnaki text is on the recto of these leaves;

on the verso, facing, is found a translation,

sometimes Latin, sometimes French; it is

broken off at the 14th leaf. The versos of the

leaves following are blank.

Bill. 50th Congress,
[ 1st Session.

| S.

2523.
!

[Four lines.]
|
4 bill

| To ratify

and confirm an agreement with the

Chippewa Indians of
|
the White Earth,

Leech Lake, Cass Lake, Lake Winne-
bagosh-

I
ish, and White Oak Point

Reservations, and the Gull Kiver
|
band,

I

in the State of Minnesota.

[Washington, D. C. Government
printing office. 1888.]

No title-page, heading as above; text pp.

1-29, large 8°.

Signatures of chiefs and headmen of the

above-named bands of Chippewas, pp. 12-28.

Copies seen : Pilling, Powell.

Bill. 50th Congress,
|
1st Session.

\
H. E.

1956.
1
[Nine lines. ] | A bill

|
To ratify

and confirm an agreement with the Gros

Ventres, Piegan,
|

Blood, Blackfeet, and
River Crow Indians in Montana.

[Washington, D. C. Government
printing office. 1888.]

No title-page, heading as above; text pp.

1-42, 1 1. large 8°.

Names, with English equivalents, of the

chiefs, headmen, and principal men of the

above peoples ; the Piegan, Blood, and Blackfeet

occur on pp. 34-41.

Copies seen : Bureau of Ethnology, Pilling,

Powell.

Also printed with the necessary changes in

heading, and with a section added on p. 42,

as "50th Congress, 1st Session, S. 1824. (Pilling,

Powell.) Also printed as "H. K. 1956. In the

Senate of the United States, March 12, 1888. " *
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Bill — Continued.
An act to ratify " etc. (Pilling.) And again, as

the same, with slight additions to the heading

and a final section added, making pp. 1-43.

(Pilling.)

In all these the proper names are the same.

Bill. 50th Congress,
|
Ist Session.

| S.

2522.
I

[Four lines.]
|
A bill

| To ratify

and confirm an agreement with the Red
Lake Band of | Chippewa Indians in

the State of Minnesota.

[Washington^ D, C. Government
printing office. 1888. ]

No title-page.heading as above; text pp. 1-15,

large 8°.

Signatures of chiefs and headmen of the Red
Lake band of Chippewas, pp. 11-13.

Copies seen: Pilling.

Bingham (A.) Ojibwa
|
spellingbook :

|
ac-

cording to the
I

improved orthography
|

of
I
Dr. Edwin James. |

By A. Bingham,

I
missionary to the Baptist board of

foreign missions
|
at Sault St. Marie,

Michigan Territory.
|

Albany:
|

printed byPackard andVan
Benthuysen.

|
1825.

Title 1 1. text pp. 3-12, 16°.

An evening hymn, p. 12.

The only copy I have seen is that in the

library of the late Sir Thomas Phillips, Chelten-

ham, England,

Blackbird (Andrew Jackson). History

I

of the
I
Ottawa and Chippewa In-

dians
I

of Michigan
; |

a grammar of

their language,
|
and personal and

family history of the author,
|
By An-

drew J. Blackbird,
|
Late U. S. Inter-

preter, Harbor Springs, Emmet Co.,

Mich.
I

Ypsilanti, Mich. : [ the Ypsilantian

job printing house.
|
1887.

Cover title : Price One Dollar.
|
History

|
of

the
I
Ottawa and Chippewa | Indians of Michi-

gan,
I
and grammer of their language

| by A. J.

Blackbird,
|
(Mack-e-te-be-nessy, son of the Ot-

tawa Chief,.Mack-a-de-pe-nessy).

Printed cover, title verso copyright 1 1. intro-

duction 1 1. preface verso acknowledgment 1 1.

text pp. 7-128, sq. 16°.

The ten commandments, creed, and Lord's

prayer, pp. 105-106—(xramraar of the Ottawa
and Chippewa language, pp. 107-119.—Vocabu-
laries (words, phrases, and sentences), pp. 120-

128.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

I have seen a prospectus of this work headed
"The Ypsilantian, Ypsilanti, Mich. Thursday,

reb.9,1888" (probably reprinted from that period-

ical), which gives examples of nouns, pronouns,

Blackbird (A. J.) — Continued.
and conjugations of verbsfrom the grammar. Ta
it is the statement that "nearly the whole work
of editing the author's manuscript has been done
as a work of benevolence by Mrs. G-. W. Owen
of this city, excepting a portion of the grammar,
done during her illness by the senior editor of

the Ypsilantian."

The closing paragraph of the work itself

is as follows: "Note. Except some condensa-

tion and arrangement in the grammar, this work
is printed almost verbatim as written by the

author.

—

Editor."

Andrew J. Blackbird, the author of this little^

book, is an educated Indian, son of the Ottawa
chief. HisTndian name is Mack-aw-de-benessy

(Black Hawk), but he generally goes by the

niame of "Blackbird," taken from the interpre-

tation of the French '

' I'oiseau noir.
'

' Mr. Black-

bird's wife is an educated and intelligent white

woman of English descent, and they have four

children. He is a friend of the white people as

well as of his own people. Bi'ought up as an In-

dian, with no opportunity for learning during

his boyhood, when he came to think for himself,

he started out blindly for an education, without

any means but his brains and his hands.

He was loyal to the government during the^

rebellion in the United States, for which cause

he met much opposition by designing whit©

people who had full sway among the Indians,

and who tried to mislead them and cause them

to be disloyal; and he broke up one or two
rebellious councils amongst his people during

the progress of the rebellion.

When Hon. D. C. Leach, of Traverse City,

Mich., was Indian agent, Mr. Blackbird was
appointed United States interpreter, and con-

tinued in this office with other subsequent

agents of the department for many years. Be-

fore he was fairly out of this office he was ap-

pointed postmaster of Little Traverse, now"

Harbor Springs, Mich., and faithfully dis-

charged his duties as such forever eleven years

with but very little salary.

—

Introduction.

Blackfoot

:

Bible, Genesis (pt.) See Tims (J. W.)

Bible, Matthew Tims (J. W.)

Bible stories Tims (J. W.)

Catechism Lacombe (A.)

Dictionary Lacombe (A.)

Dictionary McLean (J.)

Dictionary Tims (J. W.)

General discussion Our.

Gentes Legal (E.)

Gentes Morgan (L.H.)

Geographic names Morgan (L. H.>

Grammar Lanning (CM.)
Grammar McLean (J.)

Grammar Tims(J.W.)

Grammatic comments Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Grammatic comments Hayden (F. V.)

Grammatic comments Wilson (E. F.)

Grammatic treatise Legal (E.)
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Blackfoot— Continued.

Hymns See Lacombe (A.)

Hymns Prando (P. P.)

Hymns Tims (J. W.)

Legends Legal (E.)

Letter Crowfoot.

Lord's prayer Bergholtz (G-. F.)

Lord's prayer McLean (J.)

Lord's prayer Marietti (P.)

Lord's prayer Shea (J". G.)

Lord's prayer Smet (P. J. de).

Lord's prayer Trumbull (J. H.)

Lord's prayer Youth's.

Numerals Latham (R. G.)

Numerals Maximilian (A. P.)

Personal names Bill.

Prayer book Tims(J. W.)

Prayers Lacombe (A.)

Proper names Brinton (D. G.)

Proper names Catliu (G.)

Proper names Chamberlain (A. F,)

Proper names Mogridge (G.)

Proper names Morris (A.)

Proper names Petitot (E. F. S. J.)

Proper names Stanley (J. M.

)

Eelationships Morgan (L. H.)

Songs Petitot (E. F. S. J.)

Songs Smet (P.J. de).

Ten commandments Petitot (E. F. S. J.)

Text Legal (E.)

Text ' McLean (J.)

Vocabulary Adelung (J. C) and
Vaterd.S.)

Vocabulary Buschmann (J. C. E.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary Catlin (G.)

Vocabulary Cooper (J. G.)

Vocabulary Denig(E. F.)

Vocabulary Franklin (J.)

Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary Haines (E. M.)

Vocabulary Hale (H.)

Vocabulary Hayden (F. V.)

Vocabulary House (J.)

Vocabulary Lacombe (A.) and
Legal (E.)

Vocabulary Lanning (C. M.)

Vocabulary Latham (R. G.)

Vocabulary Legal (E.)

Vocabulary Maximilian (A. P.)

Vocabulary Moncrovie (J. B.)

Vocabulary Morgan (L.H.)

Vocabulary Pallisaer (J.)

Vocabulary Smet (P.J. de).

Vocabjilary Sullivan (J. W.)
Vocabulary D"mfreville(E.)

Vocabulary "Willis (W.)

Vocabulary Wilson (E.F.)

Words Buschmann (J.C. E.)

Words Chase (P. E.)

Words Frost (J.)

Words Latham (E.G.)

Words Mogridge (G.)

Words Petitot (E. F. S. J.)

See also Satsika.

ALa——4

Black Hawk. Life
|
of

|
Ma-ka-tai-me-

she-kia-kiak [
or

| Black Hawk,
|
em-

bracing the
j
tradition of his nation

—

Indian wars in which he has
|
been en-

gaged—cause of joining the British in

their
|
late war with America, and its

history—de-
|
scription Of the Rock-

River village—man-
|
ners and cus-

toms—encroachments by
|
the whites,

contrary to trea-
|
ty—removal from his

I

village in 1831.
|
With an

|
account of

the cause and general history
|
of the

I

late war,
|
his

|
surrender and con-

finement at Jefferson Barracks,
|
and

|

travels through the United States.
|

Dictated by himself.
|
J. B. Patterson,

of Rock Island, III. Editor and Pro-

prietor.
I

Boston :
|
Published by Theodore Ab-

bott.
I
1834.

Portrait 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. certifi-

cate of interpreter verso blank 1 1. dedication

in the Sac language pp. 5-6, dedication in Eng-
lish pp. 7-8, advertisement pp. 9-11, text pp.
13-155, 12°.

'

' Ne-ka-na-wen. Ma-ne-se-no oke-maut wap-
pi ma-quai," Dedication to Brigadier General

H.Atkinson, in the Sac language, -with Eng-
lish translation, pp. 5-8.

Copies seen: Congress.

According to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 5675,

the first edition is Cincinnati, 1833.

Life
I

of
I
Ma-ka-tai-me-she-kia-kiak

I
or

[
Black Hawk,

| embracing the
|

tradition of his nation—Indian wars
in which he has |

been engaged—cause
of joining the British in their

| late

war with America, and its history—de-
|

scription of the Rock-River village

—

man- I ners and customs — encroach-

ments by
I

the whites, contrary to trea-

I
ty—removal from his

|
village in

1831. I With an | account of the cause

and general history
|
of the

|
late war,

(
his

I
surrender and confinement at

Jefferson Barracks,
|
and

| travels

through the United States.
| Dictated

by himself.
) J. B. Patterson, of Rock

Island, 111. Editor and Proprietor.
|

Boston : |
Russell, Odiorne & Metcalf.

I
New York : Monson Bancroft. —Phil-

adelphia: Marshall, Clark & co.—

I
Baltimore: Jos. Jewett. — Mobile:

Sidney Smith. | 1834.

Collation and linguistics as in edition titled

next above.
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Black Hawk — Contioued.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Dunbar,

Pilling, Wisconsin Historical Society.

Some copies -with title as above have the

imprint Boston, 1834. (Congress, Dunbar.)

Life
1
of

I
Black Hawk,

|
or

|

Ma-ka-

tai-me-she-kia-kiak,
|
embracing the

|

Tradition of his Nation—Indian Wars
in which he has been

|
engaged—Cause

of joining the British in their late War

I
with America, and its History—

|
De-

scription of the Rock-river Village

—

Manners and Customs—
|
Encroach-

ments by the Whites, contrary to Trea-

ty—^
I

Removal from his Village in 1831:

j with an
|
account of the cause and

general history
|
of the |

late war,
|
His

Surrender and Confinement at Jefferson

Barracks,
|
and

|
travels through the

United States.
|
Dictated by himself.

|

Edited by J. B. Patterson, of Rock Isl-

and, Illinois.
I

Loudon :
|
Richard James Kennett,

|

14, York street.
|
1836.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso printer 1 1. pref-

ace pp. iii-viii, certificate of interpreter verso

blank 1 1. dedication in Sac pp. v-vi, same in

English pp. vii-viii, advertisement pp. ix-xi,

text pp. 1-177, colophon unnumbered page verso

of p. 177, advertisement 2 11. 12°.

Linguistics as under previous title, pp. v-viii.

Copies seen : Shea.

There is an edition with title-page as in the

edition of 1834 with the imprint Boston :
|
pub-

lished by Theodore Abbott.
|
1845. (Astor,

Watkinson.

)

—— Autobiography
|
of

|
Ma-ka-tai-me-

she-kia-kiak,
|
or

|
Black Hawk,

|
em-

bracing the traditions of his nation,

various wars in which he has
|
been en-

gaged, and his account of the cause and

I

general history of the
|
Black Hawk

war of 1832, |
His Surrender, and Trav-

els Through the United States.
|
Dic-

tated by himself.
|
Antoine LeClair,

U. S. Interpreter.
|
J. B. Patterson, Ed-

itor and Amanuensis.
|
Rock Island, Il-

linois, 1833.
I
Also

I

life, death and

burial of the old chief, together with

j A History of the Black Hawk War,

] By J. B. Patterson, Oquawka, 111.

1882.
1

[Continental printing co., St. Louis,

Mo., 1882.]

Frontispiece, title verso copyright notice and

printers 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. affidavit

pp. v-vi, original dedication (in Sac) p. vii, trans-

lation of same into English p. viii, advertise-

Black Hawk — Continued.
ment pp. ix-x, text pp. 11-190, appendix pp.
191-208, 120.

Dedication in the Sac language, p. vii.

Copies seen: Congress, Wisconsin Historical

Society.

Black Hawk, a noted chief of the Sac and Fox
tribes of Indians, though by birth a Pottawat-

tamie, born at Kaskaskia, 111., in 1767; died at

his camp on the river Des Moines, 3 Oct., 1838,

At fifteen he was ranked with the braves, and be

came a successful leader in expeditions against

the Osage and Cherokee tribes. About 1788 he

succeeded, as head chief of the Sacs, his father,

who had been killed by a Cherokee. In 1804

the Sacs and Foxes signed at St. Louis a treaty

with G-en. Harrison, by which for an annuity of

$1,000 a year they transferred to the U. S. Gov-

ernment their lands, extending about 700 miles

along Mississippi River. This arrangement was
repudiated by Black Hawk, who averred that

the chiefs were drank when they signed the

treaty. Moved by the exhortations of the

Shawnee prophet Elskwatawa, brother of Te-

cumseh, and by the presents of British agents,

Black Hawk, with the title of general, joined

the British with 500 warriors during the war of

1812; but a repulse in a battle near Detroit, and

an unsuccessful attack on a fort, surprised

and disgusted the red men, who soon tired of

the service. The cession of their territory was
ratified by another treaty made in 1815, after

the conclusion of the war, and by a third treaty

which Black Hawk himself signed at St. Louis

in 1816. In 1823 the main body of the Sacs and

Foxes removed, underthe lead of Chief Keokuk,

to their reservation across the Mississippi

;

but Black Hawk and his followers remained.

By the new treaty made at Prairie du Chien, 15

July, 1830, signed by chiefs of various tribes,

among them Keokuk, their lands east of the

Mississippi became the property of the whites.

Theirremoval west wasopposedby BlackHawk,
who, when the crops of his people were ploughed

up and the lands seized for the white settlers

who had purchased the sites of their villages,

threatened retaliation. The militia of Illinois

were then called oat, and on 25 June, 1831, a force

under &en. Gaines compelled the Indians to de-

part. Black Hawk returned in the spring across

the Mississippi. After a band of fifty war-

riors was attacked and scattered by the militia,

they separated into squads and began to mas-

sacre the whites. Gen. Scott marched a force of

U. S. troops against them, but was*hindered in

his operations by an outbreak of cholera among
the soldiers. The Indians were driven back to

Wisconsin River, where they sustained a de-

feat, inflicted by Gen. Dodge, on 21 July, 1832.

They were completely defeated at the river

I

Bad Axe, 1 and 2 Aug., by Gen. Atkinson, and

the surrender of Black Hawk took place on the

j

27th. Black Hawk, his two sons, and seven

I

other head warriors who were detained as hos-

1 tages were taken through the principal eastern
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Black Hawk — Continued.

cities, and then confined in Fortress Monroe

until 5 June, 1833. Black Hawk was deposed,

and Keokuk made cliief of the Sacs and Foxes,

who to the number of about 3,000 were removed

to the region about Fort Des Moines.—A^jp^e-

ton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Blackmore (William). The North Amer-

ican Indians : a sketch of some of the

hostile tribes, together with a brief ac-

count of General Sheridan's campaign

of 1868 against the Sioux, Cheyenne,

Arapahoe, Kiowa, and Comanche In-

dians. By William Blackmore.

In Ethnological Soc. Lond. Jour, new series,

vol. 1, pp. 287-320, London, 1869, 8°.

Names of Cheyenne chiefs, with English

equivalents.pp. 309-310.— Names of Arapahoe

chiefs, with English equivalents, p. 312.

[Blakeman (Bessie C.)] Historicals
|
for

I
the Young Folks.

|
By Oro Nuque.

|

Boston : |
Published by D. Lothrop &

Co.
I
Dover, N. H. : G. T. Day & Co.

|

1874.

Pp. i-vi, 7-168, 12°.

Lord's prayer in the Natick language (from

Eliot), pp. 43-44.

Copies seen: Congress.

Blanchard (Ira D.) The
]
Delaware first

book,
I

prepared
I
by

|
Ira D. Blanch-

ard.
I

Second Edition.
|

Shawanoe Baptist Mission press,
]
J.

G. Pratt, Printer.
|
1842.

Reverse title: Lunapre ' Irkvekun, |
nrtam-

©xif. 1
Mplcnhes |

ok |
halus, 1 tolrkvonro.

English title with Delaware title as above on

verso 1 1. key to the Delaware alphabet p. 3, text

entirely in Delaware pp. 4-24, 16°.

Copies seen : Trumbull.

For titles of other works by this author, see

Linapie, page 314 of this bibliography.

See Zeisberger (D.) and Blanchard
(I. D.)

Blanchard (Rufus). The
|
discovery and

conquest
|

of
|
the Northwest

|

including

the
I

early history of Chicago, Detroit,

Vin-
I

cennes, St. Louis, Ft. Wayne,
Prairie

|
Du Chien, Marietta, Cincin-

nati
I

Cleveland, etc., etc.
|
A?nd inci-

dents of pioneer life in the region of

the
I

great lakes and the Mississippi

valley.
|
By Rufus Blanchard.

|

Chicago :
|
Gushing, Thomas & com-

pany, publishers,
|
1880.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1, in-

troduction pp. 3-5, contents pp. 7-15, list of il-

Blanchard (R.)— Continued.

lustrations p. 17, text pp. 19-484," 1 1. Washing-

ton's Journal pp. 1-30, index pp. i-iv, 8°.

Haines (E. M.), Indian names, etc. pp. 475-

484.

Copies seen : Congress.

Bland (CoZ.Theodorick), jr. The
|
Bland

papers:
|
being a

|
selection from the

manuscripts
|
of

|
Colonel Theodorick

Bland, jr.
|
of Prince George county, Vir-

ginia.
I
To which are prefixed

|
an in-

troduction,
I

and
I

a memoir of Colonel

Bland.
|
[One line quotation.]

|
Edited

by
I

Charles Campbell.
|
In two vol-

umes.
I

Vol. I [-II].
I

Petersburg:
|
printed by Edoiund &

Julian C. Ruffin.
|
1840 [-1843].

2 vols. : 4. p. 11. pp. v-xxxi, 2 11. pp. 1-160 ; 2

11. pp. 9-130, 8°.

Appendix C. "List of Indian words (sup-

posed to be Chickasaw)", vol. 1, pp. 151-152.

The vocabulary (about 100 words) is in Del-

aware, not Chickasaw.

Copies seen : Congress, Lenox.

At the Menzies sale, catalogue no. 185, a copy
brought $5.50.

Theodoric Bland, soldier, born in Prince

George County, Virginia, died in New York
City June 1, 1790. In 1753 he was sent to Eng-

land, and, after preliminary studies at Wake-
field, he pursued the academic and subsequent-
ly t^e medical course at the University of Ed-
inburgh. After being admitted to the prac-

tice of medicine in England he returned to

this country about 1764. He continued active

in his profession until the beginning of the

Kevolutionary war, when he at once sided

with the colonists and became captain of

the first troop of Virginia cavalry. After the

enrolment of six companies he joined the main
army in 1777 as lieutenant-colonel. Later he
became colonel, and throughout thewar signal-

ized himself as a vigilant and efficient officer,

enjoying the esteem and confidence of General
Washington. He served during the war for

one term in the Virginia Senate, and later was
elected to the Continental Congress, serving
from 1780 till 1783. He was also a member of
the Virginia convention of 1788 on the adop-
tion of the federal constitMtiou.—AppletQn'a

Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

[Blatchford {Rev. Henry).] lu
|
otoshkl

-kikindiuin
|
au

|
kitogimaminan gaie

bemajiinvng
]
Jesus Krist :

|
ima

|
Ojibue

inueuining giizhitong.
|
The

|
new

testament
]
of

|
our lord and saviour

|

Jesus Christ:
|
translated into the lan-

guage
I
of the

(
Ojibwa Indians.

|

New-York:
j
printed by

|
the American

bible society,
| Instituted in New-York

in the year 1816.
| 1844.
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Blatchford (H.)— Continued.

Title verso index 1 1. key to the orthography

pp. iii-iv, text entirely in the Ojibwa language

pp. 1-643, 16°.

Copies seen : American Bible Society, Astor,

Boston Athengeum, British Museum, Lenox,

Trumbull, Yale, Eames, Pilling.

At the Brinley sale two copies, catalogue nos.

5664 and 5665, brought $1 each
;
Quaritch, 1889,

priced a copy 12«.

£ ] lu
I
otoshki-kikindiuin | an

|
te-

beniminvng gaie bemajiinyng
|
Jesns

Christ:
|
ima

|
Ojibae inueuining giiz-

hitong.
I

The new testament
]
of

|
our

lord and saviour Jesus Christ :
|
trans-

lated into the language
|
of the

|

Ojibwa

Indians.
|

New York:
]
American bible society,

|

instituted in the year mdcccxvi.
|

1856.

Title verso index 1 1. key to the orthography

pp. iii-iv, text entirely in the Ojibwa language

pp. 1-717, 16°.

Copies seen: American Bible Society, British

Museum, Congress, Lenox, Pilling, Powell,

Trumbull, Eames.
Leclerc, 1867 catalogue, no. 1462, priced it 4 fr.

50c. ; the Fischer copy, catalogue no. 2642, sold

for 2s. ; the Field copy, catalogue no. 1719, $1.25:

Leclerc, 1878 catalogue, no. 2158, priced it 25 fr.

Francis, of Xew York, in 1888, charged $1 50

and Chadenat, of Paris, catalogue no. 3, No-
vember, 1889, no. 3069, 15 fr.

[ ] lu
I

otoshki-kikindiuin | au |

tebenimiuyng gaie bemajiiuvng
|
Jesus

Christ :
|

ima
|

Ojibue inueuining giizhi-

toug.
1
The

I

new testament
|
of

|
our

lord and saviour Jesus Christ:
|
trans-

lated into the language
|
of the

|
Ojibwa

Indians.
|

New York :
|
American bible society,

I
instituted in the year mdcccxvi.

|

1875.

Title verso index 1 1. key to the orthography

pp. iii-iv, text entirely in the Ojibwa language

pp. 1-717, 160.

Copies seen : Astor, British and Foreign Bible

Society, Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Clarke & co. Cincinnati, in their 1886 cata-

logue, no. 6758, quote a copy at 75 cents.

Blood Indians. See Blackfoot.

Blossom (Levi). See Lapham (I. A.)

and others.

Bluejacket (Charles). See Gatschet
(A. S.)

[Bodoni (Jean-Baptiste), editor.'^ Oratio

I

dominica
|
in

| clv. lingvas
|
versa

I
et

I

exoticis characteribvs
|
plervm-

qve expreesa.
|

Bodoni (J. B.)— Continued.

Parmae
[
typis Bodonianis

| MDCCC
yi [1806].

3 p. 11. pp. i-xix (in French), 2 11. pp. i-xix

(in Italian), 2 11. pp. 1-20, 1 1. text pp. i-ccxlviii,

1 1. folio.

Pars quarta, linguas Americanas complec-

tens : Canadice, montium dialecto (ex Masdeu)

,

p. ccxviii; Illinice (ex ms.), p. ccxix; Virginice

(Ex Bibliis Virginice impressis Cantabrigiae),

p. ccxxi; Savanahice (ex Chamberlaynio), p.

ccxxii.
Copies seen : British Museum, Lenox, "Wat-

kinson.

An "uncut, fine, clean copy" at the Fischer

sale, no. 1272, brought 3*. 6d.

Boisthibault (FrangoisJnlesDoubletde),

See Doublet de Boisthibault (F. J.)

Bolin (— ) See Chamberlain (A. F.)

Bollaert (William). Observations on
the Indian tribes of Texas. By William

Bollaert, F. R. G. S.

In Ethnological Soc. of London Jour. vol. 2,.

pp. 262-283, London, n. d. 8°.

A few proper names in Shawnee, Delaware,,

and Kickapoo, pp. 282-283.

Bolton (Henry Carrington). The |

counting-out rhymes
|
of

|
children |

their antiquity, origin, and wide dis-

tribution
I

A Study in Folk-Lore
]
by

|

Henry Carrington Bolton
|

London
|

Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster

row
I

1888.

Half-title verso a counting-out rhyme 1 1.

title as above verso blank 1 1. preface verso

blank 1 1. authorities pp. vii-ix, contents verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 1-121, appendix pp. 122-123

(unnumbered), 4°.

Counting-out rhyme and numerals 1-5 in

Penobscot, p. 10.

Copies seen : Bureau of Ethnology.

The original article, which appeared in the

Journal of American Folk-Lore, vol. 1, pp. 31-

37, contains no linguistics.

[Bompas {_ fier.William Carpenter).] Cree

primer.

Colophon : London : Gilbert & Eiv-

ington,Whitefriar8 Street,and St. John^s

Square.

No title-page, heading only; text pp. 1-36,

16°, entirely in the Cree language except the

headings.

Lessons, pp. 1-19.—Prayers, pp. 19-23.—Cat-

echism, pp. 24-26.—Hymns, pp. 27-36.

Copies seen: Pilling, Powell, Society for Pro-

moting Christian Knowledge.

Mr. Bompas, a son of the late C. C. Bompaa,

Esq., Sergeant-atlaw, was born in London, Eng-

land, in 1834. Having been first trained to the'

legal profession, he was ordained deacon by the

then Bishop of Lincoln in 1859. After serving,
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Bompas (W. C.)— Continued.

several curacies in the diocese of Lincoln, he

came to Canada as a missionary of the Church

missionary society in 1865, having first received

priestly orders from the present Bishop of

Kupert's Land acting as commissary for the late

Bishop of London. In 1874 he was again sum-

moned to England to receive episcopal orders

as Bishop of Athabasca, and in 1884, the pres-

ent diocese of Mackenzie being portioned off

from that of Athabasca, his title was changed

to Bishop of Machenzie River, the Eight Rev.

Dr. Young being consecrated as Bishop of Ath-

abasca.

He has written and published much material

in the Athapascan languages, as well as a

primer in Eskimo.

Bond (John Wesley). Minnesota
|
and

|

its resources
|
to wiiich are appended

|

camp-fire sketches
|
or

|
notes of a trip

from St. Paul to Pembina and Selkirk

I

settlement on the Red River of the

North
I

By J. Wesley Bond
|

[Device]
|

Redfield, |
110 and 112 Nassau street,

New York.
|
1853.

Engraved title : Minnesota
|
and

]
its re-

sources
I

by
I

J. W. Bond
|

[Picture entitled]

Falls of St. Anthony.
|

Redfield
|
110 and, 112 Nassau street

|
New

York.
I

1853.

Engraved title 1 1. printed title verso copy-

right etc. 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. preface

pp. 5-6, contents pp. 7-8, text pp. 9-364, testimo-

nials pp. 1-3, advertisements 8 11. map and

. plates, 12°.

Remarks on the Cree and Sauteux lan-

guages, pp. 348-349.

Copies seen : British Museum, Congress.

Minnesota
|
and

|
its resources

|
to

which are appended
|

camp-fire sketches i

or
I
notes of a trip from St. Paul to

Pembina and Selkirk
|
settlement on

the Red River of the North
|
By J. Wes-

ley Bond
I

Keen & Lee,
|
No. 148 Lake street,

Chicago, Illinois.
|
Charles Desilver,

|

No. 253 Market street, Philadelphia.
|

1856.

Engravedtitle: Minnesota,' aad
\
its resources

1 by
I
J. W. Bond

|

[Engraving entitled] Falls

of St. Anthony.
|

Keen & Lee
|
"N"". 148 Lake street,

|
Chicago,

Illinois,
j
1856.

Engraved title 1 1. printed title verso copy-

right 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. preface

verso blank 1 1. contents pp. 7-8, text pp. 9-412,
*

map, plates, 16°. This edition agrees with the

New York edition of 1853 from the beginning

of the text, p. 9, to p. 361, and is apparently
printed from the same plates. The remainder
consists of supplementary matter.

Bond (J. W.)— Continued.
Remarks on the Cree and Sauteux lan-

guages, pp. 348-349.

Copies seen : Boston Public, British Museum,
Congress.

There is a copy of this work in the Boston

Athenaeum library with title similar to that

given above, except that the imprint of the

printed title concludes : No. 251 Market Street,

Philadelphia,
|
1857. (*)

Minnesota
|
and

|
its resources

|
to

which are appended
|
camp-fire sketches

I

or
I

notes of a trip from St. Paul to

Pembina and Selkirk] Settlement on the

Red River of the North
|
By J. Wesley

Bond
I

Chicago :
|
Keen and Lee,

|
1856.

Engraved title : Minnesota
|
and

|
its resources

I
by

I

J. W. Bond
|
[Picture of Falls of St. An.

thony.]
I

Red6eld
1
110 & 112 Nassau street | New

York.
I

1853 [sic].

Frontispiece 1 1. engraved title verso blank

1 1. printed title verso copyright 1 1. dedication

verso blank 1 1. preface pp. 5-6, contents pp. 7-8,

text pp. 9-334, appendix pp. 335-365, supplement

to the third edition pp. 366-400, Aaps, 12°.

Copies seen : Harvard,

Bonduel {Pere Flavien J.) Souvenir

d'une mission Indienne.
|
Nakam

|
et

|

son fils Nigabianong
|
on | I'enfant

perdu;
|
pr6c^d<S d'une notice histori-

que, et d6di^ aux Aleves des colleges
|

et des pensionnats de la Belgique.
|

Par
I

le R. P. Fl.-J. Bonduel, mission-

naire
(
[&c. three lines.]

|
Avec le por-

trait de I'auteur.
I
f Design.]

|

Tournai
|
typographic de J. Caster-

man et fils,
j
libraires-Miteurs.

| 1855

Printed cover, half-title 1 1. title as above 1 1.

text pp. 5-44, map of Wisconsin, 8°.

Between pp. 42 and 43, Musique Indienne;

Chant de Nigabianong, [and] Chant de Nakam;
words and music. A few words and phrases

of Chippeway are introduced.

Copies seen : British Museum, Trumbull.

At the Field sale, catalogue no. 167, a copy

brought $3.25.

Souvenir religieux
|
d'une

[ mission

Indieune
|
ou

|
recueil de prieres

|
'^Le

premier qui fui jamais 6crit dans cette

langue,"
|

pour I'usage des n6ophytes,
|

de la mission des Indiens
|
M^nnomo-

nies de Saiut-Michel-Archange, fondle

le 15 d^cembre 1852, |
au nord du lac

Shawanow, Etat du Wisconsin, diocese

de Milwaukie,
|

par le R^v6rend Pere

.F.-L.-J. Bonduel,
|
missionnaire,

|
[&c.

three lines. ] |
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Bonduel (F. J.)— Continued.

Tournai
|
imprimerie de Malo et Le-

vasseur.
| 1855.

Printed cover as above, half-title verso blank

1 1. title as above verso note 1 1, text (entirely in

Mennomonie, with headings sometimes in En-

glish alone, sometimes in the two languages)

pp. 5-16, 16°.

Prayers, hymns, and primer lessons.

Copies seen : Shea, TrambuU.

Book of common prayer [Cree]. See

Hunter (J.)

Book of common prayer

:

Chippewa See Horden (J.) and Sand-

ers (J.)

Chippewa O'Meara (F. A.)

Cree Horden (J.)

Cree Hunter (J.)

Book of Exodus in Micmac. See Rand
(S. T.)

Borsari (Ferdinando). Ferdinando Bor-

sarl
I

La letteratura
|
degl' indigent

americani
]
[Three lines quotation]

|

[Scroll]
I

Napoli,
I

Luigi Pierro, editore
|
Piazza

Dante, 76 1 1888

Printed co-ver as above, title as above verso

. printer 1 1. preliminary pp. 3-6, text pp. 7-76, 8°.

Contains notices of a number of American
languages, among them a few Algonquian.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling.

Boston Athenaeum : These words following a title

or within parentheses after a note indicate that

a copy of the work referred to has been seen by
the coilipiler in the library of that institution,

Boston, Mass.

Boston Public: These words following a title or

within parentheses after a note indicate that

a copy of the work referred to has been seen

by the compiler in that library, Boston, Mass.

Boudinot (Bev. Elias). A
|
star in the

west
; I

or,
I
a humble attempt to dis-

coYer
I

the long lost
|
ten tribes of Is-

rael,
I

preparatory to their return to

their beloved city,
|
Jerusalum.

j By
Elias Boudinot, LL. D.

|

[Seven lines

quotations.]
|

Trenton, N. J.
|
published by D. Fen-

ton, S. Hutchinson, and
|
J. Dunham.

|

George Sherman, printer. | 1816.

Title verso copyright notice 1 1. contents pp.

iii-iv, preface pp. i-xxi, introduction pp. 23-31,

text pp. 33-312, 8°.

Chapter III. An inquiry into the language

of the American Indians, pp. 89-107, contains a

vocabulary of several languages, among them
the Mohegan, pp. 102-103.

Copies seen: Bancroft, Boston Athenaeum,

British Museum, Congress, Dunbar, Harvard,

Trumbull.

Boudinot (E.) — Continued.
At the Squier sale, no. 108, a half-calf, gilt

copy brought $2.25 ; at the Brinley sale a copy
with •'fine portrait inserted" sold for $2.75;.

the Marphy copy, catalogue no. 305, half-mo-

rocco, top edge gilt, brought $4.75. Clarke &
CO. 1886 catalogue, no. 6281, priced it $1.75.

Elias Boudinot, philanthropist, born in Phila-

delphia, Pa., May 2, 1740; died in Burlington,

N. J., October 24, 1821. His great-grandfather,

Elias, was a French Huguenot, who fled to thia

country after the revocation of the edict of
IS'antes. After receiving a classical education,

he studied law with Eichard Stockton, and be-

came eminent in his profession, practicing in

New Jersey. He was devoted to the patriot

cause. In 1777 appointed commissary-general

of prisoners, and in the same year elected »
delegate to Congress from New Jersey, serving

from 1778 till 1779, and again from 1781 till 1784.

He was chosen president of Congress on NO'
vember 4, 1782, and in that capacity signed th&

treaty of peace with England. He then re^

sumed the practice of law, but, after the adop-
tion of the constitution, was elected to the firsts

second, and third Congresses, serving from
March 4, 1789, till March 3, 1795. He was ap-

pointed by Washington in 1795 to succeed Eit-

tenhouse as director of the mint at Philadel-

phia, and held the office till July 1805, when he
resigned, and passed the rest of his life at Bur-
lington, N. J., devoted to the study of biblical

literature. He had an ample fortune and gave
liberally. He was a trustee of Princeton Col-

lege, and in 1805 endowed it with a cabinet of

natural history, valued at $3,000. In 1812 h&
was chosen a member of the American board

of commissioners for foreign missions, to which,

he gave £100 in 1813. He assisted in founding

the American bible society in 1816, was it»

first president, and gave it $10,000. He waa
interested in attempts to educate the Indians,

and when three Cherokee youth were brought,

to the Foreign mission school in 1818, he al-

lowed one of them to take his name This boy
became afterward a man of influence in his^

tribe, and was murdered on June 10, 1839, by
Indians west of the Mississippi.

—

Appleton'a-

Cyclop, of Am.Biog.

Bourassa (Joseph N.) Indian diction-

ary. 184.3.

Manuscript, 2 11. pp. 1-62, 21 unnumbered IL

folio, in possession of Mr, John B. Dunbar,

Bloomfield, IST. J.

The dictionary occuj)ies pp. 1-62 and is in

English and PodawahdAmih {sic\ . The unnum-
bered leaves following contain additional and
riepeated words, illustrative sentences, names of

berries, trees, and plants, numerals, Lord's

prayer, etc. in the Podawahd^piih language.

[Bowrey (Thomas).] A
|
dictionary

|
of

I

the Hudsou's-Bay Indian language.

No title-page, beading only; text pp. 1-7,

folio; in the Cree language. Alphabetically

arranged and contains about 600 words.
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Bcwrey (T.) — Continued.

1 place this under Bowrey on the authority

of "Watt ("Bibllotheca Britannica"), followed

by Ludewig, who gives it the date of London,

1701. The only copy I have seen, that in the

British Museum, bears no evidence of author-

ship, date, or place of issue. It is folded

top and side and bound with a quarto volume

by Bowrey entitled Dictionary : English and

Malayo, Malayoand English, published in Lon-

don in 1701.

By permission of the Museum authorities I

have had a manuscript copy of this dictionary

made, which is now in the library of the Bureau

of Ethnology.

Boyd (Stephen G.) Indian | local

names,
|
witli

]
their interpretation.

|

By Stephen G. Boyd.
|

York, Pa. :
|

published by the author
|

1885.

Title verso copyright 1 1. dedication verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. v-vi, introduction pp. vii-

X, text pp. 1-70, 8°.

Names of places in a number of Indian lan-

guages, among them the Abnaki, Delaware,

Minsy, Algonkin, Powhatan, Lenape, Shaw-

nee, and Chippewa, Pp. 61-70 contain a '

' Mis-

cellaneous vocabulary " of local names which
are not of Indian origin.

Copies seen : Congress, Eames, Pilling, Pow-
ell.

Priced by Clarke & co., 1886 catalogue, no.

6699, $1.25.

Bozman (John Leeds). The
|
history o^

Maryland,
|
from

|
its first settlement,

in 1633,
I
to

]
the restoration, in 1660,

|

with
I

a copious introduction,
|
and

|

notes and illustrations.
|
By John Leeds

Bozman.
|
Vol. I [-II].

|

Baltimore :
|
James Lucas & E. K.

. Deaver.
|
1837.

2 vols. : title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp.
iii-x, contents pp. xi-xii, text pp. 9-271, notes

and illustrations pp. 273-295, index pp. 297-314;

title verso copyright 1 1. contents pp. v-viii,

text pp. 9-563, notes and illustrations pp. 565-

703, index pp. 705-728, 8°.

Vol. 1, Section vii, pp. 103-193, contains a

general sketch of the tribes of Indians inhab-

iting Virginia, which includes extracts from
and comments upon Heckewelders "Histori-

cal account of the Indians who once inhab-

ited Pennsylvania and the neighbouriug states;
'

'

the Powhatan numerals 1-10 (from Smith),

the Delaware or Lenape numerals 1-10 (from

Thomas^; and copious notes on the geographic

names of rivers, etc. given in Smith's History

of Virginia.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum,
British Museum, Congress.

At the field sale, catalogue no. 182, a copy

brought $5; the Brinley copy, no. 3666, $3.50;

the Murphy copy, no. 317, $4.

Bozman ( J. L.) — Continued.

An earlier edition, Baltimore, 1811, 8°, con-

tains no linguistics. (Boston Athenaeum,

British Museum, Congress, Watkinson.)

Bradford (Alexander Warfield). Amer-

ican antiquities
|
and

|

researches
|
into

the
I
origin and history of the red

race.
]
By

|
Alexander W. Bradford.

|

New-York: |
Dayton and Saxton,

|

Corner of Fulton and Nassau-streets.

I
Boston : Saxton and Pierce.

|
1841.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso copy-

right 1 1. preface pp. 5-6, contents pp. 7-8, in-

troduction pp. 9-13, text pp. 15-435, 8°.

Origin of the Aborigines-language, pp. 309-

314, includes a brief discussion of the Algon-

quian.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Congress,

Eames, Harvard.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 329, 5s.; at

the Squier sale, catalogue no. 114, a copy

brought $1.63 ; Leclerc, 1878, no. 829, priced it

18 fr. ; the Brinley copy, catalogue no. 5363,

brought $2.75; priced by Clarke & co. 1836 cata-

.logue, no. 6291, $3; another copy, half-calf,

$4.25; Francis, of New York, in "1889, $3.

Sabin's Dictionary, no. 7233, titles an edition

of the same date with imprint New York,

Wiley <fe Putnam, 1841, which is perhaps an

error.

American antiquities
|
and

|
re-

searches
I

into the
|
origin and history

of the red race.
|
By

|
Alexander W.

Bradford.
|

New-York:
|
Wiley & Putnam, 161

Broadway.
|
1843.

Title verso copyright 1 1. half-title verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. 5-6, contents pp. 7-8, in-

troduction pp. 9-13, text pp. 15-435, 8°.

Linguistics as given under title of edition of

1841.

Copies seen ; Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Lenox.

Brice (Wallace A.) History
|
of

|
Fort

Wayne,
|
from

|
the earliest known ac-

counts
I

of
I

this point,
|
to the pres-

ent period.
|
Emhracing an extended

view of the aboriginal tribes
|
of the

northwest, inclading, more especially,

I

the Miamies, of this locality—their

habits,
I

customs, etc.—Together with

a comprehen-
|
sive summary of the

general relations
|
of the northwest,

from the latter
|
part of the seventeenth

cen-
I

tury, to the struggles of 1812-14

;

I

with a sketch of the
|
life of Gen-

eral Antjony Wayne
; |

including also a

lengthy
|
biography of the late Hou.

Samuel Hanna,
]
together with short

|
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Brice (W. A.)— Continued.

sketches of several of the early pioneer

I

settlers of Fort Wayne.
|
Also an ac-

count of the
I

manufacturing, mercau-

tile, and railroad interests |
of Fort

"Wayne and vicinity.
|
By Wallace A.

Brice.
|
With illustrations.

|

Fort Wayne, Ind :
|
D. W. Jones &

son, steam book andjob printers.
| 1868.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright i 1.

dedication verso blank 1 1. prefatory remarks

pp. v-vi, biography of G-eneral Wayne pp. vi-

xvi, text pp. 1-324, biographic sketches pp.

1-31, index pp. 32-33, 8°.

A few tribal names of the Algonquian fam-

ily, -with English signification, p. 17.

Copies seen : Boston Athenasnm, Congress.

At the Field sale, catalogue no. 204, a copy

brought $1.37.

Brickell(John). The Natural
|
History J

of
I

North-Carolina.
|
With an

]
account

I
of the

I

Trade, Manners, and Cus-

toms of the
I

Christian and Indian In-

habitants. II-
I

lustrated with Copper-

Plates, whereon are
|

curiously En-

graved the Map of the Country,
j
sev-

eral strange Beasts, Birds, Fishes,

Snakes,
|
Insects, Trees, and Plants,

&c.
I
By John Brickell, M. D.

|

[One

line quotation.]
|

Dublin:
|
Printed by James Carson,

in Coghill's-Court, Dame-
|
street, op-

posite to the Castle-Market.
|
For the

Author,
I

17.37.

Pp. i-viii, 1-408, map, 8°.

Short comparative vocabulary of the Pamp-
ticee and other Indians, p. 407.

" The material for this work was stolen from

Lawson with scarcely the disguise of change

of form. All that portion of the work from

pp. 277 to 408 is devoted to 'An account of the

Indians of North Carolina,' which is such a

mutilated, interpolated, and unscrupulous ap-

propriation of the unfortunate John Lawson's
work of the same sub-title, that the transcrin-

lion is scarcely more than a parody."

—

Field's

Essay, pp. 46-47.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum , Brit-

ish Museum, Brown, Congress.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 340, 10*.

M. At the Brinley sale a copy, no. 3843, " old

calf," brought $5. Clarke &co. 1886, no. 3192,

price it $5.

The same sheets with a new title-page as fol-

lows:

The
I
Natural History

|
of

|
North

Carolina.
|
With an

| account |
of the

|

Trades, Manners, and Customs, of the

Christian and Indian Inhabitants,
|

Strange Beasts, Birds, Fishes, Snakes,

Brickell (J. ) — Continued.

Insects,
I
Trees, and Plants, &c.

|
Illus-

trated by Copper-Plates. 1 By John
Brickell, M. D.

|

[One liue quotation.]
|

Dublin, Printed for the Author:
|

London, Sold by Charles Corbett, at

Addison's
|
Head, opposite St. Dunstan's

Church, Fleetstreet.
| MDCCXLIII

[1743]. Price 6s.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface pp.iii -vi, list

of subscribers pp. vii-xv, text pp. 1-408, map,
8°.

Linguistics as under previous title.

Copies seen : Boston Public, British Museum.

Brinley: This word following a title or within

parentheses after a note indicates that a copy

of the work referred to was seen by the com-

piler at the sale of books belonging to the late

George Brinley, of Hartford, Conn.

Brinley (George). See Trumbull (J.

H.)

Brinton: This word following a title or within

parentheses after a note indicates that a copy
of the work referred to has been seen by the

compiler in the library of Dr. D. Gr. Brinton,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Brinton (Dr. Daniel Garrison). The
|

myths of the new world:
|
a treatise

|

on the
I

symbolism and mythology
|
of

the
I

red race of America.
|
By

|
Daniel

G. Brinton, A. M., M. D.,
|
Member

[&c. four lines.]
|

[Design.]
|

New York :
|
Leypoldt & Holt.

(

1868.

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface verso blank
1 1. contents pp. v-viii, text pp. 1-302, index pp.
303-307, 120.

A few remarks on American languages, in-

cluding picture symbols of the Chippewas, pp.
7-10.—Scattered throughout are many aborig-

inal words, including some of the Algonquian

dialects.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Congress,

Eames, Yale.

At the Field sale, catalogue no. 210, a copy

sold for $3; at the Squier sale, catalogue no,

127, it brought $1.50
;
priced by Clarke & co.

1886, $2.

The
I

myths of the New World
| a

treatise |
on the |

symbolism and

mythology
|
of the

|
red race of America

I

By
I

Daniel G. Brinton, A. M., M. D.
|

Member [&c. six lines.]
|
Second edi-

tion, revised.
|

New York | Henry Holt and com-

pany
I

1876

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface to the first

edition verso blank 1 1. preface to the second
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Brinton (D. G.)— Continued.

edition verso blank 1 1. contents pp. v-viii, text

pp. 1-322, indices pp. 323-331, 8°.

Linguistics as under title of tlie first edition.

Copies seen : Astor, Pilling.

—— American
|
bero-mytbs.

|
A study in

. the native religions
|
of the western

continent.
|
By

|
Daniel G. Brinton, M.

D.,
I

Member [&c. five lines.]
|

Philadelphia:
|
H. C. Watts & Co.,

|

606 Minor Street.
|
1882.

List of Dr. Brinton's works recto blank 1 1.

title 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. preface pp.

"vii-sii, contents pp. xiii-xvi, text pp. 17-239, in-

dexes pp. 241-251, advertisement p. [252], 8°.

A number of Algonquian, Iroquoian, Mex-
ican, and Mayan terms passim.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

Priced by Clarke & co. 1886 catalogue, no.

6303, $1.75; Leclerc, 1887, priced it 10 fr.; Du-

f08s6, 1888, 6 fr. 50c.

Aboriginal American literature.

In Congres Int. des Am6ricanistes, Compte.

rendu, fifth session, pp. 54-64, Copenhagen, 1884,

8°.

Revised, enlarged, and issued separately as

follows

:

Aboriginal
|
American authors

[
and

their productions
; |

especially those in

the native languages.
|
A Chapter in the

History of Literature.
|
By

|
Daniel G.

Brinton, A. M., M. D.,| Member [&c. six

lines.]
I

[l)esign,with a line descriptive

thereof beneath.]
|

Philadelphia:
|
No. 115 South Seventh

Street.
|
1883.

Title reverse blank 1 1. preface reverse blank

1 1. contents pp. vii-viii, text pp. 9-60, index pp.

61-63, 8°.

Notes on Delaware literature, pp. 20-21.

Copies seen .- Eames, Pilling.

American languages, and why we
should study them. By Daniel G.

Brinton, M. D.

In Pennsylvania Mag. of Hist, and Biog. vol.

9, p. 15-35, Philadelphia, 1885, 8^.

Consists of remarks on American languages

in general and includes Delaware examples

and comments thereon, pp. 20-21.

Issued separately as follows :

American languages,
|
and why we

should study them.
|

An address
|
deliv-

ered before the Pennsylvania historical

society, | March 9, 18':^5,
|
by

|
Daniel

G. Brinton, M. D., I professor of ethnol-

ogy and arcliseology at the Academy of

natural sciences,
|
Philadelphia.

|
Re-

printed from the
|
Pennsylvania maga-

zine of history and biography.
|

Brinton (D. G.) — Continued.

Printed by
|
J. B. Lippincott com-

pany, Philadelphia.
|
1885.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 3-23, 8°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Priced by Leclerc, 1887, 3fr.; byDufoss6, 1888,

1 fr. 50c.; by Hiersemann, Leipsic, 1889, 2 M.

Brinton's library of
|
aboriginal

American literature.
|
Number V. | The

Lenap^
|
and their

|
legends;

|

with the

complete text and symbols
|
of the

|

Walum Olum,
|
a new translation, and

an inquiry into its authenticity.
|
By

|

Daniel G. Brinton, A. M., M. D.,
|
Pro-

fessor [&c. eight lines.]
|

D. G. Brinton.
|
Philadelphia.

|
1885.

General title of the series verso blank 1 1. title

as above verso copyright 1 1. preface pp. v-vi,

contents pp. vii-viii, text pp. 9-256, indices pp.
257-262, 8°.

Chapters 1, 2, and 3, on the Algonkin and
Iroquois stocks, the TVapanochki or Eastern

Algonkin confederacy, and the Lenape or Dela-

ware, respectively, contain terms in those lan-

guages passim.—Chapter 4, the literature and
language of the Lenape (pp. 74-108), contains a

specimen of the Lenape jargon (from Gabriel

Thomas), with briefcommentary thereon, p. 76;

Matthew xxii, 1-14, in the TJnami dialect of the

Lenape with English interlinear (from mss.

of Rev. Johannes Roth), pp. 80-83; letter from
Chief Gottlieb Tobias, an educated native on the

Moravian reservation in Canada, in the Lenape
of to day (dated Moraviantown, Sept. 26, 1884),

with English translation following, p. 88 ;
gen-

eral remarks on the Lenape language, pp. 89-

91 ; dialects of the Lenape, including a com-
parative vocabulary of the Unami and Minsi

(from Heckewelder), another of relationships

in the Delaware, Minsi, and Mohegan (from

Morgan), and a third of the Delaware '

' at inter-

vals during 210 years" (from Campanius, 1645,

Zeisberger, 1778, and Whipple, 1855), pp. 91-97;

special structure of the Lenape, containing list

of Lenape prefixes, sulfixes, and derivatives,

and remarks upon the grammatic structure of

the language, with examples, pp. 98-108.—The
"Walum Olum, original pictographs and text,

with the English rendering on opposite pages,

pp. 169-217.—^otes on the text, pp. 219-232.—

Vocabulary of the Lenape, alphabetically ar-

ranged by Lenape words, pp. 233-253.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Brinton, Bu-
reau of Ethnology, Congress, Eames, Pilling,

Powell, Shea, Trumbull.
Reviewed in Science, vol. 5, pp. 407-408, New

York, 1885, 4°. A.lso by H. de Charencey in

Revue d'Ethnographie, vol. 4, p. 276, Paris,

1885, 8°.

Clarke & co. 1886, no. 6705, priced a copy $3;

Leclerc, 1887, 15 fr. ; Dufoss6, 1888, 16 fr.;

Hiersemann. Leipsic, 1889, 13 M. 50 Pf.

See Squier (E. G.) for a work on the same
subject.
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Brinton (D. G.) — Continued.

The chief god of the Algonkins, in

his character as a cheat and a liar.

In American Antiquarian and Oriental Jour,

vol. 7, pp. 137-139, Chicago, 1885, 8°.

Name for God in Cree, Chippewa, Blackfoot,

and New England.

Issued separately also, without change of

pagination. (Eames, Pilling.)

The conception oflove in some Amer-
ican languages. By Daniel G. Brinton,

M. D.
In American Philosoph. Soc. Proc. vol. 23,

pp. 546-561, Philadelphia, 1886, 8°.

Words, phrases, and sentences in various

American languages, among them the Cree and
Chippeway.
Issued separately as follows:

The
I

conception of love
j
in

|
Some

American Languages.
|
By | Daniel G.

Brinton, A. M., M. D.,
|
Professor of

American ArchseoJogy and Linguistics

in the
|
University of Pennsylvania.

|

Eead before the American Philosophical

Society, November 5, 1886.
\

Philadelphia:
|
Press of McCalla &

Stavely, 237-9 Dock Street.
|
1886.

Printed cover with half-title, title as above

reverse blank 1 1. text pp. 3-18, 8°.

Copies seen : Eames, Powell.

Priced by Leclerc, 1887, 2 fr. ; by Dufos86,

1887, Ifr. 50' c.

•—— On polysynthesis and incorporation

as characteristics of American lan-

guages. By Daniel G. Brinton, M. D.
In American Philosoph. Soc. Proc. vol. 23, pp.

48-86, Philadelphia, 1 886, 8«.

Contains examples in a number of American
languages, among them the Cree.

Issued separately as follows

:

On
I

polysynthesis and incorporation

I
as characteristics of

|
American lan-

guages.
I
By

I

Daniel G. Brinton, A. M.,

M. D.,
I

Professor [ &c. twelve lines. ] |

Philadelphia : j McCalla & Stavely,

Printers, 237-9 Dock Street.
]
1:85.

Printed cover with half-title, title as above

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-41, 8°.

Examples in Cree, Nahuatl, Cakchiquel,

Cboctaw, Quiche, Othomi, Mutsun, and various

South American languages.

Copies seen: Astor, Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Priced by Leclerc, 1887, 3fr.; byDufo886, 1888,
3fr.

Keviewedby H. deCharenceyinEevue d'Etb-

nographie, vol. 4, pp. 460-462, Paris, 1885, 8°.

Rate of change in American lan-

guages.

In Science, vol. 10, p. 274, New York, 1887, 4°.

States the results of a " comparison between

the Alagiiilac of Guatemala, which is the most

Brinton (D. G.) — Continued.
southern dialect known of the Nahuatl, by
means of a vocabulary obtained in 1878, with
that tongue as spoken in the valley of Mexico
in 1550, preserved in the ' Yocabulario ' of Mo-
lina ;" also, a comparison of Len4p6 expres-

sions from different sources. Reference to the

Klamath, Chapanec, Kiche, Kakchiquel, and
Huron is made.

The language of palaBolithic man.
In American Philosoph. Soc. Proc. vol, 25^

pp. 212-225, Philadelphia, 1888, 8°.

Terms fori, thou, man, divinity, in Cree and
Lenape, p. 216.—Cree radicals or elements, p.

220.—General remarks on the Cree language
passim.

Issued separately as follows

:

The language
|
of

|
palaeolithic man,

I
By

I
Daniel G. Brinton, M. D.,

|
Pro-

fessor of American Linguistics and Ar-

chjBology in the University of Pennsyl-

vania.
I

Read before the American Phi-

losophical Society,
|
October 5, 1888.

|

Press of MacCalla & co.,
|
Nos. 237-9

Dock Street, Philadelphia.
|
1888.

• Printed cover as above, title as above versa

blank 1 1. text pp. 3-16, 8°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

Len4p<5 conversations.

In Journal of American Folk-Lore, vol. 1,

pp. 37-43, Boston and New York, 1888, 8°.

Many Lenape or Delaware terms passim.

—

The article closes with observations on '

' some
peculiarities of the language."

In the compilation of the material for this

paper Dr. Brinton had the assistance of Rev,

Albert S. Anthony, an educated Delaware
Indian.

and Anthony (A. S.), editors. A
I
Lenap^-English

|
dictionary.

|
From

an anonymous MS. in the Archives of

the
I

Moravian Church at Bethlehem,

Pa.
I

Edited, with additions,
|
by

|

Daniel G. Brinton, A. M., M. D.,
|
pro-

fessor of American archaeology and lin-

guistics in the University of
|
Pennsyl

vania,
|
and

|
Rev. Albert Seqaqkind

Anthony,
|
assistant missionary to the

Delawares and Six Nations, Canada.
|

Philadelphia :
|
The Historical Socie-

ty of Pennsylvania.
|
1888.

Half-title "Pennsylvania students' series"

verso blank 1 1. portrait of Zeisberger 1 1. title

"The Pennsylvania students' series, vol. I
"^

&c. dated 1889 verso blank 1 1. note verso blank

1 1. half-title "A Len4p6-English dictionary'*

verso blank 1 1. title as above verso printers 1

1. preface signed by D. G. Brinton pp. iii-vii,

Len^pe-English dictionary pp. 9-178, English

index pp. 179-236, sm. 4°.

Alphabetically arranged by Delaware words-
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Brinton (D. G.) and Anthony (A. S.)—
Continued.

The index is an alphabetic cross-reference list to

the English words occurring in the dictionary.

See Dencke (C.F.) for a description of the

original mamiscript.

"For about a century, beginning with 1740,

missionaries of. the United Brethren, or Mora-

vians, devoted themselves to the conversion

and civilization of portions of the LenAp6 or

Delaware Indians. These earnest Christian

men studied the native tongue, reduced it to

writing, and printed in it, for the use of their

converts, a number of works of a religious and

educational character. The history of their

literary activity in this language has been re-

cently traced elsewhere, in detail, and need not

be repeated here. While some of the results

appeared in type, much of it remained in manu-

script until the curiosity of scientific students

led to its publication. Thus, in 1827, Peter S.

Duponceau edited the grammar of Zeisberger,

and sixty years later his English-German-On-

ondaga-Delaware Dictionary was printed by

the private liberality of Prof. E. N. Horsford.

" These works of David Zeisberger,whose life

found an able and sympathetic narrator in the

late Right Rev. Edmund de Schweinitz, to-

gether with his printed "Delaware Spelling

Book," were the chief sources from which the

later missionaries drew their knowledge of the

LenS,p6 dialect ; and unquestionably the pres-

ent Len4p6-Euglish Dictionary was founded

mainly upon the linguistic work of this proto-

Lendpist. Sd far as the history of the ms. is

concerned, I can add nothing to what was stated

in 'The Len&p6 and their Legends,' which is

as follows

:

" ' It is probable thatMr. Dencke was the com-

piler of the Delaware Dictionary which is pre-

served in the Moravian Archives at Bethlehem.

The ms. is an oblong octavo, in a small, but
beautifully clear hand, and comprises about

3,700 words. The handwriting is that of the

late Rev. Mr. Kampman, who was missionary

to the Delawares on the Canada reservation

from 1840 to 1842. On inquiring the circum-

stances connected with this ms. he stated to me
that it was written at the period named, and
was a copy of some older work, probably by
Mr. Dencke, but of this he was not certain.'

"The Rev. C. F. Dencke, here alluded to, was
missionary to the Delawares at New Fairfield,

Canada, for a number of years after the war of

1812. He was the author of a grammar of the

tongue, now apparently lost, and translated

into it various portions of the New Testament.
His death took place in 1839.

"The ma. of Mr. Kampman was carefully

copied and enlarged by the addition of words
from themss. and printed works of Zeisberger,

Heckewelder, and Ettwein. These additions

have, in the printed copies, been indicated by
the capital letters, Z., E., and H. In this con-

dition the ms. was submitted to the Rev. Al-

bert Seqaqkind Anthony, a born Len^pe, and

Brinton (D. G.) and Anthony (A. S.)—
Continued.
perfectly familiar with the language of his na-

tion as spoken by that colony of it resident on

the Six Nations reservation in Ontario, Can-

ada. In this colony the usual dialect is the

Minsi, and, as its members belong to a portion

of the nation who were converted by mission-

aries of the English Church (to which Mr.

Anthony belongs), the theological terms de-

veloped usually differ widely from those framed

by the Moravians.

"Mr. Anthony kept the ms. by him for some
months, giving its contents careful attention,

andsubsequentlj the twoe4itorsmetand passed

in review every word in the dictionary. The
numerous notes and corrections in brackets,

with an appended capital A., are the emenda-

tions suggested by Mr. Anthony from the pres-

ent standpoint of the language and from the

dialect of his ancestral sub-tribe. The latter

differs somewhat from that employed by the

compiler of the dictionary. The grammatical

forms employed indicate that this was the

Unami (Wonami).
" No attempt has been made to increase the

lexicography by the insertion of words or

forms obtained from the Delaware of to-day.

All such, when mentioned, are by way of com-

parison only. It would have been easy to have

extended the vocabulary. There are evidently

some Len^pe radicals and many themes which

do not appear in this work, but the editors con-

fined their efforts to presenting this work as-

exclusively concerned with the dialect as em-

ployed by the Moravian missionaries, and

hence all additions to the vocabulary have been

from their writings."

—

Preface,

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

DauielG-arrison Brinton, etiinologist, born in

Chester County, Pa., May 13, 1837. He was
graduated at Yale in 1858 and at the Jefferson

Medical College in 1861, after which he spent a

year in Europe in study and in travel. On his

return he entered the army, in August, 1862, as

acting assistant surgeon. In February of the

following year he was commissioned surgeon

and served as surgeon-in-chief of the second,

division, eleventh corps. He waspresent at the
battles of Chancellorsville, G-ettysburg, and.

other engagements, and was appointed medical

director of his corps in October, 1863. In con-

sequenceof a sunstroke received soon afterthe

battle of Gettysburg he was disqualified for

active service, and in the autumn of that year he
became superintendent of hospitals at Quincy
and Springfield, 111., until Ausrust, 1865, when,
the civil war having closed, he was brevetted

lieutenant -colonel and discharged. He then
settled in Philadelphia, where he became editor

of " The Medical and Surgical Reporter," and
also of the quarterly " Compendium of Medical
Science." Dr. Brinton has likewise been a
constant contributor to other medical journals,

chiefly on questions of public medicine and
hygiene, and has edited several volumes on.
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Brinton (D, G.) — Continued.
therapeutics and diagnosis, especially tlie pop-

ular series known as " Napheys's Modern Ther-

apeutics," which has passed through so many
editions. In the medical controversies of the

day, he has always taken the position that med-

ical science should be based on the results of

clinical observation, rather than on physiolog-

ical experiments. He has become prominent

as a student and a writer on American ethnol-

ogy, his work in this direction beginning while

he was a student in college. The winter of

1856-'57, spent in Florida, supplied him with

material for his first published book on the

subject. In 1884 he was appointed professor

of ethnology and -archaeology in the Academy
of N"atural Sciences, Philadelphia. For some
years he has been president of the Numismatic

and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia, and

in 1886 he was elected vice-president of the

American Association for the Advancement of

Science, to preside over the section on anthro-

pology. During the same year he was awarded

the medal of the "Soci6t6 Am6ricaine do

France" for his "numerous and learned works

on American ethnology," being the first native

of the United States that has been so honored.

In 1885 the American publishers of the "Icon-

ographic Encyclopaedia "requested him to edit

the first volume, to contribute to it the articles

on "Anthropology" and "Ethnology," and to

revise that on " Ethnography," by Professor

<xerland, of Strasburg^ He also contributed to

the second volume of the same work an essay

on the " Prehistoric Archaeology of both Hem-
ispheres." Dr. Brinton has established a

library and publishing house of aboriginal

American literature, for the purpose of placing

within the reach of scholars authentic materi-

als for the study of the languages and culture

of the native races of America. Each work is

the production of native minds and is printed

in the original. The series, most of which were
edited by Dr. Brinton himself, include " The
Maya Chronicles" (Philadelphia, 1882); "The
Iroquois Book of Kites" (1883); "The Giiegii-

ence: A Comedy Ballet in the Nahuatl Spanish

Dialect of Nicaragua" (1883); "A Migration

Legend of the Creek Indians" (1884); "The
Lenape and Their Legends" (1885) ;

" The An-
nals of the Cakchiquels" (1885). ["Ancient

Nahuatl Poetry" (1887); Rig Veda Americanus
(1S90)]. Besides publishing numerous papers he
has contributed valuable reports on his exami-

nations of mounds, shell-heaps, rock inscrip-

tions, and other antiquities. He is the author of

"TheFloridian Peninsula: Its Literary History,

Indian Tribes, and Antiquities" (Philadelphia,

1859); "The Myths of the New World: A
Treatise on the Symbolism and Mythology of

the Red Race of America" (New York, 1868)
;

"The Religious Sentiment: A Contribution to

the Science and Philosophy of Religion" (1876);

" American Hero Myths : A Study in the Native

Rel igion s of the Western Continen t
" (Phil adel-

phia, 1882) ; "Aboriginal American Authors and

Brinton (D. G.) — Continued.
their Productions, Especially those in the Native

Languages" (1883); and "A Grammar of the

Cakchiquel Language of Guatemala " (1884).

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

[Brisbin (&ew. James S.)] Poetry of the

Indians.

In Harper's Magazine, vol. 57, pp. 104-108,

New York, 1878,8°.

Songs in Chippewa and Cherokee, and the

23d psalm in Algonquin, all with English trans-

lation.—A number of Chippewa terms passim.

British and Foreign Bible Society : These words

following a title or within parentheses after a

note indicate that a copy of the work has been

seen by the compiler in the library of that in-

stitution, 146 Queen Victoria street, London,

Eng.

British and Foreign Bible Society. Speci-

mens of some of the languages and

dialects
|
in which

|
The British and

Foreign Bible Society |
has printed or

circulated
|
the holy scriptures.

Colophon: London: printed by Messrs.

Gilbert & Rivington, for the British

and foreign bible society, Queen Vic-

toria street, E. C, where all informa-

tion concerning the society's work may
be obtained. [I860?]

1 sheet, large folio, 28 by 38 inches, 6 columns.

St. John iii, 16, in 134 languages, among them

the Cree (syllabic), no. 129; Ojibwa, no. 130;

Maliseet, no 131.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, Pilling, Powell.

Specimens ]
of some of the

|
lan-

guages and dialects ]
in which the

|

British and foreign bible society
|
has

printed and circulated the holy script-

ures.
I

[Picture.]
|

No. 10, Earl street, Blackfriars, Lon-

don.
I

Printed by W. M. Watts, Grown

court, Temple bar, London,
|
from

types principally prepared at his foun-

dry.
I

[1865?]

Title verso contents 1 1. text pp. 3-15, "facts

and figures" 1 p. 16°.

Contains Acts ii, 8, in Cree (syllabic charac-

ters) and in Chippewa, p. 15.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, Pilling.

Specimens
|
of some of the

|

lan-

guages and dialects
|
in which the

|

British and foreign bible society
|
has

printed and circulated the holy script-

ures.
1

[Picture, and one line.]
|

London. |
1868.

|
Printed by W. M.

Watts, 80, Gray's-Inn Road, from types

I

principally prepared at his foundry.
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Pp. 1-16, 18°.

Contains Acts ii, 8, in Cree (syllabic charac-

ters) and Chippeway, p. 15.

Though agreeing in most respects with the

[1865) edition, this is not from the same plates.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, Pilling.

—— St. John iii. 16
|
in some of the

|
lan-

guages and dialects
|
in which the

|

British & Foreign Bible Society
|
has

printed or circulated the holy script-

ures.
I

[Picture and one line quota-

tion.]
I

London:
|
printed for the British and

foreign bible society,
j By Gilbert &

Eivington, 52, St. John's Square, E. C.

I
1875.

Title as above verso contents 1 1. text pp. 3-30,

historical and statistical remarks 1 1, verso of-

ficejs and agencies of the society.

St. John iii, 16, in Cree (syllabic characters)

and Ojibwa, p. 29 ; in Maliseet, p. 30.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, Pilling, Powell.

Some copies are dated 1868. (*)

St. John III. 16
I

in some of the
|

languages and dialects
j
in which the

j

British and foreign | bible society
|

has printed and circulated
|
the holy

scriptures.
|

London :
|
British and Foreign Bible

Society, Queen Victoria Street.
|
Phila-

delphia Bible Society, Cor. Walnut and
Seventh Sts.,

1
Philadelphia. [1876?]

Cover title verso contents, text pp. 3-30, 12°.

St. John iii, 16, in Cree (syllabic characters)

and Qjibwa, p. 29; in Maliseet, p. 30.

Copies seen : Pilling.

St. John iii. 16 |
in most of the

|
lan-

guages and dialects
|
in which the

|

British & Foreign Bible Society
|
has

printed or circulated the holy script-

ures.
I

[Design and one line quotation.]

I
Enlarged edition.

(

London :
|
printed for the British and

foreign bible society,
|
By Gilbert &

Rivington, 52, St. John's Square, E. C.

I
1878.

Printed covers (title as above on the front

one verso quotation and notes), contents pp.
1-2, text pp. 3-48, 16°.

St. John iii, 16, in Eastern Cree (syllabic

characters), p. 26; "Western Cree (Roman char-

acters), Ojibwa, Maliseet, p. 27; Micmac, p.

28.

Copies seen: American Bible Society,PiIling.

British and Foreign — Continued.

St. John iii. 16
|
in most of the

|
lan-

guages and dialects
|
in which the

|

British & Foreign Bible Society
|
has

printed or circulated the holy script-

ures.
I

[Design and one line quotation. ]

I
Enlarged edition.

|

London:
|
printed for the British and

foreign bible society,
j
By Gilbert &

Eivington, 52, St. John's Square, E. C
I

1882.

Title as above reverse quotation and notes t

1. contents pp. 1-2, text pp. 3-48, historical and
statistical remarks 1 1. verso oflacers and
agencies, 16°.

Linguistic contents as in the edition of 1878,

titled above.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, British Museum, Pilling, Powell.

EBanr. ort loaHna, r.i. 3h ct. 16.
|
OSpaaiiM

nepeBOAOB'LCBameiiHaro nncaHia,
|
HS^anHwxT)

|

BejHKOdpHTaHCKHMT. H HUOCipaH HblMT.
|
dlldJIB-

iicKHM-boSmecTBOM-b.
I

[Design and one line

quotation.]
|

HeiaiaHo 4^ff dpHiaHCKaro h HHOcipaHnaro

BQOjeiicKaro
|
odmecTBa,

|
y TjLibdepia h Ph-

BUHFTOHa (Limited), 52, Ct. 4}kohct. CKsepi.,

JOHAOHT>.
I

1885.

Literal translation : The gospel by John, 3d

chapter, 16th verse. 1 Samples | of the transla-

tions of the holy scripture,
|
published

|
by the

British and foreign bible society. |
"God'sword

endureth forever"
|

Printed for the British and foreign bible
|

society | at Gilbert & Kiviugton's (Limited)^

52, St. John's Square, London.
I
1885.

Printed covers (title as above on front one

verso quotation and notes), contents pp. 5-7,

text pp. 9-68, 16°.

Linguistics as in 1878 edition, pp. 37-38.

Copies seen : Pilling.

Ev. St. Joh. iii. 16.
|
in den moisten

der
I

Sprachen und Dialecte
|

in welchen

die
I

Britische und Auslandische Bibel-

gesellschaft
|
die heilige Schrift druckt

und verbreitet.
|
[Design and one line

quotation.]
|
Vermehrte Auflage.

|

Londoii:
(
Britische und Auslandische

Bibelgesellschaft, | 146 Queen Victoria

Street, E. C.
|
1885.

Title as above on cover reverse a quotation,

contents pp. 1-4, text pp. 5-67 (verso of p. 67

notes), remarks, officers, agencies, etc. 3 11.

160.

St. John iii, 16, in Eastern Cree (syllabic char-

acters) and Western Cree (Roman characters),

p. 18; in Maliseet, p. 39; in Micmac, p. 43; in

Ojibwa (Saulteaux), p. 49 ; another Ojibwa ver-
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British and Foreign— Continued.
sion, entitled by mistake "Tinn6, or Chipe-

wyan (Roman)," p. 63.

In this and following editions the languages

are arranged alphabetically instead of geo-

graphically.

Copies seen : Pilling.

St. Jean III. 16, &c.
|
Specimens

|
de

la tradactioa de ce passage dans la

plupart
I

des langues et dialectes
|

dans

lesquels la
|
Soci6t6 Biblique Britan-

nique et ^Etrangere [ a iraprim6 ou mis

en circulation les saintes 6critures.
|

[Design and one line quotation.]
|

Londres:
|
Soci6t6 biblique britan-

iiique et ^trangere,
| 146, Queen Vic-

toria Street, E. C. |
1885.

Title on cover as above reverse quotation,

contents pp. 1-4, text pp. 5-67 (verso of p. 67 ob-

servations), remarks etc. 3 11. 16°.

Linguistics as in the German edition of 1885.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, Pilling.

St. John iii. 16, &c. |
in most of the

|

languages and dialects
|
in which the

|

British and foreign bible society
|
has

printed or circulated the holy script-

ures.
I
[Design and one line quotation.]

I

Enlarged edition.
|

London:
|
the British and foreign

bible society,
| 146, Queen Victoria

Street, London, E. C.
|
1885.

Title as above verso quotation and notes,

contents pp. 3-4, text pp. 5-67, remarks etc.

verso p. 67 and two following 11. 16°.

Linguistics as in the German edition of 1885,

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Some copies are dated 1886. (Pilling.)

-—- St. John iii. 16, &c.
|
in most of the

|

languages and dialects
|
in which the

|

British and foreign bible society
|
has

printed or circulated the holy script-

ures.
I

[Design and one line quotation.]

I

Enlarged edition.
|

London:
|
the British and foreign

bible society,
|

146 Queen Victoria

Street, London, E. C.
|
1889.

Title as above verso notes etc. 1 1. contents

pp. 3-4,text pp. 5-83, historical sketch etc. 2 11.

16°.

St. John iii, 16, in Eastern Cree (syllabic

characters) and in Western Cree (Roman), p.

23 ; in Maliseet, p. 53 ; in Micmac, p. 57 ; in

Ojibwa, p. 63 ; another Ojibwa version lettered

by mistake "Tiun6 (Roman)," p. 78.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

British Museum: These words following a title

or within parentheses after a note indicate that
a copy of the work referred to has been seen
by the compiler in the library of that institu-

tion, London, Eng.

Bromley (Walter). Vocabulary of the

Micmacs.

In Gallatin (A.), Synopsis of Indian tribes,

in American Ant. Soc. Trans, vol. 2, pp. 305-367,

Cambridge, 1836, 8°.

. A copy of the original manuscript of this

vocabulary, made by Mr. Duponceau, is in the
library of the American Philosophical Society,

Philadelphia, Pa. It forms no, xlvi of a col-

lection recorded in a folio account book, of
which it occupies pp. 146-148.

Brooklyn: This word following a title or inclosed

within parentheses after a note indicates that

a copy of the work referred to has been seen by
the compiler in the Brooklyn Library at Brook-
lyn, K Y.

Brotherton, Songs. See Baker (T.)

Brown: This word following a title or within
parentheses after a note indicates that a copy
of the work referred to has been seen by the
compiler in the library of the late John Carter
Brown, Providence, R. I.

Brown (George Stayley.) Yarmouth,
|

Nova Scotia;
|
a sequel to Campbell's

History.
|
By George S. Brown.

|
[One

line quotation.]
|
[Vignette.]

|

Boston:
| Rand Avery company,

printers.
|
1888.

Title verso copyright 1 1. dedication verso
blank 1 1. preface pp. 5-6, authorities consulted

pp. 7-8, contents pp. 9-14, text pp. 15-512, index

pp. 513-524, 8°.

Chapter 7, The Micmacs (pp. 86-101), contains

a short account of geographic names (from

Trumbull), pp. 90-91; a general vocabulary of

70 words, names of the seasons, days of the

week, months of the year, phases of the moon,
of the day and night, numerals 1-10 (from

Rasles), pp. 91-95; a further discussion of

Micmac geographic names, including some in

Yarmouth county, pp. 95-98; title-pages of

Eliot's Indian bible and new testament, pp.
98-99; Lord's prayer in Natic (from Eliot's

catechism), p. 99; Lord's prayer in the Etche-

min of the Kennebec, pp, 99-100; Apostles'

creed in Natic (from Eliot), p, 100,

Copies seen: Harvard, Massachusetts His-

torical Society.

Brown {Mrs. William Wallace). Some
indoor and outdoor games of the Wa-
banaki Indians. By Mrs.W. W. Brown,
Calais, Maine.

In Royal Soc. of Canada Proc. and Trans,

vol, 6, section 2, pp, 41-46, Montreal, 1889, 4°.

Includes many Abnaki terms, names of

games, implements used, etc.
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Brown (W. W.)— Continued.

A manuscript collection of Passama-

quoddy legends and folk-lore. (*)

"Collected by Mrs. W. Wallace Brown, of

Calais, Maine. These are all given -with the

greatest accuracy as narrated by Indians, some
in broken Indian-English. They embrace a

very great variety of folk-lore."—ie^and'*

Algonquin legends,'^. 10.

This manuscript is in the possession of Mr.
Charles G. Leland.

See Reade (J.)

Bruce (W.H.) Vocabulary of the Me-
nomonee.

In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Indian tribes, vol.2,

pp. 470-481, Philadelphia, 1852, 4°.

Contains about 400 words.

Keprintedin Ulrici (E.), Die Indianer Nord-

Amerikas, p. 39, Dresden, 1867, 8^.

Brunson (Alfred). Wisconsin geograph-

ical nojiues. By Alfred Brunson.
In "Wisconsin Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 1, pp. 110-

115, Madison, 1855, 8°.

A few aboriginal terms with English signifi-

cation.

Alfred Brunson was born at Danbury, Conn.,

Feb. 9, 1793 ; removed to Ohio in 1812 ; to Wis-

consin in October, 1835 ; served at one time as

missionary to the Indians ; was elected to the

territorial legislature in 1849 ; and at one time

was Indian agent atLa Pointe. Ee-entering the

ministry, thereafter served in that capacity,

including a temporary service as chaplain in

the army, in 1862. Died at Prairie du Chien,

Aug. 3, 1882.

Buch das gut enthaltend den Gesang
[Micmac]. See Kauder (C.)

Buch das gut enthaltend den Katechis-

mus [Micmac]. See Kauder (C.)

Buch das gut enthaltend den Katechis-

mus, Betrachtung [Micmac]. See Kau-
der (C.)

Buch das gut enthaltend den Katechis-

mus, Betrachtung, Gesang [Micmac].

See Kauder (C.)

Buchanan (James), H. B. M. Consul.

Sketches
|
of the

|
history, manners,

and customs,
|
of the

|
North American

Indians,
|

with | a plan for their melior-

ation.
I

By James Buchanan, Esq.
|

His Britannic majesty's consul for the

state of New-York.
|
In two volumes. 1

Vol.I[-II].
I

New-York :
|
published by William

Borredaile,
|
No. 130 Fulton-street.

|

1824.

2 vols.: title verao copyright 1 1. half-title

Terso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. pref-

Buchanan (J.) — Continued.
ace pp. vii-xi, text pp. 13-182 ; title verso blank
1 1. half-title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 5-156 ; 12°.

American Philosophical Society. Catalogue

of manuscript works on the Indians and their

languages, presented to the American Philo-

sophical Society, or deposited in their library,

vol. 2, pp. 79-82.

Duponceau (P. S.), Language of the Indians,

vol. 2, pp. 48-77.

These two articles are reprinted from the

American Philosoph. Soc. Trans. Hist, and Lit.

Com. vol. 1, Philadelphia, 1819, 8°.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Harvard, Wisconsin Historical Society.

At the Field sale, catalogue no. 226, a copy
brought $3; at the Piuart sale, no. 170, 3 fr.

Clarke & co. 1886 catalogue, no. 6310, priced it

$3.

Sketches
|
of the

|
history, manners,

and customs
|
of the

|
North American

Indians.
|
By James Buchanan, Esq.

|

his majesty's consul for the
|
state of

New York.
|

London :
|
printed for Black, Youngs

and Young,
|

Tavistock-street. |

MDCCCXXIV [1824].

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso printer

1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. preface pp vii-xi,

text pp. 1-371, 8°.

Linguistics as under previous title, pp. 269-

306, 307-310.

Copies seen: Bancroft, Boston Athenaeum,

British Museum, Congress, Watkinson.

The Field copy, catalogue no. 227, brought

$1.25; the Brinley copy, no. 5366, $1.75; the

Murphy copy, no. 396, $1.50; Quaritch, no.^

29926, priced it 6s., and Clarke & co. 1886, no.

6309, $2.50.

Buk of Djenesis in Mikmak. See Rand
(S. T.)

Buk of Samz in Mikmak. See Rand
(S. T.)

Buschmann (Johann Carl Eduard) . Uber

den Naturlaut. Von Hrn. Buschmann.

In Konigliche Akad. der Wiss. zu Berlin,

Abhandlungen aus dem Jahre 1852, pt. 3, pp.

391-423, Berlin, 1853,4°.

Contains a few words of Pottawatameh,

Blackfoot, Chippewa, and Shawano.

Issued separately as follows:

tJber
1
den

|
Naturlaut,

|
von | Joh.

Carl Ed. Buschmann.
|

Berlin,
|
In Ferd. Diimmler's Verlags-

Buchhandlung.
|
1853.

|
Gedruckt in

der Druckerei der koniglichen Akade-

mie
I

der Wissenscbaften.

1 p. 1. pp. 1-34, 40.

Copies seen : Astor, British Museum.
Translated and reprinted as follows:
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Buschmann (J. C. E.) —Continued.
" On Natural Sounds," by Professor

J. C. E. Buschmann. Translated by
Campbell Clarke, esq., from the Ab-

liandlungen der koniglicben Akademie
derWissensohaften zu Berlin, aus dem
Jabre 1852.

In Philolog. Soc. [of London], Proc. vol. 6,

pp. 188-206, [London, 1855], 8°.

Die Spureu der aztekischen Sprache

im nordlichen ISIexico und hoheren

amerikanischenNorden. Zugleich eine

Musterung der Volker und Sprachen des

nordlichen IMexico's und der Westseite

Nordamerika's von Guadalaxara an bis

zum Eismeer. Von Job. Carl Ed. Busch-

mann.
In Konigliche Akad. der Wiss. zu Berlin,

Abhaudlungen aus dem Jalire 1854, Zweiter

Supp.-Baud, pp. 1-819 (forms thewhole volume),

Berlin, 1859, 4°.

Comparison of the Scheyenne vocabularies

• of Abert (Am. Eth. Soc. Trans, vol. 2), Smith

(Schoolcraft, vol. 3), and Maximilian, pp. 610-

611.—Comparison of Blackfoot and Arapahoe
with other Algonquian languages, p. 611.

Issued separately as follows:

——Die
I
Spuren der aztekischen Sprache

I
im nordlichen Mexico I und hoheren

amerikanischen Norden.
|
Zugleich

|

eine IVlusterung der Volker und Spra-

chen
I
des nordlichen Iklexico's

i
und

der Westseite Nordamerika's
|
von Gua-

dalaxara an bis zum Eismeer.
|
Von

Job. Carl Ed. Buschmann.
|

Berlin.
|
Gedruckt in der Buchdruck-

erei der Konigl. Akademie
|
der Wis-

aenschaften. | 1859.

Buschmann (J. C. E.)— Continued.

1 p. 1. pp. vii-xii, 1-819, 4°.

Copies seen: Astor, Brinton, Maisonnenve»
Quaritch, Trumbull, Eames.

Published at 20 Marks. An uncut half-mo-

rocco copy was sold at the Fischer sale, cata-

logue no. 269, to Quaritch, for 21. 11«. ; the lat-

ter prices two copies, catalogue no. 12552, one
21. 2s. the other 21. 10«. ; the Pinart copy, cata-

logue no. 178, brought 9 fr. ; Koehler, catalogue

no. 440, prices it 13 M. 50 Pf.
;
priced again by

Quaritch, no. 30037, 21.

Butler {Gen. Richard). Vocabulary of

the Shawnoes.

In G-allatin (A.), Synopsis of Indian tribes,

in American Ant. Soc. Trans, vol. 2, pp. 305-

367, Cambridge, 1836, 8°.

The following extracts from private letters of
"Washington are found in volume 9 of Sparks 'a

"Writings of George Washington/' Boston,

1835, pp. 301, 306-307:
'

' I have received your letter of the 30th of

November, accompanied by the Indian vocabu-

lary. * * * I assure you it is a matter of

surprise to me to find that you have been able

to complete a work of such difficulty and mag-

nitude in so short a time."

—

Letter to EicharS

Butler, Jan. 10, 1788.

" It is with great pleasure I transmit to yoa
by this conveyance, a vocabulary of the Shaw*

anese and Delaware languages. Tour perfect

acquaintance witb General Eichard Butler, the

same worthy officer who served under your or-

ders, and who has taken the trouble to compile

them, supersedes the necessity of my saying

anything in support of their veracity and cor-

rectness. * * * I heartily wish the at-

tempt of that singularly great character, the

Empress of Russia, to form a universal diction-

ary, may be attended with the merited suc^

CQas."—Letter to Lafayette, Jan. 10, 1788.
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Cahokia. See Illinois.

Calendar

:

Abnaki See Vetromile (E.)

Chippewa D616age (F. K.)

Chippewa Jacker (E.)

Chijipewa Pr6vo8t (M.)

Cree Cree.

Cree Lacomhe (A.)

Montagnais Arnaud (C.)

Monlagnaia La Brosse (J. B. de)

.

Montagnais Tsistekaigan.

Nipissing Caoq(J. A.)

Nipissing Cuoq (J. A,) and D616age

(F.R.)

Nipissing Deleage (F. E.)

Nipissing Prevest (M.)

Calendar in the Montagnais language.

See La Brosse (J. B. de).

Calendar for the Saskatchewan Indians.

See Lacombe (A.)

Calendrier d'Oka [Nipissing]. See Cuoq
(J. A.)

Calkins (Hiram). Indian nomenclature

of northern Wisconsin, with a sketch of

the manners and customs of the Chip-

pewas. By Hiram Calkins, esq., of

"Wausau.
In Wisconsin Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 1, pp. 119-

126, Madison, 1855, 8°.

Contains Chippewa names of streams, falls,

rapids, and chiefs, with English definitions.

Cameron (Rev. James D.) [Gospels and
hymns in the Ojihwa language.] (*)

"Mr. Cameron was ordained to the ministry

in May [1836]. He prepared a book of twenty-
four hymns in Ojibwa, and translated the Gos-

pels by Mark and Luke."

—

History ofAmerican
Missions, p. 491.

[Campanius (Johan).] Lutheri
| Cate-

chi8mus,|0fwe}-satt
|

pa [American-Vir-

giniske
|

Spraket.
1

[Coat of arms. ] |

Stockholm,
|
Tryckt vthi thet af

Kongl. Mayt*. privileg.
|

Burchardi

Tryckeri, af J. J. Genath, f.
| Anno M

DCXCVI [1696].

Engraved title : Catechismvs Lutheri | Lin-

gra
I
Srecico-Americana.

Third title : Vocabulariura
|
barbaro-

|
Yir-

gineo-
I
rum.

|
Additis passim locutioni-

|
bus&

observationibus Histo- 1 ricia brevioribus ad

Campanius (J.) — Continued.
linguae plenio-

|
rem notitiam.

|
[Typographic

ornament.] |
Anno M DC XCVI [1696].

Engraved title 1 1. printed title verso blank 1

1, Fortalet 7 11. text pp. 1-160 (the third title

being p. 133), 12°. See fac-similes of title-pages.

Catechism in the Delaware and Swedish lan-

guages, pp. 1-129.—Oratio dominica Lingua Vir-

giniana (ex Bibl. Virgin. Cantabrig. Nov. Angl.

1663), p. 130.—Oratio dominica Lingua Carai-

bica, p. 131.—Lord's prayer, etc., in Swedish, p.

132.—Vocabularium barbaro-Virgineorum (clas-

sified vocabulary in Delaware and Swedish), pp.
135-150.—Colloquia (dialogues) in Delaware
and Swedish, pp. 150-153.—Numerals 1-100 in

Delaware, p. 154.—Vocabula Mahakuassica

(Susquehanna or Minqua), concluding with the

numerals 1-102, pp. 155-160.

The catechism appears to be more of a para-

phrase than a literal translation. Each para-

graph of the Delaware version is followed by
the Swedish "versio," and that by the text of

Luther in Swedish, the latter in larger t.ype.

Copies seen.- Astor, British Museum, Brown,
Lenox, National Museum, Shea, Trumbull.

The Field copy, no. 1405, brought $14. Two
copies were sold at the Brinley sale, nos 5698

and 5699; the former, "engraved title, gros-

grain levant led morocco extra, filleted sides,

ins. borders g. e.," brought $50; t!. clatter, "an-
other fine copy,without the engraved title-page,

old calf, g. e.," brought $25. The Pinart copy,

no. 566, was bought by Quaritch for 145 fr. At
the Murphy sale, no. 1542, a "green morocco,

gilt-edged copy, with the rare map," brought

$18 ; another copy, no. 1543, old calf, brought $8.

Quaritch, no. 30084, pi iced a " fine copy, calf,

with the cypher of Charles XI of Sweden on

sides," 81. 8s. Ellis & Scrutton, 1886, no. 59,

priced it 251. Maisonneuve in 1889 priced it

160 fr.

John Campanius Holm, Swedish clergyman,

born in Stockholm, Sweden, in 1601, died there

17 Sept., 1683. He sailed with Governor Printz

from Gottenburg 1 Nov., 1642, and arrived at

Fort Christina, on the Delaware, 15 Feb., 1643,

where he entered on his duties as chaplain to

the Swedish colony, and continued to ofliciate

in this capacity during six years. Prior to his

coming he had been preceptor of the orphans'

seminary in Stockholm.

Under his ministry in the colony a church
was erected at Tinicura, the seat of govern-

ment, and was consecrated by him 4 Sept.,

1646. This was the first house of worship that

was erected within the limits of Pennsylvania.

ALG- 65
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Campanius (J.)— Coutinued.
He manifested a deep interest in the welfare

of the Indiana, and performed missionary work
among them. They visited his house and came
to hear him preach. To farther his work he

applied himself to learning their language,

into which he here began the task of translat-

ing Luther's catechism. His labors in New
Sweden ended in May, 1648, when he sailed for

home in the ship "Swan," arriving at Stock-

holm on 4 July following. On his return to

Sweden he was made chaplain to the admiralty

and afterward rector at Upland, where he com-

pleted his translation of the catechism into the .

language of the Delawares, or Lenni-Lenape.

It was published in the Delaware and Swedish,

languages (Stockholm, 1696), together with a

vocabulary, a copy of which is in the library

of the American Philosophical Society. In the

translation he accommodates the Lord's prayer

to the circumstances of the Indians by substi-

tuting for "daily bread" a plentiful supply of

venison and corn. He was buried in the

church of Frost Hults, where there is a monu
ment to his memory.— Appleton's Cyclop, of

Am. Biog.'

Campanius Holm
Beskrifning

|
Om

(Thomas).

Provincien

Kort

Nya
Swerige

|
uti

|
America,

[ Som nu
fortjden at' the Engelske kallas

|
Pen-

sylvania.
|
Af larde och trowardige

Mans skrifter och berattelser ihopale-
[

tad och sammaustrefwen, samt med
athskillige Figurer

|
utziiad af

|

Thomas Campanias Holm.
|

[Figure.]
|

Stockholm, Tryckt uti Kougl. Boktr.

hos Sal. Wankijfs
|
Aukia med egen

bekostnad, af J. H. Werner. Ahr
MDCCII [1702].

Engraved title: Novae Svecise
|
Seu

|
Pen-

aylvanias
|
in America

| descriptio.

Engraved title 1 1. printed title 1 1. 7 other

p. 11. pp. 1-190, errata 1 p. maps, sm. 4°.

En Orde- och Samtals-Bok, pa de Ameri-
caners Sprak wid Nya Swerige, eller som det
nu kallas Pensylvauia [ Algonquian], pp. 153-

179.—Om the Myncqueser eller Mynckussar
och theras Sprak [Oneida], pp. 180-18t.

Copies seen : Astor, British Museum, Brown,
Congress, Lenox, Trumbull.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 1396, Zl. 3«.

The Fischer copy, no, 2191, was bought by
Quaritch for 11. 1.5s. At the Field sale a copy,

no. 256, sold for $17; at the Menzies sale, no.

327, "green levant morocco, paneled sides, gilt

edges," for $37.50. Quaritch, nos. 11837 and
29662, prices a "red morocco. extra, gilt-edged"

copy, 16?., and nos. 11838 and 29663, an "old
calf, neat" copy, dl. \0s. and Ql., respectively.

Two copies at the Brlnley sale, nos. 3043 and
3044, brought, the former $85 and the latter $80.

At the Pinart sale a fine copy, no. 190, brought

Campanius Holm (T.) — Coutiuued.
95 fr. ; and at the Murphy sale, no. 2854, a red

morocco extra copy brought $28. Priced bj

Maisonneuve in 1889, "very fine copy," 250 fr.;

and by Dodd Mead & co. Nov. 1889, $55.

A short description of the province

ofNew Sweden. Now called, by the En-

glish, Pennsylvania, in America. Com-
piled from the relations and writings of

persons worthy of credit, and adorned

with maps and plates. By Thomas
Campanius Holm. Translated from the

Swedish, for the Historical Society of

Pennsylvania. With notes. By Peter

S. Du Ponceau, LL. D. President of the

American Philosophical Society, Mem-
ber of the Royal Academy of History

and Belles Lettres of Stockholm, and

one of the Council of the Historical So-

ciety of Pennsylvania.

In Pennsylvania Hist. Soc. Mem. vol. 3, pt. 1,

pp. 1-166, Philadelphia, 1834, 8°.

Of the origin and language of the Indians in

Virginiaand New Sweden, pp. 112-115.—Vocab-

ulary and phrases in the American language of

New Sweden, otherwise called Pennsylvania

[Algonquian], pp. 144-156.—Of the Minques, or

Minckus, and their language (pp. 157-159), in-

cludes a short vocabulary and numerals

[Oneida], pp. 158-159.

Issued separately as follows:

A
I

short description
|
of the

|
Prov-

ince of New Sweden,
|
now called by

the English,
|
Pennsylvania, in Amer-

ica.
I

Compiled
|
from the relations and

writings of persons worthy of credit,
|

and adorned with maps and plates.
|

By Thomas Campanius Holm.
|
Trans-

lated from the Swedish,
|
for the His-

torical Society of Pennsylvania.
|
With

notes.
I

By Peter S. Du Ponceau, LL.D.

I

President [&c. three lines.]
|

Philadelphia: |
M'Cartyife Davis, No.

171, Market street.
|
1834.

Title reverse blank 1 1. pp. iii-xi, 13-166, 8°.

Linguistics as under title next above.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Dunbar, Trumbull.

At the Field sale an uncut copy, no. 257, sold

for $1.50; at the Menzies sale, no. 328, a "half

green morocco, gilt top, uncut " copy for $5.25.

The Murphy copy, no. 453, brought $4.

Campbell (John). The affiliation of the

Algonquin languages. By John Camp-
bell, M. A.

In Canadian Inst. Proc. new series, vol. 1, pt.

1, pp. 15-53, Toronto, 1879, 8°.
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Campbell (J.)— Continued.

A general discussion of the Algonquin lan-

guages with, examples and aflfinities, pp. 15-25.

—

Comparative vocabulary of the Algonquin lan-

guages (Delaware, Miami, Missisagua, Illinois,

Shawno, Micmac, Sankikani, Xree, Virginia,

Nipissing, Menomeni, Blackfoot, Narraganset,

Potawatomi, Shyenne, Arrapaho, Ojibbeway,

New England, Natick, Mohican, Piankashaw,

Penobscot, Ottawa, Nanticoke, Sac and Fox,

Pampticoke, Abenaki, Souriquois, Passama-

quoddy, Massachusetts, Powhattan, Minsi),

with the Malay, Polynesian, Ural Altaic, Asia-

tic, Hyperborean, and Peninsular, pp. 26-45.—

Vocabulary II. Comparison of characteristic

forms in Algonquin with the same in the lan-

guages of neighboring families f-A-thabascan,

Iroquois, Dacotah, and Choctaw], pp. 45-49.—

Vocabulary III. Comparison ofpronouns, prep-

ositions, and adverbs, Algonquin and Malay-

Polynesian, p. 50.—^Vocabulary ofmiscellaneous

terms, Algonquin und Malay-Polynesian, pp.

50-53.

Issued separately as follows

:

The affiliation of the Algonquin lan-

guages. By John Campbell, M. A., pro-

fessor of church history, Presbyterian

college, Montreal. [1879.]

No title-page, pp. 1-41, 8°.

Linguistics as under title next above.

Copies seen: Shea.

On some important principles of

comparative grammar as exemplified in

aboriginal American languages.

In Canada Educational Monthly and School

Chronicle, vol. 1, no. 3, pp. 144-149, Toronto,

March, 1879, 8°. (Pilling.)

This paper attempts to indicate the analogy

of two great families of American speech with

the northern and southern Turanian families

of Asia, as postponing and preposing languages

respectively, employing words and sentences

of the Chippewa, Iroquois, Cree, Quichfi, Maya,
Aztec, and Algonquin.

On the origin of some American
Indian tribes. By John Campbell.

[First article.]

In Montreal Nat. Hist. Soc. Proc, new series,

vol. 9, pp. 65-80, Montreal, 1879, 8°.

Vocabulary of Algonquin dialects, and of the

Maya-Quiche, showing similarities with the

Malay-Polynesian, pp. 72-73.

The second article, pp. 193-212 of the same
volume, contains no Algonquian material.

- The unity of the human race, con-

sidered from an American standi^oint.

In British and Foreign Evangelical Review,
new series, no. 37, pp. 74-101, London, January,

1880, 8°. (Pilling.)

By a copious exhibition and comparison of

grammatical and lexical forms, this article pro-

fesses to discover in America two main families

Campbell (J. )— Continued.
of speech, and to connect these with the North-

ern Asiatic and Malay Polynesian families, re-

spectively. It abounds in words and sentences

fupm and remarks concerning the Iroquois,

Choctaw, Quiche, Algonquin, Creek, Kadiak,

Tchuktchi, Cherokee, Dacotah, Mohawk, Ojib-

beway, Cree, New England, Illinois, Penobscot,

Menomeni, and Maya.

Origin of the aborigines of Canada.
In Quebec Lit. and Hist. Soc. Trans, session

1880-1881, pp. 61-93, and appendix pp. i-xxxiv,

Quebec, 1882, 12°.

The first part of this paper is an endeavor to

show a resemblance between various families

of the New World and between these and va-

rious peoples of the Old World, and contains

words in severalAlgonquian languages, pp. 84,

86.—Comparative vocabulary of the Algonquin
and Malay-Polynesian languages, pp. xv-xix,

includes words in the following: Delaware, Il-

linois, Shawno, Missisagua, Miami, Micmac,
Long Island, Sankikani, Virginia, Cree, Nipis-

sing, Ottawa, Menomeni, Sac and Fox, Narra-

gansett, Potawatomi, Blackfoot, Mohican, Ar-
rapaho, New England, Etcheminj Scoffi, Shesh-

tapoosh, Abenaki, Piankashaw, and Ojibbeway.
Issued separately as follows:

Origin
|
of the

|
aborigines of Can-

ada.
I
A paper read before the Literary

and historical society,
(
Quebec,

|
by

|

Prof. J. Campbell, M. A.,
|
(of Mon-

treal,)
I

D616gu6 G6n6ral de I'lnstitu-

tion Ethnographique de Paris.
|

Quebec :
|
printed at the " Morning

Chronicle" office.
|
1881.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

blank 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. text pp.
1-33, and appendix pp. i-xxxiv, 8°. Twenty-five

copies printed.

Copies seen : Powell.

Caniba. See Abnaki.

Carey (Ma,tthew), editor. SeeAmerican
Museum.

[Carnegie (<Sir James).] Saskatchewan
|

and
I

the Rocky mountains.
|
A diary

and narrative of travel, sport,
|
and ad-

venture, during a journey through the

I
Hudson's bay company's territories,

(
in 1859 and 1860.

|
By

|
the earl of

Southesk,
| K. T., F. R. G. S. [Sir

James Carnegie.]
|
[Seven lines quota-

tion.]
I
With maps and illustrations.

|

Edinburgh : | Edmonston and Doug-
las.

I
1875.

I

(The right of translation

is reserved.)

Half-title verso printers 1 1. frontispiece 1 1.

title verso blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-xiii, errata

and addenda 1 p. contents pp. xv-xxviii, list of

illustrations pp. xxix-xxx, text with appendix

pp. 1-423, iadex pp. 425-448, maps, plates, S^.
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Carnegie (J.) — Continued.
Cree syllabic characters, terminations, etc. on

four plates following p. 422.

Copies seen : British Museum, Congress, Har-

Yard, Lenox. •

Carver (Jonathan). Travels ( through

the
I
interior parts

|
of

|
North-Ameri-

ca,
I

in the
|
Years 1766, 1767, and 1768.

I
By J. Carver, Esq.

|
captain of a

company of provincial
|
troops during

the late
|
war with France.

|
Illustrated

with copper plates.
|

London :
|
Printed for the author

; |

And Sold by J. Walter, at Charing-

cross, and
|
S. Crowder, in Pater-noster

Eow.
I

M DCC LXXVIII [1778].

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication 1 1. contents

8 11. introduction pp. i-xvi, text pp. 17-543,

errata etc. p. [541], maps, 8°.

Chapter xvii. Of their language, hieroglyph-

icks, (fee. (pp.414-441), contains a vocabulary of

the Chippeway language, pp. 420-432, and nu-

meral terms 1-1000 of the same, pp. 433-438.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Brown,

Bureau of Ethnology, Congress, Harvard, Mas-

sachusetts Historical Society.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 470, 8s. 6d.

At the Squier sale, catalogue no. 165, a half-

morocco, uncut copy brought $4.75; at the

Pinart sale, catalogue no. 209, a copy brought 5

fr. Quaritch, no. 29928, prices one copy, uncut,

21.; another, half-calf, 11. 10s.; and one, no. 29929,

tree-marbled calf, extra, 21. 10s.

Travels
|
through the

|
interior parts

I
of

I

North America,
|
in the

|
Years

1766, 1767, and 1768.
[
By J. Carver,

Esq.
I

captain of a company of provin-

cial
I

troops during the late
|
war with

France.
|

Illustrated with copper

plates.
I

The second edition.
|

London :
|
Printed for the Author,

|

By William Richardson in the Strand
;

I

And sold by J. Dodsley, in Pallmall;

J. Robson, iu New
|
Bond-street; J.

Walter, at Charing- cross; J. Bew, | in

Pater-nOster Row; and Mess. Rich-

ardson and
I
Urquhart, at the Royal

Exchange.
|
M DCC LXXIX [1779].

12 p. 11. pp. i-xvi, 17-543, map, 8°.

Linguistics as in the first edition, titled next

above.

Copies seen: British Museum, Brown, Con-

gress, Massachusetts Historical Society.

The Squier copy, sheep, catalogue no. 166,

brought $3 ; the Murphy copy, calf, catalogue

no. 483, $3. Priced by Quaritch, no. 29930, half-

calf, 11. 168.

-^— Travels | through the | Interior

Parts
I
of

I
North-America, \

in the
|

Carver (J.) — Continued.

Years 1766, 1767, and 1768.
| By J. Car-

ver, Esq.
|
Captain of a Company of

Provincial
|
Troops during the late

|

War with France. | Illustrated with
copper plates.

|

Dublin : [
Printed for S. Price, R-.

Cross, W. Watson, W. and H. | White-
stone, J. Potts, J. Williams,W. Colles,

|

W. Wilson, R. Moncrieffe, C. Jenkin,.

G.
I
Burnet, T. Walker, W. Gilbert, L.

L.
I

Flin, J. Exshaw, L. White, J..

Beatty,
|
and B. Watson.

|
MDCCLXX-

IX [1779].

10 p. 11. pp. i-xiii, 15-508, map, 8°.

Linguistic chapter as above, pp. 387-412.

Copies seen : British Museum, Brown, Dun-
bar.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 471, 10«. Qd^

Johann Carvers
|
Reisen

|
durch

|

die innern Gegenden
|
von

|
Nord-Ame-

rika
1
in den Jahren 1766, 1767 und 1768,,

I
mit einer Landkarte.

|
Aus dem Eng-

lischen.
|

Hamburg,
|

bey Carl Ernst Bohn. 1780.

Pp. i-xxiv, 1-456, map, 12°.

Linguistic chapter as above, pp. 350-359.

Copies seen : Brown.

Travels | through the | interior

parts
I

of
I

North America,
|
in the

|

I
Years 1766, 1767, and 1768.

|
By J. Car-

ver, Esq.
I
captain of a company of

provincial
|
troops during the late

|
war

with France.
|
Illustrated with copper

plates,
I

coloured.
|
The third edition.

|

To which is added. Some Account of

the
I
author, and a copious index.

|

London :
|
Printed for C. Dilly, in the

Poultry; H.Payne, in
|
Pall-mall; and

J. Phillips, in George-Yard,
|
Lombard-

Street.
I

M DCC LXXXI [1781].

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. adver-

tisement verso blank 1 1. some account of John
Carver pp. 1-22, 11 11. pp. i-xvi, text pp. 17-543,

index 10 11. 8°.

Linguistics as given under title of first edi'

tion, pp. 414-441.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Brown, Congress.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 472, 10«.

6d. At the Field sale, catalogue no. 283, a half-

morocco, uncut copy brought $5.50; at the-

Brinley sale, catalogue no. 4458, it sold for $6.

Three years
|
travels,

I

through the
|

Interior Parts of North America,
|
for

more than
|
five thousand miles,

|
con-

taining,
I

An Account of the great

Lakes, and all the Lakes,
|
Islands, and.
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Carver (J.) — Continued.

Rivers, Cataracts, Mountains, Minerals,

I

Soil and Vegetable Productions of the

North West |
Regions of that vast Con-

tinent;
I

with a
I

description of the

birds, beasts, reptiles,
|
insects, and

fishes peculiar to the country. | To-

gether with a concise
|
history of the

genius, manners, and
|
customs of the

Indians
|
Inhabiting the Lands that lie

adjacent to the Heads and to the
|

Westward of the great River Missis-

sippi;
I
and an

|
appendix,

|

Describing

the uncultivated Parts of America that

are the
|
most proper for forming Settle-

ments,
j
By Captain Jonathan Carver,

j
of the provincial troops in America.

|

Philadelphia :
|
Printed and sold by

Joseph Crukshank in Market-street
]

and Robert Bell, in Third street. |

MDCCLXXXIV [1784].

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication pp. iii-iv, an

address pp. v-vi, contents pp. vii-xvi, intro-

duction pp. xvii-xxi, text pp. 23-217, 8°.

Of their language, &c. pp. 170-179.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Brown.

Voyage | dans
|
les Parties Int^ri-

eures
|
de

|

L'Am6rique Septentrionale,
|

Pendant lea ann6es 1766, 1767 & 1768.
|

Par Jonathan Carver,
|
Ecuyer, Capi-

tal ne d'une compagnie de tioupes
|
pro-

vinciales pendant la guerre du Canada

I
entre la France & I'Angleterre.

]
Ou-

vrage traduit sur la troisi^me Edition
|

Angloise, par M. de C . . . avec des re-

mar-
I
ques & quelques additions du

traducteur.
|

Yverdon. | M.DCC.LXXXIV [1784].

Pp. i-xxvi, 1-436, 12°.

Des langues des Indiens, pp. 304-322.

Copies seen : Brown, Pilling.— Voyage
|

dans { les parties int^rleures

I
de

j
I'Am^rique Septentrionale,

|
Pen-

dant les ann^es 1766, 1767 & 1768.
|
Par

Jonathan Carver,
|
Ecuyer, Capitaine

d'une Compagnie de Troupes
|
Provin-

ciales pendant la guerre du Canada
€ntre la

|
France & I'Angleterre.

|
Ou-

vrage traduit sur la troiseme Edition
|

Angloise, par M. de C. . . . avec des

remarques &
\

quelques additions du
Traducteur.

|

[Design.]
|

A Paris,
|
Chez Pissot, Libraire, quai

des Augustins.
|
M. DCC. LXXXIV

£1784].
I
Avec Approbation& Privilege

du Roi,

Carver (J.)— Continued.

Pp. 1-24, i-xxviii, 1-451, map, 8°.

Des langues des Indiens, pp. 315-334.

Copies seen: British Museum, Brown, Con-

gress.

Leclerc, 1878, no. 837, prices a copy 16 fr.

Three Years
|

Travels
|
through the

|

Interior Parts
|
of

|
North-America,

|

for more than
|
Five Thousand Miles,

|

containing |
An Account of the great

Lakes, and all the
|
Lakes, Islands, and

Rivers, Cataracts,
|
Mountains, Minerais,

Soil aid Vegeta-
|
ble Productions of

the North-West Re-
1

gions of that vast

Continent;
|
with a

|
Description of the

Birds, Beasts, Rep- 1
tiles, Insects, and

Fishes peculiar
| to the Country.

|
To-

gether with a concise
|
History of the

Genius, Manners, and
|
Customs of the

Indians
|
Inhabiting the Lands that lie

adjacent to the Heads and
|
to the West-

ward of the great River Mississippi,
|

and an
|
Appendix, | Describing the

uncultivated Parts of America that are

I
the most proper for forming Settle-

ments.
I

By Captain Jonathan Carver,
|

of the Provincial Troops in America.
|

Philadelphia:
|
Printed by Joseph

Crukshank, in Market Street,
|
between

Second and Third-Streets.
|
M DCC L

XXXIX [1789].

Pp. i-xvi, i-viii, 9-282, 12°.

Of their language, pp. 211-228.

Copies seen : Brown.

Three years
|

travels
|
throughout the

I

interior parts
|
of

|

North-America,
|

for more than
|
five thousand miles

|

containing
|
An Account of the great

Lakes, and all the Lakes,
|
Islands, and

Rivers, Cataracts, Mountains,
|
Miner-

als, Soil and Vegetable Productions
|

of the North-west Regions of that Vast

1
Continent

; |

with a
|

description of the

birds, beasts, rep-
|
tiles, insects, and

fishes peculiar
|
to the country.

|
To-

gether wath a concise
|
history of the

genius, manners, and
|
customs of the

Indians
|
Inhabiting the Lands that lie

adjacent to the Heads and
|
to the

Westward of the great River Missis-

sippi
; I

and an
|
appendix,

|

Describing

the uncultivated Parts of America, that

are
]

the most proper for forming Settle-

ments.
I

By Captain Jonathan Carver,

I

of the provincial troops in America.
|

Printed at Portsmouth, New Hamp-
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Carver (J.)— Continued,

shire,
|
by Charles Peirce, for David

West,
I

No. 36, Marlborough-street,

Boston.
I
M,DCC,XCIV [1794].

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication pp. iii-iv,

address pp. v-vi, contents pp. vii-xvi, introduc-

tion pp. i-vii, text pp. 9-282, 12°.

A short vocabulary of the Chippeway lan-

guage, pp. 215-228.

Copies seen : Boston Public, Brown.

Reize
|
door de

|
Bimienlanden

|
van

I Noord-Amerika,
|
door

|
Jonathan

Carver, Schildkn. | Kapitein van eene

Compagnie Provintiaale
|
Troepen Ge-

duurendedenOorlog
|
met Frankrijk.

|

Naar den derden Druk uit het Engelsch

vertaald
|
door

| J. D. Pasteur
]
met

Plaaten.
j Eerste [-Tweede] Deel.

|

[Portrait of Carver.]
|

Te Leyden,
|
bij A. en J. Honkoop,

1796.

2 vols. 8°. Title-page of vol. 2 has no portrait.

Linguistics as underprevious titles, vol. 2, pp.
150-172.

Copies seen : Brown.

Three years
|
travels |

through the
|

interior parts
|
of

|
North-America,

|

for more than
|
five thousand miles;

|

containing
|
An Account of the great

Lakes, and all the Lakes, Islands,
|
and

Rivers, Cataracts, Mountains, Minerals,

I
Soil and Vegetable Productions of

the North-
|
West Regions of that vast

Continent;
[
with a

|
description ofthe

birds, beasts,
|

reptiles, insects, and
fishes

I

peculiar to the country.
|
To-

gether with a concise
|
history of the

genius, manners, and customs
|
of the

Indians inhabiting the lands that lie
|

adjacent to the heads and to the west-

ward
I

of the great river Mississippi
; |

and an
|
appendix,

|
Describing the

uncultivated parts of America that
j

are the most proper for forming settle-

ments.
I

By Captain Jonathan Carver,

I
of the provincial troops in America.

[

Philadelphia:
|
Published by Key &

Simpson; 1796.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication pp. iii-iv,

address pp. v-vii, contents pp. ix-xx, introduc-

tion pp. i-ix, text pp. 11-360, 8°.

Of their language, &c. pp. 273-293.

Copies seen : British Museum, Bureau of Eth-

nology, Congress.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 473, 10«,

M. At the Field sale, catalogue no. 284, a copy
brought $1.75.

—— Three Years
|
Travels

|
throughout

the
I
Interior Parts

|
of

|
North-Amer-

Carver (J.) —Continued,
ica,

I

for more than
|
Five Thousand

Miles,
I

containing
|
An Account of the

Great Lakes, and all the Lakes, Isl-

ands,
I
and Rivers, Cataracts, Mount-

ains, Minerals, Soil and Ve-
|
getable

Productions of the North-west Regions
of that

I
vast Continent;

|
with a

|

Description of the Birds, Beasts, Rep-
tiles, In-

I

sects, and Fishes peculiar to-

the Country.
|
Together with a con-

cise
I

History of the Genius, Manners,,

and Customs
|
of the Indians

|
inhabit-

ing the Lands that lie adjacent to the^

heads and
|
to the westward of the

great river Mississippi
; |

and an
|
Ap-

pendix,
I
describing the uncultivated

parts of America,
|
that are the most

proper for forming
|
Settlements.

|
By-

Captain Jonathan Carver,
|
of the Pro-

vincial Troops in America.
|

Printed
|
by John Russell, for David

West,
I

No. 56, Cornhill, Boston.
|
1797.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank
1 1. an address pp. v-vi, contents pp. vii-xvi,

introduction pp. 5-12, text pp. 13-312, 12°,

Of their language, &c. pp. 237-254.

Copies seen .- Boston Athenaeum, Brown.

Three years'
|
travels

|
throughout

the
I
interior parts

| of |
North Amer-

ica,
I
for more than | five thousand

miles,
I
containing an account of the

|

lakes, islands and rivers, cataracts,
|

mountains, minerals, soil and vegeta-

ble
I

productions of the north west re-

I
gions of that vast continent ; with a

description | of the birds, beasts, rep-

tiles, insects,
I

and fishes peculiar to the

country.
|
Together with a concise

|

history of the genius, manners, and
cus-

I

tomsof the Indians inhabiting the

lauds
I

that lie adjacent to the heads-

and
I

west of the river Missisippi [sic];
\

and an | appendix,
|
describing the

|

uncultivated parts of America
|
that

are the most proper for forming
| settle-

*ment8. | By Jonathan Carver,
|
Cap-

tain of the provincial troops in Amer-
ica.

I

Walpole, N. H.
|
Published by Isaiab

Thomas & co.
|
1813.

Title verso blank 1 1, dedication verso blank

1 1. preface pp. v-vi, contents pp. vii-xvi, intro-

duction pp. 17-23, text pp. 25-280, 16°.

Of their language, &c. (not including th&
vocabulaiy), pp. 227-229.

Copies seen: Massachusetts Historical So-
ciety,
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Carver (J.)— Continued.
—— Carver's travels

|
in

|
Wisconsin.

|

From the
|
third London edition.

|

New-York :
|

printed by Harper ife

Brothers,
|
No. 82 Cliff-street.

|
1838.

Pp. i-xxxii, 33-376, maps, 8°.

Of their language, &c. pp. 255-272.

Copies seen : Congress.

At the Field sale, catalogue no. 285, a copy

brought $2.50.

—— Aventures
|
de Carver

|
chez les

sauvages
|
de I'Ara^rique Septentrio-

nale
|
cinquieme Edition

|

[Design]
|

Tours
I
A"^ Marae et C*^, imprimeurs-

libraires | 1852.

Engraved title : Aventures | de Carver |
chez

les Sauvages
|
de

|
I'Amerique Septentrionale.

|

[Picture]
|

Tours
I

A^ Mame & C'« | fiditeurs.

Engraved title 1 1. printed title 1 1. pp. 1-236,

12°.

Du langage, pp. 214-217.

Copies seen : Congress.

Besides the editions of Carver given above,

there are, according to the catalogue of the Car-

ter-Brown Library, editions in English as fol-

lows: Philadelphia, Joseph Crukshank, 1792,

12°; Philadelphia, 1795, 8°; Edinburgh, 1798, 8°;

Charlestown, 1802, 12^; Edinburgh, 1807, 8°;

Walpole, N. H., 1838, 12°. Sabin's Dictionary

adds to the above Edinburgh, 1808, 8°.

Jonathan Carver, traveller, born in Still-

water, N. Y., in 1732 ; died in London, Jan. 31,

1780. In the French war he commanded a com-

pany of provincials in the expedition against

Canada, and in 1763 he undertook to explore

the vast territory claimed by Great Britain in

North America. He left Boston in 1766, and,

having reached Michilimackinac, the remot-

est English post, applied to Mr. Rogers, the

governor, for a supply of goods as presents for

the Indians on the route he intended to follow.

Having received a part of the required sup-

ply, with the promise that the remainder should
be sent after him to the Falls of St. Anthony,
he continued his journey; but as the expected
goods did not reach him, he was under the

necessity of returning to Prairie du Chien.

Thence, in the beginning of 1767, he set out

northward, with a view of finding a communi-
cation between the headwaters of the Missis-

sippi and Lake Superior. He reached Lake
Superior, and returned, after spending several

months on its northern and eastern borders, and
exploring the bays and rivers that flow into the

lake. Soon after his arrival at Boston, in Octo,

ber, 1768, at which date he had traveled nearly

7,000 miles, he set out for England "to an-

nounce his discoveries." On his arrival he pre-

sented a petition to the king, praying for a re-im-

bursement of the sums he had expended; and,

after undergoing an examination by the Board
of Trade, which ordered him to surrender his

papers, he received permission to publish his

Carver (J.) — Continued.
journal; but the profits he derived from the

sale were insufficient to relieve his necessities

and in the winter of 1779 he obtained a subsist

ence by acting as clerk in a lottery- office. HaV'

ing sold his name to a historical compilation

which was published in a large folio volume
entitled "The New Universal Traveller" (Lon

don, 1779), containing an account of all the em
pires, kingdoms, and states iu the known
world, he was abandoned by those whose duty

it was to support him. In the early part of

1780 he was reduced to poverty, and died in a

state of destitution. The circumstances Were
made known to the public by the benevolent

Dr. Lettsom, who brought out a new edition of

his travels for the benefit of his widow and
children, and made such, a representation of the

author's sufferings as finally led to the institu-

tution of the literary fund..—Appleton's Cyclop.

o/Am.Biog.

Cass (Levris). Additional inquiries re-

specting the Indian languages. [1820 ?]

No title-page, heading only ; text pp. 1-32, 16°.

Contains examples of inflection, compound-

ing, etc. in the Delaware, Chippewa, and Wy-
andot languages.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Congress,

Powell.

Reprinted, with short "addenda," as the

concluding portion, pp. 31-64, of the following:

[ ] Inquiries respecting the
|
History,

Traditions, Languages, Man-
|

ners,

Customs, Religion, &c.
|
of the

|
In-

dians,
I

living vrithin the United States.
|

Detroit,
|
Printed by Sheldon &

Reed.
|
1823.

Title verso note 1 1. text pp. 3-64, 16°. The
verso of the title-page says: "The following

sheets were originally printed in two separate

pamphlets. They are now reprinted together,

but no alteration has been made in the form

first given to them."

Copies seen : Powell.

I have seen no copy of the first edition of the

first portion of this little work.

[ ] [Review of] Manners and cus-

toms of several Indian tribes located

vrestof the Mississippi, by Johu Hunter.

In North American Review, vol. 22, pp. 53-

119, Boston, 1826, 8°. (Powell.)

The greater part of this article is a criticism

of and extracts from Heckewelder's papers in

the American Philosoph. Soc. Trans, of the

Hist, and Lit. Com. It was answered by

Rawle (W.) in Pennsylvania Hist. Soc. Mem.
vol. 1, pt. 3, pp. 238-275, Philadelphia, 1828, 8°

;

and by Kasstigatorskee in the U. S. Literary

Gazette, vol. 4, pp. 362-374. Mr. Rawle's article

was answered by Mr, Cass (q. v.) in the North

American Review, vol. 26.

Reprinted as follows

:
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Cass (L.) — Continued.

[ ] Remarks | on the | condition,

character, and languages,
|
of the

]

North American Indians. |
From the

|

North American Review,
(
No. L, for

January, 1826.
|

Boston.
I

Cummiugs, Hilliard and
company.

|
William L. Lewis, Printer.

I

1826.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-70, 8°.

Copies seen: American Antiquarian Society,

Maisonneuve.

At the Brinley sale, catalogue no. 5369, a copy

brought $1,50.

[ ] 1. [Review of] Travels in the

central portions of the Mississippi val-

ley by Henry R. Schoolcraft.

2. [Review of] A vindication of the

Rev. Mr. Heckewelder's History of the

Indian nations, by William Rawle.

In North American Eeview* vol. 26, pp. 357-

403, Boston, 1828, 8°.

Criticisms upon and extracts from Hecke-

welder {pp. 376-403), including Delaware words

and phrases from Heckewelder, with English

eqiiivalents, pp. 377-386; verbal adjectives and

verbal substantives, in Delaware and English,

p. 390; Mohegan adjectives, p. 391; conjugation

. of the verb to be in Chippewa and English, pp.

391-394 ; other Chippewa conjugations, pp. 398-

400; Delaware names of animals, p. 401,

Gen. Lewis Cass, the eldest son of Major

Jonathan Cass, was born at Exeter, New
Hampshire, October 9, 1782, and received a

classical education at the celebrated academy
in that town. At an early age he removed to

Delaware, and took charge of the academy of

"Wilmington. In 1799 he went to Marietta,

Ohio, where he studied law, and in 1802 he was
admitted to the bar and begin to practice in

Zanesville. In 1806 he was elected a member
of the Ohio legislature. On March 2, 1807, he

was appointed marshal of Ohio, which office he

held till 1813. In the war of 1812 he rose to the

rank of brigadier-general. On the 9th of Oc-

tober, 1813, President Madison appointed him
governor of the Territory of Michigan. He
acted as governor and ex-officio as superintend-

ent of Indian affairs for eighteen years. In

1820, in company with Schoolcraft and others,

te explored the upper lakes and the source of

the Mississippi, with double reference to the

character of the Indian population placed under

his charge, and to the resources and geograph-

ical features of that immense and unknown
region. In 1829 he was called to Washington,

with General Clark, of Missouri, to examine

the laws relating to Indian affairs, and prepare

a condensed code for the better government of

that growing and complicated department.

The report which he drew up on this occasion

exhibits his full experience on this subject.

In 1831 President Jackson called him to pre-

Cass (L.)— Continued.
side over the Department of War. In 1834 the

entire Indian code was revised under his direc-

tion, on the basis of his prior report of 1829,

and the new code enacted by Congress. In

1836 President Jackson tendered him the posi-

tion of minister to France. This he accepted

with the express privilege of visiting the

East. In .January, 1845, he was elected United

States senator from Michigan, which place he
• resigned on his nomination, May 22, 1848, as

Democratic candidate for the Presidency, He
was subsequently returned to the Senate, and
was made Secretary of State by President

Buchanan in 1857, which position he resigned

in December, 1860. He died in Detroit, Mich.

•Tune 17, 1866,

Catalogue
|
de

|
livres rares i et pr€cieux

I

manuscrits et imprimis
j

principale-

ment sur FAm^rique
[
et sur les langues

du monde en tier j composant la biblio-

theque dej M. Alph.-L. Pinart
|
et com-

prenant en totality la biblioth^que

mexico-guat^malienne de
|
M. Fabb€

Brasseur de Boarbourg
|

Paris
I

ye Adolphe Labitte
|
libraire

de la Bibliotheque nationale
| 4, rue de

Lille, 4
I

1883

Cover title as above, half-title verso adver-

tisement 1 1, title as above verso blank 1 1, pref-

ace pp, v-viii, text pp. 1-244, table verso blank

1 1. order of sale pp. 247-248, 8°.

Contains titles of a number of works in or

relating to the Algonquian languages.

Copies seen : Congress, Eames, Pilling.

Koehler, catalogue 465, nos. 36 and 384, priced

copies 4 M. 50 Pf.; Dufoss6, 1888, 4 fr.

Catalogue des livres. See Leclerc (C.)

Catalogue
j
of

|
one hundred and seven-

teen
I
Indian Portraits, |

representing

I

eighteen different tribes,
|

accompanied

by a
I

few remarks
|
on the

|
character,

&c. of most of them.
|
Price 12^ cents.

[1850?]
No imprint

; pp. 1-24, 8°.

A list of prominent persons belonging to

various American tribes, whose portraits were
painted by King, of Washington, and copied

by Inman. Tbe names of most of them are

given with the English signification. Among
the tribes represented are the Sauk, Shawnee,

Fox, Chippewa, Menomine, and Ottawa.

Copies seen : Powell, Wisconsin Historical

Society.

Catalogue of the library of H. C. Mur-
phy. See Bartlett (J. R.)

Catechism :

Abnaki See Abnaki.

Abnaki Vetromile (E.)

Algonquian Algonquian,

Algonquian James (T,)
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Catechism— Continued.

Algonquian Laure (P.)

Algonquian "WTiite (A.)

Blackfoot Lacombe (A.)

Chippewa Baraga (F.)

Chippewa Baraga (F.) and Weikamp
(J. B.)

Chippewa Belcourt(G.A.)

Chtppewa Chone (—

)

Chippewa D616age(F.K.)

Chippewa Dougherty (P.)

Chippewa Dougherty(P.)<feRodd(D.)

Chippewa Gafron (J.)

Chippewa Gu6guen(J.P.)

Chippewa Lacombe (A.)

Chippewa Ojihway.

Chippewa Pipe.

Cree Bompas (W.C.)

Cree Ga^guen(J.P.)

Cree Horden(J.)

Cree Hunter (Jean).

Cree Lacombe (A.)

Cree Laverlochere (J. N.) and

Garin (A.M.)

Cree Lebret(L.M.)

Cree Mason (S.)

Cree Thibault (J. B.)

Delaware Campanius (J.)

Illinois Allouez (C.)

Illinois Le Boulanger (J. I.)

Illinois Marest (G.)

Massachusetts Eliot (J.)

Menomonee Zephyrin Engelhardt (C.)

Micmac Demillier (L.E.)

Micmac Kauder (C.)

Micmac Micmac.

Micmac Kand(3.T.)

Mohegan Quinney (J.)

Monagnais Durocher (F.)

Montagnais LaBrosse (J. B. de).

Montagnais Laure (P.)

Montagnais Vaultier (—

)

Munsee Series.

Nipissing Aiamie-nabowewinan.

Nipissing Catechisme.

Nipissing Cuoq (J. A.)

Nipissing D6peret (E.)

Nipissing Nihima.

NipissiDg Nihina.

Nipissing Niina.

Ottawa Baraga (F.)

Ottawa Dejeau (J.)

Ottawa Ottawa.

Ottawa Sifferath(N.L.)

Penobscot Demillier (L.E.)

Penobscot Wzokhilain (P. P.)

Pottawotomi Hoecken (C.)

Pottawotomi Potewateme.

Pottawotomi Simerwell (K.)

Quiripi Pierson (A.)

Catechisme Algonquin. See Cuoq (J.

A.)

Catechisme, recueil de prieres [Cree].

See Laverlochere (J. N.) andGarin (A.

M.)

Catechisme |
dei missionari cattolici

|

in lingua algoncliina
|

pubblicato
|
per

cura di E. Teza
|

Pisa
I
tipografia Nistri

|
1872

Second title : Catechisme Algonquin
|
traduit

I

mot pour mot en Latin
|
et phrase pour phrase

en Fran9ais | M DCCC VI [1806J

Half-title on cover, half-title verso blank 1 1.

title verso blank 11. dedication "aFederico

Miiller" (in Italian, by Teza) pp. 5-7, avverti-

raento (in Italian, by Teza) pp. 9-12, second title

verso blank 1 1. preface (in French, by the trans-

lator) pp. 3-i, text pp. 5-81, note verso blank 1 1.

8°. Printed from a manuscript in the library

of the University of Bologna. One hundred

copies issued.

Notions pr61iminaires [on the structure of

theAlgonquinlanguage],pp. 5-10.—Cat6chisme,

pp. 11-47.—Annotazioni (by Teza, and includ-

ing extracts from Cuoq, Peter Jones, Baraga,

Rasles, etc.) pp. 49-53; extracts from the cate-

chism in Baraga's Otchipwe anamie-masinai-

gan, Paris 1837, pp. 54-58; Lord's prayer from

Baraga, p. 58 ; Lord's prayer from Blatchford's

new testament, p. 59.—Breve glossario algon-

chino, inedito (from a manuscript of the Car-

dinal Mezzofanti, with notes by Teza, includ-

ing extracts from Baraga, Howse, Mackenzie,

and others), pp. 63-81.

This catechism seems to have been in use at

the Lake of Two Mountains (Oka), Canada,

in 1806. According to the translator's preface

he undertook the translation " in order to

place before the eyes of the superior the doc-

trine taught in Algonquin." Probably not in-

tended for publication, but a private communi-
cation by a missionary priest to the superior

of his order calling attention to the errors of a

catechism composed and adopted by missiona-

ries of another order. It has the approval of

Bishop Cadotte, himself well versed in the lan-

guage.

The Indian text is interlined with the Latin

translation, the French paraphrase follows,

and at the bottom of the pa^e the explanatory

notes—all by the translator. Diligent search by
Teza has failed to discover the author.

The glossary also is from a manuscript of the

Cardinal Mezzofanti, and, according to Teza,

is not by the same person as the translation of

the catechism. It is alphabetically arranged

in Algonquin, with French definitions, and con-

tains 302 words. The foot-notes are by Teza
and include extracts from various authors.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Fames.

Leclerc, 1878, no. 2097, priced a copy 25 fr.

;

Quaritch, no. 30065, 9s., one later for 7s. ; Du-
foss6, 1887, no. 24543, 25 fr. ; Koehler, catalogue

465, no. 323, 18 M.

Catechismvs Lutheri. See Campanius
(J.)

Catherine Tekakointa [Nipissing]. See

Durocher (F.)
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Catlin (George). Catalogue
| of | Cat-

lin'sIndian gallery
|
of

|
portraits, land-

scapes,
I
manners and customs,

|
cos-

tumes, &c. &c.,
I

collected during seven

years' travel amongst thirty-eight dif-

I
ferent tribes, speaking different lan-

guages.
I

New-York :
|
Piercy & Reed, printers,

7 Theatre alley.
|
1837.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-36, 12°.

A list of prominent personages of difierent

tribes, including a number of Algonquian dia-

lects, most of tbe names being accompanied by
the Englisli meaning: Sac (17), Fox (2),

Blackfoot (X3), Menomonie (18), Shawnee (7),

Chippeway (14), Riccaree (4), Shienne (2), Poto-

watomie (3), Piankeshaw (3), Kickapoo (2),Wea
(2), Cree (3), Delaware (3).

Copies seen : Harvard, Powell, Pilling.— Catalogue
|
of

|
Catlin's Indian gal-

lery
I
of

I

portraits, landscapes,
]
man-

ners and customs,
I
costumes, &c. &c.

|

collected during seven years' travel

amongst thirty-eight
]
different tribes,

speaking different languages.
|

New York:
|
Piercy & Reed, printers,

1 7 Theatre alley.
|
1838.

Title recto 1. 1, text pp. 2-40, 16°.

Names of persons with English significations

as under previous title, with the addition of a

few of the Peoria.

Copies seen: Harvard, "Wisconsin Historical

Society.— A
I
descriptive catalogue

|
of

| Cat-

lin's Indian gallery
; |

containing
|

por-

traits,
I
landscapes, costumes, &c.

|

and
I

representations of the manners
and customs

|
of the

|
North American

Indians.
|
Collected and painted entirely

by Mr. Catlin,
| during seven years'

travel amongst 48 tribes, mostly speak-

ing different languages.
|
Exhibited for

nearly three years, with great success,

in the
|
Egyptian hall, Piccadilly, Lon-

don, j Admittance One Shilling.

Colophon: C. and J. Adlard, printers,

"Bartholomew close, London. [1844.]

Title verso printers 1 1. to the reader p. 3,

certificates pp. 4-6, text pp. 7-48, 4°.

Linguistic contents as under title next above.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Powell.

The descriptive catalogue is repirinted in the

various editions of Catlin's ITotes of eight years'

travel and residence in Europe, for titles of

•which see below.

•^^—. Catalogue raisonn^
| de | La Galerie

Indienne de M' Catlin,
|
renfermant

|

des portraits,
|
dea paysages, des cos-

Catlin (G.) — Continued,

tumes, etc., |
et

|
des scenes de mceurs

et coutumes
|
des

|
Indiens de I'Am^ri-

que du Nord. |
Collection entierement

faite et peinte par M*" Catlin
|
Pendant

un s6jour de 8 ans parmi 48 tribus sau-

vages, parlant trente langues diff€-
[

rentes, et formant une population d'un

demi-million d'ames.
|

[Paris:] 1845.
|
Imprimerie de Wit-

tersheim,
|
Rue Montmorency, 8.

Title as above on cover, au lecteur p. 1, cer-

tificats pp. 2-5, text pp. 6-48, 8°.

Linguistic contents as under 1838 title above.

Copies seen: Powell.

Some copies have title-page differing slightly

from above. (Harvard.)

A descriptive catalogue
|
of

|
Cat-

lin's Indian collection,
|
containing

j

portraits, landscapes, costumes, &c.,
|

and
I

representations of the manners

and customs
|
of the

|
North American

Indians. | Collected and painted en-

tirely by Mr. Catlin, during eight years*

travel amongst | forty- eight tribes,

mostly speaking different languages.
|

Also
I

opinions of the press in England,

France, and the United States.
|

London :
|
published by the author,

|

at his Indian collection, No. 6, Water-

loo place.
I
1848.

Title verso printers 1 1. note and certificates

pp. 3-7, text pp. 8-92,8°.

Proper names, with English significations,

as under titles above, and with the addition of

a few names in Mohegan.

Copies seen : Harvard, Powell.

Priced by Maisonneuve in 1889, 2 fr.

North and South American Indians.

I

Catalogue |
descriptive and instruct-

ive
I
of

I

Catlin's
|
Indian Cartoons.

|

Portraits, types, and customs.
|
600

paintings in oil,
|
with 1

20,000 full

length figures
|
Illustrating their vari-

ous ga-mes, religious ceremonies, and
|

other customs,
|
and

|
27 canvas paint-

ings
I

of
I

Lasalle's discoveries.
|

New York:
|
Baker & Godwin, Print-

ers,
I

Printing-house equare,
|
1871.

Abridged title on cover, title as above verso

blank 1 1. remarks verso note 1 1. text pp. 5-92,

certificates pp. 93-99, 8°.

Linguistic contents as in the edition of 1848

with names in the Arapaho and Micmac added.

Copies seen : Astor, Congress, Eames, Pow-

ell, Wisconsin Historical Society.

The Catlin Indian collection, con-

taining portraits, landscapes, costumes,
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&c., and representations of the man-
ners and customs of the North American

Indians. Presented to the Smithsonian

Institution by Mrs. Thomas Harrison,

of Philadelphia, in 1879. A descriptive

catarlogue. By George Catlin, the artist.

In Rhees (W, J.), Visitor's guide to the

Smithsonian Institution and United States Na-

tional Museum, in "Washington, pp. 70-89,Wash-
ington, 1887, 8°.

Linguistics as under title next above.

Copies seen : Pilling, Powell.

Part V. The George Catlin Indian

gallery in the National Museum (Smith-

sonian Institution),, with memoir and
statistics. By Thomas Donaldson.

In Annual Report of the Board of Regents of

the Smithsonian Institution * * * July,

1885, part 2 (half-title 1 1. pp. i-vii, 3-939), Wash-
ington, 1886, 8°.

Descriptive catalogue of Indian portraits,

pp. 13-230.—Comparative vocabulary of the

Mandan, Blackfoot, Riccaree, Sioux, and Tus-

karora (about 130 words), pp. 551-555.

Issued separately, with title-page, as follows:

The
I
George Catlin Indian gallery

|

in the
|
U.S. NationalMuseum

|
(Smith-

sonian Institution),
|
with

|
memoir

and statistics.
|
By

|
Thomas Donald-

son.
I

From the Smithsonian report for

1885.
I

Washington:
|
Government printing

office.
I

1887.

Title verso blank 1 1. contents pp. i-iii, illus-

trations pp. v-vii, text pp. 3-915, index pp. 917-

939, 8°.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Smithsonian In-

stitution.

Issued also with the following title

:

The
I
George Catlin

|
Indian gal-

lery,
I
in the

| U. S. National Museum,
[

(Smithsonian Institution.)
|
with me-

moir and statistics.
|
By Thomas Don-

aldson.
I

Washington, D. C. | W. H. Lowder-
milk & Co.

I

1888.

Title verso blank 1 1. contents pp. i-iii, illus-

trations pp. v-vii, text pp. 3-915, index pp. 917-

939, 8°.

Linguistics as undertitle next but one above.

Copies seen: Lowdermilk,

Letters and notes
|
on the | manners,

customs, and condition
j
of the

|
North

American Indians.
|
By Geo. Catlin.

|

Written during eight years' travel

amongst the wildest tribes of
|
Indians

in North America,
|
In 1832, 33, 34, 35,

Catlin (G.) — Continued.

36, 37, 38, and 39, |
In two volumes,

|

with four hundred illustrations, care-

fully engraved from his original paint-

ings.
I

Vol. I[-I1].
I

New-York :
|
Wiley and Putnam, 16L

Broadway.
|
1841.

2 vols. : pp. i-viii, 1-264, slip of errata; pp.
i-viii, 1-266 312 plates and maps, royal 8°.

Comparative vocabulary of the Mandan,.

Blackfoot, Riccaree, Sioux, and Tuscarora, vol.

2, pp. 262-265.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Lenox.

According to Sabin'a Dictionary, no. 11536,

some copies have the imprint London: Wiley
and Putnam ; others, London : published by the

author, 1841. Second edition, Kew York, 1842;

third edition, New York, 1842 ; fourth edition,.

1843.

Letters and notes
|
on the

|
manners,

customs, and condition [ of the
|
North

American Indians.
(
By Geo. Catlin.

| ^

Written during eight years' travel

amongst the wildest tribes of
|
Indians-

in North America,
|
In 1832, 33, 34, 35, 36,

37, 38 and 39.
|
In two volumes,

|
with

four hundred illustrations, carefully-

engraved from his original paintings.
|

Third edition.
|
Vol. I[-II].

|

New-York :
|
Wiley and Putnam, 161

Broadway.
]
1844.

2 vols. : title verso blank 1 1. contents pp. iii-

viii, text pp. 1-264; title verso blank 1 1. con-

tents pp. iii-viii,text pp. 1-266 ; maps, plates, 8°.

Comparative vocabulary as under title next-

above, vol. 2, pp. 262-265.

Copies seen; Congress, Powell, Trumbull.

Letters and notes
|
on the

|
man-

ners, customs, and condition |
of the

|

North American Indians.
|
By Geo. Cat-

lin.
I

Written during eight years' travel

(1832-1839) amongst the wildest tribes-

I
of Indians in North America.

|
In two-

volumes.
I

With several hundred illus-

trations
I
from the

|
Author's Original

Paintings.
|
Vol. I[-II].

|
Fourth edi-

tion.
I

London :
|

published for the author

by
I

David Bogue, 86, Fleet street,
|

late Tilt and Bogue.
|
1844.

2 vols. : frontispiece 1 1. title verso printers-

1 1. contents pp. iii-viii, text pp. 1-264; title

verso printers 1 1. contents pp. iii-viii, text pp.

1-256, appendices pp. 257-266, large 8°.

Linguistic contents as under previous titles.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology.

Thefirst issueof this edition has the imprint

London: | Published for the Author by
|
Tilt

and Bogue, Fleet Street. |
1842. (Trumbull.*)'
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Catlin (G.)— Continued.

Illustrations
|
of the

]
manners, cus-

toms, and condition
j
of the

|
North

American Indians :
|
in a series of

|
let-

ters and notes
|
written during eight

years of travel and adventure among
the

I

wildest and most remarkable tribes

now existing.
|
With three hundred and

sixty engravings,
|
from the

|
Author's

Original Paintings.
|
By Geo. Catlin.

|

In two volumes.
|
Vol. I[-II].

|
Fifth

edition.
|

London :
|
Henry G. Bohn, York street

Movent garden.
|
MDCCCXLV [184.5].

2 vols. : pp. i-viii, t-214 ; i-viii, 1-266 ; maps
and plates, large 8°.

Comparative vocabulary of the Mandan,
Blackfoot, Riccaree, Sioux, and Tuskarora,

vol. 2, pp. 262-265.

Copies seen: Congress.

At the Murphy sale a copy, no. 523, brought
$12.

Sabin's Dictionary, no. 11539, mentions a

Sixth edition, London, 1846, and titles an edi-

tion Briissel und Leipzig, 1846-1848. A copy
of this latter is priced by Triibner, 1856, no.

1955, U. Is.; another copy, no. 1956, plain, 14s.

IllustratioDS
|
of the

|
manners, cus-

toms, and condition
|
of the

|
North

American Indians :
|
in a series of

|
let-

ters and notes
|
written during eight

years of travel and adventure among
the

I

wildest and most remarkable tribes

now existing.
|

With three hundred and

sixty exgravings
|
from the Author's

Original Paintings.
|
By Geo. Catlin.

|

In two volumes. Vol. I[-II].
|
Seventh

edition.
|

London :
|
Henry G. Bohn, York street,

Co vent garden.
|
M D CCC XLVIII

[1848].

2 vols.: frontispiece, title verso printers 1 1.

contents pp. iii-viii, text pp. 1-256; frontis-

piece, title verso printersll. contents pp. iii-viii,

text pp. 1-256, appendices pp. 257-266, maps, 8°.

Comparative vocabulary as under title next

above, vol. 2, pp. 262-265.

Copies seen-. Astor, Harvard.

Maisonneuve, no. 28 of catalogue no. 153

(1889), titles an edition London, Bohn, 1851,

pricing it 30 fr.; the date may be an error for

1857. Triibner, in Ludewig, p. 228, titles the

second edition in German Briissel, Muquardt,

1851, and gives the vocabularies as on pp. 348-

352. Sabin's Dictionary, no. 11537, mentions

the eighth edition, London, Bohn, 1857. There

is an edition Philadelphia, Hazard, 1857, a copy

of which is in the library of the Minnesota

Historical Society (*). A copy of the latter at

the Fischer sale, no. 2213, brought 15s., and one

at the Field sale, no. 310, $1.62.

Catlin (G.) — Continued.

Illustrations
|
of the

|
manners, cus-

toms, and condition
|
of the

|
North

American Indians :
|
with

|
letters and

notes
1
written during eight years of

travel and adventure among the wild-

est and most remarkable tribes now
existing.

|
With three hundred and

sixty engravings,
|
from the Author's

Original Paintings.
! By Geo. Catlin.

(

In two volumes.
|
Vol. I[-II].

j
Ninth

edition.
|

London :
|
Henry G. Bohn,York street,

Covent garden,
j
1857.

2 vols. 8°, maps.

Comparative vocabulary of the Mandan,
Blackfoot, Riccaree, Sioux, and Tuscarora, vol.

2, pp. 262-265.

Copies seen: Lenox.

Letters and notes
|
on the

|
man-

ners, customs, and condition
|
of the

|

North American Indians.
|
Written dur-

ing eight years' travel amongst the

wildest
I

tribes of Indians in North

America. [Picture.]
|
By Geo. Catlin.

|

Two vols, in one.
|
With one hundred

and fifty illustrations, on steel and
wood.

I

Philadelphia:
|

J. W. Bradley, 48

North Fourth St. | 1859.

Pp. 1-792, 8°.

Linguistics as under title next above, pp. 787-

791.

Copies seen : Lowdermilk.

Some copies are dated 1860. (*)

Illustrations
| of the | manners,

customs, and condition
|
of the | North

American Indians
|
with

|
letters and

notes
I

written during eight years of

travel and adventure among the
|
wild-

est and most remarkable tribes now
existing.

|
With three hundred and

sixty engravings,
[
from the

|
Author's

Original Paintings.
|
By Geo. Catlin.

|

In two volumes.
|
Vol. I[-II].

|
Tenth

edition.
|

London:
|
Henry G. Bohn, York

street, Covent garden.
|
1866.

2 vols, large 8°.

Linguistics as given under titles above.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Wisconsin

Historical Society.

At the Field sale, no. 308, a copy with colored

etchings, " worth nearly ten times the price of

plain copies," brought $48.

Illustrations | of the | manners,

customs, & condition
j
of the

|
North
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American Indians.
|
With Letters and

Notes,
I
Written during Eight Years of

Travel and Adventure among the
|

Wildest and most Remarkable Tribes

now Existing. | By George Catlin.
|

With
I

three hundred and sixty col-

oured engravings
|
from the author's

original paintings.
|

[Design.]
|
In two

volumes. Vol. I[-in.
|

London:
|
Chatto & Windus, Picca-

dilly.
I

1876.

2 vols. : pp. i-viii, 1-264; i-viii, 1-266; plates,

large 8°.

Linguistics as under previous titles, vol. 2, pp.

262-265.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress.

Qaaritch.no. 29932, prices acopy "beautifully

printed in colours" 21. 2s., adding: "sells 3i. 3«."

Catlin's notes | of
|
eight years'

travels and residence
|
In Europe,

|

with

his
I

North American Indian collec-

tion :
I
with anecdotes and incidents of

the travels and adventures of three
|

different parties of American Indians

whom he introduced
|
to the courts of

|

England, France £^,ud Belgium,
|

In two
volumes octavo.

|
Vol. I[-II].

]
With

numerous illustrations.
|

New-York:
|
Burgess, Stringer &co.,

222 Broadway. |
1848.

2 vols. : half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso

copyright 1 1. preface pp. v-ix, contents pp.

xi-xvi, text pp. 1-296; half-title verso blank

1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. contents pp. v-xii,

text pp. 1-325, appendix pp. 327-336; 8°.

List of nine proper names in Ojibbeway with

English definitions, vol. 1, pp. 108-109.—A de-

scriptive catalogue of Catlin's Indian gallery,

as described above under title of Descriptive

catalogue etc. London [1844], vol. l,pp. 248-296.

—List of twelve proper names in Ojibbeway

with English definitions, vol. 2, p. 279.

Copies seen: Powell, Watkinson.

At the Fischer sale a copy, no. 350, brought

2t. ; the Field copy, no. 305, sold for $2.50.

—— Catlm's notes
|
of

|
eight years'

travels and residence
|
In Europe,

|
with

his
I

North American Indian collec-

tion:
I

with anecdotes and incidents of

the travels and adventures of three
|

different parties of American Indians

whom he introduced
\

to the courts of
|

Eugiand, France, and Belgium.
|
In two

volumes octavo.
| Vol. I[-II].

|
With

numerous illustrations.
|

Catlin (G.) — Continued.

New York:
|
published by the au-

thor.
I

To be had at all the bookstores.
|

1848.

2 vols.: pp. i-xvi, 1-296; i-xii, 1-336; plates,,

8°.

Linguistics as under title next above.

Copies seen: Congress.

—— Catlin's notes
|
of

|
eight years'

travels and residence
|

in Europe,
|
with

his
I

North American Indian collection.
|

With
[
anecdotes and incidents of the

travels and adventures of
|
three differ-

ent parties of American Indians whom
he

I

introduced to the courts of
|
Eng-

land, France, and Belgium.
|
In two

volumes, octavo.
|
Vol. I[-II].

|
With

numerous illustrations.
| Second edi-

tion.
I

Loudon :
[
published by the author,

|

at his Indian collection. No. 6, Water-
loo place.

I

1848.

2 vols.: pp. i-xvi, 1-296; i-xii, 1-336; plates,

8°.

Linguistics as under titles above.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Lenox, Wisconsin Historical Society.

Somecopies.otherwiseasabove, have " Third

edition" (Congress); and I have seen a copy

of vol. 2 whose title, otherwise the same, ha»
"Fourth edition" (Bureau of Ethnology).

Adventures
|
of the | Ojibbeway

andloway Indians
I

in [England, France,

and Belgium;
|
being notes of

|
eight

years' travels and residence in Europe
|

with his
I

North American Indian col-

lection, I by Geo. Catlin.
|
In two vol-

umes.
I

Vol. I[-II].
I

With numerous

Engravings.
|
Third edition.

|

London :
|

published by the author,
|

at his Indian collection, no. 6, Water-

loo place.
I

1852.

2 vols.: half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. v-ix, contents pp. xi-xvi,

text pp. 1-296 ; half-title verso blank 1 1. title

verso printers 1 1. contents pp. v-xii, text pp.
1-325, appendices pp. 327-336, 8°.

A reprint of Notes of eight years' travels in

Europe. •

Linguistics as under titles above.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Bu»
reau of Ethnology, "Wisconsin Historical So-

ciety.

George Catlin, painter, born in Wilkesbarre,

Pa., in 1796; died in Jersey City, N. J., Decem-
ber 23, 1872. He studied law at Litchfield,

Conn., but after a few years' practice went to

Philadelphia and turned his attention to draw-
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Catlin (G.) — Continued.
ing and painting. As an artist he was entirely

self-taught. In 1832 he went to the Far West
and spent eight years among the Indians of

Yellowstone River, Indian Territory, Arkan-
sas, and Florida, painting a unique series of

Indian portraits and pictures, which attracted

much attention on their exhibition both in this

country and in Europe. Among these were 470

full-length portraits and a large number of pict-

ures illustrative of Indian life and customs,

most of which are now preserved in the iEfational

Museum, Washington. In 1852-'57 Mr. Catlin

traveled in South and Central America, after

which he lived in Europe until 1871, when he

returned to the United Staf.es. One hundred

and twenty-six of his drawings illustrative of

Indian life were at the Philadelphia exposition

of 1876.—Appleton's Oyclop. of Am. Biog.

Caulkins (Frances Manwaring). His-

tory
I

of
I
New London,

|
Connecticut.

I

From the first survey of tlie coast in

1612, to 1852.
I
By Frances Manwaring

Caulkins.
|
[Quotation and seal.]

|

New London :
|
published by the au-

thor.
I

1852.

Title verso copyright I 1. preface pp. iii-iv,

contents pp. v-xi, text pp. 13-672, index pp.

673-680, 8°.

A chapter of names, English and aboriginal,

pp. 118-125, contains a list of geographic names
in the Pequot or Mohegan territory.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Congress,

Lenox, Massachusetts Historical Society,

Trumbull, Watkinson.

Sabin's Dictionary, no. 11571, and the Brinley

sale catalogue, no. 2252, mention a second edi-

tion, continued to 1860, New London, 1860, 680

pp. 8°. The Brinley copj brought $6.

Chamberlain (Alexander Francis). The
relationship of the American languages.

In Canadian Inst. Proc. third series, vol. 5,

pp. 57-76, Toronto, 1887, 8°.

"An inquiry into the arguments which have
been advanced in favor of the north-eastern

Asiatic or Peninsular origin of the American
Indians, and an endeavor to assign to them an
origin in other directions."

Contains a few words in Chippewa, Menom-
onee, and Miami, p. 62.

Mississagua etymology.

In Science, vol, 12, no. 293 (Sept. 14, 1888), p.

132, New York, 1888, 4°.

A list of about twenty words procured from
the Mississaguas (Ojibwas) of Scugog Island.

Notes on the history, customs, and
beliefs of the Mississagua Indians.

In Journal of American Folk-lore, vol. l,pp.

150-160, Boston and New York, 1888, 8°. (Bu-

reau of Ethmdogy.)

Chamberlain (A. F.) — Continued.
Words, phrases, sentences, geographic

names, tribal names, short love songs, etc. in"

the Mississagua language, passim.

Issued separately as follows:

Notes on the history,
|
customs, and

beliefs of
|
the Mississaguas

|

[Printer's

ornament]
|
By

| A. F. Chamberlain,

B. A.
I

Fellow in Modern Languages in

University College, Toronto
|

(Re-

printed from The Journal of American
Folk-Lore,

|
July, 1888)

|

Cambridge
|
Printed at the Riverside

Press
I
1888

Title on cover as above, no inside title, text

pp. 150-160, 8°.

Copies seeri .- Pilling.

Tales of the Mississaguas.

In Journal of American Folk-lore, vol. 2. pp.
141-147, Boston and New York, 1889, 8°.

Three animal stories in Mississagua, with

interlinear English translation, followed by
free English translation, and six stories in

English only. The tales were procured from

Mrs. Bolin (Nawigishkoke).

The archaeology of Scugog Island.

A paper read before the Canadian Insti-

tute, January 12th, 1889, by A. F. Cham-
berlain, B. A.

No title, heading only; text 3 unnumbered
pages, 8°.

Mississagua names of articles, with English

definitions, 3d p.

Copies seen: Pilling.

Reprinted from the Port Perry Standard

(newspaper), vol. 23, no. 30, p. 2, March 7, 1889. (*)

The Eskimo race and language.

Their origin and relations. By A. F.

Chamberlain, B. A.

In Canadian Inst. Proc. third series, vol. 6,

pp. 261-337, Toronto, 1889, 8°.

Loan words from Algonkin dialects in the

Eskimo dialects, pp. 276-277.

The language of the Mississaguas of

Scugog. (Abstruct.)

In Canadian Inst. Proc. third series, vol. 7,

pp. 106-108, Toronto, 1890, 8°.

A general account of the language of the

Mississaguas of Scugog Island, with a list of

some words "not to be found in Wilson's or

Baraga's dictionaries, or diflferent words are

given." In the opening sentence the author

says: "In the course of a visit paid to the

Indians of Scugog in August, 1888, the writer

was enabled to collect a vocabulary of some
700 words, besides personal and place names."

This manuscript is described under the next
title.

Issued separately, also, repaged 1-3, with the

following line at top of p. 1: Extract from
Proceedings of Canadian Institute, 1890. (Pill-

ing, Powell.)
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[Linguistic material of the Mississa-

guas.] (*)

Manuscript in possession of its author, wbo
wrote me concerning it as follows under date

of Nov. 27, 1888:

" The list of words collected by me from the

Mississaguas of Scugog Island, Ontario Coun-

ty, Province of Ontario, numbers 620. They
were collected at various times, August 2, 4, 8,

11, &c. 1888. About 350 were collected from the

niece of Chief Johnson of Scugog ; the greater

part of the remainder from Mrs. Bolin (Nawi-

gishkoke (an intelligent Indian woman), a few

from Osawauimiki (an Indian formerly a teach-

er among the tribe). They occupy 14 pages of

paper 9x11 inches ; appended are a number of

etymological explanations. I have also 2^ pp.

same size occupied with explanations (transla-

tion and etymology) of Indian ( Mississagua)

personal and geographical names. Also 8^ pp.

same size, closely written, containing 'Myths

and Songs of the Mississaguas of Scugog,

consisting of the Mississagua version with in-

terlinear English translation, and also full Eng-

lish translation with explanatory notes. I hope

to have them published at an early date in the

Journal of American Folk-lore."

In July, 1889, Mr. Chamberlain wrote me:

"My list of Algonkin personal names so far

contains 30 names (Chippewa chiefly) from

Mrs. Jameson ("Winter Studies and Summer
Hambles), 100 Blackfoot, Cree, and Chippeway
from Morris (Indian Treaties), 50 Cree, Chip-

peway, Potowatomie, etc. from Paul Kane
(Wanderings of an Artist, etc.), about 300 from

Schoolcraft (Ojebway, Ottawa, Pottawottomie,

etc.), making about 15 closely written pages,

the Indian names being followed by English

translations.

Studies in Algonkian onomatology

and semasiology. (*')

Manuscript, 42 pp. 8°. A paper read before

the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, at Toronto, September 2, 1889. Title

and note from its author.

Deals with the names of natural phenom-
ena, animals, birds, plants, fishes, reptiles, in-

sects, tribal and personal names, topographic

names, etc., and their etymologic meanings, in

Cree, Lake of Two Mountains, Algonkin, Ojib-

way and Mississauga, with occasional illustra-

tions from other dialects.

Chamberlain (Montague). Words,
phrases, sentences, and text in the Mel-

icite(Malisit) language, River St. John,

New Brunswick.

Manuscript, pp. 7-112, 4°, in the library of

the Bureau of Ethnology ; recorded in a copy
of the first edition of Powell's "Introduction
to the study of Indian languages," and bears
<iate of December, 1880. All the schedules are

well filled except no. 22, "Standards of value,"

Chamberlain ( M.) — Continued.

which contains names of days and months.

"Story of the man the Bear gens take their

name from," with literal English translation in-

terlined, pp. lOG-108.

Cliamberlayne (John) [and Wilkins
(D.)], editors. Oratio

|
dominica

|
in

diversas omnium fere
|

gentium lin-

guas
I
versa

|
et

|
propriis cvjvsqve

lingvae
|
characteribvs expressa,

|
Una

cuiu Dissertationibus nonnullis de Lin-

guarum
|
Origine, variisque ipsarum

permutationibus.
|
Editore

|
Joanne

Chamberlaynio
|
Anglo Britanno, Re-

giae Societatis Londineusis & |
Bero-

lineiisis Socio.
|

[Vignette.]
|

Aiustelsedami,
|
Typis Guilielmi &

Davidis Gosrei.
|
MDCCXV [1715].

Folding plate 1 1. title reverse blank 1 1. de-

dicatio (signed Joannes Chamberlayne) 3 11.

reverse of 5th 1. begins " Lectori benevolo Da-

vid Wilkins S. P. D," which extends to verso

of 25th 1. text pp. 1-94, appendix 8 11. folded

plate, 4°.

Lord's prayer in Savanahice (from the Rev.

Dr. Le Jean, missionary of the Society for the

Propagation of the Faith, in North Carolina),

p. 89; in Yirginice (Massachusetts, from Eliot),

p. 90.—"Appendix continensquatuorpraecipuas

voces in Orationibus Dominicis occurrentes

.... ex Americanis," viz: Pater, Coelum,

Terra, Pauls, in Algonkine, Savanahice, Apa-

lachice, Virginiane, etc. follows p. 94.

In a letter to me Dr. Trumbull says: The
Lord's prayer in Savanahice is reprinted in my
Notes on Forty Algonkin versions (p. 97), not

because it is Shawanese, which it certainly is

not, but because it has been copied as such

from Chamberlayne by Eervas, Bodoni, Vater,

and Auer. It does not belong to any one dia-

lect ever spoken by an American tribe.

Copies seen: Astor, Britith Museum, Con-
gress, Lenox, Watkinson.

At the Murphy sale a copy, no. 537, brought
90 cents.

Champlain (Samuel de). Les
|
voyages

[

de la
I
Novvelle France

|
occidentals,

dicte
[
Canada,

|
faits par leS'^de Cham-

plain
I

Xainctongeois, Capitaine pour
le Roy en la Marine du

| Ponant, &
toutes les Descouuertes qu'il a faites

en
I

ce pais depuisl'au 1603. iusques en
Tan 1629.

j
Ou se voit comme ce pays a

est^ premierement descouuert par les

FraiiQois,
|
sous I'authorit^ de nos Roys

tres-Chrestiens, iusques au regne
|
de

sa Majesty h present regnante Lovis
XIII.

I
Roy de France & de Nauarre.

|

Auec vn traitte des qualitez & condi-

tions requises h vn bon & parfaict Na-
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Champlain (S. de) — Coutimied.

uigatear
|

pour cogaoistre la diuersit^

des Estimes qui se font en la Nauiga-

tion ; Les
|
Marques & enseignements

que la prouidence de DLeu a mises dans

les Mers
|
pour redresser les Mariniers

en leur routte, sans lesquelles ils tom-

beroient en
|
de grands dangers, Et la

maniere de bien dresser Cartes marines

auec leurs
|
Ports, Rades, Isles, Sondes,

&, autre chose necessaire a la Nauiga-

tion.
I

Ensemble vne Carte generalle de

la description dudit pays faicte en son

Meridien selon [ la declinaison de la

guide Aymant, & vn Catechisme ou In-

struction traduicte | du Fraugois au

langage des peuples Sauuages de quel-

que contr^e, auec | ce qui s'est pass6 en

ladite Nouuelle France en I'ann^e 1631.

I
A monseignevr le cardinal dvc de

Eicheliev.
]
[Scroll.]

|

A Paris. |
Chez Clavde Collet au

Palais, en la Gallerie des Prisonniers,
|

^I'Estoilled'Or.
|
M.DC.XXXII [1632].

I
Auec Priuilege du Roy
Title verso blank 1 1. dedication "a monsei-

gnevr rUlvstriss"*' Cardinal Dvc de Richeliev"

pp. 3-6, a poem "Svrlelivre des voyages dv

sievr de Champlain " pp. 7-8, table des cbapi-

tres pp. 9-16, text pp. 1-308, second© partie pp.

1-310, 1 blank leaf, table pp. 1-8, traitte de la

marine pp. 1-54, 1 blank leaf, doctrine chres-

tienne etc. pp. 1-20, map, sm. 4°.

Mass6 (E.), L'oraison dominicale tradvite en

langage des Montagnars, pp. 16-20 (of the last

numbering).

Copies seen: Brown, British Museum, Con-

gress, Harvard, Lenox.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 511, "fine

copy, vellum," 71. Is.; Leclerc, 1867, no. 1615,

sold a ''very fine copy, wide margins," for 260

fr.; inl878 he priced it,no.696, 700 fr.; Quaritch,

no. 11873, priced a copy, the folded map in fac-

simile, 36i.; and later, no. 28818, a perfect copy,

65Z.; the Brinley copy, catalogue no. 76, brought

$280. .

Les
I

voyages | de la
|
Novvelle

France
|
occidentale, dicte

|
Canada,

|

faits par le S^ de Champlain |
Xaincton-

geois, Capitaine pour le Roy en la Marine

du
I

Ponant, & toutes les Descounertes

qu'il a faites en
|
ce pais depuis I'an

1603. iusques en Tan 16-29.
|
Oil se voit

corame ce pays a est^ premierement des-

couuert par les Francois, ]
sous I'au-

thorit6 de nos Roys tres-Chrestieus,

iusques au regne
]
de sa Majesty a pre-

sent regnante Lovis xiii.
|
Roy de

France & de Nauarre. I Auec vn traitt6

Champlain (S. de) — Continued.

des qualitez &l conditions requises ^ vn
bon & parfaict Nauigateur

j
pour co-

gnoistre la diuersit^ des Estimes qui

se font en la Nauigation ; Les
j
Mar-

ques & enseignements que la proui-

dence de Dieu a mises dans les Mers
|

"

pour redresser les Mariniers en leur

routte, sans lesquelles ils tomberoient

en
I

de grands dangers, Et la maniere

de bien dresser Cartes marines auec

leurs
I

Ports, Rades, Isles, Sondes, &>

autre chose necessaire a la Nauigation.
j

Ensemble vne Carte generalle de la de-

scription dudit pays faicte en son Meri-

dien selon
I
la declinaison de la guide

Aymant, & vn Catechisme ou Instruc-

tion traduicte
[

du Fran5ois an langage

des peuples Sauuages de quelque con-

tr<Se, auec
|
ce qui s'est pass6 en ladite

Nouuelle France en I'ann^e 1631.
|
A

monseignevr le cardinal dvc de Riche-

liev.
I

[Scroll.]
|

A Paris.
|
Chez Lovis Sevestre Im-

primeur-Libraire rue du Meurier pr^sla

Porte,
j
S.Victor, & en sa Boutique dans

la Courdu Palais.
|
M.DC.XXXIIL1632].

I
Auec Priuilege du Roy.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication pp. 3-6, a

poem pp. 7-8, table des chapitres pp. 9-16, text

pp. 1-308, 1-310, 1 blank leaf, table pp. 1-8, traitte

de la marine pp. 1-54, doctrine chrestienne pp.

1-20, map, sm. 4°.

Mass6's article, as under previous title, pp.

16-20.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Brown, Con-

gress, Lenox.

At the Field sale, catalogue no. 321, a copy

brought $31 ; Leclerc, 1878, no. 2697, priced it

1000 fr. ; Dufoss6, 1887, no. 24801, 1000 fr.

Les
I

voyages | de la j Novvelle

France |
occidentale, dicte

|
Canada,

|

faits par le S"" de Champlain
|
Xainc-

tongeois, Capitaine pour le Roy en la.

Marine du
|
Ponant, & toutes les Des-

counertes qu'il a faites en
|
ce pais

depuis I'an 1603. iusques en I'an 1629.
|

Oil se voit comme ce pays a est^ pre-

mierement descouuert par les Francois,.

I

sous rauthorit6 de nos Roys tres-

Chrestiens, iusques au regne
|
de sa Ma-

jest^ a present regnante Lovis xiii.
|

Roy de France & de Nauarre.
|
Auec vn

traitte des qualitez & conditions re-

quises a vn bon & parfaict Nauigateur

I

pour cognoistre la diuersit^ des Es-

times qui se font en la Nauigation ; Les
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I

Marques & enseiguements que la

prouidence de Dieu a raises dans les

Mers
I
pour redresser les Mariniers en

leur routte, sans lesquelles ils tombe-

roient en
|
de grands dangers, Et la

maniere de bien dresser Cartes marines

auec leurs
]
Ports, Rades, Isles, Sondes,

& autre chose necessaire a la Nauiga-

tion.
I

Ensemble vne Carte generalle

de la description dudit pays faicte en

son Meridien selon
|
la declinaison de

la guide Aymant, & vn Catechisme ou

Instruction traduicte
1
du Frangois au

langage des peuples Sauuages de quel-

que contr^e, auec
|
ce qui s'est pass^ en

ladite Nouuelle France en Tannic 1631.

I
A monseignevr le cardinal dvc de

Eicheliev.
1
[Scroll.]

|

A Paris. | Chez Pierre Le-Mvr, dans

la grand' Salle
|
du Palais,

j
M.DC.

XXXII [1632].
I

Auec Priuilegedu Roy.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication pp. 3-6, a

poem pp 7-8, table des chapitres pp. 9-16, text

pp. 1-308, 1-310, 1 blank leaf, table pp. 1-8, traitt6

de la marine pp. 1-54, 1 blank leaf, doctrine

cbrestienne pp. 1-20, map, sm. 4°.

Mass6'8 article, as under previous titles, pp.

16-20.

Copies seen: Harvard, Lenox.

At the Murphy sale, catalogue no. 541, a copy

in "maroon morocco, super extra, gilt edges,

rich inside tooling, tall," brought $155.

Les
I

voyages | de la
|
Novvelle

France
|
occidentale, dite

|
Canada :

|

faits par le S^ de Champlain
|
Xainc-

tongeois, Capitaine pour le Roy en la

Marine du
|
Ponant, & toutes les Des-

couuertes qu'il a faites en
|
ce Pais

depuis Fan 1603. iusques en I'an 1629.
|

Oil se voit comme ce Pays a est^ pre-

mierement descouuert par les Frangois,

(
souz rauthorit6 de nos Roys tres-

Chrestieus, iusques au regno
|
de sa

Majesty h, present regnante Lovis xiii.

1
Roy de France & de Nauarre.

|
Auec

Yu Traict^ de qualitez & conditions

requises a vn bon & parfait Naui-
|
ga-

teur pour cognoistre la diuersit^ des

Estimes qui se font en la Nauigation :
|

Les marques & enseignemens que la

prouidence de Dieu a mises dans les
|

Mers pour redresser les Mariniers en

leur routte, sans lesquelles ils toinbe-
|

roiet en de grands dangers : Et la

maniere de bien dresser cartes marines,

auec
I

leurs Ports, Rades, Isles, Sondes,

ALG 6
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& autres choses necessaires h la Naui-

gation.
I
Ensemble vne Carte generale

de la description dudit Pays faite en

son Meridien, selon
|
la declinaison de

la Guide-Aymant ; & vn Catechisme ou

Instruction traiduite
|
du Frangois au

langage des Peuples Sauuages de

quelq\j.e coutr6e: Auec
| ce qui s'est

pass^ en ladite Nouuelle France en

I'ann^e 1631. | A monseignevr le cardi-

nal dvc de Richeliev.
|

[Scroll.]
|

A Paris.
|
Chez Clavde Collet, au

mont sainct Hilaire, pr^s le Puits Cer-

tain.
I

M.DC.XL [1640].
I

Avec privi-

lege dv roy.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication pp. 3-6, a

poem pp. 7-8, table des chapitres pp. 9-16, text

pp. 1-308, 1-310, 1 blank leaf, table pp. 1-8, traitt6

de la marine pp. 1-54, 1 blank leaf, doctrine

chrestienne etc. pp. 1-20, map, sm. 4°.

Masse's article as in editions of 1632, titled

above, pp. 16-20.

Copies seen : Brown, Lenox.

Quaritch, no. 28819, priced a copy 55i!. and
Maisonneuve, in 1889, 800 fr.

The edition Paris, 1830, 2 vols. 8°, does not

contain the linguistics. (Congress.)

CEuvres
|
de

|
Champlain

|

publi^es

I

sous le patronage
|
de l'Univer8it6

Laval
I

Par I'abb^ U.-H. Laverdiere,M.

A.
I

professeur d'histoire a la faculty

des arts
|
et biblioth^caire de 1' uni-

versity
I
Seconde Mition

|
TomeI[-V]|

Quebec
I

Imprim6 au S^minaire par

Geo.-E. Desbarats
|

1870

5 vols, (the fifth in two parts) paged con-

secutively at bottom : 2 p. 11. pp. i-lxxvi, 1-

1478, 1 1. The pagination of the original edition

appears at the top. Vol. 5 is a reprint, in fac-

simile as to arrangement, of the 1632 edition of

Les Voyages.
Ma3s6's article, as in edition of 1632, titled

above, vol.5, pt. 2, pp. 16-20 (pp. 1408-1412 of

the series).

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, British

Museum, Brown, Congress, Dunbar, Lenox,

Watkinson.

At the Field sale, catalogue no. 320, a copy
brought $21 .75

;
Quaritch, no. 11872, priced it 31.

IQs.; the Murphy copy, no. 543, half green

morocco, brought $12.50; Gagnon, Quebec, 1888,

no. 47, priced a copy $12.50, and another, no. 20,

$12.

The whole of the first edition, begun in 1865,

was destroyed by fire.

Chapin (Rev. Alonzo Bowen.) Glaston-

bury
I

for
I

two hundred years:
|
a

|

centennial discourse,
|
May 18th, A. D.

1853.
I

With an Appendix,
|
contain-
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Chapin (A. B.)— Continued,

ing
I

historical and statistical papers of

interest.
|
By Rev. Alonzo B. Chapin, D.

1).,
I
Rector of St. Luke's Church, [&c.

three lines.]
|

[Quotation, three lines.]
|

Hartford :
|

press of Case, Tiffany and
company.

| 1853.

Title verso copyright 1 1. prefatory note verso

"collect" 1 1. test pp. 5-252, 8°.

"Indian history aud sale," pp. 9-24, gives

the etymology and signification of Indian

names and places in various Algonquian lan-

guages.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Trumbull.

Chapman (Isaac A.) A
|
sketch

|
of the

I

history of Wyoming.
| By the late

Isaac A. Chapman, esq.
|
To which is

added,
|
an

|
appendix,

|
containing a

I

statistical account
|
of the

|
valley,

I

and
I

adjacent country.
|
By a gen-

tleman of Wilkesbarre.
|

Wilkesbarre, Penn.
|

Printed and
published by Sharp D. Lewis.

|
1830.

Title verso copyiight 1 1. preface verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 5-209, errata p. [210], 12°.

'

' Signification of several Indian names which
are still retained at and near Wyoming, com-

municated by Rev. John Heckewelder," pp.

172-173.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Congress, Trumbull, Watkinson.

Chappell (Lieut. Edward). Narrative
]

of a
I

voyage
|
to

|
Hudson's Bay

|
in

|

his majesty's ship Rosamond
| contain-

ing some account of
|
the north-eastern

coast of America
|
and

[
of the tribes

|

inhabiting | that remote region.
|
By

|

Lient. Edward Chappell, R.N.
|
[Two

lines quotation.]
|

London:
|

printed for J. Mawman,
Ludgate street :

|
By R. Watts, Crown

Court, Temple Bar.
) 1817.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank
1 1. advertisement 3 11. list of engravings verso
blank 1 1. text and appendices pp. 1-279, map,
8°.

"A vocabulary of the Cree or Knisteneaux
Indians inhabiting the western shores of Hud-
son's Bay, presented to the author by an Indian
trader who had resided thirty years in that
country," pp. 256-279.

Copies seen .- Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit,

ish Museum, Congress, Powell, Trumbull.
A copy at the Brinley sale, catalogue no.

5647, brought $1.75, and One at the Murphy sale,

catalogue no. 549, $1,25; priced by Quaritch,

no. 21972, 5*. ; Clarke & co. 1886 catalogue, no.

395, price an edition with title differing slightly

from above, $2.50.

Charencey ( Com^e Hyacinthe de). Re-
cherches sur les noma des points de
I'espace.

In Academie nationale des sciences, arts et

belles-lettres de Caen, M6m. pp. 217-302, Caen,

1882, 8°.

Terms for the cardinal points of the com-

pass in Algonquin and Cri, pp. 231-233.

Issued separately as follows:

Recherches
| sur les

|
noms des points

de I'espace
|

par
|
M. le C**^ de Charencey

I

membre [&c. two lines.]
|

[Design.]
[

Caen
|
imprimerie de J^\ le Blanc-

Hardel
|
rue Froide, 2 et 4

|
1882

Cover title as above, title as above verso note

1 1. text pp. 1-86, 8°.

Famille algique : Algonquin et Cri, pp. 14-16.

Copies seen: Brinton, Pilling, Powell. •

Ethnographie euskarienne. Etude

sur I'origine des Basques d'apr^s les

denudes de la linguistique par M. le

Comte H. de Charencey.
In Soci6t6 de G6og. Bull, seventh series, vol.

10, pp. 445-456, Paris, 1889, 8°.

A number of Delaware words compared with

those of the Basque, pp. 450-451.—Algonkin and

Iroquois words, p. 451.

Issued separately also, without title-page,

repaged 1-12. (Pilling.)

Charlevoix (Pierre Fraugois Xavier de).

Histoire
|
et |

description generale
|
de

la
I
Nouvelle France,

|
avec

|
le journal

historique
|
d'un Voyage fait par ordre

du Roi dans
|
I'Am^rique Septentrio-

uale.
I
Par le P. De Charlevoix, de la

Compagnie de J6sus.
|
Tome premier

[-troisieme].
\
[Vignette.] |'

A Paris,
|
Chez Nyon Fils, Libraire,

Quai des Augustins, h I'Occasion.
|

M.DCC.XLIV [1744]. |
Avec approba-

tion et privilege du roi.

3 vols. 4°, maps. The third volume has a dif-

ferent title-page, as follows:

Journal
|
d'un |

. voyage
|
fait par ordre du

roi
I
dans

|
I'Amerique septentrionnale [sic]

; \

Adress^ a Madame la Duchesse | de Lesdigui-

eres. | Par le P. De Charlevoix, de la Compa-

gnie de J6sus.
I
Tome troisi6me.

|

A Paris,
|
Chez Nyon Fils, Libraire, Quai des

Augustins, k I'Occasion. |
M.DCC.XLIV

[1744]. ]
Avec approbation et privilege du roi.

Onzi^me lettre, containing comments upon

the distribution of the languages of Canada, the

Algonquin, Pouteouatamis, Oatagamis, Mas-

coutins, Kickapou, Miami, Illinois, and Huron,

vol. 3, pp. 175-189.

Copies seen: British Museum, Brown, Con-

gress, Lenox, "Watkinson.

The Fischer copy, no. 2221, was bought by

Quaritch for 11. lis. The Field copy, no. 330,

sold for $10.50. Quaritch prices a calf copy,
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Charlevoix (P. F. X. de)— Continued,

no. 11875, 21. 2s., and a "calf gilt" copy, no.

11876, 21, 15s. ; and again, no. 29813, lie prices

a calf copy 21. 10s. At tlie Murphy sale, no.

550, a copy brought $6.

Histoire
|
et |

description generale

I

de la
I

Nouvelle France,
|
avec

|
le

journal historique
j
d'un Voyage fait

par ordre du Roi dans
|
I'Amerique Sep-

tentrionale,
|
Par le P. De Charlevoix,

de la compagnie de Jesus.
|

A Paris,
|
chez la Veuve Ganeau,

Libraire, rue S. Jacques pr^s la rue
|

du Platre, aux Armes de Dombes.
|

M.DCC.XLIV [1744]. [
Avec approba-

tion et privilege du Roi.

3 vols. 4°.

Linguistics as under previous title.

Copies seen : Harvard.

Histoire
|
et

|
description generale

|

de la
I

Nouvelle France, ]
avec

|
le

journal historique |
d'un Voyage fait

par ordre du Roi
|
dans I'Ain^rique

Septentrionnale. j
Par le P. De Charle-

voix, de la Compagnie
|
de Jesus.

|

Tome premier[-8ixieme].
|

[Printer's

ornament.]
|

A Paris,
|
Chez Didot, Libraire, Quai

des Augustins,
|
h la Bible d'or.

|
M

DCC XLIV [1744]. |
Avec Approbation

& Privilege du Roy. (*)

6 vols. 12°. Vols. 5 and 6 have title-pages as

follows:

Journal | d'un ] voyage \
fait par ordre du

roi
I

dans |
I'Amerique |

septentrionnale;
|
Ad-

dre8s6 a Madame la Duchesse
j
de Lesdiguieres.

) Par le P. De Charlevoix, de la Compagnie
|

de Jesus. | Tome cinqmeme[-sixi6mej.
|

[Printer's ornament.]
(

A Paris,
|
Chez Didot, Libraire, Quai des

Augustins,
I
k la Bible d'or.

j M DC(^ XLIV
[1744].

I
Avec Approbation & Privilege du Roy.

GaractSre de la langue huronne, vol. 5, p.

•289.—Caract^re de la langue algonquine, vol. 5,

pp. 289-290.—Particularites de la langue hu-

ronne, vol.5, pp. 290-291.—Particularites de la

langue algonquine, vol. 5, pp. 291-292.

Title from Mr. Chas. H. Hull, from a copy in

the library of Cornell University.

Histoire
|
et

|
description generale

|

de la
I

Nouvelle France,
|
avec

|
le

journal historique
|
d'un Voyage fait

par ordre du Roi
|
dans l'Am6rique

Septentrionnale.
|
Par le P. De Charle-

voix, de la Compagnie
|
de Jesus.

|

Tome premier[-sixieme].
|

A Paris,
|
Chez Rollin Fils, Libraire,

Quai des Augustins,
|
h S. Athanase &

au Palmier.
]
M DCC XLIV [1744].

|

Charlevoix (P. F. X. de)— Continued.

Avec Approbation & Privilege du
Roy.

I

6 vols. 12°. Vols. 5 and 6 have title-pages as

follows:

Journal |
d'un

|
voyage |

fait par ordre du
roi

I
dans [ I'Amerique |

septentrionnale;
|
Ad-

dress6 h Madame la Duchesse | de Lesdigui-

eres.
I
Par le P. De Charlevoix, de la Com-

pagnie
I
de Jesus. |

Tome cinqui6me[-si-

xieme].
|

•

A Paris,
| Chez Rollin FilS, Libraire, Quai

des Augustins, ] k S. Athanase & au Palmier.
|

•M DCC XLIV [1744]. | Avec Approbation &,

Privilege du Roy.

Linguistics as under title next above, vol. 5,

pp. 289-292.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Brown,

Congress.

In the Triibner catalogue of 1856, a "full

russia, gilt edged, beautiful" copy, no. 1957, was
priced 31. 3s. Leclerc, 1878, no. 698, prices a

copy 45 fr.

Some copies of this edition have the imprint

Chez Pierre Frangois Gififart,
|
rue Saint Jac-

qiies k Sainte Therese.
|
M DCC XLIV [1744].

|

Avec Approbation & privilege du Roy. (Astor,

Boston Athenaeum, Brown, Dunbar.)

Sabin's Dictionary and Leclerc's Bib. Am.
mention the following editions:

A Paris, chez Pierre Frangois Giffart, rue

SaintJacques k Sainte Therese, M. DCC. XLI V,
3 vols. 40.

A Paris, chez Rolin Fils, Libraire, Quai des

Augustins, MDCCXLIV, 3 vols. 4°. Leclerc's

supplement, no. 2706, prices a copy of this,

90 fr.

Paris, Nyon, MDCCXLIV, 6 vols. 12°.

Paris, Didot, MDCCXLIX, 6 vols. 12°.

Paris, Rolin fils, MDCCXLIX, 6 vols. 12°.

The Journal d'un voyage has been reprinted

in English as follows

:

Journal
|
of a

|
voyage

j
to

|
North-

America.
I

Undertaken by Order of the
|

French king.
|
Containing

|
The (ieo-

graphical Description and Natural
|

History of that Country, particularly
|

Canada.
|
Together with

|
An Account

of the Customs, Characters,
|
Religion,

Manners and Traditions
|
of the orig-

inal Inhabitants.
|
In a Series of Let-

ters to the Duchess of Lesdiguieres.
|

Translated from the French of P. -de

Charlevoix.
]
In two volumes.

|
Vol. I

[-11].
I

London : Printed for R. and J. Dods-

ley, in Pall-lMall.
|
IVIDCCLXI [1761].

2 vols. : half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso

blank 1 1. contents pp. v-viii, text pp. 1-382

;

half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso blank 1 1.

contents pp. v-viii, text pp. 1-380,
'

' books
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Charlevoix (P. F. X. de) —Continued,
printed for R and J. Dodsley" 2 11. index to

botli volumes 11 11. 8°,

Linguistics as under titles above, vol. 1, pp.
299-303.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Congress,

Massachusetts Historical Society.

The Fischer copy, no. 2223, brought 5s. ; the

Field copy, no. 332, $5; the Menzies copy, no.

376, half calf, antique, $5.75; the Squier copy,

no. 191, $2.25; the Brinley copy, no. 78, $3.50.

Clarke, 1886, no, 5381, prices an old calf copy $4.

Letters
|
to the

|
Dutchess [sic] of

Lesdiguieres
; |

Giving an Account of a
|

voyage to Canada,
|

and
|
Travels through

that vast Country,
|
and

|
Louisiana, to

the Gulf of Mexico.
|
Undertaken

|
By

Order of the present King of France,
|

By Father Charlevoix.
|
Being a more

full and accurate De- 1 scription of Can-

ada, and the neigh-
|
bouring Countries

than has been ' before published ; the

Character of
|
every Nation or Tribe in

that vast
|
Tract being given ; their

Eeligion,
|
Customs, Manners, Tradi-

tions, Go-
I

vernment, Languages, and
Towns;

|
the Trade carried on with

. them,
I
and at what Places ; the Posts

or
I
Forts, and Settlements, estab-

lished
I

by the French; the great

Lakes,
|
Water-Falls, and Rivers, with

the
I

Manner of navigating them; the
|

Mines, Fisheries, Plants, and Ani-
|

mals of these Countries,
|
With Reflec-

tions on the Mistakes the
|
French have

committed in carrying
|
on their Trade

and Settlements
; |

and the most proper

Method of
|

proceeding pointed out.
|

Including also an Account of the Au-
|

thor's Shipwreck in the Channel of
j

Bahama, and Return in a Boat to
|
the

Mississippi, along the Coast of
|
the

Gulf of Mexico, with his Voy- 1 age from

thence to St. Domingo,
|
and back to

France.
|
[Device. ] |

Printed for R. Goadby, and Sold by
R. Baldwin in Pater-

|
Noster-Row,

London. 1763.

.
Title verso blank 1 1. contents pp. iii-xiv,

errata verso advertisement i 1. text pp. 1-384, 8°.

Linguistics as under previous titles,pp. 120-

124.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Brown, Congress.

A "beautiful uncut copy" at the Menzies
sale, no. 375, brought $5.

According to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 12140,

some copies are dated 1764.

Charlevoix (P. F. X. de) — Continued.

A
I

voyage
|
to

|
North-America :

f

Undertaken by Command of the pres-

ent
I
king of France,

j

Containing
|
the

Geographical Description and Natural

History
|
of

|
Canada and Louisiana.

|

With
I
The Customs, Manners, Trade

and Religion
|
of the Inhabitants; a

Description of the Lakes and
|
Rivers,

with their Navigation and Manner of

passing j the Great Cataracts.
|
By

Father Charlevoix.
|
Also, |

A Descrip-

tion and Natural History of the Islands

in the
j West Indies belonging to the

different Powers of
[

Europe. Illustrated

with a Number of curious Prints
\
and

Maps not in any other Edition.
|
In two

volumes.
|

Dublin :
|
Printed for John Exshaw,

and James Potts, in
|
Dame-Street.

|

MDCCLXVI [1766].

2 vols, maps, 8°. The title of vol. 2 differs

slightly from that of vol. 1, which is given

above.

Linguistics as under previous titles, vol. 1,

pp. 163-166.

Copies seen: British Museum, Brown, Con-

Leclerc, 1878, no. 699, prices a copy 25 fr. A
copy at the Briuley sale, no. 80, brought $17 ;.

the Murphy copy, no. 552, sold for $9.

I have seen several partial reprints of Char-

levoix which do not contain the linguistics.

Pierre Francois XavierdeCh arlevoix, French

traveller, born in Saint Quentin 29 Oct., 1682,-

died in LaFleche 1 Feb., 1761. He entered the

Jesuit society in 1698, and while a scholar was
sent to Quebec in 1705, and during the four

years following his arrival taught in the col-

lege in that place. After completing his divin-

ity studies, he became a professor of belles-

lettres in France, published a history of

Christianity in Japan, and returned to Canada.

For some time after his arrival he remained at

Sault St. Louis. Then he ascended the St,

Lawrence, and, reaching the Mississippi by
way of the Illinois, descended the river to New
Orleans, thence proceeding to France byway of

Santo Domingo, after an absence of two years.

From 1733 till 1755 he was one of the directors

of the "Journal de Trevoux." He published

in succession histories of Santo Domingo and

Japan, and in 1744 his " Histoire de la nouvelle

France," which had been kept back for twenty

years. Simultaneously with the latter appeared

the journal that he wrote while in America,

which was addressed to the Ducbess de Lesdi-

guiere, and was soon translated into English.

Though his history was praised and quoted as

an authority by scholars, it was not translated

until recently, when an edition in English was
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pablished by John Gilmary Shea (Nevr York, 6

vols., 1865-'72). The last work written by
Charlevoix was a history of Paraguay (1756).—

Appleton's Cyclop, of. Am. Biog.

Chase (Pliny Earle). On certain primi-

tive names of the Supreme Being.

In American Philosoph. Soc. Proc. vol. 9, pp.

420-424, Philadelphia, 186P. 8°.

Terms used by a number of American peo-

ples, among them the Algonkin, Cheyenne,

Blackfeet, and Arapaho.

Oil the radical significance of nu-

merals.

In American Philosoph. Soc. Proc. vol. 10, pp.

18-23, Philadelphiaf 1869, 8°.

Exam,)les in severallndian languages,includ-

ing the Abnaki from Rasles' dictionary.

Chateaubriand (Vicomte Francois Au-

guste de). Voyages
|
en

j

Am^rique
]

et en

I
Italic :

I

par I le Vicomte de Chateau-

briand.
I
En deux volumes. |

Toma
lE-li].

I

Paris
I
et Londres, chez Colburn,

libraire, [ New Burlington street.
1

1828.

2 vols.: 2 p. 11. pp.i-iv, 1 1. pp. 1-400; 3 p. 11.

pp. 1-423, 80.

MoisdesCypawais [Chippewa], languealgon-

quine, with deflnitions, vol. 1, p. 259.— Langues
indiennes, pp. 273-286, includes passing mention

of the Algonquian but is principally devoted to

the Huron.
Copies seen: Congress.

Travels
|

in
|
America and Italy,

|
by

I

Viscount de Chateaubriand,
i

author of

[&c. two lines.]
|
In two volumes.

|

Vol. I[-II].
I

London:
|
Henry Colburn, New Bur-

lington Street.
( 1828.

2 vols.: 3 p. 11. pp. 1-356 ; 2 p. 11. pp. 1-429, 8°.

Months of the Chipaways, vol. 1, p. 244.

—

Indian languages, as under title above, pp. 255-

266.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Wisconsin Historical Society.

Voyages
|
en Am6rique

|
en Italie,

etc.
I

par
|
M. De Chateaubriand

| avec

des gravures
|

Paris
I
Bernardin-B6chet, Libraire

|

31, Quai des Augustins [1865]

Printed cover, half-title 1 1. pp. 1-380, 8°.

Laugues indiennes, pp. 138-144.

Copies seen: Bancroft.

(Euvres completes
|
deM. le Vicomte

I

de Chateaubriand,
|
membre de

I'Acad^mie fran^oise.
|
Tome premier

[-trente-sixi^me].
|

Chateaubriand (F. A. de)— Continued.

Paris.
I

Pourrat fr^res, 6diteurs.
|
M.

DCCC.XXXVl [-M.DCCC.XL] [1836-

1840].

36 vols. 8°.

Vol. 12, Voyage en Am6rique, contains: Mois
des Cypawais, p. 157.—Langues indiennes, pp.
167-176.

Copies seen : British Museum, Watkinson.

I have seen mention of an edition Paris, 1826-

1831, 28 vols. 8°.

(Euvres completes
|
de M. le Vicomte

I

de Chateaubriand,
|
membre de

I'Acad^mie frangoise. | Tome premier

[-trente-sixieme].
|
Essais sur la vie et

les ouvrages de M. de Chateaubriand.
|

[Picture.]
|

Paris.
I
Pourrat freres, 6diteur8. | M,

DCCC.XXXVIII [1838].
36 vols. 80.

Linguistics as under title next above, vol. 12,

pp. 157, 167-176.

Copies seen : Congress.

1 have seen mention of an edition Paris, 1859-

1861, 12 vols. 8°.

Chateaubriand illustr^
|
Voyages

|

en Italie et en Amerique.
|

Lagny—Imprimerie de Vialat et Cie.

[1850?]
No title-page, illustrated heading only; voy-

age en Italie pp. 1-23, voyage en Am6rique pp.
24-103, melanges litt6raires pp. 103-112, folio.

Imprint at bottom of p. 1.

Mois des Cip iwais, p. 70.—Langues indiennes,

pp . 72-75.

Copies seen : Lenox.

Atala,
I

Ren6,
|
les Abencerages,

|

suivis du
I

voyage en Amerique,
|
par

M. le vicomte
|
de Chateaubriand.

|

Paris,
I

librairie de Firmin Didot

freres, | imprimeurs de I'lnstitut,
| rue

Jacob, 56.
I
1850.

Half-title 1 1. title 1 1. half-title of Atala 1 1.

prefaces pp. 3-17, text pp. 19-112, half-title of

Ren6 1 1. text pp. 115-156, half-title of "Lea
aveotures du dernier Abencerage" 1 1. aver-

tissement pp. 159-160, text pp. 161-216, half-title

of "Voyage en Amerique"' 1 1. avertissement

pp. 219-220, preface pp. 221-259, introduction pp.

261-266, text pp. 267-525, table p. [526], 12°.

Mois des Cipawois, p. 392.—Langues indien-

nes, pp. 400-409.

Copies seen : Lenox, National Museum.

Atala,
I
Ren^,

|
les Abencerages,

I

suivis du
I
voyage en Amerique,

|
par

M. le vicomte
|
de Chateaubriand.

|

Paris,
I
Librairie de Firmin Didot

freres, fils et cie.,
|
imprimeurs de I'ln-

stitut de France,
I

rue Jacob, 56.
|
1857.

2 p. 11. pp. 1-525, 1 L 120.
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Chateaubriand (F. A. de)— Continued.
Langaea iudienaes, pp. 400-409.

Copies seen : Shea.

The Ungaistic article does not appear in other

editions of the above work which I have seen.

Chemin de la croix [Cree]. See Garin
(A. M.)

Cheyenne :

Animal names See Hayden (F. V.)

G-eneral discussion

General discussion

G-eographic names
Grammatic comments
Numerals
Numerals
Numerals
Numerals
Personal names
Personal names
Phrases

Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Pro er names
Proper names
Proper names
Relationships

Relationships

Sentences

Songs

Songs

Tribal names
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

"Words

Words
"Words

"Words

Abert (J. W.)
Jomard (E. F.)

Dodge (R. I.)

Hayden (F.V.)

Abert (J. W.)
Flachnecker (G.)

Haines (E.M.)

Pott (A. F.)

Bent (G.)

Blackmore ("W.)

Bellas (H.H.)

Catlin (G.)

Hayden (F.V.)

Indian.

Jackson (W. H.)

Smet (P. J. de).

Treaties.

Hayden (F. V.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Bellas (H. H.)

Baker (T.)

Dodge (R. I.)

Hayden (F. V.)

Abert (J. W.)
Buschmann (J.C.E.)

Campbell (J.)

Dodge (R. I.)

Domenech (E.)

Flachnecker (G.)

Gallatin (A.)

Haines (E. M.)

Hayden (F. V.)

Latham (R. G.)

Maximilian (A. P.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Schoolcraft (H.R.)

Smith (J. S.)

Bellas (H. H.)

Charencey (H. de).

Chase (P. E.)

Smithsonian.

vocabulary, North Amer-

n
Chipa-wa

ica.

A thin 4to, bound in cloth, pp. 75.

Title and note from J. B. B. Clarke's "His-
torical and Descriptive Catalogue of the Euro-

pean and Asiatic Manuscripts in the Library of

the late Dr. Adam Clarke," &c. London, 1835,

p. 87.

Chippewa. [Hymn book in the Chip-

pewa language.] (*)

"A small hymn book of twelve hymns, trans-

lated into the Chippewa, was now [1827] printed

by the Missionary Society of the Methodist

Episcopal Society in New York, and some

Chippewa — Continued.

copies were now on Grape Island ; and the de-

sire to read and sing the hymns stimulated the

desire to learn."

—

Playter.

See Collection ; also Jones (P.)

Chippewa. A pocket
|
vocabulary of

terms | alphabetically arranged.
|

(1822.)

Manuscript in the library of the compiler

of this bibliography, 33 11. some blank, 5| by 3^

inches.

English and Chippewa, alphabetically ar-

ranged according to the former. Possibly by
H. R. Schoolcraft.

Chippewa. Sketch of a grammar, vo-

cabulary, and phrase-book, Chippewa
and English. About lYSO. (*)

Original manuscript, 75 pp. 4°.

Title from Quaritch, no. 30077, who prices it

18».

Chippewa vocabulary. ( * )

Manuscript of the last century, important

and unpublished. It comprises 75 pp. in 2 col-

umns 4P.—Leclere, 1867, no. 331.

This is probably the "Chippeway-English

vocabulary" titled in the Pmart sale catalogue,

no. 230, and purchased by Quaritch for 8 francs,

title of which is given next above.

Chippewa. Words and phrases of the

Chippewa.
Manuscript, pp. 77-228, 4°, in the library of

the Bureau of Ethnology ; recorded in a copy
of Powell's Introduction to the study of Indian

languages, second edition. The name of the

collector is unknown ; it was received from the

Mackinack Agency, without accompanying let,

ter or memorandum, April 7, 1882. Schedules

1-8, 10, 12-14, 16, 20-25 are well filled ; schedule

17 has a few entries ; schedules 9, 11, 15, 18, 19^

26-30 are blank.

Chippewa

:

Bible, Pentateuch

Bible, Genesis (pt.)

Bible, Genesis (pt.)

Bible, Genesis

Bible, Genesis (pt.)

Bible, Psalms

Bible, Minor pr.

Bible, New test.

Bible, I^ew test.

Bible, New test.

Bible, Gospels

Bible, Gospels

Bible, Matthew

Bible, Matthew (pt.)

Bible, Matthew

Bible, Luke

Bible, John

J O'Meara (F. A.)

Evans (JT.) and Jones.

(P.)

James (E.)

Jones (P.)

Schoolcraft (H. R.)

O'Meara (F.A.)

McDonald (R.)

Blatchford (H.)

James (E.)

O'Meara (F. A.)

Cameron (J. D.)

O'Meara (F.A.)

Horden (J.) and San-

ders (J.)

Jones (P.)

Jones ( P.) and Jones
(J.)

Hall (S.) and Cop-

way (G.)

Jones (J.) and Jones
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Chippewa— Continued.

Bible, Acts Hall (S.) and Cop-
way (G.)

Bible, Eph. (pt.) James (E.)

Bible, Cor. (pt.) Schoolcraft (F. R.)

Bible, James Omajibiigeuinvn.

Bible, John i-iil Omajibiigeuinvn.

Bible history Chone (—

)

Bible history Horden (J.)

Bible history Verwyst (G.)

Bible history Vogt (C.) and G-af-

ron (J.;

Bible passages American Bible Soc.

Bible passages Bagster (J.)

Bible passages Bible Society.

Bible passages British and Foreign.

Bible passages Church.
Bible passages Enew.
Bible passages Gi-ilbert&Rivington.

Bible passages Knight (E. H.)

Bible passages Schoolcraft (H. E.)

Bible passages "Wilson (E. F.)

Bible stories Dougherty (P.) and
Rodd (b.)

Bible stories Kishemanito.

Book of com. prayer. Horden (J.) and San-

ders (J.)

Book of com. prayer. O'Meara (F. A.)

Calendar D61eage (P. R.)

Calendar Jacker (E.)

Calendar
, Pr6voat (M.)

Catechism Baraga (F.)

Cateehism Baraga (F. ) and "Wei-

kamp (J. B.)

Catechism Belcourt (G. A.)
Catechism Chone (—

)

Catechism D616age (F. R.)

Catechism Dougherty (P.)

Catechism Dougherty (P.) and
Rodd (D.)

Catechism Gafron (J.)

Catechism Gu6guen (J. P.)

Catechism Lacombe (A.)

Catechism Ojibway.

Catechism Pipe.

Dictionary Baraga (P.)

Dictionary Baraga (F.) and Bel-

court (G. A.)

Dictionary Belcourt (G.A.)
Dictionary r6rard (M.)

Dictionary Wilson (E. F.)

Etymologies Schoolcraft (H. R.)

General discussion Atwater (C.)

General discussion Bond (J. W.)
General discussion Copway (G.)

General discussion Cour tde Gebelin (A.

)

General discussion Gibbs (G.)

General discussion Jameson (A. M.)
General discussion Jefferys (T.)

General discussion J6han (L. F.)

General discussion Kohl (J. G.)

General discussion Our.

General discussion Pickering (J.

)

General discussion Schoolcraft ( H. R.

)

General discussion Tach6(A. A.)

General discussion ZephyrinEngelhardt

(C.A.)

Chippewa— Continued.
Gentes Morgan (L. H.)

Gen tes Schoolcraft ( H. R.

)

Gentes Warren (W.W.)
Geography Abinoji.

Geographic names Boyd (S. G.)

Geographic names Brunson (A.)

Geographic names Calkins (H.)

Geographic names Connor (H.)

Geographic names Gilfillan (J. A.)

Geographic names Hathaway (J.)

Geographic names Kelton (D, H.)

Geographic names Kohl (J. G.)

Geographic names Lanman (C.)

Geographic names McLean (J.)

Geographic names Morgan (L. H.)

Geographic names Petitot (E. P. S. J.)

Geographic names Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Geographic names Witherell (B. F. H.)

Grammar Baraga (P.)

Grammar Baraga (P.) and Bel-

court (G. A.)

Grammar Barnard (A.)

Grammar Blackbird (A. J.)

Grammar Chippewa.

Grammar Hall(S.)

Grammar Summerfleld (J.)

Grammar Wilson (E. P.)

Grammatic comments Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Grammatic comments Cass (L.)

Grammatic comments Featherman (A.)

Grammatic comments Gallatin (A.)

Grammatic comments Haines (E. M.)

Grammatic comments Hovelacque (A.)

Grammatic comments James (E.)

Grammatic comments Jones (P.)

Grammatic comments Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Grammatic comments Wilson (E. F.)

Grammatic treatise Adam (L.)

Grammatic treatise Belcourt (G.A.)

Grammatic treatise Chippewa.

Grammatic treatise Chronicles.

Grammatic treatise Duponceau (P. S.)

Grammatic treatise F6rard (M.)

Grammatic treatise Hurlburt (T.)

Grammatic treatise Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Grammatic treatise Vater (J.S.)

Grammatic treatise Verwyst (C.)

Hymn book Barnard (.4.)

Hymn book Chippewa.

Hymn book Henry (G.) and
Evans (J.)

Hymn book Horden (J.)

Hymn book Horden (J.) and San-

ders (J.)

Hymn book Jones (P.)

Hymn book Jones (P.)and others.

Hymn book O'Meara (F. A.) and
Jacobs (P.)

Hymn book Prfivoat (M.)

Hymn book Walker (W.)

Hymn book Wilson (E. P.)

Hymns Baierlein (E.)

Hymns Baraga (P.)

Hymns Belcourt (G. A.)
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Chippewa— Continued. Chippewa — Continued.
Hymns Bonduel(F.L.J.) Proper names Brinton (D. G.)

Hymns Cameron (J. D.) Proper names Catalogue.

Hymns Collection. Proper names Chamberlain (A. F.)

Hymns Copway (G.) Proper names Foster (J. W.) and
Hymns D61eage(F.E.) Whitney (J. D.)

Hymns Ewb. Proper names Haines (E.M.)
Hymns Gilflllan (J. A.) Proper names Indian.

Hymns Henry (G.) Proper names Jackson (W. H.)
Hymns Indian. Proper names Morris (A.)

Hymns Jameson (A.M.) Proper names Neill (E. D.)

Hymns Jones (P.) Proper names Eeport.
Hymns Lord's. Proper names Schoolcraft (H.E.)
Hymns O'Meara (F. A.) Proper names Stanley (J.M.)
Hymns Oshki. Proper names Treaties.

Hymns Playter (G. F.) Proper names Warren (W, W.)
Hymns Strickland (S.) Proper names Wilson (E. F.)

Hymns Tupper (M.F.) Psalms O'Meara (F. A.)

Legends Schoolcraft (H.fl.) Psalms Schoolcraft (J.)

Letter Bigcanoe (C.) Eeader Baierlein (E.)

Letter Ladian. Eeader Barnard (A.)

Lord's prayer Auer (A.) Eeader Dougherty (P.) and
Lord's prayer Bergboltz (G. F.) Eodd (D.)

Lord's prayer Enew. Eeader Gallaudet's.

Lord's prayer Haines (E. M.) Eeader James (E.)

Lord's prayer Hoffman (C. F.) Eeader Spelling.
Lord's prayer James (E.) Eelationships Dougherty (P.)

Lord's prayer Lord's. Eelationships Jacker (E.)

Lord's prayer Notice. Eelationships Morgan (L. H.)
Lord's prayer Schoolcraft (H.E.) Sermons Bara-a (F.)

Lord's prayer Shea(J.G.) Songs Baker (T.)

Lord's prayer Trumbull (J. H.) Songs Belden (G.P.)
Lord's prayer Wilson (E. F.) Songs Brisbin (J. S.)

Lord's prayer Youth's. Songs Copway (G.)
Numerals Belcourt (G. A.) Songs Faulmann (K.)
Numerals Carver (J.) Songs Fletcher (J. C.)
Numerals Collin (N.) Songs Goodrich (S. G.)
Numerals D616age(F.R.) Songs Hoffman (C.F.)
Numerals Fairbanks (—

)

Songs Hoffman (W. J.)
Numerals Haines (E. M.) Songs Jameson (A. M.)
Numerals Haldeman (S. S.) Songs Johnston (Jane).
Numerals James (E.) Songs Lanman (C.)
Numerals Long (J.) Songs McKeuney (T.L.)
Numerals Eand (S. T.) Songs Schoolcraft (H. E.)
Numerals Schoolcraft (H.E.) Songs Schoolcraft (J.)

Numerals Shea (J. G.) Songs Strickland (W. P.)
Numerals Warren (W.W.) Spelling book Ayer (F.)
Periodical Our. Spelling book Baierlein (E.)
Periodical Petaubun. Spelling book Bingham (A.)
Periodical Pipe. Spelling book Dencke (C. F.)
Personal names Bill. Spelling book Evans (J.)
Personal names Jameson (A.M.) Spelling book James (E.)
Prayer book Baraga (F.) Spelling book Jones (P.)
Prayer book Baraga (F.) and Wei- Spelling book Spelling.

kamp (J. B.)
Stories Barnard (A.)

Prayer book O'Meara (F. A.)
Stories Jacker (F.)

Prayer book Oshki. Ten commandments Baraga (F.)
Prayer book
Prayers

Verwyst (C.)

Baierlein (E.)
Ten commandments
Ten commandments

Blackbird (A. J.)

Enew.
Prayers Belcourt (G. A.)

Ten commandments Lord's.
Prayers
Prayers
Prayers

Primer

Blackbird (A. J.)

Lord's.

Ojibway.
Baraga (F.)

Text

Text

Adelung (J. C.) and
Yater (J. S.)

Baraga (F.)

Primer Belcourt (G. A.) Text Gilflllan (J. A.)

Primer Dougherty (P.) Text Hoffman (W.J.)

Primer York (P.) Text Hovelacque (A.)
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Chippe-wa— Continued.
Text
Text
Text
Text

Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

Tract

Tract

Tract

Tract

Tract

Tract

Tract

Tribal names

Tribal names
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Indian.

Jones (P.)

Jones (P.E.)

Osagiitiuin.

Pitezel (J. H.)

Promissiones.

Schoolcraft (H.E.)

Schoolcraft (J.)

"Wright (S. T.)

Attend.

Come.

Ewh.
lu Pitabvn.

Osagiitiuin.

Reward.
Sanders (J.)

Laphara (J. A.) and

others.

"Warren (W. W.)
Adam (L.)

Adelung (J.C.) and
Vater (J.S.)

Allen (W.)

American Society.

Balbi (A.)

Baraga (F.)

Barton (B. S.)

Baudry de Lozidres

(L. N.)

Belcourt (G. A.)

Beltrami (G. C.)

Blackbird (A. J.)

Brinton (D. G.)

Campbell (J.)

Carver (J.)

Chipawa.

Chippewa.

Copway (G.)

De Peyster (A. S.)

Derenthal (O.)

Domenech (E.)

Dougherty (P.)

Edwards (J.)

Emerson (E. R.)

Gallatin (A.)

Haines (E.M.)

Haldeman (S. S.)

Hale (H.)

Hamilton (S. M.)
Heckewelder(J.G.E.)

Henry (A.)

Henry (G.) and
Evans (J.)

Interpretation.

Investigator.

James (E.)

Johnston (G.)

Johnston (W.)

Jones (E. F.)

Jones (P.)

Keating (W. H.)

Latham (R. G.)

Long (J.)

Longfellow (H. W.)

Chippewa— Continued.
Vocabulary M'Keevor (T.)

Vocabulary McKenney (T. L.)

Vocabulary M'Lean (J.)

Vocabulary Madison (—

)

Vocabulary Mahan (I. L.)

Vocabulary Maximilian (A. P.)

Vocabulary Moran (G.)

Vocabulary Notice.

Vocabulary Pierz (F.)

Vocabulary Reaume (—

)

Vocabulary Ruttenber (E. M.)

Vocabulary St. John (J. R.)

Vocabulary Sanderl (L.)

Vocabulary Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Vocabulary Summerville (J.)

Vocabulary Ulrici (E.)

Vocabulary Wilson (D.)

Vocabulary "Wilson (E. F.)

Words Belden (G. P.)

Words Buschmann(J. C.E.)

Words Chamberlain (A. F.)

Words Chateaubriand (F.

A. de).

Words Cooke (W. W.)
Words Duncan (D.)

Words Fr^miot (N. M.)

Words Gatschet (A. S.)

Words Gerard (W. R.)

Words Gordon (H. L.)

Words Grasserie (R. de la).

Words Gray (A. ) and Tram*
bull (J. H.)

Words Green (S. A.)

Words Haines (E. M.)
Words Hale (H.)

Words Hindley (J. I.)

Words Hoffman (W. J.)

Words Hovelacquo (A.>

Words Kohl (J. G.)

Words Kovdr (E.)

Words Latham (R.G.)

Words McDougall (J.)

Words Mcintosh (J.)

Words MacLean (J. P.)

Words Mallery (G.)

Words Malte-Brun (M.K.)
Words Merian (A. A. von).

Words Norris (P. W.)
Words O'Meara (F, A.)

Words Petitot (E. F. S. J.)

Words Ramsay (A.)

Words Sanders (D. C.)

Words Schomburgk (R. H.)
Words Sener (S. M.)
Words Slight (B.)

Words Smet (P. J.de).

Words Smithsonian.

Words Tyrrell (J. B.)

Words Vater (J. S.)

Words Vetromile (E.)

Words Wilson (D.)

Words Wilson (E. F.)

Words Wright (S. G.)

Words Yankiewitch(F.M.)
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Chone (Bev. — ). [Catecliism and short

bible history in the Chippewa lan-

guage.] (*)

Manuscripts. Title furnished by Rev. W. F.

Gagnieur, Manitoulin Island, Ontario, Canada.

Chrestomathie Algonquine. See Cuoq
(J. A.)

Christian Covenanting Confession [Mas-

sachusetts]. See Eliot (J.)

Christiane OOnoowae Sampoowaonk
[Massachusetts]. See Eliot (J.)

Christinas (Michael). See Kauder (C.)

Chronicles of the Northamerican Sav-

ages. 1 Vol. I. May, 1835. No. 1 [-Sep-

tember, 1835, No. 5].

K'o title-page, heading only; text pp. 1-80, 8°.

Contains a vocabulary of the Sawke and
Muskwawke Indian tongue, pp. 11-16, 46-48,

80, 8°. Also

:

James (E.), Essay on the Chippeway lan-

guage, no. 5, pp. 73-80.

Copies seen: Congress.

Church Missionary Gleaner. Languages
of N. W. America.

In Church Missionary Gleaner, no. 90, Lon-

don, 1881, 4°. (Powell.)

Contains St. John, iii, 16, in Western Cree

(Roman characters). Eastern Cree (syllabic

characters), and Ojibbeway or Soto.

Reprinted from the British and Foreign Bi-

ble Society's Specimens, etc.

Church Missionary Society: These words follow-

ing a title or inclosed within parentheses after

a note indicate that a copy of the work re-

ferred to has been seen by the compiler in the

library of that institution, London, England.

Chute (James Andrew). Vocabulary of

the Delawares of Missouri.

In Maine Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 4, pp. 115-117,

Portland, 1856, 8°. Included in an article by
Willis (W.), Language of the Abnaquis.

See Lykins (J.)

Cisulc uceluswocn [Micmac]. See Rand
(S.T.)

Clarke (Robert) & co. Bibliotheca ame-
ricana, 1S86.

|
Catalogue

|
of a valuable

collection of
|
books and pamphlets

| re-

lating to
I
America.

| With a
| descrip-

tive list of Robert Clarke & co's
|
his-

torical publications.
|

For sale by
| Robert Clarke & co.

|

Cincinnati.
|
1886.

Printed cover, title as above reverse blank
1 1. note verso blank 1 1. contents pp. v-vii, text

pp. 1-280, catalogue of publications pp. 1-51,8°.

Titles of books relating to Indians and archae-

ology, pp. 236-254; to Indian languages (includ-

ing a number of Algonquian), pp. 254-257.

Copies seen : Bureau of Ethnology, Eames.

Clarke (R.) & co.— Continued.
1 have seen copies of this house's catalogue

for the years 1873, 1875, 1876, 1878, 1879, and 1883,

and understand that there were issues for 1869^

1871, and 1877. In several of them works re-

lating to the Indian languages are grouped un-
der the heading "Indians aud American an-

tiquities."

Clarkson (Thomas). Memoirs
[
of the

|

private and public life
|
of

|
William

Penn.
|
By Thomas Clarkson, M. A. I

In two volumes.
|
Vol. I [-II].

|

London :
|

printed by Richard Taylor

and CO., Shoe-lane,
|
for Longman,

Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown,
|
Pater-

noster-row.
I

1813.

2 vols. : half-title verso blank 1 1. title vereo

blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-xii, text pp. 1-520 ; half-

title verso blank 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. text

pp. 1-488, contents pp. 489-500, 8°.

Penn (W.), Letter, etc. vol. 1, pp. 375-406.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum.

1 have seen mention of an edition New York,

1813, 12°, containing Penn's Letter, vol. 1, pp.
292-315.

Memoirs
[
of the

|
private and public

life
I
of

I
William Penn.

|
By Thomas

Clarkson, M. A.
|
In two volumes.

|
Vol.

I[-II].
I

Philadelphia,
|
published by Brad-

ford and Inskeep,
[
and Inskeep and

Bradford,
|
New-York.

| G. Palmer,

printer.
|
1813[-1814]. (*)

2 vols.: 3 p. 11. pp. vii-xi, 1-403 ; 2 p. 11. pp. 1-

390, 12°.

Penn's Letter, vol. 1, pp. 292-315.

Title from Mr. "Wilberforce Eames.

Memoirs
j
of the

[
private and public

life
I

of
]
William Penn.

|
By Thomas

Clarkson, M. A.
j
In two volumes.

|
Vol.

I [-II].
I

Philadelphia,
|
published by Isaac

Pierce,
|
No. 12, South Fourth Street.

|

G. Palmer, Printer. | 1814.

2 vols.: half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso

blank 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1, preface

pp. vii-viii, list of authorities pp. ix-xi, text pp.

1-403; half title verso blank 1 1. title verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 1-374, index pp. 375-390, 12°.

Penn's Letter, vol. 1, pp. 292-315.

Copies seen: Boston Public.

Memoirs
|
of the

|

private and public

life
I
of

I

William Penn
; |

who settled

I

the state of Pennsylvania,
|
and

founded
|
the city of Philadelphia.

|

By Thomas Clarkson, M. A.
|
Two vol-

umes in one.
|
Vol.1 [-II].

|

Dover, N. H.
|
Samuel C. Stevens,

Washington-street.
|
1827.
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Clarkson (T. )— Continued.
2 vols. : title verso blank 1 1. dedication verso

blank 1 1. preface verso blank 1 1. list of author-

ities pp. vii-viii, text pp. 9-194 ; half-title verso

blank 11. text pp. 1-173, contents, pp. 174-181, 8°.

Penn's Letter, vol. 1, pp. 142-153.

Copies seen: Congress.

Memoirs
|
of the

|
public and private

life
I

of
I

William Penu.
|
By Thomas

Chirkson, M. A.
|
New edition,

|

with a

preface,
|

in reply to the charges

against his character made by
|
Mr.

Macauley in his *' History of England,"

I

By W. E. Forster.
|
Illustrated with

an engraving of Penn's treaty with the

I

Indians, | a plan of the city of Phila-

delphia,
I

and a map of Pennsylvania.
|

London :
|
C. Gilpin, 5, Bishopsgate

Street without, and
|
W.J.Adams, 59,

Fleet Street.
|
Manchester :

|
Bradshaw

and Blacklock, 47, Brown Street.
|
New

York:
(
John Wiley, 161, Broadway.

|

Philadelphia:
|
Joseph Scattergood,

Friends' Book Store, Arch Street;
|
and

all booksellers.
|
1849.

Pp. i-lx, 1-367, 12°.

Penn's letter, pp. 137-148.

Copies seen : Astor, British Museum.

Classical. The [classical journal
; |

for
|

September and December
|
1811.

|
Vol.

IV.
I

[Two lines quotation, in Greek

and a monogrammatic device. ] |

London :
|
printed by A. J. Valpy,

|

Took's court, Chancery lane;
|
sold by

I

Sherwood, Neely,
|
and Jones, Pater-

noster row
; I

and all other booksellers.

I
[1811]

Title verso blank 1 1. contents (of no. vii) pp.

iii-iv, text pp. 1-526, index pp. 527-537, verso p.

537 colophon giving date 1811, 8°.

Numerals 1-10 in Knistenaux (from Macken-
zie), in Natik (from Eliot), in Estechemines

(from Barton), in Algonquin (three separate

lists, from Mackenzie, Am. Philosoph. Soc.

Trans, vol. 4, and Lahontan), and in Delaware

(from Am. Philosoph. Soc. Trans, vol. 4), p. 116.

Copies seen: Congress.

Coats CCaptain William). The
|
geogra-

phy
I

of
I

Hudson's bay:
|
being the

|

remarks of captain W. Coats,
|
in many

voyages to that locality,
|
between the

years 1727 and 1751.
|
With an Appen-

dix,
I

containing
|
extracts from the

log of capt. Middleton on his voyage

for
I

the discovery of the north-west

passage, in
|
H. M. S. '' Furnace", in

1741-2.
I
Edited by

|
John Barrow,

Coats (W. ) — Continued.

Es(i.,F. R. S., F. S. A.
I
[Seven lines

quotation.]
|

London :
|

printed for the Hakluyt
society.

|
M.DCCC.LII [1852].

Hakluyt society's half-title verso blank 1 L
title ver30 printets 1 1. dedication verao blank

1 1. personnel of the society verso blank 1 1. in-

troductory pp. i-x, text pp. 1-141, index pp. 143-

147, the Hakluyt society pp. 1-8, S°.

Cree geographic names with meanings, p. 43.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston AthenaBum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Lenox.

At the Field sale, catalogue no. 392, an uncut
copy brought $2.

Coleworthy (—). See Barton (B. S.)

Collection of hymns [Delaware]. See
Zeisberger (D.)

Collection
|
of

|
Hymns

|
for

|
the use of

native Christians
|
of

|
the Iroquois.

|

Tahkoopehahtawun kuya nahmiudt
|

ahnisheuapa nahkahmoohwenun
| ka-

hahnekahnootahpeahkin
|
owh Kahke-

wagwennaby [Peter Jones].
|

New-York:
|
printed at the Confer-

ence office,
I
by A. Hoyt.

|
1827.

Second title: Collection
|
of

] Hymns |
for

|

the use of Native Christians
I
of

[ the Iroquois,.

1 To which are added a few Hymns | in the
|

Chippeway tongue: | translated by Peter
Jones.

I

New York:
|
printed at the Conference of-

fice, ( by A. Hoyt.
|
1827.

Iroquois title verso 1. 1 (p. 1), English titl&

recto 1. 2 (p. 1), text pp. 2-45, 2-45 (double num-
bers), 46-54, 16°.

Jones (P.), Hymns for the use of native

Christians of the Chippeway nation, pp. 37-45,

37-45.

Copies seen : Shea.

See Chippewa Hymn book.

Collin {Eev. Nicholas). Philological view
of some very ancient words in several

languages. By the Rev. Nicholas Col-

lin, D. D.

In American Philosoph. Soc. Trans, vol. 4,

pp. 476-509, Philadelphia, 1799, 4°.

Numerals 1-10 of the Delaware and of the

Chippewa, p. 486.

Come for eternity urges you.—Pimadjan,
kagigekamig kwishamigon.

Notifcle-page, heading only ; text in the Chip-

pewa language 2 pp. 12°.

Copies seen : Congress.

Come for Jesus loves sinners.—Pimadjan,

osagian gosba Jesus paiatatinidjin.

No title-page, heading only ; text in the Chip-

pevva language 2 pp. 12°.

Copies seen: Congress.
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Commuck (Thomas). Sketch of the

Brothertown Indians.

In Wisconsin Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 4, pp. 291-

298, Madison, 1859, 8°.

A few words of the Narragansett Indians.

'Congress : This word following a tide or within

parentheses after a note indicates that a copy
of the work referred to has been seen by the

compiler in the Library of Congress, Washing
ton, D. C.

fConnelly {Rev. James Martin).] The
''Pater Noster"

|
written by

|
Students

of the Propaganda (Rome)
|
in their va-

rious tongues
1
Collection made by

|

Rev. J. M. C[onuelly].
|
Rome, 1883-84.

Manuscript, 62 11. 8°, bound, in the library of

Kev. Jacob A. Walter, Washington, D. C. The
above titular matter appears on 1. 3, where an

index to the versions also begins, ending on 1. 6.

The versions, 55 in all, occupy the rectos of 11.

7-61. On the recto of 1. 1 is the following dedi-

cation : "To Rev. Jacob A. Walter with the

AflFectionate Regards of the Collector."

The Lord's prayer in the Mexican language

<no. 52), 1. 58.—Mohigan* (no. 53), 1. 59.—Sem-

inole* (no. 54), 1. 60.

In a note on 1. 3 the collector remarks :
" Lan-

guages not marked (*) were written by those

speaking the language as mother or adopted

tongue."

Connor (Henry). Indian names ofprom-

inent points in Michigan.
In Lanman (T. H.), History of Michigan, pp.

260-261, New York, 1839, 8°.

Chippewa names with English definitions.

Cooke ( William Wallace) . Bird nomen-

clature of the Chippewa Indians.

In the Auk, a quarterly journal of ornithol-

ogy, vol. 1, no. 3, July, 1884, pp. 242-250, Boston,

[1884J, 8°.

Cooper {Dr. J. G.) Vocabulary of the

Gros Ventres or Minitaree (Atsina) and
of the Sik-sik-ko or Blackfoot.

Manuscript, 3 11. or G pp. folio (180 words), in

the library of the Bureau of Ethnology. Two
parallel columns, Gros "Ventre and Blackfoot.

The manuscript bears the date March, 18C1.

A copy of the Blackfoot column has been
made on another form, 7 pp. folio, and is to be
found in the same library.

Copway (George). The
|
life, history,

and travels,
|
of

| Kah-go-ga-gah-bowh

I

(George Copway),
|
a young Indian

chief of the Ojebwa nation,
j a convert

to the christian faith, and a missionary

I

to his people for twelve years
; | with

a
I
sketch of the present state of the

Ojebwa nation,
|
in regard to

|
Chris-

tianity and their future prospects.
|

Also an appeal
; |

with all the names of

Copway (G.) —Continued,
the chiefs now living, who have

| been
christianized, and the missionaries now

I
laboring among them.

| Written by
himself.

|

Albany :
|
printed by Weed and Par-

sons.
I
1847.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 L
dedication verso blank 1 1. contents pp. v-vi, a
word to the reader pp, vii-viii, preface pp. 5-6,

text pp. 7-224, 8°.

Songs in Ojebwa, with English translations,

pp. 34, 63, 77.

Copies seen : Congress.

Clarke & co. 1886 catalogue, no. 6344, priced
a copy $1.50.

The
I
life, history, and travels

| of
|

Kah ge-ga-gah-bowh,
|
(George Cop-

way)
I
a young Indian chief of the

Ojebwa nation,
|
a convert to the chris-

tian faith, and a mis-
\ sionary to hia

people for twelve years
; | with a

|

Sketch of the Present State of the
Ojebwa Nation,

|
in regard to

[ Chris-

tianity and their future prospects.
|

Also, an appeal
; | with all the names of

the chiefs now living, who have
| been

christianized, and the missionaries now
I laboring among them.

| Written by
himself.

|
Second edition.

|

Philadelphia:
[ James Harmstead,

no. 40 N. Fourth st.
| 1847.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

dedication verso blank 1 1. contents verso blank
1 1. preface pp. vii-viii, "a word to the reader"

pp. ix-x, text pp. 11-158. 12°.

Ojebwa songs, with English translation, pp.
29, 48, 57.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Bureau of Ethnology, Congress.

Priced by Clarke & co. 1886 catalogue^ no.

6343, $1.

Some copies with title-page otherwise as

above are marked "Sixth edition."

The
I
life, letters and speeches

|
of

I
Kah-ge-ga-gah-bowh.

|
Or,

|
G. Cop-

way,
I

chief Ojibway nation.
| A Mis-

sionary [&c. three lines.]
|

New York:
|
S. W. Benedict.

| 1850

Frontispiece 1 V. title verso copyright 1 1.

dodioation verso blank 1 1. contents verso blank
IL prefacepp. vii-viii, " a word to the reader"

pp. ix-x, text pp. 11-224, 12°.

Songs in Ojibway, with English translation,

pp. 29, 48, 57.

Copies seen: Boston Public, Brinton, British

Museum, Bureau of Ethnology, Massachusetts
Historical Society, Pilling, Wisconsin Histor-

ical Society.
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Copway (G.)— Continued.

The
I

traditional history
|
and

|

characteristic sketches
|
of the

|
Ojib-

way nation.
|
By G. Copway,

|
or, Kah-

ge-ga-ga'h-bowh, Chief of the Ojibway

I
nation.

|

London : | Charles Gilpin, 5, Bishops-

gate without.
I
Edinburgh : Adam and

Charles Black.
|
Dublin: James B. Gil-

pin.
I
1850.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank

1 1, preface pp. v-x, contents pp. xi-xii, text

pp. 1-298. 16°.

Song in Ojibway, with, translation, p. 106.

—

Chapter x. Their language and writings, con-

taining general remarks on language, a short

vocabulary, characters used in picture writing,

(kc. pp. 123-139.

Copies seen : Astor, British Museum, Shea,

Trumbull, Wisconsin Historical Society.

At the Brinley sale, catalogue no. 5373, an

uncut fresh copy brought $1.75 ; the Murphy
copy, no. 671, $1.25.

The
I

traditional history
|
and char-

acteristic sketches
|
of the |

Ojibway

nation.
|
By G. Copway,

|
or, Kah-ge-

ga-gah-bowh, chief of the Ojibway na-

tion.
I

Illustrated by Darly.
|

Boston :
|
Benjamin B. Mussey & co.

I
29 Cornhill.

|
1851.

Frontispiece, title verso blank 1 1. dedication

verso blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-xi, text pp. 13-

266, 12°.

Language and writings, pp. 123-139, contains

an Ojibway-English vocabulary of 24 words,

and songs in Ojibway.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress, Dun-

bar, Harvard, Shea,

Priced by Clarke & co. 1886 catalogue, no.

6345, $1.50.

•^— Recollections of a Forest Life : |
or,

the
I

Life and Travels
|
of

|
Kah-ge-ga-

gah-bowh,
|

or,
|
George Copway,

|

Chief of the Ojibway Nation. | Many
years missionary [&c. two lines.]

|

Second edition.
|

London: |
C. Gilpin, 5, Bishopsgate

without.
I

Edinburgh: Adara and

Charles Black.
|
Dublin: James B. Gil-

pin.
I
1851.

Pp. i-xii, 1-248, 12°.

Songs in Ojibway and English, pp. 25, 50-

51, 62.

Copies seen : British Museum, "Wisconsin His-

torical Society.

At the Brinley sale, catalogue no. 5374, a

fresh uncut copy brought $2.

CopTvay (G. ) — Continued.
There is an edition with title-page as above

except that the words "second edition" and
the date are omitted. (British Museum.)

Sabin's dictionary, no. 16720, mentions an edi-

tion London, H. Lea, 1850, 256 pp., 12° ; and an-

other London, 1854, 256 pp., 12o.

Recollections
|
of

]
a forest life;

|

or the
1
Life and Travels

|
of

|
George

Copway,
I

or
|
Kah-ge-ga-gah-bowh,

|

Chief of the Ojibway Nation.
|

London :
|
Henry Lea,

|
22 Warwick

Lane.
|
And all booksellers and Railway

Stations. [1855.]

Pp. i-xii, 1-248, 12°.

Ojibway songs, pp. 25, 50-51, 62.

Copies seen : British Museum.

[A hymn in the Ojibway language.]

In Tupper (M. F.), A hymn for all nations,

p. 48, London, 1851, 8°.

Eight stanzas ; signed Kah-ge-ga-gah-bowh.

Indian Life
|
and

|
Indian History,

|

by an Indian author.
| Embracing the

I
traditions of the North American In-

dians regarding
]
themselves, particu-

larly of that most
|
important of all the

tribes,
|
the Ojibways.

j
By the cele-

brated Kah-ge-ga-gah-bowh,
I

Chief of

the Ojibway Nation
; |
known also by

the English name of
I

George Copway.
|

Boston :
|
Albert Colby and Company,

I
20 Washington Street.

|
1858. (*>

2 p. 11. pp. vii-xi, 13-266, 2 plates, 12°. Title

from Mr. Wilberforce Eames.

Chapter x, Their language and writings, pp.

122-136, contains an Ojibway and English vo-

cabulary (20 wurds), p. 124.—Picture writing,

pp. 132-134.—Specimens of Ojibway songs, pp.

107, 120, 158.

See Hall (S.) and Copway (G.)

Georga Copway, an Indian chief, was born,

according to his own "Life," etc. (Albany,

1847), near the mouth of the river Trent (On-

tario), in the fall of 1318. His Ojibway name
was Ka-ge-ga-gah-bowh. Mr. J. J. Enmegah-
bowh, of White Earth Reservation, Minnesota,

who claims to be a first cousin of Mr. Copway,
informs me that the latter, like himself, was a

"pure and full-blood Indian from the right

stock," that he was educated in the state of

Illinois and after acquiring considerable knowl-

edge in English books returned to his own
tribe as a missionary, and died at Pontiac,

Michigan, about 1863. Mr. Copway was for

many years connected with the press of New
York City, and lectured extensively in Europe

and the United States.
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-Coquart (Pere Claude-Godefroi). Ser-

mons montagnais.

A Montagnais-Frencli manuscript, 96 un-

numbered 11. 4°, preserved in the library of the

archbishopric of Qaebeo. It is with others in

a volume bound in red morocco.

The subjects treated in this collection are as

follows: De nomine Jesu, 8 pp.—In epipha-

name Domini, 6 pp.—De naptiis Canae, 6 pp.—
De purificatione B. M. V. 9 pp.—In diem cine-

rum, 6 pp.—Dominica primse Qaadragesimae, 5

pp.—In Annonciatione B. M. Yirginis, 6 pp.

(incomplete translation).—Do Ijtione pedam, 3

jpp.—De institatione sacrosanctss Eucharistiae,

6 pp.—De passione Domini, 9 pp.— De resur-

Tectione Domini, 5 pp.

The following pages contain notes written

with a lead pencil: Fragment of a sermon on

^;he resurrection, 3 pp.—In adventum Spiritus

Sancti, 5 pp.—Fragment of a sermon on the

birth of John the Baptist, 2 pp. (text only).—In

Jtionorum Stae.Annae (1761), 13 pp.—Another
sermon on Ste. Anne (1762), 6 pp.—Third ser-

mon on Ste. Anne (1763), 20 pp.—Keprimands
and complaints of the father to his flock (1764),

4 pp.—In festrum Patris Francisci Xaverii, 6

pp.—In Conceptione B. Marise S. Virgiis, 4 pp.

—In Natalem Domini, 10 pp.

Pere Coquart was missionary at Tadousac
from 1746 to 1765. He died at Chicoutimi July

4, 1765.

Corcoran (Mrs. — ). See Garin (A. M.)

Cornell (William Mason). The
|
history

of Pennsylvania
|
From the Earliest

Discovery to the Present Time.
|
In-

cluding
I
an account of the first settle-

ments by the Dutch, Swedes, and
| En-

glish, and of the colony of William

Penn, his treaty
|
and pacific measures

with the Indians
; |

and the
j
gradual

advancement of the state to its present

aspect
I

of opulence, culture, and re-

finement.
I

By
I

William Mason Cornell,

D. D., LL. D.,
I
late member [&c. three

Jines.]
I
Author of [&c. two lines].

|

ISeal.]
I

Philadelphia:
|

Quaker City publish-

ing house,
I
217 & 219 Quince Street.

|

Boston : B. B. Russell.
| 1876.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

preface pp. 3-4, contents pp. 5-12, illustrations

pp. 13-14, text pp. 15-565, index pp. 567-575, au-

thors consulted p. [576J, 8°.

Penn (W.), Letter, etc. pp. 111-125.

A Sachem's address to his warriors in the
T)elaware language, with English translation,

p. 127.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Boston Pub-
lic, Congress.

The
I
history of Pennsylvania,

|

From the Earliest Discovery to the

Cornell (W. M. )— Continued.

Present Time.
|
Including

|
an account

of the first settlements by the Dutch,

Swedes, and
|
English, and of the col-

ony of William Penn, his treaty
|
and

pacific measures with the Indians
; |

and the
|
gradual advanc ement of the

State to its present aspect
|
of opulence,

culture, and refinement. | By |
William

Mason Cornell, D. D., LL. D., | late

member [&c. eight lines.]
|

[Design.]
|

Philadelphia
|
John Sully & co.,

|

725 Sansom Street. [1876.]

Portrait 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. preface

pp. 3-4, contents pp. 5-12, list of illustrations

pp. 13-14, text pp. 15-565, index pp. 567-575, list

of authors consulted p. 576, 8°.

Penn's letter, as under previous title, pp. 111-

125.—A sachem's address, p. 127.

Copies seen : Harvard.

The
I

History of Pennsylvania,
[

From the Earliest Discovery to the

Present Time.
|
Including

|
an account

of the First settlements by the Dutcli,

Swedes, and
\
English, and of the Col-

ony of William Penn, his treaty
|
and

pacific measures with the Indians ; |

and the
|

gradual advancement of the

State to its present aspect
|
of opulence,

culture, and refinement. | By |
William

Mason Cornell, D. D., LL. D.,
|
[&c.

five lines.]
|

New York:
|
Published by Charles

Drew,
I
No. 9 Murray street. [ 1879. (*)

576 pp. 8°.

Penn's letter, as under previous titles, pp.
111-125, 127.

Title from Mr. Wilberforce Fames.

Correspondence. Document 512.
|
Cor-

respondence
I

on the subject of the
|

Emigration of Indians,
j between |

the

30th November, 1831, and 27th De-

cember, 1833,
I
with abstracts of ex-

penditures by disbursing agents,
|
in

the
I

Removal and Subsistence of In-

dians, &c, &c.
I

Furnished
|
in answer

to a Resolution of the Senate, of 27th

December, 1833, [
by the Commissary

General of Subsistence [George Gib-

sou].
I

Vol. I[-IV].
I

Washington : | Printed by DuflfGreen.]

1834.

4 vols. : pp. vii, 3-1179 ; 1 1. pp. 1-972; 1 1, pp.

1-846; 11. pp. 1-771, 8°.

Proper names, with English signification,

in Delaware, Shawnee, Kickapoo, Potowatomie,

Ottawa, Peoria, Kaskasia, and Wea, vol. 4, pp.
. 728-732.

Copies seen : Congress, Trumbull.
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Cothren (William). History
[
of

|
an-

cient Woodbury,
I

Connecticut,
|
from

|

the first Indian deed in 1659 to 1854,
|

including the
|

Present Towns of Wash-

ington, Southbury, Bethlem, Roxbury,
|

and apart of Oxford and Middlebury.
|

By William Cothren.
|

[Volume I-III.]

I

[Quotation, eij?ht lines.]
|

Waterbury, Conn.:
|
published by

Bronson Brothers.
|
1854 [-1879J.

3 vols. 8°. Volumes 2 and 3 have title-pages

differing slightly from above. The pagination

of vols. 1 and 2 is continuous.

List of principal Pootatuoks, vol. 1, pp. 94-

96.—Xames of places with, signification, vol. 2,

p. 877.

Copies seen: Astor, Congress, Trumbull,

"Watkinson.

Cotton (Josiah). Vocabulary of the

Massachusetts (or NaLick) Indian lan-

guage. By Josiah Cotton. [Edited by

John Pickering.]

In Massachusetts Hist. Soc. Coll. third series,

vol. 2, pp. 147-257, Cambridge, 1830, 8°.

Advertisement signed "J. D." (i. e. John
Davis), pp. 147-148.—Notice of the manuscript,

with remarks on the author's orthography and

the pronunciation of the language, signed J.

P. (John Pickering), pp. 148-151.—Table of

contents (by the editor), p. 153.—Yocabulary,

pp. 155-243.—Appendix, pp. 244-257.

The words of the vocabulary are grouped or

classified, having such headings as "Of arts,"

"Of beasts," "Of rational Creatures," &c.

;

"Adjectives," "Verbs," "Imperative mood,"

"Participles," "The creed," "A talk between

two," "Adverbs," "Pronouns," "Sentences,"

and "A dialogue"; it also contains a letter,

the Natick version being signed Jno. Nemumin.
The Appendix contains "Examples from the

Indian primer" of 1720, words of from one to

fifteen syllables; two versions of the Lord'a

prayer from Eliot's bible, and two from the

Indian primer; the ten commandments, from

the primer; "A sermon preached by Josiah

Cotton to the Massachusetts Indians in 1710 "

;

and "Extracts fr.om a sermon in English and
Indian, the English part being in the hand-

writing of Josiah Cotton, and the Indian in

that of his father, John Cotton."

" The following vocabulary of the Indian lan-

guage, in the Natick or Massachusetts dialect,

is faithfully copied from a manuscript compiled

by the Hon. Josiah Cotton, a respectable inhab-

itant of Plymouth, who died in 1756, aged 77.

He was the second son of the Rev. John Cotton,

pastor of the first church in that ancient town
twenty-eight years, from 1669 to 1697.

"Josiah Cotton was graduated at Harvard
College in 1698. His early years, after his

leaving college, were spent in Marblehead,

Cotton (J.)— Continued.

where be was employed as a schoolmaster ; his

studies in the mean time were principally in

theology. He was never settled, however, in

the ministry ; but, returning to his native town

early in the last century, after some years of

occupation in that place as a schoolmaster, he

devoted himself to agricultural pursuits and

to the discharge of several civil offices which

he sustained. The offices which ho held suc-

cessively or in conjunction were those of clerk

of the court of common pleas, justice of the

same court, register of probate, and register of

deeds. In the latter office he was succeeded

by his son, John Cotton, who was succeeded by
his son, Eossiter Cotton, the present worthy
occupant of that office, to whose kindness this

society and the friends of ancient lore are in-

debted for a communication of this manuscript,

and of other documents eminently useful and
acceptable for the elucidation of our early

history. This respectable family derives its

origin from the celebrated John Cotton of

Boston. Josiah Cotton, as well as his father,

in addition to their other employments, per-

formed the duties of missionaries to the Indians

at Plymouth and other places in that vicinity.

The father was eminently skilled in the Indian

language, of which there are many testimo-

nials ; the most conspicuous is Eliot's Indian

Bible. In the accomplishment of that labori-

ous work Mr. Eliot acknowledges his obliga-

tions to Mr. Cotton, especially in the prepara-

tion of the second edition.

"Josiah Cotton, besides the advantages of

much personal intercourse with the Indians,

had the benefit of his father's information;

and his long continuance as a religious in-

structor to the natives, with the ready use of

their language, of which he left numerous
specimens in writing, may reasonably induce a

reliance on the correctness of the present vocab-

ulary which he compiled. A copy of some of

his other specimens will be found subjoined to

the vocabulary."

—

Advertisement.

The above vocabulary, though written, ac.

cording to the statement of the editor, in

1707-'8, was printed here for the first time.

Issued separately also, with title-page as

follows

:

Vocabulary
|
of the

|
Massachusetts

(or Natick)
|
Indian language.

|
By

Josiah Cotton.
|

Cambridge:
|
printed by E. W. Met-

calf and company.
|
1829.

Title verso blank 1 1. advertisement pp. 3-4,

notice of the manuscript pp. 4-7, contents p. 9,

vocabulary pp. 11-99, appendix pp. 100-112, 8°.

Some copies with this title retain the original

pagination, 147-257.

Copies seen : Congress, Dunbar, Eames, Mas-
sachusetts Historical Society, Powell.

At the Brinley sale, catalogue no. 5689, a copy
brought $2.
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Cotton (J.) — Continued.

[Vocabulary of the Massachusetts

Indian language.]

Manuscript in the library of the Massachu-

setts Historical Society, Boston, Mass. : pp.

3-107, 107b, 107c, 107d, 108-123, index of verbs

(English and Massachusetts) 2 11. sm. 4°. It

is the original of the vocabulary titled abo re,

and is accompanied by an English Massachu-

setts index, the title to the first volume of

which is as follows:

Index
I

to ! Cotton's MS. Vocabulary
|
of the

1

Massachusetts (Indian) Language.
|
By

|
Benj"

R. Nichols Esq".
|
Member of the Mass. Histor.

Society
|
Salem Massachusetts,

|
1822.

Manuscript, 2 vols. 62 and 52 unnumbered
11. 8°. Double columns; arranged alphabetically

according to English words.

Josiah Cotton, son of the second John, born

8 Jan., 1680; died 19 Aug., 1756; was graduated

at Harvard in 1698. He studied theology,

taught in Marblehead and Plymouth, and,

though not ordained over any church, preached

occasionally for several years. He also gave

his attention to agriculture, having a good

farm in Plymouth. Having acquired consid-

erable knowledge of the Indian language, he

visited various tribes in Plymouth colony as a

missionary during nearly forty years, receiving

a salary of i520 from the commissioners for

propagating the gospel. He was also clerk of

the county court and register of probate.

—

Ap-

pletoii's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Court de Gebelin (Antoine de). Monde
primitif,

|
analyst et compar6

|
avec le

monde moaerne,
|

consid6r^
|

Dans divers

Objets concernant I'Histoire, le Blason,

les Mon-
|
notes, les Jeux, les Voyages

des Ph^niciens autour du
|
Monde, les

Langues Am^ricaines, &c. |
ou

|
disser-

tations melees
|
Tome premier,

|
Rem-

plies de D6couvertes int^ressautes
; |

Avec une Carte, des Planches, & un
Monument d'Am^rique.

|
Par M. Court

de Gebelin,
| de diverses Academies,

Censeur Royal.
|
[Design.]

|

A _ Paris, |
Chez

|
L'Auteur, rue

Poup6e, Maison de M. Boucher, Secre-

taire du Roi.
I

Valeyre I'aln^jlmprimeur-

Libraire, rue de la vieille Bouclerie.
|

Sorin, Libraire, rue Saint Jacques.
|
M.

DCC. LXXXI [1781].
I

Avec approba-

tion et privilege du Roi.

Forms vol. 8 of Monde primitif, Paris, 1777-

1782,9 vols. 8°. The volumes have title-pages

slightly differing one from another.

Essai 8ur les rapports des mots, entre les

langues du Nouveau Monde et celles de 1'An-
cien (pp. 489-560) contains: Langue du Canada,

which includes a short Algonkin vocabulary

from Lahontan, pp. 503-504.—Langue des Abe-

Court de Gebelin (A. de) — Continued.
naquis, pp. 514-515.—Langue des Virginiens,

pp. 515-520.— Langue des Chipeway et des
Naudowessies, pp. 520-523.—Langue de Pensyl-

vanie, p. 523.

Copies seen : Congress.

Triibner, 1856, no. 631, prices a copy of the full

set (dated 1787) 3i. 13s.6d.; at the Fischer sale,

no. 1706, a copy (9 vols.) brought 11. 10«., aud at

the Briuley sale, no. 5632, $20.25.

Sabin's Dictionary, no. 17174, titles an editioa

Paris, Boudet, 1775, 9 vols. 4°.

For a reprint of the Essai, see Scherer (J.B.)

Crane (W. W. ) The American [English]
language.

In Putnam's Magazine, new series, vol. 6, pp.
519-526, New York, 1 870, 8° . (Congress

.

)

Concerning words of Indian origin, with ex-

amples from the Algonquian languages, pp.
523-526,

Cree. [Calendar in the Cree language]

+
I

[Two lines Cree characters]
|
1855

-oU 1856
I

[Three lines Cree charac-

ters]
I

[Scroll]
I

[One Une Cree characters.] | 1855

Transliteration: t |
Chestekaekan

|
Ka eska

netaokst Jesus
| 1855 nesta 1856

|
t ayamea kes-

hekak |
Q- makanewan

|

~0 nanakacheheteson-

anewan
|
Maneak etad peloo |

1855

Translation : t |
Sign or cross yourself

|
since

the birth of Jesus 1 1855 also 1856
|
tSign for

Sunday
|
Q_ Sign for celebration of the mass

|

"O Sign for lent or penitence
|
Make ready as

it approaches
|
1855

Printed cover as above within borders, text

6 unnumbered II. narrow 18°. Roman Catholic

calendar in the Cree language ; from July, 1855,.

to June, 1856, inclusive.

Copies seen: Pilling.

Cree hymn book. See Hunter (Jean.)

Oree:

Bible (entire) See Mason (W.)

Bible, Old test, (pt.) Horden (J.)

Bible, Old test. Mason (W.)

Bible. Genesis Sinclair (J.)

Bible, Genesis Steinhauer (H.>

Bible, Psalms Horden (J.)

Bible, New test. Horden (J.)

Bible, New test. Lacombe (A.)

Bible, New test. Mason (W.)

Bible, Gospels Horden (J.)

Bible, Matthew Gospel.

Bible, Matthew Hunter (J.)

Bible, Mark Hunter (J.)

Bible, Luke Hunter (J.)

Bible, John Hunter (J.)

Bible, John Mason (W.)

Bible, Acts Hunter (J.)

Bible, Romans Hunter (J.)

Bible, Galatians Hunter (J.)

Bible, Ephesians Hunter (J.)

Bible, Ephesians Mason (W.)

Bible, Pbilippians Hunter (J.)
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Cree— Continued. Cree — Continued.
Bible, Colossians Hunter (J.) Hymn book Horden (J.)

Bible, Thess. i, ii Hunter (J.) Hymn book Hunter (Jean).

Bible, Timothy I, ll Hunter (J.) Hymn book McDougall (J.) and
Bible, Titus Hunter (J.) Glass (E.B.)

Bible, Philemon Hunter (J.) Hymn book Mackay (J. A.)

Bible, Peter I, II Hunter (J.) Hymn book Mason (W.)

Bible, Peter ii Mason (W.) Hymn book Thibault (J.B.)

Bible, Jamea Mason (W.) Hymns Aiamie NikamoS-
Bible, John I Hunter (Jean). inan.

Bible, John i Mason (W.) Hymns Bompas (W. C.)

Bible history Horden (J.) Hymns Garin (A. M.)

Bible passages American Bible Soo. Hymns German (0.)

Bible passages Bagster (J.) Hymns Gu6guen (J. P.)

Bible passages Bible Society. Hymns Hunter (J.)

Bible passages British and Foreign. Hymns Hunter (Jean).

Bible passages Church. Hymns Kirkby (W. W.)
Bible passages Gilbert& Kivington

.

Hymns Lacombe (A.)

Book of com. prayer. Horden (J.) Hymns Laverlochere (J.N.)

Book of com. prayer. Hunter (J.) and Garin (A.M.)

Calendar Cree. Hymns Lebret (L.M.)

Calendar Lacombe (A.) Hymns McDougall (J.) and

Catechism Bompas (W.C.) Glass (E.B.)

Catechism Gu6guen (J. P.) Hymns Young (E. R.)

Catechism Horden (J.) Legend Petitot (E. F.S.J.)

Catechism Hunter (Jean). Letter Papers.

Catechism Lacombe (A.) Letter Eutan (D.)

Catechism Laverlochere (J.N.) Lord's prayer Bergholtz (G. F.).

andGarin(A. M.) Lord's prayer Lord's.

Catechism Lebret (L.M.) Lord's prayer McLean (J.)

CatecMsm Mason (S.) Lord's prayer Marietti (P.)

Catechism Thibault (J. B.) Lord's prayer Smet (P. J. de).

Dictionary Lacombe (A.) Numerals Classical.

Dictionary V6gr6ville(Y.T.) Numerals First.

Dictionary Watkius (E.A.) Numerals Haines (E. M.)

General discussion Bond (J. W.) Numerals Harmon (D.W,|
General discussion Brinton (D.G.) Numerals James (E.)

General discussion Faulmann (K.) Numerals Pott (A. F.)

General discussion McLean (J.) Prayer book Garin (A. M.)

General discussion ISTouvelle. Prayer book Gu6guen (J. T.}

General discussion Eemas (—

)

Prayer book Horden (J.)

General discussion Tach6 (A. A.) Prayer book Hunter (J.)

Geographic names Coats (W.) Prayer book Kirkby {W. W.)
Geographic names Kelton(D.H.) Prayer book Lacombe (A.)

Geographic names Lafleche (L.F.E.) Prayer book Lebret (L.M.)

Geographic names McLean (J.) Prayer book Mackay (J. A.)

Geographic names Morgan (L. H.) Prayer book Thibault (J.B.)

Geographic names Petitot (E. F.S.J.) Prayers Bompas (W. C.)

Geographic names Stuart (A.) Prayers Gueguen (J. P.)

Geographic names Tyrrell (J. B.) Prayers Hunter (J.)

Grammar Horden (J.) Prayerrf Lafleche (L. F. R.)

Grammar Howse (J.) Prayers Laverlochere (J.N.)

Grammar Hunter (J.) and Garin (A. M.)
Grammar Lacombe (A.) Prayers Mackay (J. A.)

Grammar Mackay (J. A.) Prayers Mason (S.)

Grammar V6gr6ville (V. T.) Primer Bompas (W.C.)
Grammatic comments Adelung (J. C.) and Primer D616age (F. R.)

Vater (J. S.) Primer First.

Grammatic comments Bastian (P. W. A.) Primer Glass (E.B.)

Grammatic comments Faraud (H.) Primer Gu6guen (J. P.)

Grammatic comments V6greville (V.T.) Primer Lacombe (A.)

Grammatic comments Wilson (E. F.) Proper names Brinton (D. G.)

Grammatic treatise Adam (L.) Proper names Catlin (G.)

Grammatic treatise Legal (E.) Proper names Chamberlain (A.F.)

Grammatic treatise V6gr6ville (V.T.) Proper names Morris (A.)

Hymn book German (0.) Proper names Petitot (E. F.S.J.)

ALG 7
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Cree— Continued.
Psalm book

Psalm book

Psalm book
Psalm book
Psalm book
Reader
Relationships

RelationsMps

Sermons

Sermons
Sermons

Songs

Syllabary

Syllabary

Syllabary

Syllabary

Syllabary

Syllabary

Syllabary

Ten commandments
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Tract

Tract

Tract

Tribal names
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary
Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary
Vocabulary

"Words

"Words

Words
Words

Horden (J.)

Horden (J.) and

Kirkby (W. W.)

Hunter (J.)

Mackay (J. A.)

Mason (W.)

First.

Morgan (L. H.)

Watkins (E.A.)

G-arin (A.M.)

German (O.)

V6gr6ville (V. T.)

Petitot (E. F. S. J.)

Carnegie (J.)

Evans (J.)

Lacombe (A )

Smet (P.J. de).

Tbibault (J. B.)

Tuttle (C. R.)

Young (E.R.)

Mason (S.)

Blatcbford (H.)

Fleming ( A. B.) &co.

German (0.)

Lacombe (A.)

Sinclair (J.)

Steinbauer (H.)

Vincent (T.)

German (O.)

Hunter (J.)

Vincent (T.)

Shea (J. G.)

Adam (L.)

Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J. S.)

Allen (W.)

Balbi (A.)

Brinton (D.G.)

Campbell (J.)

Chappell (E.)

Edwards (J.)

Fisher (W.)

Fortescue (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Hale (H.)

Harmon (D. W.)
Hayden (F. V.)

Jones (P.)

Keating (W.A.)
Lacombe (A.)

Lewis (M.)

Mackenzie (A.)

M'Lean (J.)

Maximilian (A. P.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Petitot (E. F. S. J.)

Say (T.)

Smet (P. J. de).

Vincent (E.H.J.)

Weimar (J.)

Wilson (E. F.)

Duncan (D.)

Gatschet (A. S.)

Gerard (W. R.)

Grasserie (R. de la).

Green (S. A.)

Haines (E.M.)

Hovelacque (A.)

Kovdr (E.)

Latham (R. G.)

McDougall (J.)

MacLean (J. P.)

Petitot (E. F.S.J.)

Smet (P. J. de).

Tyrrell (J. B.)

Vater (J. S.)

Cree— Continued.
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words

See also Montagnais.

Crespieul {Pere Frangois-Xavier). Pri-

^res
I

en
|
Algonkin [Scroll] Monta-

gnaise
|
Abanaki [Scroll] Esquimaux

|

1676
I

Parle R6v6rendP^rede Crespieul.

Manuscript, in the archbishopric of Quebec;

3011. the first 2 of which are blank and unnum-
bered, followed by an unnumbered 1. on the

recto of which is the title and on the verso the

beginning of the text, prayers and religious

songs 22 11. catechism 5 11. 8°.

The pagination is confused; the first pages

of the text are not numbered ; the third bears the

number 2, verso unnumbered ; leaves 4-12 bear

the samenumber on recto and verso ; the leaf fol-

lowing is intercalated and numbered 11 on both

, sides, the recto being blank, the verso "For-

mula baptisraa" in Algonkin and Montagnais,

and precepts of the church in Algonkin only.

Leaves 12, 19, and 11, intercalated among the

leaves of the catechism, belong to the book of

prayers. Leaves 13-16 have the same number
on recto and on verso ; a few leaves of the cate-

chism intercalated. On leaf 13 commence the

religious songs in Algonkin and in Montagnais.

The continuation of the prayers, or rather of

the religious songs, is found at the end of the

volume, after the 12th leaf intercalated from the

catechism; it contains religious songs in use

among the Montagnais, with a French transla-

tion. The four leaves, from 17 to 20, of which

it is composed bear the same number on recto

and on verso.

The catechism has a special pagination, more
confused if possible than the book of prayers.

Leaf 11, we have seen, is intercalated in the

prayers, while leayes 10 and 9 precede leaves 12,

10, and 11 which contain prayers in Algonkin and

Montagnais. Finally come leaves 9 and 12,which

belong to the catechism ; the fi^rst has for title,

in the middle of the recto : De 7 sacramentis,

and toward the end of verso: Ecclesise prae-

cepta; the recto of the second is blank, and on

the verso, after the word "catechism" and the

title "dela Messe et de la Communion," we
read this note of the author: "Non potnii ab-

solvere et ex parte composita describere. Po-

terit supplere R. P. Lefaure."

The manuscript is bound in parchment.

The text commences on the verso of the leaf

which bears the title. It is divided into four

columns, two on the verso and two on the recto,
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Crespieul (F. X. )— Continued.
having four titles, from left to right : Algonkin,

Montagnais, Abanaki, Esquimaux. The first

two colaiuns only are in the handwriting of

Father Crespieul. On pages 2 and 3 the first

column and the commencement of the second

are in his handwriting ; the succeeding pages,

as far as leaf 13, have only the Algonkin col-

umn by Father Crespieul. The text of the col-

umn devoted to the language of the Esquimaux
disappears on the recto of leaf 3. The Abnaki

column of the same leaf is incomplete. The
texts of the four columns occur on pages 4 and

5, but are not a translation of the same prayers.

On pages 5 and 6 the Montagnais column is

incomplete ; the last two blank. Only the Al-

gonkin text appears from the 6th to the 9th leaf,

-where the Montagnais text reappears in the

prayers for the living and the dead. The
Algonkin and Montagnais columns have the

prayers: Ad SS. Angelos, ad S. Michaelem, ad

O. SS., page 11 ; ad S. Josephum, et les com-

nnandements de Dieu, page 12. The religious

songs, page 13, recto, have only two columns, the

Algonkin and the Montagnais. Both are by
Father Crespieul. The following note appears

at the top of the page to tha left: "Algonk—
prtestant Montan—et sunt magis in uso et

sciuntra multis—Saadeo ut nou immutentur."

The Montagnais text is not again found un-

til the recto of leaf 17, is reached, where are found

Montagnais chants under this title: Cantitenae

A Montanensibus cani solitae. They are accom-

panied by a French translation as far as page

18, where, in the song for the communion, the

Algonkin and Montagnais texts are opposite

each other.

For continuation see Vaultier (P. —

)

Crowfoot (Chief). Crowfoot's thauks.

The Blackfoot chief's letter of acknowl-

edgment to the C. P. R.

In the Indian, vol 1 (no. 6), p. 62, Hagers-

ville, Ont. March 3 1 , 1886, 4°.

A letter of six lines in Blackfoot from Chief

Crowfoot to Mr. W. C. Van Horne, manager of

the Canadian Pacific Eailway, in acknowledg-

ment of a perpetual pass over the line; fol-

lowed by an English translation.

Cummings (Richard W.) Vocabulary of

the Delaware and of the Shawnee.
In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Indian tribes, vol. 2,

pp. 470-481, Philadelphia, 1852,4°.

Contains about 350 words each.

Reprinted in Ulrici (E,), Die Indianer Nord-

Am rikas, p. 39, Dresden, 1867, 8='.

£Cuoq (Pere Jean-Andr6).] lenenrine-

kenstha
|
Kanesatakeha

|
on

| Proces-

sionnal Iroquois
| a I'usage de la

|
Mis-

sion du Lac des Deux Montagues.
|

Tiotaki [Montreal] :
| tehoristorara-

kon John Lovell,
|
1864.

Cover title as above, title 1 1. text pp. 3-

108, 12°. The inside title has no imprint; after

Cuoq (J. A.)— Continued.
the word "Montagues " are two lines quotation,

and in place of imprint is a picture of two an-

gels bowed before the cross.

Pp. 96-108 are occupied with Hymnes et can-

tiques eu Algonquin, a number of which are

set to music.

Copies seen : Jacques Cartier School, Mon-
treal, Can.

Reprinted as the first portion of the same
author's Tsiatak nihononSentsiake, etc., for

title of which see next page.

[ ] Jugement erron^
|
de

|
M. Ernest

Renan
|
sur les

|
langues Sanvages

|

parN. O.
I

[Scroll.]
|

Montreal
|
typographie d'Eusebe Se-

n^cal,
I
rue St. Vincent, 4. |

1864.

Cover title as above, title as above verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 3-23, 8°.

A general discussion of savagelanguages with
the Algonquian and Iroquoian as a basis ofstudy,

including on pp. 16-17 the Lord's prayer in both

languaeres, and a few examples of long words
on p. 22, one of them divided into 32 syllables.

The initials N. O. adopted by P6re Cuoq and
appearing upon the title-pages of a number of

his works are the first letters of the names given

him by the Indians among whom he lived, the

first, jSTij-kwe-natc-anibic, being a Nipissing

name meaning the beautiful double leaf; the

second, Orakwanentakon, a Mohawk name
meaning a fixed star.

Copies seen: Laval.

[ ] Jugement erron^
|
de

| M. Ernest
Renan

(
sur les

|
langues sauvages

|
par

I

I'auteur des Etudes philologiques.
|

Deuxi^me edition enti^rement refon-

due.
I
[Four lines quotation.]

|

Montreal
|
Dawson brothers, | 55,

Grande rue St. Jacques, 55.
|
J. B. Rol-

and & fils,
I
12 & 14, rue St. Vincent,

12 & 14.
I
1869.

Cover title as above dated 1870. title as above
verso dedication in ISTipissing and Mohawk 1 1.

avertissement verso blank 1 1. text pp. 5-112,

table 1 p. verso blank, 8°.

The Algonquian and Iroquoian languages
have been taken as the basis of discussion; the

following are the chapter headings

:

Chap. I. Linguistique am6ricaine.— Son im,

portance au point de vueethnographique comme
au point de vue philologique, pp. 5-9.

Chap. II. Les langues am6ricaine8 compa-
r6e3 aux langues s^mitiques et aux langues

indo-europ6ennes, pp. 10-15.

Chap. Ill Richesse des langues am^ricaines,

pp. 16-20.

Chap. IV. Syst6rae phonique et graphique

des langues am6ricaines, pp. 21-25.

Chap. V. Curieuses analogies entre les lan-

gues am6ricaines et les langues des races civi-

lis6es, pp. 26-30.
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Cuoq (J. A.)— Continued.

Chap. VI. Caract6redeslanguesam6ricaine3,

p. 31-35.

Chap. VII. Formation des noms dans lea

langaes ain6rioaines, pp. 36-44.

Chap. VIII. Des accidents dans certaines

especes de mots de la langue algonquine, pp.

45-51.

Chap. IX. Des accidents verbaux et autres

accidents de la langae iroquoise, pp. 52-66.

Chap. X. Diverses classifications des verbes

algonquins, pp. 66-78.

Chap. XI. Especes particulieres de verbes

algonquins, pp. 79-88.

Chap. XII. Mots form6s par onomatopee, pp.

89-90.

Chap. XIII. Tour et constrnction des phra.

ses [Prodigal son and Lord's prayer in Mohawk
and Mpissing], pp. 91-100.

Chap. XIV. Eeponse ^ diverses questions,

pp. 101-112.

Copies seen .- Brinton, Eames, National Mu-
seum, Powell, Trambull.

Koehler, catalogue 440, no. 952, prices a copy
7 M. Clarke & co. 1880 catalogue, no. 6748, price

a paper copy $1.50 ; G-agnon, Quebec, catalogue

40, no. 11, 50 cents.

[ ] Catechisme algonquin
| avec

|

syllabaire et cautiques.
|
Niina aiamie

kakSedjindiSinimasinaigan
|
ate gaie

|

kekinoamagemagak
|
masinaigan gaie

aiamie nikamonan. | Kanactageng
[Lake of Two Mountains],

j

Moniaug [Montreal] :
| takSabik-

ickote endatc John Lovell.
|
1865.

Title verso approval of A. F. Truteau, Vic.

Gen. Adm., Montreal, 12 mai, 1865 1 1. text in

the Nipissing language pp. 3-52, 18°.

Primer lessons, pp. 1-10.—Catechism, pp. 11-

45.—Hymns, &c. pp. 46-52.

Copies seen : Brinley, Powell, Trambull,
Verreau.

At the Brinley sale, catalogue no. 5658, a
copy sold for 90 cents.

[ ] Tsiatak nihononSentsiake
| onkSe

onSe
I
akoiatonsera,

| lonterennaien-

tak8a,teieri8ak8atha,iontaterihonnien-

I

nitha, iontateretsiaronkSa, iaken-

tasetatha,
|
iekaratonkSatokentisonba

oni.
I
Kahiatononitokara nikarennake

erontaksueba.
|
Kanesbatake tiakoson.

|

Le
I
livre des sept nations

| ou | Pa-
roissien Iroquois,

|
Auquel on a ajout6,

pour I'usage de la mission du
|
Lac des

Deux-Montagues, quelques cantiques
|

en langue algonquine.
|
[Design.]

)

Tiobtiake [Montreal]
|
teboristora-

rakon Jobn Lovell.
|
1865.

Half-title in Mohawk verso in Latin 1 1. title

as above verso hymn in Mohawk 1 1. calendar
(French and Mohawk) 4 11, followed by 6 blank

Cuoq (J. A.) — Continued.
11. for entries, title-page beginning " lenenrine-

kenstha" (see first Cuoq title herein) verso blank

1 1. text pp. 3-452, table desmatieres pp. 453^60,

12°,

The first part of this work, pp. 3-108, is occu-

pied with the service for the mass in the Mo-
hawk, many of the prayers having headings in

Latin and explanations in French, and most of

the service is set to music. The second part,

pp. 109-294, is headed Livre de chant pour la

messe et les vepres. The third part, pp. 295-

410, Formulaire de prieres, is by Father J.

Marcoux, the colophon being dated KahnaSake
[Caughnawaga] 15 Janvier 1852 and signed with

his Indian name, Sose Tharonhiakanere. The
fourth part, pp. 411-452, is headed Suppl6ment
aux cantiques et aux prieres. Following the

table are an alphabetic list of the canticles in

Iroqaois and a list of those in Algonquin, the

latter, numbering 59, being scattered through-

out parts 1, 2, and 4.

In the copy belonging to Major Powell the

6 blank 11. are filled with hymns in the Mohawk
language, and, I think, in the Abb6 Cuoq's

handwriting.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell, Shea,

Trumbull.

Leclerc, 1878, no. 2355, prices a copy 20 fr. At
the Brinley sale two copies were sold, nos. 5736'

and 5737, one bringing $2.50 and the other $2.

A copy at the Murphy sale, no. 1316, "half

morocco, top edge gilt," brought $2.25.

[ ] Etudes philologiques
|
sur quel-

ques
I

langues sauvages
|
de

|
I'Am^ri-

que,
I

par N. O.
|
ancien missionnaire.

|

[Four lines quotation.]
j

Montreal
|
Dawson brothers

| 55^

grande rue St. Jacques.
|
1866

Cover title as above, half-title verso printer

1 1. title as above verso dedication in Nipissing

and Mohawk 1 1. text pp. 5-157, errata p. 158,

table pp. 159-160, 8°.

Avant propos, pp. 5-6. — Chapitre pr61imi-

naire, pp.7-10. Premiere partie : Examen cri-

tique de quelques ouvrages [Schoolcraft,

Duponceaul d'Indianologie, pp. 11-34. — Deu-

xieme partie: Principes de grammaire algon-

quine, pp. 35-86 ; Principes de grammaire iro-

quoise, pp. 87-122.— Troisieme partie: Lexico-

graphie comparee des langues algonquine et

iroquoise [from-McKenzie, Duponceau, School-

craft, Catlin, and others], pp. 123-157.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brin-

ton, Congress, Eames, National Museum, Pil-

ling, Powell, Trumbull.

The Fisher copy, no. 2462, brought 8s. 6d.; the

Field copy, no. 473, half morocco, $3. 12. Leclerc,

1878, no. 2063, prices a copy 9 fr.; and Quaritch,

no. 12555, 12s., and again, no.?0062, 9s. At the

Brinley sale, no. 5660, a copy sold for 70 cents,

and at the Murphy sale, no. 911*, a copy bound

up with the same author's Jugement errone,

half morocco, top edge gilt, brought $2. Koeh-
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ler, in his no. 440 catalogue, no. 951, prices a

copy 8 M.; and Clarke, 1886, no. 6744, a paper

copy, $1.50.

Reviewed in Le Hir (A. M.), :6tudes bi-

bliques, vol. 2, pp. 474-489, Paris, 1867, 8°.

Quels ^talent les saiivages que ren-

contra Jacq. Cartier sur les rives du
Saint-Laurent? [Signed: N. O., an-

cieu missiounaire. ]

In Annales de philosopliie chr6tienne, vol.

79, pp. 198-204, Paris, 1869, 8^.

Iroquoian and Algonquian examples, with

significations.

[ ] 1872. Calendrier d'Oka. 1872.
|

Kijigatomasinaigan. = lakentasetatha.

1 1. 16°.—Calendar for the Indians at the mis-

sion of Lao des Deux Montagues, in Mpissing

and Mohawk. The verso of the leaf contains

Explication des signes (in French, Nipissing,

and Mohawk).

Copies seen : Pilling, Powell, Trumbull.

Cantique en langue algonquiue.

In Soci^te Philolog. Actes, vol. 1, pp. 73-76,

Paris, 1872, 8°.

Two Algonquian versions of a hymn of six

stanzas, one by P. Mathevet, the other by N.

O. [Cuoq], each with French translation.

Issued also without title-page, with heading

as above, repaged 1^, with the colophon Paris,

imprimerie Jouaust. rue Saint Honor6, 338 [n.

d.]. (Brinton, Pilling, Powell, Trumbull.

)

Fragments de Chrestomathie de la

langue algonquine. Les liuit beati-

tudes.

In Society Philolog. Actes, vol. 3, pp. 39-51,

Paris, 1873, 8°.

Issued separately as follows :

[ ] Actes
I

de la
I

Soci^t^ Philolo-

gique
I

Tome III.—N« 2, avril 1873
|

Chrestomathie algonquine
|

Paris
(
Maisonneuve et C^® libraires-

Miteurs
] 15, quai Voltaire, 15

|
1873

Cover title as above, half-title verso blank
1 1. no inside title, text pp. 39-50, tableau synop-

tique des accidents verso printers 1 1. 8°.

Copies seen : Astor, Powell, Trumbull.

Priced by Triibner & co. 1882, p. 3, 1*. 6d. ; at

the Pinart sale, catalogue no. 16, a copy brought
2 fr. 50 c.

[ ] Ocki aii
|
masinaiganikikinohama-

gan
I

ou
1
nouveau syllabaire algon-

quin.
I

[Picture of an Indian.]
|

Moniang [Montreal] :
|
takwabikic-

kote endatc John Lovell
| 1873.

Printed cover, title as above verso blank 1 1.

text in the Nipissing dialect pp. 3-64, 8°.

Primer lessons, pp. 3-11.—Hymns, pp. 11-14.—

Litany, pp. 14-16.—Prayers, instructions, etc.

Cuoq (J. A. )— Continued.

pp. 16-55.—Hymns with music, pp. 56-59.—Nu-
merals 1-1000, multiplication table, primer les-

sons, etc. pp. 60-64.

Copies seen : Powell.

Fragments de chrestomathie algon-

quiue. (Symbole des ap6tres.)

In Soci6t6 Philolog. Actes, vol. 4, pp. 278-311,

Paris, 1874, 8°.

L'oraison Dominicale (texte algon-

quin avec glose).

In Soci6t6 Philolog. Actes, vol. 4, pp. 199-205,

Paris, 1874, 8°.

The article is signed IN". O,

La salutation angelique (texte algon-

quin avec glose).

In Soci6t6 Philolog. Actes, vol. 4, pp. 207-

209, Paris, 1874, 8°.

Lexique
| de la

|
langue iroquoise

[

avec
I

notes et appendices
|

par
|
J. A.

Cuoq
I

Pretre de Saint-Sulpice.
|
[Six

lines quotation.]
|

Montreal
|
J. Chapleau & fils, Im-

primeurs-fiditeurs,
|

31 et33 rueCott^.
|

1882

Cover title as above, half-title verso list of

books "du meme auteur" 1 1. title as above

verso dedication 1 1. preface pp. v-ix, text pp.

1-151,notes supplementaires pp. 153-182, appen-

dices pp. 183-215.

Examples, comments, etymologies, etc. in

Algonquin, pp. 173, 176, 177, 181, 182.—Numerals
1-10, p. 188. — Comparative vocabulary of 13

words, "from Cartier," of the Iroquois, and of

the Algonquin, p. 187.

Therewas subsequently issued, August, 1883,

"Additamenta," pp. 218-238 (pp. 218-233 num-
bered even on rectos, odd on versos ; there is no

p. 234), containing explanations of doubtful

points in the original publication, and answers

to queries received from correspondents. Also

contains an article (pp. 227-233) by Nantel (A.)

Copies seen : Powell, Eames.

Some copies are undated ; in such the verso

of the half-title is blank and they are not accom-

panied by the Additamenta. (Pilling, Powell.)

Reviewed in the Critic, New York, March
24,1883. (Powell.)

Koehler, in his no. 440 catalogue, no. 953,

prices a copy, with the Additamenta, 8 M.
Clarke, 1886, no. 6747, prices a paper copy $2.50.

Conte des Sauvages Canadiens.
In Soci6t6 Philolog. Actes, vol. 13, pp. 89-91,

AlenQon, 1883, 8°.

A few Nipissing terms passim.

Lexique
|
de la

|
langue algonquine

1
par

I
J. A. Cuoq

|
Pretre de Saint-

Sulpice
I
[Eight lines quotation]

|

Montreal
| J. Chapleau et fils, Im-

primeurs-Editeurs
|
31 rue Cott^.

|
1886

Printed cover as above, half-title verso blank i

1 1. title as above verso blank I 1. dedication.
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Cuoq (J. A.)— Continued.
verso blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-xii, text pp.
l-i46, errata 1 p. 8°. Alphabetically arranged
by Algonquin words, double column, with,

copious notes.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Priced by Koehler, catalogue 465, no. 325,

18 M.
Reviewed at some length by Nantel (A.)

in La Minerve, Montreal, August 1, 1887.

[ ] Mi ket 1 cacawenindagosiwatc ket

apitci manadjitodjik
| Jezos o kitcitwa

o teh; Tebeniminang iji wanhwin-
(

daraawagoban Kitcitwa Manganitan-
Mauin Anakok :

[Dayton, Ohio: Philip A. Kemi)er.

1888.]

A small card, 3 by 5 inches in size, headed as

above and containing twelve "Promises of Our
Lord to Blessed Margaret Mary," in the Nipis-

sing language. Mr. Kemper has published the

same promises on similar cards in many lan-

guages.

Copies seen: Pilling, Powell.

[ ] Le
I
saint rosaire

|
m6dit6, chants

et r^cit^
I

Montreal
|
C. O. Beaucheniin & Fils,

Libraires-Imprimeurs,
|
256 et 258 rue

Saint-Paul. [1889.]

Printed cover, on the verso of which is

"Imprimatur: tEduardus Car., Arch. Marian-

opolitanus [Montreal]," no inside title, text 15

unnumbered 11. 24^.

The recto of each leaf has a picture repre-

senting one of tbe mysteries, underneath which
is an explanation In Mohawk ; on the verso of

each leaf, and in the middle of the page, is the

same explanation in the Nipissing language.

Copies seen: Pilling.

[ ] A N-D de Lorette.

1 p. 16°. Hymns, two columns, Nipissiug and
Mohawk.

Copies seen : Shea.

[Grammaire algonquiue.] (")

In a letter to me the Abb6 Cuoq says :
" The

zeal which you show in your search for the

minutest details connected with your work
leads me to say that I must hurry myself with

a work I have in hand, namely, a grammaire
algonquine."

See Kaondinoketc (F.

)

[ and Deleage (F. K.)] lakentase-

tatha
I

tsini
|
kacha8i8.

|
Teioserake,

|

1862-1863
I

t A8entatokenti. | P. lon-

Cuoq (J. A.) and Deleage (F. R)—Cont'd.
te8aratka8a8.

|
K. Iaka8eutentietha.

|

Tiohtiaki [Montreal]:
|
tehoris tora-

rakon

Mjpissing title : Masinaigan
|
ka

|
pa-

takaikatet.
| Ka ako nikigo-

|
banen

Jezos,
I
1862-1863. ' Manadjitagani8au.

I
Pakitandjikeaani8an.

|
Kiigoeimona-

ni8an.
|

Moniang [Montreal] :
|

tak8abikic-

kote endatc
|
John Lovell.

j 1862.

Printed cover as above in two columns, the

first (Mohawk) title on the left, the Nipissing on

the right, the name of the printer (John Lovell)

and the date being in the center under both
titles ; no inside title, text pp. 3-14, 16°.

A Mohawk and Nipissing calendar of church
feast and fast days, the former by the Abb6
Cuoq, the latter by P6re D616age.

Copies seen : Laval.

For title of a similar calendar of 1857-1858,

see D^ldage (F. R.)

Jean-Andre Cuoq was born at Le Puy, de-

partment of Haute-Loire, France, June 6, 1821

;

entered a seminary of the Society of St. Sul-

pice as a pupil October 20, 1840 ; was ordained

priest December 20, 1845 ; arrived at Montreal

November 21, 1816, and was sent to the mission

of the Lake of Two Mountains (Oka) in 1847 as

missionary to the ISTipissings, and remained
there many years as companion of Mr. Du-
fresne, who was director of that mission and
missionary to the Mohawks.
Mr. Cuoq occupied himself at first only with

the study of the Nipissing language, which he

speaks and understands more perfectly than

the Mohawk ; but Mr. Dufresne having been

withdrawn from the mission in 1857, Mr. Cuoq
then applied himself to the study oftheMohawk
for the purpose of ministering in that language

also. About 1864 he was sent to the College of

Montreal, where he was charged with a class,

remaining there two or three years ; then he
returned to the Lake of Two Mountains, where
he remained until 1875. He was then attached

to the parochial church of Notre Dame at Mont-

real, remaining there several years, during

which time he composed and printed his later

books on the native languages. He returned to

the Lake about 1885 and is there at the present

time (1890).

In addition to the above works, he has com-

posed a number in the Mohawk language. His

modesty has prevented me from carrj'ing out

my desire to give a somewhat extended notice

of his life and his mission work.
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D.

D. L. Moody, oo kukaskwawina fCree].

See German (O.)

Dally (Eugene). Rapport surles races in-

digenes et sur rarch6ologie du Nonveau-

Monde. Par M. E. Dally.

In Society d'Anthrop. de Paris, Bulletin, vol.

3,pp. 374-ill, Pans, 1862, 8^

Des langues anciennes de FAm^rique, pp.

395-393, includes a general discussion based

upon the works of Haven, Gallatin, Barton, and

Pickering, and contains a few Delaware words

from Heckewelder, p. 397.

Issned separately as follows:

Sur les races Indigenes
|
et sur

|

Farch^ologie du Mexique
]
par M. E.

Dally
I
membre [&c. three lines.]

|

(Extrait des bulletins de la Soci^t^

d'anthropologie de Paris,
|

t. iii, 3®

fascicule, 1862.)
\

Paris
I

Librairie de Victor Masson
|

Place de I'ecole-de-m^decine.
|
1862.

Pp. 1-36, 80.

Linguistic contents as above, pp. 24-28.

Copies seen : Bancroft.

Dalrymple (Eev. — ). [Vocabulary of

the Pauinukey Indians.]

In Historical Magazine, first series, vol. 2,

p. 182, New York and London, 1858, sm. 4°.

Consists of 8 words and the numerals 1-10.

"The following words were found still surviv-

ing in 1844, at the Indian Pamnnkey town, in

King "William county, Va. They were col-

lected by Rev. Mr. Dalrymple, who gave me a

copy of them.—C. C."

D[anforth] (S[amuel]). Masukkenu-
keeg

I

niatcheseaenvog
|
wequetoog

k a h wuttooanatoog
|
Uppeyaonont

Christoh kah ne
|

yeuyeu
|
teanuk

|

Wonk, ahche nunnukquodt missinnin-

nuh uk-
I

quohquenaount wutaiuskoi-

anatamooonganoo. Kah Keketookaonk
papaume wussittum-

| wae kesukod-

tum: kah papaume nawhutch
|
onka-

togeh Wunnomwayeuongash.
|
Nashpe

Increase Mather.
|
Kukkootomweh-

teaenuh ut oomoeuwehkomong-
|
anit

ut Bostonut, ut New England. Eccles.

12. 13. Nootamuttuh [&c, six lines.]
|

Danforth (S.)— Continued.

Y e u s h kukkookootomwehteaougash

qushkinnu-
|
munash en Indiane un-

nontoowaonganit nashpe S. D.
|

Bostonut, Printuoop nashpe Bartho-

lomew Green,
|
kah John Allen. 1698.

Translation: Greatest sinners called and

encouraged to come to Christ, and that now,

quickly. Also, that it is very dangerous for

people to delay their repentance, and a dis-

course concerning the judgment day; and con-

cerning some other truths. By Increase

Mather, teacher of the church in Boston.
•^ * *' These discourses are translated into

Indian language by S. D.

Title verso blank 1 1. epistle dedicatory

in English (signed Samuel Danforth, Taunton,

14th, 8, 1698) pp. 3-5, text entirely in the Massa-

chusetts language pp. 7-162, postscript in En-

glish pp. 163-164, sm. 8°. According to Dr.

Trumbull, from whose "Books and tracts in the

Indian language" the above translation is

taken, this is the first Indian book known
to have been printed after the removal of the

press to Boston. Seefac-simileof ttetile-page.

Copies seen: American Antiquarian Society,

Lenox, Yale.

At the Brinley sale a copy, catalogue no. 801,

was purchased by Yale College for $110 ; another

copy, no. 5687, "best levant brown morocco,

paneled sides, extra gilt," brought $115.

The
I

Woful Effects
|
of

| Drunken-
ness

I
a sermon

|
Preached at Bristol,

Oclob. 12. 1709.
I

When Two Indians,
|

Josiasand Joseph,
|
Were Executed for

murther,
|
Occasioned

|
By the Drunk-

enness both of the
|
Murthering &

Murthered Parties.
|
By Samuel Dan-

forth,
I

Pastor of the Church of Taun-
ton.

I
[Two lines scripture.]

|

Boston in New-England:
|
Printed

by B. Green: Sold by Samuel
|
Gerrish

at his Shop near the Old Mee-
|
ting

House, in Corn-Hill. 1710.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication "to the hon-

ourable Commissioners of the Gospelling of the

Indians in America" pp. i-iv, text pp. 1-52,

sm. 12°. See the fac-simile of the title-page.

On p. 42 it says: "I shall Conclude with a

few "Words directed to the poor Condemned

103
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Danforth (S.)— Continaed.

Malefactors, in their own Language", -whioh

occupies pp. 43-52, beginning with, the -words :

"Oggussunash Kuttooonkash, " etc. See the

fac-similes of pp. 42 and 43.

Copies seen: Congress, Lenox.

The Lenox copy has inserted a manuscript

translation of the Indian text by Dr. J. Ham-
mond Trumbull.

At the Brinley sale, catalogue no. 785, a copy

brought $22.

[Vocabulary of the Massaclinsetts

Indians.]

Manuscript, 49 unnumbered 11. (lacking be-

ginning and end), sm. folio, in the library of

the Massachusetts Historical Society, Boston,

Mass. There is a small fragment of each of 2

leaves at the beginning, and of 1 leaf at the end.

The vocabulary is in double columns, very fine

and closely written, almost unreadable. It is al-

phabetically arranged to "W, with spaces left

between some words, presumably for additions.

The two fragmentary leaves at the beginning

contained words beginning with the letter N.

The verso of the 31st leaf and the recto of the

32d are blank.

The manuscript was presented to Rev. Jer-

emy Belknap by Eliza Howard, great grand-

daughter of Danforth, Aug. 9, 1796.

Samuel Danforth, son of Samuel Danforth of

Roxbury, was born in that town on the 10th of

December, 1666, and baptized on the 16th of the

same month. His father was the colleague of

John Eliot from 1650 to 1674. The son proba-

bly learned the Indian language in his youth,

under the direction of Mr. Eliot. In 1683 he

was graduated at Harvard College. His first

publication appears to have been the New-Eng-
land Almanack for 1686. In September, 1687,

he was ordained as minister of the church in

Taunton, Massachusetts, where he remained
until his death.

In 1698, Mr. Danforth and Mr, Grindall Raw-
son were employed by the commissioners for

the propagation of the gospel among the In-

diaiis in New England, to visit and report on

the "Plantations of the Indians within this

Province." This labor they commenced on the

30th of May, and finished on the 24th of Jime.

Their report was printed in the summer or au-

tumn of the same year, as an appendix to Nich-

olas Noyes's election sermon, entitled New-Eng-

lands Duty and Interest, i^p. 89-99 (reprinted in

volume 10 of the Collections of the Massachusetts

Historical Society). Mr. Danforth's translation

into the Indian language of five sermons by
Increase Mather was published soon after, prob-

ably in October, as the dedication is dated on

the 14th of that month. His labors for the wel-

fare of the Indians in Taunton and its vicinity

were considerable. On certain '

' lecture days "

he preached to them in their own language.

He also prepared in manuscript an Indian dic-

tionary, with references under each word to

Eliot's translation of the bible. In 1704 he com-

Danforth (S.) — Continued.
menceda series ofrevival meetings in Taunton,
and in the same year published his sermon en-

titled Fiety Encouraged. This was followed in

1708 by The Duty of Believers, and in 1710 by
The Woful Effects of Drunkenness. In 1713 he
composed An Elegy on the Memory of the Wor-

shipful Major Thomas Leonard, Esq., of Taun-
ton, which was printed on a broadside sheet.

Two more publications. An Exhortation to All

and a sermon at Bridgewater, appeared in 1714

and 1717. He died on November 14th, 1727, in

the sixty- first year of his age,

Dawson {Sir John William). Acadian
geology.

I
The

|
geological structure,

|

organic remains, and mineral resources

I
of

I
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and

Prince
|
Edward Island.

|
By

|
John

William Dawson, M. A., LL. D., F. E. S.,

F. G. S.,
I

principal [&c. six lines.]
|

Second edition, revised and enlarged.

I
With a geological map and numerous

illustrations.
|

London:
|
Macmillan and co.

|
Edin-

burgh : Oliver and Boyd, Tweeddale
court.

I
Halifax : A. and W. Mackinlay.

Montreal : Dawson brothers. | 1868.

Frontispiece 1 1, title verso copyright 1 1.

dedication verso blank 1 1. preface pp. v-x, ex-

planation of the geological map pp. xi-xiv, con-

tents pp. xv-xviii, indexes pp. xix-xxvi, errata

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-671, appendix pp. 673-

687, index pp. 689-694, map and plates, 8°.

Micmac language and superstitions, pp. 673-

675, contains Micmac and Maliseet words com-

pared with Greek, Latin, and Hebrew (from

Rand).

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Public, British

Museum, G-eological Survey, Watkinson.

There is an edition Edinburgh, 1855, 12°

(Boston Athenaeum, Congress, Geological Sur-

vey), which does not contain the linguistics;

and one Montreal, 1860, 12°, which I have not

seen.

Acadian geology.
|
The

|

geological

structure,
(
organic remains, and min-

eral resources
|
of

[
Nova Scotia, New

Brunswick, and Prince
|
Edward Isl-

and.
I

By
I
John William Dawson, M.

A.,LL. D.,F. R. S.,F. G. S.
|

principal

[&c. six lines.]
|
Third edition.

]
With

a map and numerous illustrations, and

I
a supplement.

|

London :
|
Macmillan and co.

j
Edin-

burgh : Oliver and Boyd. Montreal

:

Dawson brothers.
|
Halifax : A. and W.

Mackinlay. New York : Van Nostrand.

I
1878.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. ad-

vertisement to third edition verso blank 1 1.





41. thtW^ful Effech^ &c%

/ fhali Conchde ivHh a fern Wcnk
Jireded to the poor Condemned Ma-

kfmors^ in, their mim Language.

Ogguflunaili

FAC-SIMILE OF PAGES 42-4
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Ogguiiunafli

fCuttooonkaili mafliamukupafli ei:i-

kuctumniunke Fv^uluinuxap • ntili^

oluc^cninycuogjJojtakXdh j^Jeph j

uc nehenwouche wutcmootoo^
waonkanoowouc j m Bnjhh
OBober \%. tjof. ne kefuko>i

adc wuflumaonkaaoo uffenap.

WOI Keen fcfias kali kem
Jqfeph^ noocamook Wut-

rinnoowaonk God, onk woh Ktik-
ketealiGgkonoo pomantamwog t

?/i/. 5^. 3. Yeu momachiikeyeue
kuhkootumwchteaonk, iie woh iioo^

^mokq : T^^ «^/^/^^g kukketeabagko-
Hoo mos kummamonteanauy Lnk.iz.zQ.
Mahtihunk yeu kefukod kukketea^*
iiogkonoQ pifti appuong micheme
iiiih ut Kejukjut^ afuli uc Chephh-

fi komnk^S^i.

MNFORTH'S WOFUL EFFECTS.





4^ TfjcWofui Effe^s, &c.

I Jhall Conclude with a feiv Words

directed to the poor Condemned Ma-

lefaihrSi in their own Language.

[ i

Oggullumili
Kuttooonkalli mailiainukupafh t)i-

kuctummunkc WaiTuinuLan niili-

©hceaeninycuog,5f<?/a;&,kah Jojepk s

ut nehenwonche wuicinoiicoo-
waonkanoowout j uc Brifiol
OHober iz, 1709. ne kefukoj
adc wuflumaonkanoo ullenap.

Ogguffunalh
WOI Keen f^/as kali keai

Jo/eph, noocamook Wuc-
tinnoowapnk God, onk woh Kiik-
keteahogkonoo poraantamvvog :

lfii'S5'}- Ycu momachiOieyeuc
kuhkootiimwehteaonk, nc woh noo-
t^mokq

: Ten mhhg kukketeahogko-
itoo ms kummamonteanauy Luk.i z.zo.
Mahtfhunk yeukefukodkukketea^
liogkonoo pi(h appuong michernc
^l«h ut Kejnkqut, afuli uc Chepiob^

fi komuk^M;

FAC-SIMILE OF PAGES 42-43 OF OANFORTH': WOFUL EFFECTS.
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Dawson (J. W.) — Continued.

dedication verso blank 1 1. preface etc. pp. v-xiv,

contents pp. xv-xviii, indexes and list of illus-

trations pp. xix-xxv, errata verso blank 1 1, text

and appendix pp. 1-687, general index pp. 689-

694, " supplement to the second edition" pp. 1-

102, lp.8o.

Linguistics as under previous title.

Copies seen: Congress.

Day (Susan). See Gatschet (A. S.)

Day-breaking (The). See Shepard (T.)

Dearborn (Henry Alexander Scammell).

A
I

sketch of the life
|
of the

|
apostle

Eliot,
I

prefatory to a subscription
|
for

I

erecting a monument |
to his memory.

I

[Quotation, six lines.]
|
By Henry

A.S.Dearborn.
|

Roxbury:
|
Norfolk county journal

press.
I
Over Central market.

|
1850.

Printed cover, frontispiece 1 1. title verso

blank 1 1. 2 other p. 11. proceedings of a meeting

pp. 7-9, introductory p. 10, text pp. 11-32, 8°.

The two leaves following the title-page con-

tain a reprint of the title-page of Eliot's In-

dian bible of 1663, and ten verses from the first

chapter of Genesis in the Massachusetts lan-

guage (from Eliot).

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Eames, Massachusetts Historical Society,

Trumbull.

De Forest (John William). History
|
of

the
I

Indians of Connecticut
|
from the

I

earliest known period
|
to 1850.

|
By

John W. De Forest. |
Published with

the sanction of the
|
Connecticut his-

torical society.
|

[Four lines quota-

tion.]
I

Hartford :
|
Wm. Jas. Hamersley.

|

1851.

Title verso copyright 1 1. testimonial verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. v-x, contents pp. xi-xxvi,

text pp. 1^90, appendix pp. 491-498, index pp.

499-509, map, 8°.

"Language," being general remarks on the

Massachusetts, Narragansett, and Pequot lan-

guages, and containing tbe Lord's prayer in

Mohegan (from Gov. Saltonstall) and in the

Massachusetts (from Eliot's bible), pp. 38-42.

—

Short vocabulary (31 words) of the Massachu-

setts, Narragansett, Mohegan, Pequot, andNau-
gatuck, appendix p. 491.

Copies seen: Boston Athenteum, British Mu-
seum, Bureau of Ethnology, Congress, Eames,

Trumbull.

At the Murphy sale, catalogue no. 769, a copy

brought $2.25 ;
priced by Clarke & co. 1886 cat-

alogue, no. 6358, $2.50.

History
|
of the

|
Indians of Con-

necticut
I
from the

I

earliest kuown
period

| to 1850.
|
By John W. De For-

De Forest (J. W.) — Continued,

est.
I
Published with the sanction of

the
I

Connecticut historical society. |

[Quotation, four lines.]
|

Hartford : |
Wm. Jas. Hamersley.

|

1852

Title vetso copyright 1 1. testimonial pp. iii-

iv, preface pp. v-x, contents pp. xi-xxvi, text

pp. 1-490, appendix pp. 491-498, index pp. 499-

509, map, 8°.

Linguistics as under previous title.

Copies seen : Harvard, Pilling.

At the Squier sale, catalogue no. 1839, a copy
brought $1.50.

History
|
of the

|
Indians of Con-

necticut
I

from the
|
earliest kuown

period
|
to 1850.

|
By John W, De For-

est.
I

Published with the- sanction of

the
I
Connecticut historical society.

|

[Four lines quotation.]
|

Hartford :
|
Wm. Jas. Hamersley.

|

1853.

Title verso copyright 1 1. testimonial verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. v-x, consents pp. xi-xxvi,

text pp. 1-490, appendix pp. 491-498, index pp.
499-509, map, 8°.

Linguistics as under previous titles.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Public, Congress,

Massachusetts Historical Society, "Wisconsin

His torical Society.

History
|
of the

|
Indians of Con-

necticut
I

from
I
the earliest known

period
I

to
I
A. D. 1850.

|
By John W.

De Forest.
|
[Four lines quotation.]

J

[Monogram.]
j

Albany:
1
J. Munsell, 82 State street.

I
1871.

Title verso note 1 1. testimonial verso blank

1 1. preface pp. v-x, contents pp. xi-xxvi, text

pp. 1-490, appendix pp. 491-498, index pp. 499-

509, map, 8°. The sheets of a portion of an

earlier edition fell into the hands of Mr. Mun-
sell, who issued it with the above tide.

Linguistics as under previous titles.

Copies seen: Boston Public, Dunbar.

John William De Forest, author and soldier,

born in Humphreysville (now Seymour), Conn.,

31 March, 1826. He attended no college, but

pursued independent studies, mainly abroad

;

was a student in Latin, and became a fluent

speakerof French, Italian, and Spanish. While

yet a youth, he passed four years travelling in

Europe, and two years in the Levant, residing

chiefly in Syria. Again, in 1850, he visited

Europe, making extensive tours through Great

Britain, Frauce, Italy, Germany, Greece, and

Asia Minor. From that time until the civil

war began he wrote short stories for periodic-

als, having already become an author of sev-

eral books. In 1861, as captain, he recruited a

company for the 12th Connecticut volunteers,
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De Forest (J.W.)— Continued.

and served constantly in the field till January,

1865. From 1865 till 1868 he remained in the

army as adjutant-general of the veteran

reserve corps, and afterwi>.rds as chief of a dis-

trict under the Freedman's Bureau. Since then

he has resided in N"ew Haven, except when
travelling in Europe. The honorary degree of

A. M. was conferred upon him by Amherst

Collegein 1859.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, ofAm. Biog.

Dejean {Bev. Aug.) Anichanabek
|

amisinahaniwa,
|

kicheanameatchik,

catonik, Otawak
|

wakanakessi.
1
Dejean

Macate ockonoye.
|
[Picture.]

|

[One

line quota'ioQ.]
|

Wyasteuong [Detroit] :
|
Geo. L.

Whitney manda mesinahkeu liauseton.

I

1830.

Title 1 1. text pp. 3-105, table p. 106, 1 8° ; in the

Ottawa language, with French and occasionally

Latin headings to the pages.

Prieres, pp. 3-9. — Catechism, pp. 10-19.—Ad-
dition au Cat6chisme (instructions, hymns,

chants), pp.19-94.—Prieres, pp. 95-103.— Alpha-

bet, words of one syllable, vocabulary in Ottawa
and Frencb, pp. 104-105.

Copies seen : Maisonneuve.

I have seen but the one copy of this little

work, and know of the probable existence of

but one other—that catalogued by the library

of the Boston Athenaeum, deposited there by
Schoolcraft. This volume has been misplaced

on the shelves, and though the library author-

ities at my request caused diligent search to

be made, it has not been found.

Leclerc in 1867, catalogue no. 427, sold a copy
for 28 fr., and in 1878, catalogue no. 2382, priced

one 40 fr.

There may have been an earlier edition of

this work. M. Dejean, in a letter to the Abbe
R , at Bordeaux, Jan. 10, 1829, mentions a

manuscript that had been sent to France to be
printed :

" le livre de prieres qui est en usage
parmi les Algonkins, et qui a 6te approve par
I'autorite eccl6siastiquedeMontrt'al." (Annales
de I'Association de la Propagation de la Foi, vol.

4, p. 466, 1831. ) A note, p. 468, of the same vol-

ume, says this manuscript was being printed

by the association.

Lettre de M. Dejean, missionnaire

apostolique.

In Annales de la Propagation de la Foi, vol.

4, pp. 491-496, Paris, 1830, 8°. Dated from L'Ar-
bre Croche, 29 octobre 1829.

A few Ottawa words and phrases, with defi-

nitions, pp. 494-495.

In this letterM. Dejean says: "Iknow already
enough of the language of the Ottawas to

converse with them. I am engaged daily in

compiling an Ottawa vocabulary. This lan-

guage is very poor; it has only enough words
to express what falls under the senses. * * *."

Dejean (A.) — Continued.

Lettre des Ottawas au Conseil da
Midi.

In Annales de la Propagation de la Foi, vol.

4, pp. 544-546, Paris, 1830, 8°. Dated from
L'Arbre-Croche le 25 octobre 1829.

This letter, which was written by the Otta-

was in the absence of the missionary Dejean,

thanks the Council of Lyons for giving

them the prayer-book in their own language.

The signatures are totemic signs. It is accom-
panied by a translation in French by M. Dejean

"word for word, literally, to show the style of

the barbarous language."

DeKay (James Ellsworth). (Not pub-

lished.) Note.

Colophon: Holman & Gray, book and
job printers, 90 Fulton street, N. Y,

[1851.]

No title-page, heading only ; textpp. 1-12, 12°.

Dated Jan. 1st, 1851.

A list of Indian names of places on Long Isl-

and, sent out for the purpose of eliciting fur-

ther information.

Delafield (John), jr. and Lakey (J.)

An inquiry
|
into the origin of the

|
an-

tiquities of America.
|
By |

John Dela-

field, jr.
I
With

I

an appendix,
|
con-

taining notes, and '^ a view of the causes

of the superiority of the men of
|
the

northern over those of the southern

hemisphere."
|
By

{
James Lakev, M.

D.
I

New-York:
|
published for subscrib-

ers, by
I
Colt, Burgess <fe Co.,

|
Lon-

don :
I

Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown,

Green & Longman.
|
Paris :

|
A. & W.

Galignani & co.
|
18.39.

Title verso copyright 1 1. dedication verso

blank 1 1. preface signed "C. P.M." pp. 5-11,

introduction p. 12, text pp. 13-102, appendix pp.

105-142, 10 plates and a long folded plate, 4°.

Vocabulary of words in various American

dialects (among them the Penobscot, Illinois,

Delaware, Acadia, and New England) compared

with those of various Asiatic dialects (from

Vater in Mithridates), p. 25.

Copies seen: Congress, Fames, Lenox.

Some copies diflfer slightly in title-page, as

follows:

An inquiry
|
into the origin of

the
I

antiquities of America.
I

By
|

John
Delafield, jr.

|
With

|
an appendix,

|

containing notes, and ''a view of the

causes of the superiority of the men
|
of

the northern over those of the southern

hemisphere."
|
By I James Lakey, M.

D.
I

New York:
|

published for subscrib-

ers, by
I

J. C. Colt.
I

London:
|
Long-
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Delafield (J.) and Lakey (J.)— Cont'd,

man, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green, &
Longman.

|
Paris :

|
A. *& W. Galignani

& CO.
I

1839.

Title verso copyright 1 1. dedication verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. 5-11, introduction p. 12,

text pp. 13-102, appendix pp. 105-142, plates

and folding plate, 4°.

Linguistics as under previous title.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Pow-
ell, Trumbull.

Another issue with title-page as follows :

An inquiry
|
into the origin of

the
I

antiquities 01 America.
|
By

|
John

Delafield Jr.
|
With

|
an appendix,

|

containing notes, and ^' A view of the

causes of the superiority of the
|
men of

the northern over those of the southern

hemisphere."
|
By

(
James Lakey, M.

D.
I

Cincinnati:
|

published by N. G. Bur-

gess & CO
I
Stereotyped by Glezen and

Shepard.
|
1839.

Title verso copyright 1 1. dedication verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. 5-11, introduction p. 12,

text pp. 13-102, appendix pp. 105-142, plates and
folding plate, 4°.

Linguistics as under previous titles.

Copies seen : British Museum.
Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 867, 11. 10s.

At the Squier sale, catalogue no. 276, a copy
brought $5.50 ; at the Ramirez sale, no. 266, 14s.

;

at the Brinley sale, no. 5379, "gilt, fine copy,"

$8; at the Murphy sale, no. 2902, $7.50. Priced

by Clarke & co. 1886 catalogue, no. 6360, $10.

Delaware

:

Animal names
Bible, Acts

Bible, John i-iii

Bible history

Bible history

Bible history

Bible history

Bible passages

Bible passages

Bible passages

Bible passages

Bible stories

Bible stories

Catechism

Dictionary

Dictionary

Dictionary

Dictionary

Dictionary

Dictionary

Dictionary

General discussion

General discussion

See Cass (L.)

Luckenbach (A.)

Dencke (C. F.)

Grube (B. A.)

Roth (J.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Zeisberger (D.) and
Blanchard (LD.)

American Bible Soc.

Bagster (J.)

Bible Society.

Linapie.

Dencke (C. F.)

Luckenbach (A.)

Campanius (J.)

Alexander (J. H.)

Brinton (D. G.) and
Anthony ( A. S.)

Campanius (J.)

Dencke (C. F.)

Ettwein (J.)

Henry (M.S.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Duponceau (P. S.)

Heckewelder (J. G.

E.)

Delaware— Continue d.

General discussion Heckewelder (J. G.
E.) and Dupon-
ceau (P. S.)

General discussion History.

General discussion Humboldt (K. W.

General dist;ussion

von).

J6han (L. F.)

General discus^sion Kasstigatorskee.

General discussion Rafinesque (C. S.)

General discussion Schermerhorn(J. F.)

Gentes Morgan (L. H.)

Geographic names Boyd (S. G.)

Geogi'aphic names Chapman (LA.;

Geographic names Heckewelder (J. G.
E.)

Kelton (D.H.)Geographic names
Geographic names Sheafer (P. W.)
Geographic names Watson (J.F.)

Grammar Zeisberger (D.)

Grammatic comments Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.

)

Grammatic comments Bastian (P. W. A.)
Grammatic comments Cass (L.)

Grammatic comments Gallatin (A.)

Grammatic comments Grube (B. A.)
Grammatic comments James (E.)

Grammatic comments Jarvis (S.F.)

Grammatic comments Johnes (A.J.)

Grammatic comments McCulloh (J. H.>
Grammatic comments Wilson (E. F.)

Grammatic comments Zeisberger (D.)

Grammatic treatise Brinton (D. G.) '

Grammatic treatise Duponceau (P. S.)

Hymns Emerson (E. R.)

Hymns Smet (P. J. de).

Hymn book Grube (B. A.)

Hymn book Pyrlajus (J. C.)

Hymn book Zeisberger (D.)

Hymn book Zeisberger (D.) and
Luckenbach (A.)

Legends Brinton (D.G.)
Letter Brinton (D. G.)

Letter Tobias (G.)

Lord's prayer Adelung (J. C.) aud
Vater (J. S.)

Lord's prayer Auer (A.)

Lord's prayer Bergholtz (G. F.)

Lord's prayer History.

Lord's prayer Home (T.H.)
Lord's prayer Lord's.

Lord's prayer Loskiel(G.H.)
Lord's prayer Naphegyi (G.)

Lord's prayer Smet (P.J.de).

Lord's prayer Trumbull (J.H.)
Lord's prayer Zeisberger (D.)

Numerals Allgemeine.
Numerals Bozeman (J. L.)

Numerals Classical.

Numerals Collin (N.)
Numerals Edwards (J.)

Numerals Gibbs (G.)

Numerals Haldeman(S.S.>
Numerals James (E.)

Numerals Jarvis (S. F.)

Numerals Jones (D.)
Numerals Parsons (J.)
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Delaware— Continued
Numerals
iSTumerals

Numerals
Numerals
Phrases

Prayers

Primer
Primer
Primer
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Helationships

E-elationsliips

Sentences

Sermons
Sermons

Spelling book

Spelling book

Ten commandments
Text
Text
Text
Text
Tract

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary
Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Thomas (G.)

Vallancey (C.)

Weiser (C.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Cass (L.)

Linapie.

Blanchard(LD.)
Linapie.

Meeker (J.)

Bollaert (W.)

Correspondence.

Indian.

Jackson (W.H.)

Smet (P.J.de).

Stanley (J.M.)

Thomas (G.)

Adams (W.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Featherman (A.)

Luckenbach (A.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Meeker (J.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Brinton (D. G.)

Cornell (W. M.)

Luckenbach (A.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J.S.)

Allen (W.)

Allgemeine.

Balbi (A.)

Barton (B. S.)

Bland (T.)

Brinton (D. G.)

Campbell (J.)

Chute (J. A.)

Clarkson (C )

Cornell (W.M.)
Cummings (R. W.)
Delafleld (J.) and
Lakey (J.)

Denny (E.)

•Duponceau (P. S.)

Edwards (J.)

Eichthal (G.d').

Ettwein (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Gatschet (A.S.)

Grube (B. A.)

Haines (E. M.)

Harvey (H.)

Heckeweider (J. G.

E.)

Henry (M. S.)

Investigator.

Janney (S. M.)

Jefferson (T.)

Jones (P.)

Madison (J.)

Parsons (S.H.)

Pastorius (F. D.)

Penn (W.)

Delaware— Continued.
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabu^lary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Words
AVords

Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words

Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words

Preston (W.)

Prichard (J.G.)

Proud (R.)

Roupe (LD.)

Ruttenber (E.M.)

Scherer(J. B.)

Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Thomas (G.)

inrici(E.)

Vincent (E.H.J.)

Wheeler (A.W.)
Williamson (W. D.)

Wilson (E. F.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Brinton (D. G.)

Cass (L.)

Charencey (H. de).

Dally (E.)

Grasserie (R. de la).

Haldeman (S. S.)

Hale (H.)

Hovelacque (A.)

Kovar (E.)

Latham (R. G.)

Lesley (J. P.)

Loskiel (G. H.)

Mcintosh (J.)

MacLean (J. P.)

Malte-Brun (M. K.

B.)

Merian (A. A. von).

Orbignj (A.D.d').

Oronhyatekha.

Sanders (D. C.)

Sayce (A. H.)

Schomburgk (R. H.)

Sener (S. M.)

Shea (J.G.)

Smet (P.J.de).

Smithsonian.

Threlkeld (L. E.)

T7m6ry (J.)

Vail (E.A.)

Vater (J.S.)

Warden (D. B.)

Wilson (D.)

Tankiewitch (F,

M.)

de

[Deleage {Fere Frangois Registe).] t
|

Masinaigan
|
ka

|
patakaikatek.

|
Ka

ako nikigobauen Jezos,
j

1857 gaie 1858.

I
t ManadjitaganiSan. |

P. Pakitand-

jikenani8an.
|
K. Kiigocemonani8an.

|

Moniang [Montreal] :
|
TakSabikic-

kote eudatc
|
John Lovell.

|
1857.

Cover title verso the crucifixion, no inside

title, text 6 11. narrow 18°. A calendar of feast

and fast days for the Catholic church in the

Nipissing language.

Copies seen: Pilling.

For title of a similar calendar of 1862-3, see

Cuoq (J. A.) and Ddleage (F. R.)
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Deleage (F. R.)— Continued.

[ ] Kikinwaamakewin |
masinaikans 1*

kitsM apatshitonawats
|
kiwekamank,

pwalsliiwanank, apitipi \ kaiekotakak

anesbinapek.
|

[Sealof tlieOblates.]
|

[Two lines syllabic characters (Mon-

treal, etc.)]
I
1859.

Title in Eoman characters (each word liaving

its equivalent in syllabic characters underneath)

recto 1. 1 (p. 1), text in the Chippewa language

syllabic characters pp. 2-23 (pp. l-ll and 14 hav-

ing Koman equivalents interlined), 16°.

Primer lessons, pp. 2-5.—Prayers, pp. 6-10.

—

Hymns, pp. 11-23.

Copies seen : Pilliag, Powell.

I have placed this work under P6re D61eage

upon the authority of his predecessor at the

mission, P6re Garin. Bishop Lorrain was
under the impression it should be credited to

MM. Laverlochere and Garin until the latter

disclaimed its authorship. Later, at my re-

quest, he communicated with Father Plan, O.

M. I , superior of the Maniwaki mission in the

archdiocese of Ottawa, who confirms Pere

Garin's impression that it was translated by
Del6age.

[ J L. J. C. et M. I.
I

Kikiuoamati-

masinaigan,
(
gaie

|
aiamiekakSedjin-

diSini-masinaigan.
|

[Four lines quota-

tion in French. ] I

[Sealof the Oblates.]
|

Moniang [Montreal] :
|

takSabikickote

endatc John Lovell
|
1866.

Title as above verso imprimatur of Vic.

Gen. Truteau 1 1. text pp. 3-64, 18°. Catechism
in the Chippewa language.

The catechism proper begins on p. 16, the

preceding pages being occupied with the al-

phabet, scripture lessons, numerals, etc. The
last two pages (63-64) also contain hymns.
Bishop Lorrain says he does not know who

is the author of this work. Father Garin says

he is not sure about the author, but supposes

it can be credited to Pere Deleage, his suc-

cessor in those missions at the date of its pub-

lication. For a reprint of pp. 3-15, see G-u^guen

(J. P.)

Copies seen : Fames, Pilling, Powell.

[Primer chart in the Cree language.]
A large sheet, 20 by 12J inches in size, con-

taining the 18 letters of the alphabet, both

capital and small, and easy syllables from A,

E, I, O, to ack, eck, ick, ock, in capital letters

on the left-hand side and in small letters on the

right-hand side, each of the two divisions in 53

lines. This double alphabet and syllabary are

printed on pp. 5-7 of the work next preceding—
"Kikinoamati-masinaigan," and on the same
pages of the partial reprint of that work cata-

logued herein under Gu^guen (J. P.), from one

or the other of which it was probably extiacl ed.

Copies seen: Fames, Pilling.

I have been unable to find anything definite

concerning this author, except that he min-

Deleage (F. R. )— Continued.
istered for a number of years to the Indians of

Maniwaki, St. James Bay, and St. Maurice
Eiver, and that he died in 1884.

See Garin (A. M.)

Dellaweerches Gesang-Buchlein. See

Grube (B. A.)

Demillier (Pere Louis Edmond). Lettre

de M. Edmond Demilier.

In Annales de la Propagation de la Foi, vol.

8, pp. 191-200, Paris, 1835, 8°. Dated from

Pleasant Point, le 20 avril 1834. (Congress.)

Remarks on the Abnaki language; sign of

the cross, the pater, ave, sancta Maria, and
definitions of about a dozen words in the same
langiiage.

The pater is reprinted in Shea (J. G.),

Catholic missions, and in Trumbull (J. H.),

Forfey versions.

[ ] A
I

Cat6chisme
|
en langue Mik-

make.
|
Pleasant-Point le 22 Juiu 1836.

Lu8ey Sikatiken.

Manuscript; 2 p. 11. title p. 1, text pp. 2-341,

sm. 4° ; bound in boards. On the recto of the

first prel. leaf is a note in the same handwriting

as that of the manuscript: " IQ-Q'^'-e 1839, 4'' J du
soir 4- 3 degres neige, neige!!! k Pleasant

Point." And on the recto of the second prel. leaf

is the following, in Micmak, in the same hand-

writing:

Pan8hobsk6k Ghakhimesot8i- | aSikhighan

Ki3it8naissa Louis
|
Edmond Demillier Alnam-

bay
I

Patriaiis 18 paimikaten-
|
nec8tamk8akai

nsanzek k63saktek8 |
tsinesk6 taiba nekStails.

I
haiimsS kis8k6 nisineske taiba

| tambaSaiis.

ala taidebi8i a8en8tch8i
|
akitamohangan. 27

Mars 1836.
|
Sibahik Sdainek.

At the bottom of the same page, in another

handwriting: "This belongs to Rev' Eugene
Yetromile Apostolic Missionary Eastport, Me."
Micmac and equivalent French on facing

pages as far as pp. 222-223 ; the remainder wholly

Micmac, with the heading: "Pieces diverses

en langue Miqueraaque. Te Deum."
The last page of the manuscript ends thus

:

"m8 . . . Reliqua, quae pauca, desideran-

tur in MS." From this note, and from the

fact that the manuscript is written throughout

with remarkable nicety, and with no correc-

tions or alterations such as might be expected

in an original work, and from the further fact

that tbe date, 1836, is almost too early for De-

millier to have composed it, it would seem prob-

able that the manuscript is a copy and not au

original work by Demillier.

This manuscript is now in the possession of

Rev. M. C. O'Brien, St. Mary's Church, Bangor,

Maine, who kindly sent it to me for inspection,

Dictionary of the Etchimin lan-

guage. (*)

Manuscript. Referred to by Rev. Eugene
Vetromile in " The Abnakis and their history,"

pp. 27, 50.
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I3emillier (L. E.)— Continued.
The Eev. Mr. O'Brien writes me: "Father

Demillier left other manuscripts, and among
them a Passamaquoddy dictionary, but they

can no longer be found. Father Vetromile is

supposed to have had the dictionary at the time

of his death, but whether it was carried by him
to Italy, where he died, and there left, or is yet

among his effects in this country, is not known.

"

Essais
I

de Grammaire | Mique-

maqiie.
j
Pleasant-Point le l^*" Novem-

bre 1836.
|
Frere Edmond Louis De-

millier Pretre Missionnalre
j
de la Con-

gregation des Sacrds Cceurs de J6sus et

de Marie
|
et de Padoration perp^tuelle

du Tres S* Sacrament de I'Autel
|
chez

les Indiens Passamaqaoddis, Etat du
Maine

|
Etats Uuis d'Am^rique. Nou-

velle Angleterre.

Manuscript; title as above reverse blank 1 1.

text pp. 1-144, sm. 4° ; bound in boards. In

possession of the Rev. Mr. O'Brien, St. Mary's
Church, Bangor, Maine, who sent it to me for

inspection. It, also, would seem to bo only a

copy, for reasons mentioned above, but Father
Yetromile was of the opinion that its author

was Pere Demillier.

At the foot of the title-page, in a different

handwriting, is a note: "Belonging to Rev.

Eugene Vetromile, Apostolic Missionary to the

Indians, Eastport, Me. " On the margin of p.

59 is this note : Voyez page 62, errata. 2 pages
oubli6es ici."

A partial copy of this manuscript as follows

:

Essais
I

de Grammaire Miquemaque

I
Pleasant Point le l^rNovembre 1836

|

Frf^re Edmond Louis Demillier
|
Pretre

missionnalre de la Congregation
|
des

Sacr^s Cceurs de Jesus et de Marie
|
et

de I'adoratiou perpetuelle du tres St
|

Sacrament de I'autel
|
cbez les Indiens

Passaniaquoddis, Etat
|
du Maine, E. U.

de l'Am6rique, Nouvelle
|
Angleterre.

Partial manuscript copy, consisting of title

reverse blank 1 leaf and 8 other leaves, 8°;

in possession of Dr. J. G. Shea, Elizabeth, New
Jersey, who writes me: "Vetromile lent me
the manuscript, but reclaimed it almost imme-
diately, before I had time to copy more than a

few pages."

[Prayers and hymns in the Passa-

maquoddy language. ]

Manuscript ; 2 p. 11. pp. 1-57, sm. 4° ; bound in

boards. Several pages are filled with Latin

and French hymns, and a few with musical
notation. The recto of the first preliminary
leaf contains this note: "Pleasant Point le 30

Avril 1841. Louis Edmond Demilier." On the

recto of the second preliminary leaf is the fol-

lowing in Passamaquoddy: Nya Margueritte

Joseph Marie
j
h8tchi pabattemi sikhighen, iSte

Demillier (L. E.)— Continued.
peraighetek

|
Nec8tamk8ak oquemoltsin kessa-

ktekSusinsk
|
tsel eskSnadek; kessena t6debi8

8enots8hi
|
ghitm8aghen. 1839.

| Kisi t8nai8sa

P. Edmond Demillier
|
Alnambi6 Patliano.

|

Fr. Edmond Demillier.

A short catechism in Penobscot begins on p.

47 with the heading "CabattomSi G-h6kim-

sote."

This manuscript is now in possession of Rev.

M. C. O'Brien, St. Mary's Church, Bangor,
Maine, who kindly forwarded it to me for ex-

amination.
'

' In 1833 the Society of Picpus, a congregation

of the third order of St. Francis, sent out

Messrs. Edmund Demilier and Petithomme,
destined to restore the Franciscan missions in

Maine. They arrived at Boston while the

Bishop was erecting the monument of Father
Rale, and on his return proceeded to Pleasant

Point, and began their labors. Finding but

one Penobscot able to speak French, they com-
menced the study of the native language; De-

milier at the villages, Petithomme in their

winter camp. They continued their mission

with great profit, and early in 1834 the bishop,

now possessed of a manuscript prayer-book of

Mr. Romagn6, had it printed, and thus facili-

tated the labors of the missionary school.

"In the spring Mr. Petithomme received an-

other destination and Demilier was left alone.

His study of the language was most success-

ful; he was soon able to confess his penitents

in Abnaki, and when the bishop next visited

the mission he could not withhold the expres-

sion of his astonishment at the facility with

which the fatherpreached in his newly-acquired

language. Turning his knowledge to account.

Father Demilier drew up a new prayer-book,

the printed one being very erroneous, and also

translated the Quebec catechism.
'

' Under his care the mission took a new form

.

Many vices were abolished and some improve-

ment made in the social well-being of these

Indian Catholics, while the regularity of divine

worship did much to restore their former piety.

" ifotwithstanding the insignificance of his

mission in numbers, Mr. Demilier devoted him-

self to it without a murmur till his death on

the 23d of July, 184B, when his flock lost a kind

and self-sacrificing pastor."

—

Shea.

Deucke (Christian Frederick). Essay
|

of a
I
Chippuway-Indian | spelling-

book,
I

by
I

Christian F. Denke [sic],
|

Missionary among the Chipuway [sic]

-Indians.
|

Easton: |
Printed by Samuel Long-

cope.
I

1803.

Title verso blank 1 1. note (sounds, &c.)

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 5-29, sm. 8°.

Copies Seen: Trumbull.

Nek
I

nechenenawachgissitschik |

bambilak | naga
|
geschiechauchsit-
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Dencke (C.F.)— Continued,

panna ]
Jobaunessa | elekhangup.

|

Giscliitak elleniechsink, |
untschi C. F.

Deucke.
|

New-York :
|

printed for the Ameri-

can bible society. |
D. Fausbaw,

Printer. |
1818.

Second title : The
|
three epistles |

of the
|

apostle John. | Translated into Delaware In-

dian,
I
by C. F. Dencke.

|

New-York :
|

printed for the American bible

society. |
D. Fanshaw, Printer.

|
1818.

Delaware title verso 1. 1 (p. 1), English title

recto 1. 2 (p. 1), text pp. 2-21, 2-21, double num-

bers, alternate Delaware and English, 18°.

Copies seen: Congress, Dunbar, Eames,

Pilling, Powell, Trumbull, Wisconsin Historic-

al Society.

Priced by Triibner & co. 1856 catalogue, no.

660, l6. ; at the Fischer sale, catalogue no. 2298,

a copy brought 3s. ; at the Field sale, catalogue

no. 512, $2. Priced by Led ere, 1878, no. 2525,

40 fr. ; at the Brinley sale, catalogue no. 5704, Ave

copies brought $1.50 ; at the Murphy sale, cata-

logue no. 2953, it brought $1. Priced by Clarke

& CO. 1886 catalogue, no. 6739, $1 ; and by Mai-

son neuve, in 1889, 50 fr.

Extracts from this work will be found in

Home (T. H.), Manual of bibliography; also in

Eupp ( 5. D.), History of the counties of Berks

and Lebanon.

In mentioning' the above work, Bagster's

Bible in every land adds: "He afterwards

furnished a version of the gospels of St. John
and St. Matthew, and an edition of these por-

tions, printed in parallel columns, with English

version, was published by that society.''

L J Eluwiwulikil Elekhasigil | enda

lekhasik
|
Lamoeniimtscbi elekil,

|
eki

gisobelendasike Pemhakamigek, nane

undach li abauboqui
|
elekil teek pe-

tscbi Patamauet Meniecbink nek Is-

raelitscbik, enda
|
pacbtit pemaraeek

kikbigan elewundasik wundamawacb-
towoagauii

]
baki Canaan, nane sbaki

wdelekbamenep nega Moscbiscba.
|

petscbi enda allalebellecbet.
|

[One

line Scripture quotation.]
|
Netamie-

cbink Mamalekbikau.
|
I.

Manuscript; title verso scripture verses 1 1.

preface signed "Kimachitowa Denke Scheyja-

nuppeque Ontario enda petschimuijank enda

luwanamizank Anikii gischooch (Jany.) 20,

1814" 1 1. 1 blank 1. text pp. 1-387, contents 3 11.

verso of the third blank, sm. 4°. Entirely in

the Delaware language; nicely written, well

preserved; bound. Scripture narratives in the

Delaware language. It belongs to the Moravian

Mission, Fairfield, Canada, and was loaned to

Mr. J. W. Jordan of the Pennsylvania Hist.

Soc. who kindly allowed me to inspect it.

Dencke (C.F.) — Continued.

[Dictionary of tbe Delaware lan-

guage.] (*)

Manuscript, oblong octavo, comprising about

3700 words, in the Moravian archives at Beth-

lehem, Pa. Mr. John W. Jordan, of the Penn.

Hist. Soc. Philadelphia, some time since called

my attention to this manuscript. He informs

me that the handwriting of the manuscript is

the Rev. L. F. Kampman's, but that that gen-

tleman said he did not prepare it, but must have

made the copy from the original manuscript

when a missionary to the Indians at Fairfield,

Canada, and that it was probably prepared by

Dencke or Luckenbach. This is since con-

firmed by Dr. Brinton in the following note in

his work entitled "The Len^p^ and their

legends," p. 84:

"After the war of 1812, the Moravian brother,

Kev. C. F. Dencke, who ten years before had at-

tempted to teach the G-ospel to the Chipeways,

gathered together the scattered converts among
the Delawares at New Fairfield, Canada West.

In 1818 he completed and forwarded to the

Publication Board of the American Bible So-

ciety a translation of the Epistles ofJohn, which

was published the same year.

" He also stated to the Board that at that time

(1818) he had finished a translation of John's

Gospel and commenced that of Matthew, both of

which he expected to send to the Board in that

year. A donation of one hundred dollars was

made to him to encourage him in his work, but

for some reason the prosecution of his work
was suspended and the translation of the Gos-

pels never appeared (contrary to the statements

in some bibliographies).

"It is probable that Mr. Dencke was the

compiler of the Delaware Dictionary which is

preserved in the Moravian Archives at Beth-

lehem. The MS. is an oblong octavo, in a fine

but beautifully clear hand, and comprises about

3700 words. The handwriting is that of the late

Rev. Mr. Kampman, from 1840 to 1842 mission-

ary to the Delawares on the Canada Reserva-

tion. On inquiring the circumstances connected

with this MS., he stated to me that it was writ-

ten at tbe period named and was a copy ot some
older work, probably by Mr. Dencke, butof thi.s

he was not certain.

"While the greater part of this dictionary is

identical in words and rendering with the sec-

ond edition of Zeisberger's 'Spelling Book'

(with which I have carefully compared it), it

also includes a number of other words, and the

whole is arranged in accurate alphabetical or-

der.
"Mr. Dencke also prepared a grammar of

the Delaware, as I am informed by his old per-

sonal friend, Rev. F. R. Holland, of Hope, In-

diana; but the most persistent inquiry through

residents at Salem, N". C, where he died in 1839,

and at the Missionary Archives at Bethleliem,

Pa., and Moraviautown, Canada, have failed

to furnish me a clue to its whereabouts. I fear
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Dencke (C. F.)— Continued.

that this precious document was ' sold as paper

stock,' as I am informed were most of the Mss.

which he left at his decease; a sad instance

of the total absence o^ intelligent interest in

such subjects in our country."

This manuscript has been published, with ad-

ditions from a number of sources, under the edi-

torship of Brinton (D. G.) and Anthony (A, S.)

Denig (E. T.) Vocabulary of the Black-

foot, by E. T. Denig, Indian agent, Fort

Union.
Manuscript, 7 pp. folio, in the library of the

Bureau of Ethnology. '

' From a manuscript in

possepsion of Dr. Hayden."

Contains about 70 words.

Denny {Major Ebenezer). Military jour-

nal of Major Ebenezer Denny.
In Pennsylvania Hisfc. Soc. Mem. vol. 7, pp.

237-485, Philadelphia, 1860, 8°.

Vocabulary of words in use with the Dela-

ware Indians (Fort Mcintosh, Jan. 1785), pp.
478-481.—Vocabulary of the Shawaneso (Fort

Finney, Jan. 1786), pp. 481-485,

Issued separately as follows

:

Military journal
|
of

|
Major Ebe-

nezer Denny,
|
An Officer in the Revo-

lutionary and Indian Wars.
|
With an

.1 introductory memoir.
|
[Quotation,

three lines.]
|

Philadelphia:
|
J. B. Lippincott &

CO.
I

for the
i

HistoricalSociety ofPenn-

sylvania.
I

1859.

Portrait 1 1. title verso cop^yright 1 1. text pp.
3-205,appendicesj)p.207-281,iiotespp.282-288,8o.

Linguistics as under title above, pp. 274-281,

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum.

Denton (Daniel). A
|
brief description

I

of
I
New York,

|
formerly called

|

New Netherlands
|
with the places

thereunto adjoining.
|
Likewise ', a brief

relation
|
of the customs of the Indians

there
|
by Daniel Denton.

|
A new edi-

tion with an introduction and copious

historical notes.
|
By Gabriel Furman,

I
Member of the New York liistorical

society.
1
[Quotations, eighteen lines.]

|

New York : | William Gowans. | 1845.

4 p. 11. pp. 10-17, 2 11. pp. 1-57, 8°. Forms vol.

1 of Growans's Bibliotheca Americana.

Schoolcraft (H. R.), Indian names of the

islands and bay of New York, pp. 23-27.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Dunbar, Eames, Watkinson.
At the Field sale, catalogue no. 515, a copy

brought $1.63.

The original edition, London, 1670, contains

no linguistics. (British Museum, Lenox.)

Dep^ret {Pere filie). Oeuvres algon-

qnines
|
M. Elie de D6p^ret, pretre du

Deperet (E.)— Continued.

Sem. de St. Sulp.
|
tome 1^^ contenant

:

I

Catechisme. | Grammaire
| De la.

communion
|
Actes

Manuscript; modern title as above verso

blank 1 1. text 52 unnumbered 11. 4°; bound in

skin. In the archives of the mission at Lac
des Deux Montagues (Oka) , Canada.

The first leaf of the text is headed : Cate-

chisme en algonquin, which extends through 14

11. At the top 6{ the 15th 1. is the heading:

Les principes De La Langue Algonquine, the

text of which runs through 34 11. the verso of

the last blank. Then follows: "Instruction

sur le sacrement de I'euchariste on de la com-

munion, 3 11 ; then one leaf the recto of which
is blank, and on the verso : Actes des vertuea

theologales, &c.

[ ] 2*^ volume. Exhortationes con-

tenues dans ce liure.

Manuscript; modern heading as above fol-

lowed by a list of the sermons, which occupies-

3 pp. text 120 11. of which 12 (interspersed)

are blank. The text begins on the verso of the

2d 1. with the heading: "Sur I'education que
les peres et les meres doivent donner aleurs en-

fans. On the inside of the front cover is writ-

ten: "Par My Deperet pretre 1743, M. Elie

Deperet, Sulpicien mission.

"

In the archives of the mission at Lac de&

Deax Montagues (Oka), Canada.

M. filie Dep6ret, a priest of St. Sulpice,

was born in the diocese of Limoges, France, in

.
1690. He came to Canada in 1714, was mission-

ary to the Algonkins at lie aux Tourtes, then

at Lac des Deux Montagues, then at La Galette

(now Ogdensburg), where he replaced the

Abb6 Piquet during the visit of the latter to

France in 1753-1754. He died April 17, 1757,

while curate of Ste. Anne du Bout de I'lle.

He is also the author of a number of manu-

script works in the Mohawk language, titles of

which will be found in the Bibliography of the

Iroquoian languages.

[De Peyster (Col. Arent Schuyler).};

Miscellanies,
|
by An Officer.

|

Volume I.
1

Dumfries.
|
Printed at the Dumfries

and Galloway Courier Office,
|
by C.

Munro, |
1813.

Title verso blank 1 1. advertisement verso-

blank 1 1. contents pp. 5-8, half-title 1 1. text

pp. 1 L-277, 4°. Privately printed in an edition

of "a few copies." No more published.

Words selected from the Ottawa and Chip-

pewa languages (a vocabulary of 183 words),

pp. 271-277.—In the notes to the miscellanies

are many Indian words with translation.

Copies seen : Trumbull.

Derenthal {Bev. Odoric). [Sermons for

Sundays and holidays, in Menomo-

nee.] (^>

Manuscript; 120 sermons, sketched and

elaborated, aggregating over 300 quarto pages.
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Derenthal (O. ) — Continued.

[Vocabulary of the Chippewa lan-

guage.] (*)

Manuscript, 71 pp. 4°. Compiled previous

to 1885.

[Vocabulary of the Menomonee lan-

guage. 1886?] (*)

Manuscript, 32 pp. 4°.

[Bible history translated from Chip-

pewa into Menomonee. 1887?] (*)

Manuscript. The four manuscripts titled

above are in possession of their author, who
kindly furnished me these meager descriptions

of them.

Father Odoric Derenthal, O. S. F., was born
at Roesebeck, "Westphalia, Germany; began his

studies in his native country, and came to

America in the summer of 1875; completed his

studies at Quincy, 111., and St. Louis, Mo. Or-

dained priest in 1880, he went to the Chippewa
missions around Superior, Wisconsin, in Au-
gust, 1881, and labored there four years, open-

ing a number of new missions ; was transferred

to Keshena, "Wisconsin, in July, 1885, and has

since had charge of the mission and of St. Jo-

seph's Indian industrial boarding school at that

place.

DeSchweinitz (^18^02) Edmund.) The
i

life and times
|
of

|
David Zeisberger

|

the western pioneer and apostle of the

Indians.
I

By
I

Edmund De Schweinitz.
|

Philadelphia : |
J. B. Lippiucott &

CO.
(
1870.

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp. iii-vi,

abbreviations p. vii, contents pp. ix-xii, text

pp. 13-697, appendix pp. 698-700, geographical

glossary pp. 701-715, index pp. 717-747,8°.

The literary works of David Zeisberger (a

list of printed and manuscript works), pp. 686-

692.

Copies seen: Congress.

DeSmet {Eev. Peter John). See Smet
(P.J.de).

Dexter {Rtv. Henry Martyn). The New
England Indians. By Rev. Henry M.
Dexter, D. D.

In the Sabbath at Home, vol. 2, pp. 193-206,

Boston [1868], 8°. (Powell.)

List of garments (7 words from Roger Wil-

liams), p. 197.—Numerals 1-20 (from Wood and
Williams), p. 203.—Native terms passim.

Early missionary labors among the

Indians of the Massachusetts Colony.

By Rev. Henry M. Dexter, D. D.
in the Sabbath at Home, vol. 2, pp. 272-281,

332-339, 385-397, 461-474, Boston [1868J, 8°.

(Powell.)

Two short prayers in Massachusetts and
English, p. 280. -Indian title of Eliot's bible,

with English translation (froni O'Callaghan),

ALO 8

Dexter (H. M.)—Continued.
p. 473.—On p. 472 is given a list (not purporting

to be complete) of 21 Indian works issued from
the Cambridge press at the expense of the

Propagation Society.

Dictionary of the Hudson Bay Indian
lauguage. See Bowrey (T.)

Dictionary:

Abnaki See Abnaki.
Abnaki Aub6ry (J.)

Abnaki ' Lesueur (F. E.)

Abnaki Mathevet (J. C.)

Abnaki Nud6nans (J.B.)

Abnaki Rasles (S.)

Abnaki Yetromile (E.)

Algonquian Algonquian.

Algonquian Andre (L.)

Algonquian Cu'oq(J. A.)

Algonquian Lahontau (A. L. de).

Algonquian Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Algonquian Thavenet (—

)

Algonquian White (A.)

Blackfoot Lacombe (A.)

Blackfoot McLean (J.)

Blackfoot Tims (J. W.)
Chippewa Baraga (F.)

Chippewa Baraga (F.) and Bel-

court (G. A.)

Chippewa Belcourt (G-. A.)

Chippewa Ferard (M.)

Chippewa Wilson (E. F.)

Cree Lacombe (A.)

Cree V6greville (V. T.)

Cree Watkins (E. A.)

Delaware Alexander (J. H.)

Delaware Brinton (D. G. ) and
Anthony (A. S.)

Delaware . Campanius (J.)

Delaware Dencke (C. F.)

Delaware Ettwein (J.)

Delaware Henry (M. S.)

Delaware Zeisberger (D.)

Etchemin Demillier (L.E.)

Hudson Bay Bowrey (T.)

Illinois . Gravier (J.)

Illinois Le Boulanger (J. I.)

Massachusetts Trumbull (J. H.)

Menomonee Krake (B.)

Micraac Eand (S. T.)

Montagnaia Favre (B.)

Montagnais Laure (P.)

Montagnais Silvy (A.)

Ottawa Jaunay (P. du).

Pottawotomi Bourassa (J. N.)

Pottawotomi Gailland (M.)

Pottawotoini Pottawotomi.

Virginia Strachey (W.)

Dictionnaire et giammaire * * Crise.

See Lacombe (A.)

.Dodge (J. Richards). Red men of the

Ohio valley :
|
an

|
aboriginal history

|

of the
I
period commencing A. D. 1650,

and ending at the treaty of
|
Greenville,
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Dodge (J. R.)— Continued.

A. D. 1795; embracing notable facts

and
I

thrilling incidents in the settle-

ment by the
|
whites of the states of

Kentucky, Ohio,
|
Indiana and Illinois.

I
By J. R. Dodge.

|
Editor of the Amer-

ican Ruralist.
|

Springfield, O. :
|
Ruralist publishing

company,
j
1860.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. pre-

face pp. v-vi, contents pp. vii-x, text pp. 13-435,

advertisement p. 436, 12°.

Vocabulary of the Shawnee language (from

Johnston (J.) in American Ant. Soc. Trans,

vol. 2), pp. 51-60.

Copies seen : Astor, Congress, Dunbar.

Dodge {Col. Richard Irving). Our wild

Indians:
|
thirty-three years' personal

experience
|
among the

|
Red Men of

the Great West.
|
A popular account of

I

their social life, religion, habits, traits,

customs, exploits, etc. |
with

|
Thrill-

ing Adventures and Experiences
|
on

the great plains and in the mountains

I
of our wide frontier.

|
By

|
colonel

Richard Irving Dodge,
|
United States

army.
|
Aid-de-camp to general Sher-

man.
I

With an introduction
|
By gen-

eral Sherman.
|
Fully Illustrated with

Portraits on Steel, Full-page Engrav-

ings on Wood,
I

and Fine Chromo-Litho-

graph Plates.
|

Hartford, Conn. : | A. D. Worthing-

ton and company.
| A. G. Nettleton &

CO., Chicago, 111. N. D. Thompson &
CO., St. Louis, Mo.

I
C. C. Wick & co.,

Cleveland, O. W. E. Dibble & co., Cin-

cinnati, O.
I

A. L. Bancroft «&. co., San
Francisco, Cal. |

1882.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

dedication verso blank 1 1. preface pp. v-vi, il-

lustrations pp. vii-xii, contents pp. xiii-xxxiii,

introduction by Gen. Sherman pp. xxxv-xxxix,

text pp. 29-650, 8°.

"Wonderful diversity ofthe Indian languages,

pp. 44-48.—Indian names, their meaning and
significance, pp. 226-228.—Cheyenne names of

the larger streams of the Plains, p. 231.—Chey-

enne songs, with English translation, pp. 352-

353.—Dance aongs with music, pp. 354-355.

—

The sign language with vocabulary, pp. 379-394.

Copies seen : Astor, British Museiim, Con-

gress, Geological Survey, National Museum,
Powell.

Richard Irving Dodge, soldier,born in Hunts-

ville, N". C, 19 May, 1827. He was graduated at

the U. S. Military Academy in 1848, assigned to

the 8th infantry, and after serving at various

posts was promoted to captain, 3 May, 1861.

Dodge (R.I.)— Continued.
He commanded the camp of instruction at El-

mira, N. Y., in August and September, 1861,

and served as mustering and disbursing officer

at various places during the civil war. He was
assistant inspector-general of the 4th army
corps in 1863, and promoted to major, 21 June,
1864. He was member of a board to perfect a
system of army regulations in New York City
in 1871-'2 ; was promoted to lieutenant-colonel

on 29 Oct., 1873, and since that time has served

against hostile Indians in the west. He was
made colonel of the 11th infantry on 26 June,
1882.—Appleton's Cyclop, of Am.Biog.

Domenech (Ahbe Emanuel Henri Dieu-

douu6). Seven years' residence
|
in

the great
|
deserts of North America

|

by the
|
Abb^ Em. Domenech

|
Apos-

tolical Missionary: Canon of Montpel-

lier: Member of the Pontifical Acad-

emy Tiberina,
|
and of the Geograph-

ical and Ethnographical Societies of

France, &c.| Illustrated with fifty-eight

woodcuts by A. Joliet, three
|
plates of

ancient Indian music, and a map show-

ing the actual situation of
|
the Indian

tribes and the country described by the

author
] In Two Volumes

|
Vol. I[-II].

|

London
|
Longman, Green, Longman,

and Roberts
|
1860.

|
The right of trans-

lation is reserved.

2 vols. 8°.

List of Indian tribes of North America, vol.

1, pp. 440-445.—Vocabularies &c. vol. 2, pp. 164-

189, contain 84 words of Menomonee, Miami,

Ojibbeway, Riccaree, Shawnee, and Shyenne.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Watkinson.

At the Field sale a copy, no. 550, brought $2.37,

and at the Pinart sale, no. 328, 6 fr. Clarke &
CO. 1886, no. 5415, price a copy $5.

Emanuel Henri Dieudonne Domenech, French
author, born in Lyons, France, November 4,

1825 ; died in France in June, 1886. He became
a priest in the Roman Catholic church, and
was sent as a missionary to Texas and Mexico.

During Maximilian's residence in America,

Domenech acted as private chaplain to the em-

peror, and he was also almoner to the French
army during its occupation of Mexico. On his

return to France he was made honorary canon

of Montpellier. His "Manuscrit pictographi-

que Americain, precede d'une notice sur I'ideo-

graphie des Peaux Rouges" (1860), was pub-

lished by the French government, with a fac-

simile of a manuscript in the library of the

Paris arsenal, relating, as he claimed, to the
American Indians ; but the German orientalist,

Julius Petzholdt, declared that it consisted only

of scribbling and incoherent illustrations of a

local German dialect. Domenech maintained the
authenticity of the manuscript in a pamphlet
entitled "La verite sur le livre des sauvages"





Beschryvinge
Vaii_!>

NIEUVV- NEDERLANT
gegrijpende de Nature^A ert, gelegentKeyc en vruclit-

baerheytvanhet felveLant 5 initigadersdeproffijtelijckBenr

degewen^toevallen, diealdaer tot onderhout derMeiifchen ,t(foo

iiythaer felvcn als van bxiyrenitigebracht) gevonden worcLen*

A L S M E D S

mttnmitum on^)tmtmz tmmttf^sppm

4Bntit

Ecn byfonder verhael vanden wonderlijcken Aert
endehetWeefea der B EVE R S,

Daer Nock Bs Gevoeght Is

<Cm^iTcotttia oberoeselesemb^pt banNieuwNederlandt>
tUffclim ttn Nederkn^s Patriot ^ cn&e tm

Nieuw Nederlander.

^Befchnven doof

A D R I A E N vander D O N C K,
Beyder Rechtcn Doftoor, die teghenwoop-

digh nochin NieawN^crknt is-

1 ^|^__
t'A E M S T E L D A M

26p Evert Nicuwenhof> 25ocfR-tortoopei:/
^Uflatdt in't ^tMT-toerft / Anno i6fSf

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF DONCK'S NIEUVV-NEDERLANT.



Beschryvin g.e
Vatu

NIEUVVNEDERLANT
((83^^fesumm^^ h M>tmis)

haej

aldaertpt onderhoudtderMen
feadit) geYOtlde^^VQrdetI* A
penvatideWilden ofeKatuyellen vanaea juanae* tsnde ecnoy:

-vandenv?onded[t]'d;s3iAert icndehetWeelen deir^-BBVBRS*

tufftljfftl^NededandfesPatnot^m^eemNirawKcderlandec

B^Jchrefc» dofir

A D R I A^ B N wnaer D O N C ICj
BeydeifRecItten Do(9:onr 5 Jietegenwoordigh

nocli itiHieuw^Kedei'IanJtis.

McleenpextineiitKaeitjevan''tzelv$Xiattdt "ver^ieit^

fenvattveeidi!«ck*fotttcn geliiyvert*

^P EvertNieuwenhof 35oe^*ijerkoopW/JOi0tt^lWOl>
'tftttr!mt0e/trt^cb;tif^^^^ 1 655,

^

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF A COPY OF DONCK'S NIEUVV NEDERLANT IN THE LIBRARY
OF CONGRESS.
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Domenech (E. H. D.)— Continued.

(1861), which drew forth a reply from Petzholdt,

translated into French under the title of "Le
livre des sauvages au point de vne de la civili-

sation Fran9aise" (Brussels, 1861).—Appleton's

Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Donaldson (Thomas). See Catlin (G.)

Donck (Adriaen van der)..Be8chryvinge

I

Van 1
Nieuvv-Nederlant

|
(Ghelijck

het tegenwoordigli in Staet is)
|
Begrij-

pende de Nature, Aert, gelegeutheyt en

vrucht-
I

baerlieyt van het selve Lant;

mitsgaders de profSjtelijcke en-
|
de

gewenste toevallen, die aldaer tot on-

derhout der Menschen, (soo
|
uyt haer

selveu als van buyteu mgebracht) ge-

vonden worden.
|
Als Mede

|

De maniere

en onghemeyne eygenschappen |
vaude

Wilden ofte Naturellen vanden Lande.

I

Ende
|
Een bysonder verhael vanden

wouderlijcken Aert
|
ende het Weesen

der Bevers,
|
Daer Noch By Gevoeght

Is
I

Een Discours over de gelegentheyt

van Nieuw Nederlandt,
|
tusschen een

Nederlandts Patriot, ende een
|
Nieuvv

Nederlander.
]

Beschreven door
|

Adriaen

vander Donck,
|
Beyder Rechten Doc-

toor, die tegheuwoor-
|
digh noch in

Nieuw Nederl^nt is.
|
[Design.]

|

t'Aemsteldam,
|
By Evert Nieuwen-

hof, Boeck-verkooper, woouende op't
|

Ruslandt in 't Schrijf-boeck, Anno 1655.

Title verso licenses 1 1. dedication to the

burgomasters of Amsterdam 1 1. dedication to

the West India Company 1 1. Inleydinge and
poem I 1. text pp. 1-100, register 3 pp. 4°. See

the fac-simile of the title-page.

Comments o J the Manhatten, Minqua, Sava-

noos, and Wappanoos, p. 67.

Copies seen: Lenox.

At the Brinley sale two copies were disposed

of, nos, 2718 and 2719, one bringing $85, the other

$62.50. The Murphy copy, no. 2569, half-mo-

rocco, brought $55. Quaritch, no. 29635, prices

a "fine, large, clean, and perfect copy, vellum "

18Z. , a note stating :
" Copies for the last 40 years

have usually sold from 12^ to 21L"

An edition of the same date with title-page

difiering from the above as follows

:

Beschry vinge
|
Van

|
Nieuw Neder-

lant.
I

(Gelijck het tegenwoordigh in

Staet is)
|
Begrijpende de Nature, Aert,

gelegentheyt en vruchtbaerheyt
|
van

het selve Laudt; mitsgaders de proffij-

telijcke ende gewenste toevallen die
|

aldaer tot onderhoudt der Menschen,

(soo uyt haer selven als van buyten

inge-
I
bracht) gevouden worden. Also

Donck (A. van der) — Continued,

mede de maniere en ongemeyne Eygen-
schap-

I

pen vande Wilden ofte Natu-

rellen vanden Lande. Endee en byson-

der verhael
I

vanden wouderlijcken Aert

ende het Weesen der bevers.
|
Daer

noch by-gevoeght is
|
Een Discours over

de gelegentheyt van Nieuw-Nederlandt,

I
tusschen een Nederlandts Patriot,

ende een Nieuw Nederlander.
|
Beschre-

ven door
I

Adriaen vander Donck,
|

Beyder Rechten Doctour, die tegenwoor-

digh
I

noch in Nieuw-Nederlandt is
|

En hier achter by gevoeght
|
Het voor-

detligh Reglement vande Ed: Hoog,
Achtbare

|
Heereu de Heeren Burger-

meesteren deser Stede,
|
betreffende de

saken van Nieuw Nederlandt.
|
Met een

pertinent Kaertje van 't zelve Landt
ver§iert,

|
en vanveel druck-fouteu ge-

suyvert.
|
[Design.]

|

t'Aemsteldam
|
By Evert Nieuwenhof

Boeck-verkooper, woonende op
| 't Rus-

tandt {sic}, in 't Schrijf-Boeck, Anno
1655.

4 p. 11. pp. 1-100, register 3 pp. map, 4°. See
the fac-simile of the title-page.

Comments on the Manhattan, Minqua, Sava-

noos, and "Wappanoos, p. 67.

Probably a fictitious title-page made by pen
or lithography from that of the 1656 edition,

title of which is given below.

Copies seen : Congress.

Beschryvinge | Van | Nieuvv-Neder-

lant,
I

(Gelijck het tegenwoordigh in

Staet is) |
Begrijpende de Nature, Aert,

gelegentheyt en vruchtbaerheyt
|
van

het selve Landt; mitsgaders de prof-

fijtelijcke ende gewenste toevallen, die

1
aldaer tot onderhoudt der Menschen,

(soo uyt haerselven als van buyten inge-

I

bracht)gevouden worden. Als mede
de maniere en ongemeyne Eygenschap-

I

pen vande Wilden ofte Naturellen

vanden Lande. Ende een bysonder

verhael |
vanden wouderlijcken Aert

ende het Weesen der bevers.
|
Daer

nochby-gevoeghtis
|
Een Discours over

de gelegentheyt van Nieuw-Nederlandt,

I

tusschen een Nederlandts Patriot,

ende een Nieuw Nederlander.
|
Beschre-

ven door
I
Adriaen vander Donck,

|

Beyder Rechten Doctoor, die tegenwoor-

digh
! noch in Nieuw-Nederlandt is.

|

En hier achter by gevoeght
|
Het voor-

deeligh Reglement vande Ed: Hoog.
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Donck (A. van der) — Continued.

Aclitbare
|
Heeren de Heeren Burger-

meesteren deser Stede,
(
betreffende de

saken van Nieuw Nederlandt. |
Den

tweeden Druck. | Met een pertinent

Kaertje van 't zelve Landt vergiert,
|

en van veel druck-fouten gesnyvert.
|

[Design.]
j

t' Aemsteldam,
|
By Evert Nieuwen-

liof, Boeck-verkooper, woonende op
|
't

Euslandt, in't Schrijf-boeck, Anno 1656.

I
Met Privilegie voor 15 Jaren.

4 p. 11 pp. 1-100, register 4 pp. Conditien 4 11.

map, 4°.

Linguistics as under previous titles.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Lenox.

The Fischer copy, no. 2318, sold for 17i!. 5«.
;

the Field copy, no. 2420, $65 ; the Menzies copy,

no. 609, "crushed red levant morocco, gilt top,

uncut, excessively rare in uncut condition," $90.

Leclerc, 1878, no. 866, prices a copy 200 fr. The
Brinley copy, no. 2720, brought $190, and the

Murphy copy, no. 2750, $50. Quaritch, no. 29636,

prices a fine, large, clean, vellum copy 12?.

Leclerc, 1878, no. 866, titles an edition of 1657.

This, he informs me, is a typographic error.

Description of the New Netherlands,

by Adriaen van der Donck, J. U. D.

Translated from the original Dutch [of

the 1656 edition], by Hon. Jeremiah

Johnson, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

In New York Hist. Soc. Coll. second series,

vol. 1, pp. 125-242, New York, 1841, 8°.

Of the different nations and languages, pp.
205-206.

Issued separately, also, with a title-page,

which is a translation of that of the 1656 edi-

tion. (*)

At the Menzies sale, no. 610, a copy of the

separate, half green morocco, gilt top, brought

$18.

Dorsey: This word following a title or within

parentheses after a note indicates that a copy

of the work referred to has been seen by the

compilerin the possession of Eev. J. Owen Dor-

sey, Washington, D. C.

Doty (James D.) Vocabulary of the

Menomenies.
In G-allatin: (A.), Synopsis of Indian tribes, in

American Ant. Soc. Trans, vol. 2, pp. 305-867,

Cambridge, 1836, 8°.

Doublet de Boisthibault (Francois

Jules). Les vcBux
|
des

]
Huronsetdes

Abnaquis
|
a notre-dame de Chartres

|

publics pour la premiere fois
|
d'apres

les manuscrits des archives d'Eure-et-

Loir
I

avec [
les lettres des mission-

naires catholiques au Canada,
|
une

Doublet de Boisthibault (F. J.)—Con'd.
introduction et des notes

|

par
|
M.

Doublet de Boisthibault.
|
[Figure and

five lines quotation,]
|

Chartres
|
Noury-Coquard, libraire

I
rue du Cheval-blanc, 26.

| MDCCC
LVII [1857]

Half-title verso printers 1 1. title verso blank
1 1. introduction pp. i-viii, 1 1. text pp. 1-50,

notes pp. 51-80, table pp. 81-82, "ouvrages du
meme auteur" 1 p. colored plate, 12°.

O Salutaris in Abnaki (from Rasles), p. 79.

Copies seen: British, Museum, Lenox, Sheaj
Trumbull.

Douoet {Rev. C.) See Lacombe (A.)

Dougherty {Bev. Peter). A
| Chippewa

primer,
|
Compiled by the

|
Rev. Peter

Dougherty.
|
Printed for the Board of

foreign missions of the
| Presbyterian

church.
I

New-York : |
John Westall, printer^

29 Ann-street.
|
1844.

Title verso blank 1 1. a key to the spelling

of the Indian pp. 3-4, text (generally in double
columns and consisting for the most part of a
vocabulary of words and phrases) pp. 5-84, 12°.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Congress.

A
I
Chippewa primer.

|
Compiled by

the
I

Rev. Peter Dougherty.
|
Printed

for the Board of foreign missions of

the
I

Presbyterian church.
|
Second

edition—enlarged.
|

New-York:
|
John Westall & co.,

printers, 11 Spruce street.
| 1847.

Title verso blank 1 1. a key to the spelling of
the Indian pp. 3-4, text pp. 1-123, 12°.

Includes a comprehensive Chippewa-Eng-
iish vocabulary of words, phrases, and sen-

tences.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Congress,

Massachusetts Historical Society.

The first
|
initiatory catechism,

J
By

James Gall
; |

with the
|
ten command-

ments,
I

and the Lord's prayer :
| trans-

lated into Ojibwa,
|
By the Rev. P.

Dougherty.
|
Printed for the Board of

foreign missions of the
| Presbyterian

church,
I

New York:
|
John Westall, printer.

29, Ann-Street.
|
1844.

Title recto 1. 1 (p. 1), text (beginning on verso -

of title-page) pp. 2-24, alternate pages English

and Ojibwa, V2P.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum.

For title of a later edition see Dougherty (P.>

and Redd (D.) on next page.
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Dougherty (P.) —Continued.

Vocabulary of the Ojibwa of Grand

Traverse Bay.

In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Indian Tribes, vol.2,

pp. 458-469, Philadelpliia, 1852, 4°.

Coutains about 360 words.

Reprinted in Ulrici (E.), Die Indianer Nord-

Amerikas, p. 39, Dresden, 1867, 8°.

Terms of relatiousliip of the Ojibwa
of Lake Michigan (Ojib wank) collected

by Rev. P. Dougherty, missionary,Chip-

pewa and Ottawa mission, Grand Trav-

erse Bay, Mich.

In Morgan (L. H.), Systems of consanguinity

and affinity of the buman family, pp. 293-382,

lines 41, Wasbington, 1871, 4°.

and Rodd (D.) Easy lessons
|
on

I

scripture history : |
in the

|
Ojibwa

language: |
translated by

|
Rev. P.

Dougherty,
|
aided by

|
D. Rodd.

|

Printed for the Board of foreign mis-

fiions of the
|
Presbyterian church.

|

Grand Traverse Bay.
|
1847.

|
John

Westall and co., printers,
|
11 Spruce

street, New-York.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso key 1 1. illustra-

tion p. 3, text (alternate pages English and

Ojibwa) pp. 4-69, 12°.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Congress.

The first
|
initiatory catechism;

I
by James Gall

; |
with the

|
ten com-

mandments
I

and the
|

Lord's prayer
|
in

the
I

Ojibwa language:
|
translated by

I

Rev. P. Dougherty,
|
aided by

|
D.

Rodd.
I

Printed for the Board of foreign

missionsof the
1
Presbyterian church.

|

Grand Traverse Bay.
|

1847.
|
John

Westall and co., printers,
|
11 Spruce

street, New-York.

Frontispiece 1 1. title recto 1. 2 (p. 3), text

<begiuning on the verso of title-page) pp. 4-69,

alternate ijages English and Ojibwa, 16°.

Catechism pp. 4-67.—Lord's prayer, pp. 68-69.

Copies seen: Eoston Athenaeum, Congress.

For an earlier edition see Dougherty (P.)

Short reading lessons
|
in the

|

Ojibwa language
;

{ translated by
|

Rev.

P. Dougherty,
|
aided by

|
D. Rodd.

|

Printed for the Board of foreign mis-

sions of the
I

Presbyterian church.
|

Grand Traverse Bay.
|
1847.

|
John

Westall and co., printers,
|
11 Spruce

street. New York.

Title verso key 11. p. 3 blank, text alternate

pages English and Ojibwa pp. 4-95, 16°.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Brinley,

Congress, O'Callaghan, Yale.

Dousman (George G.) See Lapham
(I. A.) and others.

Drake (Francis S.),edUo7\ See School-
craft (H. R.)

Drake (Samuel Gardner). The
|
book of

the Indians
|
of

|
North America :

|

comprising
]
details in the lives of about

five hundred
|
chiefs and others,

|
the

most distinguished among them.
|
Alsj,

I
ahistoryof their wars; their manners

and customs; speeches of
|
orators, &c.,

from their first being known to
|
Euro-

peans to the present time.
|
Exhibiting

also an analysis of the most distin-

guished authors
|
who have written

upon the great question of the
|
first

peopling of America.
|

[Picture of

Indian and six lines quotation.]
|
By

Samuel G. Drake,
|
member of the

New-Hampshire historical society.
|

Boston :
j
Published by Josiah Drake,

I

at the Antiquarian Bookstore, 56

Cornhill.
|
1833.

Frontispiece 1 1. title as above 11.1 other p. 1.

pp. 1-22 (book I), l-llO (book II), 1-124 (book

III), 1-47 (booklY), 1-135 (book Y).

Lord's prayer in the Muhhekaneew language
(from Edwards), book 2, p. 89; in Wampanoag
(from Eliot's bible), book 3, p. 40.

Copies seen : British Museum.
An earlier edition of this work, Indian Bi-

ography, Boston, 1832, 8°, contains no linguis-

tics. (Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Congress.

)

Biography and history
|
of the

|
In-

dians of North America
; |

comprising
|

a general account of them,
|
and

|

details in the lives of all the most

distinguished chiefs, and
|
others, who

have been noted, among the various
|

Indian nations upon the continent.
|

Also,
I

a history of their wars;
|
their

manners and customs ; and the most

celebrated speeches
|
of their orators,

from their first being known to
|
Eu-

ropeans to the present time.
|
Likewise

|

exhibiting an analysis
|
of the most

distinguished, as well as absurd au-

thors, who
I

have written upon the

great question of the
|
first peopling of

America.
|
[Picture of an Indian and

six lines quotation.]
|
By Samuel G,

Drake,
|
member of the New Hampshire

historical society. | Third Edition,
|

With large Additions and Corrections,

and numerous Engravings.
|

Boston :
I
O. L. Perkins, 56 Cornhill,

and Hilliard, Gray & Co.
|
New York

:
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Drake (S. G.)— Continued.

G. & C. & N. Carvill.
|
Philadelphia:

Grigg & Elliot.
|
1834.

Engraved title " The book of the Indians of

North America " 1 1. printed title 1 1. dedica-

tion 1 1. preface etc. pp. v-viii, text pp. 1-28,

1-120, 1-132, 1-72, 1-158, 11. indexes pp. 1-18,

1-12, plates, 8o.

Lord's prayer in the Muhhekaneew language

(from Edwards), book 2, p. 89; in Warapanoag
(from Eliot), book 3, p. 40.—Specimen of the

Tarratines, book 3, p. 129.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Lenox, "Wisconsin Historical Society.

Some copies have the names Collins, Hannay
& Co. substituted for G. & C. & N. CarviU in

the imprint. (Astor, Congress.)

Sabin's Dictionary, no. 20868, mentions the

fifth edition, Boston, 1835, 8°.

—— Biography and history
|
of the

[
In-

dians of North America
; I

comprising
|

a general account of them,
|
and

|
de-

tails of the lives of all the most distin-

guished chiefs, and
|
others, who have

been noted, among the various
|
Indian

nations upon the continent.
|
Also,

|
a

history of their wars
; |

their manners

and customs ; and the most celebrated

speeches
|
of their orators, from their

first being known to
|
Europeans to the

present time.
|
Likewise

|
exhibiting

an analysis
|
of the most distinguished,

as well as absurb authors, who
|
have

written upon the great question of the
|

first peopling of America.
|

[Picture

of an Indian and six lines quotation.]

I
By Samuel G. Drake,

|
member of the

New Hampshire historical society.
|

Fourth edition,
|
with large additions

and corrections, and numerous engrav-

ings.
I

Boston :
|
J. Drake, 56 Cornhill,

|
at

the Antiquarian Institute.
|
1836.

Engraved title 1 1. pp. i-vi, 1 1. pp. 1-4, 1-28,

1-120, 1-132, 1-72, 1-158, 1-18, 1-12. plates, 8°.

Linguistics as under title next preceding.

Copies seen: British Museum.

Biography and history
|
of the

|
In-

dians of North America.
|
From its first

discovery to the present time
; |

com-

prising
I

details in the lives of all the

most distinguished chiefs and
|
counsel-

lors, exploits of warriors, and the cele-

brated
I
speeches of their orators

; |

also,
I

a history of their wars,
|
massa-

cres and depredations, as well as the

wrongs and
|

sufferings which the

Europeans and their
|
descendants have

Drake (S. G.)— Continued,

done them;
|
with an account of their

f

Antiquities, Manners and Customs,
|

Religion and Laws; |
likewise

|
exhib-

iting an analysis of the most distin-

guished, as well as absurd
|
authors^

who have written upon the great ques-

tion of the
I

first peopling of America.
|

[Monogram and six lines quotation.]
[

By Samuel G. Drake.
|
Fifth Edition,

|

With large Additions and Corrections,

and numerous Engravings.
|

Boston :
|
Antiquarian institute, 56

Cornhill. 1 1836.

Frontispiece 1 1. titls verso copyright 1 I.

dedication verso advertisement 1 1. preface pp..

v-viii, table pp. ix-xii, text pp. 1-48, 1-120, 1-144,

1-96, 1-168, 8°.

Lord's prayer in Muhhekaneew, book 2, p.

87 ; in "Wampanoag, book 3, p. 45. — Specimen
of the Tarratines, book 3, p. 137.—Lord's prayer

in Shawnee (from American Museum), book 5^

p. 127.
*

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

A copy is priced by Quaritch, no. 11968, 10s..

and again, no. 29941, 7s. 6d. At the Murphy sale,

no. 831, a copy, "calf extra, gilt edges, with
portrait of Mr. Drake inserted," brought $3.75.

Some copies are dated 1837. (Astor, Bureau
of Ethnology.) The "Seventh edition," "1837,"

has title-page otherwise similar to the above.

(Astor, Congress.)

— The
I

book of the Indians
; |

or,
|

biography and history
|
of the

|
Indiana

of North America,
|
from its first dis-

covery
j
to the year 1841.

|
[Nine lines

quotations. ] |
By Samuel G. Drake,

|

Fellow [&.C. two lines.]
|
Eighth edi-

tion,
I

With large Additions and Cor-

rections.
I

Boston : |
Antiquarian Bookstore, 56'

Cornhill. | M.DCCC.XLI [1841].

Pp. i-xii, 1-48, 1-120, 1-156, 1-156, 1-200, and

index pp. 1-16, 8°.

Linguistics as in fifth edition, titled next

above.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Congress.

According to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 20688,

there was a ninth edition, Boston, 1845, 748 pp.

8°, and a tenth edition, Boston, MDCCCXL.
I
V] III, 8°.

— Biography and history
|
of the

|
In-

dians of North America,
|
from its first

discovery.
|
[Quotation, nine lines.]

|

By Samuel G. Drake.
|
Eleventh edi-

tion.
I
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Drake (S. G.) — Continued.

Boston:
|
Benjamin B. Mussey & co.

I

M.DCCC.LI [1851].

Title verso copyright 1 1. prefaces 1 1. con-

tents pp. 5-8, list of Indian tribes and nations

pp. 9-16, text pp. 17-696, appendix pp. 697-700,

index pp. 701-720, plates, 8°.

Linguistics, as in fifth edition, pp. 151, 229-

230, 321-322, 623.

Copies seen: British Museum, Eames, Massa-

chusetts Historical Society, Wisconsin Histor-

ical Society.

History
|
of the

|
Early Discovery of

America,
|
and

|
Landing of the Pil-

grims.
I

With a
I

Biography
|
of the

|

Indians of North America.
I

[Quotation,

nine lines.]
|
By Samuel G. Drake.

|

Boston : | Higgins and Bradley.
|

1854. (*)

Pp. 1-720, plates, 8°:

Linguistics, as in fifth edition, pp. 151, 229-

230, 321-322, 623.

Title from Mr. "Wilberforce Eames.
According to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 20868,

there is an edition with the imprint Boston,

Sanborn, Carter & Bazin, 1857; and another

Boston, 1858.

The
I
aboriginal races

|
of

|
North

America
; ]

comprising
|
biographical

sketches ofeminent individuals,
|
and

|

I

an historical account of the different

tribes,
|
from

|
the first discovery of the

continent
j
to

|
the present period

|

with a dissertation on their
|
Origin,

Antiquities, Manners and Customs,
|

illustrative narratives and anecdotes,
|

and a
|
copious analytical index

|
By

Samuel G. Drake.
|
Fifteenth edition,

I
revised, with valuable additions,

|
by

J. W. O'Neill.
I

Illustrated with Numer-
ous Colored Steel-plate Engravings.

|

[Quotation, six lines.]
|

Philadelphia :
|
Charles Desilver,

|

No. 714 Chestnut street.
|
1860.

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp. 3-4, con-

tents pp. 5-8, alphabetic list pp. 9-16, text pp.
17-716, index pp. 717-736, 8°. The Biography
of the Indians with a new title-page.

Linguistics as under titles above.

Copies seen : Astor, Congress.

^— The
I
Aboriginal races

|
of

|
North

America
; |

comprising
| biographical

sketches of eminent individuals,
|
and

|

an historical account of the different

tribes,
|
from

|
thefirst discovery of the

continent
|
to ( the present period

|

with a dissertation on their
|
Origin,

Drake (S. G.)— Continued.

Antiquities, Manners and Customs,
|

illustrative narratives and anecdotes,
j

and a
|
copious analytical index

|
by

Samuel G. Drake.
|
Fifteenth edition,

|

revised, with valuable additions,
|
by

Prof. H. L. Williams.
|

[Quotation, six

lines.]
I

New York.
|
Hurst & company, pub-

lishers.
I

122 Nassau Street. [1882.]

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp. 3-4,

contents pp. 5-8, Indian tribes and nations pp.

9-16, half-title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 19-767,

index pp. 768-787, 8°.

Linguistics as under previous titles, and in

addition the following

:

Squier (E. G.), Historical and mythological

traditions of the Algonquins, pp. 718-736.

Copies seen : Astor, Congress, "Wisconsin His-

torical Society.

Clarke & co. 1886, no. 6377, price a copy

$3.

The
I

old Indian
|
chronicle

; |

being

a collection of exceeding rare tracts
|

written and published in the time of

King
I

Philip's war, by persons residing

in
I

the country
; |

to which are
|
now

added marginal notes and
I
chronicles

of the Indians
|
From the discovery of

America to the present time.
|
By S. G.

Drake.
|

[Monogram.]
|

Boston :
|

published at the
]
Antiqua-

rian Institute, 56 Cornhill.
|
MDCCC-

XXXVI [1836].

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

preface verso contents 1 1. text pp. 1-208, plates,

16° . " But 500 copies printed. '

'

Keprint of the Present state of New Eng-

land, pp. 1-38.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress.

The
I

Old Indian Chronicle;
[ being

a collection of
|
exceeding rare tracts,

I

written and published in the
|
time

of king Philip's war,
|
by persons re-

siding in the country.
|
To which are

now added an
|
Introduction and Notes,

I

By Samuel G. Drake.
|

Boston:
|

Samuel A. Drake, 151 Wash-
ington St.

I

1867.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank

1 1. preface pp. v-ix, contents verso blank 1 1.

text pp. 1-319, index pp. 321-333, man, sm. 4P.

Heprint of the Present state of New England,

pp. 119-169.

Copies seen : Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Eames, Massachusetts Historical Society.
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Dryasdust (Br.) pseud. Indian names
along the soathern border of Washing-
ton County [New York].

In Washington County [F. T.] Post, vol. 16,

no. 24, August 22, 1850. (Powell.)

Names of creeks, towns, etc. their etymol-

ogy and meaning.

Dudley (Paul). English definitions of

Indian terms from Paul Dudley's pa-

pers; furnished by J. Wingate Thorn-

ton.

In Maine Hist. Soc. Col. vol. 5, pp. 425-429,

Portland, 1857, 8°.

The Lord's prayer in the Indian tongue, viz

:

The Indians of IsTorridgewock and Penobscot in

New England and Nova Scotia, pp. 427-428.—

Description of Indian words [Algonkin, Nam-
gauck, and Natick] from Paul Dudley's mss.

pp. 428-429.

Dufosse(E.) Americana
|
Catalogue de

livres
|
relatifs a I'Aradrique

|
Europe,

Asie, Afrique
|
etOc6anie

]

[&c. thirty-

four lines.]
I

Librairie ancienne et moderne de E.

Dufoss6
I
27, rue Gu6n6gaud, 27

|

pr^s

le Pont-neuf
|
Paris [1887]

Printed cover as above, table des divisions

1 1. text pp. 175-422, 8°.

Contains, passim, titles of works in various

Algonquian languages.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

. This series of catalogues was begun in 1876.

Dunbar: This word following a title or within

parentheses after a note indicates that a copy of

the work referred to has been seen by the com-

piler in the library of Mr. John B. Dunbar,

Bloomfleld, N. J.

Duncan (David). American races. Com-
piled and abstracted by Professor Dun-
can, M. A.

Forms Part 6 of Spencer (H.), Descriptive

sociology, London, 1878, folio. (Congress.)

Under the heading "Language," pp. 40-42,

there are given comments and extracts from

various authors upon native tribes, including

examples of the Cree and Chippeway,

Some copies have the imprint New York,

D. Appleton & co. [n. d.J (Powell.)

Dunne (John). Notices relative to some
of the native tribes of North America,

by John Dunne, esq.

In Royal Irish Acad. Trans, vol. 9, pp. 101-

137, Dublin, 1803, 4°. (Congress.)

"Some imperfect strictures on Indian lan-

guage," pp. 130-137, contains, in foot-notes, var-

ious Algonkin place names, with derivations,and
"some lines [Algonkin] which I wrote in Can-

ada, not as Indian poetry, but as an arrangement
of Indian words with some regard to measure,

which will, at all events, firnish the ground-

Dunne (J.) — Continued.
work for a few remarks on the language." The
lines are accompanied by a literal translation

and followed by remarks on the derivation of

the individual words.

Duponceau (Peter Stephen). Report of

the corresponding secretary to the com-

mittee, of his progress in the investiga-

tion committed to him of the general

charact'sr and forms of the languages

of the American Indians.

In American Philosoph. Soc. Trans, of the

Hist, and Lit. Com. vol. 1, pp. xvii-xlvi, Phila-

delphia, 1819, 8°.

Treats of American languages generally,

particular mention being made of the Karalit

(Greenland), Eskimaux, Delaware, and Iro-

quois. A few examples of the last are given.

Issued separately as follows:

Report
I

made
] to the Historical &

literary committee
|
of the

|
American

philosophical society,
|
held at Phila-

delphia, for promoting
|
useful knowl-

edge,
I

By their Corresponding Secre-

tary,
I
stating

[
His Progress in the

Investigation committed to Him, of the

I

General Character and Forms
|
of the

I

langaagesof the American Indians.
|

Read in committee,
|
12th January,

1819.

Pp. 1-34, 8°.

Linguistics as under title next above.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Eames.

Reviewed by Pickering (J.) in North Amer-

ican Review, vol. 9, pp. 179-187, Boston, 1819, 8°

;

and in the Analectic Magazine, vol. 13, pp. 243-

254, Philadelphia, 1819, 8°. (Congress.)

Reprinted in Buchanan (J.), Sketches of the

History of the North American Indians, pp.

269-306, London, 1824, 8° ; and in the American

reprint of the same, vol. 2, pp. 48-77, New York,

1824, 2 vols. 8°.

M6moire a I'effet de determiner le

caract^re grammatical des langues de

FAm^rique Septentrionale, connues

sous les noms de Lenni Lenap6, Moh6-

gan Chippeway, qui a obtenu le prix

de linguistique a I'lnstitut de France

fond6 par M. de Volney. Par M. Pierre

S. Du Ponceau.

Paris. 1836. (*)

8°. Title from Sabin's Dictionary, no. 21382,

M^moire
|
sur

|
lesyst^me grammati-

cal
I

des langues
|
de

|

quelques nations

indiennes de I'Am^rique
|
du nord

; i

ouvrage qui, a la stance publique an-

nuelle
|
de [ I'lnstitut royal de France,

I

le 2 mai 1835, |
a remport^ le prix
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Suponceau (P. S.)— Continued.

fond€ par M. le comte de Volney
; |

par

M. P.-:Et. Du Ponceau, LL. D.
|
Presi-

dent [&c. six lines.]
|

Paris,
I
a la librairie d'A. Pihan de

la Forest
|
rue des Noyers, 37.

|
Gide, li-

braire,
|
rue de Seine s. g. 6 bis.

|

Dentu,

libraire
|
au Palais-Royal.

|
1838.

Half-title 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. avei'tisse-

ment pp. v-xi, table pp. xiii-i^vi, preface pp.

1-73, text pp. 75-464, 8°.

Memoire sur le caract^re grammatical des lan-

gnes de I'Amferique du nord, coniiues sous les

Doms de Lenni-L6ndp6, Moli6gaii et Chippy-

way (chapters v-xx being devoted to the Al-

gonkin), pp. 75-256.—Appendix A. Vocabulaire

coraparatif des langues Algonquines (Lenapi,

from Heckewelder) et Iroquoises (Onondaga,

from Zeisberger), pp. 257-269.—Appendix B.

Vocabulaire comparatif et raisonn6 aes langues

de la fainille Algonquine (with notes), pp. 271-

411.—Kapport sur le caractere general et les

formes grammaticales des langues Ara6ricaines,

fait au comit6 d'histoire et de litt6rature de la

soci6t6 philosophique Americaine, par son se-

cretaire correspondant, pp. 413-464.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaaum, Congress,

Eames, Harvard, Lenox.

Triibner, 1856, no. 632, prices a copy 10s. Qd.

The Fischer copy, no. 2327, brought 9s. ; another

copy, no. 2686, Is. The Squire copy, no. 1051,

half morocco, gilt top, uncut, soldfor$2.50. Le-

clerc, 1878, no. 2067, prices it 10 fr. Quaritch

prices the work as follows: no. 12553, half

bound, 7s. &d. ; no. 12554, large paper, sewed,

12s. ; no. 30060, sewed, 5s., boards, 6s, ; no. 30061,

large paper, sewed, 9s. The Kamirez copy, no.

293, brought 8s. ; the Brinley copy, no. 5627, half

levant morocco, gilt, uncut, $2.25. Triibner,

1882, p. 3, prices it 10s. 6d.; Hiersemann, Leipsic,

1890, 10 M. ; Maisonneuve, 1889, 10 fr.

Notes and observations on Eliot's In-

dian grammar, addressed to John Pick-

ering, esq., by Peter S. Da Ponceau.
In Massachusetts Hist. Soc. Coll. second se

Ties, vol. 9, pp. i-xlvii [313-359], Boston, 1822, 8^.

Supplementary to the reprint of Eliot's In-

dian grammar, which is preceded by '

' Introduc-

tory observations " hy Pickering (J.)

See Heckewelder (J. G. E.) and
Duponceau (P. S.)

Peter Stephen Duponceau, author, bom in

France in 1760; died in Philadelphia, Pa., in

1844. He landed at Portsmouth, K H., in 1777,

and was attached to Baron Steuben's staff. He
became a citizen of the United States in 1781,

Btudied law, and while practicing his profes-

sion translated several works on law, and pub-

lished legal essays. He was the first to draw the

attention of scholars to the philosophical and

ethnological labors of early Catholic missiona-

Duponceau (P. S.)—Continued.

ries in this country.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of Am.
Biog.

Duranquet {Rev. D. ) [Translation of the

first part of Canon Schmidt's bible his-

tory into the Chippewa language.] (*)

Manuscript. Title from the Rev. W. F.

Gagnieur, S. J. Wikwemikong, Manitoulin

Island, Ontario, Canada, March 15, 1890. Not
having it in hand he was unable to give me a

detailed description.

Duret (Claude). Thresor de
|
I'histoire

des
I

langves de cest
|
Vnivers.

j Conte-

nant les Origines, Beaut^s, Perfections,

Decadences, Mutations,
|
Changemens,

Conuersions, & Ruines des langues
|

Hebraique, Chanan6enne, [&c. four

columns containing the names of 56

languages, ending with] Indienne des

Terres neuues, &c. Les Langues des

Animaux & Oiseaux.
|
Par M. Clavde

Dvret Bourbonnois,
|
President [&c.

two lines.]
|

[Design.]
|

Imprime a Cologny, Par Matth. Ber-

fou,
I

Pour soci^t6 Caldoriene CIO. IOC.

XIII [1613].
I

Auec Priuilege du Roy
Tres-Cbrestien.

Title verso blank 1 1. 15 other p. 11. pp. 1-1030,

large 8°.

Numerals 1-10 de I'ancien [Huron] et nouveau
[Algonquian]langage de Canada, and ofthe Sou-

riquois and Etchemin (from Lescarbot), p. 955.

Copies seen : British Museum.

Thresor de
|
I'histoire des

[
langves

de cest
|
vnivers,

|
Contenant les Ori-

gines, Beautez, Perfections, Decadences,

Mutations,
j

Changements, Conuersions,

& Ruines des Langues
|
Hebraique,

Chanaueenne, [&c. four columns con-

taining the names of 56 languages, end-

ing with] Indienne des Terres neufues,

&c. Les langues des Animaux & Oise-

aux.
I

Par M. Clavde Dvret Bovrbon-

nois, 1
President a Movlins.

|
Nous

auons adioustd Devx Indices: L'vn des

Chapitres: L'autre des principales
|

matieres de tout ce Thresor.
|
Secojde

edition.
|

[Design.]
|

A Yverdon,
|
De I'Imprimerie de la

Society Helvetiale Caldoresqvi.
| M.

DO. XIX [1619].

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication 1 1. approba-

tion 1 p. indice des chapitres 4 pp. indice alpha-

b6tique 7 pp. 8 other p. 11. text pp. 1-1030, sm. 4°.

Linguistics as under title next above.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Harvard.
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[Durocher (Bev. Flavien).] L. J. C. et

M. I.
I

Aiamie
|
kushkuslikutu

|
mislii-

naigan.
|
[Oblate seal.]

|

Ka iakonigants,
|
nte Opishtikoiats

[Quebec]:
|
nte etat William Neilson.

|

1847.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso 5 lines of music

1 1. text in Montagnais (most of which is set to

-music) pp. 3-67, 12°.

Religious songs, introit, kyrie, Agnus Dei,

credo, etc.; printed at Quebec for the use of the

Indians of the missions on the Saguenay and

the north hank of the St. Lawrence below

Tadoussao.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell, Shea.

Reprinted as follows

:

[ ] L. J. C. et M. I.
I

Aiamieu
|
kush-

kusbkntu
|
misbinaigan.

j [Oblate
seal.]

I

Kaiakonigants nte Opistikoiats
[Quebec].

|
Nte etat Aug. Cot^etCie.

|

1856.

Title (verso approval of Ml t Joseph [Bishop

of Quebec] followed by 5 lines of music) 1 1.

text pp. 3-104, 16°. Chants for mass with words
in the Montagnais language and headings in

Latin.

Copies seen : Laval, Verreau.

Reprinted as the concluding portion (pp. 1-

126) of the same author's Ir mishiniigin, 1867,

for title of which see next column.

[ ] L. J. C. et M. 1. 1 Aiamieu
|
kukuet-

sbimitun
|
misinaigan.

]

[Oblate seal.]
|

Kaiakonigants nte opisti koiats

[Quebec].
|
Nte etat Augustin C6t6 et

Cie.
I

1848.

Title verso blank 1 1. text in Montagnais with

French headings pp. 3-53, approbation in Mon-
tagnais of Nil t Joseph 1 1. verso blank, 12°.

Catechism, pp. 3-42.—Tsitsijepaost kie ota-

kussit aiamianots (pater, ave, credo, confiteor,

commandements, etc.) pp. 43-53.

Copies seen: Boston Athenasum, Eames,

Verreau.

Revised, enlarged, and reprinted as follows

:

[ ] L. J. C. etM.I.
I

Aiamieu
|
kukuet-

sMmitum J misinaigan.
|

[Oblate seal.]
|

Kaiakonigants nte Opistikoiats
[Quebec].

|
Nte etat Aug. Cot^etCie.

|

1856.

Title verso "blank 1 1. text in Montagnais

with a few Latin headings pp. 3-72, 16°.

Catechism, pp. 3-46.—Tsitsijepoost kre otak

ussit aiamianats (pater, ave, credo, etc. les

commandements de Dieu, commandements de

r^glise, etc.), pp. 47-58.—Tshipiatiku mesh-

kanakanats (way of the cross), pp. 59-72.

Copies seen : Laval, Verreau.

Durocher (F.)— Continued.
Reprinted as the first portion (pp. 1-54) of the

same author's Ir mishiniigin, 1867, for title of

which see below.

[ ] Ir misbiniigin.
|
Eku oraeru

|
tshe

apatstats Ishkuamisbkornuts, Uiapo-

1

kornuts, Uashaornuts, Ekuandjornuts,

I
Masbkuarornuts, Shikotimiornuts

|

kie Piokuakmiornuts.
|
[Cross.]

|

Moniants [Montreal] :
| akonikana

nte etat Louis Perrault.
|
1852.

Title (verso approval of Nir ijl Pierre Flavien
[Bishop of Quebec] in Montagnais in which
Durocher's name is mentioned) 1 1. text in

Montagn.ais with Latin and French headings

pp. 3-164, table in Montagnais pp. 165-1G8, 16°.

Prayers for the mass, pp. 3-21.—Songs for the

mass, pp. 21-44.— Hymns, pp. 44-150.— Lita-

nies, pp. 151-155. — Te Deum, pp. 155-156. —
Prayers, pp. 157-163.—PictureoftheVirgin witb
Montagnais inscriptions, p. 164.

Printed for the use of the Indians at the
trading posts of the Hudson Bay Co. along the

northern shore of the St. Lawrence, and on the
Saguenay River, Eskoumun River, Mash-
kuaro, Chicoutimi, Lake St. John, etc.

Copies seen .• Laval, Verreau.

Father Garin, formerly missionary at Mani-
waki, and now (1890) pastor of a Roman
Catholic church in Lowell, Mass., tells me that

this is a second edition, revised and enlarged of

the original Aiamieu Nikarauin, published in

Quebec by "Wm. Neilson, in 1847, of which I
have seen no copy, nor any other mention. Ac-
cording to the same authority, a few of the

cantiques were composed by Pere Arnaud.

The original work is reprinted as pp. 55-144 of

the same author's Ir mishiniigin, 1867, as fol-

lows :

[ ] L. J. C. et M. L
I
Ir misbiniigin.

[

Ekuomeru tsbe apatstats ilnuts.
|
[De-

sign.]
I

Kaiakonigants nte opistikoiats
[Quebec]

|
nte etat Augustin Cot^ et C^®

i

1867.

Title verso approbation of Bishop Pierre

Flavien 1 1. text in the Montagnais language

(with occasional headings in Latin and French)

pp. 3-144, 1-126, tables pp. 127-131, 12°.

Aiamieu-kukuetshimitun (catechism), pp.
3-35.—Tsitsijipaost, etc. (morning and evening

prayers), pp. 36-44. — Tshipiatiku meshkana-

kanuts (way of the cross), pp. 44-54.—Aiamieu

nikamun (hymns), pp. 55-144.—Kushkuslikutu

mishinaigan (mass, vespers, hymns, etc. with

music), pp. 1-111. — Hymns, prayers, litanies,

etc. p. 112-126.

A reprint by Fathers Garin and Arnaud of

several works by Father Durocher, for titles

and descriptions of which see above.

Copies seen : Pilling, Powell.
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Durocher (F.)— Continued.

[ ] Catherine | Tekakouita.
| (Tra-

duction Algonquine.)
|

Tiohtiake [Montreal]
| tehoristorara-

kon J. Chapleau et fils.
|
1876.

Printed cover, title as above verso blank 1 1.

text entirely in the Montagnais language pp.

3-52, 240.

A translation by P. Durocher of a letter by
P. ChoUence, printed in the Lettres 6difiantes et

curieuses. Prepared for the press by the Abb6
Cuoq. The same matter translated by Rev. J.

Marcoux into Mohawk was published the

same year, and by mistake the Mohawk imprint

(Tiohtiake tehoristorarakon) was used on this

title-page.

Copies seen : Laval, Verreau.

Anicinabe aiamie Kikkinwa' am4g-
usiij aiamiate gaie i wawabandang
aiamie-kakwedjindwiu. (*)

Manuscript, 115 pp. large 8°, in the Algonkln

language. Title from Teza (E.), Intorno agli

studi del Thavenet, p. 2, where he speaks of it

as follows: "Tin altro catechismo in algon-

chino, senza traduzione, si conserva a Roma
(nelle carte della V. Emm. coll. No. xxvi). II

ms. e in ottavo grande, di buona scrittura, e ha
115 pagine. H Manuale [see next title] h in

foglio, e ha 12 pagine. Sono scritti tutti i due
nel 1841."

Manuel du sacr6 coBur de Marie. (*)

Manuscript, 12 pp. folio, in the Algonkin lan-

guage. Title from Teza (E. ), Intorno agli studi

del Thavenet, p. 2. See note to preceding title.

These manuscripts were sent by P. Durocher

from Lac des Deux Montagues, May 28, 1841,

to the Abb6 Thavenet, asking that he have

them printed, "deux milles exemplaires du
Cat6chisme et mille du petit Manuel, " or, in the

event of the request not being complied with,

it was requested of "monsieur Thavenet de

leur renvoyer leurs manuscrits par monseig-

neur r6v6que de Montreal, vu qu'ilsn'ont point

deduplicata."

Durocher (F.) — Continued.
I am indebted to the Rev. A. M. Garin, of

Lowell, Mass., for the following notes:

Rev. Father Durocher was born the 6th of

September, 1800, at St. Antoine, on the Charably

River, Canada. He made his studies at the

Montreal College, kept by the priests of St. Sul-

pice. In 1820 he began the study of theology,

and the 29th of September, 1823, he received the

order of the priesthood at the hands of Mon-
seigneur Jean Jacques Lartigues, Bishop of

Montreal, and was appointed assistant m the

parish of Notre Dame, Montreal, where he re-

mained two years. In 1825 he was sent to

Three Rivers, where he served two years as

assistant. In 1827 he applied to the Superior

of St. Sulpice to be received as a member of

their community. Being admitted to the or-

der he worked two years in the city of Mon-
treal and then went to the Lake of the Two
Mountains to study the Algonquin language

and take charge of that mission. He remained

there 14 years and when he left he was master

of the language, having composed many ser-

mons, hymns, prayers, etc., in that tongue. All

the Indians at the mission being Catholics, he
wanted to work for the conversion of the In-

dians still in the state of infidelity. For that

reason he left the community of St. Sulpice ta

join the order of the Oblate of Mary Immacu-
late, and began his novitiate at Longueil the

28th of September, 1843. He made his vows and
was received in the order the 8th of Septem-

ber, 1846. In the month of September, 1844, he'

was sent to the mission of Saguenay, and
there began the study of the Montagnais. On
the 3d of October, 1849, he was named superior

of the mission on the Saguenay, and in Septem-

ber, 1853, he came to Quebec and established

the House of St. Sauveur, of which he was ap-

pointed superior, and remained in that capacity

until the year 1873. During that time he often

visited the Indian missions on the Labrador

coast and Lake St. John and composed differ-

ent books in the Montagnais language. He-

died at Quebec the 8th of December, 1876.



E.

E. (J.) See Eliot (John).

Eames:This word following a title or "within

parentheses after a note indicates that a copy

of the work referred to has been seen by the

compiler in the library of Mr. "Wilberforce

Eames, Brooklyn, N". Y.

Edwards {Eev. Jonathan). Observa-

tions
I

on the
i

language
|
of the

|

Muhhekaneew Indians
; |

In which the

Extent of that language in
|
North-

America is shewn ; its genius is
|

gram-

matically traced : some of its peculiari-

I
ties, and some instances of analogy

between
|
that and the Hebrew are

pointed out.
|
Communicated to the

Connecticut Society of
|
arts and sci-

ences, and published at the
|
Request of

the Society.
|
By Jonathan Edwards,

D. D.
I

Pastor of a Church in New-Ha-

.
ven, and

|
Member of the Connecticut

Society of
|
Arts and Sciences.

|

New- Haven, Printed by Josiah

Meigs,
I

M,DCC,LXXXVIII [1788].

Extract from the Society's records recto

blank 1 1. title reverse blank 1 1. preface 1 1. text

pp. 5-17, 8°.

Comparative vocabulary of the Mohegan
and Shawanee (the latter communicated to the

author by Gen. Parsons), pp. 6-7
; of the Mohe-

gan ; nd Chippiwau (the latter from Carver),

pp. 7-8.—]!fumerals 1-10 and Lord's prayer in

Mohegan and Mohawk, pp. 9-10.—Grrammatic

discussion of the Mohegan, pp. 10-17.

" That the following observations may ob-

tain credit, it may be proper to inform the

reader with what advantages they have been

made.
'

' When I was but six years of ago my father

removed with his family to Stockbridge,

which at that time was inhabited by Indians

almost solely ; as there were in the town but

twelve families of whites or Anglo-Americans,

and perhaps one hundred and fifty families of

Indians. The Indians being the nearest

neighbours, I constantly associated with them

;

their boys were my daily school-mates and

play-fellows. Out of my father's house I sel-

dom heard any language spoken, beside the

Indian. By these means I acquired the knowl-

edge of that language, and a great facility in

speaking it. It became more familiar to me

124

Edwards (J.)— Continued.
than my mother tongue. I knew the names of

some things in Indian which I did not know in

English ; even all my thoughts ran in Indian :

and though the true pronunciation of the lan-

guage is extremely difficult to all but them-

selves, they acknowledged, that I had ac-

quired it perfectly ; which as they said, never

had been acquired before by any Anglo-Amer-

ican. On account of this acquisition, as well

as on account of my skill in their language in

general, I received from them many compli-

ments applauding my superior wisdom. This

skill in their language I have in a good measure

retained to this day.

'After I had drawn up these observations,

lest there should be seme mistake in them, I car-

ried them to Stockbridge, and read them to

Capt. Yoghum, a principal Indian of the tribe,

who is well versed in his own language, and

tolerably informed concerning the English:

and I availed myself of his remarks and correc-

tions.

"From these facts, the reader will form his

own opinion of the truth and accuracy of what
is now offered him.

"When I was in my tenth year, my father

sent me among the six nations, with a design

that I should learn their language, and thus

become qualified to be a missionary among
them. But on account of the war with France,

which then existed, I continued among them

but about six months. Therefore the knowl-

edge which I acquired of that language was

but imperfect; and at this time I retain so

little of it, that I will not hazard any particular

critical remarks on it. I may observe how-

ever, that though the words of the two lan-

guages are totally different, yet their structure

is in some respects analogous, particularly in

the use of prefixes and suffixes.

—

Preface.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Eames, Harvard, Trumbull.

At the Murphy sale a half-morocco copy, no.

872, sold for $1.50. At the Brinley sale, no.

5690, an uncut, halfgreen morocco copy, brought

$2.

Observations ]
on the

|
language

|
of

the
I

Muhhekaneew Indians;
|
in which

I

The extent of that language in North-

Ame-
I

rica is shewn ; its genius is gram-

matically
I

traced ; some of its peculi-

arities, and some |
instances of analogy
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Edwards (J.)— Continaed.

"between that aucl the
|
Hebrew are

pointed out.
|
Commuuicated to the

|

Connecticut Society of Arts and Sci-

ences,
I
And published at the request of

the society.
|
By Jonathan Edwards, D.

D.
I

pastor of a church in New- Haven,

and member of the
|
Connecticut Soci-

ety of arts and sciences.
|

New-Haven, printed by Josiah Meigs,

1787 Isic']
; |

London reprinted by W.
Justins,

I

Shoemaker-Row, Blackfriars.

I
M,DCC,LXXXVIII [1788].

First title: A
\
sermon I at the execution of I

Moses Paul, an Indian
; |
"Who had been guilty of

murder,
,
Preached at New Haven in America.

|

By Samson Occom,
|
A native Indian, and Mis-

sionary to the Indians, who was in England
|

in 1776 [sic for 1766] and 1777 [sic for 1767], col-

lecting for the Indian Charity Schools. | To
which is added

|
a short account of the

]
Late

spread of the gospel, | among the
|
Indians.

|

Also
I
Observations on the Language of the

|

Muhhekaneew Indians;
|
communicated to the

I
Connecticut Society of arts and sciences,

j

By Jonathan. Edwards, D. D.
\

New Haven, Connecticut: Printed 1788.
|

London: Keprinted, 1788, and Sold by Buck-

land, Pater-
|
noster-row; Dilly, Poultry^

Otridge, Strand ; J. Lepard,
|
No. 91, Newgate-

street ; T. Pitcher, No. 44, Barbican ; Brown,
|

on the Tolzey Bristol; Binns, at Leeds; and
Woolmer, at Exeter.

First title verso advertisement and Mr. Oc-

com's preface 1 1. introduction pp. iii-iv, text

pp. 5-24; title to Edwards' Observations verso

note 1 1. preface (verso numbered iv) 1 1. text

pp. 5-15, appendix (an anecdote followed by an

advertisement of a hymn book at the bottom

of the page) p. 16, 8°.

It is probable that all the copies of the two
English editions of the Observations as issued

were attached to Occom's sermon, but they are

now often found apart.

Linguistics as in the first edition.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Boston Pub-

lic, British Museum, Dunbar, Eames. The first

mentioned copy does not contain Occom's ser-

mon.
Stevens's Nuggets, no. 2044, prices a copy 5s.

6d. At the Field sale, no. 1709, a copy brought

$2.12. Stevens, 1887, no. 2841, prices it 8s. Qd.

Observations
|
on the

|
language

|

of the
I

Muhhekaneew Indians
; \

in

which
I

The extent of that language in

North-Ame-
|
rica is shewn ; its genius

is grammatically
|
traced ; some of its

peculiarities, and some
|
instances of

analogy between that and the
|
Hebrew

are pointed out. I Communicated to the

I
Connecticut Society of Arts and Sci-

Edvwards (J.) — Continued,

ences,
|
And published at the request of

the society.
|
By Jonathan Edwards, D.

D.
I

pastor of a church in New-Haven,
and member of the

|
Connecticut so-

ciety of arts and sciences.
|

New-Haven, printed by Josiah Meigs,

1788; j
London reprinted by W. Jus-

tins,
i

Shoemaker-Row, Blackfriars.
|

M,DCC,LXXXIX [1789].

First title: A
|
sermon

|
at the execution of

}

Moses Paul, an Indian
; |
Who had been guilty

of murder,
|
Preached at New Haven in Amer-

ica.
I
By Samson Occom,

|
A native Indian, and

Missionary to the Indians, who was in Eng-
land

I

in 1766 and 1767, collecting for the Indian

Charity Schools.
|
To which is added

|
a short

account of the
|
Late spread of the gospel,

|

among the
|
Indians.

|
Also

|
Observations on

the Language of the
|
Muhhekaneew Indians

;

I

communicated to the | Connecticut Society of

Arts and Sciences.
|
By Jonathan Edwards,

D. D.
I

New Haven, Connecticut: Printed 1788.
|

London: Reprinted, 1789, and Sold by Buck-
laud, Pater-

|
noster-row ; Dilly, Poultry; Ot-

ridge, Strand; J. Lepard,
|
No. 91, Newgate-

street ; T. Pitcher, No. 44 Barbican ; Brown,
(

on the Tolzey Bristol ; Binns, at Leeds ; and
Woolmfer, at Exeter.

First title verso advertisement and Mr. Oc-

com's preface 1 1. introduction pp. iii-iv, text

pp. 5-24; title to Edwards' Observations verso

note 1 1. preface (verso numbered v) 1 1. text

pp. 5-15, advertisement of a hymn book in

the center of the page p. 16, 8°.

Linguistics as in the first edition.

Copies seen: Boston Public, British Museum,
Brown, Congress, Lenox, Powell, Shea, Trum-
bull, Wisconsin Historical Society. Some of

these copies are separate from Occom's sermon.

At the Squier sale a copy, no. 1926, brought

30 cents.

Eeprinted in American Museum or Reposi-

tory of . . . fugitive pieces, M. Carey, editor,

vol. 5, pp. 21-25, 141-144, Philadelphia, 1789, 8°.

( Astor, British Museum, Congress, Yale.)

Observations
|
on the

|
language

|
of

the
I

Muhhekaneew Indians;
|
in which

the extent of that language in North

America is shewn
; |

its genius is gram-
matically traced : some of its peculia-

|

rities, and some instances of anology

between
|
that and the Hebrew are

pointed out.
|
Commuuicated to the

Connecticut Society of Arts and
|
Sci-

ences, and published at the request of

the Society.
|
By Jonathan Edwards,

D. D.
I
Pastor of a Church in New-Ha-

ven, and Member of the Con-
|
necticut

Society of Arts and Sciences.
|
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Edwards (J.) — Continued.

New-York :
|
printed by M. L. & W.

A. Davis.
I

IbOl.

Title verso note 1 1, preface 1 1. text pp. 5-16,

12°.

Linguistics as under previous titles.

Copies seen: BostouPublic, Congress, Pilling.

Doctor Edwards' observations on the

Mobegau language.

In Massachusetts Hist. Soc. Coll. second se-

ries, vol. 10, pp. 81-160, Boston, 1823, 8°. This

volume of the "Collections " was reprinted at

Boston in 1843.

This edition is preceded by an advertisement

signed John Pickering and dated Salem, Mass.,

May 15, 1^22, which occupies pp. 81-84.—The
contents of the Observations are the same as in

the original edition and occupy pp. 84-98.

"Notes, by the editor," occupy pp. 98-160,

the contents of which, in addition to comments
and remarks on affinities, grammatic struct-

ure, etc., are as follows:

Numerals 1-10 of the Minsi and Unami (from

Beckewelder), p. 101.

"Comparative vocabulary [45 words] of vari-

our dialects of the Lenape (or Delaware) stock

of North American languages: together with a

specimen of the Winnebago (or Nipegon) lan-

guage,"' which includes the following:

Mohegan (from Edwards), p. 136; Mohegan
(from Jenks), p. 137 ; Lenape or Delaware (from

Heckewelder)
,
p. 137; Munsee or Minsi (from

Barton), p. 138; Shawanese (from Edwards), p.

138; Shawanese (from Archajologia Ameri-

cana), p.l38; Nanticoke(from Murrayand Hecke-

welder) p. 139; Naraganset (from Williams), p.

139 ; Massachusetts (from Eliot), p. 140 ; Penob-

scot (from French missionaries' MS), p. 140;

Abnaki (from Father Erie's MS. dictionary), p.

141; St. Francis Indians (from Holmes and

Noyes), p. 141; Messisaugas (from Barton), p.

142; Algonkin (from Lahontan), p. 142; Al-

gonkin (from McKen/ie), p. 143 ; Chippeway
(from Edwards), p. 143; Chippeway (from

Long's Travels), p. 144; Knisteneaux (fromMc-

Kenzie), p. 144: Knisteneaux (from Harmon),

p. 145; Explanatory remarks on the preceding

comparative vocabulary, pp. 146-148.

Postscript. Translation of the 19th Psalm
into the Muh-he-con-nuk language, done at the

Cornwall School, under the superintendence of

Rev. John Sergeant, Missionary (from Rev. Dr.

Morse's Report on Indian Affairs), pp. 152-1.54.

Index of Mohegan and other Indian words,

explained in Edwards' Observations, pp. 155-

157.

Index of the principal matters in Edwards'
Observations and the editor's notes, pp. 158-160.

This reprint was also published as a separate

paper, repaged and with addition of title-page,

but otherwise unchanged, as follows:

Observations
|
on the

|
language

|

of the
I

Muhhekaneew Indians. | By-

Edwards (J.) —Continued.
Jonathan Edwards, D. D.

|
A new edi-

tion:
I

with notes,
|
by

|
John Picker-

ing.
I
As published in the Massachu-

setts historical collections.
|

Boston :
|

printed by Phelps and Farn-
ham. 1 1823.

Title verso blank 1 1. advertisement to the

present edition pp. 3-6, reprint of Edwards'

Observations pp. 6-20, notes by the editor pp.

20-56, comparative vocabulary pp. 57-67, ex-

planatory remarks pp. 68-73, postscript pp.

74-76, indexes pp. 77-82, 8°.

Linguistics as under next preceding title.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Fames.

According to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 21972,

there was an edition Boston, Little, Brown &
CO. 1843.

At the Squier sale, no. 319, a half-morocco,

gilt-top copy of an 1843 edition sold for $2.37.

The Works |
of

[
Jonathan Edwards,

D. D.
I

late president of Union College.

I

With a
I

memoir of his life and char-

acter,
I

by
I

Tryon Edwards. | In two
volumes.

|
Vol. I[-II].

!

Andover :
|

printed and published by
Allen, Morrill& Wardwell.

|
New York:

Dayton and Newman.
|
Philadelphia:

Henry Perkins.
|
Boston: Crocker and

Brewster,
|

Gould, Kendall and Lincoln,

Tappan and Dennett,
j
Hartford : Tyler

and Porter. |
1642.

2 vols. : frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright

1 1. preface pp. iii-iv, contents pp. v-vii, memoir

pp. ix-Ix, text pp. 1-518, 11. ; title verso copy-

right 1 1. contents pp. iii-vii, half-title 1 1, text

pp. 11-548, general index pp. 549-556, 8°.

Observations on the language of the Muhhe-
kaneew Indians, vol. 1, pp. 469-480.

Copies seen : Congress.

Another edition : Boston, 1850, 2 vols, 8°. (*)

Jonathan Edwards, jr., theologian, second

son of Jonathan, sr., born in Northampton,

Mass., 26 May, 1745, died in Schenectady, N.

Y., 1 Aug., 1801. When he was six years old

the family removed to Stockbridge, at that

time almost solely inhabited by Indians. Here

he became so proficient in the Indian language

as to surpass in the thoroughness of his schol-

arship all other Anglo-Americans of that day.

As it was his father's wish that he should be-

come a missionary to the aborigines, he was

sent, in 1755, to the Rev. Gideon Hawley, who
was stationed on the Susquehanna River, to

learn the dialect of the Oneidas. In conse-

quence of the breaking out of war between

England and France, in which the colonies

were involved, young Edwards remained there

only six months, and acquired but an imperfect

knowledge of the language,—Appleton's Cyclop,

of Am. Biog.
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Sichthal (Gustav d'). Etudes sur I'bis-

toire primitive des races oc^aniennes,

et am^ricaines, par Gustav D'Eichthal,

secr^taire-adjoiut de la Soci6t6 ethno-

logique.

In Soci6t6 Ethnologique, M^moires, vol. 2,

pp. 151-320, Paris, 18*5, 8°.

Neuvi^me 6tude, Rapports entre quelques

langues am^ricaines etle copte, relates in large

parttothe"langiie 16nap6-algonquin,"ancl con-

tains vocabularies of that language (princi-

pally from Duponceau) on pp. 280, 281, 283-284,

286.

EkristOTvarsists Jesus Christ [Black-

foot]. See Legal (E).

Elder (William). The Aborigines ofNova
Scotia.

In N'ortlx American Review, vol.112, pp. 1-

30, New York, 1871, 8°.

Terms and fragments of song in Micmac,
passim.

Elekup nihillalquonk [Delaware]. See

Zeisberger (D.)

Eliot (John). [A primer or catechism in

the Massachusetts Indian language.

Cambridge : printed by Samuel Green.

1654?] (*)

The earliest printed book in the Massachu-
setts Indian language of which any record has

been found. No copy is known to be extant.

In a letter to Mr. Winslow, dated July 8th,

1649, Mr. Eliot wrote concerning the Indians :

" I do very much desire to translate some parts

of the Scriptures into their language, and to

print some Primer in their language wherein to

initiate and teach them to read, which some of

the men do much a.lso desire ; and printing such

a thing will be troublesome and chargable, and
I having yet but little skill in their language

(having little leasure to attend it by reason of

my continual attendance on my Ministry in our

own Church) I must have some Indians, and it

may be other help continually about me to try

and examine Translations, which I look at as a

sacred and holy work, and to be regarded with

much fear, care, and reverence ; and all this is

chargable therefore I look at that as a special

matter on which cost is to be bestowed, if the

Lord provide means, for I have not means ofmy
own for it. " Again, on the 21st of October, 1650,

lie wrote :
" for their own Language we have no

Tjook ; my desire therefore is to teach them all

to write, and read written hand, and thereby

with pains taking, they may have some of the

Scriptures in their own Language ; I have one

already who can write, so that I can read his

writing well, and he (with some paines and
leaching) can read mine."

The native here referred to was without

doubt Job Nesutan, who had taken the place

of the Long Island Indian, Eliot's first in-
j

atructor in the language. He is mentioned by .

Eliot (J.)— Continued.
Gookin in the History of the Christian Indians

as follows: "In this expedition [July, 1675]

one of our principal soldiers of the praying In-

dians was slain, a valiant and stout man,

named Job Nesutan ; he was a very good lin-

guist in theEnglish tongue, and was Mr. Eliot's

assistant and interpreter in his translations of

the Bible, and other books of the Indian lan-

guage."

Another letter of Eliot's, dated April 28th,

1651, relates that "it hath pleased God this

winter much to inlarge the abilitie of him
whose helpe I use in translating the Scriptures,

which I account a great furtherance of that

which I most desire, namely, to communicate

unto them as much of the Scriptures in their

owne language as I am able. Besides, it hath

pleased God to stir up the hearts of many of

them this winter to learn to read and write,

wherein they doe very much profit with a very

little help, especially some of them, for they

are very ingenious. And whereas I had
thought that we must have an Englishman to

be their Schoole-Master, I now hope that the

Lord will raise up some of themselves, and en-

able them unto that work, with my care to

teach them well in the reason of the sounds of

Letters and spelling, I trust in the Lord that

wee shall have sundry of them able to read and

write, who shall write every man for himselfe

so much of the Bible as the Lord shall please

to enable me to Translate." In the latter part

of the same year (1651). he wrote in another

letter: "And thus we order the Schoole: The
Master daily prayelh among his Schollers, and

instructeth them in Catechisme, for which
purpose I have compiled a short Catechisme,

and wrote it in the Masters Book, which he

can read, and teach them ; and also all the Cop-

pies he setteth his Schollers when he teacheth

them to write, are the Questions and Answers
of the Catechisme, that so the children may be

the more prompt and ready therein : we aspire

to no higher learning yet, but to spell, read,

and write that so they may be able to write

for themselves such Scriptures as I have al-

ready, or hereafter may. (by the blessing of

God) translate for them for I have no hope to

see the Bible Translated, much lesse Printed

in my dayes. Therefore my chiefe care is to

communicate as much of the Scriptures as I

can by writing."

The Commissioners ofthe United Colonies, in

a letter to Mr. Winslow, dated "Boston this

24th of September 1653," wrote: "M"" Eliot is

preparing to print a Cattichisme of the Indian

langwige which wee shall further (as wee may)
by disbursing the charge of paper and print-

ing out of the stock but by some due allow-

ance shall Indeavor to Incurrage Thomas
Stanton to assist in the worke ; whoe is the

most able Interpretor wee haue in the coun-

trey for that Langwige that the worke may bee

the more pfectly carried on ; "Wee haue ad-

uised M' Eliot Etcet: that if heerafter they
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publish anythinge about the worke of God
vpon the lodians they send it to the Corpora-

tion and leaue the dedication to them which

wee hope wilbee attended." They also re-

solved that " It is left to the two Commission-

ers for the Massachusets to glue order for the

printing of fine hundred or a Thousand Cate-

chismes in the Indian langwige and to allow

paper and the Charge of printing ; and that the

worke may bee carried on the more exactly

and to better Satisfaction It is ordered that

Thomas Stanton's healpbee used in the same."

One year later, on the 25th of September, 1654,

they wrote to the Corporation in London

;

"one Cattachesme is alreddy printed and M"^

Person is preparing another to sute these

southwest ptes where the languige differs from

theires who Hue about the Massacheuesetts."

It appears that Mr. Eliot did not avail himself

of Stanton's knowledge of the Indian tongue,

as suggested by the Commissioners, for on the

18th of September, 1654, they wrote to him

:

" Wee desired that Thomas Stanton's help

might haue been vsed in the Cattachisme

printed and wish that noe Inconvenience bee

found through the want thereof; And shall

DOW advise that before you proceed in Trans-

lating the Scriptures or any pte of them you
Improue the best healjtes the Countrey af-

foards for the Indian Languige that if it may
bee these southwest Indians (some of whome
as wee are now Informed desire healp both for

Reading and to bee Instructed in the things

of God and Christ) may vnderstand and haue

the benifltt of what is printed."

Seven years after the appearance of this edi-

tion a new impression was begun, as follows

:

—- [A primer or catecliism in the Mas-

sacliusetts Indian langurge. Second

impression.

Cambridge : printed by Samuel Green

and Marmaduke Johnson. 1662.] (*)

The Commissioners of the United Colonies

wrote from Plymouth to Mr. Richard Hutchin-

son and Mr "William Ashurst, in England,

September 12, 1661 : "By the account you will

find wee haue remaining 414?&:4: 4 stocke a

great part wherof wilbee expended in print-

ing the bible and a new Impression of a Cati-

chisme." They also wrote to Mr. Usher in

Boston, September 13th, 1661 : "Alsoe wee pray

you take order for the printing of a t. ousand

coppyes of Mr. Elliotts Catichismes which wee
vnderstand are much wanting amongst the In-

dians ; which being finished Receiue from the

presse and dispose of them according to order

abouesaid." The account presented to the

Commissioners by Mr. Usher in September,

1662, contains a charge; "To printing 1500

Cattachismes," 151. Another reference to the

book occurs in the account of disbursements

sent by the Commissioners to England, Septem-

ber 13th, 1667, as follows: "To Indian bibles

Eliot (J.)— Continued.
primers deliuered to Mr. Elliott and Mr. lohn
Cotton and to ScoUers," 21. 10s. 2d.

No copy of this edition is known to be extant.

The following note by Br. Trumbull on the
edition of 1662 requires a slight correction:

"The cost of printing, at this period, was
about £2. 10 per sheet, for 1000 copies (exclusive

of paper, which was supplied by the Corpora-

tion), and this would not be increased more
than twenty per cent, (to £3) by the press-work
on 500 additional copies. At £3 per sheet, the

Catechism must have required five sheets (80

pages sm. 8vo.), to bring the cost of the edition

to £15. This agrees nearly with the charge of

paper for printing the first edition in 1654;

when 'for the two Catechisms,' Eliot's and
Peirson's, Green used 30 reams. iN'ot more
than 14J reams was required for Peirson's

(4| sheets per copy, edition of 1500), leaving

at least 15J for Eliot's or sufficient for a small

8vo. of 70 to 75 pages." The reference here to

the edition of 1654 must be a mistake. The ac-

count of Samuel Green, the printer, which con-

tains the entries "for printing two Catta-

chismes 30 Reame," and "for printing the

Bible 368 Reame," was rendered in September,

1663, and the catechisms referred to were
without doubt Pierson's of 1658, and the second

impression of Eliot's made in 1662.

[ ] The
I

Indian Primer
; |

or,
|
The

wayof training up of our
|
Indian Youth

in the good
]
knowledgeof God, inthe

|

knowledge of the Scriptures
|
and in

an ability to Reade.
|
Composed by J.

E.
I

2 Tim. 3 14, 15. Qut ken nag-
|

wutteansh nish nahtuhtauanish ] kah
pohkontamanish, waheadt

|
noh nah-

tuhtauonadt
[
15. Kah wutch kum-

mukkiesuin-
|
neat kcowahteo wunnee-

tupana- 1 tamwe wussukwhongash^ &c.
|

Cambridge, Printed [by Marmaduke
Johnson] 1669. (*)

64 unnumbered leaves, 32°. Signatures A,

B, C, and D in sixteens. In the Massachusetts

Indian language. See the fac-simile of the title-

page.

The first leaf, recto blank, contains on the

verso a cut of the royal arms. The title, sur-

rounded by an ornamental border, is on the-

recto of the second leaf, on the verso of which,,

also surrounded by a border, and between twc
horizontal rules, is the following text in five

lines : Prov. 22.6.
|

"Jfehtuhpeh peisses ut
|

mayut ne woh ayont:
|
kah kehchisuit matta

pish
I

wunnukkodtumooun [i. e. "Train up a

child in the way he should go : and when he is

old, he will not depart from it "J. The recto

of the third leaf, which is marked A3, has a bor-

der of small fieur-de-lis shaped ornaments, and

contains two alphabets, small and capital, the

five "UnnoQtoowaash" or vowels, and the nine
" Neesontoowaash " or diphthongs. Spelling
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FAC-SIMILES FROM THE PRIMER OF 1687. (?)
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lessons of one syllable begin on the verso of

the third leaf and end on the verso of the

fourth, followed on the same page by short

reading lessons, which end on the verso of the

fifth leaf. "The first reading lesson," Dr.

Trumbull remarks, "tells us (in Indian) what
was the course of instruction in the Indian

schools." It says: ""Wise doing to read Cate-

chism. First, read Primer. Next, read Re-

pentance Calling (i. e. Baxter's Call). Then
read Bible." " The Lords Prayer," in English,

fills the recto of the sixth leaf, with the same in

Indian on the verso. The Lord's Prayer ex-

pounded, in questions and answers, begins on

the recto of the seventh leaf and ends ou the

verso of the ninth, " The Ancient Creed," in

English, begins on the verso of the ninth leaf,

and ends on the recto of the tenth. The same

in Indian begins on the recto of the tenth leaf

and ends on the recto of the eleventh. The
Creed expounded, in questions and answers,

begins on the recto of the eleventh leaf, and

ends on the verso. The recto of the twelfth

leaf begins with the "Degrees of Christian

Duties for several estates, collected out of the

holy Scripture," which end on the recto of the

twenty-fourth leaf (B8). "The large Cate-

chism," in six chapters, with the caption " Cat-

echizaonk," begins on the recto of the twenty-

fourth leaf and ends on the recto of the fifty-

eighth (DIO). The Ten Commandments are

included in the second chapter. "A short Cat-

echism," wdth th^ caption "Peamesik Kate-

chizaonk," begins on the! recto of the fifty-

eighth leaf and ends ou the verso of the fifty-

ninth with "Finis." "The Numeral Letters

and Figures, which serve for the ready finding

of any Chapter, Psalm and Verse in the Bible,

or elsewliere," in roman and arable, from 1 to

150, with their names in English, fill the next

six pages, beginning on the recto of the six-

tieth leaf and ending on the verso of the sixty-

second. " The Names and Order of the Books
of the Old and New Testament," in English,

begin on the recto of the sixty-third leaf and
end on the verso with "Finis." The sixty-

fourth leaf, verso blank, contains on the recto

the same cut of the royal arms that appears on

the first leaf.

The text is in Indian throughout, the only

portions in English being the title, the Lord's

Prayer, the Ancient Creed, the introductory

heading to the "Degrees of Christian Duties,"

the running headings to the pages, and the lists

of numerals and books of the bible at the end.

The only copy 1 nown is in the library of the

University of Edinburgh. It bears an inscrip-

tion on the blank leaf: "Gifted to the Library
by Mr Jo. kirton, Aprile 19, 1675." The above
title is from a photographic fac-simile, liere-

with reprodiiced,which was furnished me by th e

librarian, the late Dr. John Small. The colla-

tion and description of the contents have been
made from Dr. Small's reprint, which is an ex-

act reproduction of the original work, page for

page and line for line.

ALG 9

Eliot (J.)— Continued.

[The Indian primer.

Cambridge: printed by Samuel Green.

1687?]

On the 29th of August, 1686, Mr. Eliot wrote

to the Hon. Kobert Boyle: "My humble re-

quest to your honour is, that we may again re-

impose the primer and catechism ; for though
the last impression be not quite spent, yet

quickly they will ; and I am old, ready to be

gone, and desire to leave as many books as I

can."

In the library of the Massachusetts Histo-

rical Society is a copy of Eliot's primer, in the

Massachusetts Indian language, supposed to

be unique, which may be of this edition. It is

without title, name of place or printer, and also

without date, but appears to have been com-

plete in forty leaves, signatures A, B, C, D, and
E in eights. Size of the leaf, 3^ inches high by
nearly 2J inches wide. In contents it seems to

agree closely with the edition of 1669, as far as

it goes, for the "Degrees of Christian Duties"
and the names of the books of the bible are

omitted. The additions comprise a few refer-

ences to bible texts under sooieof the answers.

The first six leaves and the recto of the seventh

are unpaged, but on the verso of the latter the

"flumbering begins withl, and continues in that

order, the odd numbers on the left-hand side

and the even numbers on the right, to the verso

of the thirty-seventh leaf, which is marked 61,

and followed by five more pages unnumbered.

The first signature (marked A) is complete, and
contains on the recto of the first leaf, instead

of a title, merely the following bible text in five

lines between two horizontal rules, the whole

surrounded by a border composed of acorn-

shaped and other ornaments, similar to the bor-

der around the title of the Indian bible of 1685:

Prov. 22. 6. I
Nehtuhpeh peisses ut

|
mayut ne

woh ayont kah
|
kehchisuit matta pish

| wun-
nukkodtumuoon. See the fac-simile. The
lower part of this leaf is slightly imperfect.

On the blank verso was written, according to

Dr. Trumbull, in the hand of Rev. Thomas
Prince :

" Mr. B. Green says, composed by Mr.

Eliot, & Print'i atCamb.ab' 1684." The only

parts of the inscription now to be seen are the

words: " Prin"* at Camb ab' 1684." The recto

of the second leaf, which has a border of small

fleur-de-lis shaped ornaments, contains three

alphabets, small, capital, and italic, follDwed by
the five

. " Unnont waash " or vowels, and the

nine "Neesontoo waash "or diphthongs. Seethe

fac-simile. The verso of this leaf and the recto

of the third contain spelling lessons of one syl-

lable, with short reading lessons on the verso

of the third leaf. These lessons contain the

references to Baxter's CaK and the bible, which

are mentioned in the note to the primer of

1669. "The Lords Prayer," in English above

and in Indian below, fills the recto of the fourth

leaf. The Lord's Prayer expounded, in ques-

tions and answers, begins on the verso of the>
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fourth leaf, and ends on the recto of the sixth.

"The Ancient Creed," in English, begins on

the recto of the sixth leaf and ends on the

verso. The same in Indian begins on the verso

ot the sixth leaf and ends on the recto of the

seventh. The Ancient Creed expounded, in

questions and answers, begins on the recto of

the seventh leaf and ends on the verso, which is

paged 1.
'

' The large Catechism, " with the cap-

tion "Catechizaonk," commences on page 1

(the verso of the seventh leaf) and ends on

page 59 (the verso of the thirty-sixth leaf).

See the fac-similes of pages 1 and 2. The whole
of signature B, comprising pages 4-19, is lack-

ing in this copy. "A short Catechism" fills

pages GO and 61, ending on the next (unnum-

bered) page with "Finis." "The Numeral
Letters and Figures." etc., in roman and ara-

ble, from 1 to 150, fill the last four pages, be-

ginning on the verso of the thirty-eighth leaf

and ending with " Finis" on the recto of the

fortieth leaf, verso blank. The only portions

in English are the Lord's Prayer, the Ancient

Creed, the running headings to the pages, and

the introductory heading to the numerals.

The quotation in Indian from Proverbs 22. 6,

which appears on the first leaf, is also found in

the primer of 1669, on the verso of the title.

Another Indian primer, differing almost* en-

tirely in contents, was printed at Boston in

1720, and again probably twenty years later.

For a description of these two editions, which
are sometimes wrongly ascribed to Eliot, see

Indiane primer.

The
I

Indian primer;
|
or, \ The way

of training up of our Indian Youth in
|

the good knowledge of God. | By John
Eliot.

!
Reprinted from the original

edition of 1669.
|
With an introduction

by
I

John Small, M. A.,
|
Librarian,

University of Edinburgh.
|

Edinburgh: Andrew Elliot.
|
1877.

Title 1 leaf on the verso of which are the

words " Printed by Turnbull & Spears, Edin-

burgh," introduction pp. i-xl, reprint of the

1669 primer, nearly in fac-simile, 64 unnum"
bered leaves, 16°.

In a letter to the compiler of this bibliog-

raphy, dated from Edinburgh, March 1 2, 1886,

Dr. Small says: "In my printed volume the

title page of the primer was imitated, as nearly

as possible, with the types in his stock, by the

printer who got it up for me.

"

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Fames,

Lenox, Powell, Trumbull,

The
I

Indian Primer
; |

or,
|
The way

of training up of our Indian Youth in
|

the good knowledge of God. 1669.
|

By John Eliot,
|
To which is Prefixed

|

The Indian Covenanting Confession.
|

Reprinted from the Originals in the

Eliot (J.) — Continued.

Library of
\
the University of Edin-

burgh.
I
With an introduction | By

John Small, M. A., F. S. A. Scot.
|

[Small printer's ornament.]
|

. Edinburgh: Andrew Elliot.
|
1880.-

Title 1 leaf on the verso of which are the

words "Turnbull & Spears, Printers, Edin-

burgh," introduction pp. i-xl, half-title of " The
Indian covenanting confession " 1 leaf verso

blank, introduction to the same pp. xliii-xlvi, re-

print of the same pp. xlvii-liv, folded pho-

to-lithographic fac-simile of the original broad-

side containing the "Christian Covenanting
Confession" verso blank, reprint of the 1669

primer, nearly in fac-simile, 64 unnumbered
leaves, 16°.

The original introduction of forty pages and
the sixty-four leaves of the primer are from the

edition of 1877, without being reprinted.

Copies seen : Congress, Dunbar, Eames, Mas-
sachusetts Historical Society, National Mu-
seum, Pilling, Trumbull.

[The Assembly's shorter catechism,

translated into the Massachusetts In-

dian language.] (*)

On the 30th of November, 1663, Richard
Baxter wrote to Eliot: "Methinks the Assem-

blies Catechism should be next the holy Script-

ures, most worthy of your Labours." In the

narrative entitled The Present State of New-
England, printed at London in 1675, "the
Assemblies Catechism" is mentioned with

other books translated by Mr, Eliot and
printed in the Indian language. Increase

Mather, in his letter to Dr. Leusden in 1687,

also mentions the Assembly's catechism as one
which the Indian children learned by heart.

No copy of this translation has been found.

It seems that Mr, Eliot translated several

catechisms into the Indian language. Ac-
cording to Daniel Gookin, "he framed two cate-

chisms in the Indian tongue, containing the prin-

ciples of the christian religion ; a lesser for chil-

dren, and a larger for older persons." The same
writer also mentions "Indian catechisms, a
grammar, primer," and other works, as having

been translated by Mr. Eliot, and printed at

the expense of the Corporation. In another

place Gookin relates that "Indian bibles,

primers, catechisms, and other books, trans-

lated into the Indian language," were carried

for distribution by the Christian Indians who
started from Natick, about the year 1672, on a

missionary expedition to the southern tribes.

The following passage in Mr, Eliot's letter to

the Hon. Eobert Boyle, dated August 29, 1686,

may also refer lo a catechism" separate from

the primer: "My humble request to your
honour is, that we may again reimpose the

primer and catechism ; for though the last im-

pression be not quite spent, yet quickly they

will ; and I am old, ready to be gone, and desire

to leave as many books as I can."
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[The six principles of religion, by

the Eev. William Perkins, translated

into the Massachusetts Indian lan-

guage.] C)
According to Dr. Trumbull, "One of the

catecliisms translated by Eliot—probably much
abridged—was the Kev. William Perkins's

Foundation of the Christian Religion, gathered

into Sixe Principles. Increase ]yiather, in his

letter to Dr. Leusden, in 1687, mentioned that

'many of the Indian children had learned by
beart the catechism, either of that famous di-

vine. William Perkins, or that put forth by the

Assembly of Divines at "Westminster.' Peir-

son borrowed much from the Six Principles for

his Quiripi catechism." In another place he

adds : "Experience Mayhew, in a notice of an

Indian convert who died at Martha's Vineyard,

in 1717, says: 'Mr. Perkins's Six Principles of

Religion, having been translated into the Indian

tongue, was what she took great delight in

reading.' {Indian Converts, p. 168.) ISTo copy

of this translation has been discovered, and it

is not certain, from Mayhew's mention of it,

that it was printed.''''

[The book of Genesis, translated into

the Massachusetts Indian language.

Cambridge : printed by Samuel Green.

1655?] {*)

This was probably Eliot's second publication

in the Indian language. No copy has been

found. In a letter to Thomas Thorowgood,

dated June 18, 1653, he thus refers to the prog-

ress of his work in translating the bible: "I
have had a great longing desire (if it were the

will of God) that our Indian Language might

be sanctified by the Translation of the holy

Scriptures into it . . . but I fear it will not be

obtained in ray dayes. I cannot stick to the

work, because of my necessary attendance to

my ministerie in Roxbury, and among the In-

dians, at sundry places, and the multiplied

work, which in that kind ariseth upon me,

and yet through the blessing of the Lord, I

have this Winter translated the whole book of

the P.salms . . . While I live, if God please to

assist me, I resolve to follow the work of trans-

lating the Scriptures." In 1654, he mentions

his interpreter, "whom I have used in Trans-

lating a good part of the Holy Scriptures."

One year later, in a letter dated August 16,

1C55, he wrote of the Indians: "That which I

now most follow, is, first the spreading of the

Gospel into more remote places . . . The second

thing attended, is the Civilizing of tbem . . .

The third thing is the Printing of the Bible in

their Language, Genesis is Printed, and we are

upon Matthew, but our progresse is slow, and
hands short." The Commissioners of the

United Colonies replied to a letter of Mr. Eliot's,

dated August 29, 1655, as follows: "the Com-
issioners never forbade you to Translate the

Scriptures for preachJng or for any other vse

Eliot (J. ) — Continued.
either of youer owne or of youer hearers but

advised that what you ment to print or sett

forth vpon the Corporation Charge might be

donn with such Consideration of the Language
and Improueraentof the best healpes to be had

therein that as much as may bee the Indians in

all ptes of New England might share in the

benifltt; which wee feare they can not soe well

doe by what you haue alreddy printed."

For other references to this edition, see the

note to the following title.

[The gospel of Matthew, translated

into the Massachusetts Indian lan-

guage.

Cambridge : printed by Samuel Green.

1655.]

*

(^)

Eliot's letter dated August 16, 1655, already

referred to under the preceding title, contains

the earliest mention of this book: " Genesis is

Printed, and we are upon Matthew, but our

progresse is slow, and hands short." It is also

mentioned in his letter to Mr. Richard Floyd,

dated from Roxbury, December 28, 1658, as fol-

lows :
" Yet those pieces that were printed, viz.

Genesis and Matthew, I had sent to such as I

thought had best skill in the language, and in-

treated their animadversions, but I heard not

of any faults they found," And in a postscript

to the same letter: "They have none of the

Scriptures printed in their own Language, save

Genesis, and Matthew, and a few Psalmea in

Meeter." No copy is known to be extant.

[A few psalms in metre, translated

into the Massachusetts Indian lan-

guage.

Cambridge : printed by Samuel Green.

1658?]
"

(*)

Of this little book no copy has been found.

It was mentioned as one of the three portions of

Scripture which had been printed—"Genesis,

and JIatthew, and a few Psalmes in Meeter "

—

in Eliot's postscript to his letter of December
28, 1858, quoted in the note to the preceding

title. In the treasurer's account presented to

the Commissioners at Hartford in September,

1659, was a charge of 40Z., "To Mr. Green for

printing the Psalmes and Mr. Pierson's Cati-

chisme." At the next meeting in September,

1660, it was resolved that "The Comissioners

for the Massachusetts are desired and Impow-
ered to accoumpt with Mr. Green for the forty

pounds payed him for printing Mr. Peirson's

Cattachisme and the Psalmes."

Mr. Eliot had made a translation of some of

the psalms into Indian metre as early as 1651.

In a letter written by the Rev. John Wilson,

October 27, 1651, is an account of one of the In-

dian meetings, in which it is related that " the

Indian School-Master read out of his Book one

of the Psalmes in meeter, line by line, trans

lated by Mr. Eliot into Indian, all the men and
women, &c. singing the same together in one of

our ordinary English tunes melodiously."
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[ ] Christiane OOnoowae Sampoo-

waouk.

Second column: The same in Eng-

lish.
I
A Christian Covenanting Can-

fession \_sic'].

[Cambridge: printed by Samuel

Green? 166-?] (*)

1 page, verso blank, printed in two columns,

Massachusetts Indian and English, with a line

of 55 small ornaments at the top, 4°.

The text measures nearly 6§ by 5J inches,

which is au inch wider than the text of a page

of the Indian bible. It is printed with the same

kind of type that was used for the bible. Each
column is divided by a line rule into two parts.

The upper or smaller divisions contain, in In-

dian on the left-hand side and in English on the

right, articles of belief numbered 1- to 9, with

references to bible texts. The third article,

which was enlarged in the English column of

the edition described below, reads as follows in

this edition: "3 He made Adam to rule this

Lower world. Gen. i. 26, 27." The lower di-

visions contain additional articles and the

church covenant, in eight paragraphs, of which

the first five only are numbered. The covenant

begins thus: "5. For these causes, wee that

dwell in this Towne called are gladly

willing to bind our selves to God, to Kemember
the Sabbath day to keep it holy, so long as we
live," etc.

The copy here described is in the library of

the University of Edinburgh, and is supposed

to be unique. On the lower margin below the

text, is the following inscription in the hand-

writing of the Rev. William Trail, minister of

Borthwick: "This Indian Confession & Cove-

nant of the Converts in New-England was
brought from thence in the year 1690 & after-

wards gifted to the Bibliotheek of the CoUedge

of Ed'r (my alma mater) by W. Trail." The
other side of the leaf contains the indorsement:

"Indian Confession of Faith in N"ew England,

given be Mr. Trail, Min., Borthwick, 1699."

The whole is reprinted on pages xlvii-liv of

the introduction to the second edition of Dr.

John Small's reprint of Eliot's Indian primer

of 1669, Edinburgh, 1880, preceded by an ac-

count of its history and a biographical sketch

of the Rev. Mr. Trail, and accompanied by a

full-sized photo-lithographic fac-simile of the

original broadside, from which the above de-

scription has been made. The fac-simile given

herewith is copied from an electrotype kindly

furnishedme by Dr. Small. Inreproducingitby

another process the size of the sheet has been

made a little smaller than the original.

The year inwhich the covenanting confession

was first printed is jiot known with certainty.

According to Dr. Trumbull, "The first Indian

church was gathered in 1660, at Natick; but

Mr. Eliot had proposed the admission of the

Indian converts to church estate, eight or

nine years before this. Some peculiarities of

Eliot (J.) — Continued.
orthography in the Indian version of this ' cov-

enanting confession' seem to indicate that it

was printed before the Bible. It is alluded to

by Cotton Mather (Magnalia, ni. 3. p. 178):

'Unto the general engagements of a covenant

with God which it was his desire to bring the

Indians into, he added a particular article,

wherein they bind themselves mehquontamu-
nat Sabbath, pahketeaunat tohsohke pomanta-
mog, i. e., to remember the Sabbath-day, ta

keep it holy, as long as we live.'" In the

Memorial History of Boston Mr. Trumbull
adds :

" Probably it was printed before—hut

not long before—the gathering of the first In-

dian church at Natick, in 1660."

[ ] Christiane OOnoowae Sampoo-
waonk.

Second column : The same in Eng-
lish.

I
A Christian Covenanting Con-

fession.

[Cambridge: printed by Samuel
Green? 167-?]

1 page, verso blank, printed in two columns,

Massachusetts Indian and English, with a

line of 52 small ornaments at the top, 4°.

This seems to be a later edition, as it con-

tains several slight changes and a few addi-

tional words and Scripture references. The
third article in the upper division of the En-
glish column was made to read as follows : "3.

He made Adam to Rule this Lower world, he

being made perfectly Righteous. Gen. I. 26,

27."

The only copy known of this edition, which
is in the Congregational Library at Boston,

lacks a small portion of the lower right-hand,

corner. The fac-simile given herewith is from a.

heliotype, made a few years ago, in the posses-

sion of the compiler ofthis bibliography, and is^

probably slightly reduced in size.
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130 printed leaves without page numbers, and

2 blank leaves, in the following order: 1 blank

leaf, the title of the new testament In English

on 1 leaf verso blank, the dedication of the new
testament to Charles II. in 2 leaves, the title of

the new testament in Indian on 1 leaf verso

blank, Matthew to Revelation in 126 leaves,

and 1 blank leaf at the end, 4°. Signatures A,

A (repeated), B, C, D, E, F, G, II, I, K, L, Aa,

Bb, Co, Dd, Ee, Ff, Gg, Hh, li, Kk, LI, Mm,
]S^n, Oo, Pp, Qq, Rr, Ss, Tt, Uu, and Xx, all in

fours. Matthew begins on the second A2, and

Revelation ends on Xx3. In the Massachusetts

Indian language. See the facsimiles of the two

title-pages.

It is worthy of remark that the Indian title

is dated 16G1, the year in which the new testa-

ment was finished at the press. At that time

it was generally the custom, when the title was
on a leaf of the first sheet of the text, as this

one is, to give it the date of the year in which
the printing was begun. If the gospel of Mat-

thew was first put in type, instead of the gospel

of John (which begins a new set of signatures

with Aa), then the title may have been origin-

ally printed with the date of 1659 or 1660, the

year of its commencement, and afterwards re-

printed with the whole sheet for particular rea-

sons. However that may be, in all the copies

which I have examined, this title appears to be

on the original first leaf of signature A, and

not an insertion in place of a canceled leaf.

Dr. Trumhull must be mistaken in liis state-

ment, that "the English title and the Epistle,

printed on a sheet of which the first leaf was
left blank, were inserted between the first

(blank) and second leaves of the first sheet as

originally printed,—and the signature A3 is

repeated." In all the copies examined, and of

which good descriptions have been obtained,

the English title and dedication are not inserted

between any of the leaves of the first sheet, but

are placed before it; and the first leaf of " the

first sheet as originally printed" can not be

properly called a blank leaf, as it contains the

Indian title, and is blank only on the verso.

By a typographical error, the page headings of

chapters 21 and 24 of the gospel of Luke, on the

recto of leaves L2 and L4, were wrongly printed

"Chap. 10" and "Chap. 15," as in both of the

Lenox copies of the separate issue. Other vari-

ations are found in copies bound with the old

testament and metrical psalms. In most copies

of the bible with the English general title and
dedication, the diamond-shaped figure is found

on the Indian title of the new testament, and
the errors occur in the page headings of Luke
on L2 and L4. In a few dedication copies of the

bible, which have the same errata in the page

headings of Luke, the diamond figure is omitted

in the Indian new testament title, the space

between the two lines being blank. See the

fac-similes. In other respects the two titles are

ao much alike that they appear to have been

printed from the same type, without resetting.
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Some bibles with the general title in Indian

only, and with the diamond figure on the Indian,

new testament title, have the page headings of

Luke 21 and 24 correctly printed. Mr. O'Cal-

laghan {List of Editions of the Holy Scriptures

. . . printed in America, p. 2) has called

attention to the fact that "each verse forms a

distinct paragraph until we come to Luke xv.

(verso of K3) ; between that and the end of the

Gospel, more than one, sometimes six verses

are crowded occasionally into a paragraph, in

order apparently to close that gospel and sig. L
at the same time," It is probable that sheets

A to L (Matthew to Luke) were printed by
Green alone, and that Johnson began the gospel

of John with sheet Aa, before the printing of

Genesis had been commenced. For remarks
on the typography and other features of the

work, see the note to the whole bible of 1663.

The above translation of the Indian title is from

Dr. Trumbull's Origin and Early Progress of

Indian Missions in New England.

In a letter to Mr. Richard Floyd, the treas-

urer of the Corporation in England, dated

from Roxbury, December 28th, 1658, Mr.

Eliot wrote as follows: "I shall not trouble

you with any thing at present save this one

businesse of moment, touching the Printing

of the Bible in the Indian Language, touch-

ing which businesse sundry of the Elders did

petition unto the Commissioners, moving
them to further it, as a principall means of

promoting Religion among them. And God
so guided (without mans contrivance) that

I was there when it came in. They moved
this doubt whether the Translation I had

made was generally understood? to which I

answered, that upon my knowledge it was
understood as farre as Conecticot: for there

I did read some part of my Translation be-

fore many hundred English Witnesses, and
the Indians manifested that they did under-

stand what I read, perfectly, in respect of

the language, they further questioned whether
I had expressed the Translation in true

language? I answered that I feared after

times will find many infirmities in it, all

humane works are subject to infirmity, yet

those pieces that were printed, viz. Genesis

and Matthew, I had sent to such as I thought

had best skill in the language, and intreated

their animadversions, but I heard not of any

faults they found. When the Commissioners

ended their meeting, they did commit the

further consideration ofthis matter to our Com-
missioners, as I understand, of whom our Gov-

ernour is president. Therefore at the coming

away of this Ship, I repaired to the Governour

about it. I proposed this expedient, for the

more easie prosecution of this work, viz. that

your selves might be riioved to hire some honest

young man, who hath skill to compose, (and

the more skill in other parts of the work, the

better) send him over as your servant, pay
him there to his content, or ingage payment,
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let him serve you here in New-England at

the presse in Harvard Colledge, and work
under the Colledg Printer, in impressing the

Bible in the Indian language, and with him
send a*convenient stock of Paper to begin with-

all. The Governour was pleased to send for

Mr. ISTorton to advise in it, who came and did

heartily further it, whereupon the Governour

promised to write unto yoar selves, and pro-

pose the matter, which also I doe, and doe

earnestly intreat your assistance herein." In

a postscript he added: "They have none of

the Scriptures printed in their own Language,

save Genesis, and Matthew, and a few Psalmes

in Meeter, and I blesse the Lord they have so

much, and such as see these Notes may easily

observe that they read them, and improve
them, which putteth my soule into an earnest

longing that they might have more zeal. I

blesse the Lord, that the whole book of God is

translated into their own language, it wanteth
but revising, transcribing, and printing. Oh
that the Lord would so move, that by some
means or other it may be printed." According
to his promise, Governor Endicott wrote to

Floyd, December 28th, 1658: "I have been
moved by divers able and godly men here with

us to propound unto your pious consideration,

whether it be not needful for the better instruc-

tion of the Indians amongst us in the true

knowledge of God, to get the whole Bible of

the old and new Testament, which is already

Translated into the Indian tongue, to be

printed; Many here with us Divines and
others judge it a thing that will be acceptable

to God, and very profitable for the poor Hea-
thens. If your selves doe so esteem of it too,

it will be necessary to provide paper and letters

and such things as may further the work, as

also a Journey man Printer to be helpefull

under Mr. Greene our Printer to expedite the

work . . . Mr. Eliot will be ready at all times

to correct the sheetsas fast as they are Printed,
and deaireth nothing for his paines."

In reply to these letters, the Corporation

wrote to the Commissioners in JSTew England,
May 7th, 1659, as follows :

" As to the printing

of the bible in the Indian language; mensioned
in Mr. Endicotts letter; which wee vnder-

stand is alreddy translated into the Indian
tounge ; wee conceiue will not onely bee accept-

able vnto god; but uery proffltable to the poor
heathen and will much tend to the promotion
of the sperituail parte of this worke amongst
them ; and therfor wee offer it not onely as our
owne but as the judgment of others that the
New Testament bee first priutedin the Indian
language

; and doe desire to vnderstand by the
next what number of them you intend to haue
printed

; and how much paper the number will
take vp and that you send ouer one sheet of pa-
per which might agree with that alreddy
printed; and whether you haue matterialls

sufficient to carry on the same; aud because
wee would haue noe faile therin haue thought
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good to send you ouer a cattalogue of the mat-
terialls fitt for printing with the charge of them
according to information giuen vs; because
wee are aduertised that if any of them bee

wanting it may prejudice the finnishing Of the

worke and as for a printer if you want one wee
desire you to send vs word how hea must be

quallifyed whether a Composer or letter

printer." To this letter the Commissioners
replied, September 7th, 1659: "touching the

printing of the bible in the Indian language

being incurraged by youer selues and pressed

by Mr. Elliotts affectionate zeale which he»
hath constantly held forth for this work, wee
shall take order for the printing of the New
Testament; which being finished wee shall

therby bee the better directed in our further

proceeding therin; wee thinke to print a
thousand Coppies, and for paper and other

materialls shall depend on Mr. Ysher who©
hath vndertakin to furnish according to the

printers direction." In the treasurer's account

which accompanied this letter was an item of

80Z. 07*. 06d., "To Mr. Vsher for printing let-

ters for the bible. " Besides the type here re-

ferred to, anew printing press and other nec-

essary materials were purchased in London at

the expense of the Corporation, and sent over

to Massachusetts, where they were put under

the care of Samuel Green, the regular printer

of the college press at Cambridge.

A refereuce to the undertaking is found in

the tract entitled, A further Account of the

progress of the Gospel Amongst the Indians in

New England (London, 1660), in the introduc-

tory remarks of Joseph Caryl, dated '

' the 6th

of the first Moneth, 1659 " (i. e., March 6,1660),

as follows : "And because, as the whole Work
is great, so there are some great parts of it now
in hand, as the Printing of Davids Psalms and

the New Testament (besides an intendment of

printing of the whole Bible) in the Indian Lan-

guage."

The printing of the new testament was ac-

cordingly begun, and a specimen sheet sent to

the Corporation in England, who in a letter

dated from London, April 28, 1660, replied as

follows: "Conserning youer printing of the

New Testament in the Indian language, a sheet

wherof you have transmitted to vs, wee con-

curr with youer selues therin, and doe approue

of that prouision you haue made for printing

the same conceiueing and offering as our judg-

ments that it is better to print filteeu hundred

then but a thousand ; hopeing that by incur-

rageraent from Sion CoUidge, with whom wee

haue late conference, you may bee enabled to

print fifteen hundred of the ould Testament

likewise; knowing that the foundation of true

religion is from the bible the ould and new

Testament and that the furtherance therof is

of principle consernment ; and further consid-

ering the mutablenes of the times and the

liues of those whose hartes are stired vp in

that worke especially Mr. Elliott whoe wee
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heare hath translated the whole bible into

the Indian language ; wee haue out of our

desire to further a worke of soe great con-

sernment haueing hopes that somthinge wil-

bee collected in particulare with Relation to

the printing of the ould Tesfament agreed with

an able Printer for three yeares vpon the

tearmes and conditions enclosed and vnder-

standing by Mr, Vshers agent that there is

nothing wanting except paper wee haue sent

an hundred and four reames of euery sume the

sheet that is nowsentouerto vs is of; That soe

there might bee nothinge to hinder the dispatch

of the whole bible hopeing that both presses

being imployed and all other busines layed

aside that might hinder it there wilbeea happy

progresse made by the returne of the next

shipps which may much further contribution

with relation to it; and although wee haue by

our former letters desired that for the reasons

therin meacioned the sume of fine hundred

pounds per annum onely may bee charged on

vs yett with respect ti)youer present imergen-

cies in relation to the printing of the New Tes-

tament; wee haue bine willing to comply with

youer desires in paying the bill of eight hun-

dred pounds thisyearedrdwne on vs, which wee
hope together with the one hundred twenty flue

pounds twelue shillings and ten pence remain-

ing of the stocke in Mr. Vshers hands will more
thenfinish the worke of printing the same ; . . .

wee desire you att the earnest request of Mr.

Johnson the Printer and for his iucurragement

in this vndertakeing of printing the bible in the

Indian language his name may bee mencioned

with others as a printer and person that hath

bine Instrumentall therin."

The new printer, Mr. Johnson, arrived in

2Tew England in the summer of 1660. Before

September of the same year six sheets of the

new testament had been printed, as appears

from a charge of 2i I. in the treasurer's account

for that year, "To Mr. Grreen for distributing

the fontt of letters and printing six sheets of

the new T^p.^tament in Indian act four pounds
per sheet." At the next meeting of the Com-
missioners in New Haven, they wrote to the

Corporation, September 10, 1660, as follows:
" in Generall wee haue bin enformed that about

one hundred of Mr. Elliotts Indians can read

in the bible and many other about Plymouth
Martins vinyards and other places; . . . wee
shall attend youer aduise for the Impression of

the whole bible without which we should have
rested in our former determination that the

coppy might haue bine fully perused and per-

fected by the most skilfulest healpes in the

Countrey ; and such order is taken by the aduise

and consent of Mr. Eliott Mr. Vshor Mr.
Green and Mr. Johnson that the Impression of

the ould and New Testament shalbee carryed

on together which they haue alreddy begun
and Resolue to prosecute with all diligence ; a

sheet of Geneses wee haue seen which wee haue
ordered shalbee Transmitted vnto you; the
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printers doubt not but to print a sheet euery
weeke and compute the whole to amount to a

hundred and fifty sheets Mr. Johnson wilbee

gratifyed with the honor of the Impression and
acomodated in other Respects wee hope to

content ; the paper sent as wee are enformed
by Mr. Vsher is not all sizable . . . Two of the

Indian youthes formerly brought vp to Read
and writ are put apprentice ; the one to a Car-

penter the other to Mr. Green the printer whoe
take theire trades and follow their Busines

uery well." The latter of these apprentices

was probably James the printer, afterwards

called James Printer, who was employed on
both editions of the Indian bible, and whose
name appears in 1709 as joint printer with B.

Green of Mayhew's translation of the psalter.

In the treasurer's account sent with the above
letter, there is a charge of VIOL Is. 8d., " For
two hundred Reame of pap r bought since our

last accoumpt letters Inke setting them in the

presse with matterialls to worke as by bill ap-

peers." At the same meeting (September,

1600), "The Comissioners for the Massachu-
setts are desired and Impowered . . . alsoetocall

on Mr. Green for an accoumpt or Inventory of

all the letters for printing, and all other Instru-

ments in his hands belonging to the Corpora-

tion that it may bee Returned to the next meet-
ing of the Comissioners ; and to agree with
him for the printing of the bible."

The printing of the new testament was com-
pleted probably in the summer of 1661, before the

next meeting of the Commissionea-s. On the 18th

of May, 1661, the Corporation wrote to the Com-
missioners that they had paid the bill for 800i!.

drawn on them, "hopeing that the same to-

gether 34 lb. which wee vnderstand by youer
account sent remaines in stocke will bee suffi-

cient to defray the Charge of printing the bible

and the Jisbursments there for the present
yeare." They also added in relation to the

change of government caused by the restoration

of Charles II: "wee suppose you are not

strangers to the condit ion of affaires ; and par-

ticularly with respect vnto ourselues being now
noe Corporation; though not without good hopes

that the same wilbee renewed and confeirmed

by his majestic though possibly the business

may bee acted by other persons ; . . . howeuer
wee desire that the printing of the bible may
not bee retaurded." Upon the reading of this

letter at their meeting in Plymouth, in Septem-

ber, 1661, the Commissioners resolved : "Vpon
this enformation of the Desolution of the Cor-

poration and intimation of hopes that his ma-

jestic would confeirme the same &c. TheCom-
issioners thought meet to present his Majes-

tic with the New Testament printed in the In-

dian language with these presents following

&c.," namely, the dedication as printed in front

of the new testament, of which the following is

an extract: "There are divers of them that

can and do reade some parts of the Scripture,

and some Catechisms, which formerly have
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been Translated into their ownLanguage, which
hath occasioned the undertaking of a greater

Work, viz: The Printing of the whole Bible,

which (being Translated by a painful Labourer

amongstthem, who was desirous to see theWork
accomplished in his daj^es) hath already pro-

ceeded to the finishing of the New Testament,

which we here humbly present to YourMaj esty

,

as the first fraits and accomplishment of the

Pious Design of your Eoyal Ancestors. The

Old Testament is now under the Press, waiting

and craving your royal Favour and Assistance

for the perfecting thereof."

The Commissioners also wrote to Mr. Eich-

ard Hutchinson and Mr. William Ashurst in

England, September 12, lt561: " youer desire

that the printing of the bible may not bee Re-

tarded wilbee attended according as wee shall

see suitable. The ISTew Testament is alreddy

finished and of all the old the fine bookes of

Moses ; wee haue heerwith sent you 20 peeces

of the New Testament which wee desire may
bee thuse disposed viz : that two ofthe speciall

being uery well bound vp the one may bee pre-

sented to his Majeatie in the first place the

other to the Lord Chancellor; and that fine

more may bee presented to Docter Reynolds

Mr. Carrill Mr. Baxter and the two vischancel-

ler's of the vniuersities whoe wee vnderstand

haue greatly Incurraged the worke ; the Rest

wee leaue to bee disposed as you shall see cause

. . . By the account you will find wee haue re-

maining 414 lb : 4: 4 stocke a great part wherof

wilbee expended in printing the bible and a new
. Impression of a Catichisme." The treasurer's

account for the year contained a charge of 196 1.

19s. Id., "To sundry Disbursments vpon

the account of printing as appeers by account

now sent." The Commissioners also wrote to

Mr. Usher in Boston, September 13, 1661, as

follows: "youer care in proaiding matterialls

and furthering the printing of the bible wee
thankfully accept desiring the continuance of

the same vntil it bee Issued ; and the paying of

Mr. Green as formerly together with the salla-

ries and other paiments according to youer or-

der heer enclosed . . . and it is our desires that

you will take care for the printing of the pre-

face before the New Testament with the title

according to the coppies as alsoe to send to Mr.

Ashurst and Mr. huchenson about twenty

coppies of the New Testament to be disposed of

according to our directions and order to them."

To thiswas added a postscript :

'

' Wee pray you

to demaund and Receiue of Mr. Green the whole

Impression ofthe New Testament in Indian now
finished ; and take care for the binding of tw(J

hundred of them strongly and as speedily as

may bee with leather or as may bee most seru-

icableforthe Indians; and deliuerthem forth as

you shall haue order or direction from any of the

Comissioners for the time being of which keep

an exact account that soe it may bee seen how
they are Improved and disposed of."

The treasurer's account rendered in Septem-
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ber, 1662, contained the entries: "To printing

the title sheet to the New Testament," 11., and
"To binding 200 Testaments at 6d. a peece,"5Z.

On the 10th of September, 1662, the Commis-
sioners wrote to the Hon. Robert Boyle, the

chief ofiicer of the Corporation in England:
" Wee haue heer with sent twenty Coppies of

the new Testament to bee disposed of as youer

honors shall see meet." In accordance with

this letter they directed Mr. Usher "to send

ouer to Mr. Boyle twenty of the Indian Testa-

ments with the preface or Epistle. " The entire

edition may have consisted of only 1,000 copies,

as proposed by the Commissioners in September,

1659; but if 1,500 were printed, as was recom-

mended by the Corporation in April, 1660, then

450 or more were probably bound up separately.

Fiom the preceding extracts of the records

it appears that forty copies in all were sent to

England with the English title and dedication

prefixed. It is probable that not many more
were issued in this form. In the first lot of

twenty copies sent over in 1661, seven were

specified for particular persons. The first was
for King Charles II; the second for the Lord
High Chancellor, Edward Hyde, first Earl of

Clarendon (born 1608, died 1674); the third for

Dr. Edward Reynolds, bishop of Norwich (bom
1599, died 1676) ; the fourth for the Rev. Joseph

Caryl, an eminent nonconformist divine (born

1602, died 1673) ; the fifth for the Rev. Richard

Baxter (born 1615, died 1691) ; the sixth and

seventh for the vice chancellors of the two uni-

versities, Oxford and Cambridge. The remain-

ing thirteen, and the second lot of twenty sent

over in 1662, were left to the disposal of Mr.

William Ashurst and Mr. Richard Hutchinson,

the officers of the Corporation.

Copies: All of these, of which particular

descriptions have been obtained, contain the

diamond-shaped figure on the Indian title. It

has not been ascertained that any copies of this

issue are without it.

(1) Mr. Clarence S. Bement, Philadelphia,

Pa. Bound in calf antique, gilt edges. Size of

the leaf. 7J by 5^ inches. With the diamond

shaped figure on the Indian title. It contains

the book-plate of "The Society for propagating

the Gospell in Foreign parts, 1704." The title,

however, does not appear in White Kennett's

catalogue of books intended for that society's

library (Bibliothecce Americance Primordia),

printed in 1713. On one of the leaves is the au-

tograph of Wm. Herbert, 1768, the eminent

typographical antiquary (born 1718, died 1795).

It was subsequently owned by James Bindley,

Esq., F. S. A. (born 1737, died 1818), and at the

sale of the fourth portion of his library in Lon-

don, August, 1820 (no. 790), was purchased by
"Ford" for 3s. 6d. Not long after this time it

passed into the collection of Colonel Thomas
Aspinwall, the United States consul at London

from 1815 to 1853. See the priv^ately printed

catalogue of his library (Paris, 1833), where it

is described under no. 168. This collection of
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books -was purchasedby the late Mr. Samuel L.

M. Barlow in 1863. SeeMr. J.O. WrighVsBough
List . . . Catalogue of the Library of Sam-

uel L. M. Barlow (New York, 1885), no. 560.

At the sale of Mr. Barlow's library in New
York, February, 1890 (no. 852), the testament

was bought for the present owner by Mr.

Charles R. Hildeburn for $610.

(2) Library of the Boston Athenaeum, Bos-

ton, Mass. In the original leather binding.

"With the diamond shaped figure on the Indian

title. It was perhaps a presentation copy to

Dr. John Fell, dean of Christ Church and

bishop of Oxford (born 1625, died 1686). On
the verHO of the second blank leaf at the front

is written: "Erom his honored friend Dr. John

Fell Deane of Christ Church in Oxon.," and on

the first blank leaf: "Boston Athenseum given

by Wm.I.Loring. Jan. 30th, 1833." The tes-

tament is not mentioned in the catalogue of this

library printed in 1874, but it is still there.

J (3) Library of the British and Foreign Bible

Society, London. No description has been ob-

tained of this copy. See Bullen's Catalogue of

the Library of the British and Foreign Bible

Society (London, 1857), p. 135.

J (4) Library of the British Museum, London.

Press mark 466. a. 21. No description has been

obtained of this copy. See the British Museum
Catalogue of Printed Books (London, 1887), un-

der Eliot; and Henry Stevens's Catalogue of

the Ainerican Books in . . . the British Museum
(London, 1866), p. 59.

s/ (5) Library of the British Museum, London.

A second copy, in the Grenville collection,

bound in blue morocco. No description has

been obtained of this copy. See the Bibliotheca

Grenvilliana (London, 1842), vol. 2, p. 724.

>^ (6) Library of the late John Carter Brown,
Providence, R. I. Bound in brown calf. With
the diamond shaped figure on the Indian title.

It is accompanied by the old testament and met-

rical psalms in a separate volume, uniformly

bound, for a description of which see no. 37 of

thelistof bibles of 1663. The two volumes were
formerly owned by Edward King, viscount

Kingsborough (born 1795, died 1837), and at

the sale of his library in Dublin, announced
for June, but postponed to November, 1842 (no.

56), brought 31. 3s. They afterwards came into

the possession of Mr. E. B. Corwiu of New
York. According to one account, he paid 41.

for them in 1842, but there is a statement in

the Publishers' Circular for 1856, that " We be-

lieve this same copy was sold some years since

by Bartlett & Welford for $40." At the sale

of Mr. Corwin's library in New York, Novem-
ber, 1856 (no. 2552), the two volumes brought

$200, being purchased by Mr. John E. Bartlett

for the Brown collection. This copy of the

testament was described in the catalogue of

the Brown library printed in 1866 (part 2, no.

669). Information furnished by Mr. John Nich-

olas Brown, in letters of November 27th and
December 2d, 1889.
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(7) Library of the late John Carter Brown, ^

Providence, R. I. A second copy, in the orig-

inal binding of blue morocco. With the dia-

mond shaped figure on the Indian title. It

was described by Mr. John R. Bartlett in the

enlarged catalogue of the Brown library printed

in 1882 (part 2, no. 888). Inserted is a slip on
which is written: "Sunday 25 Jan. 1795. I

took this Testament from the Prince of

Orange's Library in his Palace at Loo, which
was abandon 'd to Pillage, as a memorial to the

• melancholy scene.—H. Turner." The palace

of the Loo, the summer residence of the king

of Holland, is near the village of Appeldoorn,

about midway between Zutphen and the Zui-

der Zee. It was taken by the French in their

invasion of Holland in December and January,
1794-95. Information furnished by the late

Mr. John R. Bartlett, in letter of August 8th,

1882.

(8) Library of Edinburgh University, Edin- v

burgh. Bound with a copy of Eliot's Indian
Orammar, 1666. No description has been ob-

tained of this copy. It is briefly mentioned by
Dr, Trumbull in the Memorial History of Bos-

ton (Boston, 1880), vol. 1, p. 474, note.

(9) Library of Harvard Tlniversity, Cam-
bridge, Mass. In vellum binding. With the

diamond shaped figure on the Indian title. It

was presented to the library by Middlecott

Cooke of Boston, 1764-65, whose autograph is

on the front cover. See the Catalogue of the

Library of Harvard University (Cambridge,

1830), vol. 1, p. 250. Information furnished by
Mr. Wm. H. Tillinghast, in letter of November
21st, 1889.

(10) Lenox Library, New York. In modern ^
calf binding, red edges (about 1850) . Size of the

leaf, l^e ^1 ^\h inches. With the diamond

shaped figure on the Indian title. Mr. Lenox's

description of this copy was printed in the

Historical Magazine (October, 1858), vol. 2, p.

307.

(11) Lenox Library, New York. A second v

copy, apparently in the original calf binding

(repaired), gilt edges. Size of the leaf, 1% by

5^ inches. With the diamond shaped figure

on the Indian title. On the inside of the front

cover, with a blank leaf pasted over it, is a

name in manuscript which appears to be "W™
Platel." On a blank leaf in front of the title

is written: "Presented Feby 4th 1811 by

Rev. I. Pratt." This may be the Rev. Josiah

Pratt, B. D. (born 17G8, died 1844), a na'^ive of

Birmingham, England, vicar of St. Stephen's

Church in London, and for twenty-one years

secretary of the Church Missionary Society.

Among his writings are a prospectus of a poly-

glot bible issued in 1797, and a life of the Rev.

David Brainerd, missionary to the North Amer-

ican Indians, published in 1834. The testament

subsequently came into the possession of Mr.

George Brinley, of Hartford, Connecticut, and

at the sale of the first portion of his collection

in New York, March, 1879 (no. 786), it brought
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$700, being purchased by Dr. George H. Moore
for the Lenox Library.

(12) Library of the late George Livermore,

Cambridge, Mass. "With the diamond shaped

figure on the Indian title. According to Mr.

Livermore's manuscript description of this

copy, it is "quite large, clean and perfect,

—

as bright apparently as when printed. " It was
purchased in London, from Thomas Rodd, the

bookseller, in 1845. luformation furnished by

Mrs. Livermore, in letter of January 14th, 1890.

(13) A copy advertised by Bernard Quaritch,

in April, 1884 (.352 Catalogue, no. 15996), as a

"beautiful copy in the original rebacked calf,

gilt edges," for 105?; again in April, 1887 (373

Catalogue, no. 37867), for 95 Z; and in December,

1887 (86 Bough List, no. 109), for 90 Z. The book
has since been sold.

(14) Library of Trinity College, Dublin.

Press mark KK. o. 8. No description has been

obtained of this copy. See the Catalogus Li-

brorum Impressorum qui in Bibliotheca Collegii

Sacrosanctoe et Individuce Trinitatis .

adservantur (Dublin, 1861), vol. 1, p. 315, where

it is entered under the heading of version

Americana, as "The New Testament, transl.

into the Indian language. Cambridge (U. S.),

1661, 4°." See also no. 14 of the list of copies

of the bible of 1663.

A copy was priced by Mr. Obadiah Rich,

in his chronological Catalogue of Books relat-

ing . . . to America (London, 1832), no. 326,

at 21. 2s. A copy is also entered in C. J. Stew-

art's Catalogue of the Library collected by Miss

Richardson Currer, at Eshton Hall, Craven,

Yorkshire (London, 1833), p. 8, but it does not

appear in the catalogue of the portion of her

library sold a.t auction in London, July, 1862.

According to a writer in the Historical Maga-

zine (October, 1858), vol. 2, p. 308, a good copy

of the testament was then in the library of

Pelham Priory, a seminary for young ladies

at Pelham, N. T. The priory was the resi-

dence of the late Eev. Robert Bolton, and

the supposed testament, which was merely a

copy of Mayhew's Massachuset Psalter, lack-

ing beginning and end, was sold under its prop-

er title by auction in New York, June, 1887

(Catalogue of the Pene Du Bois Collection, no.

1754), for $4. The copy described in the sale

catalogue of the library of Mr. Henry C.

Murphy (no. 887), was not of this issue, and
did not contain the English title and dedication.

[ ] Wusku
I

wuttestaraentum
|
nul-

lordumun
|

Jesus Christ
|
Nuppo-

quohwussuaeneumun.
j

[Diamond sha-

ped figure of 32 pieces between two
lines.]

I

Cambridge:
|
Printed by Samuel

Green and Marmaduke Johnson.
|

MDCLXI [1661].

127 printed leaves without page numbers, and
1 blank leaf, as follows : the title of the new
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testament in Indian on one leaf verso blank,

Matthew to Revelation in 126 leaves, and 1

blank leaf at the end, 4°. Signatures A, B, C,

D, E, F,G. H, 1, K, L, Aa, Bb,Cc, Dd, Ee, Ff, Gg,
Hh, li, Kk, LI, Mm, Nn, Oo, Pp, Qq, Rr, Ss, Tt,

TJu, and Xx, all in fours. In the Massachusetts
Indian language.

Thenewtestament as issued for theuse of the
Indians probably did not contain the English
title and dedication, for when the Commission-
ers directed Mr. Usher to send the second lot

of twenty copies to England in 1662, they were
careful to add : "with the preface or Epistle."

The number of copies bound up in this form is

not known with certainty. It was the inten-

tion of the Commissioners to print 1, 000 copies,

but the Corporation advised them to print 1,500.

If the edition consisted of the latter number,
then 400 copies or more may have been bound
separately. On the 13th of September, 1661,

the Commissioners ordered 200 of them to be
bound " strongly and as speedily as may bee

with leather or as may bee most seruicable for

the Indians," as is related in the note to the

preceding title.

Copies : Some of these perhaps contained the

other variety of the Indian title, without the

diamond shaped figure. (See no. 31 of the list

of bibles of 1663.) The English title and the

dedication are omitted in the copies described

below.

(15) Bodleian Library, Oxford. AVith the

diamond shaped figure on the title. It was Sam-
uel Ponompam's book in 1662. This Avas proba-

bly the Ponampam whose confessions of faith

were printed in the Tears of Repentance (Lon-

don, 1653), in A farther Account (London,

1660), and whose name, spelled Ponanpam, ap-

pears in the records of the Commissioners for

September, 1661, as one of the four Indian

schoolmasters, assistants to Mr. Eliot, who
were allowed an annhal salary of lOZ. each. In
the same records for September, 1662, the name
is spelled Tanunpum. Samuel was his baptis-

mal name. In 1674, there was a teacher named
Samuel at the Indian town of Waraesit, on
Merrimack river, about twenty miles north-

northwest from Boston, who was perhaps the

same person. Gookin says : "Their teacher is

called Samuel ; sou to the ruler, a young man
of good parts, and can speak, read, and write,

English and Indian competently. He is one of

those that was bred up at school, at the charge

of the Corporation for the Indians." The tes-

tament also contains the inscription, "Dono
dedit Dn 8 Drake 1706." Seethe Catalogus Li'

brorum Impressorum Bibliothecce Bodleianos

(Oxonii, 1843), vol.3, p. 605, where it is entered

under the East Indian versions, as "Novum Tes-

tamentum, Indice. 4°. Camb. 1661." Infor-

mation furnished by the librarian, Dr. Edward
B. Nicholson, in letter of December 5th, 1889.

(16) Mr. Frederick F. Thompson, New York.
Bound in red morocco, gilt edges, by Brad-

street. With the diamond shaped figure on
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the title. It is accompanied by the old testa-

meDt and metrical psalms in a separate vol-

ume, uniformly bound. This copy of the new
testament contains on the last page the stamp

of the library of Trinity College, Dublin, and
appears to have been taken out of a copy of

the whole bible formerly in the library of that

institution, which was sold as a duplicate, ad-

vertised by Mr. Bernard Quaritch in March
and April, 1870 (259 Catalogue, no. 277), and in

July, 1870 (260 Catalogue, no. 1171), at 80Z., and
finally purchased by Mr. Henry C. Murphy, of

Brooklyn. He extracted this portion of it to

go with his other (better) copy of the old

testament and metrical psalms, which he

had purchased many years before. The two
volumes were then rebound, in 1870 or 1871.

At the sale of his library in New York, March
1884, the new testament (no. 887), which was
wrongly described as containing the English

title, and the old testament and metrical psalms

(no. 886), were purchased for Mr. Thompson at

$340 for each volume. For descriptions of the

companion volume to the testament and the

other part of the Trinity College bible, see nos.

19 and 38 of the list of bibles of 1663. Informa-

tion furnished by Mr. Thompson, in letters of

November 18th and 23d, 1889.

The
I

holy bible :
|
containing the

|

old testament
|
and the new.

| Trans-

lated into the
j
Indian language,

|
and

I
Ordered to be Printed by the Commis-

sioners of the United Colonies
|
in New-

England,
I

At the Charge, and with the

Consent of the
|
corporation in England

I

For the Propagation of the Gospel

amongst the Indians
|

in New-England,
i

Cambridge : | Printed by Samuel
Green and Marmaduke Johnson.

|
MD-

CLXIII [1663].

Second title : Mamusse
|
wunneetupanatamwe

I
up-biblum God | naneeswe |

nukkone testa-

ment
I
kah wonk

|
wusku testament. [ Ne

quoshkinnumuk nashpe "Wuttinneumoh Christ

I
noh asoowesit

|
John Eliot.

|

Cambridge:
|

Printeuoop nashpe Samuel
Green kah Marmaduke Johnson.

I 1663.

Translation: The-whole
|
holy

|
his-bible Go'^

I
both

I
old testament

I

and also
I

new testamen LI.

I
This turned by the-servant-of Christ

| whois-
called

I

John Eliot.

Third title: The new
|
testament

1
of our

| lord

and saviour] Jesus Christ.
|
Translated into the

I
Indian language,

|
and

|
Ordered to be Print-

ed by the Commissioners of the United Colonies

I
in New-England,

1 At the Charge, and with
the Consent of the

|
corporation in England

!

For the Propagation of the Gospel amongst the

Indians
| in New-England.

|

Cambridg:
| Printed by Samuel Green and

Marmaduke Johnson.
| MDCLXI [16611.

Fourth title: Wusku
| wuttestamentum | nul-

lordumun
|
Jesus Christ

| Nuppoquohwussu-
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aeneumun.

|
[Diamond shaped figure of 32

pieces between two lines.]
|

Cambridge: |
Printed by Samuel Green and

Marmaduke Johnson. | MDCLXI |1661].

Caption of metrical psalms: Wame
|

Ketoohomae uketoohomaongash | David.

Translation: All
|
the-singing songs-of

[

David.

Caption of leaf of rules: Noowomoo Wnt-
tinnoowaonk [sic] God, Gen. 5. 22. Enoch
weeche

|

pomushau God nishwudt pasukoce

kodtumwaeu. Wonk
|
nowomoj Prov. 23. 17.

qush Jehovah neteagu: newaj
]
kenatootomoush.

600 printed leaves without page numbers,and4

blank leaves, in the following order: 1 blank leaf,

the title of the whole bible in English on 1 leaf

verso blank, the dedication of the whole bible to

Charles II. in 2 leaves, the title of the whole

bible in Icdian on 1 leaf verso blank, the list of

the books in both testaments on 1 leaf recto

blank, Geuesis to Malachi in 414 leaves, 1 blank

leaf, the title of the new testament in Euglish

on 1 leaf verso blank, the dedication of the new
testament to Charles II. in 2 leaves, the title of

the new testament in Indian on 1 leaf verso

blank, Matthew to Revelation in 126 leaves, 1

blank leaf, the metrical version of the psalms

in 50 leaves, rules for Christian living on 1 leaf,

and 1 blank leaf at the end, 4°. Signatures A.

in four, two other leaves without mark, A (re-

peated), B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, 0, P,

Q, E, S, T, U, X, Y, Z, Aa t© Zz, Aaa to Zzz,

Aaaa to Zzzz, Aaaaa to Lllll, all in fours, and

Mmmmm in two, for the old testament; A, A
(repeated), B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, Aa, Bb,

Cc, Dd, Ee, Ff, Gg, Hh, li, Kk, LI, Mm, Nn, Oo,

Pp, Qq, Er, Ss, Tt, Uu, and Xx, all in fours, for

the new testament ; A B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K,

L, M, and N, all in fours, for the metrical psalms

and final leaves. In the Massachusetts Indian

language. See the fac-similes of the two gener-

al titles, the first page of the metrical psalms,

and the first page of the leaf of rules.

The bible is printed in doulile columns, each

column with references at the side and headings

in Indian at the top. There are no summaries

at the beginnings of the chapters, as in the sec-

ond edition. A full page of text measures 6|

by 4f inches, including headings, catchwords,

and references. "The paper used for this

Bible," Dr. Trumbull remarks, "was of excel-

lent quality, of the size known to old printers

as 'pot' (from its original watar-mark, a tank-

ard), which should measure 12^ by 15 inches,

giving 6i by 7| for the quarto fold." Accord-

ing to Mr. Thomas (History of Printing in

America, vol. 1, p. 255), "This work was print-

ed with new types, full faced bourgeois on a

brevier body, cast for the purpose [?], and on

good paper,"

In 1865, Dr. Trumbull caused to be printed a

few coi)ies (35) of his translation from Indian

into English of the leaf of rules for holy living

appended to the metrical psalms. The above

translations of the Indian titles are from hisea-
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say on the Origin and Early Progress of Indian

Missions in New England. The two dedica-

tions have been reprinted in the Collections of

the Massachusetts Historical Society, vol. 7 ; in

Thomas's History of Printing in America, vol.

1; and in O'Callaghan's American Bibles. A
few copies of the new testament dedication

alone, transcribed from the testament in Mr.

Livermore's possession, were reprinted sepa-

rately for Mr. David Pnlsifer in 1859.

It has already been mentioned abo^e, in the

note to the new testament, that the printing of

the old testamentwas begun in September, 1660,

and that before September, 1661, the five books

of Moses had been finished. In the meantime

the Corporation in England had received a new
charter, and the Hon. Robert Boyle had been

appointed its chief ofl&cer. To him the Com-

missioners wrote from Boston, September 10,

1662, as follows : "the bible is now about halfe

done ; and constant progresse therin is made

;

the other halfe is like to bee finished in a yeare

;

the future charge is vncertaiue, by estimate

not lesse then 200 lb ; wee haue heer with sent

"twenty Coppies of the new Testament to bee

disposed of as youer honors shall see meet;

. . . Wee on (ly craue leaue att present for

the preuenting of an objection that may arise

concerning the particulars charged for the

printing wherin you will find 21 sheets at three

pounds ten shillings a sheet and the rest but

att 50 shilling^ a sheet the Reason wherof lyes

heer: it pleased the honored Corporation to

^end ouer one Marmaduke Johnson a printer

to attend the worke on Condition as they will

enforme you; whoe hath Caryed heer very vn-

worthyly of which hee hath bine openly Con-

victed and sencured in some of our Courts

although as yett noe execution of sentence

against him; peculiare fauor haueing bine

showed him with respect to the Corporation

that sent him ouer; but notwithstanding all

patience and lenitie vsed towards him hee hath

proued uery idle and nought and absented him-

selfe from the worke more than halfe a yeare

att one time; for want of whose assistance the

printer by his agreement with vs was to haue

the allowance of 21 lb. the which is to bee de-

fallcated out of his sallery in England by the

honored Corporation there." Among the

charges in the treasurer's account submitted in

September, 1662, is one: "To sundry Disburs-

ments for printing the bible by bill of particu-

lars £2.37. 05. 00." A few of the items included

in this charge are as follows: "To 160 Ream
ofpaper att 6s. perream , '

' 48Z. ; "To printing the

title sheet to the New Testament!" 11.; "To
printing 21 sheets of the old Testament, att

31b. 10s. per sheet Mr. lohnson beinij absent,"

73Z. 10s.; "To printing 25 sheets with his healp

att 50 shill: per sheet," 62L 10s.; "To binding

200 Testaments at Qd. a peece," 5Z. In reply to

the letter of the Commissioners, Mr. Boyle
wrote from London, April 9, 1663 : "wee hope
the bible wilbee finished by the Returne of the
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Shipps and then and not before wee desire to

Receiue some from you; , . . Conserning

MarmeduRe Johnson the Printer wee are sorry

hee hath soe miscarryed by which meanes the

printing of the biblehath bin retarded we are re-

solved to default the 21 lb. you mention out ofhis

sallary; Mr. Elliott whose letter beares date

three monthes after youers writes that Johnson
i s againe Returned into the worke whose broth er
alsoe hath bine with vs and gives vs great as-

surance of his brothers Reformation and fol-

lowing his busines dilligently for the time to

come ; and hee being (as Mr. Elliott writes) an
able and vsefuU man in the presse wee hauo

thought fitt further to make tryall of him for

one yeare longer and the rather because vpon
Mr. Elliotts motion and the goodnes of the

worke; wee haue thought fitt and ordered that

the Psalraes of Dauid in meter shalbee printed

in the Indian language; and soe wee hope that

the said Johnson performing his promise of

amendement for time to come may bee vsefuU in

the furthering of this worke which wee soe

much desire the finnishing of."

The printing of the old testament was fin-

ished before the next meeting of the Commis-

sioners, when they wrote to the Corporation in

' England, September 18, 1663, as follows: "Some
time after our last letter Marmeduke lohn-

son Returned to the Presse and hatti carried

himselfe Indifierently well since soe farr as wee
know but the bible being finished and little

other worke presenting ; wee dismised him att

the end of the tearme you had contracted with

him for; but vnderstanding youer honorable

Corporation hath agreed with him for another

yeare ; wee shall Indeavour to Imploy him as

wee can by printing the psalmes aud another

little Treatise of Mr. Baxters which Mr. Elliott

is translateing into the Indian language which

is thought may bee vsefuU and profitable to the

Indians; . . .. Wee haue ordered Mr. Vsher

to present youer honors by the next shipp with

20 Coppyes of the bible and as many of the

Psalmes if printed of before the shippes depart-

ure from hence." It was also resolved that

"Mr. Simon Bradstreet and Mr. Danforth are

Requested to take care for the preparation of

an epistle to the Indian Bible dedicatory to his

Majestie and cause the same to bee printed,"

which was accordingly done. After the Indian

version of the psalms in metre had been fin-

ished at the press, probably in November or

December of the same year, it was appended

to the bible, and the work was ready for bind-

ing. Twenty copies of the completed book in

sheets were then sent to the Corporation in

England, where some of them (or perhaps all)

were bound uniformly in dark-blue morocco.

On the 7th of March, 1664, the Corporation

wrote to the Commissioners: " Wee desire by
youer next to Informe vs how many bibles haue

bine printed in the Indian Language It be-

ing that which wee Judge might bee of pub-

licke Repute vnto the worke." One copy of
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the bible was presented to ting Charles, con-

cerning which Mr. Eoyle wrote, April 21, 1664,

as follows: "I waited this Day vpon the King
with your translation of theBible.which, Ihope

I need not tell you, he receued according to his

custome very gratiously. But though he lookd

a pretty while vpon it, & shewd some things

in it to those that had the honour to be about

him in his bed-chamber, into which he carryd

it, yet the Unexpected comming in of an Extra-

ordinary Enuoy6 from the Eiuperour hindred

me from receueing that fuller expression of his

grace towards the translators and Dedicators

that might otherwise have been expected."

In September, 1664, the Commissioners wrote

to the Corporation in England: "the number
of Bibles with Psalm books pricted were vp-

wards of a thousand ; of Baxters Call 1000 and

of Psalters 500 diners wherof all sort.s are dis-

posed to the Indians and the rest reddy for

theire vse as they can be bound vp and there

may bee occation." Among the charges in the

treasurer's account presented at the same date

were the following: " For two smale Chests to

put the Bibles in that were sent to England,"

5s.; "To printing the Indian Psalraes 13

sheets at2 lb. per sheet," 26^.; "To printingthe

epistle dedicatory to the Bible," 11.; " To print-

ing 9 sheets of the Psalter at 20«. per sheet,"

9^; "To Packthred and Dry falls to put the

bibles in," 11, 5s.; "To boat hier for carrying

and Recarrying paper and bibles," 31. 6s.; " To
binding and clasping 42 bibles at 2«. 6d. per

bible," 5i. 5s.

From the account which Samuel Green the

printer rendered to the Commissioners, Sep-

tember 19, 1663, it appears that he had received

80 reams of paper from the Society in England,

and 389 reams from Mr. Usher, making 469

reams in all. Of this quantity he had used 30

reams "for printing two Cattachismes" (Pier-

eon's in 1658, and Eliot's in 1662), and 368 reams
"for printing the Bible," leaving 71 reams in

his possession. In addition, there were 61

reams remaining with Mr. Usher. Dr. Trum-
bull gives the following estimate in his essay

on the Origin and Early Progress of Indian
Missions in New England (Worcester, 1874),

page 38: "For printing the Bible (not including

the Psalms in Metre) Mr. Green used 368 reams
of paper. With the usual allowance for waste

sheets, this would work 161,920 sheets. The
Bible contains 544 leaves, or 136 sheets; the

New Testament 128 leaves, or 32 sheets. The
Psalms (as printed in the Old Testament, and
separately worked as the 'Psalter') 9 sheets.

Assuming that the edition of the New Testa-

ment was 1,500, of which 500 were bound sep-

arately, we have the distribution of the paper
nearly as follows:

500 New Test's, of 32 sheets. Sheets, 16,000

500 Psalters, 9 " "
4,500

1040 Bibles, 136 " " 141,440

161,940
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sheets, within a single quire of the 368 reamS'

charged. The first edition of the Bible was
'upwards of a thousand,' but, probably, not

quite 1,050."

The records of the Commissioners contain,

under the date of September 13, 1667, the fol-

lowing charges: "To two hundred Indian

Bibles bound and clasped 2s. 6d.," 251; and

"To Indian bibles primers deliuered to Mr.
Elliott and Mr. lohn Cotton and to Scollers, " 2 1.

10s. 03d. At a meeting held in Plymouth, Sep-

tember 5, 1672, it was resolved that " Thomas
Danforth, Esqr. is ordered to take care that

all the Bibles and other prints belonging to the

Indians be bound vp and not lost; and for that

end is to call for the same where they are now
nesting and dispose therof."

It appears that the above-mentioned charge

of 2s. 6d. for binding and clasping each bible

was not satisfactory to the binder, John Kat-

life, who in 1664 addressed the following letter

to the Commissioners: "For The Honnoured,

The Comissioners of the united CoUonyes in

New England met at Hartford, These present.

May it please your worships, The providence

of god so ordering it, that I could not be sa

hapy as to be here at your last meeting at Bos-

ton, there to adress myselfe unto your worships

about the bindeing the Indian Bibles ; the onely

incourageing work which upon good Intelli-

gence caused me to transport myselfe, and fam-

ily into New England, and which I desire ta

promote, by my art, and in my Lawfull calling

as a thing tending so much to the honour of

god, by the advancement of Religion, wherein

your honoured selves doe claime a worthy
remembrance, as Chiefe Instruments and prop-

agators of it and findeing that your worships

had referred the care of bindeing and price to

Mr. Usher, I have by his appointment and order

made some progress therein, yet not findeing

him verry willing without your worships' con-

sent, to come up to a suitable price (he profess-

ing himselfe but to bee your worships' steward)

in that behalfe, have Inforced me to appeal from

him unto yourselves in this matter and humbly
to acquaint you that under 3s. 4d. or 3s. Qd. p,

book I can not binde them to live comfortably

upon it, one Bible being as much as I can com-

pleat in one day, and out of it finde Thred,

Glew, Pasteboard, and Leather Claps, and all

which I cannot suply my selfe for one shilling

in this country. I question not but the print-

ers if they please are able to Inform your Wor-
ships of the Reasonableness of my appeal in

this case, though I blame not Mr. Usher in the

Least, and I finde by experience that in things

belonging to my trade, I here pay 18s. for that

which in England I could buy for four shil-

lings, they being things not formerly much used

in this country. Were I before your Worships

I could farther amplify my demand by Reason

to be Just and Lawfull; so likewise I doubt

not but others can that may appear before you ;

but Relying upon your Worship's wisdome and
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Artificer worthy of Ms wages, I shall not

farther trouble you, hut expecting your favour-

able concession thereto for the better carrying

on of the work and for my Incouragement

therein, prayeing for your Worships' Prosper-

rity subscribe myselfe. Your Worships' humble

servant John Eatlife. Boston, Aug. 30, 1664."

Indorsed: "Massachusetts, Jno. Katlilf'a Let-

ter to Comissioners at Hartford, August 30th,

1664."

Seven varieties of the Indian bible of 1663,

with the English general title, are described

below. These differ in the number of certain

preliminary leaves, namely: the dedication of

the whole bible, the Indian general title, the

leaf of contents, the English new testament

title, and the dedication of the new testament,

one or more of which are generally omitted

;

also in the Indian new testament title, which

sometimes does not contain the diamond

shaped figure. For an account of the varia-

tions in different copies of the new testament

portion, see the notes to the separate issues of

the new testament in 1661. The bible with

Indian titles only is described under a separate

title.

Copies of the first variety : Containing the

English general title, the dedication of the

whole bible, the Indian general title, the leaf

of contents. Genesis to Malachi, the English

new testament title, the dedication of the new
testament, the Indian new testament title with

the diamond shaped figure, Matthew to Revela-

tion, and the metrical psalms with the final leaf

of rules. 600 printed leaves, and 4 blank leaves.

(1) Mr. Theodore Irwin, Oswego, N. Y. It

remained in the original leather binding until

1879, when it was cleaned and rebound in

brown levant morocco by F. Bedford, preserv-

ing three of the original blank leaves. Size of

the leaf, 7^5 by 5| inches. The Indian newtes-

tament title contains the diamond shaped fig-

ure. On the recto of the leaf of contents is

written, " Thomas Shepard's Book. 2. 6°. 1666.

ye gift of ye Rev** Translator." This was the

son of the Eev. Thomas Shepard, minister of

Cambridge, who died in 1649. He was born in

1635, graduated at Harvard College in 1653,

and was minister of Charlestown from 1659 un-

til his death in 1677. His library, probably
including the Indian bible, was bequeathed to

his son, also named Thomas Shepard (born

1658, died 1685), who was minister of the same
church from 1680 until his death. A memo-
randum on a blank leaf at the front sho\. s that

it was once owned by Thomas Nixon of Fram-
ingham, afterwards of Southborough, Massa-
chusetts (born 1736, died 1800), who was an
ensign in the French and Indian war of 1756,

and colonel of the sixth Massachusetts regi-

ment during the revolution. From him it

passed to his son. Thomas Xixon junior (born

1762, died 1842), who left it to his son, Warren
ITixon. At the end of the volume is the foUow-
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ing note in manuscript: "This edition of

Eliot's Indian Bible owned by Mr. Nixon of

Framingham is more valuable on account of its

having the epistles dedicatory, than either of

the two copies of this work now in the posses-

sion of Harvard College. It is the same edition

it would seem as the copy of the Eev. Doctor

Harris, which was purchased by Mr. Crown-

inshield after the Doctor's death for fifty

dollars, ... If the owner of this volume

should ever feel willing to part with it we are

assured that the donation would be thankfully

acknowledged by the College at C[ambridge]."

The bible was afterwards deposited in the libra-

ry of the American Bible Union of New York,

and in ] 877 or 1878 was offered for sale to the

Astor Library a-nd other institutions for about

$500. It was purchased by Mr. J. W. Bouton,

the New York bookseller, who priced it at $750.

From him Mr. Irwin bought it and sent it to

London to be rebound. See the privately

printed Catalogue of the Library . . . belong-

ing to Theodore Irwin (New York, 1887), no. 168.

Additional information furnished by Mr. Irwin,

in letter of April 25th, 1889.

It is related in Francis's life of Eliot, that

the Eev. Thaddeus Mason Harris of Dorches-

ter "discovered in a barber's shop Eliot's In-

dian Bible of the first edition, in a mutilated

state, which was in the process of being used

for waste paper. It was found to contain both

of the dedications to the King ; and Dr. Harris

seized upon it with all the interest belonging

to the discovery of a long-lost treasure. He
transcribed the addresses, and published themi

in the Collections of the Massachusetts His-

torical Society." Dr. Harris himself, in his

reprint of these dedications {Mass. Hist. Soc,

Coll. vii. 222-228), says: " Of six copies of the

Indian bible, which I have seen, no one pos-

sessed these dedications. The following were
taken from a mutilated copy, used in a barber's

shop for waste paper. From this intended

de&truction they were eagerly snatched, by the

hand which writes this, as truly valuable relicks.^'

It has not been ascertained what became of this

copy. The writer of the manuscript note in

Mr. Irwin's bible probably had the above ac-

count in jnind when he mentioned Dr, Harris's

copy ; but the only one sold at the Doctor's sale

in January, 1843, was of the edition of 1685,

which was purchased by Mr. Crowninshield

for $39, and is now in the possession of Mr. Gun-
ther of Chicago. Mr. Thomas, in his account of

the two dedications in the Indian bible (His-

tory of Printing in America, Worcester, 1810,

vol. 1, p. 475), says: "I recollect to have seen,

many years since, a copy that contained them
;

that which I possess is without them, as- are

all others which I have lately examined."

Copies of the second variety : Containing the

English general title, the dedication of the

whole bible, the Indian general title, the leafof

contents, Genesis to Malachi, the Indian new
testament title with the diamond shaped figure,
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Matthew to Revelation, and tlie metrical

psalms with the final leaf of rules. 597 printed

leaves, and 3 blank leaves. The English new
testament title and the dedication of the new
testament are omitted in these copies.

(2) Library of Brown University, Provi-

dence, R.I. A well preserved copy, with the

exception that the diamond shaped figure has

been cut out of the Indian new testament title.

It contains manuscript notes in English, In-

dian and shorthand on the margins, and many
of the passages and verses are marked, espe-

cially in the new testament. At the end are

four-pagesof manuscript, in shorthand, English

and Indian. Dr. Reuben A. Guild, the libra-

, rlan, supposes for various reasons that this copy

of the bible belonged to Roger Williams (born

1599, died 1683), who was known to be " a pro-

ficient in shorthand," and that the notes and

annotations are in his handwriting. On one of

the pages is written " College Library," in the

hand of James Manning, the president of the

University (then called the College of Rhode
Island), from 1765 to 1791. "During the war
of the Revolution the book was one of the 500

in the library which were removed to "Wren-

tham, Mass., for safety, in the care of the Rev.

William Williams, a member of the first grad-

uating class." See the Catalogue of the Library

of Brown University (Providence, 1843), pp. 139,

140. Information furnished by Dr. Guild in a

letter dated April 25 th, 1889, and in an article

printed in the Ntw-York Times for May 1st,

1889.

(3) Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan, !N"ew York.

Bound in brown levant morocco by F. Bedford,

preserving all of the original blank leaves.

Size of the leaf, 7§ by 5| inches. The Indian

new testament title contains the diamond
shaped figure. This bible was once owned by
White Kennett, bishop of Peterborough from

1718 until his death in 1728, and has his name
on the lower part of the English general title.

In 1869, according to Dr. Trumbull, it was sold

by Bernard Quaritch to Mr. George Brinley, of

Hartford, Conn., at the sale of whose library in

!N"ew Tork, March, 1879 (no. 787), it was pur-

chased for Mr. Morgan for $1,000.

(4) Library of the Zealand Academy of Sci-

ences (Zeeuwsch Genootschap der Weten-
schappen), Middlebnrg, Holland. Bound in

leather, with red edges, in fine condition. It

probably contains the diamond shaped figure

on the Indian new testament title. In the Cat-

alogvs der Bihliotheek van het Zeeuwsch Genoot-

schap (Middlebnrg, 1845), p. 3, it is entered as

"The Holy Bible translated into the Indian

language, Cambr. 1663." In the enlarged cat-

alogue of the same library, p. 269, no. 1987, it is

described with the English and Indian general

titles and the Indian new testament title. A
report on the two copies of the Indian bible in

the library of this academy was read at one of

its meetings in December, 1873, by the librarian,

F. Nagtglas, and subsequently printed in a
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separate pamphlet. An English translation of

it is given in the Proceedings of the Massachu-

setts Historical Society for 1873-75, pp. 307-309,

in which it is stated that this copy of the bible

contains "the double title and the dedication

to Charles II." See no. 39 of this list for an

account of the other copy.

Copies of the. third variety: Containing the

English general title, the dedication of the

whole bible, the leaf of contents, Genesis to

Malachi, the Indian new testament title with

the diamond shaped figure, Matthew to Revela-

tion, and the metrical psalma with the final leaf

of rules. 596 printed leaves, and 3 blank

leaves. The Indian general title, the English

new testament title, and the dedication of the

new testament are omitted in these copies.

Several of the bibles put under this heading

(nos. 6, 7, 8, and 14), of which full descriptions

have not been obtained, may perhaps belong to

the second or fourth variety,

(5) Astor Library, 'New Tork. Bound in

morocco by F. Bedford. With the diamond
shaped figure on the Indian new testament

title. It was a duplicate from the library of

Trinity College, Dublin, and contains the stamp
of that institution. In March and April, 1870

(259 Catalogue, no. 276), and in July, 1870 (260

Catalogue, no 1170), it was advertised for sale

by Mr. Bernard Quaritch at 250?; in January,

1873 (286 Catalogiie, no. 9926), and in October,

1873 (291 Catalogue, no. 18669), at 225Z. ; and in

August, 1875 (298 Catalogue, no. 7543), at 2001.

It was purchased by Mr. Alph, L. Pinart, whose
book plate was added, and at the sale of his

library in Paris, January, 1884 (no. 113), was
bought again by Mr. Quaritch for 2700 francs.

He advertised it in April, 1884 (352 Catalogue,

no. 15997), at 2251., when it was purchased by
Mr. Astor. See the supplementary Catalogue

of the Astor Library (Cambridge, 1886), vol.1,

p. 402. For the description of another dupli-

cate from Trinity College of the same edition,

bit with Indian titles only, which also came
into the market in 1870, see no. 38 of this list.

(6) Bodleian Library, Oxford. See the Cat-

alogus Librorum Impressorum Bibliothecce Bod-

leiance (Oxonii, 1843), vol. 1, p. 259, where it is

entered under the heading of version Virgin-

ianoe, as: "The holy Bible in the language of

the Indians in Virginia by John Eliot. 4°.

Cambridge, in New England, 1663." It is sup-

posed to be of this variety, but in the absence

of a more particular description it can not be
determined exactly what kind of a copy it is.

(7) Library of the British Museum, London.

v

Press mark C. 10. a. 1. With a colored frontis-

piece of the royal arms of England inserted.

This is probably the copy described in the^i&-

liothecce Iteqice Cataloqus (London, 1820), vol. 1,

p. 279. See the British Museum Catalogue of

Printed Books (London, 1887), under Eliot;

and Henry Stevens's Catalogue of the American
Books in . . . the British Museum (London, 1886),

p. 56. It is supposed to be of this variety, with
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the diamond shaped figure on the Indian new
testament title. See also no. 23 of this list.

(8) Library of William Cavendish, second

earl of Burlington and seventh duke of Devon-

shire, Chatsworth, England. Bound in purple

morocco. The •commencement of this collec-

tion of books dates back to the reign of Queen

Elizabeth, but the greatest additions were

made by WiUiam George Spencer Cavendish,

the sixth duke of Devonshire (born 1790, died

1858), "who is justly entitled to be called the

founder of the Chatsworth library in its pres-

ent form." He purchased the library of Thomas
Dampier, bishop of Ely, in 1812, and bought

largely at the sales of the Stanley, Home
Tooke, Townley, Edwards, and Eoxburghe

libraries. Most of his books, which were scat-

tered among his several houses, were removed

to Chatsworth in 1815. Seethe Catalogue of the

Library at Chatsworth (London, 1879), vol. 1, p.

180. In the absence of a more particular de-

scription, the bible is supposed 1o be of this

variety, with the diamond shaped figure on the

Indian new testament title.

^ (9) Library of Congress, "Washington, D. C.

In the original binding of dark bluemorocco, gilt

edges. With the diamond shaped figure on the

Indiannew testament title. Some of the leaves

are loose and stained. The price mark of Is. 6d.

is written on the first title. On the verso of

the new testament title is written :

'

' Rachel

GaitherDaughter of John Gaither and Ruth his

Wife was born April 19th, 1687," and below it a

list of the children of " Rich'' Tucker and Su-

sanna his Wife, " Rachel, Susanna, Elizabeth,

Richard, and Rebeacker, who werb bom in the

years 1744, 1746, 1748, 1750, and 1752, respect-

ively. On the blank leaf between the new test-

ament and metrical psalms is written : "David

Whittle the Son of John Whittle and Rachel his

Wife was Born . . . July 4th, 1760." The bible

was purchased for the Library of Congress from

a Maryland family about the year 1872. It is

mentioned in Mr. Nathaniel Paine's list, printed

in his BriefNotice ofthe Library of the American

Antiquarian Society (Worcester, 1873), p. 55.

See ilD.Q Alphabetical Catalogue of the Library

of Congress (Washington, 1878), vol. 1, p, 701.

(10) Mrs. Ralph L. Cutter (Laura M. Eliot),

Brooklyn, N". Y. In tbe original dark blue

morocco binding, gilt edges, containing all of

the original blank leaves. Size of the leaf, 7^

by 5| inches. With the diamond siiaped fig-

ure on the Indian new testament title. An un-

usually large and fine copy, with many rough

leaves. It may have been a presentation copy

to Henry Ashurst, Esq., the treasurer to the

Corporation for propagating the gospel among
the Indians in New England, who died in 1680.

At the top of the first title is the partially de-

faced signature of "Wm. Ashhurst," sup-

posed by Dr. Moore and Dr. Trumbull to be

Sir William Ashurst, the son of Henry, who
was lord mayor of Londonm 1693, a proraineut

member, and afterwards governor, of the
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above named Corporation, and who died in 1720»

There was another "Wm. Ashhurst," how-
ever, an elder brother of Henry, whose sig-

nature is found in the copy described under
no. 17 of this list. It afterwards came into

the possession of Mr. John Allan, of New
York, the well known antiquarian and book
collector (born 1777, died 1863). According to

Mr. George P. Philes, Mr, Allan told him that

he bought it for $10 from a person who brought
it to him. At the sale of Mr. Allan's library

in New York, May, 1864 (no. 1013), it was pur-
chased by Mr. J. W.Bouton, the bookseller,

for $825. It next came into the possession of

Mr. George Brinley, of Hartford, Conn., and at

the sale of the third portion of his library in

New York, April, 1881 (No. 5682), it was pur-

chased for $900 by Dr. Ellsworth Eliot for his

sister, the present owner, who is a direct de-

scendant of John Eliot. A description of this

copy, made by Mr. Peter Hastie, while in Mr.
Allan's possession, was printed in the Histori-

cal Magazine (March, 1859), vol. 3, pp. 87, 88.

(11) Mr. John Lyon Gardiner, Gardiner's

Island, N. Y. In the original calf binding with

gilt tooling, lacking the clasps and showing the

marks of much use. With the diamond shaped

figure on the Indian new testament title. The
first leaf of the dedication is lacking. The
second leaf is loose, together with the English

general title and front cover. The bible is

ruled throughout with red ink, around every

page, around the headings of the chapters, and
between and at the tops of the columns. This
was evidently done before the book was bound,

as gome of the sheets have been incorrectly

folded. Mr. John Lyon Gardiner (bom 1770,

died 1816), the seventh proprietor ofthe island,

and grandfather of the present owner, made
the following note in it:- "I received this

Indian Bible from Joshua Nonesuch of the Ni-

hantic tribe in Lyme, ' Quonehtaucutt ' by
means of Daniel Wauheat, this vj May 1813..

It is said to be presented to the tribe by a Sa-

chem ofthe Moheags inNorwich, '

' etc. Dated

:

" Monchongonuc, Gardiners Island, May vj,

1813." This copy was mentioned in the West-

chester News, in August, 1855, according to an

article in the Historical Magazine (April, 1859),

vol. 3, p. 124. Information furnished by Mr.
Gardiner, in letter of January 9th, 1883, and by
Mr.Wni. Wallace Tooker, in letter of February

12th, 1890. See also The Papers and Biography

of Lion Gardiner (St. Louis, 1883), p. 100.

(12) Mr. Brayton Ives, New York. An un-

usually large and fine copy, with many rough
leaves. It remained in the original binding of

dark blue morocco, gilt edges, and '

' in the

finest condition," until after 1870, when it was
rebound in olive levant gros grained morocco,

by F. Bedford. Size of the leaf, 7/g by 5§ inches.

With tbe diamond shaped figure on the Indian

new testament title. As originally bound, this

copy did not contain the leaf of contents, and

therefore was like no. 17 of this list, described
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as a fifth variety. The leaf, however, was

afterwards inserted from another copy, so that

it conforms now with the description of the

third variety. On the verso of the title is the

stamp of the Bodleian Library of Oxford, by

which institution it was sold as a duplicate.

It came to the United States about the year

1863, and was offered for sale at 100?. Mr.

James T. Bruce, of l^Tew York, purchased it, and
' at the sale of his library in l^ew York, April,

1868 (no. 267), it brought $1130—against Mr.

George Brinley's bid of $1127.50—passing into

the collection of Mr. John A. E,ice, of Chicago,

who supplied the leaf of contents from an im-

perfect copy of the bible in his possession. At

the sale of his books in New York, March,

1870 (no. 662), it was bought for $1050 by Mr. J.

W. Bouton, the bookseller, who sold it to Mr,

"William Menzies, of New York. It was then

learned that the leaf of contents which had

been inserted by Mr. Hice, was from the edition

of 1685. See no. 23 of the list of bibles of that

edition. This mistake Mr. Menzies rectified

by inserting a genuine leaf from an imperfect

copy of the first edition in his possession. He
also had the book rebound, preserving its orig-

inal size. At the sale of his library in New
York, November, 1876 (no. 665), it was bought

by Mr.Joseph J. Cooke, of Providence, E. I., for

$900. When the third portion of Mr. Cooke's

library was sold in New York, December, 1883

(Americana, no. 789), the present owner secured

the bible for $1,250.

.J (13) Lenox Library, New York. In the orig-

inal biniling of dark blue morocco, gilt edges,

containing all of the original blank leaves.

Size of the leaf, 7x^5 by 5JJ inches. "With the

diamond shaped figure on the Indian new tes-

tament title. The number 18 is written in large

figures over the gilt on the bottom edges. On
the first blank leaf is the name in manuscript

of an early owner, "Ashurst Allin, Rector of

Somerleton near Yarmouth in Suffolk." On
the inside of the front cover is the book-plate

of the Scottish antiquary and historian George

Chalmers (born 1742, died 1825). While in the

possession of Mr. Chalmers it was seen and ex-

amined by James Grahame, who refers to it in

his History of the United States (London, 1836),

vol. 1, p. 280. In 18il it was probably sold by
auction in London, with the library of Mr.

Chalmers. In 1861 it came into the possession

of Mr. Bernard Quaritch, the bookseller, whose
memorandum of collation, dated 21st March
of that year, is on one of the blank leaves at the

end. In July, 1862, he offered it for sale (185

Catalogue, no. 626), at 63?, when it was pur-

chased by Mr. Lenox. The page headings of

Luke 21 and 24, on the recto of leaves L2 and

L4, are correctly printed in this copy. See also

nos. 16 and 30 of this list.

y (14) Library of Trinity College, Dublin.

See the Catalogus Librorum Impressorum qui

in Bibliotheca Collegii Sacrosanctce et Individ-

uce Trinitatis. . .adservantur (Dublin, 1861), vol.
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1, p. 303, where it is entered under the heading y\'^ i55 i

of version Amei'icana, as follows :
" The Holy

Bible, translated into the Indian language (by

John Eliot). Cambridge (New Engl.), 1663. 4°.

(V. T.) A.f. 13." Below it is the additional en-

try, "Cambridge, 1681 [sic]. 4°. (N. T. ) A. k.

42 and 46," This second press mark may
refer perhaps to two copies of the new tes-

tament of 1661, bound separately. The bible

is probably of this variety, but in the ab-

sence of a better description it can not be de-

termined exactly what kind of a copy it is.

See also no. 14 of the list of copies of the new
testament of 1661.

Copies of the fourth variety : Containing the

English general title, the dedication of the

whole bible, the leaf of contents. Genesis to

Malachi, the Indian new testament title with- .

out the diamond shaped figure, Matthew to

Eevelation, and the metrical psalms with the

final leaf of rules. 596 printed leaves, and three

blank leaves. The Indian general title, the

English new testament title, and the dedication

of the new testament are omitted in these cop-

ies, which differ from those of the third variety

only in the variation of the Indian new testa-

ment title.

(15) Mr. Charles H. Kalbfleisch, New York.

In the original binding of dark blue morocco,

giltedges. Size of the leaf, 7| by 5| inches. The
Indian new testament title does not contain the

diamond shaped figure. This copy is consid-

ered to be one of the largest and finest known.

Many of the leaves have not been touched by
the binder's knife on the front and bottom edges.

It came from the library of Philip Yorke, first

earl of Hardwicke and lord chancellor of Eng-

land from 1737 to 1756. After the death of the

Right Hon. Charles Philip Yorke, the fourth

earl of Hardwicke, a portion of the library was
removed from Wimpole House to London, and

sold by auction June 29th, 1888, when the bible

(no. 45) was purchased for the present owner

by Mr. Quaritch for 580?. Information fur-

nished by Mr. Kalbfleisch, in letters of July

22d, 1888, and April 15th, 1889.

(16) Lenox Library, New York. In red "^

morocco binding of the present century (alaout

1837), gilt edges, containing all of the original

blank leaves. Size of the leaf, 7^ by 5xs inches.

The Indian new testament title does not con-

tain the diamond shaped figure. This copy of

the bible was purchased by Mr. Lenox probably

some time between 1840 and 1850. It cost him
21?, His description of it was printed in the

Historical Magazine (October, 1858), vol. 2, p.

307. It has the page headings of Luke 21 and

24 on the recto of leaves L2 and L4, correctly

printed. See also nos. 13 and 30 of this list.

Copies of the fifth variety: Containing the En-

glish general title, the dedication of the whole

bible. Genesis to Malachi, the Indian new tes-

tament title with the diamond shaped figure,

Matthew to Revelation, and the metrical psalms,

with the final leaf of rules. 595 printed leaves,.
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and 3 blank leaves. The Indian general title,

the leaf of contents, the English new testament

title, and the dedication of the new testament

ai e omitted.

(17) Library of Andover Theological Semi-

Barj', Andover, Mass. In the original leather

binding (apparently ), paneled sides, gilt edges.

"With the diamond shaped figure on the Indian

Bew testament title. At the top of the English

title is written the name of "Wm. Ashhurst

1663, "an elder brother ofHenry Ashurst, Esq.,

the treasurer to the Corporation for propagating

the gospel among the Indians in New England.

He was a member ofparliament in 1611, again in

1654, and the author of several political tracts

printed at London. Another copy of the bible

containing the signature of "Wm. Ashhurst,"

perhaps a nephew of the above, is described

under no. 10 of this list. On the blank leaf at

the beginning of the volume is inscribed the

following: ' 'A present to the Society of Inquiry

on the Subject of Missions from Jas. Chater,

Baptist Missionary, Colombo, Ceylon, April

1818." The Rev. Mr. Chater was the first mis-

sionary sent to Ceylon from England by the

English Baptist Missionary Society in 1812. He
was one of the translators of the bible into Sing-

halese, and the author of several grammatical

works on that language. He died in 1829. The
books belonging to the "Society of Inquiry"

were deposited in the library ofAndover Theo-

logical Seminary about the year 1860. Informa-

tion furnished by the librarian, William L.

Hopes, in letters of December 20th, 1889, and

January 23d, 1890.

Another copy, which was originally of this

variety, was made to conform with the descrip-

tion of the third varietv by the insertion of the

leaf of contents from another copy, and is de-

scribed under no. 12 of this list.

Copies of the sixth variety: Containing the

English general title, the leaf of contents,

Genesis to Malachi, the English new testament

title, the Indian new testament title with the

diamond shaped figure, Matthew to Revelation,

and the metrical psalms with the final leaf of

rules. 595 printed leaves, and 2 blank leaves.

The dedication of the whole bible, the Indian

general title, and the dedication of the new tes-

tament are omitted.

(18) Library of the American Antiquarian

Society, Worcester, Mass. In the original calf

binding. With the diamond shaped figure on

the Indian new testament title. It contains the

inscription " The property ofIsaiah Thomas, of

Boston and Worcester, Printer, 1791," and is

without doubt the copy referred to by Mr.
Thomas in his Historp of Printing in America
(Worcester, 1810), vol. 1, pp. 255, 475. The bible

was probably given by him to the Society at the

time of its foundation in 1812, or some time be-

fore his death in 1831. See the Catalogue of

Books in the Library of the American Antiquar-

ian Society (Worcester, 1837), where it is entered

in two places, with the English title under Bible,
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and with the Indian title under Eliot. A fac-

simile of the Indian general title is inserted at

the front. Information furnished by the libra-

rian, Mr. Edmund M. Barton.

Copies of the seventh variety: Containing the

English general title, the Indian general title,

theleafof contents, Genesis to Malachi, and the

metrical psalms with the final leaf of rules. 468

printed leaves. The dedication of the whole
bible and the whole of the new testament are

omitted. For other copies of the old testament

and metrical psalms, without the English title,

see nos. 87-39 of this list.

(19) Mr. Frederick F. Thompson, New York.
The old testament and metrical psalms only,

bound together in one volume, in red morocco,

gilt edges, by Bradstreet (about 1870). It is

• accompanied by a copy of the new testament in

a separate volume, uniformly bound, for a de-

scription of which see no. 16 of the list of testa-

ments of 1661. The English and Indian general

titles face each other, and are followed by the

leafof contents, withthe text on the recto, verso

blank. This is probably the copy of "Eliot's

translation of the Old Testament and Psalm
Book into the Indian tongue," briefly described

with the Indian general title, in Mr. Henry C.

M-urphys Catalogue ofan American Library (no.

130), printed at Brookly.i about the year 1851.

It is said that he bought it in London from Mr.

Obadiah Eich, the bookseller, for about 21. A
copy of the old testament and metrical psalms,

but perhaps with the Indian title only, was ad-

vertised for sale in Rivington and Cochran's

Catalogue (London, 1824), no. 2219, at 18 shill-

ings; and also in Rich's chronological Cata-

logue (London, 1832), no. 331, at2l. 2s. The latter

may be the copy which Mr. Murphy bought.

At the sale of his library in New York, March,

1884, this copy of the old testament and metrical

psalms (no. 886), and the new testament (no.

887), were purchased for the present owner for

$680, or $340 for each volume. Information fur-

nished by Mr. Thompson, in letters ofNovember
18th and 23d, 1889.

A copy of the Indian bible with the English

title and dedication, probably one of the pre-

sentation copies, brought 19 shillings at the sale

of the library of the Rev. Lazarus Seaman in

London in 1676. Dr. Seaman was rector of All-

hallows Church in London, one of the members
of the Westminster Assembly of Divines in

1613-47, and also a prominent member of the

Corporation for propagating the gospel among
the Indians in New England. His name is sub-

scribed with others to one of the atldresses pre-

fixed to Strength out of WeaJcnesse, London,

1652. The library belonging to him was one of

the earliest, if not the first, that was sold by
auction in England. The sale catalogue of

the library of G. and J. Meerman {Catalogue

Librorum Impressorum, vol. I, p. 20), sold at the

Hague in .lune, 1824, contains the title (no. 17):

"The holy Bible, translated into the Indian

Language, Cambridge, 1663, mar. verte dor6,"
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which brought 16 florins. This collection of

hooks -was formed by Geraart Meerman, the

learned typographical antiquary (born 1722,

died 1771), and by his son Jan Meerman, the

historian and political writer (born 1753,

died 1815). The description given in Field's

Essay toivards an Indian Bibliography (no.

495), with the English title, was probably not

of a copy in his possession, but merely one of

the titles of "books not actually in the author's

collection," which were included for the pur-

pose of making the list more complete. The
copy which Mr. Field owned, notwithstanding

his own statement and Mr. Paine's that it was
of the iirst edition, was really of the second,

and lacked both beginning and end.

Mamusse
|
wunneetupanatamwe

|

up-biblum God | naueeswe
|
nakkone

testament
|
kah wonk

|
wusku testa-

ment.
I
Ne quoshkinnumuk nashpe

Wuttinnenmoli Christ
J
noh asoowesit

I
John Eliot.

|

Cambridge: | Printeuoop nashpe

Samuel Green kah Marmaduke John-

son.
I
1663.

Second title : "Wusku
| wuttestamentum

|

nul-lordumun
|
Jesus Christ | Nuppoqiiohwus-

suaeneumun.
|
[Diamond shaped figure of 32

pieces between two lines.]
|

Cambridge : |
Printed by Samuel G-reen and

Marmaduke Johuson. | MDCLXI [1661].

Caption of metrical psalms : Wame
| Ket-

cohomae uketoohomaongash
|
David.

Caption uf leaf of rules : Noowomoo "Wnttin-

noowaonk {sic] God, Gen. 5. 22. Enoch weeche

I
pomushau God nishwudt pasukcoe kodtum-

waeu. Wonk
|
noowomoo, Prov. 23. 17. qush

Jehovah neteagu : newaj | kenatootomoush.

594 printed leaves without page numbers,
and 2 blank leaves, in the following order : the

title of the whole bible in Indian on 1 leaf verso

blank, the list of the books in both testaments

on 1 leaf recto blank. Genesis to Malachi in 414

leaves, the title of the new testament in Indian

on 1 leaf verso blank, Matthew to Revelation

in 126 leaves, 1 blank leaf, the metrical version

of the psalms in 50 leaves, rules for Christian

living.' on 1 leaf, and 1 blank leaf at the end, 4°.

Signatures, besides the two preliminary leaves,

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S,

T,U,X,Y,Z,Aa to Zz, Aaa to Zzz, Aaaa to Zzzz,

Aaaaa to LUll, all in fours, and Mmmmm in

two, for the old testament ; A, B, C, D, E, F, G

,

H, I, K, L, Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd, Ee, Ff, Gg, Hh, II,

Kk, LI, Mm, :N'n, Oo, Pp, Qq, Er, Ss, Tt, Uu, and
Xx, all in fours, for the new testament; A, B,

C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, and JN", all in fours,

for the metrical psalms and final leaves. In
the Massachusetts Indian language.

This is the whole bible as issued for the use
of the Indians. It differs from the copies

already described under the preceding title, in

the absence of the English titles and dedica-
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tions. Some copies of the old testament and

metrical psalms were also bound up together,

separate from the new testament. These are

placed at the end of the list.

Copies of the whole bible : Containing the In-

dian general title, the leaf of contents. Genesis

to Malachi, the Indian new testament title,

Matthew to Revelation, and the metrical

psalms with the final leafof rules. 594 printed

leaves, and two blank leaves. One of these

copies (no. 31) also contains the dedication of

the whole bible, and is described as having

the variation of the Indian new testament title

without the diamond shaped figure. In all the

other copies of which particular descriptions

have been obtained, the Indian new testament

title contains the diamond shaped figure.

(20) Library of the Boston Athenaeum, Bos- ^
ton, Mass. In half leather binding. With the

diamond shaped figure on the Indian new tes-

tament title. The first title and 35 leaves, or

all before Exodus v, are lacking, and also the

latter half of the metrical psalms, with the

final leaf of rules. The page headings of Luke
21 and 24, on the recto of leaves L2 and L4, are

wrongly printed 10 and 15 in this copy. It is

mentioned in Mr. Bartlett's list, printed in the

Historical Magazine (September, 1858), vol. 2,

p. 277. See the Catalogue of the Library of the

Boston Athenceum (Boston, 1874), vol. 1, p. 270. /

(21) Boston Public Library, Boston, Mass. "^

In the Prince collection, press mark 21.4. In

the original leather binding. With the dia-

mond shaped figure on the Indian new testa-

ment title. The last two leaves of the metrical

psalms and the final leaf of rules are lacking,

but have been supplied in manuscript fac-

simile. On the verso of the first title is writ-

ten, "Thomas Prince 6 Aug. 15. 1738. Gift of

Mr. Shipton." This was the date of its acqui-

sition by Mr. Prince At the top of the leaf of

contents is pasted the printed book-plate:

"This Book belongs to The Kew-England-Li-

brary. Begun to be collected by Thomas
Prince, upon his entring Harvard-(3ollege July

6. 1703 ; and was given by said Prince, to remain

therein for ever." On the first blank leaf is

written, " This copy of the Indian Bible be-

longs to the Old South Church Library Bos-

ton." The Rev. Thomas Prince was pastor of

the Old South Church in Boston from 1718 until

his death, October 22, 1758, aged 71 years. His
"New-England-Library" was one of the larg-

est and mos . important collections of the kind
formed in the eighte*»nth century. It was be-

queathed by Prince's will to the Old South

Church, in the steeple chamber of which it

was deposited. During the siege of Boston in

1775-76, the church was used as a riding school

by the British soldiers, and many of the books
were lost or carried away. In 1814 a small

portion of the library was deposited in the

rooms of the Massachusetts Historical Society,

and the remaining volumes were removed to

the house of the pastor, where they were kept
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for many years, until a room was fitted up for

the reception of the whole library in the Old

South Chapel, in Spring Lane. A catalogue

was printed in 1846, and in 1866 the entire col-

lection was deposited in the Boston Public

Library. The page headings of Luke 21 and

24, on the recto of leaves L2 and L4, are cor-

rectly printed in this copy. See the Catalogue

of the American Portion of the Library of the

Bev. Thomas Prince (Boston, 1868), no. 110;

and the complete catalogue of The Prince Li-

brary (Boston, 1870), p. 6.

(22) Library of Bowdoin College, Brunswick,

Maine. An imperfect copy, lacking the first

forty-two leaves or all before signature L (Ex-

odus XXX, 24), six leaves between the old and

new testaments or leaves LllllStoA2 (Zechariah

viii, 8, to Matthew iii, 10), and the last five

leaves of the new testament or leaves Uu3 to

Xx3 (Revelation x, 8, to the end) . The metrical

psalms are also lacking, except a small fragment

(leaf A4). Five leaves in the old testament,

between chapters x and xxii of 1st Chronicles

(Ccc4 to Ddd4), are badly mutilated. The book

was presented to the library some time previous

to the year 1821. It is mentioned in the histor-

ical Magazine (May, 1859), vol. 3, pp. 157, 158.

See the Catalogue of the Library of Bowdoin
College (Brunswick, 1863), p. 65. Information

furnished by the librarian, Mr. Georgt^ T. Little,

in letters of December 16 and 27, 1889.

(23) Library of the British Museum, London.

In the Grenville collection. Bound in blue mo-

rocco. This copy was formerly owned by the

Hon. Edward Everett, while minister of th«^

United States to Great Britain, 1841-1845, and
was presented by him to the Hon. Thomas
Grenville (born 1755, died 1846). No exact de-

scription of the book has been obtained. See

the Bibliotheca Orenvilliana (London, 1848), part

2, p. 451, where it is entered with the Indian title.

See also no. 7 of this list.

(24) United Congregational Church, New-
port, E. I. Inclosed in a japanned tin box, and
deposited in the safe of one of the banks. It

is in the original dark calf binding, with clasps,

somewhat stained, and probably contains the

diamond shaped figure on the Indian new testa-

ment title. On the recto of the second leaf is

written, "Ezra Stiles. Bot out of the Library

of EeV^ Joseph Noyes of New Haven, 1761."

The Eev. Joseph Noyes was graduated at Yale

College in 1709, ordained pastor of the first

church in New Haven in 1716, and died in 1761,

aged 73 years. His son, Mr. John Noyes, was
graduated at Yale College in 1753, and died in

1767. On the recto of the first blank leaf is

written: "Ezra Stiles Ex dono D. Johannis

Noyes, de Novo Portu, Connecticuttsis." On
the title is written, "Ezra Stiles. Y. C. ;" on

one of the blank leaves, '

' Ezra Stiles, Praeses ;"

on the first page of the text, "Ecclesiastical

Library Newport Ehode Island, Ezra Stiles;"

and on the inside of the front cover, "Ecclesi-

astical Library in the Care of the Association

Eliot (J. )— Continued.
of Congregational Pastors, Rhode Island, Ezra
Stiles." The Eev. Ezra StUes was born in 1727,

' and from 1756 to 1777 was pastor of the Second
Congregational Church in Newport. In 1778

he was elected president of Yale College, which
ofB.ce he held untU his death in 1795. This copy
of the bible is mentioned in Mr. Bartlett's list,

printed in the Historical Magazine (September,

1858) , vol. 2, p. 277 ; and also in Mr. O'Callaghan's

American Bibles (Albany, 1861), p. 12. Informa-

tion furnished by Dr. Ellsworth Eliot.

(25) Library of the late Joseph "W". Drexel.

New York. Bound in russia extra, back gilt,

sides filleted. Size of the leaf, 7{^ by 5| inches.

"With the diamond shaped figure on the Indian

new testament title. On the title is written the

name of "H. Hobart." The book was after-

wards in the possession of Louis Hayes Petit,

Esq., at the sale of whose library in London,

April, 1869 (no. 638), it was purchased by Mr.
Quaritch the bookseller. He advertised it for

sale in July, 18G9 (252 Catalogue, no. 12), at 200?.

Mr. George Brinley, of Hartford, bought it, and
at the sale of the first portion of his library in

New York, March, 1879 (no. 788), it was pur-

chased by Mr. Drexel for $550.

(26) Eev. "William Everett, Ph. D., Quincy,

Mass. In modern binding. The Indian new
testament title probably once contained the

diamond shaped figure, "for there is a round

spot in the blank space, about the size of the

ornament, which has been skilfully repaired,

but is evident." This copy was once owned

by the Eev. Edward Craven Hawtrey (born

1789, died 1862), head master of Eton School

and afterwards provost of th-e College, and con-

tains his autograph. It was presented by him
to the father of the present owner, the Hon.

Edward Everett (born 1794, died 1865), then

United States minister to England, whose at-

testation of the gift is dated June 4, 1842. This

copy is mentioned in Mr. Bartlett's list, printed

in the Historical Magazine (September, 1858),

vol. 2, p. 277. Information furnished by Dr.

Everett, in letter of December 7, 1889.

(27) Library of Glasgow University, Glasgow.

No description has been obtained of this copy,

which may perhaps be of one of the other va-

rieties. See Dr. John Small's introduction to^

his reprint of Eliot'sJndmnPrimer (Edinburgh,

1877), p.xxviii, note.

(28) Library of Harvard University, Cam-

bridge, Mass. In leather binding. "With the

diamond shaped figure on the Indian new testa-

ment title. It contains the inscription : "This

Book belonged to the late Eev'd Jn» Eox of

"Woburn, and is presented by his Son, Jon» Eox

of "Woburn to Harvard College Library. Eeb'y

25th, A. D. 1765." There are also the names of

several of the Fox family written on the blank

leaves. The Eev. John Fox was born in 1679,

was graduated at Harvard College in 1698, suc-

ceeded his father Jabez Fox as minister of the

Congregational church in "Woburn in 1703, and

died in 1756. See the Catalogue of the Library
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of Harvard University (Cambridge, 1830), vol.

1, p. 250. Information futnished by Mr. "Wm.

H. Tillinghast, in letter of November 21, 1889.

(29) David Hunt, M. D., Boston, Mass.

Bound m "sound old calf, with a chamois-

lined, smooth morocco outside cover, the whole

In a neat case." With the diamond shaped fig-

ure on the Indian new testament title. On a

blank leaf at the beginning is written, "Samuel
Sanders, Brought by John Beighton from New
England. Cost 5 or 6s in Boston, 1681." At
the sale of the library of the late Caleb Fiske

Harris, of Providence, in New York, April 30th

and following days, 1883 (part 1, no. 827), it

brought $80, being purchased by Mr. Eider the

bookseller. It was then described as lacking

four leaves in the gospel of Mark, from chap.

V, verse 22, to chap, xi, verse 10 (sig. F) ; the

whole of the gospel of John, and of Acts all

before chap, xxi, verse 10, making twenty-four

leaves (sig. Aa to Ff) ; with two leaves in Prov-

erbs and four leaves in Psalms that were dam-

aged. After all but one (Cc in John) of the

missing leaves had been supplied by Mr. Rider

from another copy (no. 36), the bible was again

sold by auction, in the library of Gen. Horatio

Eogers and the remaining portion of the C.

riske Harris collection, in Boston, January 24

and 25, 1888 (no. 356), for $210, being purchased

by the present owner. Information furnished

by Dr. Hunt, in letter of December 27, 1889.

^ (30) Lenox Library, New York. In modern
blue morocco binding, gilt edges, by F. Bed-

ford. Size of the leaf, 7 f\ by 5i% inches. With
the diamond shaped figure on the Indian new
testament title. The page headings of Luke
21 and 24, on the recto of leaves L2 and L4,

are wrongly printed 10 and 15. A description

of this copy by Mr. Lenox was printed in the

Historical Magazine (October, 1858), vol. 2, p. 307.

See also nos. 13 and 16 of this list.

fitij (31) Library of the late George Livermore,

^ Cambridge, Mass. According to Mr. Liver-

more's manuscript description of this copy, it

is bound in two volumes. The first volume
contains : the Indian general title, the dedica-

tion of the whole bible to King Charles II. in

two leaves, the leaf of contents recto blank,

and Genesis to Malachi. The second volume
contains: the ludian new testament title {with-

out the diamond shaped figure, according to

Mrs. Livermore), Matthew to Revelation, the

metrical psalms, and the final leaf of rules.

These two volumes were presented to Mr.
Livermore by his friend, Mr. Edward A.
Crowninshield, of Boston. This copy of the
bible is mentioned in Mr. Bartlett's list, printed
in the Historical Magazine (September, 1858),

vol. 2, p. 277. Information furnished by Mrs,
Livermore, in letter of January 14th, 1890.

y (32) Library of the Massachusetts Bistorical

Society, Boston, Mass. In the original leather
binding. With the diamond shaped figure on
the Indian new testament title. On one of the
blank leaves is written, "Enoch Greenlefe
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His booke 1672." This may be the signature

of Enoch Greenleaf, the son of Edmund Green-

leaf, who came to New England with his father

abou.t the year 1035, was of Maiden, Mass., in

1663, and soon after removed to Boston ; or of

his eldest son, Enoch Greenleaf, who died in

1705. This copy is mentioned in Mr. Bartlett's

list, printed in the Historical Magazine (Sep-

tember, 1858), vol. 2, p. 277. See the Catalogue

of the Library of the Massachusetts Historical

Society (Boston, 1859), vol. 1, pp. 127, 128.

In the Collections of this Society for 1801

(Boston, 1802), vol. 8, p. 33, is the following state-

ment: "In the files of the Historical Society

there is a leaf of the Indian Bible which be-

longed to his [Eliot's] colleague, the Rev.
Samuel Danforth, in which there are several

corrections from the hand of this worthy gentle-

man. He was settled at Roxbury about the

year 1662 [or rather 1650] and died 1674, aged 40.

He was the brother of the Deputy-Governor of

the same name."

(33) Library Company of Philadelphia, Phil-

adelphia, Pa. Belonging to the Loganian Li-

brary. With the diamond shaped figure on the

Indian new testament title. On the first title

is written the name "J. Logan." James Logan
was born in 1674, came to Pennsylvania as the

secretary of William Penn in 1699, was a mem-
ber of the provincial council from 1702 to 1747,

mayor of Philadelphia in 1723, chief justice of

the supreme court from 1731 to 1739, and acting

governor of Pennsylvania from 1736 to 1738.

On his death in 1751 he bequeathed hisvalnable

library of 2,000 volumes to the city of Phila-

delphia. They were kept in a separate build-

ing erected for the puipose until 1792, when
the entire collection wa."* annexed to the Library

Company of Philadelphia, of which it forms a

separate division. Catalogues of the Loganian

Library were printed in 1760, 1795, 1828, and

1837. Fac-similes of the general title of this

copy and of the first page of Psalms are given

in Smith and Watson's Ammcan Historical

and Literary Cariosities (New York, 1850),

plate 48. This copy is also mentioned in Mr.

Bartlett's list, printed in the Historical Maga-
zine (September, 1858), vol. 2, p. 277. Informa-

tion furnished by Mr. Charles R. Hildeburn,

in letter of December 10th, 1889.

(34) Library of J. Poyntz Spencer, fifth earl

Spencer, Althorp, England. According to

Dibdiu's Aedes Althorpianae (London, 1822), p.

92, where the Indian title is given in full,

" This copy was in the library of Colbert,"

—

refeT-ring probably to Jean Baptiste Colbert,

the eminent French state-sman and financier

(born 1619, died 1683). The famous collection

of books known as the Bibliotheca Spenceriana

was formed mainly by George John Spencer,

the second earl (born 1758, died 1834). No
exact ^description has been obtained of this

copy.

(35) J. Hammond Trumbull, LL.D., Hait-v

ford, Conn. No description has been obtained
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of this copy. It is mentioned in Mr. T. W.
Field's Essay towards an Indian Bibliogra-

phy (Few York, 1873), p. 120; and in a letter

written by Dr. Trumbull in 1879.

(36) Mr. E. P. Yining, St. Louis, Mo. In old

calf binding. With the diamond shaped figure

on the Indian new testament title. It lacks all

before signature C ((Jenesis xxi), 28 leaves in

the new testament (sig. F and Aa to Ff), and

all after signature E of the metrical psalms.

An interesting feature of this copy is the pres-

ence of the whole of the last sheet of the old

testament as originally printed, containing

:

first, leafMmmmm ; second, the leaf of contents,

recto blank; third, the Indian general title,

verso blank
;
fourth, the final leaf of the old

testament. As the binder had neglected to re-

move the inner half of the sheet, the title and

leaf of contents were therefore originally in

duplicate. On the verso of this leaf of con-

tents is written, "Henery ^STewman His Book,

Anno domny 1698. 1710." On the verso of the

Indian title is written, " Samuell Newman, and

David I. l^ewman their Book May: d : 9: 1717 ;

"

and in another hand, "The property of Anna
Pecke presented to Mr by her grandfather."

On another leaf is written, "Angelina Peck

—

Pawtucket, 1831." It also contains the memor-

andum: "Eebound by Joseph Peck Son of

CyrialPeck, Seekonk." The bible was after-

wards in the possession of Mr. Kider, the

bookseller of Providence, who took out 28

leaves of the new testament, and two other

leaves, to put into another copy (no. 29). It

was then sold by auction, in the library of

Gen. Horatio Rogers and the remaining portion

of the C. Fiske Harris collection, in Boston,

January 24 and 25, 1888 (no. 357), for $45, Mr.

Yining being the purchaser. Information fur-

nished by Mr. Yining.

From a letter printed in the Documents relat-

ing to the Colonial History of . . . New York

(Albany, 1881), vol. 13, p. 520, it appears that a

copy of the bible was brought to Albany by a

Natick Indian in the time of Governor Nicolls,

1664-1668. According to Williamson's History

of the State of Maine, " a copy of Mr. Eliot's

Indian Bible, printed A. D. 1664, was obtained

by Eev. Daniel Little, missionary to the In-

dians of Penobscot and St. John, since the rev-

olution, which he carried with him; but he
said, 'not one word of their language could be

found in it.'" A copy of this edition, with the

Indian general title, was in the possession of

Dr. Johann SeverinYater, the eminent professor

of theology and librarian at Konigsberg (born

1771, died 1826), and is referred to by him in his

continuation of Adelung's Mithridates (Berlin,

1816), Th. 3, Abth. 3, S. 379. In Henry G. Bohn's

Catalogue of Books (London, 1841), no. 5696, a

copy is described under the heading Virginian,

as follows :
" Biblia Indica.—The Old and New

Testaments, with a metrical version of the

Psalms, by J. Eliot, sm. 4to. very rare, injured

by damp, 12s. Cambridge, (New Eng.) 1663."
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The copy formerly owned by Augustus Fred-

erick, duke of Sussex, the sixth son of king
George III. (born 1773, died 1843), and which is

described under the Indian title in Pettigrew's

Bibliotheca Sussexiana (London, 1839), vol. 2, p.

432, was sold by auction with the duke's library,

in London, in July, 1844 (no. 1158). A muti-

lated copy, lacking the titles and many leaves

at the beginning and end, was sold with the

third portion of the library of the late Joseph
J. Cooke, of Providence, in New York, Decem-
ber, 1883 (A.mericana, no. 790), for $5, Mr. D. G.

• Francis, the bookseller, being the purchaser.

Copies of the old testartKent: Containing the
Indian general title, the leaf of contents. Gene-
sis to Malachi, and the metrical psalms with
the final leaf of rules. 467 printed leaves, and
1 blank leaf at the end.

(37) Library of the late John Carter Brown,
Providence, R. I. The old testament and met-
rical psalms only, bound together in one vol-

ume, in brown calf. It is accompanied by a
copy of the new testament with the English
title and dedication in a separate volume, uni-

formly bound, for a description of which see

no. 6 of the list of testaments of 1661. The two
volumes were once owned by Edward King,

viscount Kingsborough (born 1795, died 1837),

and at the sale of his library in Dublin, an-

nounced for June, but postponed to November,
1842 (no. 56), brought '61. 3s. Not long after,

according to one account, Mr. E. B. Corwin, of
New York, purchased them in London for 4L
There is another statement, however, that they

were sold to Mr. Corwin by Bartlett and Wel-
ford, the New York booksellers, for $40. At
the sale of his library inNew York, November,
1856 (no. 2552), the two volumes were purchased

for $200 by Mr. John R. Bartlett for Mr. Brown.
This copy is mentioned in Mr. Bartlett's list,

printed in the Historical Magazine (September,

1858) , vol. 2, p. 277. It is also described by Mr.
Bartlett, but not with suflBcient exactness, in

the catalogue of the Brown library printed in

1866 (part 2, no. 688), and again in the enlarged

edition of the same catalogue printed in 1882

(part 2, no. 920). Information furnished by Mr.

John Nicholas Brown, in letters of November
27th and December 2d, 1889.

(38) Mr. C. F. Gunther, Chicago, III. The old

testament and metrical psalms only, bound
together in one volume, in crushed levant mo-

rocco, gilt top and back, by R. W. Smith (aboat

1885). The old testament is complete, with the

Indian general title and leaf of contents, but

four leaves (signature E) are lacking in the

metrical psalms, from the middle of Psalm LI
to the first part of Psalm LXYI, and many of

the leaves have been repaired. On the back of

the title is the stamp of the library of Trinity

College, Dublin, as a "duplicate sold." The
history of this copy, gathered from scattered

notices and memoranda, appears to be as fol-

lows. In March and April, 1870 (259 Catalogue,

no. 277), and in July, 1870 (260 Catalogue, no.
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1171), Mr. Bernard Quaritcli advertised for sale

at 801, a copy of the whole bible with the In-

dian titles, lacking signature Pp (2d Satuuel iv,

9 to xiii, 22) and Ooo (Esther iv. 14 to Job vi.

19) in the old testament, and signature E in

the njetrical psalma, but otherwise perfect, in

the original calf bindinjr, and without doubt a

duplicate from Trinity College. It was pur-

chased by Mr. Henry C. Murphy, of Brooklyn,

who took out the new testament portion, which

he sent to the binder to be bound separately as

a companion volume to his other (better) copy

of the old testament and metrical psalms. See

no. 16 of the list of testaments, and no. 19 of the

list of bibles. At the sale of Mr. Murphy's

library in New York, March, 1884 (no. 885), the

remainder of the volume, containing the old

testament and metrical psalms, described as

"without binding, quite imperfect; leaves

wanting in many places," was bought by Mr.

David G. Francis, the bookseller, for $5. He
supplied the imperfections of the old testament

out of another imperfect copy in his possession,

probably the one which he had purchased for

$5 at the sale of the third portion of the library

ofJoseph J. Cooke, ofProvidence, in New York,

December, 1883 (Americana, no. 790). The vol-

ume was then put into its present binding, and

offered for sale by Mr. Francis, first at $125,

again in July, 1885, at $150, and in February,

1886 (79 Catalogue, p. 1), at $250, when it was
purchased by Mr Gunther. For the descrip-

tion of another duplicate of the edition of 1663

from Trinity College, but with the English

title and dedication, which came into the mar-

ket with this copy in 1870, see no. 5 of this list.

(39) Library of the Zealand Academy of

Sciences (Zeeuwsch Genootschap der "Weten-

schappen), Middleburg, Holland. The old tes-

tament and metrical psalms only, bound to-

gether in one volume, "in red morocco, with

green silk on the inner covers, and tooled with

gilt edges." The title is lacking, but in its

place in a manuscript account in Dutch, of

which the following is a translation: "All the

Bibles of the Christian Indians were burned or

destroyed by the heathen savages. This one
alone was saved; and from it a new edition,

with improvement, and an entirely new trans-

lation of the New Testament, was undertaken.

I saw at Eoesberri (Roccsbury ?), about an
hour's ride from Boston, this Old Testament
printed, and some sheets of the New. The
printing-oflBce was at Cambridge, three hours'

ride from Boston, where also there was, close

to the borders of the savages, a college of stu-

dents of another nation. The Psalms of David
are added in the same metre. At Eoesberri

dwelt Mr. Hailot [N. B.—The Zealand sound of

Eliot], a very godly preacher there. He was
ak this time about seventy years old, and his

son was a preacher at Boston. This good old

man was one of the firstIndependent preachers
to settle in these parts, seeking freedom to

worship. He was the principal translator and

Eliot (J.)— Continued.

director of the printing of both the first and
second editions of this Indian Bible. Out
of special zeal and love he gave me this copy

of the first edition, lor which I am, and shall

continue, grateful. This was in June, 1680.

Jasper Dauckaerts." An account of the visit

of Jasper Dankers or Dauckaerts and Peter

Sluyter to Mr. Eliot in the summer of 1680,

when this copy was presented to them, is given

in the note to the second edition of the bible.

Some time after, the book came into the pos-

session of Mr. H. J. Bosschaert of Middleburg,

and at the sale of his library in April, 1757, in

the catalogue of which it was marked as extra

rare, was bought by the bookseller Gillissen

foryZ. 23.40, according to one account. It next

appearedin the library of Professor Willemsen,

whose books were sold by auction in Middle-

burg, in April, 1781. In the sale catalogue of

his library it was described as containing the

whole old testament and the psalms in metre,

lacking the title and some few leaves in the

psalm book. The book was not offered at the

sale, however, but was withdrawn, and camo
into the hands of Professor de Fremery, who,

in February, 1807, presented it to the Zealand

Academy of Sciences. It was then remarked as

something curious that the letter r does not once

occur in the whole book. In the CoMlogus der

Bibliotheek van het Zeeuwsch Genootschap (Mid-

dleburg, 1845), p. 2, it is entered as "Het Oude
Testament in de Americaansch-Indiaansche

of Wiltsche taal; " and in the enlarged cata-

logue of the same library, p. 269, no. 1986, it is

described as containing the old testament and
psalms in the American Indian Language, 4to,

full morocco gilt. A report on the two copies

of the Indian bible in the library of this acad-

emy was presented at its meeting in December,

1873, by the librarian F. Nagtglas, and printed

as a separate pamphlet in January, 1874. An
English translation of it is in the Proceedings

of the Massachusetts Historical Society for 1873-

75, pp. 307-309, from which the above particu-

lars have been taken. The other copy is de-

scribed under no. 4 of this list.

Another copy of the old testament and metri-

cal psalms, but with the addition of the En-

glish general title, is described under no. 19 of

this list. A copy was advertised for sale by
Eivington and Cochran of London, in their

Catalogue for 1824 (no. 2219), as "The Old Tes-

tament, with a metrical version of the psalms,"

translated by John Eliot, Cambridge (New
England), 1663, 4to, calf neat, 18s. In Mr. 0.

Rich's chronological Catalogue of Books re-

lating to . . . America (London, 1832), no. 331,

a copy of "the Indian translation of the Old

Testament, and of the Psalms in verse," with

the Indian general title, was offered for sale for

21. 2s.

There is no copy of the edition of 1663 in the

library of the American Philosophical Society

at Philadelphia, as mentioned in the lists of Mr.
Bartlett, Mr. O'Callaghan, Mr. Field, and Mr.
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Paine, and as might be inferred from the pe-

culiar way in which the second edition is en-

tered in the catalogue of that society's library

printed in 1824. According to Mr. Field and

Mr Paine the New York Historical Society

and the Long Island Historical Society each

possessed a copy of the first edition of the

bible. This is a mistake, however, as the only

copies ever owned by these societies are of

the second edition. Mr. Field also includes in

his list of owners of the first edition thename of

"Mr. John H. King (deceased), Jamaica, L. I."

This refers without doubt to the Hoii. John A.

King, of Jamaica, N^. Y., who owned a copy of

the second edition only. The copy owned by

Col. George W. Pratt was not of the edilion of

1663, as stated by a writer in the Historical

Magazine (October, 1858), vol. 2, p. 308, but ofthe

edition of 1685.

[Up-Bookum psalmes.

Cambridge: printed by Samuel Green

and Marmaduke Johnson. 1663.] (*)

32 (?) leaves, 4°.

Tlie psalter or book of psalms, translated

into the Massachusetts Indian language, by

John Eliot. At their meeting on the 10th of

September, 1664, the Commissioners wrote to

the Corporation in England: "The number of

Bibles with Psalm books printed were vpwards

of a thousand ; of Baxters Call 1000 and of

Psalters 500 diners wherof all sorts are dis-

posed to the Indians and the rest reddy for

theire vse as they can be bound vp and there

may bee occation." In the treasurer's account

presented to the Commissioners at the same

meeting, was one item : "To printing 9 sheets

of the Pf?alter at 20s. per sheet," 91. Mne full

sheets would contain 36 leaves. As printed in

the old testament, the psalter fills nearly 32

leaves, beginning on the verso of leaf Err 4,

about two inches from the top, and ending on

the verso of Cccc 1, at the bottom. Dr. Trum-

bull says: "From sign. Ttt 3 to Aaaa 1, with

blank verso, " which is a mistake, as that would

comprise only nineteen leaves, from Psalm

xxxiii. 13 to cix. 22. He aptly remarks, how-

ever, that "This charge is too small to include

composition, and it is probable that these 500

copies of the Psalms were worked from the

forms used in printing the Old Testament and

were bound up separately." In another place

he adds :
'

' Five hundred copies of a Psalter

were printed ; that is, probably, 500 extra copies

of the Psalms were struck off" from the forms

used in printing the Old Testament, and these

—with a special title-page perhaps—were sepa-

rately bound." !N"o copy of this separate issue

appears to be extant.

Mr. Thomas, in his History of Printing in

America (Worcester, 1810), vol. 1, pp. 479,

480, says: "The Newengland Version of the

Psalms was printed with the Bible ; but I can-

not find that the Indian Grammar was pub-

lished with either of the editions. It accom-

Eliot (J.)— Continued.
panied some copies of the Psalter; i. e. they
were occasionally bound together in one vol-

ume small octavo [sic].'"

[VVame Ketooliomae uketoohoma-

ongash. David.

Cambridge : printed by Samuel Green
and Marmaduke Johnson. 1663.] (*)

52 (?) leaves, 4°.

Eliot's complete translation of the metrical

psalms ("AUthe-singing songs-of David") into

the Massachusetts Indian language. In its

preparation he probably used, to a certain ex-

tent, the New England version or " Bay Psalm
Book," which was a translation into English

from the Hebrew, originally made by himself,

Thomas "Welde, and Richard Mather, first

printed in 1640, and in a new form, thoroughly

revised, by Henry Danster and Richard Lyon,

in 1651.

On the 9th of April, 1663, Mr. Boyle wrote

to the Commissioners from London :
' 'vpon Mr.

Elliotts motion and the goodnes of the worke;

wee haue thought fitt and ordered that the

Psalmes of Dauid in meter shalbee printed in

the Indian language." Mr. Eliot also wrote, in

a letter to Richard Baxter, dated from "Rox-
bury, this 6th of the 5th [July 6th], 1663," con-

cerning the Indian work: "The Psalms of

David in Metre in their Language, are going

now to the Press,which will be some Diversion

of me, from a present Attention upon these

other proposed "Works." The Commissioners

accordingly replied to Mr. Boyle's letter on the

18th of September, 1663, as follows: "The
bible being finished . . . wee shall In-

deavour to Imploy him [Marmaduke Johnson]

aswee can by printing the psalmesand another

little Treatise of Mr. Baxters which Mr.

Elliott is translating into the Indian language

. . . Wee haue ordered Mr. Vsher to pre-

sent youer honors by the next shipp with 20

Coppyes of the bible and as many of the

Psalmes if printed of before the shippes depart-

ure from hence." They were finished at the

press, probably, in IvTovember or December of

the same year. In the treasurer's account pre-

sented at the meeting of the Commissioners in

September, 1664, was the charge: " To printing

the Indian Psalmes 13 sheets at 2 lb. per sheet,"

26Z. As appended to the bible, they fill just

thirteen sheets, including the leaf of rules and

the final blank leaf, or 52 leaves in all, signa-

tures A to N in fours. For a fuller description

see the collation of the Indian bible with the

English title.

Although no separate copies have been found,

it is probable that some were bound up in that

form, and perhaps with special titles.

[ ] VVusku I wuttestamentum
|
nul-lor-

dumun |
lesus Christ |

Nuppoquohwus-

suaeneumun.
|

Cambridge, |
Printed for the Right
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Honourable
|
corporation in London,

for the
I

propogation Isic'] of tlie Gospel

among the In-
|
dians in New-England

1680.
130' leaves, 4°. Signatures A, B, C, D, E, r,

O, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, X,

T, Z, Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd, Ee, Ff, Gg, Hh, and li,

all in fours, and Kk in two. In the Massachu-

setts Indian language.

Copies: After the completion of the new tes-

tament in the autumn or winter of 1681, some
copies may have been bound separately for im-

mediate use. The metrical psalms, which were
finished in 1682, may also have been appended.

(1) Mr. W. G. Shillaber, Boston, Mass. In

modern binding of red morocco, gilt edges.

This seems to be the copy which is described

among the books belonging to Mr. Henry Ste-

vens, in the catalogue of Mr. Edward A.

Crowninshield's library, sold in London, July,

1860 (no. 649), as bound in "crimson morocco

extra, gilt edges, the corner of one leaf mended
and supplied in fac-simile." It was bought by
"Miller" for 6l.l5s. Mr. Henry C. Murphy, of

Brooklyn, was probably the next owner. At
the sale of his library in New York, March,
1884 (no. 888), it was bought for $75 by Mr.
Joseph F. Sabin, the bookseller, in the name of

"Brevoort." It remained in his possession

until June, 1887, when it was sold for $80,

through Mr. Charles L. Woodward, to the

present owner. This testament was probably

taken out of an imperfect copy of the bible.

At the sale of the library of Mr. W. Elliot

"Woodward, in ISTew York, April, 1869 (no. 6452)

"a portion of Eliot's Indian Bible, Second Edi-

tion, comprising title page to the New Testa-

ment, and the Book of Matthew," bound in

brown calf, antique, brought $20.

Mamusse
|

wunneetupana.tamwe
|

up-

biblum God |
naneeswe

|
nukkone testa-

ment
I

kah wonk
|
wusku testament.

|
Ne

quoshkinnumuk nashpe Wuttinneumoh
Christ

I
noh asoowesit

|
John Eliot.

[

Nahoht6en ontchetde Printeuoomuk,
|

Cambridge.
|
PriutencDp nashpe Sam-

uel Green. M D C LXXXV [1685].

Translation: The-whole
|
holy

[ his-bible God

I
both

I
old testament

|
and also

|
new testa-

ment.
I
This turned by the-servantof Christ

I
who is-called

|
John Eliot.

[
Second-time

amended impression.

Second title: Wusku | wuttestamentum
|

nul-lordumun
j
lesus Christ | Nuppoquohwus-

suaeneumun.
|

Cambridge, |
Printed for the Right Honour-

able
I
corporation in London, for the

|

propoga-

tion [sic] of the Gospel among the In-
j
dians in

New-England 1680.

Caption of 'metrical psalms : Wame
|
Ketooho-

mae uketoohomaongash |
David,

Caption of leaf of rules: Noowomoo Wuttin-
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noowaonk Gad [sic], Gen. 5, 22: Enobh [sic]

weeche
|

pomushau God nishwudt pasukcoe

kodtumwaeu. Wonk
| noowomoo, Prov. 23. 17:

Qush lehovah neteagu: newaj
| kenatooto-

moush.

608 printed leaves withoutpage numbers, and
2 blank leaves, in the following order: 1 blank

leaf, the title of the whole bible in Indian on
1 leaf verso blank, Genesis to Malachi in 425

leaves, the list of the books in both testaments

on 1 leaf recto blank, the title of the new testa-

ment in Indian on 1 leaf verso blank, Matthew
to Revelation in 129 leaves, the metrical version

of the psalms in 50 leaves, rules for Christian

living on 1 leaf, and 1 blank leaf at the end, 4°.

Signatures, beside the first blank leaf and title,

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, E^, O, P,Q, R, S,

T, U, X, Y, Z, Aa to Zz, Aaa to Zzz, Aaaa to

Zzzz, Aaaaa to Ooooo, all in fours, and Ppppp
in two, for the old testament and list of books;

A, B,C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, IT, O, P, Q, R, S,

T, TJ, X, Y, Z, Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd, Ee, Ff. Gg, Hh, li,

Kk, LI, Mm, Nn, Oo, Pp, Qq, Rr, Ss, Tt, Uu, Xx,

and Yy, all in fours, for the new testament and
metrical psalms, besides the leaf of rules and

final blank leaf. Matthew begins on A2, and

Revelation ends on Kk2, verso blank ; the met-

rical psalms begin on Kk3, and end ou the verso

of Yy4. In the Massach usetts Indian language.

See the fac-similes of the two titles, the first

page of the metrical psalms, and the first page

of the leaf of rules.

The book is printed in double columns, like

the first edition, with references at the side

and headings in Indian at the top of each

column. A full page of text measures 6| by
4| inches, including headings, catchwords, and

references, which is an increase in width of one-

eighth of an inch. At the beginning of each

chapter is a summary in English, not in the

first edition. These summaries increase the

whole number of leaves to eleven more in the

old testament and three more in the new testa-

ment, than there are in the edition of 1663-61.

The statement of Mr. Thomas, in his History

of Printing inAmerica, that "both editions had
title pages in English and Indian," is undoubt-

edly wrong as far as this edition is concerned,

for no co])y has been found with an English.

title, nor is there any probability that one was
ever printed. According to Dr. Trumbull, '

' In

printing James I. 26, in the first and second edi-

tions of the New Testament, the words 'qut

ascokekodtam nehenwonche wuttah,' [but de-

Cftiveth his own heart,] were omitted. The
omission was discovered before the issue of

the second edition of the Old Testament, 1685,

—

and attention is directed to it, by an erratum, at

the bottom of the page containing the names
and numbers of the books,—facing the title-

page of the New Testament: 'James I. 26.

Asuhkaue wenan, ogketash, qut asoo kekodtam

'

etc.,—that is, ^After wenan [tongue,] read qut

ascokekodtam,' &c." The above translation of

the Indian title is from Dr. Trumbull's Origin
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and Early Progress of Indian Missions in New
England.

In September, 1672, all of the remaining

copies of tlie first edition of the Indian bible

were ordered by the Commissioners to be

bound. It is probable that the edition was

soon exhausted. Many copies were lost or de-

stroyed in the Indian war of 1675-76. As a new
editionwas muchneeded, Mr. Eliot began, about

the year 1677. to revise the whole work. He
also petitioned the Commissioners to reprint it.

From therecords it appears that it was resolved,

at the meeting held in Plymouth, March 20,

1678, "In reference vnto the Reuerend Mr. El-

liotts motion for reprinting the bible in the

Indian Language; The Comissioners haueing

had some Debate about that matter doe Judge
it most expedient to Kefer the determination

therof to the next meeting of the Comission-

ers." Accordingly, when they met again, in

Boston, August 25, 1679, "Appeared, the Rev-

erend Mr. John Eliot, and made a motion re-

ferring to the re-printing of the Bible." Con-

cerning the extent of Mr. Eliot's labor on the

new edition. Dr. Trumbull remarks: "In the

revision he was greatly assisted by the Rev.

John Cotton, of Plymouth, but it is not true

that 'the second edition of the Indian Bible

was,' as Cotton Mather asserts, 'wholly of Mr.

Cotton's correction and amendment.' Eliot's

correspondence with Boyle proves that he was
himself actively engaged in the work, though

he acknowledges his indebtedness to Mr. Cot-

ton, who, he writes [July 7,1688] 'has helped

me much in the second edition.'" The Rev.

Thomas Prince, in the manuscript catalogue

of his New England Library, makes the follow-

ing statement: "Y^ Rev M'' John Cotton of

Plimouth being well acq-i. w"' y^ Ind" Lange

was des"i by y« Ind" Comis"" to correct m'"

Eliot's vers" of 1663 ; took this method—while

a good Reader in his study read y« Eng Bible

aloud, M"^ Cotton silently look'd along in y«

same Place in y« Ind" Bible : & wh"" He thot of

Ind° words w" He judg'd c^ express y® sense

better, There He substituted y™. &this 2<'Edit''

is accords to M'' Cotton's correction." Mr. Eliot

himself, in the Boxhury Church Records (Boston,

1881), 'p. 196, wrote: "When the Indians were
hurried away to an Hand at half an hou''s

warning, pore soules in terror y^' left theire

goods, books, bibles, only some few caryed y
bibles, the rest were spoyled & lost. So y' w°

the waresw flnishd, & y«' returned to y places
yei y^r greatly impov'ished, but y«' especially

bewailed y want of Bibles, y^ made me medi-

tate upon a 2^ imp''ssion of o"" Bible, & accord-

ingly tooke pains to revise the first edition. I

also intreated m"" John Cotton to help in yt

work, he having obtained some ability so to doe.,

he read over the whole bible, & whatever
doubts he had, he writ y™ downe in order, &
gave y" to me, to try y°> & file y™ over among
o^ Indians. I obteined the favor to reprint the

New testam* & pgalmes, but I met w^i" much ob-
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struction for reprinting the old testam', yet by
pray re to God, Patience & intreatye, I at last

obteined y' also, praised be the Lord."

The desired authority having been obtained,

the printing of the new testament was at once

begun. This was probably early in 1680. In

the summer of the same year the two Labadists,

Jasper Dankers and Peter Sluyter, visited Bos-

ton and Cambridge, on their return from New
Netherland to Holland. The following extract

of their journal for July 7th and 8th, 1680, is

from the translation made by Mr. Henry C.

Murphy :

'

' The best of the ministers whom we
have yet heard, is a very old man, named John
Eliot, who has charge of the instruction of the

Indians in the Christian religion. He has

translated the Bible into their language. "We

had already made inquiries of the booksellers

for a copy of it, but it was not to be obtained in

Boston. They told us if one was to be had, it

would be from Mr. Eliot. We determined to'

go on Monday to the village where he resided,

and was the minister, called Roxbury. . . .

%th, Monday. We went accordingly, about

eight o'clock in the morning, to Roxbury,

which is three-quarters of an hour from the

city. ... On arriving at his house, he was
not there, and we, therefore, went to look

around the village, and the vicinity. We found

itjustly called JRocksbury, for it was very rocky,

and had hiUs entirely of rocks. Returning to

his house we spoke to him, and he received us

politely. Although he could speak neither

Dutch nor French, and we spoke but little

English, and were unable to express ourselves

in it always, we managed, by means of Latin

and English, to understand each other. He
was seventy-seven years old, and had been

forty -eight years in these parts. He had
learned very well the language of the Indians,

who lived about there. We asked him for an

Indian B ible. He said in the late Indian war,

all the Bibles and Testaments were carried

away, and burnt or destroyed, so that he had

not been able to save any for himself ; but a new
edition was in press , which he hoped would be

much better than the first one, though thatwas
not to be despised. We inquired whether any

part of the old or new edition could be obtained

by purchase, and whether there was any gram-

mar of th at language in English. Thereupon

he went and brought us the Old Testament,

and also the New Testament, made up with

some sheets of the new edition, so that we
had the Old and New Testaments complete.

He also brought us two or three small speci-

mens of the grammar. We asked him what we
should pay him for them ; but he desired noth-

ing." The later history of this copy of the old

testament is given in the list of copies of the

first edition, under no. 39.

On November 4th, 1680, Eliot wrote to the

Hon. Robert Boyle: "Our praying Indians,

both in the islands, and on the main, are, con-

sidered together, numerous; thousands of
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souls, of whom some true believers, some learn-

ers, and some are still infants, and all of tliem

beg, cry, entreat for bibles, having already en-

joyed that blessing, but now are in great want.

. . . TVeare at the 19th chap, of the Acts; and

when we have impressed the new testament,

our commissioners approve of my preparing

and impressing also the old." The new testa-

ment was jinished at the press in the autumn
or winter of 1681, and closely followed by the

impression of the metrical psalms, which were

completed in 1682. Some copies of the book

may then have been bound for immediate use,

because, according to Mr. Eliot's letter written

two years before, the Indians were begging,

crying, and entreating for bibles, of which they

were in "great want." Dr. TrnmbuU, how-

ever, supposes that " few copies, if any," were
" made up separately."

The printing of the old testament was be-

gun in 1682, after the metrical psalms had been

finished. On the 15th of March, 1682-3, Mr.

Eliot wrote to Boyle :
" The great work, that I

travel about, is, the printing of the old testa-

ment, that they may have the whole bible.

They have had the whole, in the first impres-

sion, and some of the old they still have, and

know the worth and use of it ; and therefore

they are importunately desirous of the whole.

I desire to see it done before I die, and I am so

deep in years that I cannot expect to live

long: besides, we have but one man {viz. the

Indian printer) that is able to compose the

sheets, and correct the press, with understand-

ing. For such reasons, so soon as I received

the sum of near iOl. for the bible work, I pres-

ently set the work on foot ; and one tenth part,

or near is done : we are in Leviticus. I have

added some part of my salary to keep up the

work, and many more things I might add, as

reasons of my urgency in this matter." Three
months later, on the 21st of June, 1683, he

wrote again: "Your hungry alumns do still

cry unto your honour for the milk of the word
in the whole book of God, and for the bread of

life, which they have fed upon in the whole
bible, and are very thankful for what they have,

and importunately desirous to enjoy the whole
book of God. . . . My age makes me im-

portunate. I shall depart joyfully, may I but
leave the bible among them, for it is the word
of life ; and there be some godly souls among
them, that live thereby. The work is under

great incumberments and discouragements."

On the 27th of November, 1683, in another let-

ter to Boyle, he wrote: "Although my hasty

venturing to begin the impression of the old

testament before I had your honour's (fiat) may
have moved (as some intimate) some disgust,

yet I see that your love, bounty and charity,

doth still breath out encouragement unto the

work, by supplies of 460Z. unto the work, for

which I do return my humble thankfulness to

your honour, and take boldness to intreat favour

for two requests. First, I pray, that you would
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please to accept an apology for my haste. I ana

deep in years, and sundry say, if I do not pro-

cure it printed while I live, it is not within the

prospect of human reason, whether ever, or

when, or how, it may be accomplished. . . .

My second humble request is, that you would
please to draw a curtain of love over all my
failures, because love will cover a multitude of

transgressions. The work goeth on now, with
more comfort, though we have had many im-

pediments, partly by sickness of the workmen,
for it is a very sickly and mortal time with us,

as also the rigour of the winter doth now ob-

struct us. The work goeth on, I praise God;
the sabbath is sanctified in many places, and

.

they have still fragments of their old bibles,

which they make constant use of." The pro-

gress of the work is related in another letter to

Boyle, dated April 22, 1684 :
" The last gift of

4:001. for the reimpression of the Indian bible

doth set a diadem of beauty upon all your
former acts of pious charity, and commandeth
us to return unto your honours all thankful ac-

knowledgments, according to our abilities. It

pleased the worshipful Mr. Stoughton, to give

me an intimation, that your honours desired to

know the particular present estate of the pray-

ing Indians; as also, when Moses's pentateuch

is printed, to have some copies sent over, to

evidence the real and good progress of the

work. . . . As for the sending any num-
bers of Moses's Pentateuch, I beseech your

honours to spare us in that; because so many
as we send, so many bibles are maimed, and
made incomplete, because they want the five

books of Moses. We present your honours

with one book, so far as we have gone in the

work, and humbly beseech, that it may be ac-

ceptable, until the whole be finished ; and then

the whole impression (which is two thousand)

is at your honours command. Our slow pro-

gress needeth an apology. We have been much
hindered by the sickness this year. Our work-

men have been all sick, and we have but few
hands, one Englishman, and a boy, and one

Indian ; and many interruptions and diversions

do befal us ; and we could do but little this

very hard winter." •

The old testament appears to have been com-

pleted in the autumn of 1685. A brief address

was then prepared, '

' To the Honourable Robert

Boyle Esq: Governour, And to the Company,

for the Propagation of the Gospel to the In-

dians in New-England, and Parts adjacent in

America," dedicating to them "this second

Edition of the Holy Bible " in the ludian lan-

guage, "much corrected and amended." This

dedication, dated "Boston Octob. 23. 1685,"

and signed by William Stoughton, Joseph Dud-

ley, Peter Bulkley and Thomas Hinckley, was
printed on one side of a single leaf, and inserted

after the first title in the few presentation

copies sent abroad. A contemporary reference

to the bible is found in a letter from Samuel

Sewall to Stephen Dummer, written from Bos-
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ton, February 15th, 168§ :
" The best News that

I can think to speak of from America, is, that

Mr. John Eliot, through the good hand of Grod

upon him, hath procured a second Edition of

the Bible in the Indian Language; so that

many Hundreds of them may read the Scrip-

tures." In the summer of 1686, Mr. John Dun-
ton, the London bookseller, made a visit to Mr.

Eliot, an account of which he gave in his Life

and Errors, as follows :
" My next ramble was

to Eoxbury, in order to visit the Rev. Mr. Elliot,

the great Apostle of the Indians. He was
pleased to receive me with abundance of re-

spect; and inquired very kindly after Dr. An-

nesley, my Father-in-law, and then broke out

with a world of seeming satisfaction, ' Is my
brother Anneslej yet alire ? Is he yet con

verting souls to God ? Blessed be God for this

information before I die.' He presented me
with twelve Indian Bibles, and desired me to

bring one of them over to Dr. Annesley ; as

also with twelve 'Speeches of converted In-

dians,' which himself had published." In a

letter to Boyle, dated "Rosbury, August 29,

1686, in the third month of our overthrow, " Mr.

Eliot wrote: "Our Indian work yet liveth,

praised be God; the bible is come forth, many
hundreds bound up, and dispersed to the In-

dians, whose thankfulness I intimate and tes-

tify to your honour."

From the preceding extracts of Mr. Eliot's

letters it appears that 2,000 copies were printed

of this edition. Mr. Eliot acknowledged the

receipt of 900?., in three separate payments,

for defraying the cost of the work. One of the

persons employed on this edition was the In-

dian called James Printer. He was educated

at the Indian school in Cambridge, and had
worked as an apprentice on the first edition.

Mr. Eliot refers to him as the only man they

liad who was able to compose the sheets and
correct the press with understanding. In 1709

his name appears as joint printer with B. Green
of Mayhew's Indian translation of the psalter.

About the year 1855, Mr. George Livermore

had a few copies of the dedication leaf reprinted

separately, nearly in fac-simile, for insertion in

the ordinary copies of the bible. The dedica-

tion was also reprinted in O'Callaghan's Amer-
ican Bibles, p. 17.

Dr. John G. Shea has furnished the following

note relating to. the Indian bible :
" The vol-

ume excited interest in Rome, and a brief of

Pope Clement XI. to the archbishop of Sara-

gossa, Aug. 31, 1709, written to excite him to

prevent the introduction into Spanish America
of a Bible recently translated into an American
language by Protestants, evidently refers to

this, although it is spoken of as printed in

London."

About twenty-five years after the publica-

tion of this edition of the bible, certain letters

were addressed to the Society in England, rec-

ommending that a new edition be printed. The
proposition, however, was not received with
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fav^or, and in 1710 a report was drawn up show-

ing the inexpediency of such an undertaking.

My attention has been called to this interesting

document by Dr. Ellsworth Eliotof l^'ew York,

and it is given below in full;

"HonV^ Sir,—Your Stewards and Serv*^ the

Comissioners, to whom the hon^e Corporation

for propagating the Gospel among our Indians

have comitted a more imediat and subordinat

management of that Affair, we hope do, and
shall observe most exactly all your Directions

and with all possible conformity. Among your
Directions you have been pleased to propose a

New Edition of the Indian Bible, in which
your orders, if they be continued, will be reli-

giously complied withall. But because it can

hardly be well entred upon beforewe may have
some Answer to the Address we now make
unto you, TVe improve the present Opportunity

humbly to lay before you the Sentiments which
your Comissioners here generally have of the

matter ; and not they only, but we suppose, the

Generality of the more considerat Gentlemen
through the Countrey. Indeed the considera-

tions which we have already and almost una-

wares insinuated, may be of some weight in

the matter- For if the printing of the Psalter

with the Gospel of John, in so correct a mailer

as may be for Satisfaction, have taken up so

long a time, as above a year ; how much time

will necessarily go to so great a "Work as that

Of the whole Bible ? For the doing of which
also, it will be necessary to take off those per-

sons from their Ministry among the Indians,

who are of all men the most essential to the In-

dian Service. In the mean time 'tis the opinion

of many. That as little Money as would be ex-

pended on a new Edition of the Bible (and not

much more time) would go very far towards

bringing them to be a sort of English Generation.

It is very sure. The best thing we can do for our

Indians is to Anglicise them in all agreeable

Instances; and in that of Language, as well as

others. They can scarce retain their Lan-

guage, without a Tincture of other Salvage

Inclinations, which do but ill suit, either with

the Honor, or with the design of Christianity.

The Indians themselves are Divided in the

Desires upon this matter. Though some of

their aged men are tenacious enough of Indian-

isme (which is not all to be wondred at) Others

of them as earnestly wish that their people

may be made English as fast as they can. The
Reasons they assign for it are very weighty

ones; and this among the rest. That their

Indian Tongue is a very penurious one Cthough

the Words are long enough!) and the great

things of our Holy Religion brought unto them

in it, unavoidably arrive in Terms that are

scarcely more intelligible to them than if they

were entirely English. But the English

Tongue would presently give them a Key to all

our Treasures and make them the Masters of

another sort of Library than any that ever will

be seen in their Barbarous Linguo. And such
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of them as can speak English, find themselves

vastly accomodated for the entertaining and

communicating of Knowledge, beyond what

they were before. And it is hoped, That

by good English Schools among the Indians,

and some other fit methods, the grand Intention

of Anglicising them would be soon accom-

plished. The Truth is, when we sit down and

count the cost, we much suspect our Ability to

go through the Cost of printing the Bible ; and

yet supporting the anual espences which must

be born on other Accounts, or else the Evan-

gelical work among the Indians fall to the

ground. That which adds a very great weight

unto the Scale we are upon, is this: The
Indians, though their number and their dis-

tance be now so small, do considerably differ in

their Dialect. The former Editions of the

Bible were in the Natick Dialect. But if it be

done in the Noop Dialect, which would best

suit the most valuable body of our surviving

Indians, those on the Ifain, and at Nantucket

would not understand it so well as they should.

The Books written by two eminent Preachers

in their Tongue, the Indians complain of a Dif-

ference in them that is considerable. Their

Language is also continually changing; old

words wearing out, and new ones coming on.

And a discreet person whom we lately employd

in a visitation of the Indian Villages, inserts

this as one article of his Report, about this

particular matter.

"'There are qaany words of Mr. Elliott's

forming which they never understood. This

they say is a grief to them. Such a knowledge

in their Bibles, as our English ordinarily have

in ours, they seldom any of them have ; and

there seems to be as much difficulty to bring

them unto a competent knowledge of the Scrip-

tures, as it would be to get a sensible acquaint-

ance with the English Tongue.'

"Tour Commissioners in general were not

acquainted with the Letters that went from
certain particular G-entlemen here, which gave

the Representation that has sollicited your
excellent charity to run into that Chanel of a

i^'ew Edition for the Indian Bible. We there-

fore thought it our Duty to throw in our own
Representation on the other side, that so the

more consumat Wisdom and Judgment of the

Corporation may weigh all things, and proceed

thereupon to their final Resolutions. When
those are made known unto us, what ever they

shall be, we shall think it our Duty to fall in

with them, and pursue them to the uttermost.

"Being always Tour Honor's (and the Com-
pany's) most faithfull most sincere and humble
Servt.

"That none of the Ministers who belong to

our number, Sign with us, is owing to their

Indisposition upon weighty Reasons, to think

it proper for them to declare themselves per-

emptorily one way or other on the subject."—

"The foregoing Representation, the original

was written by Mr. Cotton Mather. Mr. Brom-
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field had it of his Brother Fitch, who gave it

him to shew Mr. Sergeant, which he did in the

Council-Chamber QMlt''., 1710. I accidentally

heard Mr. Sergeant and Foster talking upon it,

ask'd it of them, and Copied it out. S. S."—
Samuel Sewall's Letter Book, in the Collections

of the Massachusetts Historical Society, sixth

series, vol. 1, pp. 400-403.

Thename Yirginiceov Virginian y^as wrongly
applied, by several European writers of the

seventeenth century, to Mr. Eliot's version of

the bible in the Massachusetts Indian language,

and the error has been repeated in many cata-

logues and other works. The same term was
also used in the polyglot collections of the
Lord's prayer or Oratio Dominica published by
Andreas Miiller in 1680, Benjamin Motte in 1700,

Johann Ulrich Krause in 1712, John Chamber-
layne in 1715, and by others. The assignment
of this version of the Lord's prayer to Virginia
did not pass without criticism from a New
England scholar. Paul Dudley, the attorney-

general of the province of Massachusetts, wrote
to John Chamberlayne soon after receiving his
work, as follows

:

" Tou shall now allow me as a N. E. man to

Expostulate with you concerning one of your
versions of the Lord's prayer, viz. that which
you call Virginice.

"First Ihavenoe [knowledge] that anything
of that nature was done either by or in that

colony.

"2. The Whole Bible (besides other small

Religious pieces) was Translated by famous
M'' Eliot into the Indian Language, and upon
Examination I find yours to be literatim the
same and it must be taken from Mr. Eliot's

bible, for the Viginia Indians, the Albany In-

dians at 'Kew Tork or the Mohawks and our
Indians of this province use very difi'erent

Dialects and hardly understand one another,

and therefore if I had happened to have been
with you when you had Entitled that Transla-

tion it should not have run Firgrmice [but] Indice

ut inter Indos Novanglise loquitur Ex versione

Johannis Elioti." The above extract of Dud-
ley's letter has been furnished by Dr. George
H. Moore.

Copies : Nine of these (nos. 5, 9, 13, 15, 32, 35,

40, 47, and 51) contain the original dedication to

the Hon. Robert Boyle, printed on a single leaf,

which was inserted in the few presentation

copies sent abroad. Several others (nos. 1, 6, 12,

24, 26, 36, 50, and 53), of which no particular de-

scriptions have been obtained, perhaps contain

the dedication also. The copies issued for the

use of the Indians are without it.

(1) Library of the Faculty of Advocates,

Edinburgh. No description has been obtained

of this copy. See the Catalogue of the Printed

Books in the Library of the Faculty of Advocates

(Edinburgh, 1867), vol. 1, p. 494.

(2) Library of the American Antiquarian

Society, Worcester, Mass. In modern morocco

binding by F. Bedford (about 1873) . At the end
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is the following manuscript note: "American
Antiquarian Societj from Col: James W. Sever,

Dec^ 4. 1858." Areprintof the leafof dedication

to the Hon. Eobert Boyle is inserted. Informa-

tion furnished by the librarian, Mr, Edmund
M. Barton.

(3) Library of the American Antiquarian So-

ciety, Worcester, Mass. A second copy, in old

calf binding, lacking the general title, the first

leaf of Genesis, 38 leaves at the end of the new
testament or all after signature Z (2d Corin-

thians xiii. 4 to the end of Revelation), and the

whole of the metrical psalms. It contains the

autograph ofan Indian owner, '

' Josiah Spotsher

his Bible," who was perhaps a relative of Daniel

Spotso, one of theIndian preachers atNantucket

in 1698. N^umerous manuscrip. notes in the

same hand are scattered through the volume.

This copy is not mentioned in the catalogue of

the society's library printed in 1837, but it is

probably the one referred to in Mr. Bartlett's

list, printed in the Historical Magazine (Sep-

tember, 1858), vol 2, p. 277. Information fur-

nished by the librarian, Mr. Edmund M. Barton,

(4) Library of the American Philosophical

Society, Philadelphia, Pa. In old leather bind-

ing, lacking the general title and some other

leaves, but containing the leaf of contents, the

Indian new testament title, and the final leaf of

rules. At the front of the volume is bound a

copy of Eliot's Indian Grammar (Cambridge,

1666), pp. 66, on the title of which is the auto-

graph of Ebenezer Hazard, the historian (born

1744, died 1817), who perhaps gave it to the

library of the society. Other manuscript names
have been erased from the title. See the Cata-

logue of the Library of the Ainerican Philosophi-

cal Society (Philadelphia, 1824), p. 72, where it is

entered as follows: "537 Q. Mamusse Wun-
netupanatamwe, &c. The Bible and New
Testament, translated into the Massaohus.tts
Indian language, by John Eliot. With an In-

dian grammar prefixed. Cambridge, (Mass.)

1666." Below this is another entry : "538. The
same, second edition. Cambridge, (Mass.)

1680." This is the only copy of the Indian bible

in the library of the society. Information fur-

Bished by the librarian, Mr. Henry Phillips,

jr., in letter of December 13, 1889.

(5) Library of Andover Theological Semin-
ary, Andover, Mass. In the original calf bind-

ing, lettered on the back: ss. btblia
|
indica n.

|

ANGL. This copy also contains the original

dedication to the Hon. Eobert Boyle, printed
on a single leaf, verso blank. At the top of the
first title is written the name, " Thomas Fayer-
weather's 1773," which has been crossed

through with ink. Below it is written, in a

different hand, apparently, "Bo', at Vendue."
On the blank leaf preceding the title is written

:

"E.Pearson's, Presented by Thomas Fayer-
weather, Esq^ 1800." This was probably the
Rev. Eliphalet Pearson, LL. D. (born 1752, died

1826), preceptor of Phillips Academy at An-
dover from 1778 to 1786, professor of Hebrew and
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oriental languages in Harvard College from
1786 to 1806, and from 1808 to 1809 professor of

sacred literature in the Theological Seminary
at Andover, of which he was one of the founders.

See the Catalogue of the Library of the Theol.

Seminary (Andover, 1838), p. 146, where the

title of this copy is given. Information fur-

nished by the librarian, William L. Ropes, in

letters of December 20, 1889, and January 23,

1890.

(6) Bodleian Library, Oxford. No description

has been obtained of this copy. See the

Catalogus Librorum Impressorum Bibliothecce

Bodleiance (Oxonii, 1843), vol. 1, p. 259, where it

is briefly entered under the heading of version

Virginianoe, below the edition of 1663, as fol-

lows: "and 4°. Cambr. 1685."

(7) Library of the Boston Athenaeum, Bos-

ton, Mass. In modern leather binding. It is

mentioned, together with no. 8, in Mr. George
Livermore's manuscript list, made about the

year 1855. See the Catalogue of the Library of
the Boston Athenceum. (Boston, 1874), vol. 1,

p. 270.

(8) Library of the Boston Athenaeum, Bos-

ton, Mass. A second copy, in modern leather

binding, lacking 16 leaves in the old testament,

or signatures Uuuto Zzz (Psalms xvii to Ixxx),

and the leaf of rules at the end. On the verso

of the new testament title is a manuscript

note in Indian, signed: "Neit pasuk
|
Na

|

his X mark |-Co." On the verso of the first

blank leaf is written :
" Presented to the Bos-

ton Athenaeum
| by Christopher Gore Esqr."

The donor of this volume (born 1758, died 1827),

was graduated at Harvard College in 1776, dis-

trict attorney for Massachusetts from 1789 to

1796, commissioner of the United States to

England in 1796, governor of Massachusetts in

1809-1810, and United States senator from 1813

to 1816. This is probably the copy referred to

in Mr. Bartlett's list, printed in the Historical

Magazine (September, 1858), vol, 2, p. 277. See

the Catalogue of the Library of the Boston

Athenceum (Boston, 1874), vol. 1, p. 270.

(9) Boston Public Library, Boston, Mass, In-

the Prince collection, press mark 21. 5. In the

original leather binding. This copy also con-

tains the original dedication to the Hon. Robert

Boyle, printed on a single leaf, verso blank.

Inside of the first cover is written: " Grindal

Rawson Ejus Liber, 1714." The Rev. Mr. Raw-
son (born 1659, died 1715), was minister of the

church in Mendon from 1680 until his death.

He was well acquainted with the Indian lan-

guage, into which he translated several works.

The bible was afterwards in the possession of

the Rev. Thomas Prince, who included it in

his "New-England Library," which was be-

queathed by will to the Old South Church in

Boston at his death in 1758. A brief historical

notice of this collection is given in the note

to no. 21 of the list of bibles of 1663. In the

year 1814 about three hundred volumes of the

Prince collection, including this copy of the
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bible, were deposited in the rooms of the Mas
sachusetts Historical Society, where they re-

mained until 1859, when they were removed to

the Old South Chapel. In 1866, the entire Prince

collection was deposited in the Boston Public

Library. Mr. George Livermore was the first

to call attention to the leaf of dedication to the

Hon. Robert Boyle, about the year 1855, at

which time this copy was supposed to be the

only one containing it. See the Catalogue of

the Library of Bev. Thomas Prince (Boston,

18i6), p. 101, where this bible is briefly men-

tioned; and the Catalogue of the American Por-

tion of the Library of the Bev. Thomas Prince

(Boston, 1868), no. Ill, where it is described as

containing an apostrophe in the first word of

the title (Mamus'se) which is not found in

other copies. This apostrophe, however, is

probably not original. See also the complete

catalogue of The Prince Library (Boston, 1870),

p. 6. For another copy containing Mr. Raw-
son's autograph, see. no. 33 of this list.

(10) Library of Bowdoin College, Brunswick,

Maine. In the original leather binding, lack-

ing the leaf of rales at the end, and showing

marks of much use. On the blank page of the

leaf of contents between the old and new testa-

ments is written: "Samuel Miller's, Esq.
|

Book. Given him by | his Dear Deaceassed

father
I
Stephen Minott. Anno |

1729," Steph-

en Minot was born in 1662. He was a merchant

in Boston, and one of the original founders of

Brattle Street Church in 1699. His daughter

Rebecca (born 1697) was married to Samuel
Millerin 1724. Thebible was afterwards owned
by Thomas Wallcutt (born 1758, died 1840), who
was educated in the school of Dr. "Wheelock, of

Hanover, New Hampshire, and went as a mis-

sionary to the St. Francis Indians. About
eight hundred volumes from his library, in-

cluding the Indian bible, were presented to

Bowdoin College through the influence of the

Rev. William Allen, who was president of that

institution from 1820 to 1839. This copy is

described in the Historical Magazine (May,

1859), vol. 3, p. 158; and (February, 1861), vol.

5, p, 59. See also the Catalogue of the Library

ofBowdoin College (Brunswick, ]863), p. 65. In-

formation furnished by the librarian, Mr.
George T. Little, in letter of December 16th,

1889.

(11) Library ofthe late George Brinley, Hart-

ford, Conn. A copy lacking the general title,

the last leaf of the metrical psalms, and the

final leaf of rules, which are supplied in fac-

simile. It contains the autograph of Zachariah

Mayhew, 1759 (born 1717, died 1806). He was
a son of Experience Mayhew, and minister of

the Indians on Martha's Vineyard for many
years. It was also owned by the Rev. William

Jenks (born 1778, died 186G), minister of the

Congregational church in Green street, Boston,

and at the sale of his library in that city, De-
cember, 1867 (no. 2273), was purchased for $300,

by Dr. Trumbull, probably for Mr. Brinley.
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See the Historical Magazine (December, 1867),

second series, vol. 2, pp. 391, 392. Dr. Trum'
bull refers to it as one of Mr. Brinley's copies,

in the Memorial History of Boston (Boston,

1880), vol. 1, p. 471. In another place he adds:

"Between the leaves of one of Mr. Brinley's

copies was found an autograph letter from
Zachary Hossueit, an Indian preacher at Gay-
head, Martha's Vineyard, to Solomon Briant,

the pastor of the Indian church at Marshpee
('Mespeh'), written in 1766." The book will

perhaps be sold with the fifth portion of Mr.
Brinley's library. The four other copies of

this edition which were in his collection are

described under nos. 15, 33, 44 and 54 of this

list. See also no. 52.

(12) Library of the British and Foreign Bible

Society, London. No description has been ob-

tained of this copy. See BuUen's Catalogue

of the Library of the British and Foreign Bible

/Society (London, 1857), p. 59.

(13) Library of the British Museum, London. ^

This copy also contains the original dedication

to the Hon. Robert Boyle, printed on a single

leaf, verso blank. It was purchased from a

Mrs. George, of Bristol, in April, 1889. Infor-

matior(,furnished by Mr. R. N. Bain, in letter

of May 9, 1889.

(14) Library of the late John Carter Brown,

Providence, R. I. It is mentioned in Mr. Bart-

lett's list, printed in the Historical Magazine

(September, 1858), vol. 2, p. 277. See also Mr.

Bartlett's Catalogue of Books relating to North

and South America in the Library of John Car-

ter Brown (Providence, 1866), part 2, no. 947;

and the enlarged edition of the same catalogue

(Providence, 18^2), part. 2, no. 1312.

(15) Library of the late John Carter Brown,

Providence, R. I. A second copy, "in the

original calf binding, well preserved, back gilt,

lettered ss. biblia inuica nov^ angli^." Siiie

of the leaf, 7/s ^1 5| inches. This copy also

contains the original dedication to the Hon.

Robert Boyle, printed on a single leaf, verso

blank. It once belonged to Henry Hastings,

fourth and last marquis of Hastings, and was
kept in his library, Donington Park, Leicester-

shire, England. After his death in 1868, the

library was sold by auction at Nottingham, De-

cember 29, 1868. According to Dr. Trumbull,

the Indian bible is not named in the catalogue,

but is known to have been one of the "three

others " lumped with lot 33, " Biblia Hebraica,

Oxon. 1750," etc. A writer in the New York

Evening Mail for April 20, 1869, states that the

lot containing the bible was bought by Mr.

Quaritchfor2i. 10s. Heoftereditforsalein April,

1869 (249 Catalogue, no. 560), for 120Z. It was
purchased by Mr. George Brinley, of Hart-

ford, and at the sale of the first portion of his

library in New Tork, March, 1879 (no. 789),

was bought for $500 by Dr. Trumbull, from

whom it passed to the Hon. Henry C. Murphy,

of Brooklyn. After Mr. Murphy's death, the

bible was sold with his library by auction in
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New York, March, 1884 (no. 884), when Mr.

Bartlett purchased it for $950, for the Brown
collection.

(16) Congregational Library, Boston, Mass.

In modern parchment binding, lacking the gen-

eral title, the first 16 leaves of the old testament

or signatures A to D (Genesis i to xxxiii),46

leaves of the metrical psalms or signatures Ll3

to Yy4 (Psalms xviii. 15 to the end), and the final

leaf of rules. Several leaves are also lacking

in the Psalms, one in Hosea (Kkkkk2),one in

Hebrews (Ee4), and leaves in other places.

Many leaves are mutilated, including the new
testament title. The volume appears to have

"been made up from two imperfect copies of

the same edition, the first portion comprising

from Genesis xxxiv (sig. E) to Hosea ix. 10

(Kkkkkl), and the second portion from Hosea
xiii. 5 (KkkkkS) to Psalm xviii. 14 of the metri-

cal version (L12), inclusive. On a blank page

at the end of the old testament is written,

"James Esop his book,'' and a little below,
" Thomas Egen." The date 1670 also appears

in some Indian writing. There are also manu-
script notes in Indian scattered through the

book. This copy is mentioned in the Histori-

<cal Magazine (November, 1858), vol. 2" p. 343;

and also in Dr. Dexter's bibliography of Con-

gregationalism (no. 1903), appended to his Oon-

gregationalism , . . as seen in its Literature

(New York, 1880), at which time it was sup-

j)0sed to be of the first edition. Information

furnished by Eev. HenryM. Dexter, in letter of

December 9, 1889; and by Kev. William H.

Cobb, in letter of January 6, 1890.

^ (17) Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.

In modern calf binding, with marbled edges,

lettered on the back: up biblum god. j.

ELLIOT. 1685. Itlacks the last 9 leaves of the met-

rical psalms or signatures Uu4 to Yy4 (Psalm

cxix. 49 to the end), and the final leaf of rules.

The headlines and marginal text of some pages

have been partly cut away by the binder's

knife. Some extracts from Duponceau and

Mayhew are written on the blank leaves at the

beginning. On the title is written :
" M<=Kean.

1809." This was without doubt the Hev.

Joseph McKean (born 1776, died 1818), minis-

ter of the Congregational church in Milton,

Mass., from 1797 to 1804, and afterwards Boyls-

ton professor of rhetoric and oratory in Har-

vard College. At the sale of his library in Bos-

ton, August, 1818 (no. 112), the bible brought

$4.50. This may be the same copy that was
sold with the library of George F. Guild, Esq.,

in Boston, October, 1853 (no. 650), for $30. On
the recto of the first blank leaf is written,

"$30.00." It was afterwards owned by Mr.

Peter Force, the historian (born 1790, died 1868),

and is mentioned as being in his possession in

the Historical Magazine (August, 1859), vol. 3,

p. 254. It was sold with his collection of books

and manuscripts to the Library of Congress in

1867. See the Catalogue of Books added to the
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Library of Congress from December 1, 1866, to

December 1, 1867 ("Washington, 1868), p. 32; and
the Alphabetical Catalogue of the Library of
Congress (Washington, 1878), vol. 1, p. 701.

(18) Library of the Connecticut Historical-

Society, Hartford, Conn. No exact description

has been obtained of this copy, but it is sup-

posed to be still in the possession of the society.

It is said to be "nearly complete," butit proba-

bly lacks the general title and some leaves at
the beginning and end. According to Dr.

Trumbull, "in many places, particularly the
books of Genesis and Isaiah and the Psalm^.

the paper is fairly worn out by use." The
book contains several autographs of an Indian,

owner, probably of Martha's Vineyard: "Nen.

elisha yen noosooquohwonk," i. e., " I, Elishaj

this my writing," and once, " thes my piple"^

(bible) . In 1698, there were two Indian preach*

ersatGayhead, on Martha's Vineyard, named re-

spectively Abel and Elisha, the latter of whom
was perhaps the owner of this volume. On the

blank page between the old and new testaments

is written: "Eec^ from the Rev^ Mr. Experi-

ence Mayhew by Mr. Ebenezer Allien, April,

1719." This copy of the bible, together with
no. 19, was probably once owned by the Eev.

Thomas Bobbins, whose library was presented,

to the Connecticut Historical Society in 1844.

See the note to the following number. It is

briefly described by Dr. TrumbuU in the His-

torical Magazine (October, 1858), vol. 2, p. 308;

and again more fully in the Memorial History^

of Boston (Boston, 1880), vol. 1. p. 472.

(19) Library of the Connecticut Historical

Society, Hartford, Conn. A second copy, more

imperfect than the other, is or was in this so-

ciety's library. No description of it has been

obtained, but it is briefly mentioned by Dr.

Trumbull in the Historical Magazine (October,

1858), vol. 2, p. 308. These two copies (nos.18

and 19) were probably owned by the Eev*

Thomas Bobbins, D. D., who was born in 1777,

and died in 1856, From 1808 to 1827, he was
minister of the south parish of East Windsor,

Connecticut, in which place he began the for-

mation of the extensive library which he pre-

sented to the Connecticut Historical Society ia

1844. In 1832 he was installed pastor of the

church in Mattapoisett, in the town of Eoches-

ter, Massachusetts, where he remained for

nearly thirteen years. On the 24th of July,

1838, he visited a Captain Baylies, at Edgar-

town, on Martha's Vineyard, and looked at his

father's books. In his diary for July 25th, he
writes :

'

' Mr. Baylies let me have ten old books,

inchxding a broken Eliot's Bible. Paid his

mother, $7.00." On the 27th, after his return

to Mattapoisett, he writes: "Looked over my
old books. Find that I have got parts of three

copies of the Indian Bible." In August of the

same year, he visited the Eev. Phineas Fish,

minister of the Indians at Cotuit, in the Marsh-

pee district, and "paid him for an Eliot's In-
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dian Bible, imperfect, $5.00." See the Diary of

Thomas Bobbins, D. D. (Boston, 1886), vol. 2,

pp. 502, 505.

(20) Library of Dartmouth College, Hanover,

N. H. A copy lacking the general title, the

last leaf of the metrical psalms, and the final

leaf of rules. This is perhaps the copy men-
tioned in Mr. Nathaniel Paiue's list, printed in

1873. Information furnished by the librarian,

Mr, M. D. Bisbee, in letters of January 7th

and 31st, 1890.

>i (21) Library of Dartmouth College, Hano-
ver, N. H. A second copy, lacking the general

title, several leaves at the beginning and end

of the old testament, the last 27 leaves of the

metrical psalms or all after Psalm Ixxiii, and
the final leaf of rules. On one of the leaves is

inscribed: "Sarah Perry Her Indgans Bible

written in New England in the yeare 1717," etc.

The name of David Lyon is also written on the

same page. In another place is a manuscript

note by Thomas Perry, dated 1723. The fol-

lowing inscription is found on another page:

"The Exrs. of the Wide Perry Late of Kox-
bury present this Bible to M'' Pebody for the

Sarues of the Endians under His Care in natek.

"

Below this is written in a different hand :

'
' The

Widow Perry Presents this Bible to M-- Pe-

body for the Indians under his care in Roxbery."
The Rev. Oliver Peabody (born 1698, died 1752),

was sent in 1721 as a missionary to the Indians

in Natick, who were then without a church or

minister. In 1729,' a new church was formed
there, consisting partly of English and partly

of Indians, and Mr. Peabody was regularly or-

dained as its pastoi'. Here he remained until his

death, with the exception of one season when
he was employed as a missionary to the Mo-
heagan tribe of Indians in Connecticut. By
his exertions, "the Indians were so improved
in regard to their education, that many of them
could read and write as well as understand the

English language." Information furnished by
Mr. M. D. Bisbee, in letters of January 7th and
23d, 1890.

(22) Rev. Henry M. Dexter, Boston, Mass.
A fragment (less than half) of a copy ofthe sec-

end edition. It lacks all before 1st Kings vi.

21 (Tt3), all of the new testament excepting

a few leaves, and the whole of the metrical

psalms, it is mentioned in Dr. Dexter's bib-

liography of Congregationalism (no. 1903), ap-

pended to his Congegationalism . . . as seen

in its Literature (New York, 1880), at which
time it was supposed to be of the first edition.

Information furnished by Dr. Dexter, in let-

ters of December 9th, 1889, and January 25th,

1890.

(23) Mr. Wilberforce Eames, Brooklyn, N.

Y. In modern half leather binding, lacking

the general title, the first four leaves of Gene-

sis (chap, i to ix, 27) or signature A, a portion of

one leaf in Lamentations (Zzzz4), and the leaf of

contents, all of which have been supplied in

fac-simile. The text of several pages has been
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slightly cut into by the binder's knife. On the

verso of the new testament title is written:

"Ebenezer Cussens of Eastham
|
Aug. 24.

1728," the first line of which is repeated in an-

other hand. There was a John Cosens, an In-

dian preacher and schoolmaster at Mouamo-
yick, near Eastham, in 1698, who may have
been a relative. On the same page is the fol-

lowing inscription, apparently written by iin-

other person: "nen Laben hogsuit [or hos-

suit?J ye notoun pipien
|
June 11 tays year 1747.

I
nutunumunkqun Solomon pinnion

|
annotu

4 Poun
I
keep my Commantnient." There are

also many Indian words in manuscript* scat-

tered through the metrical psalms, which ap-

pear to be variations or different spellings of

certain printed words. The bible was also

once owned by Mr. Gabriel Furman (born

1800, died 1854), who was justice of the Brook-

lyn municipal court from 1827 to 1830, state

senator Irom 1839 to 1842, the author and editor

of several historical works, and a well-known
book collector. At the sale of his library

in New York, December, J 846 (no. 1741), the

book was purchased by Alexander W. Bradford

for $11. Mr. Bradford (born 1815, died 1867),

whose autograph is on one of the blank leaves,

was surrogate of New York city and county
from 1348 to 1851, a well known jurist, and the

author of the work entitled American Antiqui-

ties, published in 1841. At the sale of his li-

brary in New York, March, 1868 (no. 67), it

brought $95, Mr. Jaques, one of the executors

of Mr. Bradford's will, being announced as the

purchaser. Shortly after, it came into the

hands of Mr. Sabin, the bookseller, who sold it

to Mr. John A. Rice, of Chicago. While in

Mr. Rice's possession, the leaf of contents was
probably taken out, and inserted in his copy of

the first edition, no. 12 of the list of bibles of

1663. At the sale of his collection of books in

New York, March, 1870 (no. 663), it brought

$120. The next owner was Dr. Edmund B.

O'Callaghan. thehistorian (born 1797,died 1880).

It is mentioned as being in his possession, in

Mr. Paine's list, printed in 1873. When Dr.

O'Callaghan's books were sold in New York, De-

cember, 1882 (no. 851), the bible was purchased

by the present owner for $140.

(24) Library of Edinburgh University, Edin- \

burgh. No exact description has been obtained

of this copy. It is referred to as follows in Dr.

John Small's introduction to his reprint of

Eliot's Indian Primer (Edinburgh, 1877), p.

xxviii : "It may be interesting here to state that

a fine copy of this second edition of the Indian

Bible in the original binding, and in all proba-

bility presented by Eliot to the celebrated

Quaker, Robert Barclay [born 1648, died 1690J,

was, on the dispersion of the family library of

the Barclays of Ury a few years ago, secured

for the Library of the University of Edinburgh..

In 1682 Barclay received from Charles II. the

nominal appointment of Governor of East Jer-

sey in North America."
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(25) Ellsworth Eliot, M.D., N'ew York. In

modern morocco binding, lacking one leaf in

Genesis from chap.vii. 12 to ix. 27 (A4), and four

leaves in the metrical psalms from ex. 3 to cxix.

102 (sig. Uu) , all of which have been supplied in

fac-simile. A number of leaves which were
stained, torn, or cut into, have been neatly re-

paired. On the recto of the leaf of contents are

the three following inscrii^tions, apparently in

the handwriting of as many different persons:

first, "Asaph his Book
|
Asaph his Bible Sent

to
I
Exp. Mayhew;" second, "Rec'^ from the

Eev'l Mr. Mayhew from Martha's Vineyard,

March 22. 171^;" and third, "att february the

14 year 174f oobible Zachary
| hossveit gajhead

nohtorapeantog." Zachary Hossveit was an
Indian preacher atG-ayhead, on Martha's Vine-

yard. Two other bibles which may have been
in his possession are described under nos. 11 and
45 of this list. On the verso of the last leaf of

Revelation is written : "lam Zacry Zacry ad
Gay head. I have

I
sad my name ad March the

13. 17||," and below, "att february the 14 year

174f I
oobible Zachary hossveit Gayhead

|
noh-

tompeantog." Manuscript notes in Indian
are also found on the verso of the new testa-

ment title, on the recto of the last leaf of Revela-

tion, and in many other places on the margins.

About the year 1885, while in half leather bind-

ing of the present century, and before the

missing leaves had been supplied, it came into

the possession of Henry Sotheran & Co., the

London booksellers, who offered it for sale to

several American dealers. After it had been
repaired and rebound, the -bible was sent to

Messrs. George A. Leavitt & Co., and sold in

the second portion of the "Trivulzio Collec-

tion," in New York, February, 1888 (no. 1163),

for $280, at which price it was bought in by the

auctioneers. It was then offered at private sale

for $350, and was finally catalogued with the

"Del Monte Library," and sold in 'New York,
June, 1888 (no. 560), for $230, to the present

owner, who is a lineal decendant, in the sixth

generation, of the "Apostle of the Indians."

(26) Library of Glasgow University, Glas-

gow. No description has been obtained of this

copy. See Dr. John Smalls introduction to his

reprint of Eliot's Indian Primer (Edinburgh,

1877), p. xxviii, note.

(27) Mr. C. F. Gunther, Chicago, 111. In
modern binding of purple morocco. At the top

of the first title, which is mounted, is the au-

tograph of an early owner, Josiah Cotton (born

1680, died 1756), for nearly forty years a preach-

er to the Indians in their own language, and the
author of a vocabulary of the Natick dialect.

He was a son of the Rev. John Cotton, of Bos-

ton, who aided Mr. Eliot in the revision of this

edition. The bible came afterwards into the

possession of the Rev. Thaddeus Mason Harris
<born 1768, died 1842), who was minister of the

first Unitarian church in Dorchester from 1793

to 1836. At the sale of his library in Boston,

January 26th, 1843(p. 11), itappearedas, "Eliot,
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John. Indian Bible. 4to. Cambridge. 1685./'

and was purchased by Mr. Edward A. Crown-
iushield for $39. See the Proceedings of the

Massachusetts Historical Society for 1867-69, p.

427. Information concerning the Harris cata-

logue furnished by Mr. AVm. H. Tillinghast, in

letter of December 4th, 1889. After Mr. Crown-
inshield's death in 1859, the bible was cata-

logued to be sold by auction with his library in

Boston, in November, 1859 (no. 380), where it

was described as bound in morocco. The auc-

tion sale, however, did not take place in Boston,

as the entire collection was bought by Mr.
Henry Stevens, and taken by him to Lond(m,
where the rarest books where withdrawn, and
the remainder sold by auction, in July, 1860.

The bible was sold, probably at private sale, to

the earl of Crawford and Balcarres. In Pro-

thero's Memoir of Henry Bradshaw (London,

1888), p. 328, is the following anecdote of that

learned librarian of Cambridge, which seems to

relate to this copy of the bible :

'

' The readiness

and accuracy of his bibliographical knowledge
were astonishing. Many years ago, when he

was as yet only a beginner, he gave a remark-

able proof of this. It was in the year 1861. He
happened to be in Mr. Qaaritch's shop in Pic-

cadilly, when that well-known bookseller re-

ceived a request from the late Earl of Crawford

and Balcarres for a 'collation,' i. e. a biblio-

graphical description, of a very rare book, the

Virginian or Massachusetts Bible, a large folio

in two volumes, printed in Charles II's reign.

Not being able to lay his hand on any collation

of the book, Mr. Quaritch referred to Bradshaw,

who at once wrote down a complete collation of

the book from memory. It was sent t > Lord
Crawford the same evening, and proved to be

quite correct. Any one who knows what the

collation of such a book is, will be able to ap-

preciate the feat." The earl of Crawford died

in 1869. The jjresent earl, James Ludovic

Lindsay, succeeded to the title in the year

1880. At the sale of the first portion of his

library in London, June, 1887 (no. 493), the bible

was bought for 40L by Mr. Quaritch, who ad-

vertised it for sale in August, 1887 (375 Cata-

logue, no. 38489), for 60Z. It was finally pur-

chased by Mr. Gunther.

(28) Library of Harvard University, Cam-
bridge, Mass. Presented to the library some

time before the year 1800. On one of the blank

leaves is a pencil copy of an inscription said to

be taken from the bible once owned by Profes-

sor Ebeling, as given below. See the Catalogue

of the Library of Harvard University (Cam-

bridge, 1830), vol. 1, p. 250.

In 1818, Mr. Israel Thorndike, of Boston,

purchased the library of Dr. Christoph Daniel

Ebeling, the German historian, of Hamburg
(born 1741, died 1817), and presented it to Har-

vard University. This collect ion of book s con-

tained a copy of the Indian bible of 1685, which

appears to have been exchanged as a duplicate.

At a meeting of the corporation of Harvard
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College on June 22, 1819, the president and li-

brarian were authorized "to exchange one of

the copies of Eliot's Indian Bible for other books

of the Treasurer, (Hon. John Davis)." On one

of the blank leaves of this copy was the manu-

script inscription referred to above: "Biblia

Sacra in linguain Indorum Americanae gentis

Toji' Natick translata a Johanne Eliot Mission-

ario Anglicano. ImpressaCantabrigiae INTovae

Angliae oppido. Liber sutnmae raritatis. V.

Clement. Bibl. cur. T. iv. Freytag Analecta."

This bible I have not yet been able to trace or

identify. Mr. Davis died in 1847, and it is pos-

sible that the book may be in the possession of

his heirs. Information furnished by Mr. Wm.
H. Tilliughast, inlettersof November21st, 1889,

and February 15th, 1890.

(29) Mr. Lucius L. Hubbard, Cambridge,

Mass. Bound in morocco, by F. Bedford. This

copy formerly lacked about a dozen leaves,

which were supplied out of another copy (no.

30), before the book was rebound, so that it is

now complete and in very fair condition. On
one of the blank leaves at the end is written

:

"Samson Occom ooskcoweeg Sep^ y«27AD:
1748;" also, "Tho^ Shaw's ;" and in the upper
•corner, "17 6.53." Below these names is the

inscription: "Purchased of the Rev'' Samson
Occom by Thomas Shaw Esquire of j^ew Lon-

don & by him presented to Yale College Li-

brary. A. D. 1790." On the following blank leaf

is also written: "Samson Occom Ooskoweeg
AD : 1748." The former owner of this bible,

Samson Occom (born about 1723, died 1792), a

noted Indian preacher, was converted to Chris-

tianity about the year 1740. In 1748, he began
to teach the Indians at New London, Conn., and
not long after removed to Montauk on Long
Island. In 1766, he visited England, where he
delivered a large number of sermons and at-

tracted much attention. After his return to

America, he continued his ' ork among the In-

dians until his death. The next owner, Thomas
Shaw, was a prominent citizen of New London,
of which he was one of the first aldermen after

its incorporation as a city in 1784. This bible

is probably the one mentioned in Mr. Bartlett's

list, printed in the Historical Magazine (Sep-

tember, 1858), vol. 2, p. 277, as being at that time
in the library of Tale College. In 1883, this

copy, which already lacked several leaves, was
sold as a duplicate to the present owner,
through Mr. D. G. Francis, the bookseller, after

four other leaves had been taken out of it to

complete the bible still preserved in the college

library. Information furnished by Mr. Hub-
bard, in letter of JanuaBy 9th, 1890, and by Mr.
Tan Name, in letter of January 29th, 1890.

(30) Mr. Lucius L. Hubbard, Cambridge,
Mass. A second copy, without binding, lack-
ing beginning and end, and many leaves in
other places. It was once owned by Mr. Henry
R. Schoolcraft, and some time after his death
in 1864, came into the possessio:; of Mr. Thomas
W. Field, of Brooklyn. At the sale of Mr.
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Field's library in New York, May. 1875, (no.

617), where it was described as "wanting be-

ginning and end, and otherwise imperfect," it

brought .$35, and was purchased for the library

of Yale College. In 1883, it was sold as a dupli-

cate, together with no. 29, to the present owner,

through Mr. D. G. Francis. About a dozen
more leaves were taken out of it to complete

no. 29. Information furnished by Dr. Ellsworth
Eliot; and by Mi-. Hubbard, in letter of Janu-
ary 9th, 1890.

(31) Eev. John F. Hurst, D. D., bishop of the

Methodist Episcopal Church,Washington, D. C.

In modernbindiugof purple morocco, extra, by
Zaehnsdorf. This copy was offered for sale by
Mr. Bernard Quaritch in April, 1884 (352 Cata-

logue, noA5998), for 120L; and again in April,

1887 (373 Catalogue, no 37870), for 105Z. It was
afterwards consigned to Mr. J. W. Bouton, the
New York bookseller, who sold it to the present
owner at a reduced price.

(32) Charles E. King, M. D., Andalusia, Pa.

In modern leather binding. This copy also

contains the original dedication to the Hon.
Robert Boyle, printed on a single leaf, verso

blank. It was once owned by the Hon. Rufus
King (born 1755, died 1827), a member of Con-
gress from 1784 to 1786, and United States min-

ister to England from 1796 to 1803. He par-

chased it in London about the year 1802, and
had it there rebound, and wrote upon one of the
blank leaves an extract from Douglass's Brit-

ish Settlements in North-America. It was next
owned by his son, the Hon. John A. Kino-, of

Jamaica, N. Y. (born 1788, died 1867), who was a

member of Congress in 1849, and governor of

New York from 1857 to 1859. From him it

passed to his son, the present owner. Informa-

tion furnished by Dr. King, in letter of January
4th, 1890.

(33) Mr. Levi Z. Leiter, Washington, D. C.

In modern binding ofblue levant morocco, sides

filleted and paneled, and enclosed in a dark
green morocco box. Size of the leaf, 7| by 6

inches, nearly. It lacks the leaf of rules at the

end and the final blank leaf, but has the gen-

eral title and its accompanying blank leaf in

duplicate, at the end of the old testament. The
presence of these duplicate leaves is explained

by Mr. Henry Stevens, in a note printed in the

Brinley catalogue, as follows: "Sheet Ppppp,

the end of the Old Testament, is bound up as

originally printed ; that is, Pppppl is the end of

the O. T., ending on the reverse
; Ppppp2 is a

blank leaf; Ppppp3 is the title to the Old and
New Testament, reverse blank ; and Ppppp4 is

blank on the recto, and has the List of the

Books on the verso. The cut-out of the two
middle leaves of this sheet, then makes the

blank leaf and the titleat the front of the book.

In this copy, these two leaves are in duplicate,

and as clean and fresh as they were in 1685."

On the upper corner of the first title is written,

according to Dr. Trumbull, the autograph of

"Jo. Baily. Jan. L [16]8f N. E." This was the
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Eev. John Baily (born 1644, died 1697), who was
ministei" of the church in Watertown fiom 1685

to 1692, when he removed to Boston. The next

owner was probably Mr. Edward Rawson, the

former secretary of Massachusetts colony,who
died in 1693. He gave it to his son, whose auto-

graph is on the blank leaf preceding the title,

as follows: "Grindall Eawson
|
His Indian

Bible
I

Given him By his Father
|
1712." The

E,ev. Grindall Eawson (born 1659, died 1715),

minister of the church in Mendon from 1680

until his death, was well acquainted with the

Indian language, into which he translated sev-

eral works. The bible was afterwards in the

possession of Mr. Henry Stevens, of London,

who had it rebound. From him it was pur-

chased in 1871 by Mr. George Brinley, of Hart-

ford, Conn., at the sale of whose library in New
York, March, 1879 (no. 790), it was bought by

Mr. Leiter for $500. For the description of an-

other copy of this edition containing Mr. Raw-

son's autograph, see no. 9 of this list.

si (34) Lenox Library, New York. In modern

binding of blue morocco, gilt edges. Size of

the leaf, 7| by 5J inches. This copy was owned

by the Rev. Edward Craven Hawtrey, provost

of Eton College (born 1789, died 1862), and con-

tains the following inscription in his hand-

writing on a blank page at the beginning :
" Of

this Translation of the Bible another edition

was printed in the year [1663] at Cambridge in

Virginia. A copy of this Book was formerly

in my Possession and given by me to the Hon:
E. Everett, the accomplished Minister of the

United States to Gr : Britain in 1842. M"- Ev-

erett was formerly Professor of G^reek in the

College of Cambridge. E. H." See no. 26 of

the list of bibles of 1663. At the sale of a por-

tion of Dr. Hawtrey's library in London, July,

1853 (no. 425), the bible was purchased for 221.

by Mr. Henry Stevens, for Mr. Lenox. Mr.

Lenox's description of this copy was printed in

the Historical Magazine (October, 1858), vol. 2,

p. 308.

(35) Lenox Library, New York. A second

copy, in modern binding of dark blue morocco,

gilt and blind tooled, gilt edges, by Hayes of

Oxford. Size of the leaf, 7§ by 5| inches. With
many untrimmed leaves. This copy also con-

tains the original dedication to the Hon. Rob-
ert Boyle, printed on a single leaf, verso blank.

It is perhaps the same copy that was adver-

tised about the year 1872 or 1873, in a List of

Scarce and Valuable Books relative to America,

on sale by John Bobn, Bookseller, 5, High
Street, Canterbury, England, p. 1, where it is

described as a " Fine and very large copy,

with rough leaves, in blue morocco extra,

blind-tooled in the old style, gilt edges," and
priced (in ink) at 150?., but without any men-
tion of the dedication leaf. In March, 1874, it

was advertised for sale by Triibner & Co., of

London, in their No. 3 Catalogue of Choice,

Rare, and Curious Books, p. 33, "with the

excessively rare dedication to the Honourable
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Robert Boyle, Esq.," and priced at 160 guin-
eas. It was purchased by Mr. Lenox soort

after.

(36) Library of Leyden University, Leyden,
Holland. Presented by Rev. Increase Mather.
No exact description has been obtained of this

copy. See the Catalogus Librorum tain im-
pressorum quam manuscriptorum Bibliothecce-

Puhlicce Universitatis Lugduno-Batavce (Lug-
duniapud Batavos, 1716), p. 495, in the "Ap-
pendix librorum, qui, post impressum priorem
catalogum, Bibliothecee accesserunt," where
it is entered as follows: " Biblia Sacra, linguS.

IndJca Americana, ex versione John Eliot,

Cambridge 1685. Done Crescentii Matheri, in

quart. Tkeol. 244 B." Information furnished,

by Dr. George H. Moore.

(37) Library of the late George Livermore^
Cambridge, Mass. In modern russia bindings

This bible was once owned by the Hon.
Thomas L. Winthrop (born 1760. died 1841),

who was lieutenant-governor of Massachusetts
from 1826 to 1832, and president of the Massa-
chusetts Historical Society and American An-
tiquarian Society. In February, 1842, it was-

advertised in a Catalogue of Books Ancient and
Modern, lately selected in London and Paris, for

sale by Charles C. Little and James Brown,
Boston (no. 217), where it was described as "a
fine clean copy of this very rare work, ele-

gantly full bound in Russia, gilt," and priced at

$25. "On the 3d of March,. 1842," according

to a writer in the Proceedings of the Massachu-
setts Historical Society for 1867-69, p 427, Mr:
Livermore "saw on sale, at Little and Brown's,

a copy of Eliot's Indian Bible, the price of
which was twenty-five dollars. He could not

think of buying it, but his brother bought it

and generously presented it to him." About
the year 1855, Mr. Livermore had a few copies

reprinted of the leaf containing the dedication

to the Hon. Robert Boyle, for insertion in thia-

copy and in those of his friends. Information

furnished by Mr. Wm. H. Tillinghast, in letter-

of December 4th, 1889 ; and by Mrs. Livermore,

in letter of January 14th, 1890.

(38) Library of the Long Island Historical

Society, Brooklyn, N. Y, An imperfect copy,

lacking the general title, the first 19 leaves of

Genesis or all before chap. xl. 2 (E4) the last

leaf of the old testament (Pppppl), and the

whole of the new testament and metrical

psalms. The lower margins of the volume are

also very imperfect. This seems to be the

copy which is described among the books be-

longing to Mr. Henry Stevens, in the cata-

logue of Mr. Crowninshield's library, sold in

London, July, 1860 Cno. 1807), containing "The
OM Testament in the Indian Language, by

John Eliot, imperfect, wants leaves, and the

lower margins much injured by rats or other-

irreverent vermin." It sold for 3 shillings, and

was bought in the name of " Hotten." Mr.

Henry C. Murphy, of Brooklyn, was the next

owner. He made a memorandum in the book
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that it was purchased by him in Loudon for

$6. It was afterwards presented by him to the

Long Island Historical Society. Information

furnished by Miss Jessie E. Prentice, in letters

of December 13th and 26th, 1889.

(39) A copy advertised for sale by Maison-

neuveet cie., of Paris, in 1878. It is described

in Charles Leclerc's Bibliotheca Americana

(Paris, 1878), no. 2367, as lacking sheets Aaa to

Zzz, inclusive, which comprise 92 leaves or

from 2d Kings x. 2i to Psalm Ixxix. 13. The
j

price was 1500 francs. This is without doubt
[

the same copy that was advertised for sale by

Bernard Quaritch in March and April, 1870

(259 Catalogue, no. 278), and again in July,

1870 (260 Catalogue, no. 1172), at 501. It was

there described as "wanting aaa to zzz in the

Old Testament, otherwise quite perfect, with

the titles, calf."

(40) Library of the Massachusetts Historical

Society, Boston, Mass. In half leather bind-

ing, lacking the general title, the last six

leaves of the metrical psalms, or all after

Psalm cxxv. 4 (Xx2), and the final leaf of

rules. At the beginning of the volume is in-

serted the original dedication to the Hon. Kob-

«rt Boyle, printed on a single leaf, on the verso

of which is written: " Samuel Danforth's

book. Cost for binding, 3^\" This leaf,

which appears to have been taken out of an-

other copy of the bible, was found separate

among the miscellaneous papers in the library

of the Society, ' about the year 1855 or 1856.

The writer of the inscription was probably the

second Samuel Danforth {horn 1666, died 1727),

minister of the Congregational church in Taun-

ton, and the author of a dictionary of the

Indian language, compiled from the Indian

bible. Mr. Barllett mentions this copy in his

list, printed in the Historical Magazine (Sep-

tember, 1858), vol. 2, p. 277. See the Catalogue

of the Library of the Massachusetts Historical

Society (Boston, 1859), vol. 1, pp. 127, 128, 414,

from which it appears that the old testament is

"Imperfect, wanting title and first signature."

^ee also the Proceedings of the Massachusetts

Historical Society for 1860-62, pp. 378, 379. In-

formation furnished by Dr. Samuel A. Green,

in letter of January 15th, 1890.

(41) Library of the Morse Institute, Natick,

Mass. A good copy, "inclosed in a casket

made from the large oak tree under which the

apostle first gathered his dusky audience."

See the American Bibliopolist for February,

1870. The bible was once owned by the Hon.

John Pickering, the philologist (born 1777, died

1846), and at the sale of his library in Boston,

September, 1846 (no. 803), was boughtby Mr. O.

Thayer for the town of Natick, according to a

memorandum in the book. Dr. Trumbull,

however, states in the Brinley catalogue that it

-was bought by Mr. Brinley. A tea party was
given at Natick on the 28th of October of the

«ame year, in order to raise money for the pur-

chase of this copy, to be preserved in the ar-
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chives of the town. A circular was also

printed, containing Psalm C in the Natick dia-

lect, with the English translation and the tune.

In Bacon's History of Natick the following ac-

count is given : "Some public-spirited individ-

uals purchased this copy from the library of

Hon. John Pickering; and the ceremony of its

presentation to the town took place in the Town
Hall on the two hundredth anniversary of

Eliot's first visit to the Indians at Nbnantum,

October 28, 1846, the nominal, not the actual

day." See S. A. Drake's History of Middlesex

County, Mass. (Boston, 1880), vol. 2, pp. 200, 201.

Information furnished by the librari m. Miss

Nellie L. Fox, in letters of January 28Lh and

30th, 1890.

(42) Library of the New York Historical

Society, New York. In modern half leather

binding. It was formerly owned by the Rev.

Thomas Bradbury Chandler, the rector of St.

John's Church, Elizabethtown (born 1726,-died

1790), whose name, " T. B. Chandler, " is writ-

ten at the top of the general title and crossed

through with a pen. On the same page is the

autograph of " JohnPintard 1807," the founder

of the New York Historical Society (born 1759,

died 1814), who presented the book to the so-

ciety.

(43) New York State Library, Albany, N. T.

An imperfect copy, in modern binding, lacking

the general title, the first seven leaves of Gen-

esis or all before chap, xviii 7 (B4), and the

whole of the new testament and metrical

psalms. On one of the blank leaves is written:

"Purchased at Gurley and Hill's auction sale,

New York, Feb. 24. 1846." See the Catalogue of

the New York State Library (Albany, 1850>. p.

511; and the enlarged catalogue of the "Gen-

eral Library," 1855 (Albany, 1856), p. 85. In-

formation furnished by Mr. George E. Howell,

in letter of December 13th, 1889.

(44) Library of the Historical Society of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. Bound in

levant black morocco, filleted and paneled aides,

by F.Bedford. Size of the leaf, 7iby 5| inches.

On the verso of the blank leaf preceding the

title is the autograph of a former owner,

"William Stoughton," chief-justice and lieu-

tenant-governor of Massachusetts (born 1632,

died 1701). On the same page is the autograph

of another owner, "John Danforth, 1713," who
married governor Stoughton's niece. He was
minister of the Congregational church in Dor-

chester from 1682 until his death in 17.30, aged

seventy years. It afterwards came into the

possession of Mr. George Brinley, of Hartford,

and is perhaps the copv referred to by Mr.

O'Callaghan in his A^nerican Bibles (Albany,

1861), p. 18. At the sale of the third portion of

Mr. Brinley's library, in New York, April, 1881

(no. 5683), the bible was purchased for $590 by
Mr. Charles R. Hildeburn, for the Historical

Society of Penn.sylvania.

(45) Library Company of Philadelphia, Pa.

An imperfect copy, lacking the general title,
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the first nine leaves of Genesis or all before

chap. xxii. 4 (C2), the leaf of contents, the new
testament title, the first 18 leaves of the new-

testament or all before Mark i. 33 (E3), another

leaf in Mark from chap. ill. 30 to v. 22 (E4), the

last eight leaves of the metrical psalms or from

Psalm cxix.103 to the end (Xx and Yy), and the

final leaf of rules. This bible was once in the

possession of Zachary Hossveit, an Indian

preachei' at Gayhead, on Martha's Vineyard,

whose autograph, dated September 16th, 1738,

is on one of the leaves. Two other bibles,

which may have been in his possession, are de-

scribed under nos. 11 and 25 of this list. It

was afterwards owned by Samuel William

Msher, a Quaker merchant of Philadelphia,

(born 1764, died 1817), who presented it to the

Librarj Company of Philadelphia in 1815 or

1816. Seethe Catalogue of the Books belonging

to the Library Company of Philadelphia (Phil-

adelphia, 1835), vol. 1, p. 16, where it is entered

as follows: -'1639, Q. The holy bible, printed

in the Indian language, for the use of the In-

dians of New England. Cambridge, 1680. Gift

of S. W. Fisher." Information furnished by

Mr. Chailes R. Hildeburn, in letters of Decem-

ber 10th and 29th, 1889.

(46) Library of the Pilgrim Society, Pilgrim

Hall, Plymouth, Mass. An imperfect copy,

lacking the general title, the first ten leaves of

Genesis or all before chap. xxiv. 20 (C3), five

leaves at the end of the old testament or all

after Zechariah iv. 13 (Nnnnn4), the leaf of

contents, the new testament title, the first

seven leaves ofMatthew or all before chap. xiii.

49 (Cl), and a dozen or more leaves at the end

of the metrical psalms. On the blank page at

the end of Revelation is written: "Johannis

Wainwright Liber Douum DoiH Josise "Willard

Jan' 10, 170|." Thedonorof this volume, Josiah

Willard (born 1681, died 1756), was the son of

the Rev. Samuel Willard, of Boston, and was
secretary of Massachusetts from 1717 until his

death. The next owner, John Wainwright, ac-

cording to Dr. Trumbull, was "probably the

Harvard graduate of 1709, son of Col. John, of

Ipswich. ... A few years afterwards it came

into the possession of 'Josiah Attaunitt,^ alias

'Josiah JSTed,' who left his name on several

pages and scribbledmemoranda on the margins.

He seems to have been one of the Christian In-

dians who lived near Duxbury or at Mattakesit.

In one place he wrote, 'Josiah Ned, 1718
;

' in

another, 'Josiah Attaunitt yeu wutaimun in

March 18 in . ..." t. e., 'J. A. this belongs to

him,' &c. On the margin of one page" is a note,

dated ' ut febnuany 7 tay 1715.' (The Massa-

chusetts Indians did not pronounce the r, sub-

stituting n for it.) The writer was 'at this

time at the house of Pammohkauwut, who lives

at Duxbury' ('ut ohquompi ut wekit Pammoh-
kauwut noh pamontog ut Togspane^). In an-

other place the name of Duxbury is differently

spelled :

—

\fevuany bwitay 20 tay, 1715, ut wekit

pamohkauwut ut tukspany kah yea wutappin
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annis mommehthemmut unnoowau, nuttom
nasit saup; ' (i. e., 'February, Friday, 20th day,

1715, in the house uf Pammohkauwut at Dux-
bury, and herelodged, Annis Mommehthemmut
said, lam going to Nauset to-morrow')."—ilfe-

morial History of Boston (Boston, 1880), vol. 1,

pp. 471, 472. Another owner of the book was
the Hon. William Cushiug, of Scituate (born

1732, died 1810), who was judge of the Massa-
chusetts superior court in 1772, chiefjustice in

1777, and in 1780 was chosen the first chief jus-

tice of Massachusetts under the State constitu-

tion. The bible was presented by his widow,
Mrs. Hannah Cushing, to the Pilgrim Society

some time between the years 1820 and 1830, In-

formation furnished by the librarian, Mr.
Thomas Bradford Drew, in letter of January
15th, 1890.

(47) Library of the late Col. George W. Pratt,

Esopus, N. Y. A copy lacking the final leaf of

rules, but otherwise w<"ll preserved. This copy
also contains the original dedication to the Hon.
Robert Boyle, printed on a single leaf, verso

blank. Manuscript notes in Indian are found

on the margins of many pages. In one place in

the Acts is written the name of a former owner,

apparently, "nen matthew Gocknow yeu noo-

pipie paku." In another place is the inscrip-

tion, "Jacob Gocknow wuttannah nuppi

May 17. 1727 noh assoontogit ganoh ;

" also,

"Ephraimnaquatanappiat July 1, 173 ." The
dates 1744 and 1745, with what appears to be the

name of an Indian, are written on one of the

pages of 1st Chronicles. On the margin of a

page of the gospel of Mark is written :
" meh-

quantamoop naumattump ne pish lenashpe pah-

quohwunnitteon en watchanittcoonganit Ion,"

and other inscriptions of the same character

are scattered throughout the volume. This

bible was in actual use until early in the present

century, as the property of an Indian teaclier

at Marshpee, Cape Cod. An autograph ofJohn
Eliot has been pasted on the blank leaf preced-

ing the title page. This is probably the copy

referred to by a writer in the Historical Maga-
zine (OctoheT, 1858), vol, 2, p. 308, who states that

"a copy of the edition of 1663 [sic] is in the pos-

session of George W. Pratt, of Kingston, Ulster

County, N. Y." It is mentioned in Dr. O'Calla-

ghan's American Bibles (Albany, 1861), p. 18, as

of the edition of 1685. Since Col, Pratt's death

in 1861, the bible has remained in the possession

of his family. A portion of his library was sold

by auction in New York, March 23d to 27th,

1868. Information furnished by Mrs. Gasquet

James, in letters of December 27th, 1889, and

January 11th, 1890.

(48) A copy advertised for sale by Mr. Ber-

nard Quaritch, in April, 1884 (352 Catalogue,

no, 15999), with " one leaf mended, in other re-

spects an excellent copy in the original calf

binding," for 150?.; again in April, 1887 (373

Catalogue, no. 37S7\), for 1251.; and in Decem-

ber, 1887 m Rough List,no. 110), for 1251. It

also appears at the same price in a Hand-List
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of a peerless collection of Books and Manuscripts

(London, 1890), no. 442, to be exliibitecl or sale

in the United States in the spring of 1890.

(49) Library of the University of Soutb Car-

olina, Columbia, S. C. An imperfect copy,

lacking the general title, the first eleven leaves

of Genesis, or all before chap. sxv. 16 (C4), 62

leaves in the new te>tament or from Acts xix,

12 to the end of Revelation (S — Kk2), and the

whole of the metrical psalms. On one of the

blank leaves is written :
" Eec' of Amos Haha-

ton May 19'-'' 1731." The book was after-

wards owned by a Mrs. Goodwin, and was pur-

chased from her through the Rev. Dr. Palfrey,

luformatioa furnished by the librarian, Mr.

Isaac H. Means, in letter of December 18th,

1889.

50) Library of J. Poyntz Spencer, fifth earl

Spencer, Althorp, England. "In old calf bind-

ing." No exact description has been obtained

of this c>py. See Dibdiu's Aedes Althorpiance

(London, 1822), p. 92. See also no. 34 of the list

of bibles of 1663.

(51) Library of Trinity College, Cambridge,

England. This copy also contains the original

dedication to the Hon. Robert Boyle, printed on

a single leaf, verso blank. Information fur-

nished by Dr. "William Everett, in letter of De-

cember 7, 1889. The book was examined by
Dr. Everett in the year 1869.

tVfi'ptjoO
*-

(52) J. Hammond Trumbull, LL. D., Hart-
'^ ford. Conn. No description has been obtained

of this copy, which is mentioned in a letter

written by Dr. Trumbull in 1879. If it is the

one which was purchased in Dr. Trumbull's

name at the sale of Mr. GriswokVs books in

1876, its history belongs in this place, as follows:

It is boviud in red morocco, extra, by F. Bed-

ford. On the back of the first title is pasted

the, book-plate, dated 1702, of William Talbot,

successively bishop of Oxford, Salisbury and
Durham (born 1659, died 1730). It afterwards

came into the possession of Miss Frances Mary
Richardsou Currer, the well-known book col-

Itctor (born 178.5, diedl861). It does not appear,

however, in the privately-printed catalogue of

her library issued in 1833. At the sale of the

principal portion of Miss Currer's library in

London, July and August, 1862 (no. 425), where
it was described as bound in "calf, m. e. water
stained, " it brought 23Z., being purchased in

the name of " Willis." Mr. Alraon TV. Gris-

wold, of New York, was the next owner. He
had it cleaned and rebound, and at the sale of

a portion of his library in New York, announced
for February, butpostponed to March, 1876 (no.

206), it was bought for $325 by Dr. Trumbull,
probably for himself or for Mr. Brinley.

^
(53) Library of Utrecht University, Utrecht,

Holland. No exact description has been ob-

tained of this copy. It was sent to John Leus-
den for the University by Rev. Increase Mather,
at the time of its publication, and is referred

to by Leusden in his dedication of The Book of
Psalms, published in 1688, and by Hadrian Re-
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land in his Dissertationes. published in 1708

vol. 3, p. 211, According to the Bibliothecae

Sheno-Trajectinae Catalogus (Trajecti ad Rhe^

nura, 1833), vol. 1, p. 123, it contains the follow

ing manuscript inscription: " Biblioth. cele

berr. ap. Ultrajectinos Acad. Hac S. Bibliorum

versione indica donat Crescent. Matherus col

leg. harv. ap. Cantabrigienses in Nova Anglia,

Praeses pro tempore. Maij 28. A. D. 1686."

(54) Mr. Cornelius Yanderbilt, New York,

A copy bound in levant red morocco, extra gilt,

with vellum linings and guard-leaves, by F,

Bedford. Size of the leaf, 7i by 5| inches. By
a mistake of the binder the leaf of rules and

the final blank leaf were inserted at the end of

the old testament. According to Dr. Trum-

bull, "the v>)lume has been skillfully cleaned

throughout, the margins ofsome short and worn
leaves extended, and the deficiencies, if any

were found, are supplied in facsimile so perfect

as to escape detection." On one of the blank

leaves is a pencil memorandum, "From the

library of Jonathan Edwards." This refers,

perhaps, to the elder Jonathan Edwards (born

1703, died 1758), who was missionary to the

Stockbridge Indians from 1751 to 1757, and

president of the College of New Jersey in 1757-

58. His son, Jonathan Edwards (born 1745,

died 1801), pastor of the church in "White Ha-

ven, Conn., from 1769 to 1795, and president of

Union College at Schenectady, N. Y., from 1799

to his death, was well acquainted with the In-

dian language. The bible afterwards came into

the possession of Mr. George Brinley, of Hart-

ford, and at the sale of the third portion of his

library in New York, April, 1881, (no. 5681), was
bought for the present owner for $550. Infor-

mation furnished by Mr. Yanderbilt, in letter

of December 30th, 1889.

(55) Library of Yale College, New Haven,

Conn. In the original calf binding, well pre-

served, lettered on the back, ss. biblia
|

INDICA
I

N. ANGL. On the outside of each

cover are stamped the letters, "J. [ornament]

"W." On the first blank leaf is written, "John
["Winthrop?]

|
mepossidet

|
1697," the surname

being torn off. The name "Wintiirop" is

written on the second blank leaf. This was
probably the third John TVinthrop (born 1639,

died 1707), a grandson of the governor of Mas-

sachusetts. He was the agent of Connecticut

in London in 1693, and governor of the same
colony from 1698 until his death. This copy of

the bible was acquired by Yale College some
time before the year 1858. It is one of the two
copies mentioned in Mr. Paine's list, printed in

1873. It was then slightly imperfect, lacking a

signature or about four leaves, which were af-

terwards supplied out of another copy (no. 29).

Information furnished by Dr. Ellsworth Eliot;

and by the librarian, Mr. Addison Van Name,
in letters of December 30th, 1889, and January

29th, 1890.

For a description of two other copies of this

edition formerly in the library of Yale College,
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Tvliicli were sold as duplicates, see nos. 29 and

30 of this list.

In Dewitt's historical Discourse delivered in

the North Reformed Dutch Church (New York,

1857), p. 70, it is related of the Rev. Henricns

Selyns, who was minister of the Collegiate Re-

formed Dutch Church in New York from 1682

to 1701, that "at the publication of John Elliot's

celebrated Indian Bible he procured it and sent

it to the Classis of Amsterdam." Mr. Samuel

Sewall, during his visit to England, wrote as

follows in his diary for February 25, 168§:

" View'd Winchester CoUedge, the Chapel, Li-

brary built in the midst of the Green within

the Cloisters. Left my Indian Bible and Mr.

Mather's Letter there." This copy may still be

preserved in the College Library at Winchester.

The copy mentioned in White Kennett's Bibli-

othecce Americance Frimordia (London, 1713),

pp. 134, 144, was probably in the author's pos-

session at that time. According to Mr. Henry
Stevens, "The Books named in Bp. Kennett's

Catalogue were promised to be left by will to

the ' Society for the Propagation of the Gospel

in Foreign Parts, ' should that Society provide

accommodation for them, but that condition

not having been fulfilled, the books were not

separated from the Bishop's Miscellaneous Li-

brary, and probably now form part of the

Cathedral Library of Peterboi'ough."

In Rivington and Cochran's Catalogue (Lon-

don, 1824), no. 2220, a copy was oifered for sale

of "The Old and New Testament, with a met-

rical version of the psalms, by J. Eliot," Cam-
bridge (New England) 1680-5, 4to, calf neat, for

11. 4s. An auction Catalogue of Books in every

department of Literature and Science, sold by
Evans, in London, October 26-30, 1830, contains

the following entry: "379 Holy Bible, in the

West Indian Language, by Elliot, Cambridge,

<N. America) 1685," which was purchased by
"Cochran" for 11. Is. The copy owned by
Richard Heber, Esq., was described as follows

among the bibles in the JBibliotheca Heberiana,

part 10, sold in London, May 30th and 13 follow-

ing days, 1836: "417 in the Indian lan-

guage, by J. Eliot. Cambridge. 1685. 4°." It

brought 21. 12s.

A copy of the second edition was once in the

library of the American Bible Society at New
York, as appears from its Catalogue of Books

(New York, 1855), p. 27, where it is entered

twice, first with the heading of Massachusetts

version as "Elliot's Indian Bible. 4to, Cam-
bridge, 1635

I
sic]. (E.)," and again with the

heading of Mohegan version as "The Mohegan
Bible. 4to, Cambridge, 1685. (E.)" In the

enlarged catalogue of this library (New York,

1863), pp. 46, 47, both entries are repeated, but

the press-marks are left blank, because the

book was missing. Dr. Edward W. Oilman,

the present librarian, informs me that no trace

of the book has since been found. Mr. Bartlett

includes in his list the name of Edward Everett

as the owner of a copy of the edition of 1685,

Eliot (J.)— Continued.

which is probably a mistake, as Dr. William

Everett informs me (December, 1889) that no

copy of this edition is in his possession.

The following memoranda relate to copies of

which the edition or date is not specified. Mr.

Samuel Sewall, in his diary for April 7th, 1718

(Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., fifth series, vol. 7, p. 180),

writes: "I prove Mr. William Denison's Will.

Her brother . . . brought the widow to town.

... I gave her 10s. to give her sister Weld
for her Indian Bible." Mr. Denison was a res-

ident of Roxbury, whose wife's maiden name
was Weld. Dr. A. C. Thompson, of Roxbury,

had a copy of one of the editions, but he informs

me now (December 13th, 1889) that he sold it

"forty or more years ago." A writer in the

Historical Magazine (October, 1858), vol. 2, p.

308, says: "we believe also that Mr. Samuel Gr.

Drake, of Boston, has a copy." As Mr. Drake
was at that time a bookseller, it is probable

that the bible was in his possession for a short

time only. Another copy, of which the date is

unknown, was formerly in possession of the

Rev. William Allen, of Northampton, Mass.

(born 1784, died 1868), and is mentioned in the

Historical Magazine (November, 1858), vol. 2, p.

343; but I am now informed (December 21st,

1889) by his son, the Hon. William Allen, of

Northampton, that it "was destroyed by fire

many years ago in New York. '

' Another writer

in the Historical Magazine (May, 1859), vol. 3, p.

158, in his description of the copies at Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine, adds: "I have

heard that a copy of this Bible is owned in

Portland, and that several others are to be

found in the State." In a collection of books

belonging to Mr. W. Elliot Woodward, of Rox-

bury, sold in New York, in April, 1869 (no. 2015),

were "portions of an Indian bible, 117 leaves,

comprising a part of Genesis, with all or nearly

all of the six following books, a portion of

Isaiah, Jeremiah, and a part of the New Testa-

ment," which brought $5.50. At the sale of

Mr. John K. Wiggin's collection of books, in

Boston, March, 1876 (no. 804), was a "Part of

Indian Bible, 11 leaves," which sold for $4.37.

A copy of one of the editions was once in the

possession of the Rev. Eilardus Westerloo (born

1738, died 1790), who was pastor of the Dutch

Reformed church in Albany from 1760 until

his death. His son, Rensselaer Westerloo,

was a member of Congress from 1817 to 1819,

and died at Albany in 1851. From his family

it was obtained by the Rev. Aaron Lloyd, in

whose possession it remained for a number of

years. He oflered it for sale several times at

the low price of $75, and finally sold it, Novem-

ber 15, 1864, to George P. Philes & Co., the

New York booksellers, for $50. The book then

lacked one leaf or more at the beginning, but

was described as being otherwise in good con-

dition. After Mr. Philes had sold it to one of

his customers, the book was sent to Paris,

where the imperfections were supplied by fac-

simile, and it was handsomely bound. Accord-
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ing to Mr. Philes, it was afterwards offered for

sale in London at a large price. The name of

the present owner has not been ascertained.

Information furnished by Mr. Lloyd, in letters

of December 19th and 31st, 1889.

Further research will bring to light many
more copies of the Indian bible. In 1858, Mr.
John R. Bartlett prepared a list of 13 copies of

the first edition, and 14 copies of the second,

which was printed in the Historical Magazine

(September, 1858), vol. 2, p. 277. Mr. E. B.O'Cal-

laghan, in his American Bibles (Albany, 1861),

pp. 12, 18, mentioned 15 of the first edition, 19

of the second, and 2 of which the dates were

not ascertained. Mr. Thomas W. Field named
23 copies of the first edition in his Essay towards

an Indian Bibliography (New York, 1873), p.

120. The largest list hitherto published is that

in Mr. Xathaniel Paine's Brief Notice of the

Library of the American Antiquarian Society

(Worcester, 1873), pp. 54, 55, in which 26 copies

of the first edition are mentioned, and 28 of the

second. These four lists contain only copies

owned in the United States.

. Psalm C.
I
To "be sung at the tea

party given in the town-hall at Natick,

I
October 28, 1846, |

for the purpose of

raising means to purchase a copy of

Eliot's Indian Bible,
| to be preserved

in the archives of the town.

No title-page, heading only ; 1 p. folio. Ex-

tract from Eliot's translation of the psalms in-

to Indian metre, probably from the second edi-

tion of the bible, with the English version, and

the tune.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Massachu-

setts Historical Society, Trumbull.

[Wehkomaonganoo asquam peanto-

gig Kah asquam Quinnuppegig, Toko-
nogque mahche woskeche Peantamwog.
Ouk woh sampwutteahae Peantamwog.
Wutanakausuonk wunueetou noh noh-

tompeantog. Ussowesu Mr. Richard

Baxter. Kah Yeuyeu qushkinnumun
en Indiane WuttinnontoDwaonganit.

"Wussohsumoowontamunat oowesuonk

God ut Christ Jesus ut, kahconeneheo-

nat Indiansog. Ezek. 33. 11. Qushkek,

qushkek, tohwhutch woh nuppok, woi
Israelle wek ?

Cambridge : printed by Samuel Green
and Marmaduke Johnson. 1664.] (*)

96 (?) leaves, signatures AjtoH intwelves(?).

The charge in the treasurer's account was for

eight sheets.

Eichard Baxter's Call to the Unconverted was
first printed at London in 1657. This is Mr.

Eliot's translation of it into the Massachusetts
Indian language. The above title, excepting

the imprint, is copied from the reprint of 1688.

Eliot (J.) — Continued.

The records of the Commissioners show that

the book was printed by Marmaduke Johnson,
" with our owne printer," Samuel Green.

On the 6tb of July (6th of the 5th), 1663,

Mr. Eliot wrote from Roxbury to Mr. Richard

Baxter in London, as follows: "MyWork about

the Indian Bible being (by the good hand of the

Lord, though not without difficulties) finished,

I am meditating what to do next for these Sons

of this our Morning : they having no Books for

their private use, of ministerial composing,

. . . I have therefore purposed in my heart

(seeing the Lord is yet pleased to prolong my
life) to translate for them a little Book of yours,

intituled, {A Call to the Unconverted): The
keeness of the Edge, and liveliness of the Spirit

of that Book, through the blessing-of God, may
be of great use unto them. But seeing you are

yet in the Land of the Living, (and the good

Lord prolong your days) I would not presume
to do such a thing, without making mention
thereof unto your self, that so I might have
the help and blessing of your Counsel and
Prayers. I believe it will not be unacceptable

to you, that the Call of Christ by your holy

Labours, shall be made to speak in their Ears,'

in their own Language, that you may. preach

unto our poor Indians. I have begun the Work
already, and find a great difference in the Work
from my former Translation : I am forced some-

time to alter the Phrase, for the facilitating

and fitting it to our Language, in which I am
not so strict as I was in the .Scripture. Some
things which are fitted for English People, are

not fit for them, and in such cases, I make bold

to fit it for them. But I do little that way,

knowing how much beneath Wisdom it is, to

shew a Man's self witty, in mending another

Man's Work," etc. The Commissioners also

wrote to the Corporation in Euglaud, concern-

ing the printer Marmaduke Johnson, on the

18th of September, 1663: "the bible being fin-

ished . . . wee shall Indeavour to Imploy

him as wee can by printing the psalmes and

another little Treatise of Mr. Baxters which

Mr. Elliott is translateing into the Indian lan-

guage which is thought may bee vsefull and
• profitable to the Indians." In reply to Mr.

Eliot's letter, Mr. Baxter wrote, in a letter

dated from Acton near London, November 30th,

1663, as follows: "We very much rejoice in

your happy AVork (the Translation of the Bible)

and bless God that hath strengthened you to

finish it. If any thing of mine may be hon-

oured to contribute in the least measure to your

blessed Work, I shall have great cause to be

thankful to God, and wholly submit the Alter-

ation and use of it to your Wisdom. Methinks

the Assemblies Catechism should be next the

holy Scriptures, mostworthy of your Labours."

In the account of his own life and times {Re-

liquiae Baxteriance, London, 1696), Mr. Baxter

also mentions this work: "Mr. Elliot sent the

King first the New Testament and then the

whole Bible, translated and printed in the In-
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dians' Language : Such a Work and Fruit of a

Plantation, as was never before presented to a

King. And he sent word, that next he would

print my Call to the Unconverted, and then The
Practice of Piety : But Mr. Boyle sent him word
it would be better taken here, if the Practice

ofPiety were printed before any thing of mine.

"

In another place he writes :

'

' "When Mr. Eliot

had printed all the Bible in the Indians' lan-

guage, he next translated this, my Call to the

Unconverted, as he wrote to us here: and

though it was here thought prudent to begin

with the Practice of Piety, because of the envy
and distaste of the times againat me, he had
finished it before that advice came to him."

Mr. Eliot finished this translation on the last

day of the year, as appears from the date at

the end of the reprint: "Fiuitur, 1663, Decem-
ber 31." It went to the press early in 1664, and

was finished in or before August of the same
year. On the 7th of March, 1664, the Corpora-

tion in London wrote to the Commissioners in

New England: "wee can not but take notice

of Mr. Elliots great paines and labour amongst

the poor Indians and the good Efi'ect that hath

followed thervpon ; and alsoe his care in trans-

lat^iug the bible into the Indian Language and

attending vpon the Correcting of the presse

whiles the said bible was printing ; and now
his translateing a treatise of Mr. Baxters into

the said Language ; which althoe att present

wee can not gratefully acknowlidge: yet when
enabled thervnto shall indeauor to make a pro-

portionable Kequitall."

After the book had been printed, Mr. Eliot

wrote to the Commissioners at Hartford, on

the " 25 of the 6th [August 25th, 16] 64," as fol-

lows: "Touching the Presse, I thank God &
yourselves for the good succes8e of the work in

it. Mr. Baxter's Call is printed and dispi^ced.

. . . My request also, in respect to Mr.

Johnson, is, that seing the Lord hath made
him instrumentall to finish the Bible, and Bax-

ter, and is now returning for Engl*, you would

please to give him his due incouragm', and

such further countenance and comendation, as

your wisdo's shall see meet to afford him."

"When the Commissioners met at Hartford in

September, 1664, they wrote to the Corpora-

tion in England : "weedismised Marmeduke
Johnson the Printer att the end of his tearme

agreed for hauing Iraproued him as well as wee
could for the yeare past by imploying him with

our owne printer to print such Indian workes

as could be prepared which hee was not able

to doe alone with such other English Treatises

which did present ; for which allowance hath

bine made proportionable to his laboure."

They also added, in the same letter: "the

number of Bibles with Psalm books printed

were vpwards of a thousand ; of Baxters Call

1000 and of Psalters 500 diners wherof all soits

are disposed to the Indians and the rest reddy

for theire vse as they can be bound vp and

there may bee occation." In the account of

Eliot (J.)— Continued.
expenditures which was presented to the Com-
missioners in September, 1664, was one charge:
"To printing Mr. Baxters Call 8 sheets at 508.

per sheet," 201. Under the date of September
13th, 1667, the records of the Commissioners
contain the following charge : " To 4 hundred
Mr. Baxters call bound at 3s. per hundred,"
12s.

jSTo copy of this edition is known to be ex-
tant. It was reprinted in 1688, as follows:

[ ] Wehkomaon^anoo \
asquam

)
pe-

antogig
I
Kah asquam Quiunuppegig,

{

Tokonogque mahche woskeche Pean-
|

tamwog. Onk woh sampwuttea-
|
hae

Peantamwog.
| Wutanakausuonk wun-

neetou noh
|
nohtompeantog.

| Usso-
wesu

I
Mr. Richard Baxter. | Kah

|

Yeuyeu qushkinnumun en Indiane
j

Wuttinuontoowaonganit.
| "VVussohsu-

moowoutamunat oowesuonk
|
God ut

Christ Jesus ut, kah
j
ooneueheonat

Indiansog.
| Ezek. 33. 11.

|
Qushkek,

qushkek, tohwhutch woh nuppok, woi
Israelle wek ?

|

Cambridge : |
Printed by S. G. for the

Corporation in London
|
for the In-

dians in New England 1688.

Title 1 leaf within a border of small orna-

ments verso blank, text entirely in Indian pp.
3-188, 16°. Signatures A to M in eights, in-

cluding two blank leaves at the end.

The second edition of Eliot's translation into

the Massachusetts Indian language of Baxter's

Call to the Unconverted. It ends on page 188

with a brief prayer,- below which are the words

:

"Finitur, 1663, December 31." See the fac-

simile of the title-page.

Copies seen: American Antiquarian Society,

Harvard, Massachusetts Historical Society,

Prince, Yale.

The copy owned by the Kev. "William Jenks
was sold in Boston, December, 1867, for $27;

Mr. Brinley's, which is perhaps the same copy,

bound in brown levant morocco by Bedford,

was sold in New York, March, 1879 (no. 782),

for $135, and was purchased for Yale College.

[ ] Manitowompae
|

pomantamoonk:
[

Sampwshanau
|
Christianoh

|
Uttoh

woh an
|
pomantog

|
Wussikkitteaho-

nat
J
God, |

I Tim 4 8.
|
Manittooonk

ohtooomoo quoshodtaongash yeuyeu ut

poman-
|
tamooonganit kah ne paom-

CX)Ug.
I

Cambridge: |
Printed in the Year

1665.

Translation : G-odly
|
living : |

Directs
| a-

Christian |
how he may |

live
| to-please | God.

Title 1 leat" within a border of small orna-

ments verso blank, text entirely in Indian pp.
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4 mUomptm c%*

.

i

^ God'ai Qiclft jcfas^iit, kali
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1 1 .

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF BAXTER'S CALL, 1688.
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POMANrAV.OOHK.
Sanp'vfliinau

Ghriiuanoh
U:'oh woh nil

PQMANTOG
WuffikV'ttealioaat

I G O D.
,^_,.. f Tim 48. ^^,

IWa^ia&c Your 1 6 ^ |*

i

^^^-H^
FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF BAYLY'S PRACTICE OF PIETY, 1665.
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Sitnpwlhanao

Chriftianoh

POM AN Tog
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5 Tim. 4. 8.

C ^ vlf ir 2^ I j^ Q g
li^fd^r the right Hojitr^ble rnt^,r,fV« i« it j

I <5 85;

^i^^^i»i«»i»sa

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF BAYLY'S PRACTICE OF PIETY, 1685.
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3-397, table of contents pp. [398-400], 16o.

Signatures A to Bb in eights. See the fac-sim-

ile of the title-page.

Mr. Eliot's translation into the Massachu-

setts Indian language of Lewis Bayly's Practice

of Fiety, but "considerably abridged," accord-

ing to Dr. Trumbull, whose translation of the

Indian title is given above. The author of this

treatise was bishop of Bangor, and died in 1631.

His "sole claim to fame," as Prof. Tout re-

marks, "is the above-mentioned 'Practice of

Piety.' which, published early in the century,

obtained at once the extraordinary popularity

that it long maintained in puritan circles. The
date of its first publication is not known, but

in 1613 it had reached its third, and in 1619 its

eleventh edition. In 1G30 a twenty-fifth edition,

and in 1735 a fifty-ninth edition was published.

"

The printed list of editions and translations of

the Practice of Piety, prepared by William

Cooke, F. S. A., contains seventy-eight titles.

Mr. J, E. Bailey, F. S. A.., has called attention to

the entry by John Hodge ttes, in the Stationers

Hall Eegister (iii, 475), on 11 Jan., 1611-12, of

what was probably the first edition of the book.

On tlie Cth of the 5th (August 6th), 1663, Mr.
Eliot wrote to Mr. Richard Baxter in London,

announcing that he had begun to translate into

the Indian language that author's Call to the

Unconverted. ""When this Work is done," he
then continues, "if the Lord shall please to

prolong my Life, I am meditating of Translating

some other Book, which may prescribe to them
the way and manner of a Christian Life and
Conversation, in their daily Course; and how to

worship God on the Sabbath, fasting, feasting

Days, and in all Acts.of Worship, publick, pri-

vate, and secret ; and for this purpose I have
thoughts of translating for them, the Practice

of Piety, or some other such Book: In which
Case I request your Advice to me ; for if the
Lord give opportunity, I may hear from you (if

you see cause so far to take Notice hereof) be-

fore I shall be ready to begin a new work;
especially because the Psalms of David in Me-
tre in their Language, are }.oing now to the
Press, which will be some Diversion ofme, from
a present Attention upon these other proposed
Works."—JSeKg'iace Baxterianoe, p. 293. In the

account of his own life Mr. Baxter writes of
Eliot : "And he sent word, that next he would
print my Call to the Unconverted, and then The
Practice of Piety : But Mr. Boyle sent him word
it would be better taken here, if the Practice of
Piety were printed before any thing of mine."
This advice did not reach Mr. Eliot until after

he had fluished his translation of Baxter's

Call. On the 25th of August, 1C64, he wrote to

the Commissioners at Hartford :

'

' Touching the
Presse, I thank God & yourselves for the good
successe of the work in it. Mr. Baxter's Call
is printed and disp'-ced. And though I have
Mr. Shepard's Synceare Convt (^ Sound Be-
liever all most translated, though not fitted

and finished for the Presse, yet by advertizm*
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fro the hon'able Corporation, I must lay that>

by and fall upon the Practise of Piety, w'' I

had intended to be the last : therefore this win-

ter I purpose, if the Lord will, to set upon that

booke." In their next letter to the Corporation

in England, the Commissioners wrote, from
Hartford, September 1st, 1664, that they had
dismissed Marmaduke Johnson the printer,

and that "for after time wee hope to haue all

books lor the Indians vse printed vpon ezier

tearmes by our owne printer especially if it

please youer honors to send ouer a fonte of

Pica let' ers Boman and Italian which are much
wanteing for printeing the practice of piety and
other workes ; and soe when the Presses shalbe

Improue for the vse of the English wee shalbe

careful! that due alowance be made to the

Stocke for the same." The translation was-

finished by Mr. Eliot in 1665, and the book was
printed in the same year, probably by Samuel
Green. Under date of September 13th, 1667,

the records of the Commissioners contain the

folio wing charge for binding :
" To two hundred

Practice of piety at 6d ," bl.

Copies seen : American Antiquarian Society,

Bodleian, Yale.

Probably the only copy that has come into

the market in recent years is the one adver-

tised for sale by Mr. Quaritch in Octobti-, 1873

(291 Catalogue, no. 18670), bound in red morocco

by Bedford, for 90 1. It was purchased by Mr.

Brinley, and at the sale of the first portion of

his library in New York, March, 1879 (no. 795),

it was bought for the library of Yale College

for $205.

[ ] Manitowompae |

pomantamoonk
|

Sampwshauau
|

Christianoli
|
Uttoh woh

an
I

pomantog
|
Wnssikkittealionat

|

God.
1
I Tim. 4. 8.

|

Manittooonk ohtooo-

moo quoshodtuougash yeuyeu ut po-

man- 1 tamoo6nganitkalinepaomooug.

Cambridge. |
Printed for the right

Honerable Corperation in London
|
for

the Gospelizing the Indins, in New-Eng
land.

I

1685.

Title 1 leaf within a single line border verso

blank, text entirely in Indian, pp. 3-288, 273-333,

table of contents pp. [334-335] verso blank, 16°.

Signatures A to Y in eights. See the fac-sim-

ile of the title-page.

The second edition of Mr. Eliot's translation

of Bayly's Practice of Piety into the Massachu-

setts Indian language. Dr. Trumbull has called

attention to the four typographical errors in

the title. The printing of this edition waa^

probably begun late in 1685, and finished in the

summer of the following year. On the 29th of

August, 1686, Mr. Eliot wrote from Roxbury to

the Hon. Robert Boyle : "Our Indian work yet:

liveth, praised be God ; the bible is come forth,

many hundreds bound up, and dispersed to the

Indians, whose thankfulness I intimate and tea-
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tify to your honour. The Practice of Piety is also

finished, and beginneth to be bound up."

Copies seen: Biitish Museum, Brown, Har-

vard, Lenox, Prince, Trumbull.

A copy was sold in the library of Rev. "Will-

iam Jenks, in Boston, December, 1867, for $61;

and another, imperfect at beginning and end,

for $8. 50. In October, 1873, Mr. Quaritch ad-

vertised a copy fur sale (29 1 Oatalogxie, no. 18671),

from the library of Charles Nodier, bound in

red morocco by Thompson of Paris, for 501. It

was bought by Mr. Brinley, and at the sale of

his library in New York, March, 1879 (no. 797),

it was purchased for $50 for the Lenox Library.

Mr. Briuley's other copy (u >. 796), lacking

seven leaves, and bound in blue levant morocco
by Bedford, was bought at the same sale by Dr.

Trumbull, for $42.50.

The
I

Indian | Grammar
|
begun

:

or,
I

An Essay to bring the Indian Lan-
guage

I

into
I
rules,

|
For the Help of

such as desire to Learn tbe same,for
|
the

furtherance of the Gospel among them.

By John Eliot.
|

[Nine lines of scrip-i

ture texts from Isa. 33. 19, Isa. 66. 18,

Dan. 7. 14, Psal. 19. 3, and Mai. 3. 11. ] |

Cambridge :
|
Printed by Marmaduke

Johnson. 1666.

Ti tie 1 leafwith in a border ofsmall ornamen t s

verso blank, dedication 1 leaf "to the Right

Honourable, Robert Boyle, Esq.," the Indian

grammar begun pp. 1-65, final remarks p. [66],

4°. Signatures A to I in fours, including a

blank leaf at the end, See the fac-simile of the

title-page.

The language of which this grammar treats

was specifically that of the Massachusetts

tribes of Indians, dwelling near the sea-coast

of th6 present state of Massachusetts. " It

was spoken," according to Dr. Trumbull,

"with some differences of dialect which can-

not now be accurately indicated, by the Wam-
pauoags of Plymouth colony, the Narragansets

and Niantics, the islanders of Nope (Martha's

Vineyard), the Montauks, &c." In the intro-

duction to the reprint of the grammar. Dr. John
Pickering remarks : "It has also been called

the Nonantum language; but more frequently

the Natick tongue, apparently from the acci-

dental circumstance, that Eliot established his

first Indian church in.the town called Natick,

which was near Boston and was once the town
of greatest note among the Indians in this

quarter." Mr. Eliot himself writes: "We
Massachusets pronounce the n. The Nipmuk
Indians pronounce I. And the Northern Indians

pronounce r." To illusti'ate this difference in

pronunciation he mentions the word for dog

{Anum, Alum, and Arum) in these three dia-

lects.

In Mr. EliDt's letter 'f August 25th, 1664 (25

of the 6th, 64), to the Commissioners at Hart-

ford, inf rming them that the Corporation in

Jlngland had advised him to make a translation

Eliot (J.) — Continued.
of the Practice of Piety, he adds :

" Moreover,
they are pleased to put me upon a Gramar ofthis

language, W^"" my sonn ; and I havi' oft sp )ken

of, but now I mui^t, (if the Lord give life and
.'trength) be doeing about it. But we are not

able to doe much in it, becau e we know not

the latituds and corners cf the language : some
general and useful collections, I hope the L' rd
will enable us to pduce. And for these reasons

my request is, that you would please to con-

tinue my interpi'ter's ' alary, w<='^ is ten pound
more added to w' I was bold to make mention
of afore." He also wrote to Mr. Boyle, August
26th, 1664: " You are pleased to intimate unto
me a memorandum of your des res, that there

may be a grammar of our Indian language com-

posed, for publick and after use, which motion,

as I doubt not but it spriugeth from your elf,

so my answer unto yourself about it will be

most proper. I and my sons [John and Joseph]

have often spoken about it. But now I take

your intimation as a command to set about it.

"When I have finished the translation of the

Practice of Piety, my purpose is, if the Lord will,

and that I do live, to set upon seme essay and

beginning of reducing this language into rule;

which, in the most common and us ful p ints,

I do see, is reducible ; though there be Ciirners

and anomalities full of difficulty to be reduced

under any stated rule, as yourself know, better

than I, it is in all languages. I have not so

much either insight or judgment, as to dare to

undertake anything worthy the name of a gram-

mar; only some preparatory collections, that

way tending, which may be of no small use

unto such as may be studious to learn this lan-

guage, I desire, if God" will, to take some pains

in. But this i > a work for the morrow ; to-day

my work is transla ion, which, by the Lord's

help, I desire to attend unt >."

The grammar was finished and printed in

1666, in an edition, probably, of about 500 cop-

ies, according to Dr. 1 rumbull. The records

of the Commissioners contain, under tho date

of September 13th, 1667, the fo lowing charge

for binding: "To 4 hundred and fifty Indian

Gramers at 3s. a hundred," 13s. QM. From
this charge it may be inferred that the books

were merely sewed and issued in paper covers.

Some copies may have been sent to England in

sheets, to be bound there for presents. Dr.

Trumbull supposes that "a few were bound

with copies of the New Testament of 1663

[^sic];'" and Mr. Thomas says that "it accom-

panied ome copies of the Psalter ,- i. e. they

were occasionally bound together in one volume

small octaA^o [sic\."

In the dedi ation to the Hon. Robert Boyle,

prefixed to the book, Mr. Eliot writes: "Tou
were pleased ... to Command me (for such

an aspect have your so wise and seasonable

Motions, to my heart) to Compile a Grammar
of this Language, for the help of others who
have an heart to study and learn the same .

. . I have made an Essay unto this diflBcult

Service, and laid together some Bones and Ribs
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preparatory at least for such a work. It is not

worthy the Name of a Grammar, but such as

it is, I humbly present it to your Honours, and

reque ~ t your Animadversions upon the "Work , '

'

etc. On the last page he gives a short account

of his method of learning the language, for

which see the biographical sketch at the end

of this article.

Copies seen: Bodleian, British Museum,
Brown, Lenox, Dr. G-eorge H. Moore, Trum-
bull.

There is also a copy in the library of the

University of Gottingen; one in the library of

the University of Edinburgh, bound with the

new testament of 1661 ; and another in the

library of the American Philosophical Society

at Philadelphia, bound with the bible of 1685.

A copy was sold by auction in London, May,

1859, for 45Z. 10«. This may be the copy now
in the Lenox Library, which contains the stamp

of the binder :

'

' Bound by Pratt for H. Stevens

1860." Mr. Brinley's copy, bound in levant

blue morocco, was sold in New York, March,

1879 (lSro.791), for $57.50, Dr. Trumbull being

the purchaser.

The Indian grammar begun: or, an

essay to bring the Indian language into

rules, for the help of such as desire to

learn the same, for the furtherance of

the gospel among them. By John Eliot.

[Thirteen lines ,of scripture texts.]

Cambridge : printed by Marmaduke
Johnson. 1666.

In Massachusetts Hist. Soc. Coll. second

series, vol. 9, pp. 223-312, i-liv, Boston, 1822, 8°.

Reprint of Eliot's grammar, preceded by

"introduc ory observations " on the Massa-

chusetts language, by Dr. John Pickering,

which occupy pp. 223-242, follovved by the gram-

mar, pp. 243-312. This is followed by " notes

and observations on Elioc's Indian grammar,
addressed to John Pickering, Esq., by Peter S.

Da Ponceau," pp. i-xxix. "Supplementary
observations, by the editor," followed by an
"index of Indian words in Eliot's grammar:
including select words from his translation of

the bible," the joint work of Messrs. Pickering

and Du Ponceau, conclude the paper.

Issued separately with title-page as follows :

A
I
grammar

|
of the

|
Massachusetts

Indian language.
|
By John Eliot.

|
A

new edition : |
with notes and observa-

tions,
I

by
I
Peter S. Da Ponceau,

LL.D.
I

and
|
an introduction and sup-

plementary
1
observations,

| by
|
John

Pickering.
|
As published in the Massa-

chusetts historical collections.
|

Boston :
|

printed by Phelps and
Farnham.

| 1822.

Pp. 1-28, 3-66, i-lvi, S°. The contents are the

same as above, except that two pages have been
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added from Mr. Duponceau, giving the nume-
rals, 1-10, of the true N'anticoke, the Nanticoke

according to Dr. Barton, and the Bambara Afri-

cans.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Brown.

Eeprinted again as follows

:

The Indian grammar begun : or, an
essay to bring the Indian language into

rules, for the help of such as desire to

learn the same, for the furtherance of

the gospel among them. By John Eliot.

[Twelve lines of scripture texts. ] Cam-
bridge : printed by Marmaduke John-

son. 1666.

In Massachusetts Hist. Soc. Coll. second se-

ries, vol. 9 [second edition], pp. 223-312, i-liv,

Boston, 1832, 8°. (Eames.)

[ ] The
I

Logick Primer.
|
Some Logi-

cal Notions to initiate
|
the Indians in

the know-
|
ledge of the Rule of Rea-

son :
I

and to know how to make
|
us©

thereof.
|
Especially for the Instruction

of I such as are Teachers
|
among

them.
I
Composed by J. E. for the

|
use

of the Praying Indians.
|
The use of this

Iron Key is to
|
open the rich Treasury

of
j
the holy Scriptures.

|
Prov. I. 4. Ta

give subtilty to the
|
simple ; to the

young man know-
|
ledge and discre-

tion.
I

[Cambridge:] Printed by M. J.

1672. • (*)

40 unnumbered leaves as follows : 1 blank

leaf, title 1 leaf within a border of small orna-

ments verso blank, introductory remarks in En-

glish 1 leaf, text in the Massachusetts Indian

language with verbatim English interlinear

translation from the recoo of the fourth leaf

(A4) to the recto of the thirty-third leaf (E),

text in Indian alone from the recto of the thirty-

third leaf to the recto of the fortieth leaf, end-

ing with "Finis," verso blank, 32°. Signatures

A, B, C, D, and E in eights. The running head-

ing is: "The Logick Primer." See the fac-

similes of the title-pago and of two pages of

the text.

In 1670, Mr. Eliot set up at Natick " a lecture

in logic and theology," which was attended by
the Indians once every fortnight during the

summer season. The purpose of the lecture

was "the better to prepare and furnish them
with abilities to explicate and apply the script-

ures." On the 20th of September of the same
year he wrote to the Corporation in London
about the work among the Indians as follows:
" And seeing they must have Teachers amongst
themselves, they must also be taught to be
Teachers: for which cause I have begun to
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teach, tliem tlie Art of Teaching, and I find

some of thetn very capable. And while I live,

my purpose is {by the Grace of Christ assist-

ing) to make it one of my chief cares and labours

to teach them some of the Liberal Arts and

Sciences, and the way bow to analize, and lay

out into particulars both the "Works and "Word

of God ; and how to communicate knowledge

to others methodically and skillfully, and es-

pecially the method of Divinity." He also

wrote to the Hon. Robert Boyle, in a letter dated

September 30th, 1670: "Touching the present

state of this work with the Indians . . . your

honour will see, that I have undertaken and be-

gun a kind of academical reading unto them,

in their own language, thereby to teach the

teachers and rulers, and all that are desirous

of learning." Concerning this undertaking

Dr. Francis remarks: "We cannot suppose

that he purposed, or expected, to indoctrinate

the natives in the technical form 3 or subtile dis-

tinctions of the logic of the schools. The ob-

ject of his lectures was to accustom them, in

some degree, to clear and methodical habits of

thought, that they might arrange and express

their ideas on religio:is subjects with propriety.

These instructions seem to have been designed

chiefly for such as were to be trained to the

ofi&ce of teaching and expounding. In aid of

this design, Eliot published, in 1672, an Indian

Logick Primer, which was printed by Johnson

at Cambridge. Natick became a kind of semi-

nary, from which teachers went forth among
their brethren at the other stations."

At a meeting of the Commissioners, held in

l^Tew Plymouth, September 6th, 1672, it was re-

solved, that "Mr. Hezekiah Vsher is ordered

to pay out of the Indian Stocke in his custody

... To Marmeduke Johnson for printing stich-

ing and cuting of a thousand Indian Logick

Primers," 6^.

The following introductory remarks are pre-

flxed to the book: "These few short Logicall

Notions are onely for a Thrid, to lead my Read-

ings to them, and to guide them to follow me
through the principal and most usefuU Princi-

ples, whereby they may be in some measure

enabled to understand, open, and improve the

plain things of the Kingdome of Christ Jesus

Tevealed in the Scriptures. And touching these

K^otes, I may say as the Eunuch said to Philip,

Acts 8. 31. How can I understand them, unless

some man should guide me? Lord Jesus help

me to help them, that they may come to the

knowledge of thy Truth ! What I have done
is weak. To form Words of Art, is awork that

xequireth time and judgement. I have ad-

ventured to break the ice; Lord raise more
able Workmen to follow, and to mend both the

Foundation and Building."

Dr. Trumbull gives a brief title of this little

primer in his list of " Books and tracts in the

Indian language or designed for the use of the

Indians," but he had not seen it and evidently

was not aware of its being in the Indian Ian-
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guage, as he classes it with the Indian Dia-
logues of 1671, which is entirely in English.

For the clue to its Indian contents we are in-

debted to Mr. H. E. Tedder's article on Eliot

in the Dictionary of National Biography, vol.

17 (London, 1889), p. 194, where it is described

for the first time as "in Indian, with interlinear

translation." The authorities of the British

Museum kindly permitted the whole book to

be photographed (full size), and from these

negatives, now in the possession of the com-

piler of this bibliography, a half-dozen photo-

graphic copies have been made. (Fames, Dr.

George H. Moore, Pilling, Powell.)

The only copy we have been able to trace is

in the British Museum, press-mark 526. a. 40.

According to Dr. Trumbull a copy was also in

the Bodleian, but the librarian, Dr. E. B. Nich-

olson, writes (December 5th, 1889,) that no

copy of the book is in that library.

and Rawson (G.) Sampwutteahae

I

qiiinnuppekompaaaenin.
I

Wallu^Y^-

mook oggnssemesuoi^ Sampwutteahdie
|

Wunnamptamwaenuog,
|
Maclie wus-

sukhumun ut Englisli-Mane Uunontoo-

waonk nashpe
|

Ne mutt^e-wuunegenue

Wuttinneuraoh. Christ
|
Noh asoowesit

I

Thomas Shephard
|

Qiiinnuppenti-

mun en Indiane Unnontcowaonganit

nashpe
|
NeQuttianatamwe wuttinueu-

moh Christ
|
Noli assoowesit

|
John

Eliot.
I

Kahnawhutche ut aiyeuongash

oggussemese ontcheteauun
|
Nashpe

|

Griudal Rawson.
|

[Eight lines ofscript-

ure texts in Indian.]
]

Cambridge,
j

Printed by Samuel

Gr°en, in the Year, 1689.

Translation: The-sincere
| convert [literally,

'man who stands turned-about']. | Making-

known they-are-few sincerely | who-believe,
|

having-been written in Englishman's language

by
I
that very-excellent servant-of Christ

|
who

is-named | Thomas Shepard 1 is-turned into

Indian language by
|
that honoured servant-of

Christ
1
who is-named

|
John Eliot. | And some

in places a-little amended
|
by 1 Grindal Eawson.

Title 1 leaf within a single line border verso

blank, Anakausuongane Petutteaonk [i. e. In-

troduction] with articles of belief 1 leaf, text

entirely in Indian pp. 1-161 verso blank, 16°.

Signatures- A to El in eights, and L in four, in-

cluding a blank leaf at the end. In the Massa-

chusetts Indian language. See the fac-simile

of the title-page, of which Dr. Trumbull's

translation is given above.

On the 25th of August, 1664, Mr. Eliot wrote

to the Commissioners at Hartford :

'

' Touching

the Presse, I thank God & yourselves for the

good successe of the work in it. Mr. Baxter's

Call is printed and disp'"ced. And though I

have Mr. Shepard's Synceare Conv* & Sound
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Believer all most translated, thougli not fitted

and finished for the Presse, yet by advertizm*

fro the hon'^able Corporation, I must lay that

by and fall upon the Practise of Piety, w^'' I

had intended to be the last." Twenty-four

years later, in a letter to the Hon. Robert Boyle,

dated July 7th, 1688, he mentions "Mr. John

Cotton, who helped me much in the second

edition of the bible," and then adds: "And
also I must commit to him the care and labour

of the revisal of two other small treatises, viz.

Mr. Shepheard's Sincere Convert and Sound

Believer, which I translated into the Indian

language mauy years since ; and now I hope,

that the honourable corporation will be at the

charge to print them, by your honour's favour

and countenance. But I cannot commit them

to the press without a careful revisal, which

none but Mr. Cotton is able to help me to per-

form."

The Sincere Convert was printed in the fol-

lowing year, with the Indian title given above.

It was revised for the press, however, not by

Mr. Cotton, but by the Eev. Grindall Rawson,

minister of the church in Mendon, "who had

learned to preach to the Indians in their own
language, and was for many years active iu

mission work among them." Mr. Eliot'slndian

translation of the Sound Believer was probably

never printed. The first edition of the Sincere

Convert in English is dated London, 1641 ; the

first edition of the Sound Believer, London, 1645.

Copies seen : American Antiquarian Society,

Brown, Lenox, Trumbull, Yale.

A copy of this book, lacking the title and
bound with Rawson's Nashauanittue Menin-

nunk of 1691, brought $12 at the sale of the Rev.

"William Jenks's library in 1867. One of Mr.

Brinley's copies, bound in blue levant morocco
l)y Bedford, sold in 1879 (no. 803) for $40, Mr.
Bartlett buying it for the Brown collection;

another, bound with Rawson's Nashauanittue

Meninnunk of 1691, in blue morocco by Bedford,

<no. 804), was purchased for Yale College libra-

ry for $100 ; and a third copy, with the title and
next leaf in fac-simile, and bound in olive mo-
rocco by Bedford (no. 805), was bought by Dr.

Trumbull for $21.

John Eliot was born in England, probably in

the beginning of August, 1604, and died at Rox-
bnry in Massachusetts, in May , 1690. The place

of his oirth is not known with certainty. Sev-

eral of his biographers locate it at Nasiug in the

county of Essex ; but later researches seem to

fix it at Widford in Hertfordshire, where the

record is found of his baptism on the 5th of

August, 1604. Bennett Eliot, his father, held

lands in both of the above named counties, irom

the profits of which the sum of 8^. yearly was set

apart by will, November 5th, 1621, for the main-

tenance ofJohn at college. On the 20th ofMarch,
1619, John Eliot was entered as a pensioner at

Jesus College in Cambridge,where he graduated
in 1622 with the degree of bachelor of arts.

Aboutthe year 1630, he was employed as an assist-
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antinaschoolat Little Baddow,nearChelmsford,

in Essex, which was kept by the Rev. Thomas
Hooker, who had been silenced for nonconform-

ity, and who afterwards became the first min-

ister of the church in Cambridge (then called

Newtown) , New England. "While living in Mr.

Hooker's family, a change took place in Mr.

Eliot's belief, which led him to join the dissent-

ers, although he had probably taken orders in

the Church of England. Having resolved to

devote himself to the ministry, he decided to

leave his native land in order to obtain the lib-

erty of preaching without restraint, and to

escape the persecution which followed noncon-

formists in England. He accordingly sailed for

America, and early in November, 1631, landed

at Boston. For several months he preached for

the church in that town, during the temporary

absence of its minister, the Rev. John Wilson.

On the 4th of September, 1632, he was married

;

and on the 5th of November of the same year

he was ordained as teacher of the church in

Roxbury, which office he held more than fifty-

seven years. Twice during this long period,

from 1641 to 1650, and from 1674 to 1688, he was
without clerical assistance in his ministerial

work. His first colleague was the Rev. Thomas
Welde, from 1633 to 1641. In 1634, Mr. Eliot

incurred the diapleasure of the colonial magis-

trates by a sermon in which he criticised their

conduct in making a treaty with the Pequot

Indians without first obtaining the consent of

the people. For these injudicious animadver-

sions he was required to make a public apologj'-.

Three years later he took part in the examina-

tion and trial ofMrs. Hutchinson, which resulted

in the excommunication and banishment of that

religious enthusiast from the colony. In 1639,

he was selected, with Rev. Thomas "Welde and

Rev. Richard Mather, to prepare anew version

of the psalms of David in English metre. This

joint undertaking was completed and printed

in the following year as The Whole Booke of

Psalmes. more generally known as the Bay
Psalm Book. It was the first book printed in

the English American colonies.

At the time of Mr. Eliot's arrival in Massa-

chusetts there were five principal nations of

Indians, as enumerated by Mr. Gookin, dwell-

ing within the confines of New England, all of

whom used " the same sort of speech and lan-

guage," but with differences of dialect. The
first of these nations, the Pequots or Pequods.

"were a people seated in the most southerly

bounds of New England," within the limits of

thepreseut State of Connecticut. " Their chief

sachem held dominion over divers petty saga-

mores: as over part of Long Island, over the

Mohegans, and over the sagamores of Quina-

peake, yea over all the people that dwelt upon
Connecticut river, and over some of the most
southerly inhabitants of the Nipmuck country,

about Quinabaag, The principal sachem lived

at, or about, Pequot, now called New London."

This nation was conquered and broken up by
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theEnglishin 1637. The territory subject to the

sachem of the Narragansetts, the second great

nati n, "extended about thirty or forty miles

from Sekunk river and Narragansitt bay, in-

cluding Rhode Island and other islands in that

bay, being their east and north bounds or bor-

der, and so running westerly and southerly

uutoa place called Wekapage, four or five miles

to the eastward of Pawcutuk river, which was
reckoned for their south and west border, and

the easternmost limits of the Pequots. This sa-

chem held dominion over divers petty govern-

ours; as part of Long Island, Block Island, Ca-

wesitt. IsTiantick, and others ; and had tribute

from someofthe Nipmuck Indians, that lived re-

mote from the sea. The chiefseat of this sachem

was about IsTairagansitt bay and Cannonicut is-

land . . . . Thejurisdiction ofRhode Island and

Providence plantations, and part of Connecticut

people, possess their country." The third na-

tion, called Wampanoags or Pawkunnawkatts
(Pokanokets), "lived to the east and northeast

of the Narragansitts ; and their chief sachem

held dominion over divers other petty saga-

mores; as the sagamores upon the island of

Nantuckett, and Nope, or Martha's Vineyard,

of Nawsett, of Mannamoyk, of Sawkattukett,

Ifobsquasitt, Matakees, and several others, and

some of the Nipmucks. Their country, for the

most part, falls within the jurisdiction of New
Plymouth colony." The Massachusetts, "be-

ing the next great people northward, inhabited

principally about that place in Massachusetts

bay, where the body of the English now dwell.

These were a numerous and great people.

Their chief sachem held dominion over

many other pretty governours ; as those of

Weechagaskas Neponsitt, Punkapaog, Nonan-

tum, Nashaway, some of the Nipmuck people,

as far as Pokomtakuke, as the old men of Mas-

sachusetts affirmed .... They were in hostility

very often with the Narragansitts ; but held

amity, for the most part, with the Pawkunnaw-
kutts. who lived on the south border, and with

the Pawtucketts, who inhabited on their north

and northeast limits .... Pawtuckett is the

fifth and last great sacheraship ofIndians. Their

country lieth north and northeast from the

Massachusetts, whose dominion reachetli so

far as the English jurisdiction, or colony of the

Massachusetts, doth now extend, and had un-

der them several other smaller sagamores; as

the Penuakooks, Agawomes, ISTaamkeeks, Pas-

catawayes, Accomintas, and others."

An account of the earliest attempts to civil-

ize and convert these tiibes was printed at

London in 1643, in the tract entitled New Eng-

lands First Fruits, in which an appeal was also

made for help to continue the work. Am(mg
the difficulties of the undertaking, enumerated

in that publication, was "the diversity of their

owne Language to it selfe ; every part of that

Countrey having its own Dialect, differing

mucli frojpa the other."

It was among the Massachusetts Indians
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that Mr. Eliot began his missionary labors.

He commenced the study of their language

probably abon t the year 1643, or perhaps earlier.

In a letter dated Eebruary 2d, 1649 (2. of the

12. 1648), he wrote: "There is an Indian living

with Mr, Richard Calicott of Dorchester, wha
was taken in the Pequott Warres, though be-

longing to Long Island ; this Indian is ingenious

;

can read ; and I taught him to write, which h&
quickly learnt, though I know not what use he
now maketh of it : He was the first that I made
use of to teach me words, and to be my Interpre-

ter." At the end of his Indian grammar (Cam-
bridge, 1666), Mr. Eliot gives the following

account of his method of learning the lan-

guage :
" I have now finished what I shall do at

present: And in a word or two to satisfie the

prudent Enquirer how I found out these new
wayes of Grammar, which no other Learned

Language (so farre as I know) useth ; I thus-

inform him : God first put into my heart a com-

passion over their poor Souls, and a desire ta

teach them to know Christ, and to bring them
into his Kingdome. Then presently I found

out (by Gods wise providence) a pregnant

witted young man, who had been a Servant in

an English house, who pretty well understood

our Language, better then he could speak it,.

and well understood his own Language, and
hath a clear pronunciation: Him I made my
Interpreter. By his help I translated the

Commandments, the Lords Prayer, and many
Texts of Scripture : also I compiled both Ex-

hortations and Prayers by his help. I dili-

gently marked the difi'erence of their Grammar
from ours: When I found the way of them, L
would pursue a Word, a Noun, a Verb, through

all variations I could think of. And thus L
came at it. We must not sit still, and look for

Miracles: Up, and be doing, and the Lord
will be with thee. Piayer and Pains, througK

Eaith in Christ Jesus, will do any thing."

In 1646 Mr. Eliot began to preach to the In-

dians in their own tongue. About the middle

of September he addressed a company of the

natives in the wigwam of Cutshamoquin, the

sachem of Neponset, within the limits of Dor-

chester. His next attempt was made among:

the Indians of another place, "those of Dor-

chester mill not regarding any such thing."

On the 28th of October he delivered a sermon,

before a large number assembled in the prin-

cipalwigwam of a chiefnamed Waban, situated

four or five miles from Roxbury, on the soutk

side of the Charles river near Watertowui

mill, now in the township of Newton. The.

services were commenced with prayer, which,,

as Mr. Shepard relates, "now was in English,,

being not so farre acquainted with the Indiam

language as to expresse our hearts herein be-

fore God or them." After Mr. Eliot had fin-

ished his discourse, which was in the Indian-

language, he "asked them if they understood

all that which was already spoken, and whether-

all of them in the Wigwam did understand or
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onely some few? and they answered to this

question with multitude of voyces, that they

all of them did understand all that which was
then spoken to them." He then replied to a

number of questions which they propounded to

him, "borrowing now and then some small

helpe from the Interpreter whom wee brought

with us, and who could oftentimes expresse our

minds more distinctly then any of us could."

Three more meetings were held at this place

in November and Decemher of the same year,

accounts of which are given by the Rev. Thomas
Shepard in the tract entitled The Day-Break-

ing, if not the Sun-Rising of the Gospell with the

Indians in New-England, London, 1647.

In the meantime (November, 1646), the gen-

eral court of Massachusetts had passed an order

for the appointment of a committee to pur-

chase lands foran Indian settlement on the site

where these meetings were held, "for y« in-

curagm* of y^ Indians to live in an orderly way
amongst us ... & further, to set downe
rules for their impve? & enioying thereof."

The place was called Nonantum or Noonato-

menbyMr. Eliot, "which signifies in English re-

joicing." The word I^onantum, according to Dr.

Trumbull, means literally "I rejoice," or "am
well-minded." The form Noonatomen (or No-

nantamun) is plural, " We rejoice." This was
the first Indian mission established in New
England. ' The Indians of Concord, when they
heard of these things, requested Mr. Eliot to

visit and teach them too, which he did when-
ever he had an opportunity. They also ob-

tained permission from the English to begin a

mission settlement of their own, in January,

1647. Mr. Shattuck, in his History of Concord,

as quoted in Francis's Life of John Eliot,

doubts whether there was, as has often been
stated, any definite grant of land to the In-

dians, either at Concord or Nonantum. He
thinks "they lived by sufferance on lands

claimed by the English, prior to their gather,

ing at Natick." Another mission was also be-

gun at Neponset, about four miles south of

Eoxbury, among the Indians of Dorchester, at

the request of their sachem Cutshamoquin, who
had formerly given Mr. Eliot so little encour-

agement. Here he set up a second lecture,

which was continued for several years with the
lecture at Nonantum.

la 1647 the Indians commenced to fence in the

grounds of their new settlement and to build

a stone wall, for the making of which Mr. Eliot

provided them with shovels, spades, mattocks,

and crows of 'iron, "and to encourage their

slothfulnesse, promised to give a groat or six-

pence a rod, if they would thus farre attend

their own good, and work for themselves."

They "call upon me," he writes, September
24th, 1647, "to help them with tools faster then

I can get them, though I have now bought
pretty store, and they (I hope) are at work.

The women are desirous to learn to spin, and
I have procured wheels for sundry of them, and
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they can spin pretty well. They begin to grow
industrious, and find something to sell at mar-

ket all the yeer long." In March the minis-

ters of Boston visited the '

' Indian Lecture "

at Nonantum, for the purpose of inspecting the

new undertaking. Several months later Mr.

Eliot accompanied Mr. Wilson aud Mr. Shep-

ard on a visit to Yarmouth, where he improved

the opportunity by preaching "to the poore

Indiansin these remote places about Cape Cod."

According to Mr. Shepard's account of this

journey, "We first found these Indians (not

very farre from ours) to understand (but with
much difficulty) theusuall language of those in

our parts, partly in regard of the different dia-

lect which generally varies in 40. or 60. miles,

and partly and especially in regard of their not

being accustomed unto sacred language about
the holy things of God, wherein Mr. Eliot ex-

cells any other of the English, that in the In-

dian language about common matters excell

him: I say therefore although they did with
much difficulty understand him, yet they did

understand him, although by many circumlo-

cutions and variations of speech and the helpe

of one or two Interpreters, which were then
present," Before the end of the year Mr. Eliot

went on a journey up the country towards
Merrimack river, for the purpose of preaching

to the Indians in that neighborhood. Further
particulars of these visits are given in Shep-

ard's Clear Sun-shine of the Gospel breaking forth

upon the Indiansin New-England, London, 1648.

In the summer of 1648 Mr. Eliot made four

visits to the western Indians, who lived about
forty miles from Eoxbury, and induced Shawa-
non, "the great Sachym of Nashawog, " to

listen to his preaching. He also visited some
of the southern Indians at Tihtacutt or Titacut.

In one of his letters he remarks: "There is a

great fishing place upon one of the Falls of Mer-
rimack River called Pautucket, where is a
great confluence of the Indians every Spring,

and thither I have gone these two yeares in.

that season, and intend so to doe next Spring

(if God will.) . . . This last Spring I did

there meet old Papassaconnaway, who is a
great Sogamore, and hath been a great Witch
in all mens esteem . . . and a very poli-

tick wise man. The last yeare he and all his

sonnes fled when I came, pretending feare that

we would kill him : But this yeare it pleased

God to bow his heart to heare the word. . . .

There is another great fishing place about
threescore miles from us, whether I intend

(God willing) to go next Spring, which be-

longeth to the forenamed Papassaconnaway;
which journey, though it be like to be both
difficult and chargeable for horse and men, in

fitting provisions, yet I have sundry reasons

which bow and draw my heart thereunto." In
another place he writes: "Some of Sudbury
Indians, some of Concord Indians, some of
Mestic Indians, and some of Dedham Indians,

are ingenious, and pray unto God, and some-
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times come to the place where I teach to heare

the word. Linn Indiana are all naught save

one, . . . principally because their Sachim

is naught, and careth not to pray unto Grod."

Mr. Eliot also mentions the discouragements

which attended the work of fencing and wall-

ing the new settlement at Nonantum, in order

to protect the gardens and cornfields of the

Indians from the cattle of the English, which
did much damage. "A place must be found,"

he writes, "(both for this aod sundry other

reasons I can give) some what remote from the

English, where they must have the word con-

stantly taught, and government constantly ex-

ercised . . . Such a project in a fit place,

would drawmany that are well minded together

:

but I feare it will be too chargeable. . . .

The Indians about us which I constantly teach,

do still diligently and desirously attend, and in

a good measure practice (for the outward part

of Religion, both in their families and Sab-

baths) according to their knowledge; and by
degrees come on to labour." A particular ac-

count of these matters was given by Mr. Eliot

in Winslow's publication entitled, The Qlorious

Progress of the Gospel, amongst the Indians in

New England, London, 1649.

The account of Mr. Eliot's work during the

year 1649, in bis own words, is as follows: " I

had, and still have, a great desire to go to a

great fishing place, !N"amaske upon Meri-

1

niak ; and because the Indians way lyeth be-

yond the great Eiver which we cannot passe

with our horses, nor can we well go to it on

this side the river, unlesse we go by Nasha-

way, which is about, and bad way, unbeaten,

the Indians not using that way.; I therefore

hired a hardy man of Nashaway to beat out a

way and to mark trees, so that he may Pilot me
thither in the spring, and he hired Indians with

him and did it ; and in the way passed through

a great people called Sowahagen Indians, some
of which bad heard me at Pautuket and at

ISTashaway, and had carried home such tydings,

that they were generally stirred with a desire

that I would come and teach them ; and when
they saw a man come to cut out a way for me
that way, they were very glad ; and when he
told them C intended to come that way the

next spring, they seemed to him full ofjoy, and

made him very welcome. But in the Spring,

when I should have gone, I was not well,

it being a very sickly time, so that I saw the

Lord prevented me of that journey
;
yet when

I went to Pautuket another fishing place, where

from all parts about they met together, thither

came divers of these Sowahegen Indians, and
heard me teach, and I had conference with

them ; and among otherthings, I asked whether

Sowahegen Indians were desirous to pray to

Crod ; they answered
;
yea, I asked how many

•desired it ; they answered watnu, that is All,

and with such affection as did much affect

those Christian men that I had with me in

company." In the summer of the same year
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he visited the "aged Sachem at Quabagud three

.

score miles Westward." He also wrote, in a

letter dated December 29th, that '

' a Nipnet
Sachem hath submitted himself to pray unto
the Lord, and much desireth one of our chief

ones to live with him and teach him and those

that are with him." This year Mr. Eliot lost

one of his chief friends and advisers in this

work, the Rev. Thomas Shepard, who died on

the 25th of August, 1649.

In the meantime, the interest excited in Eng-
land by the published accounts of the labors

among the Indians by Mr. Eliot in Massachu-
setts and Thomas Mayhew on Martha's Vine-

yard, resulted in the institution, by act of par-

liament, July 27th, 1649, of a missionary soci-

ety called the "Corporation for the Propaga-

tion of the Gospel among the* Indians in New
England." Contributions were soon raised and
forwarded to the Commissioners of the United
Colonies for the furtherance of the work.

The progress of the mission among the In-

dians in the following year (1650) is related by
Mr. Eliot himself in several letters. On the

18th of February, he wrote :
" The work of the

Lord through his grace doth still go on as form-

erly, and they are still full of questions, and
mostly they now be, to know the meaning of

such Scriptures as I have translated and read,

and in a poor measure expounded to them, they

long for to proceed in that work which I have

in former Letters mentioned; i\amely to co-

habit in a Towne, to be under the government
of the Lord, and to have a Church and the Or-

dinances of Christ among them." In another

letter he gives some additional particulars

:

'

' But I declared unto them how necessary it was,

that they should first be Civilized, by being

brought from their scattered and wild course

of life, unto civill Cohabitation and Govern-

ment. . , . And therefore I propounded unto

them, that they should look out some fit place

to begin a Towne, unto which they might re-

sort, and there dwell together, enjoy Govern-

ment, and be made ready and prepared to be a

People among whom the Lord might delight to

dwell and Rule. . . . We accordingly attended

thereunto, to search for a fit place, and finally,

after sundry journeyes and travells to severall

places, the Lord did by his speciall providence,

and answer of prayers, pitch us upon the place

where we are at Natick,"

This was in the summer of 1650. Mr. Eliot

was encouraged to commence the long delayed

and expensive undertaking by the expectation

of help from the new Corporation in England.

The site chosen for the Indian town was about

eighteen miles southwest of Boston, on the

banks of the Charles river. The territory was
granted to the "praying Indians," according to

Dr. Francis, by the inhabitants of Dedham, at

the intercession of Mr. Eliot. The Indians gave

the people of Dedham, in exchange, the town-

ship which is now called Deerfield. In this

place the grass was cut, and timber felled and
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squared for the building of a meeting house

and fort. In a letter dated October 21st Mr.

Eliot writes: "Our work in civilizing them

will go on the more slowly for want of tools

;

for though I have bought a few for them, we
can do but little, for alas a few will set but a

few on work, and they be very dear too." He
remarks in another place: "In prosecution of

this work in the year 1650 we begun by the

Lords assistance our first Towne at Natick,

where we built a Fort, and one dwelling-

house." The name is said to signify "a place

of hills." See Mr. Eliot's letters in Whitfield's

tract entitled, The Light appearing more and
more towards the perfect Day, or, A farther Dis-

covery of the present state of the Indians in

New-England, London, 1651.

Mr. Eliot had been without an assistant in

the ministry of the church in Roxbury since

1641 ; but the increase in his missionary labors

now made some help necessary. The Rev.

Thomas Danforth was therefore ordained, on

the 24th of September, 1650, to be his colleague

in that church, which office he filled for twenty-

four years.

In 1651, some of the tools and other necessa-

ries having arrived from England, the "pray-

ing Indians" were removed from Nonantum to

Ifatick, where the work of laying out the town
was completed. On the 28th of April, Mr.
Eliot wrote :

'

' Besides those works which con-

cerne Religion and liearning, we are also a

doing (according to the measure of our day of

small things) in the civill part of this work, we
have set out some part of the Town in several

streets, measuring out and dividing of Lots,

which I set them to doe, and teach them how
to doe it : many have planted Apple-Trees, and
they have begun divers Orchards, it's now
planting-time, and they be full of businesse.

. . . We also have begun a Pallizadoe Fort,

in the midst whereof we intend a meeting-

house and a Schoole-house, but we are in great

want of Tooles,and many necessaries, and when
we cannot goe we must be content to creep:

this present week I am going to Pawtucket,
the great Fishing place upon Merimek, where
I he;ir sundry doe expect my coming, with a
purpose to submit themselves unto the Lords
hand." Another letter, written towards the end
of the year, continues the relation: " Therefore
upon the sixt day of the sixt Moneth of this pres-

ent year [August 6lh, 1651], (their Pallizadoe

Fort being finished) they had a great meeting,

and many came together from diverse parts,

. . . and finally they did solemnly choose
two Rulers among themselves, they first chose

a Ruler of an Hundred, then they chose two
Rulers of Fifties, then they chose Ten or

Tithing Men. . . . And lastly, for that

dayes work every man chose who should be
his Ruler of ten, the Rulers standing in order,

and every man going to the man he chose.

. . . After this work was ended, they did

enter into Covenant w^ith God, and each other,
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to be the Lords people, and to be governed by
the word of the Lord in all things." In Octo-

ber, Governor Endicott and about thirty of the

chief men of Boston, visited Mr. Eliot's lec-

ture "at Natick, the new Indian Towne."
In the same year, Mr. "Winthrop advised Mr.

Eliot, "to send two discreet men to the great-

est and most potent Sachem among the Nara-

gansets, to answer such Questions as they

might propound, and to stirre them up to call

on God." He therefore writes: "I did ac-

cordingly, and sent him a Present by them

;

but the proud Sachem did little lesse than des-

pise the ofier, though he tooke the present ; So

they thought they should have returned with-

out successe; but when they came among
the people, especially such as were a little

more remote from the great and proud ones,

they received them with great gladnesse.

. . . There is a great Countrey lying be-

tween Conectacott and the Massachusets,

called Nipnet, where there be many Indians

dispersed, many of which have sent to our In-

dians, desiring that some may be sent unto

them to teach them to pray unto God. And
sometimes some of our best men doe goe to

severall places for a little while, and returne

againe, and not without successe." On the 20th

of October there came to the general court of

Massachusetts, " one Pummakummin Sachem
of Quinnubbagge, dwelling amongst or neer to

the ITarragansets, who offered himselfe and his

Men to worship God, and desired that some
English may be sent from the Massachusets

Government to plant his River, that thereby

he may be pertaker of Government, and may
be instructed by the English to know God."

Mr. Eliot's letters descri ing the events of this

year were printed in the tract entitled. Strength

out of Weaknesse; Or a Glorious Manifestation

Of the further Frogresse of the Gospel among the

Indians in Neto-England, London, 1652.

The Indians of Natick being now, as Mr.
Eliot remarks, "come under Civil Order, and
fixing themselves in Habitations, and bending

themselves to labor, as doth appear by their

works of Fencings, Buildings &c. and espec-

ially in building without any English Work-
mans help, or direction a very sufficient Meet-

ing-House, of fifty foot long twenty five foot

broad, neer twelve fool high betwixt the joints,

wel sawen and framed (which is a specimen,

not only of their singular ingenuity, and dex-

terity, but also of some industry) I say this be-

ing so, now my argument of delaying them
from entering into Church-Estate, was taken

away. Therefore in way of preparation of

them thereunto, I did this Summer [1652] call

forth sundry of them in the dayes of our pub-

lick Assemblies in Gods Worship; somtimes
on the Sabbath when I could be with them, and
sometimes on Lecture dales, to make confession

before the Lord of their former sins, and of

their present knowledg of Christ, and experi-

ence of his Grace which they solemnly doing,
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I wrote down their confessions : wliicli having
done, and being in my own heart hopeful that

there was among them fit matter for a Church,

I did request all the Elders about us to hear

them reade, so that they might give me advice

what to do in this great, and solemn business."

A meeting was accordingly held in October at

Natick, at which these confessions were read

and translated in the presence of the ministers

of Boston. The conclusion, however, was not

favorable to Mr. Eliot's project, for it was re-

solved, "not to proceed any further at present,

yet so to carry the matter, as that the Indians

might in no wise be discouraged, but encour-

aged." Mr. Eliot was then desired to declare

it to the Indians, which he did to this purpose.

"That the Magistrates, Elders, and other

Christian People present, did much rejoyce to

hear their Confessions, and advised them to go

on in that good way ; but as for the gathering

a Church among them this day, it could not

be," etc. These confessions were printed with

Mr. Eliot's relation in the tract entitled. Tears

of Repentance ,- Or, a further Narrative of the

Progress of the Gospel Amongst the Indians in

New-England, London, 1653.

Mr. Eliot's original purpose was to have
brought all the "praying Indians " together at

Natick. '

' But it so fell out, " he writes in 1654,

"that because the Cohannet [or Dorchester]

Indians desired a gjace which they had reserved
for themselves, and I finding that I could not

at that time pitch there without opposition

from some English, I refused that place, and
pitched at Natick, where I found no opposition

at present. This choyce of mine did move in

the Cohannet Indians a jealousie that I had
more afi'ection unto those other Indians than

unto them. By which occasion (together with

some other Providences of God, as the death of

Cutshamoquin, and the coming of Josias, to

succeed in the Sachemship in that place) their

minds were quite alienated from the place of

Natick, though not from the work, for they

desire to make a Towne in that fore mentioned

place of their owne, named Ponkipog, and are

now upon the work. And indeed, it now ap-

peareth to be of the Lord, because we cannot

have competent accommodations at Natick, for

those that be there, which are about fifty Lots,

more or lesse. And furthermore, by the bless-

ing of Grod upon the work, there are People,

partly prepared, and partly preparing for three

Townes more." On the "13 of the 4 moneth"
(June 13th), 1654, a second public examination

was made, with the help of interpreters, of some
of the "praying Indians"and their confessions

of faith, at a meeting of the ministers and
elders held in Koxbury, for the purpose of

deciding on the propriety of establishing a

church among them. The result, however, which
Mr. Eliot desired, was not attained on this occa-

sion. Six years passed before the first Indian

church was organized at Natick. See Mr.
Eliot'sletter, and the confessions of the Indians,
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printed in A Late and Further Manifestation of
the Progress of the Gospel amongst the Indians
in New-England, London, 1655.

The progress made by Mr. Eliot in trans-

lating the scriptures and other books into the-

Indian language is related in the notes to the

preceding titles. In 1654 a primer or catechism
had been printed, and in 1655 the book of Gen-
esis and the gospel of Matthew had passed
through the press. The next three years were
largely employed in the translation of the whole
bible, which was finished in the autumn or

winter of 1658. A portion of the psalms of

David in Indian metre was printed about the

same time. On the 10th of Decenaber, 1658, Mr.
Eliot wrote :

" Eor my selfe I feele my strength

to decay, and I am not able to doe and bear
what I have done, and although temptation

may sometime breed waverings, yet my soul

doth desire & beleeve, that I shall live and dye
in the work." His two eldest sons, "John and
Joseph, began to help him in the Indian work,

and to learn the Indian language, about this

time. See Mr, Eliot's letters, printed in A fur-

ther Accompt of the Progresse of the Gospel

amongst the Indians in New-England, London,
1659.

In April, 1659, preparations were made for

another public examination of the Indian con-

verts, "in order to their admission into Church-

fellowship." The meeting was held at Kox-

bury, on the 5th of July, when eight of the In-

dians made their confessions of faith before the

ministers, elders, and interpreters assembled

there. "This is the third time," Mr. Eliot

writes, "that the Praying Indians (some of

them) have been called forth into publick, to

make open confession of the Name of Christ,

to come under the publick try al of Gods people,

whether they be indeed Christians, as fit matter

for a Gospel Church." The decision of this

conference was, that some of the principal of

the Indians should "be seasoned in Church-

fellowship, in communion with our English

Churches, before they should be Churches

among themselves." They were accordingly ad-

mitted on trial for a season by the church in Rox-

bury. Mr. Eliot's account and the confessions

of the Indians were printed in the tract entitled,

A further Account of the progress of the Gospel

Amongst the Indians In New England, London,

1660.

In the latter part of October, 1659, there was
printed in London a book entitled The Chris-

tian Commonwealth, which had been written

by Mr. Eliot nine or ten years before. After

the restoration of Charles II. in leiiO, the gov-

ernor and council of Massachusetts colony con-

sidered that the republican sentiments of this

publication, if allowed "to pass unnoticed and

unreproved, might be represented to their dis-

advantage." The book was therefore formally

condemned and suppressed on the 18th of

March, and in the following May a retraction,

signed by Mr. Eliot, was made publie. The
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year 1660 was also the date of the organization

at Natick, after nine years of probation, of the

first Indian cliurcli in Massacliuaetts colony.

Oue Indian church had already been formed

on Maltha's Vineyard in the preceding year,

under the care of Mr. Thomas Mayhew.
In 1661, the printing of the Indian new testa-

ment -was finished, and in the following year

a, second edition of the primer or catechism

was issued. The old testament and metrical

psalms 1'ollowed in 1663. The Indian transla-

tions of Baxter's Call to the Unconverted and of

Bayly's Practice of Piety y^eve printed in 166-t

and 1665. In the latter year, Mr. Eliot's trea-

tise in English, entitledComnunion of Churches,

was printed by Marmaduke Johnson at Cam-

bridge. It is supposed to be the "first pri-

vately printed American book." The Indian

Orammar was published in 1666. In 1668, Mr.

Eliot's eldest son John, who had learned the

Indian language and helped his father in

preaching to the Indians, died on the 13th of

October, aged about thirty-two years. The

Indian Primer was printed in 1669. In the

following year Mr. Eliot and Mr. John Cot-

ton of Plymouth, visited Martha's Vineyard,

and assisted Mr. Mayhew in the ordination of

the convert Hiacoomes as pastor of the Indian

church there.

Mr. Eliot's Brief 'Narrative of the Progress of

the Gospel amongst the Indians in New-Eng-

land, in the Tear 1670, was written on the 24th

of September of that year, and printed at Lon-

don in 1671. It contains the following particu-

lars of the state of the mission, atid a list of

the praying towns. " Upon the 17th day of the

€th month [August] 1670," he writes, "there

was a Meeting at Maktepog [Marshpee] near

Sandwich in Plimouth-Pattent, to gather a

church amongst the Indians." This place was

about sixty miles southeast of Natick. The
converts there," being of kin to our Massachu-

aet-Indians who first prayed unto God," had

been taught by Mr. William Leveredge as early

as 1652. After Mr. Leveredge removed to

Long Island, Mr. Eichard Bourne was en-

couraged by Mr. Eliot to undertake the charge

of these Indians, and on this occasion he was
ordained to be their pastor. Mr. Eliot then

continues his relation : "From them we passed

over to the Vinyard, where many were added

to the Church both men and women, and were

baptized all of them. . . . Foundation is laid

for two Churches more. . . . Also tiie Teacher

of the Praying Indians of Nantuket, with a

Brother of his were received here . . . and be-

ing asked, did make report unto us that there

be about ninety Families who pray unto God in

that Island."

The towns of "praying Indians" in Ma.ssa-

chusetts colony are described in the Brief

Narrative in the following order :
" Natick is

our chief Town, where most and chief of our

Rulers, and most of the Church dwells

It is (by Divine Providence) seated we'll near

Eliot (J.) — Continued.
in the center of all our praying Indians, though

Westward the Cords of Christ's Tents are more
enlarged. . . . We have betwixt forty and fifty

Communicants at the Lord's Table." The next

in ordei', "Ponkipog, or Pakeunit [Pakemit] is

our second Town, where the Sachems of the

Bloud (as they term their Chief R>yal-Line) had
their Residence and Rights, which are mostly

Alienated to the English Towns." It was sita-

ated about fourteen miles south of Boston. Has-

sunnimesut or Hassauamesitt was the third

town "in order, dignity, and antiquity." It

was about thirty-eight miles " west southerly"

from Boston, and about two miles east of Xich-

muke or Nip muck river. The fourth town,

Ogquonikongquamesut or Okommakamesit ,was
about twelve miles north northeast from ilassa-

namesitt and thirty miles west from Boston. '

' I

was very lately among them," Mr. Eliot writes,

and "they desired me to settle a stated Lecture

amongst them, as it is in sundry other Praying

Towns." Nashope or Nashobah was the fifth

praying town. It was situated about twenty

-

five miles west northwest of Boston. "This

place lying in the Road-way which the Mau-
quaogs haunted, was much molested by them,

and was one year n^holly deserted ; but this

year the People have taken courage and dwell

upon it again." Wamesut or Pawtuckett was
the sixth town. It was abouttwenty miles from

Boston, north northwest, " at the bottom of the

great Falls, or the great River Merymak, and

at the falling-in of Concord River." This place

was much resorted to by other Indians during

the fishing season. Mr. Eliot visited it "bat
once in a year." The seventh town, Panatuket,

"is the upper part of Merlmak-Falls ; so called,

because of the noise which the "Waters make.

Thither the Penagwog-Indians are come, and

have built a great Fort. Their Sachems re-

fused to pray to God . . . .But now since the

Penagwog-Sachems are cut off, the People (sun-

dry of them) dw elling at Panatuket-For fc do bow
the Ear to hear, and submit to pray unto God."

Magunkukquok or Magunkaquog, the eighth

town, was situated "at the remotest Westerly

borders of Natick," about midway between

that place and Hassanamesitt. This town was
a "gathering together of some of the IN'ipmuk

Indians who left their own places, and sit to-

gether in this place, and have given up them-

selves to pray unto God." The ninth place,

Quauatusset, '

' is the last ofour Praying-Towns,

whose beginnings have received too much dis-

couragement ; but yet tlae Seed is alive : they

are frequently with me."

Mr. Eliot's little book entitled Indian Dia-

logues was printed at Cambridge in 1671. It is

entirely in English, but was intended for the

use of the native Indian teachers and ministers,

" for their Instruction in that great Service of

Christ, in] calling home their Country-men to

the Knowledge of God, and of themselves, and

of Jesus Christ." In the introductory address

to the Commissioners of the United Colonies,
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signed "J. E.," Mr. Eliot writes of the In-

dians: "God hath in mercy raised up sundry

among themselves to a competent ability to

teach their Countrymen. Many have heen sent

forth by the Church this Winter to divers

places, and not without good success. ... I

fintle it necessary for me to instruct them (as in

Principles of 4^rt, so) in the way of communi-

catmg the good knowledge of God, which I

conceive is most familiarly done by way of

Dialogues ; an Essay whereunto I do here pre-

sent unto you : purposing, if the Lord will, and

that I live, to do more of the like kinde here-

after." In the preface he remarks: "These
Dialogues are partly Historical, of some things

that were done and said ; and partly Instruct-

ive, to shew what might or should have been

said, or that may be (by the Lords assistance)

hereafter done and said, upon the like occasion.

. . . For sundry weighty Eeasons I desire and

endeavour, that our Learned Indians should

learn at least the English Tongue ; our Indian

Churches holding Communion with the English

Churches, must perform that Service in the

English Tongue. If the Lord give life, and

length of dayes, I may hereafter put forth these

or the like Dialogues in the Indian Tongue."

The following extract is from page 14: "At
first this [m]atter of praying to God was a lit-

tle thing, like a Cloud in the West of the big-

ness of a mans hand, but now the Cloud is

great and wide, and spreadeth over all the

Country. Nop and Nantuket, and Paume-
nuk Islands, Mahshepog, and many parts of

the main Land, to the utmost bounds of this

Country Eastward. AndYYestward, not onely

all the Massachusets pray, but also a great

part of Nipmuk." In 1671, the second Indian

church in Massachusetts was organized at Has-

sanamesitt. The Logick Primer, in Indian and

English, which was printed in 1672, was also

prepared by Mr. Eliot for the instruction of the

native teachers.

On the 22d of August, 1673, Mr. Eliot wrote

to the Rev. Increase Mather: "There be

(through the grace of Christ) six churches

gathered, according to the order of gathering

churches among the English, one at Natick,

one at Hassanemeset, 28 miles to the west, one

at Mashpege 20 miles east of Plymouth, two

at Martyn's Yineyard, and one at Nan-

tucket. . . . All are furnished with officers,

saving the church at Natick, and in modesty
they stand off, because so long as I live, they

say, there is no need ; but we propose (God will-

ing) not always to rest in this answer. . . .

We have schools; many can road, some write,

sundry able to exercise in publick, are sent by
the church to teach ic new praying places and
who live remote from the churches and some

or other of them doe every lecture day, at Na-
tick, exercise their gifts two or three on a day,

and I moderate."

The Indian missionaries sent out from Mr.

Eliot's school of logic and theology at Natick,

Eliot (J.) —Continued.
in the winter of 1670-71 and in the three fol-

lowing years, for the purpose of preaching the

gospel to the pagan tribes in the western part*

of the colony, were the means of gathering

nine more towns in the Nipmuck country.

These towns were situated from forty to sev-

enty miles west and southwest of Boston.

Their names were Manchage, Chabanakong-
komun, Maanexit, Quantisset, Wabquissit,

Pakachoog, Waeuntug, Weshakim aud Qua-
bang. In July, 1673, and again in September,

1674, Mr. Eliot visited most of these new
places, in company with Mr. Daniel Gookin,

the official superintendent of the Indians. Th&
object of the journey was to confirm the new
converts in the Christian religion, " to settle

teachers in every town, and to establish civil

government among them, as in other praying

towns." At this period the fourteen principal

towns of praying Indians under Mr. Eliot's,

supervision, within the jurisdiction of Massa-

chusetts colony, were supposed to contain 1,100'

souls, of which about 145 were at Natick. In

Plymouth colony, and on the islands of Nan-
tucket, Martha's Yineyard and Chappaquid-

dick, the number of converts under the care of

Mr. Eichard Bourne and Mr. John Cotton was
estimated at nearly 2,500. Mr. Eliot's cate-

chisms and translations were probably used

by all these Indians. On the 19th of Novem-
ber, 1674, the death of Mr. Danforth deprived

Mr. Eliot of his colleague at Hoxbury. Dur-

ing the next fourteen years he was without a

helper in that church.

The disastrous war with Philip, sachem of

Pokanoket and of all the Wampaooags, began
in the latter part of June, 1675. Cotton Mather
relates of this sachem that when Mr. Eliot

once offered to preach to him and his people,

"the Monster entertain'd it with Contempt
and Anger, and after the Indian Mode of join-

ing Signs with Words, he took a Button upon
the Coat of the Keverend Man, adding. That

he cared for his Gospel, just as much as he
cared for that Button." The Narragansetts,

who were Philip's allies, had also refused ta

listen to the teachers sent by Mr. Eliot. But
after this war began, "the Lord Jesus," as-

Gookin remarks, '

' before the expiration of 18

months, destroyed the body of this Nairagan-

sett nation, that would not have him to reign

over them." The severest effects of the war
were felt by the inhabitants of Massachusetts

colony, and by Mr. Eliot's Indian converts.

The situation of the old praying towns was
such, "tliat the Indians in them might have

been improved as a wall of defence about the

greatest part of the colony." But the advice

and pleadings of Mr. Eliot in their behalf re-

ceived but little attention. Both he and Mr.

Gookin were publicly insulted and reviled for

taking their part. The English, in their ani-

mosity against all Indians without excep-

tion, "could with difficulty be restrained from

involving in one common destruction the whole
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race." The Indian towns in the Nipmnck

country were forced to join the enemy. The

other praying towns were broken up, and many

of the converts were forced to flee from the

English to the woods for safety. On the 30th

of October, the Natick Indians, aboiit 200 in

number, were forcibly removed from their

town, and confined on Deer Island, in Boston

harbor, "encouraging and exhorting one an-

ther with prayers and tears." The Ponkipog

Indians were taken to the same place about a

month later, and the Nashobah Indians in the

following February. Here they remained dar-

ing the winter, exposed to much suffering. In

May, 1676, after some of the ill feeling against

them had subsided, they were taken back to

the main land, where they were permitted to

camp during the summer. In August, king

Philip was slain, and the war soon after brought

to a close. The Wampanoags and Narragan-

setts were almost exterminated. In the spring

of 1677 the remnant of the praying Indians re-

turned to their old plantations at Natick and

Ponkipog, where they were encouraged and

taught by Mr. Eliot. The eastern Indians of

Cape Cod and other places in Plymouth colony,

as well as those of Nantucket and Martha's

Vineyard, "felt very little of this war com-

paratively."

Mr. Eliot's Harmony of the Gospels was

printed in English at Boston in 1678. In the fol-

lowing year his Brief Answer To a Small Book

written by John Norcot against Infant-Baptisme,

was published at the same place. The new
edition of the Indian bible, commenced in 1680,

was five years in passing through the press.

In a letter written by Mr. Eliot to the Hon.

Kobert Boyle, on the 15th of March, 1683, there

is a reference to "those remote Indians, to the

North- West, whose language agreeth with

ours, so that they and we can speak to each

other's understanding." Mr. Boyle had sent to

him 30^., which sum was intended to be used,

whenever occasion offered, for a mission among
those tribes. In the same letter Mr. Eliot men-

tions "our Wameset Indians, who are our most
northerly plantation." Another letter to Boyle,

dated April 22d, 1684, relates that "the stated

places [of worship for the Indians], in the

Massachusets, since the wars, are contracted

into four, Natik, Ponkipog, "Wamesut, and

Chachaubuukkakowok." In Plymouth colony

there were about ten places, on Martha's Vine-

yard ten, and on Nantucket five. In 1685, a

second edition was issued of Bayly's Practice of

Piety in Indian. About the same time, or in

the following year, there was printed, probably

at Cambridge, a little tract containing The Dy-

ing Speeches of several Indians. In the preface

Mr. Eliot writes : "Here be But a few of the

Dying Speeches & CounseJs Of such Indians

as dyed in the Lord. It is an humbling to me
that there be no more, it was not in my heart

to gather them, but Major Gookins hearing

some of them rehearsed, He first moved that
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Daniel should gather them, in the Language as

they were spoken, and that I should trauvslate

them into English ; and here is presented what

was done that way. These things are Priu[t]ed,

not so much for Publishment, as to save charge

of writeing out of Copyes for those that did

desire them."

In 1684 Mr. Daniel Gookin, the eldest son of

Major Gookin, began to learn the Indian lan-

guage, and held a lecture once a month at

Natick, when he preached to the Indians by

the aid of an interpreter. This relieved Mr,

Eliot to some extent. The church of Natick

had received his special care ever since its

organiz^ion, and had, therefore, always been

without a minister of its own. As early as

1687, however, one of the Indian teachers,

named Daniel Takawombpait, was ordained to

thatoffice. On the 22d of March, 1687, Mr. Eliot's

wife died, in the eighty-fourth year of her age.

In the same year, probably, a new edition of

the Indian primer was published, and in 1688

the Indian version of Baxter's Call to the Un-

converted was reprinted. On the 17th of Octo-

ber, 1688, Mr. Nehemiah Walter was ordained as

Mr. Eliot's colleague in the church at Roxbury,

to relieve him from his labors there. The
Indian translation of Shepard's Sincere Convert,

made many years before, was printed in 1689.

It was the last of Mr. Eliot's publications. On
the 21st of May, 1690, at about one o'clock in

the morning, he died at Koxbury, in the eighty-

sixth year of his age. Of six children, only two

survived him.

At Natick, after Mr. Eliot's death, the In-

dian church rapidly declined. In 1698 it had
but ten members, and on the death of the In-

dian preacher, Daniel Takawombpait, in 1716,

it became extinct. The use of the Indian lan-

guage in the records of the town ceased at the

same time. In 1721, Mr. Oliver Peabody was
sent as a missionary to Natick, where he
preached to the Indians in English, and in 1729

a new church, consisting partly of English and
partly of Indians, was gathered thereunder his

charge. The number of white residents con-

tinually increased. In 1753 Natick was "erected

Into a precinct or parish " by an act of the gen-

eral court, and in 1781 it was incorparated as an

English town. The Indian residents in 1753

numbered but twenty-five families, and in 1763

only thirty-seven individuals. In 1792 the

number had fallen to about thirty, and in 1797

to twenty. Their last reservation was sold in

1828. In the report on the Indians of Massa-

chusetts made in 1861 by the state commission-

er, Mr. John Milton Earle, it js stated that "of
all the tribes which held reservations Mnd were
placed under guardianship by the State, the

Natick Tribe is nearest extinct. There are,

scattering about the State, and c ommingled with

other tribes, particularly the Hassanamiscoes,

those who can trace descent back to the Naticks,

but of those who claim now to belong to the

tribe, only two families remain, and one of these
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is descended equally from the Naticks and the

Hassanamiacoes. Their whole number is

twelve. " From the same report it appears that

the whole number of Indians in the state of

Massachusetts in 1861 was a little over sixteen

hundred. They were mostly divided into six-

teen tribes, viz: the Chappequiddick, the

Christiantown, the Gray Head, the Marshpee-

the Herring Pond, the Natick, the Punkapog,

the Troy or Fall River (desdendants of the Wam-
panoags), the Hassanamisco, the Dudley (de-

scendants of the Mpmucks), the Dartmouth
(descendants of the Wampanoags), the Tar-

mouth, the Mamattakeeset, the Tumpum, the

Deep Bottom, and the Middleborough Indians.

"Ofall these, it is safe to assume that there is not

one person of unmixed Indian blood." Some of

the tribes began to intermarry with the negroes

and whites nearly two hundred years ago.

Their language was gradually superseded by
English. Thelndian bible appears tohave been

used by a few Indians about the middle of the

last century, but the ability to read and under-

stand it probably did not continue many years

after that date.

[Eliot (John) of Boston.^ The historical

account of John Eliot, the first minis-

ter of the church in Roxbury. Collected

from manuscripts, and books published

the last century. By one of the mem-
bers of the Historical Society.

In Massachusetts Hist. Soc. Coll. first series,

vol. 8, pp. 5-35, Boston, 1802, 8°.

The Lord's prayer (from Eliot), double col-

umns English and Massachusetts Indian, p. 33.

This volume of the Collections was reprinted

at Boston in 1856.

Eliot (William Horace). Genealogy
|
of

the
I

Eliot family.
[
[Vignette.]

|
Orig-

inally compiled by
1
William H. Eliot,

jr.
I

Revised and enlarged by
|
William

S. Porter,
|
Member C. H. society, N. E.

H. and G. society, etc.
|

New Haven, Conn.:
]
George B. Bassett

&C0.
I
Printed by T. J. Stafford.

|
1854.

Printed cover with half-title, title as above
verso blank 1 1. 2 other preliminary leaves,

preface verso contents 1 1. text pp. 9-184, 8°.

On the second preliminary leaf is a reprint of

thelndian title-page ofEliot's bible of 1663 (Ma-

musse Wanneetupanatamwe &c.), and on the

third preliminary leaf a reprint of the first ten

verses of Genesis, chap. 1, from the same work.
Copies seen* British Museum, Eames, Har-

vard.

Elliott (Aaron Marshall). Speech mixture
in French Canada, Indian and French.

In American Journal of Philology, vol. 8, pp.

133-157, Baltimore, 1887, 8°. (Geological Sur-

vey.)

Appeared also as follows:
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. Speech mixture in French Canada,
Indian and French. By A. Marshall

Elliott, A. M., associate professor of

Romance languages in Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, Md.
In Modern Language Ass. Trans, and Proc.

vol. 2, pp. 158-186, Baltimore, 1887, 8°. (Eames.)

A general discussion of the Algonkin and
Huron-Iroquois languages, with many exam-
ples from Le Jeune, Breboeuf, Belcourt, Hale,

and Cuoq.

Origin of the name of 'Canada.'
In Modern Language Notes, vol. 3, pp. 164-

173, Baltimore, 1888, 4°. (Eames).

Extracts from a number of writers—Cuoq,

Lacombe, Mantel, Schoolcraft, Lescarbot, and
others, and contains a number of Algonquian
words.

Ellis {Eev. Robert). Observations on Dr.

Trumbull's ''Numerals in North Amer-
ican languages."

In American Philolog. Ass. Proc. eighth ann.

sess, 1876, pp. 8-11, Hartford, 1877, 8°.

A discussion of Algonkin numerals, followed

by a few remarks by Dr. Trumbull.

Emerson (Ellen Russell). Indian myths

I

or
I

legends, traditions, and symbols of

the
I
aborigines of America

|
Compared

with Those of Other Countries
|
in-

cluding Hindostan, Egypt, Persia,
|

Assyria, and China
|
by

|
Ellen Russell

Emerson
|
Illustrated

|
[Monogram]

|

Boston
I
James R. Osgood and com-

pany
I

1884

Frontispiece 11. title 1 1. pp. iii-xviii, 1-677, 8°.

Names of birds, insects, fishes, trees, plants,

and animals, in Ojibway (from a list by Mr.
Tanner), pp. 280-283.— Chants of the Lenni-

Lenape, embodying traditions of the deluge

(from ms. of Rafinesque), pp. 352-354 ; the same
with- reference to the creation, pp. 394-397.

—

Many terms, phrases, and incantations ia vari-

ous Indian languages scattered throughout.

Copies seen: Congress, Eames.

Emory (Col. William Helmsley). Thir-

tieth Congress—first session.
|

Ex. Doc.

No. 41.
I

Notes of a military reconnois-

sance,
|
from

|
Fort Leavenworth, in

Missouri,
|

to
|
San Diego, in California,

I

including part of the
|
Arkansas, Del

Norte, and Gila rivers.
|
By Lieut. Col.

W. H. Emory. 1
Made in 1846-7, with

the advanced guard of the "Army of

the west."
|
February 9, 1848.—Ordered

to be printed.
|

[Four lines.]
|

Washington:
|
Wendell and Van

Benthuysen, printers. |
1848.
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Title verso blank 1 1. letter from the Secre-

tary of "War verso blank 1 1. half-title verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 7-614, maps, plates, 8°.

Abert (J. W.), Report on the examination of

New Mexico, pp. 417-548.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Geological Survey, Powell.

Sold by Leclerc, 1867, no. 507, 10 fr. 50 c. At
the Fischer sale, no. 554, a copy brought 1». ; at

the Squier sale, no. 331, 30 cts. ; at the Brinley

sale, no. 4719, 75 cts. Priced by Clarke & co.

1886, no. 5425, $2; by Diifoss6, 1887. no. 25069,

8fr.; by Littlefield, 1887, no. 218, $1.50.

There is an edition of this work: 30th Con-

gress, 1st session. Senate Executive No. 7, pp.

1-416, 8°, which does not contain Abert's article.

E-new
I

me-diis-we gu-ge-qna-we-nun.
|

(The ten commandments. ) [1850 ?]

No title-page, heading only
; pp. 1-4, 16°. In

the Chippewa language.

The ten commandments, pp. 1-3.—The Lord's

prayer, p. 3.—The creed, pp. 3-4.—Bible verses,

p. 4.

Copies seen: Pilling, Powell.

Engelhardt (Charles Autliony Zephyrin).

See Zephyrin Engelhardt (C. A.)

English (M. C.) See GilfiUan (J. A.

)

Errett (Russell). Indian geographical

names.
In Magazine of Western History, vol. 2, pp.

51-59, 238-246, Cleveland [1885], 4°.

Names of Algonkin (principally Delaware)

and Iroquois origin in Pennsylvania and Ohio.

Hussell Errett, journalist, born in New York
in 1817. He was a paymaster in the TJ. S. Army
from 1861 until the close of the civil war, and
served in Congress from 1877 to 1883.

Esopus. See Munsee.
Etchemin:

Dictionary See Demillier (L.E.)

Lord's prayer Brown (G. S.)

Numerals Classical.

Numerals Duret (C.)

Numerals Laet (J. de).

Numerals Lescarbot (M.)

Relationships Morgan (L.H.)

Relationships Rand (S. T.)

Vocabulary Balbi (A.)

Vocabulary Barratt (J.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary Latham (R. G.)

See also Passamaquoddy.

Ettwein {Etv. John). Remarks upon
the traditions, &c., of the Indians of

North America. By Rev. John Ett-

wein.

In Pennsylvania Hist. Soc. Bull. vol. 1, pp.

29-44, Philadelphia, 1848, 8°.

"Of their languages,'' pp. 39-44, includes

"A coUocliou of words" of the Maqua, Dela-

ware, and Mahican, pp. 41-44.

Ettwein (J.) — Continued.

[Dictionary and phrase-book in the

Delaware language. J ( *

)

Manuscript; no title-page; 88 pp. About
1300 entries ; especially rich in verbal forms.

In the Moravian archives, Bethlehem, Pa.

Title and note from Brinton's " Lenape and
their legends," p. 83.

In a letter to me dated Feb. 3, 1888, Mr. J, W.
Jordan, of the Pennsylvania Historical So-

ciety, who is much interested in and very fa-

miliar with the Moravian manuscripts, says:

"The Delaware dictionary of Rev. John Ett-

wein is now translated into English (it was
written in Delaware and German), but when it

will be printed is uncertain. I feel like un-

dertaking this myself if the expense is not too

great."

See Brinton (D. G.) and Anthony
(A. S.)

John Ettwein, Moravian bishop, born in

Trendenstadt, Wiirtemberg, 29 June, 1721, died

in Bethlehem, Pa., 2 Jan., 1802. In 1754 he came
to the American colonies, where he labored for

nearly half a century as an evangelist, as a pas-

tor, and finally as a bishop of the Moravian
church. He was consecrated to the episcopacy

on 25 June, 1784. In 1801, owing to the infirmi-

ties of old age, he retired from active service.

Few men of the last century displayed greater

zeal in spreading the gospel tLrough the coun-

try of his adoption. He studied the language

of the Delaware Indians, prepared a small dic-

tionary and a phrase-book thereof, and in 1788

gave an account of their language and tradi-

tions, including a vocabulary, since published

by the Historical society of Pennsylvania. He
travelled thousands of miles, often on foot, and
preached in eleven of the thirteen oiiginal colo-

nies and in what is now the State of Ohio, "in

cities" to use his own words, "in villages, in

homesteads, from pulpits, in the open air, in

court-houses and barns, to many and very dif-

ferent classes of men." He labored frequently

among the Indians, and in 1772 led the Chris-

tian Indians from the Susq nehanna to the Tus-

carawas valley of Ohio. Not the least import-

ant act of his life was the founding, in 1787, of

the " Society for Propagating the Gosprl among
ihe Heathens," which still exists, has a large

endowment, and contributes liberal amounts

towards the support of the extensive missions

of the Moi avian church. Ettwein stood at the

head of this church as its presiding bishop for

seventeen years, displaying sound judgment,

great decision of character, and often, amid

trying circumstances, a marvelous heroism.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Etudes philologiques. See Cuoq (J.A.)

Etymologies :

Algonquian

Chippewa
Massachusetts

Montagnaia

See Alden (T.)

Schoolcraft (H.R.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Stuart (A.)
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Evans (James). The
]
speller and inter-

preter,
I
in

I

Indian and English,
|
for

the use of
|
the mission schools,

|
and

such as may desire to obtain
|
a knowl-

edge of the
I

Ojibway tongue.
|
By

James Evans, Wesleyan Missionary.
|

[Picture.]
|

D. Fanshaw, printer,
|
No. 150 Nas-

sau-street,
I

New-York.
|
1837

Title verso blank 1 1, preface in English (dated

from the "Wesleyan Mission, River St. Clair, TJ.

Canada, 25th Sept., 1837), pp. 3-13, text pp. 14-

195, 16°. In Ojibway and English.

Copies seen: Boston Athenge'ura, Massachu-

setts Historical Society, Powell, Trumbull.

Sabin's Dictionary, no. 23166, titles an edition

of this work New York, D. Fanshaw, 1831. It

is, I think, a typographic error.

[The Cree syllabary.]

In the Canadian Methodist Magazine for Oc-

tober, 1882, is an article by the Rev. John Car-

roll, relating to Mr. Evans, biographic in its

general character, but containing some account

of the invention of the syllabic characters ; ex-

tracts from this article will be found in the biog-

raphy of Mr. Evans, given below. In the next

issue of the magazine, Nov. 1882, the Rev. Eger-

ton R. Young speaks more fully upon the sub-

ject, and from this article I extract as follows

:

"The invention of what are known as the

syllabic characters was undoubtedly Mr. Evans'

greatest work, and to his unaided genius be-

longs the honour of devising and then perfecting

this alphabet which has been such a blessing to

thousands of Cree Indians. The principle on

which the characters are formed is the phonetic.

There are no silent letters. Each character

represents a syllable, hence no spelling is re-

quired. As soon as the alphabet is mastered,

the student can commence at the first chapter

in Genesis and read on, slowly of course, at first,

but in a few days with surprising facility.

"Mr. Evans' hope when he commenced this

great work, was the invention of some plan by
which the wandering Indians, who never could

remain in one place long enough to acquire the

art of reading in the ordinary way, but were
ever on the move after the game on which
they lived, might acquire the ability to read

God's word in their own language. In this his

most sanguine expectations were more than re-

alized.

" It is a cause for righteous indignation that

some have been found unprincipled enough to

try and wrest the honour of this wonderful in-

vention from him to whom it so justly belonged.

One especially, who went out from among us,

and was for years employed in another Church,
arrogated to himself this honour, and even had
the audacity to have published in some English
papers articles in which he received all the
credit as theinventor of the Cree Syllabic Char-

acters. Let it be known to all, that long before

Wm. Mason reached Norway House, the Rev.

Evans (J.) — Continued.
James Evans had not only perfected his inven-

tion, but had so far utilized it, that portions of
the Gospels, and also several hymns, had been
printed by himself and his Indian helpers. He
whittled out his first types for patterns, and
then using the lead furnished him by the Hud-
son Bay Company's empty tea chests, he cast

others in moulds of his own devising. He made
his first ink out of the soot of the chimneys. His
flrstpaper was birch-bark, and his press was also

the result of his handiwork. Afterwards, thanks
to the kindness of the English "Wesleyan Mis-
sionary Society, he was furnished with a large

quantity of type, paper, and a capital press, and
the sum of five hundred pounds sterling was
given towards the erection of a printing-house.

For years catechisms, hymn-books, and large

portions of the Word of God were printed at

Norway House.

"When the invention became more exten-

sively known and other Churches desired to

avail themselves of its benefits, the British and
Foreign Bible Society nobly came to the help of

our own and the kindred Churches having mis-

sions in the Northwest, and with their usual

princely style of doing things, for years have
been printing and gratuitously furnishing to

the different Cree Indian missions, all the copies

of the Sacred Word they require." . . .

I regret to be unable to reproduce in fac-sim-

ile this syllabary in its earliest form as used by
Mr. Evans or his contemporaries. I know of

no work by Mr. Evans in which they are used,

and of no copy of the earlier works which con-

tains the syllabary with powers or values of the

characters. The reproduction on the opposite

page, taken from a Cree hymn-book by Messrs.

McDougalland Glass (q. v.), printed in 1888,

shows, perhaps, the latest and most approved
form.

The use of these characters has extended

much beyond the people for whom they were
invented, books having been printed in them in

the Eskimauan language, in a number of dia-

lects of the Athapascau, and, in addition to the

Cree, in the Chippewa, Sauteux, Moose, and
Moosonee divisions of the Aigonquian.

As these pages are being put in type (April,

1890), I learn from the Rev. John McLean (q.v.),

of Moose Jaw, Northwest Territories, that he

has in press a work entitled "James Evans,

Inventor of the Syllabic System of the Cree

Language," of about 250 pages, in which will

appear a full discussion of the history of the

syllabary, well illustrated with specimens of

the type. Perhaps it will appear in time to

enable me to include its title and description in

thisbibliographyunder the nameof its author.

In the Proceedings of the Canadian Insti-

tute, vol. 7, p. 109 (October, 1889), there appears

an article by Father A. G. Morice, O. M. I., of

Stuart's Lake, British Columbia, entitled " The
"Western D6n6s, their manners and customs,"

in which the following language is used: "In
these latter years, however , an effort has been
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Evans (J. )— Continued.

ALPHABET.

(a) SYLLABICS.

V pa /\ p§ > p5 <^ pa

(Jtt (^ te 3td (3 ta

^ cha p ch5 J cliO (^ cha

q ka p k? ^ k5 ^ ka

-j) na Q- n6 ^ nO Q na

"1 ma p m€ ^ mO L ma

V^ sa ^ se ^63 t^ Ba

^:, ya ^ y5 ^ yo i-, yi

* a, as in far.

(&) APPENDAGES.

> e n, as in pr'J, it is cold.

' = ID, fi Ar'*^, sun.

'^'= s, II q.v/'"* boy.

» « p, .. /f", duck.

^ « k, ti cra.bn\ ho leaves me.

' « t, 11 TA', tooth.

es ch, »t o.'^A", very.

• a w, when placed immediately

to the right of a syllable,

as in cr<3-, my wife.

• » i, when placed higlier to the

right, as in o-^c'Cb'j my
coat.

•; e wl, combining the value of

each point as given above,

as in qb:, ka-kwi.

Evans (J.) — Continued.

" = the rough breathing, or aspi-

rate, as in A"d, ashes.

^ = a combination of " and ^^ that

is, of the aspirate and k,

as in f^A", at the river,

$ = r, as in b^^^ Christ.

5 « 1, .. V^p^^ angel.

o sa 00, •» Q.V«, man*

When *••" and "o" are placed

to the right of a syllable, as in

AP'^S'O, the value of '*•" is ab-

sorbed by the syllable, while that

of "o" is affixed. Written in Ro-

man characters the word AP^9*o
will illustrate:—pekis-kwaoo; "w"

is within the syllable, and "o.o" is

affixed to it. The value of "s"^

which appendage rrnist be placed

after the syllable it affects, is al-

ways absorbed except in the case of

V-, A-, O') <]•, iri which, though

" ? " is affixed in position, its value

is prefixed. The above combina-

tions are pronounced, wa, v/e, wo,

wa. The absorbed and the pre-

fixed values of " '

" are met with

in the word A'AP^^^-o « we-pe-kis-

kwaoQ, he wishes to speak.

It will be noticed that there are

quantities between V and <3, v
axid <^ -«S:c., less fuU than th >se

given in the Alphabet. When
quantities similar to-the alphabeti-

cal ones are very necessary in the

pronunciation of a word, the period

" •

" is placed directly over the

long or broad syllaljle, a-bP*CL^ =*

ni-ku-kwC-ta-niUn =» I shall be in

need. VdC crb<i*4^^ =* I shall be

there; here the last syllables are **a"

and "yiin^" both broatl b<l^^^

= where you are. The last '^h^

is not broad, k^-a-ya-yuu.
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Evans (J.) — Continued.

made by ttie writer of this paper to teach, them
[the D6n6s, an Athapascan dialect] to read and

write their own language, and the result has

been really wonderful. In order to attain this

satisfactory and promising result, he has had to

compose a syllabic alphabet somewhat on the

principle of that so suitably invented by the

late Mr. Evans for the Cree language, but which

he soon found to be totally inadequate to ren-

der correctly the numerous and delicate sounds

of the D6n6 dialects. Besides (why should I

not say it?) it lacks that method and logic

which have been applied to the new or improved

syllabics, and which have thereby simplified

the acquisition of the language. I am now
continually in receipt of letters from Indians

whom I never taught and who have learned to

read after one or two weeks' (in some cases I

might say three or four days') private instruc-

tiou from others."

A sample of the new syllabary, with inter-

linear D6n6 transliteration and an English

translation, is given in Father Morice's paper.

For further comments upon the invention of

the syllabary see Mason (W.)

See Henry (G.) and Evans (J.)

See Jones (P.) and others.

See Mason (W.)

See Yofung (E. R.)

and Jones (P. ) The first nine chap-

ters
I

of the
I

First Book of Moses,
1

called
I

Genesis.
|
Translated into the

Chippeway tongue
|
by James Evans,

|

missionary :
j
and |

revised and cor-

rected by Peter Jones,
|
Indian mis-

sionary.
I

York:
j
printed at the office of the

Christian Guardian.
|
1833.

Second title: Shongahsweh | enewh natahme-

singin chapters | emah netum
|
Oodoozhebee-

guning owh Moses
|
Genesis | azhenekahdaig.

I
AnwaidowhOojebwa keezhe ahnekahnootah-

beung
I
owh James Evans,

|
makahdaweekoon-

ahya: |
kiya ] kegwahyahquahsedood

|
owh

Kahkewaquonaby [Peter Jones],
| aneshen-

ahba makahdaweekoonahya.
|

York:
I
Kedahz he ahdesegahdaig.

|
1833.

English title verso 1. 1 recto blank, Chippe-

way title recto 1. 2 verso blank, half-title recto

1. 3, text verso 1. 3 and 21 other unnumbered 11.

8°. Alternate pages English (on versos) and
Chippeway (on recto^) throughout.

Copies seen : Trumbull.

For an edition of 1835 see Jones (P.)

The following notes are extracted from an

article by the Rev. John Carroll, in the Cana-

dian Methodist Magazine for October, 1882

:

"James Evans was English, born in King's

Place, town and county of Kingston-upon-Hull,

January 18th, 1801. His parents were Wesleyan
Methodists, named respectively James and

Evans (J.) — Continued.
Mary Evans. His father was the master of a

merchant ship.

" Shortly before the emigration of the family

to Canada James removed to London, and was
employed in a large glass and crockery estab-

lishment, where he remained about two years,

and then proceeded to join the family group at

Lachute, Lower Canada.

"After a few months he opened a school in

the neighborhood of L'Orignal, where he

formed an acquaintance with Miss Mary Blithe

Smith, which ripened into love and marriage.

This occurred about the year 1822 or '23, when
he was not much passed twenty-one. About
1825 they removed to Upper Canada.

His first entrance upon Indian work in con-

nection with Canadian Methodism was that of

organizing a school at Rice Lake,in 1 828,to which
he was introduced by the indefatigable Elder

Case. Their sojourn at that place comprised

three years. Here he began to evince his inter-

est in everything Indian, including the stady and
systematizing of their language, which pointed

him out as specially adapted to the work of

native evangelization, and laid the foundation

for his great success in that work.

"The Credit Mission was one of the oldest

and best: it sought the improvement of a large

band of Missasaugas, whose fertile lands

skirted a sizable river, noted for salmon fish-

ing, central between the two ends of the prov-

ince. It had been intrusted to men of more
than usual calibre — Egerton and George
Ryerson and James Richardson—while it was
Elder Case's frequent resting place, and, the

proper home and place of his translation work,

and was the base of the evangelizing operations

of the notable Ka-ke-way quon-a-by, or Peter

Jones, native missionary. Yet it was thought
proper that Evans should be entrusted to take

up and further carry on the great work they
had done.

" There wa?, up to the year 1832, a large body
of unchristianized Indians at what we now
know as Sarnia, and at several other places on
and near the upper end of the St. Clair River.

A stern and experienced agent was required,

and was found in the person of James Evans,

and that heroic and versatile man was stationed

by the Conference of 1834 at St. Clair.

" He went, without gainsaying, and entered

on every part of the multifarious work which
devolved upon him—visiting, conciliating,

building, preaching, praying, studying the lan-

guage, translating and getting his translations

printed—a work he patiently continued four

long weary years. During that time a church

and mission-housewere erected, fields were won
from the wilderness, schools were organized

and taught, and printed hymns and other books

were put into the hands of his flock, old and
young, out of which they read and sang of the

wonderful works of God.

"At the opening of the year 1838-'39 the

Church entered on wider fields of Indian evan-
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Evans (J.)— Continued.

gelization, and a region only occasionally visited

and partially occupied before was now to be

brought under complete cultivation and to be

permanently occupied ; and two of the foremost

men in the ranks of the missionary laborers

were to take possession of the territory in the

name of the King of kings. These were no

others than James Evans and Thomas Hurl-

burt. He proceeded at once to his new field of

labour, leaving his family in Canada.

"Mr. Evans was soon called to his long and

widest field of missionary enterprise and toil.

The British conference, or their missionary

committee, had determined on sending mission-

aries among the various Indiau tribes which
wandered in vast hordes over the wide and wild

expanse of the Hudson Bay territory; and
requiring a man of the needed qualifications

and experience and heroism, to conduct the

bloodless conquest, they asked Mr. Evans to

head this important enterprise. He at once

gave his consent, and in the following spring

(1846) [sic for 1840 ?] he went out to the Hudson
Bay territory.

"Mr. Evans took with him from Canada two
young Indian assistants, Peter Jacobs and
Henry Steinhaur. His own local position was
[N'orway House, where he gathered and estab-

lished a noble mission, with the superintendency

of all the Hudson Bay territory missions, extend-

ingmanyhundredmilesnorth and west. He per-

formed prodigies of labor and adventure during

the six years he was there. He planted five or

six most important Missions at central points
;

gathered in hundreds of souls ; traversed that

vast, wild country from side to side and from

end to end over and over again, in summer's heat

and in winter's cold, studying the languages

and dialects, especially mastering the Cree, for

which he invented a syllabic character by which
nine characters, by being each turned or placed

in four diflferent ways, expressed thirty-six ele-

mentary syllabic sounds of the language; and,

after manufacturing both types and press him-

self, printed hymns and portions of the 'New
Testament, thus, as it were, fixing a written

language and giving the people a literature.

In labours and exposure he took the lead of all

others, being often monhs from home, and con-

ducting his correspondence with his family on

strips of birch bark.

"In the absence of his journals, diaries, in-

cipient memoranda in language-making (both

as to etj^mology and syntax), and vast numbers
of letters of his own and others to him, which
have passed out of my hands, I will introduce,

a paragraph or two of a private letter addressed

to me, at my own request, by his highly re-

spected and venerable brother, the Rev. Dr.

Evans, which relates to the Hudson Bay period

of his history. Dr. Evans says :

* * * " 'You know his great success in the

invention of the characters in which the Cree

langxiage is now written and printed. For
» some years permission to introduce types and

Evans (J.) — Continued.
a press was refused, but he labored on, casting^

leaden blocks from the lining of the chests in

which tea was brought into the country, and
whittling them into shape as best he could, and
by a rough, improvised press of his own manu-
facture succeeded in printing many hymns,

sections of the Holy Scriptures, and primary

school-books, which were of great service. I

was in England, in 1841, when a set of his home-

made types was received by the Wesley an Mis-

sionary Society, and took some part with them
in obtaining permission from the Directors of

the Hudson Bay Company to have a font cast,

and, with a press, sent out to Norway House,

pledges being given that they would be used

only for our mission work. Their arrival was
cause of great joy and thanksgiving to God.'

"His noble character and the circumstances

of his death receive confirmation and illustra-

tion from the short Conference obituary whick
was published in the British Minutes for 1847:

"
' James Evans was a missionary of remark-

able ability and zeal, and of great usefulness

among the Jforth American Indians. His suc-

cess among the aborigines of Canada led to his

appointment as General Superintendent of the

recently formed Missions in the Hudson Bay
territory. To his mental vigour and indomita-

ble perseverance the Indians are indebted for

many advantages; among these is a written

and printed character, suited to their language,

of which Mr. Evans was the inventor. Many
were the alHictions and trials he had to endure

;

these issued in a failure of health which ren-

dered his return home (to England) desirable,

but the results were not favourable. He died

suddenly at Keilby, in Lincolnshire, on the 2d

of I^ovember, 1846, at the house of a friend, af-

ter attending a missionary meeting at which.,

his statements had excited great interest.' "

Events in Indian History. See Wimer
(J.)

Everhardt (Job). An
|
epitome

|
of

|

stenograpliie
; |

or,
|
An Abridgement

aad Contraction, of
|
the Art of short,

swift, and secret Writing by Cha-
|
rac-

ters, both fair, lineall, and legible, as

will
I
appear hereafter, as well as in

the
1
Pretixt Example.

|
Being a brief,,

yet plain and full dis-
|
covery [&c.,.

fourteen lines.]
|
Written by Job Ever-

hardt.
I

Printed by M. S. for Lodowick Lloyd,,

and are to be sold
|
at his Shop, next to

the Castle-Tavern in Cornhil, 1658.

11 p. 11. pp. 1-91 sm. 8°. The preliminary

leaf and pp. 1-25 are engraved.

On the 4th and 5th preliminary leaves is given

"that famous sentence Habbak. 2.4, [But the

just shall live by his faith] in these three and
thirty languages following," of which No. 12.
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Everhardt (J.) — Continued.

is "West Indian: New England," in tlie Massa-

chusetts (Natick) dialect, as written by Eliot,

but not precisely agreeing with his version of

the sentence in the first edition of the Indian

bible printed five years later.

Copies seen : British Museum, Trumbull.

Ewh ahzhedayalitikoo-aliuulamealiwin.

Colophon : Printed by Billin &
Brothers, 20 North William street, for

the Sunday School of St. John's Church,

Clifton, Staten Island,New York. [1852.]

No title-page, heading only; text entirely in

the Chippewa language pp. 1-12, 16°.

Ewh— Continued.
On the holy scriptures, pp. 1-11.—Hymn no.

95, p. 12.

An extract probably from one of the works
of F. A. O'Meara.

Copies seen : American Oriental Society,New
Haven, Conn.

Ewh kechetwah-muzzeneegun [Chippe-

wa]. See O'Meara (F. A.)

Ewh oomenwahjemoowin [Chippewa].

See O'Meara (F.A.)

Ewh oowahweendahmahgawin [Chippe-

wa]. See O'Meara (F. A.)



F.

Faber (Junius), pseud. See Merian (A.

A. von).

Fabre {Pere Bonaventure). See Favre
(B.)

Fairbanks (— ). Numerals of the Chip-

pewa (Ojibwa) ofthe upper Mississippi.

In Schoolcraft (H.R.), Indian Tribes, vol. 2,

pp. 216-218, Philadelphia, 1852, 4°.

Numerals 1-100,000.

Fairchlld (George M.) See Sasseville

(J.) and Shea (J.G.)

Faith and duty of a Christian [Cree].

See Hunter (J.)

Fall Indians. See Atsina.

Faraud {Mgr. Henry J.) Dix-huit ans
|

chez les Sauvages
|
Voyages et mis-

sions
I

de Me^" Henry Faraud
|
eveque

d'Anemour, vicaire apostolique de Mac-

kensie,
|
dans Fextr^me nord de I'Am^-

rique Britaunique
]
d'apres les docu-

ments de M&^rEvequed'Anemour
I

par

I

Fernand-Michel
|
membre de la So-

c\6t6 fiduenne
|
Avec la biographie et

le portrait de Mgr Faraud
|

Libraire catholique de Perisse fr^res
|

(nouvelle maison)
j
Regis Ruffet et C^^,

successeurs
|
Paris

| 38, rue Saint-Sul-

pice.
I

Bruxelles
|

place Sainte-Gudule,

4.
I
1866

I

Droits de traduction et de re-

production r^serv^s.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. portrait 1 1. title

verso blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-xvi, text pp.

1-447. table pp. 449-456, 8'^.

Reniaiks on the Cree language with exam-

plas of the active and passive forms of a verb,

pp. 82-84.—On the Montagnais, i)p. 84^86.—

Tribus sauvages, pp. 333-383, contains names of

tribes, with meanings scattered through.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Shea.

Dix-huit aus
|
chez

|
les Sauvages

|

Voyages et missions
|
dans I'extr^me

nord del'Am^riqueBritanuique
|

d'apres

les documents de Mgr Henry Faraud
|

Eveque [&c. one line]
]
par Fernand-

Michel
I

[Design]
|

Nouvelle Maison Perisse Fr^res de

Paris
I

Librairle Catholique et Classi-

Faraud (H. J.)— Continuea.

que
I
[&c. five lines]

|
1870

|
Droits de

traductioD et de reproduction r6serv6s.

Printed cover, title 1 1. pp. i-xix, 1-364, 12°.

Linguistics, as in earlier edition titlednext

above, pp. 63-64, 65-66, 260-312.

Copies seen: British Museum,

Farmer's. The
|
farmer's monthly vis-

itor
; I

intended to promote | ihe inter-

est of the farmer;
| to defend the

|

dignity of the agricultural profession,
|

and encourage the
]

practice ofdomestic

economy.
|
By Isaac Hill.

|
Vol. 1, for

1839 [-XIV for 1852].
|

Concord, N. H.
|
published by Will-

iam P. Foster,
)
for the editor. [1839-

1852.]

Vols. 1-14, folio and 8°.

Biography of Passaconnoway (vol. 12, pp. 33-

40), contains a few Indian words with English
definitions.—Language and religion of the Pen-
nacooks (vol. 13, pp. 323-325), includes a list with
definitions of about 100 "primitive names used
in forming the nomenclature of the Merrimack
Valley."

Copies seen: Harvard.

Faulmann (Karl). Illustrirte
|
Geschichte

der Schrift
|
Popular-Wissenchaftliche

Darstellung
|
der

|
Entstehung der

Schrift
I

der
|
Sprache und der Zahlen

I
sowie der

|
Schriftsysteme aller V61-

ker der Erde
|
Von

|
Karl Faulmann

|

Professor der Stenographie, [&c. two
lines. ] I

Mit 15 Tafeln in Farben- und
Tondruck

|
und vielen in den Text ge-

druckten Schriftzeichen und Schriftpro-

ben.
I

[Printer's ornament.]
|

Wien. Pest. Leipzig.
|
A. Hartleben's

Verlag.
|
1880.

|
Alle Rechte vorbehal-

ten.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso printers

1 1. preface pp. v-x, contents pp. xi-xvi, text pp.
1-632, 8°.

Indianische Bilderschriften (with specimens
of Chippewa songs), pp. 198-205.—Schrift die

Kri Indianer, pp. 231-232.—Schrift die Mikmak
Indianer, (including the Lord's prayer in hiero-

glyphs with Mikmak transliteration and Gep
man tr.inslatiou interlined), pp. 232-234.

191
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Faulmann (K.) — Continued.
Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Wat-

kinson.

Favre ( Pere Bonaventure). [Montagnais-

French Dictionary.]

Manuscript, pp. 1-391, 3 unnumbered pp. 8°,

in the library ofLaval University, Quebec. Pp.

44-45 are duplicated, the first one of each num-
ber being partially blank. All the numbered
pages bear at the top the words Jesus t Maria.

On the first page, in a handwriting different

from the text, is : "P. Bonaventura Faber, an-

ther hujus farraginis."

The manuscript, bound in coarse gray cloth,

is well preserved, and though not in an elegant

handwriting, is legible. At the bottom of p.

885 we read "Ad Stae Crucis Tad83saci ad IT.

D. B. V. et om Stoln gloria. Inchoata 20 9^'"

1695, finita 20 Martii 1696, ad Stae Crucis Tadus-

saci [sicj." Between brackets, but in another

handwriting, immediately above the preceding,

we read: "P. Bonaventura Favre seu Faber

collegit." Below to the right: "Seq"^ app^."

Finally on the first unnumbered leaf, a,ttached

to the boarding after the words "Seminaire de

Qu6bec," is found the following note : "LeP.
Bonaventure Favre ou Faber, anteur de ce dic-

tionnaire, 6tait un J6suite arriv6 fin Canada]

en 1679 et mort en 1693. Ceci est une copie faite

k Tadoussac, commenc6e le 20 novembre, 1695,

et finie le 20 mars 1696."

The Montagnais words in this dictionary are

. arranged in alphabetic order and occupy, with

the French translation, each a line. The first

word is ''Abatchitdgan,—besoing, necessite ,- " the

last iB^'TStSchimiktet (1),—mamillarum tenus.'"

Featherman (A.) Social history
|
of the

I
races of mankind.

|
First division :

I

NiftTitians [-Third division :
| Aoneo-

Maranonians].
|
By

|
A. Featherman.

|

[Two lines quotation.]
|

London:
|
Triibner & co., Ludgate

Hill.
I
1835[-89].

|

(All rightsreserved.)

3 vols. 8°.

A general discussion of a number of North
America families occurs in vol. 3, among them
the Algonquians, pp. 66-118, 180-183, 241-264, as

follows : The Algonquins, pp. 66-82, contains a

generalsketch of the language, nouns, numerals,

pronouns, with examples, p. 72; conjugation of

the verb to love with deterioatives, p. 73.—N"ar-

rag insett, including a few words passim, pp. 82-

89.—Lenape, with a few sentences (from Holm)
and words passim, pp. 102-110.—Powhattan,

with a few words passim, pp. 111-118.—Shaw-

nees, pp. 180-183.— Chippeways, including a

short discussion of the language and a few words
illustrating the grammar, pp. 241-264.

Copies seen: Congress.

Pelt (Joseph Barlow). Statistics of towns

in Massachusetts, prepared by Joseph

B. Felt.

Felt (J. B.) — Continued.
In American Statistical Ass. Coll. vol. 1, pp.

7-99, Boston, 1847, 8°. (Astor, Boston Athe-
naeum, British Museum, Congress.)

Indian names of many towns in Massachu-
setts.

F6rard. This word following a title or within

parentheses after a note indicates that a copy

of the work referred to has been seen by the

compiler in the library of the Abb6 Martin Fe-

rard, Sault au Il6collet, Montreal Island, Can-

ada.

Ferard (Abbe Martin). [Dictionary of

the Odjibue language : Odjibue-En-

glish and English-Odjibue. ]

Manuscript, sm. 4°, in possession of its

author, who was for many years a missionary

among the OJibwas around Lake Superior. I

first saw this manuscript when the Abbe Fe-

rard was stationed at the Sault au Recollet,

Island of Montreal, in 1882. Later, in the sum-

mer of 1889, I again visited him, when he wa»
in the House of the Immaculate Conception, a

retreat near Montreal belonging to St. Mary's

College. At my request the abb6 has described

the manuscript for me as follows:

The intended Dictionary will be in Odjibue-

English and English Odjibue—not French.

I shall follow the same order as that adopted

in Hebrew and Sanscrit dictionaries; that is,

the alphabetic order of the roots.

The radical meaning of each root will be
given at the head of each one; hence its deri-

vated meanings will appear more clearly, just

like the rays emanating from one center. The
number of the roots amounts to about 1,300;

and please remember that in Odjibue a root is

properly the qualificative applied to natural

objects to specify them.

In the beginning of the dictionary I shall

give an alphabetic list of all the natural ob-

jects (entering or used only, nearly all, in com-
position), with their meanings. The number
of natural objects known to the Indians and
employed in composition, that is, specified by
a qualificative, amo unts to about 445.

I have so far written about 1,600 pages,which
is the third part, about, of the whole letter A.

But I have developed fully the beginning of

this letter, to accustom the philologist to the

various terminations of the words ; henceforth

I shall abridge considerably, contenting myself

with indicating the formation, otherwise there

would be no end to the work. The whole dic-

tionary Odjibue-English may amount perhaps

to about 1,200 pages in print, one of which will

contain easily six or eight pages of the manu-
script.

The English-Odjibue is intended to be con

cise; an English word will be referred to the

proper Indian root, and then, as the deriva-

tives are laid down in alphabetical order, it will

be easy to arrive at the required meaning of

the word looked for.

I intend to give a new edition of the Grammar
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C^'

Ferard (M.) — Continued.

of Bishop Baraga, with notes and corrections.

If I find the time I intend to publish also a small

glossary comparing the Odjibue roots with

those of Hebrew, Sanscrit, Latin, Greek, Gothic,

etc. That work might perhaps please the phi-

lologist, and show to him that after all at least

the Odjibue language is not so barbarous as

many have fancied, and might, perhaps, ap-

pear to him superior to our modern and hybrid

languages.

In a later communication (Feb. 9, 1890) the

author states :
" My work goes on steadily. I

have almost finished the letter A, which con-

tains nearly 200 roots, and is by far the longest

of all. I thought proper to develop those roots

in full, in order to afford philologists an un-

derstanding of the genius of the Odjibue

language. The other roots will be shortened

in their development; otherwise it would take

too much time to finish the work. But the let-

ter A will be a pattern for the others, to which
philologists shall be referred. "

fGrammatical sketch of the Odjibue

language. ]

Manuscript, occupying the last three pages

of a sheet of note paper, and comprising the

greater portion of a communication to the com-

piler of this bibliography dated "College Ste.

'V) Marie, Rue Bleury, Montreal, Quebec, 27th

January, 1889 ;
" now in the library of the Bu-

reau of Ethnology.

See Mahan (I. L.)

Field (Thomas Warren). Indian, Dutch,

and English names of localities in

Brooklyn.
In Manual of the Common Council of the

City of Brooklyn for 1868, pp. 459-470, Brook-

lyn, 1868, 8°.

Reprinted in the following

:

Historic and Antiquarian Scenes |
in

|

Brooklyn and its Vicinity,
|
with

|
illus-

trations of some of its antiquities
|
by

I

T. W. Field
|

Brooklyn. 1 1868.

Title verso note "edition limited to 110

copies" 1 1. apologia pp. iii-iv, contents verso

blank 1 1. illustrations verso blank I 1. text pp.
1-96, map and plates, sm. folio.

Copies seen: Boston Athenasum, British

Museum, Eames.

At the Field sale, no. 948, an uncut copy

, brought $5.50.

Aq essay |
towards an

\
Indian bib-

liography.
I

Being a |
catalogue of

books,
I
relating to the

|
history, antiq-

uities, languages, customs, religion,
|

wars, literature, and origin of the
|

American Indians, |
in the library of

|

Thomas W. Field.
|
With bibliograph-

ical and historical notes, and
|
synopses

ALG 13

Field (T.W.) — Continued,

of the contents of some of
|
the works

least known.
|

New York :
|

Scribner, Armstrong, and
CO.

I
1873.

Title verso printers 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv, text

pp. 1-430, 8°.

Titles and descriptions of works in or relating

to Algonquian languages passim.

Copies seen: Congress, Eames, Pilling.

At the Field sale, no. 688, a copy brought

$4.25; at the Menzies sale, no. 718, a "half-

crushed, red levant morocco, gilt top, uncut
copy," brought $5.50. Priced by Leclerc, 1878,

18 fr.; byQuaritch, no. 11996, 15,9.; at the Pinart

sale, no. 368, it brought 17 fr.; at the Murphy
sale, no. 949, $4.50. Priced by Quaritcb, no.

30224, 11.

Catalogue
|
of the

|
library

|
belong-

ing to
I

Mr. Thomas W. Field.
|
To be

sold at auction,
|
by

|
Bangs, Merwin&

CO.,
I
May 24th, 1875, |

and following

days.
I

New York.
| 1875.

Printed cover, title verso blank 1 1. notice,

etc. pp. iii-viii, text pp. 1-376, list of prices pp»
377-393, supplement pp. 1-59, 8°. Compiled by
Joseph Sabin, mainly from Mr. Field's Essay,

title of which is given above.

Contains titles of a number of works in

various Algonquian languages.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology, Congress,

Eames.

At the Squier sale, no. 1178, an uncut copy
brought $1.25.

Finotti (Bev. Joseph Maria) Catalogue
|

of the
I

Library
|
of the late

|
Rev. Joseph

M. Finotti,
j
Member of the New Eng-

land Historic-Genealogical | Society,

American Numismatic Society, &c.
|
To

be sold at auction
|
On Thursday, Octo-

ber 16th, 1879,
I

and following days,
|

by
I

Bangs & CO.,
|

739 & 741 Broadway,
New York.

|

New York :
|
1879

Printed cover "Executor's Sale" &c. title

as above verso blank 1 1. sketch of Mr. Finotti

by Dr. Shea pp. iii-iv, text pp. 5-114, addenda
1 i. 8^.

A list of books in Indian languages (most of

them Algonquian), pp. 52-53. — Scattered

through the catalogue are titles of a number of

otherworks pertaining to American linguistics.

Copies seen : Eames, Geological Survey.

First reading book in the Micmac lan-

guage. See Rand (S. T.)

First
I

reading book.
[ Nistum |

ayume-
chekawe mussinahikun.

No title-page, heading only; text pp. 1-16, 16°..
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First— Contiuued.

A primer entirely in the Cree language (Koman
characters) except the English heading above.

The first page contains the alphabet.—Words
of one and two syllables, p. 2.—Words of two

and three syllables, p. 3. — Three syllables, p.

4. — Three and fonr syllables, p. 5.—Phrases,

p. 6.—Sentences, pp. 7-11.—Scriptural names,

pp. 14-15.—Roman and Arabic numerals, pp.

15-16.

Copies seen: Church Missionary Society,

Pilling.

Fish (Lucy E.) Words, plirases, and

sentences in the language of the Gros

Ventres of the Prairies.

Manuscript, 4°, in the library of the Bureau of

Ethnology. Collected in 1881 at Fort Belknap,

Montana, at the request of the Bureau and

written on one of its forms, Powell's Introduc-

tion to the Study of Indian languages, 2d edi-

tion, though the alphabet there recommended
is not used. It has evidently been prepared

with care, and the schedules of relationship

have been completely filled. The other sched-

ules are well filled also, except 9, 11, and 15,

which contain no entries.

Fish (Paschal) andHarvey (S. D.) Terms
of relationship of the Kickapoo, col-

lected by Paschal Fish and Friend Simon
D. Harvey.

In Morgan (L. H.), Systems of consanguin-

ity and aflinity of the human family, pp. 293-.382,

lines 54, Washington, 1871, 4<^.

Fisher (William). New travels
| among

the
I

Indiansof North America;
|
being

I
a compilation, taken partly from the

communications already
|

published, of

I

captains Lewis and Clark,
| to the

|

President of the United States
; |

and
|

partly from other authors who travelled

among [
the various tribes of Indians.

|

Containing
j
a variety of very pleasant

anecdotes, remarkably calculated j to

amuse and inform the mind of every

curious reader
; |

with
|
a dictionary of

the Indian tongue.
|
Compiled

|
by Will-

iam Fisher, esqr.
|

Philadelphia :
|
published by James

Sharan.
|
J. Maxwell, printer.

|
1812.

Second title : The | voyages and travels 1 of

I
captains Lewis and Clarke,

|
in the years 1804,

1805, and 1306.
j Containing |

an accurate ac-

count of their adventures, du-
I
ring three years

and four months.—Which
|
were chiefly con-

fined to the river Missouri.— | Then descended
the Columbia to the Pacific

|
Ocean.— Ascer-

tained with accuracy the geogra-
|
phy of that

interesting communication across
| the conti-

nent.—Learned the character of the
|
country,

its commerce, soil, climate, animal, and
|
vegeta-

Fisher (W.) —Contiuued.

ble productions.—Also, the manners, and [ ciis-

toms of the different tribes of Indians
|
through

which thoy passed. |
Compiled by William

Fisher, esq. |
Price one hundred and twenty-

five cents.

Title verso "copyright secured" 1 1. second

title verso blank 1 1. recommendation and mes-

sage of Thos. Jefferson 3 pp. introduction pp.

vii-xii, text pp. 13-300, 12°.

List of moons in the Knisteneaus language,

p. 132. — Vocabulary of the Knisteneaus, 350

words, from Mackenzie, pp. 133-141.

Copies seen : Astor, Congress, Geological Sur-

vey.

An
I

interesting account
|
of the

|

voyages and travels
|
of

|

captains

Lewis and Clark,
j
in the years 1804,

1805, 1806.
I

Giving a faithful descrip-

tion of the river Missouri and
j

its

source—of the various tribes of Indians

through
I

which they passed—^^manners

and customs—soil—climate
|
— com-

merce—gold and silver mines—animal

and vege- j table productions inter-

spersed with very enter-
|
taining anec-

dotes, and a variety of other useful and

I

pleasing information remarkably cal-

culated to de-
[
light and instruct the

readers.—To which is added a
|
com-

plete dictionary of the Indian tongue.
|

By William Fisher, esq.
|

Baltimore.
|
Printed by Anthony Mil-

tenberger,
|
For the Purchasers,

j 1812.

Portraits 2 11. title verso blank 1 1. message

&.C. of Thos. Jefferson 3 pp. introduction pp.

x-xiv, estimate of produce of mines p. xv, text

pp. 16-326, 12°.

List of moons "descriptive of the several

seasons," in Knisteneaux, p. 146.—Vocabulary

of the Knisteneaux (350 words), pp. 148-155.

Copies seen ; British Museum, Congress, G-eo-

logical Survey.

An
I

interesting account | of the
|

voyages and travels
|
of 1 captains

Lewis and Clark,
|
in the years 1804-5,

& 6.
I

Giving a faithful description of

the river Missouri and
|
its source—of

the various tribes of Indians through
|

which they passed—manners and cus-

toms—soil—
I

climate—commerce—gold

and silver
|
mines animal and vegetable

I

productions.
|
Interspersed

|
With

very entertaining anecdotes, and a va-

riety of
I

other useful and pleasing in-

formation re-
I

markably calculated to

delight and
|
instruct the readers. |

To
which is added

|
A complete Diction-
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Pisher (W.) — Continued.

ary of the Indian Tongue. | By William

Fisher, Esq.
|

Baltimore :
|
printed and published

by P. Mauro,
|
No. 10, North Howard

St.
I

1813.

Title verso blank 1 1. recommendation p. t.

message of Jefferson pp. vi-vii, introduction

pp. viii-xii, text pp. 13-262, 16°.

Linguistics as under titles above, pp. 113-114,

116-124.

Copies seen: Congress.

See Lewis (M.)

Pitch (Asa). Words in the St. Francis

[Abnaki] Indian dialect. (*)

Manuscript, 8 pp. 16°, in English and Indian.

Names of insects in the language of

several tribes of American Indians (*)

Manuscript, 4 pp. 8°.

Includes a number of insect names in the Le-

nape and St. Francis languages.

Titles and notes from Mr. J. B. Dunbar,

Bloomfleld, New Jersey, who owns both these

manuscripts.

Plachenecker {Bev. George). Notes on

the Shyenne language, by Rev. George

Flachenecker, Lutheran missionary,

Deer Creek, Nebraska, September, 1862.

Manuscript, 7 pp. folio, in the library of the

Bureau of Ethnology.'

Includes a list of nouns, verbs, adverbs, ques-

tions and sentences, numerals, pronouns, adjec-

tives, etc.

Pleming (A. B.) & co. [Polyglot adver-

tisement.] Souvenir of the Opening of

the Philadelphia Centenary Exhibition.

I
[One line quotation.]

|
A. B. Fleming

and CO.
|
Chief offices :

|
[&c.]

Broadside, 30 x 22 inches. A short advertise-

ment in about seventy of the languages of the

world, including Cree (syllabic), Choctaw, and
Dakota. The English version is as follows

:

'•A. B. Fleming & co.. Printing Ink Manu-
factures, Leith & Granton, Scotland. This firm

have given special attention to the adaptation of

their Inks lor Foreign Countries, and having the

largest Printing-ink Manufactory in the world,

are prepared to execute orders promtly."

A note at the bottom of the sheet gives us

the following information:

"As asouvenir of the international character

of the Philadelphia exhibition Messrs. Fleming
& Co. have, with the assistance of Messrs.

Gilbert & Rivington (the eminent Oriental

prmters), of 52 St. John's Square and 28 White-

friars Street, London, produced the above poly-

glot advertisement."

Copies seen : Pilling.

Pletcher (Jonathan C.) Magic song in

the Chippewa language.

Fletcher (J. C.) — Continued.

In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Indian tribes, vol. 2,

p. 223, Philadelphia, 1852, 4°.

Fortescue (J.) Les Indiens cris do

TAm^rique du Nord Traduit de 1'Anglais

par A. Lesouef.

In Soci6t6 Am. de France, Archives, new
series, vol. 3, pp. 31-66.

Cris vocabulary, pp. 55-64.

Foster (John Wells) and "Whitney (J.

D). Report
|
on the

|

geology and
topography

|
of a portion of the

|
Lake

Superior land district,
|
in

|
the state

of Michigan :
|
by

|
J. W. Foster and J.

D. Whitney,
|
United States geologists.

I

In two parts.
|
Part I.

|
Copper lands.

[-Part II. The Iron Region.]
|

Washington :
|

printed for the House
of Reps.

I

1850 [-18.51].

2 vols. : letters of transmittal pp. 1-2, title

verso blank. 1 1. text pp. 5-224, maps, plates; title

verso blank 1 1. introduction pp. iii-v, contents

pp. vii-xii, list of ilhistratious pp. xiii-xvi, text

pp. 1-400, index pp. 401-406, maps, plates, 8°.

Origin and orthography of some of the

proper names in the Lake Superior district (in

which are a few Chippewa terms with English

signihcation), pp. 396-400.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Geological Survey, National Museum.

Four gospels in the Cree language. See

Horden (J.)

Fox Indians. See Sac and Fox.

Francis (Convers). Life
|

of
|
John Eliot,

I

tbe
I

apostle to the Indians.
|
By Con-

vers Francis.
|

Boston :
|
Hilliard, Gray, and Co.

|

Loudon :
|
Richard James Kennet.

|

1836.

2 p. 11. title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp. v-
vii, contents pp. ix-xi, fac simile of Eliot's

haifdwriting recto blank 1 1. half title verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 3-343, appendix pp. 345-357,

16°. Forms vol. 5 of Sparks' library of Amer-
ican biography.

Remarks on the Massachusetts Indian lan-

guage (from Eliot and Duponceau), note 3, pp.

352-354.

Copies seen: Astor, Congress, Trumbull.

Reissued with new titles bearing the imprint

New York : | Harper and brothers, publishers.

1
1856. (Lenox.)

Franklin {Capt. John). Narrative of a

journey
|
to the shores of

|

the Polar sea,
|

in the years
| 1819, 20, 21, and 22.

|
By

|

John Franklin, Captain R. N., F. R. S.,
|

and commander ofthe expedition .
|

With
an appendix on various subjects relating
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Franklin (J.) — Continued.

to
I

science and natural history.
|

Illus-

trated by numerous plates and maps.
|

Published by authority of the right

honourable the earl Bathurst.
|

Loudon :
1
John Murray, Albemarle-

street.
|
MDCCCXXIII [1823].

Title verso printer 1 1. dedication verso blank

1 1. slip of errata verso blank, contents, etc. pp.

vii-x, introduction pp. xi-xvi, text pp. 1-494, ap-

pendix pp. 495-768, maps and plates, 4°.

Blackfoot vocabulary (18 words), p. 109.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Earaes.

A copy at the Field sale.no. 740, brought $9.25.

Priced by Quaritch, no, 11658, 11. 10s.

According to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 25625

:

Second edition, London, John Murray, 1824,

2

vols. 8°, which is priced by Quatitch, no. 11659,

10s., and under no. 28980, 5s.

Narrative of a journey
|
to the

shores of the
|
Polar Sea,

|
in

|
the

years 1819-20-21-22. |
By

|
John Frank-

lin, Capt. R. N., F. R. S., M. W. S.,
|

and commander of the expedition.
|

Published by authority of the Right

Honourable
|

the Earl Bathurst.
|

Third

edition. |
Two vols.—Vol. I[-II].

|

London :
|
John Murray, Albemarle-

street.
|
MDCCCXXIV [1824].

2 vols. : pp. i-xix, 1-370; 1 p. 1. pp. i-iv, 1 1.

pp. 1-399, maps, 8°. In some copies the date

reads M DCCCC XXIV.
Eighteen words of the Blackfoot language,

vol. 1, p. 170.

Copies seen: Bancroft, Boston Athenaeum,

Congress.

A copy at the Field sale, no. 741, half-morocco,

uncut, brought $2.50. Clarke & co. 1886, no.

4172, prices it $3.50.

Narrative of a journey
|
to the

shores of
|
the Polar Sea,

|
in the years

|

1819,20,21, & 22.
I

By
j
John Franklin,

Captain R. N., F. R, S.,
|
and com-

mander of the expedition.
|
With an

appendix containing geognostical ob-

serva-
|
tions, and remarks on the au-

rora borealis.
|
Illustrated by a frontis-

piece and map.
|
Published by authori-

ty of the Rt. Hon. the Earl Bathurst.
|

Philadelphia :
|
H. C. Carey & I. Lea,

A. Small, Edward Parker, M'Carty &
|

Davis, B. & T. Kite, Thomas Desilver,

and E. Littell.
|
1824.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. dedica-

tion verso blank 1 1. contents pp. v-vi, intro-

duction pp. vii-xi, text pp. 1-482, plate and

map, 8°.

Blackfoot vocabulary (18 words), pp. 97-98.

Copies seen : Bancroft, Congress.

Franklin (J.) — Continued.
—— Journey

| to the 1 shores of the Po-
lar Sea,

I

In 1819-20-21-22:
|
with

| a.

brief account of the second journey
|

*In 1825-26-27.
|
By ]

.John Franklin,.

Capt. R. N. F. R. S.
|
and commander

of the expedition.
|
Four vols.—With

plates.
I
Vol. I[-IV].

I

London :
|
John Murray, Albemarle

Street.
| MDCCCXXIX [1829].

4 vols. 24°.

Blackfoot vocabulary (18 words), vol. 1, p. 214.

Copies seen : Gen. A.W. Greely, Washington,.

B.C.
There is a copy also in the library of Cornell

University.

Praser (Simon). See Tyrrell (J. B.)

Fremiot (Pere N. M.) Lettre du R. P.

Frdmiot, Missionnaire de la Compagnie
de J^sQS, dans I'Am^rique du Nord, h

M. Micard, Sup^rieur du S6minaire de

Saint-Di6.

In Annales de la Propagation de la Foi, voL
26, pp. 241-269, Lyon., 1854, 8°. (Congress.)

Contains remarks on the language and a few
words and definitions in Chippewa.

[Fritz (JohannFriedrich) and Schultze
(B.), edito7's.'] Orientalisch- und Oc-

cidentalischer
|
Sprachmeister,

|
wei-

cher
I

nicht allein hundert Alphabete
|

nebst ihrer Aussprache,
|
so bey denen

meisten
|
Europiiisch- Asiatisch- Afri-

canisch- und
|
Americanischen Volckern

und Nationen
|

gebrauchlich sind,
{

auch einigen Tabulis Polyglottis ver-

schiedener
|
Sprachen und Zalen vor

Augen leget,
|
Sondern auch

1
das Gebet

des Herrn,
|
in 20U Sprachen und Mund-

Arten
|
mit derselben Characteren und

Lesung, nach einer
|
geographischen

Ordnung mittheilet.
|
Aus glanbwiirdi-

gen Auctoribus zusammen getragen,

und mit
|
darzu nothigen Kupfern

versehen.
|

Leipzig,
I
zu finden bey Christian

Friedrich Gessnern.
|
1748.

10 p. 11. pp. 1-224, 1-128, appendix 7 11. 8°.,

The preface is subscribed by Fritz, Leipzig,

1748, but a dedication, which precedes it, is by
Schultze, Halle, 1748, who had been a Danish
missionary at Tranquebar and whose good

offices Fritz acknowledges. It is probable he

was the real editor of the work.

Numerals, Algonkinischo (from Lahontan)

and Pampticough (from Lawson), pt. 1, p. 208.

—

Oration Dominica, Savanhica (from Chamber-
layne), and Virginiana (from Eliot), pt. 2, pp.

124-127.—Short vocabulary (4 words) of a num-





Ariirther Accompfc
|

•a

I . ofthe Progreffe of the gl

j GOSPEL
I

I amongft the i^2)/c./^S |

^ IN r«

n»

I AND I.

t ^
« Of theffieansuftdifftaualJy toadvancethcfame. g

I SET FORTH |

NEW-ENGLAND.

^

^

I
In certaine Letters lent from thence declaring a|

I purpofe of Printing the Scriptures in the t

j|
Indian Tongue into which they are already %

I With which Letters are likewife fent an Epi- ^

J tome offomc Exhortations deUycred by the If$n g
^ ^^i^/atlfaftjasTeftimoniesofthcirobedi* g»

I cncctotheGofpclL |!

* As alfo fome helps dircSiog the Indians how to |J

I improve naturallreafon unto the knowledge g
i ofthe true God. g^

^LOl^DOi^^ Printed by M. SimmonsiotthtCotij^O'^
*9 ration of Nen?»£«^/rf«^, i6^g. ^

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF A FURTHER ACCOMPT.
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Fritz (J. F.) and Schultze (B.)— Con'd.

ber of American languages, among them the

Savanhica and Virginiana, appendix, p. 6 (un-

numbered).

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Trum-

bull.

The first clause of the Lord's prayer, accord-

ing to Auer's Sprachenhalle, was reprinted in

the various languages in Geographisch-philo-

logische Karten, von Homanu's Erben in Niirn-

berg, 4 sheets, small folio. (*)

Frost (John). The book
|
of the

|
In-

dians
I

of
I

North America:
|
illustrat-

ing
I

their manners, customs, and pres-

ent state.
I

[Picture.]
|
Edited by John

Frost, L. L. D.
|
author of the '' Book

of the Navy," " Book of the Army,"

&c., &c.
I

New York:
|
D. Appleton & Co., 200

Broadway.
|
Philadelphia:

|
George S.

Appleton, 148 Chestnut St.
|
MDCCC

XLV[1845].

Engraved title 1 1. title as above 1 1. pp. i-x,

13-283, 12°.

A few proper names in the Sac language, pp.

44_45.—A few Blackfoot and Riccaree terms,

pp. 60-61.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress, Har-

vard.

At the Field sale a copy, no. 754, brought 63

cents.

Sabin's Dictionary, no. 26026, mentions an

edition New York, Appleton, 1848.

Fry (Edmund). Pantographia
; |

con-

taining
I
accurate copies of all the

known
|
alphabets in the world

; |
to-

gether with
I

an English explanation

of the peculiar
|
force or power of each

letter:
|
to which are added,

|
speci-

mens of all well-authenticated
| oral

languages
; |

forming
|
a comprehensive

digest of
I

phonology.
|
By Edmund

Fry.
I

Letter-Founder, Type-Street.
|

London.
|
Printed by Cooper and

Wilson,
I

For John and Arthur Arch,

Gracechurch-Street
; |

John White,

Fleet-Street ; John Edwards, Pall-Mall,

and
I

John Debrett, Piccadilly.
|
MDCC

XCIX [1799].

2 p. 11. pp. i-xxxvi, 1-320, 8o.

Lord's prayer in the language of New Eng-

land (from Wilkins' Essay), p. 58; in the Savan-

na language (from Orat. Dom.), p. 258 ; in the

Fry (E.) — Continued.
Virginian (Massachusetts, from Eliot as re-

printed in Orat. Dom.), p. 300.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress.

At the Squier sale a copy, no. 385, brought

$2.13.

Furman (Gabriel). See Denton (D.)

Further. A further Accompt
|
of thePro-

gresse of the
|
gospel

|
amongst the In-

dians] in
I

New-England,
|
and

|
Of the

means used effectually to advance the

same.
|

Set forth
|
Tn certaine Letters

sent from thence declaring a
|

purpose of

Printing the Scriptures in the
|
Indian

Tongue into which they are already
|

Translated.
|
With which Letters are

likewise sent an Epi- | tome of some Ex-
hortations delivered by the In- 1 dians at

a fast, as Testimonies of their obedi-
|

ence to the Gospell.
|
As also some helps

directing to the Indians how to
|
im-

prove naturall reason unto the knowl-

edge
I

of the true God.
|

London, Printed by M. Simmons for

the Corpo-
(
ration of New-England,

1659.

2411. (signaturesA to Fin fours), 4°. The five

preliminary leaves comprising the title (verso

blank) and the epistle "To the Christian Reader"

are not paged. The text begins on the recto

of the sixth leaf, the verso of which is paged 1.

The pagination is continued in this order, the

even numbers on the recto, to p. 35, which is on
the verso of the 23d leaf. The text of the

"further Accompt" ends on the verso of the

15th leaf (p. 19), and is followed on the 16th leaf

by a "Postscript," verso blank. The 17th leaf

bears the title of Pierson's "Some helps" (q. v.)

verso blank. The recto of the 18th leaf (p. 24),

contains the prefatory notice " To the Reader"
signed A. P. The Indian title with an inter-

linear English translation is on the verso (p. 25).

The reprint of the catechism, in Indian and
-English interlinear, begins on the recto of the

next leaf (p. 26), and ends in the middle of a

sentence with the catch-word unk on the verso

of the 23d leaf (p. 35). The 24th haf contains a
" Postcirpt" [sic] and certificate dated August
18, 1658, verso blank. See the fac-simile of the

title-page.

For a description of the partial reprint of the

catechism, and a fac-simile of its title-page, see

Pierson (A.)

Copies seen : Congress, Lenox.
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Gabriel (—). See Gordon (A. H.)

Gabriel (— ). See Pierronet (T.)

[Gabriel (Peter John).] Amwes-winto-
wagen. The song of the bees.

Colophon: Campobello, N. B., Aug.

12th, 1883.

No title-page, heading only ; text 2 11. sq. 24°.

Verse of 18 short lines in the Milicite dia-

lect, spoken by the Indians of St. John's River,

and translated into English by Charles God-

frey Leland; Milicite version recto 1. 1, En-

glish version verso 1. 2. The Indian is by a

Micmac native of New Brunswick.

Printed at Eastport, Me., in the summer of

1883, and sold at a church fair held for the pur-

pose of collecting funds for erecting a parson-

age.

Copies seen : Powell, Trumbull,

Gafron : This word following the title or within

parentheses after a note indicates that a copy

of the work referred to has been loaned to the

compiler for inspection by the Rev. John Gaf-

ron, Bayfield, "Wisconsin.

[Gafron (JSev. John).] Jesus od ijitwa-

win.
I

A short Catechism
|

of the
|

Chris-

tian Doctrine
|
in the

|
Otchipwe lan-

guage.
I

St. Louis, Mo.
I
B. Herder,

|
1884.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. text pp.

3-103, 18°. Catechism entirely in the Otchipwe

language.

Father Gafron writes me that he was pre-

vented by circumstances from reading the proof

of this work, and that it contains many typo-

graphic errors. A manuscript list of these er-

rors, furnished by the author, is inserted in my
copy. See Baraga (F.), Katolik Anamie Masi-

naigan.

Copies seen : Pilling, Powell, Eames.

. See Vogt (C.) and Gafron (J.)

Rev. John Gafron was born in the village of

Liebenau, in Prussian Silesia, November 6, 1850.

After attending the common school, he studied

for some time in the gymnasium in Glatz, joined

the order of Franciscans September, 1869, came
to this country in July, 1875 ; was ordained

priest in St. Louis, Mo., June 4th, 1876, and, after

having spent some time in Nebraska, as mis-

sionary among the Chippewa Indians, was sent

to Bayfield, Wis., October 13th, 1878, where he

still resides.

198

Gagnon : This word following a title or within pa-

rentheses after a note indicates that a copy of

the work referred to was seen by the compiler
in the library of Mr. P. Gagnon, Quebec, Can-
ada.

Gailland (Bev. Maurice). Potewatemi
|

nemewinin
|

ipi
|
nemenigamowinin.

|

Eev'd. Maurice Gailland, S. J.
|
Wespa-

nionag.
|

St. Louis, Mo.
I
Francis Saler, Oki-

misinakisan.
|
1866.

Translation : Potewatemi prayers and sacred-

hymns.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. text in

the Potewatemi language pp. 3-119, 32°.

Prayers pp. 3-70.—Hymns pp. 71-119.

Pp. 3-70 of this work are reprinted as pp. 37-

74 of the work next titled, and pp. 71-119 as pp.
371-409 of the same.

Copies seen : British Mu&eum, Dunbar, Eames^

National Museum, Pilling, Powell.

Potewatemi
|

nememiseniukin
|
ipi

|

nemenigamowinin.
|
Rev. Maurice Gail-

land, S. I.
I

Cincinnatinag :
|

wewikaneitidjik

Benziger,
|
okimisinakisanawa.

|
1868.

Translation : Potewatemi prayer-book and
sacred-hymns.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso printers 1 1. calen-

dar etc. 7 11. preface pp. 17-18, text pp. 19-544^

indexes pp. 545-550, 16o.

Prayer-book and catechism pp. 19-370.—

Hymns, pp. 371-510.—Vespers, etc., pp. 511-544.

Copies seen: Congress, Dunbar, Pilling,.

Trumbull.

Dictionary and grammar of the Pote-

wattomie language. (*)

Manuscript, sm. 4°. I am informed by Mr,

John B. Dunbar that the above manuscript i»

deposited in St. Mary's College, St. Mary's mis-

sion, Kansas. I have written to the president

of th6 college for particulars, but without suc-

cess.

Gallatin (Albert). A synopsis of the In-

dian tribes within the United States east

of the Rocky Mountains, and in the

British and Russian possessions in North

America. By the Hon. Albert Gallatin,
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Gallatin (A.) — Continued.

In American Antiquarian Soc. Trans. (Ar-

chaeologia America a), vol, 2, pp. 1-422, Cam-

bridge, 1836, 8°.

Subdivisions by geograpbic limits of the

Algonkin-Lenape nations, pp. 23-69. — Indian

languages (with grammatical specimens of tbe

Massachusetts, Delaware, andChippeway), pp.

160-208.—Grammatical notices vf the Massa-

chusetts (from Eliot's grammar), pp. 216-220 ; of

the Delaware (from Zeisberger), pp. 220-224 ; of

the Chippeway (from Schoolcraft's lectures),

pp. 224-228; of the Micmacs (from Maynard's

[Maillard's ?] mss. notes obtained in Canada by

the late Enoch Lincoln), pp. 228-232.—Verbal

forms : specimens of simple conjugations and

transitions of tbe Delaware (from Zeisberger)

pp. 267-268; of the Micmac (from Maynard

fMaillard ?1) and Massachusetts (from Eliot), p.

268.— Comparative view of the formation of

tenses, etc. (in Micmac, Massachusetts, Chip-

peway, Delaware, etc.), pp. 270-271.—Massa-

chusetts transitions, pp. 280-281 ; Delaware

transitions, pp. 282-288. — Comparative view:

Delaware, Massachusetts, and Chippeway

transitions, p. 289.—Notes to tables of Delaware

transitions, etc., pp. 294-300.

Comparative vocabtilary of 180 words in the

Knistinaux (from Harmon and M'Kenzie), Chip-

peway (from Schoolcraft, James, and Keating),

Algonkin (from M'Kenzie), Ottawa (from Hame-

lin and James), Potowotamie (from the War
Dept. andBarton), Old Algonkin (from LaHon-
tan), Eastern Chippeway (from Long), Missis-

sage (from Ba,rton), Sheshatapoosh (from Gabriel

and Mass. Hist. Soc), Scoffie (from Gabriel),

Micmac (from Maynard [Maillard ?], Bromley,

and Gabriel), Souriquois, Etchemin or Passa-

maquoddy (from Kellogg and Treat), Abenaki

(from Rasle), Penobscot (fiom Mrs. Gardner

and Treat), Massachusetts (from Eliot and

Cotton), New England (from Wood), Narragan-

set (from Eoger Williams and Treat), Mohican
(from Jefferson, Heckewelder, Edwards, and

Jenks), Long Island (from Jefferson and Wood),
Delaware (from Heckewelder and Zeisberger),

Sankhican (from DeLaet), New Sweden (from

Campanius Holm), Minsi (from Heckewelder),

Nanticoke (from Yans Murray and Hecke-
welder), Powhattan (from Smith and Beverly),

Pampticoe (from Lawson, Heriot, and Lane),

Miami (from Thornton and War Dept.), Illinois

(from Duponceau), Shawnoe (from Jefferson,

War Dept., Johnston, Barton, Gibson, Butler,

and Parsons), Saukie (from Keating), Menom-
enie (from Doty, War Dept., and James), Shy-

enne (from Indian Treaties), Fall Indians (from

TJmfreville) and Blackfeet (from TJmfreville),

pp. 305-367. — Comparative vocabulary of 53

words in the Algonkin (from M'Kenzie), Chip-

peway (from Long), Scoffie, Souriquois, Penob-

scot, New England (from Wood), Minsi, Sank-

hican, and New Sweden, pp. 368-371. —TJmfre-
ville's vocabulary of the Eapid or Fall Indians

and Black Feet, p. 373.—Miscellaneous vocabu-
j

laries, Potowotamie, Missisage, Pampticoe,
j

Gallatin (A.) — Continued.
Powhattan, Shyenne, pp. 375, 376, 379.—Select

sentences in O.jibway or Chippeway, pp. 414-

416.

Reviewed by Schoolcraft (H. R.) in North

American Review, vol. 45, pp. 34-59, Boston,

1837, 8°.

Hale's Indians ofnortli-west America,

and vocabularies of North America;

with an introduction. By Albert Gal-

latin.

In American Eth. Soc. Trans, vol.2, pp. xxiii-

clxxxviii, 1-130, New York, 1848, 8°.

Distinct languages of the Algoukins arranged

into classes "not only geographically but also

in reference to their respective affinities," pp.

ciii-civ.—Affinities of the Sastika or Blackfeet

language with those of the Algonkins (vocab-

ulary of 180 words), pp. cxiii-cxiv,—Affinities

of tbe Shyenne with languages of the Algonkin
family (vocabulary of 47 words), pp. cxiv-cxv.

—

Yocabulary of the Shyenne languages, with
some notes, communicated by Lt. J. W. Abert,

pp. cxvi-cxviii.

Section II, Grammar (pp. cxix-cxliv), is a

general discussion of the subject, and includes

examples in Chippewa and Delaware.

Yocabulary of the Chippewa and Delaware
(180 words each), pp. 78-83 ; of the Blackfeet (180

words), pp. 88-94; of the Arrapahoes (60 words),

pp. 96-98; of the Knistinaux, Old Algonkin,

Eastern Chippeway, Ottowa, and Potowatamie

(60 words), pp. 106-107; of the Sheshapootash,

Scoffie, Micmac, Etchemin, and Abenaki (60

words), pp. 108-109; of the Massachusetts, Nar-

ragansett, Mohican, Long Island, Minsi, and
Nanticoke (60 words) pp. 110-111 ; of the Miami,

Illinois, Shawnee, Saukie, and Menemone (60

words), pp. 112-113.

Table of generic Indian families of

In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Indian tribes, vol. 3,

pp. 397-402, Philadelphia, 1853, 4°.

Includes the Algonkins, p. 401.

Albert Gallatin was born in Geneva, Switz-

erland, January 29, 1761, and died in Astoria,

L. I., August 12, 1849. Young Albert had

been baptised by the name of Abraham Alfonse

Albert. In 1773 he was sent to a boarding-

school, and a year later entered the University

of Geneva, where he was graduated in 1779.

He sailed from I'Orient late in May, 1780, and

reached Boston on July 14. He entered Con-

gress on December 7, 1795, and continued a

member of that body until his appointment as

Secretary of the Treasury in 1801, which office

he held continuously until 1813. His services

were rewarded with the appointment of min-

ister to France in February, 1815, entering on

the duties of his office in January, 1816. In

1826, at the solicitation of President Adams, he

accepted the appointment of envoy extraodi-

nary to Great Britain. On his return to the

United States he settled in New York City,
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Gallatin (A. )— Continued.

where, from 1831 till 1839, lie was president of

the National Bank of New York. In 1842 he

was associated in the establishment of the

American Ethnological Society, becoming its

first president, and in 1843 he was elected to

hold a similar office in the New York Historical

Society, an honor which was annually conferred

on him until his death.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of

Am. Biog.

Gallaudet's
|
picture defining

j
and read-

ing book:
I

also,
|
New-Testament

stories, |
in tlie Ojibua language.

|

Boston:
|
printed for the American

board of commissioners [
for foreign

missions, by Crocker & Brewster.
|

1835.

Title verso blank 1 1. text entirely in the

Ojibua language pp. 3-123, 12°.

Copies seen : American Antiquarian Society,

Boston Athenaeum, Congress.

At the Murphy sale, no. 2953, a copy brought

$1.

Ganong (William Francis). The eco-

nomic mollusca of Acadia. By W. F.

Ganong.

In New Brunswick Nat. Hist. Soc. Bull. no.

8, pp. 3-116, Saint John, N.B. 1889,8°. (Bureau

of Ethnology.)

Issued separately as follows:

The
I

economic mollusca
|
of

|
Acadia.

I
By

I

W. F. Ganong. |
Reprinted from

Bulletin No. viii. of the Natural His-

tory Society
|
of New Brunswick.

|

St. John, N. B. :
|
Barnes & Co.,

Printers.
|
1889.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-116, 8°.

Names of mollusks in Micmac and Passa-

maquoddy passim.

Copies seen : National Museum.

Place-names in Acadia. (*)

Manuscript and printed clippings, in pos-

session of Mr. Ganong, Cambridge, Mass., who
describes the work as follows : "I have a large

scrap-book (Shipman's), 12 by 10 inches, con-

taining originally about 280 pages, but to which
I have added mauy more. In this I have all

sorts of material relating to place-names in

Acadia, more especially in New Brunswick. I

have entered in it, collected from various

authors, all Indian names of places I have
been able to find. Embodied in it also is some
material that I have myself obtained on this

subject from Indians, and also letters from
different persons giving lists of Indian place-

names in New Brunswick, very few of them as

yet published by any one. I have pasted in it

also many newspaper articles relating to the

subject. The book might be called 'Place-

names in Acadia. '

"

Gardiner (John Lyon). Montauk vo-

cabulary, taken down from the lips of

a Montauk chief.

In Wood (S.), Sketch of Long Island, p. 28,

Brooklyn, 1824, 8°, and in subsequent editions.

Reprinted in Bayies (R. M.), Historical and
descriptive sketches, pp. 63-64, Port Jefferson,

1874, 12°; also in Lambert (E. S,.), History of

the colony of New Haven, p. 184, New Haven,

1838,8°; also in Macauley (J.), Natural . . .

History of New York, p. 252, Albany, 1829, 8°.

The original manuscript containing this

Montauk vocabulary is now in posession of J.

Lyon Gardiner, the twelfth proprietor of Gardi-

ner's Island, and a copy made by "Wm. "Wallace

Tooker is in the library of the Bureau of Eth-

nology. The vocabulary contains about sev-

enty entries, including the numerals 1-10 and

a few sentences, and is preceded by the follow-

ing note:

" March 25, 1798.—A vocabulary of the In-

dian language spoken by the Montauk tribe.

G-eorge Pharaoh, aged 66, the oldest man
of that tribe, and their chief, gave me this

specimen of their language. There are only

about seven persons that can now speak this

language, and a few years more and it will be

gone forever. It was spoken with little differ-

ence by all the Indians upon the east end of

Long Island, and perhaps the whole island and
the adjoining islands. George says the Mo-
heags of Connecticut speak the same language.

George repeated these words several times,

and I write them as near as he pronounced as

I can with the English alphabet."

See Allen (W.)

Gardiner (R.) Vocabulary of the Pe-

nobscot.

InG-allatin ( A..), Synopsis of the Indian tribes,

in Am. Ant. Soc. Trans, vol. 2, pp. 305-367, Cam-

bridge, 1836, 8°.

A copy of the original manuscript, made by
Duponceau is in the library of the American

Philosophical Society, Philadelphia. Pa. It

forms No. xlv of a collection recorded in a

folio account book, of which it occupies pp.

144-145.

Garin (Pere Andr^ Marie). Mission de

la Baie d'Hudson. Lettre du Pere

Garin, O. M. I. ^ un p^re de la nieme

compagnie.

In Rapport de I'association de la propagation

de la foi, pour district de Montreal, 1853-4, pp.

89-93, Montreal, 1855, 12°. Dated from Lac des

deux Montagues, 10 Decembre, 1853. (Shea.)

The sign of the cross in Alsconquine, Abena-

quise, and Crise, p. 91.—Prefixes in Algonquin

and Hebraique, p. 92.

SeeLafl^che (L. F.) for title of an article con-

taining the same linguistics.
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Oarin (A. M.)— Continued.

£^1 L. J. C. & M. J.
I

Chemin de la

croix
I
et autres prieres

|
a I'usage des

sauvages des postes d'Alba-
|
ny, Sav-

©rn, Martin's Falls, (Bale
|
d'Hudson).

I
[Three lines sylJabic characters.]

|

. £Oblate seal.]
|

Montreal :
|
imprimerie de Louis Per-

rault.
I

1856.

Title verso approbation of t Joseph Ev6que

de Cydouia 1 1. picture 1 1. preface signed. A.

M. Garin pp. 3-7, text in the Cree language

<Maskekon dialect, syllabic characters) pp. 9-

63, 24°. In the preparation of this work P. Garia

was assisted by P. Laverloch^re and by Mrs.

Corcoran, wife of an officer of the Hudson's

Bay Co.

Hymns, pp. 53-63.

Copies seen: Shea.

A second edition as follows

:

[ ] L. J.-C. & M. I.
I
Chemin de la

croix
I

et autres prieres
|
a I'usage des

sauvages des postes d'Albany,
|
Sav-

ern, Martin's Falls (Bale d'Hudson).
|

[Three lines syllabic characters.]
|

Montreal
|
Beauchemin & Valois, Li-

braires-Imprimeurs
|
256 et 258, rue

Saint-Paul
|
1883

Title verso approbation 1 1. text in syllabic

characters pp. 3-63, 24°.

Bishop Lorrain writes me: This second edi-

tion, 1883, was published by me, but the work
was revised by Rev. rran9ois Il6giste D616age,

O. M. I., who corrected the proofs.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ ] L. J. C. «fe M. J. ; Sermons
|

de
1
Mon-

seigneur Baraga,
|
Traduits de I'Otcip-

we enMask6gon, pour I'usage
|
des Sau-

vages d'Albany, Severn et Martin's

Falls,
I

(Baie d'Hudson.]
|

[Three lines

syllabic characters.]
|

[Oblate seal.]
]

Montreal :
|
imprimerie de Louis Per-

rault,
I

rue Saint Vincent.
| 1859.

Title verso approbation (signed ^ Ig.

fivSque de Montr6al, Evech6 de Montreal, 17

Janvier 1859) 1 1. text entirely in the Cree lan-

guage and in syllabic characters except a few

headings in French pp. 3-120, 16°. In the prep-

aration of this volume P. Garin had the assist-

ance of P. Laverloch^re and Mrs. Corcoran, the

wife of an officer of the Hudson's Bay Co.

Pp. 97-120 are occupied by hymns.
Copies seen: Pilling.

A later edition as follows

:

[ ] L. J. C. & M. J. ,
Sermons

|
de

|

Monseigneur Baraga
|
traduits de I'Ot-

cipwe en Mask^gon, pour I'usage
|
des

sauvages d'Albany, Severn et Martin's

I
Falls (B.iie d'Hu<1son)

\
[Three lines

syllabic characters]
|

[Oblate seal]
|

Garin (A. M.)— Continued.

Montreal
|
C. O. Beauchemin & Fils,

Libraires-Imprimeur \_siG\
\
256 et 258,

rue Saint-Paul
|
1887

Title verso approbation of Bishop Lorrain

(dated from Pembroke, 6 Janvier, 1887) 1 1. text

entirely in the Cree language and in syllabic

characters pp. 3-164, 16o.

Hymns, pp. 128-164.

Copies seen: Pilling, Powell, Eames.

See Durocher (F.)

See Laverlochere (J. N.) and
Garin (A.M.)

Rev. Father Andre Marie Garin, 0. M. I.,was
born at Cote St. Andre, department of Isere,

France, May 7, 1822. He studied at the semi-

nary of Cote St. Andr6 ; entered the uovitiixte of

the oblates of Mary Immaculate in 1841 ; came
to Longueuil, near Montreal, April 28, 1845;

started for the Indian missions with Father
Laverlochdre in May, 1845 ; was sent to Bay des

Ah Ah, Saguenay, in the following fall ; visited

the Indian missions of the northern coast of

the Gulf of St. Lawrence during the summer
of 1846; went with Father Laverlochere to

Moose Factory, Hudson's Bay, in the spring of

1847; in 1848 and 1849 visited the Indians of

Lake St. John, Upper Saguenay, and in 1850 the

Indian missions of Tadoussac, Islets £l J6r6mie,

Goodboat, Les Sept Isles, Mingan, and Masku-
aro, on the northern coast of the St. Lawrence

;

in 1851 remained in Montreal ; in 1852 succeeded

Father Laverlochdre in the missions of Ottawa
River and Hudson's Bay; visited the missions

of Temiskaming, Abitibi, Moose Factory, and
Albany during the years 1852, 1S53, 1854, 1855,

1856, and 1857—his last year as missionary

among the Indians. During the winter of
1856-'57 he went to France with the bishop of

St. Boniface, the Rt. Rev. Alexander Tach6, and
together they traveled through France, preach-

ing for the propagation of the faith.

In the fall of 1857 Father Gariu was sent to

Plattsburg, N. Y., where he remained five years

in charge of the French church. From Platts-

burg he was sent to Buffalo, N. Y., where he
remained three years in charge of an English-

speaking congregation—Holy Angels church.

From Buffalo he was sent to Quebec, where he
remained two years. In April, 1868, he was
sent by his superiors to St. Joseph's church, a
French congregation, at Lo well, Mass., where
he has since remained.

It was at Albany that he completed the trans-

lation of the books commenced by his predeces-

sor, the Rev. N. Laverlochere. Mrs. Corcoran,

a convert, wife of the Factor at the Albany
post, helped him a great deal in this difficult

and arduous task.

—

Lorrain.

Gaspesian. See Micmac.

Gatschet : This word following a title or within pa-

rent heses after a note indicates that a copy of

the work referred to has been seen by the com-
piler in the library of Mr. Albert S. Gatschet,

Washington, D. C.
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Gatschet (Albert Samuel). Adjectives

of color in Indian languages. By Al-

bert S. Gatschet.

In American Naturalist, vol. 13, pp. 475-485,

Philadelphia, 1879, 8°.

Color terms in Shdwano, pp. 481-482.

Published in German also as follows

:

— Farbenbenennungen in nordameri-

kanischen Spracben. Von Albert S.

Gatscbet in Washington.

In Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie, xi Jahrgang,

pp. 293-302, Berlin, 1879, 8°.

Color terms in Shawano, p. 297,

Issued separately also, without repagination.

(Eames.)— Maskoki [its derivation and mean-

ing].

In American Antiquarian, vol. 2, pp. 171-172,

Chicago, 1879-80, 8°.

Contains terms in Cree, Odshibwe, Shawnee,

and Abnaki.

'— The Massawomekes. By Albert S.

Gatschet.

In American Antiquarian, vol. 3, pp. 321-324,

Chicago, 1880-'81, 8°.

An attempt to ascertain, by linguistic evi-

dence, the racical affinity of the Massawomekes.
Algonkin and Iroquois terms passim.

Issued separately, without title-page, repaged

1-4. (Eames, Gatschet.)

The Beothuk Indians. By Albert S.

Gatschet.

In American Philosoph. Soc. Proc. vol. 22, pp.

408-424 (first article), and vol. 28, pp. 411-432

(second article), Philadelphia, 1885-1886, 8o.

Comparison of the Beothuk with Algonquian

dialects (Abnaki, Micmac, Cree, Ottawa,

Ojibue), second article, pp. 423-428.

Issued separately also, without repagina-

tion, two parts, 8°. (Eames.)

—— Narragansett vocabulary
|
collected

|

in 1879
I
by Albert S. Gatschet Bureau

of Ethnology.

Manuscript: paper cover bearing above title,

and 3 half-sheets of foolscap. Collected in the

summer of 1879 at the ISTarragansett Reserva-

tion, "Washington Co., R.I.

Vocabulary ofthe S^wSno or Shawni.
Manuscript, 7 pp. folio. Collected in Feb-

ruary and March, 1879, from Charles Bluejacket

of Vinita Indian Territory, a full-blood Shaw-
nee.

Includes the names of the S^wano clans.

Shawano linguistic material.

Manuscript, pp. 1-22, foolscap ; divided into

two portions—pp. 1-10, 11-22, each preceded by
an unnumbered page bearing a title compris-

Gatschet (A. S. )— Continued.
ing the above information. The manuscript

consists of texts with interlinear translation,

grammatic forms, phrases, and sentences. Col-

lected at Washington, D. C, February and
March, 1880, from Charles Bluejacket, delegate

of the Shdwanos to the United States Govern-

ment.

Delaware or Len^pi.
|
Terms col-

lected upon the Kiowa, Comanche and
Apache

|
reservation, Indian Territory,

in November, 1884, by
|
Albert S. Gat-

schet.

Manuscript, 12 pp. folio.

Ot^wa words |
collected from Joe

Pooler, at Anadarko, I. T.
|
in Novem-

ber 1884
I

by Albert S. Gatschet.

Manuscript; title 1 1. text pp. 3-29; a sm.

quarto blank book.

Shdiwano language. | Collected at

the Quapaw agency, Indian Territory
|

(four miles west of Seneca, Mo.)
|
by

|

Albert S. Gatschet,
|
Bureau of Eth-

nology, j
April 1885.

Manuscript, pp. 1-21 4°, being a small school

copy-book. Consists of words, phrases, and

sentences.

Mr. Gatschet was assisted by Susan Day,

Charles Bluejacket, and Lot Whiteday, all

native Shdwanos.

Menomoni
|
words and sentences,

|

obtained from
|
Joseph Hoskinaui, in-

terpreter,
I

(P. O. Kishina, State of Wis-

consin
I

Green Bay Agency),
|
By Albert

S. Gatschet.
\
Washington 1888.

Manuscript, pp. 1-42 of a blank '

' exercise

book." The above title is on p. 3.

These seven manuscripts are in the library

of the Bureau of Ethnology. In their tran-

scription Mr, Gatschet has used the alphabet

recommended by the Bureau.

Albert Samuel Gatschet was born in St. Beat-

enberg, in the Bernese Oberland, Switzerland,

October 3, 1832. His propedeutic education

was acquired in the lyceums of Neuchatel

(1843-'45) and Berne (1846-'52), after which he

followed courses in the universities of Berne

and Berlin (1852-'58). His studies had for their

object the ancient world in all its phases of re-

ligion, history, language, and art, and thereby

his attention was at an early day directed to

philologic researches. In 1865 he began the

publication of a series of brief monographs

on the local etymology of his country, enti-

tled " Ortsetymologische Forschungen aus der

Schweiz" (1865-67). In 1867 he spent several

months in London pursuing antiquarian studies

in the British Museum. In 1868 he settled in

New York and became a contributor to various

domestic and foreign periodicals, mainly on
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Gatschet (A. S. )— Continued.

scientific subjects. Drifting into a more attent-

ive study of the American Indians, lie pub-

lished several compositions upon their lan-

guages, the most important of which is " Zwolf

Sprachen aus dem Slidwestern Nordamerikas,"

"Weimar, 1876. This led to his being appointed

to the position of ethnologist in the United

States Geological Survey, under Maj. John "W.

Powell, in March, 1877, when he removed to

"Washington, and first employed himself in ar-

ranging the linguistic manuscripts of the Smith-

sonian Institution, now the property of the Bu-

reau of Ethnology, which forms a part of the

Smithsonian Institution. Mr. G-atschet has

ever since been actively connected with that

bureau. To increase its linguistic collections,

and to extend his own studies of the Indian

languages, he .has made extensive trips of

linguistic and ethnologic exploration among
the Indians of North America. A_fter return-

ing from a six months' sojourn among the

Klamaths and Kalapuyas of Oregon, settled

on both sides of the Cascade Range, he visited

the Kataba in South Carolina and the Cha'hta

and Shotimasha of Louisiana in 1881-'82,

the Kayowe, Comanche, Apache, Yattassee,

Caddo, Jfaktche, Modoc, and other tribes in the

Indian Territory, the Tonkawe and Lipans in

Texas, and the Atakapa Indians of Louisiana in

1884-'85. In 1886 he saw the Tlaskaltecs at Sal-

tillo, Mexico, a remnant of the Nahua race,

brought theie aboutl575 from Anahuac, andwas
the first to discover the affinity of the Biloxi

language with the Siouan family. He also com-
mitted to writing the Tunixka or Tonica lan-

guage of Louisiana, never before investigated,

and forming a linguistic family of itself. Ex-
cursions to other parts of the country brought
to his knowledge other Indian languages,—
the Tuskarora, Caughnawaga, Penobscot, and
Karankawa.
Mr. G-atschet is compiling an extensive report

embodying his researches among the Klamath-
Lake and Modoc Indians of Oregon, which will

form Vol. II of "Contributions to North Amer-
ican Ethnology." Among the tribes and lan-

guages discussed by him in separate publica-

tions are the Timucua (Florida), Tonkawe
(Texas), Yuma (California, Arizona, Mexico),

Chiimgto (California), Beothuk (Newfound-
land), Creek and Hitchiti (Alabama). His
numerous publications are scattered through
magazines and government reports, some being

contained in the Proceedings of the American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.

[Gay {Fere Robert Michel).] Gram-
maire algonquine. (*)

Manuscript in the seminary at the mission of

Lac des Deux Montagues (Oka), Canada, pre-

pared by the first superior of the mission. It

is in a little book which is torn. It includes

some pages of Algonkin names, with French
translations by Maurice Qu6r6 de Fieguron, the

second superior.

Gay (R. M.)— Continued.

During a visit to the above mission in the-

summer of 1882 1 saw a number of Algunquian

manuscripts, but not the above, the title of which-

was sent me subsequently b.y the late Mrs. Er-

minnie A. Smith, an employee of the Bureau of

Ethnology. I made an unsuccessful attempt to

see it on a later visit to Oka, in the summer of

1889, the Abb6 Cuoq assuring me there was no

such manuscript in their archives.

General description of Nova Scotia. See

Haliburton (T. C.)

Q-eneral discussion

:

Abnaki SeeBaillie • Grohman.
(W.A.)

Abnaki Court de Gebelin.
(A. de),

Abnaki Demillier (L. E.)

Abnaki Lausbert (C. F.)

Algonquiaa Bancroft (G.)

Algonquian Beverley (R.)

Algonquian Borsari (F.)

Algonquian Bradford (A. W.)
Algonquian Campanius Holm (T.)

Algonquian _ Cass (L.)

Algonquian Charlevoix (P. F. X.)

Algonquian Chateaubriand (F. A.

>

Algonquian Cuoq(J. A.)

Algonquian Elliott (A. M.)

Algonquian Featherman (A.)

Algonquian Gilij (F. S.)

Algonquian Haines (E. M.)

Algonquian Hale (H.)

Algonquian Haven (S. F.)

Algonquian Jefferys (T.)

Algonquian Le Hir (A.M.)

Algonquian Mcintosh (J.)

Algonquian Marcoux (J.)

Algonquian Mtiller (F.)

Algonquian Newcomb (H.)

Algonquian Pickering (J.)

Algonquian Priest (J.)

Algonquiaa Rawle (W.)

Algonquian Schoolcraft (H. R.)'

Algonquian Teza (E.)

Algonquian Trumbull (J. H.)

Algonquian "Worsley (I.)

Blackfoot Our.

Cheyenne Abert (J. "W.)

Cheyenne Jomard(E.F.)
Chippew^a Atwater (C.)

Chippewa Bond (J. W.)
Chippewa Copway (G.)

Chippewa Court de Gebelin (A.)'

Chippewa Gibbs (G.)

Chippewa Jameson (A. M.)
Chippewa Jefiferys (T.)

Chippewa J6han (L. F.)

Chippewa Kohl(J. G.)

Chippewa Our.

Chippewa Pickering (J.)

Chippewa Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Chippewa Tach^(A.A.)
Chippewa Zephyrin Engel-

hardt (C. A.)
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G-eneral discussion

Cree

Cree

Cree

Cree

Cree

Cree

Cree

Delaware
Delaware

Delaware

Delaware

Delaware

Delaware

Delaware
Delaware

Delaware
Illinois

Illinoia

Kikapoo
Maliseet

Manhattan
Mascoutin

Maasachusetta

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Menomonee

Miami
Miami
Micmac
Micmao
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Montagnaia
Montagnais

Montagnais

Narragansett

Nipissing

Ottawa
Ottawa
Pennsylvania

Pequot
Pottawotomi

Pottawotomi

Pottawotomi

Sac and Fox
Savanna
Shawnee
Shawnee
Virginia

"Wapanoo

•Continued.
Bond (J.W.)

Brinton (D. G-.

)

Faulmann (K.)

McLean (J.)

Nouvelle.

Kemas (—

)

Tach6(A.A.)
Duponceau (P. S.)

Heckewelder (J.

G.E.)

H eckewelder (J.

G. E.) and Du-

ponceau (P. S.)

History.

Humboldt (K. W.
von).

J6han(L.E.)

Kasstigatorskee.

Eaflnesque (C. S.)

Schermerhorn (J.F.)

Charlevoix (P. F.X.)

Lausbert (C. F.)

Charlevoix (P. F.X.)

Rand (S. T.)

Donck (A. van der).

Charlevoix (P. F.X.)

De Forest (J.W.)

Dnponceau (P. S.)

Francis (C.)

Mayhew (E.)

Zephyrin E n g e 1 •

hardt (C. A.)

Charlevoix (P. F.X.)

Schermerhorn (J. F.)

Dawson (J. W.)
Faulmann (K.)

Le Clercq (C.)

Our.

Rand (S. T.)

Allen (W.)

Edwards (J.)

Holmes (A.)

.J6hanl L. F.)

Kasstigatorskee.

Williamson (W.D.)
Laverlochere(J. N.)

Le Jeune (P.)

Tach6 (A. A.)

De Forest (J. W.)
D6p6ret (E.)

Assikinack (F.)

Lausbert (C. F.)

Court de Gebelin

(A. de).

De-Forest (J. W.)
Charlevoix (P. F. X.)

McCoy (I.)

"Walcott (A.)

Charlevoix (P. F. X.)

Donck ( A. van der).

Featherman (A.)

Schermerhorn (J. F.)

Court de Gebelin

(A.de).

Donck (A. van der).

G-entes

:

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Delaware

Miami
Mohegan
Pottawotomi

Sac and Fox
Satsika

Shawnee

Geographic names !

Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian
Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian
Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian
Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian
Algonquian

Algonquian
Arapaho
Blackfoot

Cheyenne
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa

e Legal (E.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Warren (W. W.)
Morgan (L. H.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Legal (E.)

Morgan (L. H.)

1 American Society.

Ballard (E.)

Boyd(S.G.)
Farmer's.

Greenleaf (M.)

Hanson (J.W.)

Hind(H.Y.)
Hubbard (L. L.)

Jones (N.W.)
Laurent (J.)

Maurault (J. A.)

Potter (C.E.)

Rand (S. T.)

Thoreau (H. D.)

True (N. T.)

Vassal (H.)

Warren (H.P.)

Willis (W.)

Ballard (E.)

Beckwith (H. W.)
Benson (E.)

Boyd (S. G.)

Chapin (A. G.)

Denton (D.)

Dryasdust.

Dunne (.1.)

Errett (R.)

Field (T.W.)

Ganong (W. F.)

Haines (E. M.)

Henderson (J. G.)

Hough (D.)

Lugrin (C.H.)

Mombert (J. L)

Schoolcraft (H. R.)

True (N. T.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Wheeler (C. H.)

Winthrop (J.)

Hayden (F. V.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Dodge (R.L)

Boyd(S.G.)

Brunson (A.)

Calkins (H.)

Connor (H.)

GiWUan (J, A.)

Hathaway (J.)

Kelton (D.H.)

Kohl (J. G.)
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Oeographic names-
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Cree

Cree

Cree

Cree

Cree

Cree

Cree

Cree

Delaware

Delaware
Delaware

Delaware
Delaware

Delaware

Long Island

Long Island

Long Island

Long Island

Long Island

Long Island

Maliseet

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Mississagaa

Mohegan
Mohegan
Montagnais

Montauk
Munsee
Narragansett

New Jersey-

New York
Passamaquoddy
Penobscot

Penobscot

Powhatan
Rhode Island

Sac and Fox
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Virginia

-Continued.

Lanman (C.)

Lanman (J. H.)

McLean (J.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Petitot (E.P. S:J.)

Schoolcraft (H.R.)

WitherelKB.F.J.)
Coats (W.)

Kelton (D. H.)

Lafl^che (L.F.R.)

McLean (J.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Petitot (E.F.S.J.)

Stuart (A.)

Tyrrell (J.B.)

Eoyd (S. G.)

Chapman (I. A.)

Heckewelder(J.Gr. E.)

Kelton (D.H.)

Sheafer <P. W.) *

Watson (J.F.)

DeKay (J. E.)

Jones (N. W.)
Pelletreau (W. S.)

Thompson (B. F.)

Tooker(W.W.)
Trumbull (J. H.)

Kain (S. AV.)

Baylies (F.)

Felt (J.B.)

Horsford (E. N.)

Jones (N. W.)
Eicketson (D.)

Brown G.S.)

Hubbard (L. L.)

Kain (S. W.)

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Caulkins (F. M.)

Street (A. B.)

Arnaud (C.)

Tooker (W. W.)
Boyd (S. G.)

Parsons (U.)

Gordon (T.)

Jones (N.W.)
Kilby (W. H.)

Greenleaf (M.)

Hubbard (L. L.)

Boyd (S.G.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Hamilton (W.)

Boyd (S G.)

Howe (H.)

Johnston (John).

Kelton (D. H.)

Bozman (J. L.)

Geography, Chippewa, SeeAbinoji.

Geological Snrvey: These words following a title

or within parentheses after a note indicate that

a copy of the work referred to has been seen by

the compiler in the library of the United States

Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.

Gerard (William Enggles). The word
savoyanne.
In the Torrey Botanical Club, Bull. vol. 2, pp,

72-73, New York, 1885, 8°. (PiUing.)

Names of dye-stuffs in Micmac, Cree, Odjib-

way, and Shawnee.

German (Eev. Orrin). Indian hymn^
Translated by the Eev. O. German,
Norway Ho[use].

In Missionary Outlook, vol. 1, pp. 97-98, To-

ronto, 1881, 4°. (Pilling.)

A translation into the Cree language of the

hymn "Sweet hour of prayer"—two stanzas.

No. I.)
I

D. L. Moody,
|
ookukaskwa-

wina
I

(his sermons.)
|
Translated into-

the language of the
|
Cree Indians.

|
By

0. German.
|

[Scroll.]
|

Toronto:
|
Methodist mission rooms,.

I

Temperance Street. [1885.]

Printed cover as above, no inside title, text

(entirely in the Cree language, Roman charac-

ters) pp. 1-20, 16°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Methodist hymns
|
translated into the

[Cree language.
|
By

|
Orrin German.

|

Toronto :
|
Methodist mission rooms.

I
1885.

Cree title: Methodist | nikumoowina. | A
meskooche itusinuhuk

|
nuheyuwawinik ise

|

Orrin German.
1

Toronto:
|
Methodist mission rooms.

I
1885.

Half-title (Methodist nikumoowina) recto 1.

1, English title as above verso 1. 1, Cree title as.

above recto 1. 2, verso blank; preface in English

pp. v-vi, in Cree pp. vii-viii (erroneously paged

xviii), half-title (Methodist nikumoowina) p. 9,

text (alternate English and Cree,Roman char-

acters) pp. 10-645, index to English hymns pp.

647-655, index to Cree hymns pp. 657-665, 16°.

Contains 328 hymns and (pp. 642-645) 5 dox-

ologies and benedictions.

" There are imperfections in the translation.

It is difficult to compress this sweetly-flowing

tongue into the measure ot English verse. This-

they know who have made the attempt. Yet
the endeavor has been made to preserve some-

what of the rhythm and metre, but not the

rhyme, of the original. It has been the trans-

lator's aim to preserve the best thought of the

hymn, and of each stanza, where it was impos-

sible to retain all."

—

Preface.

Copies seen: Pilling, Powell, Eames.

[ ] Methodist
|
ooyusoowawina. |

A
setoouikatake kiche mussinuhikun |

o'che.
I

[Scroll.]
|

Toronto :
|
Methodist mission rooms,

[Temperance Street.
|
[1885].

Translation: Methodist laws |or lules].

With scripture texts as proof.
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German (0.)— Continued.
Printed cover as above, no inside title, text

(entirely in tlie Cree language, Roman charac-

ters) pp. 1-12, 16°.

A translation of Charles and John Wesley's

rnles for the Methodists, 1743.

Oopies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

£ ] Meyoo-achimoowin |
mena

|
nunio-

weyapa-petoosayimowuk.
|
[Design.]]

Toronto:
|
Methodist mission rooms,

|

Temperance Street. [1885.]

Translation .• The good news and not different

they are thought.

Printed cover as above, no inside title, text

(entirely in the Cree language, Roman charac-

ters) pp. 1-18, 1-20, 16°.

Two of Mr. Moody's sermons translated into

the Cree language.

Oopies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell,

Cresuer (Abraham). New Brunswick;
|

with
I

Notes for Emigrants.
|
Compre-

heudiug the early history, an account

of the Indians, settle- [ ment, topog-

raphy, statistics, commerce, timber,

manufactures,
|
agriculture, fisheries,

geology, natural history, social
|
and

political state, immigrants, and con-

tem-
I

plated railways of that prov-

ince.
I

[Picture.]
|
By Abraham Gesner,

.€sq.
I

surgeon;
|
fellow [&c, six lines.]

|

London: Simmonds & Ward,
| 6,

Barge yard,
|
Bucklersbury.

|
1847.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso printers

11. preface pp. v-ix, contents pp. xi-xv, list of

illustrations p. xvi, text pp. 1-388, 8°.

Lord's prayer in Melicete, p. 117; in Micmac
(Quebec version), p. 118.

Oopies seen : Geological Survey.

G-ete dibadjimowin [Chippewa]. See

Baraga (F.)

Gete dibadjimowin [Chippewa]. See

Vogt (C.) and Gafron (J.)

Gibbs (George). Smithsonian miscella-

neous collections.
I

160
I

Instructions
|^

for research relative to the
|
ethnology

and philology
|
of

j
America.

|
Prepared

for the Smithsonian Institution.
|
By

|

George Gibbs.
|
[Seal of the institu-

tion.]
I

Washington:
|
Smithsonian institu-

tion :
I

March, 1863.

Title verso blank 1 1. contents verso blank 1 1.

introduction p. 1, text pp. 2-51, 8°.

Also forms part of vol. 7, Smithsonian Insti-

tution Miscellaneous Collections. Prepared
for and distributed to collectors, resulting in

the securing of many manuscripts, mostly phi-

lologic, which are now in the library of the

Eureau of Ethnology.

Gibbs (G.)—

^

Continued,
Numerals 1-10 of the Lenni Lenape (from

Zeisberger), p. 42.

Copies seen: Astor, Eames, National Mu-
seum, Pilling, Powell, Trumbull.

At the Field sale, no. 810, a copy brought

30cts. ; at the Squier sale, no. 415, 45 cts. ; at

the Pinart sale, no. 406, 1 fr. Priced by Koehler,
catalogue 465, no. 233, 1 M. 50 Pf.

A portion of this paper, including the nu-

merals, was reprinted in the Historical Maga-
zine, first series, vol. 9, pp. 249-252, New York,

1865, 40.

On the language of the aboriginal

Indians of America.
In Smithsonian Institution, Ana. Rept. 1870,

pp. 364-367, Washington, 1871, 8°.

Includes brief remarks on the Otchipw6 or

Chippeway language.

Principles of the Algonquin gram-

mar. 1861.

Manuscript, 5 pp. 4°, in the library of the Bu-

reau of Ethnology.

Chapter 1. Parts of speech, genders, num-
bers, cases, pp. 1-2.—Chapter 2. Of the different

attributes to which nouns are subject, pp. 3-5.

Vocabulary of the Sa-wan-wan or

Shawanee language. 1866.

Manuscript, 10 11. 4°, in the library of the

Bureau of Ethnology; Smithsonian form no. 170

of 211 words. Collected in February, 1866,

presumably from the following persons, whose
names appear on the verso of the 9th leaf:

Graham Rogers, first chief, David Deshane,

second chief, Charles Bluejacket, Charles

Tacker, Mathias King, John Perry, delegates

from the Shawanee tribe of Indians of the

State of Kansas.

A duplicate, or copy, accompanies the origi-

nal.

George Gibbs, the son of Col. George Gibbs,

was born on the 17th of July, 1815, at Suns wick,

Long Island, near the village of Hallett's Cove,

now known as Astoria. At seventeen he was
taken to Europe, where he remained two years.

On his return from Europe he commenced the

reading of law, and in 1838 took his degree of

bachelor of law at Harvard University. In

1848 Mr. Gibbs "went overland from Saint

Louis to Oregon, and established himself at

Columbia. In 1854 he received the appoint-

ment of collector of the port of Astoria, which

he held during Mr. Fillmore's administration.

Later he removed from Oregon to Washington
Territory, and settled upon a ranch a few

miles from Fort Steilacoom. Here he had his

headquarters for several years, devoting him-

self to the study of the Indian languages, and

to the collection of vocabularies and traditions

of the northwestern tribes. During a great

part of the time he was attached to the United

States government commission in laying the

boundary, as the geologist or botanist of ,the

expedition. He was also attached as geologist
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Gibbs (G. )— Continued.

to the survey of a railroad route to the Pacific,

under Major Stevens. In 1857 he was appointed

to the northwest boundary survey under Mr.

Archibald Campbell, as commissioner. In i860

Mr. Gibbs returned to New York, and in 1861

was on duty in "Washington in guarding the Cap-

itol. Later he resided in Washington, being

mainly employed in the Hudson Bay claims

commission, to which he was secretary, fle

was also engaged in the arrangement of a large

mass of mauuscript bearing upon the ethnol-

ogy and philology of the American Indians.

His services were availed of by the Smithson-

ian Institution to superintend its labors in this

field, and to his energy and complete knowl-

edge of the subject it greatly owes its success

in this branch of the service. The valuable

and laborious service which he rendered to the

Institution was entirely gratuitous, and in his

death that establishment as well as the cause

of science lost an ardent friend and important

contributor to its advancement. In 1871 Mr.

Gibbs married his cousin. Miss Mary K. Gibbs,

of Newport, R. I., and removed to New Haven,
where he died on the 9th of April, 1873.

Gibson (— ). Vocabulary of the Shawo-
nes.

In Gallatin (A.), Synopsis of Indian tribes,

in American Ant. Soc. Trans, vol. 2, pp. 305-

367, Cambridge, 1836, 8°.

Gilbert and Rivington': These words following a

title or within parentheses after a note indicate

that a copy of the work referred to has been

seen by the compiler in the printing of&ce of

that firm, London, England.

Gilbert (— ) & Rivington (— ). Speci-

mens
I

of tlie
I

Languages of all Na-
tions,

I

and the
|
oriental and foreign

types
I

now in use in
|
the printing

offices
I

of
I

Gilbert & Rivington,
|

limited.
|
[Eleven lines quotations.]

|

London :
j 52, St. John's Square,

Clerkenwell, E. C.
|
1886.

Printed cover as above, no inside title, con-

tents pp. 3-4, text pp. 5-66, 16°.

St. John iii, 16, in Eastern Cree (syllabic

characters) and Western Cree (Roman charac-

ters), p. 18; in Maliseet, p. 39; in Micmac, p.

43 ; in Ojibwa, p. 49.

Copies seen : Pilling.

[Gilfillan (Rev. Joseph Alexander).]

Anamie-nagumowinun
|
Wejibwemod-

jig
1
chi abadjitowad.

[

Published at
|
22 and 23 Bible house,

I
New York. [1884.]

Translation: Prayer-songs those who speak
Chippewa to use.

Printed cover as above, no inside title, text

entirely in Chippewa pp. 1-16, 16°.

Mr. Gilfillan informs me that these hymns
are taken for the most part from the collection

Gilfillan (J. A.)— Continued.
of Jones (P.) and others. The first hymn is a

translation of "Savior, when in dust to Thee,"

made by Rev. Frederic Smith, an Indian cler-

gyman at Red Lake, Minn., and M. C. English,

a half-breed of the same place.

^Copies seen : Pilling, Powell, Eames.

History of Indian missions in Min-

nesota.

In Church Review, vol. 46, pp. 537-556, New
York and London [1885], 8°.

Tribal names of the Algonqulan family, with

meanings, p. 541.

Minuesota geographical names
derived from the Chippewa language.

By Rev J. A. Gilfillan.

In Minnesota Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey,

fifteenth annual report, pp. 459>477, St. Paul,

1887,8°. (Geological Survey.)

A list of 439 names, many of them with literal

English signification.

See O'Meara (F. A.

)

Joseph Alexander Gilfillan (son of Alexander

Gilfillan, Surgeon, R. N., who was attached to

Sir John Franklin's first Arctic expedition in

the Trent, in 1819) was born near Londonderry,

Ireland, of pure Scotch descent, October, 1838

;

was educated in Londonderry, spent two years

in the University of Edinburgh, Scotland, and

in his nineteenth year emigrated to the United

States, settling in the then Territory of Minne-

sota. He studied three years for the ministry

in the Theological Seminary of New York, and
after traveling for a year in the Holy Land,

Egypt, Greece, and Italy, returned to Duluth,

where he was ordained in 1 870 He remained

in Duluth two years, spent on year in Brain-

erd, Minn., and in 1873 was sent as missionary

totheChippewas at White Earth, Minn., where
he has since remained.

Mr. Gilfillan has had the superintendence of

all the missionary work of the Episcopal

Church among the Chippewas in Minnesota,

his circuit covering an area of nearly three

hundred miles in the northern, sparsely inhab-

ited region of the Statt% and including eight

Indian churches, presided over by eight full-

blood Chippewa clergymen. Nine full-Mood

clerymen were trained and presented for ordi-

nation by him. In the fall of 1888 he built four

boarding-schools—one at "Wild Rice River, an-

other at Pine Point, another at Leech Lake, and
a fourth at Cass Lake.

Gilij (Abhate Filippo Salvadore). Saggio

I

di storia americana
|
o sia

|
storia natur-

ale, civile, e sacra
|
De' regni, e delle

provincie Spagnuole di Terra-ferma
|

nelF America meridionale
\
descritta

dalP Abate
|
Filippo Salvadore Gilij E

consecrata alia Santit^ di N. S. |
Papa

Pio Sesto
I
felicemente regnante

|

Tonio

lE-lV].
1
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Gilij (F. S.)— Continued.

Roma MDCCLXXX[-MDCCLXXX
IV] [1780-1784].

I

Per Luigi Perego

Erede SalYioni
|
Stampator Vaticano

nella Sapienza
|
Con Licenza de' Supe-

rior!.

4 vols. 8°. Each, of the four volumea has a

special subtitle, that of the third being as fol-

lows: "Delia religione, e delle lingue degli

Orinochesi, e di altri Americani," 1782; xvi, 430

pp. 80.

Appendice II. Delle piii celebri lingue Amer-

icane: Delia lingua Algonchina, ed Hur6na, pp.

265-272.—Cataloghidialcune lingue Americane

per fame il confronto tra loro, e conqueste del

nostro emisfero, pp. 355-393, contains a vocabu-

lary of Huron and Algonkin words, pp. 384-385.

Copies seen : Congress.

Leclerc, 1878, no. 238, prices a copy 120 fr. ; at

the Pinart sale, no. 407, the first three volumes

sold for 50 fr.

F. Salr. Gilij was born in 1721 at Legogne
(near Spoleto), and entered the Society of Jesus

in 1740. He went as missionary to South

America, for eighteen years traveled through

the countries watered by the Orinoco, and then
resided seven years at Santa r6 de Bogota.

After the expulsion of the Jesuits, he returned

to Italy, and died at Kome, 1189.—Leclerc.

Gill (Charles). Notes
|
sur de

|
Vieux

Manuscrits
|
Ab^nakis

|
par

|
Charles

Gill
I

Juge de la Cour Sup^rieure
|

Montr6al
|
Eus^be Sen^cal & fils, Im-

primeurs
| 20, rae Saint-Vincent

|
1886

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 3-22, 8°.

A detailed description of a number ofAbnaki
manuscripts preserved at the mission of Pierre-

ville, Canada, descriptions of which will be
found herein under the names of their respect-

ive authors.

It contains also a number of extracts from
the manuscripts described.

Copies seen : Pilling, Eames.

Glass (Bev. Erviu Bird). [Cree syllabic

instruction charts. Toronto, 1887. ]

Four charts, each about 18 by 24 inches. The
first is entitled "Syllables, Lesson I," and con-

sists of the Cree characters with the Roman
equivalents beneath; the second, "Exercise,

Lesson 11," consists of easy words and phrases,

syllabic and Roman ; the third, '

' Appendages,
Lesson III," and the fourth, "Explanations,
Lesson IV," teach the use and value of the
small marks found usually at the end of a syl-

lable.

The charts are for the use of the Cree In-

dians of Alberta Territory.

Copies seen : Pilling, Powell, Eames.
In a letter to me dated December 4, 1888,

Mr. Glass speaks of his work as follows: "I
am now preparing text-books in these syllables

for our Indian mission schools and for the

Glass (E. B.)— Continued.

camps. They are to be in English and syllables

in the same book. These syllabic publications

are not intended to supersede English, but to

meet a present want, and give the Cree tribes

some literature in their own language, as long

as it prevails as a language."

And under date of August 27, 1889, ho gives,

me this further information:

"The ' Primer and languagelessons ' as a text

book for our Indian schools, is now going

through the press. I am afraid you will not get

a copy of it in time for your Bibliography of the

Algonquian Languages. It is intended as a
reader and language instructor, and contains

40 lessons, each lesson in English and also in

Cree syllables on the opposite page. The book

is for the purpose of teaching Indians to read

and converse in English, while the syllabic^

equivalent lessons are for the teachers to ex-

plain the English to pupils, and also for the use

of missionaries and Indians who may wish ta

study the Cree syllables and grammar.

I have prepared the lessons myself, and als»

written them in the syllables in the idiomatic

Cree, as dictated by Rev. John McDougall,

who is the best Cree (white man) scholar in the

North West."

See McDougall (J.) and Glasa
(E. B.)

Mr. Glass was born in Hastings Co., Canada,,

in 1852, of Irish Methodist descent. He taught

school in Ontario and was graduated in arts at.

Victoria University, Cobourg, Ont., in 1882. He
has been ten years a missionary amongst the

Crees and preaches to those Indians without

the aid of an interpreter. His Indian school

secured the prize of $50 awarded by the Do-

minion government for proficiency during the

year ending June, 1889. He has been asked to

prepare a Cree dictionary but has not yet

(Aug. '89) begun the work.

[Goodrich (Samuel Griswold).] The
manners, customs,

|
and

|
antiquities

of the Indians
|
of

|
North and South.

America:
|
by the author of

|
Peter

Parley's tales.
|

Boston :
|
J. E. Hickman.

|
12 School

street. [1844.]

Pp. 1-336, plates, 12°.

The 23d psalm in the Massachusetts Indian

language (from Eliot), pp 261-262.—Chippewa

song with translation (from Schoolcraft), pp..

263-264.

Copies seen: Trumbull.

[ ] The manners, customs,
(
and

|

antiquities of the Indians
j
of

|
North

and South America :
|
by the author of

Peter Parley's tales.
|

Boston:
|

published by Rand and.

Mann, |
No. 3 Cornhill.

|
1849.
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Goodrich (S. G.)— Continued.

Frontispiece 1 1. fancy title 1 1. title as above

verso copyriglit 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv, contents

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 7-336, plates, 12°.

Linguistics as in the earlier edition titled

above.

Copies seen: Trumbull.

Gordon (Arthur Hamilton). Wilderness

journeys in New Brunswick. By the

Hon. Arthur Gordon.

In Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel in

1862-3 (edited by Francis G-alton), pp. 457-524,

London and Cambridge, 1864, 8°. (Congress.)

Melicete and Penobscot numerals 1-10, ob-

tained from a Melicete guide named G-abriel,

p. 482.—Two sentences in Melicete, illustrat-

ing the dual form, also from Grabriel, p. 483.

Reprinted as follows

:

-^— Ee-published by permission, j Wil-

derness journeys
I

in
I

New Brunswick
|

in 1862-3.
| By the Hon. Arthur Hamil-

ton GordoD,
I

Lieutenant Governor,

&c., &c.
I

Saint John, N. B,
| J. & A. M'Millan,

publishers, 78 Prince William street.
|

1864.

Printed cover as above, title aa above verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 3-64, 8°.

Numerals 1-10 of the Melicete and Micmac,

p. 26.

Copies seen: Congress.

The numerals are reprinted in the Historical

Magazine, vol. 9, first series, p. 145.

Gordon (H. L.) Legends of the north-

west.
I
By

I

H. L. Gordon,
|
Author of

** Pauline."
|
Containing

|
Prelude

—

The Mississippi.
|
The Feast of the Vir-

gins,
I
a legend of the Dakotas.

|
Wi-

nona,
I
a legend of the Dakotas.

|
The

Legend of the Falls,
|
a legend of the

Dakotas.
|
The Sea Gull,

|
the Ojibwa

legend of the pictured rocks of Lake
Superior.

|
Minnetonka.

|

St. Paul, Minn.
|
the St. Paul book

and stationery co. | 1881.

Printed cover, frontispiece 1 1. title verso

copyright 1 1. preface pp. iii-viii, text pp. 9-143,

errata slip, 8°.

Scattered throughout are many Dakota and
Ojibwa terms, translations being given in the

foot-notes.—Notes (1-86 and 1-27), pp. 124-143,

referring to the preceding texts, contain much
information as to the etymology and meaning
of Indian words.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology, Fames.

Gordon (John). See Vogt (C.) and
Gafron (J.)

ALa-

Gordon (Thomas). Indian names [in

New Jersey], with their signification.

In Barber (J. W.) and Howe (H.), Historical

collections of the State of New Jersey, p. 512,

New York, 1844, 8°, and in subsequent editions,

q. V.

Gospel according to Luke [Micmac].

See Rand (S.T.)

Gospel according to Mark [Micmac],

See Rand (S.T.)

Gospel according to St. John * * *

Maliseet. See Rand (S. T.)

Gospel according to St. Luke in Mikmak.
See Rand (S. T.)

Gospel according to Saint Matthew ** * *

Micmac. See Rand (S. T.)

Gospel of St. John [Micmac]. See Rand
(S.T.)

Gospel of St. Matthew in the Cree lan-

guage.

[London:] Church missionary so-

ciety. 1852. C)
Title from Bagster's Bible of every land. It

is probably a translation by the Eev. J. Hunter.

G-rammar

:

Abnaki See Laurent (J.)

Algonquian Algonquian.

Algonquian Cuoq (J. A.)

Algonquian Duponceau (P. S.)

Algonquian Gay(R,M.)
Algonquian Guichart de Kersi-

dent (V. F.)

Algonquian Knox (J.)

Algonquian Miiller (F.)

Algonquian Nicholas (L.)

Algonquian "White (A.)

Blackfoot Lanning (C. M.)

Blackfoot McLean (J.)

Blackfoot Tims (J. W.)
Chippewa Baraga (F.)

Chippewa Baraga (F.) and Bel-

court (G. A.)

Chippewa * Barnard (A.)

Chippewa Blackbird (A. J.)

Chippewa Chippewa.

Chippewa Hall (S.)

Chippewa Summerfleld (J.)

Chippewa Wilson (E. F.)

Cree Horden (J.)

Cree Howse (J.)

Cree Hunter (J.)

Cree Lacombe(A.)
' Cree

.
Mackay (J. A.)

Cree Yegreville (V. T.>

Delaware Zeisberger (D.)

Illinois Illinois.

Maliseet Rand (S. T.>

Massachusetts Eliot (J.)

Menomonee Krake (B.)

Micmac Demillier (L. E,>

Micmac Maillard (A. S.>

14:
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Grammar— Continued.
Micmao
Micmac
Micmac
Montagnais

Pottawotomi

Micmac.

Kand(S.T.)
Wood (T.)

Laure ^P.)

Gailland (M.)

Grammatic comments:

Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Alcfonquian

Alfijonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian
Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian

Arapaho
Atsina

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Cheyenne

Chippewa

Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Cliippewa

Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Cree

Cree

Cree

Cree

Cree

Delaware

Delaware
Delaware

Delaware
Delaware

Delaware

Delaware

Delaware

Delaware
Delaware

Delaware

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Miami

Miami
Micmac
Micmac

See Hale (H.)

Lincoln (E.)

Prince (J.D.)

Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J. S.)

Featherman (A.)

Gibbs (G.)

Heriot (G.)

Reland (H.)

Euttenber (E.M.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Hayden(F.Y.)
Adelung (J. C.) and
Yater(J. S.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Yater (J. S.)

B[ayden(F.Y.)

Wilson (E.F.)

Hayden (F.V.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Yater (J. S.)

Cass (L.)

Featherman (A.)

Gallatin (A.)

Haines (E. M.)

Hovelacque(A.)

James (E.)

Jones (P.)

Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Wilson (E.F.)

Adelung (J. C.) and

Yater (J. S.)

Bastian (P. W.A.)
Faraud (H.)

Yegr6ville (Y. T.)

Wilson (E. F.)

Adelung (J. C.) and

Yater (J. S.)

Bastian (P. W. A.)

Cass (L.)

Gallatin (A.)

Grube (B.A.)

James (E.)

Jar vis (S.F.)

Johnes (A.J.)

McCulloh (J. H.)

Wilson (E.F.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Yater (J. S.)

. Bastian (P. W.A.')

Gallatin (A.)

McCulloh (J. H.)

Eeland (H.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Yater (J. S.)

Yolney (C. F. C.)

Barratt (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Grammatic comments— Continued.
Micmac
Micmac
Mohegan

Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Montagnais
Narragansett

Nehethawa

Ottawa
Passamaquoddy
Shawnee

Grammatic treatise s

Abnaki
Abnaki
Algonquian
Algonquian

Algonquian
Blackfoot

Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Cree

Cree

Cree

Delaware
Delaware

Menomonee

. Micmac
Micmao
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Shawnee

Grasserie (Raoul de la). ^Etudes
| de

]

grammaire compar^e |.Du verbe : etre,
|

consid^r^ comme instrument d'abstrac-

tion
I

Et de ses diverses fonctions
|
par

I

Raoul de la Grasserie
|
Docteur [&c.

three lines.]
|

Paris
I

Maisonneuve et Ch. Leclerc,

^diteurs
| 25, quai Voltaire, 25, |

1887.

Printed cover as above, dedication 1 1. title as

above 1 1. text pp. 5-128, 8°.

Examples in a number of North and South

American languages, among them the Algon-

quian.

Copies seen : Gatschet.

jEtudes de grammaire compar^e.
|

De la conjugaison objective
|

par
j
Raoul

Lincoln (E.)

Prince (J. D.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Yater (J. S.)

Bastian (P. W.A.)
Cass (L.)

McCulloh (J. H.).

. Y6gr6ville (Y. T.)

Adelung (J. C.)and
Yater (J. S.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Yater (J. S.)

Wilson (E.F.)

Prince (J.D.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Yater (J. S.)

See O'Brien (M. C.)

Yetromile (E.)

Cuoq (J. A.)

Teza (E.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Legal (E.)

Adam (L.)

Belcourt (G. A.)

Chronicles.

Duponceau (P. S.)

F6rard(F.M.)

Hurlburt (T.)

Schoolcraft (H. K.)

Yater (J. S.)

Yerwyst (C.)

Adam (L.)

Legal (E.)

Y6greville (Y. T.)

Brinton (D. G.)

Duponceau (P. S.)

Zephyrin Engel-
hardt(C.A.)

Irving (—

)

Kauder (C.)

American Museum.
Duponceau (P, S.)

Edwards (J.)

Schmick (J.J.)

Gatschet (A. S.)
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Grasserie (R. de la)— Continued.

de la Grasserie, | docteur eu droit, juge

au tribunal de Rennes,
|
membre de la

80ciet6 de linguistique de Paris.
|

(Ex-

trait des Memoirs de la Soci6t6 de

linguistique, t. VI, 4® fascicule.)
|
[De-

.
sign.]

I

Paris.
I

Imprimerie nationale.
|
M

DCCC LXXXVIII [1888 J.

Printed cover as above, half-title reverse

blank 1 1. title as above reverse blank 1 1. text

pp. 5-39,8°.

In chapter 1 the "conjugaison objective con-

crete " is illustrated by examples from a num-
ber of American languages, among them the

Algonquian, and in chapter 3, the "conjugaison

objective polysynth6tique " also by examples

from the Algonquian.

Copies seen: Gatschet, PoweU.

Etudes
I
de

|
grammaire compar^e

|

De la cat6gorie du temps
j
par

|
Raoul

de la Grasserie
|
Docteur en Droit

|

Juge au tribunal de Rennes,
|
Membre

de la Soci^t6 de Linguistique de Paris.
|

Paris
I
Maisonneuve et Ch. Leclerc,

Miteurs
| 25, quai Voltaire, 25.

|
1888.

Printed cover as above, dedication verso

hlank 1 1. title as above verso blank 1 1. text pp.
1-195, additions and corrections 1 page, 8°.

The author makes use of many N'orth Amer-
ican languages— Aleut, Algonkin, Creek, Da-

kota, Eskimo, Iroquois, Maya, Nahuatl, Sahap-

tin, et al. ,- but the material pertaining to any
one of them is meager and scattered.

Copies seen : Gatschet.

Etudes
I

de
|
grammaire compar^e

|

Des
I

divisions de la linguistique
|

par

I
Raoul de la Grasserie

| Docteur en

Droit
1
Juge au tribunal de Rennes,

|

Membre de la Soci6t6 de Linguistique

de Paris.
|

Paris
I
Maisonneuve et Ch. Leclerc,

^diteurs
| 25, quai Voltaire, 25. I 1888.

Printed cover as above, dedication verso

blank 1 1. title as above verso blank 1 1. text

pp. 1-164, 8°.

A section entitled "Morphologie lexicologi-

que," pp. 87-108, contains a few words in

Nahuatl, p. 91; Dacotah, pp. 91-92; Cri, p. 92;

Chippewa, p. 93; Ab6uaqui, p. 93; Lenap6, p.

107.

Copies seen: Gatschet.

Etudes
I

de
|

grammaire compar^e
|

Des relations grammaticales
|
consid^-

r^es dans leur concept et dans leur ex-

pression
I

ou de la
|
cat6gorie des cas

|

par
I

Raoul de la Grasserie
| docteur

en droit
|
Juge au Tribunal de Rennes

Grasserie (R. de la) — Continued.

I

Membre de la Soci^t^ de Linguistique

de Paris.
|

Paris
I

Jean Maisonneuve, 6diteur
|

25, quai Voltaire,
|
25

|
1890

Printed cover as above, half-title verso blank

11. title as above verso blank 11. dedication

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-344, contents pp. 345-

351, 8°.

Examples from several North American lan-

guages are made use of by the author: Nahuatl,

Dakota, Othomi, Maya, Quiche, Totonaque,

Tcherokess, Algonquin, Tarasque, Esquimau,

Iroquois, Athapaske, Chiapaneque, Sahaptin,

Tchinuk, Choctaw, pp. 17, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74,

84, 129-132, 1 33, 177, 325-326, 394, 395.

Copies seen : Gatschet.

Gravier {Bev. James). [Dictionary of the

Illinois language. ]

Manuscript belonging to Dr. J. Hammond
Trumbull, Hartford, Conn., who permitted me
to inspect it and who subsequently furnished

me the following description

:

"It is a stout volume in quarto or small folio,

the leaf measuring llj by SJ inches. It has

been bound, but is now, and probably for many
years has been, without its covers. It has lost

the first two or three leaves at the beginning,

and perhaps as many at the end, and a few
other leaves have been somewhat injured by
mice. There remain 293 leaves (586 pages),

which average about 38 lines to the page, indi-

cating a total of about 22,000 words. The
arrangement is Illinois-French (not French-

Illinois). The dialect is that of the Peorias

(Peouaria), readily distinguished from the

Miami-Illinois by the use of r for Miami I.

Occasionally, however, words and phrases are

introduced which are marked as 'Miami.' The
manuscript is very neat and legible. The hand-

writing and the orthography, in my opinion

and in that of French scholars who have in-

spected it, show that it was written before or

not many years after the beginning of the 18th

century ; certainly, I should say, not later than

1710. If so, it cannot have been the work of

the Rev. Jos. I. Le Boulauger, whose connection

with the Illinois Mission has not been traced

before 1719. On nearly every page, however,

there are additions, corrections, or explana-

tions in at least two later and distinct hands;

but these are not more frequent than two or

three to the page on the average.
" Throughout the work references are made

to another volume or volumes, which contained

a grammar, lists of radicals, names of animals,

plants, medicines, etc.

"I conclude that this dictionary was com-

piled by Gravier, though I cannot positively

say that it is in his autograph, and that the ad-

ditions and emendations were made by his

successors in the mission, some of them, per-

haps, by Le Boulanger.

"The French-Illinois dictionary discovered
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Gravier (J.)— Continued,
by the late Hon. Henry C. Murphy [see Le
Boulanger (J, I.)], may have been the French-

Illinois counterpart of the Illinois-French dic-

tionary of Gravier, or may have been a tran-

script of that counterpart revised and com-

pleted by Le Boulanger ; but it appears that Mr.

Murphy's manuscript was in the Ifiami-Illinois

dialect, while the earlier work I have described

is unquestionably in that of the Peouaria-l\\\-

nois, among whom Gravier labored. Mr. Mur-
phy (to whom I showed the volume here de-

scribed) believed it to be of earlier date than

the French-Illinois dictionary belonging to

him."

More recent comparison shows the two dic-

tionaries to have no connection, the one with

the other.

In Dr. Trumbull's Notes on forty Algonkin

versions of the Lord's prayer, pp. 98-99, there is

given an Illinois version '

' as printed by Bodiani

\sic\, Oratio Dominica in CLV Linguas (Paris,

1806) 'ex. MS.'" concerning which the author

speaks as follows:

"A copy of this version, evidently from the

same original, was communicated to Dr. John
Pickering in 1823 as from a MS. grammar and
dictionary of the Illinois language. The Ms.

may have been that of Father Boulanger, mis-

sionary to the Illinois in 1721. The version is

more probably that of Father James G-ravier,

S. J., missionary from 1687 to 1706, who 'was

the first to analyse the language thoroughly

. and compile its grammar, which subsequent

missionaries brought to perfection.' I have

recently had the good fortune to discover the

long-lost dictionary of Gravier, with additions

and corrections by his successors in the Illinois

mission, and by its aid I am enabled to correct

some—though not all—of the errors of Bodoni's

copy."

According to Shea's Catholic Missions, p. 415,

note, a catechism in the Illinois language by
Father Gravier was in existence some years

since but seems to have been lost.

James Gravier, missionary, born in France

;

died in Mobile, Ala., in 1708. He was a member
of the Society of Jesus, and was sent as a mis-

sionary to Canada, but it is uncertain at what
time. He was stationed at Sillery in the autumn
of 1684 and the ensuing spring, but must have

gone west soon afterward, as he was on the

Illinois Mission in 1688, and succeeded

AUouez about 1690 as superior. He was ap-

pointed vicar-general by Bishop de Saint Vallier

in the following year. He has left a journal of

his mission extending from 20 March, 1693, to

15 Feb., 1694. He built a chapel outside the

French fort for the convenience of the Miami
Indians on St. Joseph's River, among whom he

labored with great success. He also visited

the Peorias, but without result. His chief

success was with the Kaskaskias, whose chief

he converted, and of whom he baptised 206 in

less than eight months. He also planned mis-

sions to the Cahokia and Tamarois bands of

Gravier (J.) — Continued.
Indians, which he subsequently carried out, a®
well as to the Osages and Missonris, who sent

embassadoi s to him. In 1696 he went to Mont-
real, but soon returned and devoted himself to

the more distant missions. In 1705 some of
the Illinois, instigated by their medicine men,
attacked him, and he was severely wounded.
The missionary proceeded to Paris for treat-

ment, but obtained little relief. He then went to

Louisiana, and landed at Isle Massacre, 12 Feb.,

1708. His wound, aggravated by his long

voyage, proved fatal soon afterward. Father
Gravier was the first to analyze the Illinois-

language and compile its grammar, which
subsequent missionaries brought to perfec-

tion.—AppZeton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Gray (Asa) and Trumbull (J. H.) Re-

view of Candolle's Origin of cultivated-

plants ;
with annotations upon certain

American species ; by Asa Gray and J.

Hammond Trumbull.

In American Journal of Science, vol. 25, pp.
241-245, 370-379; vol. 26, pp. 128-138, New-Ha-
ven, 1883, 8°.

Names of plants in a number of North
American languages, among them the Abnaki,

Chippewa, Virginia, and Narragansett.

Green (Dr. Samuel Abbott). History of

Medicine in Massachusetts.
|
A | Cen-

tennial Address
|
delivered before

|

the Massachusetts medical society
j
at

Cambridge.
|
June 7, 1881.

|
By

|
Sam-

uel Abbott Green, M. D.
|

Boston: |
A. Williams and company.

I

Old Corner Bookstore.
|
1881.

Half-title with list of books on verso 1 1. titl&

verso printer 1 1. dedication verso note 1 1. ad-

dress pp. 5-127, correction p. 128, appendix pp.

129-131, 8°.

The appendix contains a letter from Trumbull

(J. H.), pp. 129, 130, giving a number of terms^

for diseases in Massachusetts, Narragansett^

Chippewa, and Western Cree.

Copies seen : Fames, Pilling.

Groton |
during

|
the Indian wars, j*

By
I

Samuel A. Green, M. D.
|

Groton, Mass. |
1883.

Title verso printers 1 1. dedication versO'

blank 1 1. contents verso blank 1 1. text pp. 7-

192, index pp. 193-214, 8°.

Indian names applied by the early settlers to

streams, ponds, or places in the original town-

ship of Groton, and its neighborhood, and for

the most part still in common use, pp. 188-189.

Trumbull (J. H.), Meaning and derivation of

the original name of the town, pp. 189-190.

Copies seen: Fames, Massachusetts Histor-

ical Society, Pilling.
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Green (S. A.)— Continued.

Groton historical series.
|
No. XX

|

Two chapters in the early history
|
of

Groton.
|
Addenda et corrigenda.

|

Groton, Mass.
|
1887.

Half-title on cover as above, noinside title

;

text pp. 1-24, 8°.

Trumbull (J. H.), Letter concerning the In-

dian name of the town of Groton and of Lan-

caster, pp. 8, 9.

Copies seen: Pilling.

Greenleaf (Moses). Indian names of

some of the streams, islands, &c., on

the Penobscot and St. John rivers in

Maine ; furnished by Moses Greenleaf.

In American Soc. First Ann. Eept. pp. 49-53,

15ew Haven, 1824, 8°.

A list of more than a hundred Indian names

of geographic features with English definitions.

Greensky (Joseph). See Barnard (Al-

onzo).

Grohman (W. A. Baillie). See Baillie-

Grohman (W. A.)

Gros Ventre. ' See Atsina.

Grube (Bev. Bernard Adam). Dellawser-

isches
I

Gesang-Biichlein.

[Bethlehem: J. Brandmiiller. 1763.1

IN'o title-page, heading oul^^; text pp. 1-8, 16°

;

entirely in the Delaware language except Ger-

man headings to the hymns. See the fac-simile

of the first page,

I have seen but an incomplete copy of this

little work ; it is the only one known and is in

the library of the Pennsylvania Historical So-

ciety, Philadelphia, Pa., found by Mr. J. W.
Jordan, of that society, during 1886, in the ar-

chives of the Moravian mission at Bethlehem,

Pa.

[Harmony of the gospels translated

into the Delaware tongue. By Rev. B.

A. Grnbe.

Bethlehem: J. Brandmuller. 1763. J (*)

Title from Hildeburn's List of the issues of

the press in Pennsylvania. No copy is known
to exist, but the local records of the Moravian

Society supply evidence that the work was
printed.

Einige Dellawarische Redensarten

und Worte. (*)

Manuscript, 77 11. 12^, in the library of Har-

vard University, Cambridge, Mass. The text

begins with the above heading. The Delaware

and equivalent German are in alternate lines,

the former in Roman letter, the latter in Ger-

man script. The entries are not arranged

alphabetically. Some of the verbs are accom-

panied by partial inflections. What seems to be

another grouping is called "Einige kleine

Anreden an Indianer." This part is in col-

Grube (B. A.)— Continued.
umns, Delaware and English. Then follow

some more pages in Delaware and German, not

in columns.

This is one of the collection of '

' manuscripts

in the Delaware language presented to the

public library of the University at Cambridge

by the Hon. Ebenezer Lane, of the class of

1811, late Chief-Justice of the State of Ohio."

It is marked by Judge Lane : "A vocabulary

of Delaware language, presented by the Rev.

Mr. Grube to the Rev. Mr. Luckenbach on his

setting out upon his western missionary jour-

ney in 1800."

I am indebted to Mr. J. W. Jordan of the

Pennsylvania Historical Society for the follow-

ing notes:

The importance of communicating directly

with the Indians in order to dispense with the

services of an interpreter—at all times, and
especially in matters of religion, an unsatisfac-

tory medium of communication—claimed the

attention of the Moravians in America at an
early date. This led them to establish schools

for acquiring the prevaleut languages and dia-

lects of that people. A minute of a church

council held at Bethlehem, Pa., July 15, 1742,

recommends the study of the Delaware in order

to facilitate intercourse with individuals of

that nation, whose visits to the settlement were
then of almost daily occurrence. The Mohican
was diligently studied during the sojourn, in

1745, of 46 converts from Shecomeco, and the

Rev. JohnC. Pyrlaeus began the preparation of

a Mohican hymn-book, to which others also

contributed translations. From Bethlehem

the Indian school was removed to Gnaden-

huetten, where it continued until that settle-

ment was destroyed. Zeisberger, Post, and
other clergymen of the church, prominent in

the mission among the Indians, received their

first instruction in these schools.

In 1760 the mission at Wechquetanc (in

now Monroe County, Pa.) was commenced, and
the Rev. B. A. Grube appointed missionary.

Grube was familiar with the Delaware dialect,

and was ably assisted in the translation he un-

dertook there by the native assistant, Anton.

The following extracts are from the diary of

the mission, now in the archives at Bethlehem :

1761. January 18. — Anton & I [Grube]

worked at the Delaware translation of the "Acts
of the Days of the Son of Man" [a Harmony of

the Gospels].

1762. March 17.— To-day I sent the first-

sheets of the "Acts, &c.," to Brand miller at

Friedensthal to print.

April 13.— Brandrailler sent me proof to

read.

1763. February 13.—Anton & I have trans-

lated 56 chapters for the "Harmony."
April 1.— Brandmiller forwarded to-day first

proof of Essay of a DeltJ.ware Hymn Book.

Friedensthal was a small settlement of the

Moravians in Northampton Co., three miles east

of Nazareth, 13 milesnortheast from Bethlehem,
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Grube (B. A.) — Continued.
where was ground the grain raised on the
Moravian tract. John Braadrailler, who had in

his youth been a printer at Basel, Switzerland,

was diaplain in charge. In 1761 there were
sent from London to Bethlehem a printing press

and types. These were sent up lo Frieden-

sthal to Brandmiller, and with them he printed

the "Delaware Hymn Book," the "Harmony
of the Gospels," and, in 1766, " Die taglicken

Loosungen der Briider Gemeiue fiir das Jahr

1767. Gedruckt bey Bethlehem in der Fork Del-

lawarbyJohann Brandmiller. MDCCLXVII."
The Historical Society of Penn, have in

their collection a perfect copy of the latter, and

a fragment of the Delaware Hymn Book, which

the writer found in the Moravian archives at

Bethlehem in 1886. He is also searching for a

copy of the "Harmony," and feels confident of

ultimate success.

After the removal of the Moravian mission

to Friedenshuetten ( Wyalusing) on the Susque-

hanna River (Bradford Co., Pa.), the Grube
Hymn Book and Harmony were in use there

for some years.

The diaries of the missions at Wechquetanc
and Friedenshuetten have been edited by the

writer and published in The Moravian.

Bernhard Adam Grube, born 1715, near Er-

furth, Germany, and educated at Jena, came to

Pennsylvania in June of 1746 with a Moravian

colony. At first he was employed in the

schools at Bethlehem. In 1752 he was stationed

at the Indian mission at Meniolagomeka (now
in Monroe Co., Pa.), where he continued th©

study of Delaware and daily held meetings for

the Indians. In the summer of that year he

visited Shamokin and Wyoming, and remained

fifteen months at the first-mentioned town. In
October, 1753, he was sent to North Carolina,

and returned to Bethlehem in 1754, and in 1755

was appointed to Gnadenhuetten, whence he

barely escaped with his life on the memora-
ble night of Nov. 24th. In 1758 he was de-

spatched to Pachgatgoch (Kent) in Connecti-

cut. In October of 1760 he removed to Wech-
quetanc. On the outbreak of the Pontiac

war this station was abandoned, and he with-

drew with his 44 Indians to Bethlehem. From
the latter place, where he was joined by 77

converts from N"ain (near Bethlehem), he ac-

companied them to the barracks at Philadel-

phia and thence to Province Island, whither

the government was necessitated to remove
them for safety. Here they remained between
November, 1763, and March, 1765. On the return

of the converts to Bethlehem his missionary

career ended. Soon after, he was appointed

pastor at Lititz, Lancaster Co. In 1780 he was
commissioned to visit the Indian mission in

Ohio. His last appointments were at Hope, N.

J., and Emaus (Lehigh Co.), Pa. He died at

Bethlehem March 20, 1808, in his 93d year.—

Jordan.

[Gueguen ( Fere Jean Pierre) . ] Nabowe-
winan [and other prayers.]

[Montreal: Beauchemin& fils. 1887.]

No title-page ; text in the Cree language (Ro-

man characters) pp. 1-4, 16°. For the use of the

Roman Catholic Indians of Lake Temiskaming,
Abitibi, and others on the upper Ottawa River.

On the fourth page is the license : Imprimatur

I
tN. Z. Lorrain | Ev. de Cythere

|
Vic. apost.

de Pontiac.
| Pembroke, 7 Mai 1887.

Prayers after the mass as follows : Nabowe-
winan, p. 1.— Ave Maria Nisin kata ikitowak,

p. 1.—Salve Regina Panima kata ikitowak, p.

2.—Aiamiata, p. 3.—Minawatc kata ikitowak,

pp. 3-4.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[Prayers to be said after mass, in the

Cree language.

Montreal: Beauchemin& fils. 1887.]

No title-page ; text in the Maskegon dialect

(syllabic characters) pp. 1-4, 16°. For the use
of the Roman Catholic Indians of Albany, Moose
Factory, Mekiskan, and Waswanipi. On p. 4 is-

the license: Imprimatur
|
IN. Z. Lorrain

|
Ev.

de Cythere
|
Vic. apost. de Pontiac. | Pembroke,

7 mai 1887.

A prayer with heading in syllabic char-

acters, p. 1.—Ave Maria, p. 1.—Salve Regina, p.

2.—Two prayers with headings in syllabic char-

acters, pp. 3-4.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ —— ] Tapowewina [and other prayers.]

[Montreal: Beauchemin &-fils. 1887.]'

No title-page; text in the Cree language

(Roman characters) pp. 1-4, 16°. For the use

of the Roman Catholic Indians of St. Maurice

River, Kinkendatc,Manawan,Coucoucache, and
Weymontaching. On the fourth page is the

license: Imprimatur {IN. Z. Lorrain
|
Ev. de

Cythere
|
Vic. apost. de Pontiac.

|
Pembroke,

7 mai 1887.

Prayers to be said after mass as follows:

Tapowewina, p. 1.—Ave Maria, Nictwaw ta

itwewak, p. 1.—Salve Regina, Patima ta itwe-

wak, p. 2.—Aiamiata, p. 3.—Minawatc ta itwe-

wak, pp. 3-4.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

L. J. C. et M. I.
I

Kikinoamati-ma-

sinaigan, |
T66dit6 par les .soins du

|

R6vd. P^ue J. P. Gueguen, O. M. I.
j

[Design.]
|

Moniang [Montreal]:
|
tak8abikic-

kote endatc Jos. Fonrnier.
|
1889.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

license to print 1 1. text pp. 3-15, 16°.

A small primer for children, in the Cree Ian-

guage, containing the alphabet and easy sylla-

bles from A, E, I, O, to Ack, Eck, Ick, Ock, in.

capital and small letters, followed by easy read-
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Gueguen (J. P.) —Continued.
ing lessons and prayers. A list of the numer-

als 1-10000 is on pp. 14-15.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

See Deleage (F. R.) for title of the work from

which this was extracted.

L. J. C. et M. I.
I
Kiskinoamati-Ma-

sinaig-an
|
gaie

|
aiamie

|
kokwecljimi-

towini-masinaigan
|
a Pusage des saa-

vages du Saint-Maurice
|

(Postes de

Wemontacliing, Okikendatc, Manawan

I

Coucoucache) etde Mekiskan.
|

Public

sous les soins du
|
R^v. Pere Jean-

Pierre Gueguen, O.M.I.
I

[Design.]
|

Montr6al
|
C. O. Beauchemin & fils,

lib.-imprimeurs
|
256 et 258, rue Saint-

Paul
I
1889

Title verso approbation 1 1. text in the Cree

language (Roman characters) pp. 3-32, 16°.

Alphabet and primary lessons, with numer-

als 1-10000, pp. 3-10. — Prayers, pp. 11-17.—
Abridgment of catechism, pp. 17-32.

Copies seen .- Eames, Pilling, Powell.

This little work, intended for children, is an

extract from the following:

. L. J. C. et M. I.
I

Niirawe
|
aiamie

masinaigan
|
ou

|
recueil de prieres,

cat^cliisiue |
chemin de la croix et

cantiques |
a I'usage des sauvages du

Saint-Maurice
|
(Postes de Wemontach-

ing, Okikendatc, Manawan
|
Coucou-

caclie) et de Mekiskan.
|
Public sous les

soins du
|
E6v. Pere Jean-Pierre Gue

guen, O. M. I.
|

[Design.]
\

Montr6al | C. O. Beauchemin & fils,

lib.-imprimeurs
|
25b et 258, rue Saint-

Paul
I
1889

Half-title verso approbation 1 1. title verso

preface 1 l.text (Roman characters) pp. 5-190,

index pp. 191-192, 16°. Entirely in the Cree

language.

This book consists of five parts: Alphabet

and reading lessons for the Indian youth,

with numerals 1-10000, pp. 5-16.—Prayers for

the morning, for the evening, before confession,

etc. pp. 17-53. —Catechism, pp. 54-121.—The
way of the cross, pp. 122-152.—Some select can-

ticles, pp. 153-190.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

—— L. J. C. M. I.
I

Eecueil
|
de prieres

|

cat^chisme et cantiques
|
A I'usage des

Sauvages de la Baie d'Hudson
|
(Postes

de Moose Factory, New-Post, Albany,

Waswanipi
|

et Mekiskan).
|
Publi6

sous les soins du |
Rev. Pere Jean

Pierre Gueguen, O. M. I.
|

[Design.]
|

Montreal
| C. O. Beauchemin & fils,

lib.-imprimeurs
|
256 et 258, rue Saint-

Paul
I
1889

Gueguen (J. P.)— Continued.
Half-title verso approbation 1 1. title verso

alphabet 1 1. text in the Cree language (syllabic

characters) pp. 5-109, 16°.

Prayers, pp. 5-22.—Catechism, pp. 23-69.—

Canticles, pp. 70-109.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

For earlier editions of this work see Laver-

lochere (J.N.) and G-arin (A. M.); also Lebret

(L.M.)

Father Jean Pierre Gu6guen, O. M. I., was
born at Ploudalm6zeau, Bretagne, France,

September 18, 1838. Came to Canada in 1864

and went first to Maniwaki; was removed to

Lake Temiskaming in 1865 and visited the

missions of Abitibi, Mattawan, Temiskaming,
and Tamagaming. In 1867 he visited for the

first time the missions of the St. Maurice and
Mekiskan rivers, and in 1869 and 1870 went as

far as Lake Mistassini. This (1888) is the 22d

year that he has visited those missions of the

St. Maurice. He is considered by many the

most expert man of the Dominion in the Indian

languages. At the present time he resides at

Maniwaki, on the Gatineau River, and is work-
ing at the translation of the catechism and
other prayers and canticles into the dialect of

the Weymontaching Indians.

—

Lorrain.

Guichart de Kersident (Pere Vincent

Fleuri). Mr. Guichart N" 14
|

Jer Ex-
amen de conscience Alkonquin et Iro-

quois
I

2^ Pens^es, prieres a suggerer

aux malades
|
3 Exhortation apres la

confession
|
4 Prieres

Manuscript; title as ahove (in the right-hand

corner of which is the date 1757-1793) reverse

blank 1 leaf and 47 otherunnumbered 11. sm. 4P

;

in the mission of Lac des Deux Montagues, Oka,

Canada. The recto of 1. 2 is blank ; the verso be-

gins with the Examen in Algonqtiin, and on the

opposite page, recto 1. 3, commences the same in

Mohawk, continuing to recto of 1.40, theleft-hand

pages being in Algonquin, the right in Mohawk.
In many cases the French, andin some cases the

Latin, equivalents of the questions and answers
are given on the Algonquin pages. Each ques-

tion and answer is numbered, each page begin-

ning a new numbering. Verso 1. 40 begins the

Pensees, prieres, in French and Mohawk, which
extend to verso of 1. 42. Eecto 1. 43, Exhortation

apres la confession, in Mohawk; the recto of

1. 44 is blank, the verso being occupied with a

table of relationships in French and Mohawk,
continuing to recto of 1. 45, the verso of which
is blank, as is also the recto of 1. 46. Verso of

1. 46, Credo in Mohawk ; recto of 1. 47, Pater, Ave
Maria, Foy, Esp6rance, Amour, the last contin-

uing to verso of the leaf, which also contains

the Confiteor ; 1. 48, recto. Contrition, Sub tuum,
verso blank.

The manuscript is nicely written, has been
bound, and is well preserved.
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Guichart de Kersident (V. F.)—Cont'd.
[ ] Grammaire algonquine.

Manuscript, 50 11. 4°, in the archives of the

Catholic church at Lac des deux Montagues
(Oka), Canada. Interspersed with the text are

a numher of blank leaves upon which are

written, in different handwritings and appar-

ently at different dates, notes relating to the

coming and going of various missionaries

attached to this station; among them is one

which reads : "Guichart au lac 1754-mort 1793."

Guichart de Kersident (V. F.)—Cont'd.
"Vinceut Fleuri Guichart de Kersident cam©

from France in 1754,learned the two languages,

and served, sometimes conjointly, sometimes

successively, the Iroquois and the Algonkina
of the Lac des Deux Montagues. He has left

some instructions both in Algonkin and Iro-

quois. He knew the plain-chant well, and has
left us several manuscripts of songs with notes.

His portrait is preserved at the Lake of the
Two Mountains. He died in 1793."—Cwog.



H.

Hadley (Lewis Francis). Vocabulary of

the Shawnee.
Manuscript, 11. 1-32, folio, in the library of

the Bureau of Ethqplogy ; received in Septem-

ber, 1882.

General remarks, p. 1.—Pronouns and declen-

sion of auxiliary verbs, pp. 2-9.—A partial con-

jugation of the verb to be, pp. 10-14.—Opposing

adjectives, pp. 15-16. — Adverbs of various

classes, pp. 17-22. — Prepositions, pp. 23-26.

—

Conjunctions, pp. 27-28.—Interjections, p. 29.

—

ITumeral adjectives, p. 30.—Remarks, p. 31.

Hagius (Barnimus), pseud. See Miiller

(A.)

Haines (Elijah Middlebrook). Indian

names [of geographic features in the

northwest].

In Blanchard (R.), Discovery and conquest

of the northwest, pp. 475-484, Chicago, 1880, 8°.

A list of geographic names, alphabetically

arranged, with English significations, in Algon-

quin, Appalachian, Iroquois, and Dakota, pp.
475-477.—General remarks on the Algonquin

language, p. 477.

—— The
I
American Indian

|
(Uh-nish-

in-na-ba).
|
The Whole Subject Com-

plete in One Volume
|
Illustrated with

Numerous Appropriate Engravings.
|

By Elijah M. Haines.
|
[Design.]

|

Chicago:
|
the Mas-sin-n^-gan com-

pany,
I
1888.

Title verso copyright notice etc. 1 1. preface

pp. vii-viii, contents and list of illustrations

pp. 9-22, text pp. 23-821, large 8°.

Comparison of Indian and Asiatic languages

(19 words), from Mcintosh, principally Algon-

quian, pp. 62-63.

Chapter VI, "Indian tribes," gives special

lists and a general alphabetic list of the tribes

of North America, derivations of tribal names
being frequently given, pp. 121-171.

Chapter X, "Indian languages," besides

remarks of a general nature, treats of the

grammar of the Algonquin (Ojibway), giving

numerous examples, largely based on Eev. E.

F.Wilson's Manual, pp. 186-196.—Lord's prayer

in Algonquin, Ojibway dialect, English inter-

linear, pp. 196-197.—Ojibway names of persons,

"withmeanings (fromPeter Jones), pp. 327-328.—

Algonquian local names (from Trumbull), pp.

Haines (E. M.)— Continued.
332-333.—Names of the nine established feasta

of the Ojibway8 (from James), pp. 368-370.

—

Ojibway names of stars (from James), pp. 420-

421.—Names of the four seasons among the

Algonquin tribes, with meanings, p. 425.

—

Names of the months or moons in the Ojibway
of Canada, Ojibway of Lake Superior, Cree,

Ottawa, and Menominee, pp. 426-*29.

Chapter XXXVI, Numerals and use of num-
bers: Illustrations of the Indian mode of count-

ing (from Schoolcraft), including Micmac exam-

ples, p. 435.—Numerals 1-102 in the language of

the Ojibway of Chegoimegon (from Wm. W.
Warren), p. 438; of the Ojibway of the Upper
Mississippi (from Mr. Fairbanks), p. 439; the

Micmac, pp. 444-445; Arapahoe and Cheyenne,

pp. 445-446. — Numerals 1-10 of the Ojibway
(from James), Musquake (from James), Minsi,

Algonquin, and Delaware (all three from Heck-

ewelder), Menominee, p. 447; Cree (from Say),

Quaddie, Penobscot, and Miami (all three from

Duponceau),p. 448; Shawnee andUnachog (from

Duponceau), Natick and Nousaghauset, (from

Eliot's bible), Sourikwosiorum. Canadenses,

and Saukikani (all three from De Laet), Algon-

quin and Chippeway (from Long), New Stock-

bridge, p. 449; Mohegan, Monsee, Naudoway
(from James), Pottawattamie, Ottawa (from

James), p. 450; Cree (from McKenzie), Cree

(from a native), Algonquin (from McKenzie),

Mahnesheet, p. 451.—Indian songs, with trans-

lations (Algonkin, from Scboolcraft), pp. 529-

531.

Chapter XLVIII, pp. 571-597, is on "Indian

biography," and consists of a list of names of

celebrated chiefs and personages, meanings

sometimes being given.

Chapter XLIX, pp. 598-603, is on "Eliot's

Indian bible," and gives a transcript of the

Indian title of the 1663 edition.

Chapter LV is entitled "Vocabularies," and

contains about 70 words in each of the follow-

ing languages, among others : Ojibway, Miami,

Menominee, Shawnee, Blackfeet, Delaware,

Arapahoe, Sheyenne, pp. 669-675.—Short vocab-

ulary (21 words) showing comparison of

words in the dialects of some of the New
England tribes of the Algonquin group (Mas-

sachusetts, Narragansett, Mohegan), p. 676.

—

Vocabulary comparing pronouns and other

parts of speech (I, thou, he, yes, no) in the dia-

lects of various Indian tribes, showing the sim-

217
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Haines (E. M.) — Continued.
ilarity in numerous instances ( Blackfeet, Dela-

ware, Menominee, Miami, Ojibway, Shawnee,

Sheyenne), p. 676.—Words and phrases, Algon-

quin language, Ojibway dialect, with English

equivalents, pp. 677-703.—Indian geographical

names, alphabetically arranged, with deriva-

tions (from Heckewelder, Schoolcraft, Trum-
bull, Morgan, aad others), largely Algonquian,

pp. 7C4-80S.—Indian names by which localities

(here alphabetically arranged) were formerly

known (partially Algonquian), pp. 807-821.

Copies seen: Congress, Pilling.

Haldeman (Samuel Stehman). On some

points of linguistic ethnology : with il-

lustrations, chiefly from the aboriginal

languages of America, By Prof. S. S.

Haldeman, A. M.
In American Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. 2d meeting,

pp. 423-426, Boston, 1850, 8°.

Examples in Cherokee, Lenape, and Wyan-
dot.

Reprinted, with additions, as follows

:

On some points in linguistic ethnol-

ogy; with illustrations, chiefly from

the aboriginal languages of North

America. By S. S. Haldeman, A. M.
In American Acad. Arts, and Set. Proc. vol. 2,

pp. 165-178, Boston and Cambridge, 1852, 8°.

Analytic orthography:
|
an

|
inves-

tigation of the sounds of the voice,
|

and their
|
alphabetic notation

; |
in-

cluding
I
the mechanism of speech,

|

and its bearing upon
|
etymology.

|
By

I
S. S. Haldeman, A. M.,

|
professor in

Delaware college;
|
member [&c. six

lines.]
I

Philadelphia:
|

J. B. Lippincott &
CO.

I
London: Triibner & co. Paris:

Benjamin Duprat. | Berlin: Ferd.

Dummler.
|
1860.

Half-title "Trevelyan prize essay" verso

blank 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. preface pp. v-vi,

contents pp. vii-viii, slip of additional correc-

tions, text pp. 5-147, corrections and additions

p. 148, 40.

Eemarks on the Chippeway language, pp.
135-136.—ISTumerals 1-10 of the Lenape (two

versions), Chippeway, Penobscot, Passama-

quoddy, Potewatemi, and Shawanee, pp. 145-

146.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Bureau of Ethnology, Eames, Trumbull.

First printed in American Philosoph. Soc.

Trans, new series, vol. 11. (*)

Samuel Stehman Haldeman, naturalist, was
born in Locutt Grove, Lancaster County, Pa.,

August 12, 1812 ; died in Chickies, Pa., Septem-

ber 10, 1880. He was educated at a classical

school in Harrisburg, and then spent two years

in Dickinson College. In 1836 Henry D. Rogers,

Haldeman (S. S.)— Continued.
having been appointed state geologist of N"ew
Jersey, sent for Mr. Haldeman, who had been
his pupil at Dickinson, to assist him. A year
later, on the reorganization of the Pennsylvania
geological survey, Haldeman was transferred to

his own state, and was actively engaged on the

survey until 1842. He made exten sive researches

among Indian dialects, and also in Pennsylvania
Dutch, besides investigations in the English,

Chinese, and other languages. — Appletori's

Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

[Hale (Horatio).] Remarks
|
on the

|

Language of the St. John's
|
or

|
Wlas-

tukweek Indians,
|
with a | Penobscot

vocabulary.
|

Boston.
I
1834.

Title verso advertisement 1 1. text pp. 3-8, 8°.

The pages following the title-leaf are num-
bered 1, 2, 3, 4, one ixnnumbered, 8. At the top
of the first page of the text is the heading:

Remarks
| on | Some Words in the Language

I
of the

I
St. John's or Wlastukweek Indians.

I
By H. E. H.

General remarks, p. 3 (wrongly numbered
1).
—"Cognate dialects," including the numer-

als 1-10, and a few words of the Penobscot, St.

John's, and Micmao, p. 4 (wrongly numbered
2).—N"otes on the differences of the foregoing

specimens, p. 5 (wrongly numbered 3).—Gram-
matical character, ""p. 6 (wrongly numbered
4).—Collection of words and phrases in the

Penobscot dialect (nouns, pronouns, and verbs),

pp. 7-8 (p. 7 being unnumbered).

Copies seen: American Philosophical Society,

Lenox. The latter co^^y lacks the title-pago

and last leaf.

Concerning this little work Mr. Hale writes

me as follows : '

' You may be amused to learn that

this youthful production of mine was not only

written at the age of seventeen, during my sec-

ond year at Harvard, but was printed by my-
self. Some Indians from Maine came—I do
not remember how or why—and encamped on

the college grounds. I took down a vocabulary

from them, and, having a knowledge of type-

setting, I took it to a printing office, and there

put it into type and printed off fifty copies,

which I sent to persons whom 1 thought likely

to be interested in it. I have some idea of re-

printing it, with these particulars by way of

preface.
'

' I shallalso have to ask you to omit the initial

E from my name. Finding that there was
no other Horatio Hale from whom I needed to

be distinguished, I dropped this useless and

cumbersome adjunct from the time I became of

age. All my works except the little pamphlet

just referred to have appeared without it.
"

United States
|
exploring expedi-

tion.
I

During the years
|
1838, 1839,

1840, 1841, 1842.
|
Under the command

of
I

Charles Wilkes, U. S. N.
|
Vol. VI.

|

Ethnography and philology. | By
|
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Hale (H.) — Continued.

Horatio Hale,
|
philologist of the expe-

dition,
j

Philadelphia :
|
printed by C. Sher-

man.
I
1846.

Half-title "United States exploring expedi-

tion, by authority of Congress" verso blank

1 1. title verso blank 1 1. contents pp. v-vii,

alphabet pp. ix-xii, half-title verso blank 1 1.

text pp. 3-666, map, i°.

Vocabulary of the Satsikaa or Blackfeet, pp.

570-629, lines 13.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con.

gress, Lenox, Trumbull.

AttheSquiersale, no. 446, a copybrought $13

;

at the Murphy sale, no. 1123, half maroon mo-

rocco, top edge gilt, $13.

Also issued with the following title

:

United States
|
exploring expedi-

tion.
I

During the years
|
1838, 1839,

1840, 1841, 1842. |
Under- the command

of
I
Charles Wilkes, U. S. N.

I
Ethno-

graphy and philology.
|
By

|
Horatio

Hale,
I

philologist of the expedition.
|

Philadelphia: |
Lea and Blanchard.

I

1346.

Half-title "United States exploring expedi-

tion " verso blank 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. con-

tents pp. v-vii, alpliabet pp. ix-xii, half-title

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-666, map, 4°.

Copies seen: Eames, Lenox.

Indian migrations, as evidenced by
language.

In American Antiquarian and Oriental

Journal, vol. 5, pp. 18-28, 108-124, Chicago,

1883. 8o.

General remarks on the Algonquian lan-

guages, with a few examples from Trumbull,

pp. 112-113.

Issued separately as follows

:

Indian migrations,
|
as evidenced by

language:
|
comprising

|
The Huron-

Cherokee Stock : The Dakota Stock :

The Algonkins :
|
The Chahta-Muskoki

Stock: The Moundbuilders:
| The

Iberians.
|
By Horatio Hale, M. A.

| A
Paper read at a Meeting of the Ameri-

can Association for the Advance-
|
ment

of Science, held at Montreal, in August,

1882.
I

Reprinted from the "*' American

Antiquarian" for January and April,

1883.
I

Chicago:
|
Jameson & Morse, Print-

ers, 162-164 Clark St.
|
1H83.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 1-27, 8°.

Copies seen ,• Brinton, Eames, Pilling, Powell,

Trumbull.

Clarke and co. 1886, no. 6418, price a copy 35

cents.

Hale (H.) — Continued.

Report on the Blackfoot tribes.

Drawn up by Mr. Horatio Hale.

In British Ass. Adv. Sci. Eeport of the 55th

meeting, pp. 696-708, London, 1886, 8°.

Comparative vocabularies (75 words) of En-
glish, Blackfoot, Cree, and Ojibway, pp. 702-703.

Issued separately without title-page, re-

paged 1-12. (Bureau of Ethnology.)

The development of language. By
Horatio Hale.

In Canadian Inst. Proc. third series, vol. 6,

pp. 92-134, Toronto, 18^8, 8°.

"Words expressive of abstractions in Algon-

kin, Ojibway, and Massachusetts, pp. 129-130.

Issued separately as follows :

The
I

development of language.
| A

paper read before the Canadian Insti-

tute,
I

Toronto, April, 18S8.
|
By

\

Horatio Hale.
|

Toronto:
|
the Copp, Clark com-

pany, limited.
|
1888.

Printed cover as above, title as above re-

verse blank 1 1. text pp. 3-45, 8°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

Race and language. By Horatio

Hale.

In Popular Science Monthly, vol. 32, pp. 340-

351, N"ew York, 1888, 8°.

Micmao, Chippewa, and Delaware terms
passim.

Horatio Hale, ethnologist, born in Newport,
liT. H., May 3, 1817, was graduated at Harvard in

1837, and was appointed in the same year phil-

ologist to the United States exploring expedi-

tion under Capt. Charles Wilkes. In this ca-

pacity he studied a large number of the lan-

guages of the Pacific islands, as well as of

ISTorth and South America, Australia, and
Africa, and also investigated the history, tradi-

tions, and customs of the tribes speaking those

languages. The results of his iuquiries are

given in his "Ethnography and Philology,"

(Philadelphia, 1846), which forms the seventh

volume of the expedition reports. He has

published numerous memoirs on anthropol-

ogy and ethnology, is a member of many learned

societies both in Europe and in America, and
in 1886 was vice-president of the American As-
sociation for the Advancement of Science,

presiding over the section of anthropology.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Halfmoon (Charles). A collection
| of

|

Muucey and English
|
hymns,

|
for the

use of the native Indians.
|
Translated

by Charles Halfmoon,
|
local preacher.

I

[Two lines quotation.]
|

Toronto :
|

printed for the Missionary

society of the Wesleyan
[
Methodist
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Halfmoon (C.) — Continued.

church in Canada. [ Conference office,

No. 9, Wellington buildings. | 1842.

Second title : Minseeweli | nuhkoomwawau-
kunul,

I
nulikoomwaglitoliteetij 1 neik linnau-

pawiig.
I
Auneli kowhwaajnioowhwaig hung-

keil
I
DunKasholiweish [Charles Halfmoon],

|

local preacher.
|
fTwoIines quotation.]

|

Toronto:
1
printed for the Missionary society

of the Wesleyan | Methodist church in Canada.

I
Conference oflSce, No. 9, Wellington build-

ings.
I
1842.

English title verso 1. 1 recto blank, Muncey
title recto 1. 2 verso blank, half-title in Muncey
recto 1. 3 (p. 1), text (alternate pages English

and Muncey) pp. 2-199, missionary hymn in

English p. 201, index in English pp. 203-204,

index in Muncey pp. 205-206, 16°.

Copies seen : Dunbar, Pilling, Powell.

A
I

collection of hymns,
|
in | IVIun-

cey and English,
|
for the use of the na-

tive Indians.
|
Translated

| by Charles

Halfmoo a,
(
Assistant IMissionary.

|

[Two lines quotation.]
|

Toronto :
|

printed for the Wesleyan
missionary society, at the

|
Conference

office, 80 King street east.
|
1874.

Second title: Minseewee,
|
loonzwaywaukun-

nul,
I
loonzwaghtohteedt [ neek, linnaupay-

wug,
I
onnihkowhwoj moowhwaig hummoh-

teedt.
I
nun, Kayshohweesh [Charles Half-

- moon],
I
Weej mod Paimtoonhayleed.

|
[Two

lines quotation.]
|

Toronto:
|
printed for the Wesleyan mission-

ary society, at the
|
Conference oflSce, 80 King

street east.
|
1874.

Half-title "Muncey and English hymns"
recto 1. 1, verso English title (p. 1), Muncey
title recto 1. 2 (p. 1), verso (p. 2) place of print-

ing, preface 1 1. (pp. 2-3), sounds of words recto

4th ]. (p 3), text pp. 4-96, 4-96 (double numbers,

alternate English and Muncey), index in En-

glish pp. 97-99, index in Muncey pp. 100-102,

16°.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell, Yale.

"A few of these hymns have been translated

by the late Rev. A, Luckenbach, Moravian mis-

sionary, who has lived with the Moravian In-

dians a number of years at New Eairfleld, or

Moraviantown, and who was well acquainted

with them and their language. The principal

part of them, however, have been translated

by me."

—

Preface.

See MinseeTveh.

See "Wampum (J. B.) and Hogg
(H.)

£Haliburton {Judge Thomas Chandler).]

A
I

General Description
|
of

|
Nova Sco-

tia
; I

illustrated by a new and correct
|

map.
I

[Three lines Latin.]
|

Halifax, N. S. :
|
Printed at the Royal

Acadian School.
|
1823.

|
(Price 6s. 6d.)

Haliburton (T. C.) —Continued.
Title verso blank 1 1. contents 1 1. dedication

verso blank 1 1. preface pp. 5-6, text pp. 7-208,

errata 1 p. 8°.

Specimens of the Micmac language—vocabu-

lary, pronouns, and present and imperfect of

the verb to dance, with equivalent English

throughout, pp. 57-61.

Copies seen : Harvard.

Judge Haliburton's later work, "An histor-

ical and statistical account of Nova Scotia,"

Halifax, 1829,2 vols., does not contain the lin-

guistics. (Congress.)

Hall (Bev. Sherman). [Grammar of the

Chippewa language.] (*)

Manuscript. Title from an article by Julius

T. Clark, entitled " Remiuiscenses of the Chip-

pewa chief, Hole-in-the-day, " which appeared in

the Collections of the Wisconsin Historical So-

ciety, vol. 5, p. 380, from which I extract the

following:

"Among the other things done by Mr. Hall

he reduced the Chippewa (or more properly,

0-jeeb-wa) language to a system, and trans-

lated the New Testament and a variety of

other books into their language. One of these

Testaments I had the pleasure of presenting

to this Society after my return.

"I have also a part ot the grammar, as made
by Mr. Hall, in manuscript."

In answer to an inquiry of mine concerning

the manuscript grammar, Mr. Clark writes me
as follows

:

"It is so long (now over forty years) since

the matters about which you inquire occurred,

I fear that I shall not be able, to aid you in the

object of your search. I spent between one

and two years among the Ojibways in Govern-

ment employ. The manuscript copy of a por-

tion of the Ojibway grammar which I brought

home, I remember was preserved for awhile

and referred to as a curiosity, but, in my various

movements, it has long since disappeared. I

regret this fact, for, if you have not a copy I

think it might have proved of some interest to

you."

See Jones (P.) and others.

and Copway (G.) IMinuajimouin

gainajimot
|

au
j
St. Luke.

|
Anishinabe

enuet giizhianikvnotabiyng
|
au

| S.

Hall,
I
meki;deuikonaie

; |
gaie au

|

George Copway, I
anishinabe gvgikue-

uinini.
|

Boston:
|

printed for the American

board of commissioners
]
for foreign

missions, by Crocker & Brewster. I 1837.

Literal translation : The good tidings as he

told it
I

that
I

St. Luke.
|
The Indian as he

speaks they have translated and put it in writ-

ing
i
that

I
S. Hall,

|
the one clothed in black

[minister] |
and that |

George Copway, [Indian

preacher man.
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Hall (S.) and Copway (G.)— Continued.

Title verso blank 1 1. text (gospel of Luke
entirely in the Chippewa language) pp. 3-110,

alphabet pp. 111-112, 12°.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Eames, Massachusetts Historical Soci-

ety, Pilliug, Powell.

At the Eield sale, no. 1721, a copy brought

$1.25.

Odizhijigeuiniua
|
igiu

|

gaanon-

injig.
I
Anishinabe enuet anikvnota-

bivng
I
au

|
Sherman Hall,

|

gaie an
|

I
George Copway.

|
(Acts of the apos-

tles in the Ojibwa language.)
|

Boston:
|
printed for the American

board of commissioners | for foreign

missions, by Crocker & Brewster.
|

1838.

Literal translation : Their action | those
|

who were hired. | The Indian as he speaks they

translate and put it in writing
| that | Sherman

Hall,
I
and that

|
George Copway.

Title verso blank 1 1. text (entirely in the

Ojibwa language) pp.3-105,alphabetpp. 107-108,

12°.

Copies seen : American Board of Commission-

ers, Boston Athenaeum, British Museum,
Eames, Pilling, Powell.

At the Field sale, no. 1720, a copy brought
$1.25 ; at the Murphy sale, no. 2953, $1.

Hamelin (—). Vocabulary of the Otta-

wa language.
In Gallatin (A. ) , Synopsis of the Indian tribes,

in American Ant. Soc. Trans, vol. 2, pp. 305-367,

line 9, Cambridge, 1836, 8°.

According to Gallatin, Hamelin was an edu-
cated half-breed Ottawa.

Hamilton (Dr. S. M.) Chippewa vocab-
ulary.

Manuscript, 20 pp. folio, in the library of the
Bureau of Ethnology ; collected in 1879.

Contains about 180 wprds.

Hamilton (Rev. William). Names de-

rived from the Indian languages.
In Nebraska State Hist. Soc. Trans. andKeps.

vol. 1, pp. 73-75, Lincoln, JSTebr. 1885, 8°.

Geographic names derived from various In-

dian languages, among them the Sac. Followed
on page 76 by a brief list of Indian names of

streams and localities, by Henry Fontenelle.

Mr. Hamilton was born in Lycoming (now
Clinton) County, Pennsylvania, on August 1,

1811. In his twenty-first year he went to

college at Washington, Pa., now "Washington

and Jefferson College, from which he was grad-

uated in 1834. He was licensed to preach in

1837, and was accepted by the Presbyterian

Board of Foreign Missions as their mission-

ary, being ordained in October of the same
year. During the fall of 1837, having been

married the preceding summer, Mr. Ham-
ilton started westward, and spent the winter

Hamilton (W. ) — Continued.

among the Iowa and Missouri Sac Indians on

Wolf Creek, Nebraska, where Rev. S. F. Irvin

and wife were stationed. Among these Indians

he spent fifteen years. In 1853 he was trans-

ferred to the Oto and Omaha Mission, Belle-

vue, Nebr., and since that time has been

almost continuously in the service of the Pres-

byterian Board of Foreign Missions. Mr.

Hamilton is the author of a number of works

in the Iowa and Omaha languages, titles of

which will be found in the Bibliography of the

Siouan languages.

Handy (Charles N.) Vocabulary of the

Miami.
In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Indian tribes, vol. 2..

pp. 470-481, Philadelphia, 1852, 4°.

Contains nearly 400 words.

Reprinted in Ulrici (E.),Die Indianer Nord-

Amerikas, p. 39, Dresden, 1867, 8°.

Hanipeau (Bev. —). [Hymn-book in the

Chippewa language.] (*)

Manuscript. Title from the Rev. W. F. Gag-

nieur, Wikwemikong, Manitoulin Island, On-

tario, Canada, March 15, 1890. Not having it in

hand he was unable to furnish me a detailed

description.

Hanson (John Wesley). History
|
of the

old towns
I

Norridgewock and Canaan

}
comprising

|

Norridgewock,
|

Canaan,.

Starks, Skowhegan, and Bloomfield,
|

from their early settlement to the year

I
1849;

I

including a sketch of the Ab-

naki Indians.
|
By J. W. Hanson,

|
au-

thor of the History of Danvers.
|
[One

line quotation.]
|

BostoD :
I

published by the author.
|

1849.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. pre-

face pp. 3-5, text pp. 7-371, index p. 373, 12°.

Specimens of the Norridgewock dialect of the

Abnaki tongue (from Lincoln), phrases, sen-

tences, numerals 1-10, 1000, and the hymn O
Salutaris Hostia (from Rasle), pp. 37-39.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum.

History
|
of

|
Gardiner,

|
Pittston

and West Gardiner,
|
with a sketch of

the
I

Kennebec Indians, & New Ply-

mouth purchase,
|

comprising historical

matter from
|
1602 to 1852

; |
with gene-

alogical sketches of many families.
|

By J. W. Hanson,
|
Author of [»fec. two

lines.]
I

Gardiner:
|

published by William

Palmer.
]
1852.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

preface pp. iii-iv, index pp. v-xi, list of platesi

and errata 1 page, text pp. 13-343, 12°.
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Hanson (J. W. )— Continued.
About 35 Abnaki names of places in Maine,

with significations, pp. 20-21.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Atbenaeum, Bos-,

ton Public, Congress.

Hardy {Lieut. Campbell). Sporting ad-

ventures
I

in
I

the New World
; |

or,
|

days and nights of moose-hunting \ in

I

the pine forests of Acadia.
|
By Lieut.

Campbell Hardy,
]
Royal Artillery.

]

In two volumes.
|
Vol. I [-II].

|

London : (
Hurst and Blackett, pub-

lishers,
I

successors to Henry Colburn,

I
13, Great Marlborough street.

|
1855.

2 vols.: frontispiece 1 1. title 1 1. preface pp.

lii-v, contents pp. vii-xii, text pp. 1-304 ; front-

ispiece 1 1. title 1 1. contents pp. iii-viii, text pp.

1-288, appendix pp. 289-299, 12°.

A few terms in the Micmac dialect, vol. 2, p.

227, et seq.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress.

At the Field sale, no. 902, an uncut copy

brought $3.

Harmon (Daniel Williams). A
|

journal

I

of
I
voyages and travels

|
in the

|

interiour of North America,
|
between

the 47th and 58th degrees of north lati-

tude, extend- 1 ing from Montreal nearly

to the Pacific ocean, a distance
|
of

about 5,000 miles, including an account

of the prin-
|
cipal occurrences, during

a residence of nineteen
j
years, in differ-

ent parts of the country.
|
To which

are added,
j
a concise description of the

face of the country, its inhabitants,
|

their manners, customs, laws, religion,

etc. and considera-
[
ble specimens of

the two languages, most extensively
|

spoken; together with an account of

the princi-
|
pal animals, to be found in

the forests and
|
prairies of this exten-

sive region.
|
Illustrated by a map of

the country.
|
By Daniel Williams

Harmon,
|
a partner in the north west

company.
|

Andover:
|
printed by Flagg and

Gould. 1 1820.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. portrait 1 1. title

verso copyright 1 1. preface pp. v-xxiii, text

pp. 25-432, map, 8°.

^NTamesof the seasons in theCree tongue, pp.
368-369.—Names of the moons in the Cree
tongue, pp. 369-370.—A specimen of the Cree or

Knisteneux tongue, which is spoken by at least

three fourths of the Indians of the north west
country, on the east side of the Rocky mount-
ain (a vocabulary of 500 words), pp. 385-401.—

Numerical terms 1-1000 of the Crees or Knis-

teneux, pp. 402-403.

Harmon (D. W.)— Continued.
Extracts from the linguistic portion of this

volume are given by many authors.

Copies seen : Astor, Bancroft, Boston Athe-
naeum, British Museum, Congress, Dunbar,
Eames, G-eological Survey.

At theEield sale, no. 908, a half-morocco copy
brought $3.50; at the Brinley sale, no. 4685,

$5.25; at the Murphy sale, no. 1146, $2.25.

Harmony of the gospels [Delaware],

See Grube (B. A.)

[Harrisse (Henry).] Notes
|

pourservir

I

a I'histoire, a la bibliographie
|
et a

la
I

cartographie
|
de Ja

|
Nouvelle-

France
|
et des*| pays adjacents

]
1545-

1700.
I

Par I'auteur de la
|
Bibliotheca

Americana Vetustissima
|
[Three lines

quotation.]
|

[Device.]
j

Paris
I

librairie Tross
|
5 rue Neuve-

des-petits-champs 5 | 1872.

Colophon : Imprim6
|
par W. Drugulin a

Leipzig
I

[Device] | Pour la | librairie Tross, a
Paris

I
M. DCCC. LXXII [1872J.

Printed cover a s above, half-title verso blank

1 1. title as above verso blank 1 1. dedication

verso blank 1 1. introduction pp. i-xxxiii, half-

title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-354, index pp.
355-367, colophon verso blank 1 1. list of publi-

cations 1 1. sm. 8°.

Contains titles and notes of a number of

early Canadian works, some of wbich refer to

Algonquian and other languages.

Copies seen: Eames, Geological Survey,

Lenox.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 274, 10 fr. ; an-

other copy, large vellum, 15 fr. ; by Qua-

ritch, no. 12094, 8s. ; another copy, large Vel-

lum, 12s. Qd. ; by Labitte, 1883, a copy on

large Holland paper, 20 fr. At the Murphy
sale, no. 1153, a copy, "half maroon morocco,

extra, top edge gilt, uncut, " brought $7. Priced

by Quaritch, no 30227, 8s. ; another copy, large

vellum, 12s. 6d. ; by Clarke & co. 1886, no. 5864,

$4.75; by Leclerc, 1887 supplement, p. 120, 10

fr.; another copy, large vellum, 15 fr. and

the same prices in his catalogue for 1888

;

Gagnon, of Quebec, 1888, $3.

Harvey (Henry). History
|
of the |

Shawnee Indians,
|
from the year 1681

to 1854 inclusive. | By
|
Henry Har-

vey:
j
a member of the religious society

of Friends.
|

Cincinnati:
|
Ephraim Morgan &.

sons.
I

1855.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

preface pp. iii-v, contents pp. vii-x, text pp.

11-316, 160.

Penn (W.), A letter, etc. pp. 12-21.

Copies seen : Astor, Congress, Dunbar,

Eames, Wisconsin Historical Society.





[x3

The Hacchets, to hew down the Tree of Sm^;

which bears the Fraic of Death.

OR,
Hie LAWS, by which the Magiflrates are

1:0 puniih Offences, among the Indmm^
as well as among the EngUfiu

TogkiiBkafh, tummethaiouiate Matchefcosgane
mehtt!g5 fie m^chuniiioo Nuppooonk.

- .^ ASllH,
. WumiaomatuoBgafli/ nilh ciaffepe Nananuaclieeg

.kirfawnt fafamatahamwog matchefeongalh un

'fanugke Indianfig netatappe onk ut keuugke
'*; "Engiipmmfig, ( afiib clio!ilcquog. )

TMe LAWS are now to be declared, O
Indi'dmy that you may Hear and Fiar^

Mnd n& mare do Wkkidly,

I
The Word of God faye>j, Rukrs an a Terrdr

p^'E^iPWmrks I And^ The Magifirats is ike Mh
intf^.p',^di^,^dmU thee for GmL
h O Indians, If you do Evil;, you muft be a^

fraid oftliefePunUhments iiomth^ Magt^atu

.^y^.Uamiimajongaft ycujeu noowa'fetesuwahu-
,?*, wam^ woj kenaay kdiaalog ! tsmt^mQ^k^

^Mm' Wimaiioowaonk God, Mmmuach^g

^^ ^^ ~'~''
A '^ ' " ^*

FAC-SIMILE OF THE FIRST PAGE OF THE HATCHETS.
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Harvey (Simon D.) Terms of relation-

sliip of the Shawnee (Sa-wan-wa'-kee),

collected by Friend Simon D. Harvey,

Shawnee Reservation, Kansas.

In Morgan (L. H.), Systems of consanguinity

and affinity of the human family, pp. 293-382,

lines 55, Washington, 1871, 4°.— See Fish (P.) and Harvey (S. D.)

Hatchets. The Hatchets, to hew down
the Tree of Sin,

|
which bears the Fruit

of Death.
|
Or,

|
Thelaws, by which the

Magistrates are
|
to punish Offences,

among the Indians,
| as well as among

the English.
|
Togkunkash, tummetha-

munate Matcheseongane |
mehtug, ne

meechumuoo Nuppooonk.
|
Asuh,

|

Wunnaumatuongash, nish nashpe Nan-

anuacheeg
|
kusnunt sasamatahamwog

matcheseongash ut |
kenugke Indian-

sog netatuppe onk ut kenugke
[ En-

glishmausog. (asuh chohkquog.)

Colophon : Boston : Printed by B.

Green. 1705.

No title-page, heading only; text pp. 1-15,

sm. 8°. On the first page is the double heading

as above and an introduction to the laws, be-

ginning "The laws are now to be declared, O
Indians," &c. See the fac-simile of the first

page. This introduction and each of the

twenty laws are followed, in order, by a transla-

tion into the language of the Indians of Massa-
chusetts. At the end, on p. 15, are two para-

graphs of admonition, and on the lower half of

the page, between single rules, is the colophon,

as above.

" Of this tract (pp. 16, sm. 8vo.) I have seen

only two copies,—one in the Antiquarian Soci-

ety's library; the other (formerly Mr. Brin-

ley's) is now in the Lenox Library, New York.
... A manuscript note by T. Prince ascribes

this tract to Cotton Mather : but I am confi-

dent that the translation was not made by
him."— Trumbull.

Copies seen : Lenox.

At the Brinley sale, no. 729, a copy brought
$40.

Hatha^way (Joshua). Indian names.
In the Northwestern Journal, vol. 1, pp.

81-92, Madison, 1850, 8°. (*)

Title from Dr. J. Hammond Trumb^ill. Per-

haps it is the original of the following:

Indian names. By Joshua Hatha-
way, esq.

In Wisconsin Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 1, pp. 116-

118, Madison, 1855, 8°. Dated from Milwaukee,
July 10, 1849.

A list of twelve geographic names in the

Chippewa language, with meanings and etymol-

Hathaway (J.) — Continued.
Joshua Hathaway was born in Eome, New

York; went to Milwaukee in 1835, having been

employed in making Government land surveys

within the present southeastern limits of Wis-

consin. He was early made district su^rveyor,

and in many wafys was serviceable to the pio-

neer public. He died July 4, 1863.

Haven (Samuel Foster), Smithsonian

contributions to knowledge.
|
Archae-

ology
I

of the
I

United States. | Or

I
sketches, historical and bibliograph-

ical, of the progress of
]
information

and opinion respecting vestiges of
|
an-

tiquity in the United States.
|
By

|

Samuel F. Haven.
|

(Accepted Yor pub-

lication, January, 1855.)

Colophon : Published by the Smith-

sonian institution,
|
Washington, D, C.

I

July, 1856.

Title with names of the commission and
printers on verso 1 1. slip of errata, contents

verso blank 1 1. introductory note pp. 1-2, text

pp. 3-159, index pp. 1 61-168, 4°. Forms part of

vol. 8, Contributions to Knowledge.

Language of the American Indians, pp. 53-

72, is a general discussion of the writers on

the subject, among them Adelung, Vater, Gal-

latin, Duponceau, Heckewelder, Eliot, and

Schoolcraft.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology, Geolog-

ical Survey, Powell, Smithsonian Institution.

Issued also as follows :

Smithsonian contributions to knowl-

edge.
I
Archaeology

|
of the

|
United

States.
I

Or
|
sketches, historical and

bibliographical, of the progress of
|

information and opinion respecting

vestiges of
|
antiquity in the United

States.
I
By | Samuel F. Haven.

[

Washington city:
|
published by the

Smithsonian institution.
|
July, 1856.

|

New York: G. P. Putnam & co.

Printed cover as above, title and collation

otherwise as in previous title.

Copies seen : Astor, Eames, Powell, Trum-
bull.

At the Fischer sale, no. 782, a copy brought

1*. Qd. ; at the Field sale, no. 924, a half-morocco

copy, $3.12; at the Squier sale, no. 457, a similar

copy, $4; at the" Brinley sale, no. 5400, $2.75; at

the Murphy sale, a half-morocco copy, top gilt,

$4.75. Priced by Clarke & co. 1886, no. 6425,

$4.50.

Hayden : This word following a title or in paren-

theses after a note indicates that a copy of the

work referred to has been seen by the compiler

in the bookstore of Lewis S. Hayden, Washing-

ton, D. C.
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Hayden (Dr. Francis Vandever). Con-

tributions to the ethnography and phi-

lology of the Indian tribes of the Mis-

souri valley. By F. V. Hayden, M. D.

In American Philosopli., Soc. Trans, new-

series, vol. 12, pp. 231-461, Philadelphia, 1863, 4°.

Chapter 1, Introduction (including the alpha-

bet used), pp. 231-234.

Chapter 2, Ethnographical history, I. Kniste-

neaux, or Crees (pp. 234-248), includes a list of

moons, other divisions of time, and numerals

1-10000, with English significations, p. 246.

Chapter 3, II. Blackfeet, Ethnographical his-

tory, pp. 248-256.

Chapter 4, Remarks upon the grammatical

structure of the Blackfoot language, pp. 257-

266.

Chapter 5, Vocabulary of the Sik-si-kd or

Blackfoot language (double columns, alphabet-

ically arranged by English words), pp. 266-273.

Chapter 6, III. Shyennes, Ethnographical his-

tory (including list of dances), pp.274r-282.

Chapter 7, Remarks on the grammatical

structure of the Shyenne language (including

list of relationships, names of tribes, persons,

rivers, mammals, birds, serpents, and plants),

pp. 283-293.

Chapter 8, Vocabulary of the Shyenne lan-

guage (double columns, alphabetically arranged

by English words), pp. 29^320.

Chapter 9, IV. Arapohos, Ethnographical his-

tory, pp. 321-323; grammatical structure, pp.

323-325.—Names of dances, tribes, rivers, ani-

mals, and plants, pp. 325-327.

Chapter 10, Vocabulary of the Arapoho lan-

guage, (double columns, alphabetically ar-

ranged by English words), pp. iJ28-339.

Chapter 11, V. Atsinas, Ethnographical his-

ptory, p. 340-344.—Vocabulary of the Atslna

dialect of the Ardpoho language (alphabetically

arranged by English words), pp. 344-345.

Issued also with title-page as follows

:

Contributions
|
to the

|
ethnography

and philology
|
of the

]
Indian tribes

|

of the
I
Missouri valley.

|
By Dr. F. V.

Hayden,
|
member [&c. tvvo lines.]

|

Prepared under the direction of capt.

William F. Raynolds, T. E. U. S. A.,
|

and published by permission of the War
department.

|

Philadelphia:
|
C. Sherman & son,

printers,
| 1862.

Cover title as above, title as above verso blank

1 1. contents verso blank 1 1. text pp. 231-458,

index pp. 459-461, map, 2 plates, 4°.

Copies seen: Brinton, Dunbar, Eames, Na-

tional Museum, Powell, Trumbull.

Priced by Quaritch, no. 29962, 11.

Ferdinand Vandever Hayden, geologist,

born in Westfield, Mass., 7 Sept., 1829 [died in

Philadelphia, Dec. 22, 1887]. He early settled

Hayden (F. V.) — Continued.
in Ohio, and after his graduation at Oberlin in.

1850, x'eceived his medical degree at the Albany
medical college in 1853. During the same year
he explored the "Bad Lands" of Dakota. In
1854 he again went West, spent two years in

exploring the basin of the Upper Missouri. In
May, 1859, he was appointed naturalist and
surgeon to the expedition sent out for the

exploration of the Yellowstone and Missouri

Rivers under Capt. William F. Raynolds. In
May, 1862, he entered the U. S. Army as assist-

ant surgeon of volunteers. He was appointed

professor of mineralogy and geology in 1865 in

the University of Pennsylvania, and held that

chair until 1872, when the increased duties of

the survey caused his resignation. During the

summer of 1866 he again visited the valley of

theUpper Missouri. In 1867 Congress provided

for the geological survey of Nebraska. Dr.

Hayden was directed to perform the work, and
continued so occupied until the 1 April, 1869,

when it was organized under the title of th©

Geological Survey of the Territories of the

United States. From 1869 till 1872 Dr. Hayden
conducted a series of geological explorations

in Dakota, Wyoming, Utah, and Colorado.

Dr. Hayden continued the direction of this

survey until 1879, when the then existing na-r

tional surveys were consolidated into the U. S..

G-eological Survey, and Dr. Hayden was made
geologist-in-charge of the Montana division.

He held this office until 31 Dec, 1886, when
failing health led to his resignation. Dr. Hay-

den was a member of scientific societies both

in the United States and in Europe, and in 1873

was elected to the National Academy of

Sciences. In 1887 the degree of LL.D. was

conferred on him by the University of Pennsyl -

vania.

—

Appleton's Oyclop. of Am. Biog.

Heckewelder (Bev. John Gottlieb Er-

nestus). An account of the history,,

manners, and customs, of the Indian na-

tions, vrho once inhabited Pennsylvania,

and the neighbouring states. By the

Eev. John Heckwelder, of Bethlehem.

In American Philosoph. Soc. Trans, of the

Hist, and Lit. Com. vol. 1, pp. 1-348, Philadel-

phia, 1819, 8°.

Chapter ix, Languages, containing notices of

the Karalit [Eskimo], pp. 104-105, the Iroquois,

pp. 105-106, the Lenape, pp. 106-112, and the

Floridjan, pp. 112-114.

This article was reviewed by Cass (L.) in.

theN. A. Review, vol. 22, pp. 53-119, Boston,

1826. 8°. This was answered by Rawle (W.) in

Perm. Hist. Soc. Mem. vol. 1, pt. 2, pp. 238-275,

Philadelphia, 1826, 8° (reprinted in Rondthaler

(E.), Life of Heckewelder, pp. xi-xxv, Philadel-

phia, 1847, 12°) ; and this in turn by Cass (L.)-

in the N. A. Review, vol. 26, pp. 357-403, Boston,,

1828, 8°.
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Heckewelder (J. G. E.) — Continued.

At the Brinley sale, no. 5402, an uncut copy-

sold for $6. The Murphy copy, no. 1184, half-

morocco, top edge gilt, brought $7. Clarke &
CO. 1886, no. 6427, price a copy $6.

Issued separately with title-page as follows

:

-— An Account |
of the

|
History, Man-

nerd, and Customs,
|
of

|
the Indian

Nations,
|
who once inhabited Pennsyl-

vania and
I
the neighbouring states.

|

Communicated to the Historical and

Literary Committee of
|
the American

Philosophical Society, held at Philadel-

I

phia for promoting Useful Knowl-
edge,

I

by
I

the Rev. John Heckewelder,

I

of Bethlehem,
|
and published by order

of the Committee.
|

Philadelphia: |
Printed and Pub-

lished by Abraham Small,
|
no. 112,

Chesnut [sic] Street.
|
1818.

Title verso blank 1 1. copyright notice verso

1. 2, recto blank, contents pp. iii-iv, text pp.

1-348, 8°.

Linguistics as under title above, pp. 104-114.

Johann Heckewelder's | Evange-

lischen Predigers zu Bethlehem
|
Nach-

richt
I
von der

|
Geschichte, den Sitten

und Gebr&uchen
|
der

|
Indianischen

V61kerschaften,
|

welche ehemalsPenn-

sylvanien und die benach- | barten

Staaten bewohnten. Aus dem Englisch-

en ubersetzt und mit den Angaben
|

anderer Schriftsteller uber eben diesel-

ben Gegenstande
|

(Carver, Loskiel,

Long, Volney) vermehrt
|
von

|
Fr.

Hesse i EvangelischemPredigerzuNien-

burg.
I
Nebst einem die Glaubwfirdig-

keit und den anthropolo-
|

gischen

Werth der Nachrichten Heckewelder's
j

betreffenden Zusatze
| von G. E.

Schulze.
I

G6ttingen | bey Vandenhoeck und
Ruprecht.

|
1821.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface by Hesse pp.

iii-viii, notes by Schulze pp. ix-xlvi, contents

pp. xlvii-xlviii, Heckewelder's preface intro-

duction and text pp. 1-582, errata 1 i. 8°.

Die Lenape Sprache, pp. 161-170.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

A copy at the Fischer sale, no. 787, brought 2s.

— Histolre,
|
mceurs et coutumes

|
des

I

nations indiennes
|

qui habitaient

autrefois la Pensylvanie
|
et les etats

voisins;
|

parler6v6rend
|
Jean Hecke-

welder,
I

missionnaire morave,
|
traduit

ALG 15

Heckewelder (J. G. E.) — Continued,

de Panglais
|
Par le Chevalier Du Pon-

ceau.
I

A Paris,
|
Chez L. De Bure, Libraire,

rue Gu6negaud, n^ 27.
|
1822.

2p.U.pp.i-xii, 13-571,8°.

Linguistics as tinder titles above, pp. 171-'174.

Copies seen : Congress, Trumbull.

At the Squier sale a copy, no. 465, brought

$5.13. Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 896, 18 fr.

The Brinley copy, no. 5403, russet calf, gilt,

brought $2. Quaritch, no. 29963, priced a half-

calf copy 1 I. and Clarke & co. in 1886, no. 6428,

an uncut copy $2.50.

History,
|
manners, and customs

[

of
I

The Indian Nations
)
who once in-

habited Pennsylvania and
|
the neigh-

bouring states.
I

By the
|
Rev. John

Heckewelder,
|

of Bethlehem, Pa.
|

New
and Revised Edition.

|
With an

|
intro-

duction and notes
|
by the

|
Rev. Will-

iam C, Reichel,
|
of Bethlehem, Pa

|

Philadelphia :
|
publication fund of

|

the Historical society of Pennsylvania,

1
No. 8i0 Spruce street. [ 1876.

In Pennsylvania Hist. Soc. Mem. vol. 12, pp.
i-xlvi, 47-348, Philadelphia, 1876, 8°.

Linguistics as under titles above, pp. 118-127.

Copies seen : Congress, Eames.

Words, phrases, and short dialogues,

in the language of the Lenni Lenape,

or Delaware Indians. By the Rev. John
Heckewelder, of Bethlehem.

In American Philosoph. Soc. Trans, of the

Hist, and Lit. Com. vol. 1, pp. 450-464, Philadel-

phia, 1819, 8°.

Reprinted as follows:

Words, phrases, and short dialogues,

in the language of the Lenni Lenape,

or Delaware Indians. By the Rev. John
Heckewelder, of Bethlehem.

In Pennsylvania Hist. Soc. Mem. vol. 12, pp.
435-442, Philadelphia, 1876, 8°.

Names which the Lenni Lenapes or

Delaware Indians, who once inhabited

this country, had given to rivers,

streams, places, &c.,&c., within thenow
states of Pe msylvan ia. New Jersey,

Maryland and Virginia; and also names
of chieftains and distinguished men of

that nation ; with the significance of

those names and biographical sketches

of some of those men. By the late Rev.

John Heckewelder, of Bethlehem, Penn-
sylvania.

In American Philosoph. Soc. Trans, new
series, vol. 4, pp. 351-396, Philadelphia, 1834, 4°.
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Heckewelder (J. G. E.)— Continued.
Letter of Peter S. Duponceau to Franklin

Baclie, M. D., chairman of the publishing coni-

mitLee, pp. 351-353.—Introductory remarks by
the Eev. John Heckewelder, p. 354.—Indian

names of rivers, screams, and other noted places

in the state of Pennsylvania, pp. 355-374.—In-

dian names of rivers, creeks, &c. in New Jersey,

from maps, pj). 375-376.—Indiannames of rivers,

creeks, &,c. in Maryland, pp. 377-379.— Indian

names of rivers, persons, &c. in Yirginia, pp.

379-382.—l!^ames of Delaware chiefs and other

noted characters of this nation, since the ar-

rival of William Penn, together with the signi-

fication of some of the names here presented,

and short biographical sketches, pp, 383-396.

Issued separately with title-page as follows

:

Names
|

given by
|
the Lenni Le-

nape or Delaware Indians to rivers,

streams,
|
places, &o., in the now states

of Pennsylvania,
|
New Jersey, Mary-

land and Virginia;
|
and also

|
Names

of Chieftains and distinguished men of

that nation :
J
with

\
Their Significa-

tions, and some Biographical Sketches.

I

By the late
|
Rev. John Heckewelder,

I
of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

|
Com-

municated to the American Philosoph-

ical Society, April 5, 1822, and now pub-

lished by
I

their order; revised and
prepared for the press by Peter S. Du-
Ponceau.

|

Printed by
|
James Kay, Juu. and

Co., Philadelphia,
|

Printers to the

American philosophical society.
|
1833.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-48, 4°.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum.

AttheBrinleysale, no. 5628, a copy brought $1.

Memorandum of the Names and Sig-

nifications which the '' Lenni Lenape,"

otherwise called " the Delawares," had
given to Rivers, Streams, Places, &c.,

within the States of Pennsylvania,

New Jersey, Maryland and Virginia,

together with the names of some Chief-

tains and eminent men of this nation.

Taken from the papers of the Rev. John
Heckewelder, during his mission

among the Indians of Pennsylvania.

Presented to the " Historical Society of

Pennsylvania," By Maurice C. Jones, of

Bethlehem, Pa.

In Pennsylvania Hist. Soc. Bull. vol. 1, nos.

II and 12, pp. 121-135, 139-154, Philadelphia,

1848, 8°.

This list is classified according to couuties,

states, etc, and arranged in three columns, the

Heckewelder (J. G. E.) — Continued.
first containing the English names, the second

the Delaware names, and the third the notes

and observations. The names of chiefs fill

pages 143-154.

Names which the Lenni Lennape or

Delaware Indians gave to rivers,

streams and localities within the states

of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Mary-
land and Virginia, with their significa-

tions, by John Heckewelder.
In Moravian Hist. Soc. Trans, pp. 227-282,

Nazareth, 1876, 8°. (Trumball.)

In preparing this edition the editor, Wm. C.

Heichel, has given the names in alphabetic

order and has added philologic notes. It was
issued as a separate in advance of the publica-

tion of the volume, with title-page as follows:

Names
|
which the | Lenni Lennape

or Delaware Indians
|

gave to
|
rivers,

streams and localities,
|
within the

states of
I

Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

Maryland and Virginia,
|
with their

significations.
|
Prepared for the trans-

actions of the
I
Moravian historical

society from
|
a ms. by John Hecke-

welder,
I
by

I

William C. Reichel.
|

Nazareth.
|
1872.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 227-282, 8^.

Introductory remarks, pp. 227-236. — Dela-

ware names of rivers, streams, and localities in

Pennsylvania (in alphabetic order, with foot-

notes), pp. 237-273 ; in ISTew Jersey, pp. 273-274

;

in Maryland, pp. 275-278.—Indian names of

places in Virginia (from Beverley), pp. 278-282.

Copies seen: Boston Public, Eames, Trum-
bull.

Issued also with title-page as follows:

Names
|
which the

|
Lenni Lennape

or Delaware ^[iidians
|

gave to
j
rivers,

streams, and localities,
|
within the

states of
I
Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

Maryland and Virginia,
[
with their

significations.
|
Prepared for the trans-

actions of the
I

Moravian historical

society, from
|
a ms. by John Hecke-

welder,
]
by

I

William C. Reichel.
|

Bethlehem:
|
H. T. Clauder, printer.

I

1872.

Printed cover, title 1 1. text pp. 3-58, 8°.

Copies seen: "Wisconsin Historical Society.

At the Field sale, no. 948, a copy brought $2

;

another copy, no. 1642, $1.

Comparative vocabulary
|
of

(
Al-

gonquin Dialects.
|
From Heckeweld-

er's manuscripts |
in the

|
collections of

the American philosophical society,
|

Philadelphia.
|
Printed for the ''Alcove
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Heckewelder (J. G. E.)— Continued,

of American Native Languages " in

Wellesley College Library, |
by E. N.

Horsford.
|

Cambridge : ! John Wilson and son.
|

University Press.
|
1887.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

blank 1 1. half-title p. 1, text pp. 2-7, 4°.

Arranged in eight parallel columns—Eng-

lish, Lenni Leuape, Minsi or Monsey, Mahi-

canni, Natick or Nadik, Chippawe, Shawana,

and Nanticok ; about 100 words of each.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Priced by Koehler, catalogue 465, no. 327, 3M.

The manuscript of this work is iu the library

of the American Philosophical Society. It is a

copy made by Mr. Duponceau, and forms no.

XXVII of a collection made by him and recorded

in a folio account book, of which it occupies

pp. 114-119.

[A comparative vocabulary of the

Algonkin and Delaware languages ]

Manuscript, 6 unnumbered 11. sm. 4°, in the

library of the American Philosophical Society,

Phil-.delphla, Pa. Without date or name of

author. Intriple columns—English, Algonkin,

and Delaware—written on both sides the sheets

and contains about 360 words of each language,

A copy of this manuscript forms no. Lxviii

of a collection made by Mr. Duponceau and

recorded by him in a folio account book, of

which it forms pp. 194-200. This also is in the

library above mentioned.

A comparative vocabulary of the

Miami or Twightwee language and of

the Delaware. The Miami taken from

Volney. By the Rev. John Heckewel-

der.

Manuscript in the library of the American

Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, Pa. It is a

copy made by Mr. Duponceau, and forms no.

XVI of a collection made by him which is

recorded in a folio account book, of which this

vocabulary occupies pp. 63-64. Arranged in

triple columns—English, Miami, and Dela-

ware—and contains about 100 words.

[ ] Names of various trees, shrubs and
plants in the language of the Lenni

Lenape or Delaware, distinguishing the

dialects of the Unamis and Minsi. (*)

Manuscript ; title copied from a list of man-

uscripts in the library of the American Philo-

sophical Society, Philadaiphia, Pa., given in

vol. 1 of their Transactions, where it is stated

that it was presented by its author.

During a visit to the library of the Society

in March, 1889, I was unable to find it.

Vocabulary of the Mahicanni lan-

guage, taken down from the mouth of

one of that nation who had been in

Heckewelder (J. G. E.) — Continued.

Connecticut. By the Rev. John Heck-

ewelder.

Manuscript in the library of the American

Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, Pa. It is a

copy made by Mr. Duponceau, and forms no. xv
of a collection made by him and recorded in

a folio account book, in which it occupies pp.

60-61. It contains about 150 words, and is

.

arranged in four columns to the page—two in

English, two in Mahicanni.

A vocabulary of the Nanticoke and

Chippeway language, taken down in

1785 in Upper Canada from a Naaticoke

chief who spoke both languages. By
the Rev. John Heckewelder.

Manuscript in the library of the American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, Pa. It is a

copy made by Mr. Duponceau, and forms no.

XIII of a collection made by him and recorded in

a folio account book, of which it occupies pp.
53-57. It contains about 300 words, arranged in

triple columns—English, Nanticoke, and Chip-

peway.

Vocabulary of the Shawanese lan-

guage taken down by means of a white

woman who had been 20 years a pris-

oner with that nation. By the Rev.

John Heckewelder.
Manuscript in the library of the American

Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, Pa. It is a

copy made by Mr. Duponceau, and forms no. xiv

of a collection made by him and recorded in a

folio blank book, of which it occupies pp. 57-59.

Contains about 185 words, arranged in four

columns to the page—two in English, two in

Shawanese.

Worterverzelchniss von der Lenni

Leuape oder Delawerische Sprache von
dem Ehrw Hrn Johaun Heckewelder.

Manuscript in the library of the American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, Pa. It is a

copy made by Mr. Duponceau, and forms no.

xxxix of a collection made by him and recorded

in a folio account book, of which it occupies

pp. 120-128. The vocabulary contains about 400

words, including the numerals 1-50,000,000, and

is arranged in double columns, the Delaware

columns being interspersed with words from

other Algonquian dialects.

See Brinton (D. G.) and Anthony
(A.S.)

and Duponceau (P. S.) A corre-

spondence between the Rev. John Heck-
ewelder, of Bethlehem, and Peter S. Du-
ponceau, esq. corresponding secretary

of the historical and literary committee

of the American philosophical society,

respecting the languages of the Amer-
ican Indians.
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Heckewelder (^ J. G. E. ) and Duponceau
(P. S.)— Continued.
In American Philosoph. Soc. Trans, of the

Hist, and Lit. Cora. vol. 1, pp. 351-448, Philadel-

phia, 1819, 80.

This article relates almost entirely to the

Delaware language, but incidentally to others.

Reviewed by Pickering (J.) in N. A. Review,

•vol. 9, pp. 129-187, Boston, 1819, 8°.

Reprinted as follows

:

A correspondence between the

Rev. John Heckewelder, of Bethlehem,

and Peter S. Duponceau, esq., corre-

sponding secretary of the historical and

literary committee of the American

philosophical society, respecting the

languages of the American Indians.

In Pennsylvania Hist. Soc. Mem. vol. 12, pp.

349-433, Philadelphia, 1876, 8°.

John Gottlieb Ernestas Heckewelder was
born at Bedford, England, March 12, 1743, His

father was a German exile. . . . In the year

1754 the family came to America, father, mother,

and four children. In 1758 he was apprenticed

to a cedar-cooper, with whom he remained four

years, and then became Frederick Christian

Post's companion in his second visit to the Mus-
kingum in the year 1762. He was Zeisberger's

assistant in the Susquehanna valley in 1765, and

to him for a time was given charge of the Mach-
iwihilusing Mission. During the following

nineteen years he was much of tho time a fellow

laborer with Zeisberger Heckewelder was the

founder of Salem, on the Tuscarawas, and in

chapel there, July 4, 1780, he married SaraOhne-

berg, the venerable Adam Grube officiating,

probably the first wedding of a white couple

within tho limits of the present state of Ohio.

He was with the Indian church du^ring all the

early troubles recorded in this diary, but

finally, owing to the illness of his wife when
upon the Cuyahoga, he returned to the church

at Bethlehem October 9, 1783. Henceforward he

was not immediately connected with our mis-

sion, though hem.'ideit two or three visits, being

employed in other duties, especially as agent

of the Society for propagating the gospel

among the heathen, and as one of the Peace
Commissioners sent to treat with the Indians.

In the year 1798, however, became to Fairfield,

on the Thames, to assist in conducting a por-

tion of the church to Goshen, staying there only

nine days. In the valley of the Muskingum he
labored until 1810, when he went home to the

church, being now nearly seventy years old,

and having well earned repose. He died Jan-

uary 31, 1823.—Bliss, Diary of David Zeisber-

ger.

Henderson (John G.) A dictionary of

ancient names, geographical, tribal and

personal, in the United States and Brit-

ish provinces of North America. (*)

Henderson (J. G.) — Continued.
Manuscript in possession of its author, Car-

roUton, 111. He tells me it contains many A Igon-

quian names, with etymologies and references

to authorities.

Henry (Alexander). Journal
|
of

|
Alex-

ander Henry
|
to

|
Lake Superior, Red

Kiver,
|
Assiniboine, Rocky Mountains,

|

Columbia, and the Pacific,
1
1799 to 1811,

I
to establish the fur trade. (*)

Manuscript, about 1,700 pp. foolscap, pre-

served in the library of Parliament, Ottawa,

Canada. For its description I am indebted to

the kindness of Mr. Charles N. Bell, of Winni-

peg, who writes: " The sheets are evidently not

the original ones used by Alexander Henry, but

are r written from his journals by one George

Coventry, who seems to have been a family

friend. No date is given to the copying, nor is

there any intimation where the original docu-

ments are to be found."

The journal extends from 1799 to 1812, and
between the dates 1808 and 1809 are vocabula-

ries of the Ojeebois, Knistineaux, Assiniboine,

Slave, and Flat Head, about 300 words each of

the first three and a somewhat larger number
of the last two. Copies of these have been fur-

nished the Bureau of Ethnology by Mr. Bell.

[Henry (George).] An
|
account

|
of the

I

Chippewa Indians,
|
who have been

travelling among the whites,
|
in the

[

United States, England, Ireland, Scot-

land,
I

France and Belgium
; |

with

very interesting incidents in relation to

the general
|
characteristics of the

English, Irish, Scotch, French,
|
and

Americans, with regard to their hospi-

I

tality, peculiarities, etc.
|
Written by

Mungwandus,
i

The Self-Taught Indian

of the Chippewa Nation, for the benefit

of his youngest
|
Son, called Noodin-

okay, whose Mother died in England.
|

Price 12i Cents.
|

Boston:
|
Published by the author.

|

1848.

Printed cover, title 1 1. text pp. 1-16, 8°.

Hymns in Chippewa with English transla-

tion, pp. 14-16.

Copies seen : "Wisconsin Historical Society.

See Jones (P.) and others.

[ and Evans (J.)] Nu-gu-mo-nun
|

0-je-boa
|
an-oad

|

ge-e-se-liu-ne-gu-

noo-du-be-iing
|
uo6

|
Muun-gou-duuz

[George Henry]
|

gu-ea
|
Moo-ge-gee-

seg [James Evans]
|

ge-ge-noo-ii-muu-

ga-oe-ne-ne-oug.
|

[Three lines quota-

tion, Jamz, 5-13.]
|
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Henry (G.) and Evans (J.) — Cont'd.

New-York:
|

printed by D. Faushaw,

I

150 Nassau-street.
|
1837.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface (signed by
Joseph Stinson, general superintendent of

Canadian missions, dated Kiu<?stou, 3d August,

1837) pp. 3-6, preface by the translators pp. 6-

9, text pp. 1-361, subject of hymns in English

pp. 363-364, same in Ojeboa pp. 365-366, English

index pp. 367-379, Ojeboa index pp. 381-392, 16°.

Hymns in Ojeboa pp. 1-358.—Vocabulary of

some of the principal words contained in the

liymns,*with definitions in English, pp. 359-361.

In Mr. Stinson's preface it is stated that

"already have two editions of the Ojibway
hymn book, translated and printed under the

direction of the Methodist church, passed

through the press ; but the increasing number
of our mission stations and members reqni es

a third and more enla'ged edition." Nothing
is said in the preface to indicate that th' so two
previous editions were the work of Messrs.

Henry and Evans. According to the Rev.

Peter Jones, in his History of the Ojibwa In-

dians, p. 189, these hymns were first printed for

the Canadian Missionary Society.

Copies seen: Boston Athenjeum, Massachu-

setts Historical Society, Congress.

See Jones (P.) and others.

Henry (Matthew S.) Delaware Indian

dictionary. (*)

Manuscript, 843 pp. 4°, with maps, in the

library of the American Philosophical Society,

Philadelphia, Pa. It is divided into three

parts—1 English and Delaware; 2 Delaware
and English; 3 Delaware proper names and
their translation. Compiled in 1859 and 1860.

Title and note from Brinton's Len4pe and

their legends, p. 86, whencel take tne following

:

"It includes, without analysis or correction,

the words in 'Zeisberger's Spelling Book,'

'Roger AVilliams' Key,' Campanius' Vocabu-

lary, those in Smith's and Strachey's Virginia,

and various Nanticoke, Mohegan, Minsi, and
other vocabularies. The derivations of the

proper names are chiefly from Hecke-
"weldei', and in other cases are venturesome.

The compilation, therefore, while often useful,

lacks the salutary check of a critical, gram-
matical erudition, and in its present foi»n is of

limited value."

Vocabulary, Delaware Indian aud
English. (*)

Mauu.ocript, 165 pp. folio, in the library of the

Historical Society- of Pennsylvania. Compiled '

in 18.59. Title from Mr. J. W. Jordan of the

above-named society.

Hensel (Gottfried). Synopsis
|

Vniversye

Philologifce, in qua:
j
Miranda

|

Vnitas

!
et

I

Harmonia
|
Liugvarum

|
totivs

Orbis Terrarvin
|
occvlta,

|

e
i

Literarvm,

Syllabarvm,
|
Vocvraqve natvra & re-

cessibvs,
|
eruitur.

|
Cum Grammatica,

Hensel (G.)— Continued.

LL. Orient. Har-
|
monica, Synoptice

tractata ; nee non De- | scrip tione

Orbis Terr-quoad Linguarum situm
|

*V' propagationem,
|
Mappisqve Geo-

graphico-Polyglottis. [&c. four lines]

i

adoruata, a
|
Godofredo Henselio,

|

Scholar A. C. ap. Hirschb. Rectore.
|

Norinibergae,
|
In Commissis apvd

Heredes
|
Homannianos. 1741, (*)

Pp. 1-492, 10 11. maps, engraved alphabets,

paradigms, etc. sm. 8°.

Lord's prayer in Virginian [sic for Massachu-
setts Indian] (from Eliot), aud ashort Algonkin
vocabulary (from Lahontan), pp. 488-489.

Title furnished by Dr. J. Hammond Trum-
bull, Hartford, Conn.

Heriot (George). Travels
|
through

|

the Canadas,
|
containing

|
a descrip-

tion of the picturesque scenery
|
on

some of the rivers aud lakes
; |

with an
account of the

|

productions, commerce,
and inhabitants

|
of those provinces.

|

To which is subjoined a
|
comparative

view of the manuers and customs
|
of

several of the
|
Indian nations of North

and South America.
|
By George Heriot,

esq.
I

Deputy Post Master General of

British North America.
|
Illustrated

with
I
a map aud numerous engravings,

from drawings made at the
|
several

places by the author.
|

London :
|

printed for Richard Phil-

lips,
I

no. 6, Bridge-street, Blackfriars.

I

1807.
I

By T. Gillet, Wild-court.
Folded frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1.

p'reface pp. iii-vi, contents pp. vii-xii, text pp.

1-602, directions etc. 1 1. list of publications pp.

1-8, map, plates, 4°.

Chapter xx. Origin of language; Indian

languages in general capable of being arranged

under rules of grammar ; Infinite diversity of

tongues in America ; Examples of four different

languages (pp. 509-602) contains: O! salutaris

Hostia, &c. in Abinaquis, Algonquin, Huron,
and Illinois (from Rasles), pp. 578-579.—Vocab-

ulary of the Algonquin tongue with English

definitions (about 700 words alphabetically

arranged), pp. 579-599.—Indicative mode of the

verb sakia, to love, in Algonquin, pp. 599-600.

—

Numeration, according to the Algonquins,

1-1000, pp. 601-602.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Eames, Massachusetts
Historical Society, Watkinson.

At the Field sale, no. 961, a copy brought

$3.50. Priced by Quaritch, no. 1206, 9^, At the

Murphy sale, no. 1204, a half-morocco copy

brought $4.25. Priced by Quaritch, no. 30243,

21. 16s. ; by Clarke & co. 1886, no. 4009, $7.50.
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Hermes (F. ) Uber die Natur der ameri-

kanisclien indianer-Sprachen.

In Herrig's Archiv fiir das Studium der

neuern Sprachen, vol. 29, pp. 231-254, Braun-

schweig, 1861, 8°. (Congress.)

Hervas (Ahhate horenzo). Catalogodelle

lingiie couosciute
j
e notizia

|
della loro

affiaita, e diversita.
|
Opera

|
del signor

abbate
|
doa Lorenzo Hervas

|

[De-

sign.]
I

lu Cesena MDCCLXXXIV [1784].
|

Per Gregorio Biasini alP Insegna di

Pallade
|
Con Licenza de' Superiori.

Title verso "avviso" 1 1. verses pp. 3-4, indice

pp. 5-8, text pp. 9-259, errata p. 260, 4^.

Lingua Algonkina, con 43 dialetti, Che vi si

nominano, pp. 88-89.

Copies seen : Astor, Congress, Eames.
Enlarged and reprinted as follows

:

Cat^logo de las lenguas
|
de las na-

ciones conocidas,
j
y numeracion, divis-

ion, y clases de estas
|
segunla diversi-

dad
I
de sus idiomas y dialectos.

|
Su

autor
I
el abate don Lorenzo Hervas,

I

Tedlogo del 'Eminentisimo Senor

Cardenal Juan Francisco
|
Albani [&c.

three lines.]
|
Voliimen I[-VI]. Len-

guas y naciones Americauas.
|

Con licencia.
|
En la imprenta de la

adurinistracion del real arbitrio de

beueficencia.
|

Madrid Ano 1800[-1805].|

Se hallar^ en la Libreria de Ranz calle

de la Cruz.

6 vols. 4°.

Notices of the Algonquin people, vol. 1, pp.

373-377, 380-382.

Copies seen : Bancroft, British Museum, Con-

gress, Harvard.

A half-calf copy at the Squier sale, no. 486,

brought $6. Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2072,

120 fr. At the Ramirez sale, no. 396, a copy

was bought by Quaritch for 11. 15s. The Mur-
phy copy, no. 1215, "half bound in Spanish

leather, yellow edges," brought $42.

Aritmetica delle nazioni
|
e divi-

sioue del tempo
|
fra I'orientali

|
Opera

I

dell' abbate
|
don Lorenzo Hervas

|

Socio della Reale Accademia delle

Scienze, ed Antichita
(
di Dublino, e

dell' Etrusca di Cortona.
|

[Figure.]
|

In Cesena MDCCLXXXV [1785].
|

Per Gregorio Biasini all' Insegna di

Pallade
|
Con Licenza de' Superiori.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication pp. 3-4, in-

dice pp. 5-8, folded plate of numerals, text pp.

9-200, errata p. 201, folded table at p. 40,4°.

Hervas (L.) — Continued.
• Pampticough numerals 1-10, p. 114—Algon-
kin numerals 1-1000, p. 114.—Comparison of nu-

merals of the Tuskrura, Woccon, Pampticough,

and Algonkin, p. 115.

Copies seen : Astor, Congress, Eames.

Origine
|
formazione, meccanismo,

ed armonia
| degl' idiomi.

|
Opera

|

delF abbate
|
don Lorenzo Hervas

|

Socio della Reale Accademia delle

Scienze, ed AnticbitEl
j
di Dublino.

[

[Figure.]
|

InCesena MDCCLXXXV [1785].
i

Per

Gregorio Biasini all' Insegna di Pallade.

I

Con Licenza de' Superiori.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication pp. 1-4, in-

dice pp. 5-8, text pp. 9-179, errata p. 180, 17

folded tables, 4o,

Specimens of the Algonkin language in the

comparative vocabularies on p. 37, and on four

of the folded tables opposite p. 180.

Copies seen: Astor, Congress, Eames.

Saggio Pratico
|
delle Lingue

|
con

prolegomeni, e una raccolta di orazioni

Dominicali in
|
piu di trecento lingue,

e dialetti con cui si dimostra
|
I'infu-

sione del primo idioma dell' uman ge-

nere, e la
|
confusione delle lingue in

esso poi succeduta, e si
|
additano la

diramazioue, e dispersione della na-
|

zioni con molti risultati utili alia

storia.
[
Oficia

|
dell' Abate

]
Don Lo-

renzo Hervas
|
Socio della Reale Acca-

demia delle Scienze, ed Antichita
|
di

Dublino, e delP Etrusca di Cortona.
|

[Figure.]
|

In Cesena MDCCLXXXVII [1787].
|

Per Gregoria Biasini all' Insigna di

Pallade
[
Con Licenza de' Superiori.

Pp. 1-256, 4°.

Lord's prayer in Shavana and in Virginian,

p. 126. —Angelic salutation ia Abnaqui, Huron,

Algonkin, and Illinois (from Rasles), p. 223.

Copies seen : Astor, Congress.

Hewit^ (John Napoleon Brinton). Words,

phrases, and sentences of the Penobscot

language.
Manuscript, pp. 77-97,4°, being a copy of

Powell's Introduction to the Study of Indian

Languages, 2d edition, partially filled ; upwards

of 300 entries in all. Collected by Mr. Hewitt

in August, 1888, on the Tuscarora Reserve in

New York, and now in the library of the

Bureau of Ethnology.

Hieroglyphs

:

Micmac See Kauder (C.)

Micmac Le Clercq (C.)

Micmac Shea (J. G.)

Hill (Isaac), editor. See Parmer's.
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Hind (Henry Youle). A
|

preliminary

report
I on the

|

geology of New Bruns-

wick,
I

together with I a special report

I
ou the distribution of the

|

" Que-

bec Group "
I

in the province.
|
By

|

Henry Youle Hind, M. A., F. R. G. S.
|

(Late professor of chemistry and geol-

ogy in the university of Trinity college,

Toronto.)
|
Author of [&c. two lines.]

I
[Seal.]

I

Frederioton.
|
G. E. Fenety, printer,

to the Queen's most excellent majesty.

.
I
1865.

Printed cover as above, title as above 1 1.

contents pp. iii-viii, introduction pp. ix-xvi,

list of authors pp. xvii-xviii, text pp. 19-278,

index pp. 279-293, 8°.

Origin of the names of certain rivers and
places in New Brunswick, containing a short

vocabulary of the Micmac and Miliceto lan-

guages, pp. 257-259.—Names of places and riv-

ers derived from the Abenaquis language, pp.
260-261.

Copies seen .- Astor, Congress.

Hindley (Eev, J. I.) Indian Legends.
|

Nanabush,
|
the Ojibbeway Saviour.

|

Moosh-kuh-ung,
| or |

the flood.
|
By

the
I
Rev. J. I. Hindley, M. A.,

|
of

Barrie.
|

[No place:] 1885.

Printed cover as above, introduction p. 1,

text in verse pp. 2-22, 8°.

Contains many Ojibbeway words, especially

the names of animals, the English significa-

tions of which are given in the foot-notes.

Copies seen : Dorsey, Pilling.

Histoire de la Virginie. See Beverley

Historicals for young folks. See

Blakeman (B. C.)

History and present state of Virginia.

See Beverley (R.)

History, manners, and customs. See

Mogridge (G.)

History of poor Sarah [Micmac]. See

Rand (S. T.)

History
|
of

|
the Delaware

|
and

|
Iro-

quois Indians
|
formerly inhabiting the

Middle States.
|

With i various anec-

dotes
I
illustrating their manners and

customs.
I
Embellished with a variety

of original cuts. Written for the Ameri-

can Sunday school union, and
|
revised

by the committee of publication.
|

American sunday school union.
I

Philadelphia:
|
No. 146 Chestnut street.

I

1832.

History — Continued.
Frontispiece 1 1. title 1 1, introduction pp. 5-18,

text pp. 19-"! 53, 240.

G-eneral remarks on Indian languages, prin-

cipally the Delaware, pp. 44-58.

Copies seen : British Museum, Congress.

History. The history
|
of the

j
Moravian

mission
|
among the

|
Indians in North

America,
|
from its "| commencement to

the present time.
\
With a

|
preliminary

account of the Indians.
|
Compiled from

authentic sources,
j
By

|
a member of

the Brethren's church.
|

London :
|
T. Allman, 42, Holburn

hill.
I

MDCCC XXXVIII [1838].

Title verso blank 1 1. preface p. iii. contents

pp. iv-vi, preliminary account of the Indians

pp. 1-50, mission among the Indiansp p. 49 \sic\-

316, 16<^.

Lord's prayer in Delaware (from Zeisberger),

foot note p. 9.

Copies seen : Pilling.

The history
|
of the

|
Moravian mis-

sion
I

among the
|
Indians in North

America,
|
from its

|
commencement to

the present time.
|
With a

|

preliminary

account of the Indians.
|
From the most

authentic sources,
j
By | a member of

the. Brethren's church.
|

London :
|
L. & G. Seeley, 169, Fleet

street.
|
MDCCCXL [1840].

Title verso blank 1 1. preface p. iii, contents

pp. iv-vi, preliminary account of the Indians

pp. 1-50, mission among the Indians pp. 49[sicl-

316, 16°.

Linguistics as under title next above.

Copies seen: Eames.

History of Virginia. See Beverley (R.

)

Hodgkins (J. George), editor. See Jour-

nal.

Hodgson (Adam). Letters from
| North

America,
\
written

|
During a Tour

|
in

the
I

United States and Canada.
|
By

Adam Hodgson.
|
In two volumes.

|

Vol. I[-IJ].
I

London :
|

printed for Hurst, Robin-

son, & CO.
1
and

|
A. Constable & co.

Edinburgh.
|
1824.

2 vols. : title verso printers 1 1. errata slip,

dedication verso blank 1 1. preface pp. iii-ix,

contents pp. xi-xv, text pp. 1-405 ; title verso

printers 1 1. errata slip, contents pp. i-iv, text

pp. 1-473, maps, 8°.

Sergeant (J.), Translation of part of the 19th

Psalm into the Muh-he-oon-nuk language, vol.

2, p. 413.

Copies seen: Astor, Congress.

The edition published in New York in 1823

does not contain this article.
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[Hoecken {Bev. Christian).] Potewa-

temi
I

neinemissinoikan.
|
A. M. D. G.

]

Saint Louis:
|
W. J. Mnllin ogimes-

ennakesan ote mesennaken. |
1844.

Literal translation: Potewatemi
|

prayer-

"book.
i
A. M. D.G. | Saint Louis : |

W. J. Mullin

he printed tliis book.

Title verso blank 1 1. text in ihe Potewatemi

language with Erench headings pp. 3-62, index

in French verso blank 1 1. 18°.

Prayers, pp. 3-6. — Catechism, pp. 6-22.—

Acts, litanies, etc. pp. 22-45.—Le chapelet de

Sainte Yierge Marie, pp. 46-61.—Cantique, p. 62.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Massachu-

setts Historical Society, Shea.

L ] Potewatemi
|
uememissinoikan

|

ewiyowat nemadjik
j
Catboliques end-

jik.
I

[Design.]
|

Baltimoinak:
|
John Murphy okimis-

sinakisan | ote missinoikan;
|
1846.

Literal translation: Potewatemi
|

prayer-

book
I
would use it those who pray |

Catholics

those who are called,
j
Baltimore: ] John Mur-

phy he printed
|
this book.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso dedication 1 1.

preface (signed Xin Mekiteconuja) verso blank

1 1. text in Potewatemi with headings in Eng-

lish pp. 7-160, 16°.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Massachu-

setts Historical Society, ]S"atlonal Museum,
. Shea, Trumbull, Pilling.

At the Murphy sale, no. 2953, a copy brought

$1.

[ ] A. M. D. G.
I
Pe\vani ipi Potewa-

temi
I

missinoikan,
|
eyowat nemadjik,

I

Catholiques endjik.
|

[Design.]
|

Baltimoinak :
|
John Murphy, oki-

missinakisan
|
ote missinoikan.

|
1846,

Printed cover : A. M. D. Gr. | Pewani | ipi
|

Potewatemi
i
missinoikan,

|
eyowat nemadjik,

I
Catholiques endjik.

|
[Design.]

|

Baltimoinak:
| John Murphy, okimissinald-

aan
|
ote missinoikan. | 1846.

Printed cover verso picture, title p. [3], text

(beginning on verso of title) pp. 4-31, 24°. Ele-

mentary book in Pewani and Potewatemi. The
Pewani is a dialectic variation of the Peoria.

Prim ^r and reading lessons, pp. 4-19.—Sign

of the cross, p. 19.—Lord's prayer, p. 20.—Hail

Mary, p. 21.—Apostles' creed, pp. 22-23.—Ten
commandments, p. 24.—Precepts of the church,

p. 25.—Canticles, etc. pp. 26-31.—Passages of

ecripture, p. 31.

Copies seen : American Antiquarian Society,

Boston Athenaeum, Eames, Lenox, Massachu-

setts Hisiorical Society, National Museum,
Powell, Trumbull.

At the Field sale, no. 1846, a copy brought

85 cents. Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2391, 10

fr. At the Murphy sale, no. 2953, it brought

$1.

Hoecken (C.) — Continued.
- Christian Hoecken, missionary, born in

Tipper Brabant; died on the Missouri river, 19

June, 1851. He became a member of the Jesuit

order in. Belgium, and was sent to labor among
the Indians. In 1836 he assisted Father "Van

Quickenbarne in founding a mission among the

Kickapoos. After the death of the former he

reniained a few mouths with this tribe, and

then took charge of the Pottawatomie mi sion

of St. Stanislaus on Osage river. He next vis-

ited the Ottawas, the Sioux, Gros Venln s, Ric-

arees, Mandans, and Assiniboins, of whom he

baptised about 400. In 1843 he founded the

mission of St. Ignatius among the Kalispi.els.

From this station he visited the Zingomen*es

and four other tribes, and completed the con-

version of the Shuyelpi Indians. Father

Hoecken was well acquainted with many of the

Indian languages and with their peculiar cus-

toms.—Appleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Hoffman (Charles Fenno). A winter
|
in

the far west.
|
By C. F. Hoffman,

|
of

New-York.
|
[Quotation, lour lines.]

|

In two volumes.
|
Vol. I[-II].

|

London :
|
Richard Bentley, New

Burlington street.
\
1835.

2 vols.: title verso blank 1 1. preface pp.iii-

iv, contents pp. vii-xi, text pp. 1-314, appendix

pp. 315-336; title 1 1. contents pp. iii-vii, text

pp. 1-310, appendix pp. 311-340, 12°.

The Lord's prayer in Chippewa with a literal

translation, vol. 2, pp. 16-17.—"An Indian sere-

nade, written in a sort of Lingua-Franca, or

mongrel tongue, much used on the frontier,

made up of words taken alike from the Ottawa

and Ojibboai or Chippewa and possibly other

languages," with translation, vol. 2, pp. 18-19.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress.

[ ] A
I

winter in the west.
|
By a New

Yorker.
|

[Four lines quotation.] | In

two volumes.
|
Vol. I[-II].

|

New York:
|
published by Harper &

brothers,
|
No. 82 Cliff-street.

|
1835.

2 vols.: title verso copyright 1 1. preface verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 1-317, appendix pp. 319-337;

title vorso copyright 1 1. half-title verso blank

1 1. text pp. 1-318, appendix pp. 319-346, 12°.

Linguistics as in the Loudon edition titled

above, vol. 2, pp. 16-18.

Copies seen • Boston Athenaeum.

[ ] A
I

winter in the west.
|
By a New-

Yorker.
I

[Four lines quotation.]
|
In

two volumes. | Vol. I[-II].
|
Second

edition,
j

New-York :
|

published by Harper &
brothers,

|
no. 82 Cliff-street. \ 1835.

2 vols.: half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso

copyright 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv, contents pp. ix-

xii, text pp. 13-264, appendix pp. 265-282 ; half-

title verso blank 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

contents pp. v-viii, text pp. 9-259, appendix pp.

261-286. 12°.
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Hoffman (C.F.) —Continued.
Linguistics as in the London edition titled

above, vol. 2, pp. 21-23.

Copies seen : Boston Public, Lenox.

AttheFieldsale.no. 1002,acopybrought$1.75.

An abstract of this work, forming no. 20 of

Fergus' Historical series, Chicago, 1882, 8°, con-

tains no linguistics. (Astoi*, British Museum.)

Wild scenes
|
in the

|
forest and

prairie.
|
By C. F. Hoffman, Esq.

|

author of "A winter in the far west."
|

In two volumes.
|
Vol. I[-II].

|

London :
|
Ri(ihard Bentley, New Bur-

lington street,
|

publisher in ordinary

to Her majesty.
|
Price sixteen shill-

ings.
I

1839.

2 vols. : pp. i-vii, 1-292; 2 p. 11. pp. 1-284, 12°.

Medicine song of an Indian hunter, in the

Ojibbw?., with English translation, vol. 1, pp.

173-181.—Medicine song of an Indian lover, in

the Ojibbwa, with English translation, vol. 1,

pp. 207-208,

Copies seen: British Museum, Dunbar.

At the Field sale, no. 1001, a copy brought

$3.25.

Wild scenes |
in the

|
forest.

|
By

C. F. Hoffman, Esq.
|
Authur of ''A

winter in the far west."
|
Two Volumes

in One.
|

London:
|
Richard Bentley, New

Burlington street.
|
Publisher in ordi-

nary to Her majesty. [1842 ?]

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1, text pp.
1-292, 1-284, 12°.

Linguistics as in the edition of 1839 titled

above, vol. 1, pp. 173-181, vol. 1, pp. 207-208.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum.

According to Sabin's Dictionar3% no. 32387,

there was an edition New York AV. H. Col-

yer, 1843, 2 vols. 8°.

Wilde Scenen
|
in Wald und Prairie

|

mit Skizzen americauischen Lebens.
|

Aus dem Euglischen
|
des Amerikaners

Charles Fenow Hoffman | von
| Fr.

Gerstiicker. Erster [-Zweiter] Band.
|

Dresden und Leipzig,
|
in der Ar-

noklischen Buchhaudlnng.
|
1845.

2 vols. : 2 p. 11. pp. 1-194, 11.; 1 p. 1. pp. 1-202,

1 1. 120.

Linguistics as in the English edition titled

above, vol. 2, pp. 33, 34.

Copies seen : British Museum.
Charles Fenno Hoffman, born in Now York

City in 1806; died in Harrisburg, Pa., 7 June,

1884, was sent to an acailemy in Poughkeepsie
at the age of nine. He entered Columbia, but
left before graduation, studied law with Har-

mauus Bleecker in Albany, at the same time

contributing articles to the newspapers, and
was admitted to the bar at the age of twenty-

one.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Hoffman {Dr. Walter James). Notes on

Ojibwa folk-lore. By W. J. Hoffman,

M. D.
In American Anthropologist, vol. 2, pp. 215-

223, Washington, 1889, 8°.

A number of Qjibwa terms with English

meanings, passim.

Issued separately as follows

:

Notes on Ojibwa folk-lore.
|
By

|
W.

J. Hoffman, M.D.
|

(Reprint from The
Americau Anthropologist. July, 1889.)

|

Washington :
|
Judd & Detweiler,

printers.
|
1889.

Printed cover as above, no inside title, text

pp. 215-223, 8°.

Copies seen: Pilling, Powell.

Meuomoni texts relative to the Mit6

society, and its relation to the Mide
society of the Ojibwa.

Manuscript, 80 pp. 4°.

Ojibwa texts and songs pertaining

to the ritual and ceremonies of the

Mid6wiwin or Grand Medicine society

of the Ojibwas.

Manuscript, 800 pp. 4^. "With pictographic

charts on birch bark and paper.

Traditions of Ojibwa cosmogony and
genesis, with pictographic records.

Manuscript, 200 pp. 4°.

Ojibwa songs (archaic phraseology),

and musical notation of the Mid6, or

Shamans, used in the preparatory serv-

ice of candidates for Society of Mid^.
Manuscript, 150 pp. 4°. Pictographic charts

and explanations.

Songs used by the Ojibwa Wabeno,
with musical notation and pictographic

charts.

Manuscript, 25 pp. 4°.

Hunters' songs in Ojibwa with musi-

cal notation and pictographs.

Manuscript, 40 pp. 4°.

Songs of Jossakeed, or Jessak'kid

[Jugglers]," in OjibNva, with musical

notation and pictographs.

Manuscript, 15 pp. 4°.

Lectures, prayers, and songs em-

ployed by the Mid<S in ritual of Mide-

wiwiu, or Grand Medicine society of

the Ojibwas.

Manuscript, 75 pp. 4°. Songs illustrated on

bark records. *

Ojibwa materia medica
;

giving

native names of plants and supersti-

tions relating thereto ; together with

mode of preparation of remedies.

Manuscript, 45 pp. 4°.
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Hoffman (W. J.) —Continued.
Tradition, phrases, and songs, with

pictographs, of the Grhost Society, a

collateral branch of the Grand Medicine

society of the Ojibwas.
Manuscript, 38 pp. 4°.

This material, now in course of preparation

for publication, was collected at Eed Lake and

White Earth reservations, Minnesota, during

the years 1887-'89, with the aid of Truman A.

Warren, William McArthur, Paul Beaulieu,

and the chief shamans of the Mide society.

These manuscripts belong to the Bureau of

Ethnology.

Hogg (H. C.) See 'Wampum (J. B.) and

Hogs(H.C.)

Hdlden (Austin Wells) A
|
history

|
of

the
j
town of Queensbury,

j

in the
|
state

of New York,
|
with |

biographical

sketches | of |
many of its distinguished

men,
|
and

|
some account of the abo-

rigines of
I
northern New York,

|
By A.

W. Holdeu, M. D.
|
[Quotation, six

lines.]
I
[Device.]

|

Albany, N. Y. :
|
Joel Munsell. | 1874.

Pp. i-viii, 1 1. pp. ]-519, plates, 8°.

Vocabulary of Indian names, pp. 23-35, is a

list, alphabetically arranged, composed princi-

pally of names of geographic features, and con-

sisting partly of Algonquian and partly of Ire-

quoian words.

Copies seen: Aster, Congress, Dunbar.

Holmes {Dr. Abiel). [Memoir of the

Moheagan Indians.]

In Massachusetts Hist. See. Coll. first series,

vol. 9, pp. 75-99, Boston, 1804, 8°.

A general discussion of the language of the

Moheagans, including specimens of the Choc-

taw, pp. 94-95.—Comparative vocabulary of 10

words of the Choctaw aud the Moheagan, p.

96.—Numerals 1-10 of the Choctaw and Mohea-

gan, p. 97.—Specimen of the Moheagan lan-

guage, taken at Cambridge in 1804, from John
Konkapot, jun. by William Jenks, consisting

of a text with English translation and a vocab-

ulary of 30 words, pp. 98-99.

Issued separately as follows

:

f ] A
I

memoir
| of the | Moheagan

Indians.
|

Written in the year M. DCCC.
IV [1804].

[Boston: 1804.]

Half-title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-27, 8°.

Copies seen: Massachusetts Historical So-

^ety.

and Noyes (T.) [Vocabulary of

the St. Francis Indians.]

In Edwards (J.), Observations on the lan-

guage of the Muhhekaneew Indians, in Massa-

chusetts Hist. Soc. Coll. second series, vol. 10,

p. 141, Boston, 1823, 8°.

Holmes (A.) and Noyes (T.) —Cont'd.
"Two females of this fSt. Francis] tribe

came from Canada to Boston in July, 1821, and

were placed by the Society [for Propagating

the Gospel] under the care of Eev. Thomas
Noyes of Needham, near Boston. From that

gentleman, and from the Rev. Dr. Holmes, sec-

retary of the society, the editor has obtained

several words of their dialect, from which he

has selected those [45] contained in the follow-

ing vocabulary."

Abiel Holmes, clergyman, born in Wood-
stock, Conn., 24 Dec, 1763; died in Cambridge,

Mass., 4 June, 1837. He was graduated at

Tale in 1783, became tutor there, and at the

same time studied theology. In 1785 he was
settled as a pastor in Midway, Ga. His home
in Cambridge . . . was the birthplace of his

son Oliver Wendell. . . .

—

Appleton's Cyclop,

of Am. Biog.

Holy bible. [Massachusetts]. See Eliot

(J.) •

Hood (George). A
j
history of music

|

in
I
New England:

j
with

|
biograph-

ical sketches
j
of

j
reformers and psalm-

ists.
I
By George Hood.

|

Boston : |
Wilkins, Carter & co.

|

1846.

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp. iii-vii,

text pp. 9-250, index pp. 251-252, testimonials

3 pp. 16°.

Portion of psalm cxvii in the Massachusetts

Indian language (from Eliot), p. 55.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Congress, Lenox.

I have seen mention of a second and enlarged

odition of this work, which was probably never

printed.

[Horden {Bt. Bev. John). ] Syllabic Sys-

tem of Orthography, invented by |
the

Rev^ las. Evans, adapted to the Moose
Dialect

)
of the Cree Language.

[London : printed for the Church mis-

sionary society ? 185-?]

No title-page, heading only, text 2 11. 8°.

The first page, recto blank, contains the

above heading, with the vowels "According to

C[hurch]. M[issionary]. S[ociety]. Standard,"

and the diphthongs. The second page, verso

blank, contains a table of the consonants (ini-

tial, final, and combined with the vowel sounds),

followed by twelve lines of explanatory text.

The English text is in script, and the whole is

printed by lithography (apparently), or from

engraved plates.

Copies seen : Eames.

—— [A portion of the Book of common
prayer in the Cree language.

Moose factory, Hudson bay, 1854,] (*)

In a letter to me dated from Moose, May 23,

1887, Mr. Horden says: " I now [1852] set about
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Horden (J.) — Continued.
translating a part of the English prayer-book

;

this finished I sent it to the Church Missionary

Society in London with the request that it

might he printed and copies sent me by the

next annual ship. Instead of sending the book,

they sent a printing-press and types. . . .

By the next spring I had the book printed and
bound and was able to present one to every In-

dian who could read."

—— The book
j
of

|
common prayer,

|
and

administration of
|
the sacraments,

|

and other rites and ceremonies of tlie

church,
I

according to the use of the
|

United Church of England and Ireland.

I
Translated into the language of the

j Moose Indians | of the diocese of

Rupert's Land, north-west America.
|

C'Rev. J. Horden's translation.")
|

London :
|

printed by W. M. Watts,
|

for the
I

Church missionary society,
|

J4, Salisbury square.
|
1859.

Titleversoblankl 1. text (entirely in theMoose
language, syllabic characters) pp. 1-361, 16°.

Copies seen: Brown, Church Missionary So-

ciety, Pilling, Powell, Society for Promoting

Christian Knowledge.

« The book
|
of

[
common prayer

|

and

I
administration of the sacraments and

other
I

rites and ceremonies of the

church,
I
according to the use of

|
the

church of England
; |

together with
|

The Psalter or Psalms of David.
|

Translated into the language of the'

Cree
|
Indians of the diocese of Mooso-

nee.
|
By the

|
Right Rev. John Hordrn,

D. D.,
I

bishop of Moosonee.
|
[Seal of

the society.]
|

(Printed with the ap-

proval of the Lord Archbishop of Can-

terbury.)
I

London :
|

Society for promoting

christian knowledge, I Northumberland

avenue, Charing cross, W. C.
|
1889.

Title verso printers 1 1. note verso blank 1 1.

text (entirely in the Cree language, syllabic char-

acters) pp. 1-298, 160. The " Psalter or Psalms

of David " has a separate title-page and pagi-

nation, for which see next page.

Copies seen : Pilling, Eames.

Some copies are dated 1890. (Eames.)

—— A collection
|
of

|

psalms and hymns.

I

Translated into the language
|
of the

!
Moose Indians | of the diocese of

Rupert's land,
|
north-west America.

|

By the
|
rev. John Horden.

|

London :
|

printed by W. M. Watts,
|

for the
I
Church missionary society,

|

Salisbury square.
|
1859.

Horden (J.) — Continued.

Title verso blank 1 1. text (entirely in the

Moose language and in syllabic characters) pp.

3-78, 32°.

Copies seen : Church Missionary Society, Pil-

ling, Powell.

A collection
|
of

|

psalms and hymns,

I

in the language
|
of the

|
Cree In-

dians
I
of north-west America.

|
Com-

piled by the
|
Right Rev. John Horden,

D. D. bishop of Moosonee.
|

[London:] Printed for the
|
Society

for promoting christian knowledge,
|

77, Great queen street, Liucolus Inn-

fields.
I

1874.

Frontispiece 1 1. half-title 1 1. title 1 1. preface

(syllabic characters) pp. 3-6, text (in syllabic

characters and entirely in the Cree language,

consisting of 100 psalms and hymns) pp. 7-113,

tunes for hymns nos. 14, 78, 87, pp. 114-116, 16<^.

Copies seen; Gilbert & Rivington, Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge.

A collection | of
|
psalms and

hymns,
|
in the language

j
of the

(
Cree

Indians
|
of north west America.

|
Com-

piled by the
|
Right Rev. John Horden,

D. D.
I

bishop of Moosonee.
|

London:
|

printed for the Church
missionary society,

|
Salisbury square.

I
1876.

Title 1 1. preface (syllabic charaiiters) pp. 3-5,

alphabet p. 6, text (110 psalms and hymns, in

syllabic characters and entirely in the Cree

language) pp. 7-128, 24°.

Copies seen : Gilbert & Rivington.

For an edition of the same date " adapted for

the use of the Indians of the York Factory Dis-

trict" see Horden (J.) and Kirkby (W. W.)

A collection
|
of

|
Psalms and Hymns,

I

in the language
|
of the

|
Cree In-

dians
I

of north-west America.
|
Com-

piled by the
|
right rev. John Horden,

D. D.,
I

bishop of Moosonee.
|

London :
j

Society for promoting

christian knowledge,
|
Northumberland

avenue, Charing cross, W. C.
|
1889.

Half-title verso printer 1 1. title verso blank

1 1. preface (syllabic characters) pp. 3-6, text

(100 psalms and hymns, entirely in the Cree lan-

guage audin syllabic characters) pp. 7-113, with

name of printer on verso (p. 114), 24°,

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

[ ] [Four lines syllabic characters=

The four gospels in the Cree language. ]

Moose.
I

M.DCCC.LIX [1859].

Title verso blank 1 1. text (entirely in the

Cree language and in 8.^ liable characters) 210

unnumbered 11. and 1 supplemental leaf contain'

ing 11 lines iu syllabic characters, 16°.
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Horden (J.) — Continued.
Matthew, 59 11—Mark, 38 11.—Luke, 6'3 11.—

Jolin, 47 11.

On the fly leaf of my copy, presented to me
by the author, he says he printed this book him-

self at Moose Fort, Hudson's Bay.

Most of the copies I have seen are minus the

title-page; in some the " supplemental leaf " is

at the beginning.

Copies seen: Boston Athenjeum, Church
Missionary Society, Pilling, Powell, Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge.

[ ] Bible and gosj^el history
|
in the

|

Moose dialect,
j

[One line syllabic

characters ]

Colojjhon: London :
|

printedby W. M.

Watts,Cro\vn court, Templebar. [I860?]

No title-page, heading only; text (entirely in

the Moose dialect of the Cree language, syllabic

characters, except thiee English headings) pp.

1-83, 16°.

Bible history, pp. 1-71.—Watts's catecbism

of scripture names, pp. 72-79.— Watts's first

catechism, pp. 80-83.

Copies seen: Church Missionary Society,

Eames, Pilling, Powell, Society for Promoting

Christian Knowledge.

I ] Bible and gospel history,
|
in

|

Saultenx.
|
[One line syllabic charac-

ters.]

Colophon: London:
|
printed by W.

M. Watts, Crown court, Temple bar.

[1850?]

No title-page, heading only ; text (entirely in

the Saulteiyc dialect of the Chippewa language

and in syllabic characters) pp. 1-72, 16°.

Copies seen : Pilling, Eames.

The
I

morning and evening
|
serv-

ices,
[
according to the use of the

|

Unite 1 Church of England and Ire-

land.
I

Translated into the language

of the
j
Saultenx Indians

j
of the

|
dio-

cese of Rupert's land, North America,

I

by the
|

rev. John Horden,
|
mis-

sionary of the Church missionary so-

ciety,
I

Moose.
I

[London : W. M. Watts, Crown court,

Temple bar.] 1861.

Title verso printer 1 1. text (in the Saulteux

dialect of the Chppewa language, syllabic char-

acters, exceptan English beading, '"The Nicene

creed," on p. 35) pp. 3-36, 16°.

Copies seen: British Museum, Pilling, Powell.

£ ] Hymns, j
ti'anslatediiitothe

|
Cree

language,
|
for the use of

|
the Indians

in the Moose
1
district,

|
north west

America.
|

London :
]

printed by W. M. Watts,

I
Crown court, Temple bar,

| 1866.

Horden (J.) — Continued.
Title verso blank 1 1. text (consisting of 70

hymns entirely in the Cree language and in

syllabic characters) pp. 1-94, 32°.

Copies seen : Pilling.

[ ] Hymns |
translated into the Sal-

teux language,
|
for the use of

|
the

Salteux Indians in
|
the Moose district,

I
northwest America.

|

London :
|

printed by W. M. Watts,

I

Crown court. Temple bar.
|
1866.

Title 1 1. text (in syllabic characters and en-

tirely in the Salteux language) pp. 1-80, 32°.

Copies seen: Church Missionary Society,

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

[One line syllabic characters.]
|
The

I

Psalter, or Psalms of David,
|
in the

language
|
of the

|
Cree Indians

|
of

north-west America.
|
By

|
the right

rev. John Horden, D. D.,
|
bishop of

Moosonee.
|

[London:] Printed for the
|
Society

for promoting christian knowledge, \

77, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's-Inn-

Fields.
I
1875.

Title verso printers 1 1. text (in syllabic char-

acters and entirely in the Cree language) pp.

1-188, 12°.

Copies seen: Gilbert & Riviugton, Pilling,

Powell.

There may be an edition of this work of 1876.

In the copy of the 1875 edition seen by me in

the bands of Messrs. Gilbert & Hivington, the

London printers of many of Mr. Horden's

books, there was penciled on the title-page:

London :
|
British and foreign bible society.

|

1876. It was probably prepared as "copy" for

a new issue.

[One line syllabic characters.]
[
The

I
Psalter, or Psalms of David,

|
in the

language
i

of the
|

Cree Indians
|

ofnorth-

west America.
I

By
j
the right rev. John

Hordeu, D.D.,
|
bishop of Moosonee.

|

London :
|
Society for promoting

christian knowledge,
|
Northumberland

avenue, Charing cross, W. C.
|
1889.

Title verso printers 1 1. text in syllabic char-

acters pp. 1-188, 16°.

Appended to the same author's " Book of

common prayer," 18S9, described on tbe pre-

ceding page.

Copies seen : Pilling, Eames.

Some copies are dated 1890. (Eames.)

[Three lines syllabic characters.]
|

The new testament,
j
translated into

|

the Cree language,
|
by the | right rev.

John Horden, D. D., |
bishop of Mooso-
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Horden (J.)— Continued.

London :
|

printed for the
|
British

and foreign bible society,
|

Queeu Vic-

toria Street, E. C.
|
1876.

Title verso printers 1 1. contents verso blank

1 1. text (entirely in the Cree language and in

syllabic characters) pp. 1-425, 12°.

Copies seen : British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, Gilbert & Kivington, Pilling, Powell.

Priced by Clarke & co. 1886, no. 6724, $1.25.

Some copies with, title exactly as above end

on p. 245, the verso of which is blank, and in-

clude only to the end of Acts. (Pilling. ) In the

complete copies Romans begins on p. 246.

[Three lines syllabic characters."]
|

Proper lessons
|
from the old testament,

I
for the

I
Sundays and other Holy

Days
I

throughout the year.
|
In the

Cree language.
|
By the right rev. J.

Horden, D. D.
|
bishop of Moosonce.

|

[London:] Printed for the
|
Society

for promoting christian knowledge,
|

77, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's-Inn-

Fields.
I
1878.

Title verso printers 1 1. text (entirely in the

Cree language and in syllabic characters) pp. 1-

317, 12°.

Copies seen: British Museum, Eames, Pil-

ling, Powell.

A grammar
J
of the

|
Cree language,

I
as spoken by the

|
Cree Indians of

North America.
|
By the

|
rt. rev. J.

Horden, D. D.,
|
bishop of Moosonee.

(

[Seal of the society.]
|

Loudon :
|

Society for promoting

christian knowledge;
j

Northumberland

avenue, Charing cross.
|
1881.

Halftitle verso blank 1 1. title verso printers

1 1. preface pp. v-viii, text pp. 1-238, 16°.

Ortliography, pp. 1-3.—Etymology, p. 4.—Of
the noun, pp. 5-10.—Pronouns, pp. 11-23.—Ad-
jectives, pp. 24-27.—The verb, pp. 2&-203.—The
adverb, pp. 204-211.—The conjunction, pp. 212-

213.—The preposition, pp. 214-216.—The inter-

jection, pp. 217-218.—Syntax, pp.219-222.—Pars-

ing (pp. 223-238) includes three texts with in-

terlinear literal translation, pp. 233-237.

Copies seen: Dunbar, Eames, Pilling, Powell,

Shea.

Priced by Triibner & co. 1882, p. 40, 2^. ; by
Quaritch, no. 30072, 5s. ; by Koehler, catalogue

465, no. 339, 2M. 50Pf.

Eor other works by Bishop Horden, of wbich

I have been unable to procure titles, see the

biographic sketch, furnished by himself, below.

and Kirkby (W. W.) [One line syl-

labic characters.]
j
A collection

| of
|

Psalms and Hymns,
|
in the language

|

of the
I
Cree Indians

|
of north west

America.
|
Compiled by the

1
right rev.

Horden (J. ) andKirkby(W.W.)—Cont'd.
John Horden, D. D.

|
bishop of Mooso-

nee.
I

Adapted for the use of the Indiaus

of the York Factory
|
District, by the

Rev. W. W. Kirkby.
|

London :
|

printed for the
|
Church

missionary society,
|
Salisbury Square.

I

1876,

Title verso printer 1 1. preface pp. 3-5, alpha-

bet p. 6, text (entirely in the Cree language and
in syllabic characters) pp. 7-128, 16°.

Archdeacon Kirkby informs me that the line

of syllabic characters at the head of this title-

page is erroneous and has been corrected. Its-

English equivalent is Prayer hymn, whereas it

should be Hymn hook. " The error is due to the
printer or some one else in London who inserted

a portion of the title of another book which was
in hand at the same time."

Copies seen: Church Missionary Society,

Gilbert & Eivington, Pilling, Powell.

For other editions see Horden (J.)

and Sanders (J.) The
| Moosonee

hymnal,
|
translated into the

|
Ojibbe-

way language
j
by the

j
Right Rev. The

bishop of Moosonee,
|
and the

|
Rev.

John Sanders,
|

native missionary to the

Ojibbeways of the diocese
|
of Mooso-

nee.
I

London :
|

Society for promoting
christian knowledge,

|
Northumber-

land avenue, Charing cross
; ( 4, Royal

exchange; and 48, Piccadilly.
| 1879.

Title verso printers 1 l.text (entirely in the
Ojibbeway language and in syllabic characters)

pp. 3-112, 160.

Copies seen: British Museum, Church Mis-
sionary Society, Eames, Pilling, Powell, Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

The Book of Common Prayer
|

and
I

admiuistrationof the sacraments,

and other
|
rites and ceremonies of the

church,
I

according to the use of
|
the

church of England.
|
Translated into

the language of
|
the Ojibbeway Indiaus

I
in the diocese of Moosonee,

|
by

|
the

right rev. the bishop of Moosonee
|
and

the
I
rev. J. Sanders, of Matawakum-

ma.
I

(Some of the Occasional Offices

are omitted.)
|

[Seal of the society.]
|

Society for promoting christian

knowledge,
|
Northumberland Avenue,

Charing Cross, London.
|
1880.

Title verso printers 1 1. text (entirely in the

Ojibbeway language and in syllabic characters)

pp. 3-152, 16°.

Copies seen: British Museum, Church Mis-

sionary Society, Eames, Pilling, Powell, Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
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Horden (J.) and Sanders (J.) — Cont'd.

Some copies are dated 1881. (Gilbert & Riv-

ington.

:— St. Matthew's gospel.
|
Trans-

lated into the language
|
of the

|
Ojib-

beway Indians
|
in the

|
diocese ofMoos-

onee,
|
by

|
the right rev. the bishop of

Moosonee
|
and the

|
rev. J. Sanders, of

Matawakumma. [

Society for promoting christian knowl-

edge,
I

Northumberland Avenue, Char-

ing Cross, London,
j 1880.

Title verso printers 1 1. text (entirely in the

Ojibbeway language and in syllabic characters)

pp. 3-140, colophon 1 1. verso blank, 16°.

Copies seen: Church Missionary Society,

Eames, Pilling, Powell, Society for Promoting

€hristian Knowledge.

Under date of Feb. 2, 1887, Mr. Sanders

wrote me: "In the winter of 1881-2, I assisted

Bishop Horden in translating the acts of the

apostles into the Ojibbeway, which h&s not been

returned from the press.

John Horden was born at Exeter, Devon-

shire, Eng., on Jan. 20, 1828, and in 1835 was
elected a scholar of St. Johns hospital, Exeter,

where he continued until 1842, when, at the age

of fourteen years, he left school and entered as

an apprentice as an iron-worker in one of the

foundries of his native city, hoping this might

be of assistance in after life, for he had already

determined that, if possible, he would become
a missionary. "While learning his business he

was constantly engaged as a teacher in the

Sunday school of St. Thomas, Mb own parish.

His apprenticeship having expired, he became
general tutor at the South Devon collegiate

school, remaining in this position two years,

when he offered himself to the Church* Mis-

sionary Society. One morning, in 1851, while

at breakfast, he was startled by the contents of

a letter from the home society of the Church
Missionary Society, directing him to go at once

to Moose Factory, Hudson's Bay, to commence
a mission among the Cfee and Ojibbeway In-

dians of that quarter, telling him, moreover, that

he must decide at once, as the annual ship, the

only means of going, would sail in a fortnight,

and that, supposing he determined to go, it was
advisable he should get married before starting.

All difficulties were overcome, and in the be

ginning of June Mr. and Mrs. Horden started

for Canada, arriving at Moose Factory at the end

of August. He set himself resolutely to acquire

the Cree language, and with such success that

in about seven or eight months he no longer

needed an interpreter, except to assist him in

some of his translations. He taught the In-

dians to read according to the syllabic system
invented by the Rev. Mr. Evans, which is easily

acquired, and wrote books for them, which he
Tvas obliged to multiply by hand. In 1852 Mr.

Horden was ordained both deacon and priest.

Horden (J.) — Continued.

and placed in full charge of the mission. He
now set about translating a part of the English

Prayer Book; this finished, he sent it to the

Church Missionary Society in London, with the

request that it might be printed, and copies sent

to him by the next annual ship. Instead of

sending the book they sent a printing press and
types, with a good supply of paper, together

with bookbinding material, of the use of which
Mr. Horden knew absolutely nothing. He
determined to do his best, however, and by the

next spring had his books printed and bound.

A hymn book and the book of Jonah followed,

then a translation of Pinnock's bible and gospel

history, prayer book, and hymn book in Ojibbe-

way, and a small book in Eskimo. His next

work was the four gospels, which occupied him
a considerable time, although he now had assist-

ants, having taught some young natives both

printing and bookbinding. In 1872 Eupert's

Land was divided into four dioceses, which were

named Rupert's Land, Moosonee, Saskatchewan

and Athabaska. On December 15th Mr. Horden

was consecrated in Westminster Abbey as the

first bishop of Moosonee, since which he has vis-

ited almost every part of the diocese, spending

one year in north Moosonee, the principal sta-

tions of which are York Factory and Fort

Churchill. He has done a great deal in the

way of education, one of his pupils being arch-

deacon of Saskatchewan, another archdeacon

of Moose, while one of these is fully expected

to be the second bishop of Moosonee.

Horne (Thomas Hartwell). A |
manual

I

of
I
biblical bibliography;

|
compris-

ing
I

a catalogue, methodically ar-

ranged,
I

of
I
the principal editions

and versions of
|
the holy scriptu'.es

;

I
together with

|
notices of the princi-

pal philologers, critics, and interpre-

ters
I

of the bible.
|
By

|
Thomas Hart-

well Horne, B. D.
|

[&c. four lines.
] |

London: | T. Cadell, Strand;
|
W.

Blackwood and sons, Edinburgh ; and
|

R. Milliken and son, Dublin.
|
MDCCC

XXXIX [18.39].

Title verso printer 1 1. advertisement verso

blank 1 1. contents pp. v-xii, text pp. 1-404,

bibliographic index pp. 405-431, list of the au-

thor's works p. [432], 8°.

Lord's prayer in Virginian {sic for Massa-

chusetts] (from Eliot's bible), p. 125.—1 John,

iii, 1-4, in the Delaware language (from Dencke),

p. 125.

Copies seen : Congress, Eames.

This volume is a separate edition of the bib-

liographical appendix to Home's Introductioa

to the critical study and knowledge of the

holy scriptures, London, 1839, and other edi-

tions ; the 1839 edition of which (Congress) does

not contain the above linguistics.
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Horsford {Prof. Eben Norton). The

Indian names of Boston and their mean-

ing.

In Boston Evening Transcript, vol. 58, no.

17954, p. 6, Boston, Wednesday Evening, No-

vember 4, 1885. (Powell.)

• The Indian names of Boston, and

their meaning. Read before the Nevt^

England Historic Genealogical Society,

November 4, 1885, By Prof. E. N. Hors-

ford, A. M., of Cambridge.

In New-England Historical and Genealogical

Eegister, vol.40, pp. 94-103, maps, Boston, 1886,

8°. (Lenox.)

The
I

Indian names of Boston,
|
and

their ' meaning. | By |
Eben Norton

Horsford.
|
Read before the New Eng-

land historic
|

genealogical society,
|

November 4, 1885.
|

Cambridge:
|
John Wilson and son.

i

University Press, j
1886.

Printed cover, title as above verso blank 1 1.

preface pp. 3-6, list of maps p. 7, text pp. 9-26,

maps, 8° form on large 4° paper.

Contains many geographic and other terms,

most of tbem with etymologies and meanings.

Copies seen : Lenox, Pilling, Eames.

John Cabot's landfall, site of No-

rumbega, by Prof. E. N. Horsford.

In American G-eog. Soc. Jour. vol. 17, pp. 45-

78, New York, [1885], 8°. (Eames.)

Issued separately as follows :

John Cabot's landfall
j
in 1497, |

and
the

I

site of Norumbega.
|
A letter to

chief-justice Daly,
|
president of the

American geographical society.
( By

|

Eben Norton Horsford.
|

Cambridge:
|
John Wilson and son.

|

University Press.
|
1886.

Title on cover as above, frontispiece 1 1. in-

side title as above verso blank 1 1, text pp. 3-42,

maps and plates, 8° form on large 4° paper.

Contains passim Indian names along the

Atlantic coast, pp. 11-17 being devoted to the

etymology of the word "Norumbega."
Copies seen : Pilling, Powell.

Hoss-weit (Zachary). See Howwoswe
(Z.)

Hough (Daniel). [Map of Indiana giv-

ing] Names of lakes, rivers, towns,

forts, &c., also tribal districts and
tribes.

Accompanies Beckwith (H. W.), Indian

names of water courses in Indiana, Department
of geology and na; ural history, Twelfth Annual
Report, 1882, facing p. 42.

Hovelacque (Abel). Bibliotheque des

sciences contemporaines
|
La liuguis-

tique
I

par | Abel Hovelacque
| Lin-

guistique. Philologie. Etymologic.
|

La faculty du langage articul6, sa loca-

lisation,
I

son origine vraisemblable
|

et son importance dans I'histoire na-

turelle. | Tableau des trois couches

liuguistiques et des idiomes
|

qui les

repr^sentent.
|
La plurality originelle

|

et la transformation des systemes de

langues.
|

r
Paris

I
C. Reinwald et Cie, libraires-

^diteurs
| 15, Rue des Saint-P^res, 15

|

1876
I

Tons droits de traduction et de.

reproduction r6serv6s.

Pp. i-xi, 1-365. 160.

The American languages, pp. 106-120, is a
general discussion of the subject, the Algon-
quian occupying pp. 116-120 and containing

examples- in Lenape, Chippewa, Ottawa, Narra-

gansett and Menomeni.
Copies seen: Boston Public, British Museum,

Watkinson.

—— The
I
science of language

|
linguis-

tics, philology, etymology.
|
By

|
Abel

Hovelacque.
|
Translated by

|
A. H.

Keane, B. A.,
[
author of

|
[&c. one

line.]
I

London:
Piccadilly.

Chapman and Hall, 193,

I

Philadelphia: J. B. Lip-

pincott and co.
|
1877.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso printers

1 1. author's preface pp. v-vi, translator's pref-

ace pp. vii-ix, contents pp. xi-xv, text pp. 1-311,

appendix pp. 312-334, index pp. 335-340, map,
12°.

Linguistics as under previous title, pp. 123-

135.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum , Congress, Eames, Trumbull, Watkinson.

— Bibliotheque des sciences contempo-

raines.
I

La linguistique
|
par

|
Abel

Hovelacque.
j

Linguistique. Philologie.

Etymologic.
|
La faculty du langage

articul^, sa localisation,
|
son origine,

|

son importance dans I'histoire natu-

relle
|
classification et description des

diff6rents idiomes.
|

Plurality originelle

et transformation
|
des systemes de

langues
|
Troisieme Edition

|

Paris
I

C. Reinvrald, libraire-^diteur

I
15, Rue des Saints-P^res, 15

|
1881

|

Tons droits reserv6s. (*)

Pp. i-xiv, 1-435, 12°.

Les langues americanes, pp. 167-184, includes

a few Cree noun forms, p. 174.—Incorporation of

nouns in verb illustrated from Algonquin and
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Hovelacque (A.) — Continued.

Chippeway, p. 176—A few words of Innuit, Al-

gonquin, Mexican, aud Chippeway, pp. 176-

178.—Enunciation of Algonquiu and Iroquois

dialects, p. 179.—Algonquin phonetics, pp. 179-

180.—The article in Algonquin illustrated by the

word for tree in Chippeway, p. 181.—isfominal

conjugation illustrated fromAlgonquin,pp. 181-

182.—The verb in Algonquiu, p. 182.—The verb

to he illustrated from Narragansett, Len&pe,

Ottawa, and Menomenee, p. 182.

Title and note from Prof. A. F. Chamberlain.

Toronto.

Quatri^me edition, Psiris, 1888, pp. xvi, 450,

120. (*)— and Vinson (J.) fitudes
|
delinguis-

tiqne
|
et

|
d'ethnographie

]

par
i
A.

Hovelacque et Julian Vinson
1

Paris
I

C. Reinwald et C^®, libraires-

^diteurs
{ 15, Rue des Saints-Peres, 15

|

1878
I

Tons droits r^serv^s.
j

Half-title verso printers 1 1. title verso blank

1 1, table des mati^res pp. v-vi, avant propos

pp. vii-viii, text pp. 1-365, table analytique pp.

367-371, table de noms propres cites pp. 372-

375, 12°.

Les langues americaines, pp. 143-160, con-

tains, besides a general discussion of the sub-

ject, a few words of Chippeway and Algonquin,

p. 149; of Lenape p. 162; enumeration of Al-

gonquin and Iroquois dialects, pp. 155-156; dis-

cussion of Algonquin and Iroquois phonetics,

pp. 155-156; the article in A.lgonquin, the word
for tree in Lenape and Chippeway, with pre-

fixed pronoun, pp. 156-157.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology.

HoTve (Henry). Historical collections
|

of
I

Ohio
; I

containing | a collection of

the most interesting facts, traditions,
|

biographical sketches, anecdotes, etc.

I

relating to its
|

general and local

history: | with | descriptions of its

counties, principal towns and
j
vil-

lages,
i

Illustrated by
|
180 engravings^

I

giving
1
views of the chief towns,

—

public buildings,—relics of anti- '

quity, — historic localities, — natural

scenery, etc.
|
By Henry Howe.

|
[Seal

of the state.]
|

Cincinnati :1 published for the author

by Bradley & Anthony.
|
Price Three

Dollars.
|
1849.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyrigbt notice

1 1. preface pp. 3-4, text pp. 5-594, indexes pp.

595-599, advertisements pp. 1^, map, 8°.

Johnston fJ.), Vocabularies of the Shawa-

noese and Wyandott languages, pp. 590-594.—

Names of rivers by the Shawanoese, p. 594.

Copies seen : Congress.

The first edition, Cincinnati, 1847, 581 pp. 8°,

contains no linguistics. (Congress.)

Howe (H.) — Continued.
Field's sale catalogue, no. 1038, titles an edi-

tion Cincinnati, Bradley & Anthony, 1848, 599

pp.80.

Historical collections
|
of

|
Ohio

; |

containing
|
a collection of the most

interesting facts, traditions,
|

bio-

graphical sketches, anecdotes, etc.
|

relating to its
|

general and local his-

tory:
I
with

I

descriptions of its coun-

ties, principal towns and
|
villages.

|

Illustrated by
|
180 Engravings,

]

giv-

ing
I
Views of the chief towns,—public

buildings,—relics of anti-
|

quity,—his-

toric localities,—natural scenery, etc.
|

By Henry Howe.
|

[Sealof the state,]
|

Cincinnati
|

published for the

Author by Bradley & Anthony.
|
Price

Three Dollars.
|
1850.

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp.iii-iv,

text pp. 1-594, indexes pp. 595-599, 8°

Linguistics as in earlier edition, pp. 590-594.

Copies seen : Astor.

Fourteen thousand. |
Historical col-

lections
I

of
I

Ohio;
I

containing
|
a col-

lection of the most interesting facts, tra-

ditions,
I
biographical sketches, anec-

dotes, etc.
!
relating to its

|

general

and local history:
|
with

|
descriptions

of its counties, principal towns and
|

villages.
| Illustrated by

|
180 Engrav-

ings,
I

giving
I

views of the chief

towns, — public buildings, — relics of

anti-
I

quity,—historic localities,—nat-

ural scenery, etc.
I
By Henry Howe.

|

[Seal of the state.]
j

Cincinnati :
|

published by Henry
Howe, at E. Morgan & co's.

|
Price

three dollars.
|
1852.

Pp. 1-620, 8°.

Linguistics as under titles above, pp. 590-594.

Copies seen : British Museum.
Accordmg to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 33299,

there is an edition Cincinnati, 1857, 620 pp. 8°.

Historical collections
|
of

|
Ohio;

|

containing
|
a collection of tlie most in-

teresting facts, traditions,
|
biograph-

ical sketches, anecdotes, etc.
|
relating

to its
I

general aud local history:
|
with

I

descriptions of its counties, cities,

towns, and villages,
|
illustrated by 180

engravings,
|

giving views of the chief

towns, public buildings, relics of an-

tiquity,
j
historic localities, natural

scenery, etc.
|
By Henry Howe.

|

Cincinnati :
|
Robert Clarke and com-

pany.
I
1869.
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Howe (H.)— Continued.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso copy-

right 1 1. preface pp. 3-4, test pp. 5-594, index to

cities etc. pp. 595-596, general index pp. 597-599,

large 8°.

Linguistics as under titles above, pp. 590-594.

Copies seen : Boston Public.

—— Historical collections
|
of

|
Ohio

; |

c mtaining
|
a collection of the most in-

teresting facts, traditions,
|
biograph-

ical sketches, anecdotes, etc.
|
relating

to its
I

general and local history:
|

with
1

descriptions of its^counties, cities,

towns, and villages,
|
illustrated by 180

engravings,
|

giving views of the chief

towns, public buildings, relics of an-

tiquity,
I

historic localities, natural

scenery, etc.
|
By Henry Howe.

|

Cincinnati:] Robert Clarke & com-

pany.
I

1875,

Title verso copyright notice 1 1. preface pp.

3-4, text pp. 5-594, indexes pp. 595-599

Linguistics asunderprevious titles, pp. 590-594

.

Copies seen: Congress.

Historical collections
j of |

Ohio
|
in

two volumes
| an Encyclopedia of the

state :
|
history both general and local,

geography with descriptions
|
of its

counties, cities and villages, its agri-

cultural, manu-
|
facturing, mining

and business development, sketches
|
of

eminent and interesting characters,

etc., with notes of a tour over it in 1886.

I

Illustrated by about Five Hundred
Engravings.

|
Contrasting the Ohio of

1846 with 1886-88.
|
From drawings

[&c. three lines.]
|
The Ohio centen-

nial edition.
|
By Henry Howe

|
author

[&c. two lines.]
|
Vol. I [- ]

|

Columbus :
[
Henry Howe & son,

|

King building.
]
(Sold by Canvassers

Exclusively.)
|

Copyright, 1888, by
Henry Howe.

|
1889.

Portraits of the author 1 1. title verso printers

1 1. preface to the first edition pp. 13-14, intro-

duction pp. 15-18, contents pp. 19-23, cities

towns and villages pp. 25-26, list of illustrations

pp. 27-29, list of introductory articles p. 31,

text pp. 33-750, some reminiscences pp. i-xxii,

large 8°.

I have as yet (May, 1890) seen no copy of

the second volume.

Copies seen : Boston Public, Congress, Geo-

logical Survey.

See Barber (J.W.) and Howe (H.)

Howison (Robert Reid). A
|
history of

Virginia,
|
from its

|
discovery and set-

tlement
,
by Europeans

]
to

[
the present

AluGr 16

Howison. (R. R. ) — Continued,

time.
I

By
|
Robert R. Howison.

|
Vol.

I.
I

Containing the History of the Col-

ony to the
I

Peace of Paris, in 1763.
|

Philadelphia:
|
Carey & Hart.

|
1846.

Title to vol. 2. A |
history of Virginia,

|
from

its
I
discovery and settlement

|
by Europeans

|

to
I
the present time,

i

By
1
Robert R. Howison.

|

Vol. II.
I
Containing the history of the colony

and of the State from
|
1763 to the retrocession

of Alexandria in 1847, with a 1 review of the

present condition of Virginia.
|

Richmond : | Drinker and Morris.
|
"JTew

York and London :
|
Wiley and Putnam. | 1848.

2 vols. : half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso

copyright 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. preface

pp. vii-x, contents pp. xi-xv, errata p. xvi, half-

title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 19-496; half-title

verso blank 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. dedi-

cation 1 1. preface pp. vii-viii, contents pp. ix-

xiv, list of residents pp. xv-xvi, half-title veiso

blank 1 1. text pp. 19-520, index pp. 521-528, 8°.

A short vocabulary and specimen of the In-

dian language [of Virginia] (from Smith's Vir-

ginia), vol. l,p. 113.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress.

Howse (Joseph). A grammar
|
of the

f

Cree language,
|
with which is com-

bined
I
an analysis

|
of the

j

Chippeway
dialect.

|
By Joseph Howse.

|

London :
|
J. G. F. & J. Rivington,

|

St. Paul's church yard, and Waterloo

place, Pall Mall,
|
1844.

Second title : A grammar
|
of the

|
Cree lan-

guage;
I
with which is combined | an analysis

|

of the
I
Chippeway dialect.

|
By Joseph Howse,

Esq. F. R. G. 8. | and resident twenty years in

Prince Rupert's land, in the
|
service of the

hon. Hudson's bay company.
|

London:
|
J. G-. F. & J. Rivington,

| St.

Paul's church yard, and T^aterloo place, Pall

Mall.
I
1844.

Portrait 1 1, first title 1 1. second title verso

printers 1 1, dedication verso blank 1 1. pref-

ace (dated Cirencester, March, 1844) pp. v-xvi,

index pp. xvii-xix, errata p. xx, text pp. 1-324,

8°. Most of the copies I have seen do not con-

tain the portrait and second title.

Introduction: the Algonquins, pp. 1-14

Part 1 Of the verb, pp. 15-180.—Part 2 Acci-

dence, pp. 181-243.—Part 3 Syntax, pp. 244-299.—

Part 4 Addenda, pp. 300-324.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Public, British

Museum, Congress, Dunbar, Eames, Pilling,

Trumbull, Wisconsin Historical Society.

Priced in Stevens' Nuggets, no. 1443, 7s. M.

;

at the Squier sale, no. 512, a copy brought $1.62.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2154, 12 fr. The
Brinley copy, no. 5648, half-calf, gilt top,

brought $2.75; the Murphy copy, no. 1271,

$1. Quar tch, no. 30073, priced it 5s. ; and in

Dec. 1887, 3«. 6d. ; Clarke and co. 1888, no. 6722,
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Howse (J.)— Continued.

$3.50; Francis, in 1887, offered a presentation

copy with autograph for $4.50; Stevens, Dec.

1887, no. 3203, 9s. 6d. ; and iu January, 1888, no.

3308, 10s. 6d.

A Grammar
|
of the

|
Cree lan-

guage
; I

with which is combined
|
an

analysis
|
of the

|
Chippeway dialect,

j

By Joseph Howse, Esq., F. R. G. S.
|

and resident twenty years in Prince

Rupert's Land, in the
|
service of the

Hon. Hudson's Bay Company.
[

London: Trubner & Co., 60 Pater-

noster Row.
I
1865.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank

1 1. preface (dated Cirencester, March, 1844)

pp. v-xvi, index pp.xvii-xix, errata p. xx, text

pp. 1-324, 8°.

Copies seen: Bancroft, Harvard.

Leclerc, 1878, no. 2195, priced a copy 12 fr.

;

Quaritch, no. 12571. 6s. Triibner & co. 1882, p.

40, 7«. 6d.; and in 1885, p. 46, 7s. 6d. ; Chadenat

of Paris, catalogue no. 3, 2^'ovember, 1889, no.

3068, 10 fr.

Vocabularies of certain North Ameri-

can languages. By J. House [sic'], esq.

In Philological Soc. [of London], Proc. vol, 4,

pp. 102-122, London, 1850, 8°.

Vocabulary (words and sentences) of the

]!:^ipis8 ng, Shawnee, Brunswick, Blackfoot

<two dialects), pp. 104-112.

Words and Forms of Speech, pre-

pared with a view to obtain their Equiv-

alents in various Indian Dialects.

Cirencester, [n. d.] (*)

2 11. folio.

Title from the " Catalogue *f the library of

the Eoyal Geographical Society " (1865), p. 216.

St. Matthew, chap. ii. and iii., in Cree

Indian, translated, with remarks, by J.

Howse.
*

(*)

Manuscript, folio. In the library of the Brit-

ish and Foreign Bible Society, London. Title

from Bullen's catalogue, p. 3.

Howwoswe (Zachariah). [Sermons in

the Indian language of Massachu-
setts.] (*)

Manuscripts, in possession of Eev. D. W.
Stevens, Vineyard Haven, Mass., who writes

me concerning them as follows :

"As near as I can judge I have six or eight

sermons of Zachariah Howwoswe, or Zachary
Hossweit, as his name has sometimes been
written, in the Indian language, and two or

three in the English language. The whole
number is in five parcels. He established a

Presbyterian church at Gay Head, Martha's
Vineyard, and preached for many j ears in the

Indian language. It appears that he was in

the habit of sewing large sheets of paper to-

Howwos-wre (Z.)—Continued.
gether into small leaves six inches by three

and a half inches in size. At the end of one

sermon in the Indian language there are sev-

eral uncut blank leaves. In the middle of one

parcel I found the date of January 23, 1763.

It appears that he preached iu the Indian lan-

guage as long as any considerable number
could understand him. After that he preached
in the English language, as his sermons show
beyond a doubt. It appears that ho preached
almost to tlie time of his death, which occurred

June 10, 1821. He was the last person that

used this language publicly in the world."

See Massachusetts.

Hubbard (Lucius L.) Woods and Lakes

I
of

I
Maine

|
A trip from Moosehead

lake to
I
New Brunswick

|
in a birch

-

bark canoe
|
To which are added

|
some

Indian place-names and their mean-
ings

I

now first published
|
By Lucius

L. Hubbard
|
compiler [&c. one line.]

I
New and Original Illustrations

|
By

Will L. Taylor
|

[Monogram]
|

Boston
I

James R. Osgood and com-

pany
|
L884

Frontispiece 1 1, title verso copyright etc. 1

1

dedication verso blank 1 1. introduction pp.

vii-x, contents pp. xi-xiii, list of illustrations

pp. xv-xvi, text pp. 17-223, map, sm. 4°.

Appendix I. Indian place-names (about 180,

alphabetically arranged by Indian words) in

the Abuaki, Micmac, and Penobscot languages

with English meanings and etymologies, pp.

191-214.—Appendix I[, Cross-index (in Eng-

lish) to Indian names in the preceding list, pp,

215-216.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Eames, Geological Survey.

A later edition as follows

:

Woods and Lakes
|
of

|
Maine

|
A

trip from Moosehead lake to
|
New

Brunswick
|
in a birch-bark canoe

|
To

which are added
|
some Indian place-

names and their meanings
|
now first

published
|
By Lucius L. Hubbard

|

compiler [&c. one line]
|
New and

Original Illustrations
|
By Will L.

Taylor
|
Second edition, revised

|
[Vig-

nette]
I

Boston
I

Ticknor and company
|
211

Tremont Street [1888]

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright etc. 1 1.

dedication verso blank 1 1. preface to second

edition dated May 1888 verso blank 1 1. intro-

duction pp. vii-x, contents pp. xi-xiii, list of

illustrations pp. xv-xvi, text pp. 17-223, map,
8m.4o.

Linguistic contents as under next title above.

Copies seen : Pilling.

The appendices were issued separately with

title-page, but not repaged, as follows:
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Hubbard (LL.)— Continued.

Some
I

Indian Place-Names
|
in

|

northern Maine
|
witli | explanations

derived from the Indians
|
and a cross-

index
I
Being a Part of the Appendix

j

to
I

''Woods and lakes of Maine"
| By

I
Lucms L. Hubbard

|

Boston
I

James R. Osgood and com-

pany
I

1884
Printed cover as above, title as above verso

copyright etc 1 I. text pp 191-216, map, sm. 4°,

50 copies printed.

Copies seen: Eames, Powell, Quaritch.

Priced by Quaritch, no. 30063. 5«.

Hudson Bay:

Dictionary See Bowrey (T )

Words Willis (W)
See Ores i also Montagnais.

Humboldt (Karl Wilhelm von). Uber
(

die Kawi-Sprache auf der Insel Java,

I

nebst
I

einer Einleitung
|
iiber

|
die

Verschiedenheit des meuschlichen

Sprachbaues
|
und ihren Einflnss auf

die geistige Entwickeluug des
j
Men-

schengeschlechts.
|
Von

|
Wilhelm von

Humboldt.
|
Erster [-Dritter] Band.

|

Berlin.
|
Gedruckt in der Druckerei

der Koniglichen Akademie
|
der Wis-

senschaften.
| J836 [-18391

I

I^ Com^
mission bei F Diimmler.

3 vols 4°. Forms the second part of Ko-
niglichen Akad. der Wissenschaften zu Berlin,

Abhandlungen aus dem Jahre 1832, Berlin,

1836, 4°

Character and origin of the Delaware lan-

guage (based on Heckewelder and Zeisberger),

vol. 1, pp cccxxxii-cccxxxviii of the introduc-

tion
Copies seen . Astor, Congress, Eames, Har-

vard. Watkinson
Priced by Triibner, 1882, Zl

The introduction was also issued separately,

Berlin 1836, 4° ; and was reprinted in "Wilhelm
von Humboldt's Gesammelte Werke,"' Berlin.

1841-1852, 8°. A new edition, edited by A P.

Pott, was published at Berlin in 1876, 2 vols.

16=^. and again with some additions as followw:

Ueber die Verschiedenheit
|
des

|

meuschlichen Sprachbaues
|
und ihren

Einflnss
|
aufdie geistige Entwickelung

des Menschengeschlechts,
|
mit erlau-

ternden Aumerkungen und Excursion,

I
soAvie als Einleitung :

|
Wilhelm von

Humboldt und die Sprachwissenschaft

I
herausgegeben und erlautert

|
von

|

A. F. Pott,
I

Geh[&c. oueline.]|Zweite

Auflage.
I

Mit Nachtriigen von A. F.

Pott
I

und
I

Personen-, Sach- und Wort-
Registern von A. Vanicek.

|
Erster

[-Zweiter] Band.
|

Humboldt (K. W. von) — Continued.

Berlin.
|
Verlag von S. Calvary &

CO.
I

1880.

First title .• Wilhelm von Humboldt
|
und

|

die Sprachwissenschaft
|
von \ A. F, Pott

|
Geh

Regierungsrath l&c. one line.]
|
Zweite ver-

mehrte Auflage
1
mit Personen-, Sach-und Wort-

Register von
I
A. Vanicek.

|

Berlin.
|
Verlag von S. Calvary & co. | 1880.

2 vols. 16°. Issued originally in parts, each

with printed ftover headed: Calvary's phiiolo-

gische und archaeologische Bibliotek.

The wortregister at the end of each volame
contains a list of words used in the text, vol. 1

containing a few in the Creeand Mexican ; vol.

2 a number of Indianisch (American general),

Cree and Delaware.

Copies seen : BritivSh Museum.

W. V. Humboldt's Massachusett's

Grammatik. (*)

Manuscript, 57 pp. folio, in the handwriting
of Humboldt, with some notes by Buschmann.

Muhhekaneew Grammatik. (*)

Manuscript, 20 pp. folio.

Two titles above from Stargardt's Catalogue

no. 135, Amerika und Orient.

[Hunter (Rev, James)] Tahpwa'tamoo-
win.

Colophon: [London:] W. M. Watts,

Crown court, Temple bar. [1853.]

No title page, heading only ; text (entirely in

the Cree language, Roman characters) pp. 1-6,

160

The creed, p. 1.—Ten commandments, pp.

2-4.— Prayer, p. 5.

Copies seen : American Oriental Society, New
Haven, Conn.

[ -] Oo meyoo ahchemowin
) S. Mat-

thew.
I

Loudon :
|
Church missionary house,

I

Salisbury square.
|
1853.

Title verso blank 1 1. text (entirely in the

Cree language, Roman characters)pp. 1-148, 16°.

Copies neen: Church Missionary Society,

Powell, Trumbull, Eames, Pilling.

Priced by Hiersemann of Leipsic, catalogue

16, no. 1020, 2 M.

Go
I

meyo achimoowin
|

St. Mat-

thew.
I
The gospel

|
according to

|
St.

Matthew ; ] translated into the lan-

guage of the
I

Cree Indians,
|
of the

diocese of Rupert's laud,
|
north-west

America,
|
by

|
the venerable James

Hunter, D. D.,
|
late archdeacon of

Cumberland, Rupert's land.
|

Loudon:
|

printed for
|
the British

and foreign bible society.
|
1877.

Title verso blank 1 1. key to the orthography

verso blank I 1. text (entirely in the Cree lan-

guage, Roman characters) pp. 1-136, 16°.

Copies seen: Church Missionary Society,

Eames, Pilling, Powell.
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Hunter (James)— Continued.

[ ] Ayumehawe Miissinaliikun.
|
The

book
j
of

I

common prayer,
|
and ad-

ministration of
I

the sacraments, |
and

other rites and ceremonies of the church,

I
according to the use of the

(
United

Church ofEngland and Ireland,
i

Trans-

lated into the language of the
|
Cree In-

dians,
I

of the diocese of Rupert's land,

I

north-west America.
|

[London:] Printed for the
|
Society

for promoting christian knowledge,
|

Great queen street, Lincoln's inn fields.

I

1855.

Title verso printers 1 1. key verso remaiks

(signed J. H.) pp. iii-iv, text (entirely in the Cree

language, Roman characters) pp. 1-248, 16°.

Appended, without title-page, is:

Hunter (Jean), Nikumoowina, pp. 249-274.

Copies seen: Brinley, Church Missionary

Society, Eaines, Powell.

The Brinley copy, no. 5651 , sold for $4. Priced

by Quaritch, no. 30071, 2s.

[ ] Portions of
|
the book

|
of

|
com-

mon prayer
|
according to the use of the

I
United Church of England and Ire-

land
I
in the language of the

|
Cree In-

dians,
I

of the diocese of Rupert's land.

I

(Transmuted into the Phonetic Syl-

labic Symbols.)
|
Published under the

sanction and superintendence
|
of the

I

Right Rev. David, Lord Bishop of Ru-
pert's Land.

|
Specially designed as ah

aid to the
j
family and private devotion

of the Indians, while at
|
a distance

from the public means of grace,
j

London :
|
Church missionary house,

I
Salisbury square,

j
1856.

|
Litho-

graphed by J. Netherclift, Sen., 100, St.

Martin's Lane.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso blank 1

1. introductory observations pp. i-iv, Cree num-
erals 1 unnumbered page, American Indian

phonetic syllabic scheme mnemonically arrang-

ed (with more especial regard to the Algonquin

dialects,- more particulary the Cree) 2 unnum-
bered pages, text (entirely in the Cree lan-

guage, syllabic characters) pp. 1-52, 8°. Printed

from engraved plates.

Songs set to music, pp. 43-52.

Usually followed by :

Hunter (Jean), The first epistle general of

John, pp. 1-13.

Copies seen : Brinley, Church Missionary So-

ciety, Powell, Pilling.

At the Brinley sale, no, 5650, acopybrought$3.

[One line syllabic characters.]
|

The book
(
of

|
common prayer,

|
and

Hunter (James) — Continued.

administration of
|
the sacraments,

|

and other rites and ceremonies of the

church,
I
according to the use of the

|

United Church of England and Ireland.

I
Translated into the language of the

|

Cree Indians
| of the diocese of Ru-

pert's land, north-west America.
|.

(''Archdeacon Hunter's translation.'"')
|

London:
|

printed for the
1
Society for

promoting christian knowledge,
|
Great

Queenstreet, Lincoln's iunfields.
|
1859.

Title verso printers 1 1. explanation of the

syllabary (signed W. M.) verso blank 1 1. text

(entirely in the Cree language, syllabic charac-

ters) pp. 1-190, 160. Transliterated into the Cree
syllabary by Eev. Wm. Mason.

Copies seen : O'Callaghan, Trumbull.
The Brinley copy, sprinkled sheep, no. 5652,

sold for $2.

I have seen copies dated 1860 (Eames, Yale)

;

and with slight change in the imprint, 1881 (Gil-

bert & Rivington, Pilling); and 1884 (Eames,

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge).

Ayumehawe mussinahakin.
|
The

book of common prayer,
|
and admin-

istration of the sacraments,
|
and other

rites and ceremonies of the church,
|

according to the use of the church of

England
; |

together with the psalter,

or Psalms of David,
|

printed as they

are to be sung or said in churches
; |

Translated into the language of the

Cree Indians,
|
of the diocese of

Rupert's land,
|
north-west America;

I

by the ven. archdeacon Hunter, D. D.

I

(late archdeacon of Cumberland,

Rupert's land),
|
vicar of St. Mat-

thew's, Bayswater, London.
|

[London:] Printed for the
|
Society

for promoting christian knowledge,
[

Great queenstreet, Lincoln's-inn fields.

I

1876.

Title 1 1. contents 1 1. index p. v, a key p. vii,

remarks (signed J. H., August, 1876) p. viii, text

(entirely in the Cree language, Roman charac-

ters) pp. 1-7B9, 16°.

Appended, without title-page, is

:

Hunter (Jean), Nikumoowina, pp. 741-828.

Copies seen : Gilbert & Rivington.

Ayumehawe mussinahikun, | mena
|

ka isse makinanewukee
|
kunache keche

issetwawina, |
mena

|
ateet kotuka

issetwawiua ayumehawinik,
|
ka isse

aputchetanewukee
\

akayasewe ayume-

hawinik:
I

ussitche
|
David oo niku-

moona, |
ka isse uikumoouanewiikee

ilpo ka isse ayumetanewiikee
|
ayume-
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Hunter (James) — Continued.

hawekumikook. | A isse mnssiuah&k

nJlheyowe isse keeswa-
|
wiuik, akaya-

sewe mussiualiikuuik 6che,
|
the ven.

archdeacon Hunter, D. D
, |

(late arch-

deacon of Cumberland, Eupert's land),

I

vicar of St. Matthew, Bayswater,

London.
|

[London:] Printed for the
j
Society

for promoting christian knowledge,
|

Great queen street, Lincoln 's-inn

fields.
I

1877.

Literal translation : Prayer book,
|
and

|
as

they-shall be-giveu
|
holy great sacraments,

I

and
I
other lesser ordinances iu-religion,

|
as

they-shall he-used |
English worship-in: ! also

|

David's psalms, | as they-shall be-sung or shall

be-read
|
iu-the-church. |

As he-has written

the-Cree Ian-
|
guage-in, the-English service-

book from,
I

the ven. archdeacon Hunter, etc.

Title verso printers 1 1. contents pp. iii-iv,

text (entirely in the Cree language, Koman
characters) pp. 1-739, 10°.

Pp. 1-67 contain the same matter, nearly *

page for page and line for line, as the edition of

1855, but the type is not the same. Pp. 469-739

contains the book of psalms.

Appended to some copies is

:

Hunter (Jean), Kunache nikumoowina, pp.

741-828.

Copies seen : Church Missionary Society,

Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Priced by Hiersemann, Leipsic, 4M. 50Pf.

[ ] Oo
I

meyo aehimoowin
|
St. John.

I

The gospel
|
according to

|
St. John;

I

translated into the language of the
j

Cree Indians,
|
of the diocese of Ru-

pert's land,
I

north-west Auierica.
|

London :
|

printed for
|
the British

and foreign bible society.
|
1855.

Title verso printers 1 1. key verso remarks 1

1. text (entirely in the Cree language, Roman
characters) pp. 1-108, 16°.

Copies seen : American Bible Society, Pilling,

Trumbull, Wisconsin Historical Society.

Priced by Quaritch, no. 30075, 2s. ; by Hierse-

mann, Leipsic, 2 M. ; by Chadenat, of Paris,

catalogue no. 3, November, 1889, no. 3072, 12 fr.

Oo
I

meyo aehimoowin
|
St. John.

|

The gospel
|
according to

|
St. John

; |

translated into the language of the
|

Cree Indians,
]
of the diocese of Ru-

pert's land,
I

north-west America,
|
by

I
the venerable James Hunter, D. D.,

|

late archdeacon of Cumberland, Ru-
pert's land.

I

London:
|
printed for

|
the British

and foreign bible society.
|
1876-

Hunter (James)— Continued.

Title verso key 1 1. text (entirely in the Cree

language, Roman characters) pp. 3-110, 16°.

Appended is:

Hunter (Jean), Nistum oo mamowe mussi-

nahumakawin John, pp. 111-126.

Copies seen: Church Missionary Society,

Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ ] Oo
j
meyo aehimoowin

| St. Mark.

I

The gospel
|
according to

|
St. Mark

;

I

translated into the language of the
|

Cree Indians,
|
of the diocese of Ru-

pert's land,
j
north-west America.

|

London:
|
printed for

[
the British

and foreign bible society.
|
1855.

Title verso printer 1 1. key to the orthography
verso remarks 1 1. test (entirely in the Cree lan-

guage, Roman characters) pp. 1-87, 16°.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, Church Missionary Society, Congress,

Eames, Powell, Trumbull.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2193, 20fr. The
Brinley copy, no. 5694, sold for $2.50. Priced by
Hiersemann, Leipsic, 2M.

Oo
I

meyo aehimoowin
| St. Mark.

|

The gospel
|
according to

|
St. Mark;

|

translated into the language of the
|

Cree Indians^
|
of the diocese of Ru-

pert's land,
I

north-west America,
|
by

I

the venerable James Hunter, M. A.,

I

late archdeacon of Cumberland, Ru-
pert's land.

I

London :
|

printed for
|
the British

and foreign bible society.
|
1876. '

Title verso key 1 1. text (entirely in the Cree

language, Roman characters) pp. 3-89, colophon

1 unnumbered page, 16°.

Copies seen .- Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Priced by Hiersemann, Leipsic, catalogue 16,

no. 1918. IM. 50Pf.

[ ] Oo tapwatumoowin | mena
|
oo

tipetotumoowin | ootayumehaw. |
The

faith and duty
|
of

| a christian,
|

translated into the language of the
|

Cree Indians,
|
of the diocese of Ru-

pert's land, north-west America.
|

[London:] Printed for the
|
Society

for promoting christian knowledge,
|

Great queen street, Lincoln's inn fields.

I

1855.

Title verso printers 1 1. key verso remarks

(signed J. H.) pp. iii-iv, text (entirely in the

Cree language, Roman characters) pp. 5-54, 16°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell, Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

[ ] Oo tapwatumoowin
|
mena | oo

tipetotumoowin |
ootayumehaw.

|
The

faith and duty
|
of

|
a christian,

|
trans-
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Hunter (James) — Continued,

lated into the language of the
|
Cree

Indians of the diocese of Rupert's

land,
I

north-west America.
|

London:
I

printed for the
|
Society

for promoting christian knowledge,
|

Great queen street, Lincoln's-inn fields.

I
1874.

Title verso printers 1 1. key verso remarks

(signed J. H.) 1 1. text (entirely in tlie Cree lan-

guage, Roman characters) pp. 5-54, 16°.

Copies seen : Eames.
Transliterated into the Cree syllabic charac-

ters as follows

:

[ ] The !

faith and duty of a christian.

[Three lines syllabic characters.]

[London. 1858?]

No title-page, heading only; text (in the Cree

language, syllabic characters, with the excep-

tion of the above heading in English and which

is iu Roman characters) pp. 1-47, 16°.

Copies seen : Pilling, Society for Promoting

Christian Knowledge, Eames.

A lecture
|
on the

|
grammatical con-

struction
I

of
1
the Cree language,

|
de-

livered by
I

the Yen. archdeacon Hun-
ter, M. A.

I

(late archdeacon of Cum-
berland, Rupert's land, and now

|

vicar of St. Matthews, Bayswater,

W.),
I

before the
|
Institute of Rupert's

Land,
|

at the
|

court house, Fort Garry,

Red River settlement
, |

On the 2nd
April, 1862,

|
The right reverend

|
the

lord bishop of Rupert's land,
j

presi-

dent of the institute, in the ch^ir.
|

Also
I

Paradigms of the Cree Verb,
|

with its
I
various conjugations, moods,

tenses, inflections, &c.
|

London :
|

printed for the Society for

promoting christian knowledge,
|
Great

queen street, Lincoln's-inn fields.
|

1875.

Title verso blank 1 1. key to the orthography

verso "extract" 1 1, text pp. 1-259, erratum p.

260, index pp. 261-267, sm. folio.

Lecture, pp. 1-14.—Paradigms of the Cree
verb, with its various conjugations, moods,
tenses, inflections, etc. pp. 15-259.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell, Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge, Trum-
bull.

Triibner, 1882, p. 40, priced a copy 15«.

;

Hiersemann, Leipsic, catalogue 16, no. 1005,

11 M.

Nikumoowe mussinahikun. | The
Book of Psalms,

|
translated into the

language
|
of the

|
Cree Indians of

north-west America,
|
by the | ven.

Hunter (James)— Continued,

archdeacon Hunter, M. A., | late arch-

deacon of Cumberland, Rupert's land.
|

London :
|
British and foreign bible

society,
|

Queen Victoria Street.
|
1876.

Title verso printers 1 1. a key verso blank 1

1. text (entirely in the Cree language, Roman
characters) pp. 1-271 (numbered at bottom), 16°.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ ] God save the Queen.
In Kirkby ("W. W.), Manual of prayer and

praise, p. 127, London, 1878, 18°.

In Cree characters, with heading in Roman
and Cree characters. Signed J. H.

Oot
i

Itoofcumoowinewawa
|
Issitissa-

wakunuk.
|
The Acts of the Apostles,

|

translated into the Language of the
|

Cree Indians
|
of the Diocese of Ru-

pert's Land
|
North West America

\
By

I
the Ven : James Hunter D. D.

\

(Late

Archdeacon of Cumberland, Rupert's

Land) I Vicar of St. Matthew, Bays-

water, London. [1851.] (*)

Manuscript, 39 sheets foolscap, written on

both sides. The translation was made at De-

von Station, Cumberland, and was finished

April 10, 1851. The manuscript is in possession

of Mrs. Hunter, who has furnished me the

above description.

[Epistles in the language of the Cree

Indians. 1854] (*)

Manuscripts, folio, in possession of Mrs.

Hunter, the archdeacon's widow, Helperby,

Yorkshire, Eng., who has kindly furnished me
the following description

:

Romans, 12 sheets, finished June 12, 185i.

—

Galatians, 3 sheets.—Ephesiiins, 5 sheets.

—

Philippians, 2 sheets.—Colossians, 2J sheets.

—

I and II Thessalonians, 3^ sheets.—I and ii

Timothy, 5| sheets.—Titus, 1|- sheets.—Phile-

mon, 1^ sheets.—I and ii Peter, 54 sheets.

Oo
I

Meyo Achimoowin
|
St. Luke

|

The Gospel
|
according to St. Luke

|

translated into the language of the

I

Cree Indians
|
of the Diocese of Ru-

pert's Land
|
North West America

|
By

I

The Ven : James Hunter, D. D.
|
Late

Archdeacon of Cumberland
|
Rupert's

Land | Vicar of St. Matthew, Bays-

water, London. [1854.] (*)

Manuscript, 32 sheets foolscap, written on

both sides. Translation finished June 8, 1854.

In possession of Mrs. Hunter, who has fur-

nished me the foregoing title and description,

and who adds

:

" I should like very much to have these man-

uscripts printed. We always hoped that we
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Hunter (James) — Continued.

might be able to carry them through the press,

but found we could not ; the work of our En-

glish parish left no time."

Eev. James Hunter, D. D., was born April

25, 1817, in Barnstaple, Devonshire, England,

where he also acquired his educatiou. He
came to America in 1844 as a missionary to the

Indians. From this time until 1855 he was lo-

cated at Devon Station, Cumberland, and from

1855 to 1865 at "Winnipeg as minister of St.

Andrew's Church. Most of his translations

were made while at Devon Station. Return-

ing to England in 1865 he was appointed vicar

of St. Matthew. Bayswater, London, where he

worked for many years most successfully as .a

popular preacher and organizer, and where he

died February 12, 1881.

Hunter (Jean). Kukwachetoowe
|
Muss-

inahikun.
|
Watts'

|
first catechism;

|

translated into the language of the
|

Cree Indians,
|
of the diocese of Rup-

ert's land, north-west America,
|
by

|

Mrs. Hunter,
j

London:
|
Printed for the church

missionary society.
|
1855.

Title verso a key 1 1. remarks (signed J. H.

Feb. 5, 1855) p. 3, text (in Roman characters,

and entirely in the Cree language) pp. 4-8, 16°.

Copies seen: Church Missionary Society.

Kukwach^.toowe
]
mussinahikun.

|

A catechism
|
for the

|
Cree Indians of

Rupert's land
|

(north-west America),

I

by
I

Mrs. Hunter.
]

London:
|

printed for the | Society

for promoting christian knowledge,
|

Great queen street, Lincoln's-inn fields.

I

1874.

• Title verso key to the orthography 1 1. re-

marks (signed J. H.) p. 3. text (entirely in the

Cree language, Roman characters) pp. 4-8, 16°.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell, Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

Nistum
I
00 mamowe mussin^huma-

kawin
|
Joljn.

|
The first epistle gen-

eral
I

of
I

John
; |

translated into the

language of the
|
Cree Indians,

|
of the

diocese of Rupert's land, north-west

America.
|
By Mrs. Hunter.

|

London :
|

printed for
|
the British

and foreign bible society,
|
18.55.

Title verso printers 1 1. key verso remarks
(signed "J. H.") 1 1. text (entirely in the Cree

language, Roman characters) pp. 5-18, 16°.

Copies seen: American Bible Society, Pilling,

Trumbull, Eames.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2093, 20fr.

[Three lines syllabic characters.]
|

The first epistle general
|
of

|
John,

|

Hunter (Jean) — Continued,

translated by
|
Mrs. Hunter

|
into the

I
language of the Crees.

|
Transmuted

into the phonetic syllabic symbols
|
of

the
]
Indians of Rupert's land, north

west America, |
under the

|
superin-

tendence of the
I

Right Rev. David
|

Lord Bishop of Rupert's Land.
|

[London : Church missionary house,

18.56.]

Title verso blank 1 1. text (entirely in the

Cree language, syllabic characters) pp. 1-13, S°.

Printed from engraved plates.

Copies seen : Brinley, Church Missionary So-

ciety, Powell, Pilling.

This work is printed in the same characters

as, and is usually issixed in connection with,

Hunter (.lames). Portions of the book ofcommon
prayer, 1856.

[ ] Nistum
I

00 mamowe mussina-

humakawiu
| John.

|
The first epistle

general
|
of

|
John.

[London : printed for the British and
foreign bible society, 1876.]

Half-title verso blank 1 1. text (entirely in the

Cree language, Roman characters) pp. 113-126,

16°. Appended to

:

Hunter (James), Oo meyo achimoowin St.

John, London, 1876.

Copies seen: Church Missionary Society,

Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ ] Nikunioowina.

[London: W. M. Watts. 18.55.]

;N"o title-page, heading only; text (entirely in

the Cree language, Roman characters) pp. 249-

274, 16°. Contains 33 hymns.

Appended to Hunter (James), Ayumehawe
Mussinahikun, 1855.

[ ] Nikumoowina.
[London : Gilbert &Rivington. 1876.]

No title-page, heading only ; text (entirely in

the Cree language, Roman characters) pp. 741-

828, 16°.

Contains 100 hymns and four doxologies.

Appended to Hunter (James), Ayumehawe
mussinahakin, 1876.

Archdeacon Hunter's book was published

by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowl-

edge, the oflB.cer8 of which declined to print

these hymns because they contained some by
Moody and Sankey. Mrs. Hunter's texts were

therefore printed for some other society, prob-

ably the Church Missionary Society, and ap-

pended to her husband's translation.

Kunache nikumoowina,
|
a ke mus-

sinahuk | naheyowe keeswawinik,
|

Mrs. Hunter,
|

St. Matthew, Bays-

water, London, W.
|

London :
|
printed by Gilbert and

Rivington,
|

St. John's square and
Whitefriars street, E. C.

|
1877.
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Hunter (Jean) — Continued.
Title verso printers 1 1. contents pp. iii-iv,

text (entirely in the Cree language, Roman
characters) pp. 741-828, 16°.

Contains 100 hymns and four doxologies.

Appended to and paged continuously with

some copies of Hunter (James), Ayumehawe
mussinahikun, 1877.

Copies seen: Pilling, Powell, Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge.

Priced by Hiersemann, Leipsic, catalogue 16,

ne. 1003, 2M.

For title of a separate issue of this work see

tinder this author in the Addenda,

[Hymns and spiritual songs in the

Cree language. ]

In Kirkby (W. W".), Manual of prayer and

praise, pp. 5-77, London, 1879, 18°.

Transliterated into the Cree syllabic charac-

ters by Archdeacon Kirkby.

Nikumoowina.
|
Hymns

|
translated

by
I

Mrs. Hunter
[
into the language

of
i

the Cree Indians,
|
of the diocese

of Rupert's land,
|
north-west Amer-

ica.
I

[Seal of the society.]
|

London:
|

Society for promoting
christian knowledge;

]
Northumberland

avenue, Charing cross, W. C. [1886.]

Title versoblank 1 1. text (with the exception

of English headings entirely in the Cree lan-

jguage, Roman characters) pp. 1-102, 16°

One hundred hymns and four doxologies.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell, Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

[ ] A
I
Cree hymn book, | for the use

of
I

The Christian Indians
| in the

|

missions of the Wesleyan missionary
|

society
|
in north-west America.

|

London :
|
printed by W. M. Watts,

I
28, Whitefriars street, city. [188- ?]
Title verso blank 1 1. text (entirely in the

Cree language, syllabic characters) pp. 1-163,

18°.

Contains 96 hymns.
My copy of this work was presented to

rae by the Rev. John McDougall, of Morley,

Alberta. It bearsmany corrections or changes,

in pencil, of the syllables; and some entire

hymns, written with pencil on separate pieces

of paper, are pinned into it, indicating that it

has been used in the preparation of a new edi-

tion. In transmitting it Mr. McDougall wrote
me as follows: " I am sending you one of our
old hymn-books, some of the hymns of which I

revised and altered considerably, both in sense

and dialect. Our book [see McDougall (J.) and
Grlass (E. B.)] is as near as we could make it

pure Cree, while those in use .formerly were
written in a local dialect of the Cree. The
translators of this book were Mrs. Hunter, the
Rev. H. B. Steinhauer, and Peter Erasmus, a
native interpreter."

I

Hunter (Jean) — Continued.
Copies seen: Eames, Gilbert & Rivington,

Pilling, Powell.

Mrs. Hunter (n^e Ross) was born July 26,

1822, at Cumberland Fort, Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's Territories. She was sent to England
to be educated, and, returning, was married to

the Rev. James Huntei- July 10, 1848. In 1805

Mrs. Hunter returned to England with her

husband, and in 1888 was residing at Help-

erby, Yorkshire. She rendered Mr. Hunter
much assistance in his linguistic work.

It is probable that Messrs. H. B. Steinhauer

and Peter Erasmus assisted Mrs. Hunter
largely in her various translations.

Huntington (Sarah Lanman). See Allen

(W.)

Hurlburt {Bev. Thomas). A memoir on

the inflections of the Chippewa tongue.

By Rev. Thomas Hurlburt.

In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Indian tribes, vol. 4,

pp. 385-396, Philadelphia, 1854, 4°.

Answers to queries propounded by H. R.

Schojlcraft. Includes a number of examples.

On the structure of Indian languages.

Ill American Philolog. Ass. Proc. first ann.

sess. pp. 26-27, New York, 1870, 8°.

An excerpt only, from a paper furnished by
Mr. Hurlburt, which, so far as I know, has not

been published in full. He used the Cree and

Ojibwa as a basis for his remarks.

editor. See Petaubun.
'

' No othermissionary ofthe Methodist church

has evinced such aptitude for grasping the in-

tricacies of the Indian languages, the signifi-

cant construction of the grammar, and the abil-

ity to converse freely in the natural tongue of

the people amongst whom he labored, as did

this intrepid enthusiast ofmodern times."— ilfc-

Lean.

Hymn [Micmac]. See Rand (S. T.)

Hymn-book

:

Abnaki See Aub6ry (J.)

Chippewa Barnard (A.)

Chippewa Chippewa.

Chippewa Hanipaux (J.)

Chippewa Henry (Gr.) and Evans
(J.)

Chippewa Horden (J.)

Chippewa Horden (J.) and San-

ders (J.)

Chippewa Jones (P.)

Chippewa Jones (P.) and others.

Chippewa O'Meara (F. A.) and
Jacobs (P.)

Chippewa Pr6vost (M.)

Chippewa Walker (W.)

Chippewa Wilson (E.F.)

Cree German (0.)

Cree Horden (J.)

Cree Hunter (Jean)
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Hymn-book— Continued. Hymns— ContinuedI.

Ci-ee McDougall (J.) anci Chippewa Collection.

Glass (E. B.) Chippewa Copway.

Cree Mackay(J.A.) Chippewa Deleage (F.R.)

Cree Mason (W.) Chippewa Ewh.

Cree Thibault (J. B.) Chippewa Gimilan(J.A.)

Delaware Grube (B.A.) Chippewa Henry (G.)

Delaware Pyrla3us (J. C.) Chippewa Indian.

Delaware Zeisberger (D.) Chippewa Jameson (A.M.)

Delaware Zeisberger (D.) and Chippewa Jones (P.)

Luckenbach (A.) Chippewa Lord's.

Micuaac Kauder (C.) Chippewa O'Meara (F. A.)

Mohegan Pyrlajus (J. C.) Chippewa Oshki.

Montagnaia Tshipiatoko. Chippewa Playter (G.F.)

Montagnaia Vaultier (—

)

Chippewa Strickland (S.)

Munsee Halfmoon (C.) Chippewa Tupper (M.F.)

Munsee Minseeweh, Cree Aiamie nikamoSinan.

Munsee Wampum (J. B.) and Cree Bompas (W.C.)

Hogg(H.C.) Cree Garin (A.M.)

Ifipissing Lebret(L. M.) Cree German (0.)

Nipissing Nihima. Cree Gu6guen (J. P.)

Nipissing Nihina. Cree Hunter (James.)

Nipissing Niina. Cree Hunter (Jean).

Ottawa Meeker (J.) Cree Kirkby (W.W.)

Shawnee Lykins (J.) Cree Lacombe (A.)

Cree Laverlochere (J. N.)
Hymns in the Ojibway language. See and Garin (A. M.)
Barnard (A.) Cree McDougall (J.) and

Glass (E.B.)

Hymns translated into the Cree language. Cree Young (E. R.)

SecHorden(J.) Delaware Emerson (E. R.)

Delaware Smet (P. J.de).

Hymns translated into tlie Salteux Ian-
Illinois

Illinois

Allgemeine.

Heriot (G.)
guage. See Horden (J.) Illinois Kip (W.L)

Illinois La Harpe (J. F. de).
Hymns

:

Illinois Le Boulanger (J. I.)

Abnaki See Abnaki.
Illinois Easles (S.)

Abuaki Allgemeine.
Illinois Shea (J.G.)

Abnaki Doublet de Boisthi-
Illiuois Sobron (F,C.)

bault (F.J.) Maliaeet Eand (S. T.)
Abnaki Garin(A.M.) Menomonee Bonduel (F.L.J.)
Abnaki Hanson (J. W.) Menomonee Zephyrin Engelhardt
Abnaki Heriot (G.)

(C. A.)
Abnaki Kip (W.I.) Micmac Eand (S. T.)
Abnaki La Harpe (J. F. de). Montagnais Durocher (F.)
Abnaki Kasles (S.) Montagnais Nikamuina.
Abnaki Romagn6 (J. B.) Montagnais Vaultier (—

)

Abuaki Sobron (F. C.) Munsee Wampum (J. B.) and
Abnaki Vetromile (E.) Hogg (H.C.)
Algonqiiian Allgemeine.

Nipissing Mathevet (J.C.)
Algonquian Cuoq (J. A.) Xipissiug Specimen.
Algonquian Garin(A.M.) Nipissing Terlaye (F.A.M.de).
Algonquian Heriot (G.) Ottawa Baraga (F.)
Algonquian Kip (W.I.)

Ottawa Dejeai (A.)
Algonquian La Harpe (J. F. de). Ottawa Johnston (G.)
Algonquian Kasles (S.) Ottawa McKonney (T. L.)
Blackfoot Lacombe (A.) Ottawa Meeker (J.)
Black foot Prando (P.P.) Passamaquoddy Demillier (L.E.)
Blackfoot Tims (J.W.) Pottawotomi Gailland (M.)
Chippewa Baierlein (E.) Pottawotomi Hoecken (C.»
Chippewa Baraga ( F.

)

Pottawotonu Potewateme.
Chippewa Belcourt (G. A.) Pottawotomi Simerwell (R.)
Chippewa Bonduel (F.L.J.) Pottawotomi Smet (P. J.de).
Chippewa Cameron (J. D.) Shawnee Lykins (J.)



I.

v#i

lakentasetatha tsini. See Cuoq (J. A.

)

and Deleage (F. R.)

lenenrinekenstha Kanesatakeha. See

Cuoq (J. A.)

Illinois. Siemens pour servir h la for-

mation d'une grammaire
|
des langues

sauvages des Nations des Pian, des
|

Illinois, des Mi, lesquelles nations

s'entendent parfai-
{
teraent les unes

les autres quoiqu'il y ait quelque Ai^6-

I
rence dans leurs langues.

Manuscript, 4 11. containing 7 unnumbered
pages, double columns, 4°, in tlieLenox Library.

Apparently written in the latter part of the

seventeenth or early part of the eighteenth

century. On the verso of the last (blank) page

is the endorsement "Commencement d'un Dic-

tionnaire de Langue Sauvage."

Contains a list of the pronouns, a vocabulary

of about 200 words, including the numerals

I-IOOO, and some short sentences, and ending

with the Lord's prayer.

There is a copy of this manuscript in the

library of the American Philosophical Society,

Philadelphia. It was made by Mr. Duponceau
and forms no. Lli of a collection recorded by
him in a folio account book, of which it occu-

pies pp. 159-162. Like the original, it is without

indication of date or name of author.

Illinois:

Catechism See

Catechism

Catechism

Dictionary

Dictionary

General discussion

General disciission

Grammar
Hymns
Hymns
Hymns
Hymns
Hymns
Hymns
Hymns
Hymns
Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Prayers

Prayers

Prayers
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Allouez (C.)

Le Boulanger (J. I.)

Marest (G.)

Gravier (J.)

Le Boulanger (J. I.)

Charlevoix (P. F. X. de).

Lausbert (C.F.) .

Hlinois.

Allgemeine.

Heriot (G.)

Kip (W. L)
La Harpe (J. F. de).

Le Boulanger (J. I.)

Rasles (S.)

Shea (J. G.)

Sobron(F.C.)

Bergholtz (G. F.)

Bodoni (J. B.)

Marcel (J.J.)

Richard (L.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Allouez (C.)

Le Boulanger (J. I.)

Marest (G.)

Illinois— Continued.
Proper names Indian.

Ten commandments Le Boulanger (J. I.)

Text Allouez (C.)

Vocabulary Adelung (J. C) and

Vater (J. S.)

Vocabulary Balbi (A.)

Vocabulary Barton (B.S.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary Delafleld (J.) and Lakey
(J.)

Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary Prichard (J.C.)

Words Latham (R. G.)

Words Schomburgk(K.H.)
Words Vater (J. S.)

Indian. The Indian.
|
[Two lines quota-

tion and price of paper.]
I
Vol. I. Ha-

gersville [Ontario],Wednesday, Decem-

ber 30, 1885. No. 1 [-December 29,

1886. No. 24].

A twelve-page sheet, 11 by 14 inches in size,

edited by Chief Kah-ke-wa-quo-naby, M. I).

(Dr. P. E. Jones), secretary Grand General In.-

dian Council.

In no. 20 (December 1, 1886), the name of S.

T. Wright appears for the first time as editor,

and an "Address to our readers " states :

'

' With this issue we make our second appear-

ance as a weekly journal, last week being the

first. We have decided to give eight pages

weekly instead of twelve pages fortnightly as^

heretofore." With the 24th number (for Dec.

29, 1886), however, the paper was discontinued,

" the receipts not being equal to the expenses."

Bigcanoe (C), A letter in the Ojibway lan-

guage, vol. 1 (no. 4), p. 44, March 3, 1886.

Crowfoot (Chief), Letter in the Blackfoot

language, vol. 1 (no. 6), p. 62, March 31, 1886.

Jones (P.), A hymn in the Ojibway language,

vol. 1 (no. 2), p. 4, February 3, 1886.

Nuhguhmowin [a hymn in Ojibway], vol.

1 (no. 7), p. 76, April 14, 1886.

Jones (P. E.), Editorial in Ojibway, vol. 1

(no. 1), p. 3, December 30,1885.

Wright (S. T.), Editorial in Ojibway, vol. 1

(no. 22), p. 244, December J 5, 1886.

Copies seen : Pilling, Powell.

Indian catalogue.

1 1. broadside, 4°.

Contains a list of 55 proper names, with En-

glish translation, of members of a number of

tribes, among them thaSacs and Foxes, Potta-

watomies, and Chippewas.

Issued, perhaps, by a Government bureau to
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Indian catalogue— Continued.

be sent to Indian agents, as it is accompanied in

a separate sheet by a circular letter asking that

certain information be furnished in regard to

the Indians named.

Copies seen; Pilling, Powell.

Indian history. See "Wilson (E. F.)

Indian. The Indian Interpreter cor-

rected, enlarged, &c.

[Philadelphia: William Bradford.

1688?] (*)

Title from a list of " Books Printed and Sold

by "William Bradford in Philadelphia," in a

copy of Daniel Leeds's "Temple of "Wisdom,"

Philadelphia, 1688, belonging to the Historical

Society of Pennsylvania.

Concerning this advertisement, Mr. Charles

E. Hildeburn "writes me as follows :

'

' "While the

list of books contains some which Bradford

did not print, the book [named above] . . .

is among those which I am inclined to think he

did, and if so it must be the earliest book on

an Indian language printed in the middle colo-

nies."

The original of this book, of which no copy

has been found, was without doubt the manu-
script "Indian Interpreter" of which a trans-

script, dated 1684, is still preserved on file as a

part of the Salem town records, liber B, in the

office of the secretary of state at Trenton,

New Jersey. The manuscript contains a list

of 267 words and phrases in the Delaware In-

dian language, with English definitions. It

has been printed in the "American Historical

Record," vol. 1, pp. 308-311, Philadelphia,

1872, under the title of '

' Old Records from New
Jersey," with the following preliminary re-

marks :

"The first English emigrants to New Jersey

soon discovered the necessity of having a faith-

ful translation of the language used by the Ab-
origines. This grew out of their social and

business intercourse, coupled with the deter-

mination to deal fairly with the people—thus

avoid dissatisfaction and perhaps bloodshed.

The proper authorities of the Salem Colony,

with John Fenwick as Governor, have left on

record, in one of the books of those early peri-

ods, a translation of Indian terms into the

English and which was, no doubt, considered

the standard in all things pertaining thereto.

Several of the manuscript books of the pro-

ceedings of the Courts of that Colony are on

file in the office of the Secretary of State at

Trenton, New Jersey, and often examined with

much interest by Antiquarians."

Indian of New England. See Barratt (J.)

Indian prayei' book . . Penobscot and
Passamaquoddy. See Romagn^ (J. B.

)

Indian primer [Massachusetts]. See

Eliot (J.)

Indian primer [Massachusetts]. See In-

diane primer.

Indian treaties,
|
and

|
laws and regula-

tions
I

relating to Indian affairs :
|
to

which is added
|
an appendix,

|
con-

taining the proceedings of the old Con-

gress, and other
|
important state pa-

pers, in relation to Indian affairs.
|
Com-

piled and published under orders of the

Department of war of
|
the 9th Febru-

ary and 6th October, 1825.
|

Washington city:
|
Way &. Gideon,

printers.
|
1826.

Title verso blank 1 1. orders p. iii, contents

pp. v-xvi, laws etc. pp. xvii-xx, text pp. 1-661.

8°. Pp. 531-861 consist of a supplement with

the following half-title: Supplement containing

additional treaties, documents, &c., relating to

Indian affairs, to the end of the twenty-first

Congress. OCQcial.

Contains numerous lists of names of the In-

dian chiefs, many of which are accompanied by
the English signification, in a number of Amer^
ican languages, among them the following:

Delaware, p. 7; Ottawa, Chippewa, Shaw-
anee, pp. 62-63; Chippewa, Ottawa, Patta-

watime, Delaware, Shawanee, Miami, Kick-

apoo, pp. 68-70, 76-81, S*-96, 102-103; "Wea

and Kickapoo, p. 83; Peoria, Kaskaskia,

Mitchigamia, Cahokia, Tamarois, p. 105; Pi-

ankeshaw, p. 228; Sac and Fox, pp, 234-237,

239, 242; "Wea, pp. 261-262; Kickapoo, p. 264,-

Menomenee, p. 296; Chayenne, p. 345; Ricara,

p. 350 ; Menominee, Chippewa, Ottawa, Potta-

watomie, Sac, Fox, pp. 367-370; Potawatomie,

p. 560; Menomonie, p. 576; Sacs and Fox, p.

638 ; Missouri and Missouri Sac, p. 639.

Copies seen : British Museum, Bureau of

Ethnology.

See Treaties.

Indiane
|

primer
]
Asuh

|
negonueyeu-

uk.
I
Ne nashpe Mukkiesog

|
Woh

|

tauog wunnamuhkuttee
|
ogketamun-

nate Indiane
|
Unuontoowaonk.

|
Kah

I

Meninnunk wutch
|
Mukkiesog.

|

Mushauworauk:
|
Printeuuu

|
nashpe

B. Green.
|
1720.

Second title: The Indian
j
primer

| or |
Th©

first Book.
I
By which Children

|
may

|
know

truely
|
to read the Indian | Language. | And

I
Milk for

I

Babes.
)

Boston:
|
Printed

|
by K.Green. | 1720.

1 leaf with an engraving of the seal of Mass-

achusetts on the recto and the Indian title on
the verso, 1 leaf with the English title on the

recto and scripture texts in Indian on the verso

(paged 4), and leaves numbered regularly on

the recto 4-84, the verso of the last one con-

taining only an engraving of the ship " Royall

Charles," sm. 12°. Signatures [A] in five, B,

C,D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, and O in sixes.

The first signature probably contained another

leaf (blank?) at the beginning, which seems to

be lacking in the copies examined. See the
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Indiane— Continued.

fac-similes of both titles, and of double pages

19, 19.

The text is in Indian on the left-hand side

and in English on the right. The English

text begins on the recto of the third leaf

(numbered 4), and is continued ou the recto of

every leaf to the end. The text in Indian be-

gins on the verso of the second leaf (the En-

glish title), and is continued in the same way
on the verso of every leaf to the end, each In-

dian page containing the translation of the

English on the opposite or right-hand page and

also the same leaf number. The contents are

as follows on the English side : Scripture texts

from Prov. 22. 6, Chap. 23. 17, 18, Eph. 6. 1, and

I Chron. 28. 9, on 1. 4; The alphabet, The vow-

els. The consonants, Double letters, Italick let-

ters, Italick double letters, 1. 5 ; The great En-

lish letters, The small English letters, The great

letters. Easy syllables for children, 11. 6-7;

AYords of one syllable or division, to "Words of

fifteen syllables or parts, 11. 8-13 ; The Lord's

prayer, 1. 13; The Lord's prayer expounded,

11. 13-18 ; The Christian belief as it was taught

in the ages following after the apostles, 1. 18

;

The Christian belief in tweuty and four ques-

tions and answ^s concerning Christian doc-

trine (including the ten commandments), 11.

19-30 ; Spiritual milk for babes, drawn out of

the breasts of both testaments, for the nour-

ishment of their souls, by John Cotton, B D.,

11. 30-46; A covenant with God, wherewith we
are to receive the Lord's baptism, 11. 46-47

;

Marks by which any man coming to the Lord's

table, should examine himself, 11. 47-48 ; Gen-

eral duties, The-duties of parents, and of chil-

dren, 11. 48-50 ; The duties of husbands and of

wives. The duties of masters and of servants,

11. 50-51 ; The duties of the rulers, and of the

people, The duties of the preachers, and of the

people, 11. 51-52; God's judgments against dis-

obedient children, 1. 52; God's judgments on

mocking children, Against lying children, 1.

53 ; Against those who break the Sabbath day,

For the encouragement of Godly children, 11.

54-55; The promises of God, which the poor

Indians may hope to receive, 11. 55-57 ; The an-

ger of God against drunkenness, 11. 57-58;

Against idleness, 11.58-59; Against lying, 11. 59-

60 ; Against uncleanness, 11. 60-61 ; Against

theft, 11. 61-62 ; Against revengeful deeds, Eom.
12. 17-21, Jam. 1. 19, 20,1. 62; A morning prayer

for children, 1. 63 ; An evening prayer for chil-

dren, 1. 64; A prayer before meat, A thanks-

giving after meat, 1. 65; Short prayers to be

used on every occasion that shall be (selections

from psalms), 11. 66-70; Psalm 119 (selections),

11. 70-73
; Psalm 125 (selections), 11. 73-74; The

first Psalm (in metre), 11. 74-75; The twenty
and third Psalm (in metre), 11. 75-76; Some
verses of the 51 Psalm (in metre), 11. 76-77;

Some verses of the 103 Psalm (in metre), 11. 77-

78; Psalm 122 (in metre), 1. 78; The order of

the names of all the books of the Old and New
Testaments, 1. 79 ; The numeral letters and fig-

Indiane — Continued.
ures for the ready finding every chapter, psalm
or verse in the whole Bible, 11. 80-83

;
Couuseh

and warnings concerning death, The last words
of a Christian man, 1. 84, ending with 'Finis."

This primer differs considerably from Eliot's

Indian primer of 1669 and 1687. Grindall Raw-
son's translation into the Indian language of

John Cotton's Spiritual Milk for Babes, origi-

nally printed in 1691, is on leaves numbered
(on the verso) 30-46, but with alterations in the

wording and orthography which were made
perhaps by some other person. If the object

of these changes was to conform it more nearly

to the Nope dialect, spoken on Martha's Vine-

yard, where "the most valuable body " of the

Christian Indians then resided, it is probable

that Experience Mayhew may have prepared

or edited the primer. His translation of the

psalter and the gospel of John into that dialect

had already been printed (Boston, 1709), and he

was actively engaged for many years after-

wards in preaching and ministering to the In-

dian congregation on the island, where he was
settled as minister. As the primer was much
used iji the Indian schools, it is probable that

other editions were printed between those of

1687 and 1720, of which no copies have been
found.

A portion of this edition, comprising the
" Words of one Syllable or Division " to ""Words

of fifteen Syllables or Parts,'" the Lord's prayer

and the ten commandments, was reprinted in

the second volume of the third series of the

Collections of the Massachusetts Historical So-

ciety (Cambridge, 1830), in the appendix to

Josiah Cotton's Indian vocabulary, edited by
Dr. John Pickering, pp. 244-249.

Copies seen: Boston Public, British and For-

eign Bible Society, British Museum, Lenox,

Trumbull.

The Lenox copy, in the original leather

binding, fresh and clean, was bought at the

Brayton Ives sale. New York, Feb., 1891 (no.

837) for $230. Mr. Briuley's copy in blue levant

morocco was sold in New York, March, 1879 (no.

793), for $110, Dr. Trumbull beingthe purcha.ser.

[Indiane primer asuh negonneyeuuk.

Ne nashpe Mukkiesog woh tauog wun-

uanmhkuttee ogketaniunnate Indiane

Unuontoowaonk. KahMeninnunkwutch
Mukkiesog.

Mushauworaak. 173-?]

Second title: [The Indian primer or the first

Book. By which Children may know truely to

read the Indian Language. And Milk for Babes.

Boston. 173-?]

84 (?) leaves, numbered regularly on the

recto, sm. 12°. Signatures [A,B, C,j D, E, F,

G, H, I, K, [L,] M, N, and O, all in sixes (?).

See the facsimiles of double pages 19, 19.

This appears to be an exact reprint, in

slightly smaller type and in smaller and nar-

rower pages, of the edition of 1720, from which
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Indiane— Continued.
the above titles are copied. The only known
copy (imperfect) is now in the Lenox Library,

It was purchased at the sale of the first portion

of Mr. George Brinley's library, in New York,

March, 1879 (no. 794), for $25. Leaves 1-17, 27-

29, 45-46, 51-52, 61-66, 75-76, 78, and 80-84, are

lacking. The lower half of leaf 26 and the

upper half of leaf 30 are also lacking. The
primer is in English on the right-band side of

every leaf and in Indian on the left. Each
page in Indian contains a translation of the

English on the opposite or right-hand page and
bears the same leaf number. The contents are

as follows on the English side : The Christian

belief as it was taught in the ages following

after the apostles, 1.18; The Christian belief

in twenty and four questions and answers con-

cerning Christian doctrine (including the ten

commandments), 11. 19-26; Spiritual milk for

babes, drawn out of the breasts of both testa-

ments, for the nourishment of their souls, by
John Cotton, B.D., 11. 30-44; Marks by which
any man coming to the Lord's table, should ex-

amine himself, 11. 47-48; Greneral duties, The
duties of parents, and of children, 11. 48-50

;

The duties of husbands and of wives, The
duties of masters and of servants, 1. 50; God's

judgment on mocking children. Against lying

children, 1. 53; Against those who break the

Sabbath day, For the encouragement of Godly
children, 11. 54-55 ; The promises of God, which
the poor Indians may hope to receive, 11. 55-57;

The anger of God against drunkenness, 11. 57-

58; Against idleness, 11.58-59; Against lying,

II. 59-60; Against uncleanness, 1.60; selections

from Psalms, 11. 67-70; Psalm 119 (selections),

11.70-73; Psalm 125 (selections), 11,73-74; The
first Psalm (in metre), 1. 74 ; Some verses of the

103 Psalm (in metre), 1. 77; The names of the

books of the Old and New Testaments, 1. 79.

Dr. Trumbull remarks, in his note on this

edition in the Brinley catalogue: " This seems
to be the edition from which that of 1720 was
reprinted. The two agree, page for page, and
line for line nearly, but there is a difference in

the type. As this contains Rawson's transla-

tion of Cotton's ' Milk for Babes,' it was prob-

ably printed after or not long before 1691."

This opinion, however, must have been hastily

formed, as both type and paper have the ap-

pearance of a much later date. The impression

is excellent, and seems to be from new type, of

a face which I have not found in any book
printed in Boston much earlier than 1740. After

that date, the same type apparently, cast on
the same body, was used by several of the

Boston printers, and especially by the firm of

S. Kneeland and T. Green. If the book is

from their press, it was probably printed not

far from the year 1740.

luiu tibajimouiuun [Chippe\Ya]. See

Barnard (A.)

Inquiries respecting the history, etc.

See Cass (L.)

Instructions en langue Crise. See La-

combe (A.)

Interpretation of Indian names ofplaces.

In Maryland Hist. Soc. Supplement to Fund
Pub. no. 7, pp. 40-44, Baltimore, 1877, 8°. (Con-

gress.)

A list of 19 words with etymologies and
meanings.

" The editor is indebted to the pains and

courtesy of a reverend friend, for thirty years

a missionary of the S.J. amongst the Odjibwa

Indians of the Northwest, for the interpretation

,

according to the language of that people, of the

Indian proper names, which occur in the jour-

nal of Father White, and the letters of the Mis-

sionaries."

Investigator. The
|
Investigator: | re-

ligious, moral, scientific, ifec.
{

[Three

lines quotation.]
|
Published monthly,

I

January, 1845[-December, 18.46].
|

Washington:
|
T. Barnard, printer^

|

cor. 11th St. and Pa. avenue. [ 1845

[-1846].

2 vols. 8°. Edited by J. F. Polk.

A brief treatiserespecting some ofour North-

western tribes of Indians, etc. containing the

names by which some tribes are known among
themselves, with English significations, names
of rivers, lakes, etc., in various Indian lan-

guages, no. 1 (January, 1845), pp. 16-23.—"Phil-

ology—Indian Languages," containing a Chip-

pewa vocabulary, comments on various Indian

dialects, and an "Illustrative and comparative

vocabulary" containing words of the Chippc-

way, Ottawa, Potawotamie, Menomanie, Sah-

key, Delaware, Munsee, and Mohegan, no. 9

(September, 1845), pp. 261-265, and no. 10 (Octo-

ber, 1845), pp. 289-293.

Copies seen : Congress, Powell.

Ir mishiuiigin [Montagnais.] See Du-
rocher (F.)

Irving (— ). [Outlines of a Micmac gram-

mar.] (*)

In the Royal Gazette of Charlottetown,

Prince Edward Island, 18—. Title furnished

by the late Rev. Silas T. Rand, Hantsport, Nova-

Scotia.

It is probable this author is identical with

the following

:

Irwin (Thomas). An elementary book in

the Micmac language compiled by
Thomas Irwin for the use of the Indians

of this tribe. Prince Edward Island,

1841. (*)

Manuscript, 65 11. folio. Title from the

Pinart sale catalogue no. 620.

lu otoshki-kikindiuin [Chippewa]. See

Blatchford (H.)
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lu pitabvn
; |

gema gaie
|
okikinoamagu-

ziuiniua
|
igiu abinojivg.

|
The peep of

day
; I

or,
I
a series of the

|
earliest re-

ligious instruction
|
the infant mind

|

is capable of receiving.
[

Boston:
|
printed for the American

board of commissioners
|
for foreign

missions, by T. E. Marvin.
| 1844.

lu pitabvn— Continued.
Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. adver-

tisement (preface] pp. iii-iv, key to the orthog-

raphy pp. v-vi, contents pp. vii-viii^ text en-

tirely in the Chippewa language pp. 9-144, 12°.

Copies seen: American Board of Commis-

sioners, Boston Athenaeum, Pilling, Shea, Trum-
bull, Yale, Eames.

At the Brinley sale, no. 5677, two copies, fresh,

uncut, brought $1.50.



[Jacker (Rev. Edward).] Indian alma-

nac for 1860.

Colophon: S. Chism, Franklin print-

ing house, Hawley street, corner of

Franklin, Boston. [I860.]

1 sheet 7 by 10 inches. A note on the back of

the only copy I have seen, in the handwriting

of the Rev. J.M. Finotti, states that it came
fioiu the Rev. E. Jacker, Polnte St. Ignace, and

that it was made for the use of the [Chippewa]

Indians of Lake Superior.

Copies seen : Shea.

[Terras of relationship in use among
the Ojibvvas of Lake Superior. By Rev.

Edward Jacker, Missionary of the Ro-

man Catholic church, at Houghton,

Lake Superior, Michigan, May, I860.]

In Morgan (L. H.), Systems of consanguinity

and affinity of the human family, pp. 293-382,

lines 40, Washington, 1871, 4P. .

[ ] The red man gauged by his speech.

In American Catholic Quarterly Review,
April, 1877, pp. 304-324, 8°. (Pilling.)

A review of Lacombe (A.), Dictionnaire de
la langue des Cris ; and of the same author's

Graiumaire de la langue des Cris.

Contains many Algonquian terms, examples,

etc.

Edward Jacker, missionary, born in Swabia,

Germany, about 1830 ; died in Red J*cket,

Lake Superior, in August, 1887. He received

a thorough education, studied theology, and
was ordained a priest of the Roman Catholic

church, and came to the United States as a

missionary to the Indians, among whom he
passed his life. He served as vicar-general to

Frederic Baraga, bishop of Marquette, and
was the bishop's inseparable companion in his

journeys and labors for several years before

the latter's death in 1867. He was mentioned
at the time in connection with the vacant bish-

opric, but his tastes led him to avoid official

ppwer and responsibility. He was thoroughly
conversant with the Indian languages, espe-

cially with the dialect spoken by the Chippe-
was, and wrote in the latter and published a
selection' of hymns and other works. Father
Jacker was a man of great erudition, an enthu-
siastic worker, and a delightful companion,
being one of the best known and most highly
esteemed missionaries in the Lake Superior
region. He contributed various interesting

articles on the Indian tribes to the Philadel-

phia "Catholic Quarterly Review/'—Appleton's
Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Jacker (Francis). Nawagijig's story in

the Ojibwa language.
In Bureau of Ethnology First Ann. Rept. pp.

518-520, Washington, 1881, 8o.

Mr. Jacker contributed to this report a story

in the sign language and appended the oral

part of it in Ojibwa, with a literal English trans-

lation.

Jackson (William Henry). Department
of the interior.

|
United States geolog-

ical survey of the territories. | F. V.

Hayden, U. S. Geologist-in-Charge.
|

Miscellaneous publications—No. 5.
[

Descriptive catalogue
|
of

|
the photo-

graphs
I

of the
I

United States geolog-

ical survey
|
of

\
the territories,

|
for

|

The Years 1869 to 1873, inclusive,
i
W.

H. Jackson,
|

photographer.
|

Washington :
|
Government printing

office.
I

1874.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

blank 1 1. preface verso blank 1 1. text pp. 5-83,
8°.

Catalogue of photographs of Indians, in-

cluding proper names with English significa-

tions of the A.rapaho, p. 70 ; Arickaree, p. 70

;

Chippewas, p. 71 ; ^ heyennes, p. 71 ; Chawano,

p. 72; Delaware, p. 73; Miami, p. 78; Ottawas,

p. 79 ; Pottawatomie, p. 79 ; Shawnees, p. 81

;

Sac and Fox, p. 81.

Copies seen : British Museum, Bureau of Eth-

nology, National Museum, Pilling.

The "Second edition,"' Washington, 1875, 81

pp. 8°, does not contain the Indian names.

(Pilling.)

Department of the interior.
|
United

States geological survey of the terri-

tories,
j
F. V. Hayden, U. S. geologist.

I
Miscellaneous publications, No. 9.

|

Descriptive catalogue
|
of

|

photographs

I

of
I

North American Indians.
|
By

|

W. H. Jackson,
|

photographer of the

survey.
|

Washington :
|
Government printing

office.
I

1877.

Printed cover as above, title as above reverse

blank 1 1. prefatory note by Dr. Hayden pp. iii-

iv, preface by the author p. v, advertisement

p. vi, text pp. 1-107, index pp. 109-122, adden-

dum pp. 123-124, 8°.

N"ame3 of chiefs (with English definitions) of

a number of Indian tribes, among them the

Cheyenne, Chippewa, Ottawa, and Sac and Fox.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology, Eames,

National Museum, Pilling, Powell.

255
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Jacques Oartier School. These words followinsf

atitle or within parentheses after a note indicate

that a copy of the work referred to has been

seen by the compiler in the library of that

institution, Montreal, Canada.

Jacobs (iSev. Peter). SeeO'Meara (F.A.)

and Jacobs (P.)

and others. A collection
|
of

i

Ojib-

way hymns
|
translated by

|
the late

rev. Peter Jacobs,
|
and | rev. dr.

O'Meara,
|
with

j
additional hymns by

( the late rev. Peter Jones, William
|

Walker, and rev. E. F. Wilson,
|
re-ar-

ranged and revised by
|
the rev. John

Jacobs,
I
Ojibway Missionary.

]
1886.

|

[Two lines bible quotation in English

followed by the Ojibway equivalent,

four lines.]
|

Sarnia :
|

printed at the office of the

Sarnia Canadian. [1886.]

Title verso blank 11. text (with the excep-

tion of English headings to the hymns entirely

in Ojibway) pp. 3-184, indexes pp. 185-191, 24°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Jacobs (Sarah Sprague). Nonantum and

Natick.
I
By

|
Sarah S. Jacobs.

|

[Picture.]
|
Written for the Massachu-

setts Sabbath School Society, and re-

. vised by the Committee
|
of Publica-

tion,
I

Boston :
|

Massachusetts sabbath

Siihool society.
|
Depository 13 Corn-

hill.
I

1853.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright etc. 1 1.

map verso blank 1 1. contents pp. 5-6, picture

and verse recto blank 1 1. text pp. 9-321, ap-

pendix pp. 322-336, 12°.

A few words from Eliot's bible, pp. 177-180.—

Indian names, pp 333-336, is an alphabetic list

of names of tribes, persons, places etc. in New
England, most of them with English significa-

tion.

Copies seen: Astor, Congress.

A second edition, from the same plates except

the title leaf, as follows:

The
I
white oak and its neighbors.

|

By
I
Sarah S. Jacobs.

|
[Picture.]

|

Written for the Massachusetts Sabbath

School Society, and revised by the Com-
mittee

I
of Publication.

|

Boston:
|

Massachusetts sabbath

school society. |
Depository, 13 Corn-

hill. [1858.]

Title verso copyright etc. 1 1. map verso blank

1 1. contents pp. 5-6, picture and verse recto

blank 1 1. text pp. 9-321, appendix pp. 322-336,

120.

Jacobs (S. S. )— Continued.
Linguistics as described under the preced-

ing title.

Copies seen: Congress.

Jacquemin (— ). M6moire
| sur

| la

Louisiane,
|
contenant

|
La description

du sol et des productions
|
de cette ile,

et les moyens de la rendre
|
florissaute

en pen de terns
; j

avec
|
Un Vocabu-

laire et uu abreg^ de la Grammaire
|

de la langue Sauvage.
|
Par M. Jacque-

min,
I

Pendant 22 aus Missionuaire-

Pr^fet-Apostolique de la Guiane
|

Fraugaise, et Eveque d^missionnaire
de Caiene.

|
[Device.]

|

A Paris,
j
De I'Imprimerie de J. M.

Eberhart, rue des
|
Mathurins St.-

Jacqnes, u." 335.
|
An XI—1803.

Half-title 1 1. title 1 1. text pp. 1-67, petition

1 page, small 12°.

Petit dictionnaire de la langue des Sauvages

[Algonkin from Lahontan], pp. 47-67. Preceded
by some general remarks, with examples.

Copies seen : Shea.

[James (Dr. Edwin).] [Review of] A
grammar of the language of the Lenni

Lenape or Delaware Indians. Trans-

lated for the American philosophical

society, from the German manuscript
of the late Rev. David Zeisberger. By
Peter Stephen Duponceau. Philadel-

phia, 1827.

In American Quarterly Review, vol. 3, pp.
391-422, Philadelphia, 1828, 8°. (Boston Athe-

nteum. Congress.)

Preceded by the heading "Indian language

and, condition." It contains grammatic ex-

amples of the Delaware.

A
I

narrative
|
of

|
the captivity and

adventures
|
of

|
John Tanner,

|

(U. S.

interpreter at the Saut de Ste. Marie,)
|

during
|
thirty years residence among

the Indians
|
in the

|
interior of North

America.
|
Prepared for the press

|
by

Edwin James, M. D.
|
Editor of an

Account of Major Long's Expedition

from Pittsburgh
|
to the Rocky Mount-

ains.
I

New-York: | G. & C. & H. Carvill.

106 Broadway. |
1830.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. in-

tioductory chapter pp. 3-21, text pp. 23-426, 8°.

Catalogue of plants and animals found in

the country of the Ojibbeways, with English

names, as far as these could be ascertained, pp.

294-312.—Minerals, p. 312.—Catalogue of to-
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James (E.)— Continued.

terns among the Ottawwaws and Ojibbeways,

with the names of some to which they belong,

pp. 314-316.—List of moons in Ottaww&w and

Menomonie, p. 321.—List of stars, pp. 321-322.

Comparison of numerals, to ten, in several

[.50] American dialects, pp. 324-333, includes the

following Algonquian dialects: Ojibbeway,

Muskwake, Minsi (from Hockewelder), Algon-

kin (from Heckewelder), Delaware (from

Heckewelder), Mahnomonie, Cree (from Say),

Quaddies (Maine, from Duponceau), Penobscot

(from Duponceau's MS.), Miami (from Dupon-

ceau's MS.), Shawnese (from Dnponceaii's Ms.),

Unachog(from Duponceau's MS.), Natick (Irom

Elliot's Bib.), Nousaghauset (from Elliot's

Bib. in MS.), Sourikwosiorum (from John De
Laet), Canadenses (lb. from Auct. Lescarbot),

Saukikani (from J. D. Laet, Auct. Johan.

Smith), Algonkin (from J. Long), Chippeway
(from J. Long), New Stockbridge (from Kao-

no-mut, a woman who had been living on Fox
River, 1827), Mohegan, Monsee (from an Indian

at Baflfaloe), Potiwattomio (from an Indian at

Detroit, 1827), Ottawwaw (from Tanner), Cree

(from M'Kenzie), Algonkin (from MXenzie),

Cree (fromanative), Mahnesheet (slow-tongacs,

residing on the St. Johns, N. B., from a native).

Music and poetry of the Indians, including'

songs, pp. 334-381.

Chapter iv, Languages of the North Ameri-

can Indians (pp. 382-391), is followed by a com-

parison of words and sentences in the dia-

lects of the Ottawwaws and Menomonies, pp.

392-398.—Ojibbeway words and phrases, pp
399-411.—Conjugation of a verb [to tie], pp.

412-417.- Lord's Prayer in Ojibbeway and Eng-

lish and in Ojibbeway alone, p. 418.—Compari-

son of the language of Elliot's version of the

bible, with some of the dialects of the present

day, pp. 419-420.—Comparison of the language

of some versions of the bible, with the Ottaw-

waw of the present time, pp. 421-422.—Compar-
ison of a Greek sentence wiih the dialect of

the Ottawwaws, p. 423.—First chapter of Gene-

sis, translated into the Ojibbeway language,

pp. 424-426.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Brinton,

Congress, Dunbar, Eames, Lenox, Trumbull.

At the Field sale, no. 1113, a half-morocco

copy brought $3.63 ; at the Squior sale, no. 552.

a similar copy, $3.38. Priced by Leclerc, 1878,

no. 1020, 35 frs. The Murphy copy, no. 2449,

half green calf, brought $3. .50.

Reissued as follows

:

-* A
I

narrative
|
of

|
the captivity and

adventures |
of

|
John Tanner,

|
(U. S.

interpreter at the Sautde Ste. Marie,)
j

during
|
thirty years residence among

the Indians
|
in the

|
interior of North

America.
|
Prepared for the press

|
by

Edwin James, M. D.
|
Editor of an Ac-

count of Major Long's Expedition from

Pittsburgh
|
to the Rocky Mountains.—

ALG 17

James (E.) — ConLinued.

London :
|
Baldwin & Cradock, Pa-

ternoster Row.
I

Thomas Ward, 84 High
Holborn.

|
1830.

Pp. 1-426, portrait, 8°. The American edition

with a new title-page only.

Copies seen: Astor, Trumbull.

Clarke, 1886, no. 6652, prices a copy in boards

$5.

Sabin's Dictionary, no. 35685, titles an edition

in German, Leipzig, 1840, 8° ; and one in French,

Paris, 1855, 2 vols. 8°.

Chippewa first lessons
i
in

|
spelling

and reading.
|
By Edwin James, M. D.

I
Published by the Baptist board of

missions.
|

Boston:
|
1832. Lincoln & Edmands,

printers. 1000 copies.

No title-page, heading only ; text, pp. 1-16,

12°.

Primer lessons, pp. 1-8 ; the lower half of each
of pp. 3-8 being occupied with prayers and
hymns in Chippewa.—Prayer, pp. 8-9.—Epbe-

siaus, chapter 5, pp. 9-12.—Grammar, including

"outlines of the paradigm of a Chippewa verb,"

nenoandum, I hear, pp. 12-16.

Copies seen : American Antiquarian Society,

American Board of Commissioners.

[ ] Kekitchemanitomenahn
|
gahbe-

mahjeinnunk
|
Jesus Christ,

|
otoashke

I
wawweendummahgawin.

|

Albany:
j
Packard and Van Benthuy-

sen, printers.
|
1833.

Translation: Our great God who saved ua

Jesus Christ. His covenant or promise.

Title verso blank 1 1. text entirely in the Chip-

pewa language pp. 3-484, 12^.

Matthew to Revelation, pp. 3-482.—The ten

commandments, pp. 483-484.—A hymn, p. 484.

The iiist Chippewa version of the whole of

the new testament. Dr. James was assisted in

in this work by John Tanner.

Copies seen : American Bible Society, British

and Foreign Bible Society, Congress, Eamcs,

Massachusetts Historical Society, I'oucll,

Trumbull, Pilling.

At the Field sale, no. 1181, a copy brought

$2.25 ; at the Brinley sale, no. 5662, $2.25 ; no.

5C63, $2; at the Murphy sale, no. 3109, $1.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2157, 25 fr.

[- ] Ojibue
I

spelling book,
|
designed

I
for the use of

j
native learners.

|

[Picture.]
|

Utica:
|

printed by G. Tracy.
|
1833.

Title p. 1, text pp. 2-72, 18°. 500 copies

printed.

Alphabet, p. 2.—Key to the alphabet, pp.

3-4.—Tables 1-14 (spelling and reading lessons),

pp. 5-42.—Lord's prayer, p. 43.—Select portions

(gospel stories, hymns, etc.), pp. 44-60.—Num-
bers, p. 61.—Hymns, pp. 62-72.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum.
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James (E.)— CoDtinued.

[ ]0-jib-ue
I

spelling-book,
|
designed

for the use of
|
native learners.

|
Second

edition,
|
Corrected and Enlarged.

|

Boston :
{
printed for the American

board of commissioners for
|
foreign

missions, by Crocker& Brewster. \ 1835.

Title verso picture 1 1. alphabet p. 3, key to

tlie alphabet pp. 4-6, text entirely in Ojibue

pp. 7-107, 120.

Tables i-xxv (spelling and reading lessons),

pp. 5-82.—Gospel stories, lijnins, etc. pp. 83-

95.—Sermon on the mount, pp. 96-104.—Ten
commandments, p. 105.—Short catechism, pp.

106-107.

Copies seen: American Antiquarian Society,

Congress, Massachusetts Historical Society,

Pilling, Powell, Trumbull.

[—— ] Ojibue
I

spelling book.
|
Part I.

|

[Picture.]
|

Boston :
|
printed for the American

board of commissioners for
|

foreign mis-

sions, by Crocker and Brewster.
|
1846.

Printed cover as above, title (omitting " Part

I" and the picture) verso picture 1 1. alphabet

pp. 3-4, key to Ojibue orthography p. 5, text

(lessons i-xxx in Ojibue and English) pp. 6-63,

picture p. [64], aq. 16°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell, Tram-
bull.

[ ] Ojibue
I

spelling book.
|
Part II.

I

[Picture.]
|

Boston :
|
printed for the American

board of commissioners for
|
foreign

missions, by Crocker and Brewster.
|

1846.

Printed cover as above, title (omitting the

picture) verso blank 1 1. text (lessons xxxi-

Ixvi in Ojibue and English) pp. 3-95, picture p.

96, sq. 16°.

The names of the months in Ojibue and En-

glish, pp. 92-93.—l^umerals 1-10000, pp. 94-95.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell, Trum-
bull.

At the Field sale, no. 1717, a copy brought

$1.25.

The two parts were also issued together in

one volume, with the following cover title

:

Ojibue
I
spelling book | Parts I. & II.

|
[Pic-

ture.]
I

Boston :
|
printed for the American board of

commissioners for
|
foreign missions, by

Crocker and Brewster.
|
1846. (Eames.)

At the Brinley sale, no. 5670, the two parts

brought $1.50; and at the Murphy sale, no.

2953, $1.

Outline of the paradigma of a Chip-

pewa verb.

Albany: [1833?]. (*)

Folio. Title from Vater's Litteratur (1847),

p. 7(t, from ii copy in the Berlin library. Perhaps

James (E.)— Continued.
it is an extract from the Chippewa first lessons

by the same author, titled above.

Essay on the Chippewa language
;

read before the Americaa Lyceum, at

the third annual meeting, in the City

of New York, May 3rd, 1.-33.

In Chronicles of the Noith American sav-

ages, no. 5, pp. 73-80, Sept. 1835, 8°.

[Part of a note book, comprising a

comparative vocabulary, and phrases,

of the Menomini and Ojibway lan-

guages.]
Manuscript, pp. 32-189, 8°, belonging to Dr.

J. Hammond Trumbull, of Hartford, Conn.,

who describes it for me as follows :

"The volume of which this is a part—and
the only part that relates to American lan-

guages—was found in a junk-shop in Albany,

If. Y., by Mr. George R. Howell, in 1879, from

whom I received it. The first page of the vol-

ume had the name of ' E. James, 1823.' The
vocabularies, etc., were gathered at a later

date, probably in 1825 or 1826. The writer was
easily identified by Dr. James's peculiar spell-

ing of Menomini and Ojibbeway (Chippewa)

words, as in his Appendix; to John Tanner's

Narrative, in 1830, and elsewhere."

Words and phrases in English, Menomini,

and Ojibbeway compared, with occasional

notes, pp. 32-89, 102-112, 123-139.—Comparative

vocabulary in English, "Hoo-ohaw-gor-rah or

Winnebago," and "Dab co-tab Sioux, " pp. 90-

95.—Words and phrases, English and Dahcotah,

pp. 96-102.—Numerals, in several dialects, pp.

121, 122.—Names of the months, in Menomini,

interpreted, pp. 138, 139.

Edwin James, geologist, born in Weybridge,

Yt., August 27, 1797; died in Burlington, Iowa,

October 28, 1861. He was graduated at Mid-

dlebury College in 1816, and then spent three

years in Albany, where he studied medicine

with his brother. Dr. Daniel James, botany

with Dr. John Torrey, and geology under Prof.

Amos Eaton. In 1820 he was appointed botan-

ist and-geologist to the exploring expedition of

Maj. Samuel H. Long, and was actively en-

gaged in field work during that ye iT. For two
years following he was occupied in compiling

and preparing for the press the report of the
" Expedition to the Rocky Mountains, 1818-'l9"

(2 vols, with atlas, Philadelphia and London,

1823). He then received the appointment of

surgeon in the U. S. Army, and for six years

was stationed at frontier outposts. In 1830 he

resigned his commission and returned to Al-

bany. In 1834 he again went West, and in 1836

settled in the vicinity of Burlington, Iowa.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

James {Bev. Thomas). [Catechism in the

language of the Montauk Indians.]

In a letter from Governor Lovelace to Mr.

Jame.s, minister of East Hampton, N. Y., dated
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James (T.) —Continued.
Fort James, 19th of November, 1668, printed in

Documents relating to the colonial history of

New York, vol. 14, pp. 610-611, this catechism is

referred to as follows :

"I very much approue of yc composure of

a catechisme. . . . That vf^^ I shall desire

from yo" at p^'sent is the Catachisme w"" some

few select chapters &. Laudatory Psalms fairly

transcribed in the Indian Language W^^ I will

send over to England & have quantityes of them

printed, & if yo" thinke it necessary I conceive

a small book such as shall onely serue to the

instructing y« Indians to read may likewise be

compiled & sent w"> them," etc.

The Rev. Thomas James, first minister of the

Congregational church at East Hampton, on

Long Island, settled there about the year 1650

or 1651, and died at the same place on June 16,

1696, after a ministry of about foity-flve years.

In September, 1660, he informed the Commis-

sioners of the United Colonies, then in ses-

sion at New Haven, that he was "willing to

apply himselfe to instruct the Indians "of Long
Island '

' in the knowlidge of the true God. '

' An
allowance of 101. was therefore made for him
"towards the hiering of an Interpreter and

other charges." In 1662 he was paid 201 ,
" for

Instructing the Indians on long Hand," and

the same allowance was continued for the two
following years.

The catechism referred to above was prob-

ably never printed.

Jameson (M7'8. Anna Murphy). Winter
studies

I

aud
|
summer rambles

|
in

Canada.
|
By Mrs. Jameson,

|
author of

[*fec. two lines.]
j

[One line quotation.]
|

In three volumes.
|
Vol. I[-III].

|

London:
|
Saunders aud Otley,

|
Con-

duit street.
|
1838.

3 vols. 120.

General discussion ofthe Chippewalangaage,
with a few examples illustrating gender, vol. 3,

pp. 80-84.—Two lines of an Indian song, with
•English translation, p. 94.—Ojibwaquaince, pp.
226-227.—Indian personal names, with mean-
ings, passim.

Copies seen : Harvard.

Winter studies
|
and

|
summer ram-

bles
I

in Canada.
|
By Mrs. Jameson,

|

author of [&c. two lines.]
|

[Two lines

quotation.]
|
In Two Volumes.

|
Vol.

I[-II].
I

New-York:
| Wiley and Putnam, 161

Broadway.
|
1839.

2 vols. : title verso printers 1 1. preface pp. iii-

viii, contents 1 1. text pp. 9-341 ; title versoprint-

ers 1 1. contents pp. iii-iv, text pp. 1-339, 12°.

Ojibway quaiuce, words aud music, vol. 2, pp.
252-253.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Tale.

Jameson (A. M. )— Continued.

Wiuterstudien
|
und

|
Sommerstrei-

ferein
|
in

|
Canada. | Ein Tagebuch

j

von
I

Mrs. Jameson. | Aus dem Engli-

schen iibersetzt
|
von

|
A. W.

|
[One

line quotation.]
|

Erster [-DritterJ

Band.
|

Braunschweig,
|
Druck und Verlag

vonFriedrich Vieweg und Sohn | 1839.

3 vols. 16°.

Ojibway quaince, with words and music, vol.

3, p. 191.

Copies seen: Congress.

Sketches in Canada,
|
and

|
rambles

among the Red Men.
|
By Mrs. Jame-

son.
I

New edition.
|

London:
|
Longman, Brown, Green,

and Longmans.
|
1852.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface verso blank 1 1.

text pp. 1-314, 12°.

Ojibwa quaince with music, p. 254.

Copies seen : Congress.

Janney (Samuel McPherson). The life
|

of
I

William Penn;
|
with selections

|

from
I
his correspondence

|
and

|
auto-

biography.
I

By
I

Samuel M. Janney.
|

[Three lines quotation.]
I

Philadelphia:
|
Hogan, Perkins & co.

I

1852.

Portrait 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. dedica-

tion verso blank 1 1. preface pp. ix-xi (erron-

eously numbered xii), text pp. 13-558, list of

authorities pp. 559-560, 8°.

Penn (W.), Letter, etc. pp. 227-238.

Copies seen : Astor, Congress.

The Life
|
of

|
William Penn : |

with

selections
|
from his

|
correspondence

and autobiography. | By
|
Samuel M.

Janney.
|
[Quotation three lines.]

|

Second edition, revised.
|

Philadelphia:
I
Lippincott, Grambo

& CO.
I

1852.

Portrait of Penn 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

dedication verso blank 1 1. preface pp. 5-7, pref-

ace to second edition p. 8, list of authorities

pp. 9-10, contents pp. 11-20, text pp. 21-571, ap-

pendix pp. 573-576, 8°.

Penn's letter, pp. 238-249.

Copies seen : Boston Public, British Museum,
Harvai'd.

Jarvis (Samuel Farmar). A discourse on

the religion of the Indian tribes of

North America : delivered before the

New-York historical society, December
20, 1819. By Samuel Farmar Jarvis.

In New York Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 3, pp.

181-268, New York, 1821, 8^.
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Jarvis (S. F.) — Continued.
Lenape or Delaware and Iroquois words

compared with the Hebrew, p. 229.—Numerals
1-10 of the Lenap6 or Delaware (from Zeisber-

ger) compared with other languages, p. 230.—

Grammatical forms of the Onondaga and
Lenape compared with the Hebrew, pp. 231-

232.—Example of a noun in the Lenap6 or

Delaware with the ins^^parable pronouns (from

Heckewelder),p. 233.—Example of the verb to

love in the Lenap6 or Delaware and Iroquois,

compared with the Hebrew, pp. 234-238.—Ex-
ample of the personal forms in Delaware and
Hebrew, pp. 239-245. — Note E (containing

remarks on Delaware inflections), pp. 246-248.

Issued separately as follows:

A
I
discourse

|
on the

|
religion of

the Indian tribes
|
of

|
North America,

i
Delivered before

|
the New-York his-

torical society,
|
December 20, 1819.

|

By Samuel Farmar Jarvis,
|
D. D. A.

A. S.
I
[Four lines quotation.]

|

New-York:
(
published by C. Wiley

& Co. 3 Wall street.
|
C. S. Van Winkle,

Printer.
| 1820.

Cover title as above, title as above verso

blank 1 1. resolution of thanks verso blank 1 1.

text pp. 5-64, notes and illustrations pp. 65-111,

8°.

Linguistics as under title above, pp. 71-90.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Boston

Public, British Museum, Congress, Eames,
Ti-umbull.

At the Field sale a copy, no. 1115, sold for

$2. '2. The Squier copy, no. 554, brought $1,

and the Brinley copy, no. 5412, half morocco,

uncut, $1.50.

Reviewed by Pickering (J.) in the N. A.
Review, vol. 11, pp. 103-113, Boston, 1820.

Samuel Farmar Jarvis, clergyman, born in

Middletown, Conn. January 20, 1786 ; died there

March 26, 1851; was graduated at Yale in 1805,

and ordained priest April 5, 1811. He received

the degree of D. D. from the University of

Pennsylvania in 1819, and that of LL. D. from

Trinity in li'Sl.— Appleton's Cyclop, of Am.
Biog.

[Jaunay (Pere Pierre du).] Dictionarium

Gallico-8ta8aka. [1741?]

Manuscript, French-Ottawa, in the library

of McGill College, Montreal, Canada. Alpha-

betically arranged by French words. It is

curiously paged ; beginning with page 1 on the

recto of the first leaf, the numbering is contin-

uous on the rectos to p. 184, which includes

about half of the letter E
; pp. 185-396 (end of

the letter Q) are numbered on the rectos and

versos of the remaining leaves ; and pp. 397-

581 are the versos of the first leaves, which are

numbered 1-184 on the rectos. The volume is

bouud, legibly written, and well preserved.

-a. note on the fly leaf says the work was be-

gun 16 Aug. 1640 [sic] ; another: " This book is

the property of Adam Macruder of Montreal ;"

Jaunay (P. du). — Continued.
and another: "Now belongs to Andro H. Ar-
nolds, purchased at the sale of the late Ma-
crudtr's eflects, 1846."

I have placed the work underDu Jaunay upon
the authority of the Rev. A, E. Jones of St.

Mary's College, Montreal, a gentleman well

versed in the history of the missions and mis-

sionaries of the Catholic church in Canada,
who writes me as follows concerning the au-

thorship :

"You ask me howl know that the Indian

dictionary at McGill College was the work of

Father Du Jaunay. Here is positive evi-

dence : The labour entailed in completing each

letter has some special patron. He places the

letter D under the protection of the Blessed

Virgin while presenting Our Lord in the tem-

ple:

"'D—Sub protectione Deiparae Yirginis

Filium suum offerentis, quod festum araabile

ante hos dies quindecim celebrabamus, quo die

[2 Feb.] vota suae professionis emittebat caris-

simus socius mens P. de la Morinie ; item sub

protectione x'' a diabolo tentati et jejunantis,

quae stupenda Domini Nostri Dei Hominis

eras in evangelio legemus prima Quadragesimae

Dominica,' etc.

" That is to say, he undertook the letter D on

Saturday the 18th day of February, 1741, fif-

teen days after the feast of the Purification,

2d Feb., and on the eve of the first Sunday of

Lent. Easter that year fell on the 2d of April,

Ash Wednesday on the 15th of February, and

the first Sunday of Lent on Feb. 19. I have in

my possession the official record of Father de

la Morinie's last vows on profession. They
were taken at St. Ignace, Michilimakina, on

the 2d of February, 1741, in the presence of F.

Du Jaunay, his companion in that mission."

Jefferson (Thomas). [Vocabulary of the

Mohican, Long Island, and Shawnoe
languages.]

In Gallatin (A.), Synopsis of Indian tribes,

in Am. Ant. Soc. Trans. (Archaeologia Ameri-

cana) vol. 2, pp. 305-367, Cambridge, 1836, 8°.

Fragments of a comparative vocab-

ulary of several Indian languages. (*)

Manuscript in the library of the American

Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, Pa. Title

from a list of manuscripts given in the society's

Transactions of the Hist, and Lit. committee,

vol. 1, where it is said it was presented by the

author.

I have seen copies of a number of manu-

scripts by Jeflersou in the society's library not

given in the above-mentioued list, some of

which may have been taken from these "frag-

ments."

[ ] Vocabulary of the Delawares of

. New Jersey.

Manuscript in the library of the American

Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Jefferson (T.)— Continued.
|

A copy, made by Mr. Duponceau, and forms
\

no. X of a collection made by him and recorded
;

in a folio account-book, of which it occupies pp. I

42-45. It is dated Dec. 1792.
|

Arranged in four columns to the page, two
|

of English and two of Delaware, and contains

about 250 words.

A Vocabulary of tlie language of

the Uuquacliog Indians, wlio constitute

the Piisspatock settlement in the town

of Brookhaven, south side of Long Isl-

and. By Thomas Jefferson, Esq.

Manuscript in the library of the American

Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, Pa. It

forms no. xi of a collection of copies made by

Mr. Duponceau and recorded in a folio account-

book, of which it occupies pp. 46-18.

Arranged four columns to the page, two of

English, two of Unquachog, and contains about

180 words.

"The orthography is English. This vocabu-

lary was taken by Thos. Jeflferson, Jan. 13th,

1791, in presence of James Madison & Genl.

Floyd. There remain but three persons who
can speak its language; they are old women;
from two of these brought together, this vocab-

ulary was taken; a young woman of the same

tribe was also present who knew something of

the language."

There is a copy of this vocabulary in the li-

brary of the Bureau of Ethnology, Washington,

D. C.

In a letter to Mr. Harris, dated Washington,

April 18, 1806, Mr. Jefferson says :

"At a very early period of my life, contem-

plating the history of the aboriginal inhabitants

of America, I was led to believe that if there

had ever been a relation between them and the

men of color in Asia, traces of it wouhl be

found in their several languages. I have there-

fore availed myself of every opportunity which
h.is offered to obtain vocabularies of such tribes

as have been within my reach, corresponding

to a list then formed of about two hundred
and fifty words. In this I have made such

progress that within a year or two more I think

to give to the public what I then shall have
acquired."

In a letter from Monticello, dated Sept. 21,

1809, to Dr. Barton, he says :

'I received last night your favor of the 14th

and would with all possible pleasure have com-

municated to you any part or the whole of the

Indian vocabularies which I had collected, but

an irreparable misfortune has deprived me of

them. I have now been thirty years availing

myself of every possible opportunity of pro-

curiug Indian vocabularies to the same set of

words. My opportunities were probably better

than will ever occur again to any person having

the same desire. I ha I collected about fifty,

and had digested most of them in collateral

columns, and meant to have printed them tha
last year of my stay in Washington. But not

Jefferson (T.) — Continued.

having yet digested Captain Lewis's coUoction

nor having leisure then to do it, I put it off

till I should return home. The whole, as well

digest as originals, were packed in a trunk of

stationery, and sent round by water with about

thirty other packages of my effects, from Wash-
ington, and while ascending James river this

package, on account of its weight and pre-

sumed precious contents, was singled out and

stolen. The thief, being disappointed on open-

ing it, threw into the river all its contents, of

which he thought he could make no use,

Among these were the whole of the vocabula-

ries. Some leaves floated ashore and were

found in the mud; but these were ve'ry few,

and so defaced by the mud and water that no

general use can ever be made of them."

Jefferys (Thomas). The natural and
civil

I

history
|
of the

|
French domin-

ions
I

in
I

North and South America.
|

Giving a particular Account of the
|

Cli-

mate,
I

Soil,
I
Minerals,

|
Animals,

(

Vegetables,
[
Manufactures,

|
Trade,

I

Commerce,
|
and

|
Languages,

|
to-

gether with
I

The Religion, Govern-

ment, Genius, Character, Manners and

I

Customs of the Indians and other In-

habitants.
I

Illustrated by
|
Maps and

Plans of the principal Places,
|
Col-

lected from the best Authorities, and
engraved by |

T. Jefferys, Geographer

to his Royal Highness the Prince of

Wales.
I

Part I. Containing
|
A Descrip-

tion of Canada and Louisiana[-Part II.

Containing
|
Part of the Islands of St.

Domingo and St. Martin,
|
The Islands

of
I

St. Bartholomew, Guadaloupe, Mar-

tiuico, La Grenade,
|
and

|
The Island

and Colony of Cayenne].
|

London,
|
Printed for Thomas Jefferys

at Charing-Cross.
|
MDCCLX [1760].

2 vols. : 4 p. 11. pp. 1-168; 2 p. 11. pp. 1-246;

maps, folio.

Of the origin, languages ... of the dif-

ferent Indian nations inhabiting Canada (in-

cluding the Algonkins and Saltuers), part 1,

pp. 42-97.

Copies seen : British Museum, Congress. Mas-

sachusetts Historical Society.

At the Field sale, a copy, no. 1119, brought

$6.50.

The natural and civil
|
history

|
of

the
I
French dominions

|
in

|
North and

South America.
|
With an Historical

Detail ofthe Acquisitions and Conquests

made by the
|
British arms in those

Parts.
I

Giving a particular Account of

the
I

climate,
|

soil.
|
minerals, |

ani-
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Jefferys (T.) — Coutmued.
mals,

I
vegetables,

|
manufactures,

|

trade,
|
commerce

|
and

|
languages.

I
Together with

|
The Religion, Gov-

ernment, Genius, Character, Manners
and

I
Customs of the Indians and other

Inhabitants.
|
Illustrated by

|
Maps

andPlansof the principal Places,
|
Col-

lected from the best Authorities, and
engraved by

[
T. Jefferys, Geographer

to his Majesty. |PartI[-II]. Contain-

ing
I

A Description of Canada and

Louisiaoa.
|

London:
|
Printed for T. Jefferys, at

Charing-Cross; W. Johnston, in Lud-

gate-street; J. Richardson
|
in Pater-

noster-Row ; and B. Law and Co. in

Ave-Mary-Lane.
|
MDCCLXI [1761].

2 vols.: title verso blank 1 1. dedication 1 1.

introduction verso blank 1 1. contents 1 1. text

pp. 1-168 ; title verso blank 1 1. dedication verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 1-246 ; maps, folio.

Linguistic contents as in edition of 1760 titled

next above.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress.

Jehan (Louis-Frangois). Troisieme et

derui^re
|
Encyclopedic th6oIogique,

I

[&c. twenty-four lines]
|

publi^e
|

par M. I'abb^. Migne
|
[&c. six lines.]

|

Tome treute-quatrieme.
|
Dictionnaire

delinguistique.
]
Tonie unique.

|

Prix:

7 francs.
|

S'lmprime et se vend ehez J. -P. Migne,

6diteur,
|
aux ateliers catholiques, rue

d'Amboise, au Petit-Moutrouge,
|
Bar-

riere d'enfer de Paris.
|
1858.

Second title : Dictionnaire
|
de

|
linguistique

I
et

I
de philologie compar6e. | Histoire de

toutes les langues mortes et vivantes,
|
on

[

trait6 complet d'idiomograpbie,
|
ombrassant

I
I'examen critique des systemes et de toutes les

questions qui se rattachent | k I'origine et a la

filiation des langues, a leur essence organique

I
et a leurs rapports avec I'histoire des races

humaines, de leurs migrations, etc. |
Pr6ced6

d'un
I
Essai sur le role du laugage dans revo-

lution de rintelligence humaine.
| Par L.-Y.

Jehan (de Saint-Clavien),
| Membre de la So-

clete geologique de France, de I'Academie roy-

ale des sciences de Turin, etc.
i
[Quotation,

three lines.]
|
Public

i
par M. I'Abbe Migne,

|

Miteur de la Bibliotheque universelle du
clergy,

I
ou

I
des cours complets sur chaque

brauche de la science eccl6siastique.
\ Tome

unique. ] Prix : 7 francs.
|

STmprime et se vend chez J. -P. Migne, edi-

teur,
I
aux ateliers catholiques, rue d'Amboise,

au Petit-Montrouge,
| Barriere d'enfer de

Paris.
I 1858.

Jehan (L.-F.)— Continued.
Outside title 1 1. titles as above 2 11. columns

(two to a page) 9-1448, large 8°.

See under title next below for linguistic

contents.

Copies seen: British Museum, Shea.

Troisieme et derniere
|
Encyclopedia

I

th^ologique,
|
ou troisieme et der-

niere
I

serie de dictionnaires sur toutes

les parties de la science religieuse,
|

offrant en frangais, et par ordre alpha-

b^tique,
|
la plus claire, la plus facile,

la plus commode, la plus vari^e
|
et la

plus complete des th6ologies:
|

[&c.

seventeen lines]
|
publiee

|
par M.

I'abb^ Migne,
|
[&c. six lines.]

j
Tome

trente-quatrieme.
|
Dictionnaire de lin-

guistique.
I

Tome unique.
|
Prix: 8

francs.
|

S'imprime et se vend chez J.-P.

Migne, ^diteur,
|
aux ateliers catho-

liques, rue d'Amboise, 20, au Petit-

Montrouge,
I
autrefois Barriere d'enfer

de Paris, maintenant dans Paris.
|
1864

Second title : Dictionnaire
|
de ( linguistique

I

et
1
de philologie compar6e.

|
Histoire de toutes

les langues mortes et vivantes,
|
ou

|
trait6

complet d'idiomographie,
i
embrassant

|
I'exam-

en critique des systemes et de toutes les

questions qui se rattachent | a I'origine et a la

filiation des langues, a leur essence organique

1 et a leurs rapports avec I'histoire des races

humaines, de leurs migrations, etc. |
Pr6c6d6

d'un
I

Essai sur lerole du langage dans revolu-

tion del'intelligence humaine.
I
ParL,-F. J6han

(de Saint-CIavien),
|
Membre de la Societ6

g6ologique de France, de I'Academie royaledea

sciences de Turin, etc.
]
[Quotation, three

lines.]
I
Publi6

[

par M. TabbS Migne,
j
6diteur

de la Bibliotheque universelle du clerg6,
|
ou

|

des cours complets sur chaque branche de la

science eccl6siastique. |
Tome unique.

|
Prix:

7 francs.
|

S'imprime et se vend chez J.-P. Migne, edi-

teur,
i
aux ateliers catholiques, rue d'Amboise,

20, au Petit-Montrouge, |
autrefois Barriere

d'enfer de Paris, maintenant dans Paris.
|
1854

First title verso "avis important" 1 1. second

title verso printer 1 1. introduction numbered

by columns 9-208, text in double columns 209-

1250, notes additionnelles columns 1249-1432,

table des matieres columns 1433-1448, large 8°.

The following articles relate to the Algon-

quian languages : Eegion Alleghanique et des

lacs dans 1'Am6rique du Nord, col. 242-248, con-

tains a comparative vocabulary ofsixteen words

and the numerals 1-10, in tbirty-five American

Indian dialects, including under the division

"Famille Lennape," the Sawanou ou Shawano-

ese, Sakis-Ottogami8(SakisouSakewi), Miamis-

lllinois (Miami propre), Pampticough, Lennape

ou Delaware (Delaware), Minsi, Sankitani, Nar-
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Jehan (L.-F.)— Continued.

raganset, Massacliusett ou Natict, Mohegan
(Moheganpropre), Abenaki, Etecliemine,Gaspe-

sien o.u Micmac, Algonquuio-Cliippaways,

(Chippeway propre ou Ochippewag), Algon-

quin propre, Knistenaux (Knistenaux propre),

and Cree.

Ara6rique, col, 265-290, contains general

remarks ou American languages, followed by a

"tableau de renchainement geographiquo des

langues Am6ricaines et Asiatiques," including

several Algonquian dialects, col. 290-299, and a

"tableau g6n6ral des langues Americaines,"

col. 299-303.

Lennappe, ou Chippaways-Delaware ou Al-

gonquino-Mobegane, famille de langues de la

r6gion allegbanique, col. 796-824, contains

remarks on the dialects of the Sawanou, Saki-

Ottogami, Menoraene, Miami-IUinoi, Lennape
ou Delaware, Sankikani, Narraganset, Massa-

cbuset ou Natick, Powhattan, Mobegan-Abe-

naqui, Etechemine, Gaspesien ou Micmak,

Algonquiuo-Chippaway, Knistenaux, and
Skoffie-Sketapushoish, with a few specimens of

words, col. 796-807; Laugue L6nap6, with

remarks ou its formation, col. 807-810 ; I;angue

Algonquine propre ou Chipp6way, witb gram-

matical examples, col. 810-815; Specimens of

word formation in Lenape and in Massachu-

setts, col. 815 ; Remarks on the diff. rent forms

of the verb in the Algonquian dialects, with

examples in Lenape and Chippeway, col. 816-

824.

Panis-Arrapahoes, containingremarks on the

dialects of the Arrapahoes and Ricaras, col.

1014^1016.

Note II, Rapport sur le caractere gen6ral et

les f'lrmes grammaticales des langues ameri-

caines, fait au comite d'histoire et de litt6rature

de la soci6t6 philosophique americaine, par son

secretaire correspondant [Peter S. Du Pon-

ceau], col. 1253-1268.

Copies seen : Eames.

Jenks (Willianci). Specimen of tlie Mo-
lieagan language, taken at Cambridge,

February 28, 1804.

In Holmes (A.), Memoir of the Moheagans,

in Massachusetts Hist. Soc. Coll. first series,

vol. 9, pp. 98-99, Boston, 1804, 8°.

A short text with English translation and a

short vocabulary.

"I am indebted to my worthy friend, Mr.
William Jenks, who latelyprocured theannexed
specimen of this language from a young and
intelligent Indian, of the Stockbridge tribe

[John Konkapot, jun.] . . . and the vocab-

ulary was in fact mostly written by the young
Indian himself, in order to preserve as much
accuracy as possible."

—

Holmes.

Jesus obimadisiwiu ajonda [Ottawa].

See Baraga (F.)

Jesus obimadisiwiu oraa [Chippewa].
See Baraga (F.)

Jesus od ijitwawin [Chippewa]. See

Gafron(J.)

Jesus od ijitwawin [Ottawa]. See Ba-
raga (F.)

Johnes (Arthur James). Philological

Proofs
I

of the
|
original unity and re-

cent origin
|
of the

|
human race.

|

Derived from a comparison of the lan-

guages
I

of
I

Asia, Europe, Africa, and
America.

|
Being au inquiry

|
how far

the differences in the languages of the

globe
I

are referrible to causes now in

operation. | By |
Arthur James Johnes,

esq.
I
[Four lines quotation.]

|

London:
|
Samuel Clarke, 13, Pall

mall east.
|

Eees, Llandovery; E.

Parry, Bridge street, Chester; Rees,

Carnarvon.
|
1843.

Half-title verso printer 1 1. title verso blank
1 1. dedication pp. v-vi, contents pp. vii-xii, in-

troduction pp. xiii-lx, text pp. 1-172, appen-

dixes pp. 1-103, 8°.

Remarks on the American Indian languages,

including a few Abenaki words, pp. 22-24.—

On the origin of the American tribes (pp.

155-172) contains: "Words from the North
American Indian dialects of the Algonquyn
class compared with analogous terms in Asiatic

and European languages, pp. 160-162.—Present

tense of a verb in two dialects of the Algon-

quyn class (Chippeway and Lerni Lenape), pp.
166-167.—Algonquyn pronoun prefixes (com-

pared with Semetic and Welsh), pp. 169-170.

Appendix A, analytical comparison of some

of the most important words in the African

languages with th® analogoiis words in the lan-

guages of Asia, Europe, and America (including

Algonquyn, New England, Black Feet, Chippe-

way, Penobscot, Naragansett, and Miami), pp.

1-47.—Words for man, woman, human being,

pp. 50-63, the head pp. 64-71, the tongue p. 72,

the ear p. 73, the foot p. 74, the hand p. 75, and

water pp. 76-82, in various languages, including

the Algonquyn dialects

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Eames.

Philological Proofs
j
of the

|
original

unity and recent origin
j
of the

|
Hu-

man Race.
I

Derived from
|
a compari-

son of the languages
I

of
I

Asia, Europe,

Africa, and America.
|
Being an inquiry

how far the differences in the languages

of
I

the globe are referrible to causes

now in operation.
]
By

|
Author James

Johnes, Esq.
|

[Three lines quotation.]
|

London: John Russell Smith,
| 4, Old

Compton Street, Soho Square. \ MD CCC
XLVI [1846].

Half-title 1 1. title as above verso blank 1 1,

contents etc. pp. iii-lx, text pp. 1-172, appen-

dices pp. 1-103, 8°.

Linguistics as under next preceding title.

Copies seen : Astor.
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[Johnston (George).] The
|
morning

|

and
i
evening prayer,

|
translated from

the
I
book of common prayer

|
of the

Protestant episcopal church in the
|

United States of America,
|
together

with a selection |
of hymns.

|

Detroit :
|

Geiger and Christian,

printers.
|
1844.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

approval ot Sam' A. McCoskry, Bishop of

Michigan 1 1. text pp. 1-59, 12o.

Prayers in Ottawa with English headings,

pp. 1-25.—Letter (in English, from Geo. John-

ston, dated from Grand Traverse Bay, January

1, 1844, to Bishop McCoskry, transmitting the

translation), p. 26.— Ten commandments, pp.

27-28.—P. 29 blank. -Hymns, alternate English

and Ottawa, pp. 30-59.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum.

—— Vocabulary of the Ojibwa of St.

Mary's.

In Schoolcraft (H. E.), Indian tribes, vol. 2,

pp. 458-469, Philadelphia, 1852, 4o.

Contains about 360 words.

Reprinted in Ulrici (E.), Die Indianer Nord-

Amerikas, p. 39, Dresden, 1867, 8°.

Johnston (Jane). [Chippewa verses in

meter, with English translation.]

In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Indian tribes, vol. 5,

pp. 608-G12, Philadelphia, 1855, 4°.

Miss Johnston was an educated woman, a

granddaughter of WaubOjeeg, a chief of the

Lake Superior Chippewas.

Johnston (John). Account of the present

state of the Indian tribes inhabiting

Ohio. In a letter from John Johnston,

esq. United States agent of Indian

affairs, at Piqua, to Caleb At water, esq.

Communicated to the president of the

American Antiquarian Society.

In American Ant. Soc. Trans. ( Archaeologia

Americana) vol. 1, pp. 269-299, Worcester, 1820,

8°.

Vocabulary of the language of the Shaw-

anoese, pp. 287-292.—Kames of the rivers by

the Shawanoese, pp. 297-299.

The vocabulary is reprinted in Dodge (J. R.),

Red men of the Ohio Valley, pp. 51-60, Spring-

field, 1860, 12°; and in Howe (H.), Historical

collections of Ohio, pp. 590-594, Cincinnati, 1848,

8'^, and subsequent editions.

John Johnston, Indian agent, born in Bally-

shannon, Ireland, in March, 1775; died in

Washington, D. C, 19 April, 1861. His parents

emigrated in 1786 to Cumberland Co., Pa.

John served with Gen. Anthony Wayne in his

campaign against the northwestern Indians in

Ohio in 1792-'3, was clerk in the war depart- !

ment and agent for Indian affairs thirty-one !

years. He served throughout the war of 1812

as paymaster and quaitermaster. In 1841-'2 he '

was commissioner to treat with the Ohio In-
|

Johnston (John) — Continued.
dians for their removal. He was president of

the Historical and Philosophical Society of

Ohio.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Johnston (William). Vocabulary of the

Ojibwa of Michilimackinac.

In Schoolcraft (H.R.), Indian tribes, vol.2,

pp. 458-469, Philadelphia, 1852, 4°.

Contains about 360 words.

Reprinted in Ulrici (E.), Die Indianer Nord-
Amerikas, p. 39, Dresden, 1867, 8°.

Jomard (Edme Frangois). Langue des

Indiens Cheyennes.

In Society de G6og. Bull, third series, vol.

6, pp. 384-386, Paris, 1846, 8°.

Comments on Abert (J. W.), Cheyenne vo-

cabulary, q.v.

Reprinted in the following -.

Note sur les Botecudos, accompagn^e
d'un Vocabulaire de leur langue et de

quelques reuiarques.

Colophon: Paris.— Imprimerie de L.

Martinet, rue Jacob, 30. [1846 ?]

1 leaf recto blank with " Extrait du Bulletin

de la Soci6te de G6ogiaphie (Novembre et D6-

cembre 18i6)" on verso, text with heading as

above pp. 1-13, 8°. Each article is signed "Jo-

mard."

Langue des Indiens Cheyennes, including

numerals 1-100 (from Abert), pp. 8-10.

Copies seen : Eames.

Jones (A. D.) The
|
illustrated

|
Com-

mercial, Mechanical, Professional and

Statistical
|

gazetteer and business-

book
I

of
1
Connecticut,

|
for 1857-8.

|

Compiled with great care,
|
from actual

canvass of the state,
|
and the most re-

liable sources.
|
To be revised and pub-

lished annually.
|
By A. D. Jones.

|
Vol-

ume I.
I

Office, 80 State street, New Haven.
|

1857.
I

Entered, according to the

Act of Congress, in the year 1857, by

A. D. Jones, in the Clerk's
|
Office of

the District Court of Connecticut.
|
T.

J. Stafford, Printer, 88 State Street

(Stafford Building). (*)

Title verso calendar 1 1. text pp. 1-304, 8°.

Chap. 1, pp. 1-55, is devoted chiefly to the

Indians, and pp. 35-37 to their "Literature."

On page 37 is given the Lord's prayer in
'

' Xar-

ragansett" (from Eliot), and in Mohegan (from

Saltonstall).

Title and description from Mr. Addison Yan
Name, from copy in the library of Yale College.

Jones {Fere Arthur :£douard). See Laure

(P.)
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Jones (Eev. David). A
|

journal
|
of

|

two visits
I

made to some natious of
|

Indians
|
on the west side of the river

Ohio,
I

In the Years 1772 and 1773.
J
By

the Rev. David Jones,
|
minister of the

gospel at Freehold, in New-Jersey.
|

Burlington :
|
Printed and sold by

Isaac Collins,
|
M.DCC.LXXIV [1774].

Title verso blank 1 1. introduction pp. iii-iv,

text pp. 5-95, erratum p. 96, 12°.

Numerals 1-10, and a few terms and remarks

on the Shawannee language, and the numerals

1-10 of the Delaware, pp. 44-45.

Copies seen : Harvard.

A
I

journal
|
of

|
two visits made to

some nations of In-
|
dians on the west

side of the river |
Ohio, in the years

1772 and 1773.
|
By the

] Rev. David

Jones,
I

minister of the gospel at Free-

hold, in New Jersey.
|
With a

|
bio-

graphical notice of the author,
|
by

|

Horatio Gates Jones, A. M.,
|
corre-

sponding secretary Historical Society

of Pennsylvania.
|

New York :
|
reprinted for Joseph Sa-

bin.
I

1865.

Half-title (Sabin's Reprints No. II) verso

blank 1 1. title verso printer.s etc. 1 1. biograph-

ical sketch pp. v-vi, title of 1774 edition verso

blank 1 1. introduction pp. vii-ix, text pp. 11-

120, 8°.

Linguistics as under next preceding title, pp.

61-62, 106-107.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Con-
gress.

David Jones, clergyman, born in "White Clay-

Creek hundred, Newcastle Co., Del., 12 May,

1736: died in Chester Co., Pa., 5 Feb., 1820.—

Appleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Jones (Electa F.) Stockbridge,
|
past

and present
; |

or, records of
|
an old

mission station.
|
By Miss Electa F.

Jones,
j

Springfield :
|
Samuel Bowles & com-

pany.
I

1854.

Title verso printer 1 1. preface by E. W. B.

Canning pp. 3-4, contents pp. 5-6, scripture

texts verso blank 1 1. introduction pp. 9-11, text

pp. 13-2C7, appendix pp. 2G9-275, Vl°.

"The language of the Muh-he-ka-ne-ok"

(chiefly from Edwards), pp. 30-37, contains a

short comparative vocabulary of the Muh-he-
ka-neew, Shawanoe, and Chippeway, pp. 31-32;

Grammatical forms, p. 33 ; Lord's prayer in the

language of the Eastern Indians (from Eliot),

p. 36; Lord's prayer in the dialect of the Stock

-

bridge Indian.s, p. 37.

Copies seen : Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Eames.

At the Field sale a copy, no. 1148, brought

50 cents.

Jones (John). See Jones (P. ) and Jones
(J.)

• and Jones (P.) The
|
gospel

|
ac-

cording to
I
St. John.

I

Translated into

the Chippeway tongue
|
by John Jones,

I
and

I

revised and corrected by Peter

Jones,
I

Indian teachers.
|

London :
|

printed for the British and
foreign bible society,

|
instituted MP-

ccciv.
I

1831.

Second title : Menwahjemoowin |
kahezhe-

beegaid owh
|
St. John.

|
Ahneshenahba anwaid

keezhe ahnekahnootahbeung |
owh |

Thayen-

danegen [John Jones],
|
kiya owh | Kahkewa-

quonaby [Peter JonesJ, |
ahneshenahba keke-

nooahmahga-wenenewug.
|

London.
|
1831.

English title verso 1. 1 recto blank, Chippe-

way title recto 1. 2 verso Ijlank, half-title (The

gospel according to St. John) recto 1. 3 (verso

beginning of the text in English), text 274 un-

numbered pages alternate English and Chippe-

way, colophon (London : printed by R. "Watts,

Crown Court, Temple Bar) 1 page, 16°.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Ma-
seum, Dunbar, Eames, Pilling, Powell, Trum-
bull.

For a criticism of this work see Schoolcraft

(H. R.), Mythology, superstitions, etc.

Triibner, 1856, no. 689, priced a copy 5s. ; Stev-

ens's Nuggets, no. 268, 7s. 6d. At the Field sale,

a copy, no. 1155, brought $3. Dufos86, 1887, no.

24566, priced it 15fr.; and Quaritch, Feb., 1889,

5s.

[ ] Minuajimouin gaizhibliget
j

an
I

St. John.
|
The gospel of St. John

I
in the

|
language of the Ojibwa In-

dians.
I

Boston :
|

printed for the American

board of commissioners j
for foreign

missions, by Crocker & Brewster.
|

1838.

Title verso note (dated from La Pointe, Sep-

tember, 1837) 1 1. text entirely in Ojibwa pp.

3-83, 12°.

" The following translation of John's Gospel

into the Ojibwa language, was made by John

and Peter Jones, who are native religious teach-

ers employed by the Methodist Episcopal Mis-

sionary Society in Canada, and published by
the British and Foreign Bible Society. The
edition here presented is copied from that of

the British and Foreign Bible Society, with

scarcely any alterations, except the changing
of a few words to render them more intelligi-

ble, and more conformed to correct usage, as

the language is spoken in this part of the

country. The orthography, however, is en-

tirely dilBFerent; this edition being written in

the orthography adopted by the missionaries of

the American Board of Commissioners for For-

eign Missions in writing the Ojibwa language.
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Jones (J.) and Jones (P.) — Continued.
'

' This translation, it is believed, is as correct

in general as any whicli can be made in the

present state of Ojibwa literature."— Fer«o of

title-page.

Copies seen: American Board of Commission-

ers, Boston Athenaeum, Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Yale.

The Gospel according to St.

John, translated into tlie Chippeway
tongue, by J. Jones ; revised and cor-

rected by P. Jones, Indian teachers.

1832. (*)

Manuscript, folio. In the library of the

British and Foreign Bible Society, London.

Title from Bullen's Catalogue (London, 3857),

p. 3.

Jones (John T.) [Vocabulary of the

Pottawotamie language.]
Manuscript, 17 pp. folio, in possession of Dr.

John G. Shea, Elizabeth. N. J.

Arranged in double columns, English and
Pottawotamie, and contains about 300 words

and phrases.

Jones (Eev. N. W.) Notes upon the

Esopus Indians and their language.
In Ulster Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 1, pp. 92-96,

Kingston fN. Y.], 1860, 8°. (Boston Athenaeum.)

A few Minsi words with English significa-

tions.— No. I.
I

Indian bulletin
|
for 1867.

|

Containing a brief
|
account of the

North American Indians,
|
and the

|
in-

terpretation of many Indian names.
|

By
I

rev. N. W. Jones.
|

New York :
|

printed by C. A. Alvord,

I
1867.

Printed cover (with imprint reading, New
York :

I
C. A. Alvord, 15 Vandewater street.

|

1867), title as above verso note and copyright

1 1. text pp. 3-16, 8°.

Interpretation of Indian names in New York,

p. 13 ; on Long Island, pp. 13-14 ; in Pennsylva

nia, p. 14; in New Jersey, pp. 14-15 ; in Massa
chusetts, p. 15; in Connecticut, pp. 15-16; in

Rhode Island, p. 16 ; in New Hampshire, p. 16

in Maine, p. 16.

Copies seen: Astor, Congress, Eames, Dun
bar, Pilling,, Powell, Wisconsin Historical So

ciety.

At the Field sale, no. 1157, a copy brought 50

cents.

No. II.
I

Indian bulletin
|
for 1868.

|

Containing a brief
|
account of Chinese

voyages to the north-west
|
coast of

America.
|
And the

|
interpretation of

200 Indian names.
|
By

|
rev. N. W.

Jones,
j

New York :
|
printed by C. A. Alvord

I

1869.

Jones (N. W.)— Continued.
Printed cover as above, title as above verso

note and copyright 1 1. text pp. 3-26, 8°.

Interpretation of Indian names inNew York,

pp. 12-14 ; on Long Island, pp. 14-15 ; in Penn-

sylvania, pp. 15-16 ; in New Jersey, pp. 16-17
;

in Delaware, p. 18; in Maryland, p. 18; in

Maine, pp. 18-20 ; inNew Hampshire, pp. 20-21

;

in Massachusetts, pp. 21-23 ; on Nantucket, p.

23; in Rhode Island, pp. 23-25; in Connecticut,

pp. 25-26
; Western Indian names, p. 26.

Copies seen: Congress, Dunbar, Eames, Pow-
ell, Trumbull, Wisconsin Historical Society.

Jones {Rev. Peter). Hymns for the use

of native christians of the Chippeway
nation ; also several hymns for sabbath

schools of native children.

In Collection of hymns, pp. 37-45, 37-45

(double numbers, alternate English and Chip-

peway), New York, 1827, 10°.

Nahkahnoonun
|
kanahnahkahmoo-

waudt
i

ekewh
|
ahueshenahpaigk anah-

meahchik. |
Kahahnekahnootahpeung-

kin owh
|
Kahkewaquonnaby [Peter

Jones],
I

ahneshenahpa makahtawe-
koonnahya.

|

New York,
|
printed at the Confer-

ence office
I

by J. Collord.
|
1829.

Second title : Collection
|
of

| hymns |
for

|

the use of native christians
|
of the

|
Chippe-

way tongue. 1 Translated by Peter Jones,
|

native missionary.
|

New York,
|

printed at the Conference office

I

by J. Collord. 1
1829.

Chippeway title verso 1. 1 (.p. 1) recto blank,

English title recto 1. 2 (p. 1), preface (beginning

on verso of English title) pp. 2-3, text (double

numbers, alternate pages Chippeway and Eng-

lish) pp. 4-38, 4-38, English hymns pp. 39-86,

vocabulary of some of the principal words used

in the preceding hymns p. 86, index in Chippe-

way pp. 87-88, index in English pp. 88-92, 24°.

Copies seen : British and Foreign Bible Soci-

ety, Shea.

[ ] Nwgymouinvn j
genvnvgvmouat

|

igiu
j
anishinabeg an^'miajig,

|

Boston :
|

printed for the American

board of commissioners
|
for foreign

,
missions, by Crocker & Brewster.

1
1836.

Title verso note 1 1. text entirely in the Chip-

pewa language pp. 3-52, 16°.

Hymns, pp. 3-42.—Table of first lines, pp. 43-

44.—A text headed Mitasui iuiu gtJgikueuinvn,

pp. 45-52.

A note on the reverse of the title says these

hymns were taken from a collection prepared

by Mr. Peter Jones, an Ojibwa convert and

licensed preacher, the only alteration consisting

in substituting the orthography of Mr. Pick-

ering for that used by Mr. Jones.
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Jones (P. ) — Con tinned.

Copies seen : Araerican J3oard of Commis-
sioners, Boston Athenaeum, Eames, Pilling,

Powell.

For later editions see Henry (G.) and Evans
(J.); also Jones (P.) and others.

• Additional Hymns
|
translated by

the
I
rev. Peter Jones,

|
Kah-ke-wa-

qu-on-a-by,
|
a short time before his

death,
|
for the

|
spiritual benefit

|
of

his
I

Indian brethren.
|
1856.

|

Brantford :
|

printed at the Expositor

office.
I
1861.

Printed cover as above, title as above p. 1,

text (alternate pages English and Chippewa,

beginning on verso of title) pp. 2-11, 16°.

Copies seen : Pilling.

Ojibway spelling book.

York (Toronto), McKenzie's office,

18-28. (*)

Title from Sabin's dictionary, no. 36592, and
confirmed by Dr. P. E. Jones, a son of the author

of the work, who includes this title in a manu-
script list of his father's writings furnished me.

Part of the
|
new testament

|
of our

I

lord and saviour
|
Jesus Christ,

|

translated into the Chippewa tongue,
|

from the gospel by St. Matthew.
| By

Peter Jones, ,| native missionary,
j

Pungkek
|
ewh ooshke mabzenahekun

I

tepahjemindt owh
|
kelookemahwe-

non kahnahnauntahweenungk
|
Jesus

Christ.
I
Ahneshenahpay auwadt kee-

zhe ahuekahnootahpe
|
ekahtaigk

ewh ootepahjemoowin owh
|
St. Mat-

thew.
I
Kahahnekahnootahpeungk

|

owh Kahkewaqonnaby [Peter Jones],

I
ahneshenahpay makahtawekoona-

kya.
I

York : | Printed at the U. C. Gazette
office, by Robert Stanton.

| 1829.

Title verso blank 1 1. text (double columns
English and Chippewa) pp. 3-32, 8°. Contains
chapters i-vii only.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible Soci-

ety, Pilling, Verreau.

For titles of later editions of the whole of
the gospel of Matthew see Jones (P.) and
Jones (J.)

[ ] Netum
I

ewh oomahzenahegun owh
M 'ses,

I
Genesis

| azheuekahdaig.
|

Kahahnekahnootahmoobeungowh Kah-
kewaquonaby [Peter Jones],

|
ahne-

shenahbamakahdawekoonahya.
|

Toronto:
|

printed for the Toronto
auxiliary bible society,

| at the Chris-
tian guardian office.

|
l&Ab.

Jones (P.) — Continued.

Second title: The first book of Moses,
|

called
I
Genesis.

|

Toronto:
|
translated by P. Jones, for the

auxiliary bible society.
|
Guardian oflice.

—

J. H. Lawrence, printer.
|
1835.

Chippewa title verso blank 1 1. English title

verso blank 1 1. text entirely in the Chippewa

language pp. 5-178, 12°.

Copies seen: American Bible Society, Boston

Athenaeum, British and Foreign Bible Society,

Eames, Pilling.

For title of an edition of this work(in part)

of 1833 see Evans (J.) and Jones (P.)

Part of the discipline of the Wesleyan

Methodist church in Canada, translated

(into Chippewa) by Peter Jones. (*)

Toronto, 1835.

120. Title from Quaritch's catalogue, no.

30076, where it is priced 5s. The classing of

this work as Mohawk in Bullen's catalogue of

the Library of the British and Foreign Bible

Society (London, 1857), p. 317, is doubtless

erroneous.

Life
I

and
|
Journals

|
of

|
Kah-ke-

wa-quo-na-by
; (

(Rev. Peter Jones,)
|

Wesleyan Missionary.
|
Published un-

der the direction of the Missionary

committee, Canada conference,
j

Toronto:
|

published by Anson Green,

I
at the Wesleyan printing establish-

ment,
I

King street east.
]
1860. (*)

Portrait of Peter Jones 1 1. title verso print-

ers 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv, contents pp. v-xi, brief

account of the author written by himself pp.

1-16, journal pp. 17-408, continuation (by an-

other hand) pp. 409-413, particulars of his last

illness, death, etc., by his wife, pp. 413-424, 8°.

Sentence in the language of the Mississauga

Indians of Rice Lake, with English translation,

p. 260.—Ojibway and Mississauga terms and

proper names passim.

Title from Prof. A. F. Chamberlain, Toronto.

History
|
of the

|
Ojebway Indians

;

I

with especial reference to their
|
con-

version to Christianity.
|
By

|
rev.

Peter Jones,
|
(Kahkewaquonaby,)

|

Indian missionary.
|
With a brief

|

memoir of the writer
; |

and
|
introduc-

tory notice by the rev. G. Osborn, D.

D.,
I

secretary of the Wesleyan meth-

odist
I

missionary society.
|

London :
|
A. W. Bennett, 5, Bishops-

gate street without.
|
Houlston and

Wright, Paternoster row.
|
1861.

Portrait 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. preface i)p.

iii-iv, index pp. v-vi, list of illustrations recto

blank 1 1. a brief sketch of the life of the

author pp. 1-23, text pp. 25-245, appendix pp.

247-278, books lately published 2 unnumbered

pages, plates, 12°.
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Jones (P.) — Continued.
Indiau localities (with translations of someof

the Ojebway names), pp. 39-56,—Names of the

seasons and months in the Ojebway language,

pp. 135-136.—Indian names, with literal trans-

lations, pp. 160-164.—A short vocabulary of

words in use among the settlers, "spelled in

English," "as pronounced by Indians," and

their signification, p. 164.

The Indian Languages (pp. 178-190), contains

general remarks and vocabularies of 40 words

of the Ojebway, Odahwah, Poodawahduhme.
Delaware, Munsee, and Cree ; Conjugation of

the Yerh to walk in Ojebway; Specimen of the

Ochepwa verb tvaubi, he sees; and the Lord's

prayer in Ojebway.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Brinton,

British Musenm, Congress, Dunbai', Eames,
Trnrabull, Wisconsin Historical Society.

At the Fischer sale a copy, no. 2475, brought

3s. 6d. ; at the Field sale, no. 1158, $1 .75. Clarke

and CO. 1886, no. 6467, price a copy $1.50.

Some copies are undated. (British Museum,
Bureau of Ethnology.)

r- [A hymn in the Ojibway language.]
In The Indian, vol. 1, no. 2, p. 4, Hagersville,

Ont., February 3, 1886, 4°.

The hymn is entitled "Jesus, Lord, we look

to Thee," and consists of six stanzas.

Nuhguhmowin. [A hymn in the

Ojibway language.]
In The Indian, vol. 1, no. 7, p. 76, Hagersville,

Ont., April 14, 1886, 4°.

Thehymn is entitled ' 'Author of faith, eternal

world," and consists of six stanzes.

See Evans (J.) and Jones (P.)

See Jacobs (P.) and others.

See Jones (J.) and Jones (P.)

£ and Jones (J.)] Mesah oowh
|

menwahjemoowin,
| kahenahjemood

owh
I

St. Matthew.
|
Kahkewagwon-

naby [Peter Jones] kiya
|
Tyentenna-

geu [John Jones]
|
kahahnekahnootah-

moobeungig keahnoouegoowod enewh

I

York
j
auxiliary bible society.

|

York:
|

printed at the Colonial ad-

vocate ofiQoe,
I

by James Baxter, printer.

I

1831.

Title verso blank 1 1. text entirely in the

Chippewa language pp. 3-67, 8°.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Eames, Pill-

ing, Powell, Shea.

I have seen a copy, now belonging to Dr. P.

E. Jones, Hagersville, Ontario, a son of the

translator, which in binding was interleaved,

and the blank leaves have been used by the

translator himself for annotations, in English
and shorthand, perhaps with a view to another
edition.

For title of an earlier edition of the gospel
of St. Matthew (in part^ see Jones (P.)

JoHes (P.) and Jones (J.)— Continued.

[ ] Minuajimouin
j
au

|
St. Mat-

thiu.
I
The gospel according to Mat-

thew
I

in the
|
Ojibwa language.

|

Boston:
|
printed for the American

board of commissioners
|

for foreign

missions, by Crocker& Brewster.
|
1839.

Title verso note 1 1. text entirely in the

Ojibwa language pp. 3-112, 12°.

"The following translation of the Gospel of

Matthew was published by the York Auxiliary

Bible Society, of Can ida. In the form in which
it here appears, it is written in the orthography

adopted by the missionaries of the American
Board, in writing the Ojibwa language. Some
alterations have been introduced, when it waa
thought the translation would be rendered bet-

ter by their introduction."— Fei'so of title-page.

Copies seen : American Bible Society, Boston

Athenajum, Eames, Powell.

At the Murphy sale, no. 2953, a copy brought

$1.

and others. A collection
|
of

|
Chip-

peway and English
|
hymns, | for the

use of native Indians.
|
Translated by

Peter Jones,
|
Indian missionary.

|
To

which are added a fewhymns translated

I

by rev. James Evans and George

Henry.
| [One line quotation in En-

glish.]
I

Toronto :
|
printed for the translator,

I

at the Conference office, 9, Wellington

buildings.
|
1840.

Second title: Ojebway
|
nuhguhmonun

|
ka-

nuhnuhguhmowahjin
|
egewhuhneshenahb.ag

I
Kahahnekuhnootuhmobeeungin | owhKah-

kewaquonaby [Peter Jones j, uhneshenahba

kuhgeequawenene. | Kuhya dush go pungee

enewh Ojebway nuhguhmonun, | kahahnekuh-

nootuhmobeeuhmowahjin egewh
j
Mookegeez-

hig [James Evans] kuhya Mongwuhdaus
[George Henry].

]
[Two lines quotation in Ojeb-

way.]
I

Toronto :
|

printed for the translator, | at the

Conference office, 9, "Wellington buildings.
|

1840.

English title verso 1. 1 recto blank, Ojeb-

way title recto 1. 2, preface pp. v-vi, key to the

sounds of words in the Ojebway verso blank 1

1, half-title (Ojebway nuhguhmonun) p. 3, text

(alternate pages English and Ojebway) pp. 4-

285, index in English pp. 286-287, index in Ojeb-

way pp. 287-289, errata in the Ojebway hymns p.

290. 16°.

Copies seen: O'Callaghan, Yale.

For titles of earlier editions see Jones (P.)

;

also Henry (G.) and Evans (J.)

[ ] Ojibue
I

nrgi;mouini;n.
]

Geaio-

uajiu
I

igiu
|
anishinabeg envmiajig.

|

Boston :
j

printed for the American
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Jones (P.) and others— Continued,

board of commissioners 1
for foreign mis-

sions, by Crocker &, Brewster.
|
1844.

Title verso blank 1 1. advertisement pp. iii-

iv, table of first lines in Ojibue pp. v-xii, text en^

tirely in Ojibue pp. 9-212, 16°.

Compiled by the Rev. Sherman Hall. The
preface states that these hymns were collected

from the hymn book of the Ptev. Peter Jones,

and that prepared by Rev. James Evans and

George Henry, the latter published by the

American Tract Society, N. T. The orthogra-

phy was changed by Mr. Hall.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Pill-

ing, Trumbull, Wisconsin Historical Society.

A new compilation from this edition was
published in 1859, for which see below.

A collection
|
of

|
Chippeway

and English
|
hymns,

|
for the use of

the native Indians.
|
Translated by

Peter Jones, |
Indian missionary.

|
To

which are added
|
a few hymns trans-

lated by the rev. James
|
Evans and

George Henry.
|
[Two lines scripture

in English.]
|

New York:
|
published by Lane and

Tippett,
I

for the Missionary society of

the M. E. church
|
200 Mulberry-street.

I

1847.

Second title: Ojebway |
nuhguhmonun,

|
ka-

nuhnuhguhmowabjin
| egcwh uhneshenah-

baig.
I
Kahahnekuhnootuhmobeeungin

|
owh

Kahkewaquonaby [Peter Jones],
|
uhneshen-

ahba kuhgeequawenene.
|
Kuhj a dush go pun-

gee enewh Ojebway | nuhguhmonun kahah-

uekuhnootuhmobeeuh- | mowahjin egewh Moo-
kegeezhig [James EvansJ kuhya | Mongwuh.
dans [George Henry].

|
[Three lines scripture

in Ojebway.]

New York :
|
published by Lane and Tip-

pett,
I
for the Missionary society of the M. E.

church
I
200 Mulberry-street.

|
1847.

English title verso 1. 1 recto blank, Ojeb-

way title recto 1. 2 verso blank, preface pp. v-
vi, key to the sounds verso blank 1 1. adver-

tisement to the second edition (dated from To-

ronto March 9, 1847) p. 3, text (alternate pages
English and Chippeway) pp. 4-285, index in

English pp. 286-287, index in Chippeway pp.
287-289, 24°.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Yale.

At the Brinley sale five copies, nos. 5672-5676,

sold respectively for $2.50, $2.50, $1.75, $1.75,

$1.50.

A collection
|
of

|
Chippeway

and English
|
hymns,

|
for the use of

the native Indians.
|
Translated by

Peter Jones,
|
Indian missionary.

|
To

which are added
|
a few hymns trans-

lated by the rev. James
|
Evans and

George Henry.
|
[Two lines quota-

tion in English.]
|

Jones (P.) and others— Continued.

New-York:
|

published by Lane and

Scott,
I

for the Missionary society of

the M. E. church,
|

200 Mulberry-

street.
I
1851.

Second title: Ojebway |
nuhguhmonun,

|

kanuhnuhguhraowahjin
|
egewh ubneshenah-

baig.
I

Kahahnekuhnootuhmobeeungin |
owh

Kahkewaquonaby [Peter Jones!, |
uhneshen-

ahba kuhgeequawenene. |
Kuhya dush go pun-

gee onewh Ojebway |
nuhguhmonun, kahahne-

kuhnootuhmobeeuh-
|
mowahjin egewh Mooke-

geezhig [James Evans] kuhya 1
Mongwuhdaus

[George Henry].
|
[Three lines quotation in

Ojebway.]
|

New-York:
|
published by Lane and Scott, |

for the Missionary society of the M. E. church,

I
200 Mulberry-street.

|
1851.

English title verso 1. 1 recto blank, Ojeb-

way title recto 1. 2 verso blank, preface pp. v-

vi, key p. vii, "advertisement to the second

edition" (dated March 9, 1847) p.ix, text (alter-

nate pages English and Chippeway) pp. 4-285,

index in English pp. 286-287, index in Chippe-

way pp. 288-289, 24°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Triibner's Bib. Hisp., 1870, p. 170, gives an

English title of an edition, New York, 1853,

vi, 290 pp. 24°, which is priced 9«.

[ ] Ojebway |

nuhguhmonun,
|

ka-

nuhnuhguhmowahjin |
egewh uhnesh-

enahbaig.
|
Kahahnekuhnootuhmobee-

ungin
I

owh Kahkewaquonaby [Peter

Jones],
I

uhuesheuahba kuhgeequawe-

nene. j
Kuhya dush go pungee enewh

Ojebway |
nuhguhmonun, kahahne-

kuhnootuhmobeeuh- |
mowahjin egewh

Mookegeejhg [James Evans] kuhya
|

Mongwuhdaus [George Henry].
\

[Three

lines quotation in Ojebway.]
|

Cincinnati: published by John D,

Thorpe,
|
for the Chippewa and Ottawa

mission Presbyterian board,
|

Little

Traverse, Middle village.
|
74 west

Fourth street.
|
1857.

Title verso blank 1 1. key verso blank 1 1.

text entirely in Ojebway pp. 5-142, index pp.

143-144, 240.

"A selection of hymns from the translations

of the Rev. James Evans and George Henry"

(half-title), pp. 117-142.

Consists of the same hymns, in Ojebway only,

as are found in the English-Ojebway editions

composed of 289 pp.

Copies seen : Shea.

[ ] Ojibwanugumoshang. |
Ojib-

wa hymns.
|

[Scroll.]
|

Published by the
|
American tract so-

ciety,
I

150 Nassau-street, New York,

[1859.]
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Jones (P.) and others— Continued.
Title veiso blank 1 1. preface pp. 3-4, orthog-

raphy pp. 5-7, text (alternate pages English

and Ojibwa) pp. 8-91, index in English pp. 92,

94, index in Ojibwa pp. 93, 95, 18°.

Compiled by the Eov. L. H. Wheeler, who
speaks of it in the preface as follows

:

"The design of this little volume of hymns,

in Indian and English, is to meet the present

urgent wants of the north-western Ojibwas.

The hymns are selected from the hymn-book
of the Bev. Sherman Hall, [see title of 1844 edi-

tion, p. 2691, as compiled from the books of the

Eev. Peter Jones and the Kev. James Evans
and George Henry. The book of Mr. Evans
was published by the American Tract Society,

Kew York, in 1837 [see Henry (G.) and Evans
(J.)] ; that of the Rev. Peter Jones was a new
edition of the former work, in which a number
of the old hymns were omitted and several new
ones added. It was printed also in an improved
orthography, with the corresponding English

hymns on opposite pages. It was published

at Toronto in 1840 [see p. 268]. The book of

the Rev. Mr. Hall was published by the Ameri-

can Board for Foreign Missions in Boston, in

1844 [see p. 269]. This was printed only in In-

dian, the French vowel sounds being used in

the orthography. These different editions are

now all exhausted. Hence the necessity of the

present volume, in issuing which it was thought

desirable to have the hymns written in a new
orthography, upon the basis of the English

vowel and. consonant sounds, and also to have
the English hymns printed on the opposite

page. Readers of the former books will notice

some changes here in the plan of syllabification.

The attempt has been made in this book to form

the syllables more in accordance with the gram-

matical principles of the language. Some
changes, also deemed important, have been

made in a few of the hymns. It is the design

of the compiler, should life and health be pre-

served, to prepare for the press a much larger

work than this as soon as the materials caa be

obtained and be properly fitted for the press.

In the meantime, the hymns now published

may supply the wants of the people for whom
they are designed."

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell, Trum-
bull.

Leclerc, 1878, no. 2155, prices a copy 10 fr.

A eoliection
|
of

|
Ojebway and

English
I

hymns,
|
for the use of the

native ludiaus.
|
Translated

|
by the

late rev. Peter Jones,
| Wesleyan In-

diau missionary.
|
To which are added

a few hymns
|
translated by the rev.

James
|
Evans and George Henry.

|

[One line quotation in English.]
)

Toronto :
|

printed for the Wesleyan
missionary society, at

|
the Conference

office, 9, Wellington buildings, I 1860.

Jones (P ) and others— Continued.
Second title: Ojebway

| nuhguhmonun,
|

kanuhnuhguhmowahjin
|
egewh uhneshenah-

baig
I
kahahnekuhnootuhmobceuugin

|
owli

Kahkewaquonaby [Peter Jones!
, | uhneshen.

ahba kuhgeequawenene.
|
Kuhya dush go

pungee enewh Ojebway nuh^iuh-
|
monuu,

kahahnekuhnootuhmobeeuhraovvahjin
|
egewh,

Mookegeezhig [James Evans] kuhya Mong-
wuhdaus [George Henry].

|

[Two lines quoia-

tion in Ojebway.]
|

Toronto:
|
printed for the "Wesleyan mission-

ary society, at
|
the Conference ofiice, 9, Wel-

lington buildings,
|
1860.

English title verso 1. 1 recto blank, Ojebway
title recto 1. 2 verso blank, preface pp. iii-vi, text

(alternate pages English and Ojebway) pp. 1-

236, 16°.

Copies seen: Brinley.

A collection |~of
j
Chippeway

and English
|
hymns,

|
for the use of

the native Indians. | Translated by
Peter Jones,

|
Indian missionary.

|
To

which are added
| a few hymns trans-

lated by the rev. James
|
Evans and

George Henry,
j
[Two lines quota-

tion in English.]
|

JSfew York :
|
published by Carlton &

Porter,
|
for the IMissionary society of

the M. E. church,
|
200 IVIulberry-

street. [I860?]

Second title: Ojebway
|
nuhguhmonun,

| ka-

nuhnuhguhmowahjin
I

egewh uhneshenah-

baig.
I
Kahahnekuhnootuhmobeeungin

| owh
Kahkewaquonaby [Peter Jones], | uhneshe-

nahba kuhgeequawenene
|
kuhya

| dush go

pungee enewh Ojebway |
nuhguhmonun, ka-

hahnekuhnootuhmobeeuh- ( mowahjin egewh
Mookegeezhig [James Evans] kuhya 1 Mong-
wuhdaus [George Henry].

|

[Three lines quo-

tation in Ojebway.]
|

New York :
|
published by Carlton & Porter,

I

for the Missionary society of the M. E.

church,
I

200 Mulberry street. [1860 ?]

English title verso 1. 1 recto blank, Ojebway
title recto 1. 2 verso blank, preface pp. v-vi,

key p. vii, advertisement to the second edition

p. ix, text (alternate pages English and Chippe-

way) pp. 4-285, index in English pp. 286-287,

index in Chippeway pp. 287-289, 24°.

Copies seen : Brinley.

A collection
|
of

|
Chippeway

and English
|
hymns,

|
for the use of

the native Indians.
|
Translated by

Peter Jones, | Indian missionary.
|
To

which are added
|
a few hymns trans-

lated by the rev. James
|
Evans and

George Henry.
|
[Two lines scripture

in English.]
j

New York:
|
Nelson & Phillips.

|

Ciucinnati:
|
Hitchcock & Walden.

j

Sunday-school department. [ 1875 ?]
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Jones (P.) and others— Continued.

Second title: Ojebway j
nuligulimonuu,

|

kaDuhnuhguhmowahjiu |
egewh ubnesheuab-

baig.
I

Kababnekubnootuhinobeeungin |
owb

Kabkewaquonaby [Peter Jones],
I
ubnesbeu-

abba kuhgeequawenene.
|
Kubya dusb go

pungee enewb Ojebway
|
uubgubmouun, ka-

habnekubnootubmobeeub- |
mowabjin egewb

Mookegeezbig [James Evans] knbya
|
Mong-

wubdaus [George Henry).
|
[Three lines script-

ure in Ojebway.]
|

New York:
|
Nelson & Phillips.

1
Cincinnati:

Hitchcock & Walden. | Sunday-school depart-

ment. [1875 ?]

English title verso 1. 1 recto blank, Ojebway

title recto 1. 2 verso blank, preface pp. v-vi, key

p. vii, advertisement to the second edition

(dated March 9, 1847) p. ix, text (beginning on

verso of advertisement, alternate pages En-

glish and Chippeway) pp. 4-285, index in En-

glish pp. 280-287, index in Chippeway pp. 288-

289, 24°.

Copies seen: Dunbar, Pilling, Powell.

A collection \
of

|
Ojebway and

English
I

hymns,
)
for the use of the

native Indians.
|
Translated

|
by the

late rev. Peter Jones,
|
Wesleyan In-

dian missionary.
|
To which are added

a few hymns trans-
|
lated by the rev.

James Evans
|
and George Henry.

|

[Two lines quotation in English.]
|

Toronto :
|

printed for the Methodist

missionary society,
|
at the IVIethodist

conference office.
|
1877.

Second title: Ojebwaj-^
|
nuhguhmonun, I

kanuhnuhguhmowabjin
|
egewb uhneshenah-

baig
I

kabahnekuhnootuhmobeeungin
|
owb

Kabkewaquonaby [Peter Jones],
|
ubneshen-

abba kuhgeequawenene. | Kubya dusb go pun-

gee enewh Ojebway nub-
]

guhraonun, kahab-

nekuhnootuhmobeeuh- | mowabjin egewh,

Mookegeezbig [James Evans] | kubya Mong-
wuhdaus [George Henry].

|

[Three lines quota-

tion in Ojebway.]
|

Toronto:
|
printed for the Methodist mission,

ary society,
|
at the Methodist conference

office.
I

1877.

English title verso 1. 1 recto blank, Ojebway
title recto 1. 2 verso blank, preface pp. v-vi, key

p. vii, half-title p. 3, text (alternate pages Eng-

lish and Ojebway) pp. 4-225, index in English

pp. 227-230, index in Ojebway pp. 231-234, 18°.

Half-title to hymns by Evans and Henry, p. 185.

Copies seen: Eames, Powell.

A collection
|
of

[
Chippeway

and English
j
hymns,

|
for the use of

the native Indians.
| Translated by

Peter Jones,
|
Indian missionary.

|
To

which are added
|
a few hymns trans-

lated by the rev. James
| Evans and

George Henry.
|

[Quotation in English,

two lines. ] |

Jones (P.) and others— Continued.

New York:
|
Phillips & Hunt.

|
Cin-

cinnati:
I

Cranston & Stowe. [1880?]

Second title: Ojebway | nubguhmonun,
|

kanuhnuhguhmowabjin
|
egewh uhneshenah-

baig.
I

Kabahnekuhnootuhmobeeungin
|
owh

Kabkewaquonaby [Peter Jones], | uhnesbe-

nabba kuhgeequawenene
|
Kubya dusb go

pungee enewh Ojebway | nubguhmonun, ka-

habnekuhuootuhmobeeuh-
I

mowabjin egewh
Mookegeezbig [James Evans] kubya

|
Moag-

wubdaus [George Henry].
|
[Quotation in Ojeb-

way, tbree lines.]
|

New York:
|
Phillips & Hunt. |

Cincinnati:

I
Cranston & Stowe. [1880 ?]

English title verso 1. 1 recto blank, Ojeb-

way title recto 1. 2 verso blank, preface pp. v-vi,

key p. vii, advertisement p. ix, text (alternate

pages English and Chippeway) pp. 4-285, index

in English pp. 286-287, inde x in Chippeway pp.

288-289, 24°.

Copies seen : Eames.
In some copies of this edition the latter part

of the imprint in both titles reads " Walden &
Stowe " instead of " Cranston & Stowe."

A collection
|
of

|
Ojebway and

English
I

hymns,
|
for the use of the

native Indians,
j
Translated

|
by the

late rev. Peter Jones,
[
Wesleyan In-

dian missionary.
|
To which are added

a few hymns translated by the
|
rev.

James Evans and George Henry.
|

[Two lines scripture in English.]
|

Toronto :
|

printed for the Methodist

missionary society,
|
at the IVIethodist

conference office, [n.d.]

Second title: Ojebway [ nubguhmonun, | ka-

nuhnuhguhmowabjin
I
egewh uhneshenabbaig

I

kahahnekubnootubmobeeungin
|
owh Kab-

kewaquonaby [Peter Jones],
|
ubneshenahba

kuhgeequawenene.
|
Kubya dush go pungee

enewh Ojebway nub-
|
guhmonun, kababne-

kuhnootuhmobeeuh- 1 mowabjin egewh, Mooke-

geezbig [James Evans]
I
kubya Moagwuh-

daus [George Henry].
|
[Three lines script-

ure in Ojebway,]
|

Toronto:
|

printed for the Methodist mis-

sionary society,
|
at the Methodist confer-

ence office, [n. d.]

English title verso 1. 1 recto blank, Ojebway
title recto 1. 2 verso blank, preface pp. v-vi,

key p. vii, half-title p. 3, text (alternate pages

English and Ojebway) pp. 4-225, index in En-

glish pp. 227-230, index Iq Ojebway pp. 231-234,

16°. Half-title to hymns by Evans and Henry,

p. 185.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Peter Jones was born in the woods on a

prominent tract of land called Burlington

Heights. At the age of sixteen his father, of

Welsh descent, and a government surveyor,

got him baptised at the Mohawk Church, on

the Grand River, near Brantford. About three
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Jones (P. ) — Contiuued.
years after his baptism he waa truly converted

to God, at a camp-meeting held near Ancaster.

Having furnished satisfactory evidence to the

fathers and brethren of the "Wesleyan Church
that he was called to the oflfice of a Christian

minister, he was solemnly set apart to that

work as deacon, by the imposition of hands, at

the Kingston Conference, by the Eev. Bishop

Hedding, in 1830; and as priest at the Tor(mto

Conference in 1833, by the Rev. George Mars-

den. He died at his home near Brantford,

June 29, 1856.—Osborn.

[Jones (Dr. Peter Edward).] Editorial

in Ojibway.
In The Indian, vol. 1, no. 1, p. 3, Hagersville,

Ont., December 30, 1885, 4°.

Occupies one-third of a column.

editor. See Indian (The).

Dr. P. E. Jones is the seventh son of the late

Rev. Peter Jones, and was named after his

father, Kah-ke-wa-quo-na-by, the full transla-

tion of which is " the sacred waving eagle's

plume, or feathers," his father belonging to the

eagle clan or family of the Messissauga tribe of

the Ojibway nation. Kah-ke-wa-quo-na-by

junior was born in October, 1844. He gradu-

ated in medicine at Queen's College, Kingston,

Ontario, in 1866, and practiced in the old town
of Niagara during 1866-'67. In 1868 he went to

Hagersville, Ontario, where he still resides.

This village is on the Grand River reservation,

and at that portion of it occupied by the Mes-

sissaugas. In 1874 he was elected head chief

and in 1875 appointed medical attendant. On
December 27, 1887, he was appointed Indian

Jones (P. E.)— Continued.
agent. Dr. Jones has been secretary of the

Grand General Indian Council for a number of

years, and during that time has strongly advo-

cated the enfranchisement of the educated In-

dians. In December, 1885, he started the peri-

odical "The Indian,"' but his financial condi-

tion would not justify him in continuing it

more than a year.

Journal. The
|
journal of education

I

for
I
Upper Canada : | edited by

J
the

Reverend Egerton Kyerson, D. D. I chief

superintendent of schools.
|
Assisted by

Mr. J. George Hodgkins.
|
Volume VIL

For the year 1854.
|

[Design.]
|

Toronto:] printed by Lovell and
Gibson, corner of Younge and Meliuda

streets.
|
Terms :— Five shillings per

annum in advance,
j
1854.

Title verso blank 1 1. index pp. iii-iv, text pp.
1-188, folio.

Lord's prayer in JiTatick (from Eliot's bible)^

p. 127.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum.

Prof. A. F. Chamberlain, of Toronto, writes

me that the Journal for 1855, volume 8, contains

the Lord's prayer in the language of New Eng-
land (from Eliot), p. 127; and that volume 9, for

1856, p. 143, contains an abstract of a paper by
Schoolcraft "On the Algonquin language " read

before a meeting of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science.

Jugement erron6 de M. Renan. See

Cuoq(J. A.)



K.

Ka patakaikatek masinaigan [Nipis-

sing]. See Prevost (M.)

Ka titc tebeniminang [Nipissing]. See

Mathevet (J. C.)

Kagakimzouiasis ueji [Abnaki]. See

Wzokhilain(P. P.)

Kagige debewewinan [ChippewaJ. See

Baraga (F.)

Kahgegagahbo-wh. See Cop-way (G.)

Kahkewaquonaby. See Jones (P.)

Kah-ke-wa-quo-na-by. See Jones (P.E.)

Kain (Samuel Walker). Indian names
in New Brunswick.
In St. John (New Brunswick) Daily Sun for

January 14, 1886. (*)

A list of the meanings of 20 Indian place-

names—Micmac and Maliseet—in Maine and
New Brunswick.

Title furnished by Mr. W. F. Ganong, Cam-
bridge, Mass.

Kalm (Peter). En
|
Eesa

|
Til

|
Norra

America,
|
Pa

|
Kongl. Swenska Weten-

skaps
I

Academiens befallniug,
|
Ocb

|

Publicl bostnad,
|
Forr&ttad

|
Af

|

Pehr Kalm,
|
Oeconomiae Professor i

Abo, samt Ledamot af | Kongl. Swens-

ka Wetenskaps-Academien.
|
Tom. I

[-III].
I

Med Kongl. Maj-.ts Allerua-

digste Privilegio.
|

Stockholm,
|
Tryckt pa Lars Salvii

kostnad 1753[-1761].

3 vols. 120.

Algoninska ord vol. 3, p. 421; a collection of

14 words '

' learned from a Jesuit missionary who
had been a long time among the Algonkins."

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress.

Des Herren
|
Peter Kalms

|
Profes-

sors der Haushaltungskunst in Aobo,

nnd Mitglie-
|

des der kdniglichen

schwediscben Akademie der
|
Wissen-

scbaften
|
Bescbreibung

|
derReise|die

er
I

nacb dem
|
nordlicben Amerika

|

auf den Betebl gedacbter Akademie
|

und 6ffentliche Kosten
|
unternommen

hat.
I
Der ersteC-dritte] Theil.

|
[De-

ALG 18

Kalm ( P. )— Continued,

sign.]
1
Eine Uebersetzung. | Unter

dem Kdniglichen Pohlnischen und
Chur-

I

furstl. S&chsischen allergnadig-

sten Privilegio.
|

Gottingen
|
im Verlage der Wittwe

Abrams Vandenhoek, I754[-1764].

3 vols. 80.

Algonkinsche "Worter, vol.3, pp. 509-510.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Harvard.

Priced by Hiersemann, Leipsic, lOM.

Some copies have the imprint of Leipzig (*),

and others of Stockholm (*). A partial reprint

of this work, embracing the portion relating to

natural history, was published at Paris in

1768 (*). It does not, I presume, contain the

linguistics.

Travels
j
into

|
North America;

|

containing
|
Its Natural History, and

|

A circumstantial Account of its Plan-

tations
I

and Agriculture in general,
|

with the
I
civil, ecclesiastical and com-

mercial
I
state of the cou;itry, | The

Manners of the inhabitants, and several

curious
I

and important remarks on
various Subjects. | By Peter Kalm,

|

Professor of Oeconomy in the Univer-

sity of Aobo in Swedish
|
Finland, and

Member of the Swedish Royal Academy
of] Sciences.

|

Translated into English
|

By John Reinhold Forster, F. A. S.
|

Enriched with a Map, several Cuts for

the Illustration of
]
Natural History, and

some additional Notes.
|
Vol. I[-III].

|

Warrington [aud London]:
|
Printed

by William Eyres. | MDCCLXX
[-MDCCLXXI] [1770-1771].

3 vols. 8°. The imprint of vol. i is Warring-

ton: 1770, and of vols, ii and iii London:

1771, but they seemingly belong to the same
edition.

Algonkin vocabulary, vol. 3, pp. 204-205.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Congress, Harvard.

At the Menzies sale a copy, no. 415, brought

$9.

273
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Kalm (P.) — Coutinued.

Eeis
I
(lour

|
Noord

| Araerika,
|

gedaan door deu
|
Heer

|
Pieter Kalm,

|

ProfeSiSor in de Huishoudingskonst op

de Hoge School I te Aobo, en Medelid der

Kouinglyke Zweedsche
| Maatschappy

der Wecenscliappeu.
|
Vercierd metko-

peren Platen. | Eerste[-Twede] deel.
|

Te Utreclit. |
By J. van Schoonhoven

en Comp.
|
en

|
G. van den Brink Janz.

|

MDCCLXXII [1772].

2 vols. : 9 p. 11. pp. 1-223 ; 6 p. 11. pp. 1-240, 4

II. map, 4°.

Algonkinsche taal, vol. 2, pp. 162-163.

Copies seen: Congress.

Travels
|
into

|

North America;
|
con-

taining
I
Its Natural History, and | A

circumstantial Account of its Planta-

tions
I
and Agriculture in general,

|

with the
I

civil, ecclesiastical and com-

mercial
I
state of the country,

|
The

Manners of the Inhabitants, and several

curious and |
important remarks on

various subjects.
| By Peter Kalm,

|

Professor of Oeconomy in the Univer-

sity of Aobo in Swedish Finland, j
and

Member of the Swedish Royal Academy
of Sciences.

|
Translated into English

|

By John Reinhold Forster, F. A. S. |

Enriched with a Map, several Cats for

the Illustration of Natural
|
History,

and some additional Notes.
|
The second

edition. | In two volumes,
|
Vol. I

[-11]-
1

London,
|
Printed for T. Lowndes,

N« 77, in Fleet-street. 1772.

2 vols. : pp. i-xii, 1-414 ; i-iv, 1-423, index 4 11.

map, 8°.

A few Algonkin words, vol. 2, pp. 339-340.

Copies seen : Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Harvard, "Watkinson.

Ireclerc, 1867, no. 791, sold a copy for 8fr.

The Menzies copy, no. 1116, sold for $9.50.

Priced by Quaritch, nos. 28939 and 29452, 10s.

;

by Clarke & co. 1886, no. 5482, $6.

Travels into North America ; contain-

ing its natural history, and a circum-

stantial account of its plantations and
agriculture in general, with the civil,

ecclesiastical, and commercial state of

the country, the manners of the inhabi-

tants, and several curious and import-

ant remarks on various subjects. By
Peter Kalm, Professor [&c]. Trans-

lated into English by John Reinhold

Forster, F. A. S. (From the second edi-

tiom^ London 1772).

Kalm (P.) —Continued.
In Pinkerton (John), General collection of

voyages and travels, vol. 13, pp. 374-70Q, Lon-
don, 1812, 4°.

Algonkin vocabulary, pp. 666-667.

Voyage de Kalm en Am6rique, ana-
lyst et traduit par L. W. Marchand.
Forms Books 7 and 8 of the Soci6t6 Histori-

que de Montreal, M6moire, Montreal, 1880, 8^.

Algonkin vocabulary p. 155.

Kampman (L. F.) See Brinton (D. G.)

See Dencke (C. F.)

Kaondinoketc (Francois). R^cit
| de

Francois Kaondinoketc
[
chef desNipis-

singues (tribu de race Algonquine)
|

6crit par lui-meme en 1848
|
traduit en

Frangais et accompagn^ de notes par
M.N. 0. [l'abb6Cuoq.]

Colophon: Sai nt- Quentin.—Imp.
Jules Moureau.

K"o title-page, heading only; text (double col-

umns, Nipissing and French) pp. 1-8, 8°.

Copies seen : Astor, Shea.

Kao-no-mut. See James (E.)

Kashohwelsh. See Halfmoon (C.)

Easkaskia

:

Proper names See Correspondence.

Proper names Indian.

Eelationships Morgan (L. H.)

Words Sener (S. M.)

Kasstigatorskee (pseudonym). Exam-
ination of an article [by Lewis Cass] in

the ''North American Review," for Jan-

uary, 1826, respecting the Indians of

America. [Three lines quotation, Mo-
hegan and English. ] By Kass-ti-ga-tor-

skee, or the Feathered Arrow.
In U. S. Literary Gazette, vol. 4, pp. 362-374,

Boston, 1826, 8°. (Congress, Watkinson.)

Eemarks upon and examples in Cherokee,

Mohegan, and Delaware.

A brief abstract of the paper precedes the

above review.

"A portion of the article, not here given, was
published in the twelfth number of the New
York Eeview." (*)

See Oass (L.)

Katolik anaimie-misinaigan [Ottawa],

See Baraga (F.)

Katolik anamie masinaigan [Chippewa].

See Baraga (F.)

Katolik anamie-masinaigan [Chippewa].

See Baraga (F.) and Weikamp (J. B.)

Katolik anamie-misinaigan [Ottawa].

See Baraga (F.)

Katolik anamihan [Menomonee]. See

Zephyrin-Engelhardt (C. A.)





BUCH

das gut,

enlballend den Katecliisinus, Belrachtung, Cesang,

Die kaiserliche vie audi konigliche Buchdruckerci

hat cs gedruckt

LaJ_pS mmo ^0^
in der kaiserlichen Stadt ^Vien iu Oesterreich

A .-y ^-, J- jy A A " ^ jy ^ A -^ A '^M

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF KAUDER'S CATECHISM, ETC.
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Katolik ayamihewimasinahigaii . . .

Crise. See Lacombe (A.)

Katolik ayamihew-masinahigan [Cree].

SeeThibault (J. B.)

Katolik enamiad [Chippewa]. See Ba-

raga (F.)

Katolik gagikwe-masinaigau [Chippe-

Ava]. See Baraga (F.)

Katolik Otawa anamie misinalgan. See

Baraga (F.)

[Kauder (Rev. Christian).] Buch
|
das

gut
I

enthaltend den Katechismus,

Betrachtung, Gesang.
|

Die kaiserliche wie auch konigliche

Buchdiuckerei
|
hat es gedruckt

|
in

der kaiserlicheu Stadt Wien in Oester-

reich
|
1866.

Frontispiece 1 1. title in hieroglyphs (under

each ofwhich is its German equivalent as above)

1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. preface (signed

Christian Kauder Obi. C. SS. R. Tracadia, den

2. October 1862) 3 11. half-title (Erster Band.

Der Katechismus) verso blank 1 1. text of the

catechism in hieroglyphs (German headings in

Roman characters) pp. 5-144, Inhalt (in Mic-

mac, Roman characters) pp. 145-146; half-title

(Zweiter Band. Das Betrachtungsbuch) verso

blank 1 1. text of the book of meditations in hie-

roglyphs (German headings, Roman charac-

t3rs)pp 5-109, Inhalt (in Micmac, Roman char-

acters) verso blank 1 1.; half-title (Dritter

Band. Das Gesangbuch) verso blank 1 1. text

of the song-book in hieroglyphs (German head-

ings, Roman characters) pp. 5-209, Inhalt (in

Micmac, Roman characters) 1 p. ; 16". In the

Micmac language. See the fac-simile of the

title-page.

Copies seen : Powell, Shea, Trumbull.

I have seen copies of the Katechismus alone,

the Gesangbuch alone, and the Katechismus
and Betrachtungsbuch combined, with title-

pages as follows, each within the same fancy

border as the general title above.

f ] Buch
I

das gut,
|
enthaltend den

Katechismus.
|

Die kaiserliche wie auch konigliche

Buchdruckerei
|
hat es gedruckt

| in

der kaiserlichen Stadt Wien in Oester-

reich
|
1866.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso printer 1 1. half-

title (Der Katechismus) verso blank 1 1. text

in hieroglyphs (German headings in Roman
characters) pp. 5-144, Inhalt (in Micmac, Roman
characters) pp. 145-146, 16°. In the Micmac
language.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

L ] Buch
I
das gut,

| enthaltend den
Katechismus, Betrachtung.

|

Die kaiserliche wie auch konigliche

Buchdruckerei
|
hat es gedruckt

| in

Kauder (C. ) — Continued,

der kaiserlichen Stadt Wien in Oester-

reich (1866.
Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. half-

title (Erster Band, Der Katechismus) verso

blank 1 1. text in hieroglyphs (with occasional

German headings in Roman) pp. 5-144, Inhalt (in

Micmac, Roman characters) pp. 145-146; half-

title (Zweiter Band. Das Betrachtungsbuch)

verso blank 1 1. text in hieroglyphs (with occa-

sional German headings in Roman) pp. 5-109

Inhalt (in Micmac, Roman characters) verso

blank 1 1. ; 16°.

Copies seen : Harvard.

[ ] Buch
I
das gut | enthaltend den

Gesang.
|

Die kaiserliche wie auch konigliche

Buchdruckerei
|
hat es gedruckt

|
in

der kaiserlichen Stadt Wien in Oester-

reich.
| 1866.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. half-title

(Das Gesangbuch) verso blank 1 1. text in

hieroglyphs (with occasional headings in Ger-

man) pp. 5-209, Inhalt (in Micmac, Roman char-

acters) p. 210, 16°.

Copies seen : Harvard.

The characters in which these books are

printed were invented by Father Christian Le-

clercq, and were in use (in manuscript) among
the Gaspesiens during and after his sojourn

among them. For his own account see Le-

clercq (C). So far as I know, these are the

only books printed in these characters. For
description of manuscripts written in them
see Micmac. On one of these manuscripts,

which is in the library of Major Powell, to

whom it was presented by the late Rev. S. T.

Rand, it is stated that Father Kauder was aided

in his work by Michael Christmas, an educated

Indian of Nova Scotia.

Essaisdegrammairemiquemaque. (*)

Manuscript, 158 pp. 4°. Title from the

Pinart sale catalogue, no. 620 (5). In connec-

tion with seven other Micmac works, printed

and in manuscript, it brought 2 fr.

Rev. Christian Kauder was born at Ettel-

brueck, near Luxemburg, May 3, 1817. After

being ordained a priest in Europe August 24,

1840, he entered the Congregation of the Most
Holy Redeemer, and in May, 1845, came to the

United States. He exercised the ministry at

Baltimore, at St. Mary's Colony, Pa., in Ohio,

at Pittsburgh, New Orleans, and Philadelphia.

His health had by this time become very much
shattered, and he left the Redemptorists in

1852. He sought an asylum at the Trappist

Abbey of Petit Clairvaux, Tracadie, Nova
Scotia. Here he became interested in the Mic-

macs, learned their language, studied their

hieroglyphics, and obtained aid from influen-

tial friends and patrons In Austria to print the

books described above.

—

Shea.

Kayshohweesh. See Halfmoon (C.)
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Keane (Augustus H.) Appendix. Eth-

nography and philology of America. By

A. H. Keane.
In Bates (H. W.), Ceotral America, the West

Indies, &c. pp. 443-561, London, 1878, 8°.

General sclieme of American races and lan-

guages (pp. 460-483), includes a list of the

branches of the Algonquin family divided into

languages and dialects, pp. 465-468.—Alpha-

betical list of all known American tribes and

languages, pp. 498-581.

Eeprlnted in the 1882 and 1885 editions of

the same work, and on the same pages,

American Indians.

In Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 12, pp. 822-

830, New York, 1881, 4°.

Algonquian family, p. 827.

Keating (William Hypolitus). Narra-

tive
I
of

I

an expedition
|
to the

|
source

of St. Peter's river,
|
lake Winnepeek,

Lake of the woods,
|
&c. &c.

|
per-

formed in the year 1823, |
by order of

|

the hon. J. C. Calhoun, secretary of

war,
I

under the command of
|
Stephen

H. Long, Major U. S. T. E.
|
Compiled

from the notes of major Long, messrs.

Say,
I

Keating, andColhoun,
|
by

|

Will-

iam H. Keating, A. M. &c.
|

professor of

mineralogy and chemistry as applied to

the arts, in |
the University of Pennsyl-

vania; geologist and
|
historiographer

to the expedition.
|
In two volumes.

|

Vol. I [-II J.
I

Philadelphia:
|
H. C. Carey & I.

Lea—Chesnut [sic] street.
|
1824.

2 vols. : half-title verso blank 1 1. frontispiece

1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. dedication verso cor-

rections 1 1. preface pp. vii-xii, contents verso

list of plates 1 1. text pp. 9-439 ; half-title verso

blank 1 1. frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright

1 1, contents pp. v-vi, text pp. 5-251, appendix

pp. 253-459 ; maps and plates, 8°.

Names of the Chippewa bands, with English

definitions, vol. 2, pp. 153-154.—Names of

moons in Chippewa, with significations, vol. 2,

p. 169.—Vocabulary of the Sakewi or Sauk, and
of the Ochippewag or Chippewa (about 180

words), pp. 450-459.

Say (T.), Vocabulary of the Killiateno or

Cree, vol. 2, pp. 450-459.

Copies seen: British Museum, Bureau of Eth-

nology, Congress, Dunbar, Eames.
At the Brinley sale, no. 4653, a copy, calf,

brought $5 ; at the Murphy sale, no. 1366, half-

morocco, $5.50.

N'arrative
|
of an [ expedition

|
to

the
I

source of St. Peter's river, | lake

Winnepeek,
|

Lake of the woods, &c.
|

performed in the year 1823, |
by order

of the hon. J. C. Calhoun,
|
Secretary of

war,
I

under the command of Stephen

Keating (W. H.) — Continued.

H. Long.U. S. T. E.
|

Compiled
|

from the

notes'ofmajor Long, Messrs. Say, Keat-

ing, & Colhoun,
I

By William H. Keat-

ing, A. M. &c.
I

Professor of [&c. two
lines.]

I
In two volumes.

[
Vol. I [-II].

|

London:
|

printed for Geo. B. Whit-
taker, Ave-Maria-lane. | 1825.

2 vols.: half-title verso blank 1 1. frontispiece

1 1. title verso printers 1 1. dedication verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-xiii, note by Dr. Say p.

[xiv], contents verso list ofplates 1 1. text pp. 1-

458 ; half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso print-

ers 1 1. contents pp. v-vi, text pp. 1-248, ap-

pendix pp. 1-156, map, 8°.

Linguistics as under previous title, vol. 2, pp.
149-150, 165, and 147-156 of the appendix.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 1589, lOs.

6d. ; by Quaritch, no. 12193, one copy, cloth,

12s.; another, half-calf, 14s.; at the Plnart sale,

catalogue no. 507, a copy brought 11 fr.; priced

by Quaritch, no. 29972, boards, 15s.; by Clarke

and CO. 1886, no. 5483, $7.50.

William Hypolitus Keating, chemist, born
in Wilmington, Del., 11 Aug., 1799 ; died in

London, England, about 1844. He was gradu-

ated at the University of Pennsylvania in 1816,

and received his scientific training in poly-

technic and mining schools of France and
Switzerland. On his return to Philadelphia he

was elected to the newly-organized chair of

chemistry and mineralogy in the University of

Pennsylvania, which post he held from 1822 till

1827.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Kekitohemanitomenahn gahbemahje-

innunk [Chippewa]. See James (E.)

Kellogg {Bev. Elijah). Vocabulary of

words in the language of the Quoddy
Indians.

In Massachusetts Hist. Soc. Coll. third series,

vol. 3, pp. 181-182, Cambridge, 1833, 8°.

"i^'ame Passamaquoddie, its meaning, pol-

lock fish, located in Perry Pleasant Point,

State of Maine, on the waters of Schoodak,*

adjoiningthe British provinces. Pleasant Point

in Indian is Seboiak; Schoodak is an Indian

word and signifies Burnt Land.

"Written at my request, and presented to me
22 March, 1828, by the Eev. Elijah Kellogg,

missionary to the Passamaquoddy Indians."

—

A. Holmes.

About 120 words of Passamaquoddie and 5

of Showanoes compared with Quoddy.

— [Vocabulary of the Etchemins (Pas-

samaquoddy). ]

In Gallatin (A.), Synopsis of Indian tribes,

in American Ant. Soc. Trans, vol.2, pp. 305-

367, Cambridge, 1836, 8°.

"The vocabulary of the Passamaquoddies by

Mr. Kellogg was obtained from the War De-

partment."

—

Gallatin.
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Xelton (Capt Dwight H.) Annals
|
of

I
Fort Mackinac

|
by

|
Dwight H. Kel-

ton,
I
Lieut. U. S. Army.

|

[Detroit.] Island edition.
|
1884.

Printed cover, frontispiece 1 1. title as above

verso copyright 1 1. poem recto blank 1 1. greet-

ing pp. 5-6, text pp. 9-158, 12°.

"Indian and French geographical names,"

alphabetically arranged, pp. 145-158, contains

many Indian names, principally Algonquian,

•with English meanings.

Copies seen : Pilling, Powell.

There is an edition, Chicago, 1882 (Powell),

and a "revised edition " of 1883 (Congress),

neither of which contains the Indian names.

Indian Names
|
of Places Near the

I

GreatLakes | by |
Dwight H. Kelton,

A. M.,
I
captain U. S. army,

|
Author of

[&c. five lines].
|
Vol. I.

|

Detroit, Michigan. |
1888.

Title verso copyright etc. 1 1. dedication

verso blank 1 1. contents pp. 5-6, "greeting"

pp. 7-16, text pp. 17-55, advertisements 5 11. 8°.

I have seen (June, 1890) only vol. i, but have

heard that vol. ii is stereotyped.

The author states that the names dealt with

are of Algonkin origin; most of them he de-

rives from the Ojibway, Cree, and Delaware

languages. His list includes 48 terms, of most

of which he gives the etymology, etc.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Noticed by Gatschet (A. S.) in Journal of

American Folk-Lore, vol. 2, p. 69, Boston and

Kew York, 1889, 8° ; also by Brinton (D G.)

in American Antiquarian, vol. 11, p. 68, Chicago,

1889, 8^.

The publisher's advertisement of the above

work, an octavo leaf, has on its reverse a short

extract from the work, giving the etymology of

the word Chicago. (Eames, Pilling.)

Indian Names
i
and

|
history

|
ofthe

j

Sault Ste. Marie Canal
|
by

|
Dwight

H. Kelton, A. M.,
|
captain U. S. army.

|

Author of [&c. six lines.]
|

Detroit, Mich.
|
1889.

Printed cover, frontispiece 1 1. title as above

verso copyright etc. 1 1. text pp. 5-32, advertise-

ments 12 11. 8°.

Indian names, pp. 18-32, alphabetically ar-

ranged, mostly of places around Lakes Huron,

Superior, and Michigan, and the upper and

lower peninsulas of Michigan, but including

other terms, with meanings, etymologies, etc.

Most of them are in the Ojibwa language, but

the Delaware, Shawnee, Ottawa, and other Al-

gonquian languages are also represented.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

Kersident (Vincent Fleuri Guichartde).

See Guichart de Kersident (V. F.

)

Key to the Indian language. See Bar-

ratt (J.)

Kidder (Frederic). Vocabulary of the

Openangoor Passamaquoddy language.

In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Indian Tribes, vol.5,

pp. 689-690, Philadelphia, 1855, 4°.

Contains 56 words; collected in 1851 "near
the Schodic lakes."

The Abenaki Indians ; their treaties

of 1713 & 1717, and a vocabulary : with

a historical introduction. By Frederic

Kidder, of Boston.

In Maine Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 6, pp. 229-263,

Portland, 1859, 8°. (Congress.)

"Extracts from [Wzokhilain (P.P.)] a spell-

ing-book [about 300 words and phras es] in the

Abenaki language, published in Boston in 1830,

and called ' Kimzowi awighigan,' the last word
being the term for book," pp. 245-249.

Issued separately as follows

:

The Abenaki Indians
; |

their treaties

of 1713 & 1717, and a vocabulary :
|

with a
j
historical introduction.

| By

I
Frederic Kidder, of Boston.

|

Portland :
|
printed by Brown Thurs-

ton.
J
1859.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-28, 19-25 [i. e.

35J, 8°.

Linguistics as described under previous title,

pp. 17-21.

Copies seen ; British Museum, Eames, Har-

vard, Massachusetts Historical Society, Trum-
bull, "Wisconsin Historical Society.

At the Field sale, no. 1199, a copy brought

$1.60. Priced by Quaritch, no. 29973, 58.

Kikapoo

:

General discussion See Charlevoix (P.F.X.)

Proper names Bollaert (W.)
Proper names Catlin (G.)

Proper names Correspondence.

Proper names Indian.

Proper names Treaties.

Relationships Fish (P.) and Har-

vey (S. D.)

Relationships Morgan (L. H.)

Vocabulary Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Yocabulary Barton (B. S.)

Vocabulary Maximilian (A. P.)

Words Mcintosh (J.)

"Words Schomburgk (R. H.)

Words Smet (P. J. de).

Kikinoamati-masinaigan [Chippewa].

See Deleage (F. R.)

Kikinoamati-raasinaigaa [Cree]. See

Lebret (L.M.)

Kikinwaamakewin masinaikans [Chip-

pewa]. See Deleage (F. R.)

Kilby (William Henry). Eastport
|
and

I
Passamaquoddy

|
a collection of

|
his-

torical and biographical sketches
|

compiled by
|
William Henry Kilby

|

with notes and additions
|
[Design]

|
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Kilby (W. H.) — Continued.

Eastport, Maine
|
Edward E. Shead

& company | 1888

Map and chart with descriptive text 1 1. title

as above verso copyright and printers 1 1. pref-

ace pp. 7-10, list of illustrations pp. 11-12, table

of contents pp. 13-15, text pp. 17-489, appendix

pp. 490-501, list of subscribers pp. 502-505, 8°.

Indian names for localities in the Passaraa-

quoddy region (furnished in part by Peter E.

Yose, Esq. of Dennysville), with English syno-

nyms, pp. 488-489.

Copies seen : Eamea.

King (Mathias). See Gibbs (G.)

Kip {Rev. William Ingrahara). The
|

early Jesuit missions
|
ia

|
North Amer-

ica
; I

compiled and translated from the

letters of the |
French Jesuits, with

notes.
I

By the
|
rev. William Ingra-

ham Kip, M. A.,
|
corresponding mem-

ber of the New York historical society.

I
Part 1[-II].

!

New York :
|
Wiley and Putnam, 161

Broadway.
|
1846.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title as above verso

copyright 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. pre-

face pp. vii-xiv, contents verso blank 1 1. half-

title 1 1. text pp. 1-135; half-title verso blank

1 1. title verso blank 1 1. another half-title verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 139-321, map, 12°,

A few remarks on language, and the hymn
"Osalutaris Hostia" in the Abnaki, Algon-

kin, Huron, and Illinois languages (from

Rasles), pp. 29-30.—A number of Abnaki terms

passim.

Copies seen: Boston Athenasum, British Mu-
seum, Congress, Lenox, TrumbuU.
Some copies with title and collation as above

have the imprint, London:
|
"Wiley and Put-

nam.
|
1847. (British Museum.)

At the Field sale, no. 1215, a copy brought $1

;

at the Brinley sale, no. 5603, $1.50. Priced by

Clarke & co. 1886, no. 6475, $2.

The
I

early Jesuit missions
|

in
|
North

America;
|
compiled and translated

from the letters of
j
the French Jesuits,

with notes.
|
By the

|
right rev. Will-

iam Ingrahara Kip, D. D.,
|
Bishop of

California, honorary member N. Y. his-

torical society.
|

Albany, N. Y. : |
Pease & Prentice,

82 State street,
|
1866.

Title verso copyright 1 1. dedication verso

blank 1 1. publishers' notice verso contents 1 1.

preface pp. vii-xiv, half-title 1 1. text pp. 1-321,

index pp. 323-325, 12°.

Linguistics asunder next preceding title, pp.

29-30.

Copies seen : Harvard, Tale.

At the Field sale, no. 1216, a copy brought

$2.13.

Kip (W. I.)— Continued.

The
I

early Jesuit missions
|
in

|
North

America;
|
compiled and translated

from the letters of
|
the French Jesuits,

with notes.
|
By the right rev. Will-

iam Ingraham Kip, D.D.,
i

bishop [&c.
one line].

|

Albany, N. Y. :
j
Joel Munsell, 82 State

street.
|
1873.

Pp. i-xiv, 1 1, pp. 1-325, map, 12°.

Linguistics as underprevious titles, pp. 29-30.

Copies seen : Astor,

Kirkby (Bev. William West). A manual

I
of

I

prayer and praise
|
for the

|
Cree

Indians
|
of

|
north-west America.

|

Compiled by
|
archdeacon Kirkby.

|

London : | Society for promoting

christian knowledge,
|
Northumberland

avenue, Charing cross;
| 4, Royal ex-

change ; 48, Piccadilly.
|
1879.

Half-title on cover, title as above verso blank

1 1. note pp. 3-4, text (in syllabic characters,

and, with the exception of a few headings iu

English, entirely in the Cree language) pp. 5-

127, verso of p. 127 names of printers, 18°.

Hymns (from Mrs. Hunter), pp. 5-47.—Spirit-

ual songs (from Mrs. Hunter), pp. 48-77.

—

Prayers (from J. A. M'Kay), pp. 78-126.—An-
them (from J. Hunter), p. 127,

In a prefatory note Archdeacon Kirkby
says:

"The Hymns and Sacred Songs in this little

book are from the graceful pen of Mrs. Hunter

[q. v.], and are sure to become great favorites

among the Indians, wherever they are known.
With the view of rendering them more ex-

tensively useful they are put into this form.
" The Prayers are from a compilation made by

his Lordship the Bishop of Rupert'sLand [Rev.

David Anderson], for the use of his diocese. It

was translated into Cree by the Rev. J. M'Kay
[q.v.], and an edition printed at the Mission

Press, Stanley, which did much good among the

Indians. The book is still in large demand by
the people af this district, but being out of

print it cannot be had. The writer has thought

therefore that the Hymns of Mrs. Hunter and
this little book of Prayers would form a handy
and very useful Manual of ' Prayer and Praise,'

for the daily use of that large portion of the

Cree-speaking population who read only the

syllabic characters."

Copies seen: Church Missionary Society,

Eames, Pilling, Powell, Society for Promoting

Christian Knowledge.

Mr. Kirkby is the author of a number of

works in the Athapascan languages.

See Horden (J. ) and Kirkby (W.W.

)

Kishemanito mvzinaigvn te-
|
zhiuin-

di;miin,
|
Josip tvzhimint,

|
auesivg

pineshivg gaie tv-
|
zhimintuag.

|
Or

\
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Kishemanito— Continued.

old testament bible stories,
|
story of

Joseph,
I
and

|
natural history.

|

Boston :
|
printed for the American

board of commissioners
|
for foreign

missions, by Crocker & Brewster.
|

1835.

Title verso blank 1 1. Ojibue alphabet p. iii,

key to the alphabet pp. iv-v, text in the

Ojibue language pp. 7-72, 12°.

Bible stories, pp. 7-26.—Story of Joseph, pp.
27-45.—Hymn, p. 46.—Natural history, pp.

47-72.

Copies seen: American Antiquarian Society,

American Philosophical Society, Eames, Pil-

ling, Powell, Trumbull, Verreau, Yale.

At the Murphy sale, no. 2953, a copy brought

$1.

Kiskinoamati-Masinaigan [Cree]. See

Gueguen (J. P.)

Kitchipwat (William;. See Tyrrell

(J. B.)

Knight (Edward Henry). Knight's
|

American |
mechanical dictionary :

|

being a
|
description of tools, instru-

ments, machines, processes, and
j
en-

gineering; history of inventions
;
gen-

eral
I

technological vocabulary
; |
and

|

Digest of Mechanical Appliances in

Science and the Arts.
|
By

|
Edward

H. Knight,
|
civil and mechanical en-

gineer, etc.
I

Illustrated | with up-

wards of five thousand engravings.
]

[Three lines quotation.]
|

[Design.]
|

New York :
|
J. B. Ford and company.

I
1874 [-1876].

3 Tols. 8°.

Accompanying the article "Pen" is a

double-page plate (vol. 2, between pp. 1654 and

1655) giving "a passage of Scriptures [Acts

17, 25] in one hundred and three languages,

"

including the Esquimaux. Greenlandish, and
Ojibway.

Copies seen: Congress.

Knight's
I
American | mechanical

dictionary.
| A description of tools,

instruments, machines, processes,
|
and

engineering ; history of inventions
; [

general technological vocabulary;
|
and

I

digest of mechanical appliances in

science and the arts.
|
By Edward H.

Knight,
I

civil and mechanical engin-

eer, etc.
I

Illustrated
|
with upwards of

seven thousand engravings.
|
Volume

I.—A-Gas [-III. — Rea-Zum].
|

[Two
lines quotation.]

|
[Design and line

beneath: " First Steam Engine".]
|

Knight (E. H.)— Continued.

Boston :
|
Houghton, Mifflin and com-

pany.
I
The Riverside Press, Cam-

bridge.
I
1884.

3 vols, paged continuously 1-2831, 8°. In the

only copy of this edition I have seen vols. 1

and 3 are dated 1884, vol. 2, 1882.

Linguistics as above, vol. 2, pp. 1654-1655.

Copies seen : Geological Survey

Knisteneau. See Cree.

Kiiox (John). An
|
historical journal

|

of the
I

campaigns in North-America,
|

for
I
The Years 1757, 1758, 1759, and

1760 :
I
containing

|
The Most Remark-

able Occurrences of that Period
; |

par-

ticularly
I
The Two Sieges of Quebec,

&G. &c.
I
the

I

Orders of the admirals

and general officers;
|
Descriptions of

the Countries where the Author has

served, with their Forts and
|
Garri-

sons ; their Climates, Soil, Produce;
|

and
I

a Regular diary of the weather.
|

As also
I

Several Manifesto's, a Man-

date of the late Bishop of Canada;
|

The French Orders and Disposition for

the Defence of the Colony, &c. &c. &c.

I
By

I
Captain John Knox.

|
Dedicated

by permission
|
To Lieutenant-General

Sir Jeflfery Amherst.
|

[Quotation, one

line.]
I

Vol. I[-II].
I

London :
|
Printed for the author

; |

and sold by
|
W. Johnston, inLudgate-

Street ; and J. Dodsley, in Pall-Mali.
|

MDCCLXIXL1769].
2 vols. : portrait 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. ded-

ication verso blank 1 1. introduction pp. v-ix, list

of subscribers 3 11. text pp. 1-405, errata verso

blank 1 1. portrait 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. text

pp. 1-465, errata verso blank 1 1. map, 4°.

October 8th, 1759. " Having, in the course of

this campaign, procured a curious Indian man-

uscript grammar, composed by a French mis-

sionary, I transmitted it, this day, to England,

. ..." A brief extract follows, embracing

a vocabulary, English and Algonkin, of about

55 words. A note on page 170 says : "When I

consented to the publication of these volumes,

I flattered myself I should have been able

to procure this grammar, in order either to

annex a copy of the principal part of it to the

work, or to have extracted the most remark-

able rules and examples, for the peculiar grat-

ification of the literati and the curious ; but,

though I made repeated applications for it in

person, and expressed how interesting it would

be to this undertaking,—I was not so happy as

to succeed."— Fo?. 2, pp. 169-171.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Lenox.
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Kohl (Joliann Georg). Kitschi-Gami
|

Oder
1
ErzaUnngeii vom Obern-See.

|

Ein Beitrag | zur ]
Charakteristik der

amerikaniscben Indianer
|
von

|
Jo G.

Kobl.
I
Erster [-Zweiter] Band.

]

Bremen, 1859. 1 G. Sebunemann's

Verlag.

2 vols.: printed cover as above, title as above

1 ]. pp. iii-viii, 1-328
;
printed cover, title 1 1. pp.

1-272; 8°.

A few Chippeway geographic terms, names

of certain stars, etc. vol. 1, pp. 163-168.—Lan-

guage of signs, symbolic writings, etc. which,

includes a number of Chippeway terms, vol. 1,

pp. 189-227.

Copies seen : British Museum.

Kitcbi-gami.
|
Wanderings round

Lake Superior.
|
By

|
J. G. Kobl,

|

autbor of ''Travels in Russia," &c.
|

[Five lines quotation.]
|

Loudon :
I
Cbapman and Hall, 193,

Piccadilly.
|
1860.

|
Registered accord-

ing to International copyrigbt Act.

Title verso blank 1 1. introduction pp. iii-v,

contents pp. vii-xii, text pp. 1-428, 8°.

Linguistics as above, pp. 118-119, 137-159.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

The Field copy, no. 1230, sold for $3.50; the

Murphy copy, no. 1401, $1. Priced by Clarke &
CO. lS86,no.6478,$3; another copy, $4.50.

Konkapot {John), jr. See Holmes (A.)

Kov^r (Dr. Emil). Ueber die Bedeutuug
des possesiviscben Pronomen ftir die

Ausdrucksweise des substantiviscben

Attributes.

In Zeitschrift fiir Volkerpsychologie und
Sprachwissenschaft, vol. 16, pp. 386-394, Berlin,

1886. (*)

Examples in a number of American lan-

guages, among them the Otchipw6, Cree, and

Lenni-Lennape, p. 390.

Title from Prof. A. F. Chamberlain from

copy in the library of Toronto University.

Krake (Rev. Blase). [Dictionary of tbe

Menomonee language. 1882-'89.] (*)

Manuscript, 226 pp. 8°.

It consists of two portions—Menomonee-En-
glish, 88 pp., and English-Menomonee, 138 pp.—
and is not completed.

[Epistles and gospels in Menomonee.
188'2-'89.] (*)

Manuscript, 160 pp. 8°.

> [Grammar of tbe Menomonee lan-

guage. 1882-'89.] (*)

Manuscript, 125 pp. 8°.

Krake (B.)— Continued.

[Sermons for Sundays and bolidays,

in Menomonee. 1882-'89.] (*)

Manuscript : 204 sermons, averaging 4 quarto

pages each.

[Sbort bible bistory in Menomonee.
1882-'89.] (*)

Manuscript, 112 pp. 8°.

These five manuscripts are in the possession

of their author, and have been described for

me by Rev. Father Odoric Derenthal, a con-

frere of Father Krake, at Keshena, Wis.

Eev. Blase Krake was born at Ehede, West-
phalia, Germany ; commenced his studies in

Germany, and came to America in 1873 ; con-

tinued his studies at Teutopolis and Quincy,

111. and at St. Louis, Mo. ; was ordained priest

at St. Louis in 1881, and sent to the mission at

Keshena, Wis. in July, 1882, where he has since

labored.

[Krause (Jobann Ulricb) and Wagner
(J. C.)], publishers. Oratio | domiuica

I

TtoXvyXoiTTcii uai TtoXvjj.opqio'i,
\
ni-

mirum
|
Plus Centum Linguis, Versio-

uibus aut Cbaracteribus,
|

reddita & ex-

pressa,
|
editio novissima,

j
Specimini-

bus variis quam priores auctior.
1
Das

ist :
I
Das Gebetdesz HErrn

|

Oder
|
Ya-

ter Unser,
|
In viel Spracben und

Scbreib-Arten,
|
nemlicb,

|
In mebr als

bundert Spracben, Ubersetzung und
Scbrifften v erfasset und vorgestellet,

|

Die letzte Edition,
|
Um unterscbied-

licbe Exempel vermebrter als die vo-

rige.
I
[Large engraving.]

|
[Quotation

tbree lines. ] |

Verlegt von Jobann Ulricb Krausen,

Burgern und Kupfferstecbern in Aug-
spurg.

I
Mit Rom. Kayserl. Maj. Al-

lergnadigstertbeiltem Privilegio.
|
Das

{ibrige durcb Jobann Christopb Wag-
nern, Bucbdruckern daselbst. [1710?]

Title verso blank 1 1. ad lectorum verso list

of authorities 1 1. classified list of languages

p. 1, alphabetical list of languages p. 2, text pp.

3-21, additamentum p. 22, folio. In one of the

copies seen (Dr. Trumbull's) the line in the im-

print beginning Mit E6m. K&yserl is omitted.

A reprint of Motte (B.), Oratio Dominica.

The Lord's prayer in Virginiana [Massachu-

setts, from Eliot], p. 18.—Word for father

(nooshun) in the same language, p. 22.

Copies seen : Lenox, Trumbull.

Kuk-wachetoowe mussin&bikun
[Cree]. See Hunter (Jean).

Kunache nikumoowina [Cree]. See

Hunter (Jean).





NEHIRO-IRINIUI
AI AMIHE

MASSLNAHIGAN,
Shatshegutsh, Mitinekapitsh,

ISKUAMISKUTSH, NeTSHEKATSH,
Misht', AssiNlTSH, Shekutimitsh^

Ekuanatsh, Ashuabmushuanitsh,
PlAKUAGAMITSH,

Gaie miffi mifix nehiro-iriniui Aftfliitfh

ka tatjits, ka kueiaiku aiamihatjits ka utfhi.

isK^+ m)^

UABISTIGUIATSH.
* MafTmalutfetuau, Broun gaie Girmor*

1767.

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF LA BROSSE'S PRAYER BOOK OF 1767.
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n a-fiV> t (Ki« fr-l-fhi-nl*ka-fu-in.
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FAC-SIMILE OF THE FIRST PAGE OF LA BROSSE'S PRIMER.





L. J. C. & M. I. For anonymous titles

begianing with these letters see next

word of title.

[La Brosse (Rev. Jean Baptiste de).]

Nehiro-iriniui
|
aiamihe

|
massinahi-

gan,
!
Shatshegutsh, Mitinekapitsh,

|

Iskuamiskutsh, Netshekatsh,
|
Misht',

Assinitsh, Shekutimitsb, |
Ekaanatsli,

Ashuabmushuanitsh,
|
Piakuagamitsh,

I
Gaie missi missi nehiro-iriniui Asts-

liitsh
I
ka tatjits, ka kueiaskii aiami-

hatjits ka utshi.
|

[Ornaments.]
|

Uabistiguiatsli [Quebec].
|
Massina-

hitsetuau, Broun gaie Girmor.
|
1767.

Colophon on page 96 : TJabistiguiatsh, | Tshi

-t-iskuetauets, Broun gaie Girmor, 9, | usaku
-pihissimutsh, 1767.

Title verso blank 1 1. approval byJan Oribier

Briant pp. 3-5, p. 6 .blank, text entirely in Mon-
tagnais pp. 7-92, index pp. 93-96, errata p. 96,

sni. 4°. See the fac-simile of the title-page.

Prayer book in the Montagnais language.

"In the approbation by Bisbop Briant pre-

fixed to the volume the compiler's surname ap-

pears in its Montagnais form as Tshituhisahi-

gan, i. e., the broom (la brosse).

" The title-page shows that this manual was'

prepared for the use of the Montagnais Indians

of the missions on the Saguenay, and abont

Lake St. John, 'at Shatshegu, Mitinekapi

[now Lake Portneuf], Iskuarai [Escoumains,

Saguenay co.], Netsheka [Lake Nitcheguan?J,

Mishtaasini [lake and river which flows from

it to L.Saint John], Shekutimi [mod. Chicou-

temi], Ekuan, Ashuabmushuan [Assuapmous-

soin river flowing into L. St. John from the

northwest], Piakuagami [mod. Pikouagami, L.

St. John], and all Nehiro-Iriniui places where-

soever, who rightly-pray ' (i. e., are Chris-

tians) ."

—

Trumbull.

Copies seen : Archbishopric of Quebec, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Gagnon, Harvard,

Laval, Lenox, Trumbull.

Leclerc, 1867, no. 1065, sold a copy for 190 fr.

The Brinley copy, no. 5645, finely bound, sold for

$30; another copy, no. 5646, in the original bind-

ing, $20; the Pinart copy, no. 662, brought 96

fr.; and the Murphy copy, no. 1767, $26.

Kepriuted, almost literally, as follows :

[ ] NeMro-iriniui
|
aiamihe j massina-

higan,
j S atshegutsh, JMitinekapitsh,

j Iskuamiskutsh, Netshekatsh, | Misht',

La Brosse (J. B. de) — Continued.

Assinitsh, Shekutiraitsh,
|
Eknanatsh,

Ashuabmushaaaitsh, ( Piakuagamitsh,

I

Gaie missi missi nehiro-iriniui Asts-

hitsh ka
|
tatj^s, ka kueiaska aiami-

hatjits ka utshi.
|
[Design.]

|

TJabistiguiatsh [Quebec].
|
JMassina-

hitsheu, C. Le Frangois.
|
1817.

Title verso blank 1 1. approval by Jan Oribier

Briant pp. 3-5, text entirely in the Montagnais

language pp. 7-92, index pp. 93-95, approval of

t J. O. Ev. de "Quebec p. 96, 12°. The errata

noted on the last page of the first edition were
corrected in this reprint.

Copies seen: Gagnon, Trumbull.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2215, 50 fr. At
the Pinart sale, no. 663, Qaaritch bought a copy

for 15 fr.

A later edition as follows

:

[—— ] Nehiro-iriniui
|
aiamihe |

massina-

higan,
|
Shatshegutsh, Mitinekapitsh,

I

Iskuamiskutsh, Netshekatsh, JMisht',

I

Assinitsh, Sbekutimitsh, Eku- 1 anatsh,

I

Ashuabmushuanitsb, |
Piakuagam-

itsh,
!
Gaie missi missi nehiro-iriniui

Astshitsh
I

ka tatjits, ka kueiasku

aiamihatjits
|
ka utshi.

|

[Picture of a

church.]
I

TJabistiguiatsh [Quebec].
|
Massiua-

hitsheu, J.-B. Frechette, pere,
|
N» 13,

rue la Montague. | 1844.

Title verso blank 1 I. dedication as in the two

earlier editions pp. 3-5, text entirely in Mon-
tagnais pp. 7-97, index pp. 98-100, 12°.

Copies seen: Gagnon, Laval, Trumbull.

[Primer in the IVIontaguais lan-

guage.]

Colophon: TJabistiguiatsh [Quebec].]

]VIassinahitsetuan, Broun gaie Girmor.

I

1767.

^o title-page or heading; text pp. 1-8, folio

(6| by 9J inches) . See the reduced fac-simile of

a tracing of the first page.

In an account-book of Messrs. Brown & Gil-

more, who printed the work, now belonging

to Surgeon-Major Neilson of Quebec, appears

the following entry

:

July 8, 1767. Received on account of general

printing and of P6re Labro?se for 3000 Indian

alphabets making one sheet quarto, *10, 4, 0.

Copies seen: Laval.

281
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La Brosse (J. B. de)— Continued.

[Calendars, catalogues, etc., in the

Montagnais language.] (*)

I have received, through the kindness of

Surgeon-Major Neilson, Quebec, Canada, the

owner of the account-books of Messrs. Brown
& Gilmore, among the first of the Canadian

printers, the following extracts from their

records concerning various publications of

Father La Brosse.

Oct. 25, 1766. To 1000 Indian kalendars for

Pdre Labrosse £4, 10, 0.

July 8, 1767. To 200 catalogues of the In-

dians at Tadousack, etc. £1, 16, 0.

Oct. 15, 1767. Received on account of general

printing for 2000 Indian ^ayer books contain-

ing 6 sheets in 8vo in English [character of

type] in Algonkin langviage at 25 dollars per

sheet, from Labrosse, Jesuite missionary,

£45, 0, 0.

Do. to make the Indian Alphabets in 4to at

the same price with the above 8vo £1, 1, 0.

May 7, 1768. To general printing, 100 Indian

kalendars for Pere Labrosse, £2, Q, 0.

Sept. 24, 1768. To general printing for a bal-

ance remaining on Labrosse's Indian kalendars

for Madame Germain £0, 4, 0.

J. B'« Labrosse Jesuite, owes as follows, the

dates as per margin from Mem'^ Book

:

Nov. 10, 1770. 600 Indian alphabets in Abe-

naquis language making half a sheet 8vo in

English [character of type] £3, 0, 0.

July 29, 1773. Printed for J. Bt« Labrosse

Indian calendars for 1773-4-5-6-7-8 for each

[year?] 127 copies, and delivered them to Louis

Germain his agent a 25/6 per year, £7, 13, 0.

April 11, 1774. Received of J. B'e Labrosse

by the hands of Louis Germain for Indian

calendars £7, 13, 0.

April 11, 1774. Received of J. B. Labrosse

by the hands of Louis Germain for Indian cal-

endars £7, 13, 0.

June 5, 1778. Printed for the Rev. J. Bte
Labrosse, Jesuit missionary, Indian alma-

nacks for seven years to come, 500 copies for

each year, making on the whole 3500, £18, 4, 7.

P^re de la Brosse was born at Magnat, dio-

cese of Angoul^me, France, Feb. 29, 1724,

and died at Tadoussac, where he is buried,

April 11, 1782. He entered upon his novitiate

at Bordeaux, Oct. 9,. 1740, and was ordained

priest Feb. 2, 1753. He arrived in Canada in

the summer or fall of 1754. In 1755 his name
is found among those of the Abnaki mission,

his post probably being on the river St. John.

. During 1756-1758 he belonged to the community
of the college of Quebec. In 1759-'60 he was
still missionary to the Abnakis, and in the

former year his signature appears on the regis-

ter of St. Fran9ois-du-Lac. In 1761 he was trans-

ferred to the residence at Montreal, and in 1762

he still belonged to that residence. The rev-

erend father signed his first act at St. Henri-

de-Mascouche,May 13, 1761, and his last June
12, 1766.

La Brosse (J. B. de) — Continued.
Father de la Brosse was well versed in the

Montagnais language. After gathering into

one volume all the writings, both French and
Montagnais, left by his predecessors in the

missions, he made various corrections and add-

ed many notes to the instructions published

by the Reverend Father Antoine Sylvi up to

1778, translated into French by the R everend
Father Claude Godefroi Coquart. '

' In several

places," says Father de la Brosse, "annota-

tions have been added, not in a captious or

hair-splitting spirit, but to guard the reader

against the mistakes which not rarely occur."

The following extracts are from the journal

of P^re de la Brosse: "In September, 1766,

Father Jean Bte de la Brosse, a native of Mag-
nat (aged 42 years), arrived at Tadoussac as

missionary, having been sent by the Reverend
Father Augustin de Glapion to take charge of

the Montagnais missions. Father Claude

Godefroi Coquart died on the 4th of July of

the preceding year at the mission of St. Fran-

cis Xavier. 1767.—During this year, for the

benefit of those who can read and those who
will learn to read, I had printed three thousand

books of alphabets and two thousand books of

prayers and catechism. The last touch was
given to this work on the last day of October,

at the ninth moon. In the following year,

1768, I wintered in the mission house. I taught

many savages to read, write, sing by note, and

assist at ceremonies and rites, mass and even-

ing otflce. In the following year, toward the

end of November, I moved to a point of land

below the Jeremie Islands, called de Betsiamis,

and there wintered among the savages, teach-

ing them to read, write, and sing by note. In

the following year, 1770, having traversed the

tribes of the king's domain, I moved to Quebec

and wintered in the parish of Saint Lawrence
on the isle of Orleans. I spent a good deal of

labor, perhaps to no very good purpose, in re-

ducing to alphabetic order the compilation of

the Montagnais dictionary begun three years

ago. In the following year I took charge of

the Acadians of Kakunagui, the French around

Green Island and at Sainte Marie des Anges and

Saint Germain at Rimouski, wintering on Green

Island, in the parish of Saint John the Baptist.

In 1772 I visited the mission of Ristigouche,

where I consecrated a church in honor of Saint

Ann, and wintered at Bonne-Aventure."

La Chasse (E. P. de). See Aubery (J.)

[Lacombe (Bev. Albert).] Dictionnaire

et grammaire
|
de la

|
langne crise

|

par
I
un misslonnaire de la Saskatclii-

wan
I

Prospectus
|

Montreal | C.-O. BeaucLemin &
Valois, Libraires-Imprimeurs

|
237 et

239, Rue St-Paul
|
1872

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-17, 12°. A
prospectus of the work afterwards issued, for

title of which see next page.
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Lacombe (A.) — Continued.
Contains remarks upon and examples in the

Cree language.

Copies seen: Pilling, Powell, Eames.
Priced by Leclero, 1878, no. 2197, 2 fr.

Dictionnaire et grammaire
|
de la

|

langue des Cris
|
par

|
le Rev. Pere Alb.

Lacombe, Ptre,
|
Oblat de Marie Imma-

cul€e.
I
[Six lines quotation.]

|

[Wood-
cut.]

I

Montreal
|

C. O. Beauchemin &
Valois, Libraires-Imprimeurs

]
237 et

239, Rue St-Paul
|
1874

Printed cover as above, half-title to the dic-

tionary verso blank 1 1. title to the dictionary

(see below) verso blank 1 1. folded map, dedi-

cation 1 1. letters etc. 3 11. introduction to the

dictionary pp. v-xx, text pp.i-274, 1 blank leaf,

pp. 277-709 (wrongly numbered 711), 2 unnum-

bered pp. ; title to the grammar (see below)

verso blank 1 1. quelques mots d'introduction

pp. i-iii, text pp. 1-185, appreciation de Mgr.

Faraud p. 186, table des mati^res pp. 187-190,

folded table at p. 136, 8°.

Full title and description of each work as

follows

:

— Dictionnaire
|
de la

|
langue des Oris

I

par
I
leR^v. P^re Alb. Lacombe, Ptre,

j
Oblat de Marie Immacul^e.

|

[Six

lines quotatioQ in Latin and French.]

I

[Picture.]
|

Montreal | C. O. Beauchemin &
Valois, Imprimeurs-Libraires

[
237 et

239, Rue St-Paul
i

1874

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title as above verso

blank 1 1. folded map, dedicace k-a grandeur

Mgr. Alexandre Tach6, archeveque de St. Boni-

face 1 1. letters of approval from the archbishops

of St. Boniface and Quebec and others 3 11. in-

troduction pp. v-xx, text in double columns pp.
" 1-274, 1 blank leaf, pp. 277-709 (wrongly num-

bered 711), 2 unnumbered pages, 8°.

Fran9ai8-Cri8, pp. 1-274.— Cris-Fran9ais, pp.

277-663.—Liste des noms de parents, pp. 664-

072.—Noms des diflf6rentes parties du corps, pp.

672-680.—Racines du dictionnaire cris, pp. 681-

704.—Etymologie, pp. 705-709 (wrongly num-

bered 711).—Le symbole des apotres, p. [710],

—

Les commandements de Dieu, p. [711].

Copies seen: Astor. Brinton, British Museum,
Congress, Dunbar, Eames, Harvard, National

Museum, Pilling, Powell, Trumbull.

Grammaire
|
de la

|
langue des Cris,

I

par le R. P. A. Lacombe, Ptre
|
de la

I

Congregation des oblats de M. I.
|

[Picture.]
|

Montreal
| C. - O. Beauchemin &

Valois, Libraires-Imprimeurs,
j
237 et

239, Rue Saint-Paul
|
1874

Title verso blank 1 1. quelques mots d'intro-

duction pp. i-iii, text pp. 1-185, appreciation de

Lacombe (A.) — Continued.

Mgr. Faraud, vic.-apos. de McKenzie p. 186,

table des mati^res pp. 187-190, 8°.

Premiere partie: classification des mots, pp.
1-136.— "Tableau general du verbe cris" on

large folded table opposite p. 136.—Seconde

partie : syntaxe, pp. 137-164.— Troisi^me partie

[adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions and inter-

jections], pp. 165-185.

Copies seen: Astor, Brinton, British Muse-
um, Congress, Dunbar, Eames, Harvard, Na-

tional Museum, Pilling, Powell, Trumbull.

For a review of the grammar and dictionary

see Jacker (E.)

At the Field sale, no. 1234, a copy brought

$1.63. Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2196, 30 fr.

The Brinley copy, no. 5655, sold for $5. 50. Priced

by Triibner, 1882, p. 40, II. Is.; byKoehler, 21 M.j

by Francis, 1887, $7.50; by Claike & co. 1886,

$5; by Leclerc, 1887. 30 fr.; by Dufoss6, 1887, 30

fr.; in 1888, 20 fr.; in 1889, 18 fr.; by Maison-

neuve et Leclerc, 1888, 30 fr.; byKoehler, 21 M.;

by Hiersemanu, Leipsic, 1889, 21 M.; by Mai-

sonneuve, 1889, 30 fr.

[ ] L. J. C. et M. I.
I
Mission de St.

Paul de Cris 8 Dec. 1871.
|
Le Nouveau

Testament, en Langue Crise
|
d'apr^s

les quatre Evang^listes,
|
ou

|
Concor-

dance des quatre Evangiles.
|

[One
line syllabic characters followed by-

picture of the Virgin.]
|

Montreal.
|
ImprimeriederAsiledela

Providence.
|
1872.

Title p. 1, "observations" (signed Alb. La-

combe) pp. 2-3, approbation p. 4, tableau des ex-

pressions in French and Cree pp. 5-8, preface

pp. 9-14, text in syllabic characters pp. 17-471,

table pp. 473-478, 16°.

Copies seen : Trumbull, Pilling.

[ ] Instructions
|
en

|
langue Crise

|

sur
I

toute la doctrine Catholique
|
par

I

un Missionnaire Oblat de la Saskatche-

wan
I

[Two lines La*^in and two lines

Cree quotation.]
|

St. Boniface:
|
Imprimerie du Journal

Le Metis
|
Anno Domini 1875.

Frontispiece (oblate seal) 11. title verso blank

1 1. approbation of t Vital, Eveque de St. Al-

bert verso blank 11. letter ("aux missionnaires

du nord-ouest" signed A. L. 0. M. I. ) pp. 7-9,

text in the Cree language with French headings

pp. 11-505, index pp. i-iv, 16°.

Copies seen : Congress, Trumbull, Pilling.

[ ] [Fourlines syllabic characters.]
|

(Livre de pri^res, Etc., en Sauteux.)
|

[One line syllabic characters.]
|

[Seal

of the Oblates.]
!

[Two lines syllabic characters.]
|

Beauchemin & Valois,
|

[One and one-
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Ijacombe (A.) — Continued.

half lines syllabic characters,] —1880

—

[One-half line syllabic characters.]

Transliteration.— AuaraiemajSinajikan
\
Jesus

ot isitwawin
|
kaye | anamii .nakamonan tak-

opiikatewan
|
(Livre de pri^res, etc., en Sau-

teux.)
I
MiesitwawatKatolikanamiachik

|

Ketimakisiwatkikinoamowawuk
[
Moniyang

otenang
|
Beauchemin & Valois,—masinaikani-

kewininiwuk entawat | iwew pipon—1880—ka
ako jiikit Jesus.

Translation.—The prayer book
|
Jesus his

religion of | and |
sacred hymns printed there-

with
I
(Book of prayers, etc., in Sauteux.)

|

The religion Catholic according to.
|

The poor for teaching them ! Montreal
|,

Beauchemin & Valois
|
the publishers' resi-

dence.
I
The year—1880—since the birth of

Jesus
I

Title 1 1. preface 1 1. picture of cross 1 1, text

(in the Sauteux language, and, with the excep-

tion ofheadings in French, which are in Eoman,
entirely in syllabic characters) pp. 1-382, 16°.

See the fac-simile of the title-page.

The verso of the title-page in some copies is

l)lank; others have a paster bearing the appro-

bation of the Most Rev. Alex. A. Tach6, arch-

l)ishop of St. Boniface, and notice of copyright

l)y Albert Lacombe, Ptre. O. M. S. Others

have a smaller paster bearing the approbation

but minus the copyright. The preface, p. iv,

is signed : Gr. Belcourt, Ptre, Missionnaire, and

the title is the same in a general way as the

prayer books of 1839 and 1859 which Will be

found entered he: ein under that father's name

;

this work is probably based upon those, though
it contains much that is not given in them.

Prayers, pp. 1-72.—Chemin de la Croix, in-

cluding 14 full-page woodcuts, each with de-

scriptive text in Chippewa (Roman characters)

and Cree (syllabic characters), pp. 73-104.

—

Cantiques, pp. 105-214.—Cat6chisme, etc. pp.
215-370.-Alphabet des caracteres syllabiques,

pp. 371-382.

Copies seen : Pilling, Eames, Powell.

I ] Abr^g^
I

da
|
cat^chisme

| dans la

I
langue des Sauteux

|

Montreal
|
Beauchemin & Valois, Li-

braires-Imprimeurs
|
256 et 258, rue St-

Paul. [1881.]

Printed cover as above verso picture and two
lines syllabic characters, title as above verso

approval of the archbishop 1 1. text (in the Sau-

teux language, and, with the exception of one
heading in French, which is in Roman, entirely

in syllabic characters) pp. 1-43, back cover

printed in syllables, 32°.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell, Trum-
bull.

[Calendar for the Saskatchewan In-

dians, for the year 1882.

Montreal: Beauchemin & Valois.

1882.]

Lacombe (A.)— Continued.

1 sheet, folio. See the reduced fac-simile.

Copies seen : Powell.

T have also seen similar issues for 1883 (Pil-

ling) and 1885 (Pilling, Powell).

[ ] Chemin de la croix.
|
[One line

syllabic characters.]
|

[Twenty-nine

woodcuts, with descriptive text. ] |

C. O. Beauchemin & Fils, Libraires-

Imprimeurs, Nos. 256 et 258, Rue Saint-

Paul, Montreal. [1886?]

Printed in red ink on one side of a large

sheet 28J by 21J inches in size.

The fourteen large woodcuts which repre-

sent the stations of the cross are numbered i to

XIV. Below each one are three inscriptions,

the first in Chippewa (Roman characters), the

second in Cree (syllabic characters), and the

third in French. The same woodcuts, with
the same Chippewa and Cree inscriptions, but
without tbe French, are also printed in La-

combe's "Prieres, cantiques, cat6chisme, etc.

en langue Crise, " Montr6al, 1886, pp. 52-78. On
each side of the sheet are six small woodcuts

representing the twelve months, with inscrip-

tions in French. The remaining three wood-

cuts, in the middle square of the top line, rep-

resent the cross, the monogram AM, and the

sacred heart of Jesus, with an inscription in

Frencb. The whole isaurrounded by a narrow
ornamental border.

Copies seen : Eames.

[ ] Katolik
I
ayamihewimasinahigan

I

nehiyawewinik
|
Livre de prieres en

langue crise
|
[Oblate seal]

|
[One line

in Latin, one line in Cree]
|

Moniyak [Montreal]
| C. O. Beauche-

min & fils
I
Wetasinahikew^tjik

| 1886

I
Tatto pipun aspin ka nittawikit

Jesus

Title verso "lettres de I'alphabet cris"ll.

approbation of Vital, Eveque de St. Albert

verso Priere de Saint Frangois-Xavier 1 1. text

(in Roman characters and, except the headings,

which are in French, and except pp. 7-11,

which are in French and Cree, entirely in the

Cree language) pp. 5-295, woodcut p. [296], 16^.

Prieres, pp. 7-82.—Cantiques, pp. 83-168.—

Catechisme, pp. 169-253.—Instruction de la foi,

pp. 254-295.—The woodcut illustrations of the

stations of the cross on pp. 42-68 have the in-

scriptions in Chippewa and French only.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ ] L. J. C. «fc M. I.
I

Prieres
|
can-

tiques
I

catechisme, etc.
|
en langue

crise.
|

[Two lines syllabic characters]

I

[Oblate seal]
|

Montr6 1
|
C. O. Beauchemin & fils,

Libraires-Imprimeurs
I
N°^ 256 et 258,

rue Saint Paul. | 1886
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FAC-SIMILE (REDUCED) OF LACOMBE'S CREE CALENDAR OF 1882.







ALPHABKr
DES

CARACTERES SYLLABIOUES
rorn i,a.

LANGUE CRISE.

Ve Ai J>o-u <a o w (^naO

Vpe AP' > pO-Tl <pa .p "

Ute nti Dto-u eta / t
"

qke Pki cJko-u bl^a . k "

/^ ich6 Ptchi O tdio-u Ly tcha - tch ''

TJ16 aii blo-u c::ia 3.1 "

"~| me r~ mi _| mo-xi |_nia <m «

T|nc Cfni _Q no-ii 0_i»a m "

<lrc pri J ro-u Ura. zr "

^sG r^si r^ so- 11 Ssa - s **

4 ye ^yi ^yo-u ^y^ + y ''

Le point • dansle mot on final, egale: vr

NonE—Cet Alphabet est destine a ilonner la ralcurdes diff'ereuts

sijines.

FAC-SIMILE OF THE CREE SYLLABARY FROM LACOMBE'S PRAYER BOOK OF 1886.
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Lacombe (A.)— Continued.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. appro-

bation verso blank 1 1. preface verso blank 1 1.

alphabet dos caract^res syllabiques pour la

langue crise etc. pp. ix-xxxi, text (in sjllabic

characters, except headings,which are in French

and in Roman characters) pp. l-il2, 16°.

Prieres, pp. 1-15.—Prieres de la messe, pp.
16-41.—Lerosaire, pp. 43-47.—L'angelus, pp. 48-

50.—Chemin de la croix, pp. 51-80.— Priere du
matin etc. pp. 81-86.—Priere du soir etc. pp. 87-

100.—Litanies etc. pp. 101-113.—Cautiques, pp.
114-258.— Cat6chisme, pp. 259-370. — Prayers,

pp. 372-412.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ ] Petit mauuel
|

pour apprendre a
|

lire la langue crise
|
Small manual

|
to

learn the reading in the
|
Cree lan-

guage
i

Montreal
| C. O. Beauchemin & Fils,

Libraires-Imprimeurs
|
256 et 258, rue

Saint-Paul
|
1886

Title verso picture etc. 1 1. text (in Roman
characters, with French and English headings)

pp. 3-43, verso p. 43 a picture etc. 16°.

Primer lessons, pp. 3-19.—Vocabulary,

French, English, and Cree, pp. 20-36.—Qiielques

phrases, pp. 37-44.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ ] Promissiones Domini Nostri Jesu

Christi factae B. Marg. M. Alacoque.
|

Kitchitwa Marguerite Marie Alacoque,

I

ka ki iji-asotam4kut Jesusa,
|

ot

ayamihawa otchi, ka manitokatamiyit

I

Miyo-Manito-Miteh.

[Dayton, Ohio: Philip A. Kemper.

1888.]

A small card, 3 by 5 Inches in size, headed as

above and containing twelve "Promises of Our
Lord to Blessed Margaret Mary," in the Cree
language. Mr. Kemper has published the same
promises on similar cards in many languages.

Copies seen: Pilling, Powell, Eames.

Father Lacombe also prepared for the use of

the Indians a colored pictorial diagram, repre-

senting the principal mysteries of the faith

from the creation to the day of judgment, with

descriptive text in French only. This was
printed on one side of a large sheet measuring

24^ by 35J inches, with the following title head-

ing in the lower left-hand corner:

Tableau-catechisme
| compose par le R. P.

A. Lacombe oblatde M. I. misslonnaire dans
|

I'Amerique du nord, et employ6 avec succ6s

pour I'instruction
|
prompte et facile des sau-

vages.
I
[Thirty-three lines of "explication

sommaire ", in two columns, each column end-
ing with one of the two imprints given below : ] |

Se trouve k Paris: chez les P^res Oblats de
Marie Immacul6e

| et chez Ch. Letaille, editeur,

15, rue Garancifere.
| D6pos6 P. V.

Lacombe (A.) — Continued.

Se trouve ^ Montreal: chez les Peres Oblats.

Eglise S. Pierre,
| et chez M. Valois, libraire.

I
Imp. Lith. Olivier-Pinot Edit. ^ Epinal.

[1874?] (Eames, Pilling.)

Dictionnaire Frangais-Pied-Noir, re-

cueilli par le tres r6v. Pere A. Lacombe,

O. M. 1. (*)

Manuscript, about 500 pages (from 15,000 to

18,000 words), 12°. Compiled in the winter of

1882-1883 and no vv in possession ofRev. fimile Le-

gal, Piegan Reserve, Alberta, North-west Terri-

tory, who informs me that the Rev. C. Doucet,

stationed among the Blackfeet proper at Black-

foot Crossing, had some share in the collabo-

ration, and that the work is being perfected as

occasion permits.

In a later letter from Father Lacombe, dated

MacLeod, Jan. 17, 1890, he says: "I am yet

more or less with the Blackfeet, the Bloods, and
the Piegans. "When I have leisure I am work-
ing, with Father Legal, to complete the Black-

foot dictionary and grammar."

[Prayers, catechism, and hymns in

the Blackfoot language.] (*)

Manuscript, 60 pp. 12°, in possession of Rev.

Eraile Legal, Piegan Reserve, Alberta, N. W.
Territory.

See Baraga (F.)

See Baraga (F.) and Belcourt

(G. A.)

See Belcourt (G. A.)

[ and Legal (E.)] Vocabulaire de

la langue des Pieds-Noirs,
|
des Gens-

du-Sang et des Pi^ganes
|
recueilli par

les missiounaires
|
a Calgary et Fort

MacLeod
|
dans le nord-ouest de la

|

Puissance du Canada
|
Le 3 Decembre

1882.

Manuscript, 1 1. pp. 1-20, 1 1. folio ; compiled at

the request and in the possession of M. Alph.

Pinart, Paris, France.

Albert Lacombe was born at St. Sulplce,

Quebec, Canada, Feb. 28, 1827. He was or-

dained priest at St. Hyacinth in 1848 and im-

mediately left for Pembina, where he remained

two years. In 1851 he was sent to the mission

of Lake St. Anne, 40 mile^i north of Edmonton,

where he remained for twelve years, his charge

including the surrounding country inhubitod

by French half-breeds and Cree Indians, a large

portion of ills time being devoted to the study of

the language of the latter. During his stay at

the Lake St. Anne he joined the order of Oblates.

In 1863 Father Lacombe founded the new mis-

sion of St. Albert, 9 miles north of Edmonton,
and in 1866 the mission of St. Paul des Cris on

the Saskatchewan, where were gathered a num-
ber of Prairie Crees. From this point he made
numerous journeys to the Indian camps, among
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Lacombe (A.) — Continued.
others a long trip to Slave Lake and Ft. Dunve-

gan, returning by Lake Labiclie. Later he vis-

ited the Blackfeet, spending much time among
them, principally to study their language.

In 1871 he visited Montreal, but, returning to

the mission on the Saskatchewan, he revised

his Cree manuscripts, and in 1872 again visited

Montreal to arrange for their printing. He
visited Europe the same year, returned in 1873

and was appointed parish priest at St. Mary of

Winnipeg, where he remained until 1876, when
he was appointed an agent for the immigration

of French Canadians to Manitoba, retaining

this position for three years. In 1879 Father

Lacombe again visited Europe as a delegate to

the Oblate council, and upon his return was
made chaplain to attend the Catholics working

along the line of the Canadian Pacific Kail-

road, then building, in which capacity he re-

mained two years. In 1882 he returned to his

work among the Indians of the far ISTorth-west,

his headquarters for some years being at Cal-

gary and later at MacLeod.

Laet (Johannes de). BescTirij vinglie
|

van
I
West-Indien

|
door

!
loannes de

Laet.
I

Tweededruck:
|
In ontallijcke

plaetsen ver-
|
betert. vermeerdert, met

eenige
|
nieuwe Caerten, beelden van

|

versclieyden dieren eude
|

planten ver-

ciert.
I

Tot Leyden, bij de Elzeviers. A". 1630.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. engraved title as

above verso blank 1 1. dedication and privilege

2 11. introduction and contents 9 11. list of maps
and errata 1 1. text pp. 1-622, register 9 11. 14

maps, folio.

Numerals 1-10, parts of the human body, and

A short vocabulary of the Souriquois, p. 74.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Lenox.

In Stevens's Nuggets, no. 1616, a "fine copy,

lialf calf, " was priced 21. 2s. At the Fischer sale

one copy, no. 888, brought Gs., and another, no.

2495, was bought by Quaritch for 3«. 6d. At
i)he Murphy sale, no. 1417, a vellum copy sold

for $7.50. Quaritch, no. 28205, prices a "fine

<5opy in old calf, gilt," 51.

The original edition, in Dutch, Leyden, 1625,

does not contain the linguistics. (Astur, Brown,
Lenox.)

Novvs orbis
| sen | description! s

|

IndisB occidentalis
|
Libri XVIII.

|

Authore
|
loanne de Laet Antverp.

|

Novis Tabulis Geographicis et variis
|

Animantium, Plantarum Fructuuraque

I

Iconibus illustrati.
|
CvmPrivilegio.

|

Lvgd. Batav. apud Elzevirios. A**.

1633.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. engraved title as

above verso blank 1 1. dedication 1 1. verses and

Laet (J. de)— Continued.
list of maps 1 1. introduction 4 11. index of con-

tents 8 11. text pp. 1-104, 205-690, index 9 11. 14

maps, folio.

Vocabulary of the Souriquois, p. 53.—Num-
erals 1-10 of the Etchemin, p. 54.—Vocabulary
of the Sankikani, pp. 75-76.

Copies seen : Astor, Bancroft, Boston Athen-
aeum, British Museum, Congress, Lenox, "Wat-

kinson.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 1618, li!. lis.

6d. The Fisher copy, no. 889, vellum, brought

11. 5s.; the Squier copy, no. 617, calf, $5.75; the

Brinley copy, no. 37, vellum, $10 ; the Ramirez
copy, no 426, 10«. ; the Murphy copy, no. 1416,

vellum, $6.50. An old calf, gilt copy is priced

by Quaritch, no. 28206, 3Z.

L'histoire
|
dv

|
nouveau monde

| ou

I
description | des Indes | occiden-

tales,
I
Contenant dix-buict Liures,

|

Par le Sieur lean de Laet, d'Anuers
; ]

Enrichi de nounelles Tables GeograpM-
ques & Figures des

|
Animaux, Plantes

& Fruicts.
I

[Figure.]
|

A Leyde,
|
Chez Bonauenture & Abra-

ham Elseuiers, Imprimeurs
| ordinaires

de rVniuersit€.
|
do loc XL [1640].

Title verso blank 1 L Latin verses by D.

Heinsius verso list ofmaps 1 1. preface generate

4 11. table des chapitres etc. 8 11. text pp. 1-632,

table des matieres 6 11. 14 maps, folio.

Linguistics as under title next above, pp. 57,

58, 81.

Copies seen .- Astor, Boston Athenaeam, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Lenox.

Priced by Triibner, 1856, no. 1994, calf, 51. 58.,

and in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 1619, 11. lOs. The
Andrade copy, no. 1840, sold for iThlr. 21N'gr.

;

the Fischer copy, no. 2493, was bought by Quar-

itch for 11. 2s.; the Field copy, no. 1241, brought

$9.50. Leclerc, 1878, no. 317, prices a copy 50fr.

The Hamirez copy, no. 427, brought 11. 2s. and

the Murphy copy, no. 1415, half red morocco,

gilt edges, with an autograph letter of De Lae-;

dated Leyden, July, 1629, $10.50.

L'Histoire
|
du

|
Nouveau Monde

|

ou
I

description
|
des

(
Indes Occiden-

tales
I

Nouvelle France |
livre second

|

r^impression
|

Quebec
|
Typographic de P.-G. De-

lisle
I

1882

Cover title, reprint of title-page of the 1640

edition 1 1. title-page as above 1 1, text pp. 1-98,

8°. A reprint of chapters i-xxii.

Chap. xvi. Moeurs, coutumes, latigage des

Souriquois (pp. 70-74), contains names of the

parts of the body, relationships, and elements.

But 200 copies were printed, for private dis-

tribution, one of which I saw at the printing

office of M. Delisle, Quebec. Whether the

edition has been issued I do not know.
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Laet fJ. de)— Continued.

Extracts from the New World, or a

description of the West Indies. By
John de Laet, Director of the Dutch
West India Company, &c. Translated

from the original Dutch, by the editor

[George Folsoni].

In N"ew York Hist. Soc. Coll. eecond series,

vol. 1, pp. 281-316, New York, 1841, 8°.

Numerals 1-10, parts of the human body,

names of sexes, elements, animals, birds, and

fishes, in the language of the Sankikans, p. 313.

loannia
|
de Laet | Antuerpiani

|

notsB
I

ad
|
dissertationem

|
Hvgonis

Grotii
I

De Origine Gentium America-

narum :
|
et |

observationes aliqvot
|

ad meliorem indagiuem difificil-
| limse

illius Quaestionis.
|
[Ornament.]

|

Parisiis,
|
Apud Viduam Gvilielmi

Pel6,
I

via lacobsea sub signo Crucis

aureffi.
|
M.DC.XLIII [1643].

Title verso blank 1 1. preface pp. 3-6, text

pp. 7-223, sm. S°.

A few words of Souriquois and Sankikani, pp.
147-151.—Numerals 1-100 in Sankikaui compar-

ed with Huron and Mexican, pp. 174-175.

Copies seen : Lenox.

Another issue with title-page as follows:

Joannis de Laet
| Antwerpiani

|

notsB
I

ad
|
dissertationem

|
Hugonis

Grotii
I

De Origine Gentium America-

uarum:
|
et

|
observationes

|
aliquot ad

meliorem indaginem
|
difficillimse illius

Qusestionis.
|

[Design.]
|

Amstelodami,
|
Apud Ludovicum El-

zevirium.
|
CIO IOC XLIII [1643J.

Title reverse blank 1 1. preface pp. 3-6, text

pp. 7-223, sm. 8°.

Linguistics as under title next above, pp.
147-151, 174-175.

Copies seen : Boston Athensenra, British Mu-
seum, Congress, Lenox, Trumbull.

At the Fischer sale, nos. 890 and 2496, two
copies sold, the one for 6*. and the other for 8s.

6d. At the Ramirez sale a copy, no. 428, bound
up with another work on the same subject,

brought 7a.

An edition with the title-page almost identi-

cal as follows

:

loannis de Laet
|
Antwerpiani

|

notsB I ad
|
dissertationem [ Hugonis

Grotii
I

De Origine Gentium America-

narum : | et
|
observationes

|
aliquot

ad meliorem indaginem difficillimae
|

illius Qusestionis.
|
[Design.]

|

Amstelodami,
|
Apud Lvdovicvm El-

zivirivm.
|
cloloc XLIII [1643].

Laet (J. de) — Continued.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface pp. 3-6, text

(page for page as in the Amsterdam edition

titled next above) pp. 7-223, 16°.

Copies seen: Congress.

Lafl^che {Pere Louis Francois Richer).

Mission du Nordouest. Lettre de M.

Richer-LaH^che, pretre-missionuaire, ^

Mgr. Parchev^que de Quebec.

In Notice sur les missions da diocese de Que-

bec, no. 11, pp. 1-17, Quebec, 1855, 12°. Dated
from Saint Boniface de la Eiviere-Rouge, 15

juin, 1853.

Sign of the cross in Algonquine, Ab6naquise

and Crise, p. 15.—Aifixes and prefixes in Al-

gonquine and Hebraique, p. 16.

See G-arin (A. M.) for title of an article con-

taining the same linguistics.

Les noms de quelques tribus, locali-

t6s, etc., appartieueut aux diff^rents

dialectes de la langue algonquine,

paries depuis le Labrador, j'usqu'aux

sources de la Saskatchewan, aux pieds

des Montagues de Roches.

In Notice sur les missions du diocese de Qu6-

bee, no. 12, pp. 100-105, Quebec, 1857, 12°.

Louis rran9ois Richer Lafl6che, Canadian

Roman Catholic bishop, born in Sainte Annede
la Perade, Quebec, 4 Sept. 1818. He was edu-

cated at Nicolet College, ordained priest in

1844, and was a missionary near Red Rive'r from

1844 till 1856. He was appointed a professor at

Nicolet College in 1856, vicar-general of Three

Rivers in 1859, bishop of Anthedon in partibus

infidelium in 1866, and Avas consecrated second

Roman Catholic bishop of Three Rivers in

1810.—Appleto7i's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

La Harpe (Jean Frangois de). Abr^g6
1

de
I

I'histoire g6n6rale
|
des voyages,

I

contenant
|
Ce qu'il y a de plus re-

marquable, de plus utile ife
|
de mieux

av^r^ dans les pays ou les Yoyageurs
|

out p6n6tr^; les moeurs des Habitans,

la Religion, |
les Usages, Arts & Sci-

ences, Commerce,
|
Manufactures ; en-

richie de Cartes g^ographiques
| & de

figures.
I

Par M. De La Harpe, de

I'Acad^mie Frangaise.
|
Tome premier

[-irente-deux].
|
[Design.]

|

A Paris, [
H6tel de Thou, rue des

Poitevins. |
M.DCC.LXXX[-An IX.—

1801] [1780-1801].
I
Avec Approbation,

& Privilege du Roi.

32 vols. 8°, and atlas, 1804, 4°.

The hymn O salutaris hostia in Abenaki,

Algonkin, Huron, and Illinois (from Raslea),

vol. 14, pp. 398-399.

Copies seen : Astor, Congreaa.
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La Harpe (J. F. de)— Continued.

Abr6g6
I
de

|
I'Histoire Gen^rale

|

des voyages, I contenant
|
ce qu'il y a de

plus remarquable, de plus utile et de
|

mieux av^r^ dans les pays oii les voy-

ageurs ont
|
p6n^tr6; les mceurs des

habitans, la religion, les
|
usages ; artset

sciences, commerce et manufac-
|
tures.

I
Par J. F. LaHarpe.

|
Tome Premier

[-Vingt-quatrieme].
|

A Paris,
|
Chez Ledoux et Tenr^

Libraires,
|
RuePierre-Sarrozin,N"8.

|

1816.

24 vols. 12°.

Linguistics as under title next above, vol. 13,

pp. 184-185.

Copies seen : British Museum.

Abr^g^
I

de
|
Thistoire g^n^rale |

des

voyages,
|
contenant | ce qu'il y a de

plus remarquable, de plus utile et de

mieux
|
av6r^ dans les pays oti les voy-

ageurs ont p6n^tr6 ; les
|
moeurs des

habitans, la religion, les usages, arts et

I
sciences, commerce et manufactures

;

I
Par J. F. LaHarpe.

|
Nouvelle Edition,

j
revue et corrigee aveo le plus grand

soin,
I

et accompagn^e d'un bel atlas in-

folio.
I

Tome premier [-vingt-qua-

tri^me].
|

A Paris,
|
chez Etienne Ledoux, li-

braire,
|
rue Gu^n6gaud, N° 9. | 1820.

24 vols. 8°,

Linguistics as under titles above, vol. 14, p.

338.

Copies seen : Congress.

According to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 38632,

there are editions, Paris, Achille Jourdan, 1822,

30vols.8O; Paris, 1825, 30 vols. 8°; Lyon, Rusand,
1829-'30, 80 vols. 8°.

Lahontan (Armand Louis de Delondarce

Baron de). Nouveaux
|
voyages

|
de

|

Mr. le baron de Lahontan,
|
dans

|

I'Amerique
|
septentrionale,

|

Qui cou-

tiennent une relation des diif6reus Peu-

ples
I
qui y habitent ; la nature de leur

Gouvernement ; leur
|
Commerce, leurs

Coutumes, leur religion, & |
leur ma-

ni^re de faire la Guerre.
|
L'int^ret des

Francois & des Anglois dans le Cora-
|

merce qu'ils font avec ces Nations;

I'avautagft que
[
I'Angleterre peut retirer

dans ce Pais, 6tant
|
en Guerre avec la

France,
j
Le tout enrichi de Cartes & de

Figures.
|
Tome premier.

|
[Figure of

woman, under which is the legeud Ho-
noratus qui virtutem honorat.]

|

Lahontan (A. L. deD.)— Continued.
AlaHaye,

|
Chez les Fr^res I'Honor^,

Marchands Libraires.
|
M. DCCIII

[1703].

Title, red and black, verso blank 1 1. (lines 2,

4, 6, 8, 12, 17, 18, and 20 in red, the remainder, in-

cluding the figure, in black), 6pitre ^ sa majest6

4 unnumbered pp. preface 7 unnumbered pp.
table des lettres 9 unnumbered pp. text pp.
1-266, explication de quelques termes pp. 267-

279, 16°. Preceding the title-page is a double-

page engraving; on the left in an oval is a nude
Indian, in his left hand an arrow and in his

right a bow, his left foot being on a book, his

right on a crown and scepter. Over the figure

are the legends Planche du litre and Et leges et

sceptra terit. On the right, in a circle, is a globe

surrounded by stars. At the top are the words
Planche du titre and over the globe the words
Orbis Patria. Fficing the title-page is a single-

page map headed Carte generate de Canada a,

petit point. Following the title-page is a fold-

ing map headed ou the left Carte que les Gnac-

sitares ont dessine etc., and on the right Carte

de la riviere longue etc. Scattered through the

volume are 11 engraved plates. See the fac-

simile of the title-page.

Copies seen : Astor, Brown, Lenox.

Title to the becond volume as follows:

Memoires
|
de

|
I'Amerique

|
septentrionale,

I

ou la suite
| des voyages de Mr. le

|
baron de

Lahontan.
|

Qui contiennent la Description d'une
grande eten-

|
due de Pais de ce Continent,

rint6iet des Fran9oi9 & des |
Anglois, leurs

Commerces, leurs Navigations,
| les Mceurs &.

les Coutumes des Sauvages &c.
|
Avec un petit

Dictionaire de la Langue du Pals,
|
Le tout en-

richi de Cartes & de Figures.
|
Tome second.

|

[Figure as in vol. 1, ] |

A la Haye,
|
Chez les Fr6res 1' Honore, Mar-

chands Libraires.
|
M. DCCIII [170'3].

Title, red and black, verso blank 1 1. (lines 1,

3, G, 7, 12, 14, 15, and 17 are in red, the others, in-

cluding the figure, are in black), text pp. 3-220,

table des matieres 8 11. 16°. Preceding the title-

page is the double-page engraving, as in vol. 1.

Following the title-page is a foldingmap headed

on the left Carte generale de Canada and on the

Tight TerredeLabrador etc. Scattered through

the volume are 10 engraved plates. See the

fac-simile of the title-page.

Petit dictionaire de la langue des sauvages,

French and Algonkin, pp. 195-214.—Conjuga-

tion of the verb to love, in Algonkin, sakia, pp.

214-215.—Numerals 1-1000 in Algonkin, pp. 216-

217.—Quelques mots Hurons, pp. 219-220.

Copies seen : Astor, Brown, Lenox.

Title to the third voluTie as follows :

Suple'ment |
aux voyages

|
<lu

|
baron de La-

hontan,
I
Ou Ton trouve des Dialogues curieux

1
entre

|

I'auteur |
et |

un sauvage | De bon

sens qui a voyag6. |
L'on y voit aussi plusieurs

Observations faites par le meme
|
Auteur, dans

ses Voyages en Portugal, en Espagne,
|
en Hol-

landc, & en Dannemarck, &c.
|
Tome troi-

. sie'me. | Avec Figures.
|

[Figureasin vol. l.J j
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D E

Mr. LE baron DE LAHONTAN,

LAM Ek\ dU E
SEPTENTRIONALE,

Qui contknneot uae relation des dMcttns Peuplcs
^ui y habitent ; !a nature de icurGoayernemcnr $ icur

Commerce, huvs Coutaiiies^ leur Reiigion ^ $c -.

kur maniere dc £ike k Guerre,

Uintiiit ic% Ftmiqois ^''4t$ Anglois dans !eCom-»
mtrct qu'ils iom.im^ztts^miom'y Tavantagc que

I'Ailgktcrccpeut mircr^ans ce Pais^^ etanc

€11 Gucfrc avec la France-

Le tQut r^fichi th Cartes ^ de -Figures.

T O.ME PREMIER.

A LA HA YE,
€^l ks Frdrcs I'H o N o r e , Pvfarchands Libraires,

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF LAHONTAN'S NOUVEAUX VOYAGES.





MEMO IRES
D E
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f SEPTENTRIONALE,
' ' 0-U,LASUITE
DES VOYAGES DE Mr. LE

[

BARON DE LAHONTAN-
': Qtii contienncnt la Dcfcriptioo cPiinc grandc etcn-
f due de Pais de cc Continent, Imtcrctdes Francois &di;s'

Anglois , Icurs Commerces ^ lears Navigations
^

ies Moeiirs & ics Coucumes dcs Saiivages &c.

Jve^' tm petit DiBionmrt ik h Langcte ,1: Pals.

Ic tout cnrichi ic Cartes & de Figures.

TOME SECOND,

i A L A H A Y E,
l%hcL'lcs Frercs rH o k o r e\ Marchands Libraircs.

L
M, D CC III

1

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF LAHONTAN'S M^MOIRES.
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* • Atsc Figures.

.^

^-tRTWl
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^ P^CC I J I,

.^._.i

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF LAHONTAN'S SUPLEMENT.
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VOYAGES

D E
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LAMER I CLUE
SEPTENTRIONALE.

^f €0iiriciineii| 'ant Rclaiioii fe dliierent

Fcupks €pi f h^Mmm % h nimirt ic Icur

Cou^i^mcmeni s hm Coiiwiercc ^ Iciri&3^
tiipes ^ Jcur EdigioB ^ $€ Imt tmsmm^
feire k Gucrix*

^latlrlt iies Fran^"ois& des Anj^lois ilans k Commcf^
s*-qu*i]i fonc avec ccs Nacions 5 Tavamagc qac
-, rAogicccrre peat r^rircr dans ccPa'is, txAm

ea Guerre avec la france,,

.TOME PREMIER,

„
'A LA HAYE, ~ ^

•

"^M^ifii 1* WV * « J(H

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF LAHONTAN'S NOUVEAUX VOYAGES.
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Ic lout cisricM dc Caftcs ^ Jc H|iir%

TOME SECO.MIX^-
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FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF LAHONTAN'S MEMOIRES.
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NOU VE AUX
V O Y A G E*S

D £
/

M^ LE BAR01:>[ DE'LAHONTAN,
DANS

LAM.ERiaUE
SEPTENTRIONALF,

Qui contiennent unc' relation dcs difiercirs Pe^lc«

qui y habitent ; la nature de leur Gouvernefnent.i

Icur Conimerce , leur Coutumes , leur Reh- .

gion , & leur maniere de faire la Guerre. ^

Vlmkiii des Francois & des Anglois dans It Commer-
ce qu'ifs font avec ces Nations j I'avantagc que *

i'Angleterrcpeutretirerdans'Ce Pais, ecanc
''

- cu Guerre avec la France,

*J^tiM enrichi de Cartes & de.Figures.'.

TOME PREMIEI^.

;|::.. ; -a la ha ye-;,. ,.:... •._;,

Giez le's 'fibres 1'Honore' , Maichands tibJiise
'

. U. DCCUL

r1

'M

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF LAHONTAN'S NOUVEAUX VOYAGES.
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Lahontan (A. L. deD.)— Continued.
i

A la Haye,
|
Chez les Fr6res I'Honor^, Mar-

chands Libraires.
|
M. DCC. Ill ]1703].

Title in black verso blank 1 1. preface 6 11.

avis de I'auteur au lecteur 1 1. text pp. 1-222,

16°. Scattered through the volume are 6 en-

graved plates.

Copies seen: Brown.

The only complete set of the three-volume

edition I know of is that in the Carter Brown
library, Providence, R. I., and this set I have

used in the above description, which will not

apply in all respects to other copies of the first

two volumes of this edition. The Lenox copy

for instance—a sound and fine copy in the orig-

inal binding—is minus the double-page en-

graving preceding the title-page m both vol-

umes 1 and 2; and the large folded maps in

volumes 1 and 2 of the Brown copy are in vol-

umes 2 and 1 respectively of the Lenox copy.

According to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 38636,

this is the original edition of Lahontan's Voy-

ages. I have seen two other editions, two vol-

umes each, in French, of the same date, as fol-

lows :

Nouveaux | voyages |
de

|
M'' le ba-

ron de Lahontan,
|
dans

|
I'Amerique

|

septentrionale,
|
Qui contiennent une

Relation des differens
|
Peuples qui y

habitent; la nature de leur
|
Gouver-

nement; leur Commerce, leurs Qot.-
\

tumes, leur Religion, & leur mani^re

de
1
faire la Guerre.

|

L'intdrdt des Fran-

cois «&. des Anglois dans le Commer-
|

ce

qu'ils font avec ces Nations ; I'avantage

que
I

I'Angleterre peut retirer dans ce

Pa'is, 6tant | en Guerre avec la France.

I
Le tout enrichi de Cartes &. de Fi-

gures.
I

Tome premier.
|

[Scroll.]
|

A la Haye,
|
Chez les Fr^res I'Honor^,

Marchands Libraires. | M. DCCIII

[1703].

Title, red and black, verso blank 1 1. (lines

2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18, 19, and 21 are in red, the

remainder in black), 6pitre a sa Majesty 4 un-

numbered pp. preface 7 unnumbered pp. table

dea lettres 11 pp. text pp. 1-279, 16°. Preceding

the title-page is a single-page engraving;

within an oval is a nude Indian, in yfh.ose right

hand is an arrow and in the left a bow ; the

right foot rests on a book, the left on a crown

and scepter. Over the figure are the legends

Planche du Titre and Et leges et sceptra terit.

Facing p. 9 is a single-page map. Carte generate

du Canada en petit point, and facing p. 186 the

folding map with headings Carte que les Gnacsi-

tares ont dessine etc. and Carte de la riviere

longue, etc. Besides these there are scattered

through the volume 13 engraved plates. See

the fac-simile of the title-page.

Copies seen : Brown, Massachusetts Histor-

ical Society.

Title of vol. 2 as follows

:

ALG 19

Lahontan (A. L. de D.) — Continued.
Memoires

|
de

|
I'Amerique

| septentrionale,

I
ou la suite des voyages | de | M'' le baron de

Lahontan.
|
Qui contiennent la Description

d'une grande
|
6tendue de Pais de ce Conti-

nent, rint6ret
|
des Frangois & des Anglois,

leurs Com- | merces, leurs Navigations, les

Moeurs &
|
les Cofitumes des Sauvages &c.

|

Avec un petit Dictionnaire de la Langues du
Pais.

I
Le tout enrichi de Cartes & de Figures.

I
Tome second.

|
[Scroll.]

|

A la Haye,
|
Chez les Fr6res I'Honore, Mar-

chands Libraires.
|
M. DCCIII [1703].

Title, red and black, verso blank 1 1. (lines

1, 3, 5, 7, 13, 15, 16, and 18 are in red, the re-

mainder in black), text pp. 3-220, table des

matieres 9 11. verso 9th blank, 16°. Following

the title-page is a folding map. Carte geiierale

de Canada. In addition to this there are scat-

tered through the volume 10 engraved plates.

See the fac-simile of the title-page.

Petit dictionnaire de la langue des sauvages

[Algonkin], etc. pp. 195-217.—Quelques mots
Hurons, pp. 219-220.

Copies seen : Brown, Massachusetts Histor-

ical Society.

Nouveaux
|
voyages | de |

IVIi" le ba-

ron de Lahontan, |
dans |

I'Amerique
|

septentrionale,
|
Qui contiennent une

relation des differens Peuples
|

qui y
habitent ; la nature de leur Gouverne-

ment
; |

leur Commerce^ leur \_sic'] Cou-

tumes, leur Reli-
|
gion, & leur maniere

de faire la Guerre, j
L'int^r^t des Fran-

cois & des Anglois dans le Commer-
|
ce

qu'ils font avec ces Nations ; I'avantage

que
I

I'Angleterre peut retirer dans ce

Pais, 6tant
|
en Guerre avec la France.

I
Le tout enrichi de Cartes & de Fi-

gures.
I

Tome premier.
|
[Picture of a

globe.]
I

A la Haye,
|

Chez les Fr6res I'Honor^,

Marchands Libraire Isic^ |
IVI. DCCIII

[1703].

Title in black verso blank 1 1. 6pitre k sa

majesi6 Frederic IV 4 unnumbered pp. preface

7 unnumbered pp. table des lettres 11 unnum-
bered pp. text pp. 1-266, explication de quel-

ques termes pp. 267-279, 16°. Preceding the

title-page is a single-page engraving; within

an oval is a nude Indian, in his right hand an

arrow, in his left a bow, his right foot resting

on a book, his left on a crown and scepter.

Facing p. 9 is a small folding map, Carte gene-

rate du Canada en petit point, and facing p.

136 the larger map with the two headings::

Carte que les Onacsiiares ont dessine etc. and

Carte de la riviere longue etc. In addition to

these there are scattered through the volume

11 engraved plates. See the fac-simile of the

title-pa ge.

Copies seen: Congre&s, Lenox.
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Lahontan (A. L. de D.)— Continued.
Title of vol. 2 a^s follows

:

Memoires
|
de [ I'Amerique |

septentrionale,

I
ou la suite des voyages

|
de | Mr le baron de

Lahontan.
|
Qui contiennent la Description

d'une grande etendue de
|
Pais de ce Continent,

I'interdt des Francois & des
| Anglois, leurs

Commerces, leurs Navigations, les
|
Mceurs &

les Coutumes des Sauvages, &c.
|
Avec un

petit Dictionnaire de la Langue du Pais.
|
Le

tout enrichi de Cartes & de Figures.
|
Tome

second.
|

[Picture of a globe.]
|

A la Have,
|
Chez les Freres I'Honore, Mar-

chaud [sic] Libraires.
[
M. DCCIII [1703J.

Title in black verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-220,

table des macieres 9 11. verso 9th blank, 16°.

Facing p. 5 is a folding map, Carte generate de

Canada, and scattered through the volume
there are 11 engraved plates. See the fac-simile

of the title-page.

Petit dictionnaire de la langue des sauvages
• [Algonkin], etc. pp. 195-217.—Quelques mots

Hurous, pp. 219-220.

Copies seen: Congress, Lenox.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no, 737, 40 fr. and by
Quaritch, no. 12162, old calf, gilt, 11. 5s.

Assuming, as Sabin says, that the 8- vol. edi-

tion of 1703 is the original, vol. 1 of each of the

two 2-vol. editions agrees with It page for page

and nearly line for line in the matter following

the preface, i. e., from the beginning of the text,

p. 1. In vol. 2 the editions run alike page for

page throughout the text ; the tables at the end

agree in the two 2-vol. editions, both of which

differ from the second volume of the 3-vol. edi-

tion. The type ofthe two 2-vol. editions is very

nearly the same, but differs materiallj' from

that ased in the same (second) volume of the

3-vol. edition. The head and tail pieces and the

initial letters differ materially in all three edi

tions, as do also the engraved plates and maps;

and there are minor discrepancies throughout

the text of all the editions.

It will be noticed that the position of the fig-

ure in the preliminary plate in vol 1 of each of

the two 2-vol. editions is reversed from that in

vol. 1 of the 3-vol. edition belonging to the Car-

ter Brown library, and that it does not appear

at all in the second volume ofeither of the 2-vol.

editions or in the third volume of the 3-vol. edi-

tion. Altogether, the make-up of the 2-vol.

editions is inferior, especially in the engraved
- plates, to that of the 3-vol. edition.

I am indebted to the owners of these editions

for kindly sending them to me for inspection,

so that I have been fortunate in having them
all under the eye at the same time. I took ad-

vantage of the opportunity to make a photo-

graphic copy of each of the title-pages, as well

as of those of some other editions, and have

thus been enabled to read the proof of these

titles from facsimiles. Ithasnot been thought

necessary to call special attention, by the use

of brackets, to all the minor errors and differ-

ences in spelling and punctuation.

Lahontan (A. L. de D.)— Continued.—— New
I
voyages

|
to

| North-America.

I

Containing
|
An Account of the sev-

eral Nations of that vast Con-
|

ti-

nent; their Customs, Commerce, and
Way of

I

Navigation upon the La.kes

and Rivers ; the seve-
j ral Attempts of

the English and French to dispossess

I

one another; with the Reasons of the

Miscarriage
|
of the former; and the

various Adventures be-
|
tween the

French, and the Iroquese Confederates

of
I
England, from 1683 to 1694.

|
A

Geographical Description of Canada,
and a Natu-

|
ral History of the Coun-

try, with Remarks upon
|
their Govern-

ment, and the Interest of the English
|

and French in their Commerce.
|
Also a

dialogue between the Author and a

General of the
|
Savages, giving a full

View of the Religion and strange
|

Opinions of those People : With an Ac-

count of the Au-
I
thors Retreat to Por-

tugal and Denmark, and his Remarks

I

on those Courts.
|
To which is added,

I
A Dictionary of the Algonkiue Lan-

guage, which is generally
|
spoke in

North-America.
|

Illustrated with

Twenty Three Mapps and Cutts.
|

Written in French
|
By the Baron

Lahontan, Lord Lievtenant
|
of the

French Colony at Placentia in New-
|

foundlaud, now in England.
|
Done

into English.
|
In two Volumes.

| A
great part of which never Printed in

the Original.
|

London : |
Printed for H. Bonwicke in

St. Paul's Church-yard
; |

T. Goodwin,

M. Wotton, B. Tooke, in Fleet-street

;

and S. Manship
|
in Cornhill, 1703.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication to William

Dake of Devonshire 1 1. preface 4 Jl. contents

6 II. text pp. 1-274, table pp. 275-280, 2 maps,

plates, 12°.

Title of vol. 2 as follows:

New
I
voyages | to | North-America.

| Giv-

ing a full Account of the Customs,
I
Commerce,

Religion, and strange O-
|
pinions of the Sav-

ages of that Country. | With i Political Re-

marks upon the Courts I of Portugal and Den-
mark, and the Present [ State of the Commerce
of those Countries. | Never Printed before.

|

"Written | By the Baron Lahontan, Lord ] Lieu-

tenant of the French Colony at
|
Placentia in

Newfoundland : Now in
|
England. | Yol. II.

|

London:
|
Printed for H. Bonwicke in St.

Paul's Church-yard; T. Goodwin,
| M. Wotton,



MEMOIRES
D • E

TAM ERiaUE
SEP.TENTRIONALE.
OULA SUITE DES VOYAGES

- . BE
.<MrLE baron de lahontan.

Qui contienneoc la Defciiption <!*mie giaode etendii'dtie

Pai's de ce Continent , Tioter^c des Frao^ois & des
" Anglois , feors .Commerces , leurs NayigaLiaus ^ k$
" Mceors & les Coutumes des Sauvages , Sec.

, ^=^vs€ urn ^em'Di&mmsinde la Lrngmdn Pdh^
Xc mm. tniithi de Cartes & de Flgtirci.

TOME SECOND.

v.'^i
^^

A t A H A Y E , -

^^ Icjj Ft^rcs rif% « o R e' , Ma.-chani Llt>ra!rc$^

M. DCCllI.

i

ijf

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF LAHONTAN'S MEMOIRES.
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Lahontan (A. L. de D.)— Continued.

B. Tooke in Fleetstreet; and S. Manship in

Cornhill, |
1703.

Title verao blank 1 1. text pp. 1-302, index

7 11. 12°.

A short dictionary of the most universal lan-

guage of the savages [Algonkin] etc., pp. 287-

.301.—Some Huron words, pp. 301-302.

Copies seen : Brown, Harvard, Watkinson.
The Fischer copy, no. 2500, was bought by

Triibner for 9s. The Field copy, no. 1245,

brought $12. Qaaritch, no. 12164, prices it 11.

88.

Nouveaux
(
voyages

|
deMrlebaroa

I
de Lahontan,

|
dans

|
TAmerique |

septentrionale.
|
Qui contiennent une

relation des differens Peu-
|
pies qui y

liabitent, la nature de leur Gouver-
|

nement, leur Commerce, leur Costume,

leur
I

Eeligion, & leur maniere de faire

la Guerre,
j
L'inter^t des Frangois &

des Anglois dans le
|
Commerce qu'ils

font avecces Nations, Fa-
|
vantage que

I'Angleterre pent retirer dans ce
|
Pa'is,

^tant en Guerre avec la France.
|
Le

tout enrichi de Cartes &. de Figures.
|

Tome premier.
|
[Scroll.]

|

A la Haye,
|

Chez les Freres LHonore',

Marchands Libraires.
|

M.DCCIV
[1704].

Title in black verso blank 1 1. 6pitre 4 pp.

preface 5 pp. table des lettres 9 pp. text pp.

1-280, 2 maps, plates, 16o.

Title of vol. 2 as follows :

Memoires
|
de

|
I'Amerique

|
septentrionale,

I
ou

I
la suite des voyages |

de
|
Mr le baron de

Lahontan.
|

Qui contiennent la Description

d'une
I
grande 6tendue de pais de ce Conti-

|

nent, I'interfit des Fiangois & des An-
|

glois,

leurs Commerces, leurs Na-
|
vigations, les

Moeurs & les Coiitu-
|
mes des Sauvages, &c.

|

avec un petit Dictionnaire de la Langu^ du
Pals.

I
Le tout enrichi de Cartes & de Figures.

I
Et augmente dans ce second Tome de la ma-

I
niere dont les Sauvages se r6galent.

j

fScroll.l
I

A la Haye, | Chez les Freres LHonor6,
Marchands Libraires. |

M.DCCIY [1704].

Title in black verso blank 1 1. text pp. 2-222,

table des matieres 9 11. map, plates, 16°.

Algonkin dictionary etc., pp. 199-220.—Huron
words, pp. 220-222.

This edition does not agree in type or pages

with any of the three editions of 1703.

Copies seen : Brown, Maisonneuve.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 739, 20 fr.

I have seen two editions of the supplemental

volume of the date of 1704, each of which, ex-

cept the title-page, is evidently from the same
type as vol. 3 of the 1703 edition ; the titles are

as follows

:

Dialogues
| De Monsieur le | baron de La-

hontan
I
Et d'un

I
sauvage, | Dans I'Amerique.

Lahontan (A. L. de D.)— Continued.

I
Contenant une description exacte des moeurs

I
& des coutumes de ces Peuples Sauvages.

|

Avec les Voyages du meme en Portugal & en
|

Danemarc, dans lesquels on trouve des parti-
|

oularitez tr6s curieuses, & qu'on n'avoit
I
point

encore remarqu6es.
| Le tout enrichi de Cartes

&de Figures.
|
[Ornament.]

|

A Amsterdam,
I
Chez la Veuve deBoeteman,

I
Et se vend

|
A Londres, chez David Mortier,

Li-
1
braire dans le Strand, ^I'Enseigned'Erasme.

|M.DCCIV[1704].
Title (black and red) verso blank 1 1. preface

6 11. avis de I'auteur 1 1. text of the dialogues

pp. 1-103, half-title verso blank 1 1. text of the

voyages de Portugal etc. pp. 107-222, 6 maps
and plates, 16°.

Copies seen : Astor, Brown, Lenox.

Suite
I
Du

I
voyage, ] De I'Amerique,

| Ou
dialogues

|
DeMonsieur le

|
baron de Lahontan

I
Et d'un

I
sauvage,

| Dans I'Amerique. Con-
tenant une description | exacte des moeurs &
des coutumes de ces | Peuples Sauvages. I

Avec les Voyages du meme en Portugal & en
|

Danemarc, dans lesquels on trouve des parti-
|

cularitez tr6s curieuses, & qu'on n'avoit
|

point

encore remarqu6e8.
|
Le tout enrichi de Cartes

& de Figures.
|
[Scroll.]

|

A Amsterdam, | Chez la Veuve deBoeteman,

I
Et se vend ]

A Londres, chez David Mortier,

Li -
1
braire dans le Strand, ^I'Enseigne d'Erasme.

I
M.DCCIV [1704].

Title (black and red) reverse blank 1 1. preface

6 11. avis de I'auteur au lecteur 1 1. text of the

dialogues pp. 1-103, half-title verso blank 1 1.

text of the voyages etc. pp. 107-222, 6 plates

and maps, 16°.

Copies seen : Congress, Lenox.

—— Voyages
|
du baron

|
dela Hontan

|

dans
I

I'Amerique
|
septentrionale,

|

Qui contiennent une Relation des dif-

ferens Peuples
I

qui y habitent*; la

nature de leur Gouvernement ; leur
|

Commerce, leurs Cofttumes, leur Re-

ligion, &
I

leur maniere de faire la

Guerre:
|
L'lnt^rSt des Frangois & des

Anglois dans le Com-
| merce qu'ils

font avec ces Nations ; I'avantage

que
I

I'Angleterre pent retirer de ce

Pais, etant
|
en Guerre avec la France.

I
Le tout enrichi de Cartes & de

Figures.
|
Tome premier.

|
Seconde Edi-

tion, revue, corrigee, & augment^e.
|

[Vignette.]
|

A la Haye,
| Chez Jonas PHonord,

& Compagnie.
|
MDCCV [1705].

Vol. 2 has title as follows

:

Memoires
|
de

1
I'Amerique

| septentrionale,

! ou la suite
| des voyages de Mr. le

|
baron de

la Hontan:
|
Qui contiennent la Description

d'une grande 6tendue
| de Pais de ce Continent,

rint6ret des Fran9ois & des | Anglois, leurs
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Commerces, leurs Navigations,

| les Moears &
les Coutumes des Sauvages, &c. |

Avec un petit

Dictionaire de la Langue du Pais. | Le tont

enrichi de Cartes & de Figures.
|
Tome Second.

I
Seconde Edition, augment6e des Conversa-

tions de
I
I'Auteur avec un Sauvage distingu6.

1
[Vignette.]

|

A Amsterdam, |
Pour Jonas I'Honor^ k la

Haye. | M DCC V [1705].

2 vols. : frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1.

preface 4 11. table 4 11. plate of tbe globe recto

blank 1 1. folded map, text pp. 1-364, explication

de quelques termes pp. 365-376, 11 other plates

;

map {carte generate de Canada) 1 1. title verso

blank 1 1. folded map, text pp. 5-196, conversa-

tions de I'auteur pp. 197-310, half-title verso

blank 1 1. dictionairOj pp. 313-336, table 1 1. 12

plates, 16°.

Algonkin dictionary etc. vol. 2, pp. 310-335.—

Huron words, pp. 335-336.

Copies seen : British Museum, Brown, Lenox.

A copy at the Fischer sale, no. 2499, brought

Is. At the Murphy sale, no. 1424. a half-calf

copy brought $3.50. Quaritch, no. 288S9, prices

a call copy 11.

Voyages
|
du Baron

|
de Lahontan

|

dans
I

FAmerique
|
Septentrionale^

|

Qui contieunent une Relation des diff6-

rens
|
Peuples

|

qui y habitent ; la na-

ture de leur
|
Gouvernement, leur

|

Commerce, leurs
|
Coiltumes, leur Re-

ligion, ifc
I

leur maniere de faire la

Guerre :
|
L'lnt^ret des Frangois &, des

Anglois dans le Com-
|
merce qu'ils font

avec ces Nations ; I'avantage que
|

I'Angleterre pent retirer de ce Pais,

6tant
I

en Guerre avec la France.
|
Le

tout enrichi de Cartes & de Figures.
|

Tomepremier[-second].
|
Seconde Edi-

tion, revue, corrig^e & augment^e.
|

[Design.]
|

A Amsterdam,
|
Chez Francois I'Ho-

nor^, vis-k-vis de la Bourse,
j
MDCCV

[1705],

2 vols.: frontispiece 1 . 1. title verso blank 1 1.

preface 4 11. table 4 11. folding map, picture of the

globe verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-376 ; map (carte

generale de Canada) 1 1. title-page (Memoires

etc. with imprint, A Amsterdam,
|
Chez Fran-

9ois l'Honor6 & Compagnie. | MDCCV fl705])

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 5-336, table 1 1. 16°.

Linguistics as under titles above.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Harvard.

Voyages
|
du baron

|
de la Hontan

|

dans
I
FAmerique

|
septentrionale,| Qui

contiennent une Relation des differens

Peuples
I

qui y habitent ; la nature de

leur Gouvernement ; leur
|
Commerce,

leurs Cofttumes, leur Religion ; & |
leur

Lahontan (A. L. de D.)— Continued,

raani^re de faire la Guerre :
|
L'Interfit

des Francois & des Anglois dans le

Com-
I
merce qu'ils font avec ces Na-

tions; Favantage que
| FAngleterre

pent retirer de ce Pais, 6tant I en Guerre

avec la France.
| Le tout enrichi de

Cartes & de Figures.
| Tome premier.

|

Seconde Edition, revue, corrig^ isic']^

& augment6e.
|
[Vignette.]

|

A la Haye,
|
Chez Charles Delo, sur

le Singel.
|
MDCCVI [1706].

Title of vol. 2 as follows:

Memoires
|
de

|
I'Amerique

|
septentrionale,

I
ou la suite

|
des voyages de Mr. le

|
baron de

la Hontan:
|
Qui contiennent la Description

d'une grande 6tendue
|
de Pais de ce continent,

I'interet des Fran9ois & des | Anglois, leurs

Commerces, leurs Navigations,
|
les Mceurs &

les Coutumes des Sauvages, &c. | Avec un petit

Dictionaire de la Langue du Pais. | Le tout

enrichi de Cartes & de Figures.
|
Tome second.

I
Seconde Edition, augment^edes conversations

.

I
de I'Auteur avec un Sauvage distingu6.

|

[Vignette.]
|

A la Haye,
| Chez Charles Delo, sur le Singel.

I
MDCCVI [1706].

2 vols. : engraved title verso blank 1 1. title

verso blank 1 1. preface 4 11. table 4 11. plate ofthe

globe recto blank 1 1. text pp. 1-364, explication

de quelques termes pp. 365-376, 11 other plates;

title verso blank 1 1. map {carte generale de

Canada) 1 1. folded map, text pp. 5-196, con-

versations del'auteurpp. 197-310, halftitle verso

blank 1 1, dictionaire etc pp. 313-336, folded

map, table 1 1. 12 plates, 16°.

Algonkin dictionary etc. vol. 2, pp. 311-335.

—

Huron words, vol. 2, pp. 335-336.

Copies seen : Brown, Lenox.

Quaritch, nos. 12163 and 28900, prices a copy

15s.

—^Nouveaux
|
voyages

|
de Monsieur

|
le

baron de Lahontan, | dans |
FAmerique

I

septeutrionale,
|

Qui contiennent une
Relation des diff^

|
reus Peuples qui y

habitent, la nature
j
de leur Gouverne-

ment, leur Commerce,
I
leurs Cofttumes,

leur Religion, & leur
|
maniere de faire-

la Guerre.
|
L'int6ret des Francois &

des Anglois dans le
|
Commerce qu'ils

font avec ces Nations;
|
Favantage que

la France pent retirer dans ce
|
Pais,

6tant en Guerre avec FAngleterre.
|
Le

tout enrichi de Cartes & de Figures.
(

I

Tome premier[-troisi^me].
|

[Vi-

gnette.]
J

A la Haye,
|
Chez Isaac Delorme,

Libraire. i'mDCCVII [1707].

3 vols. 16°. Vol. 2, M6moire8, etc.; vol. 3, Dia-

logues de M. Lahontan, etc.
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Algonkin dictionary etc., vol 2, pp. 217-237.—

Huron words, pp. 238-239.

Copies seen : Congress.

Nouveaux
|

voj'ages |
de Mr. le Baron

I
de Lahontau, |

dans
|
FAm6rique

|

Septeutrionale,
|
Qui contieunent une

relation des diiBf^rens Pen-
|

pies qui y
habitent, la nature de leur Gouver-

|

nement, leur Commerce, leur CoMume,
leur

I
Religiou, & leurmaniere de faire

la Guerre.
|
L'Int6ret des Francois &

des Anglois dans le
|
Commerce qu'ils

foutavecces Nations, I'a-
|
vantage que

i'Angleterre peut retirer dans
|
ce Pais,

^taut en Guerre avec la France.
|
Le

tout enrichi de Cartes &. de Figures.
|

Tome premier[-second].
|
[Scroll.]

|

A la Haye,
|
Chez les Fr^res L'Houo-

r^, Marchauds
|
Libraires.

|
M.DCCIX

[170U].

2 vols.: frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1.

dedication 3 pp. preface (beginning on verso) 5

pp. table 4 11. text pp. 1-266, explication de quel-

questermespp. 267-280; title versoblank 11. text

pp. 3-222, table 9 11.160.

Algonkin dictionary etc., vol. 2, pp. 199-220.—

Huron words pp. 220-222.

• Copies seen : Brown, Harvard.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 740, 20 fr.

Des beriihmten
|
Herrn

|
Baron De

Laliontan
|
neueste Reisen

|
nach

|

Nord Indien
|
oder dem

|
mitternachti-

scueu America,
|
mit vielen besondern

und bey keinem Scribenten
|
befindli-

chen
1
Curiositaeten.

j

Aus dem Frantzo-

sischen iibersetzet
|
von

|
M. Vischer.

|

Hamburg und Leipzig.
|
Im Neuman-

nischen Verlag.
|
MDCCIX [1709].

6 p. 11. pp. 1^59, map, 12°.

Linguistics as under titles above, pp. 433-454.

Copies seen : British Museum, Brown.

Des beriihmten
|
Herrn

|
Baron De

Lahontan | Neueste Reisen
|
nach

|

• Nord-Indien,
|
oder dem

|
mitternachti-

schen America
|
mit vieleu besondern

und bey keinem Scribenten befindlichen

I
Curiositaeten.

|
Auch bey dieser an-

dern Auflage mit
|
seiner Reise nach

Portugall, Dennemarck und
|
Spanien,

vermehret.
|
Aus dem Frantzosischen

iibersetzet
|
von | M. Vischer.

|

Hamburg und Leipzig,
|
Im Neuraan-

nischeu- Verlag, MDCCXl [1711].

12 p. 11. pp. 1-753, maps, 16°.

Linguistics asunder titles above, pp. 563-590.

Copies seen: Brown.

Lahontan (A. L, de D.) — Continued.

Voyages |
du baron

|
de Lahontan

|

dans
j
I'Amerique [

septeutrionale,
|

Qui contieunent une Relation des difiE"6-

reus
I

Peuples qui y habitent; la nature

de leur
|
Gouvernement ; leur Com-

merce, leurs
I
Coutumes, leur Religion,

& leur mani^re
|
de faire la Guerre :

|

L'Int6ret des Francois & des Auglois

dans le
|
Commerce qu'ils font avec ces

Nations; I'a- |
vantage que I'Angleterre

peut retirer de ce
|
Pais 6tant en Guerre

avec la France. 1
Le tout enrichi de

Cartes & de Figures.
|
Tome premier

[-second].
|

Seconde Edition revue,

corrig^e & augment^e.
|
[Design.]

|

A Amsterdam,
|
Chez Frangois I'Ho-

nord, vis-a-vis de la Bourse.
|
M.DCC.

XXVIII [1728].

3 vols, maps, 12°. Yol. 2, M6moires etc. The
third volume. Suite du voyage etc., has the im.

print, A Amsterdam,
|
Chez laVeuve de Boete-

man. j M. DCC. XXVIII [1728].

Dictionary of the Algonkin etc., vol. 2, pp.

311-336.—Huron vocabulary, pp. 337-338.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenseum, Brit-

ish Museum. Brown.

The Brinley copy, no. 100, sold for $2.50. An
old calf, gilt copy, no. 28901, is priced by Qua-

ritch, 11.

New
I

Voyages
|
to

|
North-America.

I

Containing
|
an Account of the sev-

eral Nations of that vast Con-
|
tinent;

their Customs, Commerce, and Way of

Naviga- I
tion upon the Lakes and

Rivers; the several Attempts of
|

the En-

glish and French to dispossess one an-

other; with the reasons
|
of the Mis-

carriage of the former; and the various

I

Adventures between the French, and

the Iroquese Confe-
|
derates of Eng-

land from 1683 to 1694.
|
A Geographi-

cal description of Canada, and a
|

Natural History of the Country, with

Remarks upon
|
their Government, and

the Interest of the English and
|
French

in their Commerce. |
Also a Dialogue

between the Author and a General
|
of

the Savages, giving a full View of the

Religion and
|
strange Opinions of

those people : With an Account of
| the

Author's Retreat to Portugal and Den-

mark, and his
|
Remarks on those

Courts.
I

To which is added,
|
A Dic-

tionary of the Algonkine Language
which is

I
generally spoke in North-

America.
I

Illustrated with Twenty-
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tliree Maps and Cuts. |
Written in

French
|
By the Baron Lahontan,

|

Lord Lieutenant of the French Colony

at Placentia
|
in Newfoundland, at that

Time in England. |
Done into English.

The Second Edition.
|
In Two Volumes.

I
A great Part of which never Printed

in the Original.
|
Vol. I[-II].

|

London : I Printed for John Brindley,

Bookseller, at the Kings-Arms
|
in New-

bond-street, Bookbinder to her Majesty

and his
|
Royal Highness the Prince of

Wales ; and Charles
|
Corbett, at Addi-

son's-head. Temple-bar. 1735.

2 vols, maps, 8°. The imprint to vol. 2 (New
voyages. . . giving a full account of the

customs, commerce, religion, etc.) is, Printed

for J. Brindley . . . and C. Corbett, . . .

M. DCC. XXXV [1735J.

Algonkin dictionary etc., vol. 2, pp. 289-303.—

Huron words, pp. 303-304.

Copies seen : Brown.
At the Menzies sale a half gray calf, antique

copy, no. 1178, sold for $13. A copy at the Brin-

• ley sale, no. lOP, brought $12.50. Clarke & co.

1886, no. 5195, price it $12.

New
I
voyages

|
to

|
North-America.

I

Containing
|
An Account of the sev-

eral Nations of that vast Con-
|
tinent

;

their Customs, Commerce, and Way of

Naviga- |
tion upon the Lakes and Riv-

ers ; the several Attempts of
|
the En-

glish and French to dispossess one an-

other; with the
I

Reasons of the Mis-

carriage of the former; and the various

I
Adventures between the French, and

the Iroquese Confe-
|
derates of Eng-

land, from 1683 to 1694.
|
A Geographi-

cal Description of Canada, and a
|

Natural History of the Country, with

Remarks upon their
|
Government, and

the Interest of the English and French

I

in their Commerce.
|
Also a Dialogue

between the Author and a General of

the
I
Savages, giving a full View of the

Religion and strange Opi-
|
nions of

those People : With an Account of the

Author's Retreat
| to Portugal and Den-

mark, and his Remarks on those Courts.

I
To which is added,

|
a dictionary of

the Algonkine Language, which is
|

generally spoke in North-America.
|

Illustrated with Twenty-Three Maps
and Cuts.

|
Written in French

|
By the

Baron Lahontan,
|
Lord Lieutenant of

the French Colony at Placentia
|
in

Lahontan (A. L. de D.)— Continued.

Newfoundland, at that Time in England.

I
Done into English. The Second Edi-

tion.
I
In Two Volumes.

|
A great Part

of which never Printed in the Original.

I
Vol. I[-TI].

I

London :
|
Printed for J. and J. Bon-

wicke, R. Wilkin, S. Birt, T. Ward,
|

E. Wicksteed ; and J. Osborn. M. DCC.
XXXV [1735].

2 vols. : title verso blank 1 1. dedication 1 1.

preface 4 11. contents 6 11. text pp. 1-274, a table

pp. 275-280 ; title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-304,

maps, 8°.

Some copies of vol. 1 have the imprint, Lon-
don:

I
Printed for J. Osborn, at the Golden-

Bull, in Pater-noster-Kow.
| M. DCC.XXXV

[1735]. (Astor.)

The imprint to vol. 2 reads, London :
|
Printed

for J. Walthoe, R. "Wilkin, J. and J. Bonwicke.

I
J. Osborn, S. Birt, T. Ward and E. Wicksteed.

1735.

Algonkin dictionary etc., vol. 2, pp. 289-303,

—

Huron words, pp. 303-304.

Copies seen: Boston Athenseuoa, Congress.

A half-calf copy at the Murphy sale, no. 1425,

brought $11.50.

Reizen
|
van den baron

|
van la Hon-

tan
I

in het
|
noordelyk

|
Amerika,

|

Vervattendeeen Verhaal van verscheide

Volke-
I
ren die het bewoonen ; den aart

hunnerRe-
|
geering, hun Koophandel,

hun Ge- | woontens, hun Godsdienst,

en
I
hun wys van Oorloogen.

|
Neevens

het Belang der Franschen en der Engel-

I
schen in hun Koophandel met die

Volkeren ; en
| 't voordeel dat Enge-

laad, met Vraukryk in
|
Oorlog zynde,

van dat Land kan trekken. | Alles met
verscheide Aanteekeningen vermeer-

|

dert en opgeheidert, en met Kaarten en

I
Plaaten verciert. | Eerste deei.

|

Vertaalt door
|
Gerard Westerwyk.

|

[Scroll.]
I

In's Gravenhage,
|
By Isaac Beaure-

gard. 1739.

Title of vol. 2 as follows

:

Gedenkschriften | van het | noordelyk
|

Amerika, | of het vervolg der
| reizen van den

I
baron van la Hontan.

|
Vervattende de Be-

schryving van een groote
|
streek Land van dat

Weerelddeel; het Belang
|
der Franschen en

der Engelschen in 't zelve
; |

hun Koophandel,

hun Schipvaart, en de | Zeeden en Gewoontens
der Wil- | den, &c. Alles met Aanteekeningen

I
vermeerdert en opgeheidert. | Neevens de

Zaamenspraaken van den Schryver met | een

Wilden, en een Woordenboek | van de Taal

dier Volkeren.
|
Met Kaarten en Plaaten Ver-

ciert.
I

Tweede deel.
|
Vertaalt door | Gerard

Westerwyk.
|

[Scroll.]
|
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In's G-ravenhage, | By Isaac Beauregard.

1739.

2 vols. : title verso blank 1 1. voorbericht 3

pp. korte inhouden 7 pp. plate of the globe

recto blank 1 1. text pp. 1-190, 193-280, folded

map, verklaaring van de kaart 2 11. text con-

tinued pp. 281-582, 6 oiber plates; title verso

blank 1 1. folded map, explication des marques

2 11. text pp. 1-358, saamenspraaken pp. 359-

523, woordenboek, pp. 524-552, 9 plates, 16°.

"Woordenboek van de taal der wilden [Al-

gonkin] etc., vol. 2, pp. 524-551.—Eenige Huron-

80he woorden, pp. 551-552.

Copies seen : Brown, Congress, Lenox.

Voyages
|

du baron
|
de Lahontaii

|

dans
I
I'Amerique

|
septentriouale.

|

Qui contiennent une Relation des diff^-

I
rens Peuples qui y liabitent ; la na-

ture
I
de leur Gouvernement ; leur

Commer-
|
ce, leurs Costumes, leur Re-

ligion, &
I

leur niani^re de faire la

Guerre:
|
L'Int6r6t des Francois & des

Anglois dans le
|
Commerce qu'ils font

avec ces Nations, Fa
|
vantage que

I'Angleterre pent retirer de ce
|
Pais,

^tant en Guerre avec la France.
|
Le

tout enriclii de Cartes & de Figures.
]

Tome p[r]emier[-troi8i^me].
|
Seconde

Edition, revfte, corrigde & augment^e.

I
[Vignette.]

|

A Amsterdam,
|
Chez Frangois L'Ho-

nore', vis-^-vis de la Bourse.
|
M.DCC.

XXXXI [1741].

3 vols, maps, 12°. Tome second : Suite
|
des

voyages | da baron | de Lahontan | etc. Tome
troisidme: M6moires

| et de | I'Amerique
|

etc.

Algontin dictionary etc., vol. 3, pp. 219-236.—

Huron words, pp. 236-237.

Copies seen: Brown, Bureau of Ethnology,

Congress.

Other editions of Lahontan are mentioned
by Sabin and Leclerc, as follows

:

A Amsterdam, Chez Fran§oi8 I'Honorfi,

MDCCXXI [1721], 2 vols. 12°.

A Amsterdam, Fr. L' Honor6, 1731, 2 vols. 12°.

La Haye, Chez les Freres rHonor6, MDCC
XXXI [1731], 2 vols. 12°.

In addition to the foregoing I have seen the

following partial re rints of Lahontan. which
do not include the linguistics:

Geographical Description of Canada, in Har-
ris (J.), Collection of Voyages, vol.2, 1705.

Reise auf dem langen Flusse, in AUgemeine
Hist., vol. 16, 1758.

Travels in Canada, in Pinkerton (J.), Collec-

tion of Voyages, vol. 13, 1812.

Baron La Hontan, French traveller, born near
Mont de Marsan, Gascony, France, about 1667,

died in Hanover in 1715. He arrived in Canada

Lahontan (A. L. de D.) — Continued,
probably as a private soldier, in 1683, being

stationed successively at Chambly and at Fort

Frontenac, Fort Niagara, and Fort St. Joseph's.

He was sent to Mackinaw and Sault Ste. Marie

with a deta.chraent; was at Green Bay the

year following, and claimed to have explored

and discovered Long river, a branch of the

Mississippi. He returned to Quebec, and went
to France in 1690, but came back the following

year, and soon afterward was sent by Count
Fronteuac with despatches to the French Gov-

ernment announcing the failure of Sir William

Phipp's expedition against Quebec. The vessel

on which he sailed put into Placentia, New-
foundland, and he rendered such valuable ser-

vice in defending that port from an attack by
the English that he received a command as

King's lieutenant in IsTewfoundland and Acadia.
Truth and fiction are so blended in his works
they have long since ceased to have any author-

ity.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Lakey (J.). See Delafield (J.) and
Lakey (J.)

Lambert (Edward R.) History
[
of the

|

colony of New Haven,
|
before and af-

ter
I

the union with Connecticut.
I

Containing a particular description
[
of

the towns which composed that gov-

ernment, viz.,
I
New Haven,

(
Milford,

1
Guilford,

|
Branford,

|
Stamford, &

|

Southold, L. I.
I

With a notice of the

towns which have been set off from
|

"the original six." | Illustrated by
Fifty Engravings.

|
[Engraving.]

| By

I

Edward R. Lambert.
|

New Haven :
|

printed and published

by Hitchcock & Stafford.
| 1838.

Frontispiece I 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

preface pp. 3-4, list of engravings pp. 5-6, con-

tents pp. 7-12, text pp. 13-216, plates, 12°.

Vocabulary of the Montauk Indians (24

words from J. Lyon Gardiner, in Silas Wood's
Sketch, etc.), p. 184.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Eames,Massachusetts Historical Society,

Trumbull.

Lanman (Charles). Haw-ho-noo
; |

or,
j

records of a tourist.
|
By

|
Charles Lan-

man,
1
author of [&c. one line.]

|

[Quo-

tation, three lines.]
|

Philadelphia:
|
Lippincott, Grambo

and CO.,
|
successors to

|
Grigg, Elliot

and CO.,
1
14 north Fourth street.

1
1850.

Title verso copyright 1 1. dedication verso

blank 1 1. "To the public'.' verso blank 1 L
contents verso blank 1 1. text pp. 13-266, 12°.

Chippeway song with translation, p. 208.

Copies seen : British Museum, Congress.
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Lanman (C.)— Continued.

Adventures
|
in the

|
wilds of tlie

United States [ and |
British American

Provinces.
|
By

|
Charles Lanman,

|

author of [&o. one line.] | Illustrated

by the author and Oscar Bessau.
|

^Quotation, one line.]
|
With an appen-

dix by Lieut. Campbell Hardy.
|
In two

volumes.
|
Vol. I [-II.]

|

Philadelphia:
|
John W. Moore, No.

195 Chestnut street. | 1856.

2 vola,: title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp.

iii-vii, contents pp. ix-xi, illustrations p. xiii,

half-title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-514; title 1

1. contents pp. iii-v, illustrations p. vi, hall-

title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 9-517, 1 1. 8°.

Chippewa song with translation, vol. 2, p. 415.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Con-

gress, Harvard.

According to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 38913,

this work was reprinted, London, 1856, 2 vols.

8°. Second edition, London, 1859, 2 vols. 8°.

The red book
|
of

|
Michigan

; |
a

|

civil, military and biographical his-

tory.
I

By
I

Charles Lanman,
]
Author

" Dictionary of Congress," etc.
j

Detroit :
|
E. B. Smith & company.

|

Washington : [
Philp & Solomons.

|

1871.

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv,

contents pp. v-xiv, half-title verso blank 1 1.

text pp. 9-549, 8°.

Chippewa names of geographic features in
|

Michigan, with English significations, p. 133.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress.

Lanman (James Henry). History
|
of

|

Michigan,
|
civil and topographical,

|

in a compendious form
; |

with a j
view

of the surrounding lakes.
|
By

|
James

H. Lanman.
|
With a map.

|

New-York:
|
E. French, 146 Nassau

street.
|
1839.

Title verso copyright 1 1. dedication verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. v-xii, contents pp. xiii-

xvi, text pp. 1-327, appendix pp. 329-394, index

pp. 395-397, errata 1 p. map, 8°.

Connor (H.), Indian names of prominent
points in Michigan, pp. 260-261.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Eames.

The abridgments, New York, Harper broth-

ers. 1841, 24° (Congress), andiftid., 1842, 24° (Brit-

ish Museum), do not contain the Indian names.

Lanning (C. M.) A grammar
| and

|

vocabulary
|
of the

|
Blackfoot lan-

guage,
I
Being a Concise and Compre-

hensive Grammar for
|
the use of the

Learner, to which is added an
|
exhaust-

ive Vocabulary, contaiug [«fc] upwards

Lanning (C. M.)— Continued.

I
of Five Thousand Words, Phrases

and
I
Sentences, upon Five Hundred

differ-
|
ent Subjects of everyday occur-

I
rences, all arranged under

|
their

respective headings,
|
with the Nega-

tions
I
and Interrogations

|
of each.

|

Compiled by
|
C. M. Lanning | from

|

original translations
]
by

|
Joseph Kipp

and W. S. Gladston, Jr.
|

Fort Benton,
|
published by the

author. [1882.]

Printed cover : A grammar \ and | vocabu-

lary
I
of the

I
Blackfoot language

| by [ C. M.
Lanning,

|

•

Fort Benton!
| Montana territory,

|
1882.

Printed cover, title verso copyright 1 1.

errata 1 1. introduction pp. iii-iv, text pp. 5-143,

advertisement 1 1. sq. 16°.

Concise grammatical rules, pp. 5-6.— The
noun, p. 6.—The personal, demonstrative and in-

terrogative pronoun s,pp . 6-9.-—The relative pro-

noun, p. 9.— The verb, p. 10.—The adverb, pp.

10-11.—The adjective; the preposition ; inter-

jections, p. II.—The conjunction; subjunctives,

p. 12.—Position of the p.-rsonal pronouns, pp,
13-14.—Tense, pp. 14-17.—Conjugations, pp. 17-

54.—Numerals, pp. 54-56.— Denominations of

money, pp. 56-57.—!N"ouns [a vocabulary], pp.

57-73.—Direct questions with negative answers,

pp. 74-76.—Words, phrases, and sentences, pp.
76-143.

Copies seen: Brinton, Congress, Dunbar,

Eames, National Museum, Pilling, Powell.

Lapham (Increase Allen) and others.

A paper
|
on the

|
number, locality and

times of removal
J
of the

[
Indians of

Wisconsin;
j
with

[
an appendix

|
con-

taining a complete
|

chronology of

Wisconsin,
|
from the

|
Earliest Times

down to the Adoption of the State

Constitution, in 1848.
|
By

|
I. A. Lap-

ham, Levi Blossom and Geo. G. Dous-

man,
|
A Committee of the Old Settlers'

Club of Milwaukee Count3^
|

Milwaukee:
|
Starr's Book and Job

Printing House, 412 and 414 East Water
Street.

|
1870.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 3-27, map, 8°.

In addition to scattered Indian words this

little work contains, pp. 15-16, an alphabetic

"list of the different names by which the In.

dian tribes of "Wisconsin have been known,"

(some of them with English signification),

which includes a number of Algonquian.

Copies seen : Brinton, British Museum. Con-

gress, Eames, National Museum, Powell.

Increase A. Lapham was born in Palmyra,

N. T., March 7, 1811; settled at Milwaukee,

"Wis., in 1836; was for twenty-two years either
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Lapham (I. A.)— Continued.

president or vice-president of the Historical

Society of that State tUl his death at Oconom-

owoc, Sept. 14, 1875. He was chief of the State

geological survey from April, 1873, to Feb. 1875.

Latham (Robert Gordon). Miscellaneous

coutributions to the ethnography of

North /America. By R. G. Latham, M. D.

In Philological Soc, [of London], Proc. vol.

2, pp. 31-50, [London], 1846, 8°.

Comparative vocabulary of the Fall Indians

(from Umfreville), Ahnenin, and Minetare,

p. 31.

Table of words showing affinities between

the Ahnenin and a number of other American

dialects, among them the following: Sheshata-

poosh, Passamaquodd.y, Miami, Shawnee, Old

Algonkin, Massachusetts, Natchez, Onondagos,

Sack and Fox, Abenaki, Illinois, Blackfoot, Nar-

ragansett, Mohican, Montaug, Ojibbeway, Otta-

wa, and Knistenaux, pp. 32-34.

Table of words showing affinities between

the Blackfoot and most of the tribes mentioned

above, and, in addition thereto, the following:

Delaware, Nanticoke, Menomeni, and Micmac,

pp. 34-38.

Numerals 1-10 of the Blackfoot of Umfreville

and the Blackfoot of Mackenzie, p. 38.

On the languages of the Oregon
territory. By R. G. Latham, M. D.

In Ethnological Soc. of London, Jour. vol. 1,

pp. 154-166, Edinburgh, [ 1848] , 8°.

A short vocabulary (24 words) of the Sho-

shonie showing miscellaneous affinities, " such

as they are," with other American languages,

among them the Blackfoot, Souriquois, Penob-

scot, Micmac, Echemin, Algonkin, Potowot-

ami, Ojibbeway, Ottawa, and Old Algonkin,pp,

159-160.

The
I
natural history

|
of

|
the varie-

ties of man.
|
By

|
Robert Gordon

Latham, M. D., F. R. S.,
|
late fellow

of King's college, Cambridge
; |

one of

the vice-presidents of the Ethnological

society, London
; |

corresponding mem-
ber to the Ethnological society,

|
New

York, etc.
|
[JVIonogram in shield. ] |

London :
|
John Van Voorst, Pater-

noster row.
I

M.D.CCCL [1850].

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso printers

1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-

xi, bibliography pp. xiii-xv, explanation of

plates verso blank 1 1. contents pp. xix-xxviii,

text pp. 1-566, index pp. 567-574, list of works
by Dr. Latham verso blank 1 1. 8°.

Division F, American Mongolidae, pp. 287-

460, includes a classification of the Algonkins,

pp. 328-332, with some remarks on the lan-

guages of the Bethuck, the Shyennes, and the

Black-foots.

Copies seen : Bureau of Ethnology, Congress,

Eames.

Latham (R. G.) — Continued.

The
I

ethnology
|
of

|
the British

colonies | and | dependencies.
|
By

|

R. G. Latham, M. D., F. R, S., |
corre-

sponding member to the Ethnological

society. New York,
|
etc. etc.

|

[Mon-

ogram.]
I

London:
|
John Van Voorst, Pater-

noster low.
I
JVI.DCCC.LI [1851].

Title verso printers 1 1. preface verso blank 1

1. contents pp. v-vi, text pp. 1-264, 12'='.

Chapter vi. Dependencies in America, pp.

224-264, contains a linguistic classification of

the Indians, among them the Algonkins.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Eames.

At the Squier sale, no. 635, a copy, brought $1.

On the languages of Northern,

Western, and Central America. By
R. G. Latham, M. D.

In Philological Soc. [of London] , Trans. 1856,

pp. 57-115, London [1857], 80.

Table showing affinities between the Bethuck
and various Algonquian dialects, pp. 58-61.—

Comparative vocabulary of the Arapaho and

Shyenne, pp. 62-63.—Table showing affinities

between the Arapaho and "other .Algonkin

pp. 63-64.

— Opuscula.
I

Essays
|
chiefly

|
philo-

logical and ethnographical
j
by

|
Rob-

ert Gordon Latham,
|

]V[. A., M. D., F.

R. S., etc.
I

late fellow of Kings college,

Cambridge, late professor of English
|

in University college, London, late

assistant physician | at the Middlesex

hospital.
I

Williams & Norgate,
|
14 Henrietta

street, Covent garden, London
|
and

|

20 South Frederick street, Edinburgh,

j Leipzig, R. Hartmann.
|
1860.

Title verso printer 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv, con-

tents pp. v-vi, text pp. 1-377, addenda and cor-

rigenda pp. 378-418, 80.

On the languages of the Oregon territory, pp.

249-263, contains a few words in Blackfoot,

Souriquois, Penobscot, Micmac, Echemin, New
Sweden, Algonkin, Potowotami, Ojibbeway,

Ottawa and Old Algonkin, compared with the

Shoshonie, pp. 255-256.

Miscellaneous contributions to the ethnog-

raphy of North America, pp. 275-297, contains

a brief vocabulary of the Fall-Indian ot Um
freville compared with Ahnenin and Minetare,

pp. 276-277; a vocabulary of the Blackfoot lan-

guage compared with various Algonquian and

other dialects, pp. 279-283; and words of the

Ahnenin, Mt*ndan, Riccaree, and Natchez Ian

guages compared with Algonquian dialects.

On the languages of Northern, "Western, and

Central America, pp. 326-377, contains a section
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Latham (R. G.) — Continued.
on "the Algonkin group," with vocaLularies

of the Bethuck compared with the Algonquian
dialects, pp. 327-329; of the Arrapaho and

Shyenne, p. 331; of the Arrapaho compared

with other Algonquian languages, p. 332; and

a few words of Fitzhugh Sound compared with

Blackfoot, p. 333.

Addenda and corrigenda (1859), pp. 378-418,

contains a vocabulary of the Ahnenin [Atsina]

(byD. M. M'Kenzie), pp. 379-380; acomparative

vocabulary of the Blackfeet andCrow (by D. M.
M'Kenzie), pp. 380-384 ; vocabulary of the Ada-

hi compared with Algonquian and other dia-

lects, pp. 402-405 ; TJche words compared with

Algonquian and other dialects, pp. 409-410.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Public, Brinton,

Bureau of Ethnology, Congress, Eames, "Wat-

kinson.

At the Squier sale, no. 639, a presentation

copy brought $2.37. The Murphy copy, no.

1438, sold for $1.

Elements
|
of

|
comparative philol-

ogy.
I

By
j
R. G. Latham, M. A., M. D.,

F. R. S., &c.,
I

late fellow of King's

college, Cambridge ; and late professor

of English
|
in University college, Lon-

don.
I

London :
|

Walton and Maberly,
|
Up-

per Gower street, »nd Ivy lane. Pater-

noster row;
I

Longman, Green, Long-

man, Roberts, and Green,
|
Paternoster

row. 1 1862.
I

The Right of Translation

is Reserved.

Half-title verso printers 1 1. title verso blank

1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-

xi, contents pp. xiii-xx, tabular view of lan-

guages and dialects pp. xxi-xxviii, chief author-

ities pp. xxix-xxxii, errata verso blank 1 1. text

pp. 1-752, addenda and corrigenda pp. 753-757,

index pp. 758-774, list of works by Dr. Latham
verso blank 1 1. 8°,

Chapter Ix. Languages between the Atha-

baskan, the Rocky Mountains, and the Atlan-

tic, etc. pp. 447-477, contains the following Al-

gonquian material: Comparative vocabulary of

the Blackfoot and Menomeni, p. 448; of the

Ojibwa, Ottawa, and Potowatami, p. 449; of the

Old Algonkin and Knistinaux, pp. 449-450; of

the Sheshatapoosh and Skoffi, p. 450 ; of the

Micmac, Etchemin, and Abenaki, p. 451; of the

Minsi, Nanticok, and Mohikan, pp. 451-452 ; of

the Massachusetts and JTarragansetts, p. 452; of

I the Miami, Illinois, Sauki, and Shawni, pp. 452-

453.—Table of words of the Bethuck having af-

finities with various dialects of the Algonkin,

pp. 453-455.—Table showing affinities between
the Arapaho and other Algonkin languages, pp.

456-457.—Comparative vocabulary of the Ara-

paho and Shyenne, p. 458.—Vocabulary of the

Riccari and Pawni, pp. 470-471.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum. Con-

gress, Eames, Watkinson.

Latham (R. G.)— Continued.
Robert Gordon Latham, the eldest son of the

Rev. Thomas Latham, was born in the vicarage

of Billingsborough, Lincolnshire, March 24,

1812. In 1819 he was entered at Eton. Two years

afterwards he was admitted on the foundation,

and in 1829 went to Kings, where he took his

fellowship and degrees. Ethnology was his

first passion and his last, though for botany he

had a very strong taste. He died March 9,

1888.—Theodore Watts in The Athenceum, March
17, 1888.

Laure {Pere Pierre). Documents rares
|

ou in^dits
|
I

[
Mission du Saguenay

|

Relation iu^dite
|
Du R. P. Pierre Laure,

S. J., 1720 h 17.30
I

pr^cMdede
|

quelques

notes biographiques sur c'e missionnaire

I
par le

|
P. Arthur E, Jones, S. J.

|

Montreal
|
archives du college Ste-

Marie | 1889

Cover title as above minus the imprint, title

as above verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-72, table pp.

i-ii, errata verso blank 11. 8°.

Contains short notices of Algonquian manu-

scripts by P. Laure.

Copies «ee«- : Eames, Pilling.

L ] Apparatus fraufais et montagnais,

1726. (*)

Manuscript, 865 pp. Title from the same

author's Relation Inedite (for title of which

see above), p. 20, where Father Jones, the

editor, says: "I find among the papers of the

late P. F61ix Martin the following note apro-

pos of the writings of P. Laure. '

' Then follows

the above title, and then: "I do not know
where the manuscript is at present."

[ ] Catechismus
|
montanicus.

Manuscript, pp. 1-23 and 6 unnumbered pp.

(the last of which is blank), 12°, in the library

of the Archbishopric of Quebec. On p. 20 is

found the following title: Sappleraentum;

Variae qusestiones suis postea interscribendae

locis. This supplement consists of 9 pp. The
catechism is not divided into chapters.

[Grammar and dictionary of the

Montagnais language.] (*)

Title from the same author's Relation in6dite

(for title of which see above), p. 14, where in

speaking of an Indian woman, Marie 8tchi-

8anich, he says "Elle m'assista dans la r6dac-

tion d'une grammaire et d'an dictionnaire. '

The Quebec Historical Society in its Transac-

tions, vol. 3, p. 406, acknowledges the presenta-

tion of a Dictionary of the Montagnais lan-

guage by P. Laure, 1726.

Hoc codice continentur |
1" cate-

chismus algonkinus |
2^ preces eadem

lingua
I

3° earum precum explicatio.
|

Descripta sunt ea a R. P. Petro
|
Laure,

e Societate Jesu ; in multis
j
concordant

cum catechismo &
|
precibus montanis.
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Laure (P.) — Coutinued.

Manuscript, 17 unnumbered 11. sm. 12°, in the

library ofthe Archbishopric of Quebec. On the

recto of the first leaf is a modern title as above,

verso blank, followed by 3 blank 11. The text

begins on the recto of the succeeding leaf with

the heading D. O. M. [ Dio Optimo Maximo] Al-

gonkinus catechismus. Catechismus brevier.

The catechism fills 4 11. and is followed by
questions to be askedwhen baptism is conferred,

3 pp. Then follow prayers in Algonkin—sign

of the cross, Yeni Creator, Pater, Ave, Credo,

conflteor, acts of contrition, adoration, thanks-

giving, offering of self, love, prayer, and hope

;

morning and evening prayers, the decalogue,

commandments of the church, prayer to Grod,

teaching the commandments, Benedictine and

grace, 11 pp. Then the Ave maria stella, with

literal Latin translation opposite, and the O
Salutaris Hostia, Ave verum, and Sub tunm,

3 pp.

Pri^res montagnaises | du P.

Laure.
| »{<

Manuscript, 1 1. pp. 1-34, 12°, in the library of

the Archbishopric of Quebec. The title above

is on the recto of the first 1. on the verso of

which is O Filii et Filiae. The text begins on

1. 2 with the heading Preces montanicse. The
prayers consist of: Signacuum crucis, Veui

Creator, Actus adorationis, gratiarum actionis,

sui met oblationis, amoria, petitionis et spei, le

Pater, p. 3.—L'Ave, Credo, Conflteor, pp. 4-6.

—

Contritionis actus, Dei et Ecclesise prsecepta,

pp. 7-9.—Oratio ad deum circa ejus man-

data, angelica salutatio, litanise, pp. 9-12.—Sub

tuum, Ave maria stella, Adoro te, O salutaris,

Dominenonsum dignus, ad S. Josephum, Bene-

dictio mensae, Gratiarum actio, pro obtinenda

felici navigatione, seger ad Deum, ante missam,

vel serotinam SS', sacramenti expositionem de-

cantandus psalnius, Laudate Dominum de

caelis; Domine salvum fac regem, pp. 13-20.—

Ante sacrum, post sacrum, O gloriosa, Stabat

mater, pp. 20-24. —Noel, Iste confessor, Eeq-

uiem asternam, Kyrie eleison. Dies irae. Mise-

rere, in missam psalmi, pp. 25-34.

On two unnumbered leaves intercalated be-

tween pp. 12 and 13 are found : Litanise Beatae

MarisB Virginis, ad S"" Michaelem, ad angelum
custodem. Between pp. 16-17 another unnum-
bered leaf contains the Ave verum, the Lauda
Sion, the Inviolata. A third unnumbered leaf,

intercalated between pp. 20 and 21, contains, on

the recto: Missa solemnis cum regio cantu,

kyrie et gloria. Finally, on the verso of the

last page, which is not numbered : Parvulorum
preces, ante et post catechismum oruntioncula.

] ] Pro
I

Montauicorum confessionibus

I
audiendis.

Manuscript, pp. 1-11, 1 blank p. and 4 unnum-
bered pp. 12°, in the library of the Archbishop-

ric of Quebec. The first two unnumbered pp.
at the end contain a fragment of a letter, dated

1724, in French text ; the third is the formula for

Laure (P.)— Continued.
publication of the bans of marriage ; the fourth

contains the order to be followed in the exam-

ination of the conscience, made every evening.

P^re Pierre Laure was born at Orleans,

France, Sept. 17, 1688, and entered the Society

of Jesus Oct. 29, 1707 ; came to Canada in 1711,

and for several years was connected with the

College des Peres at Quebec; was ordained

priest June 23, 1719. In 1720 he was designated

by Father Pierre de la Chasse to reopen the

Saguenay missions, which had been abandoned
many years for want of missionaries. The
remainder of his life was spent almost wholly

among thos e missions. He died Nov. 22, 1738.

Laurent (Joseph). New familiar
|
Abe-

nakis and English
|
dialogues

|
The

first ever published on the grammatical
system

|
by

|
Jos. Laurent, Abenakis

Chief
I

Quebec
|
printed by Leger Brousseau

I
9, Buade Street | 1884

Second title : New familiar
| Abenakis and

English
I
dialogues

|
The first Vocabulary ever

published in the Abenakis
| language, com-

prising:
I
the Abenakis alphabet, 1 The Key to

thePronunciation
|
and

|
many grammatical ex-

planations,
I

also
I

synoptical illustrations,

showing the numerous
! modifications of the

|

Abenakis verb, &c. | To which is added
| The

Etymology of Indian Names | of certain local-

ities, rivers, lakes, &c., &c.
|
Original edition

|

by
I
Jos. Laurent, Abenakis, Chiefof the Indian

Village of | St-Francis, P. Q. [
(Sozap Lolo Kizi-

togw)
I
1884

Printed cover with title differing slightly

from first title above, first title as above verso-

copyright 1 1. second title as above verso blank
1 1. preface pp. 5-6, text pp. 7-223, contents pp.

225-230, errata 1 unnumbered page, sq. 16°.

Abenakis alphabet, key to the pronuncia-

tion etc. pp. 7-12.— Vocabulary, double columns,

Abenakis and English, arranged by subjects,

pp. 13-59. —Part second, the elements of Abe-
nakis conversation, pp. 61-119.—Part third, the

parts of speech that may be conjugated, pp. 121-

204.— Etymology of Indian names by which are

designated certain tribes, towns, rivers, lakes,

etc. pp. 205-222. —Signification of the names of

the months, p. 225.

Copies seen : Fames, Pilling, Powell.

See Vassal (H.)

Laurie (iJev. Thomas). The Ely volume
;

I
or,

I

TheContributionsof our Foreign

Missions
|
to science and human well-

being.
I

By Thomas Laurie, D. D.,
|

formerly a missionary of the A. B. C. F.

M.
I

[Three lines quotation.]
|

Boston:
|
American Board of Commis-

sioners for Foreign Missions,
|
Congre-

gational house,
I
1881.
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Laurie (T.) — Continued.
Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. dedi-

cation verso blank 1 1. contents verso illustra-

tions 1 1. introduction pp. vii-ix, text pp. 1-484,

appendices pp. 485-524, index pp. 525-532, 8°.

John i. 15 in the Massachusetts language

(from Eliot), p. 229. —A general account of

translations of portions of the scriptures, in-

cluding the Delaware and Ojibwa, pp. 229-232.

—

List of publications in Indian languages issued

by the American Board of Commissioners for

Foreign Missions, including the Abenaquis
and Ojibwa, p. 523.

Copies seen: Congress.

[Lausbert (C.F.)] Recueil
|
d'Observa-

tious
I

curieuses,
|
sur les mceurs, les

coutumes,
|
les Usages, les di£f6rentes

Langaes, le
| Gouveruement, la Mytho-

logie, la Chro-
|
nologie, la G^ograpliie

ancienne & mo-
|
derne, les C^r^nionles,

la Religion, les
|
M6clianiques, I'As-

tronomie, la M^deci-
|
ne, la Physique

particuliere, FHistoire
|
Naturelle, le

Commerce, la Navigation,
|
les Arts &

les Sciences de diff^rents Peu-
|

pies de

I'Asie, de I'Afrique, & de I'Am^rique.
|

Tome I[-IV].
[

A Paris,
|
ChezPrault, Quaide Conti,

I
a la descente du Pont-Neuf.

|
M.DCC.

XLIX 1 1749].
I
Avec Approbation &

Privilege du Roi.

4 vols. 16°.

Langues diff6rentes des Hurona, des Abna-
quis, des Algonkins, des Illinois, des Outaouks,

& de plusieurs autres nations de la Nouvelle

France, being a general discussion of the lan-

guages of that region, vol. 2, pp. 135-155.

Copies seen : British Museum.
The Fischer catalogue, no. 1451, titles an edi-

tion, Paris chez David le jeune, 1749, 4 vols. 12°.

At that sale it brought la.

Laval: This word following a title or inclosed

within parentheses after a note indicates that

a copy of the work referred to has been seen

by the compiler in the library of Laval Univer-

sity, Quebec, Canada.

Laverlochfere (Pere Jean Nicolas). Ex-
trait d'une lettre du R. P. Laverloch^re,

oblat de Marie Immacul^e.
In Annales de la Propagation de la Foi, vol.

17, pp. 257-264, Lyon, 1845, 8°. Dated from
Lac des Deux-Montagnes, 25 aotit 1844.

Contains a specimen of the Montagnais lan-

guage, p. 262.

Missions de la Bale d'Hudson. Suite

de la lettre du R. P. Laverlochere, ob-

lat de Marie Immacul^e.
In Annales de la Propagation de la Foi, vol.

23, pp. 202-220, Lyon, 1851, 8°. Dated from Mon-
treal, December, 1849.

Laverlochere (J. N.) — Continued.
Contains scattered phrases, examples oflong

words, etc. with translation, in the Mak6gong
dialect of Fort Albany.

and Garin (A. M. ) L. J.C. & M. J.
|

gg I

Catecbisme,
|
recueil de

|
pri^reset

de cantiques
|
h I'usage des

|
Sauvages

d'Albany, (Bale d'Hudson).
|
[Three

lines syllabic characters.]
|
[Oblate

seal.]
I

Montreal :
|
imprimerle de Louis Per-

rault,
I

No. 22 rue Saint-Vincent.
| 1854.

Title (verso approbation of tig. Ev6que de

Montreal, followed by the alphabet) 11. text (in

the Cree language, syllabic characters, with

headings in French, in italics) pp. 1-94, 12°.

Prayers, pp. 1-8.—Catechism, pp. 9-58.

—

Hymns, pp. 59-94.

Copies seen: Congress, Laval, Shea.

Priced by Dufoss6, Paris, 1887, 20 fr.

For later editions see Lebret (L. M.); also

Gueguen (J. P.)

Rev. Jean Nicolas Laverlochf^re was born in

France. He began to work among the Indians

in the year 1815. In 1847 he went for the first

time to James's Bay, and visited the Indians of

the Moose and Albany forts. In 1851, on his

way back from Moose Factory, he was struck

with palsy, and had to be carried to the mis-

sion of Lake Temiskamingue. He died there

in 1885.

He had translated into theMaskekon dialect

the catechism and some prayers : his manu-
scripts were left to his successor and companion,

the Rev. Andr6 Garin.

Lawson (John). A new
|
voyage

| to
|

Carolina;
|
Containing the

|
Exact De-

scription and Natural History
|
of that

I

Country:
|
Together with the Present

State thereof.
|
And

| a journal
|
Of a

Thousaid Miles, Travel'd thro' several

I
Nations of Indians.

|
Giving a par-

ticular Account of their Customs,
I

Man-
ners, &c.

I

By John Lawson, Gent. Sur-

veyor-
I
General of North-Carolina.

(

Loudon : |
Printed in the Year 1709.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication 1 1. preface

1 1. introduction pp. 1-5, journal pp. 6-60, a de-

scription of North-Carolina pp. 61-168, an ac-

count of the Indians pp. 169-238, the second

charter pp. 239-254, an abstract of the consti-

tution pp. 255-258, advertisement verso blank 1

1. map and plate, 4°. First issued in four

monthly numbers as parts 5, 6, 7, 8 (April-July.

1709) of Stevens (J.), A new collection of voy-

ages and travels, London, 1708-'ll, 2 vols. 4°.

Vocabularies ofthe Tuskeruro, Pampticough,

and Woccon, pp. 225-230.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Lenox, New York Historical Society.

A "fine copy," calf, is priced in Stevena'a

Nuggets, no, 1662, 21. 12«. 6d. At the Brinley
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Lawson (J.)— Continued.

sale, no. 3873, a "splendid copy" brought $250,

and another copy, no. 3874, $37.50. The Mur-

phy copy, no. 1448, "half-green morocco, top

edge gilt, fine, tall copy," sold for $60. Quar-

itch, no. 29975, prices a copy with "title in ex-

act fac simile, paneled calf extra, gilt edges," 51.

[ ] AUerneuste Beschreibiing
|
der

Provintz
|
Carolina

|
In

|
West-Indien.

|

Samt einem
|
Reise-Journal

|
von raehr

als
I

Tausend Meilen
|
unter allerhand

I
Indianischen Nationen.

|
Auch einer

I
Accuraten Land-Carte und andern

|

, Kupfer-Sticlien. |
Aus dem Englischen

iibersetzet durch
|
M. Visclier.

|

Hamburg,
|
Gedruckt und verlegt,

durch seel. Thomas von Wierings Er-

ben,
I

bey der Borse, im guldnen A, B,

C. Anno 1712.
|
Sind auch zu Franck-

furt und Leipzig, bey Zacharias Herteln

1 zu bekommen.
Title rerso blank 1 1. Vorrede 6 11. folded map,

Einleitung pp. 1-8, Eeise-Journal pp. 9-96, geo-

graphische Beschreibung pp. 97-256, Bericht

von den Indianern pp. 257-361. kurtzer Ent-

wurff der Regierung etc. pp. 362-365, table of

contents 3 unnumbered pases, 8°,

Vocabularies as under title next above, pp.

341-348.

Copies seen: Bi'own, Congress, Harvard,

Lenox.

The
I
history

|
of

|
Carolina ; | con-

taining the
I
Exact Description and

•Natural History
|
of that

| country:

I
Together with the Present State

thereof.
|
And

|
a journal

|
Of a Thou-

sand Miles, Travel'd thro' several
| Na-

tions of Indians.
|
Giving a particular

Account of their customs,
| Manners

&c.
I

By John Lawson, Gent. Surveyor-

General
I

of North-Carolina
j

London:
|
Printed for W. Taylor at

the Ship, and J. Baker at the Black-
|

B|>y, in Pater-Noster Row, 1714.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication 1 1. preface

1 1. introduction pp. 1-5, text pp. 6-258, map, sm.

4°. A reissue, with new title-page only, of the

edition of 1709.

Vocabularies as under titles above, pp. 225-

230.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress.

A t the Menzies sale a large and fine copy, no.

1200, brought $43; at the Field sale, no. 1300,

$25.

The
1
history

[
of

|
Carolina

; | contain-

ing the
I

Exact Description and Natural
History

|
of that

| country ; | Together
with the Present State thereof.

|
And

|

La-wson (J.)— Continued.

a journal
|
Of a Thousand Miles, Trav-

eled thro' several
|
Nations of Indians.

I
Giving a particular Account of their

Customs,
I

Manners, &c.
|
By John

Lawson, Gent. Surveyor-General
|
of

North-Carolina.
|

London : | Printed for T. Warner, at

the Black-Boy in Pater-Noster
|
Row,

1718. Price Bound Five Shillings.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication 1 1. preface

1 1. iutroduction pp. 1-5, text pp. 6-258, adver-

tisement verso blank 1 1. map and plate, 4°. A
reissue, with new title-page only, of the edition

of 1709.

Vocabularies as under titles above, pp. 225-

230.

Copies seen : Boston AthenaBum, Brown, Har-

vard, Lenox, Massachusetts Historical Society.

At the Field sale, a copy, no. 1301, brought
$25. Clarke and co. 1886, no. 3199, price it $25.

The
I

history of Carolina,
|
contain-

ing the
I
exact description

|
and

|
natu-

ral history of that country,
|
together

with the present state thereof and a
journal of

|
a thousand miles traveled

through several na-
|
tions of Indians,

giving a particular
|
account of their

customs,
I

manners, &c., &c.
|
By John

Lawson,
|
Gent. Surveyor-General of

North Carolina.
|
London:

|
Printed for

W. Taylor at the Ship, and F. Baker at

the
I

Black Boy, in Pater-Noster Row,
1714.

I

Raleigh :
|

printed by Strother & ^ar-

com at their book and job office,
| 1860.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface to the republi-

cation pp. iii-iv, original preface pp. v-vii, dedi-

cation pp. ix-x, introduction pp. xi-xviii, text

pp. 19-390, 12°.

Vocabularies as under titlea above, pp. 366-

377.

Copies seen : Congress, Dunbar, Eames.
The Field copy, no. 1302, brought $3.

The Pampticough vocabulary is reprinted in

part in Schoolcraft (H. E,.), Indian tribes, vol,

5, p. 38 (foot-note), Philadelphia, 1855, 4°.

Comparisons of the languages of the

ancient Pampticos of N. Carolina with
the Algonquin language; and of the

ancient Waccoa, of that state, and the

Catawba, of S. Carolina.

In Schoolcraft (H.E.), Indian Tribes, vol. 5,

pp. 552-558, Philadelphia, 1855, 4°.

See Brickell (J.)

John Lawson, historian, born in Scotland;

died on the river Neuse, N. C, in 1712. He
came to this country as surveyor-general of

North Carolina, and began his surveys in 1700,
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La-wson (J.)— Continued.
but fell a victim to the jealousy of the Tusca-

lora Indians, who confounded the surveyor of

their territory with those that had despoiled

them of it. He was captured while exploring

L^orth Carolina in 1712, in company with a Swiss

named Graffenried. The latter was permitted

to buy himself free, but Lawson was put to

death, probably in the manner he describes in

his book.

—

Appleton's Cyclojj. ofAm. Biog.

Le Boulanger {Pere Joseph Ignatius).

[French-Illinois dictionary.

New York : Cramoisy press. 1865.]

No title-page, heading "Dictionnaire; " text

pp. 1-8, 8°, alphabetically arranged by French

words ; double columns ; includes Abbaisser—

Ainsi.

Of this work, which was to form one of the

series of Shea's American Linguistics, but one

signature was printed. When this portion was
put in type the manuscript was sent to the

owner at his request and was never returned.

The following is an extract from the pros-

pectus :

"A Manuscript Dictionary exists of the Illi-

nois language, which, in extent and in careful

preparation, exceeds any work known on any
of the Algonquin dialects. It is to all appear-

ance the work of the Jesuit Father Le Boulan-

ger, whose labors on the Illinois language are

highly extolled in the Lettres Edifiantes. The
Illinois have now disappeared, but for purposes

of research and study their language is one of

the most interesting of the various dialects of

the wide-spread Algonquin. They were on the

extreme Southwest, and were separated on the

East by the Iroquois from the Delawares, and
had on the "West the Dacota tribes. Their

language, as shown in this Dictionary, throws

much light on western names of tribes, rivers,

lakes, &c., and by comparison with that of the

kindred Lenni or Delawares, as preserved by
the Moravians, furnishes the amplest known
material for the study of the Algonquin lan-

guage.

"As it is liable to perish by any untoward ac-

cident, I have obtained permission to print ou^

hundred copies. The dictionary will form over

five hundred pages, in fine type, double col-

umn, similar to that used in the French-Onon-

dago Dictionary issued by me. It will be is-

sued in four parts, of about one hundred and
twenty-five pages each, at $5 per part. Ten
copies will be printed on large paper, at $10

per part."

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell, Shea.

The manuscript from which this signature

was printed is as follows:

[French and Miami-Illinois diction-

ary.]

Manuscript; 23 p. 11. (the seventh of which
is blank), 13 blank 11. 2 U. 11. 1-11, 15-44, 46-185,

and 37 blank 11. folio (16|+10| inches). In the

Carter Brown Library, Providence, K. I.

Le Boulanger (J. I.) — Continued.
At the top of the first leaf, the verso of which

is blank, is the following note in a modern hand-

writing: " La langue dans laquelle est 6crit ce

volume est celle des Miamis-illinois, voyez au
mot ilUnois et au mot langues dans le diction-

naire, pages 102 eL 108. E. Martin."

The next 22.1eaves contain, minutely written
in double, treble, and quadruple columns, the

following prayers, hymns, catechisms, and gos-

pels in the Illinois language: "Acte de foi de
la presence de Dieu, Examen de Conscience,

Acte de Contrition, Priere pour les parens, <fec.,

Prieres pour La S'*^. Messe, au Commencement,
a I'evangile, au sanctus, a L Elevation de
L hostie, a L Elevation du Calice, apres L Ele-

vation, au dernier Evangile, 1 page ; Pour Yk

Dimanche, Pour le Lundi, Pour le Mardi, Autre
himne des anges, Autre, Pour le Mercredi,

hymne du Patron, Panis Angelicus, 1 page;

Pour le Jeudy, Lauda Sion Salvatorem, O Salu-

taris hostia, PourleVendredivexilla regis, Pour
le Samedi ave maria stella, Sur Le miserere, 1

page; Malheureuses Creatures, Benissez le

Seigneur Supreme, 1 page; Yespres, Cantique
a la Louange de la S'^.-vierge, De profundis.

Ad te domine Levavi, Laudate Pueri, Levavi
oculos, In Exitu Israel, Laudate Doum oes

Gentes, Capitule Benedictus, himne. Magnifi-

cat, 1 page; Petit Catechisme, Des Sacraments,

1 page ; Invocation en commen§ant Le Catech.,

a la fin du Catechisme, Autre Catechisme, 2

pages; De Sacramentis, 2 pages and 1 blank

leaf; Explication du Decalogue, 1 page; De
Cultu et Invocatione Sanctorum, 2". Command,
3^ Command, 1 page; 4 Commandemt, 5^. Com-
mandemt, 1 page; 6 Command., 7. Comman-
demt, 8. Commandemt, 9 et 10. Commandemts,
1 page ; des Command, de L Eglise, De Eccre-

sia seu templo, Simbole des Apostres, 2 pages
;

S. Joan baptista, etc., 1 page ; Dominica l^f and
other Sunday gospels, 12 pages ; Histoire de la

Genese, in 35 chapitres, 13 pages.

These are followed by 14 leaves, all of which

are blank, excepting the verso of the 14th,

which contains " Passion de Jesus C", filling

one-third of the page. Brief grammatical

forms, in single, quadruple, and quintuple col-

umns, fill both sides of tho next leaf and the

recto of the following one, on the verso of

which the dictionary begins with folio 1. 'This

is written in a single column, on the outer mar-

gin or half page of the verso of every leaf,

the inner half and recto being left blank. A
column contains on an average about 18 French

words, each of which is followed by a number

of Illinois equivalents and phrases, making in

all about 80 lines. The total number of French

words in the dictionary is nearly 3,000. The

apparent imperfections after leaves 11 and

44 are merely errors in numeration. Leaves

82-84 are wrongly numbered 72-74.

A manuscript note on the fly-leaf says:

"This manuscript was purchased for me by

Messrs. Hector Bossange & Son at the sale of

the books and manuscripts of M. Marcel, for-
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Le Boulanger (J. I.) — Continued.

merly the Director of the Imperial Printing

Office and Member of the Commission of the

Institute of Egypt &c., on the 9th of May 1859,

at Paris: Hen: C. Murphy."
In the Historical Magazine, first series, vol. 3

(1859), pp. 227-228, Mr. Murphy speaks of the

manuscript as follows

:

"This volume is the production of some of

the early French, missionaries among the Il-

linois. . . . The manuscript is closely

. written, but very plain. It is not the diction-

ary of that language which is mentioned by
Mr. Duponceau and Mr. Grallatin, in the pos-

session of the former, and which, it is inferred,

is a short vocabulary; for the words which Mr.
Gallatin could not find in the latter are con-

tained in this, and there are many variations,

showing the particular tribal origin to be dif-

ferent. Some of the words are identical with

what Mr. Gallatin calls the Old Algonkin, for

which he gives Lahontan as authority. The
paper on which the work is written resembles

that in use 150 or 200 years ago.

"A note on the fly-leaf says :
' This precious

volume is an example of the superhuman ef-

forts with which the love of the salvation of

human souls inspired the Catholic mission-

aries.' In fine, it is, no doubt, the most com-
plete repertory of the Western Lenape in ex-

istence, and from the care and fullness with
which it has been written, has been the work
of a life-time. . ., . The only clue to the

authorship that approaches to probability is

furnished by Father Gabriel Marest, in his let-

ter dated Kaskaskias, 9th November, 1712, and
published in the Lettres ifidifiantes. Speaking
of Father Gravier, the founder of the mission
to the Illinois, he says :

' He first investigated

the principles of their language, and reduced
them to grammatical rules, so that we have
since only been obliged to bring to perfection

what he began with so great success.'— Z"ip'«

Translation, p. 206. From this it may be in-

ferred that the volume ... is the compi-
lation of many fathers, a conclusion to which
we more readily come, since it accords with
that already expressed by Mr. Shea, in his ' His-

tory of the Catholic Missions among the In-

dian Tribes of the United States.'"

In the prospectus of the French Illinois dic-

tionary which Mr. Shea was printing from this

manuscript he ascribes it to Father Le Boulan-

ger, it being, in his opinion, the work of one
who had got far beyond the rudimentary stages

of the study, and evidently of a single author
who had mastered his subject, a reputation en-

joyed only by Le Boulanger.
See Gravier (J.) for a description by Dr. J.

Hammond Trumbull of a manuscript Illinois-

French Dictionary.

At the sale of Mr. Murphy's library, in

March, 1884, this manuscript was purchased
for the John Carter Brown library for $240.

Rev. J. I. Le Boulanger, S. J., was born in

France, July 22, 1664 ; entered the order in 1700,

came to America, and was on the Illinois Mis-

Le Boulanger (J, I.) — Continued.
sion as early as 1719, and probably some years

previous to that date, and is said to have died

there in 1744.

[Lebret (Pei-e Louis-Marie). ] L. J. C et

M. I.
I

Kikiuoamati-masinaigan,
|

gaie|

aiamiekakSedj indiSini - masin a i g a n.
|

[Four lines quotation in Latin and
French.]

|
[Sealof the Oblates.]

|

Moniang [Montreal] :
|
takSabikick-

ote endatc John Lovell
|
1866.

Title as above verso imprimatur of vie. gen.

Truteau 1 1. text pp. 3-64, 18°. Catechism in

the Mpissing language.

The catechism proper begins on p. 16, the

preceding pages being occupied with the alpha-

bet, scripture lessons, numerals, etc. The last

two pages (63-64) also contain hymns.
For a reprint of pp. 3-15, see Gu6guen (J, P.)

This work is erroneously entered under

D^ldage (F, R.) on p. 109 of this catalogue.

P^re Lebret writes me concerning it as follows:

"As to the catechism you mention, I would
say that the author of the earlier edition [Ni-

hima ?J was one of the Sulpitians of Montreal.

"When I re-edited it in 1866 I changed it some-

what and added something to the body of the

work itself, and particularly to the hymnal
verses at the end of each lesson, which are as a

recapitulation of the whole lesson ; also the

hymns at the end, and the a, b, c and priftiary

reading lessons at the beginning."

Copies seen : Fames, Pilling, Powell.

[ ] L. J. C. et M, I.
I

Niina
|
aiaraie

masinaigan
|
ou

|
recueil de prieres

|
et

de
I

cantiques
|
a Fusage des sauvages

de Temiscamiug, d'Abbitibi,
|
dn Grand

Lac, de MataBan et du Fort William
|

[Oblate seal.]
]

Moniang [Montreal]:
|
takSabikic-

kote endatc John Lovell.
|
1866.

Picture of a cross verso blank 1 1. title as above

verso approval of A. F. Truteau, vie. gen. 1 1.

text in the Cree language with headings in

Latin and French pp. 5-272, 1 1. containing a

woodcut on the recto and errata (three lines)

on the verso, contents (numbered even on rectos

and odd on versos) pp. 274-277, 12°. A compila-

tion from different authors by P6re Lebret.

Prayers, pp. 5-28.—Prayers for the mass etc.

pp. 28-98.—Hymns, pp. 98-272.

Copies seen : Pilling, Yale.

The Brinley copy, no. 5659, sold for $2.25.

Some copies of this work differ in collation

from the above; pp. 97-128 have been reprinted

on slightly different paper, with signature

marks 7 and 8 instead of G and H. Pages 257-

272, the leaf with the woodcut and errata, and
the table of contents, are also reprints, without
signature marks. The table of contents is cor-

rectly paged 275-278. (Fames. Laval, Pilling,

Powell.)
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Lebret (L.-M.) — Continued.

[ ] L. J. C. et M. I.
I
Recueil de prieres

I
cat6chisine

| et |
cantiques

|
Al'usage

des Sauvages de Bale d'Hudson.
|

[Ob-

late seal. ] I

Montreal |
imprimerie de Louis Per-

raultetcie. | No. 36, rue Saint-Vincent.

!
1866.

Title verso alphabet 1 1. text (in tlie Cree lan-

guage, syllabic characters, with French head-

ings in italics) pp. 3-108, 18°.

Prayers, pp. 3-20.—Catechism, pp. 21-67.—

Hymns, pp. 69-108.

Copies seen : Trumbull.

For title of an earlier edition see Laverlo-

ch6re (J. -N.) and Garin (A. M.) ; for a later one

see Gu^guen (J. P.)

Priced by Leclerc, 1 878, no. 2219, 25 fr. At the

Pinart sale, no. 776, Quaritch bought a copy f^r

5fr.

Kev. Lonis-Marie Lebret was born at H6nan-
bihen, D6partementd6sC6tes-du-Nord, France,

November 30, '1829; joined the order of the

oblates of Mary Immaculate in 1857; left Mar-
seilles in 1859 and came to Ottawa, Canada,

where he continued his theological course un-

til he was ordained to the priesthood, March
17, 1861. He was immediately sent to the In-

dian missions of the upper Ottawa and Hud-
son Bay, where he labored for eight years.

Then he was removed to Lowell, Mass., where
he remained two years. Thence he was re-

called to Canada and put in charge of the Novi-

tiate of the 0. M. I. at Lachine, remaining four

years, and then sent to St. Paul, Minn., where

he spent nearly three years, organizing a new
parish and building a new church—St. Joseph's.

Eeturning to Ottawa, he was made 6conome of

the college, now the Catholic University of Ot-

tawa. After two years (in 1879) he was sent

again to the United States, at Plattsburgh , N.
Y., as pastor of St. Pierre's church. In 1882 he

was sent to Winnipeg, Manitoba, where he now
(1890) resides. Since 1882, however, he has been

absent from Winnipeg much of the time, having

spent two years at Qu'appelle and three years

at Fort Alexander, Lake Winnipeg.

Leclerc (Charles). Bibliotheca
|
ameri-

caua
I

Catalogue raisoun^
|
d'une tres-

pr^cieuse
]
collection de livres anciens

|

et modernes
|
sur I'Am^rique et les

Philippines
|
Classes par ordre alpha-

bdtique de noms d'Auteurs.
J
R6dig6

par Ch. Leclerc.
|

[Design.]
|

Paris
I

Maisonneuve & C'®
| 15, quai

Voltaire
|
M. D. CCC. LXVII [1867]

Printed cover a.s above, half-title verso details

of sale 1 1. title as above verso blank 1 1. preface

pp. v-vii, catalogue pp. 1-407, 8°.

Contains titles of a number of works in the

Algonquian languages.

Copies seen : Congress, Eames, Pilling.

Leclerc (C.)— Continued.

At the Fischer sale, a copy. no. 919, brought
Ids. ; at the Squier sale, no, 651, $1.50. Leclerc

1878, no. 345, prices it 4 fr. ; and Maisonneuve,

in 1889, 4 fr. The Murphy copy, no. 1452,

brought $2.75.

Bibliotheca
j
americana

|
Histoire,

geographic,
|
voyages, arch^ologie et

linguistique | des 1 deux Am^riques
j

et
I
des lies Philippines

|
r^dig^e

|
Par

Ch. Leclerc
|
[Design]

|

Paris
I

Maisonneuve et C®, libraires-

6diteurs
| 25, quai Voltaire, 25.

|
1878

Printed cover as above, half-title verso blank

1 1. title as above verso blank 1 1. avant-propos

pp. i-xvii, table des divisions pp. xviii-xx, cat-

alogue pp. 1-643, supplement pp. 645-694, index

pp. 695-737, colophon verso blank 1 1. 8°.

The linguistic part of this volume occupies

pp. 537-643 ; it is arranged under families,

and contains titles of books in many Amer-

ican languages, among them the following:

Langues am6ricaines en g6n6ral, pp. 537-550;:

Abnaqui, p. 550 ; Algonquin, pp. 551-552 ; Chip-

peway, pp. 565-567; Crls, pp. 573-574; Dela-

ware, pp. 577-578; Menomoni, pp. 597-598;

Mikmaque, p. 608 ; Mohican, p. 613 ; Natick, pp.

616-617; Ottawa, pp. 620-621; Pottewatemi, p.

624; Shawanoe, p. 631.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Eames, Pil

ling.

Priced by Quaritch, no. 12172, 12s. ; another

copy, no. 12173, large paper, 11. Is. Leclerc's

Supplement, 1881, no. 2831, prices it 15 fr., and

no. 2832, a copy on Holland paper, 30 fr. A large

paper copy is priced by Quaritch, no. 30230, 12&.

Maisonneuve in 1889 prices it 15 fr.

[ ] Bibliotheca
|
americana

|

Histoire,,

geographic,
|
voyages, arch6ologie et

linguistique j
des |

deux Am^riques
|

Supplement | N" I [-2]. Novembre

1881
I
[Design.]

I

Paris
I
Maisonneuve & C^^ libraires-

editeurs | 25, quai Voltaire, 25
|
1881

[-1887

]

2 vols. : printed cover as above, title as above

verso blank 1 1. advertisement 1 1. text pp. 1-

102, colophon verso blank 1 1.; printed cover,

title differing somewhat from the above (verso

blank) 1 1. text pp. 3-127, 8°.

These supplements have no separate section

devoted to works relating to American lan-

guages, but titles of such works, among them

a few Algonquian, appear passim.

Copies seen: Congress, Eames, Pilling.

Maisonneuve, in 1889, prices each of the twa

supplements 3 fr.

[ ] Catalogue |
des

|
livres de fonds

|

et en nombre |
Histoire, Arch^ologie,

|

Ethnographic et Linguistique de I'Eu-

rope,
I
de I'Asie, de TAfrique, |

de I'A-

m^rique et de rOc6anie.
|

[Design.]
[
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FAC-SIMILE OF THE LORD'S PRAYER IN MICMAC HIEROGLYPHS (FROM LE CLERCQ\
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Leclerc (C.) — Continued.

Pans
I

Maisonueuve Fr^res et Cla.

Leclerc, (Iditeurs
| 25, quai Voltaire

—

quai Malaquais, 5
|
(Ancienne maison

Th. Barrois)
|
1885 [-1888-1889.]

3 parts: printed cover aa above verso con-

tents, title as above verso note 1 1. advertise-

ment verso blank 1 1. table verso blank 1 1. text

pp. 1-153; printed cover differing slightly from

above verso contents, title like printed cover

verso "note 1 1. text pp. 3-161, contents p. [162];

printed cover, title verso notice 1 1. text pp.

3-170, table 1 1 8°.

Contains titles of a number of American lin-

guistic "works, among tbem a few Algonquian.

Copies seen : Pilling.

There were issues for 1878 and 1887, also.

(Eames.)

Le Clercq {Pere Chrestien). Nouvelle
|

relation
|
de la

|
Gaspesie,

(
qui con-

tient
1
Les Mceurs & la Religion des

Sau-
I

vages Gaspesiens Porte-Croix,
|

adorateurs du Soleil, & d'autres
|
Peu-

ples de TAmerique Septen-
|
trionale,

dite le Canada.
|
Dedi^e a madame la

|

Princesse d'Epinoy* |
Par le Pere Chres-

tien le Clercq, |
Missionnaire Recollet

de la Province de
|
Saint Antoine de

Pade en Artois, &
|

Gardien du Convent

de Lens.
|
[Design.]

|

A Paris,
|
Chez Amable Auroy, rue

Saint
I
Jacques, ^ I'lmage S. Jerdme,

attenant
|
la Fontaine S. Severin.

|
M.

DC. XCI [ 1691].
I

Avec privilege du roy.

Title verso blank 1 1. epitre 12 11. extrait du
privilege du Eoy 1 1. text pp. 1-572, 16°.

Names of the seasons in Gaspesien, p. 158.

—

"De la langue des Gaspesiens," being general

remarks only, pp. 160-164.

Copies seem Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Lenox.

At the end of the Lenox copy is loosely in-

serted a "table des chapitres contenus en ce

Livre,"in four unnumbered pages. This table

is lacking in most other copies.

At the Field sale, no. 1306, a copy brought $5

;

the Squier copy, no. 653, $11.50. Priced by Le-

clerc, 1878, no. 746, 140 fr. The Brinley copy,

no. 102, sold for $21 ; the Pinart copy, no. 539, 42

fr. ; the Murphy copy, no. 600, $5.75. Priced by
Duf0886, 1887, no. 24873, 90 fr.

Language of the Gaspesians.

In Historical Magazine, first series, vol. 5, pp.
284-285, New T^rk and London, 1861, sm. 4°.

About thirty words and phrases in the Gas-

pesian language, with synonyms in some cases

from other ; anguages of the Algonquian family.

~— First
I
Establishment of the Faith

|

in New France.
|
By

|
Father Cliristian

Le Clercq,
|
recollect missionary.

|

ALG 20

Le Clercq (C.) — Continued.

Now first translated, with notes,
|
by

|

John Gilmary Shea. | Vol. I [-II].
|

[Seal.]
I

New York :
|
John G. Shea.

|
1881.

2 vols. : frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright

1 1. preface verso list of illustrations 1 1. sketch

of Father Le Clercq pp. 5-36, fac-simile of title-

page of original edition recto blank 1 1. trans-

lation of same p. 37, dedication pp. 39-43, pref-

ace pp. 44-45, contents pp. 46-48, text pp. 49-

410, royal privilege 1 1. ; frontispiece 1 1. title

verso copyright 1 1. trannlation of original title

verso blank 1 1. list of illustrations verso blank

1 1. contents pp. 7-8, text pp. 9-335, index pp.

337-354, 1 1. with woodcut on recto verso blank,

map and plates, 8°.

Dr. Shea, in his sketch of Father Le Clercq,

gives in vol. 1, p. 19, the Micmac title of Kau-
der's catechism, and on a plate opposite p. 16

the Lord's prayer in Micmac hieroglyphics (a

facsimile of which is given herewith), accom-
panied by the following remarks

:

'

'As thesehieroglyphics are still in use among
the Micmacs, who write and read them, and a

font of type for them has actually been cast

at Vienna, in which a prayer-book has been

printed in our day, through the exertions of

Rev. Charles Kauder [q.v.], a Eedemptorist

missionary, who spent some years at Tracadie,

it will not be out of place to give Le Clercq's

own words

:

" ' The easy method which I found for teach-

ing our Gaspesians theirgprayers with certain

characters which I have formed, efiectually

convinces me that the majority would soon be-

come instructed ; for, indeed, I should find no
more diflSculty in teaching them to read than

to pray to God by my papers, in which each

arbitrary letter signifies a particular word,

and some even two together. They so readily

grasp this kind of reading that they learn in a

single day what they would never have been

able to retain in a whole week without the aid

of these cards, which they call Kignamotinoer

or Eateguenne. They preserve these instruct-

ive papers so carefully and prize them so highly

that they keep them very neatly in little bark

cases adorned with wampum, beads, and porcu-
pine quills. . . .

" 'Our Lord inspiredme with this method the

second year of my mission, when, being greatly

embarrassed as to the mode in which I should

teach the Indians to pray, I noticed some chiK

dren making marks on birch bark with coal,

and they pointed to them with their finger at

every word of the prayer which they pro-

nounced. This made me think that, by giving

them some form which would aid their memory
by fixed characters, I should advance much
more rapidly than by teaching on the plan of

making them repeat over and over what I said.

I was charmed to know that I was not deceived,

and that these characters which I had traced

on paper produced all the effect I desired, so
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Le Clercq (C.) — Continued.
that in a few days they learned all their prayers

without difficulty. ... I enlarged them so

as to include all the prayers of the Church, with

the sacred mysteries of the Trinity, Incarna-

tion, Baptism, Penance, and the Eucharist.'

"

For the description of a manuscript in these

characters see Micmac.
Copies seen • Congress, Eames, Lenox, Pil-

ling.

Priced by Clarke & co. 1886, no 4033, $10.

The original edition of this work is, Paris

MDCXCI ; titles and descriptions of the va-

rious issues are given in this edition.

Chr6tien Leclerq, French missionary, born

in Artois, France, about 1630; died in Lens,

France, about 1695. He was a member of the

Eecollet order of Franciscans, and in 1655 was
sent as missionary to Canada. Landing on the

coast of the island of Gasp6, he learned the

language of the Indians, and labored among
them for six years, when he was sent to France

to obtain permission to found a house of Eecol-

lets in Montreal. He was successful, and re-

turned to his mission in 1662. After passing

several years in Canada and meeting with little

success in his work, he returned to France and

was made guardian of the convent of Lens.

Leclerq claims for the Kecollets the honor of

being the first to compile a dictionary of the

languages of the Indians of Canada.—A^jsZe-
ton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

[Legal {Bev. iEmile).] Promissiones

Domini Nostri Jesu Christi fj^-ctae B.

Marg. M. Alacoque.
|
Ekristowarsists

|

Jesiis Christ kinnon omortsi-pik-setsi-

pisatarpi
|
Natoapisiw Margaret Mary

Alacoque,
|

ke ofuortsi-kristowatomo-

warpi amox matapix ayak-
|
astakatsi-

yaw ot atoap-oskitsiparpi.

[Dayton, Ohio. Philip A. Kemper.

1888.]

A small card, 3 by 5 inches in size, headed as

above and containing twelve "Promises of Our
Lord to Blessed Margaret Mary," in the Black-

foot language.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

I have seen the same card minus the first

line of the above heading, also. (Pilling.)

Mr. Kemper has published the same prom-
ises on similar cards in many languages.

Adverbes et locutions adverhiales en

Cree et en Pied-noir. [1883-1890.] (*)

Manuscript, 60 pp. 12°. "In this study the

adverbs and adverbial locutions are disposed

alphabetically according to the French; the

Cree adverbs are first given on the left side of

the page, with one or more little phrases in

which these adverbs occur, and opposite, on

the right, are given the Blackfoot adverbs, if

they are to be found, or the way to translate

the same phrases in the Blackfoot language. '

Legal (fi.) — Continued.

Essai de classification desPied-noirs,

Pieganes, et Gens-du-Sang dans leur

diff^rents " clans " ou "gentes." [1883-

1890.] (-
Manuscript, 5pp. 12°. ''These are only, as

yet, the names of the various clans, with the
more important men among them."

Fragment de chronologie des Indiens

Pied-noirs, depuisl810. [1883-1890.] (*)

Manuscript, 7 pp. 12°. "This calendar was
collected in 1883 from a very old Indian of the
Blood tribe, who could count back to the year
of his birth. It has been a gratifying occur-

rence for me to find tl)at the year of the Eain
of Stars, ascribed to the winter of 1833, proved
to be correct when compared with the Dakota
"Winter Count. Each year is designated by its

appellation in Blackfoot, with some words of

explanation in French. This calendar is special

to the Bloods and Blackfeet, and the Pieganswill
have different names for many of these years,

and already I have entered some of those of the

Piegans."

La vie du sauvage des plaines.

[1883-1890.] C^)
Manuscript, 180 pp. 12°. " This is a sort of

vocabulary, arranged not by alphabetic or-

der but under different titles selected after a

logical analysis of the Indian mode of living,

and expressing the various incidents of his cor-

poral and nomadic life and the exercise of his

mental faculties. Besides words, some short

phrases and sentences of common occurrences

are given, with their translation in Blackfoot.

I intend to add special entries for the sign lan-

guage opposite words and sentences."

L^gendes et traditions des Pied-

noirs. [1883-1890.] (")

Manuscript. 180 pp. 12°. "These narratives

are written down only in Blackfoot. They
were taken down as recited by an Indian speak-

ing very slowly, and every attempt was made
to have the language correct. I intend to make
a translation, either in French or English."

Noms des mois en Pied-noir. [1883-

1890.] C)
Manuscript, 2 pp. 12°. "Each month has a

different name according as it may be charac-

terized by the condition of the atmosphere, the

growth of the buffalo, or the maturity of the

berries."

Notes de grammaire sur la langue

des Pied-noirs. [1883-1890.] (*)

Manuscript, about 100 pp. 12°.

Notes sur les diff^rents grades de I'l-

nitiation guerrifere ou superstition se.

[1883-1890.] C)
Manuscript, 5 pp. 12°. " These notes are in

tended to give only the names of the variouB
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Legal (^. )— Continued.

grades, with the insignia, ornaments, and way
of dressing peculiar to each."

The above manuscripts are in possession of

their author, who has furnished me these de-

scriptions. Ho states that the Blachfoot tribe

is subdivided into Blackfeet proper, North Pie-

gans, and Bloods, but that their languages are

identical, and that this is true even of the South

Piegans in Montana.

See Lacombe (A.)

See Lacombe (A.) and Legal (S.)

Eev. iSmile Legal was born in the western

part of France, near Nantes, in 1849. After

the regular course of study he was ordained a

Catholic priest in 1874, taught mathematics

five years, and then joined the congregation

of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate. The fol-

'lowing year he was directed to come to the

northwest territories of Canada. In Novem-
ber, 1881, he arrived among the Blackfoot tribes

in southern Alberta* where be has remained

ever since.

Legends

:

Algonquian

Algonquian

Blackfoot

Chippewa
Cree

Delaware

Micmac
Micmac
Mississagua

See Leland (C. G.)

Squier (E. G.)

Legal (E.)

Schoolcraft (H.E.)

Petitot(E.F. S. J.)

Brinton (D. G.)

Mitchell (L.)

Eand (S. T.)

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Salt (A.)

Passamaquoddy Brown (W. W.)

Legoyne {Able — ). [Portion of tlie Ro-

man Catholic prayer-book in the Mic-

mac language.]
Manuscript, pp. 25-72, 12°, in the library of

the late Rev. S. T. Rand, Hantsport, Nova Sco-

tia, who kindly forwarded it to me for exami-

nation. The handwriting is believed to be that

of the late Abb6 Legoyne, of Clare, Nova Sco-

tia. The writing is plain, and the manuscript,

which seems to be but a portion of a larger

work, is in a fair state of preservation.

Le Hir {Abh4 Arthur Marie.) Etudes

Bibliques
|
par

|
M. TAbb^ Le Hir

|
Pro-

fesseur [&c. two lines]
|
avec

|
Intro-

duction et Sommaires
|
par M. PAbb^

Grandvaux |
Directeur [&c. one line]

I
Tome Premier [-Deuxi^me]

|
Intro-

duction..
|

[<fec. three lines.]
|

Paris
I
Joseph Albanel, Libraire

| 15,

Rue de Tourvon, 15
|
1869

|
Droits de

traduction et de reproduction r6serv6s.

2 vols. : printed cover, half-title 1 1. title 1 1.

errata 1 1. pp. i-lxxvii, 1 1. pp. 1-318
;
printed

cover, half-title 1 1. title 1 1. pp. 1-493, 8°.

Les langues am6ricaines, article unique,

compte rendu d'un ouvrage intitul6 : fitudes

philologiques sur quelques langues sauvages de

Le Hir (A. M.)— Continued.
I'Am^rique, par N. O. LAbb6Cuoq], ancien mis-

sionnaire, vol. 2, pp. 474-489.

Couples seen : British Museum.

Le Jau (Rev. —). [The Lord's prayer in

the Savaaa language.]

In Chamberlayne (J.) and Wilkins (D.),

Oratio Dominica, p. 89, Amsterdam, 1715, 4°.

Le Jeune (Pere Paul). Relation
j
de ce

qvi s'est passe en
|
la Nowelle France

I

en I'annee 1633.
|
Enuoyee | av R. P.

Barth. lacqvinot | Prouincial de la

Compagnie de
|
lesvs en la prouince de

I
France.

[
ar [sic] le P. Paul le leune

de la mesme Compa-
|
gnie, Superieur

de la residence de Kebec.
|
[Vignette

:

two storks.]
I

A Paris,
|
Chez Sebastien Cramoisy,

I
rue S. . lacques, aux Cicognes.

|
M.

DC. XXXIV [1634].
I
Avec privilege dv

Roy.
Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-216, 16°. A

number of errors of pagination, occur : id. 69 is

numbered 66 ; p. 94 is not numbered
; p. 122 is

numbered 121 ; pp. 125 to 176 are numbered 225-

276, except p. 174, which is numbered 374 ; at p.

177 the numbering is again correct ; p. 193 is

numbered 293; p. 211 is numbered 111. The
Privilege occupies about one-balf of p. 216.

At the head of the first page of the text (p. 3)

is an ornament about half an inch wide which
extends across the page, in the center of which
is a full-length cupid with wings outstretched

and with extended hands, each of which rests

on a cornucopia.

A prayer in Montagnais, p. 111.

Copies seen; Harvard, Brown.
Another issue with title-page as follows

:

Relation
|
de ce qvi s'est pass^

|
en

la
I

nowelle France
|
en I'ann^e 1633.

|

Enuoyee au
|
R. P. Barth. lacqvinot

|

Prouincial de la Compagnie de | lesvs

en la Prouince de
|
de [sic] France.

|

Par le P. Paul le leune de la mesme
Compagnie,

|
Superieur de la residence

de Kebec.
|
[Vignette: two storks.]

|

A Paris.
|
Chez Sebastien Cramoisy,

rue sainct
| lacques, aux Cicognes.

|

M. DC. XXXIV [1634]. |
Avec privilege

dv roy.

Title verso blank 11. text pp. 3-216, 160.

There are several errors of pagination : p. 67

is numbered 97; p. 91 is numbered 61 ; pp. 128-

176 are numbered 228-276 ; at p. 177 the pagi-

nation is correct, and it so continues to the end
except that p. 192 is numbered 191. One-half

the last page (216) is occupied with the privi-

lege. At the top of the first page of the text (p. 3)

is an ornament about half an inch wide, extend*
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Le Jeune (P. )— Continued

.

ing across the page, in the center of which is a

ram's head.

A prayer in Montagnais, p. 111.

Copies seen: Lenox, Mr. Geo. H. Moore.

In Harrisse's l^Totes pour servir h I'histoire

. . . de la Nouveile France, pp. 70-71, the two

titles of the Relation for 1633 are given, with

the statement that on page 1 of the one is a

vignette of the head of a goat, and on page 1 of

the other a vignette of a cupid. His error con-

sists in the page number, p. 1 being the title-

page, while the ornaments occur on p. 3 (the

first page of the text). The vignette on page

1 {i. e. the title-page) of each consists of two

storks. The same mistake is made in " Contri-

butions to a catalogue of the Leno x library, No.

II, The Jesuit Relations." This error is not

important except that it leads Mr. "Winsor in

his Narative and Critical History of America,

vol.4, p. 301, after mentioning these two issues,

to say, "A third issue has a vignette of two
storks," a remark evidently based upon Mr.

Harrisse's statement that the vignette (presum-

ably on the title-page) was in the one case a

goat's head, in the other a cupid.

Reprinted as follows

:

Relation de ce qvi s'est passe en la

Novvelle France en I'annee 1633.

In Relations des Jesuites dans la Novvelle

France, vol. 1, 1633, pp. 1-44, Quebec, 1858, 8°.

Prayer in Montagnais, p. 23.

' Relation
|
de ce qvi s'est pas86 I

en

la
I

novvelle France,
|
en I'ann^e 1634.

I
Enuoy^e an

|
R. pere provincial

|
de

la Compagnie de lesvs
|
en la Prouince

de France.
|
Par le P. Paul le leune de

la mesme Compagnie,
|
Superieur de la

residence de Kebec.
|
[Vignette: two

storks.]
I

A Paris,
|
Chez Sebastien Cramoisy,

Imprirneur
|
ordinaire du Roy, rue S.

lacques, aux Cicognes.
|
M. DC. XXXV

[1635].
I

Avec privilege dv roy.

Title verso blank 1 1. privilege verso blank

1 1. text pp. 1-342, 16°.

There are several errors in the pagination

:

p. 132 is numbered 312 ; p. 229 is numbered 129;

pp. 321-322 are numbered 323-324; p. 335 is

numbered 33.

De la langue des Sauuages Montagnais, cha-

pitre xi, pp. 174-184.— Deux oraisons en leur

langue (with French interlinear translation),

pp. 277-278, 279-280.

Copies seen: British Museum, Harvard,

Lenox.

The copy of this woik in the Lenox Library

has some errors of pagination other than those

mentioned above: pp. 66 and 67 are numbered
67-68

; pp. 70-71 are numbered 60-61, and page

132 is numbered 332. The remaining errors are

as noted above.

Le Jeune (P.)— Continued.
According to Harrisse's " Notes pour servir

^I'histoire . . .. de la Nouvelle France," p.

73, and Sabin's Dictionary, vol. 16, p. 537, there

was a second issue of this Relation in the same
year. Mr. Fames in the latter pointsoutthe dif-

ferences in great detaU. Following the title-page

is a table des chapitres 1 1. and the privilege

occupies one leaf at the end. Pp. 220, 221, 281,

304, 310, and 321-336, are respectively misnum-
bered 200, 121, 283, 204, 210, and 323-338. He
adds: "These two editions, which agree line

for line in the title, and nearly so in the text,

may also be distinguished apart by the varia-

tions in the ending of the bottom lines of the

following mentioned pages. . . ."

Reprinted as follows:

Relation de ce qvi s'est passe en la

Novvelle France svr le grand flevve de

S. Lavrens en I'annee 1634.

In Relations des J6suites dans la Novvelle

France, vol. 1, 1634, pp.* 1-92, Quebec, 1858, 8°.

Chapter xi. De la langue des Sauuages Mon-
tagnais, pp. 48-51.—Deux oraisons en leur

langue, p. 76.

[Relation]
|
de [ce qvi s'est pass^]

|

en [la novvelle France] |en [I'ann^e 1634

et 1635.?]
I

Enuoy^e a[u R. Pere Provin-

cial de]
I

la Compagnie [de Jesvsen la]

I

Prouince de F[rance.]
|
Par le Pere le

levne de la m[esme]
|
Compagnie, Su-

perieur de la
I

Residence de Kebec.
| j^

En Avignon, | De I'Imprimerie de

laqves Bramereav,
|
Imprirneur de sa

Sainctete, de la Ville, &
|
Vniuersit^.'

Auec permission des Superieurs |

M. DC. XXXVI [1636].

Title verso blank 1 1. preface 4 11. text pp.

1-416 (p. 141 wrongly numbered 134), 8°.

Title from the only known copy, the title-

page of which is defective, as shown by the

brackets ; the missing portions are supplied

from similar lines in the earlier Relations. One
other leaf at the beginning is imperfect, and

two at the end are almost entirely gone. The
volume contains reprints of the Relations for

1634 and 1635, with a new preface or dedication.

The Relation of 1634 ends on p. 269 ; p. 270 is

blank, and the Relation of 1635 begins on p.

271 and ends on p 336; Hurons, pp. 337-392;

Cape Bretons, pp. 393-416.

De la langue des Sauuages Montagnais, chap,

xi, pp. 134-142.—Deux oraisons eu'^eur langue,

pp. 218-220.

Copies seen : Lenox.

Paul Le Jeune, French missionary, born in

the diocese of Chalons, France, in 1592 ; died in

Paris, 7 Aug., 1664. He became a Jesuit in 1614,

was sent to Canada in 1632, and on his arrival

in Quebec was made superior of the missions.

In 1637 Commander de Sillery sent workmen to

Le Jeune with a request that he would employ
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them in founding villages for the Christian In-

dians. The superior conducted them to a point

about four miles above Quebec, and there

founded the village of Sillery. In a few years

this settlement became a considerable town,

and the Indian inhabitants cleared a large

tract, and were gradually civilized by Le Jeune.

He ceased to be superior in 1639, and in 1649

returned to France, where he was made pro-

curator of the foreign missions.

—

Appleton's

Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Leland (Charles Godfrey). The Algon-

quin legends |
of New England

|
or

|

Myths and Folk Lore of the Micmac,

Passa-
I

maquoddy, and Penobscot

Tribes
|
by

|
Charles G. Leland

|

[Mon-

ogram]
I

Boston
I

Houghton, Mifflin and com-

pany
I

New York : 11 East Seventeenth

Street
|
The Riverside Press, Cam-

bridge
I

1884

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

preface pp. iii-vii, authorities pp. ix-x, contents

pp. xi-xv, illustrations p. xvii, introduction pp.

1-13, text pp. 15-379, 8°.

Micmac song (8 lines), p. 157.—Passama-

quoddy songs, with English translations, pp.

324, 328.—Song (2 verses) in Passamaquoddy,
'

pp. 378-379. Each of the songs has an English

translation.—Many Micmac, Passamaquoddy,

and Penobscot terms and phrases, with English

significations, throughout the text and foot-

notes.

Copies seen: British Museum, Geological i

Survey, Powell.
I

Priced by Clarke & co. 1886, no. 6489, $2.
j

Reviewed in Science, vol. 4, no. 95, pp. 497-

500, Cambridge, 1884, 4°. Also in American
j

Antiquarian, vol. 6, p. 428, Chicago, 1884, 8°.

Issued also with the following title :

The Algonquin legends
| of New

England
|
or

|
Myths and Folk Lore of

the Micmac, Passa- 1
maquoddy, and Pe-

nobscot Tribes
I

By
I

Charles G. Leland
|

Loudon :
(
Sampson Low, Marston,

Searle&Rivington,
|

Crown Buildings,

188 Fleet Street,
|
1884.

|
All rights re-

served.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. pref-

ace pp. iii-vii, authorities pp. ix-x, contents pp.

xi-xv, list of illustrations verso blank 1 1. in-

troduction pp. 1-13, text pp. 15-379, plates, 8=.

Linguistics as under the preceding title.

Copies seen: Eames.

Second edition, Boston, 1885, pp. xvii, 379.(*)

Third edition, Boston, [n. d.] pp. xvii, 379. (*)

Mr. Leland informs me that he has a second

volume of these legends ready for publication.

See Abnaki.

Lenape. See Delaware.

Lenni Lenape. See Delaware.

Lenox : This word following a title or within
parentheses after a note indicates that a copy
of the work referred to has been seen by the

compiler in the Lenox Library, New York City.

[Lenox (James).] Eliot's Indian Bible.

In Historical Magazine, first series, vol. 2, pp.
307-309, New York and Loudon, 1858, sm. 4°.

A detaied description of four copies, in the

possession of the writer of the article, of Eliot's

translation of the new testament and the whole
bible into the Indian language, of Massachu-
setts. It is followed by a short note furnished

by J. H. T[rumbull], and one by the editor of

the magazine, descriptive of other copies.

Lepsius (Carl Richard). Das allge-

meine
|
liuguistische Alphabet.

|

Grund-
satze der tJbertragung

|
fremder Schrift-

systeme und bisher noch ungeschrie-

bener
|
Sprachen

|
inEuropaische Buch-

staben.
|
Von

|
R. Lepsius, Dr.

[
O. Prof,

an d. Universitat u. Mitglied der k.

Acad. d. Wissenschaften zu Berlin.
|

[Alphabet.]
|

Berlin, 1855.
|
Verlag von Wilhelm

Hertz.
I

(Bessersche Buchhandlung.)
|

Gedruckt in der Druckerei der konigl,

Akademie
|
der Wissenschaften.

Printed cover, title verso blank 1 L inhalt 1

\. text pp. 1-64, 8°.

Amerikanische Sprachen, pp. 62-63, contains

alphabets printed in red of the Mikmak (from

Rand's gospel of St. Matthew, 1853), Mohegan
(from Edwards' Observations, 1823), and Indian
languages of ISTorth America (from Pickering's

Essay, 1820), each accompanied by the standard
alphabet printed in black.

Copies seen : Eanes, Pilling.

Standard alphabet
|
for

| reducing

unwritten languages and foreign
|

graphic systems
|
toa

|
uniform orthog-

raphy in European letters.
|
By Dr. E.

Lepsius,
I
professor at the university,

and member of the royal academy, Ber-

lin.
I

[Alphabet.]
|
Recommended for

adoption by
|
the Church missionary

society.
|

London : |
Seeleys, Fleet street &

Hanover street.
|
1855.

Title verso blank 1 1. advertisement pp. iii-

ix, text pp. 1-73, 8°.

American languages, pp. 70-72, contains

alphabets printed in red of the Kri (from

Hunter's Faith and duty of a Christian, 1855),

Mikmak (from Rand's gospel of St. Matthew,
1853), Mohegan (from Edwards' Observations,

1823), and Indian languages of North America
(from Pickering's Essay, 1820), each accom-
panied by the standard alphabet printed in

black.

Copies seen: Eames.
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Standard alphabet
|
for

|
reducing

unwritten languages and foreign
j

graphic systems
|
to a

|
uniform orthog-

raphy in European letters
|
by 0. R.

Lepsius, D. Ph. & D. D.
|
prof, at the

university, and member of the Royal

academy, Berlin.
|
Recommended for

adoption by
|
the Church missionary

society.
|
Second edition.

|

London. | Williams & Norgate, Hen-
rietta street, Covent garden.

|
Berlin.

I
W. Hertz, Behrenstrasse 7.

|
1863.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso blank 1

I. advertisement to the first edition pp. iii-x,

advertisement to the second edition pp. xi-xiv,

contents pp. xv-xvii, introduction pp. 1-20, half-

title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 23-300, general

table pp. 301-308, postscript pp. 309-315, 8°.

American languages, pp. 289-300, contains

the standard alphabet for the Indian languages

of North America p. 289, and the standard

alphabet for the Massatsiiset language, with
the Lord's prayer in the same, p. 291. The
other Algonquian alphabets given in the other

editions are omitted in this edition.

Copies seen: Eames.

Lescarbot (Marc). Histoire
|
de la nov-

velle
I
France

|
Contenant Jes naviga-

tions, d^couvertes, & habi-
|
tations

faites par les Francois 6s Indes Occi-

den-
I
tales & Nouvelle-France souz

I'avceu & autho-
|
rit^ de noz Rois Tres-

Chr^tiens, & les diverses
|
fortunes

d'iceux en I'execution de ces choses,
|

depuis cent ans jusques h hui.
|
En

quoy est comprise I'Histoire Morale,

Naturele, & Geo-
|

graphique de ladite

province : Avec les Tables & |
Figures

d'icelle.
]
Par Marc Lescarbot Advocat

en Parlement,
|
T^moin oculaire d'vne

partie des choses ici recit^es.
[ Multa

renascentur quee iam cecidere, cad^nt-

que.
I

[Vignette.]
|

A Paris
[
Chez lean Milot, tenant sa

boutique sur les degrez
|
de la grand'

salle du Palais. | M. DC. IX [1609].
|

Avec privilege dv roy.

Colophon on p. 888: Achev6 d'imprimer chez

Francois lacquin
| le 28. Eeburier 16C9.

Title verso blank 1 1. av roy tres-chretien

etc. 11. a la royne 11. a monseignevr le davphin
I I. a la royne Margverite 3 pp. a la France 9

pp. sommaires des chapitres 25 pp. av lectevr 2

pp. extraict du priuilege du roy 1 p. text pp.

1-8, 11. 9-11, pp. 11-888, 3 maps ; Les mvses de

la novvelle France, 1609, title verso blank 1 1.

dedication 2 11. text pp. 1-66, 8°.

Chap, vii, Du langage, contains numerals 1-

Lescarbot (M.)— Continued.
10 anci en [Huron, from Cartier] and nouveau
[Algonquian] of Canada, and of the Souriquoie

and Etechemins, pp. 697-703.

Copies seen : British Museum, Brown, Lenox.

A "superb copy, very wide margins," is

priced by Leclorc, 1878, no. 749,1,200 fr. An-
other copy, no. 2836, narrow margins, 450 fr. A
"fine copy in red morocco extra, gilt edges

'"

is priced by Quaritch, no. 12179, 40L The
Murphy copy, no. 1472, red levant morocco, gilt-

edges, sold for $150, a note stating " priced by
Ellis and White in 1879, 45Z."

Histoire
|
de la Novvelle-

|
France

[

Conteuantles navigations, d^couvertes,

& habi-
I

tations faites par les Fran-

gois ^s Indes Occiden-
|
tales & Nou-

velle-France souz I'avceu & autho-
|

rit6 de noz Roys Tres-Chr^tiens, & le&

diverses
|
fortunes d'iceux en I'execu-

tion de ces choses,
|
depuis cent ans

jusques h hui.
|
En quoy est comprise

I'Histoire Morale, Naturele, & Geo-
|

graphique de ladite province : Avec les

Tables |
& Figures d'icelle.

|
Par Marc

Lescarbot Advocat en Parlement.
|
T^-

moin oculaire d'vne partie des choses

ici r^cit^es.
j
Multa renascentur quae

iam cecidere cad6ntque.
|
Seconde Edi-

tion, reveue, corrig^e, & augment^e par

I'Autheur.
|
[Design.]

|

A Paris
|
Chez lean Millot, devant S.

Barthelemi aux trois
|
Coronues : Et en.

sa boutique sur les degrez de la
|

grand'

salle du Palais. | M.DC.XI [1611]. |

Avec privilege dv Roy.

24 p. 11. pp. 1-877, 16°.

Du langage, pp. 686-697, containing the'

numerals 1-10 ancien [Huron] and nouveau

[Algonquian] of Canada, and of the Souriquois

and Etechemins p. 688, and a vocabulary (65

words) French and Souriquois, pp. 691-693.

* Copies seen: British Museum, Brown, Con-

At the Murphy sale, no. 1473, a calf, extra,

gilt-edged copy, brought $80.

— Histoire \ de la novvelle-
|
France

|

Conteuantles navigations, d^couvertes,

& habi-
I
tations faites par les Fran-

cois ^s Indes Occiden-
|
tales & Nou-

velle-France souz I'avceu & autho-
I
rit6

de noz Roys Tres-Chr6tiens, & les di-

verses
I

fortunes d'iceux en I'execution

de ces choses,
|
depuis cent ans jusques

k hui.
I
En quoy est comprise I'Histoire

Morale, Naturele, & Geo-
1

graphique de

ladite province: Avec les Tables I &
Figures d'icelle. I Par Marc Lescarbot
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Advocat en Parlement
J

T^moin ocu-

laire d'vne partie des choses ici reci-

t6es.
I
Multa renascentiir qnsB iam

cecidere cad6ntque. |
Seconde Edition,

reveue, corrig6e, & augment^e par

rAutheur.
|

[Design.]
|

A Paris
|
Chez lean Millot, devant S.

Barthelemi aux trois
|
Coronnes: Et en

sa boutique sur les degrez de la
|

grand'

salle du Palais.
|
M. DC. XII [1612].

|

Avec privilege dv roy.

Title verso blank 1 1. av roy tres-chretien

etc. 2 11. a monseignevr etc. 2 11. a la France 4 11.

somniaires des chapitres 14 11. av lectevr with

Extrait dii Priuilege du Roy on verso 1 1. text

pp. 1-496, 493-877, 4 maps; Les mvses de la

novvelle France, 1611, title verso Mank 1 1. ded-

ication pp. 3-6, text pp. 7-46, 37[sicl-65, list of

errata p. 66, 8°.

Du langage etc., as under title next above,

pp. 686-697.

Copies seen : Brown, Lenox.

At the Brinley sale, no 103, a copy sold for

$100.

Histoire
|
de la novvelle-

|
France.

}

Contenant les navigations, d^couvertes,

& ha-
I

bitations faites par les Fran-

cois ^s Indes Occi- [
dentales &, Nou-

velle-France, par commission
|
de noz

Roys Tres- Chretiens, & les diverses
1

fortunes d'iceux en I'execution de ces

choses,
I

depuiscentansjusques^hui.
|

En qouy est comprise I'histoire Morale,

Naturele, &
|
Geographique des pro-

vinces cy d^crites: avec | les Tables &
Figures necessaires. |

Par Marc Lescar-

bot Advocat en Parlement
|
T^moin

oculaire dVne partie des choses ici reci-

t^es. j
Troisiesme Edition enrichie de

plusieurs choses singulieres,
|
outre la

suite de I'Histoire.
|

[Design.]
|

A Paris,
|
Chez Adrian Perier, rue

saint
I
lacques, au Compas d'or. | M.

DC. XVIII [1618].

Title verso blank 1 1. av roy tre3-chr6tien pp.

3-10, a monseignevr etc. pp. 11-14, a la France

pp. 15-22, sommaires des chapitres pp. 23-54,

av lectevr p. 55, motto p. [56], text pp. 1-480,

485-740, 781-970, errata verso blank 1 1. 4 maps

;

Les mvses de la novvelle France, 1618, title

verso blank 1 1. dedication pp. 3-6, text pp. 7-76,

80.

Du langage etc., as under previous titles,

pp. 734-740, 781-786.

Copies seen: British Museum, Brown, Con-

gress, Lenox.

At the Field sale, no. 1335, a levant morocco
copy sold for $110. Leclerc, 1881, no. 2837,

prices a copy 850 fr. The Murphy copy, no.

Lescarbot (M.)— Continued.

1474, red levant morocco, gilt edges, brought

$130, a note stating: "Priced in Ellis and
"White's catalogue, 42Z." Quaritch, no. 28539,

prices it, bound with Les muses de la Novvelle

France, large copy in vellum, 11. 10s.

Histoire
|
de la

|
Nouvelle France

|

par Marc Lescarbot
|
suivie des

|
Muses

de la Nouvelle-France,
|
Nouvelle Edi-

tion
I
publico par Edwin Tross

|
avec

quatre cartes g^ographiques
[
Premier

[-Troisifeme] Volume
|

Paris
I

Libraire Tross
| 5, RueNeuve-

des-petits-Champs, 5
|
1866.

3 vols, paged continuously : 6 p. 11. pp. i-xviii,

1 1. pp. 1-287 ; 2 p. 11. pp. 289-586 ; 1 p. 1. pp. 587-

851, 13 11. 12°. Eeprint of the 1612 edition, the

title-page of which is given in vol. 1. The
pagination of the original is shown by cross-

bars and side numbers.

Du langage etc., as above, pp. 661-671.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Quebec Historical Society, Trumbull.

At the Fischer sale, no. 936, a copy "printed

on thick paper, half morocco," sold for 11. 19s.

The Field copy, no. 1337, brought $10.87. Le-

clerc, 1878, no. 750, prices a copy 30 fr. The
Brinley copy, no. 104, "half dk. green levant

morocco extra, gilt tops, large paper, uncut,"

brought $30. A copy on large Holland paper
is priced by Labitte, 1883, 36 fr. Clarke and co,

1886, no. 4036, price a paper copy $10.

[ ] NovaFrancia:
|
Or the

|
descrip-

tion
I

of that part of
|
New France,

|

which is one continent with
|
Virginia.

I
Described in the three late Voyages

and Plantation made by
|
Monsieur de

Monts, Monsieur du Pont-Grau^, and
|

Monsieur de Poutrincourt, into the

countries
|
called by the French men La

Cadie,
|

lying to the Southwest of
|

Cape
Breton.

|
Together with au excellent

seuerall Treatie of all the commodities

i
of the said countries, and maners[sic]

of the naturall
1
inhabitants of the same

I

Translated out of French into English

by
I

P. E[rondelle].
|
[Design.]

|

Londini,
|
Impensis Georgii Bishop.

I

1609.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication 1 1. to the

reader 1 1. contents 6 11. text pp. 1-307, 4°.

Chap. 7. Of their language, pp. 168-172, in-

cludes the numerals 1-10 of Canada, "The old"

and " The new," and of the Souriquois and Ete-

chemins, and a general discussion of the Souri-

quois.

Copies seen : Lenox.

A morocco copy, no. 1336, sold at the Field

sale for $110. At the Brinley sale, no. J 06, a red

levant morocco, extra copy, brought $50; another

copy, no. 106*, " elegantly bound, dark-blue lev-
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ant morocco, inside borders, gilt edges, " $75.

The Murphy copy, no. 904, sold for $75.

Reissued, with change of title-page only, as

follows

:

[ ] Nova Francia
|

Or the
|
description

I
of that part of

|
New France,

j

which

is one continent with
1
Virginia.

| De-

scribed in the three late Voyages and

Plantation
|
made by Monsieur de Monts,

Monsieur du Pont-Grau6, and
|
Monsieur

de Poutriucourt \_sic'], into the countries

called
I

by the French-men La Cadie,

ly-
I

ing to the Southwest of
|
Cape

Breton,
|
Together with an excellent

seuerall Treatie of all the commodities

I
of the said countries, and manors

[sic] of thenaturall
|
inhabitants of the

same.
|
Translated ont [sic] of French

into English by
|
P. E[roudelle]. I

Loudon,
I
Printed for Andrew Hebb,

and are to be sold at the signe
|
of the

Bell in Pauls Church-yard. [ 1612 ?]

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication 1 1. to the

reader 1 1. contents 6 11. text pp. 1-307, 4°.

Of their language, pp. 168-172.

Copies seen: British Museum, Brown, Con-
gress, Lenox, Massachusetts Historical Society.

Eeprinted in Osborne's Collection of voyages
and travels, vol. 2, pp. 795-917, London, 1745,

folio, the linguistics appearing on pp. 863-864.

(Congress.)

The edition in German, Augspurg, 1613, 4°,

contains no linguistics (Congress, Lenox), nor

does the partial reprint in Purchas's Pilgrims,

vol. 4, pp. 1620-1641, London, 1625, folio. (Con-

gress.)

Lesley (Joseph Peter). On the insensible

gradation of words, by J. P. Lesley.

In American Philosoph. Soc. Proc. vol. 7, pp.
129-155, Philadelphia, 1861, 8°.

Contains a few words in Penobscot, Souri-

quois, Delaware, Mohegan, and Sankikani.

Lesueur (Pe?'e Francois Eustache). [Ser-

mons and instructions in the Abnaki
language. 1716-1753.] (*)

Manuscript, forming part of a quarto vol-

ume of 176 pages, preserved in the archives of

the Koman Catholic mission at Pierreville,

Canada, and described by Judge Charles Gill

in his Notes sur de vieux manuscrits abenakis

iq. V.) as follows:

The volume is formed of separate parts

bound together and paged separately ; on the
first page is the following:

Hoc codice continentur : 1 Quaestio de salta-

tione Sylvicolorum cum fumigatorio tubo, h
P. Jacobo Lesueur, Sylvicolorum Uanbanakseo-
rum pastore. 2 Yariae conciones, parseneses,

et instituliones ejusd.

Lesueur (F. E.) — Continued.
The first part is written entirely in French

and has at the head: "En 1734, par le R. P.

Jacques Lesueur, k St.-rran9ois-de-Sale8. Riv.

Arsiganteg Histoire du Calumet et de la

Dance."

This French manuscript was published in

the "Soir6es Canadionnes," nos. 4 and 5, for

April and May, 1864.

The first two pages of the second part are

in Latin, under the title "Baptismum confe-

rendo," and the remainder of the volume is in

Abnaki, some of the titles being in Latin and
one in French. The titles of the sermons and
instructions are generally in Indian.

See Virot (C. F.) for description of the re-

mainder (parts 3 and 4) of the manuscript.

Dictionuaire de racines de cette

[Abnaki] langue. [1716-1753.] (*)

Manuscript, 900 pp. Title from Maurault's

Histoire des Abenakis, p. 504, whence the fol-

lowing note is taken

:

Lesueur was born in 1685 at Lunel in Langue-

doc. He joined the Jesuit order and was sent

to the missions in America, arriving in Canada
in June, 1715. He remained at Sillery nine

months studying the Abnaki language, and in

September, 1716, was sent to the Abnakis of

Becancourt, which is situated, much nearer

the Trois-Kivi^res than St. Francis [Pierre-

ville], where he lived until 1753, with the ex-

ception of a few years, at different times. In

1753 he went to Quebec, where he died in 1755,

aged 70 years.

He was well versed in the Abnaki language

and wrote a dictionary of roots in that lan-

guage; this work is still preserved. Besides

other manuscripts he left several [in Abnaki 1]

containing sermons, instructions upon the sac-

raments and morals.

Letter

:

Abnaki See Yetromile (E.)

Blackfoot Crowfoot.

Chippewa Bigcanoe (C.)

Chippewa Indian.

Cree Papers.

Cree Rutan (D.)

Delaware Brinton (D. G.)

Delaware Tobias (G.)

Massachusetts Mayhew (E.)

Montagnais Montagnais.

Montagnais Squier (E. G.)

Ottawa Vimont (B.)

Sac and Fox Black Hawk.

Lewis (Capt. Meriwether). The
| trav-

els
I
of

I

Capts. Lewis & Clarke,
| by

order of the
|

government of the Uni-

ted States,
I
performed in the years

1804, 1805, & 1806, |
being upwards of

three thousand miles, from
|
St. Louis,

by way of the Missouri, and
|
Columbia

Rivers, to the |
Pacifick ocean:

[
Con-

taining an Account of the Indian Tribes,
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Lewis (M.)— Continued,

who inhabit
|
the Western part of the

Continent unexplored,
|
and unknown

before.
|
With copious delineations of

the manners, cus-
|
toms, religion, &c.

of the Indians.
|
Compiled

|
From va-

rious authentic sources, and Documents.

I
To which is subjoined,

| A Summary
of the Statistical view of the Indian

|

Nations, from the Official Communica-
tion of

I

Meriwether Lewis.
|
Embel-

lished with a Map of the Country in-

habited by 1 the Western tribes of In-

dians, and five Engravings
|
of Indian

Chiefs.
I

Philadelphia:
I

published by Hub-

bard Lester.
|
1809.

|
Price—1 dollar

62i cts

Folded map, portrait 1 1. title verso copyriglit

1 1. recommeiidatiou verso blank 1 1. extract

from President Jefferson's message verso blank

1 1. introduction pp. vii-xii, text pp. 13-300, 4

other plates, 12°.

Names of the months in the Cree language,

p. 132.—Vocabulary of the Knisteneaux (about

350 words, from Mackenzie), pp. 133-141.

Copies seen : Eames.

The
I

travels
J
of

|
Capts. Lewis &

Clarke,
|
from

|
St. Louis, by way of

the Missouri and Columbia rivers,
|
to

the
j
Pacific Ocean

; |

performed in the

years 1804, 1805, & 1806, |
by order of

the
I
Government of the United States.

1
Containing

|
delineations of the man-

ners, customs,
I

religion, &c.
|
Of the

Indians,
|
compiled from

|
Various Au-

thentic Sources, and Original Docu-

ments,
I
and

I

a summary of the statis-

tical view of
I

the ludian nations,
|

from the official communication of
|

Meriwether Lewis.
|
Illustrated with a

Map of the Country, inhabited by the
|

Western Tribes of Indians.
|

London: \ printed for Longman,
Hurst, Eees, and Orme,

| Paternoster

Row.
I
1809.

Title verso printer 1 1. extract from Jeffer-

son's message pp. iii-iv, introduction pp. v-ix,

text pp. 1-309, map, 8°.

Linguistics as given under previous title

pp. 131, 133-142.

Copies seen: Geological Survey, Shea.

Stevens's Nuggets, no. 1729, priced a copy 7s.

6d. At the Field sale, no. 1358, a copy brought

$2.50.

The
I
journal

|
of

]
Lewis and Clarke,

I
to the mouth of the Columbia River

Lewis (M.) — Continued.

I
beyond the Rocky Mountains.

|
In

the years 1804-5, & 6.
j
Giving a faith-

ful description of the river Missouri
|

and its source—of the various tribes of

Indians
|
through which they passed

—

manners and cus-
|
toms—soil—climate

—commerce—gold and
|
silver mines

—

animal and vegetable
|
productions,

&c.
I

New edition, with notes.
|
Re-

vised, corrected, and illustrated with

numerous
|
wood cuts.

|
To which is

added
j
a complete dictionary of the

Indian tongue.
|

Dayton, O. |
Published and sold by

B. F. Ells,
i
John Wilson, printer.

|

1840.

Portraits of Lewis and Clarke 2 11. title verso

advertisement and copyright 1 1. extract from
Jetferson's message 1 1. preface pp. ix-xii, text

pp. 15-234, appendix pp. 234-237, contents pp.
238-240, 16°.

Linguistics as under previous titles, pp. 117,

225-234.

Copies seen : Congress, Geological Survey.

There is another edition: Dayton, Ellia, Claf-

lin & CO. 1851, 240 pp. 12°.

I have examined many editions of so-called

Lewis and Clarke, none of which, except those

titled above and those which will be found un-

der Fisher (W.), contain the linguistics.

"An account of the various publications re-

lating to the travels of Lewis and Clarke," by
Dr. Elliot Coues, appears as Bulletin 6, second

series, of the publications of the Hayden Sur-

vey, Washington, 1876, 8°. In this work Dr.

Coues says that all the editions of Lewis and
Clarke—and there are many—are spurious so

far as they claim to be narrations of the expe-

dition.

Lewis (Robert Benjamin). Light and
truth;

j
collected from

|
the bible and

ancient and
|
modera history,

|
con-

taining the
I

universal history
|
of the

I
Colored and the Indian race, | from

the creation of the world
|
to the present

time.
I

By R. B. Lewis,
|
a colored man.

I

[Quotation, four lines.]
|

Boston:
|
published by a committee

of colored gentlemen.
|
Benjamin F.

Roberts, Printer. | 1844.

Title verso copyright 1 1. introduction pp. iii-

iv, contents pp. v-viii, text pp. 9-400, 12°.

Vocabulary of 28 words each of English, In-

dian, Hebrew, and Chaldaic (all from Boudi-

not's Star in the West), p. 251. The Indian col-

umn contains a few Algonquian words.

Copies seen: Harvard.
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Linapi'e
|
Irkvekun,

|
apwivuli kavuni

vawinj wato.
|
Opvaloqrpeas,

|
nelahi

maneto. | Jybni krkw kiiski wehumul
nrkek Linapruk.

|

Shawnee mission.
|
J. Meeker,

printer.
|
1834.

Cover title: Linapi'e | Irkvekun.
|
Apwi-

Tuli Kavuni.
[
[Five lines in Delaware.]

Printed cover, title as above verso "key to the

Delaware alphabet " (p. 2) 1 1. text in the Dela-

ware language pp. 3-24, 18°.

Primer lessons, pp. 3-17.—Akunotasekc a

Linapruk (in verses numbered 1-68), pp. 18-

24.—The outside of back cover has the Arabic

figures 1-100 and four lines in Delaware.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Dunbar.

This is no. 67 of Schoolcraft's Bibliographical

Catalogue (1849), where it is described as fol-

lows: "Lenapee Spelling Book. ShawneeMis-
sion. J. Meeker, for the Baptist Society. A,

D. 1834. 24 pages, 18mo. "

For a second edition see Blanchard (I. D.)

Linapie
|
Irkvekun

| ave apwatuk.
|

Wunhi nrtyrvekrs-Maneto. | Jrpuna
brie lipwrokun.

|

Shawannoe Mission.
|

J. Meeker,

printer.
|
1834.

Title verso key to the Delaware alphabet 1 1.

text in the Delaware language pp. 3-48, 18°.

Primer lessons, pp. 3-6.—Scripture lessons,

.
prayers, etc. pp. 7-48.

Copies seen : Massachusetts Hist. Society.

Linapie wawipoetakse ave apwatuk.
Shawanoe mission : J. Meeker,

printer. 1834.

48 pp. 18°.

The above title is reconstructed from School-

craft's Bibliographical Catalogue (1849), no. 66,

where it is entered as follows :
" Lenapie Wa-

wipoetakse ave Apwatuk. First Lessons in

the Delawaie. J. Meeker. Baptist Shawanoe
Mission. 1 vol. 18mo. 48 pages. A. D, 1834."

According to McCoy's History of Baptist In,

dian Missions, before the end of 1839, there had
" been printed in the Delaware language four

books, three of which were small [as described

above], and one large ; the latter being a Har-

mony of the Gospels, originally compiled by
the Eev. Mr. Zeisberger, of the Moravian
church, now revised by Mr. Blanchard."

These books were prepared by Mr. Ira D.

Blanchard, ayoungmanwho "hadgoneamong
the Delaware Indians from benevolent motives,

and was studying the Delaware language with

the view of being useful to them." In 1833 he

was baptized, and employed as a missionary by
the Baptist board of missions to labor among
the Delawares in the Indian Territory. He
was married to Miss Mary Wilson, one of the

missionaries, in 1835. Under their joint care

the Indians were instructed in reading in the

Delaware language, and also, to a limited ex-

tent, in the English language.

Linapie— Continued.
Information concerning the authorship of

these works reached me too late to enable me to

enter them under Mr. Blanchard's name.
All of these books were printed in the "new

system" of orthography, for a brief account of

which see Meeker (J.)

Lincoln {Gov. Enocli). Remarks on the

Indian languages [of Maine].
In Maine Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 1, pp. 310-323,

Portland, 1831, 8°.

A posthumous paper, edited by the Rev. E.

Ballard.

"Of the Abenaquis," pp. 310-312.—Gram-
matic structure of the Norridgewock, pp. 312-

317.—A vocabulary of [80] words of the Nor-

ridgewock language, pp. 317-318.—Grammatic
structure of the Micmac, including conjuga-

tion of the verb etre bon, pp. 318-321.

This volume of the Collections was reprinted

in 1865, the above paper occupying pp. 412-427.

Enoch Lincoln, son of Levi Lincoln, gov-

ernor of Maine, born in Worcester, Mass., 28

Dec, 1788; died in Augusta, Me., 8 Oct., 1829;

entered Harvard in 1806, but was not graduated.

He studied law, was admitted to the bar in 1811,

and began to practice in Salem, but in 1812

removed to Fryeburg, Me., and in 1819 to the

neighboring town of Paris. He was elected to

Congress, serving from 16 ]Srov., 1818, till 1826,

when he resigned. In 1827 he was elected

governor of Maine, and twice re-elected with

little opposition. Bowdoin gave him the degree

of M. A. in 1821.—Appleton's Cyclop, of Am,
Biog.

Little (— ). See Barton (B. S.)

Livre de prieres en Sauteux. See La-

combe (A.)

Logick primer [Massachusetts]. See

Eliot (J.)

Lolo (Sozap). See Laurent (J.)

Long (John), Voyages and travels
|
of

an
I

Indian interpreter and trader,
|

describing |
The Manners and Customs

I

of the
I

North American Indians
; |

with 1 an account of the posts
|

sit-

uated on
I
the river Saint Laurence,

lake Ontario, &c. 1 To which is added,

I

a vocabulary
|
of

|
The Chippeway

Language.
|
Names of Furs aud Skins,

in English and French.
]
A list of words

I

in the
|
Iroquois, Mohegan, Sbawa-

nee, and Esquimeaux tongues,
|
and a

table, shewing
|
The Analogy between

the Algonkin and Chippeway Lan-

guages.
I

By J. Long.
|

London :
|

printed for tbe author

;

and sold by Robson, Bond- street ; De-

brett,
I

Piccadilly ; T. and J. Egerton,
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Long (J. ) — Continued.

Charing-cross; WMte and son, Fleet-
|

street; Sewell, Cornhill; Edwards, Pall-

mall; and messrs. Tay-
|
lors, Holborn,

London; Fletcher, Oxford; and Bull,

Bath.
I
M, DCC, XCI [1791].

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication 1 1. list of

subscribers pp. iii-vi, preface pp. Yii-x, errata

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-181, vocabularies etc.

pp. 183-295, folded map, 4°.

Speeches etc. in the Chippeway language

with English translations, pp. 55, 57, 67-70, 74, 87,

110, 11.3, 134, 136, 145.—Numerals 1-1000 of the

Iroquois, Algonkin, and Chippeway, pp. 184-

195.—A table of words shewing, in a variety of

instances, the difference as well as analogy be-

tween the Algonkin and Chippeway languages,

with the English explanation, pp. 196-208.—Vo-

cabulary of the Mohegan (46 words) pp. 209-210

;

of the Shawanee (26 words) p. 209 ; of the Algon-

kin and Chippeway (20 words) p. 211 ; of the Chip"

peway [classified], pp. 218-252.—Table of words,

Chippeway arranged alphabetically, pp. 253-

282.—Familiar phrases in tlie English and Chip-

peway languages, pp. 284-295.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Eames, Trumbull, Wat-
kinson,

Triibner, 1856, no. 684, prices a copy 12s. The
Field copy, no. 1379, sold for $5.50. An uncut
copy is priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 942, 60 fr.

The Brinley copy, no. 5661, "tree calf, yellow

edges," brought $5.50; the Pinart copy, no. 558,

20 fr. : the Murphy copy, no. 1518, $5.50. Clarke

and CO. 1886, no. 6490, price it $7.50.

J. Long's
I

westindischen Dollmet-

schers und Kaufmanns
|
See- und Land-

Reisen,
|
enthaltend:

|
eine Beschrei-

bung der Sitten und Gewohnheiten
[

der I Nordamerikanischen Wilden;
|

der
I

Englischen Forts oder Schanzen
langs dem St. Lorenz-

| Flusse, dem
See Ontario u. s. w.

; |
feruer

i

eiu um-
standliches Worterbuch der Chippe-

waischenuud auderer
|
Nordamerikaui-

schen Sprachen.
|
Aus dein Englischen.

I

Herausgegebeu
|

uudmit einerkurzen

Einleitung iiber Kanada und einer er-

besserten
|
Karte versehen

|
von

|
E. A.

W. Zimmermanu,
|
Hofrath und Pro-

fessor in Braunschweig.
|
Mit allergna-

digsten Freiheiten.
|

Hamburg, 1791.
\
bei Benjamin Gott-

lob Hoffmann.

Title verso blank 1 1. vorrede des verfassers

pp. iii-viii, vorrede des herausgebers pp. ix-

xviii, inhalt pp. xix-xxiv, half-title verso blank
1 1. text pp. 3-334, druckfehler 1 1. folded map,
8°.

Speeches etc. in the Chippeway language,

Long (J.)— Continued.
with German translations, pp. 82, 100-101, 101-

102, 110-111, 164-165, 168, 200-201, 203, 216.—Nu-
merals 1-1000 in Irokesisch, Algonkinsch, and

Chippewaisoh, pp. 272-275. — Comparative vo-

cabulary of the Algonkinsch and Chippewaisch,

pp. 274-284.—Comparative vocabulary of the

Moheganisch and Schawanesisch, pp. 284-285.

—

Comparative vocabulary of the Moheganisch,

Algonkinsch, and Chippewaisch, pp. 285-286.

—

Deutsch-Chippewiiisches vocabulary (classi-

fied), pp. 291-310.—Chippewaisch-Deutsches

"Wort register, pp. 311-326. — Short phrases in

German and Chippewa, pp. 327-334.

Copies seen : Brown, Eames.

At the Fischer sale, no. 969, a copy brought \s.

I have seen a German edition, Berlin, 1792,

8° (British Museum, Brown), and a French one,

Paris, an 11 [1794], 8° (British Museum, Con-

gress, Maisonneuve), neither of which contains

the linguistic material. I have also seen men-
tion of an edition, Paris, 1810.

Long Island

:

Geographic names
Geographic names
Geographic names
Geographic names
Geographic names
Geographic names
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

See DeKay (J. E.)

Jones (N. W.)
Pelletreau (W. S.)

Thompson (B. F.)

Tooker (W. W.)
Trumbull (J. H.)

Campbell (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Jefferson (T.)

Longfellow (Henry Wadsworth). The

I

song of Hiawatha.
|
By

|
Henry Wads-

worth Longfellow.
|

Boston :
|
Ticknor and Fields.

|
MD-

CCCLV [1855].

Title verso copyright 1 1. contents pp. iii-iv

half-title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-316, 12°.

Vocabulary of the Chippewa (125 words al-

phabetically arranged), pp. 314-316.

Copies seen: Boston Athenseum, Harvard,

Lenox.

Eeprinted many times.

Lord's. The Lord's Prayer
|
In one hun-

dred and thirty-one tongues.
|
Contain-

iDg all the principal languages
]
spoken

1
in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America.

|

London :
|

St. Paul's Publishing

Company,
| 12, Paternoster Square,

[n.d.]

Title verso blank 1 1. preface (signed F. Pin-

cott, fellow of the Eoyal Asiatic Society) pp.

1-2, contents pp. 3-4, text pp. 5-62, 12^.

Lord's prayer in the Cree (syllabic), Cree

(Roman), and Delaware, pp. 58-61.

Copies seen : Church Missionary Society.

Lord's. The Lord's prayer in Shawanese.
In American Museum, vol. 6, p. 318, Phila-

delphia, 1879, 8°.
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Lord's. The Lord's prayer
|
in the

|
Mic-

mac language. | As corrected by the

Richibucto Indians from
|
the version

printed at Quebec in 1817.

[N.p. n. d.] n
On a card 4| by 3 inches. The version agrees

nearly with the one printed in Vetrom lie's In-

dian G-ood Book, p. 225, and with different pho-

netic notation (from Eev. C. Kauder), in the

Historical Magazine, vol. 5, p. 289.

Title and note from Dr. J. Hammond Trum-

bull, from copy in his possession.

Lord' s. The Lord's pra,yer in the language

of the eastern Indians of New England,

as it was named and translated for their

use by a French Jesuit and assented to,

by four Indian hostages in the pres-

eucG of an Interpreter at Boston, Janu-

ary 22d 1720.

In American Soc. First Ann. Report, pp.

53-54, New Haven, 1824, 8°.

Accompanied by an iuterlinear English

translation.

Lord's. The
]
Lord's prayer,

|
the

|
ten

commandments,
|
and

|

apostles' creed;

I
also,

I

other portions of the church

service :
|
together with a

|
selection of

hymns,
|
in the

|
Ojibwa (or Chippewa)

Language.
|

Toronto :
|
Henry Rowsell, printer,

|

MDCCCXL [1840].

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-32, 24°.

Translated possibly by James Evans.

Prayers etc. in Ojibwa with English head-

ings, pp. 3-7.—Hymns, alternate pages in Ojib-

wa and English, pp. 8-32.—The final page (32)

is half in Ojibwa, half in English.

Copies seen : Pilling.

At the Brinley sale, no. 5669, a copy brought

$1.50.

Lord's Prayer;

Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Algouquian
Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa

See Drake (S.G.)

Shea (J.G-.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Williamson (W.D.)
Youth's.

Bergholtz (G.E.)

Hensel (Gr.)

Smet (P. J. de).

Trumbull (J. H.)

Bergholtz (Gr. F.)

McLean (J.)

Marietti (P.)

Shea (J. G.)

Smet (P. J. de).

Trumbull (J.H.)

Youth's.

Aaer (A.)

Bergholtz (G.F.)

Enew.
Haines (E.M.)

Hoffman (C.F.)

Lord's Prayer —- Continued.
Chippewa James (E.)

Chippewa Lord's.

Chippewa Notice.

Chippewa Schoolcraft (H. K.)

Chippewa Shea (J. G.)

Chippewa Trumbull (J.H.)

Chippewa Wilson (E.F.)

Chippewa Youth's.

Cree Bergholtz (G. F.)

Cree Lord's.

Cree McLean (J.)

Cree Marietti (P.)

Cree Smet (P. J. de).

Delaware Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Delaware Auer (A.)

Delaware Bergholtz (G.F.)

Delaware History.

Delaware Home (T.H.)

Delaware Lord's.

Delaware Loskiel (G. H.)

Delaware l^aphegyi (G.)

Delaware Smet (P. J.de).

Delaware Trumbull (J.H.)

Delaware Zeisberger (D.)

Etchemin Brown (G. S.)

Illinois Bergholtz (G.F.)

Illinois Bodoni (J.B.)

Illinois Marcel (J.J.)

Illinois Kichard (L.)

Illinois Trumbull (J.H.)

Maliseet Alexander (J. E.)
Maliseet Bergholtz (G. F.)

Maliseet Gesner (A.)

Maliseet Marietti (P.)

Maliseet Eand (S.T.)

Maliseet Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Maliseet Stephens (J.)

Maliseet Trumbull (J.H.)

Maliseet Youth's.

Massachusetts Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Massachusetts Auer (A.)

Massachusetts Bacon (0. N.)

Massachusetts Barber (J. W.)
Massachusetts Bergholtz (G. F.)

Massachusetts Bergmann (G. von).

Massachusetts Biglow(W.)
Massachusetts Blakeman(B,C.)
Massachusetts Bodoni (J.B.)

Massachusetts Brown (G. S.)

Massachusetts Chamberlayne (J.)

and Wilkins (D.)

Massachusetts Cotton (J.)

Massachusetts De Forest (J. "W.)

Massachusetts Drake (S. G.)

Massachusetts Eliot (John, of Boa-

ton).

Massachusetts Fritz (J. F.) and-

Schultze (B.)

Massachusetts Fry (E.)

Massachusetts Hensel (G.)

Massachusetts Hervas (L.)

Massachusetts Home (T.H.)

Massachusetts Jones (A.D.)
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Lord's Prayer

-

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Menomonee
Menomonee
Menomonee
Menomonee
Micmac

Micnaac

Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Mohegan

Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Montagnaia

Montaguais

Montagnais

Montagnais

Montagnais

Montagnais

Montagnais

Montagnais

New England .

New England

Nipissing

Nipissing

Norridgewock

Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa

Ottawa

Continued.
Jones (E.r.)

Journal.

Krause (J. (J.) and

Wagner (J. C.)

Lepsiua (C. E..)

Marcel (J.J.)

Marietti (P.)

Mayhew (E.)

Moore (M.)

Motte (B.)

Muller (A.)

Eichard (L.)

Schoolcraft (H.E.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Wilkins (J.)

Bergholtz (G-.F.)

Shea (J. G.)

Trumbull (J.H.)

Youth's.

Adelung (J. C.) and

Yater (J.S.)

Alexander (J. E.)

American Society.

Auer (A.)

Bartsch (H.)

Bergholtz (G.F.)

Faulmann (K.)

Gesner (A.)

Le Clercq (C.)

Lord's.

Marietti (P.)

Naphegyi (G.)

Shea (J.G.)

Trumbull (J.H.)

Yetromile (E.)

Youth's.

Adelung (J. C.) and
Yater (J.S.)

American Society.

Auer (A.)

Connelly (J. M.)

De Forest (J.W.)

Drake (S.G.)

Edwards (J.)

Jones (A. D.)

Saltonstall (G.>

Schoolcraft (H.E.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Bodoni (J.B.)

Champlain (S. de).

Marcel (J.J.)

Marietti (P.)

Masse (E.)

Eichard (L.)

Trumbvill(J.H.)

Youth's.

Fry (E.)

Lord's.

Cuoq (J. A.)

Trumbull (J.H.)

Dudley (P.)

Bergholtz (G.F.)

Shea (J. G.)

Smet (P. J. de).

Trumbull (J.H.)

Lord's Prayer— Continued.
Ottawa Youth's.

Passamaquoddy Marietti (P.)

Passamaquoddy Smet (P. J. de).

Passamaquoddy Trumbull (J. H.

)

Passamaquoddy Youth's.

Penobscot Dudley (P.)

Penobscot Marietti (P.)

Penobscot Smet (P. J. de).

Penobscot Trumbull (J. H.)

Penobscot Youth's.

Peoria Trumbull (J. H.)

Pequod American Society.

Pequod Trumbull (J. H.)

Pottawotomi Badin (S. T.)

Pottawotomi Bergholtz (G.F.)

Pottawotomi Marietti (P.)

Pottawotomi Missions.

Pottawotojni Shea (J. G.

)

Pottawotomi Smet (P. J. de).

Pottawotomi Trumbull (-1 . H.)

Quiripi Trumbull (J. H.)

Satsika Trumbull (J. H.)

Savanna Bodoni (J. B.)

Savanna Chamberlayne (J.)

and Wilkins (D.)

Savanna Fritz (J. F.) and
Schultze (B.)

Savanna Fry (E.)

Savanna Hervas(L.)

Savanna Le Jau (—

)

Savanna Marietti (P.)

Savanna Eichard (L.)

Shawnee Adelung (J. C.) and
Yater (J. S.

)

Shawnee American Museum.
Shawnee Auer (A.)

Shawnee Drake (S. G.)

Shawnee Lord's.

Shawnee Morgan (G.)

Shawnee Trumbull (J.H.)

Loskiel(GeorgHeinrich). Geschichte
|

der
I

Mission der evangelischen Binder

I

unter
|
den Indianern in Nordamerika

I
durch

I
Georg Heinrich Loskiel.

|

[Design.]
[

Barby,
|
zu finden in den Bruderge-

meinen, und in Leipzig in Com-
|
mis-

sion bey Paul Gotthelf Kummer.
j

1789.

Colophon: Barby, gedruckt bey Lorenz
Friedrich Spellenberg.

Title verso blank 1 1. vorbericht 2 11. inhalt 4
11. half-title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-783, er-

rata 1 p. list of works 11. 8°.

Of the Indian languages (pp. 28-30), includes

the Lord's prayer in Delaware (from Zeisber-

ger's Spelling book, 1776), p. 28 ; Delaware and
Iroquois words compared, pp 29-30.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brin-

ton, British Museum, Congress, Eames, Har-

vard, Trumbull.

At the Fischer sale, no. 980, a copy sold for

Is. 6d. Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 9U, 40 fr.
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Loskiel (G. H.)— Continued.

Quaritch, no. 12198, prices a half morocco, uncut

copy 11. and again, no. 29976, 16«.

History
|
of the

|
mission

|
of the

|

United brethren
|
among the

|
Indians

in North America.
|
In three parts.

}
By

I

George Henry Loskiel.
|
Translated

from the German
|
by Christian Igna-

tius La Trobe.
|

London :
|
printed for the Brethren's

society for the |
furtherance of the

gospel:
I
sold at No. 10, NeviPs court,

Fetter lane;
|
and by John Stockdale,

opposite Burlington house,
|

Piccadilly,

i

1794.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank

1 1. translator's preface pp. v-vii, author's pref-

ace pp. ix-xii, text part 1 pp. 1-159, part 2 pp. 1-

234, 1 blank leaf, part 3 pp. 1-226, appendix pp.

227-233, index etc. 11 11. map, 8°.

Of the Indian languages, as under previous

title, pt. 1, pp. 18-23, contains remarks on the

Delaware language, the Lord's prayer in the

same, and a comparative vocabulary (39 vrords)

of the Delaware and Iroquois.

Copies seen : Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Dunbar, Eames, Trumbull, Wisconsin

Historical Society.

At the Field sale, no. 1388, a copy sold for $7;

at the Squier sale, no. 689, for $5 ; at the Pinart

sale, no. 563, for 10 fr. ; at the Murphy sale, no.

1525, for $12. Clarke and co. 1886, no. 6492, price

a copy $5, and another, without the map, $4.

Loudon (Archibald). A
|
selection,

|
of

some
I

of the most interesting
|
narra-

tives,
I

of
I

outrages, committed
|

by the

I
Indians, |

in
|
Their Wars,

[
with the

v^hite people.
|
Also,

|
An Account of

their Manners, Customs, Traditions,
j

Religious Sentiments, Mode of Warfare,

Military
|
Tactics, Discipline and En-

campments, Treatment
|
of Prisoners,

&c. which are better Explained, and

I

more Minutely Related, than has been

heretofore
|
done, by any other Author

on that subject. Many
|

of the Articles

have never before appeared in print.
|

The whole Compiled from the best Au-

thorities,
I

By Archibald Loudon.
|

Vol.

ume I[-II].
1

Carlisle :
|
From the Press of A. Lou-

don,
I

(Whitehall.)
|
1808[-1811].

2 vols. : title as above verso copyright 1 1.

preface pp. iii-vii, letter to the author pp. viii-x,

contents pp. xi-xii,textpp. 5-355, adv. 1 p. ; title

(slightly differing from above) verso copyright

1 1. contents pp. iii-iv, text pp. 13-369 ; 16°.

Indian terms and expressions occur here and

there, among them a number in the Algonquian,

Loudon (A.) — Continued.
vol. 1, pp. 280, 303, 305, 315, 316, 320, 322, 333, 334,

338, 339, 341, 354.

Copies seen : Congress.

Keprinted as follows

:

A
I

selection,
|
of some

|
of the most

interesting
|
narratives,

|
of

|
outrages,

committed
|
by the

|

Indians,
|
in

|
Their

Wars,
I
with the white people.

|
Also,

|

An Account of their Manners, Customs,

Traditions, Religious Senti-
|
ments,

Mode of Warfare, Military Tactics, Dis-

cipline and Encamp- 1 ments. Treatment
of Prisoners, &c. which are better Ex-
plained, and

I

more Minutely Related,

than has been heretofore done, by any
other

I
Author on that subject. Many

of the Articles have never before ap-
|

peared in print. The whole Conipiled

from the best Authorities,
|
By Archibald

Loudon.
I

Volume I[-II].
|

Carlisle :—From the Press of A. Lou-
don,

I

(Whitehall.)
1
1808[-1811]. [Har-

risburg. Pa. : Harrisburg Publishing

Company. 1888. ]

2 vols. : half-title verso note, etc. 1 1. title as

above verso original copyright 1 1. preface pp.
iii-viii, contents pp. ix-x, text pp. 1-391 ; title

nearly like above verso original copyright 1 1.

contents pp. iii-iv, text pp. 5-357, 8°.
'

' This Eeprint of one of the rarest of Ameri-
can books has been carefully compared with
the original in the possession of the State Li-

brary of Pennsylvania. No change has been
made in the orthography, and the volumes, al-

though not intending to be afac simile edition,

are near enough, that being impossible owing
to diflference in size of page, type, etc., which
varies in the original."

Algonquian terms and expressions, vol. 1, pp.

236, 257, 267, 286, 387.

Copies seen .- Bureau of Ethnology.

Lowdermilk : This word following a title or in

parentheses after a cote indicates that a copy

of the work referred to has been seen by the

compiler in the bookstore of W. H, Lowdermilk

& Co., Washington, D. C.

Luckenbach (Abraham). Forty-six
|

select
I

scripture narratives
|
from the

I
old testament.

|
Embellished with

|

engravings, for the use of Indian

youth.
I

Translated into Delaware In-

dian,
I
by A. Luckenbach.

|
[Two lines

quotation.]
[

New-York :
|
printed by Daniel Fan-

shaw,
I
No. 150 Nassau-street.

|
1838.

Second title : Newinachke & guttasch
|
pipi-

nasiki
|

gisehekhasiki elekpanniwendenasiki
|

untscbi 1 mechoweki j
nachgundowoagani bam-
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Ijuckenbach (A.) — Continued.

bil.
I
Gischitasik elleniechsink |

UDtschi A.

Luckenbach,
|

[Three lines quotation in Dela

ware. ]

[N"o imprint.]

English title verso blank 1 1. Delaware title

verso blank 1 1. contents pp. v-viii, address to

the Delaware Christian Indians (in English,

signed Abraham Luckenbach, and dated from

New Fairfield, River Thames, IT. C. April 8th,

1836) pp. ix-xi, same in Delaware pp. xii-xvi,

text entirely in the Delaware language pp. 1-

304, 12°.

Copies seen : American Tract Society, Dun*

bar, Eames, Pilling, Powell, Trumbull.

At the Brinley sale, catalogue no. 5706, a copy

sold for $3. 25; another, no. 5707, $2.25; the Mur-

phy copy, half morocco, no. 1538, $8.

Sabin's Dictionary gives an "uncertain title

from an auctioneer's catalogue," with the im-

print, New Fairfield, River Thames, TJ. C.

1836. This was no doubt taken from the pref-

ace of the above edition.

The Acts of the Apostles, translated

into Delaware by Abraham Lucken-

bach. (*)

Manuscript, 83 11. sm. 8°. Obtained by Dr.

D. G. Brinton, in April, 1885, at the Delaware

Indian reservation, Canada. He informs me
that the manuscript is complete and well writ-

ten, in the handwriting of Luckenbach, with

occasional interlineations; that he regards it

as the most extensive and complete specimen of

the language left by that accomplished Le-

napist, and that no one seems to have known

of its existence.

[Manuscript in the Delaware lan-

guage.]
A blank book, duodecimo in size, most of the

pages of which are blank. It contains "Ex-

tracts from the life of Christ," 13 pp, and "Ad-

vent," 3 pp.

This manuscript was in possession of Mr.

John "SV. Jordan, of the Pennsylvania Historical

Society, Dee. 27, 1887, as was also the following

:

[Sermons and extracts from Span-

genberg's ''Ideafidei fratrum," in the

Delaware language.]

Manuscript, 62 11. 12°, written on both sides

and entirely in the Delaware language. At the

top of the first leaf is " Abr: Luckenbach, April

the 28th, 1808," the verso of which is blank, the

text occupying 61 11.

The contents are as follows: Sermons, 9

pp.—Address, 4 pp.—Sermons, beginning of

lent (Esto mihi), 3 pp. -Sermon, 21 March, 4

pp.—Sermon, 5 pp.—Extracts from Idea fidei

fratrum, ^ 119, 62 pp.—Sermons, 34 pp.

See Dencke (C. F.)

See Halfmoon (C.)

See Wampum (J. B.) and Hogg (H.

)

Luckenbach (A.)— Continued.

See Zeisberger (D.) and Lucken-
bach (A.)

The Rev. Abraham Luckenbach may be

called the last of the Moravian Lenapists.

With him, in 1854, died out the traditions of

native philology. Born in 1777, in Lehigh

county, Pennsylvania, he became a missionary

among the Indians in 1800, and, until his retire-

ment forty-three years later, was a zealous

pastor to his flock on the "White river and later

on the Canada reservation. A short MS. vocab-

ulary in German and Delaware is in the posses-

sion of his family in Bethlehem, as also some
loose papers in that ]singuage.—Brinton.

Ludeken (Thomas). See Miiller (A.)

Ludewig (Hermann Ernst). The
|
litera-

ture
I

of
I

American aboriginal lan-

guages.
I

By
j
Hermann E. Ludewig.

|

With additions and corrections
i

by-

professor Wm. W. Turner,
j
Edited by

Nicolas Triibner.
|

London :
|
Triibner and co., 60, Pater-

noster row.
I

MDCCCLVIII [1858].

Half-title "Triibner'sbibliothecaglottical."

verso blank 1 1. title as above verso printer 1 1.

preface pp. v-viii, contents verso blank 1 1. ed-

itor's advertisement pp. ix-xii, biographical

memoir pp. xiii-xiv, introductory bibliograph-

ical notices pp. xv-xxiv, text pp. 1-246, index

pp. 247-256, errata pp. 257-258, 8°. Arranged al-

pbabetically by families. Addenda by Wm.
W. Turner and "Nicolas Triibner, pp. 210-246.

Contains a list of grammars and vocabularies,

and among others of the following peoples:

American languages generally, pp. xv-xxiv;

Abenaki, pp. 1-2, 210 ; Algonquin, pp. 5-7, 210 .

Arrapahoe, pp. 12, 211 ; Blackfeet, pp. 19-20,

212; Canada, pp. 27, 215; Chippewa, pp. 41-45,

217; Delaware, pp. 63-66, 220; Etchemin, p. 221

Illinois, p. 86; Kikkapu, p. 92 ; Knistenaux, pp.'

94-95, 225; Massachusetts, pp .107-109, 228; Me-
nomonie, p. Ill; Messisauger, pp. Ill, 228;

Miami, pp. 116-117; Mikmak, pp. 117-118, 230;

Milicite, p. 119; Minetare, p. 119; Minsi, pp.

120, 230; Mohegan, pp. 123-125, 231; ISTanticoke,

pp. 130-131. 232; JSTarraganset, pp. 131-132, 233;

New Brunswick, pp. 133, 233 ; Newfoundland,

pp. 133-134; Nipissing, p. 134; Nottoway, p.

135; Ottawa, p. 143; Pampticough, pp. 145-146;

Penobscot, pp. 147-148,235; Pennsylvanian, pp.

148, 235; Pequot, p. 149; Piankashaw, p. 149;

Pottawatame, p. 153; Powhattan, pp. 153-154;

Riccaree, pp. 163.237; Saki, p. 165; St. John's

Indian, pp. 165-166, 238; Sankikani, pp. 166-

167; Shawanoe, pp. 172-173, 238; Shinicook,

(Montauk), pp. 173-174; Shyenne, p. 175 ; Ske-

tapushoish (Sheshatapoosh), pp. 176-177; Sou?

riquois, p. 177 ; Virginia, pp. 197, 244.

Copies seen : Congress, Eames, Pilling.

At the Fischer sale, no. 990, a copy brought

5s. 6d. ; at the Field sale, no. 1403, $2.63 ; at the

Squier sale, no. 699, $2.62; another copy, no.
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Ludewig (H. E.) — Continued.

1906, $2.38. Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2075,

15 fr. The Pinart copy, no. 565, sold for 25 fr.,

and the Marphy copy, no. 1540, for $2.50.

'

' Dr. Ludewig, though but littleknown in this

country [England], was held in considerable

esteem as a jurist, both in Germany and the

United States of America. Born at Dresden in

1809, with but little exception he continued to

reside in his native city until 1844, when he

emigrated to America. In 1846 appeared his

'Literature of American Local-History,' a

work of much importance, and which required

no small amount of labour and perseverance.

"These studies formed a natural induction

to the present work on 'The Literature of

American Aboriginal Languages,' which occu-

pied his leisure concurrently with the others,

and the printing of which was commenced in

August, 1856, but which he did not live to see

launched upon the world; for at the date of his

death, on the 12th of December following, only

172 pages were in type. It had been a labour

of love with him for years; and if ever author

were miudfvilotthenonumprematur in annum,
he was when he deposited his manuscript in

the library of the American Ethnological So-

ciety, difl&dent himself as to its merits and

value on a subject of such paramount interest."

Biographic memoir.

Lugrin (Charles H.) The Tobique Val-

ley.

In St John (New Brunswick) Daily Globe

for February 10, 1876. (*)

Contains the Indian names of half a dozen

places in New Brunswick.

Title furnished by Mr. W. F. Ganong, Cam-

bridge, Mass.

Lutheri Catechismiis. See Campanius
(J.)

Lykins (Johnston). Siwinowe
(
eaweki-

take.
I

Liekens
|
Wastoti.

|

[Two lines

in Shawnee.]
|

Shawannoe mission,
|

J. Meeker,

Printer. |
1884.

Cover title; Siwinowe | eawekitake. 1 Cinstin

Liekens,
|
"Wastoti. | Pokimiwe Kesbwi.

j

Shawannoe mission, | J. Meeker, Printer.
|

1834.

Cover title as above, inside title as above

verso "key to the Shawannoe characters" (p. 2)

1 1. text in the Shawnee language pp. 3-42, 18°.

Spelling lessons, pp. 3-4.—Bible stories in easy

reading lessons, pp. 5-32, the last page contain-

ing nine lines of text, and signed " Cinstin

Liekens." -Reading lessons, pp. 33-42, the last

page containing fourteen lines of text. On the

verso of the back cover are the Shawnee
numerals 1-23, in figures and words.

Copies seen : Dunbar.

Siwinowe
|
eawekitake. | Liekins

|

Wastoti.
I

[Two lines quotation in

Shawnee.]
|

Lykins (J.)— Continued.

Shawanoe Mission,
| J. Meeker, Prin-

ter.
I
1834.

Cover title: Siwinowe | eawekitake. | Cinstin

Liekens, Wastoti. Pokimiwe Kesbwi.
|

Shawannoe Mission, | J. Meeker, Printer.
1

1834.

Cover title as above, inside title as above
verso "key to the Shawannoe characters " 1 1.

textpp. 3-54, 18°.

Primer lessons, pp. 3-46.—Hymns in Sha-

wannoe, pp. 47-54.—Numerals 1-23 in Shawan-
noe, verso of back cover.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum.

Siwinowe
|
eawekitake.

j
Liekens

|

wastoti.
!

[Two lines quotation in Shaw-
nee.]

I

Shawanoe Mission,
| J. G. Pratt,

Printer,
j
18.38.

Title verso "key to the Shawannoe charac-

ters" 1 1. text pp. 3-24, 18^.

Primer lessons, pp. 3-12.—Texts, entirely in

the Shawannoe language, pp. 13-24.

The first eight pages agree nearly with those
in the edition of 1834.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum.

[ ] Nikimoani.

[Shawanoe mission: J. Meeker,
printer. 1836?]

No title-page, heading only; pp. 1-16, 16°.

Hymns entirely in the Shawanoe language.

Appended to the 1836 edition of Matthew's
gospel in Shawanoe, described next below.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum.
For titles of later editions see Lykins (J.) and

others, below.

The
I
gospel

|
according to

|
Saint

Matthew
|
translated

j
into the

|
Shaw-

anoe language
j
by Johnston Lykins.

|

Revised and compared with the received

I

Greek text,
|
by J. A. Chute, M. D.

|

Shawanoe baptist mission, Ind. Ter.

I
J. Meeker, printer.

| 1836.

Reverse title: Owase
|
opeaticemowa

| Cesea
Kliest,

I

tapalamalikwa okwebile. | Mabew
|

otiwekiti.
|
Cinstin Liekins,

| lieipiwekitiki.
|

Ealimapeaskiki, chena pinete, | chena cose,

I

nieitimiwicke. | 1836.

English title verso Shawanoe title 1 1. text en-

tirely in the Shawanoe language pp. 3-64, 16°.

The only copy I have seen is incomplete, the

gospel ending in the middle of the 19th verse of

the 17th chapter with part of a word.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum.

According to the History of American Mis-

sions, p. 54^, "nine chapters and a half of the

gospel of Matthew in Shawanoe" were printed

in 1835 in an edition of 500 copies.

The
I
gospel | according to

|
Saint

Matthew. | Translated | into the
|

Shawanoe language,
|
by

|
Johnstoa
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Lykins (J. )— Continued.

Lykins,
|
Missionary of the Amer. Bap.

Bd. of For. Missions.
|
Aided in revis-

ing and comparing with the Greek,
|

by
I
James Andrew Chute, M. D.

|

Sh.'iwanoe baptist mission press,
|
J.

G. Pratt, Printer.
|
1842

Reverse title: Owase ] opeaticemowa |
Ceses

Kliest,
I
tapalamalikwa okwebile | Mabew oti-

wekiti Cinstin Liekins,
| lieipiwekitiki.

|

Ealiuiapeaskiki, chena pinete, chena cose,
|

nieitimiwicke, |
1842.

English title verso Shawanoe title II. text en-

tirely in the Shawanoe language pp. 3-116, 16°.

Copies seen: Congress.

The
I

gospel
|
according to Matthew,

I
and the

|
acts of the apostles;

|
trans-

lated into the
|
Putawatomie language.

I
By Johnston Lykins.

|
Carefully com-

pared with the Greek text.
|
Published

under the patronage of the American
[

and foreign bible society, by the board

of
i

managers of the American Indian

mission asso- |
ciation.

|

Louisville, Ky.
|
William C. Buck,

Printer.
| 1844.

Second title: Oti ere
|
mnoahemowun

1
kaon-

uperuk Mrto, | epe | katotmoat nwakanhik
|

kao nuperuk e Putrwatmemwun.
|
[Picture of

open book. J | O Hanstan Nykens,
|
1844 tao

pponkit pe kanekit
| Hesus Knyst.

[No imprint.]

English title verso blank 1 1. Putawatomie
title verso printers 1 1. explanation [of charac-

ters etc.] pp. 5-6, text entirely in the Putawa-
tomie language pp. 7-240, wide 16°.

Gospel of Matthew, pp. 7-123.—Acts of the

apostles, pp. 125-240.

Copies seen: Boston Athenasum, Dunbar,
Trumbull, Tale.

The Brinley copy, no. 5678, sold for $13.

[The gospel according to Mark,

translated into the Putawatomie lan-

guage. 184-?] (*)

Manuscript. The translation, after revision,

was left for publication with Rev. "William

Buck, at that time editor and publisher of the

"Baptist Banner," at Louisville, Ky. For

some reason the publication was delayed, and

80 far as Mr. Lykins knew at the time of his

death in 1876, the manuscript was lost irrecov-

erably. Information furnished by Mr. John B.

Dunbar, in letter of August 20, 1882.

editor. See Shau-wau-no'we Ke-

sauthwau.

[ and others. ] Original
|
and

j
select

hymns,
|
in

|
the Shawanoe language.

|

By
I

missionaries of the Amer. bap-

tist board
|
of foreign missions.

|
[Two

lines quotation in English.]
|
Second

edition.
|
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Lykins (J.) — Continued.

Shawanoe baptist mission press,
] J.

G. Pratt, printer.
|
1842

Second title: Mkimowani ] Siwinwike eali-

towawice
|
wastowice

|
paptesewe mkitawko-

lieake,
|
chena kotikike,

|
[Three lines quota-

tion in Shawanoe.
] |

Ealimapeaskiki
|
lieipicemoti. | 1842.

Printed cover as above, title as above recto

1. 1 verso Shawanoe title, text entirely in Sha-

wanoe pp. 3-48, sq. 16°. The Shawanoe title is

repeated on the outside of the back cover.

Copies seen .- Congress.

[ ] Original and select
|
hymns,

I

in the Shawanoe language.
|
Pub-

lished by one of the missionaries to
|

the Shawanoe Indians.
|
[Two lines

quotation.]
j
Fourth edition.

|

St. Louis :
I
printed at the Methodist

book depository. I 1859.

Second title : ITikimowani
|
siwinwike ealito-

wawice,
|
wastowice

|

paptesewe mkitawkolie-

ake,
I

chena kotikike.
|
[Two lines quotation.]

|

Ealimapeaskiki. | Lieipicemoti. ] 1859.

English title verso 1. 1, Shawanoe title recto

1. 2, text pp. 3-48, 16°. Title from copy in pos-

session of a delegate of the Shawanoes visiting

Washington.

The first Baptist mission among the Indians

was begun by Rev. Isaac McCoy, of Kentucky,
who in October, 1818, purchased a small tract of

land near to the Wea Indians in northern In-

diana, and erected two log cabins for a residence

and a school.

In November, 1819, Mr. Johnston Lykins,

then nearly twenty years of age, was employed
to teach the school, which contained only eight

Indian children. This position he held until

May, 1820, when the mission was removed to

Fort Wayne, near the Miami Indians. His
engagement having terminated, he returned to

the settlements on the Wabash river. About
two years later, in February, 1822, Mr, Lykins
removed to Fort Wayne, and again entered the

service of Mr. McCoy. In June he professed

religion and was baptized, at the same time

offering to devote his life and services to the

Indian work. He was therefore duly appointed

a missionary at the Fort Wayne station, accord-

ing to the regulations of the Baptist Board of

Missions for the United States.

In December, 18-^2, the mission was removed
to a place about one hundred miles northwest,

of Fort Wayne, on St. Joseph's river, in Michi-

gan territory, among the Potawatomie Indians,
where a new station was founded called the
Carey mission house. Here Mr. Lykins ap-

plied himself to learn the Potawatomie lan-

guage, and.in September, 1824, he commenced to

read religious discourses to the Indians in their

own tongue. In the following year he received

a government appointment as teacher at a new
mission station called Thomas, which had been
located among the Ottawa Indians on Giand
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Lykins (J.) — Continued.

Kiver. During the next six years his labors

were divided with Mr. McCoy and the other mis-

sionaries between the two stations, by •(vhich

arrangement they all acquired a better knowl-

edge of the Ottawa and Potawatomie lan-

guages. They were joined in 1824 by Mr.

Robert Simerwell, in 1825 by Mr. Jotham
Meeker, and in 1826 by Mr. and Mrs. Slater. In

1826 Mr. Lykins was licensed to preach the gos-

pel, and in.;1828 he was married to Mr. McCoy's
eldest daughter.

After the formation of the Indian territory

by act of Congress, May 26, 1830, preparations

were made to remove the Baptist missions from

Caiey and Thomas stations, Mr. Lykins was
directed by the board of missions to settle in

the northern part of the new territory, among
the Shawanoes, on the line of the state of Mis-

souri. To this place he accordingly removed in

June, 1831, and in the following year he was

authorized to erect the necessary buildings. By
September, 1832, matters had progressed so well

under his management that public religious

exercises were held in the mission buildings,

for the benefit of the Shawanos, and a small

school for Indian children had been opened. In

February, 1833,Mr. Lykins visited theDelaware
Indians on the neighboring reservation, and

made arrangements for instituting regular

preaching among them, and to open a school

Mr. Ira D. Blanchard, who had already gone

among them to learn the Delaware language,

was employed for this purpose.

In the autumn of 1833, Mr. Meeker arrived

with a printing press, which was set up at the

Shawano mission, and before the 10th of May,

1834, a small book in Shawanoe by Mr. Lykins,

and another in Delaware by Mr. Blanchard,

had been printed, according to the new system

of orthography. During the summer of 1834,

" missionary operations progressed with in-

creasing interest, both among the Shawanoese

and Delawares. Manj^ among both tribes

learned to read in their own languages, and the

publishing and distribution among them of

small books, which many had become able to

read, promised a happy result." Mr. Lykins

also prepared hymns and some other prints,

which were used advantageously by the Shaw-

anos, Delawares, Peorias, and Weas, in the

neighboring Methodist mission, under the care

of E,ev. Thomas Johnson.

In March, 1835, the first number was issued of

a semi-monthly paper entitled Shau-wau-nowe

Kesauthwau, edited by Mr. Lykins, and printed

at the Shawano mission press in the Shawano
language. During the summer of the same
year Mr. Lykins assisted Eev. John Davis, the

missionary to the Creek Indians, in compiling

a small school book in the MusCogee or Creek

larguage, and in translating the gospel of John
into the same, both of which were printed at

the mission press in the new alphabet. He also

compiled, with the help of the native mission-

ary, a book in the Choctaw language, which

Lykins (J.)— Continued.

was printed by Mr. Meeker. This book, how-

ever, was not brought into use. On the 18th of

October, Mr. Lykins was regularly ordained to

the work of the gospel ministry.

In the winter of 1835-'36, while engaged in

translating the gospel of Matthew into the

Shawano language, he was attacked with a

nervous affection of the head, occasioned, per-

haps, by too close application to study, which
rendered him almost an invalid for several

years, and hindered greatly the work of trans-

lation. The printing of the gospel, which had
advanced to the middle of the 17th chapter, was
necessarily discontinued, and some copies of

the book were issued in an incomplete form. It

was not completed and finished at the press

until 1842, when a new title was printed with

that date.

In 1837, Mr. Lykins compiled a primer or

"first book" in Osage, with the help of one

Joe Skigget, a Delaware youth who had ac-

quired a knowledge of that language. The
book was printed according to the new sys-

tem, before October of the same year.

Between 1834 and 1839, according to Mr.
McCoy's statement, " in Shawanoe, threebooks

have been printed, and part of the Gospel by
Matthew. A second edition of one of these

books has been printed ; also, one book in Shaw-
anoe, for the Methodists." Besides, a consider-

able number of hymns were printed in the

same language, which are not included in the

above list. All of these wereprepared in whole

or in part by Mr. Lykins.

The following particulars have been furn-

ished by Mr. John B. Dunbar : In the spring of

1843, under the direction of Bev. Isaac McCoy,
who had been appointed general agent of the

American Indian Mission Association at

Louisville, Mr. Lykins left the Shawanoe sta-

tion and established a mission among the Puta-

watomie Indians, at a place about four miles

west of where Topeka, Kansas, now is. He
remained in charge of this mission for three

years, and then returned to his former station,

where he resided until the mission was dis-

continued, about the year 1855. He afterwards

removed to Kansas City, where he died in 1876.

For an account of the new system of orthog-

raphy in which these books were printed, see

Meeker (J.)

Lyle (H.)

words.

Lists of Passamaquoddy

Manuscript, in possession of Mr. W, F. Ga-

nong, Cambridge, Mass., who writes: "Ihavea
pasteboard pamphlet-cover in which, with a

copy of . . . I have three or four short lists

of Passamaquoddy words sent me by Mr. H.

Lyle of St. Stephen, N. B., one of them giving

17 Passamaquoddynames of persons (Christian

names, native), and another giving Passama-

quoddy names for 10 marine animals. These

are valuable, for Mr. Lyle speaks the language

and gives them very carefully."



M.

McArthur (William). See Hoffman
(W. J.)

Macauley (James). The
|
natural, sta-

tistical and civil |
history

|
of the

|

state of New-York.
|
In three volumes.

|

By James Macauley.
|
Volume I[-III].

|

New-York:
|

published by Gould &
Banks,

|
and

j
by William Gould &co.

|

Albany,
\
1829. |

A. S. Gould, Printer.

3 vols, 80.

Tabular view of the tribes and clans of the

Mo-hea-kan-neews, with their places of resi-

dence, vol. 2, pp. 162-169.—Of the several tribes

of Indians on Long Island (from Silas Wood's

Sketch of the first settlement of Long Island),

vol. 2, pp. 252-275, contains remarks on a number
of languages, among them the Moheakanneew,
Moutauk, Massachusetts, and Narragansett.—

Vocabulary of the Montauk language (from

John Gardiner), pp. 263-264.—Comparative vo-

cabulary of the Massachusetts, Narraganset,

and Montauk, pp. 264-265.—Vocabulary of the

Powhatan language (from Smith's Virginia),

pp. 265-270.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Eames.

The Murphy copy, no. 1545, sold for $4.

McCoy {Bev. Isaac). History
|
of

|

Baptist Indian missions :
|
embracing

|

remarks on the former and present con-

dition
I

of the
I

aboriginal tribes;
|

their settlement within the Indian ter-

ritory,
I

and their
|
future prospects.

|

By Isaac McCoy.
|

[Four lines quota-

tion.]
I

Washington:
|
William M. Morrison;

I

New-York :
|
H. and S. Raynor 76

Bowery, New-York, and | Bennett,

Backus and Hawley, Utica. | 1840.

Title verso copyright 1 1, dedication verso

blank 1 1. testimonials 2 11. preface 1 1. contents

pp. 3-8, introductory remarks pp. 9-41, text pp.

43-587, appendix pp. 589-611, 8°.

Remarks upon and a few examples of the

Putawatomie language, p. 10.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Congress, Dunbar, Eames, Powell.

At the Fischer sale, no. 2536, a copy brought

3s. 6d. ; at the Field sale, no. 1429, $2. Priced by
Quaritch, no. 12201, 15». The Brinley copy, no.

5605, sold for $2.62; the Murphy copy, no. 1546,

McCoy (I.)— Continued.

$1.25. Priced by Quaritch, no. 29978, 9«. ; by
Clarke & co. 1886, no. 6497, $4.

Isaac McCoy, clergyman, born in Fayette

county, Pa., 13 June, 1784; died in Louisville,

Ky., 21 June, 1846. In 1790 he removed with

his father to Shelby County, Ky. He went to

Vincennes, Ind., in 1804, in 1805 to Clark County
in that State, and in that year was licensed to

preach as a Baptist. On 13 Oct., 1810, he was
ordained pastor of the church at Maria Creek,

Clark Co., Ind. In 1817 he was appointed a

missionary, and labored in the western States

and Territories. In 1842 he became the first

corresponding secretary and general agent of

the American Indian Mission Association at

Louisville, Ky.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, ofAm. Biog.

McCue (George). See Bigcanoe (C.)

McCulloh (James Haines), jr. Re-

searches,
I

philosophical and antiqua-

rian,
I

concerning the
j
aboriginal his-

tory of America.
|
By J. H. McCulloh,

jr., M. D.
I

Baltimore :
j
published by Fielding

Lucas, jr.,
|
1829.

Folded map, title verso copyright 1 1. dedica-

tion pp. iii-iv, preface pp. v-viii, introduction

pp. ix-x, text pp. 13-464, appendixes pp. 465-531,

table of contents pp. 553-535, 8°.

Chapter ii. On the languages of the Ameri-

can Indians, pp. 33-63, is a general discussion

on the subject, with examples and conjugations,

mainly of the Algonquian, in the Massachu-

setts (from Eliot), Mohegan (from Edwards),

Delaware (from Zeisberger); and giving the

views of Heckewelder, Duponceau, Barton, and

others.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con^

gress, Eames, Watkinson, "Wisconsin Histor-

ical Society.

At the Field sale, no. 1434, a copy brought $5,

Priced by Quaritch, no. 12204, II. Vds. ; a half,

calf copy, 11. 15s. At the Eamirez sale, no. ^

it brought Is. ; at the Brinley sale, no. 5423,

$3.50; at the Pinart sale, no. 568, 15 fr. ; at the

Murphy sale, no. 1551, $1. 75. Priced by Quar
itch, no. 29980, 21. ; by Clarke & co. 1886, no

6500, $2.50.

There aretwo editions earlier than the above

Baltimore, 1816, 8° (Boston Athenaeum, British

Museum, Congress), and ibid., 1817,8° (Boston

Athenaeum, BritishMuseum, Congress), neither

of which contains the linguistic material.

323
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McDonald (Bev. Robert). The books
|

of the
I

twelve miuor prophets.
|
O mu-

zinaiiguuiwan igiw mitaswi
|
ashi nizh

anwajige\viniuwug
|
noondash opiten-

dagozijig.
|
Translated into Otchipwe

1
by the

|
rev. Robert M<=Donald.

[

Printed at the university press, Cam-
bridge :

I

for the British and foreign

bible society,
|
London.

|
1874.

Title verso blank 1 1. contents verso blank 1

1. text entirely in the Otchipwe language pp.

1-171. 18°.

Hosea, pp. 1-30.—Joel, pp. 30-42.—Amos, pp.

42-65.—Obadiah, pp. 66-69. —Jonah, pp. 69-77.—

Micah, pp. 77-93.—Nahum, pp. 94-101.—Habak-

kak, pp. 101-110.— Zephaniah, pp. 110-119.—

Haggai.pp. 119-125.—Zachariah, pp, 126-161.—

Malachi, pp. 161-171.

Copies seen : British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, Church Missionary Society, Eames, Pil-

ling, Powell.

Mr. McDonald has also translated a number
of works in the Tukudh dialect of the Atha-

pascan language.

McDonnell (William). Mauita.
|
APoem

I

by
I

William McDonnell,
|
being

[ an

Indian legend
|
of

|
Sturgeon Point,

|

Ontario.
|
To which is added some in-

formation relating to the
|
town of

Lindsay,
|
by order of the town council.

[Toronto: Secular publishing com-
pany. 1888.]

3 p. 11. (descriptive of the town of Lindsay),

title verso introduction 1 1. poem pp. 5-29, 12°.

AJgonquian words passim, explained in foot-

notes.

Copies seen : Pilling, Powell.

McDougall (Rev. John). George Mill-

ward McDougall,
I

the pioneer,
|
pa-

triot and missionary.
|
By

|
John Mc-

Dougall,
1
Morley, Alberta.

|
Wirh an in-

troduction by Alex. Sutherland, D. D.
|

Toronto;! William Briggs, 78 & 80

Kin; street east.
|
Montreal: C. W.

Coates. Halifax : S. F. Huestis.
| 1888.

Portrait 1 1. title as above verso copyright 1 1.

preface verso blank 1 1. contents verso blank 1 1.

introduction pp. v-vii, text pp. 9-242, 12°.

Many Chippewa and Cree words, proper

names, etc. with English meanings, pa.mm.
Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

—— and Glass (E. B.) Cree
|
hymn book

I
revised and corrected by

|
rev. John

McDougall,
I
also a number of addi-

tional translations by the
|
same, and

written in the syllabic
|
or Cree charac-

ter
I
by the

|
rev. E. B. Glass, B. A.

|

Toronto :
|
Methodist mission rooms,

1

18«8.

McDougall (J.) and Glass (E. B.)—
Continued.

Title verso blank 1 1. alphabet pp. 1-4, text

pp. 5-153, 24°. The titles of the hymns are in

English. For a fac-simile of the characters

used in this work see Evans (J.)

Hymns, pp. 5-142.—Grace before meat, p.
142.—Thanks after meat, p. 143.—Doxology, p.

143.—The Lord's prayer, p. 144.—Benediction,

p. 145.—Eules of church membership, pp. 145-

149.—The ten commandments, pp. 150-153.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

For an earlier Cree hymn book used as a ba-

sis in the preparation of this one, see Hunter
(Jean).

Primer and Language Lessons

I
in

I

English and Cree.
|
Prepared by

I

rev. E. B. Glass, B. A.,
|
and trans-

lated by
I

rev. John McDougall.
|

Toronto:
|
William Briggs,

| Wesley
buildings.

| C. W. Coates, Montreal,

Que. S. F. Huestis, Halifax, N. S.

[1890.]

Title verso copyright notice 1 1. preface verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 5-109, 12°, English on versos,

equivalent Cree (syllabics) on rectos, opposite.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Received too late for entry under Glass and
McDougall. See G-lass (E. B.)

Mcintosh (John). The
|
discovery of

America
|
by

|
Christopher Columbus;

I
and the

|
origin

|
of the

|
North Amer-

ican Indians.
|
By J. Mackintosh [sic],

j

Toronto:
|

printed by W. J. Coates,

King street.
|
18.36.

Title verso blank 1 1. introduction pp. iii-v,

contents verso blank 1 1. text pp. 9-149, list of

subscribers pp. 151-152, 8°.

Particularities of the Indian languages [Al-

gouquian, Huron, Sioux J, with general remarks

only, pp. 43-47.

Copies seen : Eames.

An enlarged edition as follows

:

The
I

origin
|
of the

|
North Ameri-

can Indians;
|
with a

|
faithful descrip-

tion of their manners and customs, both

civil
j
and military, their religions, lan-

guages, dress, and |
ornaments.

| To
which

I

is prefixed, abrief vifw oe \_sic^

the creation of the world, the situation

I

of the garden of Eden, the antedilu-

vians, the foundation of
|
nations by

•the posterity of Noah, .the progenitors

I
of the N. Americans and the discov-

ery
I

of the new world by Coliimbus.
|

Concluding with a copious selection of

Indian speeches, the antiquities
|
of

America, the civilization of the Mexi-

cans, and some I final observations on
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Mcintosh (J.) — Continued.
the origin of the

|
Indians. I By John

Mcintosh.
I

New York :
|
published by Nafis &

Cornish,
|
278 Pearl street.

|
1843.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

contents pp. 5-7, preface pp. ix-xi, introduc-

tion pp. xiii-xxxv, text pp. 37-311, 8°.

Particularities of the Indian languages [Al-

gonquin, Huron, SiouxJ, pp. 92-97.—A com-

parative view of the Indian and Asiatic lan-

guages, pp. 100-103, includes a few words of the

Lenni Lenape or Delawares, Algonquin and

Chippewas, Kikkapoos, K"arragansetts, Potta-

watameh, Miamis, Indians of Pennsylvania,

Piankashaws, Acadians, Indians of Penobscot

and St. Johns, Shawnees, Macicanni, and In-

dhms of New England.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress.

Some copies titled as above bear the date of

1844. (*)

The
I

Origin
|
of the

|
North Ameri-

can Indians;
I

with a
I
faithful descrip-

tion of their manners and
|
customs,

both civil and military, their
|

religions,

languages, dress,
|
and ornaments:

|

including
|
various specimens of Indian

eloquence, as well as histor
|
ical and

biographical sketches of almost all the

I

distinguished nations and celebrated

I

warriors, statesmen and orators,
|

among the
|
Indians of North America.

I
New edition, improved and enlarged.

I
By John Mcintosh.

|

New-York:
|
Published by Nafis &

Cornish,
|
278 Pearl Street.

I Philadel-

phia—John B. Perry. [1844.]

Pp. i-xxxv, 39-345, 12°.

Linguistics as under title next above, pip. 93-

98, 100-103.

Copies seen : British Museum.
Soraecopies with title as abovehave a slightly

differing imprint, the third line thereof being:

St. Louis, (Mo.)—Nafis, Cornish & Co. (*)

The Brinley sale catalogue, no. 5427, titles an

edition, New York [1846], a copy of which sold

for $1.

The
I

origin
|
of the

|
North Ameri-

can Indians;
I

with a
I
faithful descrip-

tion of their manners and
|
customs,

both civil and military, their j relig-

ions, languages, dress, |
and orna-

ments:
1
including

|
various specimens

of Indian eloquence, as well as histor-

1

ical and biographical sketches of al-

most all the
I
distinguished nations

and celebrated
|
warriors, statesmen

and orators,
|
among the

|
Indians of

Mcintosh (J.)— Continued.

North America.
|
New edition, im-

proved and enlarged. | By John Mcin-
tosh.

I

New York :
|
Cornish, Lamport &

Co., publishers,
|
No. 8 Park Place.

|

1849.

Pp. 1-345, 8°.

Linguistics as under titles above, pp. 93-98,

100-103.

Copies seen : Boston Public, British Museum.
Leclerc, 1878, no. 945, prices a copy 20 fr.

There is an edition of 1853 with title-page

otherwise as above. (Congress.

)

The
]
Origin

j
of the

|
North Ameri-

can Indians
; |

with a
|
faithful descrip-

tion of their manners and
| customs,

both civil and military, their
| religions,

languages, dress,
|
and ornaments.

|
In-

cluding
I

various specimens of Indian
eloquence, as well as histor-

| ical and
biographical sketches of almost all the

I
distinguished nations and celebrated

J
warriors, statesmen and orators,

|
a-

mongthe
|
Indians of North America.

|

New Edition, improved and enlarged.
|

By John Mcintosh.
|

New York :
|
Sheldon, Blakeman and

Co.
I

No. 115 Nassau Street.
|
1857.

1 p. 1. pp. v-xxxv, 39-345, 8°.

Linguistics as under titles above, pp. 93-98,

100-103.

Copies seen: British Museum.
Some copies with the foregoing, title, and with

the same collation and contents, have the im-

print. New York:
| Sheldon and Company.

|

No. 115 Nassau Street.
| 1858. (Wisconsin His-

torical Society.) Some copies with the latter

imprint are dated 1859.

McKay (— ). See Tyrrell (J. B.)

Mackay {Rev. John A.) [Prayer book
in the Cree language.

Mission press: Stanley, Saskatche-

wan, 187o?] (*)

I presume from the wording of Archdeacon
Kirkby's note on the next page, which is the

only reference to this work I have seen, that it

was printed in Koman characters.

[One line syllabic characters.]
|

Psalms and Hymns
|
in the language

|

of the
I

Cree Indians
|
of north-west

America.
|
Compiled by the

|
rev. J.

A. Mackay,
|
C. M. S. missionary.

|

Sanctioned by the | bishop of Sas-

katchewan.
1

London;
|
printed by the

|
Society for

Promoting Christian
| Knowledge,

Great Queen Street.
|
1877.
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Mackay (J. A.) — Continued.
Title verso alphabet 1 1. text (entirely in the

Cree language, syllabic characters) pp. 3-108,

32°.

Copies seen: Church Missionary Society,

Eaines, Pilling, Powell, Society for Promoting

Christian Knowledge.

[Prayers in the Cree language.]

In Kirkby (W. "W.), Manual of prayer and

praise, pp. 78-126, London, 1879, 18°. In sylla-

bic characters.

" The Prayers are from a compilation made by
his Lordship the Bishop of Rupert's Laud [Rev.

David Anderson], for the use of his diocese. It

was translated into Cree by the Rev. J. M'Kay,

and an edition printed at the Mission Press,

Stanley [Saskatchewan], which did much good

among the Indians. The book is still in large

demand by the people of this district, but being

out of print it cannot be had. The writer has

thought, therefore, that . . . this little book

of Prayers would form a handy and very useful

Manual of ' Prayer and Praise, ' for the daily use

of that large portion of the Cree-speaking popu-

lation who read only the syllabic characters."

—

Preface.

[One line syllabic characters.]
\

Family prayers
|
For the use of the Cree

Indians.
|
Compiled and

|
translated

into the syllabic character
|
of

|
the

Cree language
|
by

|
the rev. J. A.

Mackay,
|
C. M. S. missionary, and tu-

tor in Cree in Emmanuel college, dio-

cese
|
of Saskatchewan.

|
[Seal of the

society.]
|

Society for pr oraoting christian kno wl-

edge,
I

Northumberland Avenue, Char-

ing Cross, London.
|
1881.

Cover title "Cree family prayers", title as

above verso printers 1 1. text (entii^ely in the

Cree language, syllabic characters) pp. 3-32, sq.

18°.

Copies seen: Eames, Powell, Society for Pro-

moting Christian Knowledge.

Some copies are dated 1889. (Eames.)

Cree grammar.
Manuscript. In the Canadian Institute Pro-

ceedings for April, 1888, p. 217, the Rev. John
McLean says that Mr. Mackay has such a work
in preparation and is about to publish it. In a

letter to me dated April 25, 1888, the same gen-

tleman informs me that Mr. Mackay has in

hand a Cree translation of Oxenden's Pathway
of Safety.

M'Keevor (Thomas). A
|
voyage

|
to

1

Hudson's bay,
|
during the summer

|

of 1812.
I

Containing
| a particular ac-

count of the icebergs and other
|

phe-

nomena which present themselves
j
in

those regions;
|
also,

| a description of

the Esqaimeaux and North Ame-
|
ricau

M'Keevor (T.)— Continued.

Indians; their manners, customs,
|
dress,

language, &c. &c. &c.
|
By

|
Thomas

IVI'Keevor, ]VI. D.
j
of the Dublin Lying-

in hospital.
I
[Six lines quotation.]

|

London;
|

printed for Sir Richard
Phillips and Co.

|
Bride-court, Bridge-

street.
I

1819.

Title verso printer 1 1. preface verso blank 1

1. text pp. 1-76, 8°. Appended, with full title-

page, is: Voyage to the North Pole, by the
Chevalier de la Poix de Freminville, pp. 77-96.

Forms a part of vol. 2 of New voyages and
travels, London, printed for Sir Richard Phil-

lips & CO.

Vocabulary of the Oochepayyan or Northern

Indians (125 words of an Algonquian language),

pp. 73-75. —A few familiar phrases of the Chip-

pewa language, p. 76.

Copies seen: British Museum,Congress,Eames,
Greological Survey.

Clarke & Co. 1886 catalogue, no. 5048, priced a
copy $1.50.

McKenney (Thomas Lorraine). Sketch-

es
I
of a

I
tour to the lakes,

|

of the char-

acter and customs of the
|
Chippeway

Indians,
|
and of incidents connected

with
I

the treaty of Fond du Lac.
|

By Thomas L. JMcKenney,
|
of the In-

dian department,
|
And joint Commis-

sioner with his Excellency Gov. Cass,

in negotiating the Treaty.
|
Also,

|
A

Vocabulary |
of the | Algic, or Chippe-

way language,
|
formed in part, and as

far as it goes, upon the basis of one fur-

nished
I

by the hon. Albert Gallatin.
(

[Two lines quotation.]
|
Ornamented

with twenty-nine engravings, of Lake
Superior, and other

|
scenery, Indian

likenesses, costumes, &c.
|

Baltimore :
[
published by Fielding

Lucas, jun'r. | 1827.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. portrait 1 1. title

verso copyright 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1.

to the reader pp. vii-viii, text pp. 9-455, appen-

dix pp. 457-493, references etc. p. [494], 28 other

plates, 8°.

Ottawa hymn, with English translation, pp.

166-167.—Ojibwa song, p. 187.—Vocabulary of

the A.lgic or Chippeway language, pp. 487-493.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Eames, Trumbull.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 1774, Is. 6d.

At the Field sale, no. 1445, a copy sold for $3.25.

The Briuley copy, uncut, no. 5424, brought $2.50;

the Murphy copy, half morocco, top edge gilt,

no. 1554, $2. Priced by Clarke & co. 1886, no.

5519, $3; no. 6503, $3.50; no. 6504, half morocco

extra, $5; by Hiersemann, Leipsic, no. 573 of

catalogue no. 60 (1890), 40 M.
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McKenney (T. L.)— Continued.
Thomas Lorraine McKenney, author, born in

Hope^vell, Somerset Co., Md., 21 March, 1785;

died in New York City, 19 Feb'y, 1859. In 1816

he was appointed superintendent of the United

States trade with the Indian tribes. In 1824,

the bureau of Indian affairs having been or<ian-

ized in connection with the "war department,

Mr. McKenney was placed in charge of it. In

1826 he was made a special commissioner with

Lewis Cass to negotiate an important treaty

with the Chippewa Indians at Fond du Lac, in

the Territory of Michigan.

—

Appleton's Cyclop,

of Am. Biog.

Mackenzie (5ir Alexander). Voyages
|

from
I

Montreal,
|
on the river St.

Laurence,
|
tlirough the

|
continent of

North America,
|
to the

|
frozen and

Pacific oceans;
|
In the Years 1789 and

1793.
j
With a preliniiuary account

|
of

the rise, progress, and present state

of
j
the fur trade

|
of that country.

|
Il-

lustrated with maps.
|
By Alexander

Mackenzie, esq.
|

London:
|
printed for T. Cadell, jun.

and W. Davies, Strand; Cobbett and

Morgan,
|
Pall-Mali ; and W. Creech,

at Edinburgh.
|
By R. Noble, Old-Bai-

ley.
I
M. DCCC. I [1801].

Half-title verso blank 1 1. portrait 1 1. title

verso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1.

preface pp. iii-viii, general history of the fur

trade etc. pp. i-cxxxii, text pp. 1-412, errata 1 1.

3 maps, 4°.

Names which the Knisteneaux give to the

moons, pp. cv-cvi.—Exam les of the Kuiste-

neau and Algonquin tongues (?t vocabulary of

350 words each, in parallel columns), pp. cvii-

cxvi.

Copies seen : Astor, Bancroft, British Mu-
seum, Congress, Dunbar, Eames, Geological

Survey, Trumbull, Watkinson.

Stevens's Nuggets, no. 1775, priced a copy 10s.

6d. At the Fischer sal , no. 1006, it brought

5s. ; another copy, no. 2532, 2s. 6d. ; at the Field

sale, no. 1447, $2.38; at the Squier sale, no. 709,

$1.62; at the Murphy sale, no. 1548, $2.25.

Priced by Quaritch, no. 12206, 7s. 6d. ; no. 28953,

a half-russia copy, 11. ; Clarke & co. 1886, no.

4049, $5.50; Stevens, 1887, 11. Is. M.

Voyages
|
from

|
Montreal,

|
on the

River St. Laurence,
|
through the

|

continent of North America,
|
to the

|

Frozen and Pacific Oceans:
|
in the

years 1789 and 1793.
|
With a prelimi-

nary account of
|
the rise, progress, and

present state of
|
the fur trade

|
of

|

that country.
| Illustrated with a map.

I

By Alexander Mackenzie, Esq.
|
First

American edition,
j

Mackenzie (A.)— Continued.

New-York:
|
Printed and Sold by G.

F. Hopkins, at Washington's Head,
No. 118, Pearl-Street.

|
1802.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank
1 1. preface to the London edition pp. v-viii,

text pp. 1-296, map, 8°.

Linguistics as in the edition of 1801 titled

above, pp. 74-82.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum.

Voyages
|
from

| Montreal,
|
on the

river St. Laurence,
|
through the

|

continent of North America,
|
to the

|

Frozen and Pacific oceans;
|
in the

years 1789 and 1793. | With a prelimi-

nary account
|
of the rise, progress, and.

present state | of
j
the fur trade

|
of

that country.
|
Illustrated with

|
ageu-

eral map of the country.
|
By Sir Alex-

ander Mackenzie.
|

Philadelphia:
|

published by John
Morgan.

|
R. Carr, printer.

|
1802.

2 vols, in one : half-title verso blank 1 1. title

verso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. pref-

ace pp. i-viii, text pp. i-cxxvi, 1-113, 115-392,

map, 8°,

Linguistics as in the London edition titled

above, pp. c-ci, cii-cx.

Copies seen : Geological Survey.

Some copies have on the title-page the

words: "Illustrated with a general map of the

country and a portrait of the author." (*)

At the Field sale, no. 1448, a copy brought

$2.62.

Voyages |
D'Alex.<^«"e Mackenzie;

|

dans I'int^rieur
|
de

|
l'Am6rique Sep-

tentrionale,
|
Faits en 1789, 1792 et

1793;
I

Le l.er, de Montreal au fort

Chipiouyan et a la mer Giaciale;
|
Le

2.™^, du fort Chipiouyan jusqu'aux

bords de rOc6an
|

pacifique.
|
Fr6c6d6s

d'un Tableau historique et politique

sur
I

le commerce des pelleteries, dans

le Canada.
|
Traduits de I'Anglais,

|

Par J. Cast^ra,
|
Avec des Notes et un

Itin^raire, tir^s en partie des
|
papiers

du vice-amiral Bougainville.
|
Tome

Premier [-III].
|

Paris,
I
Dentu, Imprimeur-Libraire,

Palais du Tribunal,
|

galeries de bois,

n." 240.
I

An X.—1802.

3 vols, maps, 8°.

Linguistics as in the first edition titled above,

vol. 1. pp. 257-258, 261-274.

Copies seen: Astor, Congress.

At the Fischer sale, no. 2533, a copy brought

Is. Priced by Gagnon, Quebec, 1888, $3.

For title of an extract from this edition see

below.
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Mackenzie (A. ) - Continued.

Alexander Mackenzie's Esq. |
Reisen

I

von
I

Montreal durch Nordwestameri-

ka
I

nach dem | Elsmeer und der Slid-

See
I

in den Jahren 1789 und 1793.
|

Nebst
I

einer Geschiclite des Pelzhandels

in Canada.
|

Aus dera Englisclien.
|
Mit

einer allgemeinen Karte und dem Bild-

I
nisse des Verfassers.

|

Berlin und Hamburg.
|
1802.

Pp. i-ix, 11-408, map, 8°.

Linguistics as tinder titles above, pp. 115-116,

117-121.

Copies seen : British Museum.

Voyages |
from | Montreal,

|
on the

river St. Laurence,
|
through the

|

continent of North America,
|
to the

|

Frozen and Pacific Oceans
; |

In the

Years 1789 and 1793,
j
With a prelim-

inary account
|
of the rise, progress,

and present state of
|
the fur trade

|
of

that country.
|
With original notes by

Bougainville, and Volney,
|
Members

of the French senate.
|
Illustrated with

maps, j
By Alexander Mackenzie, Esq.

I
Vol. I[-II].

I

London :
|
printed for T. Cadell, jun.

and W. Davies, Strand ; | Cobbett and
Morgan, Pall-Mall ; and W. Creech,

|

at Edinburgh.
\
By R. Noble, Old-Bailey.

M. DCCC. II [1802J.

2 vols, in one : half-title verso blank 1 1. title

verso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. pref-

ace pp. vii-xiv, text pp. 1-284, contents pp. 285-

290; half-title verso blank 1 1. title (varying

somewhat in punctuation from that of vol. 1)

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 5-310 (wrongly num.
bered 210), notes pp. 311-312, appendix pp. 313-

325, contents pp. 326-332, maps, 8°.

Linguistics as in the first edition titled above,

vol. 1, pp. 129-130, 131-142.

Copies seen : Congress.

Clarke & co. 1886, no. 4050, priced a copy, $3.50.

Voyages
|
from

|
Montreal,

|
on the

River St. Laurence,
|
through the

|

continent of North-America,
|
to the

|

Frozen and Pacific oceans :
|
in the

years 1789 and 1793.
|
With a Prelimi-

nary Account of
I
the rise, progress, and

present state of the
|
fur trade

|
of that

country.
|
Illustrated with a map.

| By
Alexander Mackenzie, esq. | Third
American edition.

|

New -York:
|
published by Evert

Duyckinck, bookseller.
|
Lewis Nichols,

printer.
|
1803.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank
1 1. preface pp. v-viii, text pp. 9-437, 16°.

Mackenzie (A.)— Continued.
Linguistics as in previous editions titled

above, pp. 93, 94-99.

Copies seen: Congress.

Tableau
|

historique et politique
| du

commerce des pelleteries
|
dans le Ca-

nada,
I
depuis 1608 jusqu'a nos jours.

|

Contenant beaucoup de details sur les

nations sau- | vages qui I'habitent, et

sur les vastes contr^es qui y |
sont con-

tigues;
|
Avec uu Vocabulaire de la

laugue de plusieurs peuples de ces
|

vastes contr^es.
|
Par Alexandre Mac-

kenzie.
I

Traduit de 1'Anglais,
|

par J.

Cast^ra.
|

Orn6 du portrait de I'auteur.
|

Paris,
I

Dentu, Imprim.-Lib.'^e^ r^^j (^^

Pont-de-Lod3^ n." 3.
|
M. D. CCC. VII

[1807].

Half-title 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-

310. table des mati^res 1 unnumbered page, S'K

An extract from vol. 1 of the Paris edition of

1802, titled above.

Linguistics as in previous editions, pp. 257-

258, 261-274.

Copies seen : Congress.

Leclerc, 1867, no. 920, sold a copy for 4 fr.

;

priced by him, 1878, no. 756, 20 fr.

Voyages ]
from

|
Montreal,

|
on the

River St. Laurence,
|
through the

|

Continent of North America,
|
to the

|

Frozen and Pacific Oceans; |
in the

years 1789 and 1793. |
With a prelimi-

nary account
j
of the rise, progress,

and present state | of |
the Fur Trade

I

of that Country.
|
Illustrated with

maps and a portrait of the author.
|

By Sir Alexander Mackenzie. | Vol.

I [-II].
I

New-York :
|
Published by W. B. Gil-

ley,
i

1814.

2 vols. : 3 p. 11. pp. i-viii, i-cxxvi, 1-113 ; 1

1. pp. 115-392, 8°.

Linguistics as under previous titles, vol. 1,

pp. c-cx.

Copies seen : Congress.

The linguistic material in this work has

been reprinted in whole or in part many times;

among other works, in Edwards (J.) ; Fisher

(W.); Lewis (M.); Wimer (J.)

Sir Alexander Mackenzie, explorer, born in

Inverness, Scotland, about 1755; died in Dal-

housie, Scotland, 12 March, 1820. In his youth

he emigrated to Canada. In June, 1789, he set

out on his expedition. At the western end of

Great Slave lake he entered a river to which he

gave his name, and explored it until 12 July,

when he reached the Arctic ocean. He then

returned to Fort Chippewyan, where he arrived

on 27 Sept. In October, 1792, he undertook a

more hazardous expedition to the western coast
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Mackenzie (A.)— Continued.
of North America, and succeeded in reaching

Cape Menzies, on the Pacific ocean. He re-

turned to England in 1801 and was knighted

the following year.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of Am.
Biog.

M'Kenzie (D. M.) The vocabularies of

the Blackfeet, of the Crows or Upsa-

rokas, and of the Grosveutre, Rapid, or

Fall Indians who call themselves Ahne-

nin; by D. M. M'Kenzie of the St.

Louis American Furr Comp.
Manuscript, furnished by the Hon. Albert

Gallatin to Dr. James Cowles Prichard, by
whom it was loaned to Dr. E. G-. Latham, from

whose '"Opuscula" (1860), p. 379, the above title

is copied.

Extracts from the manuscript are printed in

Latham (R. G.), Opuscula, London, 1860, pp.

276-283, 379-380, with the Blackfoot and Crow
vocabularies, pp. 380-384.

On p. 378 Dr. Latham suggests a doubt as to

the accuracy of the word Ahnenin and asks

should it not be Atsina, in which he is right.

The vocabularies are referred toby Dr. Prich-

ard as follows :

'

' Mr. Gallatin has had the kind-

ness to communicate to me the vocabularies of

the languages of the Black-feet Indians, of the

Crows or Upsarokas, and of the Gros Ventres

or Rapid or Fall Indians, who call themselves

Ahnenin. These vocabularies are in manu-
script ; they were collected since the publica-

tion of Mr. Gallatin's work by Mr. Mackenzie,

a very intelligent man, who resides at the junc-

tion of the Yellow -Stone and the Missouri

rivers as principal agent of the St. Louis

American Fur Company, and who trades prin-

cipally with these nations."

—

Researches into the

Physical Hist, of Mankind, vol. 5 (1847), p. 414.

Mr. Gallatin, in his introduction to "Hale's

Indians of North- West America" (Am. Ethno-

logical Society's Trans. li(1848), cxi), refers to

the author as "Mr. Kennet McKenzie, the ac-

tive partner of the St. Louis Fur Company,
who has resided twenty years near the mouth
of the Yellowstone River, and to whom we are

indebted for the best vocabularies of the lan-

guages of the Blackfeet, the Upsarokas or

Crows, and several other tribes."

In the same volume Mr. Gallatin gives ex-

tracts from the Blackfoot vocabulary, com-

pared with Algonkin, pp. cxiii-cxiv, and the

words marked M in the vocabulary on pp. 88, 90,

92, 94.

Mack-e-te-be-nessy. See Blackbird

(A. J.)

M'Lean (John). Notes
|
of a |

twenty-

five years' service
|
in the

|
Hudson's

bay territory.
|
By John M'Lean.

|
In

two volumes.
|
Vol. I [-II].

|

London:
|
Richard Bentley, new

Burlington street,
|
Publisher in Ordi-

nary to Her Majesty. | 1849.

M'Lean (J.)— Continued.
2 vols. : half-title verso printer 1 1. title verso

blank 1 1. preface (dated Ist March 1849) pp. v-

viii, contents pp. ix-xii, text pp. 13-308; title

verso printer 1 1. contents pp. iii-vii, text pp. 9-

328, 12°.

Vocabulary of the principal Indian dialects

in use among the tribes in the Hudson's Bay
Territory; Sauteu, or Ogibois, Cree, Beaver

Indian, and Chippewayan, in parallel columns,

about 130 words each, vol. 2, pp. 323-328.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Eames, National Mu-
seum.

At the Field sale, no. 1450, a half-morocco

copy, uncut, brought $3.75; at the Murphy
sale, no. 1558, a defective copy, $1.50.

McLean (Rev. John). American Indian

literature.

In Canadian Methodist Mag. vol. 21, pp.

456-463, Toronto, 1885, 8°. (Pilling.)

A general account of the subject, including

references to a number of writers and works on
the Algonquian.

The Cree language.

In the Lethbridge News, vol. 3, no. 14, p. 3,

Lethbridge, Alberta, Thursday, March 1, 1888.

(Pilling.)

Contains extended remarks on the Cree lan-

guage, and a running bibliography thereof.

Indian languages and literature in

Manitoba, North-west Territories and

British Columbia.
In Canadian Institute, Proc. third series, vol.

5, pp. 215-218, Toronto, 1888, 8°.

Contains (1) list of languages in Manitoba,

Keewatin, and North- AVest Territories
; (2) lan-

guages in British Columbia ; and (3) the lan-

guages of which vocabularies and grammars

have been published, the authors and place of

publication—the latter containing § number of

references to the Cree.

The Indians | their manners and
customs.

I

By
|
John McLean, M. A.,

Ph.D. I
(Robin Rustler.)

[
With Eight-

een full-page Illustrations.
|

Toronto :
|
William Briggs, 78 & 80

King street east.
|
C. W. Coates, Mon-

treal. S. F. Huestis, Halifax.
|
1889.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright notice

1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-

viii, contents pp. ix-x, list of illustrations verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 13-351, 12^.

Indian name? of places, mostly Cree, Ojibway,

and Dakota, with meanings, pp. 20-24.—Chap-

ter vii, Indian languages and literature, pp. 235-

258. This consists first of a notice of the devel-

opment of Indian languages from picture-writ-

ing through ideographic symbols to phonetic

signs classified in alphabets. Then the field of

literature in general devoted to the Indians is

scanned, enumerating works of special interest
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McLean (J.)— Continued.
to the student of philology, commencing on p.

241. This includes titles of works in Mohegan
and Delaware, Onondaga, Algonquin, Iroquois,

Micmac, Cree, Ojibway, Dakota, Natick, Es-

kimo, Mohawk, Tukudh.—A section devoted

specially to Eskimo literature extends from

p.247 top. 251.—Indian syllables (Tukudh, Cher-

okee, Cree), pp. 251-253.—The Cree language,

general grammatic remarks, syllabic system,

literature, pp. 253-258.—The Lord's prayer in

the Cree syllabic characters, p. 351.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

James Evans
|
inventor of the syl-

labic system
|
of the Cree language.

|

By
I

John McLean, M. A., Ph. D.,
|

(Robin Rustler),
|
Author of "The In-

dians of Canada : Their Manners and
Customs," [ etc., etc.

|

Toronto:
|
William Briggs, | Wesley

buildings.
|
Montreal : C. W. Coates.

Halifax, N. S. : S. F. Huestis. [1890.]

Portrait 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. dedica-

tion verso blank 1 1. preface verso blank 1 1.

contents pp. vii-viii, list of illustrations verso

blank 1 1. poem by Whittier pp. xi-xii, text pp.

13-208, 12°.

Missisauga and Mohawk sentence, with Eng-

lish equivalent, p. 46.—A prayer in the lan-

guage of the Indians of Grape Island, with Eng-

lish translation, pp. 76-77. — Chapter xi, pp.

160-174, is entitled " The syllabic system of the

Cree language," and contains, besides an ac-

count of the invention of the syllabic system

and extended remarks on the grammar of that

language, the syllabic characters, pp. 165-166;

the Lord's prayer, p. 171 ; the ten command-
ments, pp. 172-173; and a hymn entitled "The
sweet by and bye," p. 174 (all in syllables).

On pp. ^62, 163 are found the following re-

marks concerning the invention of the Cree syl-

labary: "He [Eames] found two efficient and

willing helpers in Mr. and Mrs. Ross, the factor

and his wife. An old Hudson's Bay employee in-

formed the writer that Mrs. Eoss rendered the

chief help to the missionary in studying the lan-

guage. . - . Quick to observe the principles

of language, he beheld with joy the recurrence

of certain vowel sounds, which, when fully

grasped might prove of great service in sim-

plifying language and preparing a literature

for the people. . . . Pondering deeply,

. . . at last, in the year 1841, the Ciee syl-

labic system was completed, the alphabet dis-

tributed among the Indians and placed in the

school, and instructions given in its arrange-

ment. In less than one year from his advent
to Norway House he had devised and perfected

the syllabic system upon which his enduring
lame rests."

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

[Dictionary of the Blackfoot lan-

guage.] (*)

Manuscript in the possession of its author,

who describes it for me as follows, under date

McLean (J.)— Continued.
of Aug. 24, 1887 : "I have this well underway.
It is a dictionary, not a vocabulary, and includes

grammaticalnotes as well as the meaning of the
words. There are at present over ten thousand
words recorded, and when completed, which I
hope to do in from six to twelve months after
the grammar, willcontain probably from twenty
to twenty-five thousand words."

[Grammar of the Blackfoot lan-
guage.]

c^y
Manuscript in possession of the author, who

is preparing it for publication ; in a late letter
(April 8, 1890) he informs me he hopes to have
it published in the succeeding autumn, anrl that
it will probably make a volume of 250 pages,
12°. Under date of Aug. 24, 1887, he outlinerits
contents, as follows

:

Preface, introduction.

Part first: Orthography. The alphabet; ac-
centuation ; euphony.
Part second : Etymology. Definition of parts

of speech, with examples ; notes on the articles,

Chapter I, the noun: Classification of nouns,
with examples ; noun terminations, with exam-
ples. Formation of nouns; diminutive nouns;
nouns of contempt

; personal abstract nouns.
Gender ; modes of denoting sex. Number ; how
formed; elision. Case; different cases; how
formed (fully exemplified)

; possessive termina-
tions; the double possessive. Declension of the
noun.

Chapter II, the pronoun : Kinds of pronouns

:

personal pronouns ; inflection. Possessive pro-
nouns; separable, conjunctive. Demonstrative
pronouns; animate, inanimate. Interrogative
pronouns. Relative pronouns. Indefinite pro-

nouns.

Chapter III, the adjective: Separable adjec-

tives. Inseparable adjectives. Verbal adjec-

tives. Comparison of adjectives. Numeral ad-

jectives; cardinals; multiplicative numerals;
ordinals ; numerical combinations ; numerical
expressions of time, age, money, measure.

Chapter IV", the verb: "I am now working
at this department of my grammar."

Chapter V, the adverb: Adverbs of time,

place, interrogation, quantity, manner, compari-
son, affirmation, negation, uncertainty.

Chapter VI, the preposition : Separable prep-
ositions

; inseparable prepositions.

Chapter VII, the conjunction.

Chapter VIII, the interjection.

Part third: Syntax. "I am now working at
this."

"The reason I am taking so long with the
grammar and dictionary is that I am deter-

mined to make them full and accurate, that
they may be entitled to be called standard
works,"

Translation ofthe Lord's prayer into

the Blackfoot language.
Manuscript, 1 1. 8<^, in the library of the Bu-

reau of Ethnology, "Washington, D. C. Com-
piled at the Blood Eeserve, Canada, August,
1885.
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McLean (J.)— Continued.

[Translations into the Blackfoot lan-

guage, 1885.] C)
Manuscript in possession of its author, who

has kindly described it for me as follows

:

"Contains five chapters from Matthew's gos-

pel, the Lord's prayer, and selections from the

scriptures and prayers, with one or two hymns.
" In translating these I used an interpreter,

but found the work so unsatisfactory that I

gave up translating and applied myself enthusi-

astically to the study of the language, deferring

translation until I was fully master of the sub-

ject."

In the preparation of his linguistic material

Mr. McLean is using the alphabet adopted by

the Bureau of Ethnology.

Rev. John McLean was born in Kilmarnoch,

Ayrshire, Scotland, Oct. 30, 1852 ; came to Can-

ada in 1873, and was graduated B. A. from

Victoria University, Cobourg, Ontario. Some
years afterward his alma mater conferred on

him the degree of M. A. In 1874 he entered

the ministry of the Methodist church. In 1880,

at Ham 1 ton, Ontario, he was ordained for

special work among the Blackfoot Indians,

leaving in June of the same year for Fort Mac-

Leod, Northwest Territory, accompanied by
his wife. At this point were gathered about

700 Blood Indians, which number was subse-

quently increased by the arrival of Bloods and

Blackfeet from Montana to 3,500. Mr. McLean
settled upon the reserve set apart for these In-

dians and diligently set to work to master

their language, history, etc., and on these sub-

jects he has published a number of articles

in the magazines and society publications.

I am informed by Mr. James N. McDonald, edi-

tor of the Moose Jaw Times, that, at the re-

quest of the anthropological committee of the

British Association for the Advancement of

Science, Dr. McLean has for .several years pre-

pared notes on the language, customs, and tra-

ditions of the Blackfoot confederacy, and that

the results of this labor are partly given in one

of the reports of the committee, but at this

writing I have not seen the article referred to.

Although burdened with the labors of a mis-

sionary, he found time to prepare a post-gradu-

ate course in history and took the degree of

Ph. D. at the Wesleyan University, Blooming-

ton, 111., in 1888. Besides the articles which
have appeared under bis own name. Dr. McLv^'an

has written extensively for the press under the

non de plume of Robin Rustler. He is now
(May, 1890) stationed at Moose Jaw, Northwest
Territory, having left the Indian work in July,

1889. He has for several years been inspector

of schools, and is now a member of the board of

education and of the board of examiners for the

Northwest Territory.

MacLean (J. P.) The word
|
hell

|
in

|

various languages.
|
J. P. MacLean.

|

Urbana, 111., Oct. 1888.

MacLean (J. P.)— Continued.
Half title on cover as above, text pp. 1-16, 8°.

From advanced proofs of the Universalist Quar-
terly, October, 1888, where I presume it also ap-

peared.

. American languages, pp. 14-16, gives terms for

the idea of hell in various languages, among
them the Delaware, Narragansett, Chippeway,
Cree, and Massachusetts.

Copies seen : Pilling.

McLeod (R. R.) Quoddy Indian Dia-
lect.

4 11. 16°. Consists of words and short sen-

tences in "Indian" and "English," parallel

columns. The matter is on the rectos of 11. 1

and 3 and on the versos of 11. 2 and 4.

Copies seen : Powell.

Macleod (Eev. Xavier Donald). Devo-
tion

I

to the
I

blessed virgin Mary
|
in

I

North America.
|
By

|
the rev.

Xavier Donald Macleod,
|

professor

L&c. two lines.]
|
With a memoir of

the author,
|
by

|
the most rev. John B.

Parcell, D. D.
|
archbishop of Cincin-

nati.
I

New York:
|
Virtae & Yorston,

|
12

Dey street. [Copyright 1866. J

Pp. i-iv, 3-7, ix-xxiii, 1-467, 8°.

Memorare in Penobscot (from Vetromile), p.

354.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress, Shea.

History
|
of

|
Roman Catholicism

|

in
I

North America.
|
By

|
the rev.

Xavier Donald Macleod,
|

professor

[&c. one line.]
|
With a memoir of the

author,
|
by

|
the most rev. John B.

Purcell, D. D.,
j
archbishop of Cincin-

nati.
I

New York :
|
Virtue & Yorston,

|
12

Dey street. [186-?]
Portrait 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. publishers

'

notice pp. iii-iv, contents pp. v-vii, dedication

verso blank 1 1. memoir pp. ix-xxiii, text pp.

1-461, index pp. 463-467, 8°.

Memorare in the Penobscot language (from

Vetromile), p. 354.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum.

Madison (Dr. — ). [Names of ten In-

dian chiefs in the Chippewa language,

with English significations.]

In American Soc. Eirst Ann. Rept. p. 57, New
Haven, 1824, 8^.

Collected at Fort Howard, Sept. 1818, by Dr.

Madison, who was physician of the post.

Madison (James). Vocabulary of the

Delawares, in 1792. From the papers

of James Madison.
In Schoolcraft (H.R.),Indiau Tribes, vol. 3,

pp. 424-427, Philadelphia, 1 853, 4°.

Contains about 270 words.
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Mahan (I. L.) Words, phrases, and sen-

tences in Odjibwe.
Manuscript, pp. 8-102, 4°, in the library of

the Bureau of Ethnology. Recorded in a copy

of Powell's Introduction to the study of Indian

languages, 1st edition ; all the schedules are

well-filled except 17, 20, and 22, which contain

no entries. Collected at Bayfield, Wis., in

1879, with the aid of the abb6 Ferard. Mr. Ma-

han was the Indian agent at Red Cliff Reserve,

Wis.

Mahican. See Mohegan.

[Maillard (Able Anthony S.)] An
|
ac-

count
I

of the
I

customs and manners
|

of the
I

Micmakis and Maricheets
|
sav-

age nations,
|
Now Dependent on the

|

Government of Cape-Breton.
|
From

|

An Original French Manuscript-Letter,

I
Never Published,

|
Written by a

French Abbot,
|
Who resided many

Years, in quality of Missionary, amongst

them.
I

To which are annexed,
|
Several

Pieces, relative to the Savages, to

Nova-
I

Scotia, and to North-America

in general.
|

London :
|
Printed for S. Hooper and

A. Morley at Gay's-Head,
|
near Beau-

fort-Buildings in the Strand. MDCC-
LVIII [1758].

Half-title verso blank 11. title verso blank 1 1.

preface pp. i-viii, text pp. 1-138, adv't 1 1. 8".

A few Micmac terms scattering.

Copies seen: Brown, Congress, Wisconsin

Historical Society, Eames.

The Carter-Brown catalogue gives a similar

title and collation of an edition of 1757.

Lettre de M. I'Abb^ Maillard sur les

missions de I'Acadie et particulierement

sur les missions micmaques.
In Les Soir6es Canadiennes, recueil de lit-

t6rature nationale, troisi^me annee, pp. 289-426,

Quebec, 1863, 8°.

Micmac sentences (several) preceded by the

equivalent French, pp. 295, 319, 359, 360.—Mic-

mac words passim.

Grammar
|
of the

| Mikmaque lan-

guage
I

of Nova Scotia,
|
edited from

the manuscripts of the abb6 Maillard

I
by the

[
rev. Joseph M. Bellenger.

|

New York :
|
Cramoisy press. 1864.

Second title: Grammaire | de la | laugue

mikmaque,
|
par

|
M. I'abbe Maillard,

|
redi-

g6e et mise en ordre par Joseph M. Bellenger,

Ptre.
I
[Design.]

|

Nouvelle-York :
|

presse Cramoisy de Jean-

Marie Shea.
I
1864.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. English title verso

blank 1 1. French title verso blank 1 1. text pp.

9-101, 80, Forms vol. 9 of Shea's Library of

American linguistics.

'A Micmac grammar must be something

Maillard (A. S.) — Continued.
quite imperfect, seeing that very few have
fathomed the genius of that language. Mr.
Maillard is the only one known who has inves-

tigated it deeply, and who has been in the best

situation to give ua the true principles of a

tongue conforming so little to the genius of

other languages. A beginner can do nothing
better than to study his manuscripts in order
to leain to speak Indian purely and correctly.

However, to facilitate the study of this lan-

guage I have undertaken to work up his gram
mar, which lacks method and even clearness in

l>\aces.^^—Avant-propos.

"It is regretted that we have not the remain
der ofMr. Maillard's remarks. All the precepts

included iu this cahier are purely from him ; we
have only labored to write them out in a con-

tinuous and more methodical order. Somebody
will be pleased, perhaps, sometime, with our
work, especially in respect to the order in which
the verbs are placed. The conjugation of the
verbs with an object of animate things is still

needed, and rules of syntax. We can not better

terminate these precepts tha)i with this sentence
of the respected missionary [Maillard]

:

" ' In order to learn the Micmac language and
put one's self in condition to sjieak it as purely

and as easily as the Micmacs themselves, it is

necessary, when one has to live and dwell

among them, especially in the character of mis-

sionary, not to neglect to fix in the mind each
day a few of these remarks. The true means
of making one's self loved, feared, and listened

to by them, and even of succeeding in making
them think and act as one wishes they should

do and act on certain occasions or under cer-

tain circumstances, is to know how to express

one's self like them ; to apply one's self to do-

ing it with ease, especially in the church when
it is necessary to paraphrase some texts of the

old or new testament.' ''—Closing paragraph.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Con-

gress, Dunbar, Eames, Powell, Trumbull, Smith-

sonian.

Leclerc, 1867, no. 928, sold a copy for 36 fr.

;

priced by him, 1878, no, 2339, 60 fr. Triibner &
CO. 1882, p. 108, priced it 11. Is.

Some copies are printed on large quarto

sheets. (Pilling, Smithsonian.)

The manuscript of this grammar, pp. 1-184,

4°, in a bound book, is in possession of Dr. J. G.

Shea, Elizabeth, New Jersey; and there is a

copy as follows

:

— Cahier de la langue | Mimak Isic']
|

R6dige par les soins de
|
Monsieur Mail-

lard ancien missionnaire.
(
Copi6 par

M. Joseph Bellenger.

Manuscript, 411. pp. 1-154, sq. 8°, preserved

in the library of the Archbishopric of Quebec.

A copy, corrected and revise 1 from the original

by the Eev. Joseph Bellenger, according to notes

by him at the beginning and end of the manu-

script. The manuscript is bound in gray cloth

and is very well preserved.
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Maillard (A. S.) —Continued.
Of the 4 preliminary leaves two are blank

;

the title above appears on the recto of 1. 3, on

the verso of which begins a table of contents,

which is continued on the recto of the succeed-

ing (4th) leaf. The verso of the 4th leaf con-

tains a note by the Abb6 Bellenger on an oblique

casj which answers to the accusative of the

Latin, and "which the Abb6 Maillard could not

have observed."

The text begins on p. 1 with the heading:

DelalanguesauvageMicmakefsic]. Desnoms.

The first line begins with the words: "Dans

cette langue les noms ne se d6clinent point."

The last paragraph begins : "Si Ton \eut faire

pr6c6der la negation . . ."

The Rev. Thomas Gill of the Seminaire de

Nicolet, Montreal, has furnished me the descrip-

tion of a manuscript preserved in the library

of that institution which he considers the

original of Maillard's Grammar, and which he

lescribes as follows: It contains pp. 1-44, 8°.

Che first page bears the heading "Traite de la

Langue des Mikmaques copi6 en 1813 et 1814."

A. preliminary leaf contains a "Preamble"
s^hich states that the treatise is probably by
Kt. Maillard, of which I have but little doubt,

for on comparing extracts from it with Mail-

lard's Grammar by Bellenger, I find similarities

sufficiently striking to suggest tha this very

manuscript may have been in Mr. Bellenger's

nands. The manuscript was presented to the

Nicolet Library about 1883 by Rev. Mr. Le
Bois, a cur6 of Maskinog6, P. Q., who acquired

it from Rev. M. Frs.-Magloire Turcotte.

See Micmac.

[ ] (Suite du cahier)
|
Accord du verbe

avec son regime direct du genre noble.

[Sequel to the Micmac Grammar.]

Manuscript, 41 pp. folio, in possession of Dr.

J. G. Shea, Elizabeth, Z^Tew Jersey.

[ ] Cahier Mikmaque qui coutient
]

toutes les prieres des Sauvages qui
(
se

diseut pendant la Seniaiue.

Manuscript preserved in the library of the

Archbishopric of Quebec. On the recto of the

first leaf is the title as above, the text begin-

ning on the verso and including pp. 1-268 (num-

bered odd on the versos and even on the rectos);

this is followed by a table which begins on the

verso ofp. 268 and occupies 6 unnumbered pages,

followed by a few blank pages at the end ; 8°.

The collection, which was begun Nov. 4, 1754,

and finished March 5, 1755, is well written and

in good preservation. It includes the morning

prayer, baptism, sermons, prayeis for mass,

vespers, evening prayer for each day of the

week, etc.

[Liturgic and catechistic writings

in the Micmac language.]

Manuscript, 5 unnumbered pp. and pp. 1-356

nnmbi red odd on the versos and even on the

rectos, folio ; in the library of the Archbishop-

Maillard (A. S.) — Continued.

ric of Quebec. Bound in parchment, and con-

siderably mutilated by mice.

On the recto of the first leaf is a fancy de-

sign, in the middle of which is written " P.

Maillard, pretre missionnaire." The 4 pp. next

following contain a notice to the missionary

readers.

In the middle of p. 15 is written P. Maillard,

pretre missionnaire; the verso of tbi.- kal and

the three following pages contain a notice to

missionary readers. On a blank leaf atlai bed

to the front cover is a design within which

is the note "Pridie kaleudas octubiis, anno

salutis 1759," presumably the date of the draw
ing; and on the corresponding page at the end

of the volume is "Quarto nonas octobris, AunO'

Dni 1759." the date at -which the manusciipt

was finished. In the various ornamental draw-

ings which separate the principal parts of the

text are recorded the dates which mark the

progress of the work; thus on p. 116 is "11«

9'"-i»ann.l757;" onp. 126 "I2a9*'"s 1757," etc. the

last date thus intercalated being found on p.

346 and reading as follows: " Junii, die vigesi-

ma nona, dum apud I). Manach degerem, Anno
saluti.s 1759." Pere Manach was a co-laborer in

the missions with Pere Maillard.

The manuscript is divided as follows:

Les malines du dimanche: Pater, ave, credo

p. 1.—Les psaumes et les le9ons, pp. 2-14.—To
Deam, p. 15.—Laudes, p. 17.—Prime, p. 29.

—

Tierce, p. 45 —Sexte, p. 90.—Noues, p. 96.—As-

perges, p. 52.—Messe, p. 56.—Confiteor, Acte

de contrition, etc. p. 60.—Prone pour chaque

mois, pp. 62-78.—Prone pour chaque dimanche,

p. 78.—Credo, Agnus, etc. p. 85 —Domin sal-

vum, p 89 —Vepres, p. 103.—Complies, p. 114.

—

Matines du lundi, p. 126; du mardi, p. 137; du
mercredi, p. 150; de jeudi, p. loO; du vendredi,

p. 171; du samedi, p. 176.—L'enseignement

(partie dogmatique) sur Dieu, p. 48; sur Tin-

carnation, p. 93; sur la redemption pp. 157 and

190; des sacrementa, p. 99; du bapteme, pp.

127-128; de la confirmation, p.]38;de la peni-

tence, pp. 139 and 150; de I'eucharistie, pp. 161,

163, 168; du mariage, p. 183; de I'extr^me-onc-

tion, p. 173.—L'hymne Jam lucis orto sidore,

office f6rial du lundi, p. 196 ; du mardi, p. 197: du.

mercredi, du jeudi, du vendredi, du samedi, p.

201.—In struction sur les sept jours de lasem aine,

pp.202, 204.—Autres instructions, p. 205.—Prie-

res de tons les jours, p. 205 ; du matin, pp. 224-

234; du soir, pp. 251-262.—Psaumes quam dilecto,

255.—Fete-Dieu, p. 262.—Dimanches de I'avent,

p. 263.—G6n6alogie de J6sus-Chiist, noel, p.

265.—Messe de noel, p. 267; pour le car^me, p.

273.—Dimanche des rameaux, p. 276.—Hymnes
de la passion, p. 285; petit cat6chisme, pp. 288-

300 —Abrea6 de I'histoire sainte en catechisme,

p. 300.- Traduction du catechismehistorique de

I'Abbe Fleury, et abrege du nouveau testa-

ment, p. 318. —Cat6chisme des sacrements, p.

332.—Catechisme de la communion, p. 346.—Ac-

tions de graces apres la communion, pp. 353-356.

In his notice to missionary readers, in the
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J5Iaillard (A. S.j— Continued.
pielimiaary leaves, the Abbe Maillard speaks

of a French translation of the Micmac text of

his euchology ; of a second manuscript in the

Micmac language containing the prayers for

morning and evening with the sections which
might be sung correctly noted ; and finally of

a third manuscript, larger than the latter,

which contained all the service put into plain

chant. The text of all these is contained in

the above manuscript.

Following this manuscript is one of 1811.

which is, I think, not the work ofAbbe Maillard.

It is without title or date. The recto of the

first leaf is blank ; on the verso begins the

mass for the dead in Micmac, which extends

through 3 pp. followed by a French grammar 3

pp. table of contents 3 pp. estimate of the au-

thor and of his work by M. Bellenger 1 p. hiero-

glyphic signs of the Micmac 11 pp. 7 blank

leaves.

See Maynard (— ).

Abbe Maillard, born in France late in the

17th century, died in Halifax, Nova Scotia, in

1768. He was sent to Canada about 1738, and

was afterward appointed vicar-general of Aca-
dia. After the capture of Louisburg in 1758 he
remained in the neighborh(jod, hiding in the

woods daring the daytime and at night attend-

ing to the religious needs of the fishermen that

were allowed to stay in the country. On the

conclusion of peace in 1760 he left his retreat,

and labored among the Indian tribes and in the

few Acadian villages in Cape Breton and on
the coast of MirsimicM.—Appleton's Cyclop, of
Am. B og.

Maisonneuve. This word following a title or in-

cluded within parentheses after a note indi-

cates that a copy of the work referred to has
been seen by the compiler in the bookstore of

Maisonneuve ot Cie. Paris, France.

Ma-ka-tai-^me-she-kia-kiak. See Black
Hawk.

Maliseet

:

Bible, John (pt.) See Rand (S. T.)

Bible history Rand (S. T.)

Bible passages American Bible Soc.

Bible passages Bible Society.

Bible passages British and Foreign.

Bible passages Gilbert & Rivington.

General discussion Rand (S. T.)

Geographic names Kain (S. W.)
Grammar Rand (S. T.)

Hymns Rand (S. T.)

Lord's prayer Alexander (J. E.)

Lord's prayer Bergholtz (G. F.)

Lord's prayer Gesner (A.)

Lord's prayer Marietti (P.)

Lord's prayer Rand (S. T.)

Lord's prayer Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Lord's prayer Stephens (J.)

Lord's prayer Trumbull (J. H.)
Lord's prayer Youth's.

Numerals Gordon (A. H.)

Numerals Rand (S. T.)

Relationships

Sentences

Song

Ten commandments
Text

Tracts

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

"Words

Words

Maliseet— Continued.
Numerals Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Numerals Shea (J. G.)

Numerals Stephens (J.)

Prayers Abnaki.
Primer Stephens (J.)

Rand(S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Gordon (A. H.)

Gabriel (P.J.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Chamberlain (M.)

HindiH.Y.)
Rand (S. T.)

Dawson (J. W.)
Roberts (G.G.)

Mallery (Capf. Garrick). The sign lan-

guage of the North American Indians.

In United Service Magazine, vol. 2, no. 2, pp.

226-243, Philadelphia. 1880, 8°

A few Ojibwa terms, p. 234.

Sign language among North Ameri-

can Indians compared with that among
other peoples and deaf-mutes. By Gar-

rick Mallery.

In Bureau of Ethnology, First Ann. Rept. pp.

263-552, Washington, 1881, 8°.

Jacker (F.), Nawagijig's story [in Ojibwa],

pp. 518-520.

Issued separately, with title-page, as fol-

lows:

Sign language
|
among

]
North Amer-

ican Indians
|
compared with

|
that

among other peoples and deaf-mutes
|

by
I

Garrick Mallery
|
Brevet Lieut.

Col. U. S. Army
|
(Extracted from the

first annual report of the Bureau |
of

Ethnology)
|
[Vignette]

|

Washington
|
Government Printing

Office
I

1881

Printed cover as above, no inside title, half-

title verso blank 1 1. list of illustrations pp. 265-

268, text pp. 269-552, plates, 8°.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology, Eames,

Pilling, Powell.

Malte-Brun (Maithe Konrad Brun, known

as). Precis
|
de la

|
G6ographie Uni-

verselle,
|
ou

|
Description

|
de toutes

les parties du Monde,
|
snr un plan nou-

veau,
I

d'apres les grandes divisions

naturelles du Globe;
|
Pr6c6d^e de

I'Histoire de la Geographic chez les

Peuples anciens
|
et modernes, et d'une

Th^orie g^n^rale de la Geographic
|

Math6matique, Physique et Politique
;

I
Et accorapagn6e de Cartes, de Ta-

bleaux analytiques, synoptiques et
|

616'

mentaires, et d'une Table alphab^tique
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Malte-Brun —Continued.

des nomsdeLieux. \
ParM. Malte-Brun.

I

Tome Premier [-Huitipme].
|

Histoire

de la G^ographie.
|

a Paris,
|
Cliez Fr. Buisson, Libraire-

^diteur,
|
Rue Gilles-coeur, N" 10.

|
1810

[-1829].

8 vols. 8°, and atlas 4°.

Tableau de renchainement g6ograpbique des

langues americaines et asiatiques, vol. 5, pp.

227-234, contains a number of terms from vari-

ous American dialects, among tbem tbe Algon-

kiu, Delaware, Chippewa, Mohecan, Narragan-

sett, Acadian, Penobscot, Pawbattan, Pennsyl-

vania, and Miami.

Copies seen : As tor.

Priced by Dufo3s6, Paris, 1887, 12 fr. •

Universal
|
Geography,

[
or

|
a de-

scription
I

of
I

all the parts of the world,

I
on a new plan,

|
according to the

great natural divisions of the globe;
|

accompanied with
|
analytical, synop-

tical, and elementary tables.
]
By Malte

Brun.
I

Improved [&c. two lines.]
[

Vol. I[-IX].
I

Containing [«fec. two

lines.]
I

Edinburgh :
|

printed for Adam Black

;

I
and Longman. Hurst, Rees, Orme, and

Brown,
|
London.

\ 1822[-1833].

9 vols, and index, 8°.

Table of the geographical connection of the

American and Asiatic languages, vol. 5,pp. 35-44.

Copies «een; British Museum.

Universal
|

geography,
|
or

|
a de-

scription
1
of

I

all the parts of the world,

I
on a new plan,

|
according to the

great natural divisions of the globe
; |

accompanied with
|
Analytical, Synop-

tical, and Elementary Tables.
|
By M.

Malte-Brun.
I
Improved by the addi-

tion of the most recent infor-
|
mation,

ilerived from various sources.
| Vol-

ume I[-V].
I

Containing the theory, or

mathematical, physical, and
|
political

principles, of geography.
|

Boston :
|
Wells and Lilly . . . Court-

street.
I
1824[-1826].

5 vols. 8°.

Table of the geographical connection of tbe

American and Asiaticlanguages.vol. 5,pp. 35-44.

Copies seen : Geological Survey.

According to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 44166,

this edition consists of 9 vols, published in

1824-1831.

Universal
|
geography,

|
or

| A De-

scription
I

of
I

all the parts ofthe world,

I
on a new plan,

(
according to the

great natural divisions of the globe
; |

Malte-Brun— Continued,

accompanied with
|
analytical, synop-

tical, and elementary tables.
|
By M.

Malte-Brun.
|
Improved by the addi-

tion of the most recent information, de-

rived
I

from variou sources.
|
Vol.

I[-III].
I

Containing the theory, or

mathematical, physical, and
|

political

principles, of geography, &c.
|

Philadelphia:
[

published by Anthony
Finley,

|
north east corner of Fourth

and Chestnut streets.
|
William Brown

Printer.
|
1827.

3 vols. 8°.

Table of the geographical connection of the

American and Asiatic languages, vol. 3, pp. 148-

154.

Copies seen : Congress.

According to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 44126,

this edition coasists of 6 vols, published in 1827-

1832.

Precis
j
de la

|
Geographic

|
Univer-

selle,
I

ou Description de toutes les

parties du Monde
|
[&c. nine lines.]

|

Par Malto Brun.
|
Nouvelle Mition,

|

revue, corrig^e, [&c. five lines.]
|

Tome
premier [-XII].

|
[One line.]

|
[De-

sign.]
I

Paris,
I
Aim^ Andr^, Libraire-fidi-

teur,
I

Quai Malquais, No. 13.
|
1831

[-1837].

12 vols. 8°.

Tableau de I'enchainement geograpbique etc.

vol. 11, pp. 41-49.

Copies seen : British Museum.

Universal
|
geography,

|
or

|
A De-

scription
I
of

i
all the parts of the

world,
j
on a new plan,

|
according to

the great natural divisions of the

globe;
I

accompanied with
|
analytical,

synoptical, and elementary tables.
|

By M. Malte-Brun.
|
Improved by the

addition of the most recent informa-

tion, derived from
|
various sources,

j

Vol. I [-V].
1
Containing the theory,

or mathematical, physical, and
|

polit-

ical principles, of geography.
|

Philadelphia:
|

published by John
Laval.

I
1832.

5 vols. 8°.

Table of the geographical connection of the

American and Asiatic languages, vol. 3, pp. 148-

154.

Copies seen : Congress.

A
I

system
]
of

|
universal geography,

I

or
I
a description

|
of |

all the parts of

the world,
|
on a new plan,

|
according
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Malte-Brun— Continued.

to the great natural divisions of the

globe;
I
accompanied with

|
analytical,

synoptical, and elementary tables.
|
By

M. Malte-Brun,
|
editor of the" annales

des voyages," &c.
|
With additions and

corrections,
|
by James G. Percival.

|

Embellished with
j
a complete atlas,

|

and
I
a series of beautiful engravings.

|

In three volumes.
|
Vol. I [-III].

|

Boston :
|

printed and published by
Samuel Walker.

| Published also in

Philadelphia [&c. four lines.]
i

1834.

3 vols. 4°.

Table of the geographical connection of the

American and Asiatic languages, vol. 2, pp.

. 173-176.

Copies seen : Congress.

Precis
I

de la
I

G^ographie
|
Univer-

selle,
I
ou

I

description de toutes les

parties du monde
|
sur un plan uou-

I

veau, d'apres les grandes divisions

naturelles du globe;
|
pr^c6d6 de Phis-

toire de la geographic chez les peuples

anciens et moderns, et d'une th^orie
|

g6n6rale de la g^ographie math^ma-
tique,

I

physique et politique
; |

accom-

pagn^e
|

d'un atlas in-folio de 71 cartes;

I

Par Malte-Brun.
1
Nouvelle edition,

|

revue, corrig^e, mise dans un nouvel

ordre, | et enrichie de toutes les nou-

velles d^couvertes,
|

par M. J.-J.-N.

Huot,
I
augment^e

|
de renseignements

statistiques publics dans le dernier

ouvrage de Balbi.
|
Tome I[-VI].

|

Bruxelles, \ Lacrosse et C^^, libraires-

^diteurs,
|
rue Royale neuve, no. 55.

|

1839.

6 vols. 8°, and atlas folio.

Tableau etc. as under titles above, vol. 6, pp.
296-301.

Copies seen : Bancroft.

G^ographie
|
Universelle

|
ou

|
De-

scription de toutes les parties du monde

I

sur un plan nouveau
] d'apres les

grandes divisions naturelles du globe

;

I

pr^c^d^
I

De Fhistoire de la Geogra-

phic chez les peuples anciens et mo-
dernes

|
et d'une theorie g^n^rale de la

g6ographie mathematique,
|

physique

et politique;
|

par
|
Malte-Brun.

|
Cin-

qui^me Edition
(
revue, corrig^e, et

augment^e de toutes les nouvelles d^-

couvertes
|

par M. J.-J.-N. Huot.
|
Tome

Premier [-Sixi^me].
|
Histoire et Thr-

one Gen6rale de la Geographic.
|

Malte-Brun— Continued.

Paris.
I
Furne et C'^ Libraires-lEdl-

teurs,
I
55, rue Saint-Andr6-des-art8.

|

1841.

6 vols. 8°.

Tableau de Fenchainenient g6ographiquede8
langues am6ricaines et asiatiques, vol, 6, pp.
18-21.

Copies seen : Astor.

Universal geography: | being
| a

description of all parts of the world,
|

with analytical, synoptical, and ele-

mentary tables.
I

By M. Malte-Brun,
|

editor of the "annales des voyages,'^

etc.
I
With additions and corrections,

j

By- James G. Percival.
|
A new edition:

1
containing recent geographical dis-

coveries, changes in political geogra-

phy,
I
and other valuable additions.

|

Compiled from the late French editions

of Malte-Brun, by MM. Huot and La-
valiee,

I
and the most recent American

authorities.
|

Beautifully illustrated

with steel engravings and fine colored

maps.
I
In three volumes.

|
Volume I

[-III].
I

Boston :
|
published by Samuel Walk-

er & CO.
I
1865.

3 vols, 40.

Table etc. as under titles above, vol. 2, pp.
173-176.

Copies seen : Congress.

Sabin's Dictionary, nos. 44159-44166, enumer-

ates other editions as follows

:

Seconde edition, corrig6e, Paris, Buisson,

1812-1829, 8 vols. 8°.

Leipzig, 1819, S°.

Edinburgh, Adam Black, 1822, 10 vols. 8°.

Leipzig, 1824, 2 vols. 8°.

Boston, 1828, 3 vols. 4°.

Boston, Samuel Walker, 1847.

Boston, Samuel Walker, 1851.

Paris, Garnier Fr^res, 1853, 6 vols. 8°, atlas

folio.

Nouvelle Edition par V. A. Malte-Brun flls.

Paris, Penaud Frferes, 1852-1856, 8 vols. 8°,

Enti^rement refondae et mise au courant d©

la science, par Th. Lavall6e, Paris, Furne et

Cie., 1855-1857, 6 vols. 8°.

The same, Paris, 1850-1862.

Revue, rectifi6eetc. parE.Cortambert, Paris,

Dufour, MulatetBoulanger, 1856-1861, 8 vols. 8°.

G6ographie Universelle, Paris, Barba, 1859,

2 vols. 40.

I have seen in the British Museum three

editions which contain no linguistics: Edin-

burgh, Black, 1842, 1 vol.; Ibid. 1849; Pari*

[1852], 12 vols.

Mamusse wunneetupanatamwe [Massa-

chusetts]. See Eliot (J.)
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Manhattan, General discussion. See Donck (A.

van del).

Manitowompae pomantamoonk [Mass-

achusetts]. See Eliot (J.)

Manners, customs, and antiquities. See

Goodrich (S. G.)

Marcel (Jean Jacques). Oratio domini-

ca
I

CI* Unguis A^ersa,
|
et propriis cu-

jusquelingusB
|
characteribas

|

plerum-

que expressa
; |

Edente J. J. Marcel,
|

typograplieii imperialis administro gen-

erali.
|

[Design.]
|

Parisiis,
|
typis imperialibus.

|
Anno

repar. sal. 1805, 1 imperiique Napoleon is

primo.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso Lord's

prayer in Hebrew (version no. 1) 1 1. text 80 un-

numbered 11. index 4 11. dedication 1 1. large 8°.

Lord's prayer in Canadice, montium dialecto

(ex Masseo), no. 133; Illinice (ex manuscrito),

no. 134 ; Yirginice (exbiblii8,Virginice [Eliot]),

no. 136.

Copies seen .- British Museum, Congress.

Some copies are printed on large paper, with

the 5 11. dedication and index immediately fol-

lowing the title leaf; the versos of most of the

leaves are >^lank and the whole work is divided

by half-titles into four parts : Asia, Europe,

Africa. America ; 16111.4°. (Congress.)

Mareschit. SeeMaliseet.

Marest {Pere Gabriel). [Catechism and

collection of prayers in the Illinois lan-

guage.] (*)

According to letters of the Jesuit fathers

from 1676 to 1702 (Relation des affaires du Ca-

nada), Father Marest writes to another father

"that priests of the Quebec seminary passing

one winter in his mission and not knowing the

Illinois language, he gave them a collection of

prayers and a catechism translated with there-

marks made on that [Illinois] language." This

letter is dated from the land of Illinois in New
France, April 29, 1699.

Father Julien Binneteau, a Jesuit, in a letter

to another father of the same order (Illinois,

1699), says that Father Marest has the first tal-

ent in the world for these missions, having

learned the language in four or five months to

such a degree as to give lessons in it, of which

he ought to have left manuscripts.

Gabriel Marest, orMaret, French missionary,

born in France; died near Peoria, III, in 1715.

He was sent as a missionary to Canada, and
labored successfully among the Illinois Indians

in 1697, after acquiring a good knowledge of

their language. He then established his mis-

sion permanently near Fort Peoria, and most
of the tribes in the neighborhood became Chris-

tians. Father Marest is the author of two nar-

ratives that have been published in the "Let-

tres 6difiantes." The first gives an interesting

account of a journey that he made to Hudson
ALG 22

Marest (G.)— Continued.

Bay in 1694 in company with Iberville; the

second, dated 9 ITov., 1712, from the Illinois

country, contains several curious details as to

the settlement of the French and the progress

of Christianity among the Indians on the Mis-

sissippi.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Marietti (Pietro), editor. Oratio Domi-

nica
I
in CCL. liugvas versa

| et 1

CLXXX. charactervm formis
|
vel nos-

tratibvs vel peregrinis expressa
|

cvrante |
Petro Marietti

|
Eqvite Typo-

grapho Pontificio
|
Socio Admiuistro

|

Typographei | S. Consilii de Propagan-

da Fide
I

[Printer's device.]
|

Romae
|
Anno M.DCCC.LXX [1870].

Half-title 1 1. title 1 1. dedication 3 11. pp. xi-

xxvii, 1-319, indexes 4 11. 4°.

Includes 59 versions of the Lord's prayer in

various American dialects, among them the

Yirginice (from Eliot's bible), p. 293; Cana^

densi idiomate [MontagnaisJ (from Mass6). p
294; Shawannice [pseudo Shawano] (from

Chamberlayne),p. 295 ; Illinice (from Bodiani

"exmss."), p. 297; Mareschetice, AbenacquiO'

rum dialecto, p. 298; Penobscotice, alia Abenao
quiorura dialecto, p. 299; Passamaquoddice
alia Abenacquiorum dialecto, p. 300; Micmac
ensi dialecto, p. 301 ; Tadusacca dialecto [Mou
tagnais], p. 302; Crianae seu Cree tribus dialec^

to, p. 304; Pedum-Nigrorum tribus, ita dictsB

dialecto, p. 306; Potawotomice, p. 308.

Copies seen : Trumbull.

Marston {Major M.) [A short vocabu-

lary of the Sauk language. ]

In Morse (J.), Report to the Secretary of

"War on Indian Affairs, appendix, p. 128, N"ew
Haven, 1822, 8°.

Eight words only and a few remarks on

language.

Major Marston was in 1820 the commanding
officer at Fort Armstrong,

Mascoutin, General discussion. See Charlevoix

(P.F.X.de).

Masinaigan ka patakaikatet [Nipis-

sing]. See Cuoq (J. A.) and Deleage
(F.R.)

Masinaigan ka patakaikatek [Nipis-

sing]. See Deleage (F.R.)

MasinaiganikiknoamagekSin.
|

[Pic-

ture of the virgin and child. ] |

Moniang [Montreal] : | takSabikic-

kote endatc L. Perrault.
| 1856.

Title p. 1, text in the Nipissing language pp
2-12,16°.

Primer lessons, pp. 2-7.—Prayers, pp. 8-10.—

Numerals 1-1000, pp. 11-12.—Table de multipli-

cation, p. 12.

Copies seen : Laval.
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Mason {-Mrs. Sophia). [One line sylla-

bic characters. ] I

Watts's first catechism

I

for
I

children,
|
the lord's prayer, the

apostles' creed,
|
and

}
the ten com-

mandments.
I
Translated by Mrs. Ma-

son
I
into the language of the

|
Cree In-

dians of Rupert's laud,
|
north-west

America.
|

May 7th, 1859.
| 38, Craven Street,

Strand [London].
Title verso printer 1 1. text (entirely in the

Cree language, syllabic characters) pp. 3-8, 8°.

Copies seen: Church Missionary Society,

Eames, Pilling.

[One line syllabic characters.]
|
A

|

first catechism
|
of

|
Christian Knowl-

edge,
( the lord's prayer, the apostles'

€reed,
|
and

|
the ten commandments.

|

For the
|

Cree Indians of Rupert's land,|

north-west America.
|
By Mrs. Mason.

|

London :
|
printed for the

|
Society

for promoting christian knowledge,
|

Great Queen St., Lincoln's-Inn Fields.

J
1875.

Title verso printer 1 1. text (entirely in the

Cree language, syllabic characters, except a few

headings in English) pp. 3-14, 18°.

Catechism, pp. 3-8.—Grace before meat, pp. 8-

9.—Grace after meat, p. 9.—The lord's prayer, p.

10.—The creed, pp. 10-11.—The ten command-
ments, pp. 12-14.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

Mason (Bev. William). [The gospel ac-

cording to St. John, in the Cree lan-

guage of Hudson's bay. Translated by

the rev. William Mason, Rossville,

Norway house.

Rossville missiou press. 1851.]

]Sro title-page ; text in syllabic characters 54

unnumbered 11. 8°. A rough print, evidently

struck off at the mission press, and probably

prepared as " copy " for an edition to be printed

by the British and Foreign Bible Society,

though I know of no edition of this gospel

published near the date given on the fly-leaf,

which contains a manuscript note signed

"ElijahHoole" and dated at London, 23 ITov.

1852, which says "this book was executed 1851,

by the Rev."W. Mason." The first page has seven

verses of the gospel and a portion of the eighth.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety.

Gospel of St. John in the Cree lan-

guage, translated by the Wesleyan Mis-

sionaries.

York Factory,Hud8on'8 Bay,1852. (*)

8°. Title from Bullen's catalogue of the

library ofthe British and Foreign Bible Society,

p. 162, London, 1857. Perhaps this refers to the

edition titled next above.

Mason (W.)— Continued.
" In 1854, the British and Foreigu Bible So

ciety undertook an edition of the Gospel of St.

John in the syllabic character (a specimen of

which is given above), prepared by the Eev. J.

[sic] Mason, one of the missionaries connected
with the Church Missionary Society. Mr. Ma-
son has prepared a Cree version of the Psalms,

both in the syllabic and the Roman character."

—

Bagster's "Bible of Every Land,'' 1860, p. 450.

[The gospel of John, translated into

the Cree language by the rev. William
Mason.

York factory, 1856.]

No title-page ; text in syllabic characters 53

unumbered 11. 8°. Roughly printed at the

mission press as "copy." A manuscript note

on the first leaf says :
" To be printed in Eng-

land. A dot to be placed over the broad charac-

ters to denote the long vowel sound. "W. Mason,

Hudson's Bay York Factory, Sept. 11th 1856."

The first page contains ten verses.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety.

[Gospel of Saint John in the Cree

language ; translated by the rev. Wm.
Mason.]

Colophon: Rossville mission press.
|

1857.

No title-page; text in syllabic characters

pp. 1-75, 8°. Though printed apparently from

the same type as the impression of 1851, noted

above, it is an entirely distinct work, the two

agreeing in no particular in the page matter.

The colophon is printed in Roman letters.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety.

[Epistles in the Cree language, trans-

lated by the rev. William Mason.]

Colophon : Rossville mission press.
[

1857.

No title-page ; text in syllabic characters pp.

1-40, 8°, Roughly printed at the mission press,

probably as "copy" for the use of the British

and Foreign Bible Society, which society issued

the bible in 1861-'62 in these characters.

Paul to the Ephesians, pp. 1-14.—General

epistle of James, pp. 14-24.—Second epistle gen-

eral of Peter, pp. 24-30.—First epistle general

of John, pp. 31-40.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible Society.

A collection
|
of

|
psalms, and hymns.

I

Translated into the language
|
of the

I

York Indians
|
of the diocese of Ru-

pert's land,
I
North-west America.

|

By the
|
rev. W. Mason.

|

London: |
Society for promoting

christian |
knowledge,

| 77, Great

Queen-street, Lincoln's inn fields;
| 4,

Royal exchange; and
| 16, Hanover

street, Hanover square. | 1859.
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Mason (W.)— Continued.

Title 1 1. text (entirely in the Cree language,

syllabic characters) pp. 3-163, 32°.

Copies seen : British Museum.

A collection
|
of

|

psalms and hymns.

I

Translated into the laoguage
|
of the

I

York Indians
|
of the diocese of Ru-

pert's land,
I

north-west America.
|

By the
|
rev. W. Mason.

|

London :
[

Society for promoting

christian
|

knowledge,
| 77, great

Queen-street, Lincoln's inn fields;
[ 4,

Royal exchange; and | 16, Hanover
street, Hanover square.

[
1860.

Title verso printer 1 1. text (entirely in the

Cree language, syllabic characters) pp. 3-163,

32°.

Copies seen: Brinley, British Museum, Eames.

At the Fischer sale, no. 2931, a copy sold for

5«. ; at the Brinley sale. no. 5654, $1.75. Priced

by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2213, lOfr.

[The new testament in the Cree lan-

guage.]

London:
|
printed by W. M. Watts

|

for the
(
British and foreign bible so-

ciety,
I
10, Earl street, Blackfriars.

|

1859.

Transliteration.-r-Oski
|
testement [ ketipiyi-

chikeminowminakipimachiyiweminow
|
Chisas

Knist.
i

Amiskochiitasinaak neiyaweinik
| issi

|

"William Mason ayumiewikinow.

Translation.—New 1 testament | ourlordand
saviour of | Jesus Christ.

| Translated these

same | are | William Mason minister.

Title (composed of seven lines syllabic char-

acters and imprint in Roman as above) verso

printer 1 1. contents verso blank 1 1. text (en-

tirely in the Cree language, syllabic characters,

double columns) pp. 1-612, 12°.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, Congress, Eames. Trumbull.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2200, 16fr.

For title of a later edition see below.

—— [The bible in the Cree language.]

London :
[
printed for the British

and foreign bible society.
| 1861.

Transliteration.—Kanachi
| kichi masinai-

kan,
I
kayasi testement,

| mina
j oski teste-

ment,
I
ketipeyichikerainow mina kipimachi-

yiweminow
|
Chisas Knist.

| Emiskochiitasina-

hat neiyawewinik issi,
|
William Mason, | aya-

miewikimaw.
Translation.—Holy

\
the great book,

| old

testament,
|
and

|
new testament,

| ourlordand
saviour of

|
Jesus Christ. | Translated these

same are, | William Mason,
| minister.

Title (composed of ten lines syllabic charac-

acters and imprint in Roman as above) verso
printers 1 1. contents verso blank 1 1. text (en-

tirely in the Cree language, syllabic charac-

ters) pp. 1-855; title as below verso printers 11.

Mason (W.)— Continued.
contents verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-292, 8°. See

the fac-simile of the title-page.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, British Museum, Eames, Pilling, Powell.

The new testament has a separate title-page

and pagination, as follows

:

[The new testament in the Cree

language. ]

London :
|

printed by W. M. Watts
|

for the
I

British and foreign bible so-

ciety,
I
10, Earl street, Blackfriars.

|

1862.

Transliteration.—Oaki \ testement | keti-

peyichikeminow mina kipimachiyiweminow
|

Chisas Knist.
|
Emiskochiitasinahat neiyawe-

winik
I

issi
I
William Mason, ayamiewikimow.

Translation.—New | testament I our lord

and saviour of
i

Jesus Christ. | Translated these

same
|
are

|
William Mason, minister.

Title (composed of seven lines syllabic char-

acters and imprint in Roman as above) verso

printers 1 1, contents verso blank 1 1. text (en-

tirely in the Cree language, syllabic characters)

pp. 1-292, 8°. See the fac-simile of the title-

page.

Copies seen : British and Foreign Bible So

ciety, British Museum, Eames, Pilling, Powell.

The new testament portion was also ibsued

separately. (Lenox.)

At the Field sale, no. 1171, a copy brought

$1.75. Priced by Quaritch, no. 30070, morocco,

gilt edges, 11. ; by Francis of New York, 1887,

$5; by Hiersemann, Leipzig, a copy in 2 vols,

10 M. ; by Stevens, in 1888, 10s. 6d. ; by Chadenat
of Paris, catalogue no, 3, November, 1889, no.

3071, 25 fr.

Although the three works last titled have
the name of Rev. Wm. Mason on their respect-

ive title-pages, denial has been made in a

number of instances that they were translated

by him. In a biography of the Rev. Mr. Stein-

hauer in the Missionary Outlook for Jan. 1881,

published in Toronto, there occurs the follow-

ing passage

:

"When the Rev. James Evans went to the

North-West, in 1840, he was already meditating

the possibility of reducing the Cree tongue to

writing. In this he succeeded, by inventing

what is known as the syllabic characters. Mr.
Evans not only invented the characters, but cut

the first type in which an attempt was made to

print them. Soon after, the work of translating

the Scriptures began, and it was in this work
that Bro. Steinhauer rendered efiicient service

in conjunction with John Sinclair, a half-breed,

afterwards employed as a native assistant at

Oxford House. Mr. Sinclair translated the Old

Testament as far as the end of Job, also the

Gospels and Acts ; while Mr. Steinhauer trans-

lated from the beginning of the Psalms to the

end of the Old Testament, and from the begin-

ning of Romans o the end of the New.
"The manuscript of these translations was

entrusted to the Rev. Mr. Mason, who was now
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Mason (W.)—Continued.

a missionary of the Church of England at York
Factory. He took it to England, where the

work of printing was undertaken by the

British and Foreign Bible Society. When the

work was passing through the press, Mr. Mason,

with characteristic modesty but very question-

able morality, had his own name printed on the

title-page as the translator of the work. Sub-

sequently, after the death of James Evans,

Mason claimed to be the inventor of the sylla-

bic characters, and within a couple of years the

writer has seen the claim asserted in his behalf

in an English paper."

In an article by Rev. E. R. Young, entitled

"James Evans as inventor of the syllabic

system," published in the Canadian Methodist

Magazine for March, 1882, the following lan-

guage is used: "Let it be known to all, that

long before "Wm. Mason reached Norway
House, the Rev. Jas. Evans had not only per-

fected his invention, but had so far utilized it,

that portions of the Gospels and also several

hymns had been printed by himself and his In-

dian helpers. . . . For years, catechisms,

hymn-books, and large portions of the Word of

God were printed at Norway House."

I have myself seen nowhere in print the

claim put forth in behalf of Mr. Mason that he

was the inventor of the syllabic system,

though, as appears above, vigorous denial of

the claim is made.

In the same periodical for May, 1885, is an

article on "American Indian Literature " by the

Rev. Jno. McLean, who says: "In 1840, the

Rev. H. B. Steinhauer, an Ojibway Indian, re-

cently deceased, went out to the Hudson's Bay
Territory with Jas. Evans. After a residence

of a few years, he and John Sinclair, a half-

breed, translated the Bible into Cree. Sinclair

translated the Old Testament to the end of Job,

and the New Testament to the end of the Acts

of the Apostles. Mr. Steinhauer translated

the remaining parts of the Old and Now Testa-

ment. I have in my library a manuscript copy

of Genesis written in the Cree syllabic charac-

ters by Jno. Sinclair. It is a beautiful speci-

men of penmanship." See, further, under

McLean (J.), James Evans, inventor of the syl-

labic system of the Cree language.

In order that the case might be presented

from both sides I wrote to Archdeacon Kirkby,

who had spent many years among the Crees

and neighboring tribes, and who is thoroughly

acquainted with the syllabary, and who has

written and published a number of works
therein, concerning the matter. After cau-

tioning me against confounding the invention

of the system with the translation of the Bible

by means of the syllabary, he proceeds as fol-

lows: " Whilst in charge of the mission at Nor-

way House, Mr. Mason married a daughter of

one of the Hudson Bay Co.'s officers, a half-

caste lady thoroughly well educated. Of course

Cree was her mother tongue. Texts, portions

of scripture, and possibly one of the Gospels

Mason (W.) — Continued.
were in circulation among the Indians, but she

longed to have the entire Bible printed for their

use, and she, with her husband, began. Possi-

bly, at that time Messrs. Steinhauer and Sin-

clair may have helped them, as Ihey were
associated with Mr. Mason in the mission, but

it could not have been to any great extent, as

they were not educated men. Anyway, the

translation was not completed until long after

Mr. Mason had left the Wesleyans, and had
taken charge of the York Mission. There is

not the slightest doubt that the translation be-

longs to Mr. Mason and to his good wife. She

was a devoted christian lady and an admirable

Cree scholar. The manuscript was printed

for Mr. Mason by the British and Foreign Bible

Society, and done under the eye of Mr. Mason,

who went to England to see it through the press.

I am not aware that the Wesleyans have ever

translated the Bible into the Cree language."

Some time after compiling the above notes I

was pleased to learn that the Rev. Mr. Mason
was still living, at Long Horsley, Morpeth,

England, and immediately wrote him concern-

ing the matter in question. He replied, under

date of December 30, 1886, as follows

:

"In the translation of the Bible into the

Cree language I was assisted by Henry Stein-

hauer and John Sinclair, who were at the time

schoolmaster and interpreter at the Rossville

Station, where I was minister, and by other In-

dians. Ths final revision was the joint work
of myself and my wife, Sophia Mason. I never

claimed to be the inventor of the Cree Sylla-

bary; that honor belongs to the Rev. James
Evans. I went in 1840 to Rupert's Land, in con-

nection with the Wesleyan Society, having been

set apart in the usual manner of that society.

My first sphere of labourwas Lac la Pluie, where

I remained from 1840 to 1844. I was then sta-

tioned at the Rossville Mission. In 1854 the

mission was given up by the Wesleyans and

I went to Red River, where I saw Dr. Anderson,

the late bishop of Rupert's Land, who said,

' If you return i o your own church I will or-

dain you, and your fourteen years' work shall

be counted as if you had never left it.' I con-

sented, and was ordained deacon and priest by
him in 1854. I was married in 1843 to Sophia,

daughter of Dr. Thomas, then Governor of Red
River, and from that time till her death in 1861

we were jointly engaged in the work of trans-

lation. After my ordination I was stationed

at York Factor^', where I remained until 1858,

when we both returned home in order to carry

the Cree Bible through the press, and just before

the fatal termination of her illness Mrs. Mason
had the joy of seeing the last verse of Malachi

in print. In 1862 I returned a widower to Ru-

pert's Land, and continued my labours at York
Factory until 1870, when I finally returned to

England, and after six years of deputation

work for the Church Missionary Society was
presented by the Lord Chancellor, the late la-

mented Lord Cairns, to the vicarage of Long
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Horsley, which preferment I still hold, though

increasing iniirmities necessitate my employing

a curate. In 1880 I received the honorary de-

gree of Doctor of Divinity from the archbishop

of Canterbury, in recognition of my services in

Eupert'sLand."

See Sinclair (J.) ; also Steinhauer (H.)

Massachusee psalter [Massachusetts].

See Mayhew (E.)

Massachusetts. [Deeds etc. in the In-

dian language of Massachusetts.] (*)

Manuscripts in possession of Rev. D, W.
Stevens, Vineyard Haven, Martha's Vineyard,

Mass.who writes me concerningthem as follows:

"I have several old deeds in the Indian lan-

guage, one as early as 1686 ; warrants for town
meetings, powers of attorney to Howwoswe
(Z.), etc. In short, I have nearly fifty papers in

the Indian and English language, which I ob-

tained several years ago at Gay Head."

Massachusetts. [An order to prevent

Indians from stealing Englishmen's

swine, etc.

Cambridge: 1672?] (")

On May 15, 1672, the general court of Massa-

chusetts passed an " Order to prevent Indjans

to steale Englishmens swjnes, &c.," and "fur-

ther ordered, that this law be forth with printed,

published, & declared to all the Indians w^^in

this jurisdiction, in the Indian language, that

they may attend the same ; and this law to

take place & coffience eight months after pub-

lication hecreof."

—

Mass. Becords, vol. 4, part2,

pp. 512-51S.

Massachusetts

:

Bible (entire)

Bible, Genesis

Bible, Psalms

Bible, Psalms

Bible, New test.

Bible, Matthew
Bible, John
Bible passages

Bible passages

Bible passages

Bible passages

Bible passages

Bible passages

Bible passages

Bible passages

Bible passages

Bible passages

Bible passages

Bible passages

Catechism

Catechism

Catechism

Dictionary

Etymology
General discussion

General discussion

See Eliot (J.)

Eliot (J.)

Eliot (J.)

Mayhew (E.)

Eliot (J.)

Eliot (J.)

Mayhew (E.)

Bagster (J.)

Dearborn (H.A. S.)

Eliot (W.H.)
Everhardt (J.)

Goodrich (S. G.)

Hood (G.)

Laurie (T.)

Present.

Eecords.

Reland (H.)

Schoolcraft (H.E.)

Smith (J. J.) and Wat-
son (J.F.)

Eliot (J.)

Mayhew (T.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

De Forest (J."W.)

Duponceau (P. S.)

Massachusetts— Continued.
General discussion

General discussion

Geographic names
Geographic names
Geographic names
Geopraphic names
Geographic names
Grammar
Grammatic comments

Grammatic comments
Grammatic comments
Grammatic comments
Grammatic comments
Letter

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord
Lord

Lord
Lord

Lord

Lord
Lord
Lord

s prayer

's prayer

s prayer

s prayer

s prayer

's prayer

's prayer

s prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Numerals
Numerals

Numerals
Prayers

Prayers

Prayers

Primer

Primer

Sentences

Sentences

Francis (C.)

Mayhew (E.)

Baylies (F.)

FeitiJ.B.)

Horsford (E.N.)

Jones (N.W.)
Ricketson (D.)

Eliot (J.)

Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J.S.)

Bastian (P.W.A.)
Gallatin (A.)

McCalloh (J.H.)

Reland (H.)

Mayhew (E.)

Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J. S.)

Auer (A.)

Bacon (O.N.)

Barber (J. W.)
Bergholtz (G. F.)

Bergmann (G.von).

Biglow (W.)

Blakeman (B. C.)

Bodoni (J. B.)

Brown (G. S.)

Chamberlayne (J.)

and Wilkins (D.)

Cotton (J.)

De Forest (J.W.)

Drake (S.G.)

Eliot (John, of Bos-

ton).

Fritz (J. F.) and
Schultze (B.)

Fry (E.)

Hensol (G.)

Hervas (L.)

Home (T.H.)

Jone3 (A. D.)

Jones (E. F.)

Journal.

Krause (J. TJ.) and

Wagner (J. C.)

Lepsius (C. R.)

Marcel (J. J.)

Marietti (P.)

Mayhew (E.)

Moore (M.)

Motte (B.)

Miiller (A.)

Richard (L.)

Schoolcraft (H.R.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Wilkins (J.)

Classical.

Haines (E.M.)

James (E.)

Adams (N.)

Brown (G. S.)

Dexter (H.M.)

Eliot (J.)

Indiane.

Moore (M.)

Shepard (T.)
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Massachusetts—Continued.
Sermon Cotton (J.)

Sermon Howwoswe (Z.)

Ten commandments Cotton (J.)

Text Danforth (S.)

Text Eliot (J.)

Text Massachusetts.

Text Mather (C.)

Text Mayhew (E.)

Text Rawson (G.)

Tract Danforth (S.)

Tract Eliot (J.)

Tract Hatchets.

Tract Mather (C.)

Tract Mayhew (E.)

Tract Rawson (G.)

Tribal names Sanford (E.)

Vocabulary Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J.S.)

"Vocabulary- Allen (W.)

Vocabulary Balbi (A.)

Vocabulary Barton (B.S.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary Cott'^n (J.)

Vocabulary Danforth (S.)

Vocabulary De Forest (J. W.)
Vocabulary Edwards (J.)

Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary Haines (E. M.)

Vocabulary Heckewelder(J.G.E.)

Vocabulary Jacobs (r.S.)

Vocabulary Macauley (J.)

Vocabulary Neal(D.)

Vocabulary Ruttenber (E. M.)

Vocabulary Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Vocabulary Trumbull (J. H.)

Words Allen (W.)

Words Dudley (P.)

Words Green (S. A.)

Words Hale (H.)

Words Latham (R. G.)

Words MacLean (J. P.)

Words Morenas (M.)

Words Pickering (J.)

Words Schomburgk (R. H.)

Words Threlkeld(L.E.)

Words Vail (E. A.)

See also Virginia.

Massachusetts Historical Society : These words
following a title or within parentheses after

a note indicate that a copy of the work referred

to has been seen by the compiler in the library

of that society, Boston, Mass.

Masse {Pere Enemond). L'oraison do-

minicale, tradvite en langage des Mon-
tagnars de Canada, par le R. P. Mass^
de la Compagnie de lesYS.

In Champlain (S. de), Voyages de la I^'ov-

velle France, pp. 16-20 of the doctrine chresti-

enne etc. at the end, Paris, Claude Collet, 1632,

sm. 4°. Text in French with Montagnars inter-

linear, two columns to the page.

L'oraison dominicale p. 16.—La salvtation

angelique, pp. 16-17 —Le symbole desapostres.

pp. 17-18.—La confession generale, p. 18.—Les

Masse (£.)- Continued.
commandemens de Dieu, pp. 18-19.—Sommaire-

des commandemens de la loy, p. 19.—Sommaire
des commandemens de nature, p. 19.—Le signe

dv chrestien, p. 19.—Povr se recommander a

Dieu, pp. 19-20.—Povr demander pardon de ses

pechez, p. 20.—Oraison a I'ange gardien, p. 20.

—

La benediction de table, p. 20.—Les graces apres

le repas, p. 20.

Appears also in two other editions of Cham-
plain's Voyages (q. v.) issued in the same year.

Ludewig's Literature of American Languages,

p. 27, quoting from Vater, states that the lin-

guistic articles by Brebceuf and Masse are con-

tained in the earlier edition of Champlain'a

Voyages, Paris, 1627. This is not correct.

Reprinted as follows

:

L'oraison dominicale tradvite eu lan-

gage des Montagnars de Canada, Par le

R. P. Ma8s6 de la Compagnie de Jesvs.

In Champlain (S. de), Voyages de la Nov-

velle France, pp. 16-20 of the doctrine chres-

tienneetc. at the end, Paris, Claude Collet, 1640,

sm. 4°.

Reprinted as follows

:

L'oraison dominicale, tradvite en

langage des Montagnars de Canada.

Par le R. P. Mass^ de la Compagnie de

lesvs.

In Champlain (S. de), Oeuvres de, vol. 5, pt.

2, pp. 16-20 (pp. 1408-1412 of the series), Quebec,

1870, 8°.

L'oraison dominicale | et autres

prieres i traduites
|
en langage des Mon-

tagnards de Canada
|

par
|
Le R. P.

Mass^
I
De la Compagnie de J6sas

|

(Extraites des Voyages au Canada du
sieur de Champlain)

|

[Globe.]
|

Orleans
|
H. Herluison, libraire-6di-

teur
I
17, rue Jeanue-d'Arc

|
1865

Printed cover as above, halftitle verso " tir6

h cinquante exemplaires" and name of print-

er 1 1. title as above verso blank 1 1. text (in

double columns, French and Montagnais) pp.
5-12, design verso blank 1 1. 12°.

Copies seen: Fames, Verreau.

Leclerc, 1878, no. 2214, priced a copy 4 fr.

;

in 1887, 4 fr.

l^uemond Mass6, clergyman, born in France

in 1574, died in Canada, 12 May, 1846. He en-

tered the Society of Jesus in 1596, and was sent

by his superiors to Port Royal (now Annapolis)

in Acadia, where he landed 12 June, 1611. A
vessel was fitted out which sailed for Port

Royal, took Masse on board, and landed him on

Mount Desert island. Here he established a

mission settlement under the name of the Holy

Saviour. A fort was built, but it was soon after

attacked by Samuel Argal, who took the mis-

sionaries and most of the colonists to Virginia.

Mass6 appears to have been allowed to return

to France in 1614. He endeavored to persuade
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IS :' I aoieri:; the Children of Mca

.itiv. :4^r lacli a h^cieij never to uoicc :

aay Md$ #/ Piiif', is ii: not a moft iiimatiir

i"r.;fii».f/¥ fine; Impiftv ^
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Wo^koiiuit ;^ mil: ! kali A tuiiiumwoiitnm a :i»

nioooogalli Magon en ummktdilmnnk'-
looninie tuppaiit'imoooiigaiiit mac pcati-

tamoc: OOwcHitamvvaetiiii.

NICAN warnx^ Woske'\^inpaug anrooniic

ihmpoowm)non God^ut wmne u^rniayeu-

woiitj wunnomiihkiit, Rl-fhnoh U'Ci htft lu

foe fcaflboi^ocmk ttfiBtArufeqiuhuhofla-

vg 0rantaoriC farripoowaooaongalli God .

Kih oe ahche mliii March^rooofik wurclie oiiilio^

tiir<tiog ayirchcg iit kolikiiificafllie wtThfytutLioogaoii

M'lkkoofiairiiuoat afob chekucuiiiunac muff ^hhamyii
wutroniparrillioooooRa'ifignnoo wunnabitfeae Godali
wnrchc ummooanitteaofigaOi.

Eycii fiiouniinitta rtalhUiinoiriiicorjc nc rsnlififific-

>f '.k: ficgonncrealT)oooong urruh naflipc ukkuhkoo-
loniwehreaofik ; K'lh wiictinimoirteaonk God pa^*-

iiiooiik kt!iiukke wunnamoBoatih wciskerompaog >

Kih wetche tie aiihuonag reailooooorJc marri

naoukquut niofogCiiicoooat tn tea^wt oianirtoe ulicj-

ong^mic ne ahche p^ppmnnQiHimMQ cobooathc-

^ciiooo^iis kph Matcbetooofik.

^ .% ^. Ikn^--

THER'S FAMILY RELIGION.





family "Religion

Excited, and AiTifted,

By Dodbr COTTON MATHER.

/. Some Reajombls Confiderations. Pro-
^-•^'nidcd iinto the Reafm and ConfciencG

no FrayerUfs FlouJhoUn.

;. "f Nafrnuch as all Men are Cmnmandid
. I to Adnnintdgt Godtn alltheir Wayes,
; J^

Surely every Religious Society doth

I ^
owe Religious Acknowledgments unto

j

Y^a : And ii is a very great wickedncls for

I.
i cople m a formed Society, to ncglcdor re-
'"•' - oxprcfs their dcpendance on the Blcf-

'. for his Blcffings.

- -'OC a Family the very Fir/l Society,
''•

redtion and Providence of God
*^

.. ^
- -- among, the Children of Men >

^itid tor fuch a Society never to unite in

any Ath of Piety, is it noc a moft unnatural

L
trpfaniiy and Ir/>piety t

jL.^i'^^

Teaftiftiinninneongane Peantamooonk

Wogkouumimun kah Anunumwontaman.

^j'S'^nS^S^'^iToirMASiS^

I, jNohwut'-.K: Lapciieunkque Natwonta-

mooongarti Magun en ummittahhanni!:-

toomme tuppantamooonganic mat pcan-,

tamoe GOwekittamwaenin.

J, lik YEAN wame Wosketomp^ug annconuc

1^ f
fampoowaonoa God,ut warn? ummaycu-

tue teaflooooonk unnohrut-qujhwhuflu-

02 upancamoc fampoowaoDaongath God ;
_

Kih ne ahche miffi Marcberooonk wiirche milnn-

nirajogayhcheg ut kuhkjnneaffje wcchiViuruoncarnt

Miikkoonaumunat afuh chekunutniinac niufl >nhamu|\

wuttompatrilTmooonnaongnnoo wunnabitceac Uodutj

wurchc ummonanitreaon^afh. _

Eycii funummatta teaihftinninnrorjc ne nnhmne-

V(.x negonnc reaffooooonp uttuh n-ilhpc i>kvjhfcoo-

tumwehteaopk ; Kah wuttinnanirtcaonK C/od p,i..-

mon.ik kenukke wunnamonnauh )^."f'^'^""'P'' f^^,'

Kih wutchc ne anhunnng Jc.^fboow.. k mn^n

ongjMik ne ahche pappianaftftimiwc tohnooche-

ycuooonU kp.h Matchctooonk,

A *
Unn'
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Masse (]S.)—Continued.

the younger members of his order to follow

him to Canada, whither he returned in 1625.

He labored among the Algonquins and Mon-
tagnais till Quebec was taken in 1629, when he

was a second time made prisoner. In 1633 he

was again sent to Canada, and remained there

till his death.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Masta (Henry). See Vassal (H.)

Masukkenukeeg matcheseaenvog [Mas-

sachusetts]. See Danforth (S.)

Mather {Rev. Cotton). Wussukwhonk

I
En Christianeue asuh peantamwae

|

Indianog,
|
Wahteauwaheonaount |

Teanteagquassinish,
|
Nish

|
English-

mansog
|
Kodtantamwog Indianog

|

Wahteaunate kali Ussenate,
|
En mi-

chemohtae Wunniyeuouganit. | Wus-
sukwhosik nashpe Cotton Mather,

|

Englishmanne Nohtompeantog, nam-

poo-
I

hamunate kodtantamoonk Ed-

ward
I

Bronifield Englishmanne Nan-

awunnuaenuh,
|
noh ukkodaninnumau

yen womoausue
|
Magooonk en Indian-

sut.
I

Mushauwomuk,
|
Printeuun nashpe

Bartholomew Green, kah
|
John Allen.

1700.

Second title : An epistle | To the Christian
|

Indians,
|
Giving them

|
A Short Account, of

what the
|
English

|
Desire them to know and

to dc,
I

in order to their Happiness.
|
Written

by an English Minister, at the | Desire of an

English Magistrate, | who sends unto them
this

I
Token of Love. |

Boston,
I
Printed by Bartholomew Green,

and
I
John Allen. 1700.

Indian title verso first leaf recto blank,

Engli h title recto second leaf, text (beginning

on verso of English title) pp. 1-14, 1-14, double

numbers alternate Indian and English (verso

of second p. 14 blank), 16°. P. 14 Indian ends

with the word Wohkukquoshin
; p. 14 Eng-

lish with the word Finis. See the fac-similes

of the title-pages and first two pages of the text.

Copies seen: Lenox, New York Historical

Society, Trumbull.

The Lenox copy was purchased at the Bar-

low sale (no. 1598) in 1890 for $300.

Wussukwhonk | En Christianeue

asuh peantamwae
|
Indianog,

|
Wah-

teauwaheonaount
I

Teanteaquassinish,

I
Nish

I

Euglishmansog
|
Kodtantam-

wog Indianog |
Wahteaunate kah Us-

senate,
i

En michemohtae Wunniyeuou-

ganit.
I
Wussukwhosik nashpe Cotton

Mather,
|
Englishmanne Nohtompean-

tog, nampoo-
|
hamunate kodtanta-

moonk Edward |
Bromfield English-

Mather (C.)—Continued,

manne Nauawunnuaenuh,
|
noh ukko-

daninnumau yeu womoausue
|
Magooonk

en Indiansut.
|

Mushauwomuk,
|
Printeuun nashpe

Bartholomew Green.
|
1706.

Second title: An epistle
1
To the Christian

|

Indians,
|
Giving them

|
A Short Account, of

what the |
English

|
Desire them to know and

to do,
I
In order to their Happiuess.

|
Written

by an English Minister, at the
| Desire of an

English Magistrate, |
who sends unto them

this
I
Token of Love.

|
The Second Edition.

|

Boston,
I
Printed by Bartholomew Green.

|

1706.

Indian title verso first leaf recto blank, En-

glish title recto 1, 2, text (beginning on the

verso of the En2,lish title, double numbers, al-

ternate pages Indian and English) pp. 1-14,

1-14, 16°. See the fac similes of the title-pages.

Copies seen: Brinley, British Museum, Lenox,

Massachusetts Historical Society.

The Brinley copy, imperfect, no. 802, was sold

to the Carter Brown Library for $35.

Family Religion
|
Excited, and As-

sisted.
I

By Doctor Cotton Mather.

Colophon : Boston : Printed by B.

Green. 1714.

Indian heading : Teashshinninneongan ^

Peantamooonk
1
Wogkouunumun kah Anunum-

wontamun.
|
Nashpe Doctor Cotton Mather.

Colophon : Bostonut : |
Printeunap nashpe B.

Green. 1714.

No title-page; English caption verso 1. 1 (p. 1)

recto blank, Indian caption recto 1, 2 (p. 1), text

(double numbers, alternate English and Indian)

pp. 2-19, 2-19, English colophon verso first p. 19,

Indian colophon recto second p. 19, verso of the

latter blank, 16°. See the fac-similes of the

first two pages.

Mather's sermon, pp. 1-17.—The ten com-

mandments, pp. 18-19.—The Lord's prayer, p.

19.

Copies seen: American Antiquarian Society,

Lenox.

India Christiana.
|
A Discourse,

j
De-

livered unto the
|
Commissioners,

|
for

the
I

Propagation of the gospel among

j the American Indians | which is
{

Accompanied with several instru-
|

ments relating to the Glorious
|
design

of Propagating our Holy
|
religion, in

the eastern |
as well as the western, In-

dies.
I

An Entertainment which they

that are
|
Waiting for the Kingdom of

God
I

will receive as Good News
|
from

a far Country. [
By Cotton Mather, D.

D.
I

and F. R. S.
|

Boston in New-England :
|
Printed by

B. Green. 1721.
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Mather (C.) — Continued.
Title verso blank 1 1. letter to the honourable

Robert Ashhurst, Esqr. pp. i-ii, text pp. 1-51,

52-55, 52-55 (double numbers), 56-61, 62-87, 62-87

(double numbers), appendix pp. 88-94, corri-

genda 1 page, 16°. Pp. 52-55, 52-55 are alternate

Indian (versos) and English (rectos)
; pp. 62-87,

62-87 are alternate Latin and Enaiish. See the

fac-.-imiles of the title-page and the two pages

numbered 52.

Page 51 ends as follows: II. Verus Chris-

tianismus. Or, The Sum of the Christianity,

Taught unto the Indians. That Strangers may
see the Nature, and Marrow, and Spirit of the

Religion, wherein our Indians are instructed ;

and that the more Curious may also have a

Taste of the Language wherein their Instruct-

ors give it unto them ; We shall here insert,

the Ensuing Instrument.

The Indian heading, p. 52, is as follows:

"Wame wunetooog Wu.sketompaog pasukqun-

nineaout ut yeunnag peantamweseongash.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Lenox, Massachusetts Historical Society,

Trumbull.

[A monitor for communicants.

Boston, 1716.] (")

"In English and Indian. Boston. 1716. pp.

20 & 20." This description is from the Rev.

Thomas Prince's manuscript catalogue in his

own handwriting, in the library of the Massa-

chusetts Historical Society, as quoted in the

bibliography of Cotton Mather in John Langdon

Sibley's Biographical sketches of graduates of

Harvard University, vol. 3 (1885), p. 118.

The book was first printed anonymously in

English at Boston in 1714, with the title: "A
Monitor for Communicants. An Essay to Ex-

cite and Assist Religious Approaches to the

Table of the Lord. Offered by an Assembly of

the New English Pastors, unto their own
Flocks, and unto all the Churches in these

American Colonies." It was reprinted several

times.

The Indian version is mentioned by Dr.

Mather in his India Christiana (Boston, 1721),

p. 32, at the end of the following extract:

"This Great Light [the Indian Bible] had sev-

eral Satellits waiting on it; Primers, and

Grammars, and Catechisms, and The Practice

of Piety, and, our Baxters Call to the Uncon-

verted, and some other Composures. Unto

which Indian-Library, there have been since

added, The Confession of Faith; and, A71 Epis-

tle giving the Indians an Account of what the

English desire them to Enow and to Do, in order

to their Happiness : And, A Discourse concern-

ing the Institution and the Observation of the

Lords-Day ; And, Family-Religion Excited

and A ssisted ; And, A Monitor for Communi-
cants.''

No copy of this edition has been found.

Cotton Mather, eldest son of Increase Ma-
ther, was born at Boston, Feb. 12, 1663, and
died there, Feb. 13, 1728. At twelve years of

age he entered Harvard College, where he

Mather (C.)— Continued.

graduated in 1678. In 1680 he began to preach,

and in 1685 he was ordained as his father's col-

league over the North Church in Boston.

For a period of nearly forty-three years he
ofiiciated as minister of that church. He took

a prominent part in many civil and other af-

fairs, notably in the Salem witchcraft delusion

of 1692, in introducing the practice of inocu-

lation for the small-pox in 1721, and in educat-

ing and christianizing the negroes and Indians.

He was also one of the commissioners for In-

dian affairs in Massachusetts. In 1710 he was
honored with the degree of D. D. by the Uni-

versity of Glasgow, and three years later he
was chosen a member of the Royal Society of

London.

Mr. Mather is best known, probably, by his

numerous published writings, numbering over

four hundred separate books and tracts. His
library was the largest of any in America at

that time, and his learning was more varied

and extensive than that of any of his contem-
poraries in New England. His piety, talents,

and industry were considered wonderful ; but,

notwithstanding these attainments, it is evi-

dent, as one of his biographers remarks, "that
his judgment was not equal to his other facul-

ties." He was weak, credulous, superstitious,

vain, and conceited; and his passions, which
were naturally strong and violent, were unduly
excited by disappointed ambition.

According to his own account, Mr. Mather
was able to write in seven languages. It seems
that he had given some attention to the Massa-
chusetts Indian language as early as 1688. In
his life of John Eliot (Boston, 1691), pp. 85-86,

he writes

:

"There is a Letter or two of ottr Alphabet
which the Indians never had in theirs,- the

there were enough of the Dog in their Temper,

there can scarce be found an R in their Zan-

guage ; save that the Indians to the North-

ward, who have a peculiar Dialect, pronounce

an R where an N is pronountjed by our Indians

;

but if their Alphabet be short, I am sure the

words composed of it are long enough to tire

the patience of any scholar in the world ; they

are Sesquipedalia Verba which their Linguo is

composed of; one would think, they had been

growing ever since Babel, unto the Dimensions

to which they are now extended. For in-

stance, if my Reader will count how many
Letters there are in this one Word, Nummat-
chekodtantamooonganunnonash, when he has

done, for bis reward I'letell him, it signifies

no more in English than, our Lusts,- and if I

were to translate, our Loves, it must be nothing

shorter than, Noowomantammooonkanunon-

nash. [To these specimens, as reprinted in his

Magnolia Christi Americana, are added the

words : "Or, to give my Reader a longer Word
than either of these, Kummogkodonattoottum-

mooetiteaongannunnonash, is in English, Our

Question : But I pray, Sir, count the Letters!"!

Nor do we find in all this Language the least
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Mather (C.)— Continued.

Affinity to, or Derivation from, any Europcean

speecli that we are acquainted with. I know
not what thoughts itwill produce inmy Reader,

when I inform him, that once finding that the

Dcemons in a possessed young woman, whereof

I have heretofore given the world some ac-

count, understood the Latin apd Greek and

Hehrew Languages, my curiosity led me to

make trial of this Indian language, and the

Demons did seem as if they did not understand

it."

In his Magnalia (book vi, p. 75), this state-

ment concerning the bewitched young woman
is repeated, under date of November, 1688, as

follows

:

"Perceiving that her Troublers understood

Latin, some Trials were thereupon made
whether they understood Greek and Hebrew,

which it seems, they also did ; but the Indian

Languages they did seem not so well to under-

stand.
"

Dr. Trumbull, in the Memorial History of

Boston, criticises Mather's knowledge of the

language. " The devils, " he says, " who found

Mather's Indian too hard for them were not

without excuse. Judging from the specimens

he printed, he had not mastered the rudiments

of the grammar, and could not construct an In-

dian sentence idiomatically. It is not certain

how much of these translations was his own
work, and hoAv much was obtained from in-

competent interpreters."

In the life of Cotton Mather by his son it is

stated that "he learned the French and Span,

iah Tongues and in his Forty-fifth Year con-

quered Iroquois Indian ; in each of which he

published Treatises for their Instruction."

This refers, without doubt, to the tract en-

titled Another Tongue brought in, printed in

1707.

[Mathevet (Pere Jean Claude).] Aiamie

tipadjimoSiu [
masinaigau

| ka ojitogo-

banen
|
kaiat ka niiuaSisi

|
mekateSi-

konaieSigobanen Kanactageng,
|
8ak8i

[Mathevet] enaSindibanen.
|
[Picture

of the cross.]
|

O ki magSabikickoton John Lovell,
|

Moniang [Montreal] :
|
ate mekateSiko-

naieSikamikong, |
Kanactageng [Lake

of tv70 mountains].
|
1859.

Title (verso approbation of Joseph, eveque

de Cydonia) 1 1. preface pp. ii-iv, text (history

of the old testament, entirely in the Nipissing

language) pp. 5-327, picture with inscription p.

328, index pp. 329-337 and 2 unnumbered pp.
18°.

Copies seen: Congress, Eames, Pilling, Pow-
ell, Trumbull, Wisconsin Historical Society.

Leclerc, 1867, no. 1604, sold a copy, bound
with the same author's Ka titc etc. for 8 fr.

;

the Field copy, no. 471, brought $3.25 : the Brin-

ley copy, no. 5657, 80 cts. ; the Murphy copy,

no. 25, $1.25.

Mathevet (J. C.)—Continued.

[ ] Ka titc
I
tebeniminang Jezos,

|

oudaje aking.
|
Oom masinaigau

|
ki

ojitogoban ka ojitogobanen
|
aiamie

tipadjimoSiu masinaigau,
|
8ak8i [Ma-

thevet] enaSindibanen.
|
Design.]

|

O ki magSabikickoton John Lovell,
|

Moniang [Montreal]:
|
ate mel.ateSiko-

naieSikaraikong.
|
Kanactageng [Lake

of two mountains],
i

186L

Title verso "avec approbation des sup6ri-

eurs" 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv, text (history of the

new testament, entirely in the Nipissing lan-

guage) pp. 5-386, index pp. 387-396, 18°.

Copies seen: Congress, Eames, Pilling, Pow-
ell, Trumbull, Wisconsin Historical Society.

At the Field sale, no. 472, a copy brought

$3.25; the Brinley copy, no. 5656, bound with

the same author's Aiamie etc. brought $2.

In my Proof-sheets of a Bibliography of the

Languages of the North Ainerican Indians, nos.

947, 949, these two works are credited to the

Abb6 Cuoq, who has since informed me that

they are not his, but Mathevet's.

[ ] Cantique en langae algouquiue.

In Soci6t6 Philol. Actes, vol. 1, pp. 73-76.

Paris, 1872, 8°.

Two Algonquian versions of the hymn Audi,

benigne Conditor, one by Mathevet, tho other

by N. O. [Abbe Cuoq], each with French trans-

lation and linguistic notes.

Issued separately as follows:

[ ] C; ntique en laugue algouquiue.

Colophon : Paris, imprimerie Jouaust,

rue Saiut-Honor^, 338. [1872.]

No title-page, heading as above ; text pp. 1-4,

8°.

Copies seen: Brinton, Eames, Pilling, Pow-

ell, Trumbull.

[Abnaki-French Dictionary.]

Manuscript, 71 11. of which 8 are folio and 63

4°, and of the latter 12 are blank. It is with-

out title-page or heading, the pages being ar-

ranged in double columns, Abnaki and French,

with the headings Ab. Ac. Ba. Bi. etc. The

first entry is Ab, the last, ZilaSakeSkSe.

The manuscript is not clearly written, nor is

it in a very good state of preservation.

[ ] t Elementa doctr. chr. Lengua

AbuakSca.
Manuscript, 12 11. 4°. There is no title-page,

the text, which is entirely in Abnaki, following

immediately the above heading.

[ ] Prieres Abbenaques.
Manuscript, 4 11. followed by 1 blank 1. sm. 4°.

It is without heading, the text, French and

Abnaki interlinear, following immediately the

above heading, which is at the top of the

recto of the first 1.
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Mathevet (J. C.)— Continued.
General prayer, recto 1. l.~Le pater, verso 1.

1.—Le credo, recto 1. 2.—A S* Michel, aux anges

gardiens, k S* Joseph, k tous les saints, verso

1. 2.—Les commandements de Dieu, recto 1. 3.—

Litanies du nom de Jesus, verso 1. 3-verso 1. 4.—

LeB6nedicite, verso 1. 4.—Les graces, verso 1. 4.

[ ] Eu 1797. 1805. Du delay du con-

version.

Manuscript, in the T^ipissing dialect, 7 11.

(verso of the last one blank), 4°. There is no

title-page.

[Sermons in the Nipissing dialect.]

Manuscript, 1 1. text pp. 1-72, 1 1. 4°. On the

first leaf, in a modern handwriting, is "III Ser-

mons," followed by a table of contents as fol-

lows:

Bonnes oeuvrea Mort

Yol et restitution Parole de Dieu

Impurete Superstition

Danse Miscelanea

Charite envers les ma- Procession de laF6te

lades Dieu

Charit6 envers le prochain

The manuscript is legibly written and well

preserved.

[Sermons in the Nipissing dialect.]

Manuscript, pp. 1-20 and 56 unnumbered il.

4°. There is no title-page or list of contents ;

the sermons are dated in the years in which

they were delivered, perhaps by his successors,

some bearing several dates, from 1797 to 1822.

The six manuscripts titled above are pre-

served in the library of the Catholic church at

the mission of Lacdes Deux Moritagnes (Oka),

Canada.

[Words, phrases, and sentences in

the Nipissing language.]
Manuscript ; a fragment consisting of 2 11.

the verso of the first of which is blank, 4°, in

the possession of the compiler of this bibliog-

raphy. In poor condition. French equivalents

frequently appear. At the top of the first page
are the terms "Passion, Resurrection, Sur la

perfection," etc.

"Jean Claude Mathevet, a Sulpitian mission-

ary, whose Indian name was Wakwi, was born
in the diocese of Viviers, in France, in 1717. He
came to Canada in 1740, and was missionary at

Lac des Deux Montagues from 1746 to 1781,

where he learned the Algonkin and Iroquois

languages. He has left in the former several

manuscript sermons, a catechism (which has
been printed, with corrections, several times
since 1830), and a history of the old and new
testament, which I had printed in 1859-61, and
of which, as the edition is entirely exhausted,
I am at present preparing a new one. In the
Iroquois he has composed sermons, prayers, and
a grammatical essay. He died in 1781, aged 64

years."— Ottog.

It is probable that the catechism referred to

by the Abbe Cuoq is that described herein un-

der Nihima.

Mathevet (J. C.)— Continued.
I have seen Mathevet referred to by the In-

dian name of " Taiorhensere ;

" perhaps that is

his Iroquoian and "Wakwi" his Algonquian
name.

Maurault {AbhS J. A.) Histoire
|
des

|

Abenakis,
|
depuis 1605 jusqu'a nos

jours.
I
Par

| L'Ahb6 J. A. Maurault.
|

[Eleven lines quotation.]
|

[Quebec:] Imprim^
|
al'atelier typo-

graphique de la "Gazette
]
de Sorel."

I

1866.

Printed cover differing slightly from the

above, title as above verso registration 1 1.

preface pp. i-iii, introduction pp. i-x, rules of

pronunciation p. xi, text pp. 1-631, conclusion 1

1. table 4 unnumbered pp. errata 1 p. 8°.

Remarks on the Abenakis, and a list of place-

names in Maine and Canada, with significations,

introduction, pp. ii-vii.—List of English words
introduced by the Abenakis into theirlanguage,

pp. vii-ix.—Quelques regies pour aider a pro-

noncer les mots Abenakis, p. [xi].—Abenaki
personal names with meanings, p. 275.—Numer-

ous scattered words and phrases in the Abe-

naki language, with definitions.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Bureau of

Ethnology, Congress, Dunbar, Eames, Quebec

Historical Society, Trumbull, Verreau.

At the Field sale, no, 1510, a copy brought

$3..50 ; at the Brinley sale. no. 5428, a new tur-

key morocco, gilt copy, $iO; at the Murphy
sale, no. 3012, a half maroon morocco, marble-

edge copy, $3.50. Priced by Gagnon, Quebec,

1888, $2.50.

See Aubery (J.)

Maurice {Pere Jean Baptiste). Concio

P. Joannis Baptista
|
Maurice qui fuit

decimus nonus
|
Sylvicolarum Monta-

nensium
|
in Deo pater ac Pastor

|
ad

annum mille simum Septengissimuri

& quadragessimum.
Manuscript ; title as above on the recto of

the first leaf, the text, consisting of sermons in

the Montagnais language, beginning on the

verso and continuing through four other un-

numbered pages, followed by two blank leaves

and 1 leaf, on the recto of which are some re-

marks in Latin, verso blank, 4°.

This manuscript, preserved in the library of

the archbishopric of Quebec, is bound with Sil-

vy (A.), Instructions Montagnaises; it is written

on paper a little smaller than that of the remain-

der of the volume.

Pere Maurice was a native of Passy, France,

and came to Canada in 1734 with the Peres Xau
and Coquart. He left Quebec June 14, 1740, to

succeed Pere Laure, who had died two years

before, and was a missionary at Chicoutimi

and Tadoussac until 1745, when he became ill,

his death occurring March 20, 1746, at the age

of forty-two.
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Ma^wuni nacligohumewoaganalle [Dela-

ware]. See Zeisberger (D.)

Maximilian (Alexander Phllipp), Prinz

von Wied-Neuwied. Reise | in [
das in-

nere Nord-America
|
in den Jahren 1832

T)i8 1834
I

von
|
Maximilian Prinz zii

Wied.
I

Mit 48 Kupfern, 33 Vignetten,

vielen Holzschnitten und einer Charte.

I

Er8ter[-Zweiter] Band.
]

Coblenz, 1839[-1841]. |
Bei J. Hcel-

scher.

2 vols. : title verso blank 1 1. dedication 1 1-

half-title verso blank 1 1. vorwort pp. vii-xiv,

inhalt pp. xv-xvi, half-title verso blank 1 1. text

pp. 3-630, anhang pp. 631-653, errata p. 654, colo-

phon verso blank 1 1.; title verso blank 1 1. half-

title verso blank 1 1. list of subscribers pp. v-xvi,

inhalt pp. xvii-xix, list of plates pp. xx-xxii,

errata 1 1. text pp. 1-425, anhang pp. 427-687,

colophon p. [688], 4°. Atlas in folio.

The first volume of this work, though hav-

ing no part specially devoted to linguistics,

contains numerous references to and examples

of language : Name of the prairie antelope in

several languages (Ojibuas, Krihs, Arikkaras,

and Blackfeet), p. 403.—Numerals 1-100, and

a few words of Blackfoot (the latter compared
with the same words from Capt. Franklin), pp.

584-585.—Names of chiefs of the Sacs and

Foxes, with signifi'cations, pp. 647-648.

Anhang ii, vol. 2, pp. 455-653, is entitled:

Sprachproben verschiedener Volkerstammedes

nord-westlichen Americas, and includes Sprach-

proben der Arikkaras (Eikkaras oder Ris der

Franzosen), about 240 words, pp. 465-474.—

Sprachproben der Blackfoot-Sprache, about 155

words, pp. 480-486.—Ein Paar Worte der Chay-

ennes (Shyennes der Anglo-Americaner), about

67 words, pp. 487-489.—Einige TVorte der Fall-

Indians oder Grosventres des Prairies, 46 words,

pp. 499-500.—Ein Paar Worte der Kickapu's,

37 words, pp. 502-503.—Einige Worte der Krih-

oder Knistenaux-Sprache, about 155 words, pp.

505-511.—Worte der Mu8quake-(Fox)-Sprache,

48 words, pp. 590-592.—Sprachproben der Ojib-

uas oder Ojibeua's (Chipewa's) oder Algonkins,

about 160 words, pp. 592-598.—Einige Worte der

Saukis oder Sakis (Sacs der Franzosen), 43

words, pp. 633-634.

Copies seen : Astor, Congress, Fames.

At the Field sale, no. 1512, a copy of this

edition, together with one of the London, 1843

edition, brought $40.50.

Voyage | dans I'int^rieur | de |

I'Am^riqiie du Nord,
|
ex6cnt6 pendant

les ann6es 1832, 1833 et 1834,
|

par
|
le

prince Maximilien de Wied-Neuwied.
|

Ouvrage
|
accompagn6 d'un Atlas de 80

planches environ,
|
format denii-colom-

bier,
|
dessinees sur les lieux

|
Par M.

Charles Bodmer,
|
et

|
gravies par les

Maximilian (A. P.) — Continued,

plus hahiles artistes de Paris et de

Londres. |
Tomepremier[-troisieme ].

|

Paris,
I

chez Arthus Bertrand, ^di-

teur,
I

libraire de la Soci^t^ de g^o-

graphie de Paris
|
et de la Soci^t6 royale

des autiquaires du nord,
|
rue Haute-

feuille, 25.
|
1840[-1843].

3 vols. 8°.

Notice sur les langues de diflterentes nations

an nord-ouest de 1'Amerique, vol. 3, pp. 373-398,

contains a vocabulary of 23 words of the differ-

ent languages treated of in the German edition,

pp. 379-382.— De la langue des signes en usage

chez les Indiens, pp. 389-398.

Copies seen : Congress.

The English edition London, 1843, 4°, con-

tains no Algonquian linguistics. (Astor, Bos-

ton Athenaeum, Congress, Lenox, Watkinson.)

Alexander Philipp Maximilian, Prince of

Neuwied, German naturalist, born in Neuwied
23 Sept., 1782 ; died there, 3 Feb., 1867. In 1815,

after attaining the rank of major-general in the

Prussian army, he devoted nearly three years

to explorations in Brazil. In 1833 he travelled

thr. ugh the United States, giving especial at-

tention to ethnological investigations concern-

ing the Indian tribes.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of

Am. Biog.

Mayhew (Eev. Experience). Ne Kesukod
Jehovah kessehtunkup.

|
Kekuttooh-

kaonk
|
Papaume

|
kuhquttummooonk

I
kah

I

nanawehtoonk
|
Ukkesukodum

lord.
I

Mussohhomunnap Monuppean-
tamooouk-

|
anut ut Boston. 4 Kesukod

I. Nupauz, 1703.
|
Nashpe noh quhtian-

tamweKuhkootumweh-
|
teaeninassoo-

wesit, Cotton Mather.
|
Kah woh OOne-

unnehqunnaout Indiansog,
|
Ukquish-

kunnumun en wuttunuonttoowa- | on-

kannoowoutExperienceMayhew.|Chry-

sostom ut I. K^kuttoohkaonk papaume

I

Lazerus unnoowau.
|
Sabbath Matta

wutche unnuuummaatin, woh waske-
]

tompaog na wuttut kahkouapinnaout,

qut onk woh
|
mahche chippehtamehtit

wutchagonttammooonkannoo
|
mohmoh-

tshae Chaguasinish, wuttouwohkonoo
ma-

i

musse ne Anwosonnnooonk ut nah-

shauanittoowin-
|
nunkohkish.

\

Boston, N. E. Up-Printhamun B.

Green. 1707.

Second title: The Day which the lord hath

made. | A | discourse |
Concerning

|
The insti-

tution
I
and observation I of the

| Lords-Day.
|

Delivered in a Lecture, at Boston,
| 4 d. i m.

1703.
I

Chrysostom. Horn. i. deLazaro.
|
The

Sabbath was not allowed for Idleness,
|
but

that men being withdrawn from
|
the Cares of
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Mayhew (E.)— Continued.

Temporal Things, its |
Rest should be spent in

Spirituals.
|

Boston, N. E. Re printed by B. Green. |
1707.

Indian title verso 1. 1 recto blank, English

title recto 1. 2, text (beginning on verso of En-

glish title, altern ite pages Indian and English,

double numbers) pp. 1-36, 1-36, 1-2, 1-2, (verso of

the latter blank), 16°.

The Indian heading to the supplementary

pages reads : Nohwutche nekone Chapter John.

The English heading : Some part of the first

Chapter of John
]

(Inserted in these Super-

numerary Pages, for the more
|
special Medita-

tion of the Indian Readers.)

See the fac-similes of the title-pages.

Copies seen : American Antiquarian Society,

Lenox, Massachusetts Historical Society.

Priced by Quaritch, no. 30087, a fine copy with

uncut leaves, in crimson morocco extra, gilt

edges, 50i.

The original discourse, in English, was first

printed in Boston, 1703. There is no earlier edi-

tion in Indian.

[ ] Massachusee psalter :
|
asuh,

|
Uk-

-kuttoohomaongash
|
David

|
Weche

|

wuunauucliemookaonk
\

Ne ausukhogup

Jolin,
I
Ut Indiane kali Euglishe

]
Ne-

patuhquonkash. |
Ne woh sogkompa-

gunukhettit
|
Kakoketahteaekuppan-

negk, aketamunnat,
|
kah wohwohta-

raunat Wunuetuppantam-
|
we Wus-

sukwliongash.
|
John v. 39.

|
Natinnea-

kontamook Wussukwhonkauasli, ne-

wut-
I

che ut yeusli kuttunnantamum-

woo kuttalitom-
|
woo mictieme poman-

tammooonk; kah nish
|
nashog wau-

waonukquenish.
|

Boston, N. E.
|
Upprinthomunueau

B. Green, kah J. Printer,
|
wutche quh-

tiantamwe chapanukkeg
|
wutche on-

chekehtouunnat wunnaunchum-
|
moo-

kaonk ut New-England. &c. 1709.

Second title: The
| Massachuset psalter:

|

or,
I
psalms of David

|
With the

|
gospel | Ac-

cording to John,
I
In Columns of Indian and

English.
I
Being

| An Introduction for Train-

ing up the
I
Aboriginal Natives, in Reading and

Un-
I
dorstanding the holy scriptures,

|
John

V. 39.
I
Search the Scriptures, for in them ye

think
I
yo have eternal Life, and they are they

I
which testifle of Me.

|

Boston, N. E.
|
Printed by B. Green, and J.

Printer, for the
| Honourable company for the

Propa-
I
gation of the Gospel in !New-England,

&c.
I
1709.

Indian title verso 1. 1 recto blank, English
title rccto 1.2 ver-o blank, text (double columns
Indian and English on same page) 201 unnum-
bered 11. 16°. SignaturBs[Al-Z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-
Ddd, in fours, and Eee in three.

Mayhew (E.) — Continued.
The text of the Psalter begins on the recto

of the third leaf [A 3] and ends on the verso of

the 152d leaf [Pp 4], occupying 150 11. The gos-

pel of John begins on Qq 1 and ends on the

recto of Eee 3, occupying 51 11. The verso of

Eee 3 contains six lines of errata. See the fac
similes of the title-pages.

Copies seen: American Antiquarian Society,

Boston Athenaeum, Brown, Lenox, Trumbull,

Tale.

At the Brinley sale, no. 798, a remarkably fine

copy, in exquisite bindin/, brought $135; an-

other, no. 799, in the original binding, $50 ; an-

other, no. 800, imperfect, $5. The Murphy copy,

no. 1615, brought $27.

" The dialect of the Vineyard had some pecu-

liarities, but these were gradually lost after the

Indians learned to read Eliot's version of the

Bible and his other translations. In 1722 Mr.

Mayhew observed (in a letter to Paul Dudley)

that now 'our Indians speak, but especially

write, much as those of Natick do.' The dif-

ference, however, was still perceptible, and may
be detected in Mr. Mayhew's translation of the

psalter. Josiah Cotton, at the end of his In-

dian vocabulary, compiled about 1727, gave a

dialogue between himselfand one of the Indians

of Plj'mouth Colony, in which the latter says

*it is very difficult to get the tone' of their lan-

guage, and that when Cotton preached the In-

dians could not always understand him, ' be-

cause he did not put the tone in the right place,

'

and also, 'because he had some of his father's

(the Rev. John Cotton's) words, and he learned

Indian at Nope [Martha's ViueyardJ, and these

Indian's don't understand every word of them
Indians.'

"Mayhew's version of the Psalms and Gospel

of John is founded upon Eliot's; but every^

verse underwent revision, and scarcely one

remains without some alteration. The spelling

differs considerably from that of Eliot and

others, who had learned the language among
the Indians of the mainland. In exploring

'the latitudes and corners' of Indian Gram-
mar, Mr. Mayhew probably went further than

Eliot had gone; and the fact that his work
passed through the hands of 'J. Printer' gives

it additional value as a monument of the lan-

guage. James, the Indian printer, learned his

trade from Samuel Green in Cambridge, and
had worked on both editions of the Indian

Bible.

"The Massachusee Psalter, in good condition,

is rare. Most of the copies I have seen bear

marks of much—and not always gentle—hand-

ling, and have lost more or loss of their

leaves "—Trumbull.

Letter of Experience Mayhew, 1722,

on the Indian language. Communicated
by John S. H. Fogg, M. D., of South

Bostou.

In New England Hist, and Gen. Register,

vol. 39, pp. 10-17, Boston, 1885, 8°.
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kah wohwobtamunat Wunneruppanra;

\yc Wuffukwhongafli.

John V. 39.

l^atimeakoyitatnook V/nJfukivhonkanajh, neimi

cheatyeup kt'.ttunnantariiumwoo kuttahtc-
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Mayhew (E. ;— Continued.

Mayhew's letter is dated from Chilmark,

March 20th, 1721-1722, and addressed "To the

Honorable Paul Dudley, Esq""." It occupies

pp. 12-17, and, besides a general discussion of

the Indian language, contains the Lord's prayer

jn the dialect (Niantic?) of the Indians of

Connecticut Colony.

Eepriiited as follows

:

Observations
|
on

|
the Indian lan-

guage,
I

by
I

Experience Mayhew, A. M.

I

Preacher of the Gospel to the Indians

of Martha's
1

Vineyard in New England,

in 17^2.
I

Now published from the orig-

inal ms. by
I

John S. H. Fogg, A. M.,

M. D.
I

Member of [&c. two lines.]
|

Boston: |
MDCCCLXXXIV [1884].

Printed cover with half-title, title verso print-

ers etc. 1 1. text pp. 3-12, sm. 4°. One hundred

copies printed.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

The manuscript of this letter is in the pos-

session of Dr. Fogg who procured it from the

late J. Wingate Thornton of Boston.

The Lord's prayer from this manuscript was

first printed in Trumbull (.J. H.), Notes on

Forty versions of the Lord's prayer in Algon-

kin languages. Dr. Trumbull there says it is

certainly not in the Pequot dialect, but proba-

bly that of the Niantics.

See Indiane primer.

Experience Mayhew, minister to the Indians

on Martha's Vineyard, was born on that island

January 27, 1673, and died there November 29,

1758. His grandfather was Thomas Mayhew
the younger, a sketch of whose life is given

under the next following title. His father,

John Mayhew (born 1652, died 1689), was well

acquainted from his youth with the Indian lan-

guage, and began to preach in it about the year

1673.

Mr. Mayhew, in his own account, says: "I
learnt the Indian Language by Rote, as I did

my mother Tongue, and not by Studying the

Rules of it as the Lattin Tongue is coraonly

Learned." In March, 1694, about five years

after his father's death, he began to preach to

the Indians. The field of his labors is describ-

ed in an account of "the present condition of

the Indians on Martha's Vineyard, ' dated June

2, 1720, which he prepared as an appendix to

one of his sermons printed at Boston in that

year. The following extracts are taken from

this account as reprinted in Cotton Mather's

India Christiana (Boston, 1721)

:

"The Number of Indians on these Islands is

very much diminished, since the English first

settled on Martha's-Vineyard, which was in the

Tear 1G42. there being then, as was supposed
on that Island about 1500 Souls. At present

there are in the Vineyard six small Villages,

containing in all of them, about 155 Families,

and the Number of Souls may be about eight

hundred.

Mayhew (E.) — Continued.
" Each of these Villages is provided with an

Indian Preacher to dispence the Word to them
on the Lord's Days, when I am not with them.

They meet for the Worship of God twice a Day
on the Sabbath, and after Prayer, sing a Psalm

;

then there is a Sermon Preached on some Por-

tion of Scripture, which being ended, they sing

again, while the Days be of a sufficient length

;

and then conclude with Prayer.

"There has, from time to time, been much
care taken that the several Villages might be

provided with School Masters to teach the

Children to Read and Write
;
yet some of them

have not been so constantly supplied, as is

to be desired ; and generally when the Spring of

the Tear comes on, the Indians take their Chil-

dren from School, alleging they want them for

Tillage of the Land ; and so the Schools fail till

the Fall ; and this has much hindred their Pro-

gress in Learning: Nevertheless, I think the

greatest number can Read, either in the En-
glish or in the Indian Tongue ; and some in

both.

"There is also care taken to Catechise the

Youth : For besides what is done in this kind,

by the Indian School-Masters & Preachers, I

frequently examine the Young People my self,

and have determined to attend this Service

once a Fortnight, in some or other of the fore-

mentioned Villages ; and this Method will, I

hope, prove very advantageous : many grown
People as well as Children, attending these Ex-

ercises."

"Having now Preached to the Indians up-

ward of 25 Years, I have never yet had any-

special charge of any one single Congregation

committed to me ; but have visited the several

fore-mentioned Assemblies alternately, as I
have thought most necessary ; Preaching ordi-

narily, unto some or other of them every Lord's

Day, and on working days once a Fortnight

;

constantly also attending their Church-Meet-

ings, to assist & direct them."

"The Rev. Mr. Josiah Torrey, Pastor of the

English Church in Tisbury on the Vineyard,

has also for many Years past Preached as a

Lecturer unto the Indians on that Island, hav-

ing for that End learned their Language. He
Preacheth in some or other of their Assemblies

once a Fortnight, and goes frequently to their

^Church-Meetings, to advise & assist them

;

so that the Indians have a Sermon every Thurs-

day Preached to them, either by Mr. Torrey,

or myself: And we strengthen the hands of

one another, by going together to these Weekly
Exercises.

"The Rev. Mr. Samuel Wiswall Pastor of

the Church in Edgartown, has also now almost

learned the Indian Tongue, Avith a design to do

what Service he can among that People.

"The Indians on Martha's-Vineyard & the

adjacent Islands, do hitherto understand the

Indian Tongue much better than that of the

English ; and therefore complain much for want
of Indian Bibles, having now but very few
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Mayhew (E.) —Continued.
among them, Nor are there any to be had;

the last Edition being now gone. These Indians

are therefore very desirous of another Imprea-

eion of the Bible, if it might be obtained ; and

divers of them have told me, as well as some of

those on Nantucket, (whom I have divers times

visited) that they should be willing according

to their capacity, to contribute to it.

"But the disadvantage which the Indians

are under thro' the Scarcity of Bibles is some-

what helped by the Care ofthe Honon rable Com-

missioners to supply them with other useful

Books in their own Language, viz. The N.

England Confession of Faith; Several Cate-

chisms ; The Practice of Piety ; Mr. Shepard's

Sincere Convert ; Mr. Baxter's Call to the Un-

converted. And several Sermons of Dr. Ma-

ther's, &c. besides the Psalter, & the Gospel

of John, Printed in the Tear 1709. And the In-

dian Primer Printed this Tear, in Indian and

English. All which Books are now very useful

unto them."

Mr. Thomas Prince, writing in 1726, states

that Mr. Mayhew had "the prudential Care

and Oversight of five or six Indian Assemblies

;

to wliose Service he has been wholly devoted,

and to one or other of which he has constantly

preached for above these thirty two Years."

In 1707 his translation of one of Cotton

Mather's sermons was printed at Boston, and

. about the same time he was employed by the So-

ciety forpropagating the gospel inNew England

to make a new version of the psalter, which

was printed in 1709. In 1727 he published his

Indian Converts : or, some account of the Lives

and Dying Speeches of a considerable 'Number of

the Christianized Indians of Martha''s Vineyard,

in New-England. To this work is appended

"Some Account of those English Ministers

who have successively presided over the In-

dian "Work in that and the adjacent Islands,"

by the Rev. Thomas Prince. Several other

tracts and sermons from his pen were also

printed between 1720 and 1744.

Mr. Mayhew was accounted one of the

"greatest Masters " of the Indian language in

his time. His version of the psg-lms, accord-

ing to Dr. Trumbull, "in literal accuracy and
its observance of the requirements of Indian

grammar . . . perhaps surpasses even

Eliot's." He left four sons, one of whom, Zech-

ariah Mayhew (born 1717, died 1806), was or-

dained a minister on Martha's Vineyard De-

cember 10, 1767, and labored for many years as

a missionary among the Indians there.

Mayhew (Thomas). [A catechism in the

dialect of the Indians of Nope or Mar-
tha's Vineyard. 165-?] (*)

Manuscript
;
probably not extant.

Thomas Mayhew, the younger, first minister
to the Indians on Martha's Vineyard, was born
in England about the year 1621, and was lost at

sea in 1657. His father, Thomas Mayhew, came
to Massachusetts before 1636, obtained the grant

Mayhew (T.) — Continued.
of Martha's Vineyard and the neighboring isl-

ands from Lord Stirling in 1641, began a settle-

ment at Edgartown in 1642, and died there in

1681, aged 92. Shortly after the new settlement

was begun Mr. Mayhew the younger became
minister of the first English church on the

island. In 1643 his missionary work among the

neighboring Indians was commenced by the

conversion of Hiacoomes. In 1646 he had
acquired sufl&cient knowledge of their language

to address them in public meetings, which
were held at first once a month, and afterwards

every fortnight.

"The way that I am now in," he writes in

1650, "for the carrying on of this great work, is

by a Lecture every fortnight, whereunto both

men women and children do come; and first I

pray with them, teach them, catechise their

children, sing a Psalm, and all in their own lan-

guage. I conferre every last day of the week
with Hiacoomes about his subject matter of

preaching to the Indians the next day, where I

furnish him with what spiritual food the Lord
is pleased to afford me for them."

In October, 1651, he writes again of the In-

dians: "There are one hundred ninetie-nine,

men, women, and children, that have professed

themselves to be worshippers of the great and

everliving God. There are now two meetings

kept every Lords day, the one three miles, the

other about eight miles off my house : Hiacomes

teacheth twice a day at the nearest, and Mum-
anequem accordingly at the farthest, the last

day of the week they come unto me to be in-

formed touching the subject they are to handle.

. . . I have also undertaken to keep by the

help of God two Lectures amongst them,

which will be at each once a fortnight."

In January, 1652, a school for the teaching of

thelndian children was openedbyMr. Mayhew.
Before October of the same year the number of

converts under his care had increased to 283,

and he had prepared for them a covenant or

confession of faith in the Indian language, of

which an English translation is given in the

tractentitled Tears ofRepentance, London, 1653.

It was for the use of these Indians that the

above-named catechism was prepared. In a

letter written by Experience Mayhew, grand-

son of the author, in 1722, which has been

printed for Dr. John S. H. Fogg, of Boston, the

book is mentioned as follows

:

"My Grand Father in his time composed a

large and Excellent Catechism fur the Indians

of this Island, agreable unto their own Dialect;

but not being printed the Original is, I think,

utterly lost, and there only remains of it, about

40 pages in Octavo, transcribed as I suppose,

by some Indian after his Death ; but this goes

not so far as to have the Lord's Prayer in it."

It is probable that Mr. Eliot's primer and

catechism was also used to some extent by Mr.

Mayhew's Indians. The difference between

the dialects of Martha's Vineyard and Natick,

according to Experience Mayhew, "was some-
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thing greater than now [1722] it is, before our

Indians had thevse of y« Bible and other Books
translated by Mr. Eliot, but since that the

most of y^ Litle differences that were betwixt

y", have been happily Lost, and our Indians

Speak, but especially write much as those of

Natick do."

In November, 1657, Mr. Mayhew sailed for

England with one of his Indian preachers, but

the ship in which he took passage was never

heard of more. After this, the mission work
was continued by Mr. Mayhew the elder, who
had also learned the Indian language. In 1670

the first Indian church was formed on Martha's

Vineyard, and Mr. Mayhew was requested to

become its pastor, although over eighty years

of age. This office he declined, and the Indian

Hiacoomes was thereupon chosen and ordained

as its minister.

Maynard (Eev. — ). Vocabulary of the

Micmacs.
In G-allatin (A.), Synopsis of Indian tribes

in American Ant. Soc. Traus., vol. 2, pp. 305-367,

Cambridge, 1836, 8°.

Perhaps by Maillard (A. S.)

Mayweep (Sarah). See Allen (W.)

Me sumantu [Ottawa]. See Meeker (J.)

Mead (Daniel M.) A history
|
of the

town of
I
Greenwich,

|

Fairfield county,

Conn.,
I
with

|
Many Important Statis-

tics.
I
By

I

Daniel M. Mead,
|
attorney,

etc., at law, Greenwich, Conn.
|

New York:
|
Baker & Godwin, print-

ers.
I

Corner Nassau and Spruce streets.

I

1857.

Title verso copyright 1 1. contents pp. 3-4, in-

troduction pp. 5-7, text and appendix pp. 13-318,

12°.

Indian names of places, with significations in

English, pp. 245-246.

Copies seen : Congress.

Meeker (Jotham). Ottawa
|
first book.

I

Prepared by
|
Jotham Meeker,

|
mis-

sionary of Am. bap. bd. for. missions.
|

Shawanoe mission,
|

J. G. Pratt,

Printer.
|
1838.

Title verso key to the Ottawa alphabet 1 1.

text (pp. 13-23 of which are entirely in tho Ot-

tawa language) pp. 3-24, sq. 24°.

Primer lessons, pp. 3-13.—Prayers, pp. 13-

19.—Hymns, pp. 20-23.—ISTumerals, p. 24.

Copies seen : B»ston Athenaeum.

Ottawa
I

first book. Containing
|

les-

sons for the learner
; |

portions of
|
the

gospel by Luke,
|
omitted by

|

Matthew
and John

; |
and

|
the Ottawa laws.

|

By
I

.Jotham Meeker,
|
missionary of

|

the Araer. bap. mis. union.
|
Second

Edition. I
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Ottawa Baptist Mission Station.
|
J.

Meeker, Printer,
|
1850.

Second title : Otawa | musenaikun. | Eue ko

I
wlki ukenoumatewin;

|
kuer anint

(
omin-

wahimowin nok,
| kapwa olepeumowat

|
Mrto

kuef Han;
|
kuer Otawak

| otepakonikrwini-

wau.
I
Uwi tul

I
wrltot uhihak,

| rnonikohin
|

kehimokomaneprptisun.
|
Nalif TVrlhikatrk.

|

Otawa Prptise Kukekwrwikumikof
| Uhi-

hak, Mrsenaikunikrt,
|
1850.

English title on the verso of which is a key
to the Ottawa alphabet (p. 2) 1 1. Ottawa title

recto 1. 2 (p. 3), text pp. 4-128, 24°.

Primer lessons, pp. 4-12.—Gospel of Luke (in

part) in Ottawa, pp. 13-98.—U. S. whiskey laws

in Ottawa, pp. 99-101.—Ottawa laws, alternate

pages English and Ottawa, pp. 102-125.—Nu-
merals, etc. pp. 126-128.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Lenox.

The
I

new testament
|
of

|
our lord

and. saviour Jesus Christ
; |

translated

into the Ottawa language | by |
Jotham

Meeker,
| missionary of the Amer. bap.

board of for. missions.
|
Carefully re-

vised, and compared with the Greek,
|

by
I

rev. Francis Barker, A. M.
| Bap-

tist missionary to the Shawanoes.
|

Shawanoe baptist mission press,
|
J.

G. Pratt, Printer.
|
1841.

Second title: Me su mantu
|
katepahimint

kuerkailihekrt |
kapekrskoninuf HesusKnrst.

[ Hihak kuer lafwal me kaaneknnotakr olep-

eikrhik.
|

Lawunoaf ketuli olepeikatr.
|
Kauko tuk-

wilif Hesus
|
mantu minik tso pepon.

|
1841.

English title verso Ottawa title 1 1. text en-

tirely in the Ottawa language pp. 3-125, 16°.

Contains only the gospel of Matthew.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum.

The
I

gospel
|
according t ) John,

|

translated into the Ottawa language
|

by
I

Jotham Meeker,
|
missionary of

the Amer. bap. board of for. missions.
|

Revised, and compared with the Greek,

I
by

I

rev. Francis Barker, A. M.
|
Bap-

tist missionary to the Shawanoes.
|

Press of Amer. baptist board of for

missions,
|
Shawanoe.

|
1844.

Title verso blank 1 1. text entirely in the Ot-

tawa language pp. 3-98, 16°.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Congress.

Original | and |
select hymns,

|
in

|

the Ottawa language. | By
|
Jotham

Meeker, | missionary of the Amer. bap-

tist board ( of foreign missions.
|

[Two lines quotation in English.]
|

Press of Araer. baptist board of for.

I
missions : Shawanoe, Ind. Ter. | 1845.
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Title verso blank 1 1. text (with the excep-

tion of the headings, which are in English, en-

tirely in the Ottawa language) pp. 3-92, index in

Ottawa pp. 93-96, 18°.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum.— Hymns
|
in

|
the Ottawa language,

j
original and select,

|
by

|
Jotham

Meeker,
|
missionary of the American

baptist mis. union. | Third edition.
|

[Two lines scripture in English.]
|

Ottawa baptist mission station.
|
J.

Meeker, printer.
|
1850.

Title verso blank 1 1, text (with the excep-

tion of headings in English entirely in the Ot-

tawa language) pp. 3-122, index pp. 123-127, 24°.

Copies seen: Shea.

Two Delaware primers are titled in Sabin's

Dictionary (no. 47377, note), under Mr. Meeker's

name as author, which were in fact only printed

by him. The error was caused by twisting the

titles, in copying them, successively, from

Triibner's BibliograpMcal Guide to American

Literature (1859), p. 250; Ludewig's Literature

of American Aboriginal Languages (1858), p. 66;

and Schoolcraft's Bibliographical Catalogue

(1849), nos. 66 and 67, where they were first

printed.

Mr. Jotham Meeker joined the Baptist mis-

sionaries at Carey station, Michigan territory,

in November, 1825, when about twenty-one

years of age. He was from Cincinnati, Ohio,

and a printer by trade. Eor a while he assisted

Mr. Johnston Lykins and Mr. Eobert Simerwell

in teaching the Indian children. In August,

1827, having been duly licensed to preach, he

was placed in charge of the mission among the

Ottatv^as at Thomas station on Grand river.

On this occasion the Indians conferred on him
the name of Mdn6'-kek6-t6h', signifying "he
that speaks good words." He had by this time

acquired sufficient knowledge of the Ottawa
language to enable him to read religious dis-

courses in it to the Indians.

In September, 1830, Mr. Meeker was married,

and in the following year, on the breaking up
of the mission and the removal of Mr. Lykins
to the Indiau territory, he returned to Cincin-

nati, with the intention of going into the print-

ing business. The other missionaries, how-
ever, soon persuaded him to change his design,

and to resume the Indian work. It was at first

proposed to put a printing press in operation

among the Cherokees of Arkansas, under his

management, but the plan failed for want of

support.

The Chippewa mission next attracted Mr.
Meeker's attention. As he had acquired "a
pretty correct knowledge of the Ottawa lan-

guage, which is virtually the same as the Chip-
pewa and Putawatomie," he yielded to a desire

to labor among a people with whom he could
converse. In the autumn of 1832, having ob
tained the consent and support of the Baptist

Meeker (J.) — Continued.
board of missions, he set off" with Mrs. Meeker
for the lakes. At Detroit they were joined by
Kev. Moses Merrill and his wife, with whom
they proceeded to Sault Ste. Marie, between
lakes Huron and Superior, where they asso-

ciated themselves with the Chippewa mission

under the care of Eev. A. Bingham, who had
been located there since 1828. They remained
in this place, however, only a few months.
Early in the spring of 1833, the board directed

both Mr. Meeker and Mr. Merrill to abandon
the Lake Superior mission, and to proceed at

once to the Indian territory.

In September or October, 1833, Mr. Meeker
arrived at the Shawanoe mission station with
his wife. By direction of the board he brought

with him a printing press and types, which he
had purchased in Cincinnati. On the 9th of

March, 1834, with the assistance of "William

Ash, "he commenced printing, first printing^

50 copies of the alphabet for several tribes, and
on the 21st he completed the first book printed

in the Territory—a primer of 24 pages in an.

Indian language." See Linapi'e. By the 10th

of May an elementary book in Shawanoe, pre-

pared by Mr. Lykins, was also printed. Other

works in the Delaware, Shawanoe, Putawato-

mie, Otoe, Choctaw, Muscogee or Creek, Wea,
and Kansas languages, were printed by Mr.

Meeker during the next three years, besides a

number of pamphlets in English.

A few Ottawas had, by this time, located in

the Indian territory, and as Mr. Meeker still

desired to labor for that tribe, the requisite

authority was obtained from the Indian depart-

ment at Washington to establish a mission

among them. This was early in the year 1835.

The proposed undertaking was delayed, how-

ever, by other atfairs, and especially by the

work of the printing press, which employed

much of Mr. Meeker's time. His labors were
largely increased in 1836 by the long continued

illness of Mr. Lykins, and in September of the

same year his own health became so poor that

he was unable to attend to the press. Arrange-

ments were thereupon made to obtain another

printer.

On the 14th of May, 1837, Mr. J. G. Pratt of

Massachusetts arrived at the Shawanoe mission

and took charge of the printing office. la

June, Mr. and Mrs. Meeker removed to the

Ottawa settlements, about thirty miles west of

the Missouri state line, near the site of the

present city of Ottawa, Kansas. Bere a school

was opened, and preaching held. In the follow-

ing year Mr. Meeker prepared one or two ele-

mentary books in the Ottawa language, which

were printed at the Shawanoe press.

The state of the Ottawa mission in 1839 is

described by Mr. McCoy as follows: "Mr.
Meeker has a small school, in which instruc-

tion is imparted in the English language, and

he receives pretty good attention to preaching.

David Green, an Ottawa, who has been baptized

within the last two years, takes a part in the
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performance "of public religious exercises, and

acquits himself much to the satisfaction of the

missionaries.''

During the next six years several other books

were printed in the Ottawa language. The

printing press was afterwards removed from

Shawanoe to the Ottawa mission station, where

Mr. Meeker again took charge of it, and printed

two books in 1850. He died at the mission on

the 12tli of January, 1854.

The "new system of writing and reading,"

invented by Mr. Meeker, was adopted in all the

Indian books printed at the Shawanoe mission

press. This system, according to its advocates,

^^ wholly excludes spelling,''' and "enables the

learner to paint his thoughts on paper, with

precision, as soon as he acquires a knowledge

of a number oi chaiacteis about equal to the

English alphabet." The following account of

it is taken from McCoy's History of Baptist

Indian Missions:
" To each Indian language, and to each dia-

lect of language, belong peculiar sounds, which

cannot be obtained by the use of the English

alphabet. To designate syllables which could

not be spelt, or sounds which could not be ob-

tained by the ordinary use of letters, writers

who would write intelligibly have been com-

pelled to introduce arbitrary characters, each

according to his fancy. It can easily be con-

ceived that serious inconvenience attended

this course of things.

"Mr. Guess, a Cherokee, had discovered that

the language of his tribe could be written with

about eighty syllabic characters. Guess's plan

was tried in relation to some other languages,

and found to be inapplicable, because charac-

ters would be multiplied beyond the bounds of

convenience.
" To remedy the evils which attended the or-

dinary methods of writing Indian, and the com-

plexity which would attend the universal ap-

plication of Guess's system, the idea suggested

itself to Mr. Meeker, then at Sault de St. Marie,

of using characters not to designate syllables,

but certain positions of the organs of speech.

His first writing was rather a combination of

this new principle with the syllabic system and
the system of spelling.

" When the press was put into operation at

the Shawanoe mission house, the missionaries

among the Shawanoes and Delawares took up
the new principle of Mr. Meeker, and reduced

it to a system, excluding entirely the syllabic

or hieroglyphic system, and also that of spell-

ing.

" By spelling, we mean that process by which

the learner is required to familiarize the mem-
ory with certain names of characters, (letters)

and then, after combining these in a certain

order, a sound (syllable) must be uttered —
not one produced by the combination, but alto-

gether arbitrary. This sound, unmeaning in

itself, must be born in raiud until, by a similar

process, a second, third, or fourth, be obtained

;
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and, lastly, these sounds must be combined, in

order to form a word.

"Upon the new system, every uncompounded

sound which can be distinguished by the ear

is indicated by a character. These sounds, in

Indian languages, usually amount to about

eight or ten, the greater part of which, but not

all, are what in the system of spelling would

be denominated vowel sounds ; other sounds

are such, for instance, as the hissing sound of

the letter s, in which consists its real value, the

sound obtained by ch, as in church, &c. The

other characters, usually in number about

twelve or fourteen, merely indicate the posi-

tions of the organs of speech preceding orfollow-

ing the sounds, by which the beginning or end-

ing of sounds is modified ; thus, the character

p, would require the lips to be pressed together

with a slight pressure within,: this, o, would

indicate a sound which could be heard by the

ear — say the short sound of o ; this, t, would
require the end of the tongue to be pressed

hard to the roof of the mouth. Now, if the

sound of intervenes between the pressure of

the lips and the pressure of the tongue, as above

indicated, the word pot is necessarily pronounc-

ed; transpose the characters, and adhere to the

same rule, and the word top is unavoidably

pronounced.

"Hence, as soon as the learner acquires a

knowledge of the uses of the characters, more

than twenty-three of which have not yet been

found necessary in writing any Indian language,

he is capable of reading ; because, by placing

the organs of speech, or uttering a sound, as is

indicated by each character as it occurs, he is

actually reading.'''

The new system, however, did not me,et with

much favor from others. "Pretty soon after

we had issued a few prints upon the new sys-

tem, from the press at the Shawanoe mission

house, two influential Presbyterian missiona-

ries from among the Choctaws visited us.

They had published a few books in the Choctaw
language, written upon the principles of or-

thography. Peculiar sounds could not be ob-

tained by the use of the English, or any other

alphabet, and to remedy this evil they had in-

vented new characters, and procured new types

to print them. The superiority of our cheap,

and expeditious, and correct system, over their

worse than old-fashioned plan, was so obvious

to us, that we hoped for their ready and hearty

co-operation in introducing it into common use

in the Indian country. In this we were griev-

ously disappointed ; and, to add to our mortifi-

cation, they zealously urged us to reject our

system, as futile. No reason, however, was of-

fered, only that they had written a little in

Choctaw, and all our prints ought to be uniform.

They seemed to overlook the fact that the Cher-

okees by their side wrote by syllabic hiero-

glyphics, and that we could not, even with the

use of the new characters introduced by them
in order to obtain peculiar sounds in Choctaw,
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write in Delaware, Shawanoe, &c., without in-

troducing others to represent sounds peculiar

to these languages respectively.

"Our Methodist brethren were not disposed

to show it any public countenance. This was

indeed the more surprising to us, because they

had adopted it themselves. This, however,

they had not done so much from inclination,

as from the necessity of gratifying a popular

desire of the Shawanoes. Hymns, and some

other prints, prepared by the Baptist missiona-

ries, were used advantageously by Shawanoes,

Delawares, Peorias, and Weas, in the Metho-

dist connection.

"But if we have reason to grieve on account

of the little favor which has been shown to the

new system by the Presbyterians and Metho-

dists, we have still greater cause of grief on ac-

count of the indifference of our own (Baptist)

denomination to this important matter."

The four principal alphabets according to this

system are as follows

:

Key to the Delaware Alphabet.

[From Blanchard's Delaware primer (Linapi'e

Irkvekun), 1834.]

Yowels.

r as a in fate

& ' a " far

e ' e
" me

c ' e (( met

y 1
" pine

i i
" pin

'
" note

w " o " move
u " u " tub

b ' u " tuhQ

Consonants.

h a 9 ch in church

J sh " she

k ' ' k " kite

1 1
" lame

m '
' m " mow

n '
' n " now

P P
" pay

q q
" ^ua

' s
" gay

t
" «ay
" *

ng "
liwflrer

h " he

"The Vowels always have the same sound
in all cases.

"It will be found difficult to give the Conso-
nant its proper sound when by itself; as the
sounds that are given (when learning them) are
the same as when pronounced in connection
with a vowel, in a syllable or word. This diflS.

culty will be obviated by connecting the sound
with that of a vowel.

" * This letter denotes a gutteral sound pecu-
liar to the Delaware, and is quite indescriba-

ble."
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Key to the Shawannoe Characters.

[From Lykins's Shawanoe primer {Siwinowe

eawekitake), 1834.]

a pronounced as] a in mane a

i " "a " far ah
e " " e " me ee

" " " no o

w " .: Q u move oo

b " th ' thin th

c " " ch ' cheese ch
h u 1^ hand h-and

k " k ' kite k-ite

1 " 1 Zame 1-ame

m " " m ' man m-an
n " " n no n-o

P " p ' part part
t " t take take
s " s say s-ay

'

' The Consonants are not pronounced aloud

;

but have precisely the same sound as in read-

ing English.

"Example.—Be, pronounced the, (th hard).

—Here the character b has just the position of

the organs of speech, and sound, as occur before

the voice opens on e, in saying theory.

" Ce, pronounced che.—here the character c

has the same position of the organs, and sound,

as occur before the voice opens on ee, in saying

cheese. And so with all the consonants."

Explanation of the Putawatomie Characters.

[From Simerwell's Putawatomie primer (Wlkr
Potrwatome Msina'kin), 1834.]

"In this system the common types are used

for the purpose of avoiding the inconvenience

of procuring type of a peculiar form, but read-

ing is performed by an application of the letters

different from their uses in other languages,
" Some of the characters indicate sounds,

others merely show the positions of the organs

of speech. They are therefore not (properly

speaking) letters, but characters.

" Those which are denominated Vowels
denote sounds as follows

:

a as a in far

me
pin

note

tu'o

pine

move
r denotes a sound like e short, partaking

somewhat of a long.

" B indicates the position of the lips as they

are placed when about to express the name of

the letter b; or, as the organs are left on pro-

nouncing a word ending in b,

" D, K, M, N", P, and T, in likemanner indicate

the position of the organs as they are placed

when about to express words in English begin-

ning with those letters severally; or, as the

organs are left when words ending in those

letters severally have been proueuueed.
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"G denotes the position of the organs when
prepared to express a word beginning with g
hard.

'

'H indicates the sound of ch in church.

"L has the sound of sh in she.

"S signifies a hissing sound, as occurs in the

commencement of the pronunciation of the

word see.

"Example.— Mskwr — Here the lips are

closed, and a slight nasal sound is emitted, on s

the lips open with hissing, k denotes the posi-

tion of the organs as described above without

articulation, and the voice opens on w as oo, and

ends with r as e short, and the word msqueh
(blood) is unavoidably pronounced.

" The learner is, therefore, not taught the

names of these nineteen characters, but their

uses.

"Again, let the characters Ikinor be used as

above directed, in succession as they are

placed here, and the word shkin-o-weh (youug

man) is unavoidably pronounced.
" The learner can acquire a knowledge of

these 19 characters in as little time as he could

learn the names of the same number of letters

of the alphabet. He is then capable of reading,

because the repeating, or, rather, the using of

these characters as they are written, is reaUy

reading.

"Single words are arranged in columns

merely for the purpose of bringing them more
distinctly to the notice of the learner, and not

for the purpose of spelling. The same remarks
apply to the division of words, apparently,

into syllables.

"Sounds occur in one Indian dialect which
do not in others. Hence, some of the charac-

ters describe different sounds, and different

positions of the organs, in different dialects.

"The apostrophe denotes an abrupt inter-

ruption, and, sometimes, a sudden termination,

of the voice.

""When an aspiration precedes a vowel, as h
in how, the vowel is marked thus, S.w, waonwr;
pronounced how, wau-hone-weh.

"Points are used as in English.
" Figures are applied as they are in English,

but with the Indian names to each.
'

' This system may be applied to the English,

or to any other language."

Key to the Ottawa Aiphabet.

[From Meeker's Ottawa first book, 1838.]

a a.s a in far

e "
e

" me
i

'

i
" pin

o • o note

u ' u tub
r '

e met
h ' ch church
m '

' m maim
n '

' n nun
3

1
.

8

8h

sister

sheepish

Meeker (J.)— Continued.

f as ng in finger

w " w "
we, now

k " k " kick

p
"

p
" pipe

t
"

t
.1 trout

"The Ottawa Alphabet may be divided into

three classes, viz. vowels, semi-vowels, and
mutes. The six first letters are vowels, which
have a full and invariable sound. The semi-

vowels are seven in number; they have each

an indistinct sound, which is exactly the same
tJiat is heard when the words containing those

letters are spoken. The three last letters are

mute«, and are only known by the position of

the organs, without any sound.
" Example.—Post—Kere the word begins

with a mute, followed by a vowel and semi-

vowel, and ends with a mute ; so that when the

learner endeavors to name the various letters

in it, he begins by placing his lips tightly to-

gether, pressing upon them with his breath;

he then lets his voice open on the vowel o

;

then looks on the third letter, and makes barely

a hissing sound; then to express the last letter

he stops all sound by the poiut of his tongue

—

therefore by naming the various letters in a

word he articulates distinctly the word itself."

The following is a summary of the Indian

books printed at the Shawanoe mission press

by Mr. Meeker and Mr. Pratt, according to the

new system

:

In the Delaware language : Fifty copies of

the alphabet in March, 1834 ; three small books
by Mr. Blauchard in the same year (see Lina-

pie) ; and a harmony of the four gospels in

1837 (see Zeisberger (D.) and Blanchard (I.

D.) ; all printed by Mr. Meeker. A Iso, a second

edition of the primer in 1842 (see Blanchard
(I. D.), printed by Mr. Pratt. According to

Mr. McCoy, four books had been printed in

Delaware on this press before 1839, "three of

which were small, and one large; the latter

being a Harmony of the Gospels.

"

In the Shawanoe language: Fifty copies of

the alphabet in March, 1834; two editions or

issues of a primer in the same year ; a period-

ical entitled Shau-wau-nowe Kesauthwau or

"Shawanoe Sun," from March Ist, 1835, to

1837 or 1838, semi-monthly and monthly; a small

hymn book of sixteen pages in 1835 or 1836;

and a portion of the gospel of Matthew in 1836;

all printed by Mr. Meeker. Also, a second

edition of the primer in 1838; the complete gos-

pel of Matthew in 1842 ; and a second edition

of the hymn book in the same year; printed by
Mr. Pratt. According to Mr. McCoy, three

books had been printed in Shawanoe on this

press before 1839, "and part of the Gospel by
Matthew. A second edition of one of these

books has been printed; also, one book in

Shawanoe, for the Methodists." See Lykins (J.)

In the Putawatomie language : Probably fifty

copies of the alphabet in March, 1834; a primer

of thirty-two pages in the same year ; and a

hymn book and catechism of eighty-four pages
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Meeker (J.) — Continued.

in 1835; all printed by Mr. Meeker. According

to Mr. McCoy, four books were printed in

Putawatomie on this press befire 1839. See

Simerwell (R.)

In the Otoe language : A small primer in

1834 ; a hymn book of twelve pages in the same

year; a second Otoe reading book in April,

1835 ; and part of the gospel harmony in 1837
;

all printed by Mr. Meeker. They were pre-

pared and translated by Rev. Moses Merrill,

who died in 1840. Three books, according to

Mr. McCoy, were printed in this language, "all

small, one of which has been reprinted for the

use of the Presbyterians among the loways."

These publications "consisted of two small

school books, some hymns, and a part of the

New Testament, equal to about one-half of the

gospel by John."

In the Choctaw language, one book was
printed by Mr, Meeker, in 1835. It was com-

piled by Mr. Lykins, with the assistance of the

native Choctaw missionary.

In the Muscogee or Creek language, two
books were printed by Mr. Meeker in 1835. One
of these was a small school book ; the other

was the gospel of John. They were both pre-

pared by Kev. John Davis, with the assistance

of Mr. Lykins.

In the Wea language, one book was printed

for the Presbyterians, probably in 1834 or 1835.

It is referred to by Mr. McCoy as follows :
" A

Presbyterian missionary among theWeas [Rev.

Joseph Kerr or Rev. Wells Bushnell?] compiled

asmall book, which was printed upon our press.

He knew it would be rejected by the Indians,

as unnecessarily obscure, if he wrote wholly

upon the plan of spelling, yet, so tenacious was
he of what had appeared right to his brethren

from the Choctaw country, that he introduced

some of their new formed characters; and as

we neither possessed nor desired to possess

such types, having no use for them, he furn-

ished them himself. He therefore approached

so nearly to the new system as to make his

book acceptable to the Indians,and yet departed

80 far that it was not fully the same."

In the Kansas (Kauzau) or Kaw language,

one book was printed for Rev. William John-
son, the Methodist missionary, probably in 1836

or 1837.

In the Osage language, one elementary book
was printed with the following title: "Wa-
fa-fe Wa-gry-sy Laekens Wa-Kaxa Peo. Shaw-
anoe Mission: J. G. Pratt, printer. 1837." It

was prepared by Mr. Lykins. The first eleven
pages are in alternate lines of Osage and En-
glish; the remaining pages being in Osage.
" The Indian portion of the book is represented
by the use of the phonetic alphabet devised by
Rev, Jotham Meeker, with an alphabet of
twenty-five letters,representing the eightvowel
and seventeen consonant sounds of the Osage
language. The letters of the English alphabet
are employed to represent these sounds."

In the Ottawa language, a primer or " first

Meeker (J.)— Continued.
book " was printed in 1838 ; another small book
about the same time; the gospel of Matthew
in 1841 ; the gospel of John in 1844 ; and a

hymn book in 1845. They were all prepared

by Mr. Meeker, and printed at the Shawanoe
mission by Mr. Pratt. After the removal of

the printing press to the Ottawa mission, Mr.

Meeker printed, in 1850, a second edition of the

Ottawa first book and a third edition of the hymn
book.

A considerable number of hymns in different

languages, not included in the above list, were
also printed at the Shawanoe press,

Melicete. See Maliseet.

Memoir of the Moheagan Indians. Sea

Holmes (A.)

Menomonee

:

Bible, Gospels See Krake (B.)

Bible, Gospels Zephyrin Engelhardt

(C, A.)

Bible, Epistles Krake (B.)

Bible, Epistles Zephyrin Engelhardt

(C.A.)

Bible history Derenthal (O.)

Bible history Krake (B.)

Catechism Zephj^rin Engelhaidt

(C.A.)

Dictionary Krake (B.)

General discussion Zephyrin Engelhardt
(C.A.)

Grammar Krake (B.)

Grammatic treatise Zephyrin Engelhardt
(C.A.)

Hymns Bonduel (F. L. J.)

Hymns Zephyrin Engelhardt

(C.A.)

Lord's prayer Bergholtz (G. F.)

Lord's prayer Shea(J. G.) .

Lord's prayer Trumbull (J. H.)

Lord's prayer Youth's.

Numerals Haines (E. M.)

Numerals James (E.)

Personal names Baird (H. S.)

Prayer book Zephyrin Engelhardt

(C.A.)

Prayers Bonduel (F; L.J,)

Prayers Zephyrin Engelhardt

(C,A.)

Primer Bonduel (F.L.J.)

Proper names Catalogue.

Proper names Catlin (G.)

Proper names Indian.

Proper names Treaties.

Relationships Morgan (L, H,)

Sentences Gatschet (A, S.)

Sermons Derenthal (0.>

Sermons Krake (B.)

Sermons Zephyrin Engelhardt

(C.A.)

Vocabulary Balbi (A.)

Vocabulary Bruce (W. H.

)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary Derenthal (O.)

Vocabulary Domenech (E.)
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snomonee -- Continued.
Vocabulary Doty (J. D.)

Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary Haines (E.M.)

Vocabulary Investigator.

Vocabulary James (E.)

Vocabulary Morgan (L.H.)

Vocabulary Rogers (J. M.)

Vocabulary Schoolcraft (H. E.)

Vocabulary Ulrici (E.)

Vocabulary Zephyrin Engelhardt

(C.A.)

Words Chamberlain (A. F.)

"Words Gatschet (A. S.)

Words Haines (E.M.)

"Words Hovelacque (A.)

Words Latham (R. G.)

Menwahjemoowin kahezhebeegaid owh
[Chippeway]. See Jones (J.) and

Jones (P.)

Menzies (William). See Sabin (J.)

[Merian (Baron Andreas Adolf von).]

Synglosse
|

oder
|

Grundsatze der

Sprachforschung.
j
Yon

|
Junius Fa-

ber.
I

[Quotation, three lines.]
|

Karlsruhe, j bei Gottlieb Braun.
|

Ostern 1826.

Title verso quotation 1 1. text pp. 3-203, ord-

nungsverzeichniss pp. 205-206, alphabetisches

verzeichniss pp. 207-213, 8°. Junius Faber is a

pseudonym of baron de Merian.

Drittertheil, pp. 41-160, contains comparative

vocabularies in European, Asiatic, African,

American, and Oceanic languages, classified

according to their roots, and including words
in Algonkin, pp. 56, 66, 68, 74, 96, 131, 142; Dela-

ware, pp. 102, 147; Neu-England, p. 115; Suri-

quois, p. 123; Sankikau, p. 128; Miamis, p. 142;

and Mahikander, p. 147.

Amerikanische "Worter mit denen anderer

Sprachen verglichen, pp. 179-199, contains

words in Tschippewai, Delaware, Algonkin,

and Neil England.

Copies seen : Eames.

Principes
|
de

|
I'^tade comparative

I

deslangues,
|

par le baron de Merian.

I

Suivis
I
d'observations

|
sur les ra-

cines des langues s^mitiques;
|
par M.

Klaproth.
|

Paris.
I

Schubart et Heideloff, ^di-

teurs,
I
quai Malaquais, n" I.

|
Leip-

zig.
I

Ponthieu, Michelsen et C^^
|
1828.

Printed cover nearly as above, advertisements

pp. 1-4, 1-4, half-title verso printer 1 1. title

verso quotation 1 1. preface pp. v-viii, text pp. 1-

206, observations sur les racines des langues

86mitiques, par M. Klaprolh, pp. 207-237, table

des matieres pp. 239-240, errata 1 slip, 8°.

Troisi^me partie, pp. 42-167, contains com-
parative vocabularies in European, Asiatic, Af-

rican, American, and Oceanic languages, classi-

Merian (A. A. von) — Continued.

fied according to their roots, and including

words in Algonkin, pp. 45, 55. 57, 63, 80, 98, 109,

133, 143; Delaware, pp. 86, 104, 147; Sakewi.p.

86 ; Nouvelle Angleterre, p. 120 ; Souriquois, p.

127 ; Sankikau, p. 131 ; Miamis, p. 142 ; and Ma-
hikander, p. 147.

Comparaison des langues am6ricaines, avec

les idiomes de I'ancien continent, pp. 185-206,

contains words in Algonkin, Delaware, Nou-

velle Angleterre and Tchippewey.

Copies seen: Eames.

[ and Klaproth (Heinrich Julius

von).] Tripartitvm
j
sev

|
deanalogia

lingvarvm libellvs [Continvatio I-

III]
I

Typis Haykulianis divendente Carolo

Beck
I

Viennae MDCCCXX[-MDCCC-
XXIII] [1820-1823]

4 vols. : title verso quotation 1 1. prefatory no-

tice verso quotation 1 1. text pp. 1-193, 1 folded

leaf of numerals verso blank; Continvatio I

(1821), title verso quotation 1 1. text pp. 197-314,

1 folded leaf of numerals verso blank ; Contin-

vatio II (1822), title verso quotation 1 1. text pp.
317-585, 3 unnumbered pages, one of which is on

a folded leaf; Continvatio III (1823), title verso

quotation 1 i. text pp. 589-807, 1 unnumbered
page of numerals, oblong folio.

The work is a comparative vocabulary in

various languages of words having a similar

sound and meaning. Each one of the four vol-

umes is arranged under a separate alphabet,

and with five columns to a page. The first col-

umn, headed Germ., contains words in German,
Dutch, English, Danish, Swedish, etc. ; the sec-

ond column, headed Slav., contains words in

Slavonic, Russian, Polish, Bohemian, etc. ; the

third column, headed Oal., contains words in

Latin, Greek, French, Italian, Spanish, Welsh,

Irish, Breton, etc. ; the fourth column, headed
Mixta, contains words in miscellaneous Euro-

pean, Asiatic, African, American, and Oceanic

languages ; and the fifth column, headed No-
tulae, contains explanations.

Scattered words of several Algonquian dia-

lects are given in the fourth column under the

general name of American, under which head-

ing are also included many of the Mexican and
South American words. The other l^orth

American languages represented under their

proper names are the Greenlandish, Eskimo,

Kinai, Tschuktchi, Canadian, Mohac, Huron,
Mexican, Lule, and Galibi, in several of which
numerous examples are given, and in others

only one or two specimens.

Copies seen: Eames.

Merlet (Lucien Victor Claude). Histoire

I
des relations

|
des Hurons et des Ab-

naquis
j

du Canada
|

avec notre-dame de

Chartres,
|
suivie de documents iu^dits

I

sur la sainte chemise,
|
Par M. Luc.

Merlet,
|
Ancien Eleve de I'^cole des
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Merlet (L. V. C.) — Coutimied.

Chartes et de I'^cole d'Administration.

I
[Design.]

I

Chartres.
|
Petrot-Gamier, libraire,

I
Place des Halles, 16 et 17.

|
1858.

Printed cover, half-title verso printers 1 1.

title as atove verso blank 1 1. dedication pp. v-

vii, introduction pp. ix-xxiil, text pp. 1-78, ta-

ble 11. 2 folded plates, 12°.

"Voeudes sauvages Abnaquis de la mission

de Saint-Frangois de Sales en la Nouvelle.

France," in Abnaki, pp. 23-24.—In a note on p.

24 the editor says : La traduction de ce vceu des

Abnaquis n'existe plus aux Archives d'Eure-

et-Loir; nous ne savons merae si elle a jamais

exist©, quoique rabb6 Brillon dise, dans ses

notes, que le vceu des Abnaquis avait ete tra-

duit en latin.

Copies seen : Eames, Verreau.

At the Murphy sale a copy, no. 1671, brought

$2.25.

Mesah oowh menwahjemoowin [Chippe-

wa]. See Jones (P.) and Jones (J.)

Methodist nikumoowina [Cree]. See

German (0.)

Methodist ooynsoowawina [Cree]. See

German (O.)

Meyoo-achimoowin [Cree]. See Ger-

man (O.)

Mi ket i cacawenindagosiwatc [Nipis-

sing]. See Cuoq (J. A.)

Miami

:

General discussion See Charlevoix (P.F.X.de).

General discussion Schermerhom (J. F.)

Gentes Morgan (L.H.)

Grammatic comments Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Grammatic comments Volney (C. F. C.)

Numerals
Numerals
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Relationships

Song

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary
'Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Haines (E. M.)

James (E.)

Indian.

Jackson (W. H.)

Smithsonian.

Treaties.

Morgan (L.H.)

Whiting (H.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J.S.)

Allen (W.)

Balbi (A.)

Barton (B. S.)

Campbell (J.)

Domenech (E.)

Gallatin (A.)

Haines (E. M.)

Handy (C.W.)

Heckewelder (J. G.E.)

Preston (W.)

Schoolcraft (H.E.)

Thornton (W.)

Thornton (-)

TJlrici (E.)

Miami— Continued.
Vocabulary Volney (C.F.C.)

Words Chamberlain (A. F.)

Words Latham (R.G.)

Words Mcintosh (J.)

Words Malte Brun (M.KB.)
Words Merian (A, A. von).

Words Sener (S. M.)
Words Smet (P.J.de).

Words Vater (J.S.)

Words Warden (D. B.)

Micmac. [Grammaire de la langue mik-

maqiie.] (*)

16 11. folio ; no indication of date or author.

Two fragments of two different works pub-
lished in England ; the second mus>t be com-

posed of proof sheets.

Title from the Pinart sale catalogue no. 620.

Micmac literature.

In the Acadia Athenaeum, Wolfville.N. S.,

April, 1884, 4°.

A short account of the writings in the Mic-

mac language of the late Rev. S. T. Rand.

Micmac. Au nomer De notre
|
seigneur

Jesus Christ
|
I il S |

Rudiment De La
Langue

|
Mikemak.

Manuscript; 11 unnumbered 11. (one of which

is blank) 12°, in the Bibliotheque Nationale,

Paris, where it is entered as no. 18 in catalogue

327. No title-page, the heading above, in black

and red, being followed immediately by the

text: Pour apprendre facillement etc. The
headings and initial word of each paragraph

are in red.

The first leaf contains remarks on the con-

jugations.—^Premiere conjugaison, 11. 2-3.

—

Seconde conjugaison, 11. 3-4.—Troisieme conju-

gaison, 11. 5-6, followed on the verso with the

heading: Quatrieme conjugaison, with no text

to follow.—On the recto of the 8th 1. begins

Cinquieme conjugaison, the text of which ex-

tends to the verso of the llth leaf.

Micmac. Cahier mikmaque copi6 le l^'^

jour de d6cembre, I'an 1830. (/*)

Manuscript, 45 11. folio. Comprises the prin-

cipal religious offices in Micmac, with music j

copy of a manuscript composed in 1754 by a

French missionary.

Title from the Pinart salie catalogue, no. 622.

Micmac. Cahier qui contiene
|

1°. Le
petit catechisme pour

|
etre appris aux

jeunea enfaus
[
mikmaques.

Manuscript, 1 1. 11. 1-42, and 83 unnumbered 11.

12°, in the library of Laval University, Quebec.

The above title is on the recto of the first leaf,

the text in Micmac beginning onthe verso. The
numbered 11. and the succeeding 59 unnum-
bered 11. are written on both sides; the 10 next

following on the versos only; the next 13 on

both sides; and one, the last, on the recto only.

On the inside of the front cover is written:

"Nous avons pret6 ce livre au missionnaire de
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Micmac— Continued.

MicamicM pour I'asage de cette mission.

Quebec, 29 Sept. 1810. t J. O. Ev. de Quebec.

The manuscript is bound in akin, is fairly

legible and well preserved.

SeeMaillard (A. S.)

Micmac. The Catholic prayer book
|
In

the Micmac language,
|

written in char-

acters, invented
|
chiefly by a Koman

priest,
j
about 200 years ago and

|

transcribed by an Indian.

Manuscript, 68 unnumbered 11. folio, forming

part of an old blank book. In the Micmac
hieroglyphs invented byLe Clercq (C.) and used

in the printing of the Micmac works of Kauder

(C.) A few pages have the Micmac interlined

in Eoman characters. It consists mainly of

extracts from Kauder's works.

The manuscript, which is in the possession

of Maj. J. W. Powell, to whom it was presented

by the Rev. S. T. Rand, is clearly written, or

drawn, but some of the pages are badly worn.

A note by Mr. Rand says that Father Kauder
was aided in his work by Michael Christmas,

an educated Indian of Nova Scotia.

Micmac. De la langue sauvage Mik-

maque. (*)

Manuscript, 103 11. folio. Comprises a gram-

mar, French-Mikmak, and a catechism of pray-

ers, French-Mikmak ; composed by a mission-

ary at the end of the last century.

Title from the Pinart sale catalogue, no. 620.

Micmac. [Fragments d'unlivredepri^res

catholique en hierogiyphes des Indiens

Micmac de Terre Neuve.]
Manuscript, 11. folio (14 by 4 inches), written

on both sides ; in the Bibliotheque !N"ationale,

Paris, France, where it is entered as above

under number 34 of catalogue 327, and ascribed

to the 19th century.

Micmac. Grammar of the Micmac lan-

guage. An essay on the Micmac lan-

guage. Prince Edward Island, 1829-

1844. (*)

Manuscript, 124 11. 2 parts in 1 vol. 4°.

Title from the Pinart sale catalogue, no. 620.

Micmac lesson card. See Rand (S. T.)

Micmac. Livre de prieres en
|
langue

Mikmaque absoluement
| n^cessaire a

tout Missionnaire
|

qui voudra faire

valoir son mi- 1 nistere parmi cette Na-

tion.
I
C'est h, proprement parler leur

Eucologe, & c'estcequi doit
|
r^ellement

faire le Vade mecum de tout Pretre qui

tient mission chez eux.
|
Voyci en genal

ce que
|
contient cet Eucologe.

Manuscript, 2 11. pp. 1-240, 2 blank 11. 2 11. 12°,

inthelibrary of Laval University, Quebec. The
heading above is on the recto of the first leaf,

followed by a description in French which occu-

Micmac— Continued.
pies the 2 unnumbered leaves. The text in Mic-

mac begins on p. 1 and extends to p. 240. The
two last leaves are in French, the last page con-

taining a " table des 6 jours."

Micmac. A mass and vesper book
|
in

Micmac
|
written in hieroglyphics by

a
I
chief of

|
Cape Breton in 1858.

Manuscript, 35 unnumbered 11. 16°. In pos-

session of Dr. J. Gr. Shea, Elizabeth, N. J.

Micmac. [Prieres en langue mikkimak.]
Manuscript, 11. 1-8, 12°, in the Bibliotheque

Rationale, Paris, where it is entered under the

above title as no, 23 in catalogue 327. There is

no indication of name of author or date of writ-

ing. The text begins on the recto of 1. 1, the

heading, in red and black, being : Pri6resdu ma-
tin

I
Langue Mikkimak

| Signe de la croix;

after which follows the Micmac text, the initial

words being in red, as are also the French and
Micmac headings throughout. The manuacript
is not very well written, but is in good condi-

tion. In the catalogue of the library it is re-

ferred to as of the 17th century. The charac-

ter 8 is used in the manuscript.

Following the opening prayer, which extends

to the recto of 1.2, are the following: Oraison

Domincale, recto 1. 2. — Salutation Ang^lique,

verso 1. 2.—Symbole des Apotres, verso 1. 2.—
Les Commandements de Dieu, recto 1. 3.—Les
Litanies du Saint Jesus, verso 1. 3.—L'Angelus,

verso 1. 6.—Elas dimanche, recto 1. 7, the verso ot

which is blank.—Prieres du soir, recto 1. 8. ,

the verso of 1. 8 is blank.

Micmac. Pieces manuscrites [en langue

mikmaque] : grammaires, vocabulaires,

cat^chismes, livres de prieres et docu-

ments divers. (*)

Manuscript. Title from the Pinart sale cata-

logue, no. 621.

Micmac. Rudiments of the Micmac lan-

guage. (*)

Manuscript, 13^ pp. in the ISTational Library

at Paris. Title from Report on Canadian Ar-
chives by Douglas Brymner, Archivist, 1 883, p.

159.

Micmac. Rudiments de la langue mike-
mak, en 1613. (*)

Manuscript; a copy; 2511. 4°. Title from the

Pinart sale catalogue, no. 620.

Micmac. The story of Glooskap [in Mic-

mac?]. (*)

A curious manuscript in Indian-English, ob-

tained for me by Tomah Josephs.

—

Leland's Al-

gonquin Legends, p. x.

Micmac. See Maillard (A. S.)

Micmac :

Bible, Genesis See Rand (S. T.)

Bible, Exodus Rand (S. T.)

Bible, Psalms Rand (S. T.)

Bible, Gospels Rand (S. T.)

Bible, Matthew Rand (S. T.)
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Micmac — Coiitinue(i. Micmac — Continued.
Bible, Mark Rand (S. T.) Lord's prayer Marietti (P.)

Bible, Luke Rand (S. T.) Lord's prayer Naphegyi (G.)

Bible, John Rand(S.T.) Lord's prayer Shea (J. G.)

Bible, Acts Rand (S. T.) Lord's prayer Trumbull (J. H.)

Bible, Komans Rand (S. T.) Lord's prayer Vetromile (E.)

Bible, Corinthians 1, 11 Rand (S. T.) Lord's prayer Youth's.

Bible, Galatians Rand (S. T.) Numerals Brown (G. S.)

Bible, Ephesians Rand (S. T.) Numerals Gordon (A. H.)

Bible, Philippians Rand (S. T.) Numerals Haines (E. M.)

Bible, Coloasians Rand (S. T.) Numerals Prince (J.D.)

Bible, Thess. i, li. Rand (S. T.) Numerals Shea (J. G.)

Bible, Timothy I, II Rand (S. T.) Prayer book BeIlenger(J.M.)

Bible, Titus Rand(S.T.) Prayer book Kauder (C.)

Bible, Philemon Rand(S.T.) Prayer book Legoyne (—

)

Bible, Hebrews Rand (S. T.) Prayer book Micmac.
Bible, James Rand (S. T.) Prayers Alphabet.

Bible, Peten, II Rand (S. T.) Prayers Maillard (A. S.)

Bible, John l-lil Rand (S. T.) Primer Alphabet.

Bible, Jude Rand(S.T.) Primer Irwin (T.)

Bible, Revelation Rand(S.T.) Proper names Catlin (G.)

Bible passages American Bible Soc. Psalms Rand (S. T.)

Bible passages Bagster (J.) Reader Rand (S. T.)

Bible passages Bible Society. Relationships Morgan (L. H.)

Bible passages British and Foreign. Relationships Rand (S. T.)

Bible passages Gilbert & Rivington. Sentences Maillard (A. S.)

Catechism Demillier (L. E.) Sentences Vetromile (E.)

Catechism Kauder (C.) Song Elder (W.)

Catechism Micmac. Song Leland (C.G.)

Catechism Rand (S.T.) Song Mitchell (L.)

Dictionary Rand (S. T.) Ten commandments Rand(S.T.)

General discussion Dawson (J. W.) Text Bellenger (J. M.)

. General discussion Faulmann (K.) Text Micmac.

General discussion Le Clercq (C.) Text Rand(S.T.)

General discussion Our. Tracts Rand(S.T.)

General discussion Rand (S.T.) Vocabulary Adelung (J.C.) and

Geographic names Brown (G. S.) Vater (J.S.)

Geographic names Hubbard (L. L.) Vocabulary Allen (W.)

Geographic names Kain (S. W.) Vocabulary Balbi (A.)

Grammar Demillier (L.E.) Vocabulary Barratt (J.)

Grammar Maillard (A. S.) Vocabulary Bromley (W.)

Grammar Micmac. Vocabulary Brown (G. S.)

Grammar Rand (S.T.) Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Grammar Wood (T.) Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Grammatic comments Barratt (J.) Vocabulary Haliburtou(T.C.)

Grammatic comments Gallatin (A.) Vocabulary Hind (H.T.)

Grammatic comments Lincoln (E.) Vocabulary Latham (R.G.)

Grammatic comments Prince (J.D.) Vocabulary Le Clercq (C.)

Grammatic treatise Irving (—

)

Vocabulary Maynard (—

)

Grammatic treatise Kauder (C.) Vocabulary Pierronet (T.)

Hieroglyphs Shea (J. G.) Vocabulary Rand(S.T.)

Hymn book Kauder (C.) Vocabulary Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Hymns Rand (S. T.) Vocabulary Williamson (W.D.)

Legends Mitchell (L.) Vocabulary • Wilson (E.F.)

Legends Rand (S. T.) Words Dawson (J. W.)
Lord's prayer Adelung(J.C.) and Words Elder (W.)

Vater (J.S.) Words Ganong (W. F.)

Lord's prayer Alexander (J. E.) Words Gatschet (A. S.)

Lord's prayer American Society. Words Gerard (W.R.)
Lord's prayer Auer (A.) Words Hale (H.)

Lord's prayer Bartsch (H.) Words . Hardy (C.)

Lord's prayer Bergholtz (G. F.) Words Latham (R. G.)

Lord's prayer Faulmann (K.) Words Leland (C. G.

)

Lord's prayer Gesner(A.) Words Maillard (A. S.)

Lord's paayer Le Clercq (C.) Words Vetromile (E.)

Lord's prayer Lord's. Words Wilson (E.F.;
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Mikana gijigong enamog [Chippewa].

See Verwyst (C. A.)

Milicete. See Maliseet.

Minseewee loonzwaywauknnnul [Mun-
cie.] See Halfmoon (C.)

Minseeweh
|
nuhkoomwawaukunul.

[London : printed for the Society for

promoting christian knowledge. 1850 ?]

Half-title as above recto 1. 1 (p. 1), text (en-

tirely in tlie Munsee language and consisting

of 38 hymns) pp. 2-34, 16o.

Appended to some copies of Morning and
evening prayers [Munsee], 1847.

Copies seen : Powell, Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledge.

Most of these hymns are from the collection

by Halfmoon (C.)

Minseewehnuhkoomwawaukuiiul[Mun-
see]. See Halfmoon (C.)

Minsi. See Munsee.

Minuajimouin au St. Matthiu[Ojibwa].

See Jones (P.) and Jones (J.)

Minuajimouin gainajimot [Chippewa].

See Hall (S.) and Copway (G.)

Minuajimouin gaizhibiiget au St. John
[Ojibwa]. See Jones (J.) and Jones
(P.)

Miscellanies, by an officer. See De Pey-
ster(A. S.)

There is a recent edition of this work (1888),

the existence of which came to my notice too

late for insertion in its proper place; for its

title see Addenda.

Missions de la Louisiane.

In Anuales de la Propagation de la Foi, vol.

1, no. 1, pp. 22-46, Lyon, 1822, 8°.

Reprint of Notice sur I'etat actuel de la mis-

sion de la Louisiane, Paris, 1820, containing'the

Lord's prayer and a few words in the Illinois

language, pp. 37, 38.

Mississagua. [Vocabulary of the Mis-

sissagua language. French-Indian.] (*)

Manuscript, 52 pp. 8°, in the Public Library
of Toronto, Canada. Under date of Nov. 15,

1888, Mr. James Bain, jr. chief librarian of that

institution, writes me as follows concerning it:

"The manuscript is written on loose sheets,

stitched together after being written on, and is

interspersed with notes as to quantities and

prices of furs and goods. French is employed
throughout. It was presented to the library by
Fulton St. George, whose father, a French
royalist, formed one of a large party of royal-

ists who settled a few miles north of Toronto
(then York). After the return to France of

most of the settlement, Mr. St. George engaged
in business, one branch of which was the pur-

chase of furs. His son says that he was in the

habit of taking journeys into the interior to

trade, and especially noted one place at the out-

let of Lake Simcoe where he regularly opened

Mississagua — Continued.
out his wares. All evidence fixes the date be-

tween 1798 & 1805."

Mr. A. F. Chamberlain, in an article in the

Folklore Journal, vol. 1. p. 152, says: "It con-

tains, as nearly as I can estimate, some 560

words, some 400 verb-forms and sentences,

some dozen or so of proper names and half a

dozen snatches of songs. . . . The dialect

of the manuscript is undoubtedly that of the

Mississaguas of tht- region between York and

Lake Simcoe."

Mississagua

:

Geographic names
Legends
Legends

Sentence

Songs

Stories

Tribal names
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Words
Words
Words

See Chamberlain (A.F.)

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Salt (A.)

McLean (J.)

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Chamberlain (A.F.)

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J.S.)

Allen (W.)

Barton (B. S.)

Campbell (J.)

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Edwards (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Mississagua.

Salt (A.)

Wilson (D.)

Jones (P.)

Schomburgk (R. H.)

Sener (S.M.)

Mitchell (Louis). Fairy tales in Indian

[Micmac] and English. (*)

Manuscript in possession of Mr. Charles G.

Leland, Brighton, Eng. Title from Leland's

Algonquin legends, p. x.

A history of the Passamaquoddy In-

dians. (*)

Manuscript, 80 pp. Indian and English, in

possession of Mr. Charles G. Leland and men-

tioned on p. X of his Algonquin legends.

The oriole and the leaf. ( *

)

A manuscript, Passamaquoddy-English, of

some 600 lines, in possession of Mr. Charles G.

Leland, who tells me it is a poem setting forth

the love of the red leaf and the red bird (Scarlet

Tanager or Red Oriole).

The song of Lafifi-Latuan. (*)

Manuscript in possession of Mr. Charles G.

Leland, who describes it as a very curious and

beautiful semi-cosmic poem setting forth the

great battle between the birds and insects and

the beasts ; 250 lines, Passamaquoddy-English.

The story of Niffon. C )

A manuscript poem of 316 lines, in possession

of Mr. Charles G. Leland, who desci-ibes it for

me as follows:

A transcript of an Indian-English manuscript,

written by Louis Mitchell, and by him trans-

latedfrom the Indian. There is a rude metre
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Mitchell (L.) — Continued.

transferred from the original Passamaquoddy

very perceptible in this, and I have endeavored

to give this form to my version. It is called

the Story of Niflfon. Niffon was a beautiful

girl, the granddaughter of the "Rain, who warned

her against going to the North. But she dis-

obeys, and when there is frozen. The Rain

calls on her warriors, such as the South and

"West winds with their attendants, who make

war on the Cold or North, and finally rescue

her. The poem is very vigorous and beautiful.

The superstitions of the Passama-

q noddies. (*)

Manuscript, in Indian [Micmac ?] and Eng-

lish, in possession of Charles Gr. Leland. Title

from Leland's Algonquin legends, p. x.

[Songs, folk-lore, traditions, legends,

and stories of the Passamaquoddy In-

dians.] (*)

Manuscripts, In possession of Charles G. Le-

land, who describes them for me as follows, in a

letter dated Dec. 17, 1889:

Songs in Passamaquoddy Indian, with Eng-

lish translation (literal), both by Louis Mitchell,

a Passamaquoddy Indian, formerly member
of the legislature. The songs are as follows

:

M'utch hunt winto wag'n. The Devil's song.

This song consists of only 13 words. It is be-

lieved to have been sung by the evil spirit at a

dance.

Keewaquay M'node. The song of a man who
bewails his lonely, desolate condition, having

been changed to a giant of the wilderness by
sorcery.

Peematt kee poosin. The snake-dance song.

Meta malia. A dancing song.

Nolraa mea inton aganell. Two songs of

barter or exchange sung by the nolmi higan or

clowns when articles are exchanged. This is

a game, but the goods thus bartered are kept.

These are also mentioned as Nol ma me into

waganell.

A Mareschite Indian song beginning with

the words Tefa Malia clinisyan, etc. (Your

name is Maria.)

M'ska nen intoo wagan. Song of salutation,

sung by the Passamaquoddy Indians when
visited by the Penobscots, Micraacs, or other

Indians.

Whip pow less or Bick chess quess. Song of

the "Whippoorwill.

Wap pee pee. The song of the "Wa pee pee,

a bird which sings every three hours. Name
in English unknown to the transcriber, L.

Mitchell.

Chee lau chee lee. The robin's song.

Wol ma me winto wag'n. Song of the porcu-

pine.

Three lullaby songs of about 150 words each.

One is sung to a crying babe, one to a babe

which is quiet, and the other to make the child

'sleep.

Mitchell (L.)— Continued.
The lonesome song. Sung by a captive

awaiting torture (death song), invoking the

Chee pel anqu' or spirit of the night to come
and bear him away.
The song of a disappointed lover.

"Wiskittapess and Pilsquess. A song of two
lovers who became rocks. One of these rocks

is the well-known "Friar" at Campobello.

This forms altogether a manuscript of 71

pages, half Indian, of about 120 to 150 words to

a page.

II.

Answers to a number of questions on the

folk-lore of the Passamaquoddy Indians, put by

Charles G. Leland to Louis Mitchell; questions

suggested by incidents in the Norse Edda.

Contains a few Indian words, e. g. Lox, the In-

dian devil ; K'tchiknangtch, the Great Turtle,

etc. 14 pages.

III.

Traditions of Algonkin Indian wars (?j.

Sketches of life and customs among the In-

dians, with curious rude sketches, by L. Mitch-

ell. Contains a few Indian words. 13 pages.

IV.

Passamaquoddy legends, translated by Louis

Mitchell:

Story of At wask ni kess.

The story of Niffon.

The story of Appodumkin.
Contain a few Indian words. These were

originally songs, or were chanted. 32 pages.

V.

Passamaquoddy Indian dream-book, with the

relation of dreams to magic; by Louis Mitchell.

Contains Indian words. This is one of the

most singular or curious works of the kind

ever written. 14 pages.

VI.

Passamaquoddy stories, transcribed by Louis

Mitchell for Charles G. Leland.

The lazy Indian ; one ofthe legends of Mount
Katahdin.

The Maquajess.

Quabeeti squeesis, or the Beaver's daughter.

Alamu'sitt. The Humming Bird.

All contain Indian words. These are stories

which were once sung, or poems. 35 pages.

I have packed away and not now at hand
three or four times as many manuscripts of the

same kind.

Mizi anamiawinun anamie-muzinaigun

[Chippewa]. See O'Meara (F. A.)

[Mogridge (George).] History, manners,

and customs
|
of the

|
North American

Indians.
I

By Old Humphrey.
|
Revised

by Thomas O. Summers, D. D.
|
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Mogridge (G.) — Continued.

Nashville, Tenn. :
|
published by A.

H. Eedford, Agent, [ for the M. E.

church, south.
|
1874.

Title verso blank 1 1. prefatory note verso

blank 1 1. preface verso blank 1 1. text pp. 7-

245, 16°.

Blackfoot and Sac proper names, pp. 42, 46.—

A few words in Blackfoot and Riccavee, and

Riccaree numerals, pp. 60-62.

Copies seen : Geological Survey.

Mohegan :

Bible, Psalms (pt.) See Edwards (J.)

Bible, Psalms (pt.) Morse (J.)

Bible, Psalms (pt.) Sergeant (J.)

Bible passages Hodgson (A.

)

Catechism Quinney (J.)

General discussion Allen (W.)

General discussion Edwards (J.)

General discussion Holmes (A.)

General discussion J6ban (L. F.)

General discussion Kasstigatorskee.

General discussion Williamson (W. D.)

Gentes Morgan (L.H.)

Geographic names Caulkins (F. M.)

Geographic names Street (A, B )

- Grammatic comments Adelung (J. C.) and
Yater (J. S.)

Grammatic comments Bastian (P. AV. A.)

Grammatic comments Cass (L.)

Grammatic comments McCuUoh (J. H.)

Grammatic treatise American Museum.
Grammatic treatise Duponceau (P. S.)

Grammatic treatise Edwards (J.)

Grammatic treatise Schmick (J.J.)

Hymn book Pyrlseus (J. C.)

Lord's prayer Adolung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Lord's prayer American Society.

Lord's prayer Auer (A.)

Lord's prayer Connelly (J. M.)

Lord's prayer De Forest (J. W.)
Lord's prayer Drake (S. G.)

Lord's prayer Edwards (J.)

Lord's prayer Jones (A. D.)

Lord's prayer Saltonstall (G.)

Lord's prayer Schoolcraft (H. E.)

Lord's prayer Trumbull (J. H.)

Numerals Edwards (J.)

Numerals Haines (E.M.)

Numerals Holmes (A.)

Numerals Williamson (W.D.)
Prayers Sergeant (J.)

Proper names Catlin (G.)

Relationships Morgan (L.H.)

Text Jenks (W.)

Vocabulary Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater ( J. S.)

Vocabulary Allen (W.)

Vocabulary Balbi (A.)

Vocabulary Barton (B.S.)

Vocabulary Boudinot (E.)

Vecabulary Brinton (D. G.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary De Forest (J. W.)

Mohegan — Continued.
Vocabulary Edwards (J.)

Vocabulary Ettwein (J.)

Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary Haines (E.M.)

Vocabulary Heckewelder (J.G. E.)

Vecabulary Henry (M. S.)

Vocabulary Holmes (A.)

Vocabulary Investigator.

Vocabulary Jefferson (T.)

Vocabulary Jenks (W.)

Vocabulary Jones (E. F.)

Vocabulary Long (J.)

Vocabulary Macauley (J.)

Vocabulary Prichard (J. C.)

Vocabulary Ruttenber (E. M.)

Vocabulary Sanford (E.)

Vocabulary Schoolcraft (H,R.)

Vocabulary Zeisberger (D.)

Words Chamberlayne (J.) and

AVilkifls (D.)

Words Latham (R.G.)

Words Lesley (J. P.)

Words Mcintosh (J.)

Words Merian (A. A. von).

Words Schomburgk (R.H.)

Words Sener (S. M.)

Words Smith (P. H.)

Words Vater ( J. S.)

Mombert (Jacob Isidor). An
|
authen-

tic history
|
of

|
Lancaster county, | in

the
I
state of Pennsylvania.

|
By

|
J. I.

Mombert, D. D. | member of the His-

torical society of Pennsylvania.
|

Lancaster, Pa. :
|
J. E. Barr & co.

[

1869.

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface verso blank

1 1. contents pp. v-vii, list of illustrations 1 p.

text pp. 1-617, appendix with half-title verso

blank 1 1. and pp. 1-175, 8°.

Indian localities in Lancaster County, mostly

Algonquian (some from Heckewelder), with
definitions and remarks, p. 386.

Copies seen : Congress.

Moncrovie (J. B.) Vocabulary of the

Satsika, or Blackfeet (upper Missouri).

In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Indian tribes, vol. 2,

pp. 494-505, Philadelphia, 1852, 4°.

Contains about 350 words.

Reprinted in Ulrici (E.),Die Indianer-Nord-

Amerikas, Dresden, 1867, 8°.

Mongwuhdaus, jjse**^. See Henry (G.)

Monsey. See Munsee.

Montagnais. A sample of Montagnais.
In the Dominion Illustrated, vol. 1, p. 155,

Montreal and Toronto, 1888, 4P. (Pilling, Pow-
ell.)

An address of thirteen lines to the Governor-

General by Montagnais Indians of Pointe Bleue,

with English translation.

Montagnais. Letter sent to the Hudson
Bay Co. Post at Mingan (Gulf of St»
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Montagnais— Continued.

Lawrence, Labrador) by a Montagnais

from " the Woods." H. Y. H. 1661.

Manuscript, consisting of three and a half

lines of penciling (syllabic characters) length-

wise of a strip of paper 18 by 3^ inches. Pre-

sented to me by Dr. Henry Youle Hind, of

"Windsor, Nova Scotia, who obtained it of the

late Mr. Anderson of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany.

Montagnais:

Calendar See

Calendar

Calendar

Catechism

Catechism

Catechism

Catechism

Dictionary

Dictionary

Dictionary

Etymologies

General discussion

General discussion

General discussion

Geographic names
Grammar
Grammatic comments
Hymn book

Hymn book

Hymns
Hymns
Hymns
Letter

Letter

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Prayer book

Prayer book

Prayers

Prayers

Prayers

Prayers

Prayers

Prayers

Prayers

Primer
Primer

Sermons
Sermons

Ten commandments
Ten commandments
Text
Text

Text

Text
Tract

"Vocabulary

Arnaud (C.)

La Brosse (J. B. de).

Tsistekaigan.

Durocher (F.)

La Brosse (J. B. de).

Laure (P.)

Vaultier (—

)

Favre (B.)

Laure (P.)

Silvy (A.)

Stuart (A.)

Laverlochere (J. N.)

Le Jeune (P.)

Tache (A. A.)

Arnaud (C.)

Laure (P.)

Vegr6ville (V. T.)

Tshipiatoko.

Vaultier (—

)

Durocher (F.)

Nikamuina.
Vaultier (—

)

Montagnais.

Squier (E. G.)

Bodoni (J.B.)

Champlain (S.de).

Marcel (J. J.)

Marietti (P.)

Mass6 (E.)

Richard (L.)

Trumbull (J.H.)'

Youth's.

Durocher (F.)

LaBrosse(J. B.de).

Arnaud (C.)

Crespieul (F. X.)

Durocher (F.)

Laure (P.)

Le Jeune (P.)

Masse (E.)

Silvy (A.)

Arnaud (C.)

La Brosse (J. B. de).

Coquart (C. G.)

Maurice (J. B.)

Durocher (F.)

Masse (E.)

Durocher (F.)

Laure (P.)

Laverlochere (J, N.)

Montagnais.

Durocher (F.)

Adam (L.)

Montagnais— Continued.

Vocabulary Adelung (J. C.) and

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

See also Oree.

Vater (J.S.)

AUgemeine.

Allen (W.)

Pierronet (T.)

See Tooker (W. W.)
Bayles (E. M.)

Gardiner (J. L.)

Lambert (E. E.)

Macauley (J.)

Wood (S.)

Latham (E. G.)

Smithsonian.

See Evans (J.)

See Evans ( J.

)

Montauk

:

Geographic names
Vocabulary

Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Vocabulary
Vocabulary
Words
"Words

Moogegeeseg, pseud.

Mookegeezhig, pseud.

Moonsee. See Munsee.

[Moor (Edward).] Oriental fragments.

I
By

I
the author of

|
the Hindu pan-

theon.
I

[Quotation four lines.]
|

London:
|
Smith, Elder, and co.,

Cornhill,
|

booksellers, by appointment,
to their majesties.

|
1834.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso printer 1 1. dedi-

cation (signed Edward Moor) pp. iii-iv, preface

pp. v-vii, list of embellishments p. viii, text

pp. 1-522, index pp. 523-537, plates, 12°.

SanskritnamesinNorthAmerica, pp. 416-420,

includes Algonquian and Iroquoian words.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Eames.

Moore (Martin). Memoirs
|
of

|
the life

and character
|
of

]
Kev. John Eliot,

|

apostle of the N. A. Indians.
|
By Mar-

tin Moore, A. M.
|

pastor of the church

in Natick, Mass.
\
[Two lines quota-

tion.]
I

Boston:
|
published by T. Bedling-

ton.
I

Flagg & Gould, printers.
1
1822.

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv,

contents pp. v-vii, text pp. 9-174, 18°.

A few sentences in the Natick language

(from Eliot), p. 41.

Copies seen: Congress, Harvard, Trumbull.

Memoir
|
of Eliot, |

apostle to the
|

North American Indians.
|
By Martin

Moore,
|
[One line quotation. ] [ Second

Edition,
|
revised and corrected.

|

Boston :
|

Seth Goldsmith,
|
and

Crocker & Brewster.
|
1842.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. in-

troduction pp. v-vii, contents pp. ix-xi, text pp.

13-144, 16°.

Lord's prayer in the Natick language (from

Eliot), pp. 95-96.

Copies seen: Boston Public, Harvard, Tram-
bull.

Moose. See Cree.
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Moosonee. See Chippewa.

Moran (George). Vocabulary of the

Ojibwa of Saganaw.
In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Indian Tribes, yoI. 2,

pp. 458-469, Philadelphia, 1852,4°.

Contains ahoat 350 words.

Eeprinted in Ulrici (E.), Die Indianer Nord-

Amerikas, p. 39, Dresden, 1867, 8°.

Morenas (M.) Noticia sobre la lengua

de los salvajes de la America del Norte,

escrita por M. Moreuas. (Revista Enci-

clop^dica, Agosto de 1826.

)

In Repertorio Americano, vol. 3, pp. 38-50,

Londres [1827],8o. (Congress.)

Contains a few specimens of the Indian lan-

guage of Massachusetts (from Eliot), pp. 42-45.

A note says: "Este articulo esta extractado

por su autor de una Coleccion de etimolojias

indianas, que hazen parte de una Grramatica i

de un Dicciouario Hindostanico, compuestos

por el mismo."
Eeprinted, apparently, as follows

:

Noticia sobre la leDgua de los sal-

vajes de la America del Norte por M.

Morenas. (*)

In MisceMnea Hispano-Americana de cien-

cias, literatura i artes, Londres, 1827-'29, 4 vols.

8°.

Title from Sabin's Dictionary, no. 49434, and

from a bookseller's catalogue.

Morgan (Col. George). See McKee (A.)

in the addenda.

Morgan (Lewis Henry). Smithsonian

Contributions to Knowledge. |218 |
Sys-

tems
I
of

j
consanguinity and affinity

j

of the
I

human family.
|
By

|
Lewis H.

Morgan.
|

Washington city :
|
published by the

Smithsonian institution.
|
1871.

Colophon: Published by the Smithsonian in-

stitution,
I
Washington city, | June, 1870.

Title on cover as above, inside title differing

from above in imprint 1 1. advertisement p. iii

verso blank, preface pp. v-ix verso blank, con-

tents pp. xi-xii, text pp. 1-583, index pp. 585-

590, 14 plates, 4°.

Also forms vol. 17 of Smithsonian Contribu-

tions to knowledge ; such issues have no cover

title, but the general title of the series and 6

other prel. 11. preceding the inside title.

Vocabulary of the Arickaree, 14 words (from

Maximilian), p. 195.—Chapter iv, pp. 200-229,

relates to the Algonkin nations, and contains

:

terms of relationship in Ojibwa, p. 204.—Brief

specimen of the three Cree dialects (lowlands,

woods, prairie), p. 206.—Comparative vocabu-

lary (27 words) of the Cree, Ojibwa, Potawatta-

mie, Blood-Blackfoot and Ahahnelin, p. 209.—

Terms of relationship in Miami, p. 211.—Com-
parative vocabulary (16 words) of the Shawnee,

Menominee (from Bruce), Shiyan (from Smith),

Arapahoe (from Smith), and Ahahnelin (Gros

Ventres of the Prairie), p. 214.—Terms of rela-

Morgan (L. H.) — Continued.
tionshipof the Shiyan, pp. 214-215; of the Shaw-

nee, p. 217 ; Delaware, p. 220 ; Piegan Blackfeet,

pp. 225-226.

System of consanguinity and affinity of the

Ganowanian family, pp. 291-382, includes the

following

:

Arickaree, lines 36.

Cree of the Woods, lines 38.

Cree of the Lowlands, lines 39.

Ojibwa, Lake Superior, lines 40.

Ojibwa, Lake Huron, lines 42.

Ojibwa, Kansas, lines 43.

Otawa, lines 44.

Potawattamie, lines 45.

Miami, lines 46.

Peoria, lines 47.

Piankeshaw, lines 48.
,

Kaakaskia, lines 49.

Weaw, lines 50.

Sawk and Fox, lines 51.

Menomine, lines 52.

Shiyan (Arapahoe the same), lines 53.

Shawnee, lines 55.

Ahah-ne-lin (Gros Ventres of the Prairie^,,

lines 56.

Piegan Blackfoot, lines 57.

Blood Blackfoot, lines 58.

Mohegan, lines 61.

Delaware, lines 62.

Munsee, lines 63.

Also the following

:

Adams ( W.), Eelationships of the Delaware,,

lines 62.

Dougherty (P.), Eelationships of the Ojbwa
of Lake Michigan, lines 41.

Fish (P.), Eelationships of the Kikapoo,

lines 54.

Harvey (S. D.), Eelationships of the Shaw-
nee, lines 55.

Jacker (E.), Eelationships of the Ojibwa of

Lake Superior, lines 40.

Rand (S. T.), Eelationships of the Micmac,
lines 59.

Eelationships of the Etchemin, or Maii-

sete, lines 60.

Watkins (E. A.), Eelationships of the Cree

of the Prairie, lines 37.

Copies seen ,• Astor, British Museum, Bureau
of Ethnology, Congress, Eames, Pilling, Trum-
bull.

At the Squier sale a copy, no. 889, sold for

.$5.50, Quaritch, no. 12425,* priced a copy U.

Ancient society
|
or | researches in

the lines of human progress
|
from sav-

agery, through barbarism
|
to civiliza-

tion
I

by
I

Lewis H. Morgan, LL. D
J

Member of the National Academy of

Sciences. Author of " The League of

the Iroquois,"
j
"The American Beaver

and his Works," ''Systems of Consan-

guinity and
I
Affinity of the Human

Family," Etc.
|
[Two lines quotation.]

I

[Design.]
|
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Morgan (L. H.) — Coutinued.

New York | Henry Holt and company

I

1877

Title verso copyright 1 1. dedication verso

quotations 1 1. preface pp. v-viii, contents pp.

ix-xvi, half-titla verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-554,

index pp. 555-560, 8°.

List of gentes of the Ojibwa, p. 166 ; Potawat-

tamie, p. 167; Miami, p. 16S; Shawnee, p. 168;

Sauk and Fox, p. 170; Blood Blackfeet and

Piegan Blackfeet, p. 171; Delaware, pp. 171-

172.—Phratiiesof the Mohegan, p. 174—Gentes
of the Abenakis, p. 174.

Copies seen : British Museum, Bureau of Eth-

nology, Congress, Eames, Powell.

Priced by Clarke & co. 1886, no. 6534, $4.

Some copies with title otherwise as above

have the imprint, London |
Macmillan aad Co.

I
1877. (British Museum.) There is also a New

York edition of 1878, with title otherwise as

above. (Bureau of Ethnology.)

Aboriginal geographic terms, chiefly

river names.
Manuscript, 7 pp. folio, in the library of the

Bureau of Ethnology.

Among the languages represented are the

O.jibwa, Cree, and Blackfoot.

Lewis Henry Morgan, anthropologist, born

in Aurora, N. Y., 21 Nov., 1818 ; died in Roches-

ter "N". Y., 17 Dec, 1881. He was graduated at

Union College in 1840, and then studied law.

He acquired reputation by his researches in

anthropology, especially in relation to the his-

tory of American Indians, in which he was the

pioneer investigator. For the purpose of more

closely studying their social organization and

government Mr. Morgan visited the Indians

of New York, and was adopted by a tribe of

Senecas.—A^^'^^^on's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Morning and evening prayer [Ottawa].

See Johnston (G.)

Morning and evening
|

prayers,
|
the

|

administration of the sacraments,
|
and

I
other rites and ceremonies of

|
the

church.
I
According to the use of

|
The

United Church of England and Ire-

land.
I

London:
|
printed for the

|
Society

for promoting christian knowledge.
|

1847.

Colophon : London :
|
printed by William

Watts,
I

Crown Court, Temple Bar.

Title verso printer 1 1. half-title recto 1. 2,

text (beginning on verso of 1. 2, alternate pages

English and Munsee) pp. 2-157, colophon verso

of p. 157,160.

Appended to some copies is a small collection

of hymns with half-title : Minseeweh nuhkoom-
wawaukuDul, pp. 1-34.

Copies seen: Eames, Powell, Society for Pro-

moting Christian Knowledge.

The copy of this work belonging to Mr.

Morning and evening — Continued.

Eames, which is not accompanied by the hymns,

is in the original black leather binding, gilt

edges, and has on the fly leaf the following in-

scription :
" The Muncey Indian Version, the

gift of the Translator, the Eev. Flood, to the

Rev. Joseph Baylee, April 18: 1847. (Rec'd

from the Rev. I. D. Glennie in London, April

26: 1847.)"

The Church of England mission was estab-

lished among the Munsey Indians on the

Thames river, Ontario, in 1835. The first con-

vert was the leading chief of the tribe. Capt.

Snake, who was baptized in 1838. At the time

of the publication of this book, the number of

Indians under Mr. Flood's care at Munsey-town
was 230, besides 20 Potawatomies. An account

of a visit to this mission is given in Jaraea

Beaven's Recreations of a long vacation; or A
Visit to Indian Missions in Upper Canada
(London and Toronto, 1846), pp. 68-82.

For a later edition containing an exact

reprint of the prayers, page for page and line

for line, and a large number of hymns, see

Wampum (J. B.) and Hogg (H.)

A black morocco copywas priced by Quaritch
in 1887, Is. 6d.

Morning Prayer [Mohegan]. See Ser-

geant (J.)

Morris (Alexander). The treaties of

Canada
|
with

]
the Indians of Mani-

toba
I

and
I
the north-west territories,

I

including
|
the negotiations on which

they were based, and
|
other informa-

tion relating thereto.
|
By

|
the hon.

Alexander Morris, P. C,
|
Late Lieu-

tenant-Governor ofManitoba, the North-

West Territories,
|
and Kee-wa-tin.

|

Toronto:
|
Belfords, Clarke & co.,

publishers. ]
MDCCCLXXX [1880 J.

Title as above verso blank 1 1. dedication verso-

blank 1 1. preface verso blank 1 1. contents verso

blank 1 1. introduction pp. 9-12, text pp. 13-

297, appendix pp. 299-375, 8°.

Pp. 299-375, consisting of an appendix,

"Texts of treaties and supplementary adhe-

sions thereto,"' contain the names (signatures)

of Indians of the following tribes, some with

meanings, some without: Cree, Chippewa, Ojib-

way of north shores of Lakes Superior and Hu-
ron, Ottawa, Ojibway of Manitoulin Island,

Swampy Cree, Saulteaux Ojibway, Lake Mani-

toba, Plain and Wood Cree, Willow Cree (near

FortCarlcon), Fort Pitt, Blackfoot, Blood, and
Piegan.

Copies seen : Pilling, Powell.

Morse (Bev. Jedidiah). A
|
report

|
to

the
I

secretary of war
|
of the United

States,
I
on Indian affairs,

|
comprising

a narrative of a tour
|
performed

|
in

the summer of 1820, under a commis-
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Morse (J. )— Continued,

siou from the president of
|
the United

States, for the purpose of ascertaining,

for
I

the use of the government, the

actual state of |
the Indian tribes in our

country : |
illustrated by a map of the

United States ; ornamented by a
|
cor-

rect portrait of a Pawnee Indian.
|
By

the rev. Jedidiah Morse, D. D.
|
Late

Minister of the First Congregational

Church in Charlestown, near Boston,

now resident
|
in New-Haven.

|

New-Haven :
|
Published by Davis &

Force, Washington, D. C. ; Cushing &
Jewett, Balti-| more; W.W.Woodward,
and E. Littell, Philadelphia; Spalding

&, Howe,
I

and E. N. Henry, New-York;

E. & E. Hosford, Albany ; Howe &
|

Spalding, New-Haven; G. Goodwin &
Sons, Hudson & Co. O. D. Cooke

|
&,

Sons, Hartford ; Richardson & Lord, S.

T. Armstrong, Lincoln & Ed- |
munds,

Cummings & Hilliard, and G. Clark,

Boston.
I
Printed by S.Converse.

|

1822.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

index pp. 3-8, introductory letter pp. 9-10,

report pp. 11-96, appendix pp. 1-400, errata slip,

map, 8°.

A statistical table of all the Indian tribes

within the Limits of the United States, appen-

dix pp. 361-374.—Table of ten nations of Indians

inhabiting the Upper Mississippi, and the

bodies oi the great lakes, shewing the names
by which they are known generally among the

Americans and Europeans ; and also the names
by which they are known by each other, to-

gether with the number of warriors belonging

to each nation; furnished by Maj. Marsden,

appendix, p. 397, including the names in Chip-

pe-wa, Sauk, Fox, Kick-kapoo, Pot-ta-wat-ta-

me, and Ot-ta-wa.—Scattered through the vol-

ume are a nnmber of terms in the Algonquian

languages.—There is in addition the following:

Marston (M.), A short vocabulary of the

Sauk language, appendix p. 128.

Sergeant (J.), Translation of the 19th psalm
into the Muh-he-con-nuk language, appendix

pp. 359-360.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum, British

Museum, Congress, Earaes, Powell, Trumbull.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 1946, 6«. <jd.

At the Field sale, catalogue no. 1616, a half-

morocco copy brought $2.37. Priced by Le-

clerc, 1878, no. 962, 30 fr. The Brinley copy, no.

5430, sold for $1.75; the Murphy copy, no. 1737,

$2. Clarke & co. 1886, no. 6536, priced it $2.50;

and Stevens, 1888, 12*. 6d.

[Motte (Benjamin), editor.'] Oratio
|

dominica
|

U.o'kvyT^.uTTo^, n:o\viiop<po^.
\

Nimirum,
|
Plus Centum Linguis, Ver-

Motte (B.) — Continued,

sionibus, aut Characteribus
|

Reddita &
Expressa.

|
Editio novissima,

|
Specimi-

nibus variis quam priores comitatior.
|

Psal. xix. 4, 5.
|
[Two lines quotation.]

I

[Picture.]
]

Londini:
|

Prostant apud Dan.

Brown, ad Insigne Bibliorum, &, W.
Keblewhite, ' sub Cygno in Area Boreali

D. Pauli. CIO 10 CC [1700].
1

Half-title: The Lords Prayer
|
In Above a

hundred
|
Languages, Versions, and Charac-

ters.

Half-title 1 1. title as above 1 1. dedication

verso blank 1 1. preface signed " B. M. Ty-

pogr. Lond." verso list of authors 1 1. classified

list of languages pp. 1-2, alphabetical list of

languages pp. 3-4, text pp. 5-62, 61-68, addita-

mentum pp. 69-70, 4°.

Lord's prayer, Virginiana [Massachusetts,

from Eliot], p. 64.—Word for/ai/ier in Virginian

IMaasachusettsl, p. 70.

Copies seen: British Museum, Eames, Wat-
kinson.

For earlier editions seeMiiller (A.); for later

editions seeKrause (J. U.) and Wagner (J. C.)

;

also Ohamberlayne (J.) and Wilkins (D.)

[ ] Oratio | dominica
|

noXvy^.uTvog,

no?.v/uop(j)o^. \ Nimirum,
|
Plus Centum

Linguis, Versionibus, aut Characteri-

bus
I
Reddita <fe Expressa.

|
Editio no-

vissima,
I

Speciminibus variis quam
priores comitatior.

|
Psal. xix. 4, 5.

|

[Two lines quotation.] [Picture.]
|

Londini :
|
Prostant apud Dan. Brown,

ad Cygnum nigrum extra Temple- 1 Bar,

Chr. Bateman, ad Biblia in Pater-nos-

ter-row, & W. Innys,
|
sub Insignibus

Priucipis in area Boreali D. Pauli. CIO
10 CCXIII [1713].

Half-title : The Lord's Prayer | In Above a

hundred
|
Languages, Versions, and characters.

Half-title verso blank 1 I. title verso blank 1

1. dedication verso blank 1 1. preface signed " B.

M. Typogr. Lond." verso list of authors 1 1.

classified list of languages pp. 1-2, alphabetical

list of languages pp. 3-4, text pp. 5-62,61-62, 65-

69 <verso of latter blank), ^dditamentum 1 1.

numbered 70 on recto and 71 on verso, 4°.

Lord's prayer, Virginiana [Massachusetts,

from Eliot], p. 62 bis.—Word for father in Vir-

ginian [Massachusetts], p. 71.

Copies seen : British Museum, Eames, Massa-

chusetts Historical Society.

[ ] Oratio
|
Dominica

|
UolvyluTTog,

7ro/\i3^op0of.
I
Nimirum

Linguis, Versionibus,

bus
I

reddita & expressa.
|
Editio No-

vissima.
I
Psal. xix. 4, 5.

|

[Quotation,

two lines.]
|
[Vignette, with motto.]

|

, I

plus Centum
aut Characteri-
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Motte (B.) — Continued.

Londini:
|
Prostant apud B. Motte &

C. Bathurst, ad Medii Templi
|
Portam

in vico Fleetstreet dicto.
[
M.DCC.

XXXVI [1736].

3 p. 11. pp. 1-71, sm. 4°.

Lord's prayer in Virginian [Massachusetts,

from Eliot], p. 62.

Copies seen : Trumbull.

Mountaineer. See Montagnais.

Muberry {Mrs. — ). See Murray (W. V.)

[Miiller (Andreas).] Orationis domini-

cae versiones ferme centum.

Second title : Oratio orationum. S. 8.

Orationis dominicae versiones praeter

autlienticam fere centum, eaque longe

eraendatius quam antehac, et e proba-

tissimisautoribuspotius quamprioribus

collectionibus, jamque singula genuinis

lingua sua cbaracteribus, adeoque raag-

nam partem ex sere ad editionem a

Barnimo Hagio traditae editaeque a

Thoma Ludekenio, Solq. March.

Berolini, ex officina Rungiana, Anno
1680. (*)

4°. Titlefrom Adelung'sMithridates, vol. 1.

p. 656.

Contains only S3 specimens, including the

Virginian [Massachusetts, from Eliot].

Thomas Ludeken and Baruimus Hagius are

pseudonyms of Miiller.

A supplement containing thirteen additional

specimens was published with the following

title: " Versionum orationis dominicae aucta-

rium curante Barnimo Hagio. Anno CIOIO
CLX [sic for 1690]." 4°.

Reprinted with the following title :

[ ] Orationis dominicae versiones

ferme Centum.
[London? 1690?] (*)

4°. Title from Adelung's Mithridates, vol.

1, pp. 659-660. This seems to be the edition

which is described in the British Museum cata-

logue under the press-mark 473. a. 17.(3.) with
the conjectural date of [1680 ?].

A few years later the original edition and
supplement were reissued as part of the follow-

ing collection:

[ ] Alphabeta universi, aliaque affinis

argumenti, quorum indicem versa

ostendit pagina, editore Godofredo
Bartschio Cbalcograpbo.

Konigsberg. 1694. (*)

6 parts in one volume, 4°. Contents: (1)

Andreas Miiller's collection of alphabets, en-

graved by Bartsch; (2) the above described
versions of the lord's prayer, with the half-

title "Orationis dominicae versiones ferme

Miiller (A.) — Continued.
centum," but omitting the full title and the
epistle to Knesebeck, etc.; (3) the above-de-

scribed supplement to the versions of the

lord's prayer; (4) Selectiorum numismatura
inscriptiones nonnullae

; (5) Antiquae Inscrip-

tiones noanullae; (6) Geographia Mosaica.

Title and description from Adelung's Mithri-

dates, vol. 1, pp. 658-659.

Reissued with the following title :

Alphabeta ac notae diversarum lin-

guarum peue LXX, turn et versiones

Orationis dominicae prope centum, col-

lecta olim et illustrata ab Andrea Mul-
lero, Grreiffenbagio— cum praefatione

de vita ejus et praesertim opusculorum
historia.

Berolini. [1703. J (*)

4°. The preface is signed "Seb. Gottfried

Stark," and dated 1703. Title from Adelung's

Mithridates, vol. 1, p. 659.

[ ] Orationis dominicae versiones fere

C, surama qua fieri potuit cura genu-

inis cujuslibet linguae cbaracteribus

typis vel aere expressae.

In [Hager (Johann Heinrich)], Die so

nothig als niitzliche Buchdruckerkunst und
Schriftgiesserey, vol. 2, Leipzig, 1740, 8°. (*)

A reprint of the edition of 1680. Title from

Adelung's Mithridates, vol. 1, p. 668.

For titles of other editions see Chamberlayne

(J.) and Wilkins (D.) ; Krause (J. U.) and Wag-
ner (J. C.) ; also Motte (B.)

MuUer (Frederik). Catalogue | of |

books relating to America | including

I
a large number

|
of

j
rare works

|

printed before 1700 | amongst which

I
a nearly complete collection

|
of the

I
Dutch publications on New-Nether-

land
I

from 1612 to 1820.
|
On sale at

the prices affixed
|
by

|
Fr. Muller,

Heerengragt Amsterdam.
|
Orders re-

ceived [&c. five lines.] [1850.]

Printed cover differing from the above, on

the verso of which is an advertisement, title as

above verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-104, 12°.

Gives titles and prices of a number of books

containing Algonquian linguistics.

Copies iieen : Geological Survey.

Catalogue j
of

|
books, maps, plates

I

on
I

America,
]
and of a remark-

able collection of j
Early Voyages,

|

offered for sale by
|
Frederik Muller,

at Amsterdam,
|
literary agent of the

Smithsonian institution at Washing-
• ton.

I
Including a large number of

books in all languages
]
with Biblio-

graphical and Historical Notes
|
and

presenting an essay towards a |
Dutch-
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Muller (Frederik)— Continued.

American Bibliography. | Part I.

—

Books [-Part III.—Portraits.—Auto-

graphs.—Plates.—Atlases and Maps].
|

With 3 facsimiles.
|

[Design.]
|

Amsterdam,
[
Frederik Muller,

|

Heerengracht, KK 130. |. 1872[-1875].

3 parts : printed cover, half-title verso list of

publicationB, frontispiece 1 1. title of part 1

verso blank 1 1. preface pp. v-viii, text pp. 1-

288 ;
printed cover, title of part 2 verso blank

1 1. text pp. 289-420
; printed cover, title of part

3 verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-174, 8°.

Gives titles of a number of books containing

Algonquian linguistics.

Copies seen : Congress, Eames.

Catalogue
|
of

|
books and pamphlets,

I

atlases, maps, plates and autographes

Isic]
I
relating to

|
North and South

America, |
including the collections of

voyages by de Bry, Hulsius, Hartgers,

etc.
I
Offered for sale by

|
Frederik

Muller & Co. at Amsterdam,
|
litorary

agents to the Smithsonian institution

at Washington, etc.
(
[Design.]

|

Amsterdam,
|
Frederik Muller & C®.

I

Heerengracht, KK 329.
|
1877.

Printed cover, title verso blank 1 1. text pp.

1-218, list of reprints 2 11. 4°.

Titles of Algonquian works passim.

Copies seen : Eames.

Miiller (Dr. Friedrich). Der gramma-
tische Bau der Algonkin-Sprachen. Ein
Beitrag zur amerikanischen Linguistik.

Von Dr. Friedrich Miiller, Professor

&.5.

In Kaiserliche Akad. der Wissensch.

tzungsb. vol. 56, pp. 132-154, Wien, 1867, 8°.

Issued separately as follows :

Si.

—Der grammatische Bau
|
der

| Algon-

kin-Sprachen
j
Ein

I
Beitrag ziir ameri-

kanischen Linguistik
|
von

| Dr. Fried-

rich Miiller
|
Professor der oriental.

Linguistik an der Wiener Universitat
[

Wien
1 aus der k. k. Hof- und Staats-

druckerei
|
in commission bei Karl

Gerold's sohn, Buchhandler der kais.

Akademie der
|
Wissenschaften

| 1867
|

Printed cover, title verso notice 1 1. text pp.
1-23, 8°.

Contains a comparative grammatical sketch

of five dialects, viz., the Mikmak (from Mail-

lard), Lenni Lennape or Delaware (from Zeis-

berger), Cree and Ojibway (from How8e),and
Algonkin (from Cuoq).

Copies seen .- Eames.

ALG 24

Miiller (Friedrich)— Continued.

Die Sprachen
J
der

|
schlichthaari-

gen Rassen
|
von

|
D'". Friedrich Miiller

I
Professor [&c. eight lines].

|
I. Ab-

theilung.
|
Die Sprachen der australi-

schen, der hyperboreischen
|
und der

amerikanischen Rasse [sic].
|

Wien 1882.
|
Alfred Holder

|
k. k.

Hof- und Universitats-Buchhandler
|

Rothenthurmstrasse 15.

Title of the series verso 1. 1 recto blank, title

as above verso "alle Eechte vorbehalten " 1 1.

dedication verso blank 1 1. vorrede pp. vii-viii,

inhalt pp. ix-x, text pp. 1-440, 8°. Forms pt. 1

of vol. 2 of Grundriss der Sprachwissenschaft,

Wien, 1876-1887, 3 vols. 8°.

Die Sprachen der amerikanischen Rasse;

Allgemeiner Charakter dieser Sprachen (in-

cluding some Algonquian examples), pp. 181-

183.—Die Sprachen der Algonkin-Stamme, pp.

193-205, treats of sounds, roots, nouns, adjec-

tives, pronouns, verbs, and numerals, making
use of examples from the Algonkin, Kri, Od-

^ibwe, Mikmak, and Lenni Lennape.

Copies seen : Astor, British Museum, Bureau
of Ethnology, Eames, Watkinson. ^

Mungwandus, pseud. See Henry (G.)

Mungwuhdaus, pseud.

Munsee

:

See Henry (G.)

Catechism

Geographic names
Hymn book
Hymn book
Hymn book

Hymns

Numerals
Numerals
Numerals

Prayer book

Proper names
Relationships

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Words
Words
Words
Words
Words

See Series.

Boyd(S.G.)
Halfmoon (C.)

Minseeweh.

Wampum (J. B.) and
Hogg(H.C.)

Wampum (J. B.) and
Hogg (H. C.)

Edwards (J.)

Haines (E.M.)

James (E.)

Morning.

Stanley (J.M.)

Morgan (L.H.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Allen (W.)

Barton (B. S.)

Brinton (D. G.)

Campbell (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Heckewelder(J.G.B.i

Henry (M.S.)

Investigator.

Jones (P.)

Latham (R.G.)

Ruttenber (E. M.)

Wilson (E. r.)

Jones (N. W.)
Schomburgk (R. H.)

Sener (S.M.)

Smith (J. H.)

Vater (J. S.)
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Murphy (Henry Cruse). [Description of

a " Miami-Illiaois " mauuscript by the

rev. J. I. Le Boulanger.]

In Historical Magazine, first series, vol. 3, pp.

227-228, 'New York and London, 1859, sm. 4°.

See Le Boulanger (J. I.)

Murray (William Vans). Vocabulary of

the Nanticokes.

In G-allatin (A.), Synopsis of the Indian

tiibes, in American Ant. Soc. Trans, vol. 2, pp.

305-367, Cambridge, 1836, 8°.

Collected in 1792 and sent to Mr. JeflFerson.

It was taken from an old woman called Mrs.

Maberry, the widow of their last chief, who
lived at Locust Necktown, Goose Creek, Choc-

tank River, Dorset County, Md.
A copy of the original manuscript as follows

:

Murray (W. V.)— Continued.

Vocabulary of the Nauticoke lan-

guage.

Manuscript in the library of the American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, Pa. A
copy, made by Duponceau, and forms no. xii

of a collection recorded by him in a folio ac-

count book, in which it occupies pp. 48-52. It

is arranged in four columns to the page, two
of English, two of Nanticoke, and contains

about 180 words. It is followed by a letter of

transmittal from Mr. Murray to Thomas Jef-

ferson, dated from Cambridge, Dorset, E. S.

[East Shore], Maryland, 18 Sep., 1792. " Taken
on or before 1792 on Goose Creek, Choctank
River, Dorset County, Md. "

Musquaki. See Sac and Fox.

MvLungoudauz, pseud. See Henry (G.)



N.

N. O. (pseudonym). See Cuoq (J. A.)

Nabowev^inan [Cree]. See Gueguen
(J. P.)

Nabwahkaud
|
EquazansJ [Picture.]

|

Montreal :
|
Lovell & Gibson.

|
1848.

Cover title as above, no inside title, text en-

tirely in the Chippewa language pp. 1-34, 16°.

Story of the young cottager.

Copies seen: American Oriental Society, New
Haven, Conn.

Nahkahnoonun kanabnalikahmoowa-
udt [Chippewa]. See Jones (P.)

Nantel (Ahb^ Antonin). Le lexique de

la langue Algonquine par M. rabb6
Cuoq. fitude bibliographique.

In La Minerve, Montreal, August 1, 1887,

folio. (Pilling, Powell.)

An extended notice of Cuoq (J. A.), Lexique

de la langue Algonquine ; it contains a number
of Algonquian terms.

Nantic. See Narragansett.

Nanticoke -.

See Allen (W.)

Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Words
Words
Words
Words

Edwards (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Heckewelder(J.G.E.)

Henry (M.S.)

Murray (W.V.)
Barton (B. S.)

Latham (R. G.)

Schomburgk (R. H.)

Sener (S.M.)

Naphegyi (Gabor). The
|
Album of

Language.
|
Illustrated by

|
The Lord's

Prayer | in |
One Hundred Languages,

I
with

I
historical descriptions of the

principal languages, interlinear trans-

lation and
I

pronunciation of each

prayer, a dissertation on tbe languages

of
I

the world, and tables exhibiting

all known
|
languages, dead and living.

I
By

I
G. Naphegyi, M. D. A. M.

|
Mem-

ber [&c. two lines.]
|
[Design.]

|

Philadelphia:
|
J. B. Lippincott &

Co.
I

1869.

Engraved title : The | Album of | Language

I

illustrated by the
|
Lord's Prayer | in | One

hundred Languages.
|
By G. Naphegyi, M.D.,

A.M.
I
Member [&c. two lines.]

|

Naphegyi (G. )— Continued.

Lith. & Printed in colors by Edward Herline,

I
630 Chestnut St. Philadelphia. |

Published
|

by
I
J. B. Lippincott

|
& Co. |

Philadelphia.

Engraved title verso blank 1 1. printed title

verso copyright, etc. 1 1. dedication verso blank

.1 1. preface 1 1. text pp. 11-315, index pp. 317-

324, 4°.

The Lord's prayer in Delaware with inter-

linear English translation, pp. 296-297; in Mic-

mac with interlinear Latin translation, pp. 298-

Copies seen : Boston Public, British Museum,
Congress.

Narragansett

:

General discussion See De Forest (J. W.)

Geographic names Parsons (TJ.)

Grammatic comments Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J. S.)

Numerals Dexter (H.M.)

"Numerals James (E.)

Vocabulary Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J. S.)

Vocabulary Allen (W.)

Vocabulary Balbi (A.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary De Forest (J. W.) -

Vocabulary Edwards (J.)

Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary Gatschet (A. S.)

Vocabulary Haines (E.M.)

Vocabulary Macauley (J.)

Vocabulary Treat (J.)

Vocabulary Williams (R.)

Words Barton (B.S.)

Words Commuck (T.)

Words Dexter (H.M.)

Words Featherman (A.)

Words Gray (A.) and Trum-
bull (.J.H.)

Words Green (S. A.)

Words Hovelacque (A.)

Words Latham (R.G.)

Words Mcintosh (J.)

Words MacLean(J.P.)

Words Malte-Brun(M.K.B.)

Words Sener (S.M.)

Words Smet (P. J.de).

Words Vater (J. S.)

Words Warden (D. B.)

Nash (Edward Wesley). Catalogue |
of

the
I

library
|

of the late | E. B. O'Calla-

ghan, M. D., LL. D., |
historian of New

York.
I

Compiled by E. W. Nash.
|

371
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Nash (E.W.)— Continued.

New York :
|
Douglas Taylor, Printer,

eor. Fulton and Nassau Sts.
|
1882.

Printed coyer, portrait 1 1. title as abovevorso

conditions of sale 1 1. note verso blank 1 1. text

pp. 1-223, 8°.

Contains titles of a number of works relating

to the Algonquian languages.

Copies seen: Eames, Geological Survey,

Mr. Nash also prepared the sale catalogue of
^

the library of Eev. J. M. Finotti, described on

p. 193 of this bibliography.

Natic. See Massachusetts.

National Museum : These words following a title

or within parentheses after a note indicate that

a copy of the work referred to has been seen

by the compiler in the library of that institu-

tion, Washington, D. C.

Naugatuck:
Geographic names See Orcutt (S.)

Vocabulary. De Forest ( J. W.

)

N'dakkabin skudewhambu [Abnaki].

See Vetromile (E.)

Ne kesukod Jehovah. See Mayhew (E.

)

Nehethawa

:

Grammatic comments See Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J. S.)

Vocabulary Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J. S.)

Neal (Daniel). The
|
history

|
of

|
New-

England
I
Containing an

|
Impartial

Account
I
of the

|
Civil and Ecclesiast-

ical Affairs
|
Of the Country

|
To the

Year of oar Lord, 1700.
|
To which is

added
|
The Present State of New-Eng-

land.
I
With a New and Accurate Map

of the Country.
|
And an

|
appendix

|

Containing their
|
Present Charter,

their Ecclesiastical Disci-
j

pline, and

their Municipal-Laws.
]
In Two Vol-

umes.
I

By Daniel Neal.
|
Vol. I[-II].

|

London :
|
Printed for J. Clark, at the

Bible & Crown in the Poultry,
|
R.

Ford, at the Angel in the Poultry, and

R. Crut- 1 tenden, at the Bible and Three

Crowns in Cheapside
|
M DCC XX

[1720].

2 vols. : title verso blank 1 1. dedication pp.
i-vi, preface pp. i-x, contents 1 1. text pp. 1-330

;

title verso blank 1 1. contents 1 1. text pp. 331-

616, appendix pp. 617-712, index pp. i-xv, 8°.

A few Massachusetts Indian words and
phrases (from Cotton Mather) with English

translation, vol. 1, pp. 44-45.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Trumbull.

The
I
history

| of |
New-England,

|

Containing an
|
Impartial Account |

of

the
I

Civil and Ecclesiastical Affairs
|

Of the Country,
|
To the year of our

lord, 1700.
I
To which is added, |

The

Neal (D.)— Continued.

Present State of New-England.
|
With

a New and Accurate Map of the Coun-

try.
I
And an |

appendix
|
Containing

their
|
Present Charter, their Ecclesias-

tical Disci-
I
pline, and their Municipal-

Laws.
I
In Two Volumes.

|
The Second

Edition.
|
With many Additions by the

author.
|
By Daniel Neal, A, M.

|
Vol.

IC-II].
I

London :
|
Printed for A. Ward, in

Little-Britain; T. Longman
|
and T.

Shewell, in Paternoster-Row ; J. Os-

wald,
I

in the Poultry ; A. Millar, in the

Strand; and
|
J. Brackstone, in Corn-

hill. M DCC XLVII [1747].

2 vols. : title verso blank 1 1. dedication pp.
i-vi, preface pp. i-vi, contents 1 1. text pp. 1-392,

map; title verso blank 1 1. contents! 1. text

pp. 1-255, appendix pp. 256-380, index 8 11. 8°.

Linguistics as under title next above, vol. 1,

pp. 47-48.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Lenox, Massachusetts Historical

Society.

Stevens's Nuggets, no. 1960, priced a copy 18«.

Nehiro-iriniui aiamihe [Montagnais].

See La Brosse (J. B. de).

Neill (Bev. Edward Duffield). History

of the Ojibways, and their connection

with fur traders, based upon official and
other records. By Rev. Edward D.

Neill.

In Minnesota Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 5, pp. 395*^

510, Saint Paul, Mmn., 1885, 8°.

Names of Ojibway chiefs, with meanings, pp.
459, 468.

Nemumin (John). See Cotton (J.)

Netum ewh oomahzenahegun [Chippe-
wa]. See Jones (P.)

Ne-w Testament [Massachusetts]. See

Eliot (J.)

Newoomb (Harvey). The
|
North Amer-

ican Indians :
|
being

|
a series of con-

versations
I
between

|
a mother and her

children,
|
illustrating the

|
character,

manners, and customs
|
of the

| natives

of NorthAmerica.
|
Adapted both to the

general Reader and to the Pupil of the

I
Sabbath School.

[
In two volumes.

|

Vol. I[-II].
I
By Harvey Newcomb.

j

Pittsburgh:
|

published by Luke
Loomis,

I
no. 79, Market street. [1835.]

2 vols. : title verso copyright and printer 1 1.

contents pp. iii-iv, preface pp. v-vi, charac-

ters introduced verso blank 1 1. text pp. 9-169;

title verso copyright and printer 1 1. contents

pp. iii-iv, text pp. 5-169, advertisement 1 1. 18°.
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Newcomb (H.) — Continued.

Appendix, vol. 1, pp. 155-169, containsremarks

on Indian languages (including the Algon-

quian), fromBoudinot's Star in the West, Adair,

Golden, and Edwards, andatable, from Edwards,

of English, Charibbee, Creek, Mohegan, and

Hebrew words.

Copies seen : British Museum, Congress, Wis-

consin Historical Society.

New England

:

Lord's prayer See Fry (E.)

Lord's prayer Lord's.

Proper names Brinton (D. G.)

Text Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J.S.)

Vocabulary Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J.S.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary Prichard (J. C.)

Vocabulary Wood (W.)

Words Sparks (J.

)

Words Winslo-w (E.)

Newinachke & guttascli [Delaware].

See Luckenbach (A.)

New Jersey

:

Geographic names See Gordon (T.)

Tribal names Sanford (E.)

Vocabulary Barber (J. W.) and
Howe (H.)

Vocabulary
'

Indian Interpreter.

Vocabulary Raum(J.O.)
Vocabulary Smith (S.)

New Sweden. See Delaware.

New York, Geographic names. See Jones (N. W.)

New York Historical Society. These words fol-

lowing a title or inclosed within parentheses

after a note indicate that a copy of the work
referred to ha.«i been seen by the compiler in the

library of that society, New York City.

Niantic. See Narragansett.

Nichols (Benjamin R.) See Cotton (J.)

Nicolas {Fr. Louis). Grammaire
| de

la langue
|
des Sauvages de I'Amerique

I
Septentrionalle.

|
qui est entendues

dans les paie de plus
|
de cents Lieues,

ousont donnas
|
Tous les preceptes pour

ecauoir cette langue
|

parfaitement.
|

On a mis a la fin de cette grammaire
|
un

petit supplement de I'histoire du pays,

ou
I
La trouvera pesle et mele dans un

Traite de la
|
mesme langue qu'on a

nom^ lieux communs
|
ou Ton a quand a

discouvir de tous les afix du trafix
|
et

de la police des Sauuages.

Preceded by a modern title, as follows

:

Grammaire Algonquine | ou des Sauvages
de I'Amerique septentrionalle

| avec la Descrip-

tion du Pays, journaux
| de voyages, M6-

moires, Remarques sur i'histoire | naturelle

Nicolas (L. )— Continued
&c &c

I
Compose h ce qu'il parait en 1672, 1673

1674.
I

Par Louis Nicolas Pretre Missionnaire

i natif de la ville d'Aubenas en Languedoc
|

Mss orige.

Manuscript in the Biblioth6que Rationale,

Paris, numbered 1 in catalogue 327. There are

two blank leaves at the beginning, followed by
the modern title as above verso blank 1 1. title

as above verso blank 1 1. contents verso blank 1

1. preface (signed Louis Nicolas p. missionaire)

pp. 4-6, avis p. 7, text pp. 8-31, 1 1. pp. 1-15, 1 1.

pp. 16-35, 1 1. pp. 36-55, 1 1. pp. 56-61, 1-13, 1-20.

Premiere partie de I'ouvrage begins on p. 8,

with the Premiere declension, the discussion of

the verb continuing to p. 31. This is followed

by 1 1. on the recto of which is : Second caier

De la grammaire Algonquine, verso blank. Pp.

4-31 are numbered even on the rectos and odd
on the versos.

The succeeding leaf is headed: Second par-

tie de I'ouvrage, and this extends through pp.

1-15 (theverso of the latter is blank) and treats

of the alphabet, the noun, its cases and num-
bers, the pronoun, its cases, declensions, per-

sons, and significations. This is followed by 1

1. bearing on the recto : Troisi^me Caier de la

grammaire Algonquine, verso blank, followed

by : Du verbe, pp. 16-35. An unnumbered 1.

follows, on the recto of which is : Quatri^me

caier, verso blank, the discussion of the verb

continuing with no apparent break through pp.
36-47. Pp. 48-55 contain remarks upon nouns,

pronouns noble, pronouns ignoble, etc. An
unnumbered leaf follows, headed: Cinquieme

caier, verso blank ; Remarques sur le syllable;

Remarques sur les mots, etc. pp. 56-61. Pp. 16-

61 are numbered even on rectos, odd on versos.

Troisieme partie de la grammaire Algon-

quine, etc. pp. 1-13, is devoted to " Syntaxes."

Quarieme [sic] partie (pp. 1-20) treats of

adverbs, prepositions, interrogations, conjunc-

tions pp. 1-6 ; Des particules pp. 7-20 ; colophon

p. 20 : Fin des particules et de la grammaire.

This is followed by a paragraph as follows:

' 'I'ay mis partout autang a J'ay peu la signifi-

cation francaise sous chaque mot sauvage

quand J'ay este trop contraint, J'ay marqu6
auec des chiffres I'ordre qu'il faut tenir dans

I'explication de chaque mot. Je n'ay garder le

mesme ordre dans la suite des lieux communs
q je vous presente icy en suite. Lieux com
muns," and here the manuscript stops.

Father Nicolas was of the province of Tou
louse and entered the Society of Jesus Sept

16, 1654. He came to Canada in 1664, landing on
the 25th of May. He returned to France in 1675

Nihima
|
Ayamie-Mazinahigau.

|
Kana

chchatageng [Lake of two moun
xains].j| [The crucifix within a border

of printer's stars. ] |

Montreal,
|
imprim^ par Ludger Du-

veruay,
|
a I'imprimerie de la Miuerve.

I
1830.
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Nihima— Continued.
Title verso blank 1 1. text entirely in the

Nipissing language pp. 3-100, 18°. Probably

by the Eev, J. C. Mathevet.

Prayers, pp. 3-17.—Catechism, pp. 18-50.

—

Prayers for mass, etc. pp. 51-85.—Hymns, pp.

85-91.—Litanies, pp. 91-96. — Primer lessons,

pp. 97-99.- Numerals 1-100, p. 100.

Copies seen : American Antiquarian Society,

Eames.

Leclerc, 1878, no. 2580, priced a copy 30 fr.

Some copies have title-page differing slightly

from above (but otherwise the same), as fol-

lows:

Nihina
|

Ayamie-Mazinahigan.
|
Kanacli-

chatageng [Lake of two mountains].
|

[The crucifix within a border of print-

er's ornaments.]
|

Moniang [Montreal] :
|

Fabre-en-

datcb.
I

1830.

Colophon: Montreal: | imprime par Ludger
Duvernay,

|
a I'imprimerie de la Minerve.

1
1830.

Title verso colophon 1 1. text entirely in the

Nipissing language pp. 3-100, 18°.

Copies seen: Archbishopric of Quebec, Pil-

ling.

The copy in the Archbishopric of Qaebec has

the following manuscript note opposite the title

:

"Ce livre est 6crit en langue algonquine, de la

mission du Lac. II pent servir aussi aux sau-

vagesdesTrois-Rivi^res, deMichilimakinac, de

I'Arbre-Croche, aux Sauteux, aux sauvages de

la Rivi^re-Rouge. Chs. de Bellefeuille, ptre."

A later edition, from different plates, and
with some additions, as follows:

Nlina |
aiamie masinaigan.

|
Kanacta-

geng [Lake of two mountains].
|

[Pic-

ture of a cross. ] |

Moniang [Montreal] :
|
takSabikick-

ote endatc John Lovell.
|
1854.

Translation: For us
|
prayer book.

| At the

Lake of two mountains.
|
Montreal: \ printed

at his house John Lovell.

Frontispiece (a large cross) verso blank 1 1.

title (verso approbation of t Ignace Eveque de

Montr6al, le 9 mars 1854) 1 1. text entirely in the

Nipissing language pp. 5-151, picture of the

Virgin with prayer underneath verso blank 1 1.

index pp. 155-156, 16°.

Prayers, pp. 5-15.—Catechinm, pp. 16-43.

—

Prayers for mass, pp. 44-85.—Hymns, pp. 86-

97.—Litanies, pp. 98-103.—Hymns, pp.l04r-151.-

Picture of the Virgin followed by a prayer, 1

unnumbered 1. verso blank.

Copies seen : Laval, Pilling, Powell, Eames.
See Lebret (L. M.) for title of .a later edition.

Niina aiamie masinaigan [Cree]. See

Lebret (L. M.) *

Niirawe aiamie masinaigan [Cree]. See
Gueguen (J. P.)

Nikamo masinaigan [Chippewa]. See

PrevoBt (M.)

Nikamuina. |

Uabistigulatsh [Quebec]. |
Masinahi-

tsheu,
I
Jan Neilson

|
1817.

Pp. 1-40, sm. 12°. Gregorian chant,with notes,

in the Montagnais language.

Copies seen: Laval.

Nikimoani [Shawnee]. See Lykins (J.)

NikumooTve mussinahikun [Cree]. See

Hunter (James).

Nikumoo'wina [Cree]. See Hunter
(Jean).

Nipissing

:

Bible history See Mathevet (J. C.)

Calendar Cuoq (J. A.)

Calendar Cuoq (J. A.) and D6-

16age(F.R.)

Calendar D616age (F.R.)

Calendar Pr6vost (M.)

Catechism Aiamie-nabowewinan,

Catechism Catechismo.

Catachism Cuoq (J. A.)

Catechism Dep6ret (E.)

Catechism Nihima.

Catechism Nihina.

Catechism Niina.

General discussion Dep6ret (E.)

Hymn book Lebret (L. M.)

Hymn book Nihima
Hymn book Nihina.

Hymn book Niina.

Hymns Mathevet (J. C.

)

Hymns Specimen.

Hymns Terlaye (F. A. M. de)

.

Lord's prayer Cuoq (J. A.)

Lord's prayer Trumbull (J. H.)

Numerals Cuoq (J. A.)

Numerals Masinaigan.

Prayer book Aiamie-nabowewinan.

Prayer book Cuoq (J. A.)

Prayer book Lebret (L. M.)

Prayer book Mathevet (J. C.)

Prayer book Nihima.

Prayer book Nihina.

Prayer book Niina.

Prayer book Richard (P.)

Prayers Cuoq (J. A.)

Prayers D6p6ret (E.)

Prayers Masinaigan.

Primer Cuoq (J. A.)

Primer Masinaiganikiknoaraa

gekSin.

Sermons Bellefeuille (C. de).

Sermons D6peret (E.)

Sermons Guichart de Kersident

(V.F.)

Sermons Mathevet (J. C.)

Sermons Richard (P.)

Sermons Thavenet (—

)

Text Cuoq (J. A.)

Text Kaondinoketc (F.>

Tract Cuoq (J. A.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary Howse (J.)

Vocabulary Mathevet (J. 0.)
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NiBtum 00 raamowe [Cree]. See Hun-
ter (Jean).

Noowomco -wuttinnoowaonk [Massachu-

setts]. See Eliot (J.)

Norridgewock

:

Lord's prayer See Dudley (P.)

liTumerals Hanson (J.W.)

Numerals Rasles (S.)

Vocabulary Allen (W.)

Vocabulary Hanson (J. "W.)

Vocabulary Lincoln (E.)

Vocabulary Pickering (J.)

Norris (Philetue W.) The
|
calnmet of

the Coteau, |
and other

|

poetical le-

gends of the border,
j
Also,

|
a glossary

of Indian names, words, and
|
western

provincialisms. |
Together with

\
a

guide-book |
of the |

Yellowstone na-

tional park.
I

By P. W. Norris,
|

five years

superintendent of the Yellowstone

national park. |
All rights reserved.

]

Philadelphia :
I

J. B. Lippincott &
CO.

I
1883.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

dedication verso blank 1 1. poem verso blank 1

1. introduction pp. 9-12, contents pp. 13-14,

illustrations verso blank 1 1. text pp. 17-170,

notes pp. 171-221', glossary pp. 223-233, guide

book pp. 235-275, map, sm. 8°.

Glossary ofIndian words and provincialisms,

pp. 223-233, contains a number of Ojibwa

words.

Copies seen : National Museum, Pilling, Pow-

ell.

Notes pour servir a I'histoire . . Nou-

velle France. See Harrisse (H.)

Notice
I
sur

|
I'^tat actuel de la mission

I
de la Louisiane.

|

[Picture of the vir-

gin and child.]
|

Paris,
1
Adrien Le Clere, Imprimeur

de N. S. P. le Pape, de S. Em. Mp". le

I
Cardinal Archev6que de Paris, et de

la Grande-Aumdnerie de
|
France, quai

des Augustius, n". 35.
|
1820.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-58, 8°.

Fourteen words and the Lord's prayer " en

langue sauvage [Illinois]," p. 49.

Copies seen : Fames, Powell, Shea.

These specimens are extracted from the

alnonymous manuscript described under Illinois

on p. 250 of this bibliography.

Reprinted in Annales de la Propagation de

la Foi, no. 1, 1822 (see Missions de la Louisiane);

and again as follows:

Notice
I

sur I'^tat actuel
|
de la Mission

I

de la Louisiane |
Derni^re Edition

|
h.

laquelle
|
on a ajout^ de nouveaux

details.
I

[Monogram.]
|

Notice— Continued.

Turin, 1822.
|
Chez Hyacinthe Mari-

etti Libraire, rue du P6,
|
sous Ifes ar-

cades de I'Universit^ Royale.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface pp. 3-6, text

pp. 7-65, 12°.

Fourteen words and the Lord's prayer "en
langue sauvage [Hlinois]," p. 51.

Copies seen : Congress, Shea.

Notice
I

sur les missions |
du

|
diocese de

Quebec,
|
qui sont secourues par 1'As-

sociation de la
I

Propagation de la Foi.

I
Janvier, 1839. No. 1 [-Mai 1874. No.

21].
1
[Design.]

|

Quebec :
]
de I'imprimerie de Frechette

& Cie.,
I
imprimeurs et libraires, N^. 8,

rue Laraontagne.
|
Avec approbation

des Sup6rieurs. [N. d.—1874.]

Nos. 1-21, each part with title on printed

cover, 12°. In the later numbers the title has

been changed to read : Rapport sur les mission s.

Lafldche (L. F.), Missions du Nordouest,

no. 11, pp. 1-17.

Les noms de quelques tribus, localit68

. . . de la langue algonquine, no. 12, pp. 100-

105.

Copies seen : Gagnon, Shea.

Nouveau testament en langue crise.

See Lacombe (A.)

Nouvelle Bretagne. Vicariat Aposto-

lique d'Athabaska et Mackenzie.
In Annales de la Propagation de la Foi, vol.

43, pp. 457-478, Paris, 1871, 8°.

Contains remarks on the Esquimaux and
Cris languages.

Noyes ( Rev. Thomas). See Holmes (A.

)

andNoyes (T.)

Nudenans (Jean Baptiste). Index al-

phabeticus correspondens Sylva vocum
Uanbaaaksearum. Et Radicum Uaba-
nakaearum Sylva ex variis veterum ra-

centiorumque manuscript, codicibus

coUecta et alphab. ordini restitua a

J. B. Nudenans, anno 1760. (*)

Manuscript, 216 pp. sm. 4°, preserved at the

Roman Catholic Abnaki mission at Pierreville,

Canada. Title from Gill (C), Notes sur de

Vieux Manuscrits abenakis, p. 16, where it is

entered as nos. 3 and 4 and described as follows:

This work, which I designate by the name
of Radicum Sylva, is a dictionary, Abenakis-

Latin, of which 116 pp. are Latin-Abenakis,

and 100 Abenakis-Latin.

No. 4 is only a copy of the Badicum Sylva, or

Abenakis-Latin dictionary, and does not include

the alphabetic index, orLatin-Abenakis diction-

ary; mainly, though not always, in the same
handwriting as no. 3, the variant being not so

legible as the main portion ; written in a large

and long book ruled for accounts.
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Nudenans (J. B.)— Continued.
Ifud^nans, who compiled the work, is evi-

dently the name of an Indian instructed by
the Jesuit fathers. No one of his name is now
living among the Abenakis of Pierreville, the

only name resembling it being that of Annans.

Nu-gu-mo-nun 0-je-boa. See Henry
(G.) and Evans (J.)

Nuhguhmoowinun kanuhgulimoowah-
jin [Chippewa]. See O'Meara (F. A.)

and Jacobs (P.)

Numerals

:

Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian

Numerals— Continued.

See Bagster (J.)

Prince (J. D.)

Eand(S. T.)

SewalKE.K.)
Trumbull (J. H.)

Williamson (W.D.)
Beauregard (0.)

Classical.

Ellis (R.)

Fritz (J. F.) and Schultze

(B.)

Algonquian Heriot (Gr.)

Algonquian Hervas (L.)

Algonquian James (E.)

Algonquian Lescarbot (M.)

Algonquian Long (J.)

Algonquian Pott (A. F.)

Algonquian Riidiger (J. C.)

Algonquian Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Algonquian Stearns (W. A.)

Algonquian Trumbull (J. H.)

Arapahb Haines (E. M.)

Arapaho Pott(A. F.)

Atsina Pott (A. F.)

Blackfoot Latham (R. G.)

Blackfoot Maximilian (A. P.)

Cheyenne Abert (J. W.)
Cheyenne Flachnecker (G.)

Cheyenne Haines (E.M.)

Cheyenne Pott(A. F.)

Chippewa Belcourt (G. A.)

Chippewa Carver (J.)

Chippewa Collin (IST.)

Chippewa D61eage (F.R.)

Chippewa Fairbanks (—

)

Chippewa Haines (E.M.)

Chippewa Haldeman (S. S.)

Chippewa James (E.)

Chippewa Long (J.)

Chippewa Rand (S. T.)

Chippewa Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Chippewa i ^ Shea (J. G.)

Chippewa "Warren (W. W.)
Cree Classical.

Cree First.

Cree Haines (E.M.)

Cree Harmon (D. W.)
Cree James (E.)

Cree Pott (A. F.)

Delaware Allgemeine.

Delaware Bozman (J. L.)

Delaware Classical.

Delaware
Delaware

Delaware

Delaware
Delaware

Delaware

Delaware
Delaware

Delaware
Delaware

Delaware

Delaware

Etchemin
Etchemin
Etchemin
Etchemin
Illinois

Maliseet

Maliseet

Maliseet

Maliseet

Maliseet

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Menomenee
Menomonee
Miami
Miami
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Munsee
Munsee
Munsee
Narragansett

Narragansetf

Nipissing

Nipissing

Norridgewock
Norridgewoek
Ottawa
Ottawa

Ottawa

Ottawa
Pampticough

Pampticough
Passamaquoddy
Passamaquoddy
Passamaquoddy
Passamaquoddy
Penobscot

Penobscot

Penobscot

Penobscot

Penobscot

Pottawotomi

Pottawotomi

Collin (N.)

Edwards (J.)

Gibbs (G.)

Haldeman (S. S.)

James (E.)

Jarvis (S.F.)

Jones (D.)

Parsons (J.)

Thomas (G.)

Vallancey (C.)

Weiser (C.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Classical.

Duret (C.)

Laet (J. de).

Lescarbot (M.)

Illinois.

Gordon (A. H.)

Rand (S. T.)

Schoolcraft (H.R.)

Shea (J. G.)

Stephens (J.)

Classical.

Haines (E.M.)
Jamea (E.)

Haines (E.M.)

James (E.)

Haines (E.M.)

James (E.)

Brown (G. S.)

Gordon (A.H.)

Haines (E.M.)
Prince (J.D.)

Shea (J. G.)

Edwards (J.

)

Haines (E. M.)
Holmes (A.)

WUliamson (W.D.)
Edwards (J.)

Haines (E.M.)

James (E.)

Dexter (H.M.)
James (E.)

Cuoq (J. A.)

Masinaigan.

Hanson (J. W.)
Rasles (S.)

Dejean (A.)

Haines (E. M.)

James (E.)

Meeker (J.)

Fritz (J. F.) and Schultze
(B.)

Hervas (L.)

Haines (E. M.)

Haldeman (S.S.)

James (E.)

Prince (J. D.)

Haines (E.M.)

Haldeman (S.S.)

James (E.)

Rand(S. T.)

Shea (J. G.)

Haines (E.M.)
Haldeman (S. S.)
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Numerals— Continued

.

Pottawotomi

Powhatan
Sac and Fox
Sankikani

Sankikani

Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee

James (E.)

Bozman (J. L.)

Haines (E.M.)

Haines (E.M.)

James (E.)

Haines (E.M.)

Haldeman (S.S.)

James (E.)

Jones (D.)

Lykins (J.)

Parsons (J.)

Numerals — Continued.
Shawnee
Shawnee
Souriquois

Souriquois

Souriquois

Souriquois

Souriquois

Virginia

Vallancey (C.)

Weiser (C.)

Daret(C.)

Haines (E.M.)

James (E.)

Laet (J. de)

.

Lescarbot (M.)

Williamson (W.D.)

Nvgt>mouint;n geni;ni?gvmouat [Chip-

pewa]. See Jones (P.)



0.

O. (N.), pseud. See Cuoq (J. A.)

O'Brien (Bev. Michael Charles). Article

XI. grammatical sketch of the ancient

Abnaki, outlined in the dictionary of

Fr. Sebastian Eale, S. J. Part I.—The
Abnaki noun. By Rev. Michael Charles

O'Brien. Read at the meeting of the

Maine Historical Society, at Portland,

December 28, 1882.

In Maine Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 9, pp. 259-294,

Portland, 1887, 8°.

Issued separately as follows

:

A grammatical sketch
|
of the

|
Ab-

naki noun,
I

as outlined in the diction-

ary of the
I

Rev. Sebastian Rale, S. J.
|

By
I

Rev. Michael Charles O'Brien,
|

of Bangor.
|
Reprinted from Volume

IX. Collections of
j
Maine Historical

Society.
|

Portland. | 1887.

Cover title : Grammatical sketch of the an-

cient
I

Abnaki
|
outlined in the dictionary of

Fr.
I
Sebastian Raie, S. J.

|
Part I.-The Ab-

naki noun.
I
By rev. Michael Charles O'Brien.

]

Read at the Meeting of the Maine Historical So-

ciety, at Portland, December | 23, 1882.

Half-title on cover, title as above verso blank

1 1. text pp. 1-34, 9D1. 40.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling.

O'Callaghan. This word following a title or in-

cluded within parentheses after a note indi-

cates that a copy of the work referred to was
seen by the compiler at the sale of books be-

longing to the late Dr. E. B. O'Callaghan, New
York City, in 1882.

O'Callaghan (Edmund Bailey). Docu-

ments
I
relative to the

|
colonial history

I
of . the

I
state of New-York ; |

pro-

cured in
I

Holland, England and
France,

|
by

|
John Romeyn Brodhead,

esq.,
I
agent,

|
under and by virtue of

an act of the legislature, [&c. three

lines. 1 I

[Design.]
|
Published under

and by virtue of an act [&c. four

lines.]
1
Edited by

|
E. B. O'Callaghan,

M. D., LL.D.
I
With a general intro-

duction by the agent.
|
Vol. I[-XIV].

|

Albany :
|
Weed, Parsons and com-

pany, printers.
| 1856[-1883].

378

O'Callaghan (E. B. )— Continued.
14 vols. 40.

The eleventh volume (1861) is a general index
to the preceding ten volumes ; under "Indian
language" there have been brought together

(pp. 282-284) the different Algonquian, Chero-

kee, and Iroquoian terms occurring in the

work, with their English significations.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Eames, Geological Sur-

vey, Massachusetts Historical Society, Powell,

Trumbull, "Watkinson.

A
I

list
I
of editions

|
of the

|
holy

scriptures
|
and parts thereof,

|

printed

in America previous to 1860:
|
with

|

introduction and bibliographical notes.

I
By E. B. O'Callaghan.

|

Albany : | Munsell & Rowland.
|
1861.

Title as above verso copyright 1 1. dedication

verso blank 1 1, introduction pp. v-liv, list of

some of the errors and variations found in

modern Douay bibles 5 unnumbered pp. two
fac-simile plates, text pp. 1-392, index pp. 393-

415, two other facsimile plates, large 8°.

Arranged chronologically.

Titles and descriptions, with fac-similes of

title-pages, of Eliot's bible, pp. 1-18.—Titles of

parts of the bible in various Algonquian lan-

guages appear passim.

Copies seen : Bureau of Ethnology, Congress^

Eames.

At the Menzies sale, catalogue no. 1516, a

"half-blue Levant morocco, gilt top, uncut"
copy brought $9.25. Priced by Quaritch, no.

30233, 21. 16*.; by Clarke & co. 1886, no. 5873,

$6 ; by Leclerc, 1887, no. 3403, 75 fr.

See Nash (E. W.)

Edmund Bailey O'Callaghan, historian, born

in Mallow, county Cork, Ireland, February 29,

1797; died in New York City May 27, 1880.

After completing his collegiate course he spent

two years in Paris. In 1823 he emigrated to

Quebec, and in 1827 he was admitted to the

practice of medicine. In 1834 he was editor of

"The Vindicator," and in 1836 he was elected

a member of the assembly of Lower Canada,

butafter the insurrect'on he removed to New
York, and he was for many years employed in

the office of the secretary of state at Albany

in editing the records of the State. Afterward,

in 1870, he removed to New Yov^ City.—Apple-

ton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.
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Occom (Samson). See Bd-wrards (J.)

Ocki aii masinaiganikikinohamagan. See

Cuoq (J. A.)

Odizhijigeuiniuaigiugaanoninjig [Chip-

pewa]. See Hall (S.) and Copway
(G.)

Ojebway nuhgulimonun. See Jones (P.

)

and others.

Ojibue nvgvmouin^m. See Jones (P.)

and others.

Ojibue spelling book. See James (E.)

Ojibwa. See Chippewa.

Ojib-wa nugumoshang. See Jones (P.)

and others.

Ojibway muzzeniegun. |
The] catechism

I

of the
I

church of England;
|
written

in the
|
Ojibwa (or Chippewa) lan-

guage.
I

Toronto:
|
printed by Robert Stan-

ton.
I
1834.

Title verso blank 1 1. text (with the excep-

tion of a lew English headings entirely in the

Chippewa language) pp. 3-18, 16'^.

Catechism, pp. 3-16.—The confession, pp. 17-

18.—Collect for grace, p. 18.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Ojibway spelling book. See Jones (P.)

Ojipue. See Chippewa.

Ojipue spelling book. SeeAyer(F.)

Ojipwe. See Chippewa.

Okikinoadi-mezinaigan . . . Chip-

peway. See Baierlein (E. R.)

Old Algonkin. See Algonquian.

Old Humphrey, pseud. See Mogridge
(G.)

Old Records from New Jersey. See In-

dian Interpreter.

Omajibiigeuini;n au John.
|
The

|
epis-

tles of John [and general epistle of

James].
|
In the

|
Ojibwa language

|

Boston :
|
printed for the American

board of commissioners |
for foreign

missions, by Crocker & Brewster.
|

1840.

Title verso blank 1 1. text entirely in Ojibwa

pp. 3-30, 12°. Probably translated by James
Evans or Sherman Hall.

John I, pp. 3-14.—John ll, pp. 15-16.—John
HI, pp. 16-17.—James, pp. 19-30.

Copies seen: Boston Athenseum, Eames, Pil-

ling, Powell.

Omanomineu kachkenohamatwon [Me-

nomonee]. See Zephyrin-Engelhardt
(C.A.)

[O'Meara (Bev. Frederick A.)] Shah-

gunahse Ahnumeahwene Muzzeneegun.

Toronto. 1846. (")

467 and 50 pp. 8°.

Title from Karl W. Hiersemann's Catalogue

16 (May, 1886), no. 1038, where it was priced 6

Marks ; repeated in Catalogue 20, no. 66, at the

same price.

This edition seems to be referred to by Bag-

ster's Bible of Every Land (first edition), p. 372,

on the authority of the Ecclesiastical Gazette for

September, 1850, as follows: "Another version

[of the new testament] has been undertaken, at

the expense of the Society for Promoting (Chris-

tian Knowledge, by the Rev. Dr. O'Meara,

who, in 1846, had translated the Liturgy of the

Church of England into Chippeway. He has

produced a translation of the Four Gospels,

and this work is now passing through the press,

if not already completed."

[ ] Sbahguhnahsbe
|
ahnuhineahwiue

muzzeneegun.
|

Ojibwag anwawand
azheiihnekenootah-

|
beegahdag.

|

Toronto:
|

printed by Henry Row-
sell,

I

for the venerable society for pro-

moting christian knowledge,
|
London.

I

MDCCCLIII [1853].

Literal translation: English
|
prayer book

I

the-Chippewas as-their-language-is so-trans-

lated-and-put- |
in-writing.

Title verso blank 1 1. text (entirely in Ojibwa,

except English and Latin headings) pp. 3-272,

i-ccclvi, 12°.

Prayer book, pp. 3-272.—Administration of

the sacraments etc. pp. i-cxx. — Psalms, pp.

cxxi-cccxxv.—Hymns, pp. cccxxvi i-ccclvi.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ ] Sbahguhnahsbe j
ahnuhmeahwine

muzzeneegun.
|
Ojibwag anwawaud

azheiihnekenootah-
j
beegahdag.

|

(The
Benedicite Omnia Opera and Athana-
sian Creed are omitted

|
for reasons

stated herein.)
|

[Seal of the society ] |

Loudon :
|

Society for promoting

christian knowledge;
|
Northumber-

land avenue. Charing cross. [1880 ?]

Title verso bjauk I 1. text (entirely in Ojib-

wa except English and Latin headings) pp.

1-643, colophon p. L644J, 12°.

Book of common prayer, pp. 1-270.—Admin-
istration of the sacraments etc. pp. 270-392.

—

Psalms, pp. 392-601.—Hymns, pp. 603-643.

Copies seen : Eames.

For a revised extract from this work see

O'Meara (F. A.) and others.

[ ] Ewh I
Oomenwahjemoowin

|
owh

Tawanemenung
|
Jesus Christ,

|
kahe-

nahjemoowand egewh newin Manwah-
jemoojig

|
owh St. Matthew owh St.

Mark owh St. Luke
|
kuhya owh St.
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O'Meara (F. A.)— Continued.

John.
I
KeahnekuhnootuhbeegaMag

|

Anwawand egewh Ahneslienahbag

Ojibwag aniudjig. | Keenabkoonege-

waud kubya ketebahahmabgawaud
|

egewb Mahyahmabwejegajig
|
Society

for promoting Cbristian Knowledge,
|

ewede London Andubzbetahwaud.
|

Toronto :
|
Printed by A. F. Plees, No.

7 King Street.
|
1850. (*)

Literal translation: That
|
his-good-tidings

I
that-one our-lord [very literally, " that-one-

who-owns-us "] I
Jesus Christ,

|
as-they-have-

told-the-story those four who-relate-good-tid-

ings
I
that-one St. Matthew that-one St. Mark

that-one St. Luke
|
and that-one St. John.

|

Transiated-and-written-into | as-the-manner-of-

their-language-is those Indians Chippewas
who-are-called.

|
As-they-have-determined-that-

it-should-be-done and have-paid-for-it 1 those

who-are-associated-together-in-doing
|
Society

for promoting christian knowledge,
I
there

London where-they-work.

338 pp. 8°. The four gospels in Ojibwa trans-

lated by Rev. Dr. O'Meara. Title from O'Calla-

ghan's List of editions of the holy scriptures,

p. 311.

Reprinted, probably from the same plates,

with the additioibof the remaining books of the

new testament, as follows

:

{ ] Ewb
I

oowabweendahmahgawin
|

owh tabanemenung
]
Jesus Christ,

|
ke-

ahnekuhnootuhbeegabdag
[
Auwamand

egewh Ahneshenabbag Ojibway [sic]

anindjig.
|
Keenabkoonegawaud kuhya

ketebahahmabgawaud
|
egewh mah-

yahmabwejegajig
I

Society for promot-

ing christian knowledge,
|
ewede Lon-

don andubzbetahwaud.
|

Toronto:
| Henry Eowsell, King

street.
|
18.54.

Literal translation : That |
his-promise-which-

he-makes
|
that-one-who-owns-us | Jesus Christ,

|

translated-into-and-written | as-their-language-

is those Indians Chippewas who-are-called.
|

As -they - have - determined -that - it - should -be-

gone and have-paid-for-it
|
tkose who-are-asso-

ciated-together-in-work
| Society forpromoting

christian knowledge,
| there London where-

they-work.

Title verso blank 1 1. errata 1 1. text entirely

in the Ojibwa language pp. 3-766, sm. 8°. Con-

tains the whole of the new testament.

Matthew, pp. 3-100.—Mark, pp. 101-159.—

Luke, pp. 160-262.—John, pp. 263-338.—Acts,

pp. 339-438.—Romans, pp. 439-480.—Corinth-

ians l-ll, pp. 481-548.—Galatians, pp. 549-562.—

Ephesians, pp. 563-576.—Philippians, pp. 577-

586.—Colossians, pp. 587-596.—Thessalonians

I-n, pp. 597-610.—Timothy l-n, pp. 611-631.—Ti-
tus, pp. 632-636.—Philemon, pp. 637-638.—He-

O'Meara (F. A.) — Continued.
brews, pp. 639-670.—James, pp. 671-681.—Peter
r-n, pp. 682-700.—John i-ni, pp. 700-714.—Jude,

pp. 714-717.—Revelation, pp. 717-766.

Copies seen : British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, Eames, Gagnon, Pilling, Powell.

At the Brinley sale, no. 5666, a copy brought
$6.75.

A later edition as follows :

[ ] Oowabweendahmahgawin | owh
tabanemenung

|
Jesus Christ,

|
keahne-

kubnootubbeegabdag
| Anwamand

egewh Ahneshenabbag Ojibwag anind-

jig.
I

Keenabkoonegawaud kuhya ke-

tebahahmabgawaud
I
egewh mahyah-

mabwejegajig
I

Society for promoting
christian knowledge,

|
ewede London

anduhzhetahwaud.
|

Toronto:
|
Bell &, co., 13 Adelaide

street east.
(
1874.

Literal translation : Hia-promise-that-he-

makes
|
that-one our-lord | Jesus Christ,

|

translated-into-and-written
| as-their-language-

is those Indians Chippewas who-are-called.
|

As-they-have - determined - that - it - should - be-

done [very literally, " as-they-have-passed - a-

law-that-it-shonld-be-done "] and have-paid-for-

it
I
those who-are-associated-together-in-doing

I
Society for promoting christian knowledge,

I
there London where-they-work.

Title verso blank 1 1. text entirely in the

Ojibwa language pp. 3-771, sn^. 8°. The whole
of the new testament.

Matthew, pp. 3-100.—Mark, pp. 101-161.—

Luke, pp. 162-264.—John, pp. 265-341.—Acts,

pp. 342-441.—Romans, pp. 442-483.—Corinth-

ians l-n, pp. 484-552.—Galatians, pp. 553-566.—

Ephesians, pp. 567-580.—Philippians, pp. 581-

.590.—Colossians, pp. 591-600.—Thessalonians i-

II, pp. 601-614. —Timothy l-ll, pp. 615-634.—Ti-

tus, pp. 635-639.—Philemon, pp. 640-642.—He-

brews, pp. 643-674.—James, pp. 675-685.—Peter

i-ii, pp. 686-704. -John l-iil, pp. 704-717 Jude,

pp. 718-720.—Revelation, pp. 721-771.

Copies seen : Eames. Powell. .

Clarke & co. 1886, no. 6757, priced a copy

$1.50.

[ ] Oodahnubmeahwine | nubguh-
moowinun owh David

|
Ojibwag an-

wawand
I

azbeiibnekenootahbeegah-

dagin.
|

Toronto:
|
printed by H. Eowsell

|

for the Upper Canada bible society.
|

1856.

Literal translation : His-religion | songs that

David
I
the-Chippewas as-their-language-is

|

80-translated-and-put-in-writing.
|

Title verso blank 1 1. text (entirely in Ojib-

wa except English headings) pp. 1-204, 12°.

The Psalms of David.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, Eames, Pilling, Powell.
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O'Meara (F. A.) — Continued.

[Keview of] Historical and statisti-

cal information respecting the history

and prospects of the Indian tribes of

the United States. Collected and pre-

pared under the direction of the Bureau

of Indian Affairs. Vols. I and II.

In Canadian Journal, new series, vol. 3, pp.

437-451, Toronto, 1858, S°.

A. criticism of Mr. Schoolcraft's knowledge

of Indian languages, in which he gives numer
ous examples from the Chippewa.

See Jacobs (P. ) and others.

[ and Jacobs (P.)] Ewh
|
kechetwah

-muzzeneegnn.
|
Nahnun muzzeneegun-

un
I

Moses kahoozhebeiihmoowahj in
|

keahnekuhnootuhbeegahdag anwa-

waud
I

egewh Ahuishnahbag Ojibwag

I

anindjig. |
Keenahkoonegawaud kuh-

ya ketebahahmahgawaud egewh mah-

yahmah-
|
wejegajig

[
Society for Pro-

moting Christian Knowledge,
|
ewede

London anduzhetahwaud.
|

Toronto ;
|
printed by Lovell and Gib-

son, Yonge street.
|
1861.

Literal translation : That | sacred-book. |

Five books j
Moses which-he-wrote |

as-it-has-

been-translated-into-and-written as-their-lan-

guage-is |
those Indians Chippewas |

wbo-are.

called.
I

They-baving-determined that-it-should-

be-done and have-paid-for-it those who-are-as-

sociated-together- |
in-work

|
Society for Pro-

moting Christian Knowledge, | there London
wbeve-they-work. I

Title verso blank 1 1. text entirely in the

Ojibwa language pp. 5-587, sm. 8°.

Genesis, pp. 5-140.—Exodus, pp. 141-269.—

Leviticus, pp. 270-356.—Numbers, pp. 357-486.—

Deuteronomy, pp. 487-587.

According to Henry J. Morgan's Bibliotheca

Canadensis (Ottawa, 1867), p. 298, the above

translation and the one following were made
by Rev. Frederick A. O'Meara, LL. D., "in con-

junction with the late Rev. Peter Jacobs."

Copies seen: Fames, Gagnon, Pilling, Powell,

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

Nuhguhmoowinun,
j
kanuhguh-

moowahjiii
|
egewh

|
Ahnishenahbag

Ojibwag
I

anindjig. j Kahahnekuhnoo-

tukbeuhmoowahjin egewh
|
makuhda-

wekoonuhyag,
|
rev. dr. O'Meara, I ku-

hya
I

rev. Peter Jacobs.
|

Toronto :
|

printed by Lovell and

Gibson Yonge street.
|
1861.

Literal translation .- Songs [or hymns],
|

which-they-will-sing
| those |

Indians Chippe-

was
I
who-are-called. | Which-they-have-trans-

lated-and-written those | clergymen, |
rev. dr.

O'Meaia, | and
i

rev. Peter Jacobs.

O'Meara (F. A.) — Continued.
Title verso blank 1 1. text (entirely in Ojibwa

except the headings in English) pp. 3-87, index

pp. 89-92, index to particular subjects (in Eng-

lish) p. 93, colophon p. [941,
24o.

Copies seen : Pilling.

[ and others.^ Mizi anamiawinun
|
an-

amie-muzinaignn | Wejibweuissing
|

Wejibwemodjig
|
tchi abadjitowad.

Published
|
by the

|
Indian commission

I

of the
I

Protestant Episcopal Church,

I

New York.
|
1875.

Literal translation: Common prayers
I

prayer-book
|
in-the-Chippewa-tongue | those-

who-speak-Chippewa
|
to use.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

blank 1 1. text entirely in the Chippewa lan-

guage pp. 1-101, sq. 18°.

Chippewa mission service used at the Indian

Church of St. Columba, White Earth, Minn.

Revised from Dr. O'Meara's Book of common
prayer, by Rev. J. A. Gilfillan with the aid of

three balf-breeds, P. Beaulieu, T. A. Warren,
and F. Bellair.

Mr. Gilfillan, in a letter to the compiler of

tbis bibliography, says: "Being only a revi-

sion ofatranslation by one whose mother tongue
was not Chippewa, it is not purely idiomatic."

Prayers etc. pp. 1-72.—Hymns, pp. 73-101.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell, Trum-
bull.

[ ] Anamie-muzinaigun | Weji-

buewising
|
Wejibuemodjig

|
chi abad-

jitowad.
I

Ka-ajauaangag,
|
1886.

English imprint: Detroit, Minnesota. I The
Record Steam Printing Office

|
1886.

Literal translation: Prayer-book | in-the

Chippewa-language
|
those-who-speak-Chippe-

wa
I

to use. |
Detroit [the crossing on the

Sandy Spit (Becker Co. Minn.)],
]
1886.

English imprint recto blank 1 1. title verso

blank 1 1. text entirely in the Chippewa lan-

guage pp. 1-148, sq. 18°.

Prayers, pp. 1-74. Hymns (with half-title

"Nagumowinun"), pp. 75-148.

I am informed by Mr. Gilfillan that this is a

revised edition of the little Chippewa prayer-

book published in 1875; that it was revised by
him, assisted whenever any doubt arose by vari-

ous Indians whom he called to his aid; that it

contains perhaps forty hymns which were not in

the prayer-book of 1875, and that most of these

are from the collections of the Rev. Peter

Jones and the Revs. Evans and Henry, though

a few, as Nos. 7, 8, and 15, are original transla-

tions.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

The Church of England mission to the Chip-

pewa Indians at Sault Ste. Marie was begun
about the year 1835, under Rev. Mr. McMur-
ray, who was obliged to retire a few years later

on account of ill health. The mission then
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O'Meara (F, A. )— Continued.

passed into the hands of Eev. Trederick A.

O'Meara, LL. D. For many years he was sta-

tioned on Great Manitoulin Island in Lake Hu-

ron, where the Canadian government endeav-

ored to concentrate the neighboring Indians in

1840 or 18il, after the mission at the south end

of Lake Superior had been discontinued.

The following extract from a letter of Eev,

J. L. Breck, of the Chippewa mission, Canada

"West, printed in Bagster's Bible of Every Land
(second edition), p. 452, contains a reference to

Dr. O'Meara's work: "Whilst the Indian is

making gradual improvement in several re-

spects, yet no feature of the mission is so at-

tractive as the religious. The daily Ojibway

service is attended, with great regularity, by a

large number of Indians who are still pagans
;

thereby affording us the very best opportunity

for instructing them in Christianity. They
conform with the greatest apparent interest to

all the usages of the Church as regards pos-

ture, and are beginning to respond and sing.

We use the Anglican Prayer Book, which has

been translated into Ojibway by an English

missionary, the Eev. Fred. A. O'Meara, D. D.,

who ministers to the Chippewas on the Mani-

toulin Islands in Lake Huron. This help, in

administering religion to a pagan people, is

valuable beyond computation."

Dr. O'Meara was afterwards transferred to

Port Hope on Lake Ontario. The exact date

of his death has not been ascertained, but it

was probably not far from 1870. According to

Morgan's Bibliotheca Canadensis, he was also

"the author of several tracts in the Ojibwa

language," the titles of which have not been

found or identified.

Only (The) place of safety [Micmac].

See Rand (S. T.)

Ontwa. See Whiting (H.)

Oo meyo achimoowin St. John [Cree].

See Hunter (James).

Oo meyo achimoowin St. Mark [Cree].

See Hunter (James).

Oo meyo achimoowin St. Matthew [Cree].

See Hunter (James).

Oo meyoo ahchemowin S. Matthew
[Cree]. See Hunter (James.)

Oo tapwatumoowin [Cree]. See Hunter
(James).

Oodahnuhmeahw^ine nuhguhmoowinun
[Chippewa]. See O'Meara (F. A.)

OoTATahw^eendahmahga-win owh taba-

nemenung [Chippewa]. See O'Meara
(F. A.)

Openango. See Passamaquoddy.

Oppert (Gustav). On the classification

of languages. A contribution to com-
parative philology.

Oppert ( G. ) — Continued.
In Madras Journal of Literature and Science

for 1879, pp. 1-137, London, 1879, 8°.

Eelationships of the Algonquian family

(from Morgan), pp. 114r-115.

Oratio dominica. See Bodoni (J. B.)

Oratio dominica. See Chamberlayne
(J.) and Wilkins (D.)

Oratio dominica. See Krause (J. U.)

and "Wagner (J. C.)

Oratio dominica. See Marcel (J. J.)

Oratio dominica. See Marietti (P.

)

Oratio dominica. See Motte (B.)

Orationis dominicse versiones. See Miil-

ler (A.)

Orbigny (Alcide Desallines d'). Voyage

I

dans
I
I'Am^rique M^ridionale

|
(le

Br^sil, la r^publique Orientale de I'Uru-

guay, la r^publique
1
Argentine, la Pa-

tagonie, la r^publique du Chili, la r6-

publique de Bolivia,
j
la r^publique du

P^rou),
I

execute pendant les anndes

1826, 1827, 1828, 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832 et

1833,
I

par
|
Alcide d'Orbigny,

|
Cheva-

lier [&c. two lines].
|
Ouvrage d€di6

au Roi,
I

et public &ous les auspices de

M. le Ministre de Plnstruction publi-

que
I

(commenc6 sous M. Guizot).
|

Tome premier[-neuvieme].
|

Paris,
i
Chez Pitois-Levrault et C.«,

libraires-editeurs,
[
rue de la Harpe,

N.0 81;
I

Strasbourg,
|
chez V.« Levrault,

rue des Juifs, N.« 33.
|
1835[-1847].

9 vols.' 4°.

Yol. 4, L'Homme Am6ricain (de rAm6rique
m6ridionale) , contains a few words of Delaware,

Pottawatameh, and Pennsylvanien, p. 79.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Public, British

Museum, Congress.

The Pinartsale catalogue, no. 690, gives brief

title of an edition Paris, Pitois-Levrault, 1837,

2 vols. 80. That copy sold for 10 fr.

L'homme Am6ricain
|
(de I'Am^rique

M^ridionale),
|
consid^r^

[
sous ses rap-

ports physiologiques et moraux;
|
par

I

Alcide d'Orbigny,
|
chevalier [&c.

four lines].
|

Tome premier [-second],
j

Paris: |
Chez Pitois-Levrault et C.^

Libraires-editeurs,
|
Rue de la Harpe,

N.» 81
; I

Strasbourg, Chez F. G. Le-

vrault, rue des Juifs, N.« 33. | 1839.

2 vols. : pp. i-xxviii, 1-423 ; 1-372, 8°, and at-

las, 4°.

A few words of Delaware, Pottawatameh,

and Pennsylvanien, vol. 1, p. 162.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Public, Brinton,

British Museum, Harvard, Watkinson.
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Orbigny (A. D.)—Continued.

The Field copy, no. 1732, sold for $7.75 ; the

Squier copy, no. 968, $9.75. Priced by Leclerc,

1878, no. 2065, 10 fr. At the Ramirez sale, no.

290, Quaritch bought a copy for 11. 2s. Priced

by Quaritch, no. 29991, 15s. ; by Clarke & co.

1886, no. 6373, $4.25; by Koehler, catalogue 465,

no. 254, 6 M. 50 Pf.

Orcutt (Samuel) and Beardsley (A.)

The
I

history |
of the

|
Old Town of

Derby,
|
Connecticut,

|
1642-1880.

|

With
I

biographies and genealogies.
|

By
I

Samuel Orcutt,
|
Author ofthe His-

tories of Torrington and Wolcott, Conn.

I
and

I
Ambrose Beardsley, M. D.

|

Press of Springfield printing com-

pany, (
Springfield, Mass.

|
1880.

Portrait, title verso blank 1 1. dedication

verso poem 1 1 prefaces pp. iii-viii, testimonial

p. ix, contents pp. x-xi, list of illustrations, pp.

xil-xiii, errata p. xiv, further corrections 1 slip,

preface to the Indian history pp. xv-xvi, In-

dian history pp. xvii-xcvii, portrait, text pp.

1-490, supplementary list of soldiers 1 1. text

continued pp. 491-520, biographies pp. 521-688,

genealogies pp. 689-784, appendix pp. 785-824,

further sketches verso further index 1 1. index

pp. 825-844, 19 other portraits and 2 plates, S°.

The "Indian history" was prepared from

material furnished by Rev. Joseph Anderson,

D. D., of Waterbury. It contains a list of In-

dian names (mostly from deeds recorded in

Derby), pp. xci-xciii, and Indian names of

places (mostly in the Naugatuck valley), pp.

xciii-xcvii.

Copies seen : Congress.

Oriental fragments. See Moor (E.)

Oro Noque, pseud. SeeBlakeman(B. C.)

Orouhyatekha. The Mohawk language.

By Orouhyatekha.
In Canadian Inst. Proc. new series, vol. 10,

pp. 182-194, Toronto, 1865,8°. (Congress.)

Grammatic notices, numerals 1-150, and a few
words of the Delaware and a number of Iro-

(juoian languages.

Reprinted with same title in vol. 15 of the

same Proceedings, pp. 1-12, Toronto, 1878, 8°.

(Congress.)

Osagiitiuin au Jesus,
|
gibinibotauat

|

iniu mejiizhinebizinijin.
|
In the

|
Ojib-

wa language.
|

Boston :
|
printed for the American

board of commissidners for foreign mis-

sions, by Crocker & Brewster.
| 1840.

Literal translation: Hislove the Jesus,
|
in-

that-he-died-for
|
those who-were-wicked.

Title verso blank 1 1. text entirely m the

Ojibwa language pp. 3-21, 12°. Translated

probably by James Evans.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum.

Osawanimiki. See Chamberlain (A. F.)

Oshki nagumowin
|
nagamotiuik Manito

I
Jesus

I
J H S

I

Maria Joseph

[Wikwemikong Lake Huron 1865]

No imprint ; title verso a prayer 1 1. text in

the Chippewa language pp. 1-18, 16°. Printed

by the Catholic missionaries on their own press.

Prayers, pp. 1-14.—Hymns, pp. 15-17.

Copies seen : T^rard.

Osunkherhine (Peter Paul). See Wzo-
khilain(P. P.)

Otawa anamie-misinaigan. See Baraga
(F.)

Ota-wa musenaikun. See Meeker (J.)

Otchip-we Anamie-Masinaigan. See Ba-
raga (F.)

Otchip-we kikinoamadi-masinaigans. See

Baraga (F.)

Oti ere mnoahemowun . . . Puta-

watomie. SeeLykins (J.)

Ottawa. A M D G
I
J M J

I

Catechism

8ta8as.

Manuscript, 11. and pp. 1-154, 8o,ln the library

of the Laval University, Quebec. The title is

on the recto of the first (unnumbered) leaf, on

the verso of which is the French translation

of the Ottawa text on the opposite (numbered)

page. Throughout the manuscript the versos

are in French, the rectos in Ottawa.

The catechism is divided intotwo parts: the

doctrine, and the explanation of the prayers.

The first part contains the chapters : De fine

religionis, p. 1.—De signo crucis, pp. 2-4.—De
Deo, pp. 4-6.— De Deo uno et trino, pp. 6-7.—De
Deo incarnate, pp. 7-8.—De Jesu nomine, pp.

8-9.—De Jesus par entibus, p. 9.—De nativitate

Jesus et vita, pp. 9-10.—De Jesus morte, p. 11.

—

De Jesus resurrectione et vulneribus. p. 12.

—

De Jesus ascensione, pp. 12-13.—De morte, pp.
13-14.—De judicio particulari, de inferno, p.

14.—De paradiso, de purgatario, de resurrec-

tioneetjadicio extreme, pp. 15-16.—Depeccatis,

pp. 16-17.—De sacramentis, pp. 17-18.—De bap-

tismo, pp. 18-20.—De confirmatione, p. 20.—De
pcenitentia, pp. 21-26.~De Eucharistia, pp. 27-

52.— De Extrema Unctione, pp. 52-53. — De
ordine, pp. 53-54.—De matrimonio, pp. 54-57.

Verso of p. 57 blank.

The second part has, on the recto of p. 60, the

title : De precibus christianis ; and contains

the following chapters : Enumeration des prin-

cipales pri^res chretienne.s, pp. 61-62.—De signo

crucis, pp. 63-64.—De Oratione Dominica, pp.
65-83.— Salutatio angelica, pp. 83-91. — Symbo-
lum apostolorum, pp. 91-131.—Dei mandata (the

9th and 10th commandments are omitted), pp.
131-153. The verso of p. 153 is blank.

"Within the same covers is another Ottawa
manuscript, as follows

:

Prieres Outaoises.

Manuscript, 1 1. pp. 1-17, 5 11. 8°, in the library

of Laval University, Quebec. The above headi-

ing is on the recto of the first (unnumbered) 1.
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Ottawa— Continued.
the verso of which is blank, The prayers (pp.

1-17) are written on the rectos only, the versos

being blank. They begin without heading, with

the sign of the cross : In nomine Patris. Then
follows the Pater, Ave Maria, and the Credo.

The prayers on pp. 3-9 are either without head-

ing or are in Ottawa only. The Angelas, p. 10 ;

the Sab-teum, the Benedicite, the Agimus
gratias, pp. 11-14 ; the prayer for the evening, p.

15 ; the Memorare, p. 17.

The 5 unnumbered 11., written on both sides,

in double columns, contain religious songs ; they

consist of the Veni Creator, the Pange lingua,

hymn for Christmas, for "New Year's day, for

the Twelfth night, on the Passion of Our
Savior, and on His resurrection.

This manuscript is bound with the preceding

(Catechism 8ta8as), in a black leather volume,

with gold ornaments on the sides, now hardly

visible. A few leaves are nearly detached.

They are anonymous and undated, and, though

not models of caligraphy, aie very legible.

Ottawa

:

Alphabet

Alphabet

Bible, Matthew
Bible, John
Bibliographic

Catechism

Catechism

Catechism

Catechism

Dictionary

See Adams (F. Q.)

Meeker (J.)

Meeker (J.)

Meeker (J.)

American Board.

Baraga (F.)

Dejean (A.)

Ottawa,

Sifferath(N.L.)

Jaunay (P. du).

General discussion Assikinack (F.)

General discussion Lausbert (C. F.)

Grammatic comments Wilson (E. F.)

Hymn book Meeker (J.)

Hymns Baraga (F.)

Hymns Dejean (A.)

Hymns Johnston (G.)

Hymns McKenney (T. L.)

Hymns Meeker (J.)

Letter Johnston (G.)

Letter Vimont (B.)

Lord's prayer Bergholtz (G. F.)

Lord's prayer Shea(J. G.)

Lord's prayer Smet (P. J. de).

Lord's prayer Trumbull (J. H.).

Lord's prayer Youths.
Numerals Haines (E. M.)

Numerals Jones (E.)

Numerals Meeker (J.)

Prayer book Baraga (F.)

Prayer book Baraga (F.) and "Wei-

kamp (J. B.)

Prayer book Dejean (A.)

Prayer book Johnston (G.)

Prayer book Ottawa.

Prayer book Weikamp (J. B.)

Prayers Meeker (J.)

Primer Meeker (J.)

Primer Yan Tassel (I.)

Proper names Catalogue.

Proper names Chamberlain (A. F.)

Ottawa~ Continued.
Proper names Correspondence.

Proper names Jackson ("W. H.)

Proper names James (E.)

Proper names Stanley (J. M.)
Proper names Treaties.

Relationships Morgan (L.H.)

Song Hoffman (C.F.)

Ten commandments Johnston (G.)

Text Baraga (F.)

Text Sifferath (N.L.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Yocabulary Dejean (A.)

Vocabulary De Peyster (A. S.)

Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary Gatschet (A. S.)

Vocabulary Hamelin (—

)

Vocabulary Investigator.

T'ocabulary James (E.)

Vocabulary Jones (P.)

Vocabulary Latham (R. G.)

Vocabulary Sanderl (S.)

Vocabulary Wilson (D.)

Vocabulary Wilson (E. F.)

Words Barton (B.S.)

Words Gatschet (A. S.)

Words Haines (E. M.)

Words Hovelacque (A.)

Words Latham (R.G.)

Words Schomburgk (R.H.)

Words Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Words Sener(S.M.)

Words Smithsonian.

Our Forest Children. VoL 1, No. 1.

Shingwauk Home. February, 1887

[-Vol. IV. No. 6. September, 1890].

Edited by Rev. E. F. Wilson, and published

monthly at the Shingwauk Home, Sault Ste.

Marie, Ontario; sm.4°. No. 10 of vol. 1 is a
'Christmas number." In 1888 a "Summer
number" appeared—no. 4 of vol. 2; also a

"Christmas number"—"no.lO" of vol. 2, al.

though the next issue is numbered 10 also.

These special issues are larger than the regular

ones, and illustrated. The regular issues con-

sisted of 2 11. or 4 pp. each until no. 3 of vol. 3

(for June, 1889), when the periodical was made
a 16-page illustrated monthly. The first seven

numbers of vol. 1 were in size about 6 by 9

inches, and were unpaged; with no. 8 the size

was increased to about 8 by 10 inches, and the

pages numbered, each issue being paged inde-

pendently (1-4) until the beginning of vol. 2,

from which a single pagination continues (ex-

cepting nos. 4 and 10) to no. 1 of vol. 3 (pp. 1-48),

the next no. being paged 5-8. No. 3 of vol. 3

(June, 1889) begins a new series and a new and
continuous pagination (pp. 1-256), each issue

since then having 16 pp. 4°, and being provided

with a cover. The last issue in hand—that for

September, 1890—says: "As has already been

announced, thib is the last issue of ' Our Forest

Children.' Next month, October, will appear

the first number of the 'Canadian Indian.'"
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Our Forest Children— Continued.

The Algonquian linguistic contents are as

follows

:

Rand (S. T.), The Micmac Indians, vol. 2, no.

4, pp. 10-12.

Wilson (E. F.), The Ojibway Indians, vol. 1,

D0.12, pp. 1-3.

Something about Indian languages, vol.

2, no. 9, pp. 31-32.

The Blackfeet Indians, vol. 2, no. 10, pp.
1-4.

The Ottawa Indians, vol. 3, no. 3, pp.

1-6.

The Delaware Indians, vol. 3, no. 7, pp.

65-69.

Our Forest Children— Continued.
Wilson (E. r.), The Cheyenne Indians, vol.

4, no. 6, pp. 243-247.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Outagami. See Sac and Fox.

Outline of the paradigma of the Chip-

pewa verb. See James (E.)

Owase opeaticemowa [Shawnee]. See

Lykins (J.)

Owen (Mrs. George Washington). See

Blackbird (A. J.)

ALG- 25



Paine (Nathaniel). A
|
brief notice

|
of the

library
|
of the

|
American antiquarian

society,
|
from the report of the council,

j
presented April 30, 1873.

|
By

|
Na-

thaniel Paine.
|

[Seal of the society.]
j

Worcester:
|

printed by Charles

Hamilton,
|
Palladium office.

|
1873.

Printed cover as above, half-title verso blank

1 1. title as above verso blank 1 1. text pp. 5-59, 8°,

Contains titles and notices of a number of

the early Indian books printed in New Eng
land, and on pp. 54-55 a list of owners of the

two editions of Eliot's bible.

Copies seen : American Antiquarian Society,

Eames, Pilling.

Pajeken (Friedrich J.) Die Umgangs-
sprache der Arapahoe-Indianer.

In Das Ausland, no. 5, pp. 89-90, Stuttgart,

February 4, 1889, 4°. (Gatschet.)

Arapaho sentences and words for conversa-

tional purposes.

Pallas (Peter Simon). See Yankiewitch
(F.) de Miriewo.

Palliser {Capt. John). Exploration.

—

British North America.
|
The

|

journals,

detailed reports, and observations
|
rel-

ative to
I

the exploration,
|
by captain

Palliser,
|
of

|
that portion of British

North America,
|
which,

|
in latitude,

lies between the British boundary line

and the
|
height of land or watershed

of the northern
|
or frozen ocean re-

spectively,
I
and

I

in longitude, be-

tween the western shore of lake Su-

perior and
I

the Pacific ocean,
|
During

the Years 1857, 1858, 1859, and 1860.
[

Presented to both Houses of Parliament

by Command of Her Majesty,
|
19th

May, 1863.
|

[English arms.]
|

London :
|

printed by George Edward
Eyre and William Spottiswoode,

|

print-

ers to the queen's most excellent maj-
esty

I

For her majesty's stationery of-

;fice.
I

1863.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso
blank 1 1. text pp. 3-325, colophon 1 p. folio.

Sullivan (J. W.), "Vocabularies of the North-
west Indiana, pp 207-216.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Geological

; Survey. "

Priced by Uufosse, Paris, 1887, no. 24911, 12 fr.

386

Pampticongh:

Numerals Fritz (J. F.) and Schnltze

(B.)

Numerals Hervas (L.)

Vocabulary Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J. S.)

Vocabulary Allen (W.)

Vocabulary Balbi (A.)

Vocabulary Barton (B.S.)

Vocabulary Brickell (J.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary Lane (L.)

Vocabulary Lawson (J.)

Vocabulary Schoolcraft (H.K,)

Words Warden (D.B.)

Pamunkey, Vocabulary. See Dalrymple (—

)

Papers
j
relative to

|
the Wesleyan mis-

sions,
I

and the
|
state of heathen

countries.
|
(Published quarterly.)

[London : printed by William Nich-

ols, 40, Hoxton Square. 1863. ]

No. CLXXn, June, 1863, 4 pp. 8°.

The Cree widow's letter to Mrs. Hoole and
the ladies' committee, in the Cree language

(syllabic characters),with translation into Eng-

lish by John Sinclair. The letter is dated from

Rossville, Wesleyan Mission, Hudson's Bay,

Dec. 20th, 1862.

Copies seen : Trumbull.

Parsons (James). Remains of Japhet:
|

being
I
historical enquiries |

into
|
the

afi&nity and origin
|
of

|
the European

languages.
|
By James Parsons, M. D.

Member of the College of Physicians,
|

J and Fellow of the Eoyal and Antiquary

Societies of London.
|
[Scripture text,

five lines.]
|

London,
|
Printed for the Author :

|

And sold by L. Davis and C. Reymers,

in Holbourn ; J. Whiston, at
j Boyle's

Head, B. White, at Horace's Head,

Fleet Street
J j
and G. Faulkner, at Dub-

lin. MDCCLXVII [1767].

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication pp. iii-vi,

preface pp. vii-xxiii (wrongly numbered xiii),

contents pp. xxv-xxvii, subscribers' names pp.

xxix-xxxii, text pp. 1-419, folded table and two
plates, 4°.

"Observations on the names of the numbers
ofthe American Indians" (pp. 341-345) contains,

on p. 345, the numerals 1-100 and 1000, in five
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Parsons (J.) — Continued.

American languages, among them the Shaw-

anese and Delaware (from Conrad Weiser's

table in the Gentleman's Magazine).

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Eames, "Watkinson.

Parsons (&en. Samuel Holden). Discov-

eries in the western country, by General

Parsons.

In American Acad. Arts and Sci. Mem. vol.

2, pt. 2, pp. 119-127, Boston and Cambridge, 1793,

4°.

Short comparative vocabulary (6 words) of

the Shawanese, Delawares, and Wyandots.

See Edwards (J.)

Parsons (Usher). Indian names
|
of

(

places in Rhode-Island :
|
collected by

I

Usher Parsons, M.D., | for the R.I.

historical society.
|

Providence :
|
Knowles, Anthony &

CO., printers.
|
1861.

Printed cover with brief title, title as above

verso blank 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv, remarks pp.

5-7, text alphabetically arranged by Narragan-

set words pp. 9-32, 8°.

Names (about 335) given by the Narragan-

sets to places in Ehode Island, with local de-

scriptions and occasional definitions.

'No attempt is' herein made, by the author,

to examine Indian names of places as a philol-

ogist or grammarian, but merely to gather

such as were in existence when civilization

commenced, within the State of Ehode Island,

according to its present boundary, and to indi-

cate, as near as practicable, their exact locality

;

and, in a few instances, give the meaning or

derivation of the word used."

—

Preface.

Copies seen : Boston Public, Brinley, Eames,
Powell, Trumbull.

At the Field sale, catalogue no. 1770, a copy

brought 25 cents.

Usher Parsons, surgeon, born in Alfred, Me.,

8 Aug., 1788 ; died in Providence, R. I., 19 Dec,
1868, He entered the U. S. Navy in 1812 as

surgeon's mate, and after ten years' duty
resigned and settled in the practice of his pro-

fession in Providence, R. l.—Appleton's Cyclop,

of Am. Biog.

Part of the discipline of the Wesleyan
Methodist church [Chippewa]. See

Jones (P.)

Part of the new testament . . Chip-

pewa. SeeJones(P.)

Passamaquoddy

:

Geographic names SeeKilby (W. H.)

Grammatic comments Prince (J. D.)

Hymns Demillier (L. E.)

Legends Brown (W. W.)
Lord's prayer Marietti (P.)

Lord's prayer Smet (P. J. de).

Lord's prayer Trumbull (.J. H.)

Passamaquoddy— Continued.

Lord's prayer Youth's.

Numerals Haines (E.M.)

Numerals Haldeman (S. S.)

Numerals James (E.)

Numerals Prince (J. D.)

Phrases Alger ( A. L.)

Prayers Demillier (L.B.)

Song Leland(C.G.)

Vocabulary Allen (W.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary .
Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary Kellogg (E.)

Vocabulary Kidder (F.)

Vocabulary Lyle (H.)

Vocabulary Mcleod (R.R.)

Vocabulary Schoolcraft (H. E.)

Vocabulary Treat (J.)

Words Alger ( A. L.)

Words Latham (E. G.)

Words Leland (C. G.)

Pastorius (Franciscus Daniel). Umstan-
dige Geogra-

|

phische
|
Beschreibung

I

Der zu AUerletzt erfundenen
|
Pro-

vintz
I

Pensylva-
|

nise,
\
In denen End-

Grantzen
|
Americas

|
In der West-Welt

gelegen,
|
Durch

|
Franciscum Danie-

lem
I
Pastoriura,

| J. V. Lie. und Frie-

dens-Richtern
|
daselbsten.

|
Worbey

angehencketsind eini-
|
ge notable Be-

gebenheiten, und
|
Bericht-Schreiben

an dessen Herrn
|
Vattern

|
Melchiorem

Adamum Pasto- | rium, |
Und andere

gute Freunde.
|

Franckfurth und Leipzig, |
Zufinden

bey Andreas Otto. 1700.

Title verso blank 1 1. an den geneigten

leser 1 1. vorrede 4 11. text pp. 1-140, sm. 8°.

William Penns eigene Beschreibung Pen-

sylvani.^ an seine Freunde nacher Louden,"

pp. 123-137, with specimen of the language, p.

126.

Copies seen : Lenox.

Umstandige Geogra-
|
phische

|
Be-

schreibung
I

Der zu allerletzt erfun-

denen
I

Provintz |
Pensylva-

|
nise,

|
In

denen End-Grautzen |
Araericse

|
In der

West-Welt gelegen,
|
Durch

|
Francis-

cum Danielem
|
Pastorium,

|
J. Y. Lie.

und Friedens-Richtern
|
daselbsten.

|

Worbey angehencki t sind eini-
|
ge no-

table Begebenheiten, und |
Bericht-

Schreiben an dessen Herrn
|
Vattern |

Melchiorem Adamum Pasto-
|
rium,

j

Und andere gute Freunde.
|

Franckfurt und Leipzig,
|
Zutindeu

bey Andreas Otto. 1700.

Title verso blank 1 1. an den geneigten

leser 1 1. vorrede 4 11. text pp. 1-140, sm. 8°.
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Pastorius (F. D.) — Continued.
This copy diflfers from tbe one described

above only in the six preliminary leaves. In

the title-page the third line, " Beschreibung "

is printed in larger type than in the other copy

;

the word "allerletzt" in the fourth line begins

with a small a; and the word "Eranckfurf
in the imprint is without the final h. The
other preliminary leaves vary in several places

in the line endings. The first line on the verso

of the second leaf ends with " dasz die e" in-

stead of "dasz diese Pro-" as in the other copy;

the first line on the verso of the third leaf ends

with '

' an alien Or-" in stead of " an alien Orten '

'

as in the other ; the first line on the verso of

the fifth leaf ends with "weniges von" in-

stead of "weniges von der" etc.

Penn's letter, as in the other copy, pp. 123-

137.

Copies seen: Lenox.

In 1702 there was printed a supplement to

this work entitled " Cc-ntinuatio Der Beschrei-

bung der Landschaflft Pensylvaniae," etc., and
containing a translation of Gabriel Thomas's

account of Pennsylvania, followed by Daniel

Falckner's "Curieuae Nachricht." This was
bound with some copies of the edition of 1700

described above; and in 1704, when a new edi-

tion of Pastorius was printed, the "Continua-

tio " of 1702 was bound at the end of each

copy. For the full title and description of this

supplement see Thomas (G.)

Umstandige Geographisclie j Be-

schreibung
|
Der zu allerletzt erfunde-

nen
[
Provintz

[
Pensylva- | nise,

|
In

denen End-Grantzen
|
AmericsB

]
In der

West-Welt gelegen,
I
Durch

|
Francis-

cum Danielem
(
Pastorium,

| J. V. Lie.

und Friedens-Richtern
|
daselbsten.

|

Worbey angebencket sind einige no-
]

table Begebenheiten, und Bericbt-
|

Schreiben an dessen Herrn
|
Vattern

|

Melchiorem Adamum | Pastorium,
|

Und andere gute Freunde.
|

Franckfurt und Leipzig,
|
Zufinden

bey Andreas Otto. 1704.

Folded map, title verso blank 1 1. an den

geneigten leser 1 1. vorrede 4 11. text pp. 1-140,

2 blank 11. ; Continuatio der Beschreibung der

Landschaff't Pensylvaniae (by Gabriel Thom-
as), 1702, title verso blank 1 1. vorrede 1 1. text

pp. 1-40; Curieuse ^achricht von Pensylvania

(by Daniel Falckner), 1702, title verso blank 1

1. prsemonitio 2 11. text pp. 1-58, sm. 8°.

Penn's letter, as in edition of 1700, pp. 123-137.

Copies seen : Lenox.

Patterson (J. B.), editor. See Black
Hawk.

Peirson (Abraham), See Pierson (A^)

Pela kesagunoodiimumkawa [Micmac].
See Rand (S.T.)

Pelletreau (William Smith). Analysis

and meaning of some of the Indian
\

Geographical Names of
|
Suffolk Co.,

New York.
|
A paper read before the

Suffolk County Teachers'
|
Institute, at

I
Riverhead, May 3^, 1883

|
Printed in

the RiverheadWeeklyNews
|
May 15*i\

1883
I

By
I
W™ S. Pelletreau, A. M.,

Transcriber of the Southampton Town
Records, Historical writer, etc., etc.

Manuscript ; cover with title as above, text

with heading like the beginning of the title

pp. 1-19, letter size, in possession of William

Wallace Tooker, Sag Harbor, New York, who
Has kindly permitted me to inspect it.

After remarks on the Indian language of

Long Island, Koger Williams's "Key," and the

boundaries of Suffolk County, the author lays

down " a few points to be borne in mind in at-

tempting to analyze the Indian names, ' then

explains some frequently occurring termina-

tions, and finally analyzes and gives the mean-

ings of a score or so of the local geographic

names.

Penn (William). A
|
letter

|
from

|
Will-

iam Penn
|
Poprietary \_sic'\ and Gover-

nour of
I

Pennsylvania
|
In America,

|

to the
I

committee
|
of the

|
Free So-

ciety of Traders
|
of that Province, re-

siding in London,
i

Containing
|
A Gen-

eral Description of the said Province,

its Soil, Air, Water, Seasons and Pro-

duce,
I

both Natural and Artificial, and

the good Encrease thereof.
|
Of the Na-

tives or Aborigines, their Language,

Customs and Manners, Diet, Houses or

Wig-
I

wams. Liberality, easie way of

Living, Physick, Burial, Religion, Sac-

rifices and Cantico,
I

Festivals, Govern-

ment, and their order in Council upon

Treaties for
|
Land, &c. their Justice

upon Evil Doers.
|
Of the first Planters,

the Dutch, &c. and the present Condi-

tion and Settlement of the
|
said Prov-

ince, and Courts of Justice, &c.
|
To

which is added, An Account of the city

of
I

Philadelphia |
Newly laid out.

|
Its

Soituation between two Navigable Riv-

ers, Delaware and Skulkill,
|
with a

(

Portraiture or Plat-form thereof,
|

Wherein the Purchasers Lots are dis-

tinguished by certai n Numbers inserted,

directing
[
to a Catalogue of the said

Purchasers \_sic'\ Names
|
And the Pros-

perous and Advantagious Settle-

ments of the Society aforesaid, within
|

the said City and Country, &c.
|
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Penn (W.) — Continued.

Printed and Sold by Andrew Sowle,

at the Crooked-Billet in Holloway-Lane

in
j
Slioreditch, and at several Station-

ers in London, 1683.

Title verso blank 1 1. letter pp. 1 [sic for3]-9,

A short Advertisement Upon the Scituation and

Extent of tlie city of Philadelphia," etc. p. 10,

plan, folio.

An account of the language of the Pennsyl-

vania Indian with a brief vocabulary, para-

graph xii, p. 5.

Copies seen : British Museum, Congress.

A
I

letter
|
from

|
William Penn

|

Proprietary and Governour of
|
Penn-

sylvania
I

In America,
|
to the

|
com-

mittee
I

of the
i

Free Society of Trad-

ers
!
of that Province, residing in

London. |
Containing

|
A General De-

scription of the said Province, its Soil,

Air, Water, Seasons and Produce,
|
both

Natural and Artificial, and the good

Encrease thereof.
|
Of the Natives or

Aborigines, their Language, Customs

and Manners, Diet, Houses or Wig-
|

wams, Liberality, easie way of Living,

Physick, Burial, Religion, Sacrifices and
Cantico,

|
Festivals, Government, and

their order in Council upon Treaties

for
I

Land, «&:c. their Justice upon Evil

Doers, j
Ofthe first Planters, the Dutch,

&.C. and the present Condition and Set-

tlement of the
I
said Province, and

Courts of Justice, &c.
|
To which is

added. An Account of the City of
|

Philadelphia
|
Newly laid out.

| Its

Scituation between two Navigable Riv-

ers, Delaware and Skulkill,
|
with a

|

Portraiture or Plat-form thereof,
|

Wherein the Purchasers Lots are dis-

tinguished by certain Numbers inserted,

directing
|
to a Catalogue of the said

Purchasors [sic'l Names prefixed
|
And

the Prosperous and Advantagious Set-

tlements ofthe Society aforesaid, within

I
the said City and Country, &c.

|

Printed and Sold by Andrew Sowle,

at the Crooked-Billefc in Holloway-Lane
in

I

Shoreditch, and at several Station-

ers in London, 1683.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. I [sic for 3J-9,

a short advertisement etc. p. 10, plan, folio.

Linguistics as under title next above, p. 5.

Copies seen: Boston Public.

A
I

letter
} from | William Penn.

|

Proprietary and Governour of
|
Penn-

flylvania
|
In America,

| to the
|
Com-

Penn (W.) — Continued,

mittee
|
ofthe

|
Free Society of Traders

I
of that Province, residing in Lon-

don.
I

Containing
|
A General Descrip-

tion of the said Province, its Soil, Air,

Water, Seasons and Produce,
|
both

Natural and Artificial, and the good

Encrease thereof.
]
Of the Natives or

Aborigines, their Language, Customs

and Manners, Diet, Houses or Wig-
|

wams, Liberality, easie way of Living,

Physick, Burial, Religion, Sacrifices and

Cantico,
|
Festivals, Government, and

their order in Council upon Treaties for

I

Land, &c. their Justice upon Evil

Doers.
|
Of the first Planters, the Dutch,

&,c. and the present Condition and Set-

tlement of the
]
said Province, and

Courts of Justices, &c. 1 To which is

added, an Account ofthe City of
|
Phil-

adelphia
I

Newly laid out.
|
Its Scitua-

tion between two Navigable Rivers,

Delaware and Skulkill,
|
with a

|
Por-

traiture or P Jat-form thereof,
I
Wherein

the Purchasers Lots are Distinguished

by certain Numbers inserted. | And the

Prosperous and Advantagious Settle-

ments of the Society aforesaid, within

I
the said City and Country, &c.

|

Printed and Sold by Andrew Sowle,

at the Crooked-Billet in Holloway-Lane

in
I

Shoreditch, and at the several Sta-

tioners in London, 1683. (*)

Pp. 1-10, 2 11. plan, folio.

Linguistics as under titles above, p. 5.

Title from Mr. Wilberforce Eames from copy

belonging formerly to Hon. H. C. Murphy,
which copy lacked the two leaves at the end.

A
I

letter
|
from

|
William Penn

|

Proprietary and Governour of
|
Penn-

sylvania
I

In America,
|
to the

|
com-

mittee
i

of the
j
Free Society of

Traders
|
of that Province, residing in

London.
|
Containing

|
A General De-

scription of the said Province, its Soil,

Air, Water, Seasons and Produce,
1
both

Natural and Artificial, and the good

Encrease thereof.
|
Of the Natives or

Aborigines, their Language, Customs
and Manners, Diet, Houses or Wig-

|

wams. Liberality, easie way of Living,

Physick, Burial, Religion, Sacrifices

and Cantico,
|
Festivals, Government,

and their order in Council upon Treaties

for
I
Land, &c. their Justice upon Evil

Doers.
|
Of the first Planters, the Dutch,
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Penn (W.) — Continued.

&c. and the present Condition and Set-

tlement of the
I

said Province, and

Courts of Justice, &c.
|
As also an

Account of the city of
|
Philadelphia

|

Newly laid out.
|
Its Scituation between

two Navigable Rivers, Delaware and

Skulkill,
I

with a |
Portraiture or Plat

-form thereof,
|
Wherein the Purchasers

Lots are distinguished by certain Num-
bers inserted, j And the Prosperous and

Advantagious Settlements of the So-

ciety aforesaid, within
|
the said City

and Country, &c.
|

Printed by Appointment of the said

Committee, by Andrew Sowle, at the

Crooked-
|
Billet in Holloway-Lane in

Shoreditch, 1683.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-9, a short ad-

vertiseinent, etc. p. 10, plan, folio.

At the foot of page 10 is the catch-word
" Directions."

Linguistics as under the preceding titles, p. 5.

Copies seen : Lenox.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 2115, 21. 12«.

Qd. At the Menzies sale, catalogue no. 1577, a

half-blue-morocco copy brought [$65; at the

Brinley sale, no. 3080, $12 ; at the Murphy sale,

no. 1925, $20.

Missive | van | William Penn,
|

Eygenaar en Gouverneur van
| Penn-

sylvania,
I

In America.
| Geschreven

aan de Commissarissen van de Vrye
Socie-

I
teytder Handelaars, op de selve

Provintie,
|
binnen London residee-

rende.
|
Behelsende:

|
Een geuerale

beschrijvinge van de voornoemde Pro-

vintie: te vyeten, van
|
hare Grond,

Lucht, Water, Saisoenen en't Product,

soouytdenatuurals
|
doorhetbouwen,

neffens de groote vermeerderinge of

meenighvuldin-
|
ge, w^elke het Land

aldaar uytgeveude is.
|
Als mede : van

de Naturellen of Inboorlingen des

Landts, haer Taal, Gewoontens en Ma-
uiereu, haar Spijseu, Huyseu of Wig-
wams,

I

Mildheyt, gemackelijcke manier
van leven, Mediciinen, manieren van

I

Begraaffenis, Godsdienst, Offerhanden
en Gesangen, haar Hooge-

| feesteu,

Regeeringe, en ordre in hare Raden,
wanueer sy met yemandt

| handelen
over het verkoopen van Landeryen, etc.

Nevens hare Justi-
\
tie, of Recht doen

over quaatdoenders.
| Mitsgaders een

Bericht van de eerste Coloniers do Hol-
land era, etc. En

I

van de tegenwoor-

Penn fW.) — Continued,

dige toestant en welgesteltheyfc van de
voornoemde Pro-

|
vintie en Recht-

banken, etc. aldaar.
|
Waar by noch

gevoeght is een Beschrijving van de

Hooft-Stadt
I
Philadelphia.

| Nu on-

langs uytgeset, en gelegen tnsschen

twee Navigable Riviereu,
|
namentlijk:

tusschen Delaware en Schuylkii.
j
Ende

een verhaal van de voorspoedigo en

voordeelige standt van saken van
|
de

voornoemde Societeyt binnen de voor-

noemde Stadt en Provintie, etc.
|

Amsterdam,
|
Gedrukt voor Jacob

Clans, Boekverkooper in de Prince-

straat, 1684.

Title verso blank 1 1. Missive pp. 3-18, Een
kort Verhaal "Wegens de Situatie, en groote

van de Stadt Philadelphia pp. 18-19, Extract

Uyt een Brief uyt Pennsylvania, geschreven

by Thomas Paskell, aan J. J. van Chippenharai

pp. 20-23, plan, sm. 4°.

Linguistics as under titles above, p. 8.

Copies seen : Congress.

Missive
|
van | William Penn,

|

Eygenaar en Gouverneur van
|
Penn-

sylvania,
I

In America.
|
Geschreven

aan de Commissarissen van de Vrye
Societeyt der

|
Handelaars op deselve

Provintie, biunen London residerende.

I

Behelsende :
|
Een generale beschrij-

vinge van de voornoemde Provintie : te

weten, van
|

hare Grondt, Lucht^

Water, Saisoenen en't Product, soo uyt

denatuur
|
als doorhetbouwen, neffens

de groote vermeerderinge of meenigh-

vuldin-
I

ge, welke het Laud aldaar

uytgeveude is.
|
Als mede: van do Na-

turellen of Inbooiiingtiu des Landts,

haer Taal,
|
Gewoontens en Manieren,.

haar Spijsen, Huysen of Wigwams,
|

Mildheyt, gemackelijcke manier van
leven, Medicijnen, manieren van

|
Be-

graaffenis, Godsdienst, Offerhanden en

Gesangen, haar Hooge-
|
feesten, Re-

geeringe, en ordre in hare Raden,.

wanneer sy met yemandt
|
handelen

over het verkoopen van Landeryen, &c.

Nevens hare Justi-
]
tie of Recht doen

over quaatdoenders. \
Mitsgaders een

Bericht van de eerste Coloniers de Hol-

landers, &c. En
I

van de tegenwoordige

toestant en weltgesteltheyt van de

voornoemde Pro-
|
vintie en Recht-

banken, &c. aldatir.
]
Waar by noch

gevoeght is een Beschrijving van de

Hooft-Stadt
I

Philadelphia.
|

Nu onlangs
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Penn (W. ) — Continued,

uytgeset, en gelegen tusschen twee Na-

vigable Rivieren,
|
namentlijk : tus-

schen Delaware en Schuylkil.
|
Ende

een verhaal van de voorspoedige en

voordeelige standt van saken van
|

de voornoemde Societeyt binnen de

voornoemde Stadt en Provintie, &c.
|

Waar by noch komt een Voor-reden,

gevende een korte ouderrechtinge van

de
I

Conditien, boe de Gouverneur sijn

Landt nu verkoopt, en verbuurt op een

I
eeuwige Erf-pacht, als mede van

eeuige van de voornaamste Wetten, &c.

I
Den tweeden Druk.

j

t'Amsterdam, |
By Jacob Glaus, Boek-

verkooper in de Prince-straat, 1684.

Title rerso blank 1 1. preliminaTv notices pp.

3-6, text pp. 7-22, Een kort Verhaal Wegens de

Situatie, en groote van de Stadt Philadelphia,

pp. 22-23, De Declaratie des Conings, etc. p. 24,

Extract TJyt een Erief uyt Pennsylvania, ge-

schreven by Thomas Paskell, etc. pp. 25-28,

plan, 4°.

Linguistics as under titles above, p. 12.

Copies seen: British Museum, Lenox.

Bescbreibung
|
Der in America neu-

-erfundenen
|
Provinz

|
Pensylvanien.

I

Derer Inwobner, Gesetz, Artb, Sit-

I

ten und Gebraucb : |
Aucb samt-

licber Reviren des Landes,
|
Sonder-

IPcb der Haupt-Stadt
|
Pbila-delpbia

|

Alles glaubwurdigst
i

Ausz des Gouver-

neursdarinnen erstatteten
|
Nacbricbt.

|

In Verlegung bey Henricb Heusz an

der Banco,
|
im Jabr 1684.

Second title: Send-Schreiben vom Wil-
|
liam

Penn, Eigenthfimer und Stadthalter zu Pensil-

I

vania in America; geschrieben an die Com-
niissarien der freyen

|
Societtlt der Kauffleute

auf sclbiger Provintz, welcho
|
sich in Londen

auffhalten.
|
1.

|
Eineallgemeine Bescbreibung

der obbenandten |
Provintz, nemblich ihrer

Grund, Luflft, Wasser, Zeitungen des
|
Jahres,

in herfurbringung der Frfichte, so wohl ausz

der Ka-
|
tur, als durch den Bau, neben der

grossen Menge und Uberflusz,
|
welche das

Land daselbst bringet, insonderheit (NB ) wird

man K'ach-
|
richt linden, wegenetlicher Juden,

die von denen verlohrnen zehen StS.m-
| men

ubergeblieben sind. | 2. Wie auch von den

Ingebohrnen dieses Landes, ihrer Sprache,

Ge-
I
wohnheit, und Manieren, ihre Speisen,

H^usern oder Hutten, von ihrer
|
Wildheit,

bequS-men Art zu leben, Artzneyen : von ihren

Begribnflssen,
|
Gottesdienst, Opfferu und

Geslngen : von ihren hohen Eest-Tagen, Re-
|

gierungen, und Ordnung in ihren Hath ; wann
sie mit jemand handlen,

|
in Yerkauflfung der

Lindereyen, &c. zugleich von ihren rechtlichen

Verfahren
| wieder die TJbelthS,ter.

|
3. Endlich

ein Bericht von denen Holllndern als ersttn

Penn (W.)— Continued.
Bewohnern

|
dieses Landes &c. und von dem

jetzigen Zustand und wollbestelten guten Ord-

I
nungen in dieser Provintz, und Gericht

daselbst.
|
4. Wobey noch eine Bescbreibung

von ihrer Haupt-Stadt Philadel-
|
phia ange-

f&hret, welche ohnl&ngst angeleget, und liegt

zwischen zwey
|
SchiffreichS Fl&ssen und

Riviren, nemblich Delaware und Schuylkil, und
ei-

I
ne Erzehlung von dem guten und sehr

wolfortgehenden Handel, wie auch
| vortheil-

hafftigen Zustand der Sachen, ansehnlich en
Societat dieser Stadt | und Provintz, Sdc.

|

Erstlich in Englischer Sprache beschrieben,

nachmahls ausz der Hoi-
| landischen in der

Hochdeutschen Sprache fibergesetzet.
| durch

J. \V.
I

Hamburg.
|
BeyHenricb Housch in Jahrl684.

Title verso blank 1 1. second title p. 1, prelim-

inary notices pp. 2-7, text pp 8-27, Eine kurtze
Erzehlung der Situation, und gr6sse der Stadt
Philadelphia pp. 28-29, Extract eines Brieffea

ausz Pensylvania, geschrieben von Thomas
Paskell, etc. pp. 29-32, plan, 4°.

Linguistics as under titles above, p. 14.

Copies seen : British Museum, Brown, Lenox.

Lettre de Monsieur Penn, Proprie-

taire & Gouverneur de la Pensylvanie.

Contenant une description generale de

la dite province.

In Rectieil de diverses pieces, concernant la

Pensylvanie, pp. 50-98, La Haye, 1684, sm. 12^.

Linguistics as under titles above, pp. 66-67,

A
I

collection
|
of tbe

|
works

j
of

|

William Penn.
|
In Two volumes.

|
To

Wbicb is Prefixed
|
A Journal of His

life.
I

Witbmany
|
Original letters and

papers
|
Not Before Publisbed.

|
Vol-

ume tbe first [-second],
j
[Two lines

quotation.]
|

London:
|
Printed and Sold by tbe

Assigns of J. Sowle, at tbe
|
Bible in

George-Yard, Lombard-Street. 1726.

2 vols. : title verso blank 1 1. to the reader 2

11. contents 1 1. text pp. 1-911 ; title verso blank

1 1, contents 1 1. text pp. 1-916, folio.

Penn's letter, containing linguistics as under
titles above, vol. 2, pp. 699-706.

Copies seen: Boston Public, Congress, Har-

vard.

Coleman's re-print | of | William

Penn's
|
original

|

proposal and plan
|

for tbe
I
founding & building

|
of

|

Pbiladelpbia |
in

|
Pennsylvania, Amer-

ica,
I

In 1683.
I

Re-printed bj'- James Coleman,
|
Ge-

nealogical Bookseller,
| 9, Tottenham

terrace, Wbite Hart lane, Tottenham,

I

Near London, nortb.
| 188

L

Cover title as above, title of 1683 edition

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-24, folio.
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Penn (W.)— Continued,
Linguistics as under titles above, p. 5.

Copies seen : Boston Public, British. Museum,
Congiess.

Peun's letter is reprinted in tbe following

works

:

Barber (J. W.), History and antiquities of

New England, pp. 536-540, Worcester, 1841, 8°.

Ibid., 1847, 1848, 1856; Hartford, 1843, 1847;

Portland, 1848; Hartford, 1856, 8=.

Olarkson (T.), Memoirs of . . William

Penn, vol. 1, pp. 375-406, London, 1813, 8°.

Ibid., vol. 1, pp. 292-315, Philadelpbia and
New York, 1813-1814; PhUadelphia, 1814, 8°.

Ibid., vol. 1, pp. 142-153. Dover 1827, 8°.

Ibid., pp. 137-148, London, 1849, 12°.

Cornell (W. M.), History of Pennsylvania,

pp. 111-125, Philadelphia, 1876, 8°.

Ibid., pp. 111-125, Philadelphia and Boston,

1876, 8°.

Ibid., pp. 111-125, New York, 1879, 8°.

Harvey (H.), History of the Shawnee In-

dians, pp. 12-21, Cincinnati, 1855, 16°.

Janney (S. M.), Life of William Penn, pp.

227-238, Philadelphia, 8° (two editions).

Pastorius (F. D.), Umstandige geographische,
etc., pp. 123-137, Franckfurt und Leipzig,

1700, sin. 8° (two editions).

Ibid., pp. 123-137, Franctfurt und Leipzig,

1704, sm. 8°.

Proud (R.), History of Pennsylvania, vol. 1,

pp. 246-260, Philadelphia, 1797, 8°.

Pennsylvania

:

General discussion

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Words
See also Delaware.

See Court de Gebelin (A.

de).

Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Barber (J. W.)
Barton (B. S.)

Orbigny (A. D.d').

Penobscot

:

Catechism

Catechism

Geographic

Geographic

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lnrd's prayer

Lord's prayer

Numerals
Numerals
Numerals
Numerals
Numerals
Prayers

Prayers

Primer

Reader

Spelling book
Text
Tract

Vocabulary

See Demillier (L.E.)

Wzokhilain (P.P.)

Greenleaf (M.)

Hubbard (L. L.)

Dudley (P.)

Marietti (P.)

Smet (P. J. de).

Trumbull (J. H.)

Youth's.

Haines (E. M )

Haldeman (S. S.)

James (E.)

Rand (S. T.)

Shea (J. G.)

Macleod (X.D.)

Wzokhi'ain (P.P.)

Wzokhilain (P.P.)

Wzokhilain (P.P.)

Wzokhilain (P.P.)

Wzokhilain (P. P.)

Wzokhilain (P.P.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Penobscot— Continued.
Vocabulary Allen (W.)
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words

Barton (B.S.)

Campbell (J.)

Delafield (J.) and La-

key (J.)

Edwards (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Gardiner (R.)

Hale (H.)

Hewitt (T. N.B.)

Latham (R. G.)

Pickering (J.)

Prichard (J. C.)

Rand (S. T.)

Treat (J.)

Barton (B. S.)

Bolton (H. C.)

Hale (H.)

Leland (C. G.)

Lesley (J. P.)

Mcintosh (J.)

Malte-Brun.

Sener (S.M.)

Smet (P.J.de).

Vater (J. S.)

See Trumbull (J. H.)

Catlin (G.)

Correspondence.

Indian.

Morgan (L. H.)

Peoria

:

Lord's prayer

Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Relationships

Pequod

:

General discussion See De Forest (J. W.)
Lord's prayer American Society,.

Vocabulary Trumbull (J. H.)

Vocabulary De Forest (J. W.)

Perez (Jos^). M^moire sur les relations

des anciens Am^ricains avec les peu-

ples de I'Europe, de I'Asie efc de I'Afri-

que. [Signed Jose Perez.]

In Revue Orientale et Americaine, vol. 8, pp.

162-198, Paris, 1863, 8°.

Comparison of Algonkin and Irish words, pp.
180-181.

Periodical

:

Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Shawnee

See Investigator.

Our.

Petaubun.

Pipe.

Shau-wau-nowe.

Perry (John). See G-ibbs (G.)

Personal names

:

Abnaki
Abnaki
Algonquian

Blackfoot

Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Chippewa
Chippewa
Menomonee
Satsika

See Abnaki.

Barratt (J.)

Blanchard (R.)

Bill.

Bent (G.)

Blackmore (W.)

Bill.

Jameson (A.M.)

Baird (HS.)
Bill.
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Petaubun.
|
Peep of Day.

| Vol. 1. Sar-

nia C. W., August, 1861. No. 7 [-Vol.

2. August, 1862, No. 8].

Colophon: Printed and published by Eev.

Thomas Hurlburt.

A monthly periodical of 4 pp. 4°, begun, I

presume, in January, 1861, though I have seen

no number earlier than no. 7—that for^August.

Its editor was the Rev. Thomas Hurlburt.

Each issue contained three pages in the Chip,

pewa language and one in English.

The date of its cessation I do not know.

Copies seen : Shea.

Petit manuel . . crise. See Lacombe
(A.)

Petitot (Pere Emile Fortun6 Stanislas

Joseph). Essai sur une 16gencle ameri-

caine par le R. P. Petitot, missionnaire

du Mackenzie.

In Society Philologique, Actes, vol. 12, pp.

1-8, Alen9on, 1883, 8°.

Cree legend (each Cree word in Koman^ fol-

lowed by its French equivalent in italics), pp.

4-8.

De la formation du laugage ; mots

formes par le redonblement de racines

h^t^rogeues, quoique de signification

synonyme, c'est-a-dire par reiteration

copulative.

In Association frangaise pour Favancement

des sciences,compte-rendu, 12th session (Rouen,

1883), pp. 679-701, Paris, 1884, 8°. (Geological

Survey.)

Contains words in a number of North Amer-
ican languages, among them the Abenaqui,

Chippeway, Cree, and Pied-Noir.

On the Athabasca district of the

Canadian North-west Territory. By
the Rev. Emile Petitot.

In Montreal Nat. Hist. Soc. Record of Nat.

Hist, and Geology, pp. 27-53, Montreal, 1884, 8°.

Contains numerous names of rivers, lakes,

etc. in Chippewa and Cree.

Reprinted with the same title in: Montreal

Nat. Hist. Soc. Canadian Record of Science, vol.

1, pp. 27-52, Montreal, 1884, 8°.

This l.itter magazine too'c the place of the

Record of Natural History and Geology above

mentioned, only one number of that serial hav-

ing been issued.

Sur I'habitat et les fluctuations de la

population peau rouge, en Canada, par

M. E.-F.-S Petitot, officier d'acad^mie.

In Soci6te d'anthropologie de Paris, Bull,

vol. 7, pp. 2KJ-222, Paris, 1884, 8°. (Geological

Survey.)

A general discussion of the peoples of the

above-named region, including the branches of

the Algonquians, and containing a number of

native terms.

Petitot (E. F. S. J.)— Continued.

De la pr^tendue origine orientale des

Algonquius
;
par M. Emile Petitot.

In Soci6te d'anthropologie de Paris, Bull. vol.

7, pp. 2-18-256, Paris, 1884, 8°.

A number of Algonquin terms passim.

Melanges am^ricains. Vocabulaire

pi^ganiw. Deuxieme dialecte des Nin-

nax ou Pieds-Noirs. Recueilli par

fimile F. S. Petitot.

In Soci6t6 Philologique, Actes, vol. 14, pp. 170-

198, Alenyon, 1885, 8°.

Vocabulary, alphabetically arranged, of the

Ninnax or Pieds-Noirs and French, pp. 173-

181.—Notes grammaticales, pp. 182-192.—Speci-

men de phraseologie Pieganiw (D6calogue, Pa-

ter, Doxologie, De Dieu), pp. 193-194.

Traditions indiennes
|
du

|
Canada

nord-ouest
|
par

|
fimile Petitot

|

ancien missionnaire
|

[Design]
|

Paris
I

Maisonneuve freres et Ch.

Leclerc
| 25, quai Voltaire, 2[5] |

1886

I
Tons droits r6serv^s

Colophon: Acheve d'imprimer le 19 Aout
1886

I
par G. Jacob imprimeur a Orleans

|

pour

Maisonneuve freres
|
et Charles Leclerc

| li-

braires editeurs
|
k Paris.

Half-title of the series verso blank 1 1. title

of the series verso blank 1 1. half-title verso

blank 1 1. title as above verso blank 1 1. dedica-

tion verso blank 1 1. introduction, pp. i-xvii, re-

marque p. [xviii],textpp. 1-507, index ec concor-

dance pp. 509-514, table des matieres pp. 515-

521,ouvrages du meme auteur 1 1. colophon

verso blank 1 1. list of the series verso blank 1

1. 16°. Forms vol. 23 of "Les litteratures pop-

ulaires de toutes les nations."

Sixieme partie, Legendes et traditions des

Cris, pp^ 443-488, contains text with interlinear

French translation of a legend in Cree (
'

' Origine

des Cris"), pp. 481-487.—Heros et divinites des

Cris, p. 488.—Septieme partie, L6gendes et tra-

ditions des Pieds-noirs ou Ninnax, pp. 489-507,

contains: specimen de langue Pied-noir (Deca-

logue, with interlinear French translation, from

Lacombe), pp. 505-506.—Heros et Divinites des

Pieds-noirs, p. 507.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology, Eames,
Gatschet, Pilling, Powell.

The original texts of these traditions, with

literal translations, were subsequently pub-

lished as follows

:

Traditious indiennes
|
du

|
Canada

nord-ouest
|
Textesorigiuaiix& traduc-

tion litt^rale
|

par
|
Emile Petitot

|

Ancien Missionnaire, Officier d'Acad^-

mie, Membre de la
|
Soci^te de Philolo-

gie, etc.
I

[Two lines quotation.]
|

Alen^on
|
E. Renaut-de Broise, Imp.

et Lith.
I
Place d'Armes, .5.

[
1888
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Petitot (iS. F. S. J. ) — Contiuued.

In Soci6t6 Philologique, Actes, vols. 16 & 17

(half title 1 1. title as above 1 1.) pp. 169-614,

AlenQon, 1888, S°. (Eames, Powell.)

Sixieme partie. Traditions [3J des Cris on

Ayis-iyiniwok, (doable columns, Cree and

French), pp. 589-606.—Comparison of seven

Celtic terms with Cree and Enquimaux, p. 607.

Issued separately as follows -.

Traditions iudiennes |
du

|
Canada

noL-d-ouest
[

Textes originaux & traduc-

tion litt^rale
|
par

|
Emile Petitot,

|

Ancien Missionuaire, Oflicier d'Aca-

d^inie, Membre dela
|
Society de Philo-

logie, etc.
|

[Two lines quotation.]
|

Alengon
|
E. Renaut-de Broise, Imp.

et Lith
I
Place d'Armes, 5.

|
1887

Printed cover: Emile Petitot |
Traditions

indiennes | du |
Canada nord-ouest

|
(1862-1882)

I
Textes originaux & traduction litt6rale

|

[Two lines quotation]
|

AlenQon
|
E. Kenaut-de Broise, Imp. et Lith.

I
Place d'Armes, 5. |

1888

Printed cover as above, half-title verso print-

ers 1 1. title as above verso " Extrait du Bulle-

tin" etc. 1 1. introduction pp. i-vi, 1 blanli 1. text

pp. 1-439, table des chapitres pp. 441-446, colo-

phon verso blank 11.8°.

Sixieme partie, Traditions des Cr's ou Ayis-

iyiniwok (double colums, Cree and French),

pp. 421-438.—Comparison of Celtic and Cree

terms, p. 439.

Copies seen: Eames, Gatschet, Pilling.

The original manuscript of this work as fol-

lows:

1862-1866
I
Textes originaux et

|

traductions Litterales
|
du

|
Traditions

et Legeudes
|
des

|
liabitans du nord-

ouest
I

du Canada
|
reoueillies et tra-.

duites
1

pour
|
Emile Fortune Stanislas

Joseph
I

Petitot | Ancien [&c. two
lines.]

Manuscript, pp. 1-321, folio, in the library of

the Comte de Charencey, Paris, France, under

whose auspices the work was published.

Chants indiens du Canada
]
Nord-

Ouest
I
recueillis, classes et not6s par

|

Emile Petitot
|

pretre missionuaire au
Mackenzie

|
de 1862 a 1882.

|
Offert k

la Smithsonian Institution
|
avec les

hommages respectueux
|
de I'auteur

]

Emile Petitot ptre
|
cur^ de Mareuil-

les-Meaux
|
(S. & M.)

| 1889.

Maniiscript ,7 by 11 inches in size; title as

above verso table 1 1. songs with musical notes

pp. 1-16; in the library of the compiler of this

bibliography.

Creesongs, p. 1.

—

Dhuh Tchippewayan songs,

pp. 2-3.—D6n6 Esclave songs, pp. 3-5.—Dun6

Petitot (E. F. S. J.) — Continued.

Flancs-de-Chien songs, pp. 6-7.—D^n^ Peaux-

de-Lievre, pp. 7-10. — Dindjie or Loucheux
songs, pp. 11-15.—Esquimaux Tchiglit songs,

pp. 15-16.

Pewani. See Peoria.

PeTvani ipi Potewatemi. See Hoecken
(C.)

Pharaoh (George). See Gardiner (J. L.)

Phrases

:

Abuaki See Bagster (J.)

Algonquian Beauregard (O.)

Cheyenne Bellas (H. H.)

Delaware Cass(L.)

Passamaquoddy Alger ( A. L.)

Piankashaw:

Proper names See Catlin (G.)

Proper names ludian.

Proper names Treaties.

Relationships Morgan (L. H.)

Vocabulary Adeluug (J. C.) and
Vater(J.S.)

Vocabulary Barton (B. S.

)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Words Mcintosh (J.)

Words Smet (P. J. de).

Pick {Rev. Bernhard). The hible in the

languages of America. By Rev. B.

Pick, Ph. D., Rochester, N. Y.

In The New-York Evangelist, no. 2518, New
York, June 27, 1878. (Pilling, Powell.)

An article on twenty-four ditferent versions

of portions of the Bible extant in the languages

of America. Mic-Mac, no. 4; Maliseet, no. 5;

Cree, no. 6; Ojibwa, no. 9 ; Delaware, no. 10.

Eevised, enlarged, and reprinted as follows

:

The bible in the languages of Amer-
ica. By Rev. B. Pick, Ph. D.

In Presbyterian Banner, vol. 75, no. 2, p. 2,

no. 3, p. 2, Pittsburgh, July 11 and 18, 1888,

folio. (Eames, Pilling, Powell.)

The versions are arranged alphabetically, the

Chippewa being numbered 5, Cree 7, Delaware

11, Maliseet 16, Micmac 19.

Pickering (John). On the adoption of

a uniform orthography for the Indian

languages of North America.
In American Acad. Arts and Sci, vol. 4, pt.

2, pp. 319-360, Boston, 1818, 4°.

Treats of no particular American language

;

contains a proposed uniform alphabet for writ-

ing American Indian languages; also, a few

Massachusetts words, and au account of Father

Rale's manuscript Indian dictionary.

Issued separately as follows :

An
I

essay
|
on a

|
uniform orthog-

raphy
I

for the
I

Indian languages
|
of

I

North Americi,
[
as published in the

memoirs of the American academy
|
of

arts and sciences.
|
By John Pickering,

A.A.S.
I
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Cambridge; |
Univ. press— Hilliard

and Metcalf.
|
1820.

Title verso blank 1 1. test pp. 1-42, 4°.

Copies seen: Congress, Eanies, Powell.

Leclerc, 1867, no. 1165, sold a copy for 2 fr.

50 c. At the Fischer sale, no. 2679, a copy

brought 8s.; at the Field sale, no. ISIO, $2.75;

at the Squier sale, no, 1027, $3.25 ; at the Brin-

ley sale, no. 5629, $2.25. Priced by Leclerc,

1878, no. 2088, 20 fr. ; by Quaritch, no. 30043, 10«.

;

and in 1887, 6s.

[ ] 1 [Review of] Report of the Cor-

responding Secretary (Peter S. Dupon-

ceau, Esq.) to the Historical and Liter-

ary Committee of the American Philo-

sophical Society, of his Progress in the

Investigation of the General Character

and Forms of the Languages of the

American Indians.

2. [Review of] A Correspondence

between the Rev. John Heckewelder,

of Bethlehem, and Peter S. Duponceau
. . . respecting the Languages of

the American Indians.

In North American Review, vol. 9, pp. 179-

187, Boston, 1819, 8°.

A short comparative vocabulary (19 words)

of the "Penobscot dialect of the present day,

obtained from a friend in the District ofMaine,

"

and the " Norridgwock of about the year 1700,

from Eall6's work," with English equivalents,

p. 185.

[ ] [Review of] A Discourse on the

Religion of the Indian Tribes of North

America: delivered before the New
York historical society, December 20,

1819. By Samuel Farinar Jarvis.

In North American Review, vol. 11 (new ser-

ies vol. 2), pp. 103-113, Boston, 1820, 8°.

Norridgwock or Abenaki words from Ralle's

MS. Dictionajy, pp. 112-113.

Introductory observations [on the

Massachusetts language].

In Massachusetts Hist. Soc. Coll. second se-

ries, vol. 9, pp. 223-242, Cambridge, 1822, 8°.

Preliminary remarks to the reprint of Eliot

(J.), Grammar, 1822, which see for contents.

Notes [on Edwards' Observations]

by the editor.

In Massachusetts Hist. Soc, Coll. second se-

ries, vol. 10, pp. 9&-160, Boston, 1823, 8°.

For detailed contents, see Edwards (J.)

Indian languages of America.
In Encyclopaedia Americana, vol. 6, pp. 581-

600, Philadelphia, 1831, 8°.

Contains remarks on the grammatical struct-

ure of the Delaware language, with examples
(from DuPonceau and Heckewelder) ; and of

Pickering (J. )— Continued,

the Massachusetts language (from Eliot).—

Partial conjugation of the verb to love in Dela-

ware (from Zeisberger),pp. 590-591, 593-596.—

Partial conjugation of the verb to pay in the

Massachusetts language (from Eliot), p. 591.

Issued separately as follows

:

Remarks
|
on the

I

Indian languages
|

of
I

North America.
|
By John Pickering.

I

From the Encyclopedia Americana,

volume VI. | Published in 1831.
|

[Philadelphia:] Reprinted, 1836.

Printed cover as above 1 1. title as above 1 1.

1 blank leaf, text pp, 581-600, 8°.

Linguistics as under title next above.

Copies seen: Fames, Massachusetts Histor-

ical Society, Wisconsin Historical Society.

Translated into German as follows:

Ueber
|
die indianischen Sprachen

|

Amerikas.
|
Aus dem Englischen des

Nordamerikaners
|
Herrn John Picker-

ing
I

libersetzt
|
und mit Anmerkungen

begleitet
|
von

|
Talvj. [Mrs. T. A.

Robinson.]
|

Leipzig 1834
]

bei Friedr. Christ. Wilh.

Vogel.

Half-title on cover, title as above verso blank

1 1. vorwort pp. iii-viii, text pp. 1-51, anmerkun-
gen pp. 52-79, notiz p. [80], colophon on back
cover, 8°,

Contains a synopsis of the Delaware gram-

mar, with some remarks on the Massachusetta

language,—Conjugation of the verb to love in

Delaware, pp, 30-31, 35-36, 37-43.—Conjugation

of the verb to pay in Massachusetts, p. 32.

—

Comparison of two Chippewa sentences with

the same in "Wyandot and Sioux, pp. 55-56.—

Specimens of words in the Delaware language

beginning with the syllables wul and ma, pp.

74^75.—Comparison of the word for my friend

in Chippewa, Kickapoo, Sac and Fox, Otrowa,

Pottawatamie, "Wyandot, and Shawnise, p. 79.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Fames, Pilling,

At the Fischer sale a half-morocco copy sold

for Is. Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2081, 5 fr.

;

by Quaritch, no. 12560, 2s. ; by Triibner, 1882,

p. 3, 3s. Qd. ; by Hiersemann, Leipsic, 1 M. 20'

pf. ; by Koehler, 80 pf.

Introductory memoir and notes [on

the dictionary of the Abuaki language

by Father Sebastian Raslos], by John
Pickering, Esq.

In American Acad. Arts and Sci. Mem. new
series, vol. 1, pp. 370-374, 566-574, Cambridge,

1833, 4°.

For detailed contents, see Rasles (S.)

editor. See Cotton (J.

)

John Pickering, philologist, born in Salem,

Mass., 7 Feb., 1777; died in Boston, Mass., 5-

May, 1846 ; was graduated at Harvard in 1796»
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and tlien studied law. He returned to Salem

in 1801, and, after being admitted to the bar,

practiced in Salem until 1827, and then removed
to Boston. Mr. Pickering became celebrated

by his philological studies, which gained for

him the reputation of being the chief founder

of American comparative philology. These

he began as a young man, when he accom-

panied his father on visits to the Six Nations

of central New York, and as he grew older

they increased by his study abroad until,

according to Charles Sumner, he was familiar

with the English, French, Portuguese, Italian,

Spanish, German, Romaic, Greek, and Latin

languages; less familiar, but acquainted, with

Dutch, Swedish, Danish, and Hebrew, and had

explored with various degrees of care Arabic,

Turkish, Syriac, Persian, Coptic, Sanscrit, Chi-

nese, Cochin-Chinese, Eussian, Egyptian hiero-

glyphics, Malayan several dialects, and partic-

ularly the Indian languages of America and the

Polynesian islands.—AppZeion's Cyclop, of Am.
Biog.

Piegan. See Blackfoot; also Satsika.

[Pierronet (Thomas).] Specimen of the

Mountaineer, or Sheshatapooshshoish,

Skoffie, and Micmac Languages.
In Massachusetts Hist. Soc. Coll. first series,

vol. 6, pp. 16-33, Boston, 1800, 8°.

In four parallel columns, English, Micmac,
Mountaineer, and Skoffie ; about 300 words and
aeutehces in each language.

" The ensuing vocabulary I transcribed viva

voce from Gabriel, a young Mountaineer Indian

(servant to Louis, a Micmac, in the Bay of St.

George, Newfoundland), whom I met with in

the Bay of Islands. ... He spoke both

French and English tolerably, and was well

acquainted with Skoffie, Micmac, and Moun-
taineer dialects."

—

Introductory remarks.
'

' Even the Micmac vocabulary of Gabriel can

not be depended upon, and although he was an

Indian boy, yet he was not a Micmac native,

but a Montaneer, whose dialect differs widely

from the Micmac language. I have examined

his vocabulary, and compared it with the man-

uscripts of Father Menard and with the living

Micmacs, and I found it very erronrous.

"Whatsoever may be his worth in the Moun-
taineer language, his Micmic is certainly not

correct."

—

Yetromile, manuscript Abnaki dic-

tionary, preface.

Pierson (Abraham). Some
|
helps for the

I

Indians
|
Shewing them

|
How to im-

prove their natural Rea-
|
son, To know

the True God, and
|
the true Christian

Religion.
| 1. By leading them to see

the Di-
I

vine Authority of the Script-

ures.
I

2. By the Scriptures the Divine

I

Truths necessary to Eternal Salva-

tion.
I
Undertaken

(
At the Motion,

and published by
|
the Order of the

Pierson (A.) — Continued.

commission-
|
ers of the United Colo-

nies.] by Abraham Peiison.
|
Examined,

and approved by Thomas
|
Stanton In-

terpreter-General to the U-
I
nited

Colonies for the Indian Language,
|

and by some others of the most able
|

Interpeters Isic'] amogst [sic^ us.
|

Cambridg,
|
Printed by Samuel Green

1658.

Title within a border of acorn-shaped orna-

ments verso blaukl 1. " To the Reader " (signed

"A. P."; p. 3, title in Indian with interlinear

English translation (being a repetition of the

above as far as the word "Salvation") p. 4,

text in Indian with interlinear English trans-

lation pp. 5-67, verso blank, 2 blank leaves at

the end, sm. 8*^. Signatures A to D in eights,

and E in four. See the facsimiles of the title-

pages and of the first page of the text.

Copies seen : Lenox.

This copy, with the original title as first

issued, is supposed to be unique. It is bound
in blue morocco, gilt edges (by F. Bedford), and
cost Mr. Lenox 121. 12s.

A biographical sketch of Mr. Pierson la

given at the end of this article. On account of

the curious variation in the title-pages of the

two varieties of this edition, the following par-

ticulars concerning the interpreter named in

the above title are inserted here

:

Thomas Stanton was born in England about

the year 1615. In 1635 he sailed from London
to Virginia, and from there to New England,

where he was one of the first setders of the

town of Hartford, in Connecticut, founded in

1636. In 1637 he was employed as an interpre-

ter of the Indian language, to accompany the

English forces in the expeditions against the

Pequot Indians. He was also in the service of

the Commissioners of the United Colonies as an

occasional interpreter as early as 1644, and was
often employed by them in treating with the

Indians. In 1650 he was regularly "enter-

tained ... to attend the meetinges of the

Comissioners as an Interpretor to the Indians;

to gather vp the Tribvte ; and to doe such other

services for the Comissioners with Reference

to the Indians as might accrew," for which he

was to r.iceive a yearly salary of 301. out of the

tribute paid in.

When Mr. Eliot was preparing his Indian

catechism for the press in 1653, the Commis-
sioners recommt nded " Thomas Stanton to as-

sist in the worke; whoe is the most able Inter-

pretor wee haue in the countrey for that Lang-

wige that the worke may bee the more pfectly

carried on." In 1656, they "spake with and
desired Tho : Stanton to adaise with M' Pear-

son about a fitt Season to meet and Translate"

his catechism into the Indian language of Con-

necticut; and in the following year they gave

him "a suitable allowance" for having "Im-
proued his skill in healping M' Person . . ,
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in Tranalateing a Catichisme." The original

title-page of the little book, printed in 1658-59,

accordingly contains the words: "Examined,

and approved by Thomas Stanton Interpreter-

General to the United Colonies for the Indian

Language, and by some others of the most able

Interp[r]eters amofnlgst us." In 1657, the

Commissioners "wrote to the Corporation in

England as follows: "wee heare that Thomas
Stanton is taken notice of and possibly recorded

as a very able Interpretor for the Indian lan-

guage which is certainly true, and that a sal-

larie of 50 lb. per annum is appointed for him
in England which hee may take vp heer and

charge vpon you this may bee a mistake but if

true wee maruill att it ; the Comi.'^sioners doe

Imploy him as Interpretor betwixt themsehies

and the Indians in ciuill occations of the Colo-

nies and doe afford him conuenient recompence

for the same." At their meeting in September^

1660, it was recorded that, " forasmuch as some

of the Tribute is now seased ; and the Ilest

brought in by the Indians themselues as it hath

been for some yeares past the Comissioners

thought a lesse sallary might bee a suflB.cient

Recompense [to Mr. Stanton] for the yeare past

and soe for the time to come; and therefore

tendered him the sume of ten pounds for this

yeare Intimateing to doe the like heerafter

onely for his attending the Comissioners meet-

inges; and for other Services to allow him pro-

portionable as hee shalbee Imployed which hee

not accepting The Comissioners payed him his

former sallary of thirty pounds; but declared

they were not willing to bee att the like charge

for the time to come; and therfore left it to

him to doe as hee should see cause." For this

reason, probably, his name does not appear in

the records of the Commissioners for 1661 ; but

in 1662 and 1663 he was again employed by them
on several occasions.

About the year 1658 he removed to Stoning-

ton, where he resided until his death in 1678.

Of this town he was elected representative in

1666. In 1667, and again in 1671, he was at

Southampton on Long Island, where he was
employed as Indian interpreter. In 1674 he

was one of the founders of the first church in

t'^tonington, over which the Hev. James Noyes

was ordained as minister. Mr. Stanton had

nine children, of whom the two eldest, Thomas
and John, were educated in early life for the

Indian work. The latter is mentioned as com-

mander of the New England Indians in the

expedition under Major-General "Winthrop

towards Canada in 1690, and again as an Indian

interpreter at New London in 1699 and 1700.

The only other copy of this edition known to

be extant has a different title, as follows :

Some Helps for the
|

Indians
; |

Shewing them how to
|
Improve their

Natural Reason,
|
to know the true God,

and the
|
Christian Religion.

|
1 By

leading themto see the Divine
|
Author-

Pierson (A.)— Continued,

ity of the Scriptures.
|
2. By the Script-

ures, the Divine
|
truths necessary to

Eternal sal-
|
vation. | By

|
Abraham

Peirson
|
Pastor of the Church at Bran-

ford.
I

Examined and approved by that

I

Experienced Gentleman (in the In-
|

dian Language) Captain
|
John Scot.

|

Cambridge :
|
Printed for Samuel

Green, 1658.

Title within a border of fleur-de-lis-shaped

ornaments verso blank 1 1. "To the Reader"
(signed "A. P.") p. 3, title in Indian with inter-

linear English translation (being a repetition of

the above as far as the word" Salvation") p. 4,

text in Indian with interlinear English trans-

lation pp. 5- 67, verso blank, sm. 8°. See the fac-

simile of the title-page.

Copies seen: British Museum.

This copy differs from the other only in the

title leaf, which has been inserted in place of

the original (cancelled) title. In other respects

the two copies are of the same edition. The cir-

cumstances under which Pierson's catechism

was prepared, "At the Motion, and published

by the Order of the Commissioners of the

United Colonies," and the fact that it was
translated with the help of their official inter-

preter, Thomas Stanton, and was "examined
and approved" by him, as also "by some
others of the most able Inter, reters amongst
us," are fully and explicitly set forth in tlie

records and on the original title-page. With
this certain knowledge the new title is at vari-

ance. Not only does it not mention the com-

missioners, who promoted and published the

work, but it omits the name of Thomas Stan-

ton, together with the reference to the other

interpreters, and in their stead represents

Captain John Scott as the sole examiner and
approver of the book. It also characterises

• him as "that Experienced Gentleman (in the

Indian Language)"—a statement which appears
to have no confirmation, or even mention, in the

records or elsewhere. Indeed, so little is known
to the credit of '

' that mischievous adventurer, '

'

as he is termed by Dr. Trumbull, that it seems
"highly probable that this title page was sub-

stituted by himself, or at his motion, and, prob-

ably, after the restoration." The alteration of

the imprint from "Printed by " to " Printed

for " Samuel Green, was more likely to be made
in England than in Ameiica.

But little is known with certaintj' of John
Scott's early career. According to one'account,

he was born of "very meane parentage" at a

place called Ashford in Kent, probably about
the year 1632, and "whilst a boy was brought
over by his mother into New England." From
his own statements it appears that he was "an
unlucky boy," who "would cntt ye souldiers

girts of ther saddles yt were against ye King
,

and such like tricks, soe yt some of them gott

him transported toforraign parts, wher he was
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a servant many years." He also declared that

he was ordered to he sent to Nevr England

"under the tuition of one Downing, who dealt

most perfidiously
'

' with him. Upon his arrival

at Boston, with other children under Downing's

care, in September, 1643, he was bound as an

apprentice to Lawrence Southwick of Salem,

whom he served until 1649 or 1650, part of the

time being employed in tending cows. From
the records of the general court afc Boston in

May, 1648, it may be inferred that he was then

guilty of some misdemeanor, for his master

was obliged to pay certain charges, and Scott

was ordered to serve him additional time,

"when his time shall be expired," or to make
satisfaction in some other way. At the end of

his apprenticeship, he was "forced to court

any imployment to acquire a livelihood, imploy-

ing himselfe in and about an island called Long
Island," where he "traded for himselfe and
dwelt long with ye natives." In March, 1654,

he was arre )ted on Long Island by the Dutch
authorities, and examined with other suspected

persons before the council at Fort Amsterdam.
In April of the same year, an action of defa-

mation was entered against him in the court at

New Haven, butth > affair was settled privately.

In 3657 he was made a freeman at Southamp-

ton, and on December 9th, 1658, was granted a

home lot there of three acres, and five other

acres, provided he remain d three years. His
name appears in the records of that town as an
attorney at a trial held on the 30th of April,

1660 ; and again on the 2d of May following as

the seller of a tract of land for iOl. He also

claimed that he had purchased from the Indians

a large portion of Long Island; and of this

land, Brodhead relates, "he executed numer-
ous conveyances, which, after much litigation,

were found to be fraudulent and void."

One of his contemporaries wrote of him a

few years later as follows: "Hee having a

nimble genius, though otherwise illiterate, with

the helpe of a little reading, having a good
memory to retaine the san:.e and greater confi-

dence, hee became somewhat above the common
people & being weary of home, upon news of

the kings restoration in England, hee found

meaus to be transported over to London." It

has been ascertained that he sailed from

New Amsterdam in the ship Eyckenboom,
probably in October, 1660. In May of the fol-

lowing year it was falsely reported that the

whole of Long Island had been conveyed to

him by a new patent from the king. It seems
that his petition for that grant Lad met with

some favor; but after the arrival in England of

John Winthrop in the autumn of 1661 with a

report to the king, decision upon his requests

had been postponed, and they were finally de-

nied in 1662. At that time he was called

"Captain" John Scott. In April, 1663, while

employed as agent for the Atheiton company,
a body of land speculators from Massachusetts
who had laid out a plantation on Narragansett

Pierson (A.) — Continued.
Bay, he wrote that he had used "a parcel of

curiosities" to the value of 60i. to interest "a
potent gentleman" in favor of a petition in

the company's behalf. About two months later,

in June, 1663, he had another petition before

the king, in which he claimed that his father

had advanced 14,300L to the caase of Charles

I., besides losing his life in the service; that

on account of his own loyalty, he himself had
been banished to New England, where he had
afterwards purchased "near one third part " of

Long Island; and that he therefore prayed his

Majesty "to bestow upon him the government
of the said island and islands adjacent, or lib-

ertie to the inhabitants to chase a governor

and assistants yearly." On the failure of this

petition, and the announcement of the king's

intention to grant Long Island and the neigh-

boring Dutch possessions to his brother the

Duke of York, Scott determined to sail for

America.

To this period of his career belong some
characteristic acts which have been brought

to light by the recent researches of Mr. G. D.

Scull. "While in London, Scott had become ac-

quainted with a Major Gotherson, and also

with his wife, whose name was originally Dor-

othea Scott, of Scott's-Hall in Kent. Having
ingratiated himself into their confidence, by
claiming a relationship to Mrs. Gotherson's

family, he sold to Major Gotherson, in 1662 and
1663, several large tracts ofland on Long Island.

He also made them liable for large sums of

money which he pretended he had paid out on

their account, and by these transactions finally

ruined their entire estate. When he left Eng-

land, in the autumn of 1663, he took with him
2001. Worth of Mrs. Gotherson's jewels which

he had fraudulently detained. At the same
time he persuaded them to send to New Eng-

land in his care their only son, a lad about thir-

teen years of age, whom he afterwards sold

into service th 3re, with other young men he

had "tempted along with him out of England
upon promise of preferment."

His chief object now "was to promote his

private interest, in securing the ascendency of

the English over Long Island." On the 23d of

November, not long after his return to Long
Island, "Colonel" Scott, as he was then called,

was again baying land from the Indians. In

December he was appointed by the government

of Connecticut one of three commissioners, with

magistratical powers, to settle the difficulties

with the Dutch on Long Island. On the 4th of

January, 1664, he succeeded in having himself

declared "president" of the English towns on

the island, to act in that capacity until the

Duke of York should take possession. On the

11th and 12th of January, having raised a c(»m-

pany of over 150 foot and horse, he invaded

Breuckelen and the neighboring Dutch towns

"with sounding trumpet, beaten drum, flying

colors, great noise and uproar," and proclaimed

the English ownership of the land, declaring
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also that he would run his sword through the

body of Stayvesant, the director general.

When he met the Dutch commissioners on

the 14th, he exhibited an unsigned writing,

"wherein his Majesty of England granted to

him the whole of Long Island." A temporary

agreement was then made that he should leave

the Dutch towns unmolested for a period of

one month, which limit was subsequently (Feb-

ruary 24th) extended to one year. On account

of these and other unwarranted proceedings,

the government of Connecticut issued a war-

rant for Scott's arrest, March 10th, 1664. He
was accordingly taken into custody, and on his

trial was convicted, May 24th, of the following

"Hainous crimes and practises seditious: " 1,

Speaking words tending to j}he defamation of

the king's majesty; 2, Seditious practices and

tumultuous carriages; 3, Abetting and encoiir-

aging the natives in hostile parties, one against

another; 4, Usurping theauthority of the king,

pretending to pardon treason; 5, Threatening

his majesty's subjects with hanging and banish-

ment; 6, Gross and notorious profanation of

God's holy word; 7, Forgery and violation of

his solemn oath; 8, Acting troacherously to

the colony of Connecticut; 9, Usurping au-

Ihoritj^ upon pretence of a commission ; and 10,

Calumniating a commissioned officer with the

charge of villanous and felonious practices.

He was therefore sentenced to pay a fine of

250L, to be imprisoned during the pleasure of

the court, and to give 500Z. bonds for future

good behavior. Before July, he had escaped

from prison and returned to Long Island, where,

in the latter i)art of August, he joined the En-

glish forces under Col. Richard Nicolls before

New Amsterdam, with his own company of

horse and foot. On the 11th of September,

wishing to return to his residence at Ashford

on the island, but fearing another arrest from

Connecticut, he requested and obtained from

Nicolls a passport which protected him from

interferen«;e.

On the 18th of January, 1665, his name ap-

pears as attorney in a trial at Jamaica; and
again on the 1st of March in a trial at Hemp-
stead. On February 1st the secretary of Con-

necticut wrote to Coll. Nicolls, " that Mr. John
Scott according to his wonted coiirse is agayne

making disturbance amongst the people of

Setawkett, by laboring to deprive the people of

that place of the land expedient for their sub-

sistance." This complaint was followed by an

order of the General Meeting at Hempstead
held in March, 1665, "wherein Capt. John Scott

was obliged to bring in at the General Court of

Assizes following a certain deed or writing

called by the said Capt. Scott a Perpetuity with

the King's Picture on it, and a great yellow wax
seale atfix't to it, which hee very frequently

shew'd to divers persons and deceived many
therewith." Before the court met, however,

Scott became alarmed at the prospect of his

forgeries being exposed, and deserting his wife

Pierson (A. ) — Continued.
and child, he fled to Barbados. On the 4th of

October, 1666, Coll. Nicolls issued a special war.

rant to the high sheriff to seize and confiscate

all " Lands, Goods or Chattells the said Capt.

John Scott hath any right or pretense unto

within this government." At this period it is

related that Scott's mother " lived miserable

poore in this Government, a poor bankrupt
miller's wife till very lately, even next unto

want and beggary, scarcely ever looked at or

acknowledged by her son in his grandeur here,

or «iver remembered by him, by letter, token or

recommendation." On the 24th of October,

Coll. Nicolls wrote to Secretary Morrice, that
" formerly the very Originall of Mr. Maverick's

peticon to the King & Councell (concerning the

Massachusetts Colony) was stolen out of the
Lord Arlington's Office in Whitehall by one
Captaine John Scott and delivered to Governor
and Councell at Boston ; This I afiBrme posi-

tively to bee true, though when I question'd

Scott upon the matter, Lee said a Clarke of Mr.
Williamsons gave it him. This same Scott by
a pretended seale affixed to a writing in which
was the King's picture drawne ^ith a pen or

black lead, with his Majesties hand Charles R.

and subsign'd Heni*y Bennet, hath horribly

abus'd His Majesties honor in the^ie parts, and
fledd out of the Country to Barbadoes. My
Lord Willoughby sent me word that hee would
send the said Scott prisoner into England upon
this account and therefore I thought fitt to give

you this information against him, that such fel-

lowes may have some marke of Infamy put upon
them." In another letter of NicoUs, written to

theDukeof York, he gave an account of "Capt.

Scott who was borne to worke .mischiefe as

farre as hee is credited or his parts serve him.

This Scott (it seems) aim'd at the same patent

which Your Royal Highress hath, and hath

since given words out that hee had injury done
him by Your Royal Highness, whereupon he
contriv'd and betrayed my Lord Berkely and
Sir G. Carterett into a designe (contrary to

their knowledge) of ruining all the hopes of

increase in this Your R. Highness territory,

which hee hath fully compleated, unless Your
Royal Highness take farther order herein.''

After Scott's flight to Barbados, he obtained

a commission as Captain, and was engaged in

fighting against the Dutch in Tobago. In 1G67

he returned to England, and through the influ-

ence of his friends, who considered him "a very
useful rogue," was appointed geographer to the

king, August 29th, 1668. This position he did

not hold long, for Coll. Nicolls, on his return to

London soon after, told the king, the queen, and
the duke enough about Scott to make the latter

"forsake Whitehall." He next appeared on
the continent, and about the year 1672 was
detected in taking sketches of the fortiflcations

of Bruges, and ordered to leave the town within
twenty-four hours. In 1673 and 1674 he was in

the service of the Dutch in Holland as major
and afterwards as colonel. In 1678 he returned
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to England from France, and shortly after was
arrested wlille in disguise on suspicion of being

a spy. His appearance was then described as

follows :
" Hee has one or both legs crooked, a

proper, well-sett man, in a great light cockered

Perriwig, rough-visaged, having large haire on

his eyebrows, hollow-eyed, a little squinting or

a cast with his eye, full-faced about ye cheekes,

about 46 years of age, with a Black hatt and in

a straight boddy'd coate, cloath colar with

silver lace behind." In 1679 he engaged in a

conspiracy against the government, as well as

against Samuel Pepys and Sir ^^thony Deane,

both of whom he charged with treason. In 1682

he brutally killed a coachman in London, upon

some slight provocation, and was arrested and

held for trial. He made his escape, however,

and fled to Norway, where he remained until

1696, when he obtained a pardon from the king

and returned to England. His later history is

unknown, but his descendants are still living

on Long Island.

It is probable that the altered title-page of

Piersou's catechism, with the words "Exam-
ined and approved by that Experienced Gen-

tleman (in the Indian Language) Captain John

Scot," was also one of his forgeries—a suppo-

sition which is strengthened by the above

sketch of his life. Dr. Trumbull was the first

to suggest that the.substitution of this spurious

title " may have been Scott's own device, to

give himself, in London, a certificate of position

and character, and perhaps add weight to his

statements in support of the title of the Narra-

ganselt proprietors and of his own claims to

lands for which he had procured deeds from

Indians on Long Island."

Some
j
helps

|
for the |

Indians
|

shewing them
|
How to improve their

natural Eeason, To know
|
the True

God, and the true Christian Religion.

I

1. By leading them to see the

Divine Authority of the
|
Scriptures.

I
2. By the Scriptures the Divine

Truths necessary to
|
Eternall Salva-

tion.
I

Undertaken
|
At the Motion,

and published by the Order of the

commis--
|
sioners of the United Colo-

nies.
1
by Abraham Peirson.

|
Examined

and approved by Thomas Stanton In-

terpre-
|
ter-Generall to the United

Colonies for the Indian
|
Language,

and by some others of the most able
|

Interpreters amongst us.
|

London,
|
Printed by M. Simmons,

1659.

In A further accompt of the Progresse of

the gospel amongst the Indians in New-Eng-
land, pp. 22-35, London, 1659, 4°. (Congress,

Lenox.) See the facsimiles of the title-page

and of the first page of the text.
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For a full description of the volume of which

this forms a part, see page 197 of this bibliog-

raphy.

The portion of Pierson's catechism here

reprinted comprises the whole of the first six-

teen pages (signature A) of the original issue

of the edition of 1658, which also breaks off in

exactly the same place, with the catchword unk.

It is referred to as follows in the prefatory

epistle to the first part of the tract: "Two great

works we find here further undertaken in order

to that service. The one some helps and direc-

tions to the Indians how to improve their nat-

urall reason unto the knowledg of the true God.

The reason why there is so short and imperfect

a specimen given of it is, because the ships

came away from l^ew-England, before any more
of the Copy was wrought off from the presse."

Some helps for the Indians :
|
a cate-

chism
I

in the language of the Quiripi

Indians
|
of New Haven colony,

|
by

the rev. Abraham Pierson.
( Reprinted

from the original edition, Cambridge,

1658.
j
With an introduction,

|
by J.

Hammond Trumbull.
|
From the collec-

tions of the Connecticut historical

society, vol. iii.
|

Hartford :
|
printed by M. H. Mallory

& CO.
I
1873.

Printed cover with brief title, inside title as

above verso " One Hundred Copies", introduc-

tory (containing a biographic sketch of the

author and a bibliographic account of the cate-

chism) pp. 3-11, reprint ofthe original title (from

the Lenox copy) verso blank 1 1. epistle "To
the Reader" p. 3, Indian title with interlinear

English translation p. 4, text in Indian and En-

glish interlinear (from a transcript of the Brit-

ish Museum copy collated witb the Lenox copy)

pp. 3-67, verso blank ; 2 fac-simile plates, one of

the title page and the other of page 4 (both from

the British Museum copy), 8°.

Copies seen : Brinton, Eames, Pilling, Powell,

Trumbull.

Quaritch, no. 12587, priced a copy 3Z. 3s. The
Brinley copy, no. 5692, s^ld for $4.75; the Mur-
phy copy, no. 1984, $5.75. Priced by (Quaritch,

no. 30088, 21. 2s., and in 1887, 11. 16s.

The volume of "Collections " from which one

hundred copies of this catechism were sepa-

rately printed was entirely destroyed by fire at

a bindery in Hartford in 1873.

Abraham Pierson— the name was so written

by himself and by his son—was born, probably,

in Yorkshire, England, about the year 1608. In

1632 he graduated at Tiinity College, Cam-
bridge, and, after being ordained a minister,

preached for a while at Newark, in the county

of Nottingham. He came to New England in

1639 or 1640, and on the 5th of September of the

latter year joined the church in Boston. At
that time a considerable number of the inhab-
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itants of Lynn, "finding themselves strait-

ened " in their town, had determined to form a

new settlement elsewhere. They therefore

organized a new church, over which Mr. Pier-

son was installed as minister in November of

the same year. In the following December
they removed to the southeast shore of Long
Island, and began a new town at Southampton,

Mr. Pierson remained there about four years,

until the place was brought under the jurisdic-

tion of Connecticut in 1644, when, being dissat-

isfied with the consequent change in some of

the laws relating to church government, he

removed with a portion of his congregation to

Branford, in New Haven Colony, where a new
settlement had already been made. There be
organized another church, over which he offici-

ated for more than twenty years.

In that neighborhood, and westward along

the northern shore of Long Island Sound, were

the settlements of the savages whom Mr.
Pierson undertook to Christianize some years

later. The Quiripi, or " long water " Indians,

as the natives of "these southwest parts" are

called by Dr. J. Hammond Trumbull, spoke a

"dialect having a.place between the dialects

of Massachusetts, Narragansett, and eastern

Connecticut, and those of the Middle States

;

showing nearer affinity than other New Eng-
land dialects to the (true) Delawares or Renapi

of New Sweden." The names Quinnipiac and

Quillipiac, which also belonged to places near
New Haven, and signified "long-water land"

or country, are thus explained by Dr. Trum-
bull :

" In the Mohegan and Narraganset dia-

lects, the first syllable was pronounced, quin,- by
the Conn, river Indians, quil; and by the

Indians west of the 'long water,' ^tnr." The
earliest reference to Mr. Pierson's work among
them appears to be in a letter from the Com-
missioners of the United Colonies to the Corpo-

ration in England, dated at New Haven, Sep-

tember 10th, 1651, in which they wrote that

"Mr. Leweridge, Mr. Blinman, Mr. Person &c.

are studying the language that they may
the better treat with them conserning the

thinges of Iheire peace." In another letter,

dated September 12th of the same year, and
addressed to Mr. Eliot, they wrote: " Mr. Hig-

genson hath spent som time formerly about the

Indian language and Mr. Peirson hath done the

like and contineweth with much seriusnes

therin." In September, 1653, Mr. Rawson was
ordered by the Commissioners "to pay Mr.
Pearson of Braynford within Newhauen Juris-

diction the summe of twelue pound towards

his Charge and paines in fiting himselfe to

teache the Indians;" and in September, 1654, it

was "agreed that Mr. Pierson for his paines

and Charges and fiting himselfe for the Indian

"Worke shalbee paied fifteen pounds out of the

Corporation stocke."

The Commissioners wrote to the Corporation

in London, September 25th, 1654, in reference to

Mr. Eliot's work among the Indians, as follows:
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" one Cattachesme is alreddy printed and M'
Person is preparing another to sute these

southwest ptes where the languige differs from

theires who Hue about the Massacheuesetts."

At their meeting in New Plymouth two years

later, in September, 1656, "A letter from M*"

Pearson of Bramford dated the 25"" August
last was read and some pte of a Cattichlsme by
him framed and propounded to convince the

Indians by the light of Nature & Reason that

there is onely one God who hath made and

Gou'neth all thinges (fee was considered and

the Commissioners advised that it bee pfected

and turned into the Narragausett or Pequott

language that it may bee the better vnderstood

by the Indians in all ptes of the Countrey and
for that purpose they spake with and desired

Tho : Stanton to aduise with M'' Pearson about

a fltt Season to meet and Translate the "same

accordingly without any vnessesary delay that

it may bee fltttd for and sent to the press and

they promised him due Satisfaction for his time

and paines ; it was agreed that M'" Pearson bee

allowed fifteen pounds for his paines bee shall

take in this worke the yeare Insuing." The
catechism was completed and a copy transcribed

for the press before the next meeting of the

Commissioners in September, 1657, when they

wrote to the Corporation on the 19th of that

month, that '

' wee have alsoe Improued his [Mr.

Stanton's] skill in healping M"" Person an able

and vsefnil Instrument for other Indian ssperit-

uall good in Translateing a Catichisme M""

Person hath made for theire vse and Instruc-

tion and as the account will shew haue giuen

him a suitable allowance; . . . wee haue

alsoe sent you . . . M"" Persons Catta-

chisme; which wee haue desired M' Ince to

Transcribe whome you may please to Improne
to overlooke the presse to preuent mistakes

especially of the Indian wee desire the worke
may bee expedated and that 1500 Coppies bee

sent hither to vs by the first oppertunitie."

This catechism, however, never reached Eng-
land, as the ship which carried it was lost at sea

with all on board. The Corporation replied to

the Commissioners, April 30, 1658 : "As for Mr.
Person wee concure with you concerning his

fitnes and Abillitie for the Indians sperituall

good ; and for the Cattichismes mencioned in

youer letter of his Composing for theire vse and
Instruction which wee should haue taken care

to haue printed according to your Desire and
should haue sent ouer the number mencioned in

youer letter but wee feare it is miscarryed being

sent as wee vnderstand in Mr. Garretts shipp
which is yett mising ; and therfore wee Intreat

you to send it oiierby the first oppertunitie." On
the 16th of September, 1658, theCommissioners
wrote to the Corporation that " Mr Person wee
heare is repairing his Catichisme for the presse
and is expected heer ouery day; wee hope to

send it yoa by the next together with this

yeares actes which as yett wee haue not had
time to perfect;" and again in a letter dated
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from Boston, September 22d, 1658, they added:

"By our last of the 16th Instant wee certifyed

you of our purpose to send Mr. Persons Cati-

chisme by the first oppertunitie to bee printed

in England since which time it is come to our

hands but vpon further consideration in regard

of the hazard of sending and difficultie of true

printing it without a fitt ouerseer of the presse

by one skilled in the language wee haue chosen

rather to haue it printed heer and accordingly

haue taken order for the same and hope it wil-

bee finished within three monthes."

The printing was not begun, probably, until

two or three months later, as only the first

sheet (sixteen pages, including the title) had

been "wrought off from the presse" of Sam-

uel Green at Cambridge, when the ship by
which a specimen was sent to England sailed

from Boston at the end of December of the

same year. This specimen sheet was reprinted

for the Corporation in their report entitled "A
further Accompt of the Progresse of the Gos-

pel amongst the Indians in New-England,"
which was published in London before May,

1659. Although the title of the Cambridge

edition is dated 1658, the impression of the

catechism was not finished until the autumn or

winter of the following year. On the 7th of

May, 1659, the Corporation wrote to the Com-

missioners: " Conserning youer printing Mr.

Peirsons Catichisme in the Indian language in

New England wee concurr with youer judg-

ments therein Conceiveing you haue ordered it

for the best; in regard that such errors as may
bee comited in printing the same wilbee the

better corrected there then they would heer

;

. . . wee haue thought good to print youer

last letter with two other letters receiued from

Mr. Endicot and Mr. Elliott; as also the In-

dians exhortations and the sheet of Catichisme

composed by Mr. Pierson all which are printed

for publicke satisfaction." To this letter the

Commissioners replied from Hartford. Septem-

ber 7th, 1659: "we haue ordered Mr. Vsher to

send you forty Cop.yes of Mr. Peirsons Catti-

chisme if finished before the shipes sett sayle

;

but feare by reason of Mr. Piersons sicknes

the worke may haue bin retarded; and we and
you suflfer a disapointment ; but wee shall en-

deauor by the next to satisfy youer expecta-

tions therin." In the account of charges sent

with this letter, was one item of 40Z., "To
Mr. Green for printing the Psalmes and Mr.

Piersons Catichisme." At the meeting held in

New Haven in September, 1660, it was resolved

that "The Comissioners for the Massachu-
setts are desired and Impowered to accoumpt
with Mr. Green for the forty pounds payed him
the last yeare on account for printing Mr. Peir-

sons Cattachisme and the Psalmes." Thetreas-
urer's account of "Indian stocke" submitted
at their next meeting at Plymouth in Septem-
ber, 1661, contained an entry of 51., "Item by
discount with Mr. Green ouer paied on account
of printing Mr. Peirsons Catechisme." The

Pierson (A.) — Continued.
present knowledge of the fact that this cate-

chism is not in the Narragansett or Pequot dia-

lect of eastern and southern Connecticut, as

might be inferred from the letters and records

of the Commissioners, but in that of tho Qui-

ripi or southwestern Indians ofthe same colony,

is due entirely to the learned researches of Dr.

Trumbull.

The salary paid by the Commissioners to

Mr. Pierson for his labor in instructing the In-

dians was raised from 15^ to 20^. in 1657, and
again to 30Z. in 1661; but at the meeting in

September, 1667, his allowance for services

during the year was lowered to 151., probably

on account of his removal from Branford. In

1665, when New Haven Colony was joined to

Connecticut, Mr. Pierson again came under the

church laws, which led him to remove from
Southampton. A large number of the inhabi-

tants of Branford were of the same mind as

their pastor, and accordingly in 1666 they

united with others of Milford, Guilford, and
neighboring towns in founding a new settle-

ment on the banks of the Passaic River, in New
Jersey, to which they gave the name of New-
ark. To the new town Mr. Pierson and his

congregation removed, probably in June, 1667.

and there he remained as the first minister of

the new church until his death, August 9th,

1678. He was succeeded in the ministry by his

son, Abraham Pierson, junior, who had been
his assistant since 1669, and who afterwards

became the first rector of Tale College, in Con-
necticut, where he died in 1707. After Mr.
Pierson's removal from Branford, Mr. James
Fitch, senior, tlie pastor of the church at Nor-

wich, " having gained some understanding in

the Indian language, " preached to the Indians

who lived near him. In a letter to Daniel

Gookin. dated November 20th, 1674, he wrote of

the result of Mr. Pierson's labors as follows:

"Concerning the Indians in this colony and at

Long Island, I cannot understand that they

have any inclination to learn the knowledge of

God : but when Mr. Pierson did frequently try,

in the several plantations in this colonj', they

did generally show an averseness, yea a per-

verse contempt of the word of God ; and at

present they will not yield to any settled hear-

ing or attendance upon the ministry of the

word."

Pierz (Franz). Die Indianer
|
in Nord-

America,
|
ihre

|
Lebensweise, Sitten,

Gebrauche u. s. w.,
|
nach vieljahrigem

Aufenthalte |
und gesammelten Erfah-

rungen unter den verschiedenen
|

Stammen, |
bearbeitet von

| Franz

Pierz,
I

Katholischem Mission ar.
|

St. Louis, Mo.
I
Druck und Verlag

der Buchhandlung von Franz Taler u.

Co.
I
1855.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface verso blank 1 1.

text pp. 5-130, inhalt 1 1. 12°.
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Pierz (F.)— Continued.

Die Sprache der Indianer in Nord-Am erica,

pp. 11-14, contains a brief discussion of the

Otchipwe Indian language, and a vocabulary of

10 wor<is.

Copies seen : Boston Public, Shea.

Pike {Gen. Albert). Vocabalaries of the

Creek or Muscogee, Uchee, Hitchita,

Natchez, Co-os-au-da or Co-as-sat-te,

Alabama, and Shawnee. [1861?]
Manuscript, 56 11. folio. These vocabularies

are arranged in parallel columns for comparison,

ard contain from 1,500 to 1,700 words each. The
manuscript was submitted to Dr. J. H, Trum
bull, of Hartford, Conn , for examination, and

was by him copied ou slips, each containing one

English word and its equivalent in the dialects

given above, spaces being reserved for other

dialects. They were then sent to Mrs. A. E. W.
Robertson, then at Tullahassee, Ind. T., who
inserted the Chikasaw equivalents.

These manuscripts were formerly in posses-

sion of the Smithsonian Institution, later trans-

ferred to the Bureau of Ethnology, and finally
j

returned to the author at his request.

Albert Pike, lawyer, born in Boston, Mass.,

December 29, 1809, and entered Harvard in 1826.

In August, 1831, he accompanied a caravan of

ten wagons from St. Louis to Santa Fe, where
he remained until September, 1832, then went
down the Pecos River and into the Staked Plain,

then to the head-waters of the Brazos. Finally

Pike, with four others, left the company, and
reached Fort Smith, Ark., in December. In

1833 he became associate editor of the "Ar-
kansas Advocate." During the Mexican war
he commanded a squadron in the regiment of

Arkansas mounted volunteers in 1846-'47. At
the beginning of the civil war he became Con-

federate commissioner, negotiating treaties of

amity and alliance with several Indian tribes.

While thus engaged he was api)ointed briga-

dier-general, and organized bodies of Indiana,

with which he took part in the battles of Pea
Ridge and Elkhorn. In 1868 he removed to

Washington, D. C, where he practiced his pro-

fession in the supreme and district courts. He
retired in 1880, and has since devoted his atten-

tion to literature and Freemasonry.—A^pZefon'*
Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Pilling : This word following a title or within pa-

rentheses after a note indicates that a copy of

the work referred to is in the possession of the

compiler of this bibliography.

Pilling (James Constantine). Smithson-

ian institution—Bureau of ethnology
|

J. W. Powell director
|
Proof-sheets

|
of

a
I

bibliography
|
of

|
the lauguages

|

of the
I
North American Indians

|
by

|

James Constantine Pilling
|

(Distrib-

uted only to collaborators)
|

Washington
|
government printing

office
I
1885

Pilling (J. C.) — Continued.
Title verso blank 1 1. notice signed J. W.

Powell p. iii, preface pp. v-viii, introduction pp.

ix-x, list of authorities pp. xi-xxxvi, list of li-

braries referred to by initials pp. xxxvii-

xxxviii, list of fac-similes pp. xxxix-xl, text pp.

1-839, additions and corrections pp. 841-1090,

index of languages and dialects pp. 1091-1135,

plates, 40.

Arranged alphabetically by name of author,

translator, or first word of title. One hundred

and ten copies printed, ten of them on one side

the sheet only.

Pipe. The
|

pipe of peace
|
AnOjebway

newspaper, published monthly at
|
the

Shingwauk Home^ Sault Ste. Marie

[Ontario].
[
Vol. I. October Ist. 1878.

No. 1 [-Sept. Ist. 1879. No. 12]

Twelve numbers, pp. 1-52; the first issue

contained 8 pp. double columns, 8-^ ; the second

and subsequent numbers 4 pp. triple columns,

sm. 40. Edited by Rev. E. F. Wilson. In the

mechanical work Mr. Wilson was assisted by
the pupils of the Shingwauk Home.

In the first fewnumbers some of the Ojebway
articles were accompanied by translations in

English, the later ones appear entirely in Ojeb-

way except one advertisement in English.

Throughout all the numbers the headings to

the articles appear in English. The contents

are of a miscellaneous character—the headings

in the first number, for instance, being: The
new governor-general; England and Turkey;
The yellow fever; Editorals; A story from Eng-

lish history; About elephants; Shingwauk
catechism ; The Indian council at Sarnia ; Ad-
vertisements.

Though the last number of the volume gives

no indication that such was to be the case, the

publication ceased with that number.

Copies seen : Powell.

Pitezel (Bev. John H. ) Lights and shades

I
of

I

missionary life :
|
containing

|

travels, sketches, incidents,
| and ]

mis-

sionary efforts,
I

during
|
nine years

spent in the region of Lake Superior.
|

By
I

Rev. John H. Pitezel,
| alias, Wa-

zah - wah -wa - doong, or '
' the yellow

beard."
|

[Quotation three lines.]
|

Cincinnati :
|
printed at the western

book concern,
|
for the author.

| R. P.

Thompson, printer.
|
1857.

Title verso copyright notice 1 1. preface pp.

3-7, contents pp. 9-17, half-title verso blank 1 1.

text pp. 21-431, 4 plates, 12o.

Brief speech in Ojibwa and English, pp. 387-

388, and scattered phrases.

Lights and shades
|
of

|
missionary

life:
I

containing
|
travels, sketches,

incidents,
|
and | missionary efforts,

|

during
|
nine years spent in the region
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Pitezel (J. H.)— Continued,

of lake Superior
|
by

|
rev. John H.

Pitezel,
I

alias Wa-zah-wah-wa-doong,

or ''the yellow beard."
|

New edition.
|

With important supplementary matter

j
brought down to date.

|

Cincinnati:
|
Walden and Stowe.

|

New York : Phillips & Hunt.
\
1883.

Portrait, title verso copyright (dated 1857) 1

1. preface (dated June 5, 1857) pp. 3-7, " note" to

the new edition p. 8, contents pp. 9-17, half-title

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 21-467, advertisements

p. [468J,4 plates (included in the pagination),

12°.

Linguistics as in the first edition titled next

above.

Copies seen : Eames.

Playter (George F.) The
|
history of

Methodism
|
in Canada :

|
with an ac-

count of the rise and progress of the

work
I

of God among the Canadian In-

dian tribes,
|
and |

Occasional Notices

of the Civil Affairs of the Province.
|

By George F. Playter,
|
of the Wesloyan

conference.
|

Toronto :
|
published for the author

by Anson Green,
j at the Wesleyan

printing establishment,
|
King street

east.
I

1862.

Title verso copyright 1 1. contents pp. iii-viii,

text pp. 1-414, 12°.

Six lines of a hymn in the language of the

Bay of Quinte Indians on Grape Island [Chip-

pewa], p. 312, with the following statement : "A
small hymn book of twelve hymns, translated

into the Chippewa, was now printed by the

Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal

Society, in New York, and some copies were
now [May, 1827] on Grape Island; and the de-

sire to read and sing the hymns stimulated the

desire to learn." On the same page Peter Jones

is mentioned as spending '"twelve days with

the natives " on Grape Island. It is probable,

therefore, that the translation referred to was
made by him.

Copies seen : Eames.

In some copies of this work the numbering
stops with p. 413, the last page being unnum-
bered. (*)

Plymouth Indians, See Massachusetts.

Polk (J. F.), editor. See Investigator.

Pooler (Joe). See Gatschet (A. S.)

Porter (William S.) See Eliot (W. H.)

Portions of the book of common prayer

[Cree]. See Hunter (James).

Potewateme. A. M. D. G.
| Potewateme

I

missinoni-kan catechisme
|
ipi

|
ne-

meonin etchitek
|
wayowat kwiyuk

enemadjik ICatholiqueechinikasidjik.
|

Potewateme— Continued.

Cincinnati:
|
Stereotyped by Monfort

and Conohans.
|
[1844?]

Literal translation: Potewateme
] book

catechism
|
and

|
prayers all

|
would - use the-

good those-who-pray
|
Catholics who- are-called.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface in Potewateme
verso blank 1 1. text entirely in Potewateme
pp. 5-67, 18°.

Prayers and litany, pp. 5-16.—Hymns, pp. 16-

18.— Catechism, pp. 19-67.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Harvard,

Massachusetts Historical Society, National

Museum.
See also Pottawotomi.

Potewatemi nememiseniiikin. See Gail-

land (M.)

Potewatemi nememissinoikan. See

Hoecken (C.)

Potewatemi nemewinin. See Gailland

(M.)

Potrwatome nkumwinin. See Simer-
well (R.)

Pott (August Friedrich). Die
|
quinary

uud vigesimale
|
Zahlmethode

|
bei

Volkern aller Welttheile.
|
Nebst aus-

fiihrlicheren Bemerkungen
|
iiber die

ZahlworterlndogermanischenStammes

I
und einem Anhange liber Fingerna-

men.
|
Von

|
Dr. August Friedrich Pott,

I

ord. Prof. [&c. four lines.]
|

Halle,
I
C. A. Schwetschke und Sohn.

I

1847.

Cover title nearly as above, title as above

verso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. dedi-

catory notice 1 1. vorwort pp. vii-viii, text pp.

1-304, 8°.

Numerals ofNeuschweden in Virginien (from

Campanius), p. 64; of the Algonkin (fromLa-

Hontan), p. 65 ; of Canada (from Eudiger), p. 65;

of the Paegan (Black-Feet), p. 68.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Public, British

Museum, Eames, "Watkinson.

Die
I

Sprachverschiedenheit
|
in Eu-

ropa
I

an den Zahlwortern nachgewie-

sen
I
sowie

|
die quinare und vigesimale

Zahlmethode
|
von

|
D"". Friedr. August

Pott,
I

Prof. [&c. three lines.]
|

Halle
I

Verlag der Buchhandlung des

Waisenhauses.
|
1868.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 1-109, 8°.

Inquiries into the origin of numeral systems

among various peoples, including the Cree

(fromHayden and Howse), pp. 50-52; Algonkin

(from Cuoq),p. 52; Blackfeet (from Hayden),

p. 56; Shyenne (from Amer. Eth. Soc. vol. 2), pp.

56-57; Arapoho (from Hayden), pp. 57-58; At-

sina, p. 58,

Copies seen : Boston Public, Eames.
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Pott (A. F.) — Continued.

Eiuleitungin die allgemeine Sprach-

wissenschaft.

In Internationale Zeitschrift fiir allgemeine

Sprachwissenschaft,vol. 1, pp. 1-68, 329-354, vol.

2, pp. 54-115, 209-251, vol. 3, pp. 110-126, 249-275,

Supp. pp. 1-193, vol. 4, pp. 67-96, vol. 5, pp. 3-18,

Leipzig, 1884-1887, and Heilbronn, 1889, large 8°.

The literature of American linguistics, vol. 4,

pp. 67-96. This portion was published after Mr.

Pott's death, which occurred July 5, 1887. The

general editor of the Zeitschrift, Mr. Techmer,

states in a note that Pott's paper is continued

from the manuscripts which he left, and that it

is to close with the languages of Australia. In

the section of American linguistics publica-

tions in all the more important stocks of North

America are mentioned, with brief characteri-

zation.

Pottawotomi. English - Pottawotomi

dictionary
|
copied from a manuscript

at
i

St. John's College, Fordham [N. Y.]

Manuscript, 41 11. 16°, in the library of Dr. J.

G. Shea, Elizabeth, N. J.

The vocabulary is preceded by a brief gram-

matic notice of the same language.

Pottawotomi

:

Bible, Gen. (pt.)
,
See Simerwell (R.)

Bible, Matthew Lykins (J.)

Bible, Acts Lykins (J.)

Catechism Hoecken (C.)

Catechism Potawateme.

Catechism Simerwell (R.)

Dictionary Bourassa (J. N.)

Dictionary Gailland (M.)

Dictionary Pottawatomi.

Gentes Morgan (L. H.)

General discussion Charlevoix (P. F. X. de).

General discussion McCoy (I.)

General discussion Walcott (A.)

Grammar Gailland (M.)

Hymns Gailland (M.)

Hymns Hoecken (C.)

Hymns Potewateme.

Hymns Simerwell (R.)

Hymns Smet (P. J. de).

Lord's prayer Badin(S. T.)

Lord's prayer Bergholtz (G. P.)

Lord's prayer Marietti (P.)

Lord's prayer Shea (J. G.)

Lord's prayer Smet (P. J. de).

Lord's prayer Trumbull (J. H.)

Numerals Raines (E. M.)

Numerals Haldeman (S. S.)

Numerals James (E.)

Prayer book Gailland (M.)

Prayer book Hoecken (C.)

Prayer book Potewateme.

Prayers Simerwell (R.)

Prayers Smet (P.J. de).

Primer Simerwell (R.)

Proper names Catlin (G.)

Proper names Chamberlain ( A. F.)

Proper names Correspondence.

PottavTOtomi— Continued.
Proper names See Indian.

Proper names Jackson (W. H.)

Proper names Stanley (J. M.)

Proper names Treaties.

Relationships Morgan (L.H.)

Text Promissiones.

Text Simerwell (R.)

Vocabulary Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Vocabulary Allen (W.)

Vocabulary Barton (B. S.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary Investigator.

Vocabulary Jones (J. T.)

Vocabulary Jones (P.)

Vocabulary Latham (R.G.)

Vocabulary Preston (W.)

Vocabulary Simerwell (R.)

Vocabulary Wilson (E.F.)

"Words Buschmann (J. C.E.)

Words Mcintosh (T.)

Words Orbigny (A, D. d').

Words Sener(S.M.)

Words Smet (P. J. de).

Words Smithsonian.

Words Vater (J. S.)

Potter (Chandler Eastman). The
|
his-

tory of Manchester,
|
formerly Derry-

field,
I
in

|
New-Hampshire

; |
includ-

ing that of ancient Amoskeag,
|
or the

middle Merrimack Valley
; |

together

with the address, poem, and other pro-

ceedings,
I

of the
I
centennial celebra-

tion,
I

of the
I
incorporation of Derry-

field
; I

at Manchester, October 22, 1851.

I
By C. E. Potter,

|
Corresponding

member [&c. three lines.]
|

Manchester,
|
C. E. Potter, publisher.

I
1856.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. ded-

ication verso blank 1 1. preface pp. v-vii, list of

illustrations pp. viii-ix, contents pp. xi-xiii,

text pp. 1-67, 1-763, errata and addenda 1 p. 8°.

Names of Indian tribes and localities in the

Merrimac valley and elsewhere in New Eng-
land, with definitions, pp. 5-7, 26-28, 31.

Copies seen : Congress.

Appendix to the ''Language of the

Abeuaquies " [by W. Willis]. By C. E.

Potter.

In Maine Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 4, pp. 185-195,

Portland, 1856, 8°.

Contains Abenaqui names of geographic

features in Maine, with definitions and etymol-

Powell : This word following a title or within pa-

rentheses after a note indicates that a copy of

the work referred to has been seen by the com-

piler in the library of Major J. W. Powell,

Washington, D. C.
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Powhatan

:

Geographic names
Numerals
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Words
Words

See Boyd (S. G.)

Bozman (J, L,)

Allen (W.)

Balbi (A.)

Campbell (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

A IMacauley (J.)

'Strachey (W.)

Peatherman (A.)

Malte-Brun.

Prando (Bev. Peter Paulus). A hymu in

the BJackfoot language.

Manuscript, 3 pp. folio, in the library of the

Bureau of Ethnology. A copy furnished by

Col. John Mason Brown, of Louisville, Ky.,

from a copy made for him by the author, a

Jesuit father, by whom " it was used in the re-

ligious instruction of the Piegans."

Prayer before sermon [MoheganJ.

Sergeant (J.)

See

yer-book

:

Abnaki See Aub6ry (J.)

Abnaki Bomagne (J.B.)

Abnaki Vetromile (E.)

Algonquian Laure (P.)

Blackfoot Tims (J. W.)

Chippewa Baraga (F.)

Chippewa Baraga (F.) and Wei-

kamp (J. B.)

Chippewa O'Meara (F. A.)

Chippewa Oshki nagumowin.

Chippewa Verwyst (C.)

Cree Garin (A. M.)

Cree Gu6guen (J. P.)

Cree Horden (J.)

Cree Hunter (James).

Cree Kirkby (W.W.)
Cree Lacombe (A.)

Cree Mackay (J. A.)

Cree Thibault (J. B.)

Menomonee Zephyrin Engelhardt

(C.A.)

Micmac Bellenger (J. M.)

Micmac Kauder (C.)

Micmac Legoyne (—

)

Micmac Micmac.

Montagnais Diirocher (F.)

Montagnais La Brosse (J. B. de).

Munsee Morning.

Nipissing • Aiamie nabowewinan.

Nipissing Cuoq (J. A.)

Nipissing Lebret (L. M.)

Nipissing Mathevet (J. C.)

Nipissing Nihima.

Nipissing Nihina.

Nipissing Niina.

Nipissing Richard (P.)

Ottawa Baraga (F.)

Ottawa Baraga (F.) and Wei-

kamp (J. B.)

Ottawa Dejean (A.)

Ottawa Johnston (G.)

Ottawa Ottawa.

Prayer-book — Continued.
Ottawa See Weikamp (J. B.)

Pottawotomi Gailland (M.)

Pottawotomi Hoecken (C.)

Pottawotomi Potewateme.

Prayers

:

Abnaki See Abnaki.
Abnaki Crespieul (F. X.)

Abnaki Demillier (L. E.)

Abnaki Lafleche (L.F.R.)

Abnaki Mathevet (J.C.)

Algonquian Algonquian.

Algonquian Crespieul (F. X.)

Algonquian Lafleche (L.F.R.)

Blackfoot Lacombe (A.)

Chippewa Baierlein (E.)

Chippewa Belcourt (G. A.)

Chippewa Blackbird (A. J.)

Chippewa Lord's.

Chippewa Ojibway muzzeniegun.

Cree Bompas(W.C.)
Cree Gu^guen (J. P.)

Cree Hunter (James).

Cree Lafl6che (L.F.R.)

Cree Laverloch^re (J. N) and
Garin (A.M.)

Cree Mackay (J. A.)

Cree Mason (S.)

Delaware Lenape.

Illinois AUouez (C.)

Illinois Le Boulanger (J. 1.)

IlUnois Marest (G.)

Maliseet Abnaki.

Massachusetts Adams (N.)

Massachusetts Brown (G. S.)

Massachusetts Dexter (H.M.)

Menomonee BondueKF.L. J.)

Menomonee Zephyrin Engelhardt

(C.A.)

Micmac Alphabet.

Micmac Maillard(A.S.)

Mohegan Sergeant (J.)

Montagnais Arnaud (C.)

Montagnais Crespieul (F.X.)

Montagnais Durocher (F.)

Montagnais Laure (P.)

Montagnais Le Jeune (P.)

Mod fcagnais Mass6 (E.)

Montagnais Silvy(A.)

Nipissing Cuoq (J. A.)

l!^ipissing D6p6ret (E.)

Nipissing Masinaigan.

Ottawa Meeker (J.)

Passamaquoddy Demillier (L.E.)

Penobscot ^acleod (X. D.)

Penobscot Wzokhilain (P. P.)

Pottawotomi Simerwell (R.)

Pottawotomi Smet(P.J.de).

Satsika Petitot (E. F.S.J.)

Present. The
|
present state

j
of

|
New-

England,
I

With Eespect to the
|
Indian

war.
I

Wherein is an Account of the

true Reason thereof,
|
(as far as can be

Judged by Men.)
|
Together with most
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FAC-SIMILE (REDUCED) OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF THE PRESENT STATE OF 1675.



^ THE
PRESENT STATE

O F

New - England^
With Refpea to the

INDIAN WAii.
W.hereio is an Accoant ofthe true Rcafim tli^^,

(as far as can be Jadged by Men.)

Together wicfc moft of tbe Remarkable PadBages that have hap-

Fiishfaiiy Comprfed by a Merctem dMtfitJh and Coowtiomcaecd
tohisFrieodin LONB&N, ^

Licenfed J>estt»if» 13. 1^7J. X^ar I'Mprs^f-!.

LONDON.
If^xeed tor jDitigM NewmiMr, at the Kings-Arms ifl the P«K&/y, audatilte

Ship aod Aocfaor at jc Sridg-^hat m S^mkwark fide, x if^.

FAC-SIMILE IREDUCED) OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF THE PRESENT STATE OF 1676.
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Present— Continued.

of the Remarkable Passages that have

hap-
I

pened from the 20th of June, till

the 10th of November, 1675.
|
Faith-

fully Composed by a Merchant of Bos-

ton, and Communicated
[
to his Friend

in London.
|

Licensed Decemb. 13. 1675.

Eoger L'Estrange.
|
[Royal arms.]

|

London,
|
Printed for Dorman New-

man, at the Kings-Arms in the Poultry,

and at the
|
Ship and Anchor at the

Bridg-foot on Southwark side. 1675.

Title verso blauk 1 1. text pp. 3-19, folio. See

the reduced fac simile of the title-page.

Isaiah sxiii, 1-3, in the Massachusetts lan-

guage (from Eliot's bible), p. 11.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Congress,

Lenox.

The Brinley copy, no. 417, sold for $36.

The
I

present state
|
of

|
New-Eng-

land,
I

With Respect to the
|
Indian

war.
I

Wherein is an Account of the

true Reason thereof,
|
(as far as can be

Judged by Men.)
|
Together with most

of the Remarkable Passages that have

hap-
I

pened from the 20th of June, till

the 10th of November, 1675. | Faith-

fully Composed by a Merchant of Bos-

ton, and Communicated
|
to his Friend

in London.
|
Licensed Decemb. 13. 1675.

Roger L'Estrange.
|

[Royal arms.]
|

London.
|
Printed for Dorman New-

man, at the Kings-Arms in the Poultry,

and at the
|
Ship and Anchor at the

Bridg-foot on Southwark side. 1675.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-19, folio.

Page 18 is -n^rongly numbered 19, and p. 19 is

wrongly numbered 81. See the reduced fac-

simile of the title-page.

In the copies seen the date has been changed

from 1675 to 1676 with a pen. It is possible the

entire edition of this issue was so changed. It is

clearly another issue, the matter being entirely

reset.

Linguistics as under next title above, p. 11.

Copies seen : Congress, Harvard, Lenox.

The
I

present state | of |
New-Eng-

land
I

with respect to the
|
Indian war,

I
Wherein is an Account of the true

Reason thereof,
|

(as far as can be

Judged by Men.)
|
Together with most

of the Remarkable Passages that
|
have

happened from the 20th of June, till
|

the 10th of November, 1675.
|
Faith-

fully Composed by a Merchant of Bos-

ton and Com-
|
municated to his Friend

in London.
| Licensed Decemb. 13. 1675.

Present— Continued.

Roger L'Estrange
|

[Picture of an In-

dian.]
I
London,

|
Printed for Dorman

Newman, at the King's Arms in the

Poultry, and
|
at the Ship and Anchor

at the Bridgfoot on Southwark side,

1675.
I

Boston : Josiah Drake, Antiquarian

Bookstore, 56 Cornhill.
|
MDCCCXXX-

III [1833].

Title verso printer 1 1. advertisement (signed

S. G. Drake, and dated Boston, Feb. 15, 1833)

pp. iii-iv, text pp. 5-38, "A continuation of the

state of New-England" pp. 39-69, advertise-

ment 1 page, 18°.

Linguistics as in the original edition, pp. 22-

23.

Copies seen: Congress, Eames.
Also in Drake (S. G.), The old Indian chron-

icle, pp. 1-38, Boston, 1836, 18°.

According to Drake there was no demand for

his first reprint (1833) of the "Present state"

and its accompanying "Continuation, "and it

"lay some three years on hand, excepting what
were gratuitously distributed." They "were
not reprinted (for the first edition [of the Old

IndianChronicle]), asenough of them remained

on hand in 1836 to complete the edition of some
250 copies." In order to complete the edition

of the Chronicle, of which 500 copies had been

printed in all, these two tracts were reprinted

shortly afterwards difiering in the arrangement

of nearly every page from the edition of 1833.

The title of this reprint of the "Present state"

is as follows

:

The
1
Present State

|
of

|
New-Eng-

land
I

with respect to the
|
Indian War.

I

Wherein is an
|
Account of the true

reason thereof,
[

(as far as can be judged

by men.)
|
Together with most of the

remarkable
|
passages that have hap-

pened from
I
the 20th of June, to the

|

10th of November, 1675.
|
Faithfully

composed by a Merchant of Boston and

I
communicated to his friend in Lon-

don.
I

Licensed Decemb. 13, 1675.

Roger L'Estrange. |
London,

|
Printed

for Dorman Newman, at the King's

Arms
I
in the Poultry, and at the Ship

and Anchor at
|
the Bridgefoot [sic] on

Southwark side, 1675.

In Drake (S.G.), The old Indian chronicle,

pp. 1-37, Boston [1836?], 18°.

Linguistics as in the original edition, pp. 22-23.

The
I

Present State
|
of

(
New-Eng-

land
I

with respect to the
|
Indian

War.
I

Wherein is an Account of the

true Reason
|
thereof, (as far as can be

I

judged by Men.)
|
Together

|
With
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Present— Continued.

most of the Remarkable Passages that

have
I

happened from the 20th of June,

till the 10th
I

of November, 1675.
|

Faithfully composed by a Merchant of

Boston and communicated
[
to his

friend in London.
|
Licensed Decemb.

13, 1675. Roger L'Estrange.
]
London:

I
Printed for Dorman Newman, at the

King's Arms in the Poultry, and
|
at the

Ship and Anchor at the Bridgfoot on

Southwark Side, 1675.

In Drake (S. G.), The Old Indian Chronicle,

pp. 119-169, Boston, 1867, sm. 4°.

Linguistics as in the original edition, p. 146.

Preston (T. R.) Three Years'
|
Residence

in Canada,
|
from

|
1837 to 1839.

|
With

notes of a winter voyage to New York,

and
I

journey thence to the British Pos-

sessions:
I

to which is added,
I
a Re-

view of the Condition
|
of the

|
Cana-

dian People.
I

By
I

T. R. Preston,
|
late

of the Government service at Toronto.

I

In Two Volumes.
|
Vol. I [-II].

|

London :
|
Richard Bentley, New

Burlington Street,
|
Publisher in Ordi-

nary to Her Majesty.
|
1840.

2 vols, pp.i-xii, 1-285; i-vi, 1-307, 12°.

List of Indian names of places and things,

with English significations, vol. 2, pp. 239-241.

Copies seen : Astor.

Preston (Capt. William). [Vocabulary

of the Potawatomy, Miami, Delaware,

Shawnee, and Cherokee languages.]

Manuscript in possession of the late Col. John
Mason Brown, Louisville, Ky. Recorded in a

blank book 6J by 8 inches in size, probably the

orderly book of the company commanded by
Captain Preston. The date, January 29, 1793,

appears on the inside of the cover.

The Potawatomy vocabulary covers three

pages, and consists of 72 words and phrases, in-

cluding tlie numerals 1-9. This is followed by
geographical names in the Miami, which cover

one page and give the Indian designation of

the Ohio, Kentucky, Kanawha, and other riv-

ers, sixteen in all. The following page is occu-

pied by a similar list in Delaware, and this is

followed by a list of words and phrases in the

Miami, occupying six pages and containing 139

words and phrases.

Following the last mentioned is a vocabulary

of the Shawanee language,with certain remarks
on pronunciation of the aspirates and accentu-

ation of syllables. The first page bears date
February 7, 1796, at Greenville. There are

nineteen pages of this vocabulary. The Eng-
lish words are arranged alphabetically, or ap-

proximately so, followed by the Indian equiva-

lents, amounting to 481 words and phrases.

Preston (W.) — Continued.

Following this Shawanee vocabulary is a sin-

gle page of Cherokee vocabulary consisting of

20 words.

A copy of the manuscript is in the library of

the Bureau of Ethnology.

The sixteen geographic names in Miami and
Delaware found in this manuscript were pub-

lished in The Virginias, vol. 6, pp. 166-167, Staun-

ton, Va, 1885, 4°. (Pilling.) The editor of that

periodical, Col. Jed. Hotchkiss, then submitted

a copy to Dr. J. Hammond Trumbull, who sup-

plied some valuable notes on the signification

of the Indian names. The vocabulary with

Dr. Trumbull's notes was then reprinted in The
Industrial South, vol. 6, pp. 19-20, Eichraond,

Va., January 13, 3886, 4°. (Pilling.)

"William Preston, soldier, born in county Don-

egal, Ireland, 25 December, 1729 ; died in Mont-
gomery County, Virginia, 28 July, 1783. Hebe-
came deputy sheriff of Augusta County in

1750 ; was elected to the house of burgesses

and accompanied General "Washington on sev-

eral exploring expeditions in the west. He
was appointed one of two eommisssoners to

make a treaty with the Shawnee and Delaware
Indians in 1757. He became surveyor of the

new county of Montgomery in 1771, and was
early engaged in the organization of troops for

the Revolutionary war ; became colonel in 1775,

and led his regiment at Guilford Court-House,

S. C, where he received injuries that caused

his death in the following July.—Appleton's
Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

[Prevost (P6reMM6ric).] Ka patakai-

katek
|
masinaigan

|
ka ako nikigoba-

nen
|
Jesos

|
18d'2 «fe 1883

|
tManadjita-

ganisan
|
P. PakitandjikenaniSan.

| K.

Kiigocimonani8an
|

[Cross]
|

Moniang [Montreal]
|
J. Chapleau «fc

fils, endatc. [1882.]

Cover title as above, title as above verso blank

1 1. text 14 unnumbered pp. 16°. A calendar in

the Chippewa language.

Copies seen : Pilling, Powell.

[ ] K.a patakaikatek
|
masinaigan

|

ka ako nikigobanen
|
Jesos.

|
1888 gaie

1889.
I

t Manadjitagani8an. |
P. Paki-

tandjikenaniSan.
j
K. Kiigocimonani-

8an.
I

[Cross.]
|

Moniang [Montreal].
|
E. Sen^cal &

fils, endatc. [1888.]

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

blank 1 1. 14 unnumbered pp. 16°. Nipissing cal-

endar, from June 1, 1888, to July 31, 1889.

Copies seen: Pilling.

[ ] Nikamo masinaigan. | O. M. I. |

[Picture.]
|

Moniang [Montreal]
|
J. Chapleau &

fils, endatc.
|
1885.

Title reverse approbation of Bishop Lorrain

(dated from Pembroke, 6 mars 1885) 1 1, prefa-
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Prevost (M.) — Continued.

tory 1 1. text pp. 1-27, 16°. Hymns in Chippewa

with musical notes.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Eev. M6d6ric Prevost, O. M. I., was born

February 1, 1847, at St. Jacques de 1'Achigan,

county of Montcalm, Province of Quebec, Can-

ada. He was ordained a priest May 11, 1873,

and soon after was sent to the residence of

Lake Temiskaming, an Indian mission. Since

that time he has visited the Indian missions of

Fort William, on the Ottawa Hiver, Mattawan,

Abitibi, Kipewa,KitchiSaking,Mekiskan,Was-

wanipi, Kikendatc, Kakebongang, and TVey-

moutaching. In 1879 ho was sent to Maniwaki,

at the head of the Gatineau Eiver. Since the

year 1874 he has been charged by his superiors

with the preparation of the calendar for every

new year. His present residence (1888) is Hull,

near Ottawa.

—

Lorrain.

Prichard (James Cowles). Researches
]

into the
|
physical history

|
of

|
Man-

kind.
I
By

I
James Cowles Prichard, M.

D.
I
Second edition.

|
In two volumes.

|Vol. I[-II].|

London :
|
printed for John and Ar-

thur Arch,
I

Cornhill.
|
1826.

2 vols. : frontispiece 1 1. title verso printer 1 1.

dedication verso blank 1 1. preface pp. v-viii,

contents of both volumes pp. ix-xxx, explana-

tion of plates pp. xxxi-xxxii, text pp. 1-523,

notes pp. 525-529, index of nations pp. 531-544,

nine other plates ; title verso printer 1 1. text

pp. 1-613, note pp. 614-623, plate, 8°.

Relations between the American languages,

vol. 2, pp. 341-349, contains some remarks on the

Delaware language, with examples.—Remarks
on the American languages, vol. 2, pp. 350-355,

contains comparative vocabularies of American
and Asiatic languages (pp. 353-354), including

words in the Penobscot, Illinois, Delaware, Aca-

dian, IS'ew England, and Mahican, and a short

comparative vocabulary of the Irish and Algon-

quin.—Pages 414-424 of the same volume treat

of the Algonquin race, and contain general re-

marks on the classification and languages of

the different branches.

Copies seen: British Museum, Eames, Har-

vard.

The first edition, London, 1813, 8° (British

Museum), contains no linguistics.

Researches
|
into the

|

physical his-

tory
1
of

i

mankind.
|
By

|
James Cowles

Prichard, M. D. F. R. S. M. R. 1. A.
|

corresponding member [«fec. three

lines.]
I

Third edition.
|
Vol. I[-V].

|

London:
|
Sherwood, Gilbert, and

Piper,
I
Paternoster row;

|
and J. and

A. Arch,
I
Cornhill.

|
1836[-1847].

5 vols. 8°. Thewords "Third edition," which

are contained on the titles of vols. 1-4 (dated re-

spectively 1836, 1837, 1841, 1844), are not on the

title of vol. 5. Vol. 3 was originally issued with

Prichard (J. C.) — Continued.
a title numbered "Vol. III.—Part I." This ti-

tle was afterwards canceled, and a new one

(numbered "Vol. III.") substituted in its place.

Vol. 1 was reissued with a new title containing

thewords "Fourth edition," and bearing the

imprint, "London:
|

Sherwood, Gilbert, and
Piper,

I

Paternoster row.
|
1841." (Astor); and

again "Fourth edition. | Vol.1.
| London:

|

Houlston and Stoneman,
| 65, Paternoster row.

I

1851." (Congress.) According to Sabin's Dic-

tionary (no. 65477, note), vol. 2 also appeared in

a "Fourth edition," with the latter imprint.

These several issues differ only in the inser-

tion of new titles in the places of the original

titles.

General remarks on the American languages,

vol. 5, pp. 302-308.—Of the characteristics ofthe

American languages, pp. 308-313, including a

number of examples in Delaware (from Hecke-
welder andDuponceau).—Universality of these

characteristics among the American languages,

pp. 313-316, with an example in Delaware.—Gen-
eral observations on the relations of the Ameri-
can languages, pp. 316-320.—Chapter V. Of the

Algonquin and Iroquois races, contains some re-

marks on the Algonquin dialects under the fol-

lowing divisions: General account, pp. 381-383;

History of the Algonquin race. Tradition of the

Lenni-Lenape, pp. 383-385 ; Northern nations of

the Algonquin race : the Knistineaux, the Al-

gonquins proper, the Chippewas or O'jibways

(0-chepe-wag), the Potowatomi, pp. 385-391; Of
the north-eastern or Abenaquian branch of the

Algonquin race, pp. 391-393 ; Of the eastern or

Atlantic tribes: the New England tribes, the
Lenni-Lenape or Delaware Indians, tribes of

Virginia and Maryland, pp. 393-394 ; The west-
ern branch of the Algonquin race, pp. 394-395.

—

The Black-feet Indians, p. 414.—A few Carai-

bean words compared with those of other lan-

guages, including the Sankihani, p. 526.

Copies seen : Bancroft, Boston Athenaeum,
Congress, Eames.

Naturgeschichte
|
des

| Menschen-
geschlechts

|

von
|
James Cowles Prich-

ard,
I

Med. D. [&c. three lines.]
|
Nach

der [&c. three lines]
| von |

Dr. Ru-
dolph Wagner,

I

[&c. one line.]
|
Erster

L-Vierter] Band.
I

Leipzig,
I

Verlag von Leopold Bosk.

I

1^540 [-1848].
I

4 vols., vol. 4 in two parts, 12°,

Discussion of American languages, vol. 4, pp.
311-341, 357-363, 458.

Copies seen : British Museum.

The
I

natural history
|
of

|
man

; |

comprising
|
inquiries into the modify-

iug influence of
|
physical and moral

agencies
|
on the different tribes of the

human family.
|
By

|
James Cowles

Prichard, M. D. F. R. S. M. R. I. A.
|

Corresponding Member [&c. five lines.]
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Prichard (J. C.)— Continued.

I

With
I

Thirty-six Coloured and Four

Plain Illustrations
|
engraved on steel,

j
and ninety engravings an wood.

|

London:
[
H. Bailliere, 219 Regent

street;
|
foreign bookseller [&c. two

lines.]
j
Paris: J. B. Bailliere, libraire,

rue de I'Ecole de Medecine.
|
Leipsic :

T. O. Weigel.
|
1843.

Pp. i-xvi, 1-556, 8°.

"Instances, not of aflSnity, but of coinci-

dence" between the Irish and A.lgonquian lan-

guages (6 words from Vater), p. 304.—Brief

reference to languages of American tribes, p.

360.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum.

The
I

natural history
|
of

|
man

; |

comprising
|
inquiries into the modify-

ing influence of
|

physical and moral

agencies
|
on the difierent tribes of the

human family.
|
By

|
James Cowles

Prichard, M. D., F. R. S., M. R. I. A.
|

Corresponding Member [&c. six lines. ]

I

Second edition, enlarged,
|
with

I

Forty-four Coloured and Five Plain Il-

lustrations
I
engraved on steel,

|
and

ninety-seven engravings on wood.
|

London :
|
Hippolyte Bailliere, pub-

lisher, 219 Regent street
; |

foreign

Bookseller to the Royal college of sur-

geons,
(
and to the Royal medico-chi-

rurgical society.
|
Paris: J. B. Bailliere,

libraire de I'Academie royale de mede-

cine.
I

Leipsic : T. O. Weigel.
[ 1845.

Pp. i-xvii, 1 1. 1-596, 8°.

Linguistics as in earlier edition, titled above.

Copies «een; British Museum.

The
I
natural history

|
of

| man
; |

comprising
|
inquiries into the modify-

ing influence of
|
physical and moral

agencies
|
on the different tribes of the

human family.
|
By

|
James Cowles

Prichard, M. D., F. R. S., M. R. L A.
]

corresponding member [&c. six lines.]

I

Third edition, enlarged,
|
with

|
Fifty

Coloured and Five Plain Illustrations

I

engraved on steel,
)
and ninety-seven

engravings on wood.
|

London : |
Hippolyte Bailliere, pub-

lisher, 219 Regent street
; |

foreign book-
seller to the Royal college of surgeons,

I
and to the Royal medico-chirurgical

society.
|
Paris: J. B. Bailliere, libraire

de FAcademie royale de medecine.
|

Leipsic : T. O. Weigel.
|
1848.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso printers 1 1. dedi-

cation pp. v-vi, advertisement pp. vii-viii, ex-

Prichard (J. C.) — Continued.

planation of illustrations pp. ix-x, contents pp.

xi-xvii, text pp. 1-546, appendix pp. 547-666^

index pp. 667-677, 8°.

Linguistics as under titles above, pp. 304, 360.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, ("on-

The
I

natural history
|
of

|
man

; |

comprising
|
inquiries into the modify-

ing influence of
|

physical and moral

agencies
|
on the different tribes of the

human family.
|
By

|
James Cowles

Prichard, M. D. F. R. S. M. R. I. A.
|

president [&c. four lines.]
|
Fourth

Edition, Edited and Enlarged by
|
Ed-

win Norris,
|
of the royal Asiatic so-

ciety of Great Britain and Ireland.
|
Il-

lustrated with sixty-two coloured plates

engraved on steel, |
and one hundred

engravings on wood.
|
In two volumes.

I

Vol. I[-II].
I

London :
|
H. Bailliere, publisher, 219,

Regent street,
|
and 290, Broadway,

New York, U. S. ]
Paris: J. B. Bailliere,

libraire, rue Hautefeuille.
|
Madrid

:

Bailly Bailliere, calle del principe.
[

1855.

2 vols. : half-title verso notice 1 1. plate 1 1.

title verso printers 1 1. contents pp. v-viii, ex-

planation to the engravings on steel p. ix, index

to the engravings on wood p. x, editor's preface

pp. xi-xiii, introductory note pp. xv-xx, short

biographical notice of the author pp. xxi-xxiv,

text pp. 1-343, sixteen other plates; half-title

verso notice 1 1. plate 1 1. title verso printers

1 1. contents pp. v-vii, text pp. 343-714, index

pp. 715-720, forty-four other plates, 8°.

Irish and Algonquin words compared, vol. 1,

p. 333.—Brief remarks on the Cree language and

syllabary,with a few examples of tbelatter, vol.

2, p. 527, note.

Copies seen : Eames, Harvard.

Prieres, cantiques ... en langiie

crise. See Lacombe (A.

)

Prieres, cantiques ... en langue

f.rise. See Thibault (J. B.)

Priest (Josiah). American antiquities,
|

and
I

discoveries in the west :
|
being

I

an exhibition of the evidence
|
th-^t

an ancient population of partially civil-

ized nations,
|
differing entirely from

those of the present In- |
dians, peopled

America, many centuries before
|
its

discovery by Columbus. |
And

|

inquiries

into their origin,
|
with a

|
copious de-

scription
I

Of many of their stupendous

Works, now in ruins. ! With |
conject-

ures of what may have ! become ofthem.
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Priest (J.) — Continued.

I

Compiled
|
from travels, authentic

sources, and tlie researclies
|

of
|

Anti-

quarian Societies.
|

By Josiali Priest.
|

Albany :
|

printed by Hoffman and

White, No. 71, State-Street.
|
1833.

Folded frontispiece, title verso copyright 1 1.

preface pp. iii-iv, contents pp. v-viii, text pp. 9-

400, map and plate, 8°.

Rafinesque (C. S.), Languages of Oregm

—

Chopunish and Chinuc, pp. 395-397.

Copies seen : Harvard.

American antiquities,
|
and

j
dis-

coveries in the west:
|
being

|
an exhi-

bition of the evidence
|
that an ancient

population of partially civilized na-

tions,
I

differing entirely from those of

the present In-
|
dians, peopled Amer-

ica, many centuries before
j
its discov-

ery by Columbus.
I

And
|
inquiries into

their origin,
|
with a |

copious descrip-

tion
I

Of many of their stupendous

Works, now in ruins.
|
With

|
conject-

ures concerning what may have
|
be-

come of them,
j
Compiled

|
from travels,

authentic sources, and the researches
|

of
I

Antiquarian Societies.
|
By Josiah

Priest.
I

Third Edition Revised.
|

Albany :
|
printed by Hoffman and

White,
1
No. 71, State-Street.

|
1833.

Folded frontispiece, title verso copyright 1 1.

preface pp. iii-iv, contents pp. v-viii, text pp.

9-400, map and plate, 8°.

Rafinesque (C. S.), Tabular view of the

American generic languages, pp. 309-312.

Languages of Oregon—Chopunish and
Chinuc, pp. 395-397.

Copies seen : Boston Public, Congress, Fames,
Harvard, Massachusetts Historical Society.

The Brinley copy, no. 5435, sold for $1.50.

Primer in the Montagnais language. See

La Brosse (J. B. de).

Primer:

Abnaki See Roraagn6 (J. B.)

Chippewa Baraga (F.)

Chippewa Belcourt (G. A.)

Chippewa Dougherty (P.)

Chippewa York (P.)

Cree Bompas (W. C.)

Cree Cree.

Cree First.

Cree Glass (E.B.)

Cree Gueguen (J. P.)

Cree Lacombe (A.)

Delaware Linapie.

Delaware Meeker (J.)

Maliseet Stephens (J.)

Massachusetts Eliot (.1.)

Massachusetts Indiane.

Menomonee Bonduel(F. L. J.)

Micmac Alphabet.

Primer— Continued.

Micmac See Irwin (T.)

Montagnais Arnaud (C.)

Montagnais La Brosse (J. B. de)

.

Mpissing Cuoq(J. A.)

Nipissing Masinaiganikiknoamagek8in»

Ottawa Meeker (J.)

Ottawa Van Tassel (L)

Penobscot Wzokhilain (P.P.)

Pottawotomi Simerwell (R.)

Shawnee Lykins (J.)

"Wea Wea.

Prince : This word following a title or within par-

entheses after a note indicates that a copy of the

work referred to has been seen by the compiler

in the I'rince collection preserved in the Bos-

ton Public Library, Boston, Mass.

Prince (J. Dyneley). Notes on the lan-

guage of the eastern Algonkin tribes.

In American Journal of Philology, vol. 9, pp.
310-316, Baltimore, 1888, 8°.

Numerals 1-10 in Passamaquoddy, Abenaki,

and Micmac, p. 310.—Vowels, consonants, ac-

centuation, inflection, of the Passamaquoddy
and Abenaki dialects, as illustrative of the

entire group, pp. 311-314.— Table of Passama-

quoddy, Abenaki, and Micmac words showing

similarity of inflection, p. 314.—System of word-

building, with examples, pp. 314-315.

Promissiones Douiini Nostri [Algon-

quiue]. See Cuoq (J. A.) in Addenda.

PromissionesDomini Nostri fBlackfoot].

See Legal (iS.)

j

Promissiones Domini Nostri [Cree, ro-

manj. See Lacombe (A.)

Promissiones Domini Nostri [Cree sylla-

bles]. See Lacombe (A.) in Addenda,

Promissiones Domini Nostri Jesu Christ!

factae B. Marg. M. Alacoque.
|
Jesu-

Krist ka iji achotamawad
|
kitchitwa

Marguerite Marian Alacoquan,
|
iniw

ondji auichinaben ka manadjitonit ote.

[Dayton, Ohio : Philip A. Kemper.

1888.]

A small card, 3 by 5 inches in size, headed as

above and containing twelve ''Promises of Our
Lord to Blessed Margaret Mary, " in the Sau-

teux language, on the verso of which is a
colored picture of the sacred heart with in-

scription, in French, below. Mr. Kemper
informs me that he has not yet (October, 1889)

ascertained who made the translation. He has

published the same promises on similar cards

in many languages.

Copies seen: Fames, Pilling, Powell.

Promissiones Domini Nostri Jesu Christi

factae B. Marg. M. Alacoque.
|
Kaje wa-

witmowa kpinen Jesos Knist |
ketcht-

wa weutaksintchin Maknitin |
Mani-
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Promissiones— Continued.

yin Alacoque Waje juwenmat niw wa
tpat

I
rain tchin i Ketchtwa wentak

tenuk Oteli.

[Dayton, Ohio: Philip A. Kemper.

1888.

]

A small card, 3 by 5 inches in size, headed as

above and containing twelve "Promises of Our
Lord to Blessed Margaret Mary," in the Potto-

watomie language, on the verso of which is a

colored picture of the sacred heart with in-

scription, in English, below. Mr. Kemper in-

forms me that the translation was received

through the Benedictine Fathers at the Sacred

Heart Mission, Indian Territory. He has pub-

lished the same promises on similar cards in

many languages.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Promissiones Domini Nostri [Micmac].

See Rand (S. T.)

Promissiones Domini Nostri [Otchipwe].

See G-afron (J.) in the Addenda.
Proper names

:

Algonquiau See Rockwell (E. F.)

Algonquian Toner (J. M.)

Arapaho Blackmore (W.)

Arapaho Jackson (W.H.)

Blackfoot Brinton(D.G.)

Blackfoot Catlin ((f.)

Blackfoot Chamberlain ( A.. F.

)

Blackfoot Mogridge (Gr.)

Blackfoot Morris (A.)

Blackfoot Petitot (E. F. S. J .)

Blackfoot Stanley (J. M.)

Cheyenne Catlin (Gr.)

Cheyenne Hayden (F. V.)

Cheyenne Indian.

Cheyenne Jackson ("W. H.)

Cheyenne Smet (P. J. de).

Cheyenne Treaties.

Chippewa Brinton (D. Gr.)

Chippewa Catalogue.

Chippewa Chamberlain (A. F.)

Chippewa Foster (J. "W.) and

Whitney (J. D.)

Chippewa Haines (E. M.)

Chippewa Indian.

Chippewa Jackson ("W.H.)

Chippewa Morris (A.)

Chippewa Neill (E.D.)

Chippewa Report.

Chippewa Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Chippewa Stanley (J. M.)

Chippewa Treaties.

Chippewa Warren ( W. W.)
Chippewa Wilson (E.F.)

€ree Brinton (D, Gr.)

Cree Catlin (Gr.)

Cree Chamberlain ( A. F.)

Cree Morris (4..)

Cree
.

Petitot (E. F. S. J.)

Delaware BoUaert (W.)

Delaware Correspondence.

Delaware Indian.

Proper names
Delaware

Delaware

Delaware

Delaware

Illinois

Kaskaskia

Kaskaskia
Kikapoo
Kikapoo

Kikapoo
Kikapoo
Kikapoo
Menomonee
Menomonee
Menomonee
Menomonee
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Micmac
Mohegan
Munsee
New England
Ottawa

Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa

Ottawa
Ottawa
Peoria

Peoria

Peoria

Piankashaw
Piankashaw
Piankashaw
Pottawotomi

Pottawotomi

Pottawotomi

Pottawotomi

Pottawotomi

Pottawotomi

Pottawotomi

Sac and Fox
Sac and Fox
Sac and Fox
Sac and Fox
Sac and Fox
Sac and Fox
Sac and Fox
Sac and Fox
Sac and Fox
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Wea
Wea
Wea
Wea

Continned.
See Jackson (W. H.)

Smet (P.J. de).

Stanley (J.M.)

Thomas (Gr.)

Indian.

Correspondence.

Indian.

BoUaert (W.)

Catlin (G.)

Correspondence.

Indian.

Treaties.

Catalogue.

Catlin {Gr.)

Indian.

Treaties.

Indian.

Jackson (W.H.)
Smithsonian.

Treaties.

Catlin (G.)

Catlin (G.)

Stanley (J.M.)

Brinton (D. G.)

Catalogue.

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Correspondence.

Jackson (W.H.)
James (E.)

Stanley (J. M.)

Treaties.

Catlin (G.)

Correspondence.

Indian.

Catlin (G.)

Indian.

Treaties.

Catlin (G.)

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Correspondence.

Indian.

Jackson (W.H.)
Stanley (J^M.)

Treaties.

Catalogue.

Catlin (G.)

Frost (J.)

Indian.

Jackson (W.H.)
Maximilian (A. P.)

Mogridge (G.)

Stanley (J.M.)

Treaties.

BoUaert (W.)

Catalogue.

Catlin (G.)

Correspondence.

Indian.

Jackson (W.H.)
Stanley (J.M.)

Treaties.

Catlin (G.)

Correspondence.

Indian.

Stanley (J.M.)

Treatie?
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Proud (Robert) . The
|
Hi story of Penn-

sylvania,
I
in

I
North America,

|
from

the
I

Original Institution and Settlement

of that Province, under
|
the first Pro-

prietor and Governor William Penn,
|

in 1681, till after the Year 1742
; |

with

an
I

introduction,
|
respecting,

|
The

Life of W. Penn, prior to the grant of

the Province, and the religious
|
Socie-

ty of the People called Quakers ;—with

the first rise of the neighbouring
|
Colo-

nies, more particularly of West-New-
Jersey, and the Settlement

|
of the

Dutch and Swedes on Delaware.
|
To

which is added, ] A brief Description

of the said Province,
|
and of the

|

General State, in which it flourished,

principally between the Years 1760 and

1770.
I

The whole including a Variety

of Things,
|
Useful and interesting to

be known, respecting that Country in

early Time, &c.
|
With an appendix,

j

Written principally between the Years

1776 and 1780, |
By Robert Proud.

|

[Four lines quotations.]
|
Volume

I[-II].
I

Philadelphia:
|

printed and sold by
Zachariah Poulson, junior,

|
number

eighty, Chesnut-street.
|
1797 [-1798].

2 vols. : portrait 1 1. title verso quotation etc,

11. preface dedicatory pp. 3-16, contents of the

introduction pp. 17-18, introduction pp. 19-166,

text pp. 167-487, index and errata and emendata

pp. 489-508; folded map, title verso blank II.

text pp. 3-236, A View of the Province of Penn-

sylvania pp. 237-359, Descriptio Pennsylvanise,

anno 1729, pp. 360-373, appendix pp. 1-132,

index pp. 133-146, 8°.

The last three lines of the imprint of vol. 2

read: Xo. 106, Chesnut-street, |
Nearly oppo-

site to the Bank of North America.
|
1798.

Penn (W.), Letter etc. vol. 1, pp. 246-264.

Cojnesseen: Aster, Boston Athensenm, Bos-

ton Public, British Museum, Congress, Eames,

Harvard, Lenox, Massachusetts Historical

Society.

Prudens (James), jr. See Tyrrell (J. B.)

Psalm-book

:

Cree See Horden (J.)

Cree Horden (J.) and Kirk-

by(W.W.)
Cree Hunter (James).

Cree Mackay (J. A.)

Cree Mason (W.)

Psalm C. [Massachusetts.] See Eliot

(J.)

Psalm xxni[Micmac]. SeeRand(S. T.)

Psalms

:

Chippewa See O'Meara (F. A.)

Chippewa Schoolcraft (J.)

Maliseet Rand (S. T.)

Micraac Eand (S. T.)

Pyrleeus ( Eev. John Christopher ).

[Hymns in the Mohican language.

1745.] (*)

Title from Eeichel's Memorials of the Mora-

vian church, vol. 1, pp. 138-140.

Mr. John W. Jordan, of the Pennsylvania

Historical Society, who has interested himself

in the Moravian missionaries and their works,

writes me as follows : "I examined the Bethle-

hem diary for the year 1745, and under date of

September 18th it is recorded that the first

translation of hymns (two) into Mohican, made
by Rev. J. C. Pyrlseus, 'appeared to-day.' They
were revised by the convert John, a Mohican
from Shecomeco. Prior to this date Pyrlaeus

h;td studied Mohican as well as Mohawk. From
the writing of the record I am led to believe

that these translated hymns were printed in

slips either by Franklin or Saur. I am not

able to verify this by the record, unfortunately.

"The Moravian Indians who were sojourning

at Bethlehem, Pa., in 1745-'46 caused Pyrlfeus

to begin the translation of hymns for a Mohican
hymn book, to which other Moravians contrib-

uted—J. Martin Mack, David Bruce, and G-.

Biittner."

Probe zu einem Gesaugbuch der Na-

tionen der Mahikander, Delawares und
etliche Verse in der Sprache der 6 Na-

tionen. 1746. (*)

Manuscript, pp. 1-28, sm. 8°.

Title from Mr. A. Glitsch, of the TJnitats-Bi-

bliothek, Herrnhut, Saxony, where the manu-

script is preserved.

"Jno. Christopher Pyrlaeus, the Mohawk
scholar, was born at Pausa,Voigtland, in 1713.

Studied for the ministry at the University of

Leipsic between 1733 and 1738. Here he became
attached to the Brethren, visited Herrnhut,

and accepted an appointment as missionary.

Sailed from London in company with Biittner

and Zander, and reached Bethlehem October 19,

1740. Commenced the study of the Mohawk at

Tulpehocken, in January, 1743, under "Weiser's

direction. The Brethren having failed to pro-

cure a Mohawk Indian from Freehold to instruct

in that language such of their number as were

set apart for the mission, Pyrlaius undertook

this, and on the 4th of February, 1744, opened his

Indian school. In September of 1745 his first

translations of hymns into Mohican appeared.

This was the beginning of a collection for the

use of the mission. In November of 1751 he

sailed for England, where he labored until 1770.

He next went to Germany, where he died May
28,1785."—BeicheL



Q.

Quaritch (Bernard). Ageneral
|

catalogue

of books,
I

arranged in classes,
|
offered

for sale by
|
Bernard Quaritch.

|

[Three

lines quotation.]
|

London:
|
15 Piccadilly.

|
1868.

Title verso printer 1 1. preface (dated June,

1868) 1 1. table of contents pp. v-viii, catalogue

pp. 1-1056, desiderata pp. 1057-1080, general

index pp. 1081-1130, 8=.

American languages, and books relating to

America, pp. 648-653, contains titles of books

relating to the (Jree, Delaware, Montagnais
and Massachusetts languages.

Copies seen : Eames,

A general
|
catalogue of books,

|
of-

fered to the public at the affixed prices

I

by
I

Bernard Quaritch.
|

[Quotations

five lines.]
|

Loudon:
|
15 Piccadilly.

}
1874.

Title verso printers 1 1. preface (dated Octo-

"ber 1, 1874) pp. iii-iv, table of contents pp. v-x,

catalogue pp. 1-1736, desiderata pp. 1737-1779,

general index pp. 1781-1889, 8°. Originally

issued in paper-covered parts, numbered 279-

291, from August, 1871, to October, 1873.

Bibliotheca Occidentalis, pp.796-898, contains

scattered titles of books relating to the Algon-

quian languages, including the title of Eliot's

Indian bible, first edition, p. 853.—Anglo-Amer-
ica, pp. 1520-1522, contains titles of several

works in the Massachusetts Indian language,

includirg the Indian bible.

Copies seen : Eames, Lenox.

A general | catalogue of books,
|
of-

fered to the public at the affixed prices

I
by

I

Bernard Quaritch.
|
The supple-

ment : 1875-77.
I

London :
|

15 Piccadilly.
|
1877.

Title verso printers 1 1. preface (dated Octo-

ber, 1877) pp. iii-iv, table of contents pp. 1-8, cat-

alogue pp. 1-1492, desiderata pp. 1493-1540, gen-

eral index pp. 1541-1672, 8°. Originally issued

in paper-covered parts, numbered 292-308, from

November, 1874, to February, 1877.

American languages, pp. 1138-1139, contains

titles ofworks in and relating to the Algonq uin,

Cree, and Ojibwa languages ; also title of Eliot's

Indian bible, first edition, p. 583.

Copies seen : Eames, Lenox.

A general
|
catalogue of books,

|
of-

fered to the public at the affixed prices

I
by

I

Bernard Quaritch.
|

London :
|
15 Piccadilly.

|
1880.
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Quaritch (B.)— Continued.
Title verso printers 1 1. preface (dated July,

1880) pp. iii-iv, table of contents pp. v-x, cata-

logue pp.1-2166, general index pp. 2167-2395, 8°.

Includes the parts issued with the numbers 309-

330, from July, 1877, to November, 1879.

American languages, pp. 1261-1269, contains

titles of a few Algonquian languages—Cree,

Kiripi, and Mohican,

Copies seen : Bureau of Ethnology, Congress,

Eames.

-Catalogue
|
of books on the

|
history,

geography,
|
and of

|
the philology

|
of

I

America, Australasia, Asia, Africa.
|

I. Historical geography, voyages, and
|

travels.
|
II. History, ethnology, and

philology
I
of America,

j
III. History,

topography, and ethnology
|
of Asia,

Polynesia, and Africa.
|
Offered for Cash

at the affixed net prices by
|
Bernard

Quaritch.
j

London :
|
15 Piccadilly, June 1885

to October 1886. | 1886.

Title verso contents 1 1. catalogue pp. 2747-

3162, index pp. i-lxii, 8°. Lettered on the back

:

QUARITCH'S
I

GENERAL
|
CATALOGUE ]

PART

XII.
I

VOYAGES
I
AND

|
TRAVELS |

AMERICANA
|

AND
I

ORIENTALIA
|
LONDON 1886. This Vol-

ume comprises nos. 362-364 (June, July, and

August, 1885), of the paper-covered series, with

the addition of a special title and a general

index.

American languages, pp. 3021-3042, contains

titles ofbooks in Algonkin, Cree, Ochipwa, Mic-

mac, Mobican, Natik or Massachusi, and Quir-

ipi.

Thecomplete " Gen t-ral Catalogue," ofwhich

the above is a part, comprises 15 volumes bound

in red cloth, paged consecutively 1-4066. Each

volume has its own special title and index, with

the title of the series and the number of the

part lettered on the back. It was originally

issued as nos. 332-375 of the paper-covered se-

ries, fromNovemb r, 1880, to August, 1887, at

which date the publication was discontinued.

Part VIII (1884), relating to religions, bibles,

etc., contains titles of Eliot's Indian testament

and bible, pp. 1600, 1601 ; also portions of script-

ure in Ojibwa, p. 1628. Part XV (1888), relating

to typographical monuments, contains titles of

Eliot's Indian testament and bible, pp. 3900-

3901, 4054.

Copies seen: Eames.

A large paper edition as follows:





I

T H E

ASSEMBLY S

t

,' i/

/ i

^.iATECHISM.

''fff»mwmim0mm ^

1795.

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF QUINNEY'S CATECHI



A iesibly's Shorter Catechifm

1^

'^ ^''

FAC-SIMILE OF THE FIRST PAGE OF QUINNEY'S CATECHISM.
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Quaritch (B.) — Continued.

A general
|
catalogue of books

|
of-

fered to the public at the affixed prices

I
by

I

Bernard Quaritch
|
Vol. I[-VI]

|

London:
j
15 Piccadilly,

|
1887.

6 vols, royal 8°. An index volume was an-

nounced, but it has not yet (October, 1890) ap-

peared.

American languages, as under the preceding

title, vol. 5, pp. 3021-3042.

Copies seen : Lenox.

This edition was publisbed at 15i. for the set,

including the seventh or index volume.

No. 86. London, December, 1887.
|

A rough list |
of

|
valuable and rare

books,
I

comprising |
the choicest por-

tions of Various Libraries, |
and many

very cheap works of every class of Lit-

erature,
I

at greatly reduced prices,
|

offered by
|
Bernard Quaritch, 15, Pic-

cadilly, W.
Printed cover (with title : "The miscellane-

ous and the musical library of Mr. William

Chappell," etc.), catalogue with heading as

above pp. 1-128, 8°.

American languages, pp. 1-13, contains titles

of books in Algonkin, Monsi, Ochipwe, Cree,

Mohican, ]Sratik or Massachusi, New England,
aud Quiripi.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

Quebec Historical Society": These words follow-

ing a title or within parentheses after a note

indicate that a copy of the work referred to has

been seen by the compiler in the library of that

institution.

Quere de Fieguron {Pere Maurice). See

Gay (R. M.)

[Quinney (John).] The
j
Assembly's

|

Catechism.
|

Printed at Stockbridge, Massachu-

setts,
I

by Loring Andrews.
|
1795.

Title verso blank 1 1. text (with the exception

of the headings in English, entirely in the

Mohegan or Stockbridge Indian language) pp
3-31, verso of p. 31 blank, 8°. Signatures [a],

B, c, D in fours. See the fac-similes of the title-

page and of the first page of the text.

The Assembly's Shorter Catechism, pp. 3-

27.—Dr. Watts's Shorter Catechism for Chil-

dren, pp. 27-31. At the bottom of page 31 are

the words :
" The foregoing is Printed in the

1

Moheakunnuk, or Stockbridge
|
Indian Lan-

guage."

Copies seen : Lenox, Massachusetts Historical

Society.

On the blank page opposite the title of the

Lenox copy is the following manuscript note,

copied from Schoolcraft's Bibliographical Cata-

logue, no. 63, referring to the later edition

described below:

Quinney (J.)— Continued.
"This translatio I was made by John Quin-

ney and Capt. Hendtick, who received their

[sic] commission from General Washington."

Mr. Brinley's copy (no. 5691), bound with two
other tracts, sold for $24, and is now in the

Lenox Library. Another copy has since been

offered for sale for $50.

John Qa nney, to whom this translation is

attributed, was an Indian of the Moheakunnuk
or Stockbridge tribe who lived about the mid-

dle of the eighteenth century. He was prob-

ably au assistant or interpreter to Rev. John
Sergeant the elder, missionary at Stockbridge

from 1735 to 1749, whom he perhaps aided in

translating prayers and other works into the

Indian language. Nothing has boen learned of

his personal history ; but his descendants were
prominent in the later history of the tribe.

His son Joseph Qainney, whose name is also

spelled Qiian-au-kaunt or Qainequaun", "was

town constable in 1765 ; and iu 1777, after the

death of the sachem Solumou Unhaun-nau-
waun nutt, he was made chief of the Mohea-
kunnuk nation. Another Joseph Qainney, per-

haps a son of the former, was chosen deacon of

the New Stockbridge church in 1817; and in

the following year was one of the leaders in the

emigration of his people from the state of New
York to a new home in the west. John W.
Quinney, born in 1797, and educated at York-

town, "Westchester County, N. Y., was chief of

the tribe in 1819-52, while residing on Lake
"Winnebago in Wisconsin.

The translation of the Assembly's Catechism

was probably made by John Qainney uLider the

supervision ot" the elder Mr, Sergeant. Accord-
ing to the Indian tradition, as preserved by Mr.
Schoolcraft in his Bibliographical Catalogue

(1849), no. 63, it "is understood to have been

done prior to the American Revolution, while

this tribe dwelt at Stockbridge, Mass., on the

Housatonic River."

From this it may be inferred that there was
an earlier edition printed, of which no copy has

been found. However that may be, the work
must have been thoroughly revised afterwards,

and the spelling changed to agree with the lan-

guage as written in 1795. This is evident from
the fact that Dr. Watts's Shorter Catechismfor
Children, as printed on pp. 27-31, is certainly a

revision of Mr. Sergeant's translation made be-

fore 1749, although it differs considerably in the

or.hography, and occasionally in the wording,

from that version as printed on pp. 8-15 of the

first part of Mr. Sergeant's prayers.

The edition described above was printed for

the use of the Moheakunnuk Indians, after they

had removed from Stockbridge, Mass., to New
Stockbridge, N. Y. It was published without
doubt at the instance of Rev. John Sergeant the
younger, who also understood the language, and
who had been minister of the Indian church
since 1775.

See Sergeant (J.)
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Quinney (J.) — Continued.

[ and Aupaumut (Copf. Hendrick).]

The assembly's
|
shorter catechism.

[Stockbridge? 1818?]

I^o title-page, heading only ; text (with the

exception of the headings in English, entirely

in the Mohegaa or Stockbridge Indian lau-

gaage) pp. 1-34, sq. 18°. Signatures [a], b, c,

[dJ in fours, and E in two, including a blank

leaf at the end. The last six leaves form but a

single fold, notwithstanding the signature mark
E at the bottom of page 33. See the fac-simile

of the ferst page.

The assembly's shorter catechiam, pp. 1-22.

—

Dr.Watts' shorter catechism for children, pp.

22-25. —John III (verses 1-21), pp. 26-28.—

Matthew v (verses 1-20), pp. 28-29.—Matthew
VII (verses 1-27), pp. 29-31. — Select psalms

(Psalm 5, common metre ; Psalm 4, long metre
;

Psalm 51, 1st Part, long metre ; Psalm 119, 11th

Part, common metre)
, pp. 32-34. At the bottom

of page 34 are the words :

'

' The foregoing is

printed in the Moheakunnuk, or Stockbridge

I
Indian Language. '

'

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Massachu-

setts Historical Society, Pilling, "Wisconsin

Historical Society.

On one of the preliminary blank leaves of the

Boston Athenaeum copy, which formerly be-

longed to Mr. Henry R. Schoolcraft, is the fol-

lowing manuscript note

:

"This translation was made by John Quin-

ney and Capt. Hendrick who received his com-

mission from General "Washington. Little else

has ever been translated into the Stockbridge

language besides this."

The first twenty-five pages contain an exact

reprint of the edition of 1795; the remainder

was probably translated by Capt. Hendrick,

at the suggestion of Rev. John Sergeant, who
died in 1824. The exact date of its publication

has not been ascertained ; but from the appear-

ance of the paper and the typography, it would
seem to belong to the period of the removal of

the tribe from 'Nevr Stockbridge, K". T., to In-

diana in 1818, and to "Wisconsin in 1822. Mr.

Sergeant wished to have his Indians well sup-

plied with books before their departure. " My
people," he writes, March 30, 1818, "can read

their own language very fluently, when they

pronounce English very indifierently. This

will always be the case, so long as they speak

their own language in their families." In an-

other letter, dated December 10, 1821, he says

:

"I am in hopes to obtain copies of Elliot's Bible

in the Indian language, and am of opinion, that

this Bible will be understood by a good part of

the natives in the 'S. W. Territory."

Captain Hendrick Aupaumut, an Indian of

the Stockbridge tribe, was a man of eminence

among his people. In personal appearance,

" his gait, " says one, "and his demeanor, ap-

peared like royalty." He was often employed
as interpreter ; and in this capacity his " strong

memory, his clear, lucid manner, and his mind

Quinney (J.) and Aupaumut (H.)—Con.
illumined face," as he conveyed the thoughts of

a preacher to his people, are highly praised.

His public speeches are spoken of as " always
remarkable for perspicuity and sound sense."

According to a common custom in the tribe, he
dropped the Indian name Aupaumut, and was
known as Capt. Hendrick. Since then. Hen-
drick has been the surname of the family.

(Jones's Stockbridge, pp. 119, 120.)

He probably received his commission as Cap-
t.iin from General Washington during the revo-

lutionary war. In 1777, when Joseph Quinney
became sachem, he made Hendrick one of his

counselors. In 1785 the tribe removed from
Stockbridge, Mass., to a tract of land six miles

square, given to them by the Oneida Indians,

situated in what is now Madison County, New
York. There they built the village of New
Stockbridge.

Capt. Hendrick is mentioned by Bev. Mr.
Kirkland, in a letter to General Knox, dated
April 22, 1791, as " one of the chiefs of the

Stockbridge tribe." "As you are in a measure
a stranger to Captain Hendrick," he continues,
" allow me to say, from long personal acquaint-

ance with him, that he is very little inferior to

Cornplanter, who himself has a high esteem for

the Stockbridge chief." In 1792 the Indians of

New Stockbridge and their neighbors of the Six

Nations were invited to Philadelphia by Presi-

dent Washington, '

' that measures might be con-

certed to impart such of the blessings of civili-

zation as might suit their condition." On this

occasion Capt. Hendrick accompanied them,

and while there he was employed by the Sec-

retary of "War to go on a mission to the western

tribes.

In 1809 he formed the plan of collecting all

the eastern Indians and settling them on lands

near the White Biver in Indiana, which had
been given to this tribe by the Miamis more
than a century before. About the same time,

when the Stockbridges and Delawares were so-

licited by Tecumseh and his brother, the

Prophet, to join them in a league against the

whites, the advice and exertions of Capt. Hen-
drick kept them aloof. In the war with Great

Britain which soon followed, he joined the

American army, was favorably noticed, and
promoted to office.

In 1816 or 1817 Capt. Hendrick resigned the

chieftainship, on account of old age and increas-

ing infirmities. His yoangest son, Solomon Au-
paumut, or as hewas usually called, Solomon U.

Hendrick, was made sachem in his stead, but he

died a few years later. In September, 1818, the

first removal of a part of the tribe took place,

from New Stockbridge to Indiana, but the vent-

ure was unfortunate. In 1821, under the direc-

tion of Chief Solomon Aupaumut, a tract of

land was purchased for them on the east side of

Fox Kiver, in "Wisconsin, about twenty-two

miles from its entrance to Green Bay ; and to-

that place they began to emigrate in 1822. Capt.



THE ASSEruBLY'S

SHORTER CATECHISM.
1. Qchemnenfuwatinkuitr Kau'qol nhaini unnowwaunmawu

nook ^aUonna^^'uscct? *

Aakltcitcwch. Nook autojinawaseet fihaun unfibwwaun-
maunuik, aui\c]i aum maamootb|Telibaiit PohtomHiauwflusun,

don wainTumwekriinaat honmewch.
2. i\. Kaiiqui PobtoiBmawwaiis kmeenkoniih kavkuhkhuTn-

maiiquiiq waiich aum wauwehtiyuq auiihqueh. aum mau mooth-
]:»ehhaiiyuq, don waawuwwekihnaimiq ^ >

A. Nik wtauptoonnauwauhun Pohtommowwaus autcnnauk-
Iniuthcel-:, neh mkliowoi wonk wskoi nauktuhhausetup wsohe-
k'.i:ij neh nun nquehcheh kaukuhkliuinmaiiqiiq aunqueh aum
ir.aumoothpehliauyuq, don wauwauwekelmauyuq.

3. Q. Kauqiukuh WQh wsoowhckun nhauii unneh kkuli-
l:otom?

A. Nik w'soowhekim nhaun iinneli kkuhkotom taun avim
a ijihqiieh vvnithtummuk iiuh wcheh Pohtommauwaus, don
auncli dootniaiiquq.

4. Q.. Tauiieek wtennoiyen null PohtomrTiawwaus?
-A. Nuk Poatommuwwaus pauquev/eh wcheclmkkoow niino-

\v0iy05 stuli eyuliquauyoweh, don stuh pepeenwehnaiiweh
Tich .aunawuscct, wsaukhkunnuiikauwaukun, oneLwaukun, don
t.nauraauwaukun.

5. Q.. Kaukhoowwuk a\it Politommu\v^vaiisuk ?

A. Pauskowoow kuh psooq, nuh mauyauweh paupiria\v-
iitheet Pohtonnaowwaus.

6. Q. Taim wtenkeemquLUitheem nuh kohcheh Pohtom-
mowwauseet? '

A. Nkhaimiioikeek unnuqqneb, chsehmih wautog-hheniuk,
wtiomon, don ncen kausekhoikeh wchehchtibqun; noke nkhe*
weh aunow pauskoo Pohioiumuwwaur;, pausqun aunquchg
kkjycliteet, wonk neh Aveekchaunauqsowaukunnowuh.

FAC-SIMILE OF THE FIRST PAGE OF QUINNEY AND AUPAUMUT'S CATECHISM.
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Quinney (J.) and Aupaumut(H.)—Con.

Hendrick, however, remained behind until Sep-

tember, 1829, when he too removed to Green Bay

with his family. The date of his death has not

been ascertained, but it probably happened not

long after.

During his residence at New Stockbridge,

Capt. Hendrick compiled and wrote in English

the traditional history of the " Muh-he con-nuk

Nation." Some fragments of this curious and

interesting work have been preserved in Dr.

Dwight's Travels (New Haven, 1821-22), and in

Jones's Stockbridge (Springfield, 1854).

After the death of Solomon Aupaumut, about

the year 1823, John Metoxin was made sachem,

which office he held for a dozen or more years.

In 1833 and 1834, by treatywith the government,

the Stockbridge Indians were obliged to re-

move from the Fox Kiver to the east side of

Lake "Winnebago, where the body of the tribe

remained until the present reservation was se-

lected for them about seven miles west of Ke-

shena, Shawano County, Wisconsin. In 1839, a

company of seventy or eighty individuals sep-

arated from the tribe and emigrated to lands

set apart for the Delaware Indians, five miles

below Fort Leavenworth, on the Missouri River.

In May, 1851, the tribe numbered 235, including

Quinney (J. ) and Aupaumut (H. )—Con.
the little colony in Missouri, which had become
reduced to twenty -flve or thirty persona. Those
who had become citizenized were 71. At that

time it was related that ' theirown language has

gone very nearly out of use for want of a native

literature, and the English only is taught. " In

1881 their number had decreased to 135.

After the removal from New York, the first

missionary who visited them at (Brreen Bay was
Eev. Jesse Miner, in 1827, but he died about two

years later. In 1829 Rev. Cutting Marsh was
sent to them as minister, and Mr. Jedediah

Stevens and his wife as teachers. In 1834, Rev.

Chauncey Hall and Mrs. Hall joined the mis-

sion. Mr. Marsh resigned the care of the In-

dian church in 1849 to Rev. Jeremiah Slinger-

land, who was a native of the tribe and the

adopted son of deacon Joseph Quinney. Mr.
Slingerland had received a theological educa-

tion at Bangor, Maine. He was still minister

of the church on the Stockbridge Indian reser-

vation in 1881.

Quiripi

:

Catechism

Lord's prayer

Text

SeePierson (A.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Pierson (A.)

Qnoddf. See Fassamaquoddy.
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R.

Rafinesque (Constantine Samuel). An-

cient history,
|
or

|
annals of Ken-

tucky
; I

with a survey of the ancient

monuments
|
of North America,

|
And

a Tabular View of the Principal Lan-

guages and Primi-
|
tive Nations of the

whole Earth.
|
By C. S. Rafinesque, A.

M, Ph. D,
I

Prof. [&c. nine lines.]
|

(Numquam otiosus.)
|

Frankfort, in Kentucky. | Printed for

the author.
|
1824.

Title verso dedication 1 1. table of nations

and languages pp. iii-iv, half-title verso blank

1 1. exordium pp. 3-4, text pp. 5-31, appendix pp.

33-39, 8°.

Ethnological and philological table of the

primitive nations and languages, pp. iii-iv, con-

tains the roots of a few words in Lenapian, fol-

lowed by full-word examples in the Shawanih
language.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Boston Pub-

lic, Congress.

The Field copy, no. 1896, sold for $3.12; the

Squier copy, no. 1090, $4 ; the Brinley copy, no.

4068, $2.50. Priced by Clarke & co. 1886, no.

2251, $2.

Atlantic journal,
|
and

|
friend of

knowledge.
|
In eight numbers.

|
Con-

taining about 160 original articles and
tracts on Natural and

|
Historical Sci-

ences, the Description of about 150 New
Plants,

I

and 100 New Animals or Fossils.

Many Vocabularies of Langua-
|
ges,

Historical and Geological Facts, &c. &o.

&c.
I

By C. S. Rafinesque, A. M. . .

Ph. D.
I

Professor of Historical and
Natural Sciences, Member of seve

| ral

learned societies in Europe and Amer-
ica, &c.

I
[Quotation and list of fig-

ures, six lines.]
|

Philadelphia:
|

1833-1833.
|
(Two

dollars.)

Tabular view recto blank 1 1. title verso in-

dex 1 1. iconography and illustrations etc. 1 1.

text pp. 1-202, 205-212, 8°. Originally issued in

numbers (1-8, and extra of no. 3), from the
"spring of 1832" to the " winter of 1833."

American history. Tabular View of the

American Generic Languages, and Original

Nations, pp. 6-8.

Languages of Oregon. Chopunish and
Chinuc, pp. 133-134, contains on page 134 nu-
merals in Musquaki, Shawani, and Mohegan.

418

Rafinesque (C. S.) — Continued.
Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-

seum, Congress, Eames.

These two articles reprinted in :

Priest (J.). American antiquities, pp. 309-312,

395-397, Albany, 1833, 8°.

Number 1. Spring 1836 [-Number2.

Summer of 1836]. [
The

|
American na-

tions
; I

or,
j
Outlines of A National

History;
|
of the

|
ancient and modern

nations
|
of

|
North and South Amer-

ica.
I

[Four lines verse.]
|
First num-

ber, or volume :
|
generalities and an-

nals
I

[-Second number, or volume :
|

origin and researches],
|
By Prof. C. S.

Rafinesque.
|

Philadelphia,
|
published by C. S.

Rafinesque,
|

no. 110 north tenth

street,
|
sold by the principal booksell-

ers,
I

and in London by O. Rich,
|
in

Paris by Meilhac & Baillere. | 1836.

Second title : The
|
American nations

; | or,
|

outlines of their
|

general history, | ancient

and modern : | including the whole history of

the earth | and mankind in the western hemi-

sphere;
i

the philosophy of American history;
|

the annals, traditions, civilization, | languages,

&c., of all the Ameri- |
can nations, tribes, em-

pires,
I
and states. |

With Maps, Plates, Views,

and Plans of Monuments, 1 Tables, Notes, and

Illustrations. | By C. S. Rafinesque : | Professor

[&c. six lines.] | First volume.
|
[Quotation six

lines.]
1

Philadelphia: j C. S. Rafinesque, 110 north

tenth St.
I
Printed by F. Turner, 367 Market

Bt.
I
1836

2 vols. : title verso prospectus 1 1. second title

verso copyright 1 1. dedication pp. 1-2, pref-

ace pp. 3-12, text pp. 13-259, contents p. 260";

title verso prospectus 1 1. second title verso

copyright 1 1. text pp. 5-291, contents p. 292,

12°.

Chapter V, Original Annals and Historical

Traditions of the Liuapis, from the creation

to the flood, passage and settlements in Amer-

ica, as far as the Atlantic Ocean &c. till 1820

&c. vol. 1, pp. 121-161, contains many Linapi

terms; and on p. 161 a specimen of the original

Linapi text.— Comparative Taiuo vocabulary

of Hayti.vol. l,pp. 230-253, contains some words

in Mohigan, Linapi, Ottawa, and Micmac.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-

seum, Congress, Eames, Trumbull.

The Squier copy, no. 1089, sold for $4; the

Murphy copy, no. 2089, $2.26. Priced by Qua-

ritch, no. 30001, 6 8.
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Ramsey (AlexaDder). Annual report of

the Superintendent of Indian Affairs in

Minnesota Territory, dated Oct. 17, 1849.

In 3l8t Congress, 1st session, Senate Ex. Doc.

No. 1, President's message, with accompanying

documents, pp. 1005-1036.

Pronunciation, etymology, and signification

of Dacota, Chippewa, and "Winnebago names
passim.

Rand (Rev. Silas Tertius). A |
short

statement of facts
|
relating to

|
the

history, manners, customs, language,

and
I
literature

|
of the

]
Micmac Tribe

of Indians,
[
in

| Nova-Scotia and P. E.

Island.
I

By S. T. Rand.
|
Being the

substance of Two Lectures delivered in

Halifax, in November,
|
1849, at Public

Meetings held for the purpose of insti-

tuting a
I

Mission to that Tribe. I Pub
lished under the direction of the com-

mittee for super- | intending the mis-

sion.
I

Halifax, N. S.
|
printed by James

Bowes & son.
|
1850.

Printed cover nearly as above with two
supplemental lines, title as above verso blank

1 1. introduction 1,1. text pp. 5-40, 8°.

The Micmac language, pp. 18-24, contains a

short grammatic account of the language, in-

cluding a partial conjugation of the verb to

witness, and a few lines in Micmac with Eng-
lish interlinear. There are also numerous Mic-

mac words and phrases, with English transla-

tions, scattered through the pamphlet.

Copies seen: Dunbar, Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ ] Cisulc uceluswocn agenudasic.

[Halifax? 1850.]

Literal translation : God His-word told-about.

No title-page, heading only; text (in the

Micmac language, roman characters) pp. 1-16,

12=.

Contains the ten commandments, a short

sketch of bible history, Luke i. 26-38, ii. 4-21,

XV., John iii., Luke xxii, xxili; and on p. 16 is

a Christmas hymn of four stanzas beginning
" Sesus, Acjinicscam," which,with the addition

of two stanzas, has been reprinted separately in

phonetic characters ; see fifth title below.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ ] The history of poor Sarah
; | a

pious Indian woman.
|
Iij Micmac.

|

[Rules for pronunciation, three lines.]

I
Agenudemocn ujit eulejit

|
Sali, sabe-

wit Elnui ebit.
|
Elnuisimca.

[Halifax? 1850.]

No title page, heading only; text (except the

above heading and the rules for pronunciation

in English, entirely in the Micmac language,

roman characters) pp. 1-12, 12°

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Rand (S. T.)— Continued.

Hymn.
|
[Four verses in English.]

|

Translation into Micmac by S. T. Rand.

j
[Four verses in Micmac]
[Halifax? 1850?]
No title-page, headings only; text in roman

characters 1 page verso blank, 12°.

Four stanzas in broken English, with first

heading above, of a hymn beginning "In de

dark wood, no Indian nigh," followed by a

Micmac translation with the second heading
above.

Copies_seen: Powell.

Revised and printed in phonetic characters,

as follows

:

[ J Hymn. |

" In de Dark Wood, no
Indian nigh."

[Halifax, 185-?]
No title-page, heading only; text (in the Mic-

mac language, phonetic characters) 1 page, 12°.

Six stanzas beginning "Njbcactrac encuide-

-gwobjan," etc. On the other side of the leaf

is the psalm titled next below.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ ] Psalm. XXIII.
[Halifax, 185-?]
No title-page, heading only ; text (in the Mic-

mac language, phonetic characters) Ipage, 12°.

Eight stanzas beginning "Ancweuiit Uc^js-

acumS," etc. On the other side of the leaf is

the hymn titled next above.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ ] Hymn.
[Halifax, 185- f]
No title-page, heading only; text (in the Mic-

mac language, phonetic characters) 1 page ver-

so blank, 12°.

Contains a Christmas hymn of six stanzas

beginning " Sesois Uc9J-nicscam," etc. relating

to the birth, life, death, etc. of Jesus. Fol-

lowed by "Now I lay me down to sleep," one

stanza. Four stanzas of the first hymn were
originally published on p. 16 of the same au-

thor's " Cisulc uceluswocn, " fifth title above.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ ] The gospel
|
according to saint

Matthew,
|
in the Micmac language.

|

Printed
|
for the use of the Micmac mis-

sion
I
by the British and foreign | bible

society.
|

Charlottetown :
|
printed by G. T.

Haszard.
[ 1853.

Title verso blank 1 1. errata verso key 1 1.

text (entirely in the Micmac language, phonetic

characters) pp. 1-118, 16°.

Copies seen : American Bible Society, British

and Foreign Bible Society, British Museum,
Eames, Pilling, Powell, Trumbull.

Sabin's Dictionary, no. 44123, gives title of:

The book of Matthew translated into the Mali-

seet language. By Rev. S. T. Rand, Charlotte-

town, 1853, 8°. Mr. Rand informed me that this

is an error.

A later edition as follows

:
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Rand (S. T.)— Continued.

[ ] Pela
I

kesagunoodiimumkawa
|
tan

ttila
I
uksakiimamenoowestowoolkw'

|

Sasoogoole Clistawit |
ootenink.

|
Me-

giimoweesimk.
|

Chebooktool^ [Halifax] :
|
megtima-

gea' ledakiin-weekiigemkawa moweo-
me.

I
1871.

Yerso of title: Printed by the "Nova Scotia

Printing Company," | Corner Sackville and

Granville Sts., Halifax.

Title verso key 1 1. text (the gospel of

Matthew, entirely in the Micmac language,

roman characters) pp. 3-126, 16°.

Copies seen: British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, British Museum, Dunbar, Eames, Massa-

chusetts Historical Society, Quebec Historical

Society, Pilling, Powell, Shea, Trumbull.

Priced by Koehler, catalogue 465, no. 347,

bound with a copy of the "Short statement,"

4M.

[ ] The gospel of st. John.

Colophon : Printed by W. Cunnabell,

Halifax, N. S. [1854.]

No title-page, heading only; text (in the Mic-

mac language, phonetic characters) pp. 1-95, 12°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell, Rand.

The copy belonging to Mr. Eames contains,

in Mr. Eand's handwriting, numerous correc-

tions and alterations on every page, which

were adopted in the following new edition

:

[ ] Wooleagunoodiimakiin |
tan tula

|

Sauekii.
|
Megumoweesimk.

|

Chebooktook [Halifax] : | megiima-

gea' ledakiin-weekiigemkawa moweo-
me.

I

1872.

Verso of title : Printed by the "Xova Scotia

'Printing Company,'' | Corner Sackville and
Granville Sts., Halifax.

Title verso key 1 1. text (gospel of John, en-

tirely in the Micmac language, roman char-

acters) pp. 3-103, 16°.

Copies seen : British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, British Museum, Eames, Pilling, Powell,

Shea, Trumbull.

• Ferst reding bwk | in
|
Mikmak.

|

Kompeild bei the rev. S. T. Rand,
|

Miponari tit ihe Mikmak Indianz, Nova
Skopia.

I

Lundon: ] Fred Pitman, fonetik de-

po, 20, Paternoster to.
\

C/iarlotvil,

Prins Edwardz eiland, JHoith Amerika :

I
Djordj T. Hazard. | 1854. | Preis

Sikspens.

Colophon: Printed bei Eizak Pitman, Fo-

netik Institiwpon, 1, Albion Pies, BatTi.

Cover title as above, no inside title ; text in

phonetic characters pp. 1-40, phonetic alphabet

on back cover, 16°. The letters which are

Rand (S. T.) — Continued.
italicized in the above title are expressed by
peculiar phonetic characters in the original

title. See the fac-simile.

Alphabet, p. 1.—Diphthongs, and note in

English on the alphabet, p. 2.—Spelling and
reading lessons in Micmac, pp. 3-20.—Birth of

Jesus Christ, in Micmac and English, alternate

sentences, the English enclosed in parentheses,

pp. 20-23.—Jesus raises a dead man to life, John
11, in English and Micmac, alternate pages,

the English beginning on page 24 and breaking

off in the middle of a sentence on page 38, the

Micmac beginning on page 25 and continued to

the end on page 40, at the foot of which is the

colophon.

Copies seen : Eames, 9'Callaghan, Shea.

Five hundred copies of this edition were
printed.,

[ ] A I
first reading book

|
in the

|

Micmac language :
|
comprising

| the

Micmac numerals, and the names
|
of

the different kinds of
|
beasts, birds,

fishes, trees, &c.
|
of the | maritime

provinces of Canada.
|
Also, some of the

1 Indian names of places,
|
And many-

Familiar Words and Phrases,
|
trans-

lated literally into English.
|

Halifax :
|
Nova Scotia printing com-

pany,
I
1875.

Coloi hon : Oola' "Weegadigun w6je-le-d^kun-

weegasik Megiimagea'
| Led^kunwee-kugem-

kawa' Mowweom iktook.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv, text

in roman characters pp. 5-108, 16°.

Lesson 1, alphabetand explanations, pp. 5-6.—

Lessons 2-17, vocabularies and short phrases in

Micmac and English, and reading lessons in

Micmac alone, pp. 7-42.—Lesson 18^ the names
of the beasts, reptiles, and insects, pp. 42-46.—

Lesson 19, names of the birds, pp. 46-51.—Les-

son 20, short vocabulary, followed by the names
of the fishes, pp. 61-54. — Lesson 21, short

vocabulary, followed by the names of trees and
plants, pp. 55-61.—Lesson 22, short phrases, pp.

61-65.—Lesson 23, the numerals, etc. pp. 65-

68.—Lesson 24, the names of the berries, &c.,

pp. 68-70.—Lesson 25, flies and insects, pp. 71-

72.—Lesson 26, short vocabulary and phrases,

pp. 73-77.—Lesson 27, John 1. 1-14, etc. with

interlinear English translafion, pp. .77-81.—Les-

son 28, names of places, alphabetically arranged

by English words, with definitions and etymol-

ogies, pp. 81-103.—The names of the months,

pp. 103-104.— Matthew 15. 21-39, with inter-

linear English translation, pp. 104-108, ending

with five lines of errata and the colophon.

Copies seen: British Museum, Dunbar,

Eames, Massachusetts Historical Society, Pil-

ling, Powell, Trumbull.

Some copies also contain a brief " index" of

contents, printed on the recto of a separate

leaf verso blank, and inserted between the title

and preface. (Eames.)
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FEEST KiDITJ BXJK

MIKMAK.

KOjMPEILD BEI KE BEV. S. T. RAlv^D,

Miqonari tui do Mikmah InJAanz, Nbva Sk&Qla,

LUNDON:
FEED PITMAIf, rCTNETIE: DEPCT, 20, PATEEIN'OSTEK ECT.

* GARLOTViL, PEINS EDWAKDZ EILA^^D, ItOKIl AMEIilKAi

DJORDJ T. HAZAED.

1854.

S*reis SiJcsjpens.

^

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF RAND'S READING BOOK.







THN TELRDRKHDIDJIK

APCrSTAL8WIDJIK.

AKTS OV aE APOSELZ

IN MIKMAK.

PEINTED FOR SE BRITie AISV FOREIT BEIBEL SCTSEIETI, BEI
EIZAK PITMAN, BrlR (BATH).

1863.

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF RAND'S ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.
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Priced by Triibner, 1882, p. 1C8, 5s. ; by Koeh-

ler, catalogue 465, no. 349, 6M. 50 Pf.; by Francis,

1888, $1.50; by Stevens, 1888, Qs.; by Hierse-

raaun, of Leipaic, no. 588 of catalogue no. 60

(1890), 5 M.

[Vocabulary of the Micmac lan-

guage.]

In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Indian tribes, vol.5,

pp. 578-589, Philadelphia, 1855, 4°.

Contains about 250 words.

Dated from Halifax, December 10, 1853.

Milicete numerals.

In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Indian tribes, vol. 5, pp.

690-691, Philadelphia, 1855, 4°.

Dated from Halifax, Dec. 14, 1853.

[The Lord's prayer in the Milicete

language.]

In Schoolcraft (H. E.), Indian tribes, vol. 5, p.

592, Philadelphia, 1855, 4°.

[ ] The gospel akordiw^ tu
|
sent Lwk.

I

In Mikmak.
|

Printed for the Britic and foren heibel

soseieti, bei
|
Eizak Pitman, Ba,th

(Bath).
I
1856.

Verso of title: Printed by Eizak Pitman,

FoaetiklnstitiucoD, Parsonedj Len, Bath.

Title verso printer 1 1. phonetic alphabet

verso note 1 1. text (entirely in the Micmac
language, phonetic characters) pp. 5-148, 16o.

The letters italicized in the above title are rep-

resented by peculiar phonetic characters in the

original title.

Copies seen : British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, Congress, Eames, Pilling, Trumbull.

The copy belonging to Mr. Eames contains

at the top of page 5 the inscription, "July 19,

1870, commenced revision," and is filled with

numerous manuscript corrections and verbal

changes for the new edition, all in Mr. Band's

handwriting.

Revised and reprinted as follows

:

[ ] The gospel according to
|
Luke.

[Halifax: Nova Scotia printing com-

pany. 1874.]

No title-page, heading only; text (entirely in

the Micmac language, roman characters) 68

unnumbered 11. 16°. Signatures 1-5 in twelves,

and 6 in eight. Sometimes issued as a part of

the same author's Gospels, etc. for title of which
see below.

Copies seen : British Museum, Eames, Pilling,

Powell, Trumbull.

[ ] The
I

buk ov Djenesis.
|
In Mik-

mak.
I

Printed for the Britic and foren beibel

soseieti, bei | Eizak Pitman, Bsith
" (Bath).

I

1857.

Yerso of title: Printed bei Eizak Pitman,

Fonetik Institiucon, Parsonedj Len, Bath.

Rand (S. T.)— Continued.

Title verso printers 1 1. phonetic alphabet

verso blank 1 1. text (entirely in the Micmac
language, phonetic characters) pp. 5-213, 16°.

The letters italicized above are the equivalents

of the phonetic characters in the original title.

Copies seen : British and Foreign Bible Soci-

ety, British Museum, Congress, Eames, Pilling,

Powell, Trumbull.

Leclerc, 1818, no, 2670, priced a copy 7 fr. 50 c.

[ ] The
I

bukovsamz. I In Mikmak.
|

Printed for the Britic and foren beibel

soseieti, bei
|
Eizak Pitman, Bath

(Bath).
I
1859.

Verso of title: Printed bei Eizak Pitman,

Fonetik Institiucon, Parsonedj len, Bath.

Title verso printers 1 1. text (entirely in the

Micmac language, phonetic characters) pp. 3-

282, 16°. The letters italicized above are the

equivalents of the phonetic characters in the

original title.

Copies seen : British and Foreign Bible Soci-

ety, British Museum, Eames, Pilling, Powell,

Shea, Trumbull.

Koehler, catalogue 465, no. 348, priced a copy

5M.

[ ] Tan teladakadidjik
| apostalewid-

jik.
I

The
\ akts ov the aposelz.

|
In

Mikmak.
|

Printed for the Britic and foren beibel

soseieti, bei
|
Eizak Pitman, Bath

(Bath).
I
1863.

Verso of title: Printed bei Eizak Pitman,

Fonetik Institiwcon, Parsonedj len, Bath (Bath).

Title verso printers 1 1. text (entirely in the

Micmac language, phonetic characters) pp. 3-

140, 16°. The letters italicized above are the

equivalents of the phonetic characters in the

original title. See the fac-simile of the title-

page.

Copies seen : American Bible Society, British

and Foreign Bible Society, British Museum,
Eames, Pilling, Powell, Trumbull.

Mr. Rand revised and rewrote this work in

Roman characters, but the revision has not been

printed.

[ ] The ten commandments,
|
the lord's

prayer,
|

etc.
| In the Maliseet lan-

guage,
i

Printed for the Micmac missionary

society,
|
Halifax, Nova Scotia,

i

1863.

Colophon: Printed by Isaac Pitman, Pho-

netic Institution, Bath, England.

Title verso phonetic alphabet 1 1. text (in the

Maliseet language, phonetic characters, some
headings in English) pp. 3-22, hymn verso

colophon 1 1. 12°.

Exodus, chap. 19, etc. pp. 3-5.—The ten com-

mandments etc. pp. 5-7.—The birth of Jesus

(Luke i. 26-38, ii. 4-21) etc. pp. 7-9. — The
Lord's prayer (Matth. vi. 5), and Lukexv. pp.

9-n.—John iii.1-22, pp. 11-13.—Luke xxii. xxiii.
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Rand (S. T.)— Continued.
and xxiv. pp. 13-22.—The unnumbered leaf con-

tains a Christmas hymn of five stanzas on the

incarnation; it begins: Sesuis K'tginikskam.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell, Shea,

Trumbull, Tale.

[ ] The
I

book of Exodus
|
in

|
Mic-

mac.
I

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
|
1670.

Yerso of title: Printed by the "Nova Scotia

Printing Company," Corner Sackville
|
and

Granville Streets, Halifax.

Title verso printers 1 1. text (entirely in the

Micmac language, roman characters) pp. 3-

366, key to the pronunciation verso blank 1 1.

160.

Copies seen : British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, Eames, Pilling, Powell, Shea, Trumbull.

[ ] The gospel according to
[
st. John

j

in the language of the
|
Malliseet In-

dians
I
of New Brunswick.

|

London
|
1870.

Verso of title: Cambridge :
|
printed for the

British and foreign bible society
| by C. J.

Clay, M. A., at the university press.

Title verso printer 1 1. text in roman char-

acters pp. 1-110, 18°.

Copies seen : British and Foreign Bible Soci-

ety, British Museum, Eames, Pilling, Powell,

Triibner, Trumbull.

[Terms ofrelationship of the Micmac,

and Etchemin or Malisete, collected by
Rev. S. T. Rand, missionary, Hautsport,

Nova Scotia.]

In Morgan (L. H.), Systems of consanguinity

and affinity of the human family, pp. 293-382,

lines 59-60, Washington, 1871, 4°. Schedules

filled in June, 1860, and November, 1861.

[ ] Tracts in Micmac No. 1.) |
Bread

cast upon the Waters.—No. 7.
|
Taieke-

suhsiitaduks ? | How are you to be

saved ?

Colophon : London Gospel Tract De-

pot, Warwick Lane, Paternoster Row.

[1872.]

No title-page, heading only ; text (entirely in

the Micmac language, roman characters) pp.

1-4,16°.

The number following the line "Bread cast

upon the Waters" is the number of the same
tract in English.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell, Shea.

Reprinted as follows

:

[ ]Taieke8uh8utaduk8?
|
How are you

to be saved ?

[Halifax: Nova Scotia printing com-

pany. November, 1888.]

No title-page, heading only ; text (entirely in

the Micmac language, roman characters) pp. 1-

Rand (S. T.)— Continued.

4, 8°. "With the signature mark d at the foot of

pages 1, 2, and 3.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling,

[ ] Tracts in Micmac, No. 2.) |
Bread

cast upon the Waters.—No. 2. | ''Wo-
kiimayaan."

j ''Be thou clean."

Colophon : London Gospel Tract De-
pot, Warwick Lane, Paternoster Row.
[1872.]
No title-page, heading only ; text (entirely in

the Micmac language, roman characters) pp.
1-4, 16°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell, Shea.

Eeprinted as follows

:

[ ] ''Wokumayaau." | "Be thou

clean."

[Halifax: Nova Scotia printing com-
pany. November, lb88.]

No title-page, heading only ; text (entirely in

the Micmac language, roman characters) pp. 1-

4, 8°. With the signature mark b at the foot of

pages 1, 2, and 3.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ ] Tracts in Micmac, No. 3.) | Bread

cast upon the Waters.—No. 4.
|
"Uktu-

loowawoodeel
I

abiksiktaslgiil."
|

"Thy
sins are forgiven thee."

Colophon : London Gospel Tract De-
pot, Warwick Lane, Paternoster Row.
[1872.]

No title-page, heading only ; text (entirely in

the Micmac language, roman characters) pp,
1-4, 16°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell, Shea.

Reprinted as follows

:

[ ] " Uktuloowawoodeel abiksiltS-sl!-

gul."
I
**Thy sins are forgiven thee."

[Halifax: Nova Scotia printing com-
pany. November, 1888.]

No title-page, heading only; text (entirely in

the Micmac language, roman characters) pp. 1-

4, 8°. With the signature mark c at the foot of

pages 1, 2, and 3.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

[ ] Tracts in Micmac, No. 4.) |
Bread

cast upon the Waters.—No. 8.
|
W6n

teiadeget ?
|
Who is to blame ?

Colophon : London Gospel Tract De-

pot, Warwick Lane, Paternoster Row.
[1872.]

No title-page, heading only ; text (entirely in

the Micmac language, roman characters) pp.

1-4, 16°.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell, Shea.

[Micmac lesson-card, no. 3.

Halifax, 1872.]

A small card, without title or heading, now

3J by 4J inches in size, but it has been trimmed
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or cut from a larger card ; the text is entirely

in the Micmac language, roman characters, and

begins "Nee-dap, pis-kwa, base," and in the

only copy seen the accents and some of the

punctuation marks have been added in Mr.

Eand's handwriting.

"I think there were four lesson-cards in all.

They were struck off after our first reading

book was used up, and before the second edi-

tion was published."

—

Rand.
Copies seen : Pilling.

—— A short account
|

of
|
the lord's work

I

among
|
the Micmac Indians.

|
By S.

T. Rand,
|
Hantsport, Nova Scotia.

|

""With some reasons
|
for

|
His Seceding

from the Baptist Denomination.
|

Halifax, N. S.
I
Printed by William

Macnab.
|
1873.

Cover title differing slightly in imprint from

above, title as above verso blank 1 1. text pp.

3-32, appendix on back cover, verso list of books,

8°.

St. John iii. 16 in the Micmac language, p. 7.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Priced by Hiersemann of Leipsic, no. 587 of

catalogue 60 (1890), 3 M.

[ ] The gospel according to
|
Mark.

[Halifax, NoVa Scotia printing com-

pany. 1874.]

No title-page, heading only; text (in the Mic-

mac language, roman characters) 39 unnum-
bered 11. 160. Signatures 1-3 in twelves, and
4 in four (including a blank leaf).

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell, Trum-
bull.

Usually issued as a portion of the same au-

thor's gospels, for title of which see below.

[ ] The epistle of Paul to the
|
Rom-

ans. [With the other epistles of the new
testament and the book of revelation. ]

[Halifax : Nova Scotia printing com-
pany. 1874.]

Ko title-page, heading only ; text (in the Mic-

mac language, roman characters) 216 unnum-
bered 11. 16°. Signatures [1], 2-17, and [18],

all in twelves.

Komans, 11. 1-29.—1 Corinthians, 11. 29-55.—

2 Corinthians, 11. 56-73.—Galatians, 11. 73-83.—

Ephesians, 11. 83-92.—Philippians, 11. 93-99.—

Colossians, 11. 99-105.-1 Thessalonians, 11. 105-

111.-2 Thessalonians, 11. 111-114.—1 Timothy,

11. 114-121.—2 Timothy, 11. 122-127.-Titus, 11.

127-130.—Philemon, 11. 130-131.—Hebrews, 11.

131-151.—James, 11. 151-158.-1 Peter, 11. 158-

166.—2 Peter, 11. 166-170.-1 John, 11. 171-178.—

2 John, 11. 178-179.—3 John, 11. 179-180.—J ude

11. 180-182.—Revelation, 11. 182-214.—Pestoon-

iimiigawa [a short sermonj, 11. 215-216.

Copies seen: British Museum, Eames, Pil-

ling, Powell, Trumbull.

Rand (S. T.)— Continued.

This collection of the epistles, etc. is usually

bound up with the gospels of Matthew (1871,

pp. 1-126, with title-page), Mark ([1874J, 39 11.

no title-page), and Luke ([1874], 68 11. no title-

page), thus comprising the whole of the new
testament except John and Acts. Some copies

have a general title-page prefixed, as follows:

The gospels
|
of

|
IVIatthew, Mark,

and Luke,
|
with the

|
epistles and reve-

lation:
I
translated from the Greek

|

into
I

Micmac,
|
the language of the ab-

origines
I

of
I

Nova Scotia, New Bruns-

wick, and P. E. Island.
|
By Silas Ter-

tius Rand.
|

Halifax :
|
Nova Scotia printing com-

pany,
I

1875.

A general title, separately printed and in-

serted, under which are grouped the following

books

:

Matthew, 1871, pp. 1-126, with title-page.—

Mark [1874], 3911. no title-page.-Luke [1874],

68 11. no title-] age.—Romans to Revelation

[1874], 216 11. no title-page.

Copies seen : British Museum, Eames.

The British Museum copy also contains the

gospel of John, 1872, pp. 1-103, with title-page.

A specimen
|
of the

|
IVlicmac dic-

tionary,
j
being prepared at the expense

of the dominion
|

government of Can-

ada.
I

By Silas T. Rand,
|
of Hantsport,

Nova Scotia,
|
IMissionarytotheJMicmac

Indians of the IVIaritime Provinces.

[Halifax? 1885.]

No title-page, heading only ; text (dated from

Hantsport, Novsl Scotia, November, 1885) pp.

1-8, 8°.
^

Explanation of the alphabet and examples of

the different forms in composition (about sixty)

of the word JJlumoo'ch, a dog, with English

definitions, pp. 1-4.—Remarks, pp. .5-8.

For title of the English-Micmac portion of

the dictionary, see below ; the Micmac-English
portion has not yet been printed.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

The IVlicmac language.
In Canadian Science Monthly, nos. 10-11, pp.

142-146, Kentville, N. S. Oct.-Nov. 1885, 12°.

(G-eological Survey.)

A general discussion, including a few poly,

synthetic words.

The IMicmac Indians.

In Our Forest Children, vol. 2, no, 4, pp. 10-12,

Shingwauk Home, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario,

1888, 40.

Grammatic remarks, p. 11. — Vocabulary,
about 80 words and sentences, Micmac and
English, pp. 11-12.

Dictionary
|
of the

| language
j
of

the
I
JMicraac Indians,

|
who reside in

|
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Rand (S. T.) —Continued.

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince

Edward Island,
|
Cape Breton and

Newfoundland.
|
By

|

rev. Silas Tertius

Rand, D.D., L.L.D.
j

Halifax, N. S.:
|
Nova Scotia printing

company.
|
1888.

Abridged title on cover, title as above verso

key to the pronunciation 1 1. preface pp. iii-viii,

text (English-Micmac only, in double columns)

pp. 1-286, 4°.

The preface contains the analysis of a word

illustrating holophrasis, and ground forms con-

nected with the noun " mkdt,'^ a foot.

"The compiler of the following work has

been for more than forty years laboring as a

missionary among the Micmac Indians. He
considered it a matter of prime importance to

make himself acquainted with their language,

and early set himself to the task, with what few

helps he could command ; and his success has

surprised himself as well as many others. As
many as forty thousand of their words have

been collected and arranged in alphabetical

order. ... It [this dictionary] is but one

portion, and that the smallest and least import-

ant portion of the whole work. It is, however,

complete by itself, and will give a good idea of

the language, and may lead, it is devoutly

hoped, to the publication of the larger and

more important portion, viz: the Micmac-En-

glish, which is ready for the press, or nearly so,

and the printing may be begun as soon as the

means for defraying the expense is forthcom-

ing. The Dominion Government have paid for

the manuscripts of both portions of the work.

They have declined to undertake the cost of

publishing both portions, but have furnished

means of printing the smaller portion— the

English-Micmac. ' '—Preface.

Copies seen : Bureau of ;fithnology, Eames,

Pilling, Powell.

The remaining portion of this work, still

in manuscript, is as follows

:

— [Dictionary of the language of the

Micmac Indians. Micraac-English.]

Manuscript, 4 vols. 4°.

The followine particulars concerning this

work were furnished me by Mr. Hand some
time ago, and before he had made an arrange-

ment to have it printed

:

" General plan of the work : 1. To record all

the words in the language so far as they can be

discovered. 2. To give their equivalents in En-

glish as correctly as possible, both their primary
and secondary significations. 3. To give the

principal parts of the verbs—and most of the

words in the language are verbs, while all, al-

most without exception, can assume a verbal

form— so that the verb can be conjugated

through person and number, mood and tense,

and voice. 4. To write the word phonetically,

80 that the true pronunciation—the real word

—

may be distinctly seen and heard. 5. To give

Rand (S. T. )— Continued.
the compounds to some extent, the most usual

ones, and the derivatives, for these are an es-

sential part of the language.

"I have, in the course of about thirty-five

years, collected and arranged alphabetically

about 30,000 words. I am this winter [1883-4]

making it my chief business to complete the

correcting and the copying out into a fair hand
of the fourth volume of this work.

" You ask the names of my assistants. The
meagre outlines of a Micmac Grammar, pub-

lished some years previous in the Royal Gazette

of Charlottetown, P." E. Island, by Mr. Irving

[q.v.], who had obtained the manuscripts of a

deceased French priest, who had resided in

INova Scotia, L'Abbe Legoyne [q. v.], gave me
some—I may say a good deal—of help. Irving

died before I could see him, and I could not ob-

tain any of his manuscripts. . . .

"The first man I found who could really

help me was a Frenchman named Joseph

Brooks, who had resided among the Indians

many years. One of his sons, Tom Brooks, be-

came finally one of my most efficient teachers,

though he never learned either to read or write.

The greater part of my translations and com-

pilations was done with the assistance of Tom
Brooks. I had one other clever assistant for

several years who could both read and write.

His name was Benjamin Christmas, of Cape

Breton."

Of the above I have seen only vol. 3,which,

with many other ofhis manuscripts titled below,

was kindly sent me by the author that I might

describe it.

[ ] Promissiones Domini Nostri Jesu

Christi factae B. IVIarg. M. Alacoque.
|

KiilooswQkiinul eloowediimasoodeaal

wejetelooemkiil
|
Sasoo Goole ootenink,

oochit wejeoolkloot
|

Iklalgalet IVEale

Alakok, oochit negoola tanik
|
elega-

sooltijik Negiim wasogawa' ookwomla-

moonk.

[ Dayton, O.: Philip A. Kemper. 1888.]

A small card, 3 by 5 inches in size, headed aa

above and containing twelve '

' Promises of our

Lord to blessed Margaret Mary," in the Mic-

mac language, on the verso of which is a

colored picture of the sacred heart, with in-

scription in English below. Mr. Kemper has

published the same promises on similar cards

in many languages.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ ] The only place of safety.
|
Tan tet

pasiik ahk oohsiitogtin.

[Halifax: Nova Scotia printing com-

pany. November, 1888.]

No title-page, heading only ; text (entirely in

the Micmac language, roraan character^) pp.

1-4, 8°. No signature mark.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.
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—— Micmac catechism.

Manuscript, 38 pp. 16°. Written in a small

blank book labeled "Translations from [the

Roman Catholic] Indian praj'er-book—Micmac.

S. T. Rand, Charlottetown." Each question

and answer is followed by an English transla-

tion, written in an easy style of phonography,

more or less ofwhich appears throughout most

of Mr. Rand's manuscripts.

This manuscript, together with most of those

titled below, was kindly loaned me by its au-

thor a few years prior to his death. I do not

know into whose hands they have since fallen.

Micmac OUeudorff. . (*)

Manuscript, in the possession of Mr. Hub-

bard, of Boston, Mass., to whom it was sent

by its author, who says : "The Micmac Ollen-

dorff comprises, as near as I can remember,

about 400 pages, and consists of a series of

quBbtions and answers, facing each other, and

numbered off into lessons, a la mode Ollen-

dorff. It is intended as a simple aid to the

learning of the language."

The decalogue as
|
read from the

[Roman Catholic] Indian
|

prayer book

by Peter [Christmas]
|
at Escisogunic

I
June 12, 1852.

Manuscript, 4 pp. 16°, apparently incomplete.

This is written inthe same blank book as the

catechism described above, which it immedi-

ately follows, and, like the catechism, it is ac-

companied by English equivalents in phono-

graphic characters.

Sentences in
|
Mic Mac.

|
filenu we-

gadigan.

Manuscript in my possession. No title-page,

heading as above
; pp. 1-63, 16°. Paged reverse

of usual—even numbers on rectos, odd on

versos. Alternate pages Micmac and English,

in some cases the former occupying the rectos,

in others the versos.

The manuscript includes not only sentences,

but short stories and portions of the scriptures,

and on pp. 9-10 is a partial conjugation of the

verb to see.—Exodus 20, pp. 11-14.—Genesis 1,

"translated March, 1847, by the aid of Joseph

Brooks," pp. 33-42.—John 4, "being the first

whole chapter translated by me (us) into Mic
Mac," pp. 42-52.—Gen. 2, pp. 53-58.—Gen. 3, pp.

58-63, and continued on p. 1.

List of Micmac
|
words resembling

|

Greek, Hebrew, La-
|
tiu, &c.

Manuscript, 34 11. 16°. In a blank book,

leather cover.

Concerning this work the author wrote me
as follows: This is a collection of about 300

words, in which I saw, or fancied I saw when I

composed it, a resemblance between many Mic-

mac words and those of other languages, chiefly

the Greek. I am under the impression that a

comparison conducted on proper etymological

Rand (S. T. )— Contiuued.

principles would swell the list to many hun-

dreds.

Legends of the
|
Micmac Indians

|

and
I

extracts from the
|
Micmac prayer

book
I

with interlinear translations
(

into
I

English by
|
Silas T. Rand.

Manuscript: title verso blank 1 1. introduc-

tion 2 11. text 191 11. 4°.

Legends in Micmac and English, 96 11.—

Extracts from the Micmac hieroglyphic

prayer book (dictated by a daughter of Dennis

Michael, chief of the Indians in Cape Breton,

September, 1849, and written phonetically by
Mr. Rand in Micmac and translated into En-

glish), 95 unnumbered 11. Micmac and English

interlinear.

Notes explanatory
] on the Micmac

trans-
|
lation of the Psalms.

|
Refer-

ring principally
|
to the cases in which

the Mic-
I

mac version differs from
|
the

English.
I

Written about the
I
year

1855.
I

By Silas T. Rand
|
Hantsport

|

Nova Scotia.

Manuscript; a copy; 94 unnumbered 11. 4°.

"In hunting among my papers, I have dis-

covered a manuscript that 1 can not well pass

over if you wish a full descriptive catalogue of

such unpublished manuscripts as are in my pos-

session referring to our Indiana and their lan-

guage. I send you the copy which I retained.

"This was its origin. When we sent the

manuscript of the Book of Psalms, translated

into Micmac, to the British and Foreign Bible

Society, it occurred to them to inquire whether

it had been translated from the Hebrew or from

the English, I replied that I had translated

directly from the Hebrew, and that while I had

made use of the common English version and
others, I had not servilely followed it or any

of them, but that my version varied from the

English in a good many places ; I did not know
how many. Whereupon I was directed to state

all the cases in which the Micmac differed from

the English, and to state briefly my reasons. I

did so. Then we had a committee of our

learned divines of Halifax appointed to exam-

ine my paper, over which they spent a good

many days. Suggestions were made and amend-
ments proposed, and the dissertation was gone

over again carefully and revised, then copied,

and sent to London. The publishing commit-

tee of the British and Foreign Bible Society

expressed themselves well satisfied, and I was
sufficiently complimented for the literary as-

pect of the work, and the book was immedi-

ately published."

—

Rand.

[Manuscripts relating to the Micmac
language.] (*)

I volume, 4°, bound, in the possession of Mr.

L. L. Hubbard, of Boston, Mass., to whom it

was sent by the author, who thus describes it:

" It contains : 1. Materials for a Micmac gram-
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mar.—2. A lecture on the Micmac language,

delivered before a literary society in Halifax.—

3. A paper on Micmac grammar, copied from

the Eoyal Gazette of Charlottetown, which

was published by a Mr. Irving about fifty years

ago.

—

i. A lot of papers on the same subject.

The whole was gathered up and bound together

for the use of a Roman Catholic priest, then

of Pictou, N. S., now bishop Eonald McDonald,

of Newfoundland, who wished to learn the

language. He assured me it was of great

service to him."

[ -] Extracts from the Micmac
|
Hiero-

glyphic Prayerbook, trans- |
lated into

Roman Letters
|
with some of the

words in English. [187-?]

Manuscript, pp. 1-11, 106is-25, 256w-38,

two unnumbered pages (blank), pp. 39 (blank),

40-44, 46-80, 4°, In possession of Mr. Wilber-

force Eames, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Contains a transcript of portions of the Mic-

mac hieroglyphic books of devotion published

by Kauder (C.) in 1866. The hieroglyphs are

arranged in a single column on the left-hand

margin of each page, and are accompanied in

many places by the Micmac words in roman

characters, partly with the equivalents in En-

glish. At the end are two unnumbered leaves

on smaller paper, apparently a fragment of

another manuscript, containing on the recto of

each leaf a column of hieroglyphs, without

explanation.

Pp. 1-25 of the manuscript comprise pp. 5-13

of the printed Gesangbuch.—Pp. 25&i«-31 com-

prise pp. 5-6 of the printed Katechismus.—Pp.

31-38 comprise pp. 52-54 of the printed Ge-

sangbuch.—Pp. 40-80 comprise pp. 6-14, 17-19,

of the printed Katechismus, breaking off in

the middle of a sentence.

Contents : The Holy Mass, pp. 1-2.—Kyrie,

p. 3.—Gloria, pp. 4-7.—Graduale, pp. 7-9.—Cre-

do (Symbolum Apost.), pp. 9-11, 106is-12.—

Sanctus, pp. 13-14.—Agnus Dei, p. 15.-Messe

an den Festtagen, pp. 15-18.—Asperges, pp. 19-

20.—Kyrie, p. 20.—Gloria, pp. 21-25—Graduale,

pp. 25-25&is.—Von dem Zeichen des hei[li]gen

Kreuzes, pp. 25&is-31.—Adjutorium, etc., p.

31.—Confiteor, pp. 32-37.—Miseratur, p. 38.—

Yon derWesenheit eines katholischen Christen,

pp. 40-42.—Yon der Unsterblichkeit der Seele,

pp. 42-44, 46-47.—Yon dem Ziele des Menschen,

pp. 47-58,—Yon Gott, dem Schopfer allerDinge,

pp. 58-68.—Yon den drei gottlichen Personen,

pp. 69-80.

[The small catechism in Micmac
hieroglyphs^ with the corresponding

Micmac words in roman characters.

187-?]

Manuscript, 12 unnumbered pages, followed

by four leaves (three of which are blank), 4°.

In possession of Mr, Wilberforce Eames, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.

Rand (S. T. )— Continued.
This is a transcript, probably, of one of the

manuscript Eoraan Catholic prayer books.

Some of the hieroglyphs differ considerably in

shape from the same figures in the books

printed for Father Kauder. The order of the

text also varies somewhat from that of "der
kleine Katechismus," printed on pp. 23-27 of

Kauder's Katechismus. Each page contains a

single column of hieroglyphs, accompanied by
the equivalents in roman characters, and in a

few places by the English translation.

[Tracts and hymns in the Micmac
language. ]

Manuscript, pp. 1-340, 5 11. 4°, bound. Pp. 1-

198 are numbered on the rectos only, the versos

of the leaves bearing no numbers, and usually

being partially filled with hymns and interpo-

lations and additions to the facing page ; from

page 199 on the pagination runs through every

page. The tracts and hymns alternate through-

out. The titles are as follows

:

1. The only place of safety.

2. TheJustifier.

3. How can a sinner be justified?

4. "What a contrast.

5. If thou knewest the gift of God 1

6. "Worship, or one in ten.

7. The handcuffs.

8. The lunatic and his keeper.

9. The coalmine explosion.

10. Are you going to Heaven or Hell ?

11. Just in time to catch the train.

12. That is your man, sir!

13. Smashed to pieces.

14. The little garden.

1. One there is above all others.

2. Nothing either great or small.

3. God in mercy sent his Son.

4. "When this passing world is done.

5. The half was never told.

[ ] Psalms in
]
Micmac & in Mai-

]

iseet, arranged so as
|
to he sung.

Manuscript, pp. 1-17, sm. 4° ; bound in a blank

book marked "Personal Diary," which latter

occupies the remainder of the book. Of the

pagination the even numbers are on the rectos

of the leaves, the odd numbers on the versos.

On p. 1 is the following note: "I have tran-

scribed in this book a few Micmac and Mali-

seet Psalms. They are chiefly literal and

prose translations, but arranged so as to suit

the tunes. The Indians at present have no

idea of poetry as such—as comprised in meas-

ureand rhyme. But they are fond of singing "

100th Psalm, in Maliseet, p.2.—Il3th Psalm,

in Micmac, p. 3.—113th Psalm, in Maliseet, p.

6.—86th Psalm, in Micmac, p. 8.—23d Psalm, in

Maliseet, p. 13.—23d Psalm, paraphrased in

Maliseet. p. 15.—Hymn, "I'm going home to

die no more," in Maliseet, p. 17.—"The good

Shepherd," in Maliseet, loose at the end of the

book.
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[Manuscripts in the Maliseet and

Micmac languages. ]

About 400 pp. mostly nnnumbered, 4°, loound.

This book contains tbe final copy of tbe Mal-

iseet tract titled ''The ten commandments;"

John 6 and the 50th Psalm, in Maliseet; and

the epistles to the Eomans and Galatians, in

Micmac. Of these, all have been published

except the 50th Psalm.

[ ] A lecture de- | livered before sev-

eral
I

literary institutions
|
in Nova

Scotia on the
|

peculiarities of the Mic-

I

mac & Maliseet tongues.

Manuscript : no title-page, labeled as above

;

52 pp. 4°.

'

' This is a rough draft. A fair copy is bound

up in a volume now in the hands of Mr. Lucius

L. Hubbard, of Boston, Mass."—Band.

A vocabulary of
|

Maliseet words.

Manuscript, about 500 unnumbered 11. 4°,

bound. This book is, perhaps, not more than

half filled, but it contains a large number of

Maliseet words, arranged to some extent alpha-

betically by the Maliseet, the English equiva-

lent following.

[Hymns in the Maliseet language.]

Manuscripts. Titles as follows :

1. Psalm 50.

2. Psalm 51.

3. Abide with me, fast falls the eventide.

4. I'm going homo to die no more.

[Maliseet Ollendorff and other trans-

lations. ]

Manuscript, pp. 1-418,4°, bound,

It consists of a series of familiar questions

and answers in the style of the Ollendorff text-

books, the questions in English being on one

page and the Indian answers facing them with

corresponding numbers. About 50 pages are

filled with lists of Maliseet words and gram-

matic inflections explained in English. It con-

tains, also, the last two chapters of Luke in

Maliseet, "some extracts from the Catholic

prayer book in Penobscot, " two hymns in Mali-

seet, and the second commandment written by
an Indian.

—^ [Manuscripts treating principally of

the Maliseet language.]

About 400 pp. 4°, bound. The first portion

contains the first draft of the tract in Maliseet

described above under the title " The ten com-

mandments," etc., with an accompanying list,

on the pages opposite, of words and grammatic

forms collected while translating the tract. The
verbs are generally conjugated fully through

the present indicative.

Besides the tract, vocabulary, and grammar,
this book contains a translation of the 34th

Psalm, a hymn in Penobscot, and another in

Maliseet, "both from the Catholic prayer

book," and a vocabulary of the Maliseet

Rand (S.T.)— Continued.
language, consisting of 90 pages closely writ-

ten.

" The translating was done for me by a very

intelligent Maliseet Indian residing at St.

Mary's, opposite Fredericton, N. B., named
Gabriel Thomas. The tract was translated

from the Micmac, which Gabriel spoke fluently,

as he did also the English and his own tongue.

But he could neither read nor write. It was
my first lesson in Maliseet, and I carefully col-

lected a vocabulary and made a grammar as I

went along."

—

Rand.

[Manuscripts in the Maliseet and

other languages.]

275 pp. 4°, bound. The contents are as fol-

lows

:

Penobscot numerals 1-10, p. 1.—Assineboin

words, "obtained from a gentleman in Shel-

burne, N. S., named Mcintosh, who had spent

many years in the Hudson Bay Territory,"

p. 1.—Bible history in the dialect of the Mal-

iseet Indians of New Brunswick (the ten

commandments, etc., another copy of the Mali-

seet tract), pp. 1-141.—Sketches of a grammar
of the Maliseet language, pp. 142-224.-^Tho

numerals in the dialect of the Penobscot In-

dians, p. 225.— " Thenumerals of the St. Francis

Indians (Abenaqui) or 'Ojibways,' as given me
by an Indian at Fredericton named Thomas
Legosh," p. 231.—"A hymn in the Seneca, and
tune composed by Edward Pierce, leader of the

Seneca brass band at the Alleghany reserva-

tion, KY.," pp. 239-240.— Names of relation-

ship in Maliseet, pp. 241-253.—A translation of

the Latin mediaeval hymn "Dies Irae" into

Micmac, roman characters, as given in the

hieroglyphic prayer book, pp. 254-256.—Penob-
scot words, p. 261.—Hymn "Abide with me," in

Maliseet, pp. 262-263.—Another hymn in Mali-

seet, p. 272.

[ ] List of Indian names
{
of places in

P. E. Island,
i

obtained Nov., 1880, by
the aid

j
of Peter Jim.

Manuscript, pp. 207-210 of a large folio ac-

count book. The Indian names are followed

by the English equivalents.

See Micmac literature.

Rev. Silas Tertius Rand was born in King's

County, Nova Scotia, May 18, 1810. His study

of English grammar was not begun until he

had reached the age of 22. In April, 1834, he
entered the Baptist seminary at Wolfville,

where he made some progress in Latin. His

stay here was of short duration, but he pushed
forward his study of Latin and Greek while

working at his trade—that of a stonemason and
bricklayer—devoting all his leisure moments to

study. That same summer he began to preach.

He again attended the Wolfville academy u few
weeks during this summer (1834), and still

again a few weeks some years subsequently.

In the summer of 1836 he commenced the study

of Hebrew, which, together with that of Latin
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and Greek, lie continued daring the following

winter at Halifax.

Mr. Eand relates how he was led to the study

of the Micmac, as follows: "My attention was
directed to the wandering tribes of our own
country, and I resolved to acquire a knowledge

of the Micmac language. I began the study in

the spring of 1846. I got very little help from

books. I had to compose my own grammar
and vocabulary, and I would have given up the

study as a hopeless case had I not come in con-

tact with a Frenchman who had been brought

lip among the English and had turned Indian

when he was a wild young sailor, and who,

when I discovered him at Charlottetown, P. E.

Island, spoke English, French, and Micmac
with equal ease."

In the year 1846 Mr. Rand took up his resi-

dence with his family at Charlottetown. In the

autumn of 1849 the Micmac missionary society

was formed, being formally organized the fol-

lowing year. Mr. Rand engaged to devote his

whole time to the work of the mission. For about
three years he maintained his residence at Char-

lottetovvn, acquiring a more intimate acquaint-

ance with the Micmac language, into which he
translated portions of the bible. The society,

deeming it desirable to found a missionary

establishment, recommended Mr. Hand to pro-

ceed to the neighborhood of Hantsport, Nova
Scotia, and judge of its eligibility for the pur-

pose contemplated. It was selected, and thither,

in Xovember, 1853, Mr. Rand removed with

his family. There he made his residence until

his death, Oct. 4, 1889. Until 1865 he was con-

nected with and received a salary from the so-

ciety, but for over twenty years there has been

no organized society, and Mr. Rand continued
his missionary and linguistic labors without any
regular assistance.

Rasles (Sebastien). Lettre du pere Se-

bastien Rasles, missionnaire de la com-
pagnie de Jesus dans la nouvelle

France. A Monsieur son Frere. ANan-
rantsouak ce 12 Octobre 1723.

In Lettres edifiantes,vol.23, pp. 198-307, Paris,

1738, 12°, (Astor, British Museum, Lenox.)

Comments on Indian languages, pp. 209-217,

contains, pp. 215-216, the hymn O Salutaris

Hostia in Abenakise, Algoukine, Huronne, and
Illinoise. For an extract from this letter see

under the dictionary title below.

Reprinted in the various editions of the Let-

tres 6difiantes as follows:

Vol. 6, p. 165, Paris, 1781, 16°; vol. 4, p. 102,

Lyon, 1819, 8°; vol. 1, p. 669, Paris, 1838, 8°;

-vol. 1, p. 678, Paris, 1838, 8°
; Cartas edificantes,

vol. 13, pp. 346-347, Madrid, 1756, 4°; Choix des

lettres edifiantes, vol. 7, pp. 145-146, Paris, 1809,

Reprinted also in the following works

:

Allgemeine Historie der Reisen zu Wasser
nnd Lande, vol. 17, p. 22, Leipzig, 1759, 4°.

Rasles (S.)— Continued.
Doublet de Boisthibault (J.), Les voeux dea

Hurons, p. 79, Chartres, 1857, 12°.

Hanson (J. W.), History of the old towns,

etc., p. 37, Boston, 1849, 8°.

Heriot (G.), Travels through the Canadas,

pp. 578-579, London, 1807, 4°.

Hervas (L), Saggio pratico, p. 2S3, Cesena,

1787, sm. 4°.

Kip
( W. I.), Early Jesuit Missions, pp. 29-30,

New York, 1846, 12°, and subsequent editions.

La Harpe (J. F.), Abr6ge de I'histoire, vol.

14, pp. 398-399, Paris, 1790, 8°, and subsequent

editions.

Shea(J.G.), History of the Catholic Missions,

p. 415, New York, 1855, 12°, and subsequent edi-

tions.

Sobron (F. C. y), Los idiomas de la America
Latina, p. 101, Madrid, [1877], 12°.

Numbers, in the Norridgwog lan-

guage, from Ralle's MS. dictionary of

the Norridgwog language, in the

library of Harvard college.

In Massachusetts Hist. Soc. Coll. first series,

vol. 10, pp. 137-138, Boston, 1809, 8°.

Numerals 1-1000 ; an extract from the manu-
script of the Abnaki dictionary subsequently

published, title of which is given below.

[Prospectus of] A
|
Dictionary

| of

the
I

Abnaki language
|
of

|
North

America.
|
By Father Sebastien Rasles.

I
Published from the author's manu-

script in the
|
library of Harvard Uni-

versity.
I

Cambridge: | E. W. Metcalf and
company,

|
Printers to the University.

I

1832.

2 11. 4°. A prospectus of the dictionary pub-

lished the following year, for title of which
see next below.

The second page (verso of the title) contains

two notes—one by the publishers, as follows

:

"In this specimen the abbreviations, anti-

quated orthography, and other peculiarities of

the manuscript are followed as nearly as can be

done with our present types. New types will

be made in imitation of those characters in the

manuscript which differ from common Roman
letters." The second note, by the author, is as

follows :
" 1691. II y'a un an que je suis parmi

les sauvages, et je commence k mettre en ordre,

en forme de dictionnaire, les mots que j'ap-

prens."

The third page contains the first few words
of the dictionary (Abandonner-Acheter) in

double columns ; and the fourth page contains

the beginning of the "Particulae " found on pp.

547-565 of the dictionary, in double columns.

Copies seen: Massachusetts Historical So-

ciety.

A dictionary of the Abnaki lan-

guage, in North America. By father
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Sebastian Rasles. Published from the

original manuscript ofthe author. With

an introductory memoir and notes by

John Pickering, A. A. S.

In American Acad, Sci.and Arts, Mem. new
series, vol. 1, pp. 375-565, Cambridge, 1833, 4°.

(Congress, Eames, Pilling.)

French-Abnaki dictionary, alphabetically

arranged, double columns, pp. 377-544.—Ad-

denda (Abnaki-French), pp. 545-546.—Partic-

Tilae (Abnaki-Frencb), alphabetically arranged,

double columns, pp. 547-565. Preceded by a

rciemoir, pp. 370-374, and followed by notes, pp.

566-574, both by Mr. Pickering. The pagina-

tion of the manuscript is indicated throughout.

For a separate edition see the Addenda.

In the appendix to his Essay on a uniform

orthography for the Indian languages, Mr. Pick-

ering gives the following description of the

manuscript of the dictionary :

" The volume consists of two parts, the first

of which is a general Dictionary of the lan-

guage in French and Indian. This part consists

of 205 leaves (as they are numbered) about

one quarter part of which have writing upon

both sides, and the remainder, upon one side

only. The pages are divided, though not with

regularity throughout, into two columns ; the

first of French, and the second of Indian, con-

taining each about twenty five lines. The

second part of the volume consists of twenty

five leaves, almost all written upon both sides,

and has this Latin title

—

' Particulce.'' In this

part the Indian words are placed first, and the

author gives an account of the particles, mak-

ing his explanations sometimes in French and

sometimes in Latin.

" From a comparison which I have made of

several words of the language now spoken by

fhQ Penobscot Indians (as we call them) who,

at the present time, occupy a small territory on

the river Penobscot, it appears to be, as we
should naturally expect, exactly the same with

that of Rale's Dictionary. A few years ago

one page of this Dictionary, containing the

Indian numerals, was published in our Massa-

chusetts Historical CoUpctions, vol. x, p. 137;

but a very natural mistake, either of the

printer or of the transcriber, runs through this

extract, in constantly printing ax: instead of

an. This error probably arose from the un-

common use of the diseresis, which is here put

over a consonant (N) instead of a vowel as is

the practice in other languages. Bale seems to

have used the diaeresis thus in order to point out

when the letters an were not to have the nasal

sound which they had in the French language."

Mr. Pickering's "Supplementary notes and

observations '

' in the dictionary contain extracts

from Father Rasles' letters, a description of the

original manuscript, the alphabet used by the

author, and comments upon the Abnaki and

cognate dialects. From them the following

account is taken

:

Rasles (S.) — Continued.
'

' Father Easles, in one of his letters, dated at

Nanrantsouak (Norridgewock) the 12th of Oc-

tober, 1723, and published in the Lettres £di-

fiantes, makes th3 following general remarks

upon the Indian languages and his mode of

studying them

:

'"On the 23d of July, 1689, I embarked at

Rochelle; and after a tolerably good vo5'^age of

about three months, I arrived at Quebec the

13th of October of the same year. I at once

applied myself to the study of the language of

our savages. It is very difficult ; for it is not

sufficient to study the words and their meaning,

and to acquire a stock of words and phrases,

but we must acquaint ourselves with the turn

and arrangement of them as used by the sav-

ages; which can only be attained by inter-

course and familiarity with these people.

" ' I then took up my residence in a village of

the Ahnaki nation, situated in a forest which is

only three leagues from Quebec. This village

was inhabited by two hundred savages, who
were almost all Christians. Their huts were
in regular order, much like that of houses in

towns; and an enclosure of high and close

pickets formed a kind of bulwark which pro-

tected them from the incursions of their en-

emies. . . .

'"It was among these people, who pass for

the least rude of all our savages, that I went
through my apprenticeship as a missionary.

My principal occupation was to study their lan-

guage. It is very difficult to learn, especially

when we have only savages for our teachers.

"'They have several letters which are

sounded wholly from the throat without any
motion of the lips ; ou, for example, is one of

the number, and in writing, we denote this by
the figure 8, in order to distinguish it from

other characters. I used to spend a part of a

day in their huts to hear them talk. It was
necessary to give the closest attention, in order

to connect what they said and to conjecture

their meaning. Sometimes I succeeded, but
more frequently I made mistakes; because, not

having been trained to the use of their guttur-

als, I only repeated parts of words, and thus

furnished them with occasions of laughing at

me. At length, after five months' constant

application, I accomplished so much as to un-

derstand all their terms ; but that was not

enough to enable me to express myself so as

to satisfy their taste.

" 'I still had a long progress to make, in or-

der to master the turn and genius of their lan-

guage, which are altogether different from the

turn and genius of our European languages.

In order to save time, and to qualify myself

to exercise my office, I selected some of the sav-

ages, who had the most intelligence and the best

style of speaking. I then expressed to them
in my rude terms some of the articles in the

catechism ; and they rendered them for me with

all the delicacy of expression of tlieir idiom
;

these I committed to writing immediately, and
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thus in a short time I made a Dictionary, and

also a Catechism containing the principles and

mysteries of religion.'

'

' The Dictionary here mentioned was, without

doubt, the identical manuscript which is now,

for the first time, printed in the present vol-

ume. The author has left no other account of

it ; nor has he, either in the work itself or in his

Letters given any other explanation of the char-

acters of his alphabet, than the short remark
above quoted respecting the sound which he

calls a guttural, and which he denotes in his

Letterby ou, and the figure 8, but in his Diction-

ary by the character y, borrowed from the

Greeks.

"The ms. is a small quarto volume, in Father

Easles' own handwriting; and on the first leaf

the author has made the following note, which

is placed at the head of the present edition

:

' 1691. II y a un an que je suis x>armi les

sauvages, je commence a mettre en ordre en

forme de dictionaire les mots que j'apprens.'

Immediately below this, on the same page is

added, in an old handwriting, the following

:

' Taken after the Fight at Norridgewalk among
Father Ealle's Papers, and given by the late

Col. Heath to Elisha Cooke Esq.—Dictionary of

the Norridgewalk Language.' It is under-

stood to have been presented by Mr. Cooke to

the Library of Harvard University, to which

valuable collection it now belongs.

" Some years ago I gave a bibliographical

account of it, which was published in the

Memoirs of the American Academy, as an Ap-
pendix to an Essay on a Uniform Orthography
for the Indian Languages of ITorth America

;

to which the reader is referred.

"This Dictionary is now printed from the

original in Father Easles' handwriting, and with

as much exactness as was practicable. His

abbreviations of words are retained, though, in

all cases where an unpractised reader of French

or Indian would beat a loss, they are explained

by printing the abbreviated word or phrase at

full length, in brackets, immediately after the

abbreviation.

"Lest the numerous errors of orthography

and accentuation in the French part of the

work should be ascribed to the carelessness or

ignorance of the Editor, it is proper to apprize

the reader, that such of them as are properly

errors, and not the authorized orthography of

the age when Easles compiled his work, have

been suffered to remain, from a desire of

scrupulously following the manuscript.

"It should be farther observed, that the lead-

ing words of each article, which are printed in

capitals and between brackets, have been

added by the Editor, in order to lessen, in some
degree, the extreme inconvenience which would
have been experienced in using the work with-

out such aid. In all other instances, also, every

addition by the Editor is printed in brackets.

" The manuscript was evidently begun upon

Rasles (S.) — Continued.
the plan of first filling up the right hand pages
of the book, and reserving the opposite ones

for subsequent additions. Most of these blank
pages were afterwards either partly or entirely

filled with additional matter ; many of them,

however, still remain blank. This state of the

MS. will explain to the reader the reason why
the paging in the margin of the present edition

is double, as (2, 3), &c. As the additional

words on the left hand pages belonged to differ-

ent places on the right hand pages and required

to be inserted under their respective heads, it

would have been impracticable, and contrary

to the author's own plan, to have printed the

pages consecutively; it was thought best to

consider the corresponding right and left pages

as constituting a single entire page, and to

aflix the double numbers as abovementioned.

Those readers who may wish to consult the

manuscript will now be able to do it with
great convenience by means of this marginal

paging.

"In general the MS. is fairly written, and
perfectly legible ; a few places, however, are

quite illegible ; and, where this is the case, there

is of necessity an hiatus in the printed copy
;

of which the reader is apprized by a series of

periods placed in this manner, Where
a word was not wholly illegible, but the read-

ing doubtful, a note of interrogation is placed

immediately after it, in brackets, thus [?].

Many passages which at first defied the keen-

est eye-sight were subsequently restored by
the application of the tincture of nut-galls.

The discovery of numerous obscure readings is

due to the critical sagacity of my friend, Mr.

Charles Folsom, A. A. S., whose indefatigable

care also detected many errors which would
otherwise have remained unobserved,"

Leclerc, 1867, no. 1238, sold a copy for 25 fr.

The Field copy, no. 1911, sold for $2.50 ; the Mur-
phy copy, no. 2102, for $7. Priced by Leclerc,

1878, no. 2095, 60 fr. ; by Dufosse, 1887, no. 24581,

40 fr.

Sebastian Easle, French missionary, born in

Dole, France, in 1658, died in Norridgewoc k,

Me., 12 Aug., 1724. His name is often improp-

erly spelled Eaale, Eale, and Edle. After com-

pleting his studies in Dijon, he became a Jesuit,

and taught Greek for a time in the college of

the society at Ximes. At his request he was

attached in 1689 to the missions of Canada, and

sailing from La Eochelle, 23 July, he landed at

Quebec on 1 3 Oct. After having charge of var-

ious missions [among the Illinois at Missilima-

kinak, etc.], he was placed in charge of the

station of Norridgewock, on Kennebec Eiver

about 1695. Here he made a thorough study of

the Abenaki language. In the winter of 1705,

Capt. Hilton, with a party of 270 men, including

forty-five New Englanders, surprised Norridge-

wock and burned the church, but Easle escap-

ed to the woods with his papers. When peace

was restored in 1713 he set about building a new
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Rasles (S.)— Continued.

church at Xorridgewock. In January, 1723, a

band of 300 men, under Col. Thomas Westbrook,

succeeded in reachinjr the mission, burnt-d the

church, and pillajied Rasle's cabin. There th.>y

found an iron box, which contained, besides liis

correspondence with the authorities of Quebec,

a valuable dictionary of the Abeua\i language

in three volumes. In 1724 a party of 208 men
from Fort Richmond surprised Norridgewock
in the night, killed several Indians, and shot

Kasle, who was in the act of esca])ing, at the

foot of the mission cross. His body waa after-

ward mutilated b5' the incensed soldiery, and

left without burial ; but when the Abenakis re-

turned a few days later, they buried his remains.

In 1833 the citizens of Xorridgewock raised a

subscription, bought an acre of land on the spot

where Rasle fell, and erected there a monument
to his memory.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of Am.
Biog.

Raum (John O.) The
|
History of New

Jersey,
|
from its

|
earliest settlement

to the present time.
|
Including

| a brief

historical account of the first discover-

ies and settlement of the country,
|
by

I
John O. Raum,

|
Author [itc. three

lines.]
I

In two volumes.
|
VoI.I[-II].

[Design.]
|

Philadelphia:
|
John E.Potter and

-company, | 617 Sansom Street. [1877.]

2 vols. : frontispiece 1 1. title verso copy-

right 1 1. introductory pp. 5-6, preface pp. 7-9,

contents pp. 11-lC, text pp. 17-450; frontispiece

1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. contents pp. 3-7,

text pp. 9-466, appendix pp. 467-496, 8°.

Brief vocabulary of the Ne.v Jersey Indians

(from Smith's New Jersey), vol 1, p. 122.

Copies seen : Astor, Congress, Eames.

Rawle (William). A vindication of Rev.

Mr. Heckewelder's History of the In-

dian nations. By William Rawle.

In Pennsylvania Hist. Soc. Mem. vol. 1, pt. 2,

pp. 238-275, Philadelphia, 1826. 8^.

A reply to an article by Cats (L. » in the North

American Ilevlew, vol. 22. The above article

was replied to by Oass (L.) in the North Ameri-

can Review, vol. 26.

Reprinted in Rondthaler (E.), Life of John

Heckewelder, pp. xi-xxv, Philadelphia, 1847,

12°.

Rawson {Rev. Grindal). Nashauanittoe

Meninnuuk |
wutcli |

niukkie.sog,
|

Wnssesfemumun wutch Sogkodtungan-

ash
I
Naneeswe testamentsawh ; wutch

I
Ukkesitchippooong.'uioo Ukkoteahog-

kounooh.
|
Negoniie wussukhimiun ut

Engli.shmlinne Unnon- |
tcowaouganit,

nashpeneiinue, wunnogenue |
Nohtom-

peantog.
|
Nohasoowfesit

|
John Cotton.

Rawson (G.) — Continued.

I
Kah yeuyeu <inshkinnumun en In-

diane Unnontoo-
|

waonganit wutch
OQuenehikquni\out ludiano

|
mukkie-

sog,
I
Nashpe

|
Grindal Rawson. Wun-

naunchcmookiio Nohtompeantog ut ke-

nugke Indianog. | Onatuh mishketuog

kodtantamoDk pahko meninnunn no
I

WuttinuoDwaonk. onk woh kenaslipi'-

kineau. 1 Pet. 2. 2.
|

Cambridge:
|
Printeuoop nashpe Sam-

uel Green, kah
| Bartholomew Green.

1691.

TranWa^fon.—Spiritual milk | for | babes,
|

drawn from the broast.s
| of both testaments

; |

fori the nourishment of their souls.
|
Formerly

written in English Ian-
|
gtiage, by that most

excellent
|
minister

|
who is named

I
John Cot-

ton,
I
and now turned into Indian Ian-

|
guage

for the benefit of Indian
| children,

| by | Grin-

dal Rawson, | minister of the gospel among the

I
Indians.

Title verso blank 1 1. text (questions and

answers, with heading "Meninnunk wutch
|

mvkkiesog ") entirely in the Massachusetts

language pp. 3-13, verso blank, 16°. Signature

A in eight leaves, including a final blank leaf.

The translation of the title-page is taken from

Trumbull's Origin and early progress of Indian

mis»io7is in New England, p. 44. See the fac-

simile of the title-page.

Copies seen: American Antiquarian Society,

Boston Athenaeum, Lenox, Trumbull, Yale.

At the Brinley sale, no. 783, a "brown levant

morocco, extra, gilt edge, very large, beautiful

copy " sold for .$.50; anotiier copy, no. 804, bound

with Eliot's Sampwutteahiie. $100: another,

"blue crimi)ed morocco, elegant full gilt back,

side double paneled, corner ornaments, beauti-

ful copy," $70.

This translation of the catechism, accom-

panied by the original English, is al.so printed

in the Indiane primers of 1720 and (173-?1, but

with alterations in the wording and orthogra-

A confession
;

of
|
faith Owned and

consented unto by the
|
Elders A: Mes-

eengei^ |
of the Churches

|
Assembled

at Boston in New England, | May 12.

1680.
I

Being the Second Session of that

I
synod.

|
[Three lines scripture.]

|

Boston. Re-printed by Bartholomew

Green, and
|
John Allen. 1699.

Second title: Wunnamptamoe
{
sampooaonk

I
Wussampoowontamun Nashpe moouwehko-

• munganash ut |
New-England.

|
Qushkenu-

mun en Indiane
|
Unnontowaonganit. | Nashpe

I
(irindal Rawson, &.c.

|
ITbroe lines script-

ure.]
I

Mushauwomuk. | I'rinteuun nashpe Bartho-

lomew Oreen, kah | John Allen. 169«.
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Rawson (G.)— Continued.

English title verso 1. 1 recto blank, Indian

title recto 1. 2 verso blank, the epistle dedica-

tory in English (signed G. Rawson, and dated.

Nov, 4, 1699) 6 11. half-title (A Confession of

Faith. "Wunuamptamoe sampooaonk) p. 1, text

(alternate pages English and. Massachusetts In-

dian) pp. 2-161, table of the chapters (in Eng-

lish and Indian) pp. [1621-[165] verso blank,

16°. Signatures a-l in eights, and M in four,

including a final blank leaf. See the fac-similes

of the title-pages.

Copies seen : American Antiquarian Society,

Boston Public, British Museum, Lenox, Yale.

At the Brinley sale, no. 784, a "dark blue le-

vant morocco, filleted and paneled sides, full

gilt back " copy was bought by Tale College

for $70. Another copy, no. 5688, sold for $85.

See Eliot (J.) and Rawson (G.)

See Indiane primer.

Grindal Eawson, the translator of the two

books described above, was born in Boston, Jan-

uary 23, 1659, and died in Mendon, Eebruary 6,

1715. He was the youngest son of Mr. Edward

Rawson (born 1615, died 1693), secretary of the

colony of Massachusetts Bay from 1650 to 1686.

In 1678 he was graduated at Harvard College.

After studying theology for a while, he began

to preach at Mendon in 1680. Four years later

he was regularly ordained minister of the

church in that town, where he remained until

his death.

He began to study the Indian language about

the year 1687, with the purpose of preaching

in it to the Indians of his neighborhood. In

1689 he revised and prepared for the press Mr.

Eliot's Indian translation of Cotton's Sincere

Convert ("Sampwutteahae quinnuppekompau-

aenin"); and in 1691 he published his own
translation of Cotton's Spiritual Milkfor Babes

in Indian. In 1698 Mr. Rawson and Mr. Samuel

Danforth were directed by the commissioners

for the propagation of the gospel among the

Indians in New England to prepare a report on

the number and condition of the Indians in the

province of Massachusetts Bay. Their visita-

tion was begun on the 30th of May and com-

pleted on the 24th of June. The results were

embodied in a narrative which was printed in

the same year, at the end of Noyes's election

sermon, New-Englands Duty and Interest, pp.

80-99, and reprinted in the Collections of the

Massachusetts Historical Society, vol. 10.

About the same time, by order of the com-

missioners, Mr. Rawson commenced to trans-

late the "Confession of Faith" of 1680 into the

Indian language, "awork, "he remarks, "never

yet attempted by any." The version was com-

pleted in November, 1699, and was printed in

the same year. In the epistle dedicatory Mr.

Rawson says: "How I have discharged the

Trust you have committed to me, must be left

unto the judgment of those who are well skilled

in the language; all that I have to say for my
self is, that I have endeavoured to the utter-

Rawson (G.)— Continued.

most of my ability to render the whole as ex-

pressively as I could, so that I doubt not but

all amongst them though but of an ordinary

Capacity, will readily understand the Transla-

tion."

At this period Mr. Rawson was receiving a

salary of 25L a year for preaching to the Indians.

Six other ministers were also in the pay of the

commissioners for like services ; but with the

exception perhaps of Mr. Samuel Danforth of

Taunton and Mr. Samuel Treat of Eastham,

they probably delivered their sermons through

interpreters. "Mr. Grindall Rawson," the

Earl of Bellomont writes, in a letter to tbe

Lords of Trade dated Oct. 17, 1700, "is the only

Minister in the list that speaks the Indian

tongue and preaches in it."

After Mr. Rawson's death, Eev. Cotton

Mather delivered a eulogy on his life and

labors, which was printed in the tract entitled

Just Commemorations, Boston, 1715. "We
honoured him," he says, "for his doing the

Work of an Evangelist among our Indians, of

whose Language he was a Master that had scarce

an Equal, and for whose Welfare, his Projec-

tions and Performances, were Such as render

our loss therein hardly to be repaired." The
same book contains some "memorials" of Mr.

Rawson, furnished by his widow, from which

the following extract is made

:

"As for his Labours among the Indians, it

was Twenty Seven Years since he undertook

the Work. It was thought Two Tears was Time
little Enough to Learn their Language in. But
applying himself to the Business, with Gods
Blessing on his Extraordinary Pains, it was not

above Nine Months before he Preach'd to the

Indians, to their good Understanding. Within
Two Years, they removed their Habitations, to

be so near him, that for a whole Summer his

Custome was, when he came from his own
English Congregation on the Lords-day, about

five a Clock, to take about half an Hours
Repose, and then go to the Indians ; and Pray
with them, and Preach to them; so that he
performed Three Exercises every Lords-day,

while he had Strength to attend them."

Mr. Rawson's other publications consist of

two election sermons, printed in 1703 and 1709.

He had eleven children, one of whom, also

named Grindal Rawson (born 1707, died 1777),

was a minister in South Hadley from 1733 to

1741, and in Hadlyme, Connecticut, from 1741

to 1745.

For an account of two Indian bibles once

owned by Mr. Rawson, see pp. 158-159 and 164

of this bibliography.

In preparing the above translation of the

"Confession of Faith " Mr. Rawson was per-

haps assisted by Rev. Samuel Treat, of East-

ham, who was minister of the church in that

town from 1675 until his death in 1717. In a

letter to Increase Mather, dated August 23,

1693, Mr. Treat writes: "There are five hun-

dred and five adult nersons of Indians within
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Rawson (G.)— Continued.

the limits of our township, unto whom, these

many years past, I have, from time to time,

imparted the gospel of our LordJesus Christ

in their own language, and I truly hope not

without success." Mr. James Freeman, in his

history of Eastham (Mass. Hist. Coll., viii, 174),

gives the following account f Mr. Treat' s labors

among the Indians: " He had made himself so

perfectly acquainted with their barbarous dia-

lect, that he was able to speak, and to write it

with great facility. Once in a month he

preached in the several villages. At other

times the Indian teachers read to their congre-

gations the sermons which he had written for

them, they not being permitted to deliver com-

positions of their own. In addition to these

weekly tasks, he was at the pains to translate

the Confession of Faith into the Nauset lan-

guage, for the edification of his converts. The
book was printed, and many years ago was in

the possession of one of his grand-daughters

[Miss Eunice PaineJ."

Reade (John). Some Wabanaki songs.

By John Reade. (Presented May 25,

1887.)

In Royal Soc. of Canada, Proc. and Trans, vol.

5, section 2, pp. 1-8, Montreal, 1888, 4°.

On pp. 7-8 are given two songs in the Passa-

maquoddy dialect, furnished Mr. Reade by Mrs.
W. Wallace Brown, of Calais, Maine, who ob-

tained them from Sapial Selmo, the wampum
reader of the Abnakis. They are preceded by
English translations.

The Basques in North America. By
John Reade. (Read May 25, 1888.)

In Royal Soc. ofCanada, Proc. and Trans, vol.

6, section 2, pp. 21-39, Montreal, 1889, 4°.

Parable of the prodigal son (St. Luke, xv, 11-

32) in Basque, Iroquois, and Algonquin, pp. 37-

39.

Reader

:

Chippewa See Barnard (A.)

Chippewa Baiorlein (E.)

Chippewa Dougherty (P.) and Rodd
(D.)

Chippewa Gallaudet's.

Chippewa James (E.)

Chippewa Spelling.

Cree First.

Micmac Rand (S. T.)

Penobscot Wzokhilain (P. P.)

Reaume (Charles). Specimens of the

Chippewa dialect.

In American Society, First Ann. Rept. pp.
56-57, New Haven, 1824, 8°.

Consists of a vocabulary (English-Chippewa)
of fifty-six words.

Records
|
of the

|
colony

|
of

|
New Ply-

mouth
I
in

I
New England.

|
Printed

by order of the legislature of the
|
com-

monwealth of Massachusetts.
|
Edited

by
I
David Pulsifer,

j Clerk in the of-

ALG 28
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fice of the secretary of the common-
wealth,

I
[&c. three lines.]

|

Acts of

the Commissioners of the United Colo-

nies of New England. | Vol. I[-II].
|

1643-1651 [-1653-1679].
|
[Seal.]

|

Boston :
|
from the press of William

White,
I
printer to the Commonwealth.

I
1859.

2 vols. 4°. These form vols. 9 and 10 of "Re-

cords of the Colony of New Plymouth in New
England," Boston, 1855-1861, 12 vols. 4°.

Lamentation of David over Saul and Jona-

than (2 Samuel i. 17-27, in the Massachusetts

Indian language, from a copy of the first

edition of Eliot's Indian bible, in the Bostoa

Athenaeum), vol. 2, p. viii.

Copies seen: Astor, Congress, Watkinson.

Reciieil
|
de

|
di verses

|

pieces,
|
concer-

nant
|
la

|
Pensylvanie.

|

[Device.]
|

A la Haye,
|
Chez Abraham Troyel,

|

Marchand Libraire, dans la Grand Sale

I

de laCour, M.DC.LXXXIV [1684].

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-118, sm. 12°.

Penn (W.), Lettre etc., pp. 50-98.

Copies seen : Congress.

Recueil d'observations curieuses. See

Lausbert (C.F.)

Recueil de prieres [Cree]. See Lebret
(L.M.)

Reichel (Rev. William Cornelius), editor.

See Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

Reichelt (Eev. G. T.) The literary works

of the foreign missionaries of the Mo-

ravian church. By the rev. G. Th.

Reichelt, of Herrnhut, Saxony. (Trans-

lated and annotated by bishop Edmund
De Schweinitz.)

In The Moravian, vol. 31, pp. 355-356, 371-372,

Bethlehem, Pa., 1886, i°. (Pilling.)

Reprinted as follows

:

The literary works of the foreign mis-

sionaries of the Moravian church. By
the rev. G. Th. Reichelt, of Herrnhut,

Saxony. Translated and annotated by
bishop Edmund de Schweinitz.

In Moravian Historical Society, Trans, series

2, part 8, pp. 375-395, Bethlehem, Pa. 1886, 8°

(Pilling.)

Issued separately as follows

:

The literary works
|
of the

| Foreigu

Missionaries of the Moravian Church.
|

By
I
the rev. G. Th. Reichelt, of Herrn-

hut, Saxony.
|

Translated andAnnotated
by Bishop Edmund de Schweinitz.

|

(Reprinted from the Transactions of the

Moravian Historical Society.)
|
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Reichelt (G. T.) —Continued.
Yerso of cover : The Comenius press

|
Beth-

lehem, Pa.
I
E. a. Klose, Manager. [1886.]

Printed cover as above, half-title nearly as

above verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-21, 8°.

A general account and a list of Zeisberger's

works, pp. 8-11. Besides translating and an-

notating the above, Bishop de Schweinitz added

many biographic and bibliographic notes.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

Reland (Hadrian). Hadriani Eelandi
|

dissertationum
|
raiscellanearvm

|
pars

prima[-tertia, et ultima].
|

[Vignette.]
|

Trajecti ad Rhenum,
|
Ex Officina

Gulielmi Broedelet,
|
Bibliopolae. CIO

IOCCVI[-CIOIOCCVIII][1706-1708].
Title verso blank i 1. dedicatory epistle and

contents 3 11. text pp. 1-232, indexes 12 U. ; title

of "pars altera" (CIOIOCCVII) verso blank

1 1. dedicatory epistle 2 11. contents verso blank

1 1. text pp. 1-324, indexes etc. 23 11. 1 blank 1.

;

title of " pars tertia" verso blank 1 1. dedica-

tory epistle 2 11. contents verso blank 1 1. text

pp. 1-250, addenda and indexes 13 11. the lord's

prayer in fourteen languages 2 11. map and

plates, sm. 8° .

This work contains thirteen dissertations,

the twelfth of which, "Dissertatio de Unguis

Americanis," part 3, pp. 141-229, includes gram-

matical sketches and vocabularies of a num-

ber of American languages, among them the

following: De lingua Virginica (a vocabulary

of about 132 words in the Massachusetts In-

dian language, with Latin definitions, from

Eliot's grammar, 1666), pp. 208-211.— Excerpta

ex Bibliis Virginicis (Genesis i, 1-12, from

Eliot's bible, 1685), pp. 211-214.—De lingua Al-

gonkina (with a Latin-Algonkin vocabulary of

about 146 words, the numerals 1-1000, nomina

personarum 7 words, and modus conjugandi 7

words, all from Lahontan), pp. 214-219.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Public, British

Museum, Eames, Harvard.

Part I was reprinted alone as fol lows

:

Hadriani Relandi
|
dissertationum

|
miscel-

lanearvm
|
pars prima.

|
Editio secunda.

|
[Vi-

gnette.]
I

Trajecti ad Rhenum, ] Ex Officina Guliel-

mi Broedelet,
|
Bibliopolae. CIOIOCCXIII

[1713]. (*).

Title from Mr. Paul L. Ford, Brooklyn-, N.Y.,

from copy in his possession.

Relation historique de la Virginie. See

Beverley (R.)

Relationships

:

Algonquian See Oppert (G.)

Blackfoot Morgan (L. H.)

Cheyenne Hayden(F. V.)

Cheyenne Morgan (L. H.

)

Chippewa Dougherty (P.)

Chippewa Jacker (E.)

Chippewa Morgan (L.H.)

Cree Morgan (L. H.)

Cree Watkin8(E. A.)

Relationships— Continued.
Delaware Adams (W.)

Delaware Morgan (L. H.)

Etchemin Morgan (L.H.)

Etchemin fland(S. T.)

Kaskaskia Morgan (L.H.)

Kickapoo Fish (P.) and Harvey
(S. D.)

Kickapoo Morgan (L.H.)

Maliseet Eand (S. T.)

Menomonee Morgan (L.H.)

Miami Morgan (L.H.)

Micmac Morgan (L.H.)

Micmac Eand (S. T.)

Mohegan Morgan (L. H.)

Munsee Morgan (L.H.)

Ottawa Morgan (L.H.)

Peoria Morgan (L. H.)

Piankashaw Morgan (L. H.)

Pottawotomi Morgan (L. H.

)

Sac and Fox Morgan (L. H.)

Shawnee Harvey (S. D.)

Shawnee Morgan (L.H.)

Souriquois Laet(J. de).

Wea Morgan (L. H.)

Religious Tract Society : These words following

a title or included within parentheses after a

note indicate that the compiler has seen a copy
of the work referred to in the library of that

institution, London, England.

Remarks on the condition, etc. See

Cas3(L.)

Remarks on the Language of the St.

John's . . . Indians. See Hale (H.)

Remas (P. — ). Principes de langue crise.

In Congres Int. des Am6ricanl8te8, compte-

rendu, second session, vol. 2, pp. 244-253, Lux-
emburg and Paris, 1878, 8°.

Renzi (A.) M^moires
|
de la soci^t^ des

antiquaires
|
de I'Amerique du noxd.

|

Partie linguistique
|
par M. Gallatin;

I
rapport

|
fait a I'institut historique,

I
par M. A. Renzi,

|
membre de la V^

classe.
I

(Extrait de I'lnvestigateur,

journal de I'institut Historique, 90«

livraison.)
|

Paris
I

ARen^ et c®., imprimeurs-^di-

teurs,
I

rue de Seine, 32.
|
1842.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso blank

1 1. text pp. 5-15, royal 8°.

Review of Gallatin's work in American An-

tiquarian Society, Transactions, vol. 2, pp. 1-422.

Contains remarks on the grammar of the

Delaware, Algonkin-Lenape, Micmac, Chippe-

way, and Massachusetts, with specimens of

verbal conjugations, pp. 9-12.—Short vocabu-

lary and phrases in Ottawa, Old- Algonkin,

Narraganset, Delaware, Ojibway, pp. 12-13.—

List of the names of the Algonquian tribes,

etc. pp. 14-15.

Copies seen : Congress, Eames.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2086, 3 fir.
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Repertorio. El 1 repertorio ]
Americano.

I
Tomoprimero [-cuartoj.

|
Octubrede

1826 [-Agosto de 1827].
|

Loudres :
|
en la libreria de Bossange,

Barthds i Lowell, 14, Great Marl-

borough street.
|
1826 [-1827?].

4 vols. 8°.

Morenas (M.), Noticia sobre la lenguade los

salvajes de la America del Norte, vol. 3, pp. 38-

50.

Copies seen : Congress.

Report. 50tb Congress,
|

1st Session.
|

House of representatives. | Report
|

No. 789.
I
Red Lake Chippewa Indians

of Minnesota.
|
[Four lines.]

|
Report:

|

(To accompany bill H. R. 7935.)

[Washington : government printing

office. 1888.]

Xo title-page, heading as above ; text pp. 1-17,

8°. Contains the names of many Chippewa In-

dians, only a few accompanied by English

equivalents.

Copies seen : Pilling.

Reward of ten thousand dollars.—Mi-

-dasing mi ta swak taswabik tiba-ama

diwin.

No title-page, heading only ; text in the Chip-

pewa language 2' pp. 12°.

Copies seen : Congress.

Rhees (William Jones). Visitor's guide

I

to the
I

Smithsonian institution
|
and

I

United States
|
National museum

|
in

I

Washington.
| By (

William J. Rhees,

I
Chief Clerk of the Institution.

|

Washington:
|
Judd & Detweiler,

printers.
| 1887.

Printed covers, advertisements 1 1. portrait

of Smith.son 1 1. title verso ground-plan 1 1. text

pp. 1-94, 2 other plates, 8°.

Catlin (G.), The Catlin Indian collection, pp.

Copies seen : Pilling, Powell.

Rhode Island, Geographic names. See Trum-
bull (J. H.)

Rhode Island
|
state census,

|
1885.

|

[Coat of arms of the state.]
|
Amos

Perry,
|
superintendentof the census.

|

Providence :
|
E. L. Freeman & son,

printers to the state.
|
1887.

Title verso blank 1 1. list of members of the

census board verso blank 1 1. contents pp.
v-viii, introduction pp. ix-xiii, text pp. 1-609,

appendix pp. 611-632, index pp. 633-649, 8°.

Indian names foccurringin thework], index,

p. 637.

Trmnbull (J. H.), Indian names in Ehode Isl-

and, pp. 21, 52, 53, 65.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology, Pilling,

Smithsonian Institution.

Richard (Leonard). Manuel des Lan-

gues,
I
Mortes et vivantes. Contenant

les
I

Alphabets, la numeration, et |

rOraison Dominicale, en 190 langues.
(

Par L. Richard. | Premiere Edition

1839.
I

Se trouve k Paris,
|
chez M*". Mansut

fils, Libraire,
|
Rue des Mathurins S*.

Jacques 17, |
el chez I'auteur, Place

Maubert 19.
|
Imprimerie Lithographe

de Petit, rue de Bourgogne n^. 25.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-112, 8°.

Oratio Dominica: Illinice, p. 50 ; Canadice, p.

53 ; Savanahice, p. 53 ; Virginice [i. e. Massachu-

setts Indian], p. 63.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress.

Triibner's catalogue, 1856, no. 560, prices a

copy 10s. Qd.

[Richard (Pere Pierre).] Tchipayatik-

-o-raikan.
|
Kanachtageng [Lake oftwo

mountains].
|
[Picture of the cross.]

|

Moniang [Montreal],
]
takkwabi-

kichkote L. Perrault
|
endatch.

|
1843.

Title verso blank 1 1. text entirely in the

Nipissing language pp. 3-26, narrow 12°.

The way of the cross, for the use of the Ko-

man Catholic Indians of the mission of the Lake
of two mountains.

Copies seen : Laval, Pilling, Powell, Trum-
ball, Yerreau, Yale.

[ Sermons in the Nipissing language. ]

Manuscript, 2 vols. 103 11. 4°, and 104 11. ob-

long folio, in the library of the Koman Catholic

church at the mission of Lac des deux Monta-

gues (Oka), Canada. They are without title

or date ; originally in parts lettered, so far as I

can judge, from A to N, they have been bound
without regard to order. Their titles are as

follows

:

Blaspheme.

Distinction du bien & du mal.

Quelques questions historiques de catechisme.

Combats du Chretien dans ce monde.

Prophetic concernant le Messie.

Culte des Saints.

Fete patronale (annonciation).

Commemoration des tr6pa8868.

Pri^re.

Jugement dernier.

Eglise.

P6ch6.

Ciel.

4me Art. du Symbole.

St. Paul.

Scandale.

Des Anges.

Des livres Saints.

Motif de notre foi.

Ximmac, conception.

Myst^re de la redemption.

Noel.

Dernier jour de Tannee.

Epiphanie.
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Richard (P.) — Continued.

St. nom de Jesus.

Sur la detraction.

Devoirs des Pasteurs.

Importance du Salut.

Disposition k la St« Communion.
Necessite de la penitence.

Pridre.

St. Jean Baptiste.

St. Pierre et St. Paul.

Divers avis.

Instruction.

Examen.
impures.

Mercredi des Cendres.

Ceremonies du baptSme.

Force chretienne.

Toussaint.

Pour le carfime 1844.

Bienfait du christianisme.

Dimanche des rameaux.

St" Famille.

Dieu Auteur de la Religion.

Bien declarer tons ses p6ch6s.

Pens6e9 sur I'Enfer.

Assomption.

Grandeur d6 Dieu,

Trinite.

Presence reelle.

Communion.
Respect humain.

Mort.

Jugement dernier.

Respect humain 2™^

Enfer.

Insensibility spiritnelle.

Art. I du symbole.

Art. II du symbole.

Art. Ill du symbole.

Neces9it6 de la pri^re.

Qualites de la pri^re.

Chemin du ciel.

P6cli6s retenus en confession.

Pens6e du ciel.

Pentecdte.

Jugement de Dieu.

Mariage.

l*"" dimanche de I'avent.

Difference entre I'esprit de Seigneur & celui

du Demon.
Epiphanie.

Cendres.

2« dim. de carfime.

Confession.

Eglise.

Fins dernieres.

Avis.

Resurrection.

Richardson (5ir John). Arctic
|
search-

ing expedition :
| a

|

journal of a boat-

voyage
I
through Eupert's land to the

arctic sea,
|
in search of

|
the discovery

ships under command of
|
sir John

Franklin.
|
With an appendix on the

Richardson (J.) — Continued,

physical geography
|
of north America.

I
By sir John Richardson, C. D., F. R.

S.
I
inspector of naval hospitals and

fleets,
i

etc. etc. etc.
|
In two volumes.

|

Vol. I [-II].
I
Published by authority.

|

London : | Longman, Brown, Green^

and Longmans.
|
1851.

2 vols. : frontispiece 1 1. title verso notice and
printers 1 1. contents pp. iii-viii, text pp. 1-413

verso printers, eight other plates ; frontispiece

1 1. title verso printers 1 1. contents pp. iii-vii,

textpp. 1-157, appendix pp. 159-402, explanation

of plates I & n pp. 403-416, postscript pp. 417-

426, 8°.

Chap. XIV, Eythinyuwuk, or Crees and
Chippeways, vol. 2, pp. 33-60, contains scattered

words in, and remarks on, the Cree language,

with a list of tribal names and places in a note

on pp. 37-39.—List of trees and shrubs, vol. 2,

appendix, pp. 284-319, includes many Chippe-

way and Cree names.— Vocabulary of the

Chepewyan Tongue, with Cree and English

translations, vol. 2, appendix, pp. 387-395, con-

tains in a separate column about 320 words in

the Cree language, collected by Mr. Richardson

at Carleton House, Hudson's Bay territory, in

1820.

Copies seen: Astor, Bancroft, Boston Athen-

seum, British Museum, Congress, Eames, Geo-

logical Survey, Trumbull.

Arctic
I

searching expedition:
|
a

|

journal of a boat-voyage through Ru-
pert's

I
land and the Arctic sea,

|
in

search of the discovery ships under

command of
I

sir John Franklin.
|
With

an appendix on the physical geogra-
|

phy of North America.
|
By sir John

Richardson, C. B., F. R. S., |
inspector

ofnaval hospitals and fleets,
(
etc., etc.,

etc.
I

New York :
|
Harper and brothers,

publishers,
|
82 Cliff street

|
1852.

Title verso blank 1 1. contents pp. v-xi, text

pp. 13-336, appendixpp. 337-516, advertisements

pp. 1-6, 1-3, 3 unnumbered pp. 8°.

Linguistics as in the original edition titled

next above, pp. 262-277, 422-443, 501-509.

Copies seen: Greely, Harvard.

General A. W. Greely, Chief Signal Officer,

TJ. S. A., informs me that he saw recently, in

New York City, a copy of an edition of thia

work with title same as above except the im-

print, which reads: New York:
|
Harper &.

brothers,
|
publishers, | 329 & 331 Pearl street,

Eranklin square. |
1854.

The Field sale catalogue, no. 1971, mentions an

edition. New York^ Harper & Brothers, 1856, 516^

pp. 12°.

Ricketson (Daniel). The |
history of

New Bedford,
|
Bristol county, Massa.-
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Hicketson (D.) — Continued.

chusetts : |
including

|
a history of the

old township of Dartmouth
|
and the

present townships of Westport,
|
Dart-

mouth, and Fairhaven,
|
from their set-

tlement to the present time.
|
By Dan-

iel Ricketson.
|

New Bedford:
|
published by the

author.
|
1858.

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp. iii-riii,

contents pp. ix-xii, text pp. 13-408, index pp.

409-412, 12°.

Explanation of Indian names [of places], pp.

134^136.

Copies seen : Congress.

Ridout (Thomas). [Vocabulary of the

Shawanese language.]
Manuscript, 8 11. 12°, in possession of the

grand-daughter of its author, Mrs. M. Edgar,

Toronto, Canada, who kindly sent it to me for

examination. The recto of the first leaf is

blank; the vocabulary, with no apparent

arrangement, and without introduction of any
kind, begins on the verso of the 1st leaf and
extends to the verso of the 6th leaf, and con-

sists of about 225 words and phrases. On the

recto of the 7th leaf at the top (verso blank)

is the following note: "This little book of

Shawanese words was written by me when I

was a prisoner amongst that nation in the year

1788.—Th: Ridout. " The recto of the 8th leaf is

scribbled upon in English and Shawanese, and

the verso is blank.

The following is an extract from Mrs. Ed-

gar's letter transmitting the vocabulary

:

"I have two vocabularies, one containing

about 200 words, the other about 400, of which
some are the same as in the smaller book. The
story of the way in which the dictionary was
written is contained in a manuscript narrative

writtenby my grandfather, Thomas Ridout, and
containing an account of his capture by the

Shawanese Indians and his life among them
during the spring and summer of 1788. I quote

his own words

:

" 'I had by this time acquired a tolerable

knowledge of their language, and began to

understand them, as well as to make myself

intelligible.

"'My mistress loved her dish of Tea, and
-with the tea paper I made a book stitched with

the bark of a tree, and with yellow ink of

hickory ashes mixed with a little water, and a

pen made with a Turkey quill, I wrote down the

Indian name of visible objects. In this manner
I wrote two little books, which I carried in a

pocket torn from my breeches and worn around

my waist tied by a piece of Elm Bark.'

"One of these little books I enclose to you
by registered letter, hoping it may not be lost

on the way.
" The other and larger vocabulary iswritten

in Mr. Ridout's diary, which book was re-

restored to him by the Indians. I am now com-

Ridout (T.) —Continued.
piling my grandfather's and father's letters,

and thought of putting the narrative of his

capture as an appendix to the book, meaning to

include also the dictionary of Shawanese words.

I am therefore sending you the book for your
private perusal."

Mr. Ridout died at Toronto February 8, 1829,

in the 75th year of his age.

Rivington (—). See Gilbert (— ) and
Rivington (— ).

Rlathem-wakunek wtclawswakun [Del-

aware], See Zeisberger (D.) and
Blanchard (I. D.)

Roberts (Rev. George Goodridge). Mali-

seet names for common objects. (*")

Manuscript. Information from Mr. "W. F.

Ganong, Cambridge, Mass., who says: "Rev.
G.G. Roberts, Fredericton, K B., has a small

scribblingbook in which he has recorded rough-

ly a number of Milicete names for common ob-

jects. I have not seen it, but he has promised
to give it to me."

Robertson (Robert S.) Long Island

Indians.

In Magazine of Am. Hist. vol. 2, pp. 370-371,

501, New York, 1878, 8°.

Contains geographic terms with English sig-

nifications.

Rockwell (E. F.) Analogy between the

proper names in Japan and the Indian

proper names in the United States. By
Professor E. F. Rockwell, of Davidson
College, N. C.

In Historical Magazine, second series, vol, 3,

pp. 141-142, Morrisania, N. T., 1868, sm. 4°.

The proper names of the United States are

from a number of families, among them some
of the Algonquian languages.

Rodd (David). See Dougherty (P.) and
Rodd (D.)

Rogers (Graham). See Gibbs (G.)

Rogers (Joseph M.) Words, phrases,

and sentences in the language of the

Menomonee Indians of Shawano Co.

Wisconsin,

Manuscript, pp. 77-228, 1 1. 4°, in the li-

brary of the Bureau of Ethnology. Recorded

in a copy of Powell's Introduction to the study

of Indir.n languages, second edition. The
schedules are but partially filled.

[Romagne (Eev. James B. )] The
[
Indian

prayer book : |
compiled and arranged

for the benefit of the
|
Penobscot

|
and

|

Passamaqnoddy Tribes.
| Printed by or-

der of the
I

Right Rev. B. Fenwick,
(

Bishop of Boston.
|

Boston :
|

printed by H. L. Devereux.

I 1834.
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Romagne (J. B.)— Coatinued.
Indian title : Alnambay-ouli

J
Awikhigan.

I
Kisi tounaisa Eomagne Alnambay patriarcli

I
yo paimikaten necoutam kouakai

|
nsansuc

kessactekoy taiba
|
yaou. Taidebiwi,

|
1804.

I
Tchibaique Alnambay ] retainec.

Translation: Indian-good
|
Book. [ Made by

Romagne Indian patriarch
|
this year one thou-

sand
I

eight hundred and
|
four. Otherwise

(lit. equally), j
1804. | Tchibaique Indian

|
vil-

lage at.

English title verso blank 1 1. Indian title

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 5-70, 18°.

Primer lessons, pp. 5-13.— Prayers, pp. 15-

54.—Hymns, pp. 55-68.—Formulas, pp. 69-70.

" The last word of the Indian title ' retainec

'

is an error of the copyist or printer for outainec,

'at the village.' 'Tchibaique' is the Indian

name of Pleasant Point on Passamaquoddy
Bay in the township of Perry, Maine/'—Trum-

bull.

Copies seen : Trumbull.

Rondthaler (Rev. Edward). Life
|
of

|

John Heckewelder.
|
By the

|
rev. Ed-

ward Rondthaler,
|
of Nazareth, Pa.

|

Edited by B. H. Coates, M. D.
|
[De-

sign.]
1

Philadelphia:
|
Townsend Ward, 45

south Fourth street.
|
1847.

Portrait of Heckewelder 1 1. title verso

printers 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. editor's

preface pp. v-x, a vindication etc. pp. xi-xxv,

author's pre face p. xxvii, text pp. 29-149, list of

publications pp. 1-2, 12°.

Rawle (W.), Vindication of the Rev. Mr.

Heckewelder's History of the Indian nations,

pp. xi-xxv.

Copies seen: Congress, Eames.

Rosier (James). Extracts of a Virginian

Voyage made Au. 1605. by Captaine

George Waymovth, in the Arch-angell.

Set forth by the Right Honorable Henry
Earle of South-hampton, and the Lord

Thomas Arvndel, written by lames

Rosier.

In Purchas's Pilgrimes, vol. 4, pp. 1659-1667,

London, 1625, folio.

" "Words which I learned of the Sauages, in

their Language^' (about 75 and a few proper

names), p. 1667.
'

' These words, some of which are clearly in

the Abnaki dialect, probably were obtained

from the natives whom Waymouth kidnapped

on the coast of Maine and carried back with

him to England."—rrM?n6wZZ.
The original edition of Rosier's work, A trve

relation, &c. London, 1605 (Brinley, Lenox, New
York Historical Society), does not contain the

vocabulary, nor do the reprints in the Massa-

chusetts Historical Soc. collections, third series

vol. 8, pp. 125-157, and one edited by George

Prince, published at Bath in 1860. (British

Museum, Eames.)

Rosier (J.) — Continued.
"As it [the abridgement in Purchas's Pil-

grims] contains additional particulars, it is be-

lieved that Purchas obtained them direct from

the navigators on their return to England."

—

Bartlett.

Roth {Rev. Johannes). Ein Versuch!
|

der Geschichte unsers Herrn u. Hey-
landes

|
Jesu Christi

|
in dass Delawa-

rische iibersetzt der Unami
|
von der

Marter Woche an
|
bis znr

|
Himmel-

fahrt unsers Herrn
|
im

|
Yahr 1770 u.

72 zu Tschechschequaniing
|
an

|
der

Susquehanna.
|

Wuntschi mesettschawi

tipatta lammowewoagan sekauchsian-

up.
I

Wulapensuhalinen,"Woehowaolan

Nihillalijeng mPatamauwoss [sic]. (*)

Manuscript ; title, 9 pp. of contents in Ger-^

man and English, text 268 pp. in the Unami
dialect of the Lenape, 4°. A fragment, for-

merly in possession of the American Philo-

sophical Society, Philadelphia. Title from

Brinton's Len4p6 and their legends, p. 79,

whence I take the following remarks concern-

ing the work and its author:

"Roth has left us a most important work,

and one hitherto entirely unknown to bibliog-

raphers. He made an especial study of the

Unami dialect of the Lenape, and composed in

it an extensive religious work, of which only

the fifth part remains."' On pp. 80-83 of the

work quoted, Dr. Brinton gives an extract

from this manuscript consisting of Matthew
xxii, 1-14, with English translation interlined;

and from pp. 78-79 of the same work I extract

the following paragraph

:

"Another competent Lenapist was the Rev.

Johannes Roth. He was born in Prussia in

1726 and educated a Catholic. Joining the

Moravians in 1748, he emigrated to America in

1756, and in 1759 took charge of the missionary

station called Schechschiquanuk, on the west

bank of the Susquehanna, opposite and a little

below Shesequin, in Bradford County, Penn,

sylvania. There he remained until 1772, when-

with his flock, fifty-three in number, he pro-

ceeded to the new Gnaddenhiitten, in Ohio.

In 1774 he returned to Pennsylvania, and after

occupying various pastorates, he died at York,

July 22, 1791."

I presume this manuscript has been returned

to the Moravian authorities at Bethlehem, from

whom it was borrowed by the American Phi-

losophical Society; at any rate I was unable

to find it during a visit to the library of the

society in March, 1889.

See Brinton (D. G.)

Riidiger (Johann Christoph), Numeral*

(1-10) of the Indians of Canada.

In Grundriss einer Geschichte der mensch-

lichen Sprache, Thl. 1, p. 123, Leipzig, 1782. (*>

Title from Turner, in Ludewig, p. 215.

Reprinted in Pott (A. F.), Die quinare undl

vigesimale Zahlmethode, p. 65, Halle, 1847, 8°..
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Rupp (Isaac Daniel). History
j
of the

|

counties
|

of
|

Berks and Lebanon :
|
con-

taining a brief account of the Indians
|

Who inhabited this region of country,

and the numerous Murders by
[
them

;

notices of the first Swedish, Welsh,

French, German, Irish,
|
and English

settlers, giving the names of nearly

five thousand
|
of them. Biographical

Sketches, topographical descriptions
|

of every Township, and of the Principal

Towns
I

and Villages ; the Religious

History, with | much useful statistical

information;
|
notices of the Press &

Education.
|
Embellished by several ap-

propriate engravings.
|
Compiled from

authentic sources
\

by I. Daniel Rupp,
|

Author of He Pasa Ekklesia, etc., etc.
|

Published and sold
|
by G. Hills, pro-

prietor;
I
Lancaster, Pa. |

1844.

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv,

advertisement pp. v-vi, contents 2 11. errata 1 1.

text pp. 13-494, index pp. 495-504, list of sub-

scribers pp. 505-512, 8'^.

Specimen of the Indian language of Pennsyl-

vania (from Penn), pp. 18-19.—Specimen of the

Delaware language (irom Dencke), p. 19.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Watkinson.

Ruttan (Duncan). [Letter in the Cree

language.]

In Missionary Outlook, vol. 2, p. 162, Toronto,

[1882], 4°. (Pilling.)

Written from Xelson Kiver about the 15th of

August, 1882. The original was in syllabic

characters. It is accompanied by an English

translation by the Eev. O. German, to whom it

was written.and who doubtless transliteraf edit.

Ruttenber (Edward Manning). History
|

of the ! Indian Tribes of Hudson's River

;

I
their |

origin, manners and customs.;

Ruttenber (E. M.) — Continued,

tribal
| and sub-tribal organizations;

[

wars, treaties, etc., etc.
|
By

|
E. M.

Ruttenber, | Author of the History of

Newburgh.
j
[Five lines quotation.]

(

[Monogram.]
|

Albany, N. Y.:
|
J. Munsell, 62 Sta'te

street.
|
1872.

Portrait 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. preface

pp. iii-v, woodcut p. [vi), text pp. 7-295, appen-

dix pp. 297-399, errata p. r400], index pp. 401-415,

four other portraits, 8°.

Chapter IV, Analysis of Tribes and Chief-

taincies, pp. 71-98, contains a list of the Algon-

quian tribes in the neighborhood of Hudson's
river.—Appendix II, Language, pp. 333-360,

contains a general account, with specimens, of

the several Algonquin dialects; a grammar ofthe

Algonquin language (from Schoolcraft); and, on

page 360, a comparative vocabulary of 24 words
(from Schoolcraft and Gallatin) of the Old Al-

gonquin, Long Island, Massachusetts, Mahican,

Delaware, Minsi, Shawanoes, Chippeway, and
Mohawk.—Appendix III, Geographical nomen-

clature and traditions, pp. 361-399, contains ex-

planations of the Indian names of places in the

vicinity of the Hudson River and includes a

number of Algonquian names.—The index con-

tains, under the heading of Geographical no-

menclature, an alphabetical list of about 167

Indian names of places, many of them Algon-

quian, pp. 405-406.

This work was published in two styles, one on

tinted paper, with plates, and a cheaper edition

on ordinary paper, without plates.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Eames, Geological Sur-

vey, Trumbull.

The Field copy, no. 2030, sold for $3.75 ; the

Murphy copy, no. 2182, for $2.25. Clarke and co.

1886, no. 6602, price it $3.50.

Ryerson (Bev. Egerton), editor. See

Journal.



s.

Sabin (Joseph). A
j
dictionary

|
of

|

Books relating to America,
|
from its

discovery to the present time.
|
By

Joseph Sabin. | Volume I[-XIX].
|

[Three lines quotation.]
|

New-York :
|
Joseph Sabin, 84 Nassau

street.
|
1868[-1890].

19 vols. 8°. Still in course of publication.

Part cxiv, now in the press (November, 1890),

has reached the entry "Sierra," and when fin-

ished will complete vol. 19. Now edited by Mr.
Wilberforce Eames.

Contains titles of many books in and relating

to the Algonquian languages.

Copies seen : Congress, Eames, Geological

Survey, Lenox.

Catalogue
|
of the

|
Books Manu-

scripts and Engravings
I

belonging to
[

William Menzies
|
of

|
New York

|
Pre-

pared by Joseph Sabin
|
Monogram]

|

New York
[
1875

Cover title : Catalogue | of the
|
Books, Man-

uscripts, Engravings,
|
and

|
library furniture

I
belonging to

|
Mr. "William Menzies, of New

York.
I

Including
|
an extraordinary and most

valuable collection of | books relating to

America, | An unapproachable series of Biblio-

graphical Works [&c. 10 lines.] The
|
whole

of which will be disposed of by auction | at the

sale rooms of
| Messrs. Geo. A. Leavitt & co.,

|

Clinton Hall, Astor Place and Eighth Street,

New York, 1 on |
Monday, Nov. 13, [1876] and

following days,
| f&c. nine lines.]

Cover title, title verso printer 1 1. notice pp.
iii-vii, list of rare books pp. ix-xviii, cor-

rections verso blank 1 1. catalogue pp. 1-471,

library furniture p. [472], addenda verso blank

1 1. list of prices (dated 1876) pp. 1-6, notice

"from the New York Times " pp. 7-8, 8°.

Contains titles of works in various Algon-

quian languages.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology, Eames.

—— Catalogue
|
of the

|
Library of E. G.

Squier. | Edited by Joseph Sabin.
|

[Device.]
|
To be Sold by Auction,

j

On Monday, April 24th, 1876, and fol-

lowing days,
I
By Bangs, Merwin *fe co.

I No. 656 Broadway, New York.
|

New York :
|
Charles C. Shelley, Prin-

ter, 68 Barclay and 227 Greenwich
Streets

|
1876.
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Sabin (J. )— Continued.
Cover title: Catalogue | of the | Books, Man-

uscripts, 1 maps, drawings and engravings,
|

Principally relating to Central America, and
Peru,

1 American Antiquities, &c. | Belonging

to Mr. E. G. Squier.
|
[Design.] 1 To be Sold by

Auction [&c. 10 lines.]

Cover title, title as above verso blank 1 1.

notice 1 1. catalogue pp. 1-277, (list of books etc.

by Hon. E. George Squier) title verso blank 1 1.

list pp. 3-8, 8°.

Titles of works in and relating to the Algon-

quian languages passim.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

Joseph Sabin, bibliophile, born in Braunston,

Northamptonshire, England, December 9, 1821;

died in Brooklyn, N. Y., June 5, 1881. In 1848

he came to this country. In 1850 he settled in

New York City, and in 1856 he went to Phila-

delphia and sold oil and rare books, but at the

beginning of the civil war he returned to New
York and opened book shops, where he made a

specialty of collecting rare books and prints.

He prepared catalogues of many valuable libra-

ries that were sold by auction in New York
Siftevl%m.—Appleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

[Sabine (Lorenzo).] Indian tribes of

New England.
In Christian Examiner, vol. 62, pp. 27-54,

210-237. Boston, 1857, 8°. (Eames.)

Two articles signed L. S.

Brief prayer in the language of the Penob-

scot Indians of Maine, with English transla-

tion, p. 215.

Sac and Fox. Saki vocabulary taken

down from Nasawakwat. (*)

Manuscript, 4 pp. in the library of Dr. J. G.

Shea, Elizabeth, New Jersey.

Sac and Fox

:

General discussion

Gentes

Geographic names
Letter

Numerals
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Kelatiouahips

See Charlevoix (P. F.X.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Hamilton (W.)

Black Hawk.
Haines (E. M.)

Catalogue.

Catlin (G.)

Trost (J.)

Indian.

Jackson (W.H.)
Maximilian (A. P.)

Mogridge (G.)

Stanley (J. M.)

Treaties.

Morgan (L. H.)
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Sac and Fox-
Vocabulary

Vocabulary-

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary.

Worda
"Words

Words

Continued.
Balbi (A.)

Campbell (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Investigator.

Keating (W. H.)

Latham (E.G.)

Marston (M.)

Maximilian (A. P.)

Morse (J.)

Sac.

Latham (E.G.)

Schomburgk (R. H.)

Smithsonian.

Sahkey. See Sac and Fox.

St. Francis Indians. See Abnaki.

St. John (John R.) A
|
true description

|

of the
I

lake Superior country
; |

its riv-

ers, coasts, bays, harbours, islands, and

I
commerce.

|
With

|
Bayfield's chart;

I
(Showing the Boundary Line as Es-

tablished by Joint Commission.)
|
Also

a minute account of the
1
copper mines

I

and
I

working companies. | Accom-

panied by
I
a map of the mineral re-

gions;
I

showing, by their no. and

place, all the different
|
locations:

|
and

containing
|
a concise mode of assaying,

treating, smelting,
|
and refining cop-

per ores.
I
By

|
John R. St. John.

|

New York : | William H. Graham,
Tribune buildings.

| 184G.

Title verso advertisement and copyright 1 1.

contents verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-118, two
maps, 12°.

A vocabulary of 75 words of Indian [Chip-

pewa], with French spelling, French pronunci-

ation, and English definitions, pp. 105-107.

" They are spelled as pronounced hj Messrs.

Graveret and Eousseau, of Mackinaw and
Sault St. Mary's, United States Interpreters,

and Mr. Warren, of La Point."

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Congress, Fames.

St. John Indians. See Abnaki.

St. Mark [Abnaki]. See Wzokhilain
(P.P.)

Saint rosaire etc. [Nipissing]. See Cuoq
(J. A.)

Salt (Rev. Allen). Audesokon netume-
sing tushemind Nanebozho. (*)

Manuscript, 10 pp. of ordinary note paper.

A legend concerning Nanebozho, in the Missis-

sagua language.
j

Vocabulary of the Mississagua Ian-
I

guage. (»)

Manuscript, 8 pp. note paper, closely written
on both sides.

Contains the names of parts of the body, etc.

as now spoken.
,

Salt (A.)— Continued.
These two manuscripts are in possession of

Prof. A. F. Chamberlain, Clark University,

Worcester, Mass., who has furnished me the

titles.

Saltonstall {Gov. Gurdon). The lord^s

prayer in the language of the Mohee-

gan and Pequot Indians living in the

colony of Connecticut in New-England
procured by the Hon. Gov. Saltonstall,

at New London, February 1721.

In American Society, First Ann. Eept. p. 54,

New Haven, 1824, S°.

Accompanied by an interlinear English trans-

lation.

Gurdon Saltonstall, governor of Connecticut,

born in Haverhill, Mass., 27 March, 1666 ; died

in New London, Conn., 20 Sept., 1724, was grad-

uated at Harvard in 1684, studied theology and
was ordained minister of New London, Conn.,

on 19 Nov., 1691. While Gov. Fitz John Win-
throp was ill, Saltonstall, who was his pastor,

acted as his chief adviser and representative,

and on the death of the governor was chosen

by the assembly to be his successor, entering

on bis functions on 1 Jan., 1708. In the fol-

lowing May he was confirmed in the office at

the regular election. He set up in his house

the first printing-press in the colony in 1709,

and was active in the arrangements for estab-

lishing Tale College. He was continued in the

office of governor by an annual election till his

death.—Appleton's Cyclop, ofAm. Biog.

Sande awikhigan [Abnaki]. See Vetro-

mile (E.)

Sanderl {Rev. Simon). Vocabulary Fran-

9ais, Anglais, Ottawa, Chippewa. {*)

Manuscript made by Father Sanderl in 1833,

and now in possession of the Eedemptorist

fathers at Ilchester Mills, Md. It is inter-

leaved with a copy of Nugent's pocket French
and English dictionary, Paris, 1823, 4°.

Father Sanderl was superior of the first body
of Eedemptorists who came to this country.

He arrived in New York from Vienna in 1832,

and was soon after among the Indians at Arbre
Croche. Title and note from Dr. J. G. Shea.

[Sanders {Rev. Daniel Clarke).] A
|

History
|
of the

|
Indian Wars

|
with

the
I

First Settlers of the Uni-
|
ted

States,
I

particularly
|
in New-England.

I
Written in Vermont.

|
[Quotation

three lines.]
|

Montpelier, Vt. \ Published by Wright
and Sibley.

|
1812.

|
Wright & Sibley

Printers.

Pp. 1-319, 240.

Comparison of several Asiatic and American
words, Poconchi, Delaware, Chippewa, etc.

pp. 191-192.

Copies seen: Wisconsin Historical Society.

The Field copy, no. 2055, sold for $102.50.
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Sanders (D. C.)— Continued.

[ ] A
I

history
|

of the
|
Indian wars

|

with the
I
first settlers of the United

States
I

to the commencement of
|
the

late war;
|
together

|
with an appen-

dix,
I
not before added to this history,

j
containing interesting accounts of

]

the battles fought by
|

gen. Andrew
Jackson.

|
With two plates.

|

Rochester, N. Y.
|
Printed by Edwin

Scrantom [sic]. |
1828. (*)

Second title: A [brief account
|
of the | In-

dian Battles,
I
fought by

|

general Andrew
Jackson,

|
and others

; |
during the late war. i

Eochester: ]
1828.

Frontispiece 1 1. title as above 1 1. text pp.

5-42, plate of "Death of King Philip " 1 1. text

continued pp. 45-180, second title 1 1. text pp.

187-196, 12°. Notwithstanding the seeming de-

ficiency between pp. 180 and 187, the work is

complete, and the signatures rxm in regular

order (A to p in sixes).

Linguistics, as under title next above, pp.

116-117.

Title and note from Mr. Wilberforce Eames.

Sanders {Bev. John). [One line syllabic

characters.]
|
The peep of day.

|
Trans-

lated into the language
]
of

|
The Ojib-

beway Indians
1

in the
|
diocese of Moos-

onee.
[
By the

|
rev. J. Sanders,

|
Mata-

wakumma.
|

(Approved after thorough

examination by the Bishop of Mooso-

nee.)
|

London :
|
printed by the Religious

tract society,
|
56, Paternoster row.

|

1884.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. contents

verso blank 1 1. text (entirely in Ojibbeway,

syllabic characters) pp. 1-166, 12°.

Copies seen: Gilbert & E.ivington, Pilling,

Powell, Religious Tract Society, Eames.

See Horden (J.) and Sanders (J.)

Sanford (Ezekiel). A
|
history

|
of

|
the

United States |
before the revolution:

I

with
I

some account
|
of

|
The Abo-

rigines.
I

By Ezekiel Sanford.
|

Philadelphia :
|

published by Anthony
Finley. | William Brown, Printer. |

1819.

Title verso copyright 1 1. advertisement pp.
iii-v, contents pp. vii-viii, text pp. ix-cxcii, 1-

256, notes pp. 257-319, index pp. 321-341, errata

1 p. 8o.

Comparative vocabulary of the^Charibbee,

Creek, and Mohegan and northern languages,

with the Hebrew (from Boudinot), pp. xxviii-

XXX.-- Comparative vocabulary of American
[some Algonquian] and Tartar (from Barton),

pp. xxxi-xxxiii.—List of [Algonquian] tribes,

Sanford (E.)—Continued.
showing difference in English and French spell-

ing (from Boudinot), p. xxxvi.—List of tribea

in Massachusetts (from Hutchinson), p. cxl.

—

List of tribes in New Jersey (from Smith's New
Jersey), p. cxlvi.—List of tribes in Virginia, pp.
clvii-clviii.—List of tribes in North Carolina,

p. clx.—List of tribes in Louisiana (from Brack-

enridge)
, pp. clxvi-clxvii.

Copies seen .- Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Congress.

Priced by Quaritch, no. 29701, 5s. M. ; another

copy, Is. Qd.

Sankikani

:

Numerals See Haines (E. M.)

Numerals James (E.)

Vocabulary Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Vocabulary Balbi (A.)

Vocabulary Barton (B.S.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary Laet (J. de).

Words Lesley (J. P.)

Words Merian (A. A. von).

Words Warden (D.B.)

Saskatchevran and the Rocky mount-

ains. See Carnegie (J.)

Sasseville (^AhM J.) and Shea (J. G.)

Notes
i

on the two
|

Jesuit manuscripts
|

Belonging to the estate of the late Hon.

JohnNeilson, of
]

Quebec, Canada,
|
by

|

l'abb6 Sasseville, F.R. S. C,
|
and

|
dr.

John Gilmary Shea.
|
Edited by

|
Geo.

M. Fairchild, Jr.,
|
Vice President Can-

adian Club, and Member Antiquarian

Society
|

of Montreal. [ Privately

Printed.
|

New York, 1887.

Yerso of title: Printed by |
L6on Bossue dit

Lyonnais,
|
Editor and Proprietor The Maple

Leaf,
I

357 E. 78th St., New York City. | June,

1887.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

note and printers 1 1. introduction by G-eo. M.
Fairchild jr. p. 3, letter from Abbe Sasseville to

Surgeon-Major Neilson p. 4, text pp. 5-15, letter

from Dr. Shea p. 16, 8°. 100 copies printed.

For a description of the manuscripts men-

tioned in this work see Allouez (C); also Silvy

(A.)

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

There is also a notice with brief description

of these two manuscripts in the U. S. Ca,tholic

Magazine, vol. 1, p. 53i, New York, 1887, 8°.

(Eames, Pilling.)

Satsika

:

Gentes See Legal (E.)

Lord's prayer Trumbull (J. H.)

Personal names Bill.

Prayers Petitot (E. F. S. J.)

Ten commandments Petitot (E. F. S.J.)
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Satsika— Continued.
Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Vocabulary UJrici (E.)

See also Blackfoot.

Sauk. See Sac and Fox.

Saulteux. See Chippewa.

Savage (James) . A list of the ancient In-

dian names of onr modern towns, &c.
In Winthrop (J.), History of New England,

vol. 2, appendix, pp. 392-395, Boston, 1825-26, 8°.

Reprinted in the later edition of the same work,

vol. 2, appendix, pp. 476-480. Boston, 1853, 8°.

Savanna:

General discussion See Donck (A. van der).

Lord's prayer Bodoni (J. B.)

Lord's prayer Chamberlayne(J,)and

"Wilkins (D.)

Lord's prayer Fritz (J. F.) and
Schultze (B.)

Lord's prayer Fry (E.)

Lord's prayer Hervas (L.)

Lord's prayer Le Jau (— ).

Lord's prayer Marietti (P.)

Lord's prayer Richard (L.)

Words Fritz (J. F.) and
Schultze.(B.)

"Words Tankiewitch (F.)

See also Shawnee.

Say (Thomas). Vocabulary of the Kil-

listeno, or Cree.

In Keating ("W. H.), Narrative of an expedi-

tion, vol. 2, pp. 450-459, Philadelphia, 1824, 8°.

Reprinted in the English edition of the same
work, vol. 2, pp. 147-156, London, 1825, 8°.

Thomas Say, naturalist, was born in Philadel-

phia, Pa., 27 July, 1787, and died in New Har-

mony, Ind., 10 Oct., 1834.

Sayce (Archibald Henry). The
|
princi-

ples of comparative
|
philology.

|
By

|

A. H. Sayce,
|
fellow and tutor of

Queen's college, Oxford.
|

London :
|
Triibner & co., 57 & 59

Ludgate hill.
| 1874.

1
(All rights re-

served.)

Half-title verso printers 1 1. title verso blank

1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-

xiv, contents verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-368,

index pp. 369-381, 12°.

Delaware terms, pp. 139-140.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Earaes.

The
I

principles of comparative
|

philology.
I
By

|
A. H. Sayce,

|
fellow

and tutor of Queen's college, Oxford
; |

[&c. four more lines.]
|
Second Edi-

tion, Revised and Enlarged.
|

London :
|
Triibner & co., Ludgate

hill.
I

1875.
I

(All rights reserved.)

Title verso printers 1 1. dedication verso blank

1 1. preface to second edition pp. v-xiv, preface

to first edition pp. xv-xxii, contents verso

Sayce (A. H.) — Continueri.

blank 1 1. analysis of the chapters pp. xxv-
xxxii, text pp. 1-385, appendix half-title verso

blank 1 1. and pp. 389-401, index half-title verso

blank 1 1. and pp. 405-416, 8°.

Delaware terms, p. 146.

Copies seen: Congress.

A.-H. Sayce
|
professeur a I'uni-

versit6 d'Oxford
|
Principes

|
de

|

phi-

lologie comparee
j
Traduits en fran^ais

pour la premiere fois
|

par
|
Ernest

Jovy
j

Professeur au College de Loudun

1 Et pr^c^d^s d'un avant-propos
|

par

I
Michel Br^al

|
Membre de I'lnstitut.

I
[Design.]

|

Paris
I

librairie Ch. Delagrave
| 15,

rue Soufflot, 15
|
1884

Printed cover as above (omitting the date),

half-title verso printers 1 1. title as above verso

blank 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. avant-

propos pp. vii-xii, ijr6face de I'auteur a I'^di-

tion fran9aise (dated l*^"" juin 1883) pp. xiii-xxii,

preface de la seconde Edition pp. 1-8, preface

de la premiere 6dition pp. 9-14, text pp. 15-295,

index pp. 297-310, table verso blank 1 1. 12°.

Delaware terms, p. 113.

Copies seen: Eames.

j

The
I

principles of comparative
(

philology.
I
By

I

A. H. Sayce,
|
fellow

[etc. five lines.]
j
Third Edition, Re-

vised and Enlarged.
|

London:
|
Triibner & co., Ludgate

. hill.
I

1885.
I

(All rights reserved.)

Half-title verso printers 1 1. title verso blank

1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. preface to the

third edition pp. vii-xix, preface to the second

edition pp. xxi-xxx, preface to the first edition

pp. xxxi-xxxviii, contents verso blank 1 1.

analysis of the chapters pp. xli-xlviii, text pp.

1-385, appendix pp. 387-408, index pp. 409-422,

12°.

Delaware terms, p. 146.

Copies seen: Eames.

Scherer (Johann Benedict). Recherches

I

historiques
|
et gdographiques

|
sur

I

le nouveau-monde. |
Par Jean-Benolt

Scherer, Pensionnaire du Roi,
|
Em-

ploy6 aux affaires ^trangeres ; Membre
de plusieurs

|
Academies & Soci^t^s

litt^raires; ci-devant Juriscon-
|
suite

du College Imperial de Justice a Saint-

P^tersbourg,
|

pour les affaires de la

Livouie, d'Esthonie & de Finlande.
|

[Design.]
[

A Paris,
|
Chez Brunet, Libraire, rue

des ficrivains.
i

M.DCC.LXXVII [1777].

Half-title verso quotation 1 1. title verso

blank 1 1. dedication 1 1. preface pp. vii-xii, ap-

probation and privilege 2 11. text pp. 1-350, ta-

ble pp. 351-352, map and eight plates, 8°.
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Scherer (J. B.)— Continued.

Essai sur les rapports des mots entre les Lan-

gues du Nouveau-Monde & celles de I'Ancien,

par [Court de Gebelin (A. de)] I'Auteur du

Monde Priruitif (pp. 302-345), contains words

of the following: Langues du Canada (from La

Hontan), pp. 313-319; Langue des Abenaquis.

pp. 327-328 ; Langue des Virginiens [i. e. Mas-

sachusetts, from Eliot's grammar, andE-eland],

pp. 328-331 ; Langue de Pensylvanie (from Jour-

nal des Savans, 1710, p. 49, etc.), p. 331.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Con-

gress, Eames.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2087, 20 fr.

Quaritch bought a copy at the Kamirez sale,

no. 772, for 3«. Qd.

Schermerhorn (John F.) Report re-

specting the Indians, inhabiting the

western parts of the United States.

Communicated by Mr. John F. Scher-

merhorn to the Secretary of the Society

for propagating the Gospel among the

Indians and Others in North America.

In Massachusetts Hist. Soc. Coll. second

series, vol.2, pp. 1-45, Boston, 1814, 8°.

Comments on the language of the Shaw-

noes, Putawatamies, Delawarcs, Miamies,

Kickapoos, Sauks or Sacs, Menomene or Fols-

avoise, Algonquin or Chippeway, and various

tribes west of the Mississippi.

This volume of the Collections was reprinted

at Boston in 1846. (*)

Schmick (Johannes Jac.) Miscellanea

linguae nationis Indicse Mahikan dictse,

curea suscept^ h Job. Jac. Schmick. (*)

Manuscript, 2 vols. sm. 8°, formerly in the

library of the American Philosophical Society,

Philadelphia, Pa, , from the catalogue of which,

p. 1005, I have taken the above title.

Dr. Brinton, in The Lendpe and their legends,

p. 22, foot-note, says: "Schmick was a Mora-

vian missionary, born in 1714, died 1778. He
acquired the Mohegan dialect among the con-

certs at Gnadenhiitten. His work is without

date, but may be placed at about 1765. It is

grammatical rather than lexicographical, and

offers numerous verbal forms and familiar

phrases.

During a visit to the library of the Ameri-

can Philosophical Society in March, 1889, I was

unable to find this manuscript. It has probably

been returned to the Moravian authorities at

Bethlehem, from whom it was borrowed.

Schomburgk {Sir Robert H.) Contri-

butions to the Philological Ethnogra-

phy of South America. By Sir R. H.

Schomburgk.
In Philological Soc. [of London] Proc. vol.

3, pp. 228-237, London, 1848, 8°.

Affinity of words in the Guinau with other

languages and dialects in America, pp. 236-237,

contains, among others, examples in Delaware,

Schomburgk (R. H.)— Continued.

Chippeway, Massachusetts, Nanticokes, Sau-

kis, Algonkins, Ottawas, Old Algonkins, Illin-

ois, and Kottoways.

A vocabulary of the Maiangkong

language [South America]..

In Philological Soc. (of London] Proc. vol.

4, pp. 217-222, London, 1850, 8°.

Contains the word for sun in Shawano, Kik-

kapoo, Minsi, New Sweden, Algonkin, Mohi-

can, Chippeway, and Mississaugi.

Schoolcraft (Henry Rowe). Travels
|

in the
|
central i)ortions

|
of the

|
Mis-

sissippi valley :
|
comprising observa-

tions on its
I

mineral geography, inter-

nal resources,
|
and aboriginal popula-

tion.
I

(Performed under the Sanction

of Government, in the Year 1821.) |
By

Henry R. Schoolcraft, U, S. I. A.
|
hou.

memb. [&.c. six lines. ] |

New-York:
|

published by Collins

and Hannay,
|
230 Pearl-street.

|
J. &.

J. Harper, Printers.
|
1825.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

dedication to Gov. Cass pp. iii-iv, contents pp.

1-4, introduction pp. 5-13, folded map, text pp.

15-434, appendix pp. 435-459, three plates, 8°.

Algonquin dialects, with synonyms, giving

the Anglicised Indian, French, and Chippewa
names, foot-note, p. 299.—Pronominal affixe.s in

Chippewa, foot-note, p. 340,—Songs in Chippewa
with English translations, pp. 427-432. — Ad-

dress in Chippewa (with translation by Mrs.

Jane Schoolcraft), pp. 433-434.—Also Chippewa
words explained in the notes on pp. 48, 60, 183,

303.

Wolcott (A.), History and language of the

Pottowattomies, pp. 380-386, note.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Boston Pub-

lic, British Museum, Congress, Eames, Har-

vard, Massachusetts Historical Society.

Leclerc, 1867, no. 1388, sold a copy for 5 fr. The
Field copy, no. 2084, sold for $3.25 ; the Brinley

copy, no. 4517, $2; the Pinart copy, no. 835,12

fr.; the Murphy copy, no. 2227, $4, Priced by
Quaritch, no. 12410, 11. 5s.; no. 30115, 11. 5».

Reviewed by Cass (L ) in North American
Review, vol. 26, pp. 357-403, Boston, 1828, 8°.

[Review of ] La D^couverte des

Sources du Mississippi, [etc.] par J. C.

Beltrami.

In North American Eeview, vol. 27, pp. 89-

114, Boston, 1828, 8°.

An outline or sketch of the Chippewa lan-

guage, pp. 106-114, containing examples of de-

clension and conjugation, and (pp. 109-110) the

first three verses of Genesis translated into

Chippewa.

— Discourse delivered before the His-

torical Society of Michigan. By Henry

R, Schoolcraft.
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Schoolcraft (H. R.) — Continued.

lu Historical and scientific sketcliesof Micli-

igan, pp. 51-109, Detroit, 1834, 8°. (Boston A-tbi-

enaeum.)

List of names of Chippewa warriors, with

English significations, p. 99.

•^— Narrative
|
of an

|
expedition

|

through the upper Mississippi
|
to

Itasca laKe,
|
the actual source of this

river;
|
embracing

|
an exploratory trip

through the St. Croix |
and Burntwood

(or Broule) rivers;
|
in 1832.

|
Under the

direction of
|
Henry R. Schoolcraft.

|

New-York :
|
published by Harper &

brothers,
|
no. 82 Cliff-street.

|
1834.

Folded map, title verso copyright and printer

("Goo. L. Whitney, Printer, Detroit") 1 1. dedi-

cation verso blank 1 1. preface pp. iii-vi, narra-

tive of an expedition to Itasca lake pp. 7-118,

half-title verso blank 1 1. folded map, introduc-

tory memoranda pp. 121-122, exploration of the

St. Croix and Burntwood rivers pp. 123-149,

appendix pp. 151-307, errata p. [3081, three other

maps, 8°.

Remarks on the derivation of the Chippewa
word "Monedo," with examples of the verb

to take, p. 69.—Appendix II. Indian language,

pp. 167-210, is preceded by the following note

:

"The following observations are part of a

coarse of lectures on the grammatical struct-

ure of the Indian languages, delivered before

the St. Mary's Committee of the Algic Society.

—H. K. S." 1. Lectures (I and II) on the

Chippewa substantive, pp. 169-202.—2. A vo-

cabulary of words and phrases in the Chippe-

wa language (letters A and B, English and
Chippewa, about 650 words), pp. 203-210, end-

ing with the words: "Circumstances prevent

the insertion of the remainder of this vocabu-

lary."

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Eames, Harvard, Trum-
bull.

Sold by Leclerc, 1867, no. 1389, for 8 fr. The
Field copy, no. 2078, brought $2; the Brinley

copy, no. 4516, $2 ; tliePinart copy, no. 829, 12 fr.;

the Murphy copy, no. 2227, $4. Priced by Qua-

ritch, no. 12411, 16s., and under no. 30016, U. 5s.

Partly reprinted in the same author's "Sum-
mary narrative," for title of which see p. 453.

Lectures in and iv of tbis series are printed

in the same author's Oneota, or Red race in

America, New York, 1844 ; also New York, 1845;

Red race of America, New York, 1847; also

1848 ..Indian in his wigwam. New York, 1848
;

American Indians, Buffalo, 1851; also Roches,

ter, 1851; ^Yestern scenes, Auburn, 1853; for

titles of which see pp. 446-449.

Mythology, Superstitions and Lan-
guages of the North American Indians.

By Henry R. Schoolcraft, Esq., Michi-

limaciknac, Michigan.

Schoolcraft (H. R.) — Continued.
In New York Theological Review, vol. 2, pp.

96-121, New York, 1835, 8°. (Eames.

)

Contains criticisms on Jones (P.), Translation

of the gospel of John into the Chippewa lan-

guage, with an analysis of the first verse of
Genesis in Chippewa, p. 112.

The partial reprint of this article in the same
author's "Oneota," part 8, pp. 449-460, does not

contain the linguistic portion.

[Review of] 1. Archaeologia Ameri-

cana: Transactions and Collections of

the American Antiquarian Society.

Vol. 2. [Etc.] 2. Inquiries respecting

the History, Traditions, Languages,
Manners, Customs, Religion, &c., of

the Indians living within the United
States. [Etc.]

In North American Review, vol. 45, pp. 34-

59, Boston, 1837, 8°.

Taken up almost entirely with a criticism of

Mr. Gallatin's remarks on the Algonkin lan-

guage, with vocabularies and grammatic mate-

rial. The second woik, to which but slight ref-

erence is made, the reviewerthinkswas written

by Cass (L.) and issued as a means of collecting

information.

Algic researches,
|
comprising

|
in-

quiries respecting the mental
|
character-

istics
I

of the
I

North American Indians.

I

First series.
|
Indian tales and legends.

I

In two volumes.
|
Vol. I [-II].

j
By

Henry Rowe Schoolcraft.
|
Author of

[&c. three lines.]
|

New-York:
|
Harper & brothers, 82

Cliff-street.
|
1839.

2 vols.: title verso copyright 1 1. dedication

pp. v-vi, contents verso blank 1 1. general con-

siderations pp. 9-28, text pp. 29-248 ; title verso

copyright 1 1. contents verso blank 1 1. text pp.
9-244, 12".

Chippewa songs with translations, vol. 1, pp.

"

168, 169, 197 ; vol. 2, pp. 35, 37, 115, 209.

" The term Algic was invented by Mr.
Schoolcraft to indicate the Algonquin race. He
composed it from the first and final syllables of

Alleghany and Atlantic.''—Field.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Eames, Harvard, Wisconsin Historical

Society.

At the Field sale, no. 2069, a copy brought

$4.50 ; at the Squier sale, no. 1212, $4.75 ; at the

Brinley sale, no. 5442, $5.50. Priced by Leclerc,.

1878, no. 1104, 40 fr.

Reprinted with some additions as follows

:

The myth | of
|
Hiawatha,

|
and

|

other oral legends,
|
mythologic and al-

legoric,
I

of the
I

North American In-

dians.
I

By
I
Henry R. Schoolcraft, LL-

D.
I
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Schoolcraft (H. R.) — Continued.

PhiiadelpMa :
|

J. B. Lippincott &
CO.

I
London :

|
Triibner & co.

| 1856.

Half-title (The Hiawatha legends) verso

blank 1 1. title verso copyriglit 1 1. dedication

verso blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-xi, contents pp,
xiii-xiv, introduction pp. xv-xxiv, text pp. 13-

301, balf-title (Wild notes of the Pibbigwun)

verso blank 1 1. contents verso blank 1 1. notes

(in verse) pp. 307-343, 12°.

Songs of the Chippewas, pp. 40, 41, 114, 140,

276—Algonquian terras passim.

Copies seen: Boston Athenfeum, Congress,

Eames, Harvard, Trumbull, Wisconsin Histor-

ical Society.

The Field copy, no. 2076, sold for $3.25 ;
priced

by Clarke & co. 1886, no. 6607, $1.25.

The Ante-Columbian history of

America.
In American Biblical Repository, second

series, vol. 1, pp. 430-449, New York, 1839, 8°.

(Congress, Eames.)

A review of Antiquitatea Americanse, etc.

and contains remarks on the Indian language

of New England.

Cyclopedia Indianensis :
|
or a

|
Gen-

eral Description
|
ofthe

[
Indian Tribes

of North and South America.
|
Com-

prising
I

their origin, history, biog-

raphy, manners and customs, language

and religion;
|
their numbers and

divisions into tribes, their ethnograph-

ical affinities,
|
territorial possessions

and geographical and proper names;

their an-
[
tiquities and monumental

remains, their mythology, hierogly-
|

phics and picture-writing, their alle-

gories, oral tales and
|
traditions ; their

civil polity, arts, employments and
|

amusements, and other traits of their

character |
and condition, past and

present ; together
|
with a comprehen-

sive lexicon of In-
|
dian words and

phrases.
|
The whole alphabetically

arranged.
|
By] Henry R. Schoolcraft,

|

assisted
|
by a number of literary and

scientific gentlemen in America and
Europe. |

In 8 Nos., to make 2 Vols.

Royal 8vo., 700 pages each.
|
With por-

traits of distinguished Chiefs, En-

gravings of Ancient Ruins, Hiero-
|

glyphics, etc.,
|
At $1.50 per No., |6 per

volume.
I

New-York : |
Published by Piatt &

Peters,
|
at the office of the American

Biblical Repository and the American
Eclectic,

I

36 Park Row, opposite the

City Hall.
|

1842.
| University Press,

John F. Trow, Printer.

Schoolcraft (H. R.)— Continued.
1 p. 1. 16 pp. royal 8°. Prospectus of a work

to be issued, as stated therein, in 8 numbers, to

make 2 vols, royal octavo, 700 pages each. The
work has not been published.

Copies seen : Astor, Powell.

The Field copy, no. 2072, sold for $1.25.

Price Twenty-five Cents.
|
Oneota,

|

or
I

the red race of America:
|
their

history, traditions, customs,
|

poetry,

picture-writing, &c.
|
In extracts from

I
notes, journals, and other unpub-

lished writings.
|
By Henry R. School-

craft,
I

author of *' Travels to the

sources of the Mississippi;" "Algic
researches;"

I

''Expedition to Itasca

lake," etc.
|

[No. I-YIII.]

New York:
|
published by Wiley &

Putnam,
|
No. 161 Broadway. [1844-

1845.]

8 parts: No. I, cover title and imprint as

above, half-title and contents verso blank 1 1.

to the reader (dated July, 1844) etc. 1 1. text pp.

5-64, contents on back cover ; No. II, cover title,

text pp. 65-128, contents on back cover ; No.
Ill, cover title, text pp. 129-192, contents on
back cover; No. IV, cover title, text pp. 193-

256, contents on back cover ; No. V, cover title

verso notices of the press, text pp. 257-320,

notices verso contents on back cover; No. VI,

cover title verso notices, text pp. 321-384,

notices verso contents on back cover ; No. VII,

cover title verso notices, text pp. 385-448,

notices verso contents onback cover ; No. VIII,

cover title verso notices, text pp. 449-512,

notices verso contents on back cover,. 8°.

Nos. I and II are not dated ; nos. Ill and IV
are dated 1844; nos.V-VIII are dated 1845. No.

II has the imprint " NewYork :
|
published by

Burgess, Stringer & co., |
No. 222 Broadway,

corner of Ann street
i
American museum

buildings." No. Ill has the imprint "New
York:

]
published by Burgess, Stringer & co.

|

222 Broadway, Corner of Ann street. I
1844."

Nos. IV-VIII have imprints "New York:
|

published by Burgess & Stringer. | No. 222

Broadway. I 1844 [-1845]." The first two parts

are not numbered on the cover titles ; the

others are lettered "No. Ill " to "No. VIII."

For linguistic contents see under next title.

Copies seen: Bancroft, Boston Athenaeum,

Eames, Massachusetts Historical Society.

Keissued in one volume as follows :

Oneota, | or |
characteristics

|
of the

I
red race of America.

|
From original

notes and manuscripts.
|
By Henry R.

Schoolcraft, |
Memb. Royal Geograph-

ical Society of London, [&c. twelve

lines.]
I

New York & London: |
Wiley &

Putnam.
|
1845.
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Schoolcraft (H. R.)— Continued.
Title verso copyright and printers 1 1. index

pp. iii-iv, preface (dated June 1st, 1845) pp. v-

vi, half-title and contents of part first verso

blank 1 1. to the reader etc. 1 1. text of part first

pp. 5-64, part second pp. 65-128, part third pp.

129-192, part fourth pp. 193-256, part fifth pp.

257-320, part sixth pp. 321-384, part seventh pp.

385-448, part eighth pp. 449-512, 8°.

Shingebiss, from the Odjibwa-Algonquin

(song inOdjibwa, with translation), pp. 11-12.—

Odjibwa song, pp. 15-16. — Geographical ter-

minology of the U. States, derived from the

Indian language (an extract from "Cyclopaedia

Indiaensis," a ms. work), pp. 36-40.—Indian

music, songs, and poetry (pp. 41-49) containing

specimens of metre and rhyme in Chippewa
songs, p. 46, and the twenty-third psalm, in

Massachusetts Indian, from Eliot's bible, pp.

46-47.—Chant to the fire-fly, in Chippewa-Al-

gonquin, with translation, p. 61.—Lectures on

the grammatical structure of the Indian lan-

guage ("being lecture iii, delivered before the

St. Mary's committee of the Algic Society; the

Algonquin is selected as the topic of inquiry

;

the examples are taken from the Chippewa"),

pp. 93-104.—Schoolcraft's American cyclopae-

dia, or ethnological gazetteer of the Indian

tribes of the American continent (comprising

the letterA only), pp. 119-125, 154-172, 286-294.—

Examples of the active and passive voice of the

verb to love, in the Odjibwa language, p. 127.

—

Names of the seasons and cardinal points in

Odjibwa, p. 128.— Nursery and cradle songs of

the forest in Chippewa, with translations, pp.
212-220.—Grammatical structure of the Indian

languages, Lecture iv, pp. 221-232. — Corn
planting and its incidents (song in Odjibwa,

with translation), pp. 254-256. — Traditionary

war songs of the Odjibwa Algonquins (Chip-

pewa and English), pp. 346-351.—The loon upon
the lake (English and Chippewa), p. 405.

Schoolcraft (Ifrs. J. ) , A psalm . . . in the

Odjibwa Algonquin, pp. 126-127.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Public, British

Museum, Congress, Eames, Harvard, Wiscon-

sin Historical Society.

Reviewed in the American Review, a Whig
Journal, etc. vol. 1, pp. 90-94, New York, 1845,

8°, in which are given love-songs in the Chip-

pewa language.

. At the Field sale, no. 2080, a copy brought $2

;

at the Pinart sale, 14 fr.; at the Murphy sale,

$3.25.

Later editions, diflferently titled, as follows :

The
I
red race of America.

|
By

|

Henry R. Schoolcraft.
|

[Large wood-

cut, including the second, third, and
fourth lines of the title. ] |

New York :
i

Wm. H. Graham, Tribune

buildings,
|
161 Nassau street.

|
1847.

Cover title : The Indian
| in his wigwam, | or

characteristics of the
|
red race of America.

|

By
I
Henry R. Schoolcraft.

|
[Large woodcut,

Schoolcraft (H. R.) — Continued.
including the fourth, fifth, and sixth lines of

the title.]
|

New-York :
|
W. H. Graham, Tribune build-

ings.
I
1847.

Printed cover as above, woodcut of two In-

dians recto blank 1 1. woodcut of an Indian
girl saving a captive's life verso blank 1 1. title

as above verso printer 1 1. text pp. 5-416, 8°.

Shingebiss, from the Odjibwa-Algonquin
(song in Odjibwa, with translation), pp. 85-86.—

Corn-planting and its incidents (song in Odjib-

wa, with translation), pp. 181-183. — Indian

music, songs, and poetry (pp. 221-229), contain-

ing specimens of* metre and rhyme in Chip-

pewa songs, p. 226, and the twenty-third psalm
in Massachusetts Indian, from Eliot's bible, pp.

226-227.—Chant to the fire-fly, in Chippewa-
Algonquin, with translation, p. 230.—School-

craft's American cyclopaedia, or ethnological

gazetteer, etc. (letter A), pp. 231-265.—Lectures

f3 and 4] on the grammatical structure of the

Indian language, pp. 266-288. ("The family of

languages selected as the topic of inquiry is the

Algonquin; all the examples are drawn . . .

from the Chippewa.")—Geographical terminol-

ogy of the U. States, derived from the Indian

language (extracts from "Cyclopaedia India-

ensis," a manuscript work in preparation), pp.
304-308.—Names of the seasons in Odjibwa, p.

308.—Names of the cardinal points in Odjibwa,

p. 308.—Nursery and cradle songs of the forest,

in Chippewa, with translations, pp. 390-398.

—

The loon upon the lake (English and Chippe-

wa), p. 404.—Odjibwa song, pp. 405-406.—Exam-
ples of the active and passive voice of the

verb to love, in the Odjibwa language, p. 409.

—

Traditionary war songs of the Odjibwa-Algon-

quins (Chippewa and English), pp. 410-415,

Schoolcraft (Mrs. J.), A psalm, or suppli-

cation for mercy ... in the Odjibwa-Algon-

quin tongue, pp. 408-409.

This work is entirely made up from the stere-

otype plates of the same author's Oneota. No
part of the text was reset. By cutting some
of the plates and fitting them together, the sev-

eral articles of each series were made contin-

uous. The selection and arrangement, however,

were very carelessly done. Some articles were

cut off in the middle of a sentence, or divided

and inserted in diff'erent places. In one of the

linguistic articles (ijp. 266-288), one entire page

belonging before 288 was omitted, and two
other pages (286 and 287) were transposed.

None of these errors and omissions are corrected

in the later editions of ].848, 1851, and 1853, de-

scribed below.

The following list of pages in this edition

gives the correspondmg pages of Oneota in

parentheses: 5-9 (22-26 upper part), 10-16 (66-

72 upper part), 17-22 (148-153 upper part), 23-29

(267-273), 30-40 (364-374 upper part), 41-50 (109-

118 upper part), 51-56 (173-178 upper part), 57-

63 (200-206), 64-70 (lower part of 129-135 upper
part), 71-77 (lower part of 193-199 upper part),

78 (191 upper part), 79-86 (5-12), 87-94 (50-57),
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Schoolcraft tH. R.)— Continued.
95-103 (73-81), 104-105 (lower part of 105-106),

106-117 (136-147), 118-121 upper part (187-190

upper part), lower part of 121-126 (lower part of

248-253), 127 upper part (84 upper part), lower

part of 127-133 (lower part of 260-266), 134-145

(306-317), 146-157 (352-363), 158-167 (375-384), 168

upper part (403 lower part), 168 lower part (404

upper part), 169-174 (430-435), 175-178 (483-486),

179-180 (82-83), 181-183 (254-256), 184-187 (426-

429), 188-195 (85-92), 196-200 (207-211), 201-203

upper part (318-320 upper part), lower part of

203-206 upper part (lower part of 342-345

upper part), lower part of 206-217 (lower part

of 449-460,218-220 (62-64), 221-229 (41-49), 230

(61), 231-237 (119-125 upper part), 238-256 upper

part (154-172 upper part), lower part of 256-264

(lower part of 286-294 upper part), 265 (448),

266-277 (93-104), 278-288 (221-228, 230,229,

232, omitting 231), 289-290 (107-108), 291-293

Tipper part (17-19 upper part), lower part of

293-301 (lower part of 27-35, omitting the upper

part of the last), 302-303 (13-14), 304-308 upper

part (36-40 upper part), 308 lower part (128

upper part), 309-327 (lower part of 385-403

upper part), 328-330 (406-408), 331-338 upper part

(179-186 upper part) , lower part of 338-349 upper

part (lower part of 274-285 upper part), lower

part of 349-365 (lower part of 409-425), 366-389

(487-510), 390-398 (212-220), 399-401 (58-60), 402-

403 (20-21), 404 upper part (405 upper part), 404

lower part (345 middle part), 405-400 (15-16),

407 (192), 408-409 (126-127), 410-415 (346-351 upper

part), 416 (320 middle part).

The following pages of One6ta are omitted

in this edition : 3-4, 65, 231, 233-248 upper part,

257-260 upper part, 295-305, 321-341, 436-447, 461-

482, 511-512. Also portions of the following

pages, which have been cut off: 19, 26, 27, 35, 40,

72, 84, 105, 118, 125, 128, 129, 135, 153, 172, 178, 186,

190, 191, 193, 199, 274, 285, 286, 294, 320, 342, 845,

351, 374, 385, 404, 405, 409, 449.

Copies seen : Congress, Eames.

Another edition as follows

:

The
I

red race of America.
|
By

|

Henry R. Schoolcraft.
|

[Large wood-

cut, including tbe second, third, and
fourth lines of the title.]

|

New York:
]

Wm. H. Graham, Tribune

buildings, | 161 Nassau street.
|
1848.

Cover title : Price fifty cents.
|
The Indian

|

in his wigwam, | or characteristics of the
|
red

race of America.
|
By

|
Henry E.. Schoolcraft.

|

[Large woodcut, including the fifth, sixth, and

seventh lines of the title. J |

New-York : ] W. H. Graham, Tribune build-

ings.
I
1848.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 5-416, S°.

Linguistics as in the edition of 1847, de-

scribed next above.

Copies seen: Eames.

Issued also with the following title

:

Schoolcraft (H. R.) — Continued.

The Indian in his wigwam,
| or

|

characteristics
|
of the | red race of

America.
|
From original notes and

manuscripts.
|
By Henry R. School-

craft,
I
Memb. [&c. twelve lines.]

|

New York : |
Dewitt & Davenport,

| ,

Tribune buildings.
| 1848.

Frontispiece title : The | red race of Amer-
ica.

I
By

I

Henry R. Schoolcraft.
|
[Large wood-

cut, including the second, third, and fourth

linesof the title.]

Two plates (each of a single Indian stand-

ing) , frontispiece title (no imprint) recto blank

1 1. title as above verso blank 1 1. text pp.

5-416, 8°.

Linguistics as in the edition of 1847 (The red

race of America), described above.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Eames, Harvard.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2089, 40 fr.

According to]the Field sale catalogue, no. 2074,

and Sabin's Dictionary, no. 77852, this work was
issued also with the imprint : Buffalo, Derby &
Hewson, 1848.

At the Field sale, no. 2074, a copy brought $2.

Priced by Clarke & co. 1886, no. 6606, $2.50.

Reissued with a new title and an appendix,

as follows :

The
I
American Indians,

|
their his-

tory,
I

condition and prospects,
|
from

I

original notes and manuscripts.
|
By

Henry R. Schoolcraft.
|
Together with

an appendix, containing thrilling
|

narratives, daring exploits, etc. etc.
|

New revised edition.
|

Buffalo :
|
George H. Derby and co.

|

1851.

Portrait 11. title verso copyright and printers

1 1. text pp. 5-416, appendix pp. 417-495, three

other plates, 8°.

The copyright notice is dated 1851, in the

name of Geo. H. Derby & co. On the lower

part of the same page are the words :
" Jewett,

Thomas & co., printers, Buffalo." The four

plates are as follows: portrait of King Hen-

drick, facing the title ; Indian Maiden, facing

p. 96; portrait of Po-ca-hon-tas, facing p. 224;

Women of the Mandan Tribe, facing p. 352.

Pages 5-416 are printed from the stereotype

plates of "The red race of America," 1847 and

1848, which see for a description of the linguis-

tic contents. The appendix added to this edi-

tion contains only narratives of several captiv-

ities among the Indians.

Copies seen : Eames.

According to Sabin's Dictionary, no. 77837,

there was an issue with the imprint. Auburn,

1850.

Also issued with the following title :

The
I

American Indians. 1
Their his-

tory,
I

condition and prospects,
|
from
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I

original notes and manuscripts.
|
By

Henry R. Schoolcraft.
|
Together with

an appendix, containing thrilling
|

narratives, daring exploits, etc. etc.
|

New revised edition.
[

Rochester:
|
Wanzer, Foot and co.

|

1851.

Portrait 1 1. title verso copyright and printers

1 l.text pp. 5-416, appendix pp. 417-495, three

other plates, 8°.

On the verso of the title is the copyright

notice, 1851, in the name of Geo. H. Derby &
CO., aud below it the words, " Jewett, Thomas
& CO., printers, Buffalo." The four plates are

the same as in the edition with the Buffalo im-

print of 1851, and they are in the same posi-

tions.

For a list of the linguistic contents, see

under " The red race of America, " 1847, p. 447.

Copies seen: Bancroft, Congress, Eames,

Wisconsin Historical Society.

At the Fischer sale, no. 1582, a copy brought
2*.

Issued also with the following title

:

[ ] Western scenes 1 and
|
reminis-

cences:
I

together with
|
thrilling leg-

ends and traditions | of the
|
red men

of the forest.
|
To which is added

|
sev-

eral narratives of adventures among
the Indians.

|

Auhurn : Derby & Miller.
|
Buffalo :

Derby, Orton & Mulligan.
| 1853.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright (dated

1851, in the name of Geo. H. Derby & co.) 1 1.

contents pp. iii-v, text pp. 5-416, appendix pp.
417-495, four other plates, 8°.

The plates are as follows : Torturing a cap-

tive, facing the title ; the lodge of an Indian

chief, facing p. 64; the Indian maiden, facing

p. 95 ; Saukie and Fox Indians, facing p. 366

;

Women of the Mandan Tribe, facing p. 399.

Linguistics as in "The red race of America,"

1847, titled on p. 447.

Copies seen : Eames.

[ ] Comments, Philological and His-

torical, on the Aboriginal Names and
Geographical Terminology, of the State

of New York. Part First : Valley of the

Hudson. In a Report from the Com-

mittee on Indian names, &c. [Signed

:

Henry R. Schoolcraft, Chairman.]
In New Tork Hist. Soc. Proc. for 1844, pp. 77-

115, New York, 1845, 8°. (Congress, Lenox,

Powell.)

Algonqaian and Iroquoian names of geo-

graphic features passim.

Issued separately as follows

:

Report
I
of

|
the aboriginal names

|

and
I
geographical terminology

j
of the
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I
state of New York.

|
Part I.—Valley

of the Hudson.
|
Made to the New York-

historical society—by the committee

appointed to
|

prepare a map, etc., and-

read at the stated meeting of the
|
so-

ciety, February, 1844.
|
By Henry R,

Schoolcraft.
|
Published from the so-

ciety's proceedings for 1844.
|

New York :
|

printed for the society.

I
1845.

Cover title: Mr. Schoolcraft's report
|
on

|

the aboriginal names
|
and

|

geographical

terminology
| of the

|
state of New York.

|

Part I.—Valley of the Hudson.

Printed cover with half-title as above, title

as above verso printer 1 1. circular verso blank
1 1. text pp. 5-43, 8°,

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Eames,
Massachusetts Historical Society, Powell.

The Field copy, no. 2083, brought $1.25.

Some copies have the original imprint : New
York: printed for the author. 1845. (*) In

most copies the word "author" was erased

and the word "society" stamped in its place.

Indian names of the islands and bay
of New York.

In Denton (D.), A brief description of New
York, notes, pp. 23-27, New York, 1845, 8°.

A few names with meanings in Manatan or

Manhattanese.

Anglo-Indian words. — No. I. By
Henry R. Schoolcraft.

In The AUeghanian, vol. 1, p. 27, New York,

1845, 4°. (Lenox.)

An article on words derived from Indian lan-

guages. Continued under the following title

:

A Glossary of Anglo-Indian words

and phrases.—No. II [-IV]. By Henry
R. Schoolcraft.

In The AUeghanian, vol. 1, pp. 44-45, 60-61, 74-

75, New York, 1845, 4°. (Lenox.

)

The Alleghanic Hand-Book. (A

Gazetteer of the Nomenclature, and
Remembrancer of the Red Race of

North America: comprising notices of

their History, Philology, Biography,

Geography, Mythology, Ethnography,

aud Antiquities.) By Henry R. School-

craft. No. I.

In The AUeghanian, vol. 1, p. 93, New York,

1845,4°. (Lenox.)

Indo-American Languages. Com-
parative vocabulary of the Indian lan-

guages of the United States.

[Washington, D. C. about 1849.]

Pp. 1-21, 4°. Consists of lists of words and

phrases in English, with blanks for the cor-

responding Indian.
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A preliminary note, pp. 3-7, embraces '
' terms

whicli exhibit the elementary and some of the

less concrete words in the Chippewa family of

the Algonquin." They consist of "Parts of

the human frame," "Terms of consanguinity,

"

and "Verbs in their simplest oral state,"

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology.

[ ] A
I

bibliographical catalogae |

of
I

books, translations of the script-

ures,
I
and other publications in the

|

Indian tongues
|
of the

|

United States,

I
with

I
brief critical notices.

|

Washington :
|
C. Alexander, prin-

ter. 1 1849.

Half-title (Literature of the Indian lan-

guages) reverse prefatory note (signed H. R.

S.) 1 1. title as above reverse synopsis 1 1. text

pp. 5-28, 8°.

A list of 139 books and translations into va-

rious North American languages, those of the

Algonquian being as follows: Chippewa, or

Odjibwa, nos. 17-44, pp. 9-14; Ottawa, nos, 44-55,

pp. 14-15; Pottawattoraie, nos. 56-62, pp. 15-16;

Mohegan, no. 63, p. 16; Montagnais, no. 64, p. 16;

Delaware, nos. 65-67, p. 17; Shawanoe, nos. 68-

70, p 17; Abanakis, uo. 71, p. 17.

Copies seen: Congress, Eames, Pilling, Pow-
ell.

Priced by Triibner, 1856, 3s. 6d. At the Field

sale a copy, no. 2071, brought $1.63; at the

Brinley sale, no. 5630, a half-morocco, autograph

copy brought $5.

Reprinted, with additions, as follows:

—— Literature of the Indian languages.

A bibliographical catalogue of books,

translations of the scriptures, and other

publications in the Indian tongues of

the United States, with brief critical

notices.

In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Indian tribes, vol. 4,

pp. 523-551, Philadelphia, 1854, 4°.

Titles of 150 works in the Indian languages,

the Algonquian occupying pp. 529-542, and in

eluding the Natic or Massachusetts language

no.l8; Chippewa or Odjibwa, nos. 19-49; Otto

wa, nos. 50-60 ; Pottawattomie, nos. 61-67; Mo
hegan, no. 68; Montagnais or Mountaineers

no. 69 ; Delawares, nos. 70-74 ; Shawnee, nos,

75-77 ; Abenakis, nos. 78-80.

Personal memoirs
|
of a

|
residence

of thirty years | with the | Indian

tribes
|
on the

|
American frontiers:

j

with brief
|
notices of passing events,

facts, and opinions,
|
A. D. 1812 to A. D.

1842.
I
By Henry R. Schoolcraft.

|

Philadelphia :
|
Lippincott, Grambo

and CO.,
|
successors to Grigg, Elliot

and CO.
|
1851

.

Portrait 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. dedica-

Schoolcraft (H. R.) — Continued.
tion verso blank 1 1. preface pp. v-viii, contents

pp. ix-xxv, sketches of the life of Henry R.

Schoolcraft, pp. xxvii-xlviii, text pp. 17-703, 8°.

Etymology of the word Gitchegomee, pp. 114-

115.—Remarks on the Chippewa language, pp.

125-126. — Etymology of the word Chippewa,

p. 129.—Names of the seasons in Chippewa, pp.

132-133. — Genesis i. 3, in Chippewa, p. 141.—

Numerals 1-10, in Chippewa, p. 144. —A few
examples in Chippewa, pp. 151, 158-159.—Re-

marks on the structure of the Chippewa, with

examples, pp. 171-174, 178, 190, 435, 443, 444,

453.—Etymology of the word Chicago, p. 478.—

Synopsis of Mr. Gallatin's remarks on Indian

languages, etc. pp. 621-624. — Remarks on Al-

gonquin compound words, p. 635.—Remarks on

Indian local names, p. 640.—A few words of the

New England tribes (from Wood, 1634) com-

pared with the Chippewa of Lake Superior

(1839), p. 644.—Etymology of geographic names
on the Hudson, pp. 646-647.—A few words
(twenty) of Chippewa and Ottawa compared,

p. 670. — Rev. Thomas Hurlbut's remarks on
Indian orthography, with some examples in

Chippewa, pp. 672-673. — English, German,
"Welsh, and Algonquin compared, p. 692.—

Numerals 1-10 of Polynesian and Algonquin

compared, pp. 695-696.

Schoolcraft (Mrs. J.), Verses in Chippewa,

pp. 632-633.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Eames, Wisconsin Historical Society.

The Field copy, no. 2081, sold for $2.12; the

Brinley copy, no. 5444, $5.25; the Pinart copy,

no. 823, 13 fr. Priced by Clarke & co. 1886, no.

6610, $3.

—— Inquiries,
|
respecting the

|
history,

present condition,
|
and

|
future pros-

pects,
I

of the
I
Indian Tribes of the

United States.
|
By Henry R. School-

craft,
I

office Indian Affairs,
|
"Washing-

ton, D. C.
I

Philadelphia: |
Lippincott, Grambo

& Co., publishers.
|
1851.

Printed cover as above 1 1. title as above 1 1.

text pp. 523-568, 4°. Extract from vol. 1 of the

work titled next below.

Coiitaina 348 groups of questions, of which

nos. 315-346 relate to language. No. 347 is a list

of 350 English words of which the Indian

equivalents are desired.

Copies seen : Bancroft, Powell.

Historical
|
and

|
statisticalinforma-

tion,
I

respecting the
|
history, condi-

tion and prospects
j
of the

j
Indian

tribes of the United States :
|
collected

and prepared under the direction
|
of

the
I
bureau of Indian affairs,

(
per act

of Congress of March 3d, 1847, |
by

Henry R. Schoolcraft, LL.D.
|
Illus-
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trated by S. Eastman, capt-. U. S. A.
|

Published by Authority of Congress.
|

Part I [-VI].
I

Philadelphia :
|
Lippincott, Grambo

& company,
|
(successors to Grigg,

Elliot & CO.)
I
1851 [-18o7].

Engraved title: [Engraving.]
I Historical

|

and
I
statistical information \ respecting the

|

history, condition and prospects | of the
|
In-

dian tribes of the United States :
|
Collected

and prepared under tlio | direction of the

bureau of Indian affairs per act of Congress
|

of March 3''' 1847, | by Heniy R. Schoolcraft L.

L. D.
I
Illustrated by | S. Eastman, capt. U. S.

army.
|
(Coat of arms.]

|
Published by author-

ity of Congress. | Part 1 [-VI].
|

Philadelphia: |
Lippincott, Grambo & co.

6 vols. 4°. Beginning with vol. 2 the words

"Historical and statistical" are left off the

title-pages, both engraved and printed. Subse-

quently (1853) vol. 1 was also issued with the

abridged title beginning "Information respect-

ing the history, condition, and prospects of the

Indian tribes," making it uniform with the

other parts.

Two editions with these title-pages were pub-

lished by the same house, one on thinner and
somewhat smaller paper, of which but vols. 1-5

were issued.

Part I, 1851. Half-title (Ethnological re-

searches,
I
respecting

|
the red man of Amer-

ica) verso blank 1 1. engraved title as above

verso blank 1 1. printed title as above verso

blank 1 1. introductory documents pp. iii-vi,

preface pp. vii-x, list of plates pp. xi-xii, con-

tents pp. xiii-xviii, text pp. 13-524, appendix

pp. 525-568, plates, colored lithographs and
maps numbered 1-76.

Part II, 1852. Half-title (as in part I) verso

blank 11. engraved title (Information respecting

the history condition and prospects, etc.) verso

blank 1 1. printed title (Information respecting

the history, condition and prospects, etc.) verso

printers 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. introduc-

tory document pp. vii-xiv, contents pp. xv-
xxii, list of plates pp. xxiii-xxiv, text pp. 17-

608, plates and maps numbered 1-29, 31-78, and
2 plates exhibiting the Cherokee alphabet and
its application.

Part III, 1853. Half-title (as in part i) verso

blank 1 1. engraved title (as in part ii) verso

blank 1 1. printed title (as in part ii) verso

printers 1 1. third report pp. v-viii, list of divis-

ions p. ix, contents pp. xi-xv, list of plates pp.

xvii-xviii, text pp. 19—635, plates and maps
numbered 1-21, 25-45.

Part IV. 1854. Half-title (as in part I) verso

blank 1 1. engraved title (as in part li) verso

blank 1 1. printed title (as in part ll) verso

blank 1 1. dedication pp. v-vi, fourth report pp.
vii-x, list of divisions p. xi, contents pp. xiii-

xxiii, list of plates pp. xxv-xxvi, text pp. 19-

668, plates and maps numbered 1-42.

Schoolcraft (H. R.) — Continued.
Part V, 1855. Half-title (as in part I) verso

blank 1 1. engraved title (as in part ii) verso

blank 1 1. printed title (as in part li) verso

blank 1 1. dedication pp. vii-viii, fifth report

pp. ix-xii, list of divisions p. xiii, synopsis of

general contents of vols, i-v pp. xv-xvi, con-

tents pp. xvii-xxii, list of plates pp. xxiii-xxiv,

text pp. 25-625, appendix pp. 627-712, plates and
maps numbered 1-8, 10-36.

Part VI, 1857. Half-title (General history
| of

the
I

North American Indians) verso blank 1 1.

portrait 1 1, printed title (History
|
of the

|
Indian

tribes of the United States : |
their

|
present

condition and prospects,
I
and a sketch of their

I

ancient status.
|
Published by order of con-

gress,
I
under the direction of the department

of the interior—Indian bureau. | By | Henry
Eowe Schoolcraft, LL. D.

| Member [&c. six

lines.]
I

With Illustrations by Eminent Ar-

tists.
I
In one volume.

|
Part vi. of the series.

]

Philadelphia:
| J. B. Lippincott <fc co.

| 1857.)

verso blank 1 1. inscription verso blank 1 1. let-

ter to the president pp. vii-viii, report pp. ix-x,

preface pp. xi-xvi, contents pp. xvii-xxvi, list

of plates pp. xxvii-xxviii, text pp. 25-744, index

pp. 745-756, fifty-seven plates, partly selected

from the other volumes, and three tables.

Massachusetts Indians (vol. 1, pp. 284-299) in-

cludes a classified vocabulary (English and
Massachusetts) of nearly 350 words from

Eliot's Indian bible, pp. 288-299.

Remarks on the etymology of the word Al-

gonquin, vol. 1, p. 306.

Kekeenowin, or hieratic .signs of the Meda-
win and Jocsukawin ( vol. 1, pp. 358-366) includes

medicine songs of the Chippewas with transla-

tions, pp. 362-366.

Rites and symbolic notations of the songs of

the Wabeno (vol. 1, pp. 366-381), includes Chip-

pewa songs with translations, pp. 368-380.

Symbols of hunting and feats of the chase

(vol. 1, pp. 382-388), includes Chippewa songs

with translations, pp. 383-384.

The higher Jeesukawin, or sacred prophetic

art (vol. 1, pp. 388-401), includes Chippewa songs

with translations, pp. 398-401.

Symbols of war, love, and history (vol. 1, pp.

401-411), includes Chippewa war songs with

translation, p. 402, and proverbs xxx, 25-32, in

the Massachusetts (from Eliot), p. 404.

Universality and antiquity of the picto-

graphic method among the northern tribes,

( vol. 1, pp. 4 1 1 -421) , includes a list of Chippewa
totems, with English significations, pp. 417-419.

Inquiries, respecting the history, present

condition and future prospects, of the Indian

tribes of the United States, vol. 1, pp. 525-568,

contains 348 groups of questions, of which nos.

315-347 relate to language.

War, and its incidents (vol. 2, pp. 56-62), in-

cludes Chippewa songs, with English transla-

tions, pp. 61-62.

The wolf-brother (vol. 2, pp. 232-234), con-

tains a song in Ojibwaaud English, p. 234.
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Indian languages of tlie United States (vol.

2, pp. 340-345), includes a list of the chief dia-

lects of the Algonquin, p. 341.

An essay on the grammatical structure of

the [Ojibwa or] Algonquin language, vol. 2, pp.

351-442.

Intellectual capacity and character (vol. 3,

pp. 313-380), includes Chippewa songs with

translations, pp. 325, 328.

Eeplies in the Ojibwa language [to an analy-

sis of pronominal and verbal forms of the In-

dian languages], being a vocabulary of 180

. words and phrases, vol. 3, pp. 412-416.

Grammatical comments on the preceding

[Ojibwa] analytical forms, vol. 3, pp. 417-419.

Plan of a system of geographical names for

the United States, founded on the aboriginal

languages (vol. 3, pp. 501-509), includes numer-

ous terms from the Algonquin, pp. 505-506, 509.

A description of the aboriginal American no-

menclature, with its etymology (letter A), vol.

3, pp. 510-549, is a list of names and terms

largely Algonquian.

For letters B and C, see below.

Observations on the manner of compounding

wordsin the Indian languages (vol. 4, pp. 371-

385), contains numerous examples in the Ojibwa

language, and a list of geographical names de-

rived from the Algonquin, pp. 379-380.

A bibliographical catalogue of books, trans-

lations of the scriptures, and other publications

in the Indian tongues of the United States, with

brief critical notices (vol. 4, pp. 523-551), in-

eludes " books and translations in the various

dialects of the Algonquin," pp. 529-542.

For title of an earlier article on this subject,

see on p. 450.

American nomenclature ; being a critical dic-

tionary of Indian names in the history, geogra-

phy, and mythology of the United States, al-

phabetically arrant:ed (letter B), vol. 4, pp. 554-

564, is made up largely of terms from the Al-

gonquian.

For letter A, see above ; for letter C, see be-

low.
Origin of the Indian race, etc. (vol. 5, pp. 27-

46), includes a short vocabulary (9 words) of

the Algonquin and of the Pamtico (from Law-
son), p. 38 ; of the ISTatic (13 words from Eliot),

and of the Odjibwa (13 words), p. 39; Algonquin

tribal names with synonyms, p. 41.

Tribal organization, history, and government

(vol. 5, pp. 129-237), includes a short vocabulary

(14 words) of the Algonquin, compared with

Apache, p. 202, and explanation of tribal names
in New England, pp. 221-223,

Chippewa language, vol. 5, pp. 297-388, is a

grammatic essay, composed mainly of the con-

jugation of the verb waub, to see.

Dgemonology, magic, and witchcraft (vol. 5,

pp. 415-441), includes the declension of the word
God in the Chippewa language, p. 416; Chip-

pewa songs with translations, pp. 429-431,439;

also scattered phrases in Chippewa, with trans-

lations.

Schoolcraft (H. R.)— Continued.

A list of Anglo-Indian words incorporated

into the English language^ or employed by ap-

proved writers, vol. 5, pp. 535-542, includes

words derived from the Algonquian and Iro-

quoian.
Philosophy of utterance, vol. 5, pp. 543-551,

includes Chippewa words, phrases, and sen-

tences with translations.

Comparisons of the languages of the ancient

Pampticos of N. Carolina with the Algonquin

language [etc.] (vol. 5, pp. 552-558), includes a

vocabulary of the Pampticough (75 words from

Lawson), of the Natic (25 words from Eliot),

and of the Chippewa of Michigan (35 words),

pp. 555-557.

Original words of [Chippewa] Indian songs

literally translated, vol, 5, pp. 559-564.

A lexicon of the Algonquin language, part I;

Chippewa (letter A, English-Chippewa, about

230 words), vol. 5, pp. 565-569.

Indian geographical nomenclature of the

United States (letter C), vol. 5, pp. 570-577, in-

cludes a number of Algonquian terms.

For the letters A and B, sec above.

The Lord's prayer in Indian (vol. 5, pp. 590-

592), includes a version in Massachusetts (from

Eliot, 1685), and in Mohegan (from Edwards),

with interlinear literal translation, p. 591; in

Chippewa, and in Milicete (from Rand), p. 592.

Etymology (vol 5, pp. 593-600) includes a

Chippewa vocabulary of 200 words of from one

to six syllables, pp. 595-600.

Some data respecting the principles of the

Chippewa and Mahican languages, in a series

of letters written during the period from 1822

to 1827 (vol. 5, pp. 601-620), includes a letter in

the Ojibwa language, with translation, pp. 601-

603 ; address of a dying young Chippewa, with

translation, p. 603 ; the first chapter of Genesis,

in Chippewa, with interlinear literal transla-

tion in English, pp. 604-605 ; Matthew, chapter

V, with retranslation, pp. 605-606; first epistle of

Paul to the Corinthians, chapter xiii, with in-

terlinear literal translation in English, pp. 606-

607 ; Chippewa songs (by Miss Jane Johnston),

with translations, pp. 608-612
; grammatic com-

ments with examples of the Chippewa lan-

guage, pp. 613-618; Mahican language, pp.

618-620, includes brief grammatic comments,

and a comparative vocabulary of 25 words of

the Chippewa and Mohegan.

Names based on the Indian vocabularies,

which are suggested as appropriate for new
subdivisions of the public domain [mostly Al-

gonquian], vol. 5, pp. 621-625.

Principles of the structure of the Indian lan-

guage, vol. 6, pp. 671-684, is based upon the

Algonquin and contains a brief grammatic
treatise upon the Chippewa.

Bruce (W. H.), Vocabulary of the Menom-
onee, vol. 2, pp. 470-481.

Oummings (E. W.), Vocabulary of the Shaw-
nee and of the Delaware, vol. 2, pp. 470-481.

Dougherty (P.), Vocabulary of the Ojibwa

of Grand Traverse Bay, vol. 2, pp. 458-469.
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Fairbanks (— ), Numeration of the Chippewa

of the upper Mississippi, vol. 2, pp. 216-218.

Fletcher (J. C), Magic song ofthe Chippewa,

vol. 2, p. 223.

Gallatin (A.), A table of generic Indian fam-

ilies of languages, vol. 3, pp. 397-402.

Handy (C. W.), Vocabulary of the Miami,

vol. 2, pp. 470-481.

Hurlburt (T,), Memoir upon the inflections of

the Chippewa tongue, vol. 4, pp. 385-396.

Johnston (G.), Vocabulary of the Ojibwa of

St. Mary's, vol. 2, pp. 458-469.

Johnston (J.), Songs in the Chippewa lan-

guage, vol. 5, pp. 608-612.

Johnston (W.), Vocabulary of the Ojibwa of

Michilimackinac, vol. 2, pp. 458-469.

Kidder (F.), Vocabulary of the Passama-

quoddy, vol. 5, pp. 689-690.

Lawson (J.), Vocabulary of the Pampti-

cough, vol. 5, pp. 555-557.

Madison (J.), Vocabulary of the Delawares,

vol.3, pp. 424-427.

Moncrovie (J. B.), Vocabulary of the Satsika

or Blackfeet, vol. 2, pp. 494-505.

Moran (G.), Vocabulary of the Ojibwa of

Saganaw, vol. 2, pp. 458-469.

Rand (S. T.), Vocabulary of the Micmac, vol.

5, pp. 578-589.

Milicite numerals, vol. 5, pp. 690-691.

Smith (.J. S.), Vocabulary of the Arapahoe
and of the Cheyenne, vol. 3, pp. 446-459.

Warren ("W. W.), Oral traditions of the

Ojibwa nation, vol. 2, pp. 135-167.

Numeration of the Ojibwa of Chegoi-

megon, and of the Pillagers and northern

Ojibwas, vol. 2, pp. 211-213.

Copies seen: Astor, Bancroft, Boston Athe-

nseum, British Museum, Congress, Eames,

National Museum, Powell, Shea, Trumbull.

At the Fischer sale, no. 1581, Quaritch bought

a copy for 41. 10s. The Field copy, no. 2075, sold

for $72; theMenziescopy, no. 1765, for $132; the

Squier copy, no. 1214, $120; no. 2032, $60; the

Ramirez copy, no. 773 (5 vols.), 51. 5s.; the Pinart

copy, no. 828 (5 vols, in 4), 208 fr.; the Murphy
copy, no. 2228, $69. Priced by Quaritch, no.

30017, lOl. 10«.; by Clarke & co. 1S86, $65 ; by
Quaritch, in 1888, 151.

Reissued with title-pages as follows

:

Archives
|
of

J

Aboriginal Knowledge.

I

Containing all the
I Original Papers

laid before Congress
|
respecting the

|

History, Antiquities, Language, Eth-

nology, Pictography,
|
Rites, Supersti-

tions, and Mythology,
|
of the

|
Indian

Tribesof the United States
|
by

|
Henry

R. Schoolcraft, LL. D.
|
With Illustra-

tions.
I

Onseudnn ih ieu miizzinyegun

un.— Algonquin.
|
In six volumes.

|

Volume I [-VI].
|

Philadelphia:
I
J. B. Lippincott &

Co.
I

1860.

Schoolcraft (H. R.) — Continued.
Engraved title : Information

|
respecting the

I
History, Condition and Prospects

|
of the

|

Indian Tribes of the United States: |
Collected

and prepared under the
|
Bureau of Indian

Affairs
| By Henry R. Schoolcraft L, L. D.

|

Mem : Royal Geo. Society, London. Royal An-
tiquarian Society. Copenhagen. Ethnological

Society, Paris, &c. &c.
|
Illustrated by

| Cap.'

S.Eastman, U. S. A. and other eminent artists.
|

[Vignette.]
| Published by authority of Con-

gress.
I

Philadelphia:
| J. B. Lippincott & Co.

6 vols, maps and plates, 4°.

This edition agrees in the text page for page

with the original titled above, and contains in

addition an index to each volume.

Copies seen : Congress.

Partially reprinted, with title as follows

:

[ ] The
I

Indian tribes
|
of the

]

United States:
|
their

1
history, antiq-

uities, customs, religion, arts, language,

I
traditions, oral legends, and myths.

I
Edited by

|
Francis S. Drake.

|
Illus-

trated with one hundred fine engravings

on steel.
|
In two volumes,

j
Vol. I

[-11].
I

Philadelphia:
|
J. B. Lippincott &

CO.
I

London : 16 Southampton street,

Coveut Garden. 1 1884.

2 vols.: portrait 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

preface pp. 3-5, contents pp. 7-8, list of plates

pp. 9-10, introduction pp. 11-24, text pp. 25-458

;

frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. con-

tents pp. 3-6, list of plates p. 7, text pp. 9-445,

index pp. 447-455, plates, 4°.

"In the following pages the attempt has

been made to place before the public in a con-

venient and accessible form the results of the

life-longlaborsinthe fieldof aboriginal research

of the late Henry R. Schoolcraft."

Chapter II, Language, literature, and picto-

graphy, vol. 1, pp. 47-63, contains general

remarks on the Indian languages, and a speci-

men of an Ojibwa song on p. 52.

Copies seen: Congress.

Priced by Clarke & co. 1886, no. 6376, $25.

Summary narrative
|
of an

|
explora-

tory expedition
|
to the

j
sources of the

Mississippi river,
|
in 1820 :

|
resumed

and completed,
|
by the

|
discovery of

its origin in Itasca lake, in 1832.
|
By

Authority of the United States.
|
With

appendixes, I comprising the
|
original

report on the copper mines of lake Su-

perior, and observations
|
on the ge-

ology of the lake basins, and the sum-

mit of the Mississippi
; |

together witb

I
all the official reports and scientific

papers of both expeditions.
|
By Henry

R. Schoolcraft.
|
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Schoolcraft (H. R.) — Continued.

Philadelphia :
|
Lippincott, Grambo,

and CO. |
1855.

Half-title verso b^ank 1 1. map, title verso

copyright (dated 1854) 1 1. original dedication

(to John C. Calhoun, dated Albany, 1821) verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-xiv, contents of both

expeditions pp. xv-xx, introduction pp. 17-23,

preliminary documents pp. 25-36, text of ex-

pedition of 1820 pp. 37-220, text of expedition

of 1832 pp. 221-274, appendixes pp. 275-588,

index pp. 589-596, two other maps, 8°.

Etymology of the word Mississippi, p. 140;

of the Indian word for Wisconsin, p. 179.—List

of quadrupeds, birds, &c. in Algonquin, pp.

413-415.—Examination of the elementary struct-

ure of the Algonquin language as it appears in

the Chippewa tongue, pp. 442-447.—Observa-

tions on the grammatical structure and flexi-

bility of the Odjibwa substantive (Inquiries 1

aad 2), pp. 453-489.—Principles governing the

use of the Odjibwa noun-adjective (Inquiry 3),

pp. 489-502.—Some remarks respecting the ag-

glutinative position and properties of the pro-

noun (Inquiry 4), pp. 502-515.—Also explana-

tions of many local names of Indian origin

scattered through the volume and in the foot-

notes.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Eames, Geological Survey, National Museum,

Trumbull.

Utterances of Alalcol. By Henry R.

Schoolcraft.

In The Knickerbocker, or New-York Month-

ly Magazine, vol. 57, pp. 539-542, vol. 58, pp.

109-114, New York, 1861, 8°. (Eames.)

Aboriginal nomenclature, vol, 58, pp. 109-112,

contains names of places in the State of New
York derived from the Mohegan and other Al-

gonquian languages.

Chippewa language.

Manuscript, pp. 1-37, 4°, belonging to Dr. J.

G. Shea, Elizabeth, New Jersey.

A reply to Gov. Cass's second set of inquiries
;

contains a vocabulary and grammatic notices.

See Wheeler (C. H.)

Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, ethnologist, born in

[Wateivliet] Albany county, N.Y., 28 March,

1793; died in Washington, D. C, 10 December,

18G4. Was educated at Middlebury c liege,

Vermont, and at Union, where he pursued the

studies of chemistry and mineralogy. In

18I7-'18 he traveled in Missouri and Arkansas,

and returned with a large collection of geolog-

ical and mineralogical specimens. In 1820 he

was appointed geologist to Gen. Lewis Cass's

exploring expedition to Lake Superior and

the headwaters of Mississippi river. He was

secretary of a commission to treat with the In-

dians at Chicago, and, after a journey through

Illinois and along Wabash and Miami riv-

ers, was in 1822 appointed Indian agent for

the tribes of the lake region, establishing him-

self at Sault Sainte Marie, and afterward at

Schoolcraft (H. R.)— Continued.

Mackinaw, where, in 1823, he married Jane

Johnston, granddaughter of Waboojeeg, a

noted Ojibway chief, who had received her edu-

cation in Europe. In 1828 he founded the

Michigan historical society, and in 1831 the

Algic society. From 1828 till 1832 he was a

member of the territorial legislature of Mich-

igan. In 1832 he led a government expedition,

which followed the Mississippi river up to its

source in Itasca lake. In 1836 he negotiated a

treaty with the Indians on the upper lakes for

the cession to the United States of 16,000,000

acres of their lands. He was then appointed

acting superintendent of Indian affairs, and in

1839 chief disbursing agent for the northern

department. On his return from Europe in

1842 he made a tour through western Virginia,

Ohio, and Canada. He was appointed by the

New York legislature in 1845 a commissioner to

take the census of the Indians in the state, and

collect information concerning the Six Nations.

After the performance of this task, congress

authorized him, on 3 March, 1847, to obtain

through the Indian bureau reports relating to

all the Indian tribes of the country, and to col-

late and edit the information. In this work he

spent the remaining years of his life. Through
his influence many laws were enacted for the

protection and benefit of the Indians. Numer-
ous scientific societies in the United States and
Europe elected him to membership, and the

University of Geneva gave him the degree of

LL.D. in 1846. He was the author of numerous
poems, lectures, and reports on Indian subjects,

besides thirty-one larger works. Two of his

lectures before the Algic society at Detroit on
the '

' Grammatical Construction of the Indian

Languages" were translated into French by
Peter S. Duponceau, and gained for their author

a gold medal from the French institute. . . .

To the fl.ve volumes of Indian researches

compiled under the direction of the war depart-

ment he added a sixth, containing the post-

Columbian history of the Indians and of their

relations with Europeans (Philadelphia, 1857).

He had collected material for two additional

volumes, but the government suddenly sus-

pended the publication of the woT^.—Appleton'g

Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Schoolcraft {Mrs. Jane). [Translation

of an address in Chippewa.]
In Schoolcraft (H.R), Travels in the central

portions of the Mississippi valley, pp, 433-434,

New York, 1825, 8°.

A psalm, or supplication for mercy,

and a confession of sin, addressed to

the author of life, in the Odjibwa-

Algouquin tongue. By the late Mrs.

Henry R. Schoolcraft.

In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Oneota, or character-

istics of the red race of America, pp. 126-127,

New York and London, 1845, 8^.

Odjibwa and English on opposite pages.





A^'Morning Pr^er.
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rDcu^^'aus, Kkuh keiheli touwun-.

nowsp rte fpumxiiuk wonk no
ffkerk. Kt'mneh wecnwumnoohhan-
null pnouwenaanuh ne fpummyk woo-
cheh ; K^^ttfjmtmtikaiamtnimensuauh^

nwauwchtauna»i'iuh ktaupeh sum €{h-

toh^ kuttummaukaunummuhanBuh^
kjaypch aum ommuchchoonnooh-
hannuli, nditinalitannaunuh nhok^
toaiwia^u waucheh avmj taupeh mum-
mukliliuhwenouwuhbeauk hannum^
me^g^eh ne mtantowenauk tanneh, neek
ndauhunaunk mummutfoowuh mautchk
p0ioo<| uhwauntuminauk neen ndolnoic-

nawnaun, maum^rihkeh neert (hekenum-
CTiunneh kuhnuh kmaumucheh annehho-
onhannufe, Ktinneek weenwumnoohhan'
nuh iKauwenaurvuh »iJoiilmnnaunk^ b|

iA,J&'4. ^.'*-

it. .. ^-^^v" >- ... -' ^ii.^.3^..^^.

:FAC-SIMILE of the first page of SERGEANT'S MORNING PRAYER.
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^A prayer before Sermon.

><><><x><xxx><:<x:vc<><><y2K:xxxx><><><><

.E TaupjmnrtUmeauk pohmu^-

"J'^ mauwaus^, ttiaukhkefiUn, quau«

w¥untiim, wonk knoi K«yuir

kefliditouwaunopf) wauweh ohqtaau^^

c^ei^J v^onfc kavkhhunnmiwauncum-'

mun maowch ohquoiekth. Keyyli*

kcfhch fe^JHJ^^^e^c«lppSonfuninfV«hr

BCfh hft^kaun^ttfi. Konomptum-
nuH tnaawch oquoiek^lt; Quau*''

weHtaunuh ncen rtdohnauti omr-i

natinquokh, waiinefik pfhooq ktoh-«»

dioowaentism, kihck^nymltiua ne

maat^hk. ''

,

.

Nwauweht«iftau«uhr ' ndmadr
kititntwatfteh ' pWmmtwufcnaunuh i

febn^h ': ' qnunfoow^fonooohrrjh

•FAC-SIMILE OF THE FIRST PAGE OF SERGEANT'S PRAYER BEFORE SERMON.
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Schoolcraft (J.)— Continued.

Printed also on pp. 408-409 of the various

reissues of the same work entitled " The red

race of America," 1847 and 1848; "The Indian

in his -wigwam," 1848; "The American In-

dians," 1851; and " "Western scenes and remin-

iscences," 1853.

[Poem in the Ojibwa language.]

In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Personal memoirs, pp.

632-633, Philadelphia, 1851, 8°.

The English translation accompanying the

poem is by H. R. Schoolcraft.

Schultze (Benjamin). See Fritz (J. F.)

and Schultze (B.)

Schweinitz (E. A. de). See De Sch
nitz (E. A.)

Scott (John). See Pierson (A.)

Selmo (Sapial). See Reade (J.)

Sener (Samuel Miller). Some Indian

names.
In the Harrisburg Telegraph, Notes and

Qneries, no ccxxxv, Harrisburg, Pa. June 29,

1889. (Pilling.)

The name for elk, dog, etc. in a number of

American languages (compiled from Barton's

Philadelphia Medical and Physical Journal),

among them the Delaware, Nanticoke, Mohe-

gan, Moonsee, Chippewa, Mississagua, Ottawa,

Penobscot, Nantic, Narragansett, Miami, Potta-

watomah, Shawnee, and Kaskasia.

Sentences:

Cheyenne See Bellas (H. H.)

Cheyenne Wilson (E. F.)

Delaware * Featherman (A.)

Maliseet Gordon (A. H.)

Massachusetts Moore (M.)

Massachusetts Shepard (T.)

Menomonee Gatschet (A. S.

Micmac Maillard (A. S.)

Micmac Vetromile (E.)

[Sergeant (Rev. John), the elder. ^ A
Morning Praj-er.

[Boston? 174-?]

No title-page, heading only ; text (with the

exception of the headings in English, entirely

in the Mohegan or Stockbridge Indian lan-

guage) pp. 1-15, verso of p. 15 blank, sm. 123.

Signature A in six and b in two. See the fac-

simile of the first page.

A Morning Prayer, pp. 1-6.—An Evening
Prayer, pp. 6-7.—Catechism [i. e. Dr. Watts's

Shorter catechism for children], pp. 8-15

Copies seen: American Antiquarian Society,

Dunbar.

Followed by

:

[ ] A Prayer before Sermon.

[Boston? 174-?]

No title-page, heading only ; text (with the

exception of the headings in English, entirely in

the Mohegan or Stockbridge Indian language)

pp. 1-23, verso of p. 23 blank, sm. 12°. Signa-

tures A and B in sixes. Appended to the pre-

Sergeant (J.), the elder— Continued.
ceding tract containing "A Morning Prayer,''

etc. See the fac-simile of the first page.

A Prayer before Sermon, pp. 1-8.—A Prayer

after Sermon and Baptism, pp. 8-10.—A Prayer

to be used at the Sacrament, &c. pp. 10-14.—

A

Prayer for the Sick, pp. 15-16.—For the Afflict-

ed, pp. lG-17.—Thanks returned for Eecover3%

&c. pp. 17-18.—A Prayer after Sermon, pp. 18-

21.—A General Prayer, pp. 22-23.

Copies seen : American Antiquarian Society,

Dunbar.

A copy bound in mottled calf was sold with

the library of Royal Woodward, Esq., of Al-

bany, at New York, Decembers, 1884 (no. 1239),

for $21, Mr. Charles L. AVoodward being the

purchaser. It now belongs to Mr. John B. Dun-
bar. In the Ilemorial History of Boston, vol. 1

(1880), Dr. Trumbull says: "Iknowof only two
copies: one in the library of the Essex Insti-

tute, Salem, the other belonging to Hon. Henry
C. Murphy, of Brooklyn, N. Y." The copy here

referred to as iu Mr. Murphy's possession does

not appear in the sale catalogue of that gentle-

man's library, which was sold by auction at

New York, in March, 1884.

1 hese two tracts in the Mohegan or Mohea-
kunnuk language (15 and 23 pp.) were issued

together, stitched in paper covers, without title

or colophon. They were first identified as the

work of Rev. John Sergeant by Dr. J. H. Trum-
bull, in volume I of the Memorial History of

Boston, Boston, 1880. When Dr. Trumbull's

essay on the "Origin and Early Progress of In-

dian Missions in New England " was read be-

fore the American Antiquarian Society at Wor-
cester, in October, 1873, their existence appears

to have been unknown.

In the sketch of Mr. Sergeant's life given be-

low it is stated that he translated these pray-

ers, etc., "by the Help of Interpreters." One
of these assistants was probably John Quinney,

or Quanaa-kaunt, whose translation of the As-

sembly's Shorter Catechism into the same lan-

guage was printed in 1795. That publication

also contains, on pp. 27-31, a revision in slightly

different oithography of Mr. Sergeant's version

of Dr. Watts's Shorter Catechism, for Children,

first printed with the above prayers. Although

the Assembly's Shorter Catechism is not includ-

ed in the list of Mr. Sergeant's translations, it

is probable that this version of it was oiiginally

prepared under his supervision. For an ac-

count of it see Quinney (J.)

John Sergeant, whose grandfather was one of

the first settlers of Newark, New Jersey, in

1666, was born in that town in 1710. A few
years later his father died, and his mother was
married again to a Col. John (Jooper. By an acci-

dent the lad was deprived of the use of one of

his hands, which rendered him unfit for man-
ual labor. On this account his stepfather re-

solved to give him a liberal education. In Sep-

tember, 1725, John was sent to Yale College in

New Haven, where he graduated in 1729 with

the degree of Bachelor of Arts. Three years
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Sergeant (J. ), the elder — Continued,

later the degree of Master of Arts was also con-

ferred upon him. In 1731 he was made a tutor

in the college, which position he held for about

four years.

At this time the Muhhekaneok or Mohe-

gan Indians, commonly called the River In-

dians, were the largest tribe of any near the

English settlements in New England. They
dwelt mostly along the eastern border of New
York, partly in the northwest corner of Con-

necticut, and in the southwest part of Massa-

chusetts, on Housatunnuk river.

In July, 1734, proposals were made to send

a missionary to the Indians of the last-named

place, under the direction of the Honorable

Commissioners for Indian Affairs at Boston, and

at the expense of the Society for the propaga-

tion of the gospel in foreign parts. Mr. Ser-

geant was also recommended as a fit person to

undertake the work. The conditions having

been arranged, he was appointed to go to them
in the following September, at a salary of 1001.

a year. In October and November, 1734, and

again in May, 1735, he made two preliminary

visits to Housatunnuk, and preached to the na-

tives throui!h an interpreter. Their number,

great and small, was then short of fifty. In

July, 1735, on the termination of his official la-

bors at the college, Mr. Sergeant determined

"to spend the Rest of the Summer, and indeed

of his Life, with the Indians." On the 31st of

August, he was regularly ordained to the min-

istry, and his salary as missionary was raised

to 1501. An assistant, Mr. Timothy "Wood-

bridge, had already been engaged to aid him in

the work of teaching and catechizing.

Mr. Sergeant now commenced his missionary

labors at Housatunnuk in earnest, and before

the close of the year had baptized nearly forty

persons. He "soon became sensible," Mr. Hop-

kins relates, " that the Method he was at first

oblig'd to use of instructing the Indians by

an Interpreter, would not answer his End."

He therefore entered upon '

' the new and diffi-

cult Study of their Tongue, and prosecuted it

with utmost Application. He found it, upon

Trial, extreamly difficult to learn, being entirely

different from any Language he was acquainted

with; and often express'd his Fears, that he

should never be able to make himself Master of

it." Perseverance, however, soon brought its

reward. By the middle of February, 1736, he

was able to pray with the Indians in their own
language. In March, 1736, when the Indians

went on their annual trip into the woods to

make maple sugar, Mr. Sergeant accompanied

them and stayed in their camp six weeks. "I
was treated very well," he writes, " while I was
with them ; and learn'd more of their Manners,
and Language, than ever I had before." Dur-

ing this period he was "employ'd, in the Day
Time, in teaching the Children to read ; and in

the Evening he taught the Indians to sing, in

which they took great Delight. He pray'd with
them Morning and Eveniner. in their own Lan-

Sergeant (J.), the elder— Continued.
guage, and said Grace before, and after Meat,
in the same. He also preach'd to them on the

Sabbath by an Interpreter, and pray'd in their

own Language ; which he began to do on Feb-

ruary 18th, and continu'd it ever after. For
they being desirous, that Prayers might be
madp in their own Language, Mr. Sergeant (by
the Assistance of Interpreters) had compos'd
Prayers for such Occasions, in the Indian Lan-
guage."

In April, 1736, "the General Court granted
to the Indians a Township, six Miles square,

above the Mountain ; comprizing in it Wnahk-
tukook, or the Great-Meadow." Here a new
town was laid out, which was named Stock-

bridge, and to this place the Indians removed
in May. At the suggestion of Mr. Sergeant,

accommodation was made for several English

families, partly that he "might have the Com-
fort of their Neighbourhood, and Society ; but
especially to civilize and anglicize the Indians,

and to be a Help to them in their secular Af-

fairs." The number of Indian inhabitants in

June was upwards of ninety, of whom fifty-

two had been baptized. Mr. Sergeant had hith-

erto lived in English families, below the mount-
ain, but in January, 1737, he also moved up
into the Indian town, and lived with Mr. "Wood-

bridge. Under the date of August, 1737, it is

related that as he "had, by the Help of Inter-

preters, before this, translated some Prayers

into the Indian Language, for their daily use

;

so now he had translated Dr. "Watts first Cate-

chism into the Indian Tongue, that the Chil-

dren might understandingly read and learn it.

"

About the same time he also translated the form
for marriage into Indian.

On the 7th of August, 1737, according to Mr.
Hopkins, Mr. Sergeant began to preach to the

Indians in their own language, "by the Assist-

ance of an Interpreter; who aided him in the

Translation of his Sermons. And, in about

two Years more, by constant Use, he obtaiu'd

an exact Pronunciation of their Tongue, tho'

very hard to gain: so that the Indians were
wont to say. Our- Minister speaks our Language
better than we ourselves can do." In August,

1739, he was married. Ninety Indians attended

the wedding, and conducted themselves with

great gravity and propriety.

Besides attending to his own charge at Stock-

bridge, Mr. Sergeant visited the Indians in

many other places, both in Connecticut and
Massachusetts. In May and June, 1741, he un--

dertook a missionary journey to the Shawanoes

on Susquehanna river, and also to the Dela-

wares on Delaware river, in the province of

Pennsylvania, the villages of the former being

about 220 miles distant from Stockbridge. On
the 6th of May, 1743, he wrote concerning the

progress of the Indian boys in their studies,

that one of them in particular had made extra-

ordinary progress in his learning, and appeared

truly pious, and had been singularly service-

able to him, " assisting him in his Translations,
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Expositions and Application ^ of the Scrip-

ture." In 1743 and 1744, Mr. David Brainerd,

the young missionary, visited Stockbridge sev-

eral times, for the purpose of studying the

Indian language with Mr. Sergeant.

In a letter dated January 22, 1747, Mr. Ser-

geant wrote: "It is now a little more than

eleven Tears since T was first settled in this

Part of the Country, with a Design to proselite

the Indians to the Christian Faith. Having

spent Part of the foregoing Year with them, in

two Visits I made them, I found such Encour-

agement as induced me to devote myself to

this Service: And have now, with a great deal

of Pains, gain'd such an Acquaintance with

their barbarous Language as to converse with

them in it; and with a little Assistance, in my
Study, from an Interpreter, to preach to them,

and to read Prayers, which I have composed

for the publick "Worship, which they attend as

constantly as People generally do in English

Assemblies. Their Language is extreamly

hard to learn, and perhaps I shall never be a

thoro' Master of it; there never having been

any European that ever was, except one or

two, and they learn'd it when they were Child-

ren. But the young People among them learn

English well; most of them in this Place un-

derstand a great deal of it, and some speak it

freely & correctly. There are many that can

read English well, and some are able to write.

When I came into these Parts first they were

much dispersed, four or five Families in a

Place, and often moving from Place to Place.

They are now gathered together at this Place,

and are much more fixed than they used to be.

Instead of their Bark Hutts, they own seven-

teen English Houses, fifteen of which they

have built themselves at their own Cost, and

some of them are comfortably furnished with

Household Stuff. There were in this Place but

eight or ten Families when I first came, we now
reckon near Fifty besides old People& transient

young Persons."

As Mr. Sergeant had a mixed auditory, "he
was obliged, "as Mr. Hopkins relates, "on each

Part of every Lord's-Day, both to pray and

preach in the English and Indian Language,

that all might profit by his Ministry." "He
was oblig'd to compose four Sermons every

Week, two for the English, and two for the In-

dians; his Congregation consisting of both.

Those he prepar'd for the Indians, he first wrote

at large in English, and then translated them
into the Indian Tongue, as he also did a Portion

of Scripture to be read to the Indians on the

Sabbath," and that he might "be very exact,

he did, for a considerable Time, keep an Inter-

preter by him two Days in a Week, at his own
Cost, to assist him in the Translation of his

Sermons into the Indian Tongue.
" His Manner was to begin the publick Ex-

ercise in the Morning, with a short pathetic

Prayer for a Blessing on the Word, in both

Languages. Then he read a Portion of Scrip-

ture, with explanatory Xotes and Observations,

Sergeant (J.), the elder— Continued,
on such Passages as seem'd most to need them,

in both. All his publick Prayers & the Com-
munion Service were in both Languages ; and

it was his steady Practice to preach four Ser-

mons every Lord's-Day, two to the English and

two to the ludians; except in the short Days
and cold Season of the Winter he preach'd but

three, one to the Euglisb and two to the In-

dians. And besides all this, it was his constant

Custom, in the Summer Season, to spend about

an Hour with the ludians, after divine Service

was over in the Afternoon ; instructing, exhort-

ing, warning and cautioning of them in a free,

familiar and pathetic Manner, in their own
Tongue. The Indian Language abounding in

Gutturals renders the Pronunciation of it a

most laborious Exercise to the Lungs : that

therefore, with his other Exercises, so ex-

hausted Mr. Sergeant's Spirits and Strength,

that he was scarcely able to speak when they

were over."

"The Translation, which, with much Care

and Exactness, Mr. Sergeant made in his Course

of Reading the Scriptures to the Indians, sin-

gly consider'd, cost him avast Deal of Labour:

for, endeavouring to lead them into the Knowl-

edge of the Way of Salvation by Christ, to

which they were utter Strangers, He, in his

Course of reading the Scriptures to them,

translated those Parts of the old Testament,

which appear'd most needful for that End, viz.

The Account of the Creation, of the Fall of

our first Parents, of God's calling Abraham, of

his Dealings with the Patriarchs and the Chil-

dren of Israel, of the Prophesies concerning

the Coming of Christ, &c. the four Evangelists,

the Acts of the Apostles and all the Epistles,

he also translated. A Performance which must
of Necessity cost him much Time and Pains."

Besides the Indian Prayers described above,

Mr. Sergeant was the author of a sermon

preached at Springfield before the associated

ministers of the county of Hampshire, and of

a letter containing a "Proposal of a more
effectual Method for the Education of Indian

Children," both of which were printed at Bos-

ton in 1743. In the latter part of June, 1749, he

was taken ill with "a Nervous Fever, attended

with a Canker and an Inflamation in his

Throat," which terminated fatally. He died on

the 27th of July, at the age of thirty-nine years.

At that time the number of Indians in Stock

-

bridge had increased to two hundred and

eighteen, one hundred and eighty-two persons

had been baptized, and the church contained

forty-two native communicants. The school

under Mr. Woodbridge's care had belonging to

it fifty-five Indian scholars. Mr. Sergeant left

three children. Electa (born 1740, died 1798),

Erastus (bom 1742, died 1814), and John fborn

1747, died 1824). His widow died in 1791, aged
sixty-nine.

An account of this mission, written by Rev.

Samuel Hopkins, was printed at Boston in

1753, with the following title: "Historical

Memoirs, Relating to the Housatunnuk In-
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dians: or, An Account of the Methods used,

and Pains taken, for the Propagation of the

Gospel among that Heathenish-Tribe, and the

Success thereof, under the Ministry of the late

Reverend Mr. John Sergeant,"

Sergeant (Eev. John), the younger. Trans-

lation of the 19th Psalm [14 verses, com-

plete] into the Muh-he-con-nuk lan-

guage, done at the Corawall School,

under the superintendence of Rev. John

Sergeant, Missionary.

In Morse (J.), Report to the Secretary of

War ... on Indian Affairs, appendix, pp.

359-360, New Haven, 1822, 8°.

Mohegan and English, in parallel columns.

On page 278 of Morse's Report it is stated that

this " translation of the 119th [i. e. 19th] psalm,

into the Mah-he-con-nuk language," was made
by "John Hicks, of that tribe," a pupil at the

Foreign Mission School, Cornwall, Conn.

Reprinted in

:

Hodgson fA.), Letters from North America,

vol. 2, p. 413, London and Edinburgh, 1824, 8°.

Pickering (T.), Notes [on Edwards' Observa-

tions], pp. 152-154, Boston, 1823, 8°.

See Quinney (J.)

John Sergeant, son of the missionary of the

same name, was born at Stockbridge, Mass., in

1747, and died near New Stockbridge, N. Y.,

Sept. 8, 1824, aged seventy-seven years. When
he was about two years of age his father died,

and in 1752 his mother was married again, to

Gen. Joseph Dwight, who died in 1765. The
first ten or dozen years of his life were spent in

Stockbridge among (he Indians, from whom he

acquired that knowledge of the Moh egan or Mo-
heakunnuk language which was so useful tohim
in later years. He attended school for a while

at Newark, N. J., and then returned to his

native town, where he studied theology under
Rev. Mr. "West, minister of the church there.

In 1775, although without college honors, hewas
judged to be fully qualified to preach the gospel.

After the death of the elder Mr. Sergeant, in

July, 1749, the Stockbridge Indians were with-

out a minister for two years. In August, 1751,

Rev. Jonathan Edwards was installed as pastor.

He did not attempt to learn the Indian lan-

guage, believing it better for the Indians to

learn English. His sermons to them were there-

fore delivered through an interpreter. In Jan-

nary, 1758, he left Stockbridge to accept the

presidency of the College of New Jersey at

Princeton, bu in the following March he died.

Fcff about a year Rev. Mr. Stoddard ministered

to the church, and in 1759 Rev. Stephen "West

became its pastor. In 1775 Mr. West resigned

the care of the Indian portion of his congrega-

tion to young Mr. Sergeant, whose knowledge
of the language peculiarly fitted him for that

work. From that time Mr. Sergeant received

the salary of the missionary, and Mr. West was
suj^orted by the whites as pastor only.

Sergeant (J.), the younger— Cont'd.

For the next ten years Mr. Sergeant minis-

tered to the Indian congregation, and taught in

the Indiau school, which had been kept sepa-

rate from the school for white children since

1760. In 1785 the Stockbridge Indians removed
from Massachusetts to laud given to them by
the Oueidas in New York state, where they

built the village of New Stockbridge. Mr. Ser-

geant did not accompany them, but remained
behind. In the following year, however, he
visited the new town with tlie intention of

staying there to preach, and leaving his family

in Massachusetts. With a view to his mission

among them, he was duly ordained as an evan-

gelist in 1788, at a salary of four hundred dol-

lars a year. In the meantime the Rev. Samson
Occom, a Mohegan Indian, had visited the peo-

ple of New Stockbridge, and made known his

desire to be their raiuister. This resulted in a

division, and the formation of two Indian

churches, one party, with the Brotherton In-

dians, choosing Mr. Occom for their pastor, and
the other party remaining under Mr. Sergeant's

care. Mr. Occom died in 1792, and then the

two churches were united.

Mr. Sergeant's ministry at New Stockbridge

lasted nearly thirty-eight years. A few years

after he first commenced his work there he

built a frame house and removed his family to it.

The farm on which the mission house stood, about

fifty acres, was set off for his use by the In-

dians. The church was built by the Mission-

ary Society, and would accommodate five hun-

dred persons. The mission was supported, in

part, by the Scotch Society for the propagation

of the gospel, in part by the Corporation of

Harvard College, and in part by tlie American
Society for propagating the gospel among the

Indians and others in North America. For a

while Mr. Sergeant employed white men to

teach, for the benefitof his own children ; but,

with this exception, the Indians taught .'\nd

sustained their own schools. Some of the In-

dian girls, however, were afterwards educated

at Clinton, and some of the boys at the Corn-

wall school in Connecticut.

In 1795 there was printed at Stockbridge an

edition of the Assembly's Shorter Catechism in

the Mohegan language, with Dr. Watts's Shorter

catechistn for children at the end. It was pub-

lished without doubt under the direction of

Mr. Sergeant, and was intended for the use of

the Indians under his care. For an account of

the book see Quinney (J.).

During the residence of the Stockbridge In-

dians in the State of New York, Mr. Sergeant

prepared for their use a code of laws. Two of

his daughters were also active in the mission

work, and one of them started an Indian tem-

perance society. The neighboring Oneidas and

Tuscaroras also attended the New Stockbridge

church, and were addressed by Mr. Sergeant

through their interpreter, Capt. Nicholas

Cusick, father of David Cusick, the Indian his-

torian. In 1822 Dr. Morse wrote of the Stock-
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bridge Indians (Report, appendix, p. 86), a8 fol-

lows: "Mr. Sergeant preaches to them regu-

larly on the Sabbath, nsnally in their own, the

Moheaknnuck language. Most of them under-

stand English; numbers can read and write it,

and several are able to instruct others. They
are more advanced in the knowledge of our

language, and in civilization, than any Indians

in our country; and many of them are capable

of rendering essential service in accomplishing

the plan of the government in respect to other

tribes."

In 1818, 80 great had become the evil of vicin-

ity to the whites, that preparations were made
fora general removal. Before theendoftheyear

a company of seventy or eighty persons, includ-

ing about one-third of the New Stockbridge

church, emigrated to Indiana. Another large

parly removed to the Fox river, near Green

Bay, Wisconsin, in 1822. A new edition of the

Assembly's shorter catechism, in the "Moheak-
unnuk or Stockbridge Indian language, " was
printed about this time, probably before the

second removal in 1822. Mr. Sergeant wished

to have his people supplied with useful books

before their departure, and endeavored to pro-

cure a quantity of Eliot's Indian bibles for

them to distribute. He himself was not able to

go with them, on account of failing health, but

his son accompanied them to their final destina-

tion, and saw them settled in their new homes.

Series. A series
|
of

|
catechisms ; [

oth-

erwise,
I
q'jeamooltoovrhwee uhkagh-

keendwaukunul
| wauk |

nurhkootaa-

seakeal,
|
&c., &c., &c.

|

Toronto :
|
printed by Thomas Hugh

Bentley,
|
No. 9, Wellington buildings,

King street.
|
1852.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

blank 1 1. text entirely in the Muncie language

pp. 3-16, 16°,

On p. 16 is a missionary hymn.
Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Sermones de Monseigneur Baraga. See

Garin (A.M.)
Sermons

:

Abnaki See Lesueur (F. E.)

Abnaki Mathevet (J. C.)

Abnaki Virot(C.F.)

Chippewa Baraga (F.)

Cree Garin (A.M.)

Cree German (O.)

Cree V6gr6ville (V. T.)

Delaware Luckenbach (A.)

Delaware Zeisberger (D.)

Massachusetts Cotton (J.)

Massachusetts Howwoswe (Z.)

Menomonee Derenthal (O.)

Monomonee Krake (B.)

Menomonee Zephyrin Engelhardt
(C.A.)

Montagnais Coquart (C. G.)

Montagnais Maurice (J. B.)

Sermons— Continued.
Nipissing Bellefeuille (C. de).

Nipissing D6p6ret (E.)

Nipissing Guichart de Kersident

(Y.F.)

Mpissing Mathevet (J. C.)

Nipissing Kichard (P.)

Nipissing Thavenet (— ).

Sewall (R. K.) Wawenoc Numerals,^

Maine.
In Historical Magazine, second series, vol.

3, pp. 179-180, Morrisania, 1868, sm. 4°.

Contains the numerals 1-20, copied from "a
communication made to the Maine Historical

Society, last winter, by H. K. Sewall, Esq. of

Wiscasset, relative to the lost tribe of the Wa-
wenoc Indians, in Maine." The article is

signed "Brunovicus" [Rev. E. Ballard J.

See Trumbull (J, H) for a paper on the same
subject.

Shahguhnahshe ahnuhmeahwine [Chip-

pewa]. See O'Meara (F. A.)

Shau-wau-nowe Kesauthwau. [Shaw-
anoe Sun.]

[Shawanoe baptist mission press.

1835-1839.] (*)

Printed by Jotham Meeker until 1837, and
by Mr. J. G.Pratt from 1837 to 1839, when it

was discontinued on account of the illness of

the printer and his family. The following ac-

count is given of it in McCoy's History of Bap-
tist Indian Missions:

" March 1st, 1835, the first number of a semi-

monthly newspaper, printed at the Shawanoe
mission house, in the Shawanoe language, was
issued. This was the first newspaper ever

published exclusively in an Indian language.

It was entitled Shau-tvau-nowe Kesauthwau,
(Shawanoe Sun.) It was small, only a quarter

sheet, was written upon the new system, and
edited by Mr. Lykins. The disadvantages un-

der which it was prepared for the press were
great, and the labour considerable ; which ac-

counts for its diminutive size.

"Many of the Shawanoes had, by this time,

become readers of their own language, and in

this periodical they soon took a deep interest,

and sometimes contributed matter for it from
their own pens. These writers were adults,

who lately had been wholly ignorant of letters

in any language, and who had recently learned

to read and write their own. This they had
done without regular attendance or instruc-

tion, which, in their circumstances, could only

be imparted by occasional visits. The facility

with which they acquired a knowedge of read-

ing, and some of them of writing, was alone at-

tributable to the simplicity of the new system."

In another part of the same book, under the

yearl839,Mr. McCoy adds :
" There was issued,

until late difficulties occasioned a suspension, a

small monthly paper, of only a quarter sheet,

edited by Mr. Lykins, entitled ' Shawanowe^
iTegauf/itoaw —Shawanoe Sun."
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Shawnee

:

Bible, Matthew Se

General discussion

General discussion

Gentes

Geographic names
Geographic names
Geographic names

Geographic terms

Grammatic comments

Grammatic treatise

Hymn book

Hymns
Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Lord's prayer

Numerals
Numerals
Numerals
Numerals
Numerals
Numerals
Numerals
Numerals
Periodical

Primer

Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Proper names
Relationships

Relationships

Song
Vocabulary

Tocabulary
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary
• Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

3 Lykins (J.)

Eeatherman (A.)

Schermerhorn (J. F.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Boyd(S. G.)

Johnston (John).

Kelton (D.H.)

Howe (H.)

Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J. S.)

Gatschet (A. S.)

Lykins (J.)

Lykins (J.)

Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J.S.)

American Museum.
Auer (A.)

Drake (S.G.)

Lord's.

Morgan (G.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Haines (E.M.)

Haldeman (S. S.)

James (E.)

Jones (D.)

Lykins (J.)

Parsons (J,)

Vallaucey (C.)

Weiser (C.)

Shau-wau-nowe.

Lykins (J.)

Bollaert (W.)

Catalogue.

Catlin (G.)

Correspendence.

Indian.

Jackson (W.H.)
Stanley (J. M.)

Treaties.

Harvey (S. D.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Biedermann ("W. von).

Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Allen (W.)

Assail (F.W.)

Balbi (A.)

Barton (B. S.)

Butler (R.)

Campbell (J.)

Cummings (R. W.)
Denny (E.)

Dodge (J. R.)

Domenech (E.)

Edwards (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Gatschet (A. S.)

Gibbs (G.)

Gibson (—).

Hadley (L. F.)

Haines (E. M.)

Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

Howe (H.)

Howse (J.)

Jefferson (T.)

Johnston (John),

Shawnee— Continued.
Jones (E. F.)

Long (J.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Parsons (S. H.)

Pike (A.)

Preston (W.)

Ridout (T.)

Ruttenber (E. M.)

Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Ulrici (E.)

Whipple (A. W.)
Buschmann (J. C. E.)

Gatschet (A. S.)

Gerard (W. R.)

Latham (R. G.)

Mcintosh (J.)

Rafinesque (0. S.)

Schomburgk (R. H.)

Sener (S. M.)

Smet (P. J. de).

Smithsonian.

Vater (J. S.)

Tankiewitch
Teates (J.)

(F.)

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
Words
See also Savanna.

Thisword following a title or within paren-

theses after a note indicates that a copy of the

work referred to has been seen by the compiler

in the library of Dr. J. G. Shea, Elizabeth, N". J.

Shea (John Gilmary). History
|
of the

I

Catholic missions
|
among the

| In^

diau tribes of the United States, |
1529-

1854.
I

By John Gilmary Shea,
|
author

[&c. three lines.]
j

[Design.]
|

Nevr York :
|
Edward Danigan &

brother,
j
151 Fulton-street, near Broad-

way.
I

1855.

Engraved title: Catholic missions
|
among

the Indian tribes
|
of the United States,

|
[en-

graving with tue words " Catharine Tehgak-

wita]
I
by John G. Shea.

|

New York :
|
E. Dunigan & brother, 151 Ful-

ton St.

Portrait of John Bapst 1 1. engraved title as

above verso blank 1 1. printed title as above

verso copyright (dated 1854) 1 1. dedication ver-

so blank 1 1. contents pp. 5-13, preface pp. 15-17,

text pp. 19-495, appendix pp. 497-506, index pp.

507-514, fac-similes pp. i-iv, four other portraits

(Peyri, Brebeuf, Jogues, De Smet), 12°.

The Lord's prayer in Abnaki (from Demil-

ier),p. 137; in Ottawa (from Baraga), pp. 359-

360 ; in Chippewa (from Baraga), p. 360 ; in Pot-

tawotamie (from De Smet), p. 363 ; in Menomo-

nee (from Bonduel), p. 363.—O Salutaris Hostia

in Illinois (from Rale), p. 415.—Lord's prayer

in Blackfoot, p. 478.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Fames, Trumbull.

At the Field sale a copy, no 2112*, sold for

$2.25; at the Murphy sale, no. 2264, for $3.25.

History |
of the

|
Catholic missions

|

among the
|
Indian tribes of the United
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States, [
1529-1854.

| By John Gilmary

Shea,
I
author [&c. three lines.]

|

[De-

sign.]
I

New York :
|
Edward Dunigan and

brother,
|
(James B. Kirker.)

|
151 Ful-

ton street, near Broadway.
\
1857.

Engraved title: Catholic missions | among the

Indian tribes
|
of the United States,

|
[engrav-

ing -with the words " Catharine Tehgakwita]
1

by John G. Shea.
|

New York 1 1 E. Dunigan & brother, 151 Ful-

ton St.

Portrait of Anthony Peyri 1 1. engraved

title as above verso blank 1 1. printed title as

above verso copyright (dated 1854) 1 1. dedica-

tion verso blank 1 1. contents pp. 5-13, preface

pp. 15-17, text pp. 19-495, fac-similes pp. i-iv,

appendix pp. 497-506, index pp. 507-514, two

other portraits (Brebeuf, Jogues), l'i°.

Linguistics as in the edition of 1855.

Copies seen: Eames.

Geschichte
|
der

|
katolischen Mis-

sionen
|
unter den

|
Indianer-Stammen

der Vereinigten Staaten.
|
1529-1860.

|

von
I
John Gilmary Shea,

|
Verfasser

[&c. two lines.]
|
Aus dem Englischen

iibersetzt | von |
J. Roth.

|
Sr. Heilig-

keit Papst Pius IX gewidmet.
|
Mit 6

Stahlstichen.
|

Witrzburg.
|
Verlag von C. Etlinger.

[1858.] (*)

Pp. 1-668, 12°. Title from the author.

History
|
of the

|
Catholic missions

|

among the
|
Indian tribes of the United

States,
I

1529-1854.
|
By John Gilmary

Shea,
I

author of [&c. three lines.]
|

[Design.]
[

New York :
|
T. W. Strong,

|
Late Ed-

ward Dunigan & brother,
|
Catholic

publishing house,
|

599 Broadway.

[1870.]

Frontispiece, engraved title verso blank 1 1.

printed title as above verso copyright 1 1. dedi-

cation verso blank 1 1. contents pp. 5-13, preface

pp. 15-17, text pp. 19-495, appendix pp. 497-506,

index pp. 507-514, 8°.

Linguistic contents as in edition of 1855, titled

above.

Copies seen: Congress, Powell.

Priced by Clarke and co. 1886, no. 6620, $2.

The Indian tribes of Wisconsin. By
John Gilmary Shea.

In Wisconsin Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 3, pp. 125-

138, Madison, 1856, 12o,

Names of tribes in "Wisconsin, including those

of the Algonquian family, some of them with

English significations.

[ ] Micmac or Recollect hieroglyphics.

Shea (J. G.) — Continued.
In Historical Magazine, first series, vol. 5, pp,

289-292, New York and London, 1861, sm. 4°.

A general account of the invention and us©

of these symbols, including the Lord's prayer

in hieroglyphs. For fac-simile thereof see Le-

Clercq (C.)

Geroglifici inventati dal missionaria

Francescano Recolletto Padre Cristiano

le Clerque, a fine di esprimere la lingua

della tribu Indiana dci Micmacs.

In Cronica delle missioni Francescane, com-

pilata dal Padre Marcellino di Civezza M. O.,

anno ni, pp. 40-45, Rome, 1862, 8°. (*>

The Lord's prayer in Micmac and in hiero-

glyphs.

Of what nation were the inhabitants

of Stadacona and Hochelaga at the time

of Cartier's voyage ?

In Historical Magazine, first series, vol. 9, pp.

144-145, New York, 1865, sm. 4°.

Numerals 1-10 from Cartier compared with '

the Huron (from Sagard), Onondaga, Caughna-

waga, Chippeway, Micmac, Malechite, and Pe*

nobscot ; also, a few words from Cartier and
Sagard.

Languages of the American Indians.

In American Cyclopaedia, vol. 1, pp. 407-414,

New York, 1873, 8°.

Contains grammatical examples of a number
of American languages, among them the Dela-

ware and Algonquin.

See Sasseville (J.) and Shea (J. G.)

John Dawson Gilmary Shea, author, born in

NewYork City July 22, 1824. Hewas educated

at the grammar-school of Columbia College, of

which his father was principal, studied law,

and was admitted to the bar, but has devoted

himself chiefly to literature. He edited the

"Historical Magazine" from 1859 till 1865, was
one of the founders and first president of the

United States Catholic Historical Society, is a
member or corresponding member of the prin-

cipal historical societies in this country aud
Canada, and corresponding memberoftheEoyal
Academy of History, Madrid. He has received

the degree of LL. D. from St. Francis Xavier
College, New York, and St. John's College^

Yovdham.—Appleton's Cyclop, ofAm. Biog.

Sheafer (Peter Wenrick). Historical

map
I

of
I
Pennsylvania.

|
Showing the

I
Indian names of streams, and vil-

lages, and
1
paths of travel;

|
the sites

of old forts and battle-fields
; |

the suc-

cessive purchases from the Indians;

and the
|
names and dates of counties

and county towns;
|
with

|
tables of

forts and proprietary manors.
|
Edited

by
I

P. W. Sheafer
|
and others.

|
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Sheafer (P. W.)— Continued.

Pablication fund
|
of the

|
Historical

society of Pennsylvania,
|
820 Spruce

Street, Philadelphia.
|
1875.

Title verso copyright and printer 1 1. text pp.

3-26, list of publications verso blank 1 1. large

map, 8°.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenseum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Eames.

[Shepard {Bev. Thomas).] The
|
day-

breaking,
I

if not
I

The Sun-Rising
|
of

the
I

gospell
|
With the | Indians in

New-England. I [Three lines of script-

ure texts.]
I

London,
|
Printed by Rich. Cotes, for

Fulk Clifton, and are to bee
|
sold at

his shop under Saint Margarets Church
on

I

New-fish-street Hill, 1647.

Title verso "To the Reader" 1 1. text pp. 1-

25, 4°.

Two-line sentence in Massachusetts Indian,

with interlinear English translation, p. 23.

Copies seen : Lenox.

[ ] The day-breaking, if not The Sun-

Rising of the gospell With the Indians

in New-England. [Six lines of script-

ure texts.] London, Printed by Rich.

Cotes, for Fulk Clifton, aud are to bee

sold at his shop under Saint Margarets

Church on New-fish-street Hill, 1647.

In Massachusetts Hist. Soc. Coll. third series,

vol. 4, pp. 1-23, Cambridge, 1834, 8°.

Linguistics as under title next above, p. 21.

I ] The
I
day breaking

|
if not the

j

Sun Rising of the Gospel I with the
|

Indians in New England.
I

[Vignette.]
|

New York:
|
reprinted for Joseph

Sabin,
|
1865.

Printed cover with brief title, half-title verso

blank 1 1. title as above verso number and

printer 1 1. title of the original edition verso
" To the Reader 1 1. text pp. 1-32, 4°. " Sabin's

Reprints, Quarto series. No. IX." 200 copies

printed on small paper and 50 on large paper.

Linguistics as under previous titles, p. 29.

Copies seen : Eames, Lenox.

Sheshtapoosh:

Vocabulary See Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary Grallatin (A.)

Words Latham (R.G.)

See also Skoffie.

Sheyenne. See Cheyenne.

Shingwauk, See Chippewa.

Shingwauk hymn book. See Wilson
(E. F.)

Sifferath {Bev. N. L.) A short compen-
dium

I
of the

I

catechism
|
for the

|

Indians,
|
with the approbation of the

Sifferath (N. L.)— Continued.

I
Rt. Rev. Frederic Baraga,

[
Bishop of

Saut Sainte Marie,
|
1864. j Rev. N. L.

Sifferath,
j
Missionary of the Ottawa

and Otchipwe Indians.
|

Buffalo, N. Y.
I
C. Wieckmann, (Au-

rora Printing House.)
|
1869.

Title verso note in Ottawa 1 1. text entirely

in the Ottawa language pp. 3-62, 1-2, 12°.

Prayers, pp. 3-7.—Catechism, pp. 7-53.—Lita-

ny and prayers, pp. 53-61.—The ten command-
ments, pp. 61-62.—Letters, easy words, and car-

dinal numbers 1-100, pp. 1-2.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Trumbull.

[ ] Promissiones Domini Nostri Jesu
Christi factae B. Marg. M. Alacoque.

|

Anonda owawindamagewinan Avi
Jesus Christ

|
Debeniminang ogi-win-

damawan aniwi Kitchitwa
|
Marguerite

Mariean Alacoque, tchi-iji-gashkita-

maso-
I

wad agiwi neta-gwanwatchi-
todjig Kitchitwa Odeini

|
aniwi Jesu-

san.

[Dayton, Ohio : Philip A. Kemper,

1888.]

A small card, 3 by 5 inches in size, headed as

above, and containing twelve " Promises of Our
Lord to Blessed Margaret Mary, '

' in the Ottawa
language, on the verso of which is a colored

picture of the sacred heart with inscription

below in English. Mr. Kemper has published

the same promises on similar cards in many
languages.

Copies seen : Pilling, Powell.

I have seen the same card minus the first

line of the above title, also. (Eames, Pilling.)

Silvy (Fere Antonio). [Dictionary of the

Montagnais language. 1678-1688?] (*)

Manuscript, 104 11. 12°, of the 17th century.

Alphabetically arranged; irregularly paged,

some leaves numbered, others not. The hand-

writing is extremely fine and small, but fairly

legible. The margins are covered with signs

and points, such as crosses, bars, angles, etc.,

but there is no key to these to determine their

meaning. Bound in caribou leather.

In 1885 I was furnished by the Abb6 Sasae-

ville of St. Foy, Quebec, with a minutely de-

tailed description of the above manuscript and

of one by Pere Allouez (q. v.), both belonging to

Surgeon-Major Neilson, of Kingston, Canada.

Since then these descriptions have been pub-

lished (see Sasseville (J.) and Shea (J. G.),

and from that publication I have condensed

the above, and made the following extracts

:

"This manuscript is of particular interest to

those philologists who devote themselves to

the study of the primitive languages spoken by

the savages of North America.
'

' It belonged formerly to the library of the

Jesuits in their ancient college at QuebeO.
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Silvy (A.) — Continued.

When in 1800 the British government took

possession of their property after the death of

the last survivor of the Jesuit order in Canada,

Father Cazot, their library was sold at auction,

and the Honorable John Neilson became the

possessor of a number of volumes, among -which

was found, by a happy accident, the manuscript

[by AUouez] which we have analyzed in the

preceding pages and the Montagnais diction-

ary, not less precious, the description of which

is found on the opposite page.

" There is no date or hint as to the date when
the manuscript was composed. But in following

the career of Father Silvy, it may be assumed

that this work was done during his stay in the

Montagnais missions of Tadoussac and Hudson
Ba J', since this dictionary reproduces the Ian

guage of his neophytes.
" The date of the manuscript may therefore

with some reason be placed between the years

1678 and 1688."

[ ] Instructions Montaignaises.

Manuscript, 11. 1-11, and 43 unnumbered 11.

em. 43, iu the library of the archbishopric of

Quebec. The title above is on the recto of the

first leaf, verso blank, the text beginning on

the recto of 1. 2. The headings are as follows

:

De fine nominis, 11 pp. followed by a French

translation, 9 pp.—Then follows, De Deo uno, 6

pp.—DeDeouttriuo, 8 pp.—Decreationererum,
7 pp.—De creatione angelorura, 8 pp.—De cus-

todibus angelis, 4 pp.—De creatione nominis,

4 pp.—De creatione mulieris, 4 pip.—De peccato

primo parentnm, 4 pp. —De poenis a Deo
prirais parentibus inflictis, 5 pp.—In these dis-

courses the Montagnais and French renderings

are in double columns on the same page. The
following are in Montagnais only : De promis-

sione redemptoris in ipsomet paradiso facta, 9

pp.—De peccati originalis omnium peccatorum

fontis prima prole ; invidia ex qua fratricidium

ac homicidium ortura est, 5 pp.—De diluvio

universi, 5 pp.—De divisione linguarum, 4 pp.
Father Antonio Silvy, a Jesuit missionary,

arrived at Quebec June 7, 1671, and returned to

France in 1707. He labored in the regions of the

"West for 7 or 8 years ; afterward at Tadoussac
and on Hudson Bay, for about 10 years. He
resided for some years at Montreal and Quebec,

prior to his departure for France.

Simerwell (Eobert). Wlkr
|
Potrwat-

ouie
I

msina'kiu
; |

kewrnpinukatr.
|

Si-

seminwrn,
|
okena'ton.

|
Tr'min kesis

-1834 tso Pponkit pe kauekit
|
Hesus.

|

Sbawannoe Mission,
|

J, Meeker,

printer,
|
1834.

Title verso blank 1 1. text entirely in Pota-

watomi pp. 3-32, 18°.

Primer lessons, pp. 3-13.—A dialogue, pp. 14-

17.—Prayers, pp. 17-21.—Extracts from Genesis,

pp. 21-28.—Hymns, pp. 28-30.—Explanation of

the " Putawatoraie characters, " pp. 30-32.

Cojpies seen : Boston Athenaeum.

Simerwell (R.) — Continued.

[Catechism and hymns in the Pote-

watemi language. 1832.]

Manuscript, 32 unnumbered 11. 4°, in the pos-

session of the compiler of this bibliography.

Pasteboard covers. The recto of the first leaf

has the heading "Indian Catechism"; the

verso has had a more detailed heading, fol-

lowed by the Alphabet, but the leaf has been

partly torn oflF and but little of the heading is

left. The date, 1832, is preserved. The verso

of the second leaf has the numerals 1-13.—Cat-

echism (English interlinear), 11. 4-12.—Hymns
(English accompanying), 11. 13-32.

This manuscript was received from "Wm. H.
R. Lykins, Kansas City, Mo., in June, 1889, who
stated that he found it among papers of his

father, Johnston Lykins, and that it is in the

handwriting of Mr. Simerwell.

[Dialogues, etc. in English and Pot-

ewatemi.]
Manuscript, 14 leaves, 16°, In possession of

Mr. John B. Dunbar, Bloomfleld, N. J. Towards
the end are three pages and a half of conversa-

tion in Potewatemi, with interlinear English

translation. Apparently written in Michigan

before 1834, except five pages which are in the

Meekerian orthography. The name of Mr. Cass,

who resigned the governorship of Michigan in

1831, is mentioned in one of the dialogues.

[Discourses, translations, and frag-

ments of Indian gram-mar.] (*)

Five manuscripts in the Potewatemi lan-

guage, in the library of the Kansas Historical

Society, to which they were presented by Mrs.
Sarah Baxter and Mrs. Elizabeth Carter in

1879. Title from Transactions of the Kansas
State Historical Society, vol. 1 and 2, p. 98.

[Grammar of the Potewatemi lan-

guage.] (*)

Manuscript, 25 pp. closely written, in the

possession of Mr. R. S. Baxter, Auburn, Shaw-
nee County, Kansas.

[Part of the gospel of Matthew,
chap. 1 to chap, iii, verse 6, in Potewat-

emi ; also short sentences etc. in Pote-

watemi and English.]

Manuscript, 19 leaves, 16°. In possession of

Mr. John B. Dunbar. Bloomfield, N. J. The
gospel and a few other pages are in the orthog-

raphy invented by Mr. Meeker in 1834; thereat

of the manuscript is apparently of older date.

[A partial vocabulary of the Pote-

watemi language, and a hymn in the

same.] (*)

Manuscript, in the library of the Kansas
Historical Society, Topeka. Presented by Mr.
R. S. Baxter in 1878. Title from Transactions

of the Kansas State Historical Society, vol. 1 and
2, p. 34.
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Simerwell (R.) — CoDtiuued.

[Vocabularies, verbal conjugations,

and short sentences, in Englisli and

Potewatemi.]
Manuscript, 20 leaves, 10 of which are blank,

40. In possession of Mr. John B. Dunbar,

Bloomfield, N. J.

The text commences at one end of the vol-

ume with the word : Man + «t nin eh, etc. At
the other end (reversing the volume), it begins :

Food or Meat = me chim, etc. The orthogra-

phy is apparently earlier than 1834, in which

year Mr. Meeker's system was adopted.

[Vocabulary, Englisb and Potewat-

emi. J

Manuscript, 36 leaves, of which 10 are blank,

sq. 18°. In possession of Mr. John B. Dunbar,

Bloomfield, N. J. Contains about 650 words,

alphabetically arranged, and written apparent-

ly before the adoption of the new system of

orthography in 1834.

and Noaquett. Potrwatome nkum-
winin,

|
epe |

natotatewinin.
j
Sise-

minwrn epe Norqit,
|
okena'tonawa

I
Pukon Kesis, 1835.

|

[Three lines Po-

tewatemi.]
I

Shawanoe Baptist Mission :
|
J. Mee-

ker printer :
|
1835.

Title verso explanation! 1. text entirely in the

Potewatemi language pp. 3-83, index p. 84,18°.

Primer lessons, pp. 3-6.—Katekism, pp. 7-

46.—Hymns, pp. 47-83.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum.

Robert Simerwell was born in Ireland, May
1, 1786. At the age of nine he was sent to

school, which he attended regularly for two
years, and afterwards occasionally until he was
fifteen. In the spring of 1803, his parents em-

barked for America with their family, which

consisted of five boys and one girl, and in May
they arrived at Philadelphia. Soon after land-

ing, sickness came into the family, and in

three months Robert was a homeless orphan.

He found employment soon after as an appren-

tice to the blacksmith trade. At the age of

twenty-two years he united with the Baptist

church, and in the summer of 1824 he joined

the Baptist mission among the Putawatomie

Indians, at Carey station in Michigan territory.

He was persuaded to devote himself to this

work by Rev. Isaac McCoy, who had estab-

lished the mission there in 1822. On the 17th of

March, 1825, he was married to Miss F. Good-

ridge. During tae next five years he and his

wife resided at Carey station, where they as-

sisted Mr. and Mrs. McCoy in teachmg and

taking care of the Putawatomie children. In

these labors they had the help of Mr. John-

ston Lykins and Mr. Jotham Meeker, the lat-

ter of whom had been induced by Mr. Simer-

well to join the mission. Through the influ-

ence of Mr. McCoy, Mr. Simerwell received the

appointment of government blacksmith to the

Simerwell (R.)— Continued.
Indians, at a salary of 365 dollars a year, " all

of which he, like those of the other mission-

aries who received salaries from the Govern-

ment, threw into the common missionary ac-

count, as money belonging to the board, and to

be accounted for by a report."

In 1830 it was decided to discontinue the

Baptist mission in Michigan, and to remove to

the new Indian territory with as many of the

Indians as would accompany them. In the

following year Mr. McCoy and Mr. Lykins
started for the west to select a site for the new
mission. Mr. and Mrs. Simerwell remained be-

hind to look after the Putawatomies. The
school at Carey having been discontinued, with

the exception of seven or eight Indian children

whom the missionaries kept with them, "Mr.
Simerwell employed his time in the study of

the Putawatomie language, " of which he soon

became a master. In the latter part of 1833,

he and his wife started from Michigan, and on

the 13th of November they arrived at the Shaw-

anoe mission house, in what is now Johnson
county, Kansas, where Mr. Lykins and the

other missionaries had preceded them.

In 1834, the emigrant Putawatomies who had
reached the Missouri river and were waiting

for the selection of a reservation numbered be-

tween four and five hundred individuals. This

company was being continually increased by
the arrival of others from Michigan and In-

diana. While Mr. Simerwell kept his family

at the Shawanoe station and in the vicinity, he

frequently visited these Putawatomies, whose
encampment was about forty miles distant.

He usually remained among them several days

at a time, "for the purpose of imparting re-

ligious instruction, and of teaching a few to

read in their own language." For their use

"he compiled, and had printed," Mr. McCoy
relates, "a small book ia Putawatomie." This

was probably the primer of thirty-two pages

described above. The new printing press had

only recently been set up at the mission, under

the care of Mr. Jotham Meeker. Among the

first things printed on it (March, 1834), were
" 50 copies of the alphabet for several tribes,"

in the new system of orthography; One of

these alphabets was probably in the Putawato-

mie language, prepared by Mr. Simerwell. In

1835, with the help of his Putawatomie inter-

preter, Noaquett, whose English name was Lu-

ther Rice, he compiled another book in the

same language, containing a catechism and

some hymns. Two other books in Putawato-

mie, the titles of which have not been ascer-

tained, were printed before 1840, according to

Mr. McCoy. These were all printed according

to the new system, an account of which, with

a specimen of Mr. Simerwell's alphabet, is giv-

en under Meeker (J.)

In 1836 application was made to the depart-

ment of Indian affairs at "Washington for the

requisite authority for Mr. Simerwell to prose-

cute his missionary labors among the Putawat-
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Simer-well (R.) — Continued.

omie8. In February of tlie following year a

treaty was made by the goveinment with the

delegations of the Indians living in Michigan

and on the Missouri river, in which it was stip-

ulated that a country on the Osage river, with-

in the Indian territory, should be conveyed to

them. "This measure," Mr. McCoy remarks,

" wo rightly iudged, would place that tribe in

a suitable place, where Mr. Simcrwell might

make a permanent location among them, and

render himself more useful than he had been

for a few years previously." Many difficulties,

however, were met with in the attempt to carry

out this plan. About one thousand Putawato-

mies, including women and children, had been

encamped near Fort Leavenworth for nearly a

year. At length, in the latter part of July,

1837, they became divided. Many were taken

to a place up the Missouri river, against the

advice and wishes of the missionaries ; while

the others who remained were brought together

and assigned to a reservation in the new terri-

tory, near the present town of Osawatotnie,

Kansas.

It was among the latter that Mr. and Mrs.

Simerwell settled in December, 1837. "This

was an event," Mr. McCoy writes, " to which

we had long looked with deep solicitude. "We

considered this station to be a continuation of

the Carey mission, transplanted from Michigan

to this place." The greater part of the Puta-

watomies were still in their original homes in

Indiana, Michigan, and Illinois. Efforts were

made to induce them to emigrate also, but with-

out much success. Mr. Simerwell was located

among those who were considered perma-

nently settled within the Indian territory.

The missionaries were very desirous that as

many as possible of this tribe, among whom
they had commenced their labors nearly twen-

ty years before, should be biought within reach

of the institution continued for their benefit.

"In January, 1838," as Mr. McCoy relates,

" Mr. Simerwells prospects among the Puta-

watomies appeared to be brightening, and

many, chiefly adults, appeared willing to learn

to read in their own language; but he was
alone, and having the affairs of his family to

attend—and this, too, under the disadvantages

consequent on a now settlement—he was al-

lowed too little time to bestow on missionary

labours. He had an opportunity of hiring a

half-Indian, to aid him in teaching upon the

new system, but he was without the means.'

In this emergency Mr. McCoy advanced him
funds to enable him to hire the man a month or

two, in which time the case could be made
known to the board and an answer obtained

but the board did not authorize his employ

ment, and so that matter ended.

The reservation of the Putawatomies ad-

joined that of the "Weas and Piankashas. An
account of their condition, and of the mission

among them, at the close of the year 1839, is

given by Mr. McCoy in the following words

:

ALG 30

Simervrell (R.)— Continued.

"Only about .650 have yet emigrated to

this place. They have but recently arrived,

and have not had time to make themselves as

comfortable as the Ottawas, and others of their

neighbours. . . . Assistance to a considera-

ble extent, in the common improvements of

civilization and education, has been secured to

them by treaty, from the Government of the

United States. The Methodists have a mission

among them, on a small scale, and the Catho-

lics have a mission in which two priests are

employed.

"The Baptist station, transplanted from

Michigan, is going into operation here, under

auspicious circumstances. A small schooi in

English is taught a portion of the time, and

some instruction is imparted in the Indian lan-

guage. The missionaries from the nearest sta-

tions assist Mr, Simerwell, and attention to re-

ligious instruction is very encouraging. A
temperance society has been formed, the In-

dian members of which have increased to about

sixty, a few ofwhom are Ottawas. Permanent
and comfortable mission buildings are now go-

ing up, under the superintendence of Mr. Ly-

kins. Missionary associates are very much
needed by Mr. and Mrs. Simerwell in their ar-

duous labours. They have suffered considera-

bly by sickness."

About the year 1840 a Baptist church was es-

tablished among the Putawatomies under Mr.

Simerwell's care. The record book of this

church, from March 29, 1840, to January 12,

1844, is now preserved in the library of the

Kansas Historical Society at Topeka. In 1848

a log mission building was erected in what

is now Shawnee county, and Mr. Simerwell

opened a school there. He was also engaged

during this period in teaching and preaching

occasiona ly among the neighboring Miami In-

dians. A few years later, in 1854, the Puta-

watomie mission was interrupted, and event-

ually discontinued, on account of the civil war
in the state. After that date Mr. Simerwell

was employed by the Baptist missionary society

as a colporteur and in other missionary work.

He died at his residence on Six-mile Creek,

Shawnee county, Kansas, December 11, 1868.

His papers, manuscripts and books were pre-

sented to the Kansas Historical Society. Of
these, a partial vocabulary in manuscript of

the Patawatomie language, and a hymn in the

same, were given by Mr. Baxter in 1878. In

1879, Mrs Sarah Baxter and Mrs. Elizabeth.

Carter, of Auburn, Shawnee county, presented

the following: "547 letters, reports and other

papers, being copies of letters written by, or of

letters written to Mr. Simerwell, of dates ex-

tending from the year 1822 to the year 1866 ; 5

manuscripts embracing discourses, translations

and fragments of Indian grammar; rules for

reguration of Carey Indian Mission family,

1822; parchment certificate of naturalizati(n of

Robert Simerwell, Philadelphia, 1824; 7 books

of journals, being Mr. Simerwell's diary from
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Simerwell (R.) — Continued.

April 9, 1824, to December 10, 1837; 5 books of

accounts from 1829 to 1856 ; book of mathemat-

ical examples ; do. traveling expenses ; list of

letters received and sent, from 1824 to 1833

;

and church, book of branch of Pottawatomie

Baptist church, from March 29, 1840, to Jan-

uary 12, 1814 ; 3 books of minutes of proceed-

ings of the same church."

The preceding sketch is compiled mainly

from Rev. Isaac McCoy's History of Baptist

Indian Missions, Washington, 1840. Some addi-

tional particulars concerning the earlier and

later periods of his life have been furnished by

Mr. Robert Simerwell Baxter, a grandson of

Mr. Simerwell.

.Noaquett, whT was also named Luther Rice,

after a prominent officer of the Baptist board

of missions, was one of the Putawatomie In-

dian boys who were taken into Rev. Isaac

McCoy's family and school soon after the estab-

lishment of the Baptist mission at Carey sta-

tion, Michigan territory, in 1822. In 1824,

when "about fifteen years of age," he had

already acquired considerable knowledge of

English. The report of Commissioner John L.

Leib to Governor Cass, made in November

1824, contains the following account of him

:

" Noaquett, orLuther Rice, and Anthony Rollo,

have made such proficiency in the English lan-

guage as to enable them to interpret between

the missionaries and the Indians; and even

religious discourses have been explained to

their red brethren, in a manner highly credit-

able to the boys, and satisfactory to the mis-

sionaries. Luther Rice, who is not yet fifteen

years of age, when he first entered this institu-

tion, was wild from the woods, acquainted with

no language but his native Indian. He is a

-very promising lad, making rapid improve-

ments in reading, writing, and arithmetic, and

exhibiting an inquisitive mind, and a strong

desire for the acquisition of knowledge." In

1826 he was sent with half a dozen other Indian

lads to complete his education in one of the east-

ern schools, probably at the Baptist Theological

Institute, Hamilton, IN". T., under the care of

Rev. D. Hascall. On or after the removal of

the Putawatomie mission from Michigan to the

Indian territory in 1833, Noaquett rejoined Mr.

Simerwell and his people. His name appears

as joint translator with Mr. Simerwell on the

title-page of the Putawatomie hymn book and

catechism printed in 1835. A few years later,

Mr. McCoy mentions, with words of approba-

tion, a speech "delivered by Luther Rice, alias

Ifoaquett, a full-blooded Indian," at a temper-

ance meeting among the Putawatomies, on

July 4th, 1839.

Simon (Barbara Anne). The hope of

Israel;
|

presumptive evidenca
|
that

the
I

aborigines of the western hemi-

sphere
I
are descended from the

|
ten

missing tribes of Israel.
|
[Five lines

Simon (B. A.) — Continued.

Hebrew.]
|
Isaiah xl. | By Barbara

Anne Simon.
|

London :
|

published by R. B. Seeley,

and W. Burnside :
|
and sold by L. B.

Seeley and sons, Fleet street,
|
J. Hatch-

iird and son, Piccadilly, and
|
J. Nisbet,

Berners street.
|
MDCCCXXIX [1829].

Title verso printers 1 1. dedication verso

blank 1 1. poem entitled "Restoration of Isra-

el " pp v-vi, errata verso advertisement 1 1. in-

troduction pp. 1-32, text pp. 33-318, appendix

pp, 319-328, 8°.

Scattered through this work are general re-

marks on Indian languages, principally the Al-

gonquian.

Copies seen: British Museum, Powell, "Wat-

kinson.

The Field copy, no. 2138. sold for $L38; the

Murphy copy, no. 2286, $3.25.

The ten tribes of Israel
|
historically

identified
|
with the

|
aborigines

|
of

|

the western hemisphere.
|
By Mrs*

Simon
|
[Quotation four lines.]

|

Published by R. B. Seeley and W.
Burnside;

]
and sold by L. and G.

Seeley,
|
Fleet street, London.

| MD
CCCXXXVI [1836].

Half-title verso printer 1 1. title verso blank

1 1. contents pp. v-vi, preface pp. vii-viii, pre-

liminary observations pp. ix-xl, text pp. 1-370,

8°.

Linguistics as given under title next above.

Copies seen : Astor, British Museum.
The Field copy, no. 2139, sold for $1.50; the

Squier copy, no. 1241, $2.25.

Sinclair (John). [Translations into the

Cree language. ] (")

In a biography of the Rev. Henry Stein-

hauer, published in the Missionary Outlook for

January, 1881, ii is stated that "Mr. Sinclair

translated the Old Testament as far as the end

of Job ; also the Gospels and Acts ; while Mr.

Steinhauer translated from the beginning of

the Psalms to the end of the Old Testament and

from the beginning of Romans to the end of

the New."
In the Canadian Methodist Magazine for

May, 1885, the Rev. John McLean says: "He
[Steinhauer] and John Sinclair, a halfbreed,

translated the Bible into Cree. Sinclair trans-

lated the Old Testament to the end of Job, and

the New Testament to the end of the Acts of

the Apostles. Mr. Steinhauer translated the

remaining parts of the Old and New Testament.

I have in my library a manuscript copy of

Genesis written in the Cree syllabic characters

by John Sinclair. It is a beautiful specimen of

penmanship."

See Mason (W.) for a fuller discussion of the

translation of the bible into the Cree language.
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Sinclaxr (J.) — Continued.

[Genesis in the Cree language.] (*)

Manuscript in possession of Eev. John Mc-

Lean, Moose Jaw, N. W. T.

See Mason (W.)

See Papers.

Siwino-we eawekitake [Shawnee]. See

Lykins (J.)

Skoffie

:

Vocabulary See Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J.S.)

Vocabulary Allen (W.)

Vocabulary Balbi (A.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary ' Latham (E.G.)

Vocabulary Pierronet (T.)

See also Sheshtapoosh.

Slight (Benjamin). Indian researches;
|

or,
I

facts concerning
|
the north Amer-

ican Indians;
|
including

|
notices of

their present state of
|
improvement,

|

in their social, civil, and religious con-

dition;
I
with

I

hints for their future

advancement. | By Benjamin Slight.
]

Montreal;
|

printed for the author,

by J. E. L. Miller.
|
1«44.

Title Terso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank

1 1. preface pp. v-vi, introduction pp. vii-ix,

contents verso blank 1 1. text pp. 13-176, appen-

dix pp. 177-179, 12°.

Chapter iv, Language (pp. 28-35), contains

general remarks on the Ochipwa dialect, with

a specimen of the variations of the verb ntmft-

aubenandumooenenaunen, "our laughters of

mind" (from Evans), p. 32, and a criticism of

Evans's Ochipwa alphabet.—A few Ochipwa
words and two verses of a hymn in the same
languace, pp. 171-173.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Eames, Shea, Trumbull, "Wisconsin Historical

Society.

At the Field sale, no. 2155, a copy brought

$2.25.

Smet {Rev, Peter John de). Lettre du
P. J. De Smet.

In Annales de la propagation de la foi, vol. 11,

pp. 479-498, Paris, 1838, 8°. Headed: Nation

dt«8 Pottowatomies, aux Council Bluffs.

Contains a few Pottowatomie words and

phrases.

Oregon missions
|
and

|
Travels

|

over the Rocky mountains,
|
in 1845-46.

i
By

I
father P. J. de Smet, |

Of the

Society of Jesus.
|

New-York :
|
published by Edward

Dunigau,
| 151, Fnlton-street.

|
M

DCCC XLVII [1847].
Engraved title : Oregon missions |

and
Travels over the [ Rocky mountains, | in 1845

Smet (P. J. de) — Continued.
46.

1 fVignette of "Mary Quille in the battle

against the Crows."]
| by Father P. J. De

Smet.
I
of the Society of Jesns.

|

New York, | Published by Edward Dunigan

I

1847.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. portrait 1 1. en-

graved title as above verso blank 1 1. tide as

above verso copyright 1 1. dedication verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. xi-xii, map, text pp. 13-408,

Our father, etc. in several Indian languages

2 11. twelve other plates, 16°.

Short canticle in the Black-Feet language, p.

325.—Names of Pegan chiefs, with translations,

p. 333.—Legend of the Potawotomie Indians,

pp. 343-354, containing a number of Potawoto-

mie proper names, with translations.—The two
unnumbered leaves at the end contain the sign

of the cross and the lord's prayer in the Cree

language [by J. B. ThibaultJ, in the Black-foot

language, and in the Potawotomie language

[by C. Hoecken], each with an interlinear Eng-

lish translation ; also a vocabulary of 23 words

in Black-foot, a vocabulary of 17 words in Cree,

and the Cree numerals 1-10.

Copies seen: Astor, Bancroft, British Mu-
seum, Congress, Eames, Harvard, Shea.

At the Field sale, a copy, no 2159, brought $3 ;

at the Brinley sale, no. 5612, $3.75 ; at the Mur-

phy sale, no. 785,15.50.

Missions de I'Or^gon
|
et Voyages

|

aux Montagues rocheuses
|
aux sources

I

de la Colombie, de 1'Athabasca et du

Sascatshawin, |
en 1845-46.

]

[Picture

of ''Marie Quillax dans la bataille cen-

tre les Corbeaux," etc.]
|
Par le pere P.

J. de Smet,
|
de la Soci^t^ de J6su8.

|

Gand,
|
irapr. & lith. de V^. Vander

Scheldeu,
|
<5diteur. [1848.]

Portrait 1 1. engraved title as above verso

blank 1 1. license to print (dated 20 feb. 1848)

verso 2 lines of text 1 1. dedication (dated Gand,
2G fevrier 1848) pp. i-ii, preface de I'^diteur pp.

iii-ix, map, notice sur le territoire de rOr6gon

pp. 9-39, half title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 41-

350, notre pere, etc. in several Indian languages

pp. 351-359, origine des Am^ricains pp. 360-378,

table pp. 379-389, two other maps and fourteen

other plates, 16°.

Strophe of a hymn in the language of the

Pieds-Noirs, with French translation, p. 237.

—

Names of P6gan chiefs, with translations, p.

242.—L6gendes, croyances religieuses et cou-

tumes des Potowotoraies, pp. 279-303, contain-

ing a number of proper names, with transla-

tions.—Notre p6re (and the sign of the cross)

en langue Pieil-Noir, with French interlinear,

p. 354; en langue des Cries (traduit par M'
Thibault), with French interlinear, p. 355;

en langue Potowotoraie (traduit par le P6re

Hoeken),with French interlinear, p. 356. —Vo-
cabulary of Pied-Noir and Crie, p. 358.—Nu-

merals 1-10 in Pied-Noir and Crie, p. 359.—

Table comparative de langues Indiennes et
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Smet (P. J. de)— Continued.

Asiatiques, tir6e particulierement du Pere

Santini, de Barton et d' Abernethy, pp. 373-377,

comprises a few words taken from a number of

American languages, among them the Lenni-

Lenape, Algonquins, Chippewas, Kikkapoes,

. Potowotomies, Cries, Narrangasets, Miamis,

Naudowessis, Indiena de la Pensylvanie selon

"W. Penn, Indiens de Penobscot, St. Jean, et

Narrangasets. Piankashaws, Acadians, Shaw-

nees, Macicanni, Indiena de la Nouvelle Angle-

terre.

Copies seen : Bancroft, Congress, Eames,

Shea.

This translation was probably made under

the supervision of the author. It contains some

additional matter and notes, three important

maps, and new plates, which differ in style from

those in the Kew York edition of 1847. The

following is a different version :

Missions
|
de I'Or^gon j et voyages

I

dans les Montagues roclieuses
|
en

1845 et 1846,
|

par le pere P. J. de Smet,

1 de la Soci^t6 de J^sus.
|
Ouvrage tra-

duit de I'anglais,
|
Par M. Bourlez.

|

[Ornament.]
|

Paris,
I

librairie de Poussielgue-Rus-

and,
I

rue du Petit-Bourbon Saint-Sul

o , 3.
I

A Lyon, chez J, B. Pelagaud et

Cie.
I

1848

Engraved title: Missions de I'Oregon.
|
Et

voyages aux |
Montagues rocheuses

i
en 1845

& 46.
I
[Vignette of "Marie Plume dans la ba-

taille centre les Corbeaux'] 1 Par |
le p6re P.J.

de Smet. | de la Societ6 de
|
Jesus.

Half-title verso printer 1 1. portrait 1 1. en-

graved title as above verso blank 1 1. title as

above verso blank 1 1. preface pp. i-ii, text pp.

7-366, notrepere etc. in several Indian languages

pp. 367-375, origine des Americaina pp. 376-398,

postface pp. 399^06, table pp. 407-408, twelve

other plates, 12°.

Linguistics as in the preceding French edi-

tion, pp. 272, 278-279, 293-304, 370, 371, 372, 374,

375, 392-396.

The greater part of this translation was

made from the New York edition. The latter

part of the volume, however, follows the other

version published at Ghent in the same year,

from which the supplementary matter is evi

dently taken. The illustrations are Identical

with those in the original American edition,

the only change being in the inscriptions.

Copies seen : Eames.

At the Field sale, no. 2158, a copy brought

$3.25.

Missien van den Oregon
|
en Reizen

I
naer de rotsbergen |

en de brounen
|

der Colombia, der Athabasca en Sas-

catshawin,
|
iu 1845-46.

|
[Picture of

"Maria Quillac iu den stryd tegen de

Corbeaux," etc.]
(
Door den pater P. J.

Smet (P. T.de)~ Continued.

de Smet, | Van de Societeit van Jesus,

I
uit het franscb

|
door een klooster-

ling van Latrappe.
|

Gent,
I

Boek-en Steendrukkery van
W^^. Vander Schelden,

|
Onderstraet,

No. 37.
I
1849.

Cover title: Missien
|
van den

|
Oregon | en |

Reizen naar de Hotsbergen, |
door

|
pater P. -J.

deSmet, | van de societeit van Jesus. | Versierd

met 16 platen en 3 kaarten.
|
[Ornament.]

|

Gent,
I
huis heiligen Joseph,

| boekdruk-

kerij van H. Vander Schelden,
|
Onderstraat, 26.

Cover title as above, portrait 1 L engraved

title as above verso blank 1 1. license to print

(dated 11 Oct. 1848) verso 2 lines of text 1 1.

dedication (dated Gent, den 20 febiuary 1848)

pp. vii-viii, vorrede van den uitgever pp. ix-xv,

map, verslag over het grondgebied van den

Oregon pp. 17-49, text pp. 51-382, het onze vader

etc. in several Indian languages pp. 383-391,

oorsprong der Amerikanen pp. 392-411, inhoud

pp. 413-423, list of publications on back cover,

two other maps and fourteen other plates, 16°.

Linguistics as in the first French edition de-

scribed above, with Dutch translations, pp. 261,

267, 305-331, 386, 387, 388, 390, 391, 406-410.

Copies seen : Eames.

Voyages
|
dans

|
l'Am6rique septen-

trionale
|
Oregon

|
Par le R. Pere P. J.

de Smet |
de la compagnie do J<5su8

|

Troisieme Edition
|
soigneusement cor-

rig^e et augment^e de notes
|
d'un por-

trait et d'une carte
|

Bruxelles |
Mathieu Closson et C*®

|

26, rue Saint-Jean, 26
|
Paris 1 H. Repos

et C'®, ^diteurs
| 70, rue Bonaparte, 70

|

1874

Printed cover as above, half-title verso appro-

bation 1 1. portrait 1 1. title as above verso blank

1 1. preface pp. v-vii, text pp. 1-404, table pp.

405-406, map, 12°.

One verse of a song in Pieds Noir, with

French translation, p. 298.—Names of the P6-

gan chiefs, with translations, p. 306.—L6gende

dea Indiens Potowatomies, pp. 325-336, contain-

ing a number of Potowatomie proper names,

with definitions. The other specimens of In-

dian languages are omitted in this edition,

which is a reprint, with some new notes, of th&

translation by Bourlez, published at Paris in

1848.

Copies seen : British Museum, Eaines.

Cinquante |
Nouvelles Lettres

j
du

(

R. P. De Smet, |
de la Compagnie de^

J^sus et Missionnaire en Am^rique,
|

publi^es par
|
Ed. Terwecoren,

|
de la

memo Compagnie.
|
[Two lines quota-

tion.]
!

Paris
I
Rue de Tournon, 20.

|
Tournai.
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Smet (P. J. de) — Continued.

j
Rue aux Kats, 11.

|
H. Castelman

|

f^diteur.
|
1858.

Pp. i-ix, 1-503, 120.

Names of Shyenne delegates with English

synonyms, p. 99.

Copies seen : British Museum.

The
I

Linton | Albvm.
|
By

|
P. S.

[sic] De Smet
| S. J.

Manuscript belonging in 1887 to the late Col.
[

John Mason Brown, Louisville. Ky. ; embel-

lished cover with title as above, no inside title,

pp. 1-84, 4°. Pen and water-color sketches on

pp. 1, 3, 15, 33, 55, 61, and 65.

A Delaware gainoh or hymn (four stanzas,

four lines each, signed "Watomika Sachem ne I

Delaware"),p. 3.—Alphabet (Cree syllabary) in

use among the Northwest Indians, p. 4.—Biog-

raphy of Father Watomika, S. J., of the Lenni

Lenape or Delaware nation (pp. 5-32), contains

Delaware proper names with English transla-

tions passim, and a mourning chantof four lines

in Delaware, p. 29.—Delaware old legend, pp.

32-40. The Lord's prayer in eigbtetn langiiages,

in most cases accompanied by tlie sign of the

cross, among them the Cree (syllabic charac-

ters), p. 67 ; Potewatemi, p. 68; Blackfoot (from

Giorda), pp. 69-70; Lenni Lenape or Delaware

with English interlinear, p. 79 ; Algonkin, p,

80 ; Ottawa and Penobscot ( ho latter from Ve-

tromile), p. 81 ; Passamaquoddy, p. 82.—Para-

phrase of the Lord's prayer in the Cree lan-

guage (syllabic characters) with English oppo-

site (five stanzas), pp. 82-83.—Christmas hymn
in Potewatemi, pp. 83-84.—Hymn to the Virgin

in Potewatemi (from Gailland), p. 84.

Peter John De Smet, missionary, born in Ter-

monde, Belgium, December 31, 1801 ; died in St.

Louis, Mo., in May, 1872. He studied in the

Episcopal Seminary of Mecblin, and while there

he felt called to devote himself to the conver-

sion of the Indians. When Bishop Nerinx vis-

ited Belgium in search of missionaries, De Smet,

with five other students, volunteered to accom-

pany him, and sail from Amsterdam in 1821.

After a thort stay in Philadelphia, De Smet en-

tered the Jesuit novitiate at Whitemarsh, Md.
Here ho took the Jesuit habit. In 1828 he went
toSt. Louis and took part in establishing the Uni-

versity of St. Louis, in which he was afterwards

professor. In 1838 he was sent to establish a

luis.sion among the Potlawattamies on Sugar
Creek. He built a chapel, erected a school,

which was soon crowded with pupils, and in a

short time converted most of the tribe. In 1840

hH begged the bishop of St. Louis to permit him
to labor among the Flatheads of the Rocky
Mountains, and set out on April 30, 1840. He
arrived on July 14 in the camp of Peter Valley,

where about 1.600 Indiana had assembled to

meet liim. With the aid of an interpreter he
translated the Lord's prayer, the Creed, and the

Commandments into their language, and in a

fortnight all the Flatheads knew these prayers

Smet (P. J. de)— Coutiuiied.

and commandments, which were afterward ex-

plained to them. In the spring of 1841 he set

out again, and after passing through several

tribes, crossed the Platte and met at Fort Hall

a body of Flatheads, who had come 800 miles

to escort the missionaries. On September 24

the party reached Bitterroot River, where it

was decided to form a permanent settlement.

The lay brothers built a church and residence,

while De Smet went to Colville to obtain pro-

visions. On his return ... he remained

in the village familiarizing himself with the

language, into which he translated the cate-

chism. He then resolved to visit Fort Van-

couver ; ... on his return to St. Mary's he

resolved to cross the wilderness again to St.

Louis. There he laid the condition of his mis-

sion before his superiors, who directed him to

go to Europe and appeal for aid to the people

of Belgium and France. He sailed from Ant-

werp in December, 1843, with five Jesuits and
six sisters, and reached Fort Vancouver in Au-
gust, 1844. In 1845 he began a series of missions

among the Zingomenes, Sinpoils, Okenaganes,

Flatbows, and Koetenays, which extended to

the watershed of the Saskatchewan and Colum-

bia, the camps of the wondering Assiniboins

and Creeks, and the stations of Fort St. Anne
and Bourassa. He visited Europe several times

in search of aid for his missions. During his

last visit to Europe he met with a severe acci-

dent, in which several of his ribs were broken,

and on his return to St. Louis he wasted slowly

awsij.—Appleton's Cyclop, ofAm. Biog.

Smith (Ethan). View
|
of the

|
Hebrews;

I

exhibiting |
the destruction of Jerusa-

lem
; I

the certain restoration of Judah
and [

Israel
; |

and
|
an address of the

prophet Isaiah re-
|
lative to their res-

toration. .| By .Ethan Smith,
|
pastor of

a churchin Poultney,(Vt.)
|
[Two lines

scripture.]
|

Poultney, (Vt.)
|
Printed and pub-

lished by Smith & Shute.
|
1823.

Title verso copyright 1 1. introduction pp. iii-

iv, text pp. 15-183, contents pp. 185-187, 12°.

A short comparative vocabulary (28 worda

and phrases) of Indian and Hebrew (from Bou-

dinot and Adair), showing analogies between

the two.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum.

View of the Hebrews;
|
orthe] tribes

of Israel in America. | Exhibiting
|

Chap. I. The destruction of Jerus:ilem.

Chap. II. The cer-
|
tain restoration of

Judah and Israel. Chap. III. The
|

present state of Judah and Israel.

Chap. IV. An
|
address of the Prophet

Isaiah to the United
|
States relative to

their restoration
f
By Ethan Smith,

|

pastor of a Church in Poultney (Vt.)
|
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Smith (E.) — Coutinued.

[Four lines quotation.]
|
Second edi-

tion, Improved and enlarged.
|

Published and printed by Smith &
Shute,

I
Poultney, (Vt.)

| 1825.

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface verso blank
1 1. recommendations pp. iii-viii, contents pp.
ix-xi, text pp. 13-269, appendix pp. 271-285,

12°.

Linguistics as under previous title, pp. 90-91.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress, Wat-
kinson.

Some copies vary in title-page from the above,

"Second edition, improved and enlarged"

appearing immediately before the words "By
Ethan Smith." (Boston AthensBum, Shea.)

At the Squier sale, no. 1249, a copy brought

55 cents.

Smith {Bev. Frederic S.) See GilfiUan

(J. A.)

Smith ( Capt. John). A map of Virginia.

I

With a descripti-
|
on of the covn-

trey, the
|
Commodities, People, Gov-

ern-
I
ment and Religion.

|
Written by

Captaine Smith, sometimes Go-
|
vern-

our of the Countrey. | Wherevnto is

annexed the
|
proceedings of those

Colonies, since their first
|
departure

from England, with the discourses,
|

Orations, and relations of the Salvages,

I

and the accidents that befell
|
them

in all their lournies
|
and discoveries.

|

Taken faithfvlly as they
|
were written

out of the writings of
|

Doctor Rvssell. Richard Wiefin.
|

Tho. Stvdley. Will. Phettiplace.
|

Anas Todkill. Nathaniel Powell.
[

leffra Abot. Richard Pots. |*

And the relations of dis-^ers other dili-

gent observers there
|
present then,

and now many of them in England.
|

By W. S [trachey].
|

[Design.]
|

At Oxford,
I

Printed by Joseph

Barnes. 1612.

Title verso blank 1 1. to the hand (*2) verso

blank 1 1. vocabulary 2 11. (verso of second

blank), map, text pp. 1-39, titJe of "The pro-

ceedings of the English colonie in Virginia "'

(with the same imprint as in the first title)

verso blank 1 1. to the reader 1 1. text pp. 1-

110, 4°. See the fac-simile of the title-page.

On the two leaves preceding the text is a

vocabulary of 65 words and 11 sentences in the

Indian language of Virginia, beginning with
the words: "Because many doe desire to

knowe the maner of their language, I haue
inserted these few words."

Copies seen: British Museum, Lenox, Har-

vard.

One of the two copies in the Lenox Library

contains a leaf of dedication, verso blank, in-

Smith (J. ) — Coutinued.
serted after the title. This dedication is signed
"lohn Smith" and addressed "To the Eight
Honourable S*". Edward Semer Knight, Baron
Beauchamp, and Earle of Hartford," etc.

whose arms are stamped in gold on the vellum
covers. In this respect the copy is probably
unique.

At the Murphy sale, no. 2315, a fine copy sold

for $180. Priced by Quaritch, no. 29715, 30Z. ; by
Dodd, Mead & co. ]Srov. 1889, $50.

Eeprinted in Arber's edition of Smith's
Works, 1884, described on pp. 472-473.

The
I

generall historic
|
of

|
Virginia,

New-England, and the Summer
|
Isles:

with the names of the Adventurers,
|

Planters, and Governours from their
|

first beginning An": 1584. to this
j

present 1624. | With the Procedings
of those Severall Colonies

| and the
Accidents that befell them in all their

|

Journyes and Discoveries.
| Also the

Maps and Descriptions of all those
|

Countryes, their Commodities, people,
|

Government, Customes, and Religion
|

yet knowne.
\
Divided into sixe Bookes.

I
By Captaine lohn Smith sometymes

Governour
|
in those Countryes & Ad-

mirall
|
of New England.

|

London.
|
Printed by I. D. and

|
I. H.

for Michael
|
Sparkes.

| 1624.

Title in center of engraved page verso blank
1 1. dedication to the Duchesse of Richmond
and Lenox 1 1. preface verso poem 1 1. other

poems 2 11. contents 2 11. text pp. 1-96, 105-248,

errata of seven lines on a slip, 4 maps, folio.

See the reduced fac-simile of the title-page.

Vocabulary of the Indian language of Vir-

ginia, as under title next above, p. 40.

Copies seen : Brown, Congress, Lenox.

Of the five copies of this edition in the Lenox
Library, one is on large paper, in the original

binding of dark blue morocco, gilt edges, with

the arms of the Duchess of Eichraond and
Lenox, to whom the work is dedicated, stamped
on one side, and the arms of King James I on
the other. It was purchased at the Brinley

sale in New York, in 1878, for $1,800. Another
copy, also in the original binding, has John
Smith's initials "I. S." stamped on both cov-

ers, and contains the slip of errata pasted at the

bottom of the last page. A third copy is very

tall, and is uncut. A fourth copy has inserted

four portraits of Smith in different states, and
a portrait of the Duchess of Richmond, A
fifth copy contains the autograph of Thomas
Penn, and was used in the suit of Penn against

Baltimore. The portraits of the Duchess of

Richmond and Lenox and of Matoakaor Poca-

hontas, which are usually found in the later

editions, do not belong to the first edition as

originally issued.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 2511, lOi. 10a.
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Smith (J.)— CoDtinued.

At the Field sale, no. 2169, a copy brought

$147.50. Priced by Stevens, 1888, 71. 10s.

The
!
generall historic of

j

Virginia,

New-Englaud, aud the Summer
|
Isles:

with the names of the Adventurers,
|

PJauters, aud Governours from their
|

first beginning An": 1584. to this
|

present 1626. j
With the Procedings

of those Severall Colonies
|
and the

Accidents that befell them in all their
[

Journyes and Discoveries. |
Also the

Maps and Descriptions of all those
1

Countryes, their Commodities, people,
|

Government, Customes, and Religion
|

yetknowne.
|
Divided into sixe Bookes.

I
By Captaine lohn Smith sometymes

Goveruour
i

in those Countryes & Ad-

mirall
|
of New England.

|

London.
|
Printed by 1. D. and

|
I. H.

for Michael
|
Sparkes.

|
1626.

Title in center of engraved page ; collation

and contents as in edition of 1624, titled next

above. On the title-page the Inscription over the

portrait of Charles is altered from "Caiolvs

Princeps,"as in the 1624 edition, to "Carolvs

Rex." See the reduced fac-simile of the title-

page.

Copies seen : Brown, Harvard, Lenox, Massa-

chusetts Historical Society.

The
I

generall historie ! of
|
Virginia,

New-England, and the Summer
|
Isles:

with the names of the Adventurers,
|

Planters, and Governours from their
|

first beginning An" : 1584. to this
|

present 1626. |
With the Procedings

of those Severall Colonies
|
and the

Accidents that befell them in all their
|

Journyes aud Discoveries.
| Also the

Maps and Descriptions of all those
j

Countryes, their Commodities, people,
|

Government, Customes, and Religion
|

yetknowne.
|
Divided into sixe Bookes.

I
By Captaine lohn Smith sometymes

Governour
|
in those Countryes & Ad-

mirall
|
of New England.

|

London,
j
Printed by I. D. and

|
I. H.

for Michael
|
Sparkes. | 1627.

Title in center of engraved page verso blank

;

collation and contents as in edition of 1624

titled above. The portrait of King Charles

has the inscription "Carolvs Rex."

Copies seen : Congress, Lenox, Massachusetts

Historical Society.

The Menzies copy, no. 1848, sold for $140; at

the Murphy sale, no. 2310, a copy brought $210.

Priced by Quaritch, no. 29718, 121. ; no. 29719,

Smith (J.)— Continued.

lOZ. ; by Dodd, Mead and co. Nov. 1889, $120;

another copy, $180.

The
I

generall historie
]
of

|
Virginia,

New-England, and the Summer
|
Isles:

with the names of the Adventurers,
|

Planters, and Governours from their
)

first beginning An*': 1584. to this j

present 1626.
|
With the Procedings

of those Severall Colonies |
and the

Accidents that befell them in all their
|

Journyes and Discoveries.
|
Also the

Maps and Descriptions of all those
|

Countryes, their Commodities, people,
|

Government, Customes, and Religion
|

yetknowne.
|
Divided into sixe Bookes.

I
By Captaine lohn Smith sometymes

Governour
j
in those Countryes & Ad-

mirall | of New England,
j

London. | Printed by I. D. and
|
I. H.

for Michael
|
Sparkes.

|
1631. (*)

Title in center of engraved page verso blank;

collation and contents as in edition of 1624

titled above.

I have seen mention of but one copy of this

edition—that in the library of Mr. Alfred H.

Huth, London, England. Thinking there was
possibly a mistake in the date, I wrote Mr.

Huth concerning it, sending him photographic

fac-similes of the title-pages of the editions of

1624, 1626, 1627, and 1632 for comparison, and

asking that he note the differences not only in

the titles but in the books themselves. He
responds as follows

:

I regret that the only other edition of John
Smith's History of Virginia besides that of 1631

that I have in my library is the edition of 1624.

Apparently there is no difference in the text

between these two editions; indeed I am pretty

well convinced that it is the same edition with

a new title-page. The ornaments, catch-words,

broken type, &c. all correspond; and therefore

it is highly probable that all the editions up
to that of 1631 at least, are the 1624 edition

merely with new titles and altered maps.

In the title the 1631 edition differs from that

of 1627 only in the date. The Map of Virginia

has " 1695 " in the r. t. corner. The Map of the

Summer Isles has in addition "Peniston's Re-

doute," and ''Printed by James Reeve." The
Map of New England has in place of "Charles

Prince," "Charles nowe King"; and in place

of "Printed by Geor. Low," has "Printed by
James Reeve;" there are also more islands at

the mouth of the river Charles.

The
I
generall historie of ' Virginia,

New-England, and the Summer
|
Isles:

with the names of the Adventurers,
|

Planters, and Governours from their
|

first beginning An» : 1584. to this
|

present 1626. | With the Procedings
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Smith (J.)— Continued,

of those Severall Colonies | and the

Accidents that befell them in all their
|

Journyes and Discoveries. | Also the

Maps and Descriptions of all those
|

Countryes, their Commodities, people,
|

Government, Custoraes, and Religion
|

yetknowne.
|
Divided into sixeBookes.

I

By Captaine lohn Smith sometyraes

Governour |
in those Countryes & Ad-

mirall
|
of New England.

|

London.
|
Printed by I D. and

|
I. H.

for Edward
|
Blackmore

j
Anno 1632

Collation and contents as in edition of 1624.

In this edition the portrait of Charles Rex is

altered to represent a man of more mature

years, and the map includes the names of places

in New England not given in the former issues.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Brown, Congress, Harvard, Lenox.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no, 2515, 101.

10s. ; by Quaritch, no. 29723, bound with True

Travels, 1630, 30i. ; by Ellis & Scrutton, 1886,

bound with the True Travels, Ml. The Brinley

copy, no. 365, sold for $230.

The printed portion of these issues—1624,

1626,1627, and 1632—is identical in all, and all

want the sheet O, pp. 97-104. The variations

are in the engraved title and maps.

An edition: Reisen Entdeckungen, Berlin,

1782, contains no linguistics. (British Mu-

— The General History of Virginia, New
England, and the Summer Isles : with

the Names of the Adventurers, Planters,

and Governors, from their first begin-

ning, Anno 1584, to this present 1624

;

with the Proceedings of those several

Colonies, and the Accidents that befell

them in all their Jouruies and Discov-

eries. Also, the maps and descriptions

of all those countries, their commodi-
ties, people, government, customs, and
religion, yet known. Divided into Six

Books. By Captain John Smith, Some-
time Governor in those Countries, and
Admiral of New England.

In Pinkerton (John). A general collection of

voyages and travels, vol.13, pp. 1-253, London,

1812. 4°.

Virginia Indian vocabulary, "Because many
do desire to know," etc. p. 45.

The
I

trve travels,
|
adventvres

|

and
I
observations

|
of

[
captaine John

Smith,
I

in
|

Europe, Asia, Africke,

and America:
|
beginning

|
about the

yeere 1593, and continued
|
to this pres-

ent 1629
I

Vol. I.
I
From the London

edition of 1629 [sic].
|

Smith (J.)— Continued.

Richmond :
|
Republished at the

Franklin Press.
|
William W. Gray,

Printer.
|
1819.

Title to vol. 2 : The
|
generall historic | of

|

Virginia, New-England, and the Summer Ilea,

I
with

I
thenamesof the adventurers, planters,

and
I
governours from their first beginning,

|

an. 1584. to this present 1626.
| With

|
the

proceedings
| of those severall colonies and the

accidents
|
that befell them in all their iournyes

I
and discoveries.

|
Also

|
the maps and descrip-

tions
I

of those countryes, their commodities,
people, government, customes,

| and religion yet
knowne.

|
Divided into sixe bookes.

|
By cap-

taine lohn Smith,
| sometymes governour of

those countryes and admirall of New England.

I
Vol. II. I From the London edition of 1629

[sic].
I

Richmond:
|
Republished at the Franklin

Press.
(
William W. Gray, Printer.

|
1819.

2 vols.: portrait of Smith 1 1. title verso blank
1 1. dedication of the publisher verso blank 1 1.

epistle dedicatory 1 1. contents 1 1. poems etc. 3

11. text pp. 1-243, commendatory addresses pp.
245-247; frontispiece 11. title verso blank 1 1.

contents pp. iii-xi, text pp. 1-282, three maps
and plates, 8^.

The Generall Historic ("From the London
Edition of 1627 ") comprises a part of the first

and nearly the whole of the second volume, and
includes the Virginian vocabulary, vol. 1, pp.
147-148.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Geological Survey,

Lenox, PiUing, Shea.

Leclerc, 1867, no. 1406, sold a copy for 21 fr.

;

the Field copy, no, 2171, brought $13.50; the

Menziescopy, no. 1852, $10; the Squier copy, no.

1253,16.25; no. 1947, $5.50; the Murphy copy,

no. 2311, $4.50. Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no.

1008, 30 fr. ; by Quaritch, no. 29723, 21. 10s.

The English Scholar's Library.
(

Capt. John Smith,
|
of Willoughby by

Alford, Lincolnshire; President
|

of Vir-

ginia, and Admiral of New England.
|

Works.
I

1608-1631.
|
[Ten lines quota-

tions.]
I

Edited by Edward Arber,
|

fellow [&c. three lines.]
|

1, Montague road, Birmingham.
( 10

June, 1884.
|
No. 16.

|

(All rights re-

served.)

Cover title : The English Scholar's Library.
|

Edited by Edward Arber,
|
fellow [&c. three

lines.]
I
Capt. John Smith, | President of Vir-

ginia, and Admiral of New
I

England.
| Works.

I

1608-1631, 1

1, Montague road, Birmingham.
|
10 June,

1884.
I
No. 16.

I

Unwin bros., imp.) Twelve
Shillings and Sixpence. (Chilworth & London.

Printed cover verso dedication 1 1. half-title

verso blank 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. contents

pp. v-viii, preface pp. ix-xviii, introduction pp.
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Smith (J.)— Continued.

xix-xxxii, illustrative docaments pp. xxxili-

cxxix, bibliography pp. cxxx-cxxxvi, text pp.

1-972, index pp. 973-983, tail piece and printers

p. 984, six maps and plates, sq. 8°.

A map of Virginia (with title-page arranged

as in the original edition of 1612), pp. 41-174,

Including tae vocabulary, pp. 44-46.

The gcnerall historie of Virginia &c. (with

fac-simile of the title-page of the 1624 edition),

pp. 273-784, includes the vocabulary, pp. 381-382.

Copies seen: Eames, Geological Survey.

The vocabulary from this work is reprinted

in part in many places ; in full in Howison (E,.

R.), A history of Virginia, Philadelphia, 1846;

also in Macauley (J.), The natural . . .

history of the state of New-York, New York,

1829.

John Smith, adventurer, bornin Willoughby,

Lincolnshire, England, in January, 1579; died

in London, 21 June, 1632. Biographies of Smith

are generally based on Smith's own accounts of

his life and services, which are not trustworthy.

He was the eldest son of Greorge and Alice

Smith, poor tenants of Peregrine Bertie, Lord

"Willoughby, and was baptized in the parish

church at Willoughby, 6 Jan., 1579, O. S.—Ai>-
pleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Smith (John Jay) and "Watson (J. F.)

American
|
historical and literary curi-

osities;
I

consisting of
|
fac-similes of

original documents relating to the

events
|
of the revolution,

|
&c. &c.

|

with a variety of
|
reliques, antiquities,

I
and

I

modern autographs.
|
Collected

and edited
|
by

|
J. Jay Smith,

|
libra-

rian of the Philadelphia and Loganian
libraries,

|
and

|
John F. Watson,

|

annalist of Philadelphia and New
York

; |
assisted by

|
an association of

American antiquaries.
| No. 2, com-

pleting the work. |

Philadelphia :
|

published by Lloyd
P. Smith.

(
1847.

Title verso printers I 1. contents 1 1. text 35

tinnumbered 11. folio.

Fac-simile of the Indian title-page of Eliot's

bible of 1663, and of one page of the psalms,

from the same work, plate 17,

Copies seen .- Congress.

Priced by Clarke & co. 1881, no. 626, $4.

Second edition, Philadelphia, 1847, 2 parts,

folio. (British Museum.)
Third edition, Philadelphia, 1847, folio. (*)

American
|
historical and liter-

ary curiosities
; j
consisting of

|
fac-sim-

iles of original documents relating to

the events
|
of the revolution,

|
&c.

&c.
I
With a variety of

|
reliques, an-

tiquities,
I
and

I

modern autographs.
|

Smith (3.3.) andWatson (J. F. )—Con'd.
Collected and edited

|
by

|
J. Jay

Smith,
I
librarian of the Philadelphia

and Loganian libraries
|
and

|
John F.

Watson,
I

annalist of Philadelphia and
New York.

|
Fourth edition, with addi-

tions and alterations.
|

New York :
| G. P. Putnam.

|
1850.

Title verso copyright (1846) and printers 1 1.

preface verso blank 1 1. contents 2 11, plates i-

Lxvi, and 10 11. of text, iP.

Linguistics as in the first edition, described

above, plate 48.

Copies seen : Lenox,

American
|
historical and liter-

ary curiosities
; |

consisting of
|
fac-

similes of original documents relating

to the
I
events of the revolution,

|
&c.

&c,
I

with a variety of
|
reliques, an-

tiquities and modern autographs.
|

Collected and edited
|
by

|
J, Jay

Smith,
I
librarian of the Philadelphia

and Loganian libraries,
|
and

|
John

F. Watson,
|
annalist of Philadelphia

and New York.
|
Fifth edition, with

additions.
|

New York:
| G.P.Putnam. |

1852.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface verso blank 1 I.

contents 2 11. text 68 11. folio.

Linguistics as in the edition of 1847, titled

above, plate 48.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Public.

American
|
historical and liter-

ary curiosities; [consisting of
| fac-

similes of original documents relating

to the events
j
of the revolution,

| &c.,

&c.
[
with a variety of

|
reliques, an-

tiquities,
I

and
I
modern autographs.

|

Collected and edited
|
by

j
John Jay

Smith,
I

member [&c. one line],
|
and

(

John F. Watson,
|
annalist [&c. one

line,]
I
Assisted by an association of

American antiquarians.
|
Sixth edition;

with improvements and additions.
|

Philadelphia:
|
W. Brotherhead.

|

1861.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface to fifth edition

etc. verso blank 1 1. contents 2 11. plates i-lxx, 1

unnumbered plate, folio.

Linguistics as in first edition, titled above,

plate LI.

Copies seen : Boston Public.

Smith (John S.) Vocabulary of the

Arapahoes and of theCheyennes.
In Schoolcraft (H. R,), Indian Tribes, vol. 3,

pp. 446-459, Philadelphia, 1853, 4°.

Contains about 400 words each, including the
numerals 1-300,000.
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Smith (Philip H.) General history
|
of

I

Duchess county,
|
from

|
1609 to 1876,

inclusive.
]
Illustrated with

|
numerous

wood-cuts, map and full-
|
page en-

gravings.
I
By Philip H. Smith.

|

Pawling, N. Y.:
|

published by the

author.
|
1877.

Frontispiece 1 1. title 1 1. text pp. 7-507, map
and four other plates, 8°.

A few Mohegan or Mincee terms, pp. 21-22.

Copies seen : Astor, Congress, Shea.

Smith (Samuel). The |
history

[
of

|
the

colony
I

of
|
Nova-Csesaria, or New-Jer-

sey :
I

containing,
|
an account of its first

settlement,
]

progressive improvements,

I

the original and present constitution,
|

and other events,
|
to the year 1721.

j

With
I

some particulars since
; |

and
|

a short view of its present state,
|
By

Samuel Smith.
|

Burlington, in New-Jersey :
|
Printed

and Sold by James Parker: Sold also

by
I

David Hall, in Philadelphia. M-
DCCLXV[1765].

Title verso blank 1 1. contents pp. iii-vi, pre-

face pp. vii-x, text pp. 1-51], appendix pp. 512-

573, errata verso blank 1 1. 8°.

Brief vocabulary (names of animals) in the

language of the New Jersey Indians, p. 1B7.

Copies seen : Harvard, Lenox.

At the Menzies sale, no. 1859, a copy brought

$125. Dodd. Mead & co, catalogue 16, priced a

copy $70.

The
I
history

|
of

|
the colony

|
of

|

Nova-Csesaria, or New-Jersey:
|
con-

taining,
I
an account of its first settle-

ment,
I

progressive improvements,
|
the

. original and present constitution,
|
and

other events,
|
to the year 1721.

j
With

I

some particulars since;
| and |

a short

view of its present state.
|
By Samuel

Smith.
I

Burlington, in New-Jersey :
|
Printed

and sold by James Parker : Sold also by

I

David Hall, in Philadelphia. M,DCC,-
LXV [1765].

Yerso of title : Trenton, N. J.: Wm. S. Sharp,

Stereotyper and Publisher. 1877.

Title verso copyright (dated 1877) and print-

er 1 1. preface to second edition pp. iii-iv,

sketch of the author pp. v-vi, contents pp. vii-

X, preface pp. xi-xiv, 1 blank 1. text pp. 1-311,

appendix pp. 512-573, errata verso blank 1 1,

index pp. 575-602, map, 8°.

Vocabulary as under title above, p. 137.

Copies seen: Eames, Harvard.

The vocabulary is reprinted in Raum (J. O.),

History of New Jersey, vol. 1, p. 122, Philadel-

phia, 1877, 80.

Smithsonian Institution. These words following

a title or included within parentheses after a
note indicate that a copy of the work referred

to has been seen by the compiler in the library

of that institution, Washington, D. C.

Smithsonian Institution. Smithsonian

miscellaneous collections.
|

216.
]
Photo-

graphic portraits
|
of

|
North American

Indians
|
in the gallery of the

|
Smith-

sonian institution.
|

[Seal.]
|

Washington :
|
Smithsonian institu-

tion.
I

1867.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-42, 8°.

Names of persons of a number of tribes of

American Indians, with definitions, among
them the Miamis, Pottawatomis, Sacs, Foxi s,

Shawnees, Ottawas, Cheyennes, Arapahos, Del-

awares, Montauks, and Chippewas.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology, Pilling,

Smithsonian Institution.

Some copies are printed on one side of the

leaf only. (Bureau of Ethnology, Smithsonian

Institution.)

Snake (Noah). See Bigcanoe (C.)

Sobron(F^lixC.y) Losidiomas
|
de la

|

Am^iica Latiua
|
Estudios biografico-

bibliogr^ficos
|

por
|
D. Felix C. y So-

bron
I

M6dico-cirujano e individuo do

varias Sociedades cientificas
|

Madrid
|
imprenta ^ cargo de Victor

Saiz
I
Calle de la Colegiata, num. 6

[1877]
Cover title : Felix C. y Sobron

|
Los idiomas

I
de la

I

America Latina
|
[Ornament]

|

Madrid | Eduardo de Medina, editor |
Calle

de la Colegiata, num. 6

Printed cover, half-title verso blank 1 1. title

as above verso blank 1 1. preface pp. 5-6, text

pp. 7-137, otras producciones del autor verso

blank 1 1. 12°.

O salutaris Hostia " en abnakisa," and "en
illinesa" (from Kasles), p. 101.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology, Eames.

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge:

These words following a title or included within

parentheses after a note indicate that a copy

of the work referred to has been seen by the

compiler in the library of that institution, Lou-

don, England.

Song book, Abnaki. See Vetromile (E.)

Songs

:

Abnaki See Abnaki.

Abnaki Keade (J.)

Algouquian Algonquian.

Algonquian Dunne (J.)

Algonquian Haines (E.M.)

Blackfoot Petitot (E. F, S. J.

)

Blackfoot Smet (P. J. de).

Brotherton Baker (T.)

Cheyenne Baker (T.)

Cheyenne Dodge (R. I.)

Chippewa Baker (T.)
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Songs — Continued.

Chippewa See Belden (G. P.)

Chippewa Briabin (J. S.)

Chippewa Copway (G.)

Chippewa Faulmann (K.)

Chippewa Fletcher (J. C.)

Chippewa ' Goodrich (S, G.)

Chippewa Hoffman (C.F.)

Chippewa Hoffman (W.J.)

Chippewa Jameson (A. M.)

Chippewa Johnston (Jane).

Chippewa Lanmau (C.)

Chippewa McKenney (T. L.)

Chippewa Schoolcraft (H. E._)

Chippewa Schoolcraft (J.)

Chippewa Strickland (W. P.)

Cree Petitot (E. F. S. J.)

Maliaeet Gabriel (P. J.)

Miami Whitney (H.)

Micmao Elder (W.)

Micmac Leland(C. G.)

Micmac Mitchell (L.)

Mississagua Chamberlain (A. F.)

Ottawa Hoffman (C.F.)

Passamaquoddy Leland (C. G.)

Powhatan Strachey (W.)

Shawnee Beidermann (W. von).

Soto. See Chippewa.

Souriquoia

:

Numerals SeeDuret(C.)

Numerals Haines (E. M.)

Numerals James (E.)

Numerals Laet (J. de).

Numerals Lescarbot (M.)

Relationships Laet (J. de).

Vocabulary Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J. S.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary Gallatin (A.)

Vocabulary Laet(J. de).

Vocabulary Latham (R. G.

)

Vocabulary Lescarbot (M.)

Words Lesley (J. P.)

Words Merian (A. A. von).

See also Micmac.

[Sparks (Jared).] [Review of ] Journal

of a Tour around Hawaii, the largest of

the Sandwich Islands. By a Deputation

from the Mission on those Islands.

In North American Review, vol. 22, pp. 334-

364, Boston, 1826, 8°.

Contains, in a note on pp. 359-360, a few
specimens of NewEngland Indian words (from

Cotton Mather).

Specimen
|
characterum

|
typographei

1 S. Concilii Christian© nomini Propa-

gando
I

sanctissimo Domini Nostro
)

Gregorio XVI. Pont-Max.
|
idem typo-

grapheum invisenti
|
Oblatum.

|

[De-

sign.]
I

Rom«
I

MDCCCXLIII [1843].

79 unnumbered 11. printed on one side only,

am. folio.

Specimen — Continued.

Contains the angelical salutation in the Nip-

issing language.

Copies seen ; British Museum, Watkinson.

Spelling
I

and
|
reading book,

|
in

|

Ojibwa and English.
|
Kekenooiihmah-

gawinun { cheoonje \
aginduhming

kuhya spellewing
i
Oojibwaraoong

kuhya shahguhnaushemoong.
|

Toronto :
|

printed by Henry Rowsell

I

for the church society of the diocese

of Toronto.
|
1856.

Printed cover, title as above verso blank 1 1.

Ojibwa letters p. 3, text (alternate pages Ojibwa

and English) pp. 4-35, 16°. Probably by Rev.

Frederick A. O'Meara.

Copies seen: Powell.

Spelling-book

:

Chippewa See Ayer (F.)

Chippewa Baierlein (E.)

Chippewa Bingham (A.)

Chippewa Dencke.(C. F,)

Chippewa Evans (J.)

Cbippewa James (E.)

Chippewa Jones (P.)

Chippewa Spelling.

Delaware Linapie.

Delaware Zeisberger (D.)

Penobscot Wzokhilain (P. P.)

[Squier (Ephraim George).] Historical

and mythological traditions of the Al-

gonquins ; with a translation of the

''Walum-Olum," or bark record of the

Linni-Lenape.

In the American Review, new series, vol. 3,

pp. 273-293, New York, 1849, 8°. (Astor, Con-
gress, Fames.)

The paper was read before the New York
Historical Society in June, 1848.

Song 1. The creation (in the Delaware lan-

guage, with interlinear English translation),

pp. 277-280.—Song 2. The deluge (in Delaware,

with interlinear translation), pp. 282-283.

—

Songs 3-6, pp. 285-290, contain a number of Dela-

ware words with English significations. Songs

1 and 2 are accompanied by the hieroglyphic

symbols.

Issued separately also; pp. 1-23, 8°. (Astor.)

"Among the various original manuscripts

which, in the course of these investigations, fell

into my possession, I have received through

the hands of the executors of the lamented

Nicollet, a series by the late Prof. C. S. Rafin-

esque. . . Among these mss. was one entitled

the 'Walum Olum' (literally 'painted sticks')—

or painted and engraved traditions of the

Linni-Lenape,—comprising five divisions, the

first two embodying the traditions referring to

the creation and a general flood, and the rest

comprising a record of various migrations, with

a list of ninety-seven chiefs, in the orde.r of

their succession, coming down to the period of
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Squier (E. G.)— Continued.
the discovery. This ms. also embraces one

hundred and eight y-four compound mnemonic
symbols, each accompanied by a sentence or

verse in the original language, ot which a literal

translation is given in English. The only ex-

planation which we have concerning it is con-

tained in a foot-note, in the hand of Kafinesque,

in which he states that the ms. and wooden

originals were obtained in Indiana in 1822, and

that they were for a long time inexplicable."

—

Squier.

Reprinted in

:

Beach (W. W.), The Indian miscellany, pp.

9-42, Albany, 1877, 8°.

Drake (S. G.), Aboriginal races of North

America, pp. 718-736, New York, 1880, 8^.

The complete text of the original, with trans-

lation, is printed in Brinton (D. G.), The Le-

n^pe and their legends, pp. 169-181, Philadel-

phia, 1885, 8°.

Specimen of the Montagnals lan-

guage of Lower Canada. From the

British Museum.

In Historical Magazine, first series, vol. 7, pp.

268-269, New York and London, 1863. am. 4°.

Two letters in Montagnals, transmitted by
Hon. E. G. Squier, with English translation;

the one signed "nir Ene," the other "Nir Eui
Mastshimut", both written from Quebec, and

the second dated Aug. 8, 1795,

Found by Mr. Squier '

' in the BritishMuseum
amongst the documents entitled 'Miscellane-

ous Philological Reports, No. 11,038, Plut.

cxlvii. G.' ; endorsed and there entitled 'Writ-

ings in European characters by Taddesee or

Saganee Indians, fifty leagues below Quebec
on the north side of the river. The Indians

have been instructed by missionaries.' "

See Sabin (J.)

Ephraim George Squier, author, born in Beth-

lehem, N. Y.,17 June, 1821; died in Brooklyn,

N". Y., 17 April, 1888. He was associated in the

publication of the "New York State Mechanic,"

at Albany, in 1841-'2, and engaged injournalism

in Hartford, Conn., and Chillicothe, Ohio, in

1843-'8. He also made an examination of the

ancient remains of New York State in 1848.

He was appointed special charge d'affaires to

all the Central American States in 1849. In
1853 he made a second visit to Central America.

In 1863 Mr. Squier was appointed TT. S. Com-
missioner to Peru, in 1868 was ap})ointed consul-

general of Honduras at New York, and in 1871

he was elected the first president of the An-
thropological institute of New Yor^.—Apple-
ton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Stanley (J. M.) Catalogue
|
of

|
pic-

tures,
I
in

I
Stanley & Dickerman's

|

North American
|
Indian portrait gal-

lery
; I

J. M. Stanley,
|
artist.

|

Cincinnati:
|

printed at the "Daily
Enquirer office."

|
1846.

Stanley (J. M.) — Continued.

Printed cover, title as above verso blank 1 1.

text pp. 3-34, 8°. In one copy seen (Powell)

there is a folio leaf printed on one side, pasted

in, which is headed "Saux and Fox."

Names of persons of various Indian tribes,

with English definitions, among them the Pot-

tawatomies, Stockbridges, Munsees, Ottawas,

Chippewas, Weeahs, Shawnees, Delawares, and
Sacs and Foxes.

Copies seen : Bureau of Ethnology, Pilling,

Powell.

Portraits
|
of

|
North American In-

dians,
I

viath sketches of scenery, etc.,
|

painted by
|
J. M. Stanley.

|
Deposited

with
I

the Smithsonian institution.
|

[Seal of the institution.]
|

Washington :
{
Smithsonian institu-

tion.
I

December, 1852.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

printers 1 1. preface verso contents 1 1. text pp.

pp. 5-72, index pp. 73-76, 8°.

Form s Smith sonian Institution Miscellaneous
Collections, 53 ; also part of vol. 2 of the same
series, "Washington, 1862.

Contains the names of personages of many
Indian tribes of the United States, to a number
of which is added the English signification.

Among the peoples represented are tho Poto-

watomies, Stockbridges, Munsees, Ottawas,

Chippewas, Delawares, "Weeahs, Shawnees, Sacs

and Foxes, and Blackfoot.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology, Eames,

Geological Survey, Pilling, Powell, Smithsonian

Institution.

Stanton (Thomas). See Pierson(A.)

Stargardt (J. A.) No. 135.
|
Amerika

und Orient.
|
Enthalt auch

| Original-

Manuscripte und Werke
|
von

|
Profes-

sor J. C. E. Buschmann,
|
(Konigl. Bib-

liothekar, Mitglied der Akademie)
[

Wilh. V. Humboldt u. Alex. v. Hum-
boldt.

I
Zu verkaufen

|
durch

|
J. A.

Stargardt
|
in Berlin W., Jagerstrasse

53.
I

Berlin 1881.

Title verso quotations 1 1. catalogue pp. 1-38,

8°.

Contains brief titles of a number of works
relating to American languages, among them
some in the Mohegan and Massachusetts.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology, Eames,

Pilling.

Stearns (R. E. C.) (From the Overland

Monthly.) |
Aboriginal Shell-money,

|

By R. E. C. Stearns.
|
San Francisco,

California, September 1, 1873.

[San Francisco. 1873.]

Colophon: John H. Carmany & Co., News-
paper, Book and Job Printers, 409 "Washington

St.
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Stearns (R. E. C.) — Continued.

No title-page, heading only ; text pp. 1-10, 8°.

Reprinted from the Overland Monthly for Octo-

ber, 1873.

Names of shell money in the Indian language

of New England, p. 4.

Copies seen : Eames.

Stearns (Winfrid Alden). Labrador
|
a

sketcli of
I

its peoples, its industries

and its
|
natural history.

|
By

|
Win-

frid Alden Stearns.
|

Boston;
|
Lee and Shepard, 47 Frank-

lin street.
|
New York : Charles T. Dil-

lingham. 1 1884.

Title verso copyright (dated 1883) 1 1. preface

(dated July 14, 1884) pp. iii-iv, contents pp. v-

viii, introduction pp. 1-7, text pp. 9-295, 8°.

Numerals 1-10, 20, 30, of the Labrador In-

dians, and a vocabulary of 35 "other words"

which are Algonquian, probably Nascogee, p.

294.
Copies seen : Bureau of Ethnology, Congress,

Steiger(E.) Steiger's
|
bibliotheca glot-

tica,
I
part first.

|
A catalogue of

|

Dictionaries, Grammars, Readers, Ex-

positors, etc.
I

of mostly
|
modern lan-

guages
I
spoken in all parts of the

earth, |
except of

|
English, French,

German, and Spanish.
|
First division:

I

Abenaki to Hebrew.
|

E. Steiger, | 22 & 24 Frankfort Street,

I

New York. [1874.]

Half-title on cover, title as above verso

printer 1 1. notice dated Sept. 1874 verso blank

1 1. text pp. 1-40, advertisements 2 11. colophon

on back cover, 12°.

Titles of works in Abenaki, p. 1 ; Algonkin,

p. 3; American aboriginal languages in gen-

eral, pp. 3-4 ; in Cree, p. 25 ; in Delaware, p. 29.

The second division of the first part was not

published. Part second is on the English lan-

guage, and part third on the German language.

In his notice the compiler states :
" This com-

pilation must not be regarded as an attempt at

a complete linguistic bibliography, but solely

as a bookseller's catalogue for business pur-

poses, with special regard to the study of phi-

lology in America."

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling.

Steinhauer (Bev. Henry). [Translations

in the Cree language.] (*')

In a biography of Mr. Steinhauer published

in the Missionary Outlook for January, 1881, it

is stated that "Mr. Steinhauer translated from

the beginning of the Psalms to the end of the

old testament and from the beginning of

Romans to the end of the new [into the Cree

language].

In the Canadian Methodist Magazine for

May, 1885, the Rev. John McLean says: "He
[Steinhauer] and John Sinclair, a half-breed,

Steinhauer (H. ) — Continued.
translated the bible into Cree. Sinclair trans-

lated the old testament to the end of Job and
the new testament to the end of the acts of the

apostles. Mr. Steinhauer translated the re-

maining parts of the old and new testament.

I have in my library a manuscript copy of

Genesis written in the Cree syllabic characters

by John Sinclair. It is a beautiful specimen

of penmanship."

See Mason (W.) for a fuller discussion on the

translation of the bible into the Cree language.

The Rev. H. B. Steinhauer, an Ojebway In-

dian, Avas born nearRama about 1820. In 1828 a

great awakening took place among the Indians,

and in the same year 133 were baptized at Hol-

land Landing, among whom was the subject of

this sketch, who' received the name of Henry
Steinhauer.

After remaining a year or two at school at

Grape Island, young Steinhauer was sent to

Cazenovia Seminary, where he remained three

years, making commendable progress in his.

studies. He then returned to Canada and
taught school for two years at the Credit Mis-

sion. In 1835 he went to the Upper Canada
Academy, which he left the tollowing year to

teach school at the Alderville Mission. In the

spring of 1840 he left Alderville to accompany
the Rev. James Evans to the north-west, but

was left by the devoted missionary at Lac la

Pluie, as interpreter to the Rev. W. Mason, who
had been sent to that point by the English So-

ciety. Bro. Steinhauer continued in this capac-

ity for several years, and then, by Mr. Evans'

instructions, he went on to Norway House,

where he served as teacher and interpreter till

the year 1850. He was next sent to Oxford

House to begin a mission, where he spent four

years. During 1854 he went to York Factory,

from which point he sailed in a company's ship

to England, reaching that country in October.

Leaving again in December, he reached Canada
before Christmas. At the London conference

of 1855 Bro. Steinhauer was ordained and sent

to Lac la Biche, where he remained till June,

1857, when he went to "Whitefish Lake. After

twenty-three years of continuous service Bro.

Steinhauer, by consent of the Missionary Com-
mittee, is now spending the season in Onta-

rio.—Ifimonary Outlook for Jan., 1881.

From the Rev. Egerton Ryerson Young's

Sy Canoe and Dog-Train among the Cree and
Salteaux Indians, New York and Cincinnati,

1890, pp. 21-23, 1 take the following additional

notes

:

"One of the most devoted and successful of

our native Indian missionaries was the Rev.

Henry Steinheur. When a poor little pagan
child, wretched and neglected, he was picked

up by the Rev. "William Case, who patiently

cared for the lad, and not only taught him the

simple truths of Christianity, but also laid the

foundation of an English education, which
afterwards became so extensive that many a

white man might honestly have envied him.
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Steinhauer (H.)— Continued.
As the boy was observed to be the possessor of

a very musical voice, Mr. Case selected him to

be one of a little company of native children

with whom he traveled extensively through

-various parts of the northern States, where,

before largo audiences, they sang their sweet

Indian hymns and gave addresses, and thus

showed to the people what could be done by
the Indians, who, by too many, were only con-

sidered as unmitigated evils, as quickly as pos-

sible to be legislated out of existence. In one

of the cities visited by Mr. Case and his Indian

boys, a gentleman named Henry Steinheur be-

came so interested in one of the bright, clever

little Indian lads that he made an offer to Mr.

Case that if the little fellow, who was as yet

only known by his native name, would tak6 his

name, he would pay all the expense incurred in

bis securing a first-class education. Such an

offer was not to be despised, and so, from that

time forward, our Indian lad was known as

Henry Steinheur. "When the lecturing tour

was ended, after some preparatory work in the

mission school, Henry was sent to Victoria

College in the town of Cobourg, Canada. Here
lie remained for some years. After his college

life was ended, he devoted himself most

thorougly to missionary work among his own
people, and for over forty years was the same
modest, unassuming, useful, godly missionary.

He spent the last years of his useful life among
the Cree and Stoney Indians at White Eish

Lake and other missions in the great Saskat-

chewan country of the Canadian North-West."

Steinthal (Heymann). Charakteristik
|

der hauptsachlicLsten
|
Typen des

Sprachbaues.
|
Yon

|
Dr. H. Steinthal,

1
Privatdocenten fiir allgemeine Sprach-

wissenschaft
|
an der Universitat zii

Berlin,
j
Zweite Bearbeitung

| seiner
|

Classification der Sprachen.
|

Berlin,
|
Ferd. Diiromler's Verlags-

buchbandlung
|
1860.

Half-title verso list of books 1 1. title verso

blank 1 1. vorrede pp. v-vi, inhalts-verzeichniss

pp. vii-ix verso blank, half-title (like the first)

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-331, Das allgemeine

linguistische Alphabet pp. 332-335, Druckfehler

p. [336), 8°.

Examples of noun endings in the Odzibbwe
language, p. 221, note.

Copies seen: Eames.

Stephens (John). A
|

primer
| for

|

young children
(
applicable to the

|

Indian language,
|
as spoken by

(
.the

Mee-lee-ceet tribe
|
in -| New Bruns-

wick.
I
Published under the patronage

of the honorable
| Mrs. Manners Sut-

ton.
I

Collected and arranged by John
Stephens.

|

Fredericton :
|

printed at the Eoyal

Stephens (J.)— Continued.

Gazette office, by J. Simpson.
| 1855.

|

(Price 7id.)

Cover bearing the half-title "Indian
primer, " title verso blank 1 1. alphabet p. 3

verso blank, text pp. 5-14, 12°.

Pp. 5-10 contain a vocabulary, double col-

umns, English and Indian, alphabetically

arranged according to English words.—Numer-
als 1-10, p. 11.—Sentences, double columns,
English and Indian, pp. 12-13.—Lord's prayer
in English and Indian, p. 14.

Copies seen : Powell.

Stevens (Henry). Proof
| American

nuggets
I

[Design]
I

Bibliotheca Ameri-

cana or a
I

descriptive account of my
j

collection of rare
|
books relating

|
to

America
|
[Ornament]

|
Henry Stevens

GMB FSA
1 I will buy with you, sell

with you.
I

Shakespeare.
[

London
|

printed by Charles Whit-
tinghara

|
Tooks court Chancery lane

I
MDCCCLVII [1857]

|

Colophon : Chiswick press : C. Whittingham,
Tooks court, I Chancery lane.

2 vols. : half-title verso blank 1 I. title verso

blank 1 1. catalogue pp. 1-436 : catalogue con-

tinued pp. 437-805, colophon p. [806], 16^.

Titles of works containing Algonqulan lin-

guistic material passim.

Copies seen : Lenox.

In this copy the following extra titles for

each volume are inserted loosely

:

Bibliotheca Americana.
|
American

nuggets,
I
or

I
a catalogue

|
of

|
rare

and valuable books.
|
In various lan-

guages
; I

relating to the history of
|

America.
|
The titles alphabetically

arranged
|
and carefully collated.

|
By

I
Henry Stevens.

|
Vol. I [-II].

|

London :
|
printed by C. Whitting-

ham,
I
for

I
H. Stephani et amicorum.

I
MDCCCLVIII [1858].

For collation see under title next above.

Copies seen : Lenox.

The following is a reissue

:

Historical nuggets
|
[Design] |

Bib-

liotheca Americana or a |
descriptive

account of my
|
collection of rare

|

books relating
|
to America

|
[Orna-

ment]
!
Henry Stevens GMB FSA | I

will buy with you, sell with you.
|

Shakespeare.
|

London
|
printed by Whittingham

and Wilkins
|
Tooks court Chancery

lane
| MDCCCLXII [1862]

Colophon : Chiswick press : printed by
Whittingham and | Wilkins, Tooks court,
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Stevens (H.) — Continued.

Chancery lane, for Henry Stevens, 4, Trafalgar

square, Charing cross,
|
Loudon, July 4, 1862.

2 vols.: half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso

blank 1 1. " To the diligent biblioscoper " (dated

July 4, 1862) pp. v-xii, catalogue pp. 1-436 ; half

title verso blank 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. cata-

logue pp. 437-805, verso colophon, 16°.

Copies seen ; Congress, Eames, Pilling.

The following is a continuation

:

Historical nuggets
|

[Design]
|
Bib-

liotheca Americana or a
|
descriptive

account of our
|
collection of rare

|

"books relating
[
to America

|

[Design]

I
By Henry Stevens GMB FSA

|
and

|

Henry Newton Stevens
|
I will buy

with you, sell with you' Shakspeare
|

[Engraving with the inscription "Bib-

liography"]
I

Second series volume I
]

volume III of the whole work
j

London : Henry Stevens & son
|
115

St Martin's Lane, Charing Cross
|
& 4

Trafalgar Square
|
1885

Cover title : Vol III Part I [-II] Price 2s 6d

I
[Design! | Stevens's

|
historical nuggets

|
or

a descriptive account
|
of our collection of

|

, books relating to |
America

|
[Ornan^ent]

|
For

Sale at Prices Marked
|

[Engraving with in-

scription " Bibliography"]
|

Henry Stevens & son
|
American and anti-

quarian booksellers
|
115 St. Martin's Lane,

Charing Cross |
London, May [-August] 1885

1

(and. at 4 Trafalgar Square)

2 parts: cover title as above verso notice,

prospectus 2 11. half-title verso quotation 1 1.

title as above verso quotation 1 1. introduction

pp. v-viii, catalogue pp. 1-80, notice on back
cover; cover title verso notice, prospectus 2 11.

catalogue pp. 81-160, notices on back cover, 16°.

Copies seen: Eames, Geological Survey.

The plan of this second series was to fill

about eight volumes. Only two numbers, how-

ever, have been printed, containing the titlesA
to Backus.

Stockbridge. See Mohegan.

Stories

:

Chippewa See Barnard (A.)

Chippewa Jacker (F.)

Mississagna Chamberlain (A. F.)

Strachey (William). The
|
historic of

travaile
|
into

|
Virginia Britannia

; |

expressing the
|
cosmographie and

comodities of the country,
|
togither

with the manners and | customes of the

people.
I

Gathered and observed as well

by those who went
|

first thither as

collected by
|
William Strachey, gent.,

I
the first secretary of the colony.

|

Now first edited from the original man-
uscript, iu the

j
British museum, by

|

Strachey ( W.) — Continued.

R. H. Major, esq.,
|
of the British mu-

seum.
I

London:
|
printed for the Hakluyt

society.
I
M. DCCC. XLIX [1849]

Hakluyt title verso blank 1 1. title as above

verso printer 1 1. officers of the society verso

blank 1 1. editor's preface pp. vii-viii. introduc-

tion pp. i-xxxvi, fac-similes of signatures verso

blank 1 1. title of the manuscript verso blank 1

1. dedication verso quotation I 1. prsemonition

pp. 1-22, text pp. 23-180, half-title of dictionarie

verso blank l 1. text pp. 181-196, index pp. 197-

203, map, five other plates, 8°.

Song in the language of the Indians of Vir-

ginia, pp. 79-80.—A dictionarie of the [Pow-

hatan] Indian language, for the better enabling

of such who shalbe thither ymployed (about

850 words, English and Virginian), pp. 183-196.

Copies seen: A&tor, Congress, Eames, Shea,

Watkinson.

At the Field sale, no. 2295, a copy brought

$4.50; at the Menzies sale, no. 1928, $6; at the

Murphy sale, no. 2427, $2.75. Priced by Leclerc,

1878, no. lOlo, 35 fr.

The original manuscript of this work is in

the British Museum, "Ayscough 1622," and a

transcript is in the Lenox liibrary. The de-

scription of the latter copy is as follows

:

The first Booke of the Historic of
| Trauaila

into Virginia Britania
|
expressing the Cosmo-

graphie &
I

comodities of the country together

1 with the manners and customes
|
of the peo-

ple; gathered &. observed
|
as well by those

who went first thither | as collected by "William

Strachey |
Gent. 3. yeares thither imployed

|

Secretarie of State, andof Counsaile | with the

right honorable the Lord
| La-warre his Maj''«'

Lord Governo'
|
and Capt. Geneiall of the Co-

lony.
I
[Quotation from Psal. 102, ver. 18, three

lines.]

Title of the first book as above verso blank 1

1. dedication verso quotation 1 I. a Praemoni-

tion to the Keader 17 11. text of the.first book
173 unnumbered 11. 1 blank 1. title of the second

book verso blank 1 1. text 27 unnumbered 11. a

Dictionarie 12 11. folio.

The Indian song is on the 37th and 38th leaves

of the first book. The dictionary contains be-

tween 80O and 900 words.

William Strachey, colonist, left England in

1609 on the "Sea Venture" with Sir Thomas
Gates, and was shipwrecked on the Bermudas,

but in 1610 reached Virginia on a boat that had

been constructed from the wreck, and was sec-

retary of the colony for three yeskva.—Apple-

ton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Street (Alfred Billings). The
|
Indian

pass. (
By

|
Alfred B. Street,

|
author

of " Fugitive poems;" [&c. five lines.]

I
[Design.]

|

New York | Hurd and Houghton,

publishers.
|
Cambridge : Riverside

Press.
I
1869.
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Street (A. B.) — Continued.

Title verso copyright and printers 1 1. dedi-

cation verso blank 1 1. contents pp. v-vi, intro-

duction pp. vii-lviii, text pp. 1-201, 12°.

Names of places in and about the Adiron-

dack Mountains in the Moliegan and other lan-

guages, with English significations, pp. xiv-

xviii.

Copies seen: British Museum, Bureau of

Ethnology, Congress.

Strickland (Agnes), editor. See Strick-

land (S.)

Strickland (Maj. Samuel). Twenty-

seven years
]
in I Canada West ; |

or,
|

the experience of an early settler.
|
By

Major [Samuel] Strickland, C. M.
|

Edited by Agnes Strickland,
|
author

of *'The queens of England," etc.
|

[Five lines quotation.]
|
In two vol-

umes.
I

Vol. I [-IIJ.
I

London :
|
Richard Bentley, New Bur-

lington street.
|
Publisher in Ordinary

to her Majesty.
|
1853.

2 vols. : title verso printers 1 1. preface pp.

ix-xiii, contents pp. xv-xix, text pp. 1-311 ; title

verso printers 1 1. contents pp. iii-viii, text pp.

1-344, 120.

Hymn in Chippeway and English, vol. 2, pp.

77-78,

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Harvard.

Strickland (W. P.) Old Mackinaw;
|

or,
I

the fortress of the lakes
|
and

|
its

surroundings.
|
By 1 W. P. Strickland.

|

Philadelphia:
|
James Challen &

Son,
I

New York: Carlton & Porter.—

Cincinnati : Poe & Hitchcock.
|
Chi-

cago : W. H. Doughty.— Detroit : Put-

nam, Smith & CO.
I
Nashville : J. B.

McFerrin.
|
1860.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright and

printer 1 1. preface pp. 3-4, contents pp.' 5-8,

map, text pp. 9-404, three other plates, 12°.

Ojibwa love song, with English translation,

pp. 90-91.

Copies seen: Congress, Eames, Shea.

Stuart (Andrew). Canadian etymolo-

gies. By Andrew Stuart, Esq. Read
2d March, 1833.

In Quebec Lit. and Hist. Soc. Trans, vol, 3,

pp. 261-270, Quebec, 1837, 8°.

" List of Indian names in the Cree tongue,

from Tadoussac to Lake St. John," etc, with
English definitions, pp. 268-269.—A few "ety-

mologies of the names of places in the South-
ern Peninsula of the St. Lawrence and of Que-

bec," p. 270.—Etymologies of Montagnais and
Huron words passim.

Sullivan (John W.) Indian tribes and

vocabularies.

In Pallisser (J,), Journal, detailed reports

, . , British JTorth America, pp. 199-216,

London, 1863, folio.

Vocabulary (about 500 words and phrases)

and numerals 1-300 of the Blackfoot of the

Plains, pp. 212-215.—Ten commandments in

the same language, pp. 215-216.

Summerfield (John). Sketch
|
of

|

grammar
j

of the
]

Chippeway language,

I
to which is added

|
a vocabulary

|
Of

some of the most common Words.
|
By

John Summerfield,
|

alias,
|
Sahgah-

jewagahbahweh.
|

Cazenovia:
|
press of J. F. Fairchild

& son.
I
1834.

Title verso advertisement 1 1. text pp. 3-35,

16°. " The first attempt to reduce the Chippe-

way language to any [grammatic] system,"'

Sketch of grammar, pp. 3-21.—Vocabulary

(double columns, alphabetically arranged by
Chippeway words), pp. 23-35,

Copies seen: Powell, Trumbull, "Wisconsin

Historical Society, Yale,

At the Brinley sale, no. 5667, a copy brought
$4.

Syllabary

:

Cree See Carnegie (J.)

Cree • Evans (J.)

Cree Horden (J.)

Cree Lacombe (A.)

Cree McLean (J.)

Cree Smet (P, J, de),

Cree Thibault (J.B,)

Cree Tuttle(C.E.)

Cree Young (E.R.)



T.

Tach^ (Mgr. Alexander Antonio). Ex-
trait d'une lettrede Mgr. Tach6, vicaire

apostolique de la Bale d'Hud8on,^sa

m^re.

In Annales de la Propagation de la Foi, vol.

24, pp. 329-354, Paris, 1852, 8°. Dated 4 Janvier

1851.

Contains a few remarks on the Montagnais

language, pp. 340-341.

Esquisse [
sur le

|
nord-ouest de

I'Am^rique
|

par
|
Mgr. Tach^, Eveque

de St. Boniface, 1868.
|

Montreal
|
typographie du Nouveaii

monde | 23, rue st. Vincent.
|
1869

Cover title with imprint differing from

above, title as above verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-

146, 8o.

A few remarks on the Cria language, and

the pronouns moi, toi, lui, in Saulteux, Mask6-

gon, Cris, Athabaska Cris, He a la Crosse Cris,

and Forest Cris, p. 82.

Copies seen : British Museum, Gagnon, Pill-

ing, Shea.

Sketch
I

of the
|
North-west of

America.
|
By Mgr, Tach6

|
Bishop of

St. Boniface,
|
1868.

|
Translated from

the French, by Captain D. R. Cameron,

I
Royal Artillery.

|

Montreal :
|
Printed by John Lovell

St. Nicholas Street.
|
1870.

Pp. 1-216, 8°.

Linguistics as in the French edition titled

next above, p. 123.

Copies seen : Quebec Historical Society.

Alexander Antonine Tach6, Canadian K. C.

archbishop, born in Kivi^re-du-Loup, Canada,

23 July, 1823, was graduated at the college of

St. Hyacinth, and studied theology in the Sem-

inary of Montreal. He returned to S^ Hya-
cinth as professor of mathematics, but, after

teaching a few months, went to Montreal and

became a monk of the Oblate order. He vol-

unteered at once for missionary service among
the Indians of the Red river, and reached St.

Boniface on 25th Aug., 1845. He was raised to

the priesthood on 12 Oct. following. In July,

1846, he set out for lle-^-la- Crosse, and, after

spending a few months at this mission, he went
to labor among the Indians that lived around

the lakes, several hundred miles to the north-

west. Although only twenty-six years old, he

was recommended for the post of coadjutor
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bishop of St. Boniface in 1850. He was sum-
moned to France by the superior of the Oblate

Fathers and consecrated bishop on 23 Nov.,

1851. After a visit to Rome he returned to

Canada in February, 1852, and on 10 Sept.

reached lle-a-la-Crosse, which he had deter-

mined to make the centre of his labors in the

northwest. Hfe became bishop of St. Boniface

7 June, 1853. St. Boniface was erected into a

metropolita,n see on 22 Sept., 1871, and Bishop
Tache was appointed archbishop.

—

Appletomi's

Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Tacker (Charles). See Gibbs ( G.

)

Tahpwa'tumoo-win [Cree]. See Hunter
(James).

Talekesuhsiitaduks ? [Micmac] See

Rand (S. T.)

Tamarois. See Illinois.

Tan teladakadidjik . . . inMikmak.
See Rand (S. T.)

Tanner (John). See James (E.)

Tapowewina [Cree]. See Gueguen (J.

P-)

Tarratine. See Abnaki.

Tassin {Lieut. A. G.) Vocabulary of the

Arrapaho.

Manuscript, 1 1. folio, in the library of the Bu-

reau of Ethnology. Contains about 60 words.

Tchipayatik o-mikan [Nipissing]. See

Richard (P.)

Teashshinninneongane Peantamooonk
[Massachusetts]. See Mather(C.)

Ten commandments

:

Blackfoot See Petitot (E. F. S. J.)

Chippewa Baraga (F.)

Chippewa Blackbird (A. J.)

Chippewa Enew.
Chippewa Lord's.

Cree McLean (J.)

Cree Mason (S)

Delaware Zeisberger (D.)

Illinois LeBoulanger (J. I.)

Maliseet Rand(S. T.)

Massachusetts Cotton (J.)

Micmac Rand(S. T.)

Montagnais Durocher (F.)

Montagnais Mas86 (E.)

Ottawa Johnston (G.)

Satsika Petitot (E. F. S. J.)

481
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Ten commandments ... in the Mali-

seet language. See Rand (S. T.)

Terlaye {Pere FranQois Auguste Magnon
de). [Hymns in the Nipissing lan-

guage.] (*)

Manuscript in the library of the Catholic

church at the mission of Lac des Deux Mon-
tagues (Oka), Canada. Title furnished by the

late Mrs. Erminnie A. Smith.

P^reF. A.M. de Terlaye, priest of St. Sulpice,

was born at St. Malo, in France, July 24, 1724
;

came to Canada September 15, 1754, and was
ordained priest May 24, 1755. From 1754 to 1760

he was a missionary at La Galette, and from
the latter date until his death, May 17, 1777, at

Lac des Deux Montagues, wl^ere he is buried.

For an account of his writings in the Mo-
hawk language, see Filling's Bibliography of

the Iroquoian languages.

Text:

Abnaki See Abnaki.

Abnaki Bigot (P. Y.)

Abnaki Merlet (L.)

Abnaki Vetromile (E.)

Algonquian Algonquian.

Algonquian Trumbull (J.H.)

Blackfoot Legal (E.)

Blackfoot M'Lean (J.)

Chippewa Adelung (J. C.)

Vater (J.S.)

Chippewa Baraga (F.)

Chippewa Blatchford (H.)

Chippewa GilfiIlan(J.A.)

Chippewa Hoffman (W.J.)

Chippewa Hovelacque (A.)

Chippewa Indian.

Chippewa Jones (P.)

Chippewa Jones (P.E.)

Chippewa Osagiitiuin.

Chippewa Pitezel(J.H.)-

Chippewa Promissiones.

Chippewa Schoolcraft (H.K.)

Chippewa Schoolcraft (J.)

Chippewa Wright (S.T.)

Cree Fleming (A. B.)

Cree German (0.)

Cree Lacombe (A.)

Cree Sinclair (J.)

Cree Steinhauer (H.)

Cree Vincent (—).

Delaware Brinton(D.G.)

Delaware Cornell (W.M.)

Delaware Luckenbach (A.)

Delaware Zeisberger (D.)

Illinois Allouez (C.)

Maliseet Hand (S. T.)

Massachusetts Danforth (S.)

Massachusetts Eliot (J.)

Massachusetts Massachusetts.

Massachusetts Mather (C.)

Massachusetts Mayhew (E.)

Massachusetts Eawson (G.)

Micmac Bellenger (J. M.)
Micmac Micmac.
Micmac lland(S.T.)

and

Text — Continued.
Mohegan
Montagnais

Montagnais

Montagnais

Montagnais
New England

Nipissing

Nipissing

Ottawa
Ottawa

Penobscot

Pottawotomi

Pottawotomi

Quiripi

Teza (Emilio).

Jenks (W.)

Durocher (F.)

Laure (P.)

Laverlochere (J.N.)

Montagnais.

Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J.S.)

Cuoq(J.A.)
Kaondinoketc (F.)

Baraga (F.)

Sififerath(N,L.)

Wzokhilain (P.P.)

Promissiones.

Simerwell (R.)

Pierson (A.)

Saggi inediti di lingue

americane appunti biblLografici di E.

Teza.

In University Toscane, Annali, vol. 10, part

I, pp. 117-143, Pisa, 1868, 4°. From a manuscript

of the Cardinal Mezzofanti, mainly devoted to

South American languages. Linguistics as un-

der title next below.

Issued separately, with an appendix, as fol-

lows:

— Saggi inediti
|
di

|
lingue americane

I

appunti bibliografici
|
di

|
E. Teza

|

In Pisa
I
dalla tipografia Nistri

j
Pre-

miata all' Esposiz. Univ. di Parigi del

1867
I
MDCCCLXVIII [1868]

Colophon : Pisa. Fratelli Nistri, premiati con

medaglia a |
Parigi. La stampa fu compiuta il

XX di giugno
|
MDCCCLXVIII.

Half-title on cover, same half-title verso blank

I I. title as above verso blank 1 1. text (without

heading) pp. 5-76, half-title Appendice verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 79-91 verso blank, note and
colophon verso blank 1 1. brief imprint on back

cover, 8°. Only 70 copies printed.

A description of manuscripts in and relating

to the Algonquine language preserved in the li-

brary of the University of Bologna, pp. 12-22.

This contains a briefvocabulary of 15 words and

three lines of text in Algonquine, p. 12.—Ex-

tracts from a catechism in Algonquine and

French, p. 13.-—The Algonquine alphabet, pp.

16-18.—Extracts from a catechism, in Algon-

quine with interlinear Latin translation, p.

19.—Five lines of aletter, in the Algonquine lan-

guage, to Pope Gregory xvi, from the Indians of

the Lake of the Two Mountains, pp. 20-21.

Copies seen .- British Museum, Eames, Pow-
ell, Trumbull.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2091, 25 fr.

For the title of a review of this work see

Maggi (P. G.) in the Addenda.

— Initorno aglL studi
|
del Thavenet

(

sulla lingua algonchina
|
osservazioni

I

di
I

E. Teza
|

Pisa
I
tipografia T. Nistri e C.

|
1880

Printed cover with title as above, half-title

verso blank 1 1. title as above verso blank 1 1.
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text pp. 1-22, notice verso blank 1 1. 4°. Ex-

tract from vol. 18 of the Annali delle University

toscane.

Algonquin (Nipissing) words and phrases,

pp. 2, 4, 5, 13.—Comparison of phrases in Outa-

vais and Nipissing, pp. 7-8. —Description of and

extracts from Thaveuet's manuscript Diction-

naive algonquinfrangais, pp. 14-18.—Etymology

of the word Odjibwe, pp. 18-19.—Names given

to different nations by the Algonquins, p. 18.—

Description of Thavenet's fragment of Algon-

quin grammar, pp. 20-21.—In a note on page 14

are five lines of errata in the vocabulary of Al-

gonquin words by Thavenot, printed at the end

of the Oatechismo dei missionari cattolici, Pisa,

1872.

Copies seen : Eames, Pinart.

Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no. 2966, 5 fr.

See Catechismo dei missionari.

See Thavenet {Jbhe ).

Thavenet (Ahhe ). ]Ebauche d'un dic-

tionnaire algonquin-frau^ais. (*)

Manuscript; about 10000 slips
;
preserved in

the Biblioteca Vittorio Emmanuele at Rome.
Title from Teza (E.), Intorno agli studi del Tha-

venet, where some extracts from it are given,

pp. 14-18.

This is the most important of Thavenet's

works. In many places two or more slips are

taken np with the illustration of a single word,

and numerous examples are also given. At the

commencement is the followiDg caution: "Ce
dictionnaire est pour les missions. On ne doit

pas le livrer au public, de peur que les protes-

tants ne s'en servent pour repandre leurs er-

reurs." The author states that the work "ne
contient que les mots que j'ai recueillis de la

bouche des sauvages : les missionaires y ajoute-

ront ceux qu'ils recueilleront aussi."

Concerning this dictionary Prof. Teza re-

marks :
" Non rammento di avere visto citato il

lessico del Thavenet che una sola volta, nell'

opera di un anonimo fraucese [Rev. J. A.

Cuoq] Etudes philologiques siir quelques langues

sauvages de VAmerique par N. O. Montreal,

1866: ora 11 missionario, parlando della voce

Odjibwe, nota (pag. 20) :
' le savant algon-

quiniste, M. Thavenet . . . donne dans

son dictionnaire manuscrit.un interpr6tation

. . . plausible. . .' C'^ forse o al Canadii, o tra

i sulpiziani di Francia copia di questo dizionario,

o un compendio ? o non potevano i missionari

consultarlo che a Roma, quando era nel con

vento dei Santi Apostoli ? II libro ^ una rac

colta prezio.sa : e per I'abbondanza delle parole,

e per quella degli esempi; beusi nessuno giudi

cherk dirittamente quanto possa aggiungere

alle cose che i dotti couoscono, se non paragon!

con cura questo lessico a quelle del Baraga ; ma
pur froppo il Dictionary of the Otchipwe language

(Cincinnati, 1853), gia stampato, somiglia a' li-

bri inediti, e benche da anni io lo vada cercando

Thavenet ( ) — Continued.

non mi riusci di trovarlo. Altri sarfl forso piti

fortunato: non si pud errare suppouendo che,

comparate le due opere, Tuna sar^ all altra di

sussidio, e di illustrazione."

Dictionnaire
|
Algouquin-frangais.

Manuscript, 2 p. 11. pp. 1-917, 1 I. folio, in the

library of the Catholic church at the mission of

Lac des Deux Montagues (Oka), Canada.

On the recto of the first leaf (the verso of

which is blank) is written: " Ce dictionnaire

fait par M. Thavenet (Nikik), retourn6 en

france en 181.5, a 6te mis au nat en 1819 par M.
Charles De Bellefeuille Pretre du Seminaire de

Montreal. L'original sur de petits papieres a 6te

envoy6 en france sur lademande de I'auteur."

The title above occurs on the recto of the

second leaf, the verso of which is headed "Aver-
tissement," and contains the rules observed
in Ibe dictionary. The text begins on p. 1:

"J., a, considere comme caractere" etc. and
is arranged alphabetically by Algonquin words.

M. De Bellefeuille in copying this material used

only the inside halves of the sheets, i. e. the

right hand one-half of the versos and the left

hand one-half of the rectos, leaving the re-

spective outer halves for additions, notes, &c.

many of which have been inserted by other

hands. The dictionary proper ends on p. 911

with the word :

'

' Zan, apres un voy
.

,- zan, apres

un consonne.'" The verso of 911 is blank, the

recto of the next leaf being numbered 912, upon
which begins a second list of words from a to

to which extends to p. 917. The unnumbered
leaf at the end contains a " Liste alphabetique

de oiseaux aquatiques, etc. the verso of which

is blank.

This manuscript is quite legible and splen-

didly preserved.

[Algonquin-French dictionary.] ('*)

Manuscript ; in the Biblioteca Vittorio Em-
manuele at Rome. This is merely the beginning

of Thavenet's revision of the dictionary de-

scribed above. It goes only as far as the word
dbittawing, not counting other smaller slips,

which number at least four thousand. Among
tlie latter are the first collections of words and

examples made by the author for use in the

dictionary. Description from Teza (E.), Intor-

no agli studi del Thavenet, p. 20.

[Algonquin-French dictionary.] (*)

Manuscript; in the Biblioteca Comunale at

Bologna. A fragment only of a transcript,

probably by Cardinal Mezzofanti, ofThavenet's

revision of the dictionary. It contains from A,

se transporter, aller, to abivezowin, sueur, and is

accompanied hy examples and useful observa-

tions. Description from Teza (E.), Saggi

inediti di lingue americane, p. 12.

[Algonquin-French vocabulary.] (*)

Manuscript; about 300 slips; preserved

among the papers of Cardinal Mezzofanti in the

Biblioteca Comunale at Bologna. It is in the
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Thavenet ( )— Continued.
handwriting of Thavenet. Description from

Teza (E.), Saggi inediti di Kngue americane, p.

12, where the words under the letter P are

printed in a foot-note. The vocabulary has

been printed in full, with notes by Prof Teza,

on pp. 65-81 of the Catechismo dei missionari

cattolici, Pi&a, 1872. A list of errata in this

printed vocabulary is given in Teza (E.), In-

torno agli istudi del Thavenet, p. 14, note.

[Algonquin and French phrases. ] (*)

Manuscript ;
preserved among the papers of

Cardinal Mezzofanti in the Biblioteca Comunale

at Bologna. It is described as follows by Prof.

Teza: "parecchi foglietti di frasi algonchine e

francese, ricopiate in gran parte, e ordinate

spesso per modo che al francese scritto dal

Mezzofanti il missionario [i. e. Thavenet], che

forse gli era maestro, appone di sua mano la

traduzione." A short extract from it is given

in Teza (E.), Saggi inediti di lingue americane,

p. 13.

Grammaire algonquiue. (*)

Manuscript; preserved in the Biblioteca

Yittorio Emmanuele at Rome. This is merely

the commencement of a work which was never

finished. It begins with the following notice

:

"Cette grammaire, qui a 6te iaite au milieu

de la nation algonquine, parait dans son cos-

tume sauvage, n'ayant emprunt6 des gram-

maires europeennes que les mots techniques

que n'a pu lui fournir un peuple qui n'a jamais

cultive les sciences. Lorsque j'eus fini mon
travail sur la grammaire de la langue algon-

quine, ceux des sauvages qui m'avaient aide

me dirent que j'avais fait un livre sur la

parole, sur I'ecriture, et sur le discours. J'ai

adopte cette definition, et je I'ai prise pour

division de la grammaire."

The above description is taken from Prof.

Teza (E.), Saggi inediti di lingue americane, p.

14, and Intorno agli studi del Thavenet, pp. 20,

21. In the latter work he writes concerning

the grammar as follows:

" Andava il Thavenet raccogliendo i fatti e

ordinandoli : certo aiu tato da' lavori piti antichi

che erano guida a' nuovi missionari ; discuteva,

rifaceva, copiava, faceva ricopiare. Peralcune

parti del suo trattato pareva fosse piti content©;

e sotto il n." I abbiamo la redazione ultima de'

capitoli sull' alfabeto, sui suoni, sui sostantivi

(genere, numero, forma diminutiva, peggiora-

tiva, possessiva, proterica, dubitativa, inter-

rogativa, passiva, positiva: e casi), sui pro-

nomi. Ma non si procede oltre . . .

'

' ;E naturale intendere gli algonchini educa ti

dai missionari; e quelle sono le deflnizioni

portate d' Europa. Disgraziatamente qnando
toccava al verbo, il Thavenet non arriv6 a
tempo di illustrare i fatti con regole sicure : ed
ora il ricomporre in unita tutte quelle note

sparse sarebbe un' aspra fatica. Ageiungo poi

che, paragonando I'opera del francese con I'ec-

cellente grammatica ogibua del Baraga, veggo
che poco c' 6 da aggiungere dove il lavoro h

Thavenet ( )— Continued.
quasi compiuto : poco da sperare dove s'avrebb©

ad andare incertamente pescando."

The library press-marks are given by Teza
as follows : "L'autografo di questa parte h nel

n."ii.—In questo trattato si usarono gia gli

appunti che abbiamo nel n." in.—Altre schede

di primi abbozzi suU' alfabeto e sui nome tro-

vansi nei n." xi e xii."

Grammaire algonquine. (*)

Manuscript; 120 pages in columns; preserved

among the papers of Cardinal Mezzofanti in the

Biblioteca Comunale at Bologna. It is a trans-

cript, probably by Mezzofanti himself, of Tha-

venefs incomplete work. The description is

from Teza (E.), Saggi inediti di lingue ameri-

cane, pp. 13-18, where the proemium given under

the next title above is printed, together with

the portion relating to the alphabet.

[Miscellaneous chapters and essays

relating to the Algonquin language. ](*)

Manuscripts ; in the Biblioteca Vittorio Em-
manuele at Rome. They are mentioned by Prof.

Teza, in his esssijl7itorno agli studi del Thavenet^

p. 21, as follows

:

"Ben si vi sono, in certi fascetti di carte,

utili capitoli che mostrano la diligenza e la

lunga pratica del Thavenet . . . Tra queste

parti che potranno essere utili anche a' tempi

nostri sono le schede sulla Reunion de deux mots

en un e quelle Sur le nam change enverbe, tratta-

telli che stamper6 altrove : come pure pubbli-

cher6, perch6 breve, un JEssai decomparaisonde
Valgonquin avee le montagnais, nel quale abbi-

amo il Credo nelle due parlate, tanto affini, con

noterelle che fanno osservare diversity e somig-

lianze."

[Names of relationship, of parts of

the body, of animals and birds, in the

Algonquin language.] (*)

Manuscript; in the Biblioteca Vittorio Em-
manuele at Rome, press-mark no. xxii. De-

scription from Teza (E.), Intorno agli studi del

Thavenet, p. 20.

[Sermons in the Nipissing language. ]

Manuscript, 5 books, 16°, in the library of the

Catholic church at the mission of Lac des Deux
Montagues, Oka, Canada; bound in parchment,

fairlylegible and well preserved. There are no
original titles to the books, those given below

being in a later handwriting (that of M. Charles

De Bellefeuille) which appears on the recto of

the first leaf of each, followed by a list of the

contents and the word " Thavenet."

The titles to the sermons in the first volume,

which is entitled "I. Exhortations " and which
contains 53 11. are as follows

:

1807, 21 juin N" 1
|
sur le catechisme.

Title as above verso blank 1 1. text 5 U. headed

"Erudi filium."

Ni ivrognerie,
|
ni danse (dans les mariages)

|31juillet, 1808.
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Title verso blank 1 1. text 5 11. with the heading

Ekko qi mijakuijeg.

Obeir au pretre, comme pere. N" 3. | 23 aout,

1807.

Title verso blank 1 1. text headed Obediemua
tibi

I
jasue l^"" 17, 6 11. followed by one blank 1.

Sur la passion.

No title-page : text headed as above 3 11. 1

blank 1.

Divorce N" 5.
|
1807, 12jeuillet.

Title verso blank 1 1. text without heading

311.

1807, 14 juin!N"6
|
Punition d'un grand scan-

dale.

No title, text headed as above 3 11. the first of

which is in French, the others in Nipissing.

1807, 19 jeuill. N" 7 | impuret6 punie.

Title verso blank 1 1. test without heading 3 11.

"Renvoyer a son mari une | ferame qui I'a

. quite, j
1807.

|
4 aout.

Title verso blank 1 1. text 4 11. 1 blank 1.

Point de procession del'assomption.
|
9 aout,

1807.

No title, text with above heading 1 1.

Procession.
|
16 aout. 1807

No title, text with the above heading 7 11.

verso of 11. 2 and 7 blank.

Peccastis peccatum ma-
|
ximum. Exode 32.

30.

No title, text headed as above 4 11.

The sermons in' the second volume, which is

entitled "II. Exhortations" and consists of 31

11. are as follows:

Confirmation. N" 1
|
26 juin 1808.

Title verso blank 1 1. text 4 11.

Entr6e de Mgr. No. 2
|
prem. communion.

Title verso blank 1 1. text, including prayers,

4 11. 1 blank 1.

Ouverture de la mission N" 3
|
1808

|
26 Mai.

Title verso blank 1 1. text 3 11. 2 blank 11.

1807, 31 Mai. N" 4
|

[Seven lines in French.]

Title verso blank 1 1. text 5 11.

Ouverture de la mission.
|
1807.

|
24 Mai.

Title verso blank 1 1. text 4 11. 1 blank 1.

El rangers pt de scandale. 7 aout 1808.

No title, text headed as above 2 11.

The titles to the sermons in the third volume,

which is entitled "III. Fetes" and consists of

54 11. of text and some blank leaves, are

:

Ascension. Fete Dieu.

Pentecote. Dedicace.

Trinity. Assomption,

The fourth volume is entitled "IV. Pane-

geriques" and consists of 20 11. of text and sev-

eral blank leaves. The addresses are titled as
j

follows

:

St Jean B'* S Pierre et S* Paul

St Pierre S'« Anne
The fifth volume is entitled " lY [sic for V].

Sermons ' and consists of 2411. of text with some
blank leaves. The sermons are headed

:

Relig de St Jean nep
Aux Vieillards en conseil

Danse nocturne

Apres une debauche g6n6rale

Veiller et prier

Thavenet ( ) — Continued.

[Sermons, prayers, etc. in the Algon-

quin language.] (*)

Manuscripts; preserved in the Biblioteca

Yittorio Emmanuele at Kome. They are de-

scribed in Teza (E.), Intorno agli studi del

TAavcneit, p. 21, as follows :

"Sinot6 gia che in questa raccolta, oltre al

lessico e alia grammatica, abbiamoalcuni testi:

e perch6 questo magro indice sia meno incom-

piuto aggiunger6 che in lingua algonchina ci

sono ancora prediche (xxiii, J), preghiere

(xxiii, I e xxni, C), 11 rituale per il battesimoe

per la confessione tradotto alia lettera in latino

(XXIII, r. Q) un motet pour l assomption, et un
duo pour la fete-Dieu con le parole e le note

(XXIII, H), e in fine un cantico irochese con la

versione francese (xxiii, M)."

The abbe Thavenet was a French Sulpitian

who passed many years of his life in preaching

the Catholic faith to the Indians of the Lac des

Deux Montagues, of Temiscaming, and of Way-
montaching, in Canada. His instructor in the

Algonquin (Nipissing) language was an Indian

named Ignace Pepamipattotch,who died in 1834.

In 1815 Thavenet returned to France, and in

1845 he died in Rome at an advanced age.

Among his manuscript papers, now preserved

in the Biblioteca Yittorio Emmanuele at Rome,
are letters relating to the Algonquin language

from the missionaries Durocher, Richard, and

Quiblier; and from P. S. DuPonceau, John
Pickering, and "W. von Humboldt.

Thavenet was the author of the Latin and
French versions which accompany the anony-

mous Algonquin catechism printed at Pisa

under the care of Prof. Teza in 1872. The notes

to the catechism and the Algonquin-French

vocabulary at the end are by him also. "When

the catechism was printed the authorship of

these portions was uuknown to the editor.

The original manuscript (64 pp. oblong quarto)

is preserved among the papers of Cardinal

Mezzofanti in the library of the University at

Bologna. There is a transcript of it in the

Biblioteca Yittorio Emmanuele at Rome (no.

XXV), which gives the text only, without the

versions, and stops at page 49 of the Bologna

manuscript (page 40 of the printed edition),

closing with the words: "kaye auicininiwak ka
nicqiAtc." In this transcript there are varia-

tions in the text, changes in the orthography,

and some omissions, but it contains the Confi-

teor( "Ni wihdamaw^k kije-Manitomizikanit-

tawitotc . . . ") and the act of contrition

("Kije-Manito, n'6se, ohdjitakit onicic . . ."),

which are lacking in themanuscript at Bologna.

Then there are other fragments of this same
catechism in the Biblioteca Yittorio Emma-
nuele: one (with the pressmarkxxiii A) which
contains as far as page 13 of the Bologna man-
uscript (to the end of page 17 of the printed

edition) ; and another (pressmark xxiii B) on

the communion, which follo-ws more or less the

Bologna text page 49 (printed edition, p. 40)
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Thavenet ( ) ~ Continued.

There is also a fragment of this catechism, ac-

companied by the interlinear Latin version,

both probably in the hand -writing of Cardioa

Mezzofanti, in the Biblioteca Comunale at Bo-

logna. SeeOatechismodeimissionari cattolici.

See Teza (E.)

Thayendanegen. See Jones (J.)

[Thibault (Rev. Jean Baptiste).] Kato-

lik
I

ayamihew-masinahigaa. |
Avec

approbation de Monseigneur Alexandre

I
Tacli6, Ev^que de Saint-Boniface.

|

[Vignette.]
|

Kebekok [Quebec]:
|

Aug. Kote

Omasinabiganikew.
|

1855.
|
Tatto

pipun aspin ka nittawikit Jesus.

Title verso blank 1 1. approbation of Alex.

Eveque de St. Boniface verso preface signed by

J. Bte. Thibault 1 1. text entirely in the Cree

language pp. 1-142, 16°.

Catechism, pp. 3-60,—Prayers, pp. 61-84.—

Hymns, pp. 85-129.—Prayers, pp. 131-142.

see7i: Shea.

[ ] L. J. C. & M. I.
I

Prieres,
|
can-

tiques, [
cat^cbisme, etc.,

|
en langue

crise.
]

[One line syllabic characters.]
|

[Oblate seal.]
|

Montreal: |
imprimerie de Louis Per-

rault.
I

1857.

Title verso approbation of l^i Alexandre

Ev6que de St. Boniface 1 1. preface signed J.

Bte. Thibault verso the alphabet 1 1. text (in the

Cree language, syllabic characters, with French

headings in Roman) pp. 5-288, 16°.

The line in syllabic characters on the title-

page, transliterated, reads : Aiamie masinahi-

gan, i. e. Prayer book.

Prayers, pp. 5-41.
—
"Way of the cross, pp. 42-

72.—Hymns, pp. 73-162.—Catechism, pp. 163-

249.—Prayers, etc. pp. 250-288.

Copies seen : Brinley , Verreau.

[ ] L. J. C. & M. I.
I
Prieres

|
can-

tiques |
cat6chisme, etc.

|
en langue

crise.
|

[One line syllabic characters.]
|

[Oblate seal.]
|

Montreal : j imprimerie de Louis Per-

rault et compagnie.
|
1866

Title verso approbation of t Alexandre

Eveque de St. Boniface 1 1. preface signed J.

Bte. Thibault verso alphabet 1 1. text (in the

Cree language, syllabic characters, headings in

French, roman characters) pp. 5-324, 18°. See

the fac-similes of pp. 4 and 5.

Prayers, pp. 5-72.—Hymns, pp. 73-180.—Cate-

chism, pp. 181-267.—Way of the cross, pp. 268-

309.—Hymns, pp. 310-324.

Copies seen: Eames, Maisonneuve, Pilling,

Yale.

Priced by Dufosse in 1889, 6 fr.

Thomas (Gabriel), An Historical and
Geographical Account 1 of the

|
prov-

ince and country
|
of

|
Pensilvania;

|

and of
I

West-New-Jersey
|
in

|

America.

I
The Eichness of the Soil, the Sweet-

ness of the Situation,
|
the Wholesom-

ness of the Air, the Navigable Rivers,

and
I
others, the prodigious Encrease

of Corn, the flourishing
|
Condition of

the City of Philadelphia, with the

stately
|
Buildings, and other Improve-

ments there. The strange
|
Creatures,

as Birds, Beasts, Fishes, and Fowls,

with the
I
several sorts of Minerals,

Purging Waters, and Stones,
|
lately

discovered. The Natives, Aborogmes
[sic], their Lan-

j

guage, Religion,

Laws, and Customs; The first Planters,

I

the Dutch, Sweeds, and English, with

the number of
|

its Inhabitants; As
also a Touch upon George Keith's

|
New

Religion, in his second Change since he

left the
I

Quakers.
|

With a Map of both

Countries.
|
By Gabriel Thomas,

|
who

resided there about Fifteen Years.
|

London, Printed for, and Sold by A.

Baldwin, at
|
the Oxon Arms in War-

wick-Lane, 1698.

Title of second part: An Historical Descrip-

tion
I

of the
I

province and country
|
of

|
West'

New-Jersey |
in

|
America.

|
A short View of

their Laws, Customs and Religion: As | also

the Temperament of the Air and Climate ; The

I
fatness of the Soil, with the vast Produce of

Bice, &c.
I
The Improvement of their Lands

(as in England) to
|
Pasture, Meadows, &c.

Their making great quanti-
|
ties of Pitch and

Tar, as also Turpentine, which pro- | ceedsfrom

the Pine Trees, with Bozen as clear as | Gum-
Arabick, with particular Remarks upon their

|

Towns, Fairs and Markets; with the great

Plenty of
|
Oyl and Whale-Bone made from the

great number of
i
Whales they yearly take: As

alsomany other Proflta- 1 ble and New Improve-

ments.
I
Never made Publick till now. I By Ga-

briel Thomas.
|

London :
|
Printed in the Year 1698.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication to Friend

William Penn 1 1. preface 2 11. map, text pp. 1-

55 ; title of second part verso blank 1 1. dedica-

tion to the Eight Honourable Sir John Moor and

others 211. preface 3 11. (verso of the last blank),

text pp. 1-34, 12°.

A specimen of the language of the [Dela-

ware] Indians of Pensylvania (six lines with

English translation), p. 47.—Questions and an-

swers in Delaware Indian and English, double

columns, beginning with the words: "I shall

put the Indian tongue on one side of the leaf,

and the English just opposite. Their Discourse
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Thomas (6.) — Continued.

is as followeth," pp. 8-12 of second part. This

is followed by namerals 1-50, p. 12, and names

of some of the Indians, p. 13.

A portion of the linguistic material is given

in Brinton (D. Gr.), The Lenap6 and their le-

gends, p. 76.

Copies seen: British Museum, Brown, Con-

gress, Lenox, "Watkinson.

The Murphy copy, the two parts bound sep-

arately, uos. 2470, 2470*, sold for $74.

A fac-simile reprint of the two parts, with

the map, was published in I^ew York in 1848,

with the following note on the verso of each

title page: "Xew-York:
|
lithographed for

|

Henry Austin Brady, Esquire,
|
counsellor at

law,
I

member of the New-York historical so-

ciety, &c.
I
By Francis Michelin.

|
1848."

(Earaes, Pilling.)

Collation as in the original edition, with

which it agrees line for line.

At the Murphy sale, no. 2471, a copy of the

reprint brought $1.25.

Continuatio | Der | Beschreibung

der Landschaift
|
Pensylvanise

|
An

denen End-Grantzen
|
Americas.

|
Uber

vorige des Heirn Pastorii
|
Relationes.

I

In sich haltend:
|
Die Situation, und

Fruchtbarkeit des
|
Erdbodens. Die

Schiffreiche und andere
|
Flusse. Die

Anzahl derer biszliero gebauten Stadte.

I

Die seltsame Creaturen an Thieren,

Yogeln und Fischen.
|
Die Mineralien

und Edelgesteine. Deren eingebolirnen

wil-
I

den V61cker SpracheUj Religion

und Gebrauche. Und
|
die ersten Christ-

lichen Pflantzer und Anbauer
|
dieses

Landes.
|
Beschrieben von

|
Gabriel

Thomas |
15. Jahrigen Inwohner dieses

I

Landes.
|
Welchem Tractatlein noch

beygefuget sind:
|
Des Hn. Daniel

Falckners
|
Burgers und Pilgrims in

Pensylvania 193 \_8ic for 103].
|
Beant-

wortungen uff vorgelegte Fragen von

I

guten Freunden.
|

Franckfurt und Leipzig,
|
Zu finden

bey Andreas Otto, Buchh&.ndlern.
|
Im

Jahr Christi 1702.

Title of second part .- Curieuse Nachricht
|

Yon
I
Pensylvania | in

|
Norden-America,

|

"Welche, |
Auf BegehrenguterFreunde, |

Uber

vorgelegte 103. Fra-
|
gen, bey seiner Abreisz

aus Teutsch- | land nach obigem Lande Anno
1700.

I

ertheilet, und nan Anno 1702 in den

Druck
I

gegeben worden. |
Yon

|
Daniel Falk-

nem, Professore, |
Burgern and Pilgrim allda.

|

Franckfurt und Leipzig,
|
Zu finden bey

Andreas Otto, Buchhindlern. |
Im Jahr Christi

1702.

Title verso blank 1 1. vorrede (signed Gabriel

Thomas) 1 1. text pp. 1-40, title of second part

Thomas (G.) —^Continued.
verso blank 1 1. praemonitio 2 II. text pp. 1-58,

map, sm. 8°.

Specimen of the Indian language of Pennsyl-

vania, with German translation, first part, p. 36.

This translation of Thomas's account of Penn-

sylvania, omitting the part relating to West-

New-Jersey, and accompanied by Falckuer's

relation, was published as a supplement to

Pastorius (F. D.), Umstandige Geographische

Beschreibung, 1700. It usually accompanies the

1704 edition of the same work.

Copies seen: Lenox.

The Murphy copy, no. 2471*, sold for $11.

Thomas (Gabriel). See Rand (S. T.)

Thomas (Isaiah). The
;

history of print-

ing
1
in

I

America.
|

With a
|
biography

of printers,
j

and an
|
account of news-

papers.
I

To which is prefixed a concise

view of
I

the discovery and progress of

the art
[
in

|
other parts of the world.

|

In two volumes'.
|
By Isaiah Thomas,

|

printer, Worcester, Massachusetts.
|

Volume I [-11].] [Four lines quotation.]!

Worcester :
|
from the press of Isaiah

Thomas, jun.
]

Isaac Sturtevant,

printer.
|
1810.

2 vols. : portrait of the author, title verso

copyright 1 1. dedication pp. iii-iv, contents

pp. v-vi, preface pp. 7-16, text pp. 17-436,

notes pp. 437-487, two plates ; title verso blank

1 1. contents pp. iii-iv, text pp. 5-450, notes pp.

451-508, appendix pp. 509-550, index pp. 551-576,

two plates, 8°.

Catalogue of books printed by Green, in-

cluding brief titles of the early New England

books in the Indian languages, vol. 1, pp. 252-

263.—Lord's prayer in the language of the

Indians of New England (from Eliot's bible),

vol. 1, pp. 478-479.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Eames, Lenox, Massachusetts Historical

Society, Trumbull, Watkinson.

The Murphy copy, no. 2493, sold for $7.

The
I

history of printing
1

in America,

]
with a

I

biography of printers,
|
and

an 1
account of newspapers.

|
In two

volumes.
|
By Isaiah Thomas, LL. D.

|

printer, late president of the American

antiquarian society, member of
|
the

American philosophical society, and of

the Massachusetts |
and New York

historical societies.
|
Second edition.

|

With the Author's Corrections and

Additions, |
and a catalogue of

|
Amer-

ican publications
|

previous to the

revolution of 1776. ]
Published under

the supervision of a special committee
|

of the American antiquarian society.
|

Vol. I [-II].
I
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Thomas (I.) — Continued.

Albany, N.Y.:
|
Joel Muusell, printer.

I

1874.
2 vols. : half-title (Archaeologia Americana)

verso blank 1 1, title of the series (Archseologia

Americana.
|
Transactions

|
and

| collections
]

of the
I
American Antiquarian Society. I Vol-

ume Y.
I
[Seal of the society.]

|
Printed for the

society. | 1874.) verso names of committee 1 1.

portrait 1 1. title of the work as above verso

blank 1 1. contents pp. vii-viii, preface pp. ix-xv,

memoir of Isaiah Thomas pp. xvii-lxxxvii, text

pp. 1-362, addenda verso blank 1 1. appendix pp.

365-423 ; half-title (as in vol. 1) verso blank 1 1.

title of the series (vol. vi) verso names of the

committee 1 1. title of the work as above verso

blank 1 1. contents pp. vii-viii, text pp. 1-243,

appendix pp. 245-307, catalogue of publications

pp. 309-666, half-title of index verso blank 1 1.

index pp. 1-47, plate of Indian gazette, 8°.

Linguistic contents as under previous title,

vol. 1, pp. 63-75, 402.

Copies seen .- Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Eames, Lenox, Massachusetts Historical

Society, Trumbull, Watkinson.

Thompson (Benjamin F.) Paper upon

the Indian names of Long Island ; by
Benjamin F. Thompson, of Hempstead,

L. I.—Read by Mr. Thompson, June 3rd.

[1845.]
In New York Hist. Soc. Proc. for the year

1845, pp. 125-131, New York, 1846, 8°.

A list of about a hundred names of places

without meanings or etymologies.

Thoreau (Henry David). The
|
Maine

woods.
I

By j Henry D. Thoreau,
|
au-

thor of [&c. two lines.]
|
[Design.]

j

Boston :
|
Ticknor and Fields.

( 1864.

List of books recto blank 1 1. title verso

copyright and printers 1 1. note verso blank 1

1. contents verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-304, ap-

pendix pp. 305-328, 12°.

Abnaki names of animals, p. 99.—Abnaki
names of places, pp. 143-145, 206, 212, 248, 253,

270, 274. — Abnaki inscription with English

translation, p. 204.—A list of Indian [Abnaki]

words [names of places, etc.], pp. 324-326.—

[The same continued] "from William "Willis

[q. v.] on the language of the Abnaquies" (in

Maine Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 4), pp. 326-328.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

The latest edition I have seen is titled as fol-

lows:

The
I

Maine woods.
|
By

|
Henry D.

Thoreau,
|
author of [&c. two lines.]

I

Fourteenth Edition.
|

[Monogram.]
|

Boston :
|
Houghton, Mifflin and com-

pany.
I

The Riverside Press, Cam-
bridge.

I

1883.

Title verso copyright 1 1. contents verso

blank 1 1. note verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-304,

appendix pp. 305-328, 12°.

Thoreau (H. D.) — Continued.

Linguistic contents as under title next above.

Copies seen : Boston Public.

Henry David Thoreau, author, born in Con-

cord, Mass., 12 July, 1817; died there 6 May,
1862. His grandfather, John Thoreau, came
from St. Helier, a parish in the Island of Jersey,

about 1773, and moved from Boston to Concord
in 1800. Henry , the third of four children, went
to school in Boston for a little more than a year,

then attended the schools in Concord, fitted for

college at a private school, entered Harvard in

1833, and was graduated in 1837,-^Appleton's Cy-

clop, of Am. Biog.

Thornton (— ). Vocabulary of the Mi-

amis.

In G-allatin (A.), Synopsis of Indian tribes,

in American Ant. Soc. Trans, vol. 2, pp. 305-367,

Cambridge, 1836, 8'=.

Probably printed from the following

:

Thornton (William). Vocabulary of the

Miami Language, taken at the City of

Washington, 11th January 1802, in

part from Little Turtle, but principally

from Capt. Wells, the Interpreter. By
William Thornton, communicated by
Mr. Jefferson.

Manuscript in the library of the American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, Pa.

It is a copy made by Duponceau and forms

no. XVII of a collection made by him and re-

corded in a folio account book, of which it occu-

pies pp. 65-68.

Arranged in four columns to the page—two
of English, two of Miami.

Threlkeld {Bev. L. E.) A key
|
to the

structure of the
|
aboriginal language

;

I

being an analysis of the
(
particles

used as affixes, to form
|
the various

modifications of the verbs;
|
shewing

the j
essential powers, abstract roots,

and other peculiarities
j
of the lan-

guage
I

spoken by the aborigines
| in

the vicinity of Hunter river, lake

Macquarie, etc.,
|
New South Wales:

I

together with comparisons of Poly-

nesian and other dialects.
|
By L. E.

Threlkeld.
|

Sydney :
|
the book for presentation

at the royal national exhibition, Lon-

don, 1851,
I

under the auspices of his

royal highness prince Albert.
|
The

type colonial, cast by A. Thompson.

—

The binding |
with colonial material.

I

Printed by Kemp and Fairfax,
|

lower George street.
|
1850.

Portrait 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. preface pp.

3-4, reminiscences of Biraban pp. 5-7, text pp.
9-83, 8°.
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Threlkeld (L. E.) — Continued.
A few verbal forms in Delaware compared

with Tahitian and Australian, pp. 11, 12, 13, 15.—

Massachusetts Indian words, pp. 13, 73.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology, Eames.

Tims {liev. John William). Grammar
and dictionary

|
of the

|
Blackfoot lan-

guage
I

in the dominion of Canada.
|

For the use of missionaries, school-
|

teachers, and others.
|
Compiled by the

I

rev. J. W. Tims,
|
C. M. S. mission-

ary.
I

[Seal of the society.]
|

London:
|

Society for promoting

christian knowledge,
|
Northumber-

land avenue, Charing cross, W. C.

[1889.]

Half-title verso hlank 1 1. title verso blank 1

1. introduction pp. v-vi, preface pp. vii-x, con-

tents pp. xi-xii, text pp. 1-191, folded table op-

posite p. 78, 12°.

Grammar of the Blackfoot language, pp. 1-

103.—English-Blackfoot dictionary, pp. 105-191.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

The gospel according to | st. Mat-

thew.
I

Translated into the language

I
of the

I

Blackfoot Indians.
|
By the

I
Rev. John William Tims,

|
C. M. S.

missionary.
|

London :
|
printed for the

|
British

and foreign bible society.
|
1890.

Title verso "pronunciation" 1 1. text pp.

3-109, 16°.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[Manual of devotion in the Black-

foot language.] (*)

Manuscript, about 80 pp. foolscap. The au-

thor describes it for me as follows

:

Part I. Selections from the Book of Common
Prayer; e. g., Creed, Lord's Prayer, Ten Com-
mandments, etc.

Part II. Selection from the Holy Scriptures,

Genesis 1-3, and portions of the Gospels con-

cerning the birth, life, etc. of Christ.

Part III. Niue hymns (translations).

Part IV. Elementary instruction for chil-

dren in schools.

Dec. 31, 1889, Mr. Tims wrote me from Eng-

land as follows

:

'• The British and Foreign Bible Society are

about to print the Gospel of St. Matthew in

Blackfoot, and the Society for Promoting Christ-

ian Knowledge are about to publish ' Readings

from the Holy Scriptures,' which consist of

Genesis i-ni, and selected portions of the four

gospels containing an account of our Lord's

birth, life, works, death, resurrection, and as-

cension, I expect to remain in England long

enough to revise the proof-sheets and then w
return to my work amongst the Blackfoot In- [

dians."
j

Tims (J. W. ) — Continued.
Rev. John "William Tims was born in Ox-

ford, Eng., in 1857, and resided there until

twenty-one years of age, when he offered his

services to the Church Missionary Society,which
were accepted. He passed through the society's

college at Islington, was ordained deacon in

1883, and at once appointed to commence the
mission among the Blackfeet proper. His pres-

ent station is at Blackfoot crossing on the Ca-
nadian Pacific railway, in the province of Al-
berta and the diocese of Calgary. He has
given special attention to the language of that
people.

Tobias {Chief Gottlieb). [Letter in Le-
uiipe of to day.]

In Brinton (D. G.), The Lenap6 and their
legends, p. 88, Philadelphia, 1885, 8°.

The letter is dated '-Moraviantown, Sept. 26,

1884," and is followed by an English transla-
tion by its author. It relates to the Delaware
text of the TValum Olum.

Toner (Joseph Meredith). Address
|
be-

fore the
I

Rocky mountain
( medical

association
|
June 6, 1877

|
containing

I

some observations
|
on the

|
geologic-

al age of the world
| the appearance

of animal life upon the globe,
|
the anti-

quity of man, and the archaeological
|

remains of extinct races found on the
American continent,

| with views of
|

the origin and practice of medicine
among

|
uncivilized races, more especi-

ally
I

the North American Indians.
|

By
I

J. M. Toner, M. D.
|

Washington, D. C.
|
publishedfor the

association.
|
1877.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso
printers 1 1. list of presidents of the association

verso contents 1 1. introduction verso blank 1 1.

text pp. 7-112, 12°. The copy in the Library of

Congress has an appendix containing a synopsis
of previous addresses and biographies of mem-
bers of the association—in all, 414 pp.

List of names for "Doctor" and "Medicine"
in Chippeway Algonkin, by Dr. Thomas Foster,

pp. 63-64.

Copies seen : British Museum, Eames, Con-
gress, Geological Survey, Pilling, Trumbull,

Tooker (William Wallace) . Indian geo-

graphical names on Long Island. Com-
piled by Wm. Wallace Tooker.

In Brooklyn Daily Eagle Almanac, vol. 3,

"first edition," pp. 55-56, Brooklyn, 1888,8°.

(Eames, Pilling.)

About 100 names, alphabetically arranged,

with meanings.

Indian place names on Long Island.

Revised and Corrected by Wm. Wallace
Tooker, Sag Harbor, N. Y.
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Tooker (W. W.)—Continued.
In Brooklyn Daily Eagle Almanac, vol. 4, pp.

25-26, Brooklyn, 1889, 8°. (Eames, Pilling.)

About 175 names, alphabetically arranged,

•witb meanings.

Indian place names on Long Island.

Eevised and corrected by Wm. Wallace

Tooker, Sag Harbor, N. Y.

In Brooklyn Daily Eagle Almanac, vol. 5,

pp. 35-37, Brooklyn, 1890, 8°. (Eames, Gats-

chet. Pilling.)

A foot-note says :
" It will be noticed that sev-

eral changes have been made to the lists pub-

lished in the Almanacs of 1888 and 1889. These

are due to recent studies of the early forms of

Indian names from the records of the towns in

which they appear."

Indian place-names in East-Hampton

town, L. I., with their probable signi-

fication, by Wm. Wallace Tooker, Sag-

Harbor, N. Y.

In Records of the town of East Hampton,

Long Island, Suffolk co., N. T., vol. 4, pp. i-x

(second pagination), Sag-Harbor, 1889, 8°. (Pil-

ling.)

An alphabetic list of 28 place names in the

Montank language, with meanings and descrip-

tions.

Issued separately as follows :

Indian place-names
|
in East-Hamp-

ton town,
I

with their probable signifi-

cations,
I

by
I

Wm. Wallace Tooker.
]

Written for the East-Hampton Town
Records, Vol. iv.

[

Sag-Harbor :
|
J. H. Hunt, printer.

|

1889.

Cover title as above, inside title as above

verso blank 1 1. text pp. i-x, 8°.

Copies seen: Eames,Gatschet, Pilling, Powell.

Indian place-names on Long Island

and islands adjacent, with their prob-

able significations. (*)

Manuscript, in possession of its author, who
described it for me October 26, 1889, as follows

:

"So far the manuscript contains over four hun-

dred names. "With each name will be given

extracts from the early records and deeds of

the towns where they occur, showing their

appearance, different forms of spelling as

given by the early recorders, why the name
was so bestowed, etc. With the significations

will be given parallels from various cognate

dialects. The manuscript isnow well advanced,

and only awaits the publication of some of the

early town records, not deeming it advisable to

have it published until all the facts relating to

each name can be secured. With the names
appear historical data relating to the early his-

tory of Long Island never before published.

The work will be arranged similar to Dr. J. H.
Trumbull's Indian Names in Connecticut.

Tract

:

Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chfppewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Cree

Cree

Cree

Delaware

Maliseet

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Micmac
Montagnais
Nipissing

Penobscot

See Attend.

Come.
Ewh.
lu pitabvn.

Nabwahkan.
Osagiitiutn.

Reward.
Sanders (J.)

German (O.)

Hunter (J.)

Vincent (—).

Zeisberger (D.)

Eand(S.T.)
Danforth(S.)

Eliot (J.)

Hatchets.

Mather (C.)

Mayhew (E.)

Eawson (G.)

Rand(S. T.)

Durocher (F.)

Cnoq(J.A.)

Wzokhilain (P. P.)

Tracts in Micmac. See Rand (S. T.)

Treasury. The Treasury of Languages.

I
A

I

rudimentary dictionary
|
of

|

universal philology.
|
Daniel iii. 4.

|

[One line in Hebrew.]
j

Hall and Co., 25, Paternoster row,

London.
|
(All rights reserved.) [1878?]

Colophon: London:
|
printed by Grant and

CO., 72-78, Turnmill street, E. C.

Title verso blank 1 1. advertisement (dated

February 7th, 1873) verso blank 1 1. introduction

(signed J. B. and dated October 31st, 1873) pp.

i-iv, dictionary of languages (iu alphabetical

order) pp. 1-301, list of contributors p. [3021,

errata verso colophon 1 1. 12°.

Edited by James Bonwick, Esq., F. E. G. S.,

assisted by about twenty-two contributors,

whose initials are signed to the most important

of their respective articles. In the compila-

tion of the work free use was made of Bagster's

Bible of Every Land, and Dr. Latham's Ele-

ments of Comparative Philology. There are also

references to an appendix, concerning which

there is the following note on p. 301 :

'

' liTotice.

—

Owing to the unexpected enlargement of this

Book in course of printing, the Appendix is

necessarily postponed ; and the more especially

as additional matter has been received sufficient

to make a second volume. And it will be pro-

ceeded with so soon as an adequate list of Sub-

scribers shall be obtained." Under the name
of each language is a brief statement of the

family or stock to which it belongs, and the

country where it is or was spoken, together

with references, in many cases, to the principal

authorities on the grammar and vocabulary.

An addenda is given at the end of each letter.

The following are the principal Algonquian

languages represented ; Abenaki or Abenaqui,

p. 2 ; Algonkin or Algonquin, p. 8 ; Arapaho or
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Treasury — Continued.

Arrapaho, p. 13 ; Blackfoot, p. 30 ; Chippewaj'-

an, p, 48 ; Cree, p. 55 ; Delaware, p. 62 ; Etche-

min, p. 74; Illinois, p. 107; Lenni-Lennape (with

names of tribal divisions), p. 150; Massachu-

sett, p. 168 ; Mic-mac, p. 174 ; Minsi, p. 176 ; Mo-

hegan, Mohican (with names of tribal divisions)

,

p. 178; Myncquesar, p. 184; Muskonong, p. 186

;

Nanticok, p. 188; Narragansetts, p. 188; j^atic,

p. 188; Newfoundland, p. 190; Ojibwa, Ojibway,

p. 198 ; Ottawa, Ottoway, p. 203 ; Pennsylvania,

p. 212; Salteaux, Saviteux, p.232;.Sankikani, p.

234 ; Shawanoe, p. 241 ; Sheshatapoosh, p. 241

;

Shyenne, p. 243; AYea, p. 289; Wolf Indians, p.

292.

Copies seen : Eames.

Treat {Gen. Joseph). Vocabulary of

the Etchemins (Passamaq noddy), and

of the Penobscot and Narraganset.

In G-allatin (A.), Synopsis of Indian tribes,

in American Ant. Soc. Trans, vol. 2, pp. 305-367,

Cambridge, 1836, 8°.

Joseph Treat, soldier, born in Bangor, Me., 8

Dec, 1775; died there, 27 Feb., 1853; became a

civil engineer, but was commissioned captain

in the 21st U. S. infantry on 12 March, 1812. He
was mustered out in 1815; in 1817 and 1818 was
a member of the general court of Massachu-

setts, and in 1820 of the Maine constitutional

convention. He afterward became brigadier-

general in the State militia.—Appleton's Cyclop,

of Am. Biog.

Treat {Bev. Samuel). See Rawson (G.)

Treaties |
between the

|
United States

of America |
and the several

|
Indian

tribes, 1
from 1778 to 1837 :

|
with

|
a

copious table of contents.
|
Compiled

and printed by the direction, and under

the supervision,
|
of the

|
commissioner

of Indian affairs.
|

Washington, D. C.
|

published by
Langtree and O'Sullivan.

| 1837.

Title verso blank 1 1, contents pp. v-lxxxiii,

text pp. 1-699, 80.

Copies seen : British Museum, Bureau of Eth-

nology, Congress.

Issued also with title as follows

:

Treaties |
between the

|
United States

of America, |
and the several

| Indian

tribes, |
from 1778 to 1837 : | with

|
a

copious table of contents.
|
New Edi-

tion,
I
carefully compare^ with the

originals in the Department of State.
|

Compiled and printed by the direction,

and under the supervision,
|
of the

j

commissioner of Indian affairs.
]

Washington, D. C.
|
published by

Langtree and O'Sullivan.
|
1837.

Title 1 1. preface 1 1. contents pp. v-Ixxxiii,

text pp. 1-699, 8°.

Treaties— Continued.

Contains names of Indian chiefs, with En-

glish signification, of the Sac and Fox, pp. 112,

180, 181^ 190, 315, 378-379, 449-450, 511, 678;

Miami, pp. 120, 157-158, 176-177; Wea, pp. 120,

153, 195; Chippewa, pp. 138-139, 148, 175. 224;

Kickapoo, pp. 154, 158-159, 173, 190, 534; Shaw-

nee, pp. 157, 175, 225-226, 388; Ottawa, pp. 157,

282; Pattawatima, pp. 158, 225; Piankashaw, p.

164; Meuomonee, pp. 206, 376, 415,471-472,554;

Cheyenne, p. 350.

Copies seen : Powell.

Tribal names

:

See Barratt (J.)

Brice(W. A.)

Abnaki
Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian

Arapaho
Cheyenne
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Massachusetts

Mississagua

New Jersey

Virginia

Gilfillan(J. A.)

Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Hayden (F.V.)

Hayden (F.V.)

Lapham (J. A.)

Shea (J. G.)

Warren (W.W.)
Sanford (E.)

Chamberlain (A.F.)

Sanford (E.)

Sanford (E.)

Tripartitvm. See Merian (A. A. von)

and Klaproth (H. J. von).

Trubner : This word following a title, or included

within parentheses after a note, indicates that

a copy of the work referred to has been seen by
the compiler in the collection of Messrs. Triib-

ner & co. (now Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner

& CO.), London, England.

Triibner (Nicolas). See Ludewig (H. E.

)

Triibner & Co. Trlibuer's
|
bibliograph-

ical guide
I
to

I

American literature;
]

being
|
a classified list of books,

|
in

all departments of literature and
science,

|
published in

|
The United

States ofAmerica
|
during the last forty

years.
|
With

|
an introduction, notes,

three appendices, and an index.
|

London :
|
Triibner and co., 12, Pater-

noster row.
I

1855.

Title verso printer 1 1. table of contents

verso blank 1 1. preface (signed Triibner & Co.)

pp. v-vi, introduction pp. vii-xxxii, catalogue

pp. 1-84, appendix pp. 85-91, index pp. 92-108, 8°.

American Indian languages, p. 38, contains

a few titles in Cree, Delaware, and Ojibwa.

Copies seen: Eames.

Triibner's
|
bibliographical guide

|

to American literature.
|
A classed list

of books
I

published in the United

States of America during
|
the last

forty years.
|
With

|
Bibliographical

Introduction, Notes, and Alphabetical

Index.
I

Compiled and edited
|
by

Nicolas Triibner.
|
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Triibner & Co.— Continued.

London:
|
Triibner and co., 60, Pater-

noster row.
I
1859.

Title verso printers 1 1. contents 1 1. preface

pp. v-x, half-title (introduction) verso blank 1

1. bibliographical prolegomena pp. iii-xxxvi,

contributions towards a history of American

literature (by Benjamin Moran, esq., assistant

secretary to the American legation) pp. xxxvii-

xcvi, xcvii*-civ*, public libraries of the United

States (by Edward Edwards) pp. xcvii-cxlix,

catalogue (classified) pp. 1-521, general index

pp. 522-554, advertisements pp. 1-8, 8°.

American antiquities, Indians, and lan-

guages, pp. 246-260, contains titles of books in

or relating to Massachusetts or Natick, Otta-

wa, Delaware, Muhhekaneew, Chippeway or

Ojibwa, Etchemin, Shawnee, Pottawatome,

Abnaki, and ]S"arrogaDsett.

Copies seen: Eames.

A catalogue ]
of

|
an extensive col-

lection
I

of
I

valuable new and second-

hand books,
I

English and foreign,
|
in

I

antiquities, architecture, books of

prints, history,
|
natural history, and

every other branch of ancient
|
and

modern literature, but more particu-

larly rich in |
books on languages, on

bibliography and on
|
North and South

America.
|
On sale at the low prices

affixed
I
by

|
Triibner & co.,

|
60, Pater-

noster Row, London.

Colophon : Printed by F. A. Brock-

haus, Leipzig. [1856.]

Printed cover as above verso contents etc.

no inside title ; text pp. 1-159, colophon p. [160],

8°.

Amt>rican languages, pp. 44-47, contains titles

and prices of a number of Algonquian books—
Cree, Delaware, Etchemin, and Ojibwa.

Copies seen : Bureau of Ethnology.

' A
I

catalogue
|
of

|
a large assem-

blage of books,
I

appertaining to
|
lin-

guistic literature,
I
(many of them very,

rare), |
in the

|
Ancient and Modern

Languages.
|

[Design.]
|

Now on sale by Triibner & co.
| 60,

Paternoster row, London.
|

1860.
|

(Price One Shilling, which will be

allowed to Purchasers.)

Cover title as above, no inside title, text pp.

1-100, 8°.

"American languages," pp. 16-22, includes

titles of a few works in Chippewa, p. 19 ; Cree,

p. 19 ; Delaware, p. 20 ; Etchemin, p. 20.

Copies seen: Harvard.

Registered for Transmission Abroad.

I

Triibner's
|
American and Oriental

Literary Record.
|
A monthly register

I

Of the most important Works pub-

Triibner & Co.— Continued,

lished in North and South America, in
|

India, China, and the British Colonies

:

with occasional Notes on German,
|

Dutch, Danish, French, Italian, Span-

ish, Portuguese, and Russian Books.
|

No. 1 [-Nos. 145-6. Vol. XII. Nos. 11

& 12]. March 16, 1865 [-December,

1879]. Price 6d.
|
Subscription

| 5s. per

Annum,
[ Post Free.

[London : Triibner& co. 1865-1879. ]

12 vols, in 9, large 8°. No title-pages ; head-

ings only. No. 1 to nos. 23 & 24 (March 30,

1867) are paged 1-424; no, 25 (May 15, 1867) to

no. 60 (August 25, 1870) are paged 1-816. The
numbering by volumf^s begins with no. 61 (Sep-

tember 26, 1870), which is marked vol.VI, no. 1.

Vols.VI to XII contain pp. 1-196 ; 1-272 ; 1-204
;

1-184; 1-176; 1-152; 1-164. In addition there

is a special number for September, 1874 (pp. 1-

72), and an extra no. 128* for October, 1877 (pp.

1-16); also supplementary and other leaves.

Continued under the following title:

Triibner's
|
American, European & Oriental

I
Literary Record.

|
A register of the most im-

portantworks
I

published in
| North and South

America, India, China, Europe,
|
and the British

colonies. | "With Occasional Notes on German,
Dutcb, Danish, French, Italian, Spanish,

|

Portuguese, Russian, and Hungarian Lit era-,

ture.
I

New series. Vol.1 [-IX]. | January to

December, 1880 [-Januaryto December, 1888].
|

London : |
Triibner & co., 57 and 59, Ludgate

hill. [1880-1888.]

9 vols, large 8°. Including no. 147-8 to no.

242, each volume with a separate title and leaf

of contents, and its own pagination. Continued

as follows

:

Triibner's record, 1 a journal |
devoted to the

I

Literature of the East, | with notes and lists

of current
|
American, European and Colonial

Publications. | No. 243 [-250]. Third series.

Vol.L Part 1 [-Vol. II. Part 2]. Price 2«.

[London : Triibner & co. March, 1889-Octo-

ber, 1890.]

2 vols.; printed covers as above, no title-

pages, large 8°. Published quarterly, and still

in progress.

Titles of works In and relating to the Algon-

quian languages are scattered through the

periodical, together with notes on the subject.

A list of '

' "Works on the aboriginal languages

of America," vol. 8 (first series), pp. 185-189, in-

cludes titles under the special headings of Cree,

Delaware, Etchemin, and Micmac.

Copies seen: Eames.

Bibliotheca Hispano-Americana.
|
A

I

catalogue
|
of

|
Spanish books

|

printed

in
I
JMexico, Gruatemala, Honduras, the

Antilles,
|
Venezuela, Columbia, Ecua-

dor, Peru, Chili,
|
Uruguay, and the Ar-

gentine Republic;
I

and of
I

Portuguese

books printed in Brazil.
|
Followed by a
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Triibner &. Co.— Continued,

collection of
|
works on the aboriginal

languages
|
of America.

|

On Sale at the affixed Prices, by
|

Triibner & co. 8 & 60, Paternoster row,

London. |
1870. | One shilling and six-

pence.

Cover title as above verso contents 1 I. no in-

side title ; catalogue pp. 1-184, colophon verso

advertisements 1 1. 16°.

"Works on the aboriginal languages of Amer-
ica, pp. 162-184, contains a list of books (alpha-

betically arranged by languages) on this sub-

ject, including the Chippeway and Cree, p. 170;

Delaware, p. 172 ; Etchemin, p. 173; Micmac, p.

180; Pennsylvanian, p. 182,

Copies seen ; Eames, Pilling.

A
I

catalogue
|
of

|
dictionaries and

grammars
|
of the

|

Principal Languages

and Dialects
|
of the World.

|
For sale

by
i

Triibner & co.
|

London :
]
Triibner «fe co., 8 ife 60 Pa-

ternoster row.
I

1872.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

printers 1 ]. notice reverse blank 1 1. catalogue

pp. 1-64, addenda and corrigenda 1 1. advertise-

ments verso blank 1 1. a list of works relating

to the science of language etc. pp. 1-16, 8°.

Contains a few titles of Cree works, p. 13;

Delaware, p. 15; Etchemin, p. 18; Kicmac, p.

38; Pennsylvanian, p. 42.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

A later edition as follows :

Triibner's
]
catalogue

|
of

|
dictiona-

ries and grammars
|
of the

|
Principal

Languages and Dialects of the World.
|

Second edition,
|
considerably enlarged

and revised, with an alphabetical in-

dex.
I
A guide for students and book-

sellers.
I

[Monogram.]
|

London:
|
Triibner & co., 57 and 59,

Ludgate hill.
|
1882.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

list of catalogues 1 1. notice and preface to the

second edition p. iii, index pp. iv-viii, text pp.

1-168, additions pp. 169-170, Triibner's Oriental

& Linguistic Publications pp. 1-95, 8°.

Contains titles of works in Algonquin, p. 3

;

American languages (general), p. 3; Cree, p.

40; Delaware, p. 44; Etchemin, p. 54; Micmac,

p. 108, Otchipwe, p. 113.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

No. 1 [-12]. January 1874 [-May,

1875].
1
A catalogue

|
of

|
choice, rare,

and curious books,
|
selected from the

stock
I
of

I

Triibner & Co.,
|
57 & 59,

Ludgate hill, London.

[London: Trubner&co. 1874-1875.]

12 parts : no titles, headings only; catalogue

(paged continuously) pp. 1-192, large 8<^. This

Triibner & Co.— Continued.
series of catalogues was prepared by Mr. James
George Stuart Burges Bohn. See Triibner's

American, European, <& Oriental Literary Bee-

orrf, new series, vol. 1, pp. 10-11 (February, 1880).

Title and description of Eliot's Indian bible

(1685), no. 3, p. 33.—Works on the aboriginal

languages of America, no. 8, pp. 113-118, in-

cluding special lists under the headings Chep-
ewyan [i. e. Ojibway], Cree, Delaware, Etch-

emin, Micmac, and Shawanees.

Copies seen: Eames.

A catalogue
|
of

|
choice, rare, &

valuable books,
|
in all languages,

|
on

sale by
|
Triibner &co.,

|
57 &59, Lud-

gate Hill, London. [No. I-V.]

[London: Triibner &co. 1875-1877.]

6 parts: [no. I,] no title or date, heading
only as above, catalogue pp. 1-48; [no. ii,]

cover title (Triibner's bibliotheca Sanscrita. A
catalogue of Sanskrit literature, etc. 1875)

verso blank, title (as on the cover) verso print-

ers 1 1. preface verso additions 1 1, catalogue pp.
1-84, advertisement on back cover; no. in,

cover title (A catalogue of a valuable and choice

collection of rare, curious, and important
Ancient and Modern Books, etc. 1876) verso
blank, catalogue (beginning with heading as in

no. I) pp. 133-272, contents on back cover
;
[no.

IV,] cover title (Catalogue of Chinese & J"ap-

anese literature, etc. 1876) verso contents, cata-

logue pp. 1-28, advertisements on back cover;

no. V, cover title (Catalogue of a valuable and
choice collection, etc. 1877) verso advertise-

ments, catalogue (beginning with heading as in

no. I) pp. 301-396, notice on recto of back cover

verso contents, 8°.

The following notice is printed on the back
cover of no. V: "Part i., Part in., and Part v.,

are devoted, as in the present instance, to Mis- <

cellaneous Literature, Early Voyages and Trav-

els, History and Archaeology, Belles Lettres,

etc. Part ii. forms a very complete Bibliotheca

Sanscrita, to which is added a List of Pali

Books. Part iv. is a Catalogue of Chinese and
Japanese Literature, with a List of Oriental

Periodicals." Parts i, iii, and v were prepared

by Mr. J. G. S. B. Bohn.

America and the "West Indies, no. iii, pp.

137-169, includes scattered titles of works con-

taining Algonquian linguistics, especially Mic-

mac and Mulliscet (p. 143), and Pennsylvanian

(pp. 157-158). — Aborigines of America : red

Indians of British North America, and the

United States, no. v, pp. 301-319, contains titles

of many works in and relating to the American

languages, besides special lists under the head-

ings Delaware (p. 305), Micmac (p. 312), and

Ojibway or Chippeway (p. 314).

Copies seen : Eames.

True (N. T.) Indian names on the An-

droscoggin.

In Historical Magazine, first series, vol. 8, pp.

237-238, New York, 1868, sm. 4°.
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True (N T.) — Continued.

A list of 45 names of geographic features in

the Abnaki language, some of them with ety-

mologies.

Collation of geographical names in

the Algonkin language. ByN. T. True,

M. D.
In Essex Institute Hist. Coll. vol. 8, pp. 144-

149, Salem, 1868, sm. 4°. (Congress, Trumbull,

"Watkinson.)

Issued separately as follows

:

Collation of
|

geographical names
|

in the
|
Algonkin language.*

|
ByN. T.

True, M. D.
Foot-note: * Extracted from the Historical

Collections of the Essex Institute, Salem,

Mass., Vol.
I
VIII. Ifo. 3.

No title-page, heading only ; text pp. 1-6, sm.

4°. In double columns.

Contains about 100 names of places, mostly

in New England, with explanations. Each di-

vision is preceded by a brief vocabulary of In-

dian words with definitions.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Trumbull.

Trumbull : This word following a title or within

parentheses after a note indicates that a copy

of the work referred to has been seen by the

compiler in the library of Dr. J. Hammond
Trumbull, Hartford, Conn,

TrumbuIl(Dr.JamesHammond). [Trans-

lation of the catechism in the two edi-

tions of Eliot's Indian bible.]

Colo2)hon: Printed by J. Munsell, Al-

bany,
I

January 20, 1865.

No title-page; note (signed J, H. T. Hart-

ford, Conn. Jan., 1865) verso ram's head, and
'

' thirty -five copies printed, for private distribu-

tion," 1 1. text of the translation 3 unnumbered

pp. design of Munsell the printer (under which

is the above colophon) verso blank 1 1. sm. 4=>.

The preliminary note reads as follows: "A
single leaf at the end of Eliot's Indian bible,

in both the first and second editions, contains

a catechism for the Indians, or, more exactly,

some rules and directions for leading a religious
*
life in the form of answers to the two questions

:

' How can I walk with God all the day long ?

'

and ' What should a Christian do to keep the

Sabbath day perfectly holy ?

'

"The annexed translation, which is as nearly

literal as possible, was made at the request of

a friend, for insertion in a copy of the Indian

Bible. At his suggestion a few copies are now
printed for distribution to other possessors of

that rare and curious volume.—J. H. T."

Copies seen : American Antiquarian Society,

Boston Athenaeum, Lenox.

Letter of Mr. Trumbull on '' Shaw-
mut " [the Indian name of Boston].

In Massachusetts Hist. Soc. Proc. 1866-1867,

pp. 376-379, Boston, 1867, 8°.

Refers to the Indian origin of the word, and

Trumbull (J. H.)— Continued.
includes comments upon and extracts from

Wood, Eawson, and Eliot.

Letter from J. Hammond Trumbull,

on the name Massachusetts.
In American Ant. Soc. Proc. October, 1867

(no. 48), pp. 79-84, Worcester, 1867, 8°. The let-

ter is preceded by an article on '

' The name of

Massachusetts," pp. 77-79, containing a synop-

sis of the remarks of Rev. Edward E. Hale on
the subject.

Indian names [of places in Connect-

icut].

In Woodward (A.), Historical address at

Franklin, Conn., pp. 46-48, New Haven, 1869, 8°.

On Onomatopceia in the Algonkin
Languages, by Mr. J. Hammond Trum-
bull, of Hartford, Conn.

In American Oriental Soc. Jour. vol. 9,

no. 1, pp. xlvii-xlviii (Proceedings for October,

1868), New Haven, 1869, 8°. (Eames.)

A criticism of a list of Algonkin names of

animals in Wilson's Prehistoric Man (2d. ed.p.

56), andinEarrar's Chapters on Language (1865,

pp. 24-25). A number of the words are analyz-

ed and explained.

The True Method of Studying the

North American Languages.
In American Philolog. Ass. Proc. 1869, pp. 25-

26, Hartford, 1870, 8°.

An abstract of the following:

On the best Method of Studying the

North American Languages. By J
Hammond Trumbull, of Hartford, Conn

In American Philolog. Ass. Trans. 1869-'70,

pp. 55-79, Hartford, 1871, 8°.

Examples in Massachusetts, Chippeway,

Shyenne, Cree, Abnaki, Delaware, Narragan
sett, and Western Algonkin.

Issued separately as follows:

(From the Transactions of the Amer-

ican Philological Association, 1869-70.)

I
On the

I
best method of studying

|

the American languages.
|
By J. Ham-

mond Trumbull.

[Hartford : 1871.]

No title,"heading only; text pp. 1-25, 8°.

Copies seen : Eames.

The composition of Indian geograph-

ical names, illustrated from the Algon-

kin languages. By J. Hammond
Trumbull.
In Connecticut Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 2, pp. 1-50,

Hartford, 1870, 8°.

"The examples I shall give of these three

classes will be taken from Algonkin languages;

chiefly from the Massachusetts orNatick (which

was substantially the same as that spoken by
the Narragansetts and Connecticut Indians),

the Abnaki, the Lenni-Lendpe or Delaware, the
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Trumbull (J. H.) — Continued.

Chippewa or Ojibway, and the Knisteno or

Cree."

Following the general index of this volume

is an index of "Indian names" used in the

above article, pp. 378-380.

Issued separately as follows

:

The composition
|
of

| Indian geo-

graphical names,
|
illustrated from the

I
Algonkiu languages.

|
By | J. Ham-

mond Trumbull,
|
president of the Con-

necticut historical society. | From the

Conn. Historical Society's Collections,

Vol. II.
I

Hartford.
|
Press of Case, Lockwood

&, Brainard.
i
1870.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

"fifty copies printed" 1 1. text pp. 3-51, 8°.

Pp. 1-46 agree with the original article page

for page ; the subsequent pages differ slightly

in arrangement, on account of the insertion in

this edition of a new paragraph of fifteen lines

on pp. 47-48 and a new note of eight lines on p.

48.

Copies seen : Eames, National Museum.
Some copies contain the indes of '

' Indian

names," pp. 1-3, loosely inserted at the end.

Indian names in Virginia. By Hon.

J. Hammond Trumbull, president of the

Connecticut historical society.

In Historical Magazine, vol. 7, pp. 47-48,

Morrisania, N. T. 1870, sm. 4°.

A dozen names in the Powhattan language,

with meanings and etymologies.

On the Algonkiu name "Manit" (or

"Mauitou"), sometimes translated
'' Great Spirit," and '' God." By J. H.

Trumbull, Hartford, Conn.
In Old and Ifew, vol. 1, pp. 337-342, Boston,

1870. 8°.

Many examples in the Massachusetts, Narra-

gansett, Delaware, Montagnet, Abnaki, Mic-

mac, and Shawnee languages, with extracts

from Koger "Williams, Eliot, Mayhew, Dupon-

ceau, Heckewelder, Zeisberger, Rasle, Lahon-

tan, LeJeune, Gallatin, and Whipple; comments

on the Dakota name, from Riggs, and on the

Otoe, from Hayden.

On the Algonkiu name Manit or Mani-

tou, sometimes translated 'Great Spirit'

and ' God,' by Mr. J. Hammond Trum-
bull, of Hartford, Conn.

In American Oriental Soc. Jour. vol. 9, no. 2,

pp. Iviii-lix (Proceedings for October, 1869),

New Haven, 1871, 8°. (Eames.)

An analysis of the word is given, illa.strated

by examples from the Abnaki, Massachusetts,

Delaware, and Miemac languages.

Some Mistakes concerning the Gram-
mar, and in Vocabularies of the Algon-

kiu Language.

Trumbull (J. H.) — Continued.
In American Philolog. Ass. Proc. 1870, pp. 13-

14, Hartford, 1871, 8°.

An abstract of the following :

On some Mistaken Notions of Algon-

kiu Grammar, aud on Mistranslations

from Eliot's Bible, &c. By J. Hammond
Trumbull.

In American Philolog. Ass, Trans. 1869-'70,

pp. 105-123, Hartford, 1871, 8°.

Comments upon and examples in the Massachu-

setts, Delaware, Cree, Chippeway, Mohegan,

Old Abnaki, Old Passamaquoddy, Mareschit,

Narragansett, Northern Algonkiu, and Mie-

mac, with references to Eliot, Gallatin, Dupon-
ceau, Pickering, Zeisberger, Heckewelder, Ed-

wards, Roger Williams, Wm. "Wood, Howse,
Cass, Schoolcraft, and Vater.

Issued separately as follows

:

(From the Transactions ofthe Ameri-

can Philological Association, 1869-70.)

I
On some

|
mistaken notions of Algon-

kiu grammar,
|
and on mistranslations

of words from Eliot's bible, &c. |
By J.

Hammond Trumbull.

[Hartford: 1871.]

No title-page, heading only; text pp. 1-19, 8°.

Copies seen: Eames.

At the Field sale, catalogue no. 2389, a copy

brought 25 cents.

On Algonkiu Names of the Dog and
the Horse.

In American Philolog. Ass. Proc. 1870, pp.

16-17, Hartford, 1871, 8°.

An abstract of a paper read before the asso-

ciation. Contains a few examples in the Chip-

pewa language.

AMode of Counting, said to have been

used by the Wawenoc Indians of Maine.

By Hon. J. H. Trumbull, of Hartford,

Ct.

In American Philolog. Ass. Proc. 1871, pp.

13-15, Hartford, 1872, 8°.

Comments on a paper by J. G. Kohl in the

Maine Hist. Soc. Coll. on a "History of the Dis-

covery of . . . Maine ;" and on the Wawe-
noc numerals by R. K. Sewall in the Historical

Magazine for March, 1868 ; in which Mr. Trum-
bull asserts that these numerals are of York-

shire origin, and were used in scoring sheep.

On some alleged specimens of Indian

onomatopoeia. By J. Hammond Trum-
bull.

In Connecticut Acad. Arts and Sci. Trans, vol.

2, pp. 177-185, New Haven, 1871-1873, 8°.

Examples from a number of Algonquian lan-

guages. Also issued separately. (Eames.)

Algonkiu Names of Man, by Hon. J.

H. Trumbull, of Hartford, Ct.

In American Philolog. Ass. Proc. 1871, p. 23,

Hartford. 1872, 8°.
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Trumbull (J. H.) — Continued.

An abstract of a paper subsequently pub-

lished as follows

:

On Algonkin Names for Man. By J,

Hammond Trumbull.

In American Philolog. Ass. Trans. 1871, pp.

138-159, Hartford, 1872, 8°.

Examples in Abnaki, Delaware, Chippewa,

Massachusetts, Old Algonkin, Narragansett,

Menoraini, Saki, Montagnais, Quinmppiac,

Uew Sweden, Shawnee, Miami, Illinois, Mic-

mac, Cree, Sheyenne, Atsina, Arapaho, Black-

feet, Powhatan, and Nanticoke, with references

to Cass, Heckewelder, Roger "Williams, Eliot,

and many other writers.

Issued separately as follows

:

On Algonkin names for man,
|
By J.

Hammond Trumbull.
|

(From the Trans-

actions of tbe American Philological

Association, 1871.)

[Hartford: 1872.]

Half-title as above p. 1, text pp. 2-23, 8°.

Copies seen : Lenox.

Contributions to the Comparative

Grammar of the Algonkin Languages.
In American Philolog. Ass. Proc. 1871, pp.

28-29, Hartford, 1872, 8°.

An abstract of a paper "founded on twenty-

five versions of the Lord's Prayer, in nineteen

languages and dialects of the Algonkin stock."

Subsequently published as follows

:

Notes on Forty Versions of the Lord's

Prayer in Algonkin Languages.
In American Philolog. Ass. Trans. 1872, pp.

113-218, Hartford, 1873, 8°. •

Issued separately as follows

:

Notes on
|
forty Algonkin versions

I

of the lord's prayer.
|
By J. Hammond

Trumbull.
|
From the Transactions of

theAm. PhilologicalAssociation, 1872.
]

Hartford: |
1873.

Half-title on cover, title verso blank 1 l.text

pp. 1-100, 111-116, 8°.

1 Micmac (from Mithridates, vol, 3, pt. 3, p.

401), pp. 9-11.

2 (a) Micmac (from Kauder, in Historical

Magazine, vol. 5, p. 289), pp. 11-12.

2 (&) Micmac (from Vetromile's Indian Good
book, 3d ed. p. 225), pp. 12-15.

3 Micmac (from Rand's gospel according to

St. Matthew, Charlottetown, 1853;, pp. 15-17.

4 Milicite (from Yetromile's G-ood book, pp.

71, 579), pp. 17-18.

4 (6) Milicite (from manuscript), pp. 18-20.

5 Milicite (from Rand, in Schoolcraft's In-

dian Tribes, vol. 5, p. 592). pp. 20-21.

6 Abnaki, Passamaquoddy (from Vetromile's

Good book, p. 268), p. 21.

7 Abnaki, Passamaquoddy (from Vetromile's

Good book, p. 578), p. 21.

Trumbull (J. H.)— Continued.
8 Abnaki, Penobscot (from Demilier in An-

nalesdelaProp. delaFoi.vol, 8, p. 197),pp. 22-23.

9 Abnaki, Canniba (from manuscript), pp.

23-24.

9 (&) Canniba (from manuscript), pp. 24-28.

10 Massachusetts (from Eliot's Indian bible,

1685), pp. 28-33.

11 Connecticut, Niantic? (from Mayhew's
manuscript), pp. 34-36.

12 Connecticut, Pequot-Mohegan ? (from

Saltonstall in Morse's report), pp. 36-37.

13 Mohegan, of Stockbridge, Mass. (from

Edwards' Observations), p. 37.

14 Mohegan, of Stockbridge, Mass. (from

[Quinney's] Assembly's catechism, 1795), pp. 88-

42.

15 Quiripi (from Peirson's Helps for the In-

dians), pp. 42-44.

16 Delaware, Renapi of l^ew Sweden (from

Carapanius' Luther's catechism), pp. 45-48.

17 Delaware, " Lenni Lenape " of ItTorthern

Pennsylvania (from Zeisberger's Spellingbook),

pp. 49-56.

18 Cree (Knisteno), Red River (from [Thi-

bault's] Prieres, &c., en langue Crise), pp. 56-57.

19 Cree, Saskatchewan ? (from De Smet's

Oregon missions), p. 58.

20 Cree (from [Hunter's] Gospel of St. Mat.

thaw, London, 1853), pp. 58-59.

20 (b) Cree, Red River (from Hunter's trans-

lation of the Prayer book), pp. 59-63.

20 (c) Cree, Western Coast of Hudson Bay

(from Hunter's translation of the Prayer book),

pp, 63-64.

21 Montagnais, near Quebec (from Mass6, in

Champlain's Voyages, 1632), pp. 64^67.

22 Montagnais, Saguenay River and Lake St.

John (from La Brosse'aiNehiro-iriniui, 1767), pp.

67-68.

23 Algonkin (Nipissing), Lake of the Two
Mountains (from [Caoq's] C.atechisme Algon

quine, Montreal, 1865), pp. 68-74.

24 Chippeway, Southern, (from Baraga's

Otchipwe anamie-masinaigan, 1837), pp. 74-75.

25 Chippeway, Northern (from Belcourt's

Anamihe-masinahigau, 1839), pp. 75-76.

26 Chippeway, Eastern, Missisauga (from

Jones's Hist. Ojibway Indians), p. 76.

27 Chippeway (from [Blatchford'sJ New test-

ament, 1856), pp. 76-81.

28 Ottawa (from Baraga's Katolik anamie-

misinaigan, 1846, in Shea's Cath, missions), pp.

82-84.

29 Ottawa (from Meeker's version of St.

Matthew, 1841), pp. 84-86.

30 Potawatomi (from Lykins's version of St.

Matthew, 1844), pp. 86-88.

31 Potawatomi (from De Smet's Oregon mis-

sions), pp. 89-90.

32 Menomoni, Wolf River, AVisconsin (from

Bonduel in Shea's Cath. missions), pp. 90-92.

33 Shawano (from American Museum, vol. 6,

1789, p. 318), pp. 92-93.

34 Shawano, Miami River? (from Butler's

ms- in Mithridates, vol. 3), pp. 93-94.
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Tnimbull (J. H.) — Contiuued.
35 Shawano (from Lykius's Gospel of Mat-

thew, 1836), pp. 94-97,

(Pseudo) Shawano (" Savanahic6," from

Charaberlayne's Oraiio flominica), pp. 97-98.

36 Illinois, Peouaria (from Bodoni's Oratio

dominica), pp. 98-100, 111-112.

37 Illinois, modern Peoria ? (from[HcEcken's]

Pewani ipi Potewatemi missinoikan, 1846), pp.

113-114.

37 [sic] Sitsika, Blackfoot (from De Sraet's

Oregon missions), pp. 114-116.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell, Trum-
bull.

The Brinley copy, no. 5697, sold for $1 ; the

Mnrphy copy, no. 2528, $2.75. Priced by Qnar-

itch, no. 30066, 7s. 6cZ,; in Dec, 1887, 6«.

English Words derived from Indian

Languages of North-America by Hon.

J. Hammond Trumbull, of Hartford,

Ct.

In American Philolog. Ass. Proc. 1872, pp. 12-

13. Hartford, 1873, 8°.

An abstract of a paper subsequently pub-

lished as follows

:

Words derived from Indian Lan-

guages of North America. By J. Ham-
mond Trumbull. .

In American Philolog, Ass, Trans. 1872, pp.

19-32, Hartford, 1873, 8°.

Examples in a number of Algoukin lan-

guages—Massachusetts, Abnaki, Chippewa,

Pequot, Virginian, etc.

Issued separately as follows

:

(From the Transactions of the Amer-
ican Philological Association, 1872.)

|

On some words derived from
|
lan-

guages of N. American Indians.
|
By J.

Hammond Trumbull,

[Hartford: 1873.]

No title-page, heading only, text pp, 1-14, 8=^,

Copies seen: Eames, National Museum,
Reprinted in Herrig's Archiv fiir das Stu

dium d. neueren Sprachen, vol. 55, pp. 451-458,

Braunschweig, 1876, 8°. (")

Indian Local Names in Rhode Island

by Hon. J. Hammond Trumbull, ofHart

ford, Ct.

In American Philolog. Ass. Proc. 1872, pp. 19-

20, Hartford, 1873, 8°.

On some early notices of New Eng-
land fishes. By J. Hammond Trumbull.

Hartford, Connecticut, December 30,

1871.

InBaird (S. F.), United States commission of

fish and fisheries, pt. 1, pp. 165-169, Washing-
ton, 1873, 8°.

Includes the names of a number of fishes in

the Algouqnian languages of New England.

ALG 32

Trumbull (J. H. ) — Uontinued.

Books and tracts in the Indian lan-

guage or designed for the use of the

Indians, printed at Cambridge and

Boston, 1653-1721.

In American Ant. Soc. Proc. no. 61, pp. 45-62,

"Worcester, 1874, 8°.

A list of thirty-seven books and tyacts, most-

ly in the Massachusetts Indian language, with

full titles and descriptions.

Preceded (pp. 14-43) by a "Report of the

council," signed by J. Hammond Trumbull

"for the council," which includes a general

discussion of the subject, with many interest-

ing extracts from the early records.

Issued separately as follows :

Origin and early progress
|
of

|
In-

dian missions in New England
j
with a

list of
I

books in the Indian language
|

printed at Cambridge and Boston
|

1653-1721
I
From the Report of the

Council of the American Antiquarian
|

Society presented at the Annual Meet-

ing held in
[
Worcester October 22,

1873
I

By J. Hammond Trumbull
|

Worcester, Mass.
|
For private distri-

bution.
I

MDCCCLXXIV [1874].

Half-title on cover, title verso printer 1 1.

text pp. 3-31, books and tracts pp. 33-50, 8°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Trumbull.

Names for Heart, Liver, and Lungs.
In American Philolog. Ass. Proc. 1874, pp. 31-

32, Hartfoi'd, 1875, 8°.

An abstract only ; comments on these words
in various languages, among them the Algon-

kin and Arapaho.

On Names for the Heart, Liver, and
Lungs, in Various Languages, by Mr.

J. Hammond Trumbull, of Hartford,

Conn.
In American Oriental Soc. Jour. vol. 10, no.

2, pp. Ixxxviii-lxxxix (Proceedings for May,
1874), New Haven, 1880, 8°. (Eames.)

Contains examples in Algonkin and Arapoho.

[Nomenclature of American game
birds.]

In American Sportsman, vol. 3, p. 227, West
Meriden, Conn. 1874, folio. (Congress.)

Names of a few birds in Chippewa, Meikora-

onee, Cree, Narragansett, Massachusetts, audi

Pequot.

Numerals in American Indian Lan-

guages, and the Indian Mode of Count-

ing.

In American Philolog. Ass. Proc. 1874, pp.
17-19, Hartford, 1875, 8°.

Examples are given in the Massachusetts and
Chippeway languages.

An abstract of a paper subsequently issued

as follows

:
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Trumbull (J. H. )— Continued.

On Numerals in American Indian

Languages, and the Indian Mode of

Counting. By J. Hammond Trumbull,

of Hartford, Conn.
In American Philolog. Ass. Trans. 1874, pp.

41-76, Hartford, 1875, 8°.

Examples in Massachusetts, Micmac, Chip-

peway, Abnaki, Delaware, Illinois, Blackfoot,

Cree, Shyenne, Arapolir, Sauki, Narragansett,

Miami, Mohegan, Montauk, Shawano, !Nipis-

sing, and Atsina.

Issued separately, also, as follows

:

On
I

numerals
|
in

|
American Indian

languages,
|
and the

|
Indian mode of

counting.
|
By J. Hammond Trumbull,

LL. D.
I

(From the Transactions of the

Am. PhiIo]ogicul Association, 1874.)
1

Hartford, Conn.
|
1875.

Printed cover with half-title, title as above

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-36, 8°.

Contains numerals, with comments thereon,

in many American languages, among them a

number of the Algonquian.

See Ellis (R.) for observations on this article.

Copies seen : Brinton, British Museum, Pow-

ell, Eames, Trumbull.

Priced by Quaritch, no. 12565, 7s. 6d.

Annual Address delivered by the

President, Dr. J. Hammond Trumbull

[before the American Philological Asso-

ciation].

In American Philolog. Ass. Proc. 1875, pp. 5-

8, Hartford, 1876, 8°.

On American languages generally^, with the

Algonkin as a basis of remark.

The Algonkin Verb.

In American Philolog. Ass. Proc. 1876, pp. 28-

29, Hartford, 1877, 8°.

An abstract of a paper subsequently pub-

lished as follows:

The Algonkin Verb. By J. Ham-
mond Trumbull.
In American Philolog. Ass, Trans. 1876, pp.

146-171, Hartford, 1877, 8°.

Many examples, conj ugations, etc. in Nipis-

sing Algonkin, eastern and western Cree, Chip-

peway, Abnaki, Illinois, Massachusetts, Quin-

nipiac (or Quiripi), Muhhekaneew, Blackfoot,

Ottawa, Delaware, Miami, Narragansett, etc.

On the North American Indian lan-

guages.

In Philological Soc. [of London] Trans. 1875-

1876, pp. 355-367, London, 1876, 8°.

This appears in the fifth annual address of the

president of the society. Rev. Richard Morris,

which address was also issued separately, no ti-

tle-page, 125 pp. the linguistics appearing on

pp. 83-95.

. Indian languages of America.
In Johnson's New Universal Cyclopaedia, vol.

Trumbull (J. H.)— Continued.

2, pp. 1155-1161, NewTork, 1877, 8°. (Congress,

Bureau of Ethnology.)

A general discussion of the 8ubject,including

examples from several Algonquian languages,

and a partial conjugation of the verb wab, to see,

in Chippewa, with references to and extracts

from several authors.

Pembina [the origin and meaning of

the name].
In Magazine of American History, vol. i, p.

47, New York, 1877, sm. 4°.

Thought to be a Cree word, but really a Jar-

gon or Pigeon-Indian, perhaps from nipimindn,

the high-bush cranberry, shortened by the

French into pemine.

Indian names of places on Long Isl-

and, derived from esculent roots.

In Magazine of American History, vol. 1, pp.

386-387. New York, 1877, sm. 4°.

Examples in Abnaki, Micmac, Chippewa,
Virginian, and Delaware, with extracts from
Charlevoix, Jefferys, Heriot, Rand, Thoreau,

John Smith, and Heckewelder.

Un-ncotimis Eliot. (Uk-ketooho-

raaonk kehche-ketoohomwaenin Long-
fellow, kah yeuyeu ([ushkinnumun en

Massachusee uunontcowaonganit.)
In The Atlantic Monthly, vol. 39 (May, 1877),

p. 623, Boston, 1877, 8°. (Eames, Pilling.)

" Mr. Longfellow's sonnet on Eliot's Oak, in

the March Atlantic, deserves over-setting into

Massachusee. Last evening I made a nearly

literal translation, and I herewith send j'ou a

copy. J. H. T." The above note precedes the

Indian version, which is in twenty-six lines, ex-

clusive of the heading. It is followed by the

sonnet in English, " literally translated " from
the Indian.

A criticism of this version, by an anonymous .

contributor, appeared in the~ Atlantic Monthly

for June, 1877 (vol. 39, p. 749), " J. H. T.'s ren-

dering of Mr. Longfellow's sonnet into Massa-

chusee, "the writer remarks, " has naturally at-

tracted a great deal of attention in New Eng-

land, and particularly in that section of the

country in which I chance to reside—Ponka-

pog, namely. In this old Indian village the

study of Massachusee has long been one of the

lighter relaxations of the inhabitants. At fash-

ionable evening parties in Ponkapog the con-

versation is carried on almost exclusively in

that tongue. As in Concord the children 'dig

for the infinite ' instead of making mud pies,

like simpler children in less favored localities,

so in Ponkapog the very urchins in the street

chatter Massachusee over their tops and mar-

bles. The increasing interest in this beautiful

but too much neglected language warrants mo
in pointing out one or two imperfections in Mr.

T.'s otherwise faithful translation of Eliot's

Oak. To begin with, koonepogquash, in the first

line, is obviously a misprint for rackoonepog-

quash. Elisions are not permissible in Massa-
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Trumbull (J. H.) — Continued.
chusee. The omission of the circumflex accent

over the fourth a in tvadtauatonqussuongdsh-

nish, in the line below, is also probably a typo-

graphical error, but it is a singularly awkward
one, since it changes both the gender and the

tense of the word. However, these are blem-

ishes which cannot have escaped even the most

careless reader of The Atlantic. I pass to what

. seems to me u grave misconception of the origi-

nal text. The sixth line,

'Kah nishnoh howan nootam nehenwonche
wuttinnontoowaonk Ivetoohkaan,

'

strikes me as being a very inadequate rendering

of
' Thou speakest a different dialect to each.'

If, as the translator gives it, 'every one hears

his own language when thou [the tree] speak-

est, ' there would be no difficulty whatever in un-

derstanding that Talking Oak ; anybody might

sit down on an exi)Osedroot and have a free and

easy powwow with that accomplished old son

of the forest. But Mr. Longfellow distinctly

states, in the first quatrain of his sonnet, that

the
' Myriad leaves are loud

"With sounds of unintellvjible speech.'

Clearly, J. H. T. is wrong, and has dropped

into some unintelligible speech on his own ac-

count.

"In criticising so able a scholar I have al-

lowed my interest in the subject to overcome

my diffidence. Even Homer sometimes nods,

and J. H. T. may easily be forgiven if he does

not always get his Massachusee quite right."

[ ] Catalogue
|
of the

|
American Li-

brary
I

of the late
|
Mr. George Brin-

ley,
I

of Hartford, Conn.
|
Part I.

|

America in general
|
New France Can-

ada etc.
I

the British Colonies to 1776
{

New England
|

[-Part IV.
j
Psalms and

hymns music science and art
|
[&c. ten

lines.]
!

Hartford
|
Press of the Case Lock-

wood &, Brainard Company
|

1878

[-1886]

4 parts, 8°. Compiled by Dr. J. H. Trum-
bull. The fifth and last part is said to be in

preparation.

Indian language of New England, part 1, pp.

102-107, contains titles and descriptions of

works printed at Cambridge and Boston pre-

vious to 1720.—Indian languages: general trea-

tises, and collections, part 3, pp. 123-124 ; Algon-

kin, pp. 126-134.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

Oregon. The origin and meaning of

the name.
In Magazine of American History, vol. 3, pp.

36-38, New York, 1879. sm. 4°.

The Indian tongue and its literature

as fashioned by Eliot and others. By

Trumbull (J. H. ) — Continued.

the Hon. J. Hammond Trumbull, LL.
D. President of the Connecticut His-

torical Society.

In Winsor (J.), Memorial history of Boston,

vol. 1, pp. 465-480, Boston, 1880, 4°.

Contains descriptions of a number of the

early printed books iu the Massachusetts In-

dian language, and includes a number of fac-

similes. Extracts are also given of a number
of manuscript inscriptions in the Indian lan-

guage, found in diff^erent copies of Eliot's trans-

lation of the bible,

[Algonquian names of various dis-

eases.]

In Grreen (S. A.), History of medicine in

Massachusetts, pp. 129-130, Boston, 1881, 8°.

Indian names
|
of places etc., in and

on the borders of
|
Connecticut:

|
with

interpretations of some of them.
| By J.

Hanmiond Trumbull.
|

Hartford : | 1881.

Title verso note and printers 1 1. introduction

pp. iii-xi, explanation of abbreviations p. [xii],

text alphabetically arranged by Indian words

pp. 1-93, 8°. 250 copies printed.

Copies seen : Brinton, British Museum,
Eames, Powell, Pilling.

Clarke & co. 1886, no. 6783, priced a copy $2.50.

The New England primer and its

predecessors. By J. Hammond Trum-

bull, LL. D.

In The Sunday School Times, vol. 24, nos. 17-

18, pp. 259-260, 275-277, Philadelphia, April 29

and May 6, 1882, folio. (American Antiquarian

Society, Eames.)

In the second of these articles Mr. Trumbull

gives an account and description of Eliot's

Indian primer of 1669.

Meaning and derivation of the

original name of the town of Groton.

In G-reen (S. A.), Groton during the Indian

wars, pp. 189-190, Groton, 1883, 8°.

[Indian names of places in Rhode
Island.]

In Rhode Island State census, 1885, pp. 21,

52, 53, 63, 65, Providence, 1887, 8°.

Most of these names are accompanied by the

English significations and by etymologies.

[Letter from Dr. Trumbull on the

derivation of the Indian name of the

town of " Groton ".]

In Green (S. A.), Groton Historical Series,

no. XX, Two chapters in the early history of

Groton, addenda and corrigenda, p. 8, Groton,

1887, 8°.

On p. 9 of the same work is a note by Dr.

Trumbull on the derivation of the Indian name
of the town of Lancaster, reprinted from the

Connecticut Hist See. Coll. vol. 2.
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Trumbull (J. H.) — Continued.
• [A dictionary of the Massachusetts

C'Natick'') language, compiled from

John Eliot's translation of the hible,

and his other works of translation, with

some additions from other sources.]

Manuscript, 266 11. 4°, written for the most

part on one side of the leaf, but making above

300 pages in all. In the possession of its author,

who -writes me as follows concerning it

:

"In this first essay or rough draft of a dic-

tionary of the Massachusetts language as itwas

written by Eliot, I followed Cotton in entering

the verbs under the form that Eliot regarded

as their infinitive mood. I discovered ray error

when it was too late to amend it—in this draft.

Ten years later I began a revision of my work,

entering the verbs under the third person sin-

gular of their indicative present (aorist), in

their primary or simple forms. That revised

copy [see the next following title] I have been

obliged to leave, at present, incomplete. The
materials for supplyiug its deficiency may be

gathered from this volume."

[A dictionary of the Massachusetts

("Natick") language, compiled from

John Eliot's translation of the bible,

with additions from other sources, and
correspondences from other Algonkin

dialects.]

Manuscript, 2 vols. 4°. Vol. I, 175 11. (A-

Nishk); vol.n, 10611. (Pd^Tut).

In possession of its author, who writes me
concerning it as follows :

" In this revision the verbs are entered under

the third person singular of the indicative pres-

ent ; and many corrections of and additions to

the first draft [see the next preceding title]

have been made. As will be seen, it wants, to

completion, all between Nishk and P and after

T(i.e.,V,W,Y)."

English-Natick Vocabulary, from

Eliot's Bible, and his other transla-

tions ; with additions from Cotton's

Vocabulary, Roger Williams's Key, and

other sources.

Manuscript, 264 11. (written on one side), 4°.

In possession of its author, who writes me
concerning it as follows :

" This English-Indian vocabulary, or diction-

ary, was compiled, mainly, to serve as an index

to the ' Dictionary of the Massachusetts (Nat-

ick) language' of Eliot's translations; but to

add to its usefulness for ready reference, it

includes many words notfoundin Eliot's works,

from various sources, including several manu-
script vocabularies, etc."

The Inflections of the Micmac
Verb. (*)

Manuscript. Presented at the meeting of

the American Philological Association in Sara-

TrumbuU (J. H.) —Continued.
toga, July 10, 1878. Title from the Proceedings

o

the Association for 1878 (Hartford, 1879), p. 13.

The Name Oregon. ( * )

Manuscript. A paper presented at the tenth

annual session of the American Philological As-
sociation, Saratoga, July 10, 1878, and mention-

ed in the Society's Proceedings for that year, p.

13.

See Gray (A.) and Trumbull (J. H.)

See Lenox (J.)

See Pierson (A.)

See Preston (W.)

See Wheeler (C. H.)

See Williams (R.)

James Hammond Trumbull, philologist, born

in Stonington, Conn., December 20, 1821, He
entered Yale in 1838, and though, owing to ill

health, he was not graduated with his class,

his name was enrolled among its members in

1850, and he was given the degree of A. M. He
settled in Hartford in 1847, and was assistant

secretary of state in 1847-'52 and 1858-'61, and

secretary in 1861-'64, also state librarian in 1854.

Soon after going to Hartford he joined the Con-

necticut Historical Society, was its correspond-

ing secretary in 1849-'63, and was elected its

president in 1863. He has been a trustee of the

TVatkinson free library of Hartford, and its

librarian since 1863 ; and has been an officer of

the Wadsworth athenaeum since 1864. Dr.

Trumbull was an original member o f th e Ameri-

can Philological Association in 1869, and its

president in 1874^'75. He has been a member
of the American Oriental Society since 1860,

and the American Ethnological Society since

1867, and honorary member of many State his-

torical societies. In 1872 he was elected to the

National Academy of Sciences. Since 1858 he

has devoted special attention to the subject of

the Indian languages of North America. He
has prepared a dictionary and vocabulary to

John Eliot's Indian Bible, and is probably the

only American scholar that is now able to read

that work. In 1873 he was chosen lecturer on

Indian languages of North America at Yale,

but loss of health and other labors soon com-

pelled his resignation. The degree of LL. D.

was conferred on him by Yale in 1871 and by

Harvard in 1887, while Columbia gave him an L.

H. D. in 1887—Appleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Tshipiatoko-meshkanakanots.
No title-page, heading only ; text pp. 1-18,

sm. 12°.

Religious songs in the Montagnais language,

with headings in Erench.

Copies seen : Laval.

Tshistekiigan tshe apatstats [Monta-

gnais], See Arnaud (C.)

Tsiatak nihononSentsiake. See Cuoq
(J. A.)
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Tsistekaigan
|
thsi

j
apatshtatsilinuts

|

eshk-iliuiut Jesos 1 1848 kie 1849.
| t

Manatshitagau. | Petshitagan. ( T.

Tsliilkushiinim.
|

Wapishtikueiats [Quebec], akuuika-

nu
I
Etat Aug. Cot6 kie Co. [1848.]

Printed cover, no inside title ; text 6 U. long

16°. Calendar in the Montagnais language.

Copies seen : Gaguon.

Tsistekaigan
|
tshi

|
apatshtats ilinuts.

I

Eshk-iliuiut Jesos,
|
1850 kie 1851.

|

t Manatshigan. | P. Petshitagan.
j
T.

Tshilkushinumuu.
|
[Design.]

|

"Wapishtikueiats [Quebec] akumi-

kauu,
I

Etat S. Drapeau. [1850.]

Printed cover, no inside title ; text 6 11. 24°.

Calendar in the Montagnais language.

Copies seen : Laval, Verrean.

Tsistekaigan
|
tshi

|
apatshtats Hunts.

|

Eshk-eriniut Jesos, I 1855 kie 1856.
|

t

Mantshtagan.
|

P. Patstatagan.
|

T.

Tshiligoshimun.
|
[Scroll.]

|

Wapisbtikuiats [Quebec],
|
akuni-

kanu.
I

Etat Aug. C6t6. [1855.]

Printed cover, no inside title; text G 11. 32°.

Calendar in the Montagnais language.

Copies seen : Laval.

'

Tupper (Martin Farquhar). A Hymn
for All Nations.

|
1851.

|
By

|
M. F. Tup-

per, D. C. L., F. R. S.,
I

Author of

"Proverbial Philosophy."
| Translated

into thirty languages.
|
(Upwards of

filty versions.)
|
The Music Composed

expressly
|
by

| S. Sebastian Wesley,

Mus. Doc.
I

London :
j
printed by Thomas Bret-

tell, Rupert street, Haymarket;
|
and

sold by
I

Thomas Hatchard, 187, Picca-

dilly;
I

and all booksellers. [1851.]

Half-title: A. Hymn for All Nations.
|
Second

Edition. | Three Shillings.

Brief title on cover, half-title verso blank 1

1. title verso notice of copyright 1 1. list of au-

thors and languages pp. 5-8, preface (in English,

signed M. F. T.) pp. 9-10, preface (in Latin,

signed H. C. Hamilton) pp. J 1-12, preface (in

French, signed A. Le Dhuy) pp. 13-14, hymn
in English p. 15 verso blank, text pp. 17-72, 8°.

Copway (G.), Hymn in Chippewa, signed

"Kah-ge-gagah-bowk," p. 48.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Eames, Shea.

Turner (George). See Barton (B. S.)

Turner (William Wadden). See Lude-
wig(H. E.)

See Whipple (A. W.), Ewbank (T.),

and Turner (W. W.)

Tuttle (Charles R.) Our north land:
|

being a full account of the
\
Canadian

north-west and Hudson's bay route,
[

together with
|
a narrative of the ex-

periences of the Hudson's bay
|
expedi-

tion of 1884,
I
including

| a description

of the climate, resources, and the char-

acteristics of
I

the native inhabitants

between the 50th parallel
|
and the

Arctic circle.
|
By Charles R. Tuttle,

|

Of the Hudson's Bay Expedition [&c.

two lines.]
|
Illustrated with Maps and

Engravings.
|

Toronto:
|
C. Blackett Robinson, 5

Jordan street.
| 1885.

Half-title (Our north land) verso blank 1 1.

title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp. v-vi, con-

tents pp. vii-xiv, index to illustrations pp. xv-
xvi, text pp. 17-581, appendix pp. 583-589, two
maps, 8°.

Cree Indian syllabarium, p. 376.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

Twightwee. See Miami.

Tyentennagen. See Jones (J.)

Tyrrell (J. B.) Appendix IV. Cree and
Stoney Indian names for places within

the area of the accompanying map.

In Geological and Natural History Survey
of Canada, Ann. Kept, (new series), vol. 2, re-

port E, pp. 172-176, Montreal, 1887, 8°.

English, Crvse, and Stoney in parallel col-

umns. The compiler says: " The greater num-
ber of these names were obtained from AVilliam

Kitchipwat, a Stoney Indian from the Morley
reserve, Avho worked for me during part of the

summer of 1885, and for the rest I am indebted

to Mr. McKay, an educated Cree half-breed,

who was in charge of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's post at Fort Pitt, and to James Prudens,

jr., and Simon Eraser, two other Cree half-

breeds."

Issued separately, also, without change. (Pil-

ling, Powell.)

Catalogue of the mammalia of Can-

ada exclusive of the Cetacea. By J. B.

Tyrrell, B. A., F. G. S.

In Canadian Institute, Proc. third series, vol.

6, pp. 66^1, Toronto, 1889, 8°.

Contains many Cree and Saulteaux names of

animals. The author says: "The Cree and

Saulteaux (Ojibway) names of the different ani-

mals have, whenever known, been given, as

they will very often facilitate the obtaining of

much valuable information from those tribes of

Indians. These names have in all cases been

obtained by the writer from the Indians them,

selves, or from half-breeds living with them,

and in writing them the vowels have been given

the continental sounds."



u.

Uktiiloowawoodeelabik8ilta8lgul[Mic-

mac]. See Rand (S. T.)

Ulrici (Emil). Die
|

Indianer Nord-

Amerikas. |
Eine ethnograpliische

Skizze
I

von
|
Emil Ulrici.

|

Dresden,
|
Woldemar Tiirk.

|

1867.

Cover title as above, title as above verso blank

1 1. note by the author verso blank 1 1. text pp.

5-39, folded slip inserted, 8°. Colophon at end

of text, and also on outside of back cover: Dres-

den. Druck von E. Blochmann & Sohn.

Delaware examples, p. 25.—Enumeration and

location of the tribes composing the Algonquin

stock, p. 26.—A short vocabulary (eight words)

of the following languages (with others), ar-

ranged in tabular form on folded slip inserted

after p. 39 ; they are reprinted from Schoolcraft

(H. R.), Indian tribes, vol. 2, pp. 458-505.

Ojibwas of St. Mary (Gr. Johnston)

;

Grand Traverse Bay (Rev. P. Dougherty)

;

Saganaw (Gr. Moran)

;

Michelmackinac (W. Johnston)

;

Miamis (C. N. Handy)

;

Menomenes (W. H. Bruce)

;

Shawnees (R. W. Cummings)

;

Delawares (R. W. Cummings)

;

Blackfeet (J. B. Moncrovie).

Copies seen: Pilling, "Wisconsin Historical

Society.

Um^ry (J.) Sur Pidentit6 du mot mere

dans les idiomes de tons les peuples.

In Revue Orientale et Am6ricaine, vol, 8,

pp. 335-338, Paris, 1863, 8°.

Contains the word for mother in Delaware
or Lennapp6.

Umfreville (Edward). The
|

present

state
I

of
I

Hudson's bay.
| Containing

a full description of
|
that settlement,

and the adjacent country;
j
and like-

wise of
I
the fur trade,

|
with hints for

its improvement, &c. &c.
|
To which

are added, |
remarks and observations

made in the inland
|
parts, during a

residence of near four years
; |

a speci-

men of live Indian languages ; and a
|

journal of a journey from Montreal to

502

Umfreville (E.)— Continued.

New-
I

York.
|
By Edward Umfreville

;

j
eleven years in the service of the

Hudson's bay com-
|

pany, and four

years in the Canada
|
far trade.

|

London:
|

printed for Charles Stalker,

No. 4, Stationers-
|

court, Ludgate

-street.
\
MDCCXC [1790].

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso blank 1

1. contents pp. i-vii, dedicatory remarks pp. 1-2,

prefatory advertisement pp. 3-10, text pp. 11-

128, 133-230, list of books 1 1. plate and two

folded tables, 8°.

Names of the seasons in the Hudson's Bay
Indian language [Creej, with English defini-

tions, pp. 54-55. —Names of the seasons in the

language of the Nehethawa Indians, pp. 191-192.

—Vocabulary of 44 words of the Neheth-a-wa

or Ka-lis-te-no, of the Fall Indians, and of the

Blackfeet, etc. on folding sheet facing p. 202.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenseum, Brit-

ish Museum, Brown, Congress, Earaes, Shea.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 2722, 7s. 6d.

At the Field sale, no. 2407, a copy brought $1 50

;

at the Squier sale, no. 1446, $1.63. Priced by
Quaritch, no. 28280, 11. 4s.

Eduard Umfreville
|
iiber

|
den ge-

genwartigen Zustand
(
der

|
Hudsons-

bay,
I

der dortigen
|
Etablissements

|

und ihres Handels,
|
nebst

|
einer Be-

schreibung
|
des Innern von Neu Wal-

lis,
I

und einer
|
Reise von Montreal

nach Neu York. |
AusdemEnglischen.

|

Mit
I

einer eigenen neuen Charte, einer

kurzen Geographic
|
dieser Lander und

mehreren Erlauterungen
|
herausgege-

ben
I

von
|
E. A. W. Zimmerman,

I

Hofrath und Professor in Braun-

schweig.
I

Helmstadt, bey Fleckeisen. 1791,

Title verso blank 1 1. introduction preface

etc. pp. iii-xxvi, text pp. 1-164, map, 8°.

Vocabulary of the Fall Indians, and of the

Blackfeet, p. 148.

Copies seen : Brown, Harvard.

Unami. See Delaware.

Unquachog, Vocabulary. See Jefferson (T.)
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Vail (Eugene A.) Notice
|
sur

|
lea In-

diens
|
de FAm^rique du nord,

| orn^e

de qiiatre portraits colori^s, dessin^s

d'apr^s
j
nature, et d'une carte,

|
par

|

Eugene A. Vail,
|
Citoyen des Stats-

Unis d'Am^rique, membre de plusieiirs

80ci6t^8 savantes.
|

Paris,
I

Arthns Bertrand, ^diteur,
|

libraire de la soci^t^ de g^ograpliie et

de la soci^te royale des antiquaires du

nord,
I

rue Hautefeuille, 23.
|
1840.

Printed cover (differing slightly in arrange-

ment from the above), half-title verso quotation

1 1. portrait 1 1. title as above verso printers 1

1. notions g6n6rales pp. 5-13, text pp. 15-244,

tables des matieres pp. 245-246, map and three

other portraits, 8°.

Des langues indiennes, pp. 40-58, contains a

few examples in the Delaware language (pp. 45-

46) ; a few words in Chippeway, Ottawa, Algon-

quin, Dalaware, Illinois, and Micmac (pp. 54,

56) ;
quelques temps de la conjugaison du verbe

ahoalan, aimer, en Delaware (p. 55) ; verbe etre

sage, en Massachusetts (p. 55).

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenfeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Eames, Harvard, Shea,

"Watkinson.

At the Fischer sale Quaritch bought a copy,

no. 1702, for Is. ; anothpr copy, no. 2871, sold for

7s. Qd. ; at the Field sale, no. 2416, it brought

$1.25; at the Squier sale, no. 1456, $1.62; at the

Brinley sale, no. 5469, $2.50; at the Pinart sale,

no. 916, 1 fr. 50 c. Priced by Quaritch, no. 30031,

68.

Vallancey (Charles), editor. Collectanea

I
de

I

Rebus Hibernicis.
|

[Vol. I-V.]
|

Published from
|
original manuscripts,

I
by !

Lieut. Col. Charles Vallancey,
|

Soc. Antiq. Hib. Soc.
|

Dublin :
|
Printed by R. Marchbank,

Castle-street,
|
printer to the Antiqua-

rian Society.
|
[M, DCC, LXXIV - M.

DCC,XC (1774-1790).]

5 vols. vols. 3 and 4 having 2 parts each, 8°.

Title from vol. 2, the copy of vol. 1 seen having

no general title. The earlier date is taken from

the title-page of article no. i of vol. 1.

Table iii, names of numbers of some of the

Indians of America, contains numerals 1-1000 of

a number of American languages, among them
the Shawanese and Delawares, vol. 3, p. 577.

Copies seen : Congress.

Van Fleet (J. A.) Old and new Macki-

nac;
I

with
I

copious extracts
(
from

|

Marquette, Hennepin, La Houtan Isic]^

Cadillac, Alexander Henry, and others.

1
[Poem, sixteen lines.]

|
By rev. J. A.

Van Fleet, M. A.
|

Ann Arbor, Mich. :
|
Courier steam

printing-house, 41 & 43 north Main
street.

|
L870.

Map 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp.
iii-iv, text pp. 5-176, 8°.

Ojibwalove song, with English translation,

pp. 143-144.

Copies seen : Eames.

Van Tassel (Isaac). [Elementary book,

with a few hymns and reading lessons,

in the Ottawa language. ]
(
*

)

28 pp. "More than a year ago, Mr. Van
Tassel [a missionary of the American Board,

stationed at Maumee, Ohio] published a small

elementary book of 28 pages, containing also a

few hymns and scripture reading lessoas. 500

copies were printed. "—Ann. Rep. A. B.C. F. M.,

1832.

"The first book printed in this language [i. e.

Ottawa] contained the Lord's Prayer and the

Ten Commandments, with a few hymns, trans-

lated by Mr. and Mrs. Van Tassel, of the Amer-
ican Board of Missions ; it was printed, with

some spelling-lessons, at Hudson, Ohio, in

1S29."—Bagster's Bible of Every Land (1860), p.

453.

Vassal (H.) List of Names of Certain

Places in the Abenakis Language.

In Canada, Annual Eeport of the Dept. of

Indian Affairs, 1884, pt. 1, pp. 27-29, Ottawa, 1885,

8°. (Eames, Geological Survey, Pilling.

)

Mr. Vassal, who was Indian agent at St.

Francis Agency, Pierreville, Canada, had the

assistance in the compilation of this list (which

is alphabetically arranged and includes about

forty names, many of them with literal mean-

ings) of Messrs. Lazarre Wasanminett, Joseph

Laurent, and Henry Masta.

There follows a similar list in Montagnais by

Arnaud (C), q.v.

Vater {Dr. Johann Severin). Untersu-

chungen
|
iiber

|

Amerika's Bevolkerung

I

aus dem | alten Kontineute
|
dem

!

Herrn Kammerherrn |
Alexander von

Humboldt
|
gewidmet

]
von |

Johann
503
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Vater (J. S.) — Continued.

Severin Vater |
Professor und Biblio-

thekar.
|

Leipzig,
I

bei Friedrich Christian

Wilhelm VogeL
|
1810.

Colophon : Halle, gedruckt bei Johann Jacob

Gebauer.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank

1 1. verehrungswiirdiger Herr Kammerherr 2

11. inbalts-anzeige pp. ix-xii, half-title verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 3-211, errata and colophon p,

[212], 8°.

Algonkin and Irish words compared (from

Vallancey), p. 23.—A few Algonkin words from
La Hontan, p. 24.—Comparative vocabulary of

American, Asiatic, and European words, pp.

47-55, contains examples in Pensylvan., Potta-

watam., Penobscot, Chippeway, Algonkin, Illi-

nois, Narraganset, Delawar., Piankashaw, Aca-

dian, Neu-England, Mahicann , Minsi, Miami,

and Shawnee.—Vergleichungen Amerikan-

ischer mit Asiatischen . und Australischen

Sprachen, pp. 155-165, contains examples in

Neuschweden, Chippeway, Miami, and Algon-

kin.—Vergleichungen Amerikanischer mit

Europaischen Sprachen, pp. 165-169, contains

examples in Miami and Knisteneaux.-Ver-
gleichungen Amerikanischer mit Afrikan-

ischen Sprachen, pp. 170-174, contains examples

in Mahicanni and Miami.—Vergleichungen
Amerikanischer Sprachen unter einander, pp.

195-203, contains words in Algonkin, Chippe-

way, Neu-Schweden, Sankikan, Miami, Dela-

war., and Minsi.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Eames, Harvard, "Watkinson.

At the Fischer sale, no. 2879, a copy was
bought by Quaritch for 1«. 6d.

Linguarum totius orbis
| Index

|

alpbabeticus,
|

quarum
|
Grammaticae,

Lexica,
|

collectiones vocabulorum
|

recensentur,
|
patria significatur, his-

toria adumbratur
|
a

|
Joanne Severino

Vatero,
|
Theol. Doct. et Profess. Biblio-

thecario Reg., Ord.
| S. Wladimiri

equite.
|

Berolini
|
In officina libraria Fr.

Nicolai.
|
MDCCCXV [1815].

Second title: Litteratur
| der | Grammatiken,

Lexica |
und

|
Wortersammlungen

( aller

Sprachen derErde
|
nach | alphabetischer Ord-

nung der Sprachen,
|
mit einer

|
gedrangten

Uebersicht | des Vaterlandes, der Schicksale
|

und Verwandtschaft derselben
i
von

| Dr.

Johann Severin Vater,
|
Professor und Bibli-

othekar zu Konigsberg des S. Wladimir- 1 Or-

dens Ritter.
|

Berlin
| in der Nicolaischen Buchhandlung.

I
1815.

Latin title verso 1. 1 recto blank, German title

recto 1. 2 verso blank, dedication verso blank 1

1. address to the king 1 1. verrede pp. i-ii, lec-

Vater ( J. S. ) — Continued.
turis pp. iii-iv, half-title verso blank 1 1. text pp.
3-259, 8°. Alphabetically arranged by names of

languages, double columns, German and Latin.

Notices of works in Algonkin, pp. 11-12;

Chippeway, p. 46; Christeneaux, Chnisteneaux,

p. 48; Delaware, p. 56; Fall Indianer, p. 67;

Kikkapoos, pp. 115-116 ; Messisauger, p. 150

;

Micmac, p. 152; Mohegan,. Muhbekanew, pp.
155-156; Narraganset, p. 165; Natick, pp. 165-

166; ISTehethywa, p. 166; Pampticough, p. 178;

Penobscot, p. 181; Pennsylvania, pp. 181-182;

Piankaschaw, p. 185; Pottawatameh, Pattawat-

tomi, Pouteotamie, p. 192; Sankikani, pp. 206-

207; Shawanno, Shawnee, Sawanno, p. 218; Skof-

fee, pp. 219-220; Souriquois, p. 222; Virginisch,

Virginia, p. 249.

• Copies seen : Bureau of Ethnology, Eames,

Pilling.

A later edition in German as follows

:

Litteratur
|
der

|
Grammatiken, Lex-

ika
I
und

| Wortersammlungen |
aller

Sprachen der Erde
|
von | Johann Se-

verin Vater.
|
Zweite, vollig umgear-

beitete Ausgabe | von |
B. Jiilg.

|

Berlin, 1847.
| In der Nicolaischea

Buchhandlung.
Title verso blank 1 1. dedication verso blank

1 1. vorwort (signed B. Jiilg and dated 1 Decem-
ber 1846) pp. v-x, titles of general works on the

subject pp. xi-xii, text (alphabetically ar-

ranged bynames of languages) pp. 1-450, nach-

trage und berichtigungen pp. 451-541, sachreg-

ister pp. 542-563, autorenregister pp. 564-592,

verbesserungen 2 11. 8°.

List of works in Algonkin-Chippaway, pp. 13,

454-455; Chippeway, pp. 69-70, 475-476; Dela-

ware, Lennape, pp. 78-79, 478-479 ; Hudsonsbay-

Indianer, p. 173 ; Illinois, p. 497 ; Kanada, p. 196;

Kikkapu, Ukahipu, p. 204 ; Knistenaux, Kris-

tenaux (Crees), pp. 204-205, 505 ; Massachusets-

Indianer, pp. 249-250,517; Menomenies, p. 517

Messisauger, Messisagues, pp. 251, 517-518

Miami, pp. 252-253, 518 ; Mikmak, pp. 253, 518

Minetare ( Fall-Indian er), pp. 253, 518 ; Mohegan
(Mahikans oderMahikanders), pp.255, 256,520

Ifanticokes, p. 523; Narraganset, pp. 261-262

523; Nordamerikanische Indianer, p. 266,527

Ottawas, p. 530; Pampticough, pp. 273, 531

Penobskot, pp. 277, 532; Pensylvanien, pp. 277,

532; Piankashaws, p. 285; Pottawatame, Pout
eotamis, pp. 294, 533; Powhattans, p. 533; St

Johns-Indianer (Etchemins), pp. 320-321 ; Saki,

Ottogami, p. 321; Sankikani, p. 328; Schwarz

fuss-Indianer (Blackfeet, Pieds-noirs)..p. 341

Schawanno, Schawnee, pp. 336-337, 537 ; Schin

icoks, Shinicooks, p. 339 ; Schyennes,

Schiennes, p. 348; Sketapushoish, Sheshata

poosh (Mountainees und SkoflQes), p. 365

Souriquois, p. 376; Sussee, Sursee, p. 385

Untschagog, p. 428; Virginia, p. 431; Wapan-
achki Oder Abenaki, pp. 439-440.

Copies seen : Congress, Eames, Harvard.

At the Fischer sale, no. 1710, acopy sold for Is.
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Vater (J. S.) — Continued.

Proben
|
Deutsclier

|
Volks-Mundar-

ten,
I

Dr. Seetzen'slingnistischerNach-

lass,
I
und andere | Spracli-Forschun-

gen und Sammlungeu,
|
besonders iiber

j
Ostindien,

|
herausgegeben

| von
|

Dr. Johann Severiu Vater.
|

Leipzig, 1816.
|
Bei Gerhard Fleischer

dem Jiingern.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedications 1 1. vorrede

pp. v-xii, inhalts-anzeige pp. xiii-xiv, text

pp. 1-382, anzeige 2 11. 8°.

Worteraus ehemaligen Sprachen Virginiens.

Aus dem damaligen Neiischweden (about 200

words, from Campanius), pp. 376-380.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Eames, Watkinson.

Analekten
|
der

|
Sprachenkunde.

|

Von
I
Dr. Johann Severin Vater. | I.

Heft [-Zweyteu Heftes zweyte HalfteJ

I
mit einer Sprachen-Karte von Ostin-

dien.
I

Leipzig,
I

in der Dykscheu Buch-

haudlung
|
1820[-182l].

3 parts: title verso blank 1 1. dedication verso

blank 1 1. half-title of "Erstes Heft" verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 3-112 ; title (Zweyten Heftes

erste Halfte, 1821) verso blank 1 1. dedication

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-90, verbesserungen

der beyden vergleichungeJtafeln etc. pp. 91-92
;

title (ZweytenHeftes zweyte Halfte, 1821) verso

blank 1 1. dedication 1 1. half-title verso blank 1 1.

text pp. 7-101, nachtrage pp. 102-106, verbesser-

ungen, etc. pp. 107-124, inhalts-anzeige (for the

three parts) pp. 125-126, map, two folded tables,

8°.

Ausbeute der Vergleichung der Bartschls-

chen handschriftlichen V. U. Sammlung (first

part, pp. 39-72),contains the Lord's prayer'"Das

V. U. in der Sprache der eheraaligen Eingebor-

nen von Virginien oder damals Neuschweden
aus dem Catechismus Lutheri lingua Suecico-

Americana s. American-Virgiuiske," p. 71.

Worter-Verzeichnisse der Sprachen der Osa-

ges, Atacapas und Chetimaches, aus Siid-Lou-

isiana (third part, pp. 51-84), contains a compar-

ison of several words in those languages with

the Narraganset, Neuengland, Chippeway, Mo-
hegan, Delaware, Pensylv., and Natiks, pp. 83-

84.

Zeisberger (D.), Verbal-Biegungen der Chip-

pewayer [i. e. Delaware], third part, pp. 15-50.

Copies seen: British Museum, Eames.

See Adelung (J. C.) and Vater (J.

S.)

Vaultier {Pere ). [Chants religieux

en Montagnais.]
Manuscript, 11. 13-20, in the library of the

Archbishopric of Quebec, forming a portion of

the manuscript entered on p. 98 of this bibliog-

raphy under Orespieul (F. X.), where a detailed

description will be found.

Vaultier ( ) — Continued.
On the verso of 1. 18 is the Salutaris hostia

;

11. 19-20 contain the Lucis Creator optime, Me-
mento salutis, De passione de B. V. sur O Glo-

riosa Domina, and Quern terra pondus.

Hie precutn, catechesevs,
|
& hym-

norum liber
|
lingii4 Algonica, descrip-

tiis
I

est a R. P. Vaultier, S. J. 1676.

Manuvscript, 70 unnumbered 11. (of which 8

are blank), 12°, in the library of tbe Archbish-

opric of Quebec.

The title above is on the recto of the first

leaf, verso blank. The text begins on the recto

of the second 1. with the heading Prieres Al-

gonquines, and below is another; Preres du
matin. A prayer follows, then the Pater with

French translation opposite, then the Ave, Cre-

do, Commandments, Prayer to the angels, to

patrons, the Benedicite and the Graces ; then

the Sancta Maria. Two blank pages follow;

then the small catechism, in Algonkin and
French, the truths which constitute the object

of faith; the existence of God, the mysteries

of the Sacred Trinity, of the Incarnation and
of the Kedemption, hope, the commandments
of God, the sacraments, baptism, penitence or

confession, the eucharist or communion. Af-

ter a blank page appears a Christmas song on

the nativity of Our Savior ; after another blank

page is a song on the end of man. These songs

are not translated.

The manuscript is bound in caribou and is

very well preserved. The writing, though not

elegant, is very legible.

Vegreville {Pere Valentin Theodore).

[Letter to Father Petitot.]

In Melusine, Paris, 1879; number and page

unknown ; occupies 10 pp. (*)

Treats of slight resemblances between the

Montagnais cf one coast and the Cree and As-

siniboin of the other.

[Philological notes.]

In Congr^s int. des Am^ricanistes, Compte-
rendu de la troisieme session (pages unknown),

Bruxelles, 1879, 8°. (*)

Occupies 44 pp. In this pamphlet are enum-
erated many features of resemblance which the

Cree and Assiniboin languages bear to Euro-

pean languages, both ancient and modern, es-

pecially the Latin, French, English, German,
etc.

[Dictionary of the Cree language. ](*)

Manuscript, French-Cree 700 pp. Cree-French

800 pp. the former containing 17,000 words, the

latter 16,000. Many words which might have

been included have been purposely omitted be-

cause of their simple and easy formation by
means of rules given in the grammar.

[Grammar of the Cree language.] (*)

Manuscript, 110 pp. in the French language.

First part, words ; second part, syntax ; third

part, etymology; with eleven divers tables

filling 30 pp., several of which are intended for

the body of the work.
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Vegr^ville (V. T.)— Continued.

[Instructions or sermons in the Cree

language.] (*)

Manuscript, 53 instructions, equivalent to

250 octavo pp. They are not finished discourses,

but rather the frames or general structuresof

sermons. The sentences are complete and

accurate, however.

[Monograph of the Cree or N^iyawok,

with notes.] (*)

Manuscript, 150 pp. written in French.

The third part, pp. 120-150, consists of phil-

ological, grammatical, and etymological notes,

wherein the Cree is compared—first etymolog-

ically, then grammatically—with the Assini-

boin, the German, the English, the Latin,

French, etc.

These manuscripts are in possession of their

author, who has furnished me the above infor-

mation as well as the following sketch of his

life and work.

Father Valentin Theodore V6gr6ville, mis-

sionary. Oblate of Mary Immaculate, was born

atChAtres, Canton of !fivron. Department ofMa-
yenne, France, September 17, 1829. He made his

studies successively at !fivron, Laval, La Mans,

and Marseilles, where he was ordained priest in

1852. For a year he was an O. M. I. religious.

By way of Havre, New York, Montreal, Chica-

go, and St. Paul, he went to St. Boniface, then

capital of all the Northwest. He commenced
to exercise the apostolic ministry in that local-

ity and the environs among the half-breeds and
people of divers nationalities (18.52-'53), and

prepared to penetrate more deeply into the

North. During ] 853-1857 he gave his attention

to the Montagnais (Tchipeweyans) and to the

Oris (Crees) of lie a la Crosse. The winter of

1857-'58 he passed again at St. Boniface. In

1858 he returned to lie a la Crosse, leaving there

in 1860 to found the mission of Lac Caribou

in the midst of the Montagnais and visiting

thence the Crees found farther to the south. Ee-

turning south to St Boniface, he went in 1865

to Lac la Biche, where he ministered to the In-

dians and mixed populations speaking the Mon-
tagnais and Cree. lu 1874 and 1875 he served

the mission of St. Joachim (Edmonton). In

1875, 1876, and 1877 he gave his attention to the

Assiniboiiies and to the persons speaking Cree

and French of Lac Ste. Anne. In 1877 and
1878 he built N. D. de Lourdes (Fort Saskatche-

wan), and then returned to Lac Ste. Anne (1878-

1880). In 1880 he descended the Saskatschewan
River, stopping at St. Laurent, whence he soon

departed to establish successively the following

missions: St. Eugene (1880), St. Antonie de Pa-

doue (Batoche) (1881), Ste. Anne in the town of

Prince Albert, (1882), St. Louis de Langevin
(1883). The first half of the year 1885 found
him going from one of these missions to an-

other, according as his presence seemed re-

quired in those times of trouble and war. In

the month of July, 1885, he ascended again to-

Vegreville (V. T.) -Continued.
ward Edmonton, and received the administra-

tion of the Mission of St. Christopher. Num-
erous visits in the neighborhood of the posts

designated above complete the list of wander-

ings of this missionary. He is now (January,

1889) stationed at St. Albert, Alberta.

Verreau: This word following a title or included

within parentheses after a note indicates that

a copy of the work referred to has been seen by
the compiler in the library of the Abbo H. A.
Verreau, principal of the Jacques Cartier

School, Montreal, Canada.

[Verwyst (Eev. Chrysostom)]. Mikana
gijigong enamog. |Katolik

|
anamiema-

sinaigan
j
oma masiuaiganing

|
nibiwa

atewan
[
anamiewinan,gagikwe winan

I
gaie

I
Nanagatawendamowinan.

|

Amerika printing house,
|
o gi-raasi-

nakisan mandan masinaigan
|
106 N.

Third Street,
|
St. Louis, Mo.

|
1880.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. ap-

proval of t Michael Heiss, Bishop of La Crosse

verso blank 1 1. preface signed by Christian

Adrian Verweyst pp. 5-6, text mostly in Chip-

pewa pp. 7-284, 1 blank 1. ; half-title (Kagige deb-

wewinan etc.) verso blank 1 1. preface (signed

Frederic Baraga) pp. 289-290, text pp. 291-585,

errata p. 586, index in Chippewa pp. 587-595, al-

phabetical index in English pp. 596-602, nine

other plates, sq. 16°. Roman Catholic pra\ er

and meditation book.

Pp. 287-585 consist of a reprint of Baraga
(P.), Kagige debwewinan, kaginig ge-takwen-

dang katolik enamiad.

Some copies have appended a reprint of Ba-

raga (F.), Otchipwe Kikinoamadi-Masinaigans.

No title-page; text pp. 1-8, sq. 16°. Alphabet,

spelling and easy reading lessons in Chippewa.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Shea.

Missionary Labors
| of

|
Fathers

Marquette, Menard and Allouez,
|
in

the
I
lake Superior region.

|
By

|
Rev.

Chrysostom Verwyst, O. S. F.,
|
of

|

Bayfield, Wis.
|

Hoffmann brothers,
|

Publishers,
|
Mil-

waukee:
I

413 East Water Street.
|
Chi-

cago :
I

207 W^abash Avenue.
|
1886.

Printed cover, title as above verso copyright

etc. 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv, index pp. v-vii, text

pp. 9-152, biographical and historical notes etc.

pp. 153-262, 12°.

Rules for the pronunciation of Indian words,

p. 10, note.—Some Peculiarities of the Chippewa
Language (long words, great number of verbs,

no gender, dual form, etc.), pp. 246-252.—Chip-

pewa roots (radical syllables or words)

resembling those of European and Asiatic lan-

guages, pp. 253-257.—Also scattered words in

Algonquian languages, with pronunciation and
definitions.

Copies seen : Congress, Eames, Pilling.
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Verwyst (C.) — Continued.
' Gete anaraie dibadjimowin, kije

Mauito o masinaiganing ga-ondiniga-

deg. n
Manuscript, 443 pp. in possession of its au-

thor, who writes me concerning it: "I have
hunted for my Chippewa Bible-history. The
Old Testament part has been found, and I have
counted the pages—443. The name is : [as

given above!, which signifies: Old (ancient) re-

ligious relation (or history) taken from God's

book {i. e. Bible). It would make a book of

about 300 pages like my work 'Missionary

Labors.'

"

Oshki anamie dibadjimowin. Misa,

O bimadisiwiniwa aw Jesus gaie o ki-

kiuoamagauan, kije Manito o masiuai-

ganing ga-oudinigadeuig. (*)

Manuscript, 800 pp., in possession of its au-

thor, who says: "It would probably make
about 700 pages like my 'Missionary Labors.'

The title signifies: New religious narration.

That is, their lives Jesus and his apostles, God
his book derived (from)."

Father Yerwyst was born November 23, 1841,

in TJden, Province Bord Brabant, Holland. He
landed in Boston in May, 1848 ; went to "Wis-

consin in 1855 ; was ordained priest in St. Fran-

cis Seminary, near -Milwaukee, November 5,

1865 ; and went among the Indians in the Lake
Superior country in 1878.

"As to my name, I beg leave to say that I

used to be a secular priest, and then my name
was Christian Adrian. In 1882 I joined the

Franciscan Order, and then, as is usual on such

occasions, received a new name, that of Chry-

sostom. It was whilst I was still a secular

priest that I published the ' Mikana gijigong

enamog.' In 1886 I published my small En-

glish work, ' Missionary Labors,' when I was
already a Franciscan and had received the new
name Chrysostom.

"As to the spelling, Verweyst or Yerwyst, I

lately came to the conclusion that the latter

mode of spelling is probably the more correct,

as many Dutch names are spelled with a sim-

ple y, e. g., Yan Slyk, Yan Dyk, "

Vetromile {Jiev. Eugene). Indian good

book,
I

made by
|
Eugene Vetromile. S.

J.,
I

Indian patriarch,
|
for the

|
bene-

fit of the
I

Penobscot, Passama-
|
qnod-

dy, St. John's,
|
Micmac,

|
and other

tribes of
|
the Abnaki Indians.

|
This

year one thousand eight hun-
|
dred

and fifty-six. | Old-town Indian village,

I
and Bangor.

|

New York: | Edward Dunigan &
brother,

|
151 Fulton Street. |

1856.

Second title : Entered according to Act of

Congress, in the year 18.56, by
|
Edward Duni-

gan & Brother, in the Clerk's OflBce of the
|

Vetromile (E.) — Continued.
District Court for the Southern District of

New York. | Alnambay uli |
awikhigan, | kisi

tunessa
|
Eugin Yetromilo, S. J.,

|
Alnambay

patlias,
I
ulihalakona |

Penaubsket, Sybayk,

Ulastook,
I

Micmac,
|
teba miuaktakik ctalaun-

sisik
I

"Wanbanakki Alnambak. | Yo pemika-

took uekutara-
|
qu^ke nsansook kessak- | te-.

koy teba noninska | teba nekutans. | Penaub-
sket Alnambay | udenek, | teba Kaudoskik.

|

New York :
| Edward Dunigan & brother,

|

151 Fulton Street, | 1856.

Frontispiece 1 1. English title verso 1. 2 recto

blank, Indian title C^itb copyright notice in

English at top of page) verso dedication in En-
glish to Pius the Ninth 1 1. dedication in Abnaki
verso blank 1 1. preface (dated June, 1856) pp.
7-12, rules for reading the language of the Ab-
naki Indians pp. 13-17, text pp. 19-444, index pp.
445-449, inscription on the monument of Father
Kale p. [450], 16°.

Koman Catholic prayer book, including serv-

ice for mass, catechism, hymns, etc. in various

dialects of the Abnaki. The text is sometimes
in but one dialect, sometimes in two, in some
cases the dialect being named, in others not.

Prayers, masses, vespers, etc. in Penobscot,

Mareschite or St. John's Indian language, Pas-

saraaquoddy, and Micmac (with a few in Latin),

pp. 19-148.—Yespers in Latin (with a few In-

dian headings), pp. 149-163.—Ave maris stella,

etc. (in Indian), pp. 164-165.—The litany of

saints (Latin and Indian, alternate pages), pp.
166-185.—Hymns in Indian language (Penobscot

and Micmac, ending with one in the Montag-

naise language), pp. 186-220.-Prayers in Mic-

mac language (preceded by a note on the pro-

nunciation), pp. 221-254.—Prayers for the Mon-
tagnais Indians of Tadussak (Labrador, north

of Bellisle), pp. 255-267.—The Lord's Prayer and
the Angelical Salutation, in pure Passama-

quoddy language, as we find them in an old

manuscript belonging (as we think) to Rev. Se-

bastian Easles, S. J., pp. 268-269. " Those Pas-

samaquoddy prayers, given by us in this work,

belong to the Kannibas Indians—a tribe once

living on the shores of the Kennebec, and at

present in part extinct, and partly dispersed

amongst the other tribes of the Abnakis. Al-

though the Passamaquoddy tribe at present re-

cite these prayers in Kannibas language, yefc

a great many of them say the same in pure Pas-

samaquoddy language."—Note in English, p.

270.—Hymns to be sung before Catechism (in

Indian), p. 271.—Penobscot catechism (English

and Indian, alternate pages), pp. 272-297.—Cate-

chism in Passamaquoddy and St. John's In-

dian language (English and Indian, alternate

pages), pp. 298-351.-An abridgment of the

Christian doctrine in Micmac Indian language

(English and Indian, alternate pages), pp. 352-

405.—Interrogations in administering the bap-

tism in Penobscot language, pp. 406-409.—The
same for the Passamaquoddy and other tribes

of the Abnakis, pp. 409-410.—Ths same in Mic-

mac language, the same in Montagnais Ian-
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guage, Baptism under condition, in Penobscot,

Version (in English) of these forms of baptism

pp. 411-412.—Note (in English), pp. 412-415.—

Formula of baptism for the Passamaquoddy

and other eastern tribes, the same in Penob-

scot, p. 416.—Formula of marriage, in Penob-

scot and in Passamaquoddy, p. 417.—Catechism

on the trinity, etc. in Montagnais, pp. 418-427.—

The manner of serving mass (in Latin, with a

few verses in Indian), pp. 428-435. -Table of

festivals (in English and Indian), pp. 436-438

—

The seasons and days of the week (in English

and Indian), p. 439 —Months of the year (in

English andlndian), pp. 440-441.—Listofnames

most commonly used by the Indians in Baptism

(in English and Indian, with the feast days,

treble columns), followed by "Observation" (in

English), pp. 442-444.

The Montagnais material is taken from La
Brosse (J. B. de), Nehiro iriniui.

Copies seen : Powell, Trumbull.

Indian
1
good book,

|
made by

|

Eugene Vetromile, S. J., |
Indian

patriarch,
|
for the benefit of the Penob-

scot, Passamaquoddy, |
St. John's, Mic-

mac,
I

and other tribes of
|
the Abnakl

Indians. | This year
|
One Thousand

Eight Hundred and Fifty-Seven.
|
Old-

town Indian village, and Bangor.
|

Second [small engraving] edition.
|

New York: |
Edward Dunigan &

brother,
|
(James B. Kirker,)

|
371

Broadway. |
1857.

Second title : Alnambay ( uli awikhigan,
[

kisi tunessa
I
Eugin Vetromile, S.J.

, |
Alnam-

bay patlias,
I

ulihalakona
|
Penaubsket, Sy-

bayk, Ulastook, Micmac, I teba minaktakik

etalaunsisik |
"Wanbanakki Alnambak. | To

pemikatook nekutamquake nsansook kessak-

tekoy
I
teba noninska teba tambawans.

[
Pe-

naubsket Alnambay udenek,
I
teba Kandoskik.

I
Nisda

I
small engraving] nandjikketawikkaso. i

Manhattan udenek : |
Edwald Dunigan

hatchi awidjal,
|
(Sak B. Kirker,)

|
371 Broad-

way. 1 1857.

Frontispiece (death of Father Rale) 1 I.En-

glish titleverso copyright 1 1. Indian title verso

approbation 1 1. dedication in English verso

same in Indian 1 I. preface (dated June, 1856)

pp. 7-12, errata 1 1. rules for reading thelanguage

of the Abnaki Indians pp. 13-17, text pp. 19-444,

index pp. 445-449, inscription p. [450J, eight

other plates, 16°.

This seems to be merely a reissue of the first

edition. The contents are the same,

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Eames, Shea, Wisconsin Historical Society.

At the Fischer sale, no. 2461, a copy brought

3s.; at the Field sale, no, 2434, $1.25; at the

Murphy sale, no. 4, $3; another copy, no. 2597,

50 cts. Priced by Hiersemann of Leipsic, no.

601 of catalogue no. 60 (1890), 10 M.

Vetromile (E.) — Continued.

-.— Indian
|
good book, | made by

|

Eugene Vetromile, S. J.,
j
Indian patri-

arch,
I

for the benefit of the Penobscot,

Passamaquoddy,
|
St. John's, Micmac,

|

and other tribes of
I

the Abnaki Indians.

I

This year
|
One Thousand Eight Hun-

dred and Fifty-eight.
I
Old-town Indian

village, and Bangor.
|
Third [small en-

graving] edition.
|

New York :
|
Edward Dunigan &,

brother,
|

(James B. Kirker,)
|
371

Broadway. | 1858.

Second title: Alnambay
|
uli awikhigan,

|

kisi tunessa
j
Eugin Vetromile, S. J. ,|Alnambay

patlias,
I
ulihalakona | Penaubsket, Sybayk.

Ulastook, Micmac, | teba minaktakik etalaun-

sisik
I
Wanbanakki Alnambak.

|
To pemika-

took nrkutamqukke ntsansook kessaktekoy
|

teba noninska teba ntsansek. | Penaubsket

Alnambay udenek,
|
teba Kandoskik

|
Ntseta

[small engraving] nandjikketawikkaso.
|

Manhattan udenek : | Edwald Dunigan
hatchi awidjal,

|
(Sak B. Kirker,)

| 371 Broad-

way.
I
1858.

Frontispiece (death of Father Eale) 1 1. in-

scription on monument of Father Rale verso

blank 1 1. English title verso copyright 1 1. In-

dian title verso approbation 1 1. dedication in

English verso same in Indian 1 1. preface (dated

June, 1856) pp. 7-12, errata 1 1. rules for reading

the language of the Abnaki Indians pp. 13-17,

text pp. 19-579, index pp. 581-586, seven other

plates, 16°.

The first 410 pages are the same in all three

editions. In this edition the formula of bap-

tism for the Passamaquoddy and other eastern

tribes, and the same in Penobscot language (p.

416 of the first and second editions), is trans-

ferred to its proper place immediately follow-

ing p. 410, and pp. 411-415 of the preceding edi-

tions become pp. 412-416 in this edition. Page

435 ends with a different vignette than in the

other editions, The additions to this edition

consist of masses, etc. in Micmac, pp. 436-458

;

Adlachemudiguichkek meiaulakwey, Vespers

and Complin in Micmac, pp. 459-494 ; Te Deum,
in Latin, pp. 495-497; Te Deum, in Micmac, pp.

498-501 ; Examination of Conscience in Micmac,

pp. 502-507 ; in Mareschit language, pp. 507-509;

in Penobscot language, pp. 509-510; Tchibat'-

ku'musse, the way of the cross (in Indian), pp.

511-543 ; Chumwiminey, the rosary in Micmac
language, pp. 544-557 ; Tsishearamessikan, mass

in Montagnais language, pp. 558-565. Pages 566-

576 contain the tables of festivals, the seasons,

days of the week, months of the year, list of

names most commonly used by the Indians in

baptism, and the " Observation " (which fill pp.

436-444 of the preceding editions), and in addi-

tion the seasons in Micmac, p. 569, and days of

the week in Micmac language, pp. 570-571.

The following notice is on page 577 "In com-
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plying with the request of some gentlemen of

New England, to make some investigations as

to the dialects of the Abnaki, we have happily

met with an ancient manuscript containing the

Lord's Prayer and the Angelical Salutation in

pure Abnaki language. Its striking difference

from the language of the dictionary of Father

Eale, and of any existing dialect, corroborates

the opinion, that the original Abnaki language

is lost, and that at present we have merely dia-

lects of it. "We insert these remains here, in

order to preserve them as one of the few monu-
ments of the pure Abnaki that have escaped

the voracity of time. Every vowel marked with

an accent has a nasal sound." This notice is

followed by the Lord's prayer in pure Abnaki,

Angelical Salutation in pure Abnaki, and the

Lord's prayer in pure Mareschit, pp. 578-579.

For an account of one of the manuscripts

used by Father Vetromile in preparing this

prayer book, see under Oiquard (F.) in the

Addenda.

On page 558 is this "Note.—Although we
do not know the authors of all the manuscripts

which we have used in this compilation, yet

we are certain that this Mass was written by
F. LaBrosse, S. J., Apostle of the Montagnais

Indians, who died at Tadoussac, Canada, in

esteem of sanctity.".

In a letter to Rev. J. M. Finotti, dated from

Eastport, January 19, 1875, Father Vetromile

writes: "When my prayer book was printed

in New York by M'. Kirker, 8 type setters left

him. I corrected the proof-sheets three times,

and yet I was obliged to add a long list of

errata, because the last correction was not well

executed in New York."

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum,
Eames, Pilling, Shea, Trumbull.

The Brinley copy, no. 5696, sold for $2.

Priced by Dufo8s6, Paris, 1887, no. 24591, 12 fr.

f ] Adlachemudiguichkek | meiaulak-

wey.
I
Wen kedwi pakabuguet, deli

annkidagit.
|
Tchibai'ku'musse.

|

[Vi-

gnette I H S]
I

New York:
|
Edward Dunigan &

brother.
|
(James B. Kirker.)

|
371

Broadway.
|
1858.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1.

text pp. 3-70, plates, 8°.

"Vespers in Micmac, pp. 3-16.—Complin in

Micmac, pp. 17-28. —Te Deum in Latin, pp. 29-

30 ; in Micmac, pp. 31-33. — Examination of con.

science in Micmac, pp. 34-37 ; )n Mareschit, pp.

37-39; in Penobscot, pp. 39-40.- Way of the

cross in Micmac, pp. 41-70.

Copies seen: Pilling, Powell, Shea.

Abiamihewintuhan gan
; |

the

prayer song, | arranged by
|
rev. Eu-

gene Vetromile, S. J.
I

New York:
|
published by Edward

Vetromile (E.) —Continued.
Dunigan &. brother,

j
(James B.

Kirker,)
|
no. 371 Broadway.

|
1858.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. dedica-

tion to Pius IX in English verso the same in

Abnaki 1 1. (inserted), dedication to the Bishop

of Portland verso blank 1 1. preface pp. v-vi,

text pp. 7-45, pp. 42-45 being unnumbered, 8°.

An abridgment of the Gregorian chant, pp.

7-20.—Musical exercises with text in Latin,

pp. 21-27.—Litanies, the Gloria, and the Credo,

in Micmac, set to music, pp. 28-36.—Credo and

Magnificat in Latin set to music, pp. 36-39.—

Hymns, prayers, etc. in Micmac witb music,

pp. 40-45.

"The design of this volume is not only to give

some practical instructions in church music, in

order to aid the native Americans [Abnakis] to

sing the praises of the Lord according to the

different rites of the Catholic Church, but also

to preserve several unwritten national tunes,

kept by them only in tradition."

—

Preface.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Pilling,

Powell, Shea.

[ ] Alnambay 1858. Almanac.

Colophon : Lith. by T. W. Strong, 98

Nassau St. New York. Eugin Vetro-

mile Datlias.

1 sheet folio, 11 J X 13J inches. Twelve col-

umns with names of Abnaki divisions of time.

Copies seen : American Antiquarian Society,

Shea.

[ ] Sande awikhigan
| 1859

Colophon : Lith. by T. W. Strong, 98

Nassau St. New York. Eugin Vetro-

mile Datlias.

1 sheet folio, 11^x13^ inches. Twelve columns
with Abnaki names of divisions of time and of

feast and fast days.

Copies seen : American Antiquarian Society,

Shea.

I have seen copies of an issue of 1862 also.

(Shea, Trumbull.)

[ ] Sande awikhigan
|
1866.

Colophon : Eugene Vetromile, Alnam-

bay Patlias.

1 sheet folio.

Names of the months in Abnaki, at the top

of the columns.

Copies seen : American Antiquarian Society.

I have seen issues for the years 1867 (Shea),

1870 (Shea, Trumbull), 1871 (Trumbull), 1873

(Trumbull), 1874 (Shea, Trumbull), 1875 (Shea,

Trumbull) and 1876 (Trumbull).

The Abnaki Indians. Communicated
by Eugene Vetromile, S. J., professor

in the College of the Holy Cross, at

Worcester, Mass. With a brief memoir
of Professor Vetromile, by Rev. Edward
Ballard, of Brunswick, Me.
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In Maine Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 6, pp. 203-227,

Portland, 1859, 8°.

Specimens of the Micmac language; "iso-

lated words " and " sentences," the latter with

literal interlinear English translation.

N'dakkabin skudewhambil | rum,

fire-water
|
[Cut.]

|
Peseku wonismu-

Linoli, nauquitchidaliamal matclii Ni-

weskum, | anda kegus kepkuattass^D,

metchinenabi, te alihkle alamkik.
|

Anda dakkabin, anda Skudewhambil
|

no rum, no fire water.
|

[Cut.]
|
[Two

lines Abnaki.]
|
[Pledge.]

(
[Three

lines Abnaki.]
|
Eugin Vetromile S. J.

Alnambay patlias. [ 1860. ]

1 p. folio. A temperance pledge, printed by
lithography, in the Abnaki language. The
words are scattered through a series of pictures

representing the fate of the drunkard.

Copies seen : Shea.

Of Vetromile's |
noble bible.

|
Such

as happened Great-Truths. | Made by
|

Eugene Vetromile,
|
Indian patriarch,

|

Corresponding member of the Maine
Historical Society, &c.,

|
for the bene-

fit of
|
the Penobscot, Micmac,

|
and

other tribes of the
|
Abnaki Indians.

|

Old town, Indian village, and Bangor.

1858.
I

New York-village :
|
Rennie, Shea &

Lindsay. | 1860.

Second title : Vetromile
|
wewessi ubibian.

I
Elit'biklang'sa | k'tchiulameuhanganal.

|

Ututchi kisituneppan
|
Eugin Yetroraile,

|

Alnambay patlias,
|
Maine Hannekanadzemu-

hangan Ketchiawikhighd,
| ulihal'konan

|

Pannawanbskewiak, Schiuliquok, | te hatchi

minaktakik etalanusitsik
|
"Wanbanakki Al-

nambak.
|
Pannawabskek Alnambay udenek,

I
quali Kandoskik. 1858.

|

ManhMtan udenek:
|
Eennie, Shea & Lind-

say.
I

1860.

Portrait of Vetromile 1 1. English title verso

approbation 1 1. plate of "Mater dolorosa " 1 1.

dedication in Indian and English verso blank

1 1. Indian title verso copyright and printers 1

1. plate of Lewis Island etc. 1 1. preface (dated

August, 1858) pp. v-viii, rules for reading the

language of the Abnaki Indians pp. ix-xii, table

of contents (Penobscot, English, and Micmac)

pp. 1-27, woodcut with inscriptions in Penob-
scot, English, and Micmac p. 28, text (Penob-

scot, English, and Micmac, alternate verses) pp.
29-571, approbation of a good Indian scholar

(Indian and English) p. [572 J, nine other plates,

16°,

Many of the pages are blank, and a large

number contain only a single woodcut illustra-

tion with inscriptions below, in Penobscot,
English, and Micmac.

Vetromile (E.)— Continued.
"In presenting this small volume to the pub-

lic, it is not the object to offer a compendium of

the Holy Scripture, but only to give the red

man a brief and clear knowledge of the most

remarkable events recorded in the Sacred "Writ,

accompanied by a few short remarks, in order

to accommodate them to the intelligence of the

natives of this continent. . . . The illus-

trations form an important part of this work,

not only because they more deeply impress on

the mind of the Indians the great events re-

corded in the Holy Scripture, but also because

they give a great assistance to those who are

ignorant of reading. This book is written in

Penobscot and Micmac (with an English literal

translation), they being the two leading dialects

now existing in the Abnaki nation. In the Mic-

mac department we have made use also of an
ancient manuscript of uncertain author, trans-

mitted to us by the indefatigable labors of

Eev. Edmund Demilier,—a native of France,—

a zealous Abnaki Missionary of the Congrega-

tion of Picpus."

—

Preface.

Copies seen: Boston Athenseum, Congress,

Eames, Pilling, Powell, Shea, Trumbull.

The Abnakis
|
and

|
their history.

|

Or
I

Historical Notices | on the |

aborigines of Acadia.
|
By

|
rev. Eugene

Vetromile,
|
missionary of the Etch-

emins, corresponding member of the

Maine |
historical society, etc.

(

New York :
1
James B. Kirker, | .599

Broadway, up stairs.
|
Sold for the

benefit of the Indians.
|
1866.

Engraved title: The
|
Abnakis | and their

|

history |
by Rev. Eugene Vetromil {sie\.

|

[Design.]
|

New York,
|
James B. Kirker | 599 Broad-

way
Engraved title within illustrated border verso

blank 1 1. printed title verso copyright and
printer 1 1. index [contents] pp. iii-iv, dedica-

tion pp. v-vi, preface pp. vii-xi, woodcut recto

blank 1 1. text pp. 11-164, appendix pp. 165-171,

sixteen plates, 12°.

Abnaki local names, p. 24.—Chapter rv, The
Abnakis original people (containing explana-

tion and derivation of the word Abnaki, etc.),

pp. 25-33.—Chapter v, Manners and language

of the Abnakis, pp. 34-39.—Chapter vi, Abnaki
hand-writing (containing an account of the

Micmac hieroglyphics), pp. 40-43, and a plate of

the Lord's prayer in Micmac hieroglyphics

(with interlinear Micmac transliteration and

English translation), facing p. 42.—Acadia,

analysis and meaning of the word, pp. 44-45.

—

Remarks on Agguncia, the original name of the

Penobscot river, pp. 49-51.—Table of seasons

and months (in Indian and English), pp. 79-80.—

Days of the week and divisions of the months (in

Indian and English), pp. 83-84.—Divisions of the

day and night (in Indian and English), p. 85.—
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Letter of the Abuakis Indians to the canons of

Chartres (in Abnaki and English), pp. 168-171

"This vow must have been written soon after

the conversion of the Abnakis to Christianity,

as appears fi om the meaning of the vow, and
from the language, which is several hundred
years old, and obsolete in many words and ex-

pressions."

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Eames, Harvard, National Museum, Pilling,

Shea, Trumbull.

At the Field sale, no. 2433, a copy brought

$1.38; at the Piuart sale, no. 925, 5 fr.; at the

Murphy sale, no. 2596, $2.

Acadia and its aborigines. Commu-
nicated January 16, 1862, by Rev.

Eugene Vetromile, S. J. of Worcester,

Mass.
In Maine Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 7, pp. 337-349,

Portland, 1876, 8°.

Names of seasons, list of months, divisions of

the month, days of the week, divisions of the

night and day, in the Abnaki language.

A tour
I

in
j
both hemispheres;

| or,

I

travels around the world.
|
By

|
Rev.

Eugene Vetromile, D. D.,
|
apostolic

missionary;
|
Corresponding Member

[&c. four lines.]
j
[Two lines quota-

tion.]
j

New York:
|
D. & J. Sadlier & co.,

publishers,
|
31 Barclay street,

|
Mont-

real : 275 Notre Dame Street.
|
1880.

Portrait 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. dedica-

tion verso blank 1 1. contents pp. v-viii, preface

pp. ix-x, list of illustrations pp. xi-xii, text pp.

1-494, index pp. 495-502, twenty-live plates, 12°.

A few Chippewa terms with English signifi-

cation passim.

Copies seen: Congress, Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Vetromile's | Abnaki Dictonary

[sic],
I

by
I
Rev. Eugene Vetromile, D.

D.
I

Apostolic missionary [&c. five

lines.]
I

Volume I
|
A-H.

|
English-

Abnaki [-III
|
A-Z.

|
Abnaki-English

(and Latin)].
|

Bangor, Me.
| 1855, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60,

61, 62,
I
63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71,

72, 73 [74, 75].

Manuscript, 3 vols, folio, in the library of the

Bureau of Ethnology. Compiled by Father

"Vetromile during the years 1855 to 1875, while

missionary among the Abnakis. Volume 1, pp.

1-573, contains prefatory remarks, description

of the alphabet used, synopsis of the Abnaki
language, including brief grammatic remarks, a
table of abbreviations, and the English-Abnaki
dictionary from A to H, inclusive. Volume 2,

pp. 3-595, contains further remarks on the

grammar, and a continuation of the English-

Vetromile (E.) — Continued.
Abnaki dictionary, I to Z, inclusive. The
dictionary in each of these volumes is divided

into four columns; the first containing words
from the Abnaki dictionary of the Eev. Father
Raslcs; the second, words in the Penobscot;

the third, Mareschit; and the fourth, Micmac.
Volume 3, pp. 1-791, contains the Abnaki-En-
glish dictionary, A to Z, and includes words in

the Penobscot, Etchimin, Mareschit, Micmac,
Montagnie, and Passamaquoddy dialects. In
this volume the definitions are also in Latin,

"in order to fix The meaning of the Indian
words against alterations, which the English

language might undergo in course of time."

The manuscript is clearly written and well

preserved, being bound in heavy leather.

The Aborigines of Acadia.
|
An ad-

dress before the Maine Historical
| So-

ciety in 1861 by Rev. Eugene Vetromile

I
Missionary of the Etchemius, Maine.

I

Corresponding Member of the Maine
Historical

|
Society etc.

Manuscript, 811. 4°, preceded by one leaf con-

taining a letter from Vetromile to Rev. Charles

Kauder, dated Biddeford [Maine] July 28, 1862,

transmitting the manuscript. It is a general

account of the aboriginal settlements, with

many native terms, their etymology and mean-

ings, passim.

The manuscript was in possession of Mr. Ber-

nard Quaritch, London, England, who kindly

permitted me to examine it. He priced it 11. Is.

It is perhaps the original manuscript, or a

copy thereof, of the article which appeared

under similar title in the Maine Hist. Soc. Coil.

vol.7, for which see above.

The following extract fromaletterof Father
Vetromile to Rev. Joseph M. Finotti, dated

from Biddeford, Dec. 7, 1864, probably relates to

this manuscript: "At the request of Rev,

Christian Kauder, a missionary amongst the

Micmacs of Nova Scotia, I wrote an article on

the Micmacs. He was publishing the Micmac
Hieroglyphics (discovered by me), and my arti-

cle was inserted there under my name as a pref-

ace to the work. The work could not be pub-

lished in this country for want of the proper

types. The Austrian Government took the

matter in hand and cast the proper types for it,

and it was published in Vienna. The pub-

lisher requested a short history of the Micmacs
to be used for preface. Mr. Kauder could not

write it, but applied to me, and I wrote it. He
translated it in German at Nova Scotia, and
sent it to Vienna, where it was published in

German. No edition exists in English."

In another letter to the same person, dated

from Eastport, 28 Settembre, 1875, Father Ve-

tromile writes: " Circa all' opera del P. Kauder,

non credo che sia starapato, perch6 i caratteri

non esistono, mi sembra che sia litografata in

un vol: in quarto di 146 pag: ed il nome del

litografo non fu publicato. Sar^ piii facile per
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voi di averne una copia se scriverete al Ves-

covo McKinnon in Arichat, N. S., perch6 le

tavole (plates) furono presentate al P. Kauder

in Sidney, C. Briton."

[Letters from Rev. Eugene Vetro-

mile to Rev. Joseph M. Finotti, respect-

ing manuscripts and printed books in

the Abuaki and Micmac languages.]

Manuscript, four letters, containing 9 11. 8°,

in possession of Mr. Wilberforce Eames,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Dated respectively from Bid-

deford, Dec. 7, 1864, Eastport, 19 March, 1873,

Jan. 19, 1875, and 28 September, 1875. They are

written partly in English and partly in Italian.

The first letter contains titles and descriptions

of the author's own works in Abnalii and Mic-

mac, with a brief account of the Micmac Hiero-

glyphic prayer book printed for Eev. Christian

Kauder. The third letter gives accounts of

the prayer books in Abnaki of Fathers Demilier

and Komagn6, of the • manuscript Micmac
grammar of Father Menard [i. e. MaillardJ,

and of the manuscript manual of prayer and

catechism of 62 pages in Abnaki of Father

Francis Ciquard, written in 1792. The fourth

letter contains some additional information

about Kauder's Micmac prayerbook. Extracts

from these letters are given under the next

preceding title, and under the names of Fathers

Ciquard, Maillard, and Eomagn6, in the Ad-

denda of this bibliography.

Eugene Anthony Vetromile was born in the

city of Gallipoli, in the province of Lecce,

Italy, on the 22d day of February, 1819. His
first education was under private instructors,

then at the College of Naples, and finally at the

seminary of his native city, where he was
graduated. Subsequently he came to this

country and entered Georgetown College, Dis-

trict of Columbia, where he finished his educa-

tion for the priesthood, receiving the degree of

doctor of divinity in 1846. For about twenty
years he was a member of the Society of Jesus,

but afterwards became an apostolic missionary

to the Indians, in which capacity he was con-

nected with the Congregation di Propaganda
Fide in Rome. His missionary field was among
the Etchemins and Abnakis of Maine, and for a

long time he had pastoral charge of St. Mary's
Church at Machias ; his more recent residence,

however, was at Biddeford.

In July, 1867, he left his charge for an ex-

tended tour abroad. Upon his return he pub-

lished (1871) Travels in Europe, Egpyt, Arabia,

Petraea, Palestine, and Assyria. In 1876 he
started on an extended tour around the world,

and his observations will be found in his Tour
in both hemispheres. (New York, 1880.)

Father Vetromilewent abroad again the pres-

ent year, and while in his native Gallipoli was
seized with apoplexy and died on the 23d of

August, 1881. By his will he left a sum of

money for the benefit of the widows and or-

Vetromile (E.) —Continued.
phans of the Passamaquoddy and Penobscot

Indians, and desired that he might be buried

at Passamaquoddy.

—

Numismatic and Anti-

quarian Society Proceedings, 1882.

Vetromile wewessi ubibian [Abnaki].

See Vetromile (E.)

Vimont (Pere Barthelemy). Relation
|

de ce qvi s'est pass6
|
en la | Novvelle

France
|
en Tann^e 1642. & le543.

|
En-

uoy6e au R. P. lean Filleav
|
Prouincial

de la Compagnie de lesvs,
| en la

Prouince de France.
|
Par le R. P. Bar-

thelemy Vimont, de | la mesme Com-
pagnie, Superieur de

|
toute la Mission.

I
[Design; two storks.]

|

A Paris,
|

Chez
|

Sebastien Cramoisy,
|

Imprimeur Ordinaire du Roy,
|
et

|
Ga-

briel Cramoisy.
1
rue S. lac-

|

ques, aux
|

Cicoignes [sic-].
|
M. DC. XLIV [1644].

I
Auec Priuilege du Roy.
Title verso blank 1 1. table des chapitres 3 pp.

verso of 3d p. extraict du priuilege du roy, per-

mission verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-309 (some

pages wrongly numbered), declaration 3 un-

numbered pp. 16°.

A letter in the Ottawa language, dictated by
an Indian, with interlinear French translation,

pp. 56-58.

Copies seen: Lenox, St. Mary's College at

Montreal.

Dufoss6, Paris, 1887, no. 24923, priced a copy

250 fr.

Reprinted in Relations des J^suites, vol. 2,

1643, pp. 1-83, Quebec, 1858, 8°, the letter occupy-

ing p. 16.

Vincent {Archd. Thomas). [One line

syllabic characters.]
|
The

|
pilgrim's

progress
|
by

\
John Bunyan. | Trans-

lated into the language of the
|
Cree In-

dians
I

in the diocese of Moosonee
|
by

I
The Ven. archdeacon Vincent, of Al-

bany.
I

Approved, after thorough exam-
ination,

I

by the Bishop of Moosonee.
|

London :
|
printed by the Religious

tract society.
|
1886.

Half-title verso frontispiece 1 1. title verso

blank 1 1. preface (in the Cree language, sylla-

bic characters, dated March 26th, 1886) pp. v-

vi, plate recto blank 1 1. text (entirely in the

Cree language, syllabic characters) pp. 1-232,

120.

Copies seen: Eames, Gilbert & Rivington,

Pilling, Powell.

Vinson (Elie Honors Julien). La langue

basque et les langues am^ricaines.

In Congr^s Int. des Am6ricani8tes, Compte-

rendu, first session, vol. 2, pp. 46-80, Nancy et

Paris, 1875, 8°.

Analyse sommaire du basque et des langues
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Vinson (fi. H. J.)— Continued.

ain6ricaines en g6ii6ral (pp. 60-74), includes a

comparative vocabulary of the L6nap6, Algon-

quin, Cri, Iroquois, and Basque, pp. 70-73.

Issued separately as follows

:

Le Basque
|
et les

|
langues am^ri-

cainesl £tude comparative
|
Lue au Con-

gr^s des Am6ricanistes
|
a Nancy

|
le 23

juillet 1875
|

par
|
Jalien Vinson

|
cor-

respondant de Pacad^mie de Stanislas
|

[Vignette, with name of the society]
|

Paris
1
Maisonneuve et C>% libraires

-Miteurs | 15, quai Voltaire, 15
|

M DCCC LXXVI [1876]

Title verso printer 1 1. dedication (in Basque)

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 5-39, 8°.

Comparative vocabulary, as above, p. 32.

Copies seen : Astor, Eames.

Les langues ani^ricaines.

In Hovelacque (A.) and Vinson (^. H. J,),

fltudes de linguiatique et d'ethnograpbie, pp.

143-160, Paris, 1878, 16°. (Bureau of Ethnol-

ogy.) Extracted from the Il6publique fran^aise

of April 2, 1875. (*)

Contains general remarks on the Algonkin,

Iroquois, and Greenland languages, and on the

Algonkin and Iroquois alphabets, grammatic

forms, syntax, and numerals.

Virginia

:

Dictionary See Strachey (W.)

General discussion Court de Gebelin (A.)

Geographic names Bozman(J. L.)

Numerals "Williamson (W. D.)

Tribal names Sanford (E.)

Vocabulary Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.

)

Vocabulary Barton (B.S.)

Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

Vocabulary Henry (M. S.)

Vocabulary Howison (R. R.)

Vocabulary Scherer (J. B.)

Vocabulary Smith (J.)

Vocabulary Williamson (W.D.)
Words Gray (A

. ) and Trumbull
(J.H.)

Words Vater (J. S.)

See also Massachasetts.

Virot (Pere Claude Fraucisco). 3. Inter-

rogationes et mouita in confereudis

Bacrameutis pro gente Uanbauakae^, a

P. Claude Francisco Virot. 4. Ejusdem
acthortio de scandalo. (*)

Manuscript in the Abnaki language, pre-

served at the Mission of Pierreville, Canada. It

is bound with other manuscripts, French and
Abnaki. Under the title Interrogationes et

monita is written, in astrange but ancient hand,
" Descripsit R. P. Claud. F. Virot, 6 Soc. Jesu.

anno 1754, Araiganteg." Description from Gili

(C), Notes sur de vieux manuscripts abenakis,

p. 18. For description of the other manuscripts

(1 and 2) in the volume, see Lesuevir (F. E.)

ALO 33

Virot (C. F.) — Continued.
Claude Francis Virot, French missionary,

born in France 16 Feb., 1721; died near Fort

Niagara in July, 1759. He became a Jesuit in

1738, and in 1750 was sent to Canada, where he

labored for several years among the Abnaki
Indians with great success. He was then sent

to Ohio river, where he founded a mission

among the Delawares at Sakuuk, on the mouth
of the Big Beaver. The influence that he was
gaining over the tribe excited the jealousy of

Pakanke, chief of the "Wolf tribe, and he was
forced to leave. He afterward acted as chap-

lain to a body of French soldiers, and was
killed when he participated in an attempt to

relieve Fort Niagara.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of

Am. Biog.

Vocabulary

:

Abnaki See Allen (W.)

Abnaki Bagster (J.)

Abnaki Balbi (A.)

Abnaki Barton (B. S.)

Abnaki Campbell (J.)

Abnaki Delafleld (J.) andLakey
(J.)

Abnaki Demillier (L. E.)

Abnaki Edwards (J.)

Abnaki Gallatin (A.)

Abnaki Holmes (A.) and Noyes
(T.)

Abnaki Kidder (F.)

Abnaki Laurent (J.)

Abnaki Maurault (J. A.)

Abnaki Pickering (J.)

Abnaki Rosier (J.)

Abnaki Scherer (J. B.)

Abnaki Thoreau (H. D.)

Abnaki Williamson (J. D.)

Abnaki Willis (W.)

Abnaki Wilson (E.F.)

Acadian Barton (B. S.)

Acadian Prichard (J. C.)

Algonquian Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Algonquian Allen (W.)

Algonquian Algonquian.

Algonquian Baiton (B. S.)

Algonquian Campanius Holm (T.)

Algonquian Court de &ebelin (A. de).

Algonquian Edwards (J.)

Algonquian Gallatin (A.)

Algonquian Gilij (F. S.)

Algonquian Haines (E.M.)

Algonquian Heckewelder (J, G. B.)

Algonquian Hensel (G.)

Algonquian Heriot (G.)

Algonquian Hervas (L.)

Algonquian Holden (A. W.)
Algonquian Jacquemin (—

)

Algonquian Kalm (P.)

Algonquian Knox (J.)

Algonquian Latham (R. G.)

Algonquian Long (J.)

Algonquian Mackenzie (A.>

Algonquian O'Callaghau (E. B.)

Algonquian Preston (T. R.)
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Vocabulary -

Algonquian
Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian

Algonquian

Arapaho
Arapaho
Arapaho
Arapaho
Arapaho
Arapaho
Arapaho
Arapaho
Arapaho
Arapaho
Arapaho
Atsioa-

Atsina

Atsina

Atsina

Atsina

Atsina

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot

Blackfoot •

Blackfoot

Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Chippewa

Continued.
Rhode Island.

Ruttenber (E. M.)

Schoolcraft (H.K.)

Vincent (E.H.J.)

Wmiamson(W.D.)
Buschmann (J. C. E.)

Campbell (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Haines (E.M.)

Hayden(r. V.)

Latham (E.G.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Pajeken (F.J.)

Schoolcraft (H. E.)

Smith (J. S.)

Tassin (A.G.)

Fish (L.E.)

Gallatin (A.)

Hayden (F.V.)

Maximilian (A. P.)

Umfreville (E.)

Willis (W.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Yater(J. S.)

Buschmann (J. 0. E.)

Campbell (J.)

Catlin (G.)

Cooper (J. G.)

Denig(E.r.)
Franklin (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Haines (E.M.)

Hale (H.)

Hayden (F. V.)

Howse (J.)

Lacombe (A.) and Legal

(E.)

Lanning (CM.)
Latham (E.G.)

Legal (E.)

Maximilian (A. P.)

Moncrovie (J. B.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Pallisser (J.)

Smet (P.J. de).

Sullivan (J.W.)

Umfreville (E.)

Willis (W.)

Wilson (E. F.)

Abert (J. W.)
Buschmann (J. C. B.)

Campbell (J.)

Dodge (E.L)

Domenech (E.)

Flachnecker (G.)

Gallatin (A.)

Haines (E.M.)

Hayden (F.V.)

Latham (E.G.)

Maximilian (A. P.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Schoolcraft (H.E.)

Smith (J. S.)

Wilson (E. F.)

Adam (L.)

Vocabulary

-

Chippewa

Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa

Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Cree

Cree

Cree

Continued.
Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J. S.)

Allen (W.)

American Society.

Balbi (A.)

Baraga (F.)

Barton (B.S.)

Baudry de Lozi^re (li . U.

)

Belcourt (G.A.)

Beltrami (G. C.)

Blackbird (A.J.)

Brinton (D. G.)

Campbell (J.)

Carver (J.)

Chipawa.

Chippewa.

Copway (G.)

De Peyster (A. S.)

Derenthal (O.)

Domenech (E.)

Dougherty (P )

Edwards (J.)

Emerson (E.R.)

Gallatin (A.)

Haines (E.M.)

Haldeman (S. S.) _
Hale (H.)

Hamilton (S. M.)

Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

Henry (A.)

Henry (G.) and Evans
(J.)

Interpretation.

Investigator.

James (E.)

Johnston (G.)

Johnston (W.)

Jones (E. F.)

Jones (P.)

Keating (W.H.)
Latham (E. G.)

Long (J.)

Longfellow (H.W.)
M'Keevor(T.)

McKinney(T.L.)
• M'Lean (J.)

Madison ( —

)

Mahan (LL.)

Mamimilian (A. P.)

Moran (G.)

IXotioe.

Pierz (F.)

Eeaume (C.)

Euttenber (B. M.)

St. John (J. E.)

Sanderl (L.)

Schoolcraft (H.B.)

Summerville (J.)

(Tlrici (E.)

Wilson (D.)

Wilson (E, P.)

Adam (L.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Allen (W.)
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)cabulary— Continued. Vocabulary— Continued.
Cree Balbi (A.) Delaware Soberer (J. B.)

Cree Brintou (D.G.) Delaware Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Cree Campbell (J ) Delaware Thomas (G.)

Cree Chappell (E.) Delaware Ulrici (E.)

Cree Edwards (J.) Delaware Vinson (E. H. J.)

Cree Fisher (VV.) Delaware Wheeler (A.W.)

Cree Fortescue (J.) Delaware "Williamson (J.D.)

Cree Gallatiu (A.) Delaware Wilson (E.F.)

Cree Hale (H.) Delaware Zeisberger (D.)

Cree Harmon (D. W.) Etchemin Balbi (A.)

Cree Hayden (F. V.) Etchemin Barratt (J.)

Cree Jones (P.) Etchemin Campbell (J.)

Cree Keating (W. H.) Etchemin Gallatin (A.)

Cree Lacombo (A.) Etchemin Latham (R. G.)

Cree Lewis (M.) Illinois Adelung (J. C.) and

Cree Mackenzie (A.) Vater (J.S.)

Cree M'Lean (J.) Illinois Balbi (A.)

Cree Maximilian (A. P.) Illinois Barton (B.S.)

Cree Morgan (L.H.) Illinois Campbell (J )

Cree Petitot (E. F.S.J.) Illinois Delafield (J.) and Lakey
Cree Say (T.) (J.)

Cree Smet (P.J.de). Illinois Gallatin (A.)

Cree Vinson (E.H.J.) Illinois Prichard (J.C.)

Cree Wimer(J.) Kikapoo Adelung (J. C.) and
Cree "Wilson (E. F.) Vater (J. S.)

Delaware Adelung (J. C.) and Kikapoo Barton (B.S.)

Vater(J.S.) Kikapoo Maximilian (A. P.)

Delaware Allen (W.) Long Island Campbell (J.)

Delaware Allgemeine. Long Island Gallatin (A.)

Delaware . Balbi (A.) Long Island Jefferson (T.)

Delaware Barton (B.S.) Maliseet Chamberlain (M.)

Delaware Bland (T.) Maliseet Hind(H.Y.)
Delaware Brinton (D.G.) Maliseet Rand(S.T.)

Delaware Campbell (J.) Massachusetts Adelung (J. C.) and

Delaware Chute (J. A.) Vater (J. S.)

Delaware Ciarksou (C.) Massachusetts Allen (W.)

Delaware Cornell (W.M.) Massachusetts Balbi (A.)

Delaware Cummings (RW.) Massachusetts Barton (B. S.)

Delaware Delafield (J.) and Lakey Massachusetts Campbell (J.)

(J.) Massachusetts Cotton (J.)

Delaware Denny (E.) Massachusetts Danforth(S.)

Delaware Dupouceau (P. S.) Massachusetts De Forest (J. W.)
Delaware Edwards (J.) Massachusetts Edwards (J.)

Delaware Eichthal(G.d'). Massachusetts Gallatin (A.)

Delaware Ettwein (J.) Massachusetts Haines (E.M.)

Delaware Gallatin (A.) Massachusetts Hecke welder (J. G. B.)

Delaware Gatschet (A.S.) Massachusetts Jacobs (S. S.)

Delaware Grube (B. A.) Massachusetts Macauley (J.)

Delaware Haines (E.M.) Massachusetts Neal (D.)

Delaware Harvey (H.) Massachusetts Ruttenber (E.M.)
Delaware Heckewelder(J.G.E.) Massachusetts Schoolcraft (H.R.)
Delaware Henry (M S.) Massachusetts Trumbull (J. H.)

Delaware Investigator. Menomonee Balbi (A.)

Delaware Janney (S. M.) Menomonee Bruce (W.H.)
Delaware JeflFer8on(T.) Menomonee Campbell (J.)

Delaware Jones (P.) Menomonee Derenthal (0.)

Delaware Madison (J.) Menomonee Domenech (E.)

Delaware Parsons (S. H.) Menomonee Doty (J.D.)

Delaware Pastorius (F. D.) Menomonee Haines (E.M.)
Delaware Penn (W.) Menomonee Gallatin (A.)

Delaware Preston (W.) Menomonee Investigator.

Delaware Prichard (J.C.) Menomonee James (E.)

Delaware Proud (R.) Menomonee Krake (B.)

Delaware Rupp (I. D.> Menomonee Morgan (L. H.)
Delaware Ruttenber (E.M.) Menomonee Rogers (J.M.)
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Vocabulary -

Menomonee
Menomonee
Menomonee

Miami

Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Micmao

Micmac
Micmao
Micmao
Micmao
Micmao
Micmao
Micmao
Micmao
Micmao
Micmao
Micmao
Micmac
Micmao
Micmao
Micmao
Micmao
Micmao
Mississagna

Mississagna

Mississagua

Mississagna

Mississagna

Mississagna

Mississagna

Mississagna

Mississagna

Mississagna

Mohegan

Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan

Continued.
Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Ulrici (E.)

Zephjrin-Engelhardt

(C.A.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Yater (J.S.)

Allen (W.)

Balbi (A.)

Barton (B. S.)

Campbell (J.)

Domenech (E.)

Gallatin (A.)

Haines (E.M.)

Handy (C. W.)
Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

Preston (W.)

Schoolcraft (H.R.)

Thornton (—

)

Thornton (W.)

Ulrici (E.)

Volney (C. ¥. C.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Allen (W.)

Balbi (A.)

Barratt (J.)

Bromley (W.)

Brown (G. S.)

Campbell (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Haliburton (T, C.)

Hind(H.Y.)

Latham (R. G.)

Le Clercq(C.)

Maynard (—

)

Pierronet (T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Schoolcraft (H.R.)

Williamson (J. D.)

Wilson (E.F.) .

Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J.S.)

Allen (W.)

Barton (B. S.)

Campbell (J.)

Chamberlain (A. F,)

Edwards (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Mississagna.

Salt (A.)

Wilson (D.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J.S.)

Allen (W.)

Balbi (A.)

Barton (B. S.)

Boudinot (E.)

Brinton (D.G.)

Campbell (J.)

DeForest (J.W.)

Edwards (J.)

Ettwein (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Haines (E.M.)

Heckewelder (J.G.E.)

ocabulary— Continued.
Mohegan Henry (M. S.)

Mohegan Holmes (A.)

Mohegan Investigator.

Mohegan JeflPerson (T.)

Mohegan Jenks (W.)

Mohegan Jones (E. F.)

Mohegan Long (J.)

Mohegan Macauley (J.)

Mohegan Prichard (J.)

Mohegan Rutteuber (E.M.)
Mohegan Sanford (E.)

Mohegan Schoolcraft (H.R.)

Mohegan Zeisberger (D.)

Montagnais Adam (L.)

Montagnais Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Montagnais Allen ( W.)
Montagnais Allgemeine.

Montagnais Pierronet (T.)

Montauk Bagster (J.)

Montauk Gardiner (J. L.)

Montauk Lambert (E. R.)

Montauk Macauley (J.)

Montauk Wood (S.)

Munsee Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

Munsee Allen (W.)

Mnnsee Barton (B. S.)

Munsee Brinton (D.G.)

Munsee Campbell (J.)

Munsee Gallatin (A.)

Munsee Heckewelder (J. G.E.)
Munsee Henry (M.S.)

Munsee Investigator.

Mnnsee Jones (P.)

Munsee Latham (R. G.)

Munsee Ruttenber (E. M.)
Munsee Wilson (E.F.)

Nanticoke Allen (W.)

Nanticoke Campbell (J.)

Nanticoke Edwards (J.)

Nanticoke Gallatin (A.)

Nanticoke Heckewelder (J.

Nanticoke Henry (M. S.)

Nanticoke Murray (W.V.)
Narragansett Adelung (J. C.)

Vater (J.S.)

Narragansett Allen (W.)

Narragansett Balbi (A.)

Narragansett Campbell (J.)

Narragansett De Forest (J. W.)
Narragansett Edwards (J.)

Narragansett Gallatin (A.)

Narragansett Gatschet (A. S.)

Narragansett Haines (E.M.)

Narragansett Macauley (J.) .

Narragansett Treat (J.)

Narragansett Williams (R.)

Naugatnck De Forest (,7 . W.)
Nehethawa Adelung (J. C.)

Vater (J.S.)

New England Adelung (J, C.) and
Vater (J. S.)

New England Campbell (J.)

New England Gallatin (A.)

G.E.)

and

and
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>cabulary— Continued. Vocabulary— Continued.

New England Prichard (J.C.) Penobscot Hewitt (J. N. B.)

New England AVood (W.) Penobscot Latham (R. G.)

New Jersey Barber (J. W.) and Penobscot Pickering (J.)

Howe (H.) Penobscot Prichard (J.C.)

New Jersey Indian Interpreter. Penobscot Rand(S.T.)

New Jersey Kaum (J.O.) Penobscot Treat (J.)

New Jersey Smith (S.) Pequod De Forest (J. W.)

Nipissing Campbell (J.) Piankasbaw Adelung (J. C.) and

Nipissing Howse (J.) Vater (J.S.)

Nipissing Mathevet (J.C.) Piankashaw Barton (B.S.)

Norridgewook Allen (W.) Piankasbaw Campbell (J.)

Norridgewock Hanson (J.W.) Pottawotomi Adelung (J. C.) and
Norridgewook Lincoln (E.) Vater (J.S.)

Norridgewock Pickering (J.) Pottawotomi Allen (W.)

Ottawa Barton (B. S.) Pottawotomi Barton (B.S.)

Ottawa Campbell (J.) Pottawotomi Campbell (J.)

Ottawa Dejeau (A.) Pottawotomi Gallatin (A.)

Ottawa De Peyster (A. S.) Pottawotorai Investigator.

Ottawa Gallatin (A.) Pottawotomi Jones (J. T.)

Ottawa Gatachet{A.S.) Pottawotomi Jones (P.)

Ottawa Haraelin (—

)

Pottawotomi Latham (R, G.)

Ottawa Investigator. Pottawotomi Preston (W.)

Ottawa James (E.) Pottawotomi Simerwell (R.)

Ottawa Jones (P.) Pottawotomi Wilson (E.F.)

Ottawa Lathara (R.G.) Powhatan Allen (W.)

Ottawa Sanderl (S.) Powhatan Balbi (A.)

Ottawa Wilson (D.) Powhatan Campbell (J.)

Ottawa Wilson (E.F.) Powhatan Gallatin (A.)

Pampticough Adelung (J. C.) and Powhatan Macauley (J.)

' Yater (J. S.) Powhatan Strachey (W.)

Pampticough Allen (W.) Sao and Fox Balbi (A.)

Pampticough Balbi (A.) Sac and Fox Campbell (J.)

Pampticough Barton (B. S.) Sac and Fox Gallatin (A.)

Pampticough Brickell (J.) Sac and Fox Investigator.

Pampticough Campbell (J.) Sac and Fox Keating (W.H.)
Pampticough Gallatin (A.) Sac and Fox Latham (R. G.)

Pampticough Lane (R.) Sac and Fox Marston (M.)

Pampticough Lawson (J.) Sac and Fox Maximilian (A. P.)

Pampticough Schoolcraft (H.R.) Sac and Fox Morse (J.)

Pamunkey Dalrymple (—

)

Sac and Fox Sac.

Passaraaquoddy Allen (W.) Sankikani Adelung (J. C.) and
Passamaquoddy Campbell (J.) Vater (J.S.)

Passaraaquoddy Kellogg (E.) Sankikani Balbi (A.)

Passaraaquoddy Gallatin (A.) Sankinani Barton (B.S.)

Passaraaquoddy Kidder (F.) Sankikani Campbell (J.)

Passaraaquoddy Lyle (H.) Sankikani Gallatin (A.)

Passaraaquoddy McLeod(R.R.) Sankikani Laet (J. de).

Passaraaquoddy Schoolcraft (H. R.) Satsika Gallatin (A.)

Passaraaquoddy Treat (J.) Satsika Schoolcraft (H.R.)
Pennsylvania Adelung (J. C.) and Satsika Ulrici (E.)

Vater (J. S.) Shawnee Adelung (J. C.) and
Pennsylvania Barber (J, W.) Vater (J. S.)

Pennsylvania Barton (B.S.) Shawnee Allen (W.)

Penn^iylvania Penn (W.) Shawnee Assail (F. W.)
Penobscot Adelung (J. C.) and Shawnee Balbi (A.)

Vater (J.S.) Shawnee Barton (B. S.)

Penobscot Allen (W.) Shawnee Butler (R.)

Penobscot Barton (B. S.) Shawnee Campbell (J.)

Penobscot Campbell (J.) Shawnee Cummings (R. W.)
Penobscot Delafield (J.) and Lakey Shawnee Denny (E.)

(J.) Shawnee Dodge (J. R.)

Penobscot Edwards (J.) Shawnee Domenech (E.)

Penobscot Gallatin (A.) Shawnee Edwards (J.)

Penobscot Gardiner (R.) Shawnee Gallatin (A.)

Penobscot Hale (H.) Shawnee Gat8chet(A.S.)
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Vocabulary—
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Sheshtapoosh

Sheshtapoosh

Skoffie

Skoffie

Skoffie

Skoffie

Skoffie

Skoffie

Skoffie

Souriquois

Souriquois

Souriquois

Souriquois

Souriquois

Souriquois

TJnquachog

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Continued.
Gibhs (G.)

Gribson (—

)

Hadley (L.r.)

Haines (E. M.)

Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

Howe (H.)

Howse (J.)

Jefferson (T.)

Johnston (John)."

Jones (E.F.)

Long (J.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Parsons (S.H.)

Pike (A..)

Preston (W.)

Eidout (T.)

Kuttenber (E.M.)

Schoolcraft (H.E.)

TTlrici (E.)

"Whipple {A. W.)
Campbell (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater(J.S.)

Allen (W.)

Balbi (A.)

Campbell (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Latham (R.G.)

Pierronet(T.)

Adelung (J. C.) and
Vater(J.S.)

Campbell (J.)

Gallatin (A.)

Laet(J. de).

Latham (E. G.)

Lescarbot (M.)

Jefferson (T.)

Adelung (J. C.) and

Vater (J. S.)

Barton (B. S.)

Campbell (J.)

Henry (M. S.)

Howison (R. E..)

Scherer (J. B.)

Smith (J.)

"Williamson (W. D.)

[Vogt {Bev. Casimir).] Gijigong
| aba-

bikaigan.
|
.Katolik

|
anamie-masin-

aigan.
|
Cum permissu superiorum.

|

St. Louis, Mo.
I

B. Herder, Bookseller

and Publisher.
|
17 Soutb Broadway.

|

1891.

Verso of title: Printed by B. Herder, Frei-

burg.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso imprimatur and

printer 1 1. preface (Superior, 5 Febr. 1890,

Casimir O. S. F. Mekatewikwaniae) verso blank

1 1. index pp. v-xi, text (in the Chippewa lan-

guage, with a few Latin and French headings)

pp. 1-368, appendix (in Latin) pp. 369-386, 24°.

Prayers, pp. 1-232.—Hymns, pp. 233-368.

Mr. Dominic Ducharme of Court Oreilles

Vogt (C. ) — Continued. ^

and John Gordon, senior, of Redcliff Reserva-

tion, assisted in the preparation of this work.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

[ and Gafron (J.)] Gete-dibadjimo-

win
I
tcbibwa

|
ondadisid Jesus Christ

I
gaie

I
Jesus o bimadisiwin

|
gaie o

nibowin.
|
Cum permissu Superiorum.

j
[Design.]

|

St. Louis, Mo. 1885.
|
B. Herder,

Bookseller, Publisher aud Importer,
|

- 17, South Broadway, 17.
|
Freiburg in

Baden: Herder'sche Verlagshandlung.

Printed cover as above, frontispiece 1 1. title

as above (omitting the design) reverse copy-

right and printer 1 1. text pp. 1-140, errata verso

blank 1 1. sq. 16°.

Bible history, entirely in the Chippewa lan-

guage. A mixed-blood Indian from Eed Cliflf

Reservation, named John Gordon, assisted in

the preparation of the work.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Eev. Casimir Vogt was born at Wurzen, in

Prussia, in 1846. He was educated at the col-

lege and university of Breslau, was ordained

priest in 1870, and served as chaplain at Neu-

markt until 1875. He then joined the order of

St. Francis, and the same year made his home
at Teutopolis, 111. In 1878 he was appointed

missionary to the Chippewa Indians on Lake
Superior, his headquarters being at Bayfield^

Wis. until 1884, when he removed to Superior

in the same State. He is still engaged in mis-

sionary work, his jurisdiction extending to the

Indian settlements on the Court Oreilles, Chip-

pewa, South Flambeau, and St. Croix rivers in

"Wisconsin, and on the St. Louis and Snake
rivers in Minnesota.

Volney (Constautine Francois Chasse-

boeuf ). Tableau
|
du

|
climat et du sol

1
des Etats-Unis j

d'AmMque.
|
Suivi

d'^claircissemens sur la Floride, sur la

colonie
|
Franyaise au Scioto, sur quel-

ques colonies Canadiennes
|
et sur les

Sauvages. |
Enrichi de quatre Planches

gravies, dont deux Cartes
|
G^ographi-

ques et uue coupe figur^e de la chute

de
I

Niagara.
|
Par C.-F. Volney,

|

Membre [&c. four lines. ]| Tome premier

[-second].
|

* A Paris,
|

Chez
|
Courcier, Imprimeur-

Libraire, quai des
|
Augustius, n". 71.

|

Dentu, Imprimeur-Libraire, Palais du

Tri-
I

bunat, Galleries-de-Bois, n" 240.

I

An XII.-1803.
2 vols. : half-title verso list of books 1 1. title-

verso blank 1 1. preface pp. i-xvi, text pp. 1-

300; half-title verso errata 1 i. title verso blank

1 1. text pp. 301-358, appendice pp. 359-363,

6claircissemenspp. 365-524,vocabulaire pp. 525-
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Volney (C. F. C.)— Continued.

532, table des mati^res pp. 533-534, errata and

avis au lecteur verso avis an relieur 1 1. two
plates and two maps, 8°.

Vocabulaire de la langae des Miamis (195

words and phrases, and short conjugations of

the verbs to eat, to drink, and to heat), vol. 2, pp.

525-532.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston AthenaBum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Eames, Harvard, Trum-
bull.

The copy belonging to Mr. Eames is on large

paper in quarto, measuring 9| by 7| inches, with

the maps colored . On the first half-title is an in-

scription, partly obliterated, in the handwriting

of the author, and signed with his initials.

In the copy belonging to the Library of Con-

gress there is a manuscript vocabulary of the

Osage language, corresponding to the printed

Miami.

Leclerc, 1867, no. 1554, sold a copy for 4 fr.;

priced by Stevens, 1887, no. 2495, 7«. .6d.; by Du-

foss6, 1887, no. 25342, 4 fr.; by Stevens, 1888, no.

4730, 7«. ed.

View
I
of the climate and soil

|
of

the
I
United States of America : |

to

which are annexed
|
some accounts of

Florida, the French co-
|
lony on the

Scioto, certain Canadian co-
|
lonies,

and the savages or natives:
|
translated

from the French |
of

|
C. F. Volney,

|

member of the conservative senate, and

the French na-
|
tional institute, and

honorary member of the Ameri-
|
can

philosophical society at Philadelphia,

the Asiatic
|
society at Calcutta, the

Atheneums of Avignon,
|
Alengon, &c.

I
With maps and plates.

|

Loudon :
|

printed for J. Johnson,
|

72, St. Paul's church yard,
| By C.

Mercier and Co. 6, Northumberland-

Court,
i
1804.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface pp. iii-xxiv,

contents pp. iii-vi. text pp. 1-33.2, appendix pp.

333-491, vocabulary pp. 493-503, errata p. [504],

two maps and two plates, 8°.

Vocabulary of the Miami language, pp. 493-

503.

Copies seen; Astor, Boston Athenaeum,

British Museum, Congress, Eames, Powell.

Priced by Triibner, 1856, no 2287, 5s. The
Field copy, no. 2448, sold for $1.38 ; the Brinley

copy, no. 4525, $3.75.

Volney (C. F. C.) — Continued.

A view
I

of
I
the soil and climate

|
of

the
I

United States of America :
1
with

supplementary remarks
|
upon Florida;

on the French colonies on the Missis-

sippi
I

and Ohio, and in Canada ; and on
the aboriginal tribes

|
of America.

|
By

C. F. Volney,
|
member of the conserv-

ative senate, &c. &c.
j
Translated,

with occasional remarks,
|
by C. B.

Brown.
|
With maps and plates.

|

Philadelphia,
|

published by J. Con-
rad & CO. Philadelphia; M. & J. Con-

rad & CO.
I

Baltimore ; Rapin, Conrad,

& CO. Washington city ; Somervell
|
&

Conrad, Petersburg; and Bonsai, Con-
rad, & CO. Norfolk.

I

Printed by T. &
G. Palmer, 116, High street.

|
1804.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso blank 1

1. preface pp. v-xx, translator's preface pp.
xxi-xxv, contents and erratum pp. xxvii-

xxviii, text pp. 1-264, supplement pp. 265-439,

additional notes pp. 441-446, two maps and two
plates, 8°.

Vocabulary of the Miami language " after the

French orthography" and partially repeated

"after the English," the pronunciation of the

latter from Barton and "Wells, pp. 429-439.

Copies seen : Boston Public, British Muse-
um, Eames, Geological Survey, Harvard.

At the Field sale, no. 2449, a copy brought

$1.37; at the Murphy sale, no. 2639, 25 cts.

Priced by Littlefield, Boston, 1887, $1.50.

Two German translations were published,

one at "Weimar, 1804, 8° (*), the other at Ham-
burg, 1804, 2 vols. 16°. (*)

Tableau du climat et du sol des

Etats Unis d'Am6rique. Suivi d'6clair-

cissemens sur la Floride, sur la colonie

Frangaise au Scioto, sur quelques colo-

nies Canadiennes et sur les sauvages.

Par C.-F. Volney.

Paris: Courcier & Dentu. 1822. (*)

2 vols, continuous pagination, maps, 8°.

Vocabulaire de la langue des Miamis, vol. 2,

p. 402.

Priced by Triibner, 1856, no. 2286, 3s. 6d. ; by
Dufosse, no. 30659, 3 fr. 50c.

Vose (Peter E.) See Kilby (W. H.)

Voyage a la Louisiane. See Baudry de
Lozi^res (L. N.)



w.

Wagner (Johann Christopli). See

Krause (J. U.) and Wagner (J. C.)

Walker (Bev. William). Gospel hymns
|

and
I
sacred songs,

|
translated into the

I
Ojibway language

|
by the

|
rev.

William Walker,
|
French bay, Sau-

geen,
|
Ontario.

|

Published by
|

rev. A. Barnard,
|

Omena, Mich.
|
1879.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-181, index of

first lines (Ojibway) pp. 183-187, index of En-

glish titles pp. 187-190, 18°. Many of the

hymns are preceded by English titles.

In the only copy seen pp. 187-190 precede pp.

183-186. A slip of paper bearing four printed

lines is pasted on the bottom of p. 16, apparently

to complement the stanza, and another slip

bearing one printed line is pasted over (so as

to replace) the second line of the first stanza

on p. 90.

Copies seen: Pilling.

I have seen the first 24 pp. of this work with

imprint of title differing, as follows :

Gospel hymns 1 and |
sacred songs,

j

translated into the
|
Ojibway language

I
by the | rev. William Walker,

|

French bay, Saugeen,
|
Ontario.

|

Published by
|
Alonzo Barnard,

|

Omena, Mich. |
1879.

Cover title as above, no inside title; text (en-

tirely in the Ojibway language with the excep-

tion of a few English headings) pp. 1-24, 24°.

Copies seen : Powell.

See Jacobs (P.) and others.

Wame ketcohomae [Massachusetts].

See Eliot (J.)

Wampum (John B.) and Hogg (H. C.)

Morning and evening
|

prayer,
|

the
|
ad-

ministration of the sacraments,
|
and

|

certain other rites and ceremonies
|
of

the
I
church of England;

|
Together

with Hymns:
|
(Munsee and English)

|

translated into Munsee by J. B. Wam-
pum,

I
assisted by H. C. Hogg, school-

master.
I

(This translation is not free

from imperfections, but since it has
|

been many years in use, and there are

hindrances to its immediate
|
revision,

the Archbishop of Canterbury gives his

520

"Wampum (J. B.) and Hogg (H.C.)—C'd.
imprimatur to this

|
Edition for present

use.)
I

London : |
Society for promoting

chri stian knowledge. [ 1886. ]

Colophon: Oxford :
|
printed by Horace

Hart, printer to the university.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface (signed John
"Wampum, or Chief "Wau-bun-o) pp. iii-iv, con-

tents verso blank 1 1. half-title p. 7, text pp. 8-

349, verso colophon, 16°.

The prayers occupy pp. 8-163, alternate Eng-
lish and Munsee.—Hymns in Munsee, pp. 165-

171.—Hymns, alternate English and Munsee,

pp. 172-349.

"An edition of the Munsee hymn book was
printed in the year 1842 [see Halfmoon (C.)J,

and also portions of the Book of common
prayer in the same language were printed in

-the year 1847 [see Morning], Both these are

now out of print ... A few of these

hymns have been translated by the Rev. Luck-
enbach . . . Most of the hymns have

been translated by the late Charles Halfmoon,

and a few of the psalms by me."

—

Preface.

Pages 7-163 are an exact reprint, in slightly

larger type, of pp. 1-157 of Rev. Mr. Flood's

translation of the Morning and evening prayers,

etc., 1847, described on p. 366 of this biblio-

graphy. The two agree page for page and line

for line, nearly.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell, Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

Wapanoo, General discussion. See Donck (A.

van der).

Warden (David Baillie). Recherches sur

lesantiquit^sdes fitats-Unisde I'Am^r-

ique Septentriouale, par M. Warden.
In Soci6te de G6og. Recueil de voyages et de

memoires, vol. 2, pp. 372-509, Pars, 1825, 4°.

Pretendue aifinite des langues indiennes avec

celles de divers peuples, pp. 481-489, includes

words from the language of Pensylvanie, the

Delaware, Pampticogh, Sankikani, Nanticoke,

Miami, Narraganset, and Piankashaw (from

Penn, Barton, Heckewelder and others), pp.

481-482; and remarks on the radical Lenape
language, pp. 487-488.

Issued separately as follows :

Recherches
|
sur les

|
antiquit^s de

I'Am^rique |
septentriouale,

j
par D. B.

Warden,
|
membre correspondant de
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"Warden (D. B.)— Continued.

FAcademie des sciences de I'iustitut
|

royal, etc., etc.
|
(Ouvrage extrait du

2® volume des M^nioires de ladite So-

ci^t6.)
I
[Vignette with monogram.]

|

Paris,
I
Everat, imprimeur-libraire,

I rue du Cadran, n" 16. | 1827.

Title verso blank 1 1. introduction pp. 3-16,

text pp. 17-126, notes pp. 127-130, explication

des planches pp. 131-140, note sur la collection

de M. Latour-AUard pp. 141-144, twelve plates,

.4°.

Linguistics as under previous title, pp. 112-

120.
Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Eames.

Warren (Henry P.) and others. The
history

|
of

|
Waterford, Oxford county,

Maine,
|
comprising

|
historical ad-

dress,
j
By Henry P. Warren;

|
record

of families,
|
By Rev. William Warren,

D. D.
; I

centennial proceedings,
|
By

Samuel Warren, Esq.
|
Published by

direction of the town.
|

Portland : |
Hoyt, Fogg& Donham,

|

1879.

Title verso printer 1 1. preface pp. v-vi, con-

tents verso blank 1 1'. text pp. 9-356, indexes pp.

357-371, 8o.

Meaning of some of the Indian names of

places in Maine, pp. 17-18.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Congress.

Warren (Samuel). See Warren (H. P.)

and others.

Warren (Truman A.) See Ho£fman
(W.J.)

See O'Meara (F. A.)

Warren (William). See Warren (H.

P.) and others.

Warren (William Whipple). Oral tradi-

tions respecting the history of the Ojib-

wa nation. By William W. Warren.
In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Indian Tribes, vol. 2,

pp. 13.5-167, Philadelphia, 1852, 4°.

Includes a great number of Ojibwa tribal,

personal, and totemic names with definitions.

—— [Numeration of the] Ojibwa of Che-

goimegon [and of the Pillagers, and

northern Ojibwas]. By William W.
Warren.

In Schoolcraft (H.R.), Indian Tribes, vol. 2,

pp. 211-213, Philadelphia, 18.52, 4c.

Numerals 1-1,000,000,000.

History of the Ojibways, based upon
traditions and oral statements. By
William W. Warren.

In Minnesota Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 5, pp. 21-

394, Saint Paul, Minn., 1885, 8-^. (Pilliiig.)

Warren (W. W.)— Continued.
Ojibway totems (21), with meanings, pp.44-

45.—Ojibway proper names, "with meanings,
passim, especially on pp. 30-39.

W^asanminett (Lazarre). See Vassal
(H.)

Watkins (Rev. E. A.) A dictionary
|
of

the
I

Cree language, | as spoken by the

Indians
|
of the

|
Hudson's bay com-

pany's territories.
|
Compiled by

|
the

rev. E. A. Watkins,
|
missionary of the

Church missionary society.
|
Consist-

ing of
I

Part I. English-Cree.
|
Part II.

Cree-English.
|

London :
|

Society for promoting
christian knowledge

; |
sold at the de-

positories:
I
77 Great queen street, Lin-

coln's inn fields
; |

4 Royal exchange

;

48 Piccadilly.
|
And by all booksellers.

I
1865.

Title verso printer 1 1. preface pp. iii-xxiv,

text (double columns, alphabetically arranged)

pp. 1-460, sq. 24°.

Part I. EnglishCree, pp. 1-183.—Part II.

Cree-English, pp. 184-460.

Copies seen: Church Missionary Society,

Eames, Pilling, Powell, Society for Promoting

Christian Knowledge.

[Terms of relationship of the Cree of

the Prairie (Mus-ko-ta'-we-ne-wuk'),

collected by Rev. E. A. Watkins, Devon,

Siskachewun District, Hudson's Bay
Territory, July, 1862.]

In Morgan (L. H.), Systems of consanguin-

ity and affinity of the human family, pp. 293-

382, lines 37, Washington, 1871, 4°.

Watkins (Rev. William Brown). [Dic-

tionary of geographical names of

America. 1880-1890?]
Manuscript; 11 bound volumes, averaging

from 200 to 250 unnumbered leaves each, 8°.

The origin of many of the names is traced to

the Indian languages. The particular Indian

language from which the name is derived in

any case is seldom stated, but the Algonquian

languages are well represented.

The work has been kindly forwarded to the

Bureau of Ethnology, for examination, by Mrs.

E. M. Watkins, of Beaver, Pa. Where it will

permanently remain can not at this writing be

definitely slated.

The following biograpbic notes are extracted

from the Official minutes of the Pittsburgh

annual conference of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, 1890 (Pittsburgh, 1890), pp. 51-52

:

" William Brown Watkins was born in

Bridgeport, O., May 2nd, 1834, and died of apo-

plexy at 3.15 a.m., August 16,1890, at Ridge

view. Pa., Camp Ground, where he had been

announced to preach on the Sunday following.
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"Watkins (W. B.) — Continued.

His boyhood was passed with his parents in

the place of his birth, and the neighboring city

of Wheeling, Va, Such education as could be

obtained in the common schools of that period

was secured in part by the aid of his parents,

and in part on the principle of a real self-sup-

port. The summer months afforded him em-

ployment, and its compensation defrayed his

expenses while in the winter school. . . .

The building of the "Wheeling suspension

bridge offered the opportunity of engaging in

various labors, and part of his timewas allotted

to an apprenticeship to a mechanical trade.

Afterward he taught in a school, and during

this time entered upon the study of law. . . .

In early life he was converted, and united with

the Methodist Episcopal Churcbin Bridgeport,

O. During the pastorate of Eev. J. J.

Mcllyar, he was received by certificate into

the church in the neighboring town of Mar-

tin's Ferry, and in 1885 he was there licensed

to preach. ... In all these various fields

of labor he was eminently successful; as a

preacher, popular and influential with the peo-

ple who largely gathered to his ministry. . . .

His great love for philological pursuits led Mm
to the study of the origin, or derivation, the

orthography, pronunciation, and definition of

the words in use in the English tongue, and the

fruits of his labor quietly entered into words

of this kind, and were gratefully received, and
their value acknowledged. His last loving

labor, left incomplete, a dictionary of proper

names, of large scope and research, attests his

tireless industry, plodding Zealand enthusiasm

in these pursuits, the wide range of his invest-

igations, the skill with which he could use alj

accessible materials, and his ability to digest

and bring out of obscurity the truth. . . ."

Watkinson : This word following a title or within

parentheses after a note indicates that a copy of

the word referred to has been seen by the com-

piler in the Watkinson Library , Hartford, Conn.

Watson (John Fanning). Annals
j
of

|

Philadelphia and Pennsylvania,
|
in the

olden time;
|
being a collection of]

memoirs, anecdotes, and incidents
|
of

the
I

city and its inhabitants,
|
and of

the
I

earliest settlements of the inland

part of Pennsylvania,
|
from

|
the days

of the founders.
|
Intended to preserve

the recollections of olden time, and to

exhibit society in its
|
changes of man-

ners and customs, and the city and
country in

|
their local changes and im-

provements.
I

Embellished with engrav-
ings, by T. H. Mumford.

|
By John F.

Watson,
I

member of the historical so-

cieties ofPennsylvania, New York, and
Massachusetts.

|
In two volumes.

|
Vol.

I [-II].
I
[Six lines quotations.]

|

"Watson (J. F.) — Continued.

Philadelphia:
|

printed and published

for the author, and for sale by
|
John

Penington and Uriah Hunt.—New York,

Baker & Crane. | 1844.

2 vols. : title verso copyright and printers 1

1. prospectus and testimonials pp. iii-iv, recom-

mendation pp. iv-vii, advertisement pp. ix-xi,

contents pp. xiii-xv, list of embellishments p.

xvi, text pp. 1-604, index pp. 605-609; title

verso copyright and printers i 1. contents pp.

\-vi, list of embellishments p. vii, text pp. 1-

509, appendix pp 511-562, index pp. 563-567, 8°.

Indian names of places in Pennsylvania (from

Heckewelder), vol. 2, pp. 180-181.

Copies seen : British Museum, Congress.

At the Eield sale, no. 2i85, a copy brought

$2.12.

The first edition : Philadelphia, 1830 (British

Museum, Congress), does not contain the lin-

guistics.

Annals
|
of

|
Philadelphia and Penn-

sylvania,
I

in the olden time
; |

being a

collection of
|
memoirs, anecdotes, and

incidents
|
of the

|
city and its inhabit-

ants,
I
and of the

|
earliest settlements

of the inland part of Pennsylvania,
|

from
I

the days of the founders.
|
In-

tended to preserve the recollections of

olden time, and to exhibit society in its
|

changes of manners and customs, and
the city and country in

|
their local

changes and improvements.
|
Embel-

lished with engravings, by T. H Mum-
ford.

I

By John F. Watson,
|
member of

the historical societies ofPennsylvania,

New York, and Massachusetts.
|
In two

volumes.
|
Vol. I[-II].

|
[Six lines quo-

tation.]
I

This edition purchased and for sale

by
I

Carey and Hart—Philadelphia,
j

1845.

2 vols. : title verso copyright and printers 1

1. prospectus and testimonials pp. iii-iv, recom-

mendations pp. iv-vii, advertisement pp. ix-xi,

contents pp. xiii-xv. list of embellishments p.

xvi, text pp. 1-604, index pp, 605-609 ; title verso

copyright and printers 1 1. contents pp. v-vi,

list of embellishments p. vii, text pp. 1-509, ap-

pendix pp. 511-562, index pp. 563-567, 8°.

Linguistics as under title next above, vol. 2,

pp. 180-181.

Copies seen : Congress.

Annals
|
of

|
Philadelphia and Penn-

sylvania,
I

in the olden time;
|
being a

collection of
|
memoirs, anecdotes, and

incidents
|
of the

j
city and its inhabi-

tants,
I

and of the
|
earliest settlements

of the inland part of Pennsylvania,
|
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Watson (J. F.)— Continued,

from
I

the days of the founders.
|
In-

tended to preserve the recollections of

olden time, and to exhibit
|
society in

itschanges ofmanners and customs, and

the city |
and country in their local

changes and improvements.
|
Embel-

lished with engravings, byT. H. Mum-
ford.

I
By John F. Watson,

|
member of

the historical societies of Pennsylva-

nia, New York, and Massachusetts.
|
In

two volumes.
|
Vol. 1[-II].

|
[Six lines

quotation.]
|

Edition of 1850.
|
Published for the

author, and for sale by
|
A. Hart, J. M.

Moore, J. Penington, U. Hunt, and H.

Fanners.

2 vols. 8".

Linguistics as under titles above, vol. 2, pp.

181-182.

Copies seen : Astor.

Annals
|
of

|
Philadelphia and Penn-

sylvania, j in the olden time
; |

being a

collection of
|
memoirs, anecdotes, and

incidents | of the
|
City and its inhabi-

tants,
I

and of the
|
earliest settlements

of the inland part of Pennsylvania,
|

from
I

the days of the founders.
|
In-

tended to preserve the recollections of

olden time, and to exhibit
|
society in

its changes of manners and customs,

and the city
|
and country in their local

changes and improvements.
|
Embel-

lished with engravings, by T. H. Mum-
ford.

I
By John F. Watson,

|
Member of

the historical societies of Pennsylvania,

New York, and Massachusetts.
|
In two

volumes.
|
Vol. I[-II].

|

[Six lines quo-

tation.]
I

Philadelphia:
|
published by Elijah

Thomas, No. 5 S. Sixth street.
|
1857.

2 vols. : frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright

1 1. prospectus pp. iii-vii, advertisement pp. ix-

xi, contents pp. xiii-xv, illustrations p. xvi,

text pp. 1-604, index pp. 605-609 ; frontispiece 1

1. title verso copyright 1 1. contents pp. v-vi,

illustrations p. vii, text pp. 1-633, indexes pp.

635-642, 8°.

Linguistics as under titles above, vol. 2, pp.

181-182.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum.

Lssued also with a supplementary volume

:

•Philadelphia: J. M. Stoddard & co. 1879, 3 vols.

8°. (British Museum, Congress.)

See Smith (J. J.) and "Watson (J.

F.)

Waubuno {Chief ). See Wampum
(J. B.)

Wawasi lagidamwoganek [Penobscot].

See "Wzokhilain (P. P.)

Wawenoc. See Abnaki.

Wa-zah-wah--wa-doong, pseud. See Pit-

ezel(J. H.)

Wea. The
|
Wea primer,

|
Wev mvs nv

kv ne,
I

to
|
Teach the Wea Language.

|

Cherokee nation : j
Mission Press.

John F. Wheeler, Printer.
|
1837.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface (with Indian

heading) descriptive of system used p. 3,

characters used p. 4, text pp. 5-48, sq. 16°.

Spelling lessons, pp. 5-8.—Vocabulary, pp. 9-

43.—Keading lessons, pp. 43-47.—Hymns, p. 48.

The Wea is a dialect of the Miami.

Copies seen : American Board of Commission-

ers, Pilling.

Wea:
Primer See Wea.
Proper names Catlin (G.)

Proper names Correspondence.
Proper names Indian.

Proper names Stanley (J. M.)
Proper names Treaties.

Relationships Morgan (L.H.)

Wehkomaonganoo asquam [Massachu-

setts]. See Eliot (J.)

"Weikamp (Bev. John B.) Appendix ofthe

mass and vespers in Latin ; and prayers

in the Ottawa-Indian language. By
Eev. John B. Weikamp, Tert. O. S. F.

In Baraga (F.) and Weikamp (J. B.), Katolik

anamie masinaigan, pp. 323-346, New York and
Cincinnati, 1874, 16°.

The prayers in Ottawa occupy pp. 337-346.

"Weiser (Conrad). Table of the Names of

Numbers of several Indian Nations.

In Gentleman's Magazine, vol. 26, p. 386, Lon-

don [1756J, 8°. (Congress, Lenox.)

Numerals 1-1000 of the old Five united Na-

tions (the Mohawk in one column, the Oneiders,

Onontagers, Cayiukers, and Sinickers in a sec-

ond), the Delawares, Shawanose, and Wanats.

Western scenes and reminiscences. See

Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Wheeler {Rev. Charles H.) Etymolog-

ical vocabulary of modern geographical

names.
In Webster (Noah), American dictionary of

the English language, pp. 1625-1632, Springfield,

Mass. 1867, 4°. (Congress.)

Explanatory index of prefixes, terminations,

and formative syllables (including a few "In-

dian"), pp. 1625-1628.—A brief alphabetical list

of geographical names, with their derivation

and signification (derived largely from the In-

dian languages, and partly from the Algon-

quiau), pp. 1629-1632.

The introductory remarks say: "Many of

the translations of the Indian names here given

have been furnished, and all of them examined,
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Wheeler (C. H. )— Continued.

by Henry E. Schoolcraft, LL. D., and the Hon.

J. Hammond Trumbull, whose high reputation

and well-known accuracy in whatever relates to

the Indian languages, literature, and history,

are a sufficient guaranty for the correctness of

this portion of the Vocabulary. Information in

regard to certain names of the same class has

also been obtained from the Kev. Edward Bal-

lard, Secretary of theMaine Historical Society."

In Dr. Trumbull's essay on The composition

of Indian geographical names (Hartford 1870),

p. 50, he says :
" It may be proper to remark in

this connection, that the writer's responsibility

for the correctness of translations given in that

vocabulary does not extend beyond his own
contributions to it."

The publishers of Webster's dictionaries,

Messrs. G-. & C. Merriam «fe Co., inform me that

this etymological vocabulary first appeared in

the edition of 1864—Noah Porter's first edition.

I have not easy access to a copy of that edition,

and 80 have contented myself with titling the

nearest to it in date which the Library of Con-

gress possesses. The etymological vocabulary

appears unchanged in the 1888 issue of the

Unabridged, but has been excluded from the

new (1890) International.

[Wheeler (Eev. Leonard flemenway).]

Orthography of the Ojibway language.

[New York? 1862?]

No title page, heading only ; text pp. 1-3, 8°.

Alphabet, vowel sounds, consonants, dip-

thongs, sounds peculiar, pp. 1-2. — Examples

(13) in this orthography (Ojibway and equiva-

lent English), p. 2.—The Lord's prayer (Mat-

thew vi, 9-13, in Ojibway), p. 2.—Hymn, " Come
Holy Spirit, Heavenly Dove " (five stanzas in

Ojibway), pp. 2-3.—Questions and answers (five

of each, Ojibway and equivalent English), p. 3.

Miss Harriet Wheeler, Beloit, Wis., daughter

of the author, says: "The pamphlet entitled

'Orthography of the Ojibway language' was
published in 1862, and was the orthography

used in publishing the hymn book [see Jones

(P.) and others, pp. 269-270], a copy of which

you have." In another letter the same writer

says :

'

' After studying the language a few years

my father published an Orthography of hisown,

which he considered more simple and better

adapted to the language than the French meth-

od. It was used in his mission school at Oda-

wah, and is still used extensively by the mis-

sionaries among the Ojibways."

Copies seen : Pilling.

[ ] Confession of Faith & Covenant
of the Churches connected with Ojibwa

Mission. Translation into Ojibwa.

[1842-1866.]

Manuscript, 12 unnumbered 11. about 6 by 8

inches in size, sent to me in October, 1890, for

Inspection, by Miss Harriet Wheeler, of Beloit,

Wis., a daughter of the author, who said it had
been promised by her mother to the State His-

Wheeler (L. H. )— Continued.

torical Society. The writing stops near the

middle of the recto of the 10th leaf. The first

5 11. are in Ojibwa, the remainder being the

equivalent English. The above heading ap-

pears at the top of the first page, and the head-

ing "Covenant" at the top of the fourth page.

The first portion of the work, occupying the

first three leaves, consists of eleven numbered
articles or paragraphs, and is evidently the

"confession of faith." The "covenant" occu-

pies 11. 4 and 5. The English portion commences
on the sixth leaf with the heading "Confession

of Faith of The Mission Church at La Pointe,"

the eleven articles in English extending to the

recto of the eighth leaf, near the bottom of which
is the heading "Covenant " and the commence-
ment of the English equivalent of that portion

of the work.

[Essay towards a grammar of the

Ojibway language. 1842-1866.]

Manuscript in three parts, in the possession

of the compiler of this bibliography, consisting

of 12 pp, letter paper, 17 pp. letter paper, and

17 pp. foolscap. The work consists almost en-

tirely of verbal forms, ©oncerning this work
Mr. E. P. Wheeler, of Beloit, Wis., a son of

the author, writes me as follows

:

"It was my father's plan, had he lived, to

carry out his system of orthography in a series

of text books for use in the schools where both

the English and Ojibwa Indian languages were

taught. He hoped also to have completed a

grammarwhich he started, some manuscripts of

which may still be in existence."

Miss Harriet Wheeler, a daughter, in sending

me the manuscripts above described, says: "My
father prepared a grammar and acatechisra, but

owing to ill health was not able to finish them.

"

[Words, phrases, and sentences in the

Ojibwa language. 1842-1866.]

Manuscript, apparently a fragment, 10 un-

numbered 11. 6 by 9 inches in size ; no title or

general heading; in possession of the compiler

of this bibliography.

Ojibway and equivalent English facing.

A few headings appear— '

' Days of the week,

"

"Diff'erent kind of houses," "Things used in

making a house," "Persons and things in a

school house."

Words from the Peep of Day. [1842-

1866.]

Manuscript, 20 unnumbered 11. 6^ by 8 inches

in size, with heading as above, in possession of

the compiler of this bibliography. Parallel col-

umns ofOjibway and equivalent English. Sub-

jects are indicated here and there, such as
'

' Father's care, " " Good angels, " " The tempta-

tion," "Twelve disciples," "The first miracle,"
'

' Daughter of Jairus, " " The loaves and fishes, '

'

"Bad angels," "The creation," "Adam and
Eve, "The first sin," "The Son of God,"

"Mother of Jesus," "The Shepherds," "The
wise men."
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"Wheeler (L. H.) —Continued.

See Jones (P.) and others.

Leonard Henienway Wheeler was bom in

Shrewsbury, Mass., April 18, 1811. He gradu-

ated from Middlebury College in 1837, and from

Andover Seminary in 1840. The fall and winter

were spent attending medical lectures in Pitts-

field and practicing medicine in Lowell. On the

26th of April, 1841, he married Miss Harriet

"Wood of Lowell, and started for their mission-

ary field, arriving at La Point Island, Aug. 1,

1841. They began work at once, relieving Mr.

Hall, the founder of the mission, who devoted

the greater part of his time to translating the

Bible and Peep of Day into Ojibwa.

The Indians spent their time in hunting and

fishing, and, as Mr. Wheeler mingled among
them and studied their customs, he became

thoroughly convinced that no permanent good

could be done the Indians until these roam-

ing habits were broken up. He accompanied

them to their sugar camps at Odawah, and, ob-

serving the richness of the soil, conceived the

idea of locating the Indians upon these lands,

giving patents to them and obliging them to

work them. By the co-operation of the Amer-

ican Board with the Government, he secured

the land for the Indians, and went to Odawah in

May, 1845. His time and strength were taxed to

the uttermost in building a house for his fam-

ily, a church and school-house, preaching, teach-

ing, tending the sick, and instructing the In-

dians in the first principles of farming. In

1856 he opened a manual labor boarding-school

for the benefit of the children on the reserve.

Their education was thoroughly practical and

was intended to make self-reliant, self-support-

ing men and women of them. The school was
a success and was a power for good to all the

Indians upon the reserve. In 1862 Mr. Wheeler
published a new orthography, which was in-

troduced into the mission school. By"its use

the English teacher was able to read the Ojibwa
with one hour's study. In 1859 he published a

hymn-book (see p. 270 of this bibliographj^),

and during the next two years commenced a

grammar and catechism, but owing to ill health

it was not completed. For thirteen years Mr.
Wheeler's constitution had been giving away
to the inroads of consumption, brought on by
exposure and overwork. In the fall of 1866,

by the advice of his physician, he resigned his

work and moved to Beloit, Wis., where he died

Feb. 25, 1872.

"Whipple (Amiel Weeks), Ewbank (T.),

and Turner (W. W.). Explorations

and surveys for a railroad route from

the Mississippi river to the Pacific

ocean. | War department. | Route near

the thirty-fifth parallel, under the com-

mand of lieut. A. W. Whipple,
|
topo-

graphical engineers, in 1853 and 1854.
|

Report
I
upon

|
the Indian tribes,

|
by

Whipple (A. W.) and others— Cont'd.

I

lieut. A. W. Whipple, Thomas Ew-
bank, esq., and prof. Wm. W. Turner.

|

Washington, D. C,
\
1855.

Title verso blank 1 1. contents verso blank 1

1. illustrations verso blank 1 1. text pp. 7-127,

seven plates, 4°. Included in " Keports of ex-

plorations and surveys for a railroad from the

Mississippi river to the Pacific ocean," vol. 3,

of which it forms the third part; it was also

issued separately.

Chapter V, Vocabularies of North American
Languages (collected by A. W, Whipple; claa-

sified, with accompanying remarks, by Wm.W.
Turner)

, pp. 54-103, contains, under the heading
Algonkin, parallel vocabularies of the English,

Delaware and Shawnee, about 250 words each

(pp. 56-60), followed by remarks on the same
(pp. 60-61).

Copies seen : Bureau of Ethnology, Eamee,
Pilling.

At the sale of Prof. W. W. Turner's library

in New York, May, 1860 (nos. 294-296), eight
copies of the separate edition were sold. Mr. T.

W. Field's copy (no. 2523) sold in 1875 for $1.75.

Amiel Weeks Whipple, soldier, born in Green-

wich, Mass., in 1818; died iu Washington, T).

C, 7 May, 1863. He studied at Amherst ; was
graduated at the U. S. military academy in 1841

;

was engaged immediately afterward in the

hydrographic survey of Patapsco River, and in

1842 in surveying the approaches to New
Orleans and the harbor of Portsmouth, N. H.

In 1844 he was detailed as assistant astronomer

upon the northeastern boundary survey, and in

1845 he was employed in determining the north-

ern boundaries of New York, Vermont, and
New Hampshire. In 1849 he was appointed

assistant astronomer in the Mexican boundary
commission, and in 1853 he had charge of the

Pacific railroad survey along the 35th parallel.

In 1856 he was -appointed engineer for the

southern light-house district and superintend-

ent of the improvement of St. Clair flats in St.

Mary's river. At the opening of the civil war
he at once applied for service in the field, and
was assigned as chief topographical engineer

on the staff" of Gen. Irvin McDowell.—^ppie-
ton's Cyclop, of A m. Biog.

"White {Rev. Andrew). Grammar, dic-

tionary, and catechism in the language

of the Maryland Indians. (*)

"Father White labored among the Piscata-

ways, and these works were probably in their

language. When Rev. Father William Mc-
Sherry found White's Relatio Itineris in the

archives of the Professed House of the Jesuits

at Rome about 1832, an Indian catechism accom-

panied that document. A copy of it was prom-

ised me, but in the troubles in Italy the valu-

able papers were boxed up and stored for

safety."

—

J. O. Shea.

See Interpretation.
Andrew White, clergyman, born in London,

England, about 1579; died there 27 Dec, 1656-
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White (A.)— Continued.
He was educated at Douay college, France,

where lie was ordained priest in 1605. After

his return to England in 1606 he was arrested,

with sixteen other priests, and sentenced to

perpetual banishment. He entered the Society

of Jesus on 2 Feb., 1609, and returned to Eng-

land at the risk of his life, and was engaged in

missionary duties there until 1619. In 1633 he

was chosen by the Jesuit general, Mutius Vitel-

leschi, to accompany Lord Baltimore to this

country, with some other Jesuits. After land-

ing he devoted himself to the conversion of the

Piscataway and Patuxent Indians. Father

"White learned the language of the Indians, and

compiled a grammar, vocabulary, and cate-

chism. They were all supposed to be lost un-

til Father William McSherry discovered the

catechism in the Jesuit archives at Home.—J^p-

pleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

White (John). [Names of birds and fiishes

in the Indian language of Virginia.]

In American Ant. Soc. Proc. April 25, 1860

[no. 32], pp. 45-46, Boston, 1860, 8'^. (Eames.)

A list of twenty names of birds, and seven-

teen names of fishes, mostly with English de-

scriptions. The names are taken from the

scrap-book of 112 original drawings, in water-

color, of this artist, preserved in the British

Museum (Sloane and additional Manuscripts,

5270). This book came to the Museum with

the collection of Sir Hans Sloane; and the vol-

ume has this entry, which is believed to be in

his handwriting: "The original drawings of

the habits, towns, customs, of the "West In-

dians, and of the plants, birds, fishes, &c.,

found in G roenland, Yirginia, Guiana, &c.; by
Mr. John "White, who was a painter, andaccom-

panied Sir "Walter Kalegh in his voyage. See

the preface to the first part of ' America ' of

Theodore de Bry, or the ' Description of Vir-

ginia,' where some of these draughts are curi-

ously wrought by that graver."

Another collection of drawings by "White,

perhaps similar to the above, was sold by
Henry Stevens to the British Museum in 1866,

for 235?. It is described in the printed cata-

logue of the library as follows : "The pictures

of sondry things collected and counterfeited

according tt) the truth in the voyage made by

S'' "Walter Raleigh knight, for the discovery of

LaVirginea . . . intheyeare . . , 1585.

[The 76 original drawings in water colours

made by John "White, who was sent by Queen

Elizabeth as draughtsman in Ealeigh'a second

expedition to Virginia in 1585, some of which

were engraved by Theodor de Bry in 1590 to

illustrate his edition of Harlot's 'Report of

Virginia' in Pt. I of his America.] [1585] fol.

G.6837*."

Whiteday (Lot). See Gatschet (A. S.)

[Whiting (Henry).] Ontwa, |
the | son

of the forest.
| A poem.

|
[Two lines

quotation.]
|

Whiting (H.) — Continued.

New York : | Wiley and Halstead,
|

Office of the Literary and Scientific

Eeposltory.
| MDCCCXXII [1822].

Title verso copyright 1 1. advertisement pp.
iii-v, errata p. vi, text pp. 7-136, 12°.

Linguistics as under title next below.
Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum.

C ] Ontwa, the Son of the Forest. A
poem. [Two lines quotation. ]

In the Columbian Lyre, or Specimens of
Transatlantic poetry, pp. i-iv, 5-90, Glasgow,
1828, 16°. (Congress.)

" Illustrations " (pp. 65-90), contains one line

of a Miami song, p. 82.

Whitney (Josiah Dwight). See Foster
(J. W.) and Whitney (J. D.)

Wilkins (David). See Chamberlayne
(J.)andWilkins(D.)

Wilkins (John). An essay
|
Towards a

I

real character,
|
And a

|

philosophical

I
language.

|
By John Wilkins D.D.

Dean of Kipon,
|
And Fellow of the

royal society.
|
[Engraved coat of

arms.]
|

London,
|
Printed for Sa : Gellibrand,

and for
[
John Martyn Printer to the

royal
|
society, 1668.

Resolution to print (dated 13th of April, 1668)

recto blank 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. epistle

dedicatory 3 11. to the reader 2 11. contents 2

11. errata verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-454, 1 blank

1. title (An alphabetical dictionary etc.) verso

blank 1 1. advertisement 3 11. text 75 unnum-
bered 11. two folded plates and three folded

tables, folio.

The Lord's prayer in fifty languages (inter-

linear), of which no. 49 is in the language of

Kew England (Massachusetts, from Eliot's

bible), pp. 435-439.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Con-

gress, Eames, "Watkinson.

Williams (Roger), A Key into the
|
Ian-'

guage
I

of
I

America :
|
or,

|
An help to the

Language of the Natives
|
in that part

of America, called
|
New-England.

|

Together, with briafe Observations of

the Cu-
I

stomes, Manners and Wor-

ships &c of the
I

aforesaid Natives, in

Peace and Warre,
|
in Life and Death.

1
On all which are added Spiritual! Ob-

servations,
I
Generall and Particular by

the Authour, of
|
chiefe and speciall use

(upon all occasions,) to
|
all the English

Inhabiting those parts;
|
yet pleasant

and profitable to
|
the view of all men

:

I
by Roger Williams | of Providence in

New-England.
|



A.

i\ Fj;\ Hirothc

AMERICA^.
An help to the L-rf--.m ?{>,? of the t^/itha

iathac parte"
"

"
'

Together, with hricU v , ? ._

^

.

* fi:oiii!es/Manm.rs and ^A ^,i .^

arorc-uid 'i\fth'is, in Peace .aui VV

.

On all which ar? added Spitui^aii Objeyu^i'lms^

Geitcrailaod Particular [wthe*^{*'^i-/^^?»'?', of
ciuete ami i^cci iiruie(«pc;i .lil occjiiionij'^'.o

all the En'Ji*b Ifjbr.'iicira thole pares; >

yzi plealant and pmuublc' to

cbevKvvoi'aiUi'en :>

£r ROGER WILLIAMS

t:

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF ROGER WILLIAMS'S KEY.
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"Williams (B.)— Continued.

London, | Printed by Gregory Dex-

ter, 1643.

Title verso blank 11. To my Deare and"Wel-

beloved Friends and Counft]rey-men, in old and

new England 6 11. Directions for the use of the

language 1 1. text pp. 1-197, table etc. 3 unnum-
bered pp. 24°. See the fac-simile of the title-

page.

The pagination of this work is faulty in sev-

eral instances, and the collation above does not

give the true number of pages, which is 224.

The first 16 pages are unnumbered. Up to p.

76 it is correctly paged ; 77 is numbered 67, 80

is called 86, and 94 and 95 precede 92 and 93 in

numbering though correct in reading. None of

the&e errors, however, affect the number.

There is no 96 or 97. After 114 comes 105, and

this error of 10 pages in the numbering runs

throughout. Allowing for pp. 96 and 97, it

leaves a plus of 8 pages, making the number in

the book 16 (preliminary), 205, 3= 224.

Chap. I. OfSalutation,pp.l-10.—Chap.II. Of
Eating and Entertainment, pp. 10-17.—Chap.

III. Concerning Sleepe and Lodging, pp. 17-

21.—Chap. nil. Of their Names [and numer-

als], pp. 22-27.—Chap. V. Of their relations of

consanguinitie and affinitie, or. Blood and Mar-

riage, pp. 27-31.—Chap. VI. Of the Family and

businesse of the House, pp. 31-48.—Chap. YII.

Of their Persons and parts of body, pp. 48-53.

—

Chap. [ V]III. Of Discourse and Newes, pp. 54-

62.—Chap. IX. Of the time of the day, pp. 62-

64 —Chap. X. Of the season of the Yeere, pp.

65-68.—Chap. XI. Of Travell, pp. 68-78.-Chap.
XII. Concerning the Heavens and Heavenly

Lights, pp. 79-81. — Chap. XIII. Of the

Weather, pp. 82-85—Chap. XIY. Of the Winds,

pp. 85-88.—Chap. XV. Of Fowle, pp. 88-92

[94].—Chap. XVL Of the Earth, and the Fruits

thereof, <fec., pp. 92 [94]-104 [102].—Chap. XVIL
Of Beasts, &c., pp.104 [102]-108 [106]. -Chap.
XVIIL Of the Sea, pp.108 [106]-113 [lllj.—

Chap. XIX. Of Fish and Fishing, pp. 113 [111]-

109 [117].—Chap. XX. Of their nakednesse

and clothing, pp. 110 [118]-114 [122.] -Chap.
XXI. Of Religion, the soule, &c., pp. 114 [122]-

132 [140].—Chap. XXII. Of their Government
and Justice, pp. 132 [140J-137 [145].—Chap. XXI
[XXIII]. Of Marriage, pp. 138 [146]-143 [151].—

Chap. XXVI [XXIV]. ConcerningtheirCoyne,

pp. 144 [152]-150 [158].—Chap. XXV. Of buying

andselling.pp. 151 [159]-159[167].-Chap.XXVL

Of Debts and Trusting, pp. 159 [167J-162 [170].—

Chap. XXVII. Of their Hunting, &c., pp. 163

[171]-169 [177].—Chap. XXVIIL Of their Gam-
ing, &c.,pp.l69 [1771-174 [182].—Chap. XXIX.
Of their Warre, &c., pp. 174 [182]-183 [191].-

Chap. XXX. Of their paintings, pp. 183 [191]-

185 [193].—Chap. XXXI. Of Sicknesse. pp. 185

[1931-192 [200].—Chap. XXXII. Of Death and
Buriall, &c., pp. 192 [200]-197 [205].

Each chapter contains short vocabularies

and dialogues in Indian and English, followed

by observations, and ending with a poem.

Williams (R.)— Continued.
The last page has this indorsement

:

"I have read over these thirty Chapters of

the American Language, to me whollj' un-

knowne, and the Observations, these I conceive

inoffensive; and that the Worke may conduce
to the happy end intended by the Author. lo.

Langley.

"Printed according to this Licence ; and en-

tred into Stationers Hall."

This is the earliest printed book of Roger
Williams. In the preface he says :

" I drew the

Materialls in a rude lumpe at Sea, as a private

helpe to my owne memory, that I might not by
my present absence lightly lose what I had so

dearely bought in some few yeares hardship,

and charges among the Barbarians
; yet being

reminded by some, what pitie it were to bury
those Materialls in my Grave at land or Sea;
and withall, reraembring how oft I have been
importun'd by worthy friends, of all sorts, to

afford them some helps this way," etc.

Copies seen: Boston Public, Brown, Congress,

Harvard, Lenox, Massachusetts Historical

Society, Trumbull.

At the Field sale, no. 2560, a levant morocco
copy brought $79; at the Brinley sale, no. 5679,

a handsomely bound copy, $55 ; at the Murphy
sale, $77. Priced by Quaritch, 1887, 45J:.

Reprinted as follows

:

A key into the language of America,

or an help to the language of the na-

tives in that part of America called

New-England ; together with briefe

observations of the customes, manners,

and worships, &c. of the aforesaid na-

tives, in peace and warre, in life and
death. On all which are added, spirit-

uall observations generall and particu-

lar, by the authour, of chiefe and special

nse (upon all occasions) to all the En-
glish inhabiting those parts; yet pleas-

ant and profitable to the view of all

men. By Roger Williams, of Provi-

dence, in New England. London.
Printed by Gregory Dexter. 1643.

In Rhode Island Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 1, title

leaf and pp. 17-163, Providence, 1827, 8°.

This reprint issued separately as follows

:

A key
|
into the

|
language of Amer-

ica;
I
or an

I

help to the language of

the natives in
|
that part of America

called
I

New-England;
|
together with

briefe observations of the customes,
|

manners, and worships, «&c. of the

aforesaid
|
natives,

|
in peace and

warre, in life and death.
|
On all which

are added,
(
spirituall observations gen-

erall and particular, by
|
the authour,

of chiefe and speciall use (upon ) all
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Williams (R.)— Continued,

occasions) to all the English inhabit-
|

ing those parts
;

yet pleasant and
|

profitable to the view of
|
all men.

|
By-

Roger Williams,
j
of Providence, in

New England.
|

London.
|
Printed by Gregory Dex-

ter.
I

1643. [Providence. 1827.]

Title verso blank 1 1, text pp. 17-163, "the

table " verso approval 1 1. 8°.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, British Mu-
seum, Trumbull.

A Key into the Language of Amer-

ica : Or an Help to the Language of the

Natives, in that part of America, called

New England. Together with brief

Observations of the Customs, Manners,

and Worships, &c. of the aforesaid

Natives, in Peace and War, in Life and

Death. By Roger Williams of Provi-

dence in New England.
In Massachusetts Hist. Soc. Coll. first series,

vol. 3, pp. 203-239, Boston, 1794, 8°. The vol-

ume was reprinted at Boston in 1810.

The above partial reprint ofRoger Williams'

Key does not include the Narraganset vocabu-

laries. It contains, however, many native terms

scattered throughout, and on p. 210 are the nu-

merals 1-6 masculine, and 1-5 feminine. Sub-

sequently, at the request of Dr. B. S. Barton,

the vocabularies were reprinted as follows :

< Vocabulary of the Narroganset Lan-

guage.
In Massachusetts Hist. Soc. Coll. first series,

vol. 5, pp. 80-106. Boston, 1816, 8°.

The vocabularies of each chapter, which
were omitted in the preceding reprint, are here

given in full.

The volume was originally printed in 1798
;

this I have not seen; but besides the above
reprint of 1816 there is also one of 1835. (Con.

gress.

)

A key into the language of America,

edited by J. Hammond Trumbull.
In Narragansett Club Publications, first se-

ries, vol. 1, pp. 1-219, 3 pp. (table and licence),

ProvidencB, 1866, sm. 4°.

This reprint (with half-title as above verso

blank) is accompanied by a preface, pp. 3-16,

and copious notes by Dr. Trumbull. In his pref-

ace he says: "It has been the desire of the

Narragansett Club and the constant aim of the

editor, to ensure the literal accuracy of the

reprint,—even to the reproduction of the typo-

graphical errors—of the original. " The pagina-

tion of the original work is shown by brackets.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Congress,

Trumbull, Earaes.

The Field copy, no. 2562, sold for $9; the
Brinley copy, no. 5681, $5; the Murphy copy,

no. 2737, $10. Priced by Triibner, 1882, p. 3, 1 I.

lU. 6d.

Williams (R. ) — Continued.

A key into the language of America,

or an help to the language of the na-

tives of New England, London, by
Roger Williams : 1643.

In Baird (S. F.), U. S. Commission of Fish
and Fisheries, part 1, pp. 164-165, Washington,
1873, 80.

Indian names of various fishes (reprinted

from the Rhode Island Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 1).

See Wood (W.)
Roger Williams, founder of Rhode Island,

born in Wales in 1599 ; died in Rhode Island

early in 1683. He embarked at Bristol 1 Dec,
1630, in the sbip "Lion," and on 5 Feb., 1631,

arrived at Boston. Soon after his arrival in

Massachusetts he was invited to the church at

Salem as assistant to the pastor, Mr. Skelton.

Mr. Williams was settled 12 April, 1631, as as-

sistant or teacher in the Salem church. At
lUymouth he was settled in August, 1631, as

assistant to the pastor, Ralph Smith. Here he
made his first acquaintance with the chiefs of

the Wampanoags and li^arragansetts, and being

an excellent linguist soon learned to talk in the

language of those Indians.

In 1634 he was settled as pastor of the church
in Salem.

In 1638 he assisted John Clarke and William
Coddington in negotiating the purchase of

Aquidneck, or Rhode Island, for which the

Indians were liberally paid.

In 1643 he went to England and obtained the

charter for the Rhode Island and Providence

settlements, dated 14 March, 1644. Mr. Wil-

liams landed in Boston 17 Sept., 1644. Through
his exertions a treaty was made with the Nar-

ragansetts 4 Aug. , 1645, which saved New Eng-
land from the horror s of an Indian war.

Mr. Williams sailed in November, 1651, for

England, in company with John Clarke.

He returned to Providence in 1654 and took

part in the reorganization of the colonial gov-

ernment in that year. He was chosen, 12 Sept.,

1654, president of the colony and held that of-

fice until May, 1658.

In King Philip's war Mr. Williams accepted

a commission as captain of militia, and was ac-

tive in drilling the train-bands, though his ad-

vanced age prevented him from taking the

field.

—

Appleton's Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Williamson (William Durkee). The
f

history | of the
|
state of Maine

; (

from
I

its first discovery, A. D. 1602,
|

to
I

the separation, A. D. 1820, inclu-

sive.
I

By William D. Williamson.
| In

two volumes,
j
Vol. I [-!!]•

I

Hallowell : |
Glazier, Masters & co.

|

1832.
2 vols. : title verso copyright 1 I. preface pp.

iii-iv, list of authors, pp. v-vi, contents pp.

vii-xii, text pp. 9-650, appendix pp. 651-660;

title verso copyright 1 1. contents pp. iii-viii,

text pp. 9-705, appendix pp. 707-714, 8°.
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Chapter xvil, The Aborigines, etc. (vol. 1, pp.

453-462), contains an account of the Mohegans
and Algonquins; Indian language and inter-

course ; thirty tribes in New England ; their

names; four dialects in Xew-England: 1st, the

Mohegan ; 2d, the Aberginian ; 3d, Abenequls

and Etechemin ; and 4th, Mickmak.—Chapter

XVIII, Natives of Maine, etc. (pp. 463-483),

relates to the Abenaques and Etechemins; the

Sokokis, Annasagunticooks, Canibas and
"Wawenocks ; the Tarratines ; the Openangos
or 'Quoddy tribe ; the Marechites ; and the

Mickmaks.—Chapter xix, The persons of the

natives, etc. (pp. 484-514), contains an account

of the language, including a few specimens in

Tarratine on pp. 511-513 ; short comparative

vocabulary in Mohegan, Openango, Tarratine,

Algonquin, Delaware, Mickmak, and Virgin-

ian, pp. 512-513; numerals 1-1000 in English,

Tarratine, Mohegan, andVirginian.p. 512; and

the Lord's prayer in the Tarratine dialect, with

English translation, word for word, p. 513,

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Eames, Shea.

Mr. Eames has also another copy of this work,

in cloth boards, uncut edges, with paper labels

on the backs, printed appareutlj^ about 1860,

but, like the titles, dated 1832. The contents of

the two volumes agree exactly with the above

as far as page 660 of volume 1, and as far as page

711 of volume 2. The variations are as follows:

In volume 1 another appendix is added (no. 4,

Sketches of the principal characters in Maine,

etc.), filling pp. 661-696. In volume 2 the ap-

pendix no. 5 (List of Counties and Towns
within the State, etc., pp. 712-714 of the above,

ending on page 714 with a note of seven lines),

is omitted, and in its place is inserted a new
appendix no. 5 (Index . . . a list of counties

and corporate towns inclusive), filling pp. 712-

729. This is a general index to both volumes.

Excepting the titles, and the absence of the

portrait and plate, the sheets of this copy are

the same as in the edition of 1839 described

below, of which it seems to be merely a reissue.

In neither do the lists of contents include the

additions.

For a reprint of the Tarratine material see

Drake (S. G.)

The
I

history
|
of the | state of

Maine;
|
from

|
its first discovery, A.

D. 1602,
I

to
1
the separation, A. D. 1820,

inclusive.
|

With an Appendix and Gen-

eral Index.
I
By William D. William-

son,
I
Corresponding Member of the

Mass. Historical Society
; |

and Member
of Hist. Soc. in Maine.

|
A new impres-

sion.
I

In two volumes.
|
Vol. I [-II].

|

Hallowell : |
Glazier, Masters &

Smith.
I
1839.

2 vols. : portrait of the author 1 1. title verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv, list of authors pp.
v-vl, contents pp. vii-xii, text pp. 9-650, ap-
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pendix pp. 651-696 ; view of the state house 1 1.

title verso blank 1 1. contents pp. iii-viii, text

pp. 9-705, appendix pp. 707-711, index pp. 712-

729, 8°.

Linguistics as under title next above.

Copies seen : Eames.

Willis (William). The language of the

Abnaquies, or Eastern Indians. By
Wm. Willis.

In Maine Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 4, pp. 93-117,

Portland, 1856, 8°.

Vocabulary of the Abenaqnis (175 words from

Easles' dictionary), pp. 100-102.—Catalogue of

names applied to portions of the state of

Maine, with definitions, pp. 103-111.

This article includes ; Chute (J. A.), Vocabu-

lary of the Delawares of Missouri, pp. 115-117.

For extracts see Thoreau (H.D.)

For a supplementary article see Potter (C. E.)

The Indians of Hudson's Bay, and

their language ; selected from Umfre-

ville's "Present state of Hudson's

Bay," by Wm. Willis.

In Maine Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 6, pp. 265-272,

Portland, 1859, 8°.

Names of months in the language of the

Hudson's Bay Indians, p. 268 : in Abnaki (from

Vetromile), p. 269; in Nehethawa, p. 270.

—

Vocabulary (25 words) of the Nehethawa,

Assinee Poetuc, Fall Indians, and Blackfoot,

p. 271.

William Willis, lawyer, born in Haverhill,

Mass., 31 Aug., 1794 ; died in Portland, Me., 17

Feb., 1870. He was graduated at Harvard in

1813, and admitted to the bar in January, 1817.

In 1855 he was elected to the Maine senate and

in 1859 he became mayor of Portland. He was
chosen a Republican presidential elector in

1860, and the degree of LL. D. was conferred on

him by Bowdoin in 1867. He was a member of

nearly all the State historical societies, in-

cluding that of Massachusetts, ofwhich, in 1867,

he was elected vice-president, and in ]855-'59

he was one of the vice-presidents of the New
England historic-genealogical society. He
became in 1828 a member of the Maine histori-

cal society, of which he was successively

recording secretary, treasurer, and then presi-

dent in 1856-65.—Appleton's Cyclop, of Am.
Biog.

Wilson ('Daniel). Prehistoric man
|
Re-

searches into the origin of civilisation

I

in the old and the new world
|
By

|

Daniel Wilson, LL. D.
|
professor of

history and English literature in Uni-

versity college, Toronto;
|
author of

the ''Archaeology and prehistoric annals

of Scotland," etc.
|
In two volumes.

|

Volume I [-II].
I

Cambridge:
|
Macmillan and co.,

(

and 23, Henrietta street, Covent gar-
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Wilson (D. ) — Continued.

den,- 1 London.
|
1862.

|
(The right of

Translation is reserved.)

2 vols. : half-title verso design 1 1. colored

frontispiece 1 1. title verso printer 11. dedication

verso blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-xvi, contents pp.
xvii-xviii, text pp. 1-488, plan ; half-title verso

design 1 1. colored froijtispieco 1 1. title verso

printer 1 1. contents pp. v-vi, text pp. 1-475, ap-

pendix pp. 478-483, index pp. 485-499, verso

advertisement, 8°.

Word for mother, "in several American In-

dian languages, including the Arapahoe, vol.

1, p. 71.—Names for "horse" in Cherokee,

Chippewa, Delaware, and Dakota, vol. 1, p. 72.

—

Examples of onomatopoeia in the Chippewa,

Ottawa, and Mississagua dialects of the Algon-

quin (including a vocabulary of 23 words), vol.

I, pp. 73-74.—A few Chippewa terms relating to

tobacco and smoking, vol. 2, pp. 15-16, 29-30.

—

A few specimens of compound words in Algon-

quin, vol. 2, pp. 136-137, and many Indian terms,

passim.

Copies seen : British Museum, Congress,

Eames, Watkinson.

. Prehistoric man
|
Researches into

the origin of civilisation
|
in the old

and the new world
|
By

|
Daniel Wil-

son, LL.D.
I
professor [&c. two lines.]

I
Second edition.

|

London :
|
Macmillan and co.

1
1865.

|

(The right of Translation is reserved.)

Half-title verso design 1 1. colored frontispiece

I I. title verso printer 1 1. dedication verso blank

1 1. contents pp. vii-xiii, colored plate 1 1. illus-

trations pp. xv-xvi, preface (dated 29th April

1865) pp. xvii-xviii, preface to the first edition

pp. xix-xxvi, half-title verso blank 1 1. text pp.

1-622, index pp. 623-635, 8°.

Linguistics as under previous title, pp. 59, 60,

61, 62, 63-64, 318-319, 379.

Copies seen : British Museum, Eames.

Prehistoric man
|
Researches into

the Origin of Civilisation
|
in the Old

and the New World.
|
By | Daniel Wil-

son, LL. D., F. R. S. E.
I
professor [&c.

two lines.]
|
Third edition, revised and

enlarged,
|
with illustrations.

|
In two

volumes.
|
Vol. I [-II].

|

London :
|

Macmillan and Co.
|
1876.

|

(The right of Translation is reserved.)

2 vols. : half-title verso design 1 1. colored

frontispiece 1 1. title verso printers 1 1. dedica-

tion verso blank 1 1. preface (dated 18th Novem-
ber 1875) pp. vii-viii, contents pp. ix-xiii, illus.

trations pp. xiv-xv, text pp. 1-399; half-title

verso design 1 1. colored frontispiece 1 1. title

verso blank 1 1. contents pp. v-ix, illustrations

pp. x-xi, text pp. 1-386, index pp. 387-401, works
by the same author etc. 1 1. 8°.

Chippewa terms, vol. 1, pp. 200, 213, 392 ; vol.

2, pp. 363-364.—Algonquin terms, vol. 2, pp. 64-

'fiS, 355, 366-367.—Names for "horse" in Dela-

"Wilson (D. ) — Continued.

ware and Chippewa, vol. 2, p. 363.—Cree and

Shyenne names for the dog, hog, and cat, vol.

2, p. 363.—Odawah and Chippewa terms, vol. 2,

2, p. 367.—Examples of onomatopoeia in the

Chippewa, Odawah, and Mississaga dialects of

the Algonquin (including a vocabulary of

about 26 words), vol. 2, pp. 368-369.

Copies seen: British Museum, Eames, Har-

vard.

Wilson {Eev. Edward Francis). The
|

Ojebway language :
j

a manual | for mis-

sionaries and others employed among
|

the Oj eb way Indians.
|
In three parts :

|

Part I. The grammar.
|
Part II. Dia-

logue and exercises.
I
Part III. The dic-

tionary.
I

By the rev. Edward F.Wilson.
|

Toronto :
|
printed by Rowsell and

Hutchison,
|
for the venerable society

for promoting christian knowledge,
|

London.
|
1874.

Title verso blank 1 1. introduction pp. iii-v,

text pp. 7-412, sq. 16°.

Grammar, pp. 7-121.— Dialogue and exer-

cises,pp. 123-148.—English-Ojebway dictionary,

double columns, alphabetically arranged, pp.

149-412.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell, Wiscon-

Bin Historical Society.

[ ] Shingwauk |
hymn book

|
[De-

sign.]
1

Printed 1
by Indian boys at the

|

Shingwauk Home
|
Sault Ste. Marie

[Canada]. |
1877 I Price 5 cents

Cover title verso index, no inside title, text

in the Chippewa language 24 unnumbered 11.

index continued recto of back cover, 32°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Missionary work
|
among

|
theOjeb-

way Indians. | By the
j
rev. Edward F.

Wilson.
I

Published under the direction

of the tract committee.
|

London :
|

Society for promoting

christian knowledge,
]
Northumberland

avenue, Charing cross, W. C;
j 43,

Queen Victoria street, E. C;
| 26, St.

George's place, Hyde park corner, S. W.

I

Brighton : 135, North street.
|
New

York : E. & J. B. Young & co.
|
1886.

Frontispiece, title verso blank 1 1. contents

pp. v-vi, preface pp. vii-ix, text pp. 11-255, 16°.

Portions of the Lord's prayer in Ojebway,

pp. 59, 100.—Bible verse in Ojebway, p. 252.—

Ojebway words and expressions, and proper

names with meanings, scattered through the

text ; see pp. 11, 30, 33, 34, 51, 54, 65, 80, 99,247, 249.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

Report on the Blackfoot tribes.

Drawn up by the Rev. Edward F. Wil-
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son, and supplementary to that fur-

nished in 1885 by Mr. Horatio Hale.

In British Ass. Adv. Sci. Report of the 57th

meeting, held at Manchester in August and
September, 1887, pp. 183-197, London, 1888, 8vo.

Ten words in O.jibway, Cree, and Blackfoot

which bear some resemblance to one another,

p. 194.— Eleven points of resemblance in the

grammatical construction of those three lan-

guages, with examples, pp. 194-195.—Vocabu-

lary of 190 Blackfoot words, pp. 196-197.

The Ojibway Indians.

In Our Forest Children, vol. 1 (no. 12), pp. 1-3,

Shingwauk Home [Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario],

February, 1888, 4°.

Remarks on the grammar, pp. 2-3.—Vocabu-

lary (about 90 words, English and Ojibway),

p. 3.

Something about Indian Languages.
In Our Forest Children, vol. 2 (no. 9), pp. 31-

32, Shingwauk Home [Sault Ste. Marie, On-

tario], November, 1888, 4°.

Names of colors, etc. in Sioux and Ojibway,

and a word or two in Cree, Blackfoot, and Mic-

mac.

The Blackfeet Indians.

In Our Forest Children, vol.2 (extra no. 10),

pp. 1-4, Shingwauk Home [Sault Ste. Marie

Ontario], Christmas, 1888, 4°.

Grammatic remarks, p. 3.—Vocabulary, con-

sisting of numerals, familiar words, and easy

sentences, p. 4.

Mr. Wilson informs me that this article was
extracted from his Report on the Blackfoot

tribes to the British Association, for title of

which see above.

The Ottawa Indians. By Rev. E. F.

"Wilson.

In Our Forest Children, vol. 3 (no. 3, new se-

ries no. 1), pp. 1-6, Shingwauk Home [Sault Ste.

Marie, Ontario], June, 1889, 4°.

"A brief insight into the grammar of the Ot-

tawa Indians and a short vocabulary of their

words," about 112word8 and sentences, English

and Ottawa, pp. 4-5.

[ ] An Indian history.

[Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. 1889.]

No title, heading as above, pp. 1-15, 8°. A
circular distributed for gathering information,

linguistic and ethnologic, regarding any partic-

ular tribe of Indians. On the first page the

author says he is "trying to collect material

with a view to publishing a short popular his-

tory of some one hundred or so of the best

known Indian tribes, together with a little in-

sight into the vocabulary and grammatical

structure of each of their languages." Page

2, pronunciation
; pp. 3-7, words and sentences,

three columns, the first English, the second ex-

amples (Ojibway, Munsey, Ottawa, Abenaki,

Cree, Blackfoot, Micmac, Delaware, Pottawata-

mi, Cheyenne, Arapahoe), from various Indian

languages, the third is left blank for filling in

Wilson (E. F.) — Continued.
the particular language desired

; pp. 7-10, ques-

tions concerning language, with examples
(Ojibway); pp. 11-14, questions of history

; p.

15, "A few particulars about the Indians."

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

The Delaware Indians. By Rev. E.

F. Wilson.

In Our Forest Children, vol. 3 (no. 7, new
series no. 5), pp. 65-69, Shingwauk Home [Sault

Ste. Marie, Ontario], October, 1889, 4°.

A few remarks on the grammatical structure

of the Delaware language, p. 68.—Vocabulary,
Delaware-English (about 100 words and
phrases), p. 68.

The Cheyenne Indians. By Rev. E.

F. Wilson.

In Our Forest Children, vol. 4 (no. 6, new se-

ries, no. 16), pp. 243-247, Shingwauk Home
(Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario), September, 1890, 4°.

Vocabulary, English-Cheyenne (about 100

words and phrases), pp. 246-247.

A comparative vocabulary.
In the Canadian Indian, vol. 1 (no. 4), pp. 104-

107, Owen Sound, Ontario, January, 1891, 8°.

A vocabulary of ten words in about 56 lan-

guages, mostly North American, and including

the Ojebway, Pottawatami, Cree, Blackfoot,

Micmac, Kickapoo, Cheyenne, Delaware, Abe-
naki, Ottawa, and Minominee.

See Jacobs (P.) and others.

editor. See Canadian Indian, in the

Addenda.

See Our Forest Children.

See Pipe of peace.

Rev. Edward Francis "Wilson, son of the late

Rev. Daniel Wilson, Islington, prebendary of

St. Paul's Cathedral, and grandson of Daniel

"Wilson, bishop of Calcutta, was born in London
December 7, 1844, and at the age of 1 . left school

and emigrated to Canada for the purpose of

leading an agricultural life; soon after his

arrival he was led to take an interest in the

Indians, and resolved to become a missionary.

After two years of preparation, much of which
time was spent among the Indians, he returned

to England, and in December, 1867, was or-

dained deacon. Shortly thereafter it was ar-

ranged that he should return to Canada as a

missionary to the Ojibway Indians, nnder the

auspices of the Chnrch Missionary Society,

which he did in July, 1868. He has labored

among the Indians ever since, building two
homes—the Shingwauk Home, at Sault Ste.

Marie, and the "Wawanosh Home, two miles from
the former—and preparing linguistic works.

[Wimer (James).] Events
|
in

|
Indian

history,
|
beginning with an account of

the
I

origin of the American Indians,
|

and early settlements in North America,

I
and embracing

|
concise biographies

I
of the principal chiefs and head-
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Wimer (J.) — Continued,

sachems
|
of the different Indian tribes,

I
with

I
narratives and captivities,

|

including
|
the destruction of Schenec-

tady, murder of Miss M'Crea,
|
de-

struction of Wyoming, battle of the

Thames and
|
Tippecanoe, Braddock's

defeat, General Wayne's
|
victory at

Miami, life of Logan, massacre
|
of the

Indians at Lancaster, Pa.,&c. [ Also
|

an appendix,
|
containing the statistics

of the population of
|
the U. States,

and an Indian vocabulary.
|
Illustrated

with eight fine engravings.
|

Lancaster:
|
published by G. Hills &

CO.
I
Dryson, Pearsol and Wimer,

printers.
|
1841.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright 1 1. con-

tents pp. 3-8, preface pp. 9-12, text pp. 1.3-632,8°.

Dictionary of [Knistenanx] Indian words

and phrases (ahout 325, from Mackenzie), pp.

529-536.

Copies seen : Congress.

There i^ an edition with title and collation

as above and imprint as follows : Philadelphia

:

I
published by Gr. Hills & co.

i
March 4, 1842.

(Astor, Congress.)

And another with title as above except that

after the word " engravings " it reads as fol-

lows: (Copyright secured.) | Lancaster:
|

pub-

lished by G. Hills & co.
|
Dyson, Pearsol and

Wimer, printers.
| 1843. Collation as above.

(Congress.)

W[inslow] (E[dward]). Good
|
uevves

|

from New-England :
|
or

| A true Rela-

tion of things very re-
I

markable at the

Plantation of Plimoth
|
in New-Eng-

land.
I

Shewing the wondrous provi-

dence and good-
|
nes of God, in their

preservation and continuance,
[
being

delivered from many apparent
|
deaths

and dangers.
|
Together with a Rela-

tion of such religious and
|

civill Lawes
and Customes, as are in practise

amongst
|
the Indians, adjoyniug to

them at this day. As also
|
what Com-

modities are there to be raysed for the

I
maintenance of that and other Plan-

ta-
I

tions in the said Country,
|
Writ-

ten by E. W. who hath borne a part in

the
I

fore-named troubles, and there

lined since
|
their first Arrivall.

|

London
j
Printed by I. D. for William

Bladen and lohn Bellamie, and
|
are to

be sold at their Shops, at the Bible in

Pauls-Church-
|

yard, and at the three

Golden Lyons in Corn-hill,
|
neere the

Royall Exchange. 1624.

Winslow (E.) — Continued.
Title verso blank 1 1. to all wel-willers (Aj

and As) 2 11, to the Eeader 1 1. text pp. 1-66,

postscript (paged 59) verso blank 1 1. 4°.

Brief specimens of the language of the New
England Indians, pp. 27, 28, 42.

Copies neen : British Museum, Brown, Lenox.
It is probable there were two editions of this

work issued in the same year, as the copy in the
CarterBrown library, Providence, has two title-

pages—one as above and one with minor varia-

tions and with two lines added after the word
"arrivall, " as follows : "Wherevnto is added by
him a briofe Relation of a credible

| intelligence

of the present estate of Virginia.

This copy has a leaf following the postscript,

with the heading: "A briefe Relation of a
credible intelligence of the present estato of

Virginia," which is not in the other copies seen

by me.
At the Murphy sale, no. 2750, a copy (contain-

ing the additional leaf at the end, but with only

the usual title as above) brought $40. The
Barlow copy, no. 2694 (now in the Lenox
Library), brought $350.

Partly reprinted in Purchas (S.), Pilgrimes,

vol. 4, pp. 1853-1871, London, 1625, folio, the lin-

guistics appearing on pp. 1860, 1861, 1864.

Reprinted (from Purchas) in Massachusetts
Hist. Soc. Coll. first series, vol. 8, pp. 289-276;

and (completed from the original edition) sec-

ond series, vol. 9, pp. 74-104, Boston, 1802, 1822,

8°. Linguistics, vol, 8, pp. 2,59-260, 269.

Also in Young (A.), Chronicles of the Pilgrim

Fathers, pp. 269-375, Boston, 1841, 8° ; linguis-

tics, pp. 316-31 9. Also, Boston, 1844, 8°.

Edward Winslow, governor of Plymouth
colony, born in Droitwich, near "Worcester,

England, 18 Oct., 1595 ; died at sea, 8 May, 1655.

He sailed in the " Mayflower " with the band of

first settlers at Plymouth, and on 22 March,

1621, he was deputed to negotiate with Massa-

soit, making a treaty that remained intact till

it was broken by Kin:^ Philip in 1675. In July,

1621, "Winslow conducted the first embassy to

the Indians, which was also the first attempt of

the English to explore the mterior.—Appleton'

8

Cyclop, ofAm. Biog.

Winsor (Justin), e^^i^or. The
|
memorial

I

history of Boston,
]
including

|
Suf-

folk county, Massachusetts.
1
1630-1880.

I

Edited
|
By Justin Winsor,

|
librarian

of Harvard university.
|
In four vol-

umes.
I

Vol. I C-IV],
I

The early and

colonial periods [-The last hundred

years. Part II. |
Special topics].

|

Issued under the business superintend-

ence of the projector,
|
Clarence F.

Jewett.
I

Boston :
|
James R. Osgood and com-

pany.
I
1880 [-1881].

4 vols, maps, plates, and fac-aimiles, 4°.

Trumbull (J. H.), The Indian tongue and its
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"Winsor ( J. )— Continued.

literature as fashioned by Eliot and others, vol.

1, pp. 465-480.

Copies seen: Boston Athenseum, British Mu-
seum, Congress, Eames, Harvard, Massachu-

setts Historical Society, "Watkinson.

Aboriginal
|
America [-The Later

History
|
of

| British, Spanish, and
|

Portuguese America]
|

[Design]
|
Nar-

rative and critical
|
history of America

I

edited
|
By Justin Winsor

|
librarian

of Harvard university
|
corresponding

secretary Massachusetts historical soci-

ety
I

Vol. I [-VIII]
I

Boston and New York
|
Houghton,

Mifflin and company
|
The Riverside

Press, Cambridge
|
1889 [-1884-1889]

8 vols, maps and plates, 8°. Vols. 3 and 4 are

dated (in the copyright only) 1884; vol. 2 (in the

copyright only) 1885; vol.5 (on the title) 1887;

vols. 6 and 7 (on the titles) 1888 ; and vol. 8 (on

the title) 1889.

Bibliographical notes on American linguis-

tics, by the Editor, vol. 1, pp. 421-428, contains

titles of some of the more important guides to

the literature of the subject, including a num-

ber which relate especially to the Algonquian

languages.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Athenaeum,

Bureau of Ethnology, Congress.

Some copies were printed on large paper in

quarto. (Eames.)

Winthrop (John). The
|
history

|
of

|

New England
|
from

|
1630 to 1649.

|

By John Winthrop, esq. | first gover-

nour of the colony of the Massachusetts

bay.
I

From
|
his original manuscripts.

I
With notes

|
to illustrate

|
the civil

and ecclesiastical concerns, the geogra-

phy, settle-
I

ment and institutions of

the country, and the lives
|
and man-

ners of the principal planters. | By
James Savage,

|
member of the Massa-

chusetts historical society. | Vol. I

[-II].
I
[Three lines quotation.]

|

Boston:
|
printed by Phelps and Farn-

ham,
I

No. 5, Court Street.
| 1825

[-1820].

2 vols. : portrait 1 1. title verso copyright

notice 1 1. preface pp. iii-viii, title and dedica-

tion of the edition of 1790 p. fix], preface to the

edition of 1790 pp. x-xi, notice and errata p.

[xii], note on an inserted slip, text pp. 1-333,

appendix pp. 335-424; title verso copyright

notice 1 I. text pp. 3-338, addenda pp. 339-350,

appendix pp. 351-397, errata p. [398], general

index pp. 399-429, plate, 8°.

Savage (,T.), A list of the ancient Indian
names of our modern towns, &c. vol. 2. pp. 392-

395.

"Winthrop (J.) — Continued.
Copies seen : Astor, Congress, Eames, Massa-

chusetts Historical Society, Trumbull.

The original edition, Hartford, 1790, does not

contain the linguistics. (British Museum.)
A later edition with title-pages as follows:

The
1
history of New England 1 from

I

1630 to 1649.
I
By |

John Winthrop,

esq.
I

first governour of the colony of

the Massachusetts bay.
|
From

|
his or-

iginal manuscripts.
|
With notes

|
to il-

lustrate
I

the civil and ecclesiastical

concerns, the geography, settle-
|
ment,

and institutions of the country, and the

lives
I

and manners of the principal

planters.
|
By James Savage,

|

presi-

dent of the Massachusetts historical

society.
|
A new edition,

|
with addi-

tions and corrections by the former edi-

tor.
I

Vol. I [-II].
I

[Three lines quo-

tation.]
I

Boston :
|
Little, Brown and company.

I
M DCCC LIII [1853].

2 vols. : portrait 1 1. title verso copyright and
printers 1 1. preface to this edition pp. iii-vi,

preface to the second edition (1825) pp. vii-xiii,

title and dedication of the edition of 1790 p.

[xv], preface to the edition of 1790 pp. xvi-xviii,

note p. [xixj, notice and errata p. [xx], text pp.

1-401, appendix pp. 403-514, plate ; title verso

copyright and printers 1 1. text pp. 3-413, ad-

denda pp. 415-428, appendix pp. 429-483, general

index pp. 485-504, 8=^.

Linguistics as under title next above, vol. 2,

pp. 476-480.

Copies seen: Astor, British Museum, Con-

gress, Eames, Massachusetts Historical Soci-

ety, Trumbull.

Wisconsin Historical Society : These words fol-

lowing a title or within parentheses after a note

indicate that a copy of the work referred to has

been seen by the compiler in the library of that

institution, Madison, Wis.

Witherell (Benjamin Franklin Haw-
kins). Reminiscences of the North

-west. By Hon. B. F. H. Witherell, of

Detroit.

In Wisconsin Hist. Soc. Coll. vol. 3, pp. 299-

337, Madison, 1857, 8°.

A few Chippewa names of places in Wiscon-
sin.

Wlkr Potrwatome. See Simerwell ( R.

)

Wobanaki kimzowi [Penobscot]. See

Wzokhilain(P. P.)

Wokiimayaan [Micmac]. SeeRand(S.
T.)

Wolcott ( Z>r*. Alexander). History and
language of the Pottowattomies.

In Schoolcraft (H. R.), Travels in the cen-

tral portions of the Mississippi valley, foot-note,

pp. 380-386, New York, 1825, 8°.
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Wolcott (A. )— Continued.
A general discussion, including grammatic

comments, examples, etc.

Wood (Silas). A sketch
|
of the

|
First

Settlement
|
of the

|
several towns on

Long-Island
; |

with their
]

political

condition,
|
to the

|
end of the Ameri-

can revolution.
| By Silas Wood.

|

Brooklyn, N. Y.
|
Printed by Alden

Spooner, 50 Fulton-street.
|
1824.

Title verso blank 1 1. advertisement verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 5-55, appendix pp. 56-66, 8°,

Gardiner (J. L.), Montauk vocabulary, foot-

note, p. 28.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Atlienseum,

Eames.

The Menzies copy, no. 2185, sold for $19.50.

—— A sketch
|
of the

|
First Settlement

|

of the
I
several towns on Long- Island;

I
with their

|
political condition,

|
to

the
I

end of the American revolution.
|

By Silas Wood.
|
Revised edition.

|

Brooklyn, N. Y.
|
Printed by Alden

Spooner, 55 Fulton-street, j 1826.

Title verso advertisement 1 1. text pp. 3-91,

appendix pp. 92-111, contents and errata p.

[112], 8°.

G-ardiner (J. L.), Montauk vocabulary, foot-

note, p. 57.

A few words of the Delaware, Mohegan, Mas-

sachusetts, Narraganset, and Montauk com-

pared, foot-note, pp. 57-58.

Copies seen .• Boston Public, Congress, Eames.

—— Asketch
|
of the

|
First Settlement

|

of the
I
several towns on Long-Island

;

I
with their

|
political condition,

| to

the
I

endof the American revolution.
|

By Silas Wood.
|
A new edition.

|

Brooklyn, N. Y.
|
Printed by Alden

Spooner, Fulton-street.
|
1828.

Title verso advertisement 1 1. text pp. 3-120,

appendix pp. 121-181, contents verso errata 1 1.

80.

Linguistics as in edition of 1826 titled next

above, foot-note, p. 69.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Eamee, Massachusetts Historical Society.

The Field copy, no. 2599, sold for $6.50.

—— A sketch
|
of the

|
first settlement

|

of the several towns on
|
Long-Island,

I
with their

|
political condition,

| to

the
I

end of the American revolution,
|

by
I

Silas Wood
|
With a Biographical

Memoir and Additions by
|
Alden J.

Spooner.
|
A Portrait and Photographs

of Dwellings.
]

Brooklyn :
|
printed for the Furman

club.
( 1865.

Portrait 1 1. title verso note and printers 1 1.

introductory note pp. iii-iv, biographic sketch

Wood (S.)— Continued.

pp. v-xxi, reprint of the title of the 1828 edition

verso advertisement 1 1. text pp. 3-122, appen-
dix pp. 123-186, contents verso blank 1 1. addi-

tions by tho editor pp. 189-200, illustrations and
index pp. 201-205, errata p. [206], two plates,

folio. An octavo form printed on folio sheets.

200 copies printed on small paper in folio, and
50 copies on large paper in atlas folio.

Linguistics as in edition of 1826, titled above,

foot-note, pp. 70-71.

Copies seen : Boston Public, British Museum,
Eames.

The Murphy copy, no. 2759, sold for $7.

Wood (Bev. Thomas). [Grammar, etc.,

of the Micmac language.] (*)

Rev. T. "Wood, before going to Nova Scotia,

was, for some years, the Society's missionary in

iNew Jersey. In 1762 he attended, during an

illness of several weeks, the Vicar-General of

Quebec, M. Maillard. After residing some time •

at Halifax, he took up his residence, in 1763, at

Annapolis (formerly Port Eoyal), where he

remained during the rest of his life, dividing

his labours between Annapolis and Granville.

He immediately applied himself to the study of

the Micmac (Indian) language, with no other

assistance than he could derive from the

papers of M. Maillard, and fully determined to

persevere until he should be able to publish a

grammar, a dictionary, and a translation of the

bible. In 1766 he sent home the first volume of

his grammar, with a translation of the creed,

the Lord's prayer, <fcc., and was now able to

minister to the Indians in their own language.

After a successful ministry of about thirty

years he died at Annapolis, on the 14th of De-

cember, 1118.—Sprague.

Mr. J. T. Bulmer, librarian of the University

of Dalhousie, Halifax, Nova Seotia, writes me

:

"In the report for 1767 the Society for the

propagation of the gospel in foreign parts

acknowledgesthe receipt of several translations

into Micmac and the first part of his French

and English Micmac grammar. I am of the

opinion that, while Mr. Wood could translate

and preach in Micmac, M. Maillard's grammar
was really the basis of his work. Several cir-

cumstances lend probability to this opinion.

How did he come to make a French part to his

Micmac grammar, when the probabilities aie

against his knowledge of that language ? So

far as I have been able to ascertain none of his

works were printed, and I have made frequent

applications to the society in London for his

manuscripts, but in vain."

Wood (William). New
| Englands

|

prospect.
I

A true, lively, and experi-

men-
|
tall description of that part of

America, 1 commonly called New Eng-

land :
I

discovering the state of that

Coun- 1
trie, both as it stands to our

new-come |
English Planters ; and to
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Pridtcd at tm<im by Th .C^mJor i^hn Beimf^ arc m h%
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FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF WOOD'S NEW ENGLAND'S PROSPECT OF 1634.
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"Wood (W.)— Continued,

the old
I

Native Inliabitauts.
|
Laying

downe that which may both enrich the

I

knowledge of the mind-travelling

Reader,
|
or benefit the future Voyager.

I

By William Wood,
|

[Design.]
|

Printed at Loudon by Tho. Cotes, for

lohu Bellamie, and are to be sold
|
at his

shop, at the three Golden Lyons in

Corne-hill, neere the
|
Royall Ex-

change. 1634.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication to Sir Wil.

liain Armyne 1 1. to the reader 1 1. lines to the

author verso table and errata 1 1. text pp. 1-98,

vocabulary etc. 3 unnumbered 11. (verso of last

leaf blank), map, 4°. See the fac-simile of the

title-page.

Chap, xvill, Of their Language, pp. 91-92,

contains a tew general remarks. The speci.

mens of language fill the five unnumbered

pages at the end, headed as follows :

"Because many have desired to heare some

of the Natives Language, I have here inserted

a small Nomenclator, with the Names of their

chiefe Kings, Elvers, Moneths, and dayes,

w hereby such as have in-sight into the Tongues,

may know to what Language it is most in-

clining; and such as desire it as an iinknowne

Language onely, may reape delight, if they can

get no profit."

The nomenclator is a vocabulary of about

265 words, in Massachusetts Indian and En-

glish, alphabetically arranged. It is followed

by the numerals 1-20, " The Indians count their

time by nights, and not by dayes, as followeth,"

" How they call their Moneths," "The names of

the Indians, as they be divided into several

Countries," "The Names of Sagamores,"

"The names of the noted Habitations," and

"At what places be Rivers of note." These
supplementary names are all in Indian.

Copies seen : Boston Public, British Museum,
Brown, Lenox, Massachusetts Historical So-

ciety.

Stevens's Nuggets, no. 2901, priced a copy 5 I.

58. The Murphy copy, no. 2760, sold for $50.

Priced by Qnaritch, no. 29805, iOl.

""Wood had been living in New England

about four years, and in the compilation of his

vocabulary he may have been assisted by
Roger Williams, who, before he left Salem, had

made considerable progress in the Indian lan-

guage."

—

Trumbull.

New
I

Englands
|

prospect.
| A true,

lively, and experimen-
|

tall descrip-

tion ofthat part of America,
I

commonly
called New England:

|
discovering the

state of that Conn-
|
trie, both as it

stands to our new-come
|
English Plant-

ers; and to the old
|
Native Inhabi-

tants.
I
Laying downe that which may

both enrich the | knowledge of the

Wood (W. )— Continued,

mind-travelling Reader,
|
or benefit the

future Voyager.
|
By William Wood.

|

[Design.]
|

Printed at London by Tho. Cotes, for

lohn Bellamie, and are to be sold
|
at

his shop, at the three Golden Lyons
in Corne-hill, neere the |

Royall Ex-
change. 1635.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication 1 1. to the

reader 1 1. lines to the author verso the table

1 1. text pp. 1-83, vocabulary 5 unnumbered
pp. map, 4°.

Linguistics as in edition of 1634 tilled next

above, pp. 78-79, and the fiveunnumbered pages

at the end.

Copies seen: British Museum, Brown, Con-

gress, Harvard, Lenox, Massachusetts Histori-

cal Society.

Stevens's Nuggets, no. 2902, priced a copy 4Z.

14fi. 6(J. At the Menzies sale, no. 2187, a copy,

crushed green levant morocco, paneled and gilt

sides, gilt edges, "Mr. Rice's copy, no better

than this, sold for $200," brought $115 ; the Briu-

ley copy, no. 377, $80; another copy, no. 378, $40;

another, no. 2713, $27.50.

New
1
Englands

1
prospect. | A true,

lively, and experimentall
|
description

of that part of America, com-
|
monly

called New England : dis-| covering the

Btateof that Country, both as
|
it stands

to our new-come English Plan-
|
ters;

and to the old Native
|
Inhabitants.

|

Laying down that which may both en-

I

rich the knowledge of the mind trav-

elling
I
Reader, or benefit the future

Voyager.
|
By William Wood.

|
[De-

sign.]
I

London,
|
Printed by John Dawson,

and are to be sold by lohn Bellamy
|
at

his shop, at the three Golden Lyons in

Corne-
]
hill, neere the Royall Exchange,

I
1639.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication 1 1. to the

reader 1 1. lines to the author verso table 1 1.

text pp. 1-83, vocabulary 5 unnumbered pp.

map, 4°.

Linguistics as in edition of 1634 titled above,

pp. 78-79, and the five unnumbered pages at

the end.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Brown,

Lenox.

Priced in Stevens's Nuggets, no. 2903, il. 14»,

6d. ; by Quaritch, no. 29806, 201.

New-England's prospect. | Being
|

A true, lively, and experimental De-

scription
I
of that part of

|
America,

|

commonly called
| New-England :

|
dis-

covering
I
The State of that Country,

both as it stands
|

to our new-come
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"Wood (W.) — Contimied.

English Planters ; and to the
|
old Na-

tive Inhabitants.
|
And | Laying down

that which may both enrich the
|
Knowl-

edge of the Mind-travelling Reader, or

I
benefit the future Voyager.

|
The

Third Edition.
|
By William Wood.

|

London, Printed 1639.
|
Boston, New-

England, Re-printed,
|
By Thomas and

John Fleet, in Cornhill ; and
|
Green

and Russell, in Queen-Street, 1764.

Title verso blank 1 1. introductory essay to

this edition [by Nathaniel Rogers ?] pp. i-xviii,

text pp. 1-122, vocabulary pp. 123-128, 8°.

Linguistics as in edition of 1634 titled above,

pp. 112-113, 123-128, and in addition a few words

in Penobscot compared with St. John's Indian,

in footnote of the editor on p. 114.

Copies seen : Boston Athenaeum, Brown, Con-

gress, Harvard, Lenox, Massachusetts Histor-

ical Society.

At the Brinley sale, no. 379, a finely bound

copy brought $20; another copy, no. 380, $8 ; the

Murphy copy, no. 2761, sold for $1.

—— The
I
Publications of the Prince So-

ciety,
I
Established May 25th, 1858.

|

Wood's
I
New-England's prospect. |

[Seal of the society.]
|

Boston:
|
printed for the society,

|

By John Wilson and Son. | 1865.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso notes 1

1. contents verso blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-x,

preface to edition of 1764 pp. xi-xxxi, title of

1634 edition verso blank 1 1. dedication 1 1. to

the reader 1 1. lines to the author verso table 1

1. text pp. 1-110, vocabulary 3 11. constitution

and list of members pp. 117-124, index pp. 125-

131, map, sm. 4°.

Linguistics as under titles above, pp. 102-103,

[111]-[116].

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Boston Pub-

lic, British Museum, Congress, Eames, Har-

vard, Trumbull.

The Brinley copy, no. 381, sold for $7.

The vocabulary is reprinted in part in Allen

( W.), American biographical aodhisftorical dic-

tionary, pp. 790-791, Boston, 1832, 8° ; and p. 879,

Boston, 1857, S°.

William "Wood, colonist, born in England
about 1580; died in Sandwich, Mass., in 1639,

He emigrated to this country in 1629, and
returned to England in 1633. He soon after-

ward sailed again for Massachusetts and settled

at Lynn, which town he represented in the

general court in 1636. He removed to Sand-

wich the following year, became town-clerk,

and resided there until his death.

—

Appleton's

Cyclop, of Am. Biog.

Wood-ward (Ashbel). Historical Ad-

dress, by Ashbel Woodward, M. D.

In Celebration of the 150th Anniversary of

the primitive organization of the Congrega-

Woodward (A.) — Continued.
tional church and society in Franklin, Conn,

pp. 11-92, New Haven, 1869, 8°.

Contains Indian names [in Connecticut] by
J. Hammond Trumbull, pp. 46-48.

—— Wampum,
| a paper presented to

|

The Numismatic and Antiquarian So-

ciety
I
of Philadelphia. | By | Ashbel

Woodward, M. D.,
|
of Franklin, Conn

,

I
corresponding member.

|

Albany, N. Y.:
| J. Munsell, printer.

|

1878.

Half-title on cover, title verso copyright 1 1.

resolution of the society verso blank 1 i. note

verso blank i 1. text pp. 7-61, sm. 4°.

[Algonquiau] Indian names for money, wam-
pum, etc. pp. 8-12.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Eames, Shea, Trumbull.

Wampum
j
a paper presented to

| the

Numismatic and antiquarian society
|

of Philadelphia
|
By

|
Ashbel Wood-

ward, M. D.
I
of Franklin, Conn.,

|

corresponding member.
|
Second edi-

tion.
I

Albany, N. Y.: | Munsell, printer.
|

1880.

Pp. 1-56, 8o.

Copies seen : Shea, Trumbull.

Wooleagunoodumaktin [Micmac], Se«

Rand (S.T.)

Words

:

Abnaki See Brown (W. W.)
Abnaki Chase (P. E.)

Abnaki Drake (S.G.)

Abnaki Fitch (A.)

Abnaki Gatschet (A. S.)

Abnaki Grasserie (E. de la).

Abnaki Gray (A.) and Trumbull

(J.H.)

Abnaki Latham (R. G.)

Abnaki Mcintosh (J.)

Abnaki Petitot (E. F.S.J.)

Acadian Smet (P. J.de).

Algonquian Bartlett (J. R.)

Algonquian Beauregard (0.)

Algonquian Beverley (R.)

Algonquian Brinton (D.G.)

Algonquian Chamberlain (A. F.)

Algonquian Chamberlayne (J.) and

Wilkins (D.)

Algonquian Charencey (H. de)

.

Algonquian Chase (P. E.)

Algonquian Crane (W.W.)
Algonquiau Dudley (P.)

Algonquiau Elliott (A. M.)

Algonquiau Fritz (J. F.) and
Schultze (B.) .

Algonquian Gatschet (A. S.)

Algonquian Grasserie (R. dela).

Algonquiau Latham (R.G.)

Algonquian Lewis (R.B.)
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"Words— Continued Words— Continued.
Algonquian See Loudon (A.) Chippewa See Wright (S. G.)

Algonquian McDonnell (W.) Chippewa Yankiewitch (F.)

Algonquian Moore (E.) Cree Duncan (D.)

Algonquian Nantel (A.) Cree Gatschet (A. S.)

Algouquian Perez (J.) Cree Gerard (W. R.)
Algonquian Schomburgk (R. H.) Cree Grasserie (R. de la).

Algonquian Simon (B. A.) Cree Green (S. A.)
Algonquian Smith (E.) Cree Haines (E. M.)
Algonquian Vater(J. S.) Cree Hovelacque (A.)
Algonquian Woodward (A.) Cree Kovar (E.)
Arapaiio Chase (P.E.) Cree Latham (R.G.)
Arapaho Smithsonian. Cree McDougall (J.)
Blackfoot Buschmann (J.C. E.) Cree MacLean (J. P.)
Blackfoot Chase (P.E.) Cree Petitot (E.F. S.J.)
Blackfoot Frost (J.) Cree Smet (P. J.de).
Blackfoot Latham (R. G.) Cree Tyrrell (J. B.)
Blackfoot Mogridge (G.) Cree Vater (J. S.)
Blackfoot Petitot (E. F. S. J.) Delaware Brinton (D. G.)
Cheyenne Bellas (H.H.) Delaware Cass (L.)
Cheyenne Chase (P. E.) Delaware Chareocey (H. de).
Cheyenne Smithsonian. Delaware Dally (E.)
Cheyenne Wilson (E.F.) Delaware Grasserie (R. de la).
Chippewa Belden (G. P.) Delaware Haldeman (S. S.)
Chippewa Buschmann (J. C. E.) Delaware Hale (H.)
Chippewa Chamberlain (A. F.) Delaware Hovelacque (A.)
Chippewa Cha'eaubriand(F.A.de). Delaware KovAr (E.)
Chippewa Cooke (W. W.) Delaware Latham (R.G.)
Chippewa Duncan (D.) Delaware . Lesley (J. P.)
Chippewa Fr6miot (N. M.) Delaware Loskiel (G.H.)
Chippewa Gatschet (A. S.) Delaware Mcintosh (J.)

Chippewa Gerard (W. R.) Delaware MacLean (J. P.)
Chippewa Gordon (H. L.) Delaware Malte-Brun.
Chippewa Grasserie(R.dela). Delaware Merian (A. A. von).
Chippewa Gray (A.) and Trumbull Delaware Orbigny (A.D.d').

(J.H.) Delaware Orouhyatekha.

Chippewa Green (S. A.) Delaware Sanders (D. C.)

Chippewa Haines (E.M.) Delaware Sayce (A.H.)

Chippewa Hale (H.) Delaware Schomburgk (R.H.)

Chippewa Hindlev (J. L) Delaware Sener (S. M.)

Chippewa Hoffman (W.J.) Delaware Shea(J.G.)

Chippewa Hovelacque (A.) Delaware Smet (P. J. de).

Chippewa Kohl (J. G.) Delaware Smithsonian.

Chippewa Kov4r (E.) Delaware Threlkeld (L. E.)

Chippewa Latham (R. G.) Delaware Um6ry (J.)

Chippewa McDougall (J.) Delaware Vail (E. A.)

Chippewa Mcintosh (J.) Delaware Vater (J. S.)

Chippewa MacLean (J. P.) Delaware Warden (D. B.)

Chippewa Mallery (G.) Delaware Wilson (D.)

Chippewa Malte-Brun. Delaware Yankiewitch (F.)

Chippewa Merian (A. A, von). Hudson Bay Willis (W.)

Chippewa Norris (P.W.) Illinois Latham (R. G.)

Chippewa 0'Meara(F.A.) niinois Schomburgk (R.H.)

Chippewa Petitot (E.F. S.J.) Illinois Vater (J. S.)

Chippewa Ramsay (A.) Kaskaskia Sener (S.M.)

Chippewa Sanders (D. C.) Kikapoo Mcintosh (J.)

Chippewa Schomburgk (R. H.) Kikapoo Schomburgk (R.H.)

Chippewa Sener(S.M.) Kikapoo Smet (P. J.de).

Chippewa Slight (B.) Maliseet Dawson (J. W.)

Chippewa Smet (P. J.de). Mallseet Roberts (G. G.)

Chippewa Smithsonian. Massachusetts Allen (W.)

Cliippewa Tyrrell (J. B.) Massachusetts Dudley (P.)

Chippewa Vater (J. S.) Massachusetts Green (S. A.)

Chippewa Vetromile (E.) Massachusetts Halo (H.)

Chippewa Wilson (D.) Massachusetts Latham (R. G.)

Chippewa Wilson (E.F.) Massachusetts MacLean (J. P.)
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Words— Continued
Massachusetts See

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Menomonee
Menomonee
Menomonee
Menomonee
Menomonee
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Mississagua

Mississagua

Mississagua

Mohegan

Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Mohegan
Montauk
Montauk
Munsee
Munsee
Munsee
Munsee
Munsee
Nanticoke

Nanticoke

Nanticoke

Nanticoke

Narragansett

Narragansett

Narragansett

Narragansett

Narragansett

Narragansett

Narragansett

Narragansett

Narragansett

Morenas (M.)

Pickering (J.)

Schomburgk(R.H.)
Threlkeld(L.E.)

Vail (E. A.)

Chamberlain (A. P.)

Gatschet (A. S.)

Haines (E.M.)

Hovelacque (A.)

Latham (R.G.)

Chamberlain (A.F.)

Latham (R. G.)

Mcintosh (J.)

Malte-Brun.

Merian (A. A. von).

Sener (S. M.)

Smet (P.J.de).

Vater (J. S.)

Warden (D.B.)

Dawson (J.'W.)

Elder (W.)

Ganong(W.F.)
Gatschet (A. S.)

Gerard (W.E.)

Hale (H.)

Hardy (C.)

Latham (R. G.)

Leland (C. G.)

Maillard (A. S.)

Vetromile (E.)

Wilson (E. F.)

Jones (P.)

Schomburgk (R. H.)

Sener (S.M.)

Chamberlayne (J.) and

Wilkins (D.)

Latham (R.G.)

Mcintosh (J.)

Lesley (J. P.)

Merian (A. A. von).

Schomburgk (R. H.)

Sener (S.M.)

Smith (P. H.)

Vater (J. S.)

Latham (R.G.)

Smithsonian.

Jones (N. W)
Schomburgk (R.H.)

Smith (J. H.)

Sener (S.M.)

Vater (J. S.)

Barton (B.S.)

Latham (R. G.)

Schomburgk (R.H.)

Sener (S.M.)

Barton (B.S.)

Commuck(T.)
Dexter (H.M.)

Featherman (A.)

Gray (A. ) and Trumbull
(J. H.)

Green (S. A.)

Hovelacque (A.)

Latham (R. G.)

Mcintosh (J.)

Words— Continued
Narragansett See

Narragansett

Narragansett

Narragansett

Nari^gansett

Narragansett

New England
New England
Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa
Ottawa

Ottawa

Ottawa

Pampticough

Passamaquoddy
Passamaquoddy
Passamaquoddy
Passamaquoddy
Penobscot

Penobscot

Penobscot

Penobscot

Penobscot

Penobscot

Penobscot

Penobscot

Penobscot

Penobscot

Piaukashaw
Piankashaw
Pottawotomi

Pottawotomi

Pottawotomi

Pottawotomi

Pottawotomi

Pottawotomi

Pottawotomi

Powhatan
Powhatan
Sac and Fox
Sac and Fox
Sac and Fox
Sankikani

Sankikani

Sankikani

Savanna

Savanna

Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Shawnee
Sheshtapoosh

MacLean(J. P.)

Malte-Brun.

Sener (S.M.)

Smet (P. J. de).

Vater (J.S.)

Warden (D. B.)

Sparks (J.)

Winslow (E.)

Gatschet (A. S.)

Haines (E.M.)

Hovelacque (A.)

Latham (R. G.)

Schomburgk (R. H.>

Schoolcraft (H.R.)

Sener (S.M.)

Smithsonian.

Warden (D.B.)

Alger (A.L.)

Latham (R.G.)

Leland (C.G.)

Orbigny (A.D.d').

Barton (B. S.)

Bolton (H. C.)

Hale (H.)

Leland (C.G.)

Lesley (J. P.)

Mcintosh (J.)

Malte-Brun.

Sener (S.M.)

Smet (P. J. de).

Vater (J.S.)

Mcintosh (J.)

Smet (P.J. de),

Baschmann (J. O.E.)

Mcintosh (J.)

Orbigny (A.D.d').

Sener (S.M.)

Smet (P. J. de).

Smithsonian.

Vater (J. S.)

Featherman (A.)

Malte-Brun.

Latham (R. G.)

Schomburgk (R.H.)

Smithsonian.

Lesley (J. P.)

Merian (A. A. von).

Warden (D. B.)

Fritz (J. F.) and
Schult7.e(B.)

Tankiewitch (F.)

Buschmann (J. C. E.)

Gatschet (A. S.)

Gerard (W. R.)

Latham (R.G.)

Mcintosh (J.)

Rafinesque (C. S.)

Schomburgk (R. H.)

Sener (S.M.)

Smet (P.J.de).

Smithsonian.

Vater (J.S.)

Tankiewitch (F.)

Teates (J.)

Latham (R.G.)
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Words— Continued.

Souriqnois See Lesley (J. P.

)

Souriquois Merian (A. A. von).

Virginia Gray (A.) and Truta-

bull (J.H.)

Virginia Vater(J. S.)

Worsley (Israel). A view
|
of the

|

American Indians
|
their general char-

acter, customs, language,
|
public festi-

vals, religious rites,
|
and traditions :

|

shewing them to be the descendants of

I
the ten tribes of Israel.

|
The Lan-

guage of Prophecy concerning them,

and the course by which they travelled

from
I
Media into America.

|
By Israel

Wors'iey.
|

London:
|

June, MDCCCXXVIII
[1828].

I
Printed for the author, and

sold by R. Hunter,
|
St. Paul's church-

yard, and the author,
|
at Plymouth.

Colophon: Printed by W. W. Arliss, Ply-

mouth.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso printer 1

1. contents pp. i-ii, preface pp. iii-xii, text pp.

1-185, colophon p. [186], advertisement verso

blank 1 1. 12°.

Of the language of the Indians, pp. 104-lH,

contains general remarks concerning the Al-

gonquian and Huron, from Adair, Charlevoix,

and Edwards.

Copies seen : Astor, Boston Athenaeum, Brit-

ish Museum, Congress, Eames, Shea, Trumbull.

"Wright (S. T.) [Editorial in the Ojibway
language.]

In the Indian, vol. 1, no. 22, p. 4 (p. 244 of the

vol.), Hagersville, Out. December 15, 1886, 4°.

Consists of six lines only.

editor. See Indian.

Wright {Rev. Sela Goodrich). Linguistic

evidence of the degeneracy of savage

tribes.

In Bibliotheca Sacra,vol.—
, pp. 725-727, Ober-

lin, Ohio, 1889. 8°. (*)

Contains Ojibway words, with meanings.

Issued separately, also, with the heading "(Re-

print from Bibliotheca Sacra, Oct., 1889.)" (Pil-

ling.)

Wusku wuttestamentum [Massachu-

setts]. See Eliot (J.)

Wussukwhonk En Christianeue [Mas-

sachusetts]. See Mather (C.)

Wzokhilain (Peter Paul). Wawasi
|

lagidamwoganek
| mdala

| chowagi-

darawoganal
|
tabtagil,

|
onkawodoko-

dozwal
I

wji
I

pobatami kidwogan.
| P.

P. Wzokhilain.
|

Boston:
|
printed by Crocker& Brew-

ster,
I
47, Washington Street.

|
1830.

Wzokhilain (P. P.) — Continued.
Translation: Holy laws ten commandments

with explanations for christian instruction.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-35, 24°.

Religions instruction and scripture texts,

including the ten commandments, with ex-

planations, entirely in the Penobscot dialect of

the Abnaki language.

Copies seen : American Board of Commission-

ers, Boston Athenaeum, Eames, Pilling, Powell,.

Trumbull.

Wobanaki
|
kimzowi awighigan,

|
P.

P. Wzokhilain,
|
kizitokw.

|

[Picture.]
|

Boston :
|

printed by Crocker and
Brewster.

|
1830.

Title verso blank 1 1. alphabet p. 3, text pp.
4-90, and 1 folded leaf containing "a perpetual

almanack," 24°. Spelling and reading book in

the Penobscot dialect of the Abnaki language,

including a number of vocabularies, Indian

and English.

Copies seen: Boston Athenaeum, Eames, Pil-

ling, Powell.

For extracts from this work see Kidder (F.)

[ ] Kagakimzouiasis
|
ueji

|
Uo'bana-

kiak
I

adali kimo'gik aliuitzo'ki
|
Za

Plasua.
I

Imprira^ par Frechette & Cie.
|
Rue

Lamontagne, No. 25, Basse-Ville, Que-

bec.
I

1832.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-44, 16°, in the

Abnaki language, St. Francis [Za Plasua] dia-

lect.

Alphabet, p. 3.—Primer lessons, pp. 4-7.—
Numerals, p. 8—Roman Catholic prayers, cate-

chism, acts, etc. pp. 9-44.

This translation of the Catechisme du dioc^se^

de Quebec is attributed to Wzokhilain on the

authority of Dr. J. Hammond Trumbull. It is

quite certain, however, that the version is of a

much older date. The Lord's Prayer and An-

gelical Salutation on pp. 9-10 are identical with

the specimens given by Father Vetroiuile in

the third edition of the Indian good book (New
York, 1858), pp. 578-579, from an "ancient man-

uscript" in the pure Abnaki language, concern-

ing which see pp. 508-509 of this bibliography.

About the time of the publication of the above

catechism, Wzokhilain abjured Protestantism

for a short period, for the purpose of gaining

the consent of Simon Oborasawin, great chief

of St. Francis, to the marriage of his daughter.

Itispossible, therefore, that he may have edited

the little book as a token of his professed sin-

cerity to Catholicism. The approbation of the

bishop of Quebec, dated May 15, 1832, is printed

on the last page.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell, Trum-
bull, Verreao.

Priced by Gagnon of Quebec, in 1889, cata-

logue 12, no. 53, $2.

[ ] St. Mark[intheAbnakilanguage],
[Montreal, 1844 ?]
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Wzokhilain (P. P.)— Continued.

No title-page, heading only; text pp. 1-58,

12°.

" The gospel of Mark translated into the

Abenakis language by Mr. Oaunkhirhine

[Wzokhilain] has recently been printed at

Montreal, missionary friends in that vicinity

uniting to defray the expense."

—

Am. Board
Com. Ann. Eept. 1845, p. 205.

Copies seen: American Bible Society, Powell.

Wzokhilain (P. P.)— Continued.

Pierre Paul Osunkhirhine, afterwards known
as "Masta," was an Indian of St. Francis.

He received a good education at Moore's

Charity School, Hanover, N. H., and returned

to his native village as a Protestant missionary.

In his tract and primer in the Penobscot lan-

guage his name on the title-page was necessa-

rily printed Wzokhilain, because it could not be

more exactly transliterated into that language.



Y.

Yale t This -word following a title or within pa-

rentheses after a note indicates that a copy of

the work referred to has been seen by the com-

piler in the library of Tale College, New
Haven, Conn.

[Tankie-witch (Feodor) de Mirieivo.']

CpaBHHTe^JbHblH
I
CJOBapb

I

BCfeXl
I
aSblKOB'bH

Baptiifl,
I
no a36yiHOMy nopfl4Ky

|
pacno.io-

meeaufi.
|
Hacib nepBaaf-qeTBepTafl]

|
A-4

[C-0].
1

B^ CaHKraneinep6ypr6, 1790[-1791].

Translation: Comparative
|
dictionary |

of

all
I
languages and dialects 1 in alphabetical

order | arranged. | Part first [-fourth] A-D
[S-Th]. I At St. Petersburg, 1790 [-1791]

4 vols.: title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-454

;

title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-499 ; title verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 1-518 ; title verso blank 1 1.

text pp. 1-618, 4°.

About two hundred and seventy-four lan-

guages and dialects are here represented, of

whichtwenty-five are American . Among the 1 at-

ter are the HHDHBecKn (Chippewa), 4e.jaBapCKH
(Delaware), IIIaBaacKn (Shawnee), Haptiie
Hapo40B'b ua ptK* /^ejaBapt (dialect of the
people on the river Delaware), and Hap'64ie

HapojOBT) Ra pfeK-fi IIIaBaHO-fe (dialect of the

peopleon the riverSavannah). Numerousworda
of the three first named are scattered through

the work, which is printed entirely in Russian
characters. The last two appear mostly in the

first volume. Each page is divided into three

columns, the first containing in alphabetical

order the words of various languages, the sec-

ond showing the Russian equivalents, and the

third giving the names of the languages repre-

sented in the first column. This edition was
edited by Feodor Tankiewitch. One thousand
copies were printed.

Copies seen: British Museum, Eames.

The work of which the above is a re-ar-

rangement was begun by the empress Cather-

ine II of Russia in the summer or autumn of

1784. After laboi ing on it personally for about
nine months, she called Prof Peter Simon Pallas

to her aid, and ordered him to digest the mate-

rial and prepare it for the press. On the 22d of

May, 1785, a circular or prospectus of the work
was issued ; and in 1786 a Modele du vocabu-

laire, qui doit servir a la comparaison de totites

les langties, 4 11. 4°, was printed, and sent out for

the purpose ofobtaining additional in formation.

One copy or more of this specimen was for-

Yankiewitch (F.)— Continued.
warded to General "Washington, through the

Marquis de Lafayette, with a request for some
authentic vocabularies of the North American
Indians. The receipt of this application was
acknowledged on May 10th, 1786, by General

Washington, who wrote on the 20th of the fol-

lowing August to Capt. Thomas Hutchins, en-

closing the printed specimen, and asking for

vocabularies of the Ohio Indians. A few months
later, November 27th, 1786, hearing that

Richard Butler had been appointed Superin-

tendent of Indian Affairs, General Washington
wrote to him, requesting him to obtain the

printed form from Capt. Hutchins, and to col-

lect the desired information. A little more
than a year passed before the material was
ready. On the 20th of January, 1788, Washing-
ton transmitted to Lafayette a vocabulary of

the Shawanese and Delaware languages, col-

lected by Mr. Butler, together with a shorter

specimen of the language of the southern

Indiana by Mr. Benjamin Hawkins.
In the meantime, by order of the empress,

work on the great comparative vocabulary had

been rapidly hurried on. The first section was
completed and published, with Latin titles pre-

fixed, Linguarum totius orbis vocabularia com-

parativa; augustissimae cura collecta, Petropoli,

1786-1789, 2 vols.4o. (Eames) It comprised

words in 51 European, 137 Asiatic, and 12 Poly-

nasian languages, with the numerals at the end

in 225 languages, all in Russian chaiacters. 285

selected words were treated separately, 130 in

the first volume and 155 in the second. The
Russian word was placed at the head of each

list, and followed in numerical order by the

names of the 200 lauguages, each with its

equivalent word in one line.

The second section, which was intended to

comprise ihe American and African words, in

one volume, was never printed. This was due

to a change of plan. The empress, it seems,

was not satisfied with the result. She now
wished to have all the words arranged in one

general alphabet, irrespective of language. As
Prof Pallas was busily engaged in other scien-

tific labors which had been assigned to him, the

services of Feodor Tankiewitch de Miriewo,

director of the normal school at St. Petersburg,

were immediately called into requisition. Un-

der his direction all the material in print and
manuscript was recast, the American and Afri-

can words included, and the whole published

In four volumes, as described above.

541
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Yeates {Judge Jasper). A list of Shawa-

nese words.

In Notes and Queries no. ccxxxii, in the Har-

risburg Telegraph, Harrisburg, Pa., May 18,

1889. (*)

" The annexed list of [45] Shawauese words

was found inscribed on a very aged piece of

paper, ink badly faded, among the efifects of

Judge Yeates, and was evidently compiled by
him while Commissioner at the Fort Pitt treaty

[Oct., 1776]."

Title furnished by Mr. S. M. Sener, Lancas-

ter, Pa., over whose signature the article is

printed, and who has kindly supplied me with

a manuscript copy of the vocabulary.

Yoghum {Capt. — ). See Edwards (J.)

York (Peter). Translations from Indian

into Englisli.
j
By [ Peter York.

|
132

Lessons. Price 10c. [N. d.] (*)

1 page 4°. The lessons are sentences and

words (Chippewa), Indian-English, arranged in

3 columns.

Title from Prof. A. F. Chamberlain, now of

"Worcester, Mass.,who says: "Peter York is an

Ojebway Indian, of Simcoe county. The copy

before me is the property of A. F. Hunter, Esq.,

of Barrie. It is said to be a specimen page of

his dictionary, is out of print, and cannot be

obtained."

Young (Alexander). Chronicles | of
|

the pilgrim fathers | of |
the colony of

Plymouth,
|
from 1602 to 1625.

|
Now

first collected from original records and

contemporaneous
|
printed documents,

and illustrated with notes
|
By Alexan-

der Young.
I

[Quotation, two lines.]
|

Boston:
j
Charles C. Little and James

Brown.
]
MDCCCXLI [1841].

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso copyright etc. 1 1.

dedication pp. v-xiii, list of engravings p. xiv,

contents pp. xv-xvi, half-title verso blank 1 1.

text pp. 3-483, index pp. 489-^04, 8°.

Winslow (E.), Good newes from New Eng-

land, pp. 269-375.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress.

Chronicles
|
of

|
the pilgrim fathers

I

of
I
the colony of Plymouth,

| from

1602 to 1625.
I
Now first collected from

original records and contemporaneous

I
printed documents, and. illustrated

with notes.
|
By Alexander Young.

|

[Quotation, two lines.]
|
Second edi-

tion.
I

Boston r
I

Charles C. Little and James
Brown.

|
MDCCCXLIV [1844].

Portrait 1 1. title verso copyright and print-

ers 1 I. dedication verso blank 1 1. preface pp.

v-xiii, list of engravings p. xiv, contents pp. xv-

xvi, half-title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-488,

Young (A. 'J
— Continued.

index pp. 489-502, advertisements 1 1. two maps,

8°.

Winslow (E.), Good newes from New En-

gland, pp. 269-375.

Copies seen : British Museum, Harvard,

Lenox.

Young {Bev. Egerton Ryerson). James
Evans as the inventor of the syllabic

characters.

In Canadian Methodist Magazine, vol. 16, pp.
433-483, Toronto and Halifax, 1882, 8°.

Contains, p. 438, the Cree syllabic characters

and method of forming words.

Life and work amongst the Cree In-

dians in the far north west.

In the Polytechnic Magazine, vol. 14, pp. 180-

181, London, 1889, 4°. (Pilling.)

Contains the Cree syllabary with explanation.

Stories
|
of

|
Indian life

|
in the

|

Great North-West.
|
By

| Egerton R.

Young,
I
Missionary to the North Amer-

ican Indian Tribes North of Lake Win-
nipeg.

I
[Picture entitled : An Indian

encampment.]
|

London:
| S. W. Partridge & co., 9

Paternoster row, E. C. | Popular Edi-

tions.—No. 14. One penny. [1889.]

Printed cover as above, no inside title, text

pp. 1-16, 40.

Cree hymn (one verse) with English transla-

tion, and two verses of the doxology (Praise

God, etc.), p. 11.

Copies seen .- Eames, Pilling.

By canoe and dog-train
| among the

I
Cree and Salteaux Indians.

|
By

|

Egerton Ryerson Young
|
(missionary).

I
With an introduction by

[
Mark Guy

Pearse.
|

[Quotation, three lines.]
|

New York: Hunt & Eaton.
| Cincin-

nati : Cranston & Stowe.
|
1890.

Portrait of the author 1 1. title verso blank 1

1. dedication verso blank 1 1. contents pp. v-viii,

list of illustrations pp. ix-x, half-title verso pic-

ture 11. introduction (signed, Mark Guy Pearse)

pp. xiii-xvi, introduction to the American edi-

tion (dated BuflFalo, N.T., March 20, 1890, and

signed, J. T. Gracey) pp. 1-4, text pp. 5-267, 12°.

Four lines of a, hymn in Cree, p. 108.—Cree

syllabic alphabet, p. 148.—The Lord's prayer

(in the Cree language, syllabic characters), p.

149.—Explanation of the alphabet, pp. 149-

150.—Lines of Cree hymns, pp. 173, 175, 176, 179.

Also, scattered words in Chippewa and Cree.

Copies seen : Bureau of Ethnology, Eames.

I think there is an English edition of the

same date. (*)

Youth's. The youth's
|
companion : | A

juvenile monthly Magazine published

for
I
the benefit of the Puget Sound
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Youth's— Continued.

Catholic Indian
|
Missions ; and set to

type, printed and in part
|
written by

the pupils of the Tulalip, Wash. Ty.
|

Indian Industrial Boarding Schools,

under
|
the control of the Sisters of

Charity. I Approved by the Kt. Rev.

Bishop [^gidius, of Nesqualy].
|
Vol.

I. May, 1881. No. l[-Vol. V. May,
1886. No. 60].

[Tulalip Indian Reservation, Snoho-

mish Co. W. T.]

Edited by Rev. J. B. Boulet. Instead of being

paged continuously, continued articles have a
separate pagination dividing the regular num-

Youth's— Continued.
bering. For instance, in no. 1, pp. 11-14, Lives

of the saints, are numbered 1-4 and the article

is continued in no. 2 on pp. 5-8, taking the place

. of pp. 41-44 of the regular numbering. Dis-

continued after May, 1886, on account of the
protracted illness of the editor.

Lord's prayer in Micmac and in Blackfoot,

vol. 2, p. 176 ; Menominee, p. 200 ; Penobscot, p.

239 ; Mareschite or St. Johns Indian language,

p. 262; Chippewa, p. 294; Abenakis, p. 322;

Tadussak, p. 359 ; Pure Mareschite, vol. 3, p. 20

;

Passamaquoddy, p. 51 ; Ottawa, p. 119.

The name of God in 70 different languages,

among them the Montagnais, Micmac, Mare-
schite, Penobscot, and Cree, vol. 2, p. 247.

Copies seen: Congress, Powell, Shea.



Zeisberger (Eev. David). Essay
|
of a

|

Delaware-Indian and English
|
spelling-

book,
I
for the

I

use of the schools
|
of

the
I

Christian Indians
|
onMuskingum

River.
|
By David Zeisberger,

|
Mis-

sionary among the Western Indians.
|

[Scroll.]
I

Philadelphia,
|
Printed by Henry

Miller. 1776.

Half-title (iuserted) verso "For the informa-

tion of the English reader " 1 1. title p. [1], note

(in English) p. 2, text pp. 3-113, 16o.

Alphabet etc., p. 3. — Syllables, pp. 4-5.—

Words of one syllable, pp. 5-6.—Words of two

syllables, pp. 6-13.—Words of three syllables,

pp. 13-35.—Words of four syllables, pp. 35-62.—

Words of five syllables, pp. 63-83.—Words of

six, seven, and more syllables, pp. 83-98 ; each

set in Delaware and English, alphabetically

arranged, and in two columns.—^Names of per-

sons, places, etc., pp. 98-101. — The Lord's

prayer, ten commandments, sum of the ten

commandments, creed and litany (alternate

pages, Delaware and English, the former in

italic, the latter in roman), pp. 102-113.

Copies seen: American Philosophical Society,

Brinley, Congress, Eames, Lenox, Shea, Trum-
bull, Wisconsin Historical Society.

Priced by Triibner, 1856, no. 659, 1/, 16*.; by
Leclerc, 1867, no. 1597, 40 fr. The Brinley copy,

no. 5700, sold for $20 ; the Murphy copy, no.

2800, $15.25.

"The original manuscript of this edition is

preseived in the archives of the Moravian

church at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Upon
comparingit with the printed copy it is evident

that there was cause for the dissatisfaction

which Zeisberger expressed with the manner
in which the book was brought out. The man-
uscript does not contain the Lord's prayer, etc.,

which are appended to the printed edition of

1776, but, in place of it, the following articles:

"1. A short history of the bible, evidently

original, in Delaware and English, in parallel

columns.

"2. Reading lessons in Delaware, being Bib-

lical and other Narratives.

"3. Conjugations of the verbs 'to say' and
' to tell, ' in Delaware and English.

"4. The Delaware numerals.

"All these articles have been omitted in the

printed copy."

—

De Schweinitz.

A later edition as follows

:
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Zeisberger (D. )— Continued.

Delaware Indian and English
|
spell-

ing book,
I

for the
|
schools of the mis-

sion
I

of the
!
united brethren

; |
with

|

some short historical accounts
|
from

the
I
old and new testament,

|
and other

i
useful instruction for children.

|
By

David Zeisberger.
|

Philadelphia:
|
from the press of

Mary Cist,
|
No. 104, north Second

street, near Race street.
|
1806.

Title verso blank 1 1. "For the information of

the reader" p. 3, text pp. 4-179, 12°.

Alphabet, pp. 4-5.—Syllables, pp. 6-7.—Words
of one syllable, pp. 8-9.—Words of two sylla-

bles, pp. 9-18.—Wortls of three syllables, pp.
18-43. — Words of four syllables, pp. 43-72.—

Words of five syllables, pp. 73-98.—Words of

six, seven, and more syllables, pp. 99-114
; each

set in Delaware and English, alphabetically

arranged, and in two columns.—Welapemquo
wdappandewoaganall (in Delaware), pp. 115-

117.—A short history of the bible (alternate

pages, Delaware and English, the former in

roman, the latter in italic), pp. 118-137.—Bible

stories in Delaware, pp. 138-164.—A verb of

the Indian language [J say and I tell, conju-

gated], pp. 164-176.—Multiplication table, pp.

177-179. The Lord's prayer, ten command-
ments, etc. are omitted in this edition.

Copies seen : British Museum, Congress,

Lenox, New Tork Historical Society , Trumbull.

[ ] A
I

collection of hymus,
|
for the

use of the
|
Christian Indians,

|
of the

missions
|
of the

|
United Brethren,

|

in North America.
|

Philadelphia:
|
printed by Henry

Sweitzer, at the corner of
|
Race and

Fourth streets.
|
180.3.

Reverse title: Mawuni
|
nachgohuraewoaga-

nall
I
enda auwegenk

|
welsittangik

|
Lonape-

winink,
|
untschi

|
Nigasundewoagano

|
enda

|

Nguttimachtangundink, |
li

|
lowanewunk TJn-

dachqui |
America.

English title verso Indian title 1 1. dedication

pp. v-vii, text (in the Delaware language with

English and German headings) pp. 1-358, 12°.

Copies seen: Brinley, Trumbull, Wisconsin

Historical Society.

At the Brinley sale, no. 5701, a copy brought

$12 ; at the Murphy sale, no. 1308, $5.75.
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ESSAY
O F A

Delaware-hidian and Eftgli/h

SPELLING-BOOK,
. F -O R THE

USE OF THE SCHOOLS

OF T H E

christ:ia-n Indians
on Mujkingum River,

By D A V I D Z E I S B E R G E R.

Missionary among the WeJIern Indians^

^(^^

P H I L J D E L P HIJ,

Printed by HENRY MILLER, 1776.

FAC-SIMILE OF THE TITLE-PAGE OF ZEISBERGER'S ESSAY.
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Zeisberger (D.)— Continued.

For title of a later edition see Zeisberger

(D.) and Luckenbach (A.)

According to De Schweinitz's Life and times

of David Zeisberger, the original manuscript is

preserved in the archives of the Moravian

church at Bethlehem, Pa.

I have seen in the library of Harvard Uni-

versity a manuscript, which is perhaps a copy,

vpith the following title :

A
I
collection of hymns | for the use of the

|

Christian Indians
|
of the mission

|
of the

United brethren |
in North America.

|

Reverse title : Mawuni nahgohumewoaganalle

I
enda auwegenk | welsittangik lenapewinink

I
untschi

I

nigasundovagano
|
enda

|
naguttim-

achtangundink |
li |

lowanervunk undaehqui
|

America.

Manuscript, about 225 pp. folio.

Sermons to Children. | Translated

by David Zeisberger.
|

Ehelittonlienk
|

li amemensak
|

gischitak elleniech-

sink.
I
Untschi David Zeisberger.

|

Philadelphia:
|
printed by A. and

G. Way.
I
1803.

Title verso blank 1 1. text entirely in the Del-

aware language pp. 3-90, 12°.

Copies seen : British Museum, Congress,

Tale.

Appended is the following

:

Aug. Gottl. Spaugenberg.
|
Some-

thing
I
of

I

bodily care for children.
|

Translated by David Zeisberger.
|
Aug.

Gottl. Spangenberg
|
Kechitti koecu

|

hokeyiwi latschachtowoagan
|
untschi

I
amemensak li.

| Gischitak elleniech-

sink untschi
|
David Zeisberger.

|

Philadelphia : |
1803.

Title verso blank 1 1. text entirely in the Del-

aware language pp. 93-115, 12°.

Copies seen: British Museum, Congress,

Yale.

The Brinl y copy, no, 5702, sold for $12.50.

According to De Schweinitz the original

manuscript of these two works is in the

archives of the Moravian church at Bethlehem,

Pa. I have seen one, perhaps a copy, in the

library of Harvard University, 68 11. 12°.

The
I

history
|
of our

|
lord and

saviour
|
Jesus Christ : | comprehend-

ing all that the
|
four evangelists

|

have recorded concerning him;
| all

their relations being brought together

in one narration,
|
so that no circum-

stance is omitted, but that inestimable

I

history is continued in one series,

in the very words of
|
scripture.

|
By

the Rev. Samuel Lieberkuhn, M. A.
|

Translated into the | Delaware Indian

language
|
by the

| Rev. David Zeis-
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berger,
|

Missionary of the United

Brethren.
|

New-York:
|
Printed by Daniel Fan-

shaw. No. 20 Slote Lane.
|
1821.

Half-title .- Elekup
|
nihillalquonk

|
weak

|

pemauchsohalquonk
|
Jesus Christ

|
seki ta

lauchsitup wochgidhakamike. | Nachpi wemi
Kpatatamoewoagan segauchsijanup,

|
"Wulap-

ensohalineen ehoalan Nihillalijenk Patamawos!

Title verso blank 1 1. half-title verso blank 1

1. address in English pp. v-vi, preface in Dela-

ware pp. vii-viii, text entirely in Delaware pp.

1-222, 120. The address and preface are signed

by David Zeisberger, and dated, the one "Go-

shen, on the Muskingum, 23d May, 1806," the

other, "Muskingum, Goschenink. May 23,

1806."

Copies seen : American Antiquarian Society,

Boston Athenaeum, British and Foreign Bible

Society, Congress, Eames, Pilling, Powell,

Trumbull, Wisconsin Historical Society.

For title of a later edition see Zeisberger

(D.) and Blanchard (I. D.)

At the Field sale, no. 1341, a copy brought

$1.30; at the Brinley sale, no. 5705, 62 cts.; at

the Pinart sale, no. 552, 20 fr.; at the Murphy
sale, no. 1490, $1. Priced by Leclerc, 1878, no.

2209, 30 fr.; by Cferke & co. 1886, no. 6738, $4;

by Dufosse, Paris, 1887, no. 24565, 20 fr.; by
Hiersemann, Leipzig, no. 572 of catalogue no.

60 (1890), 18M.

According to Bishop De Schweinitz, in the

Life and times of David Zeisberger, the orig-

inal manuscript of this work is in the archives

of the Moravian church at Bethlehem, Pa. But
some time ago I had the pleasure of seeing it

while temporarily in the possession of Mr. J.

W. Jordan, of the Pennsylvania Historical

Society, who informed me that it belonged to

the Moravian archives at Fairfield, Canada. Its

title and description are as follows

:

Elekup
I
nihillalquonk

|
weak

|

pemachso-
halquonk

|
Jesus Christ

|
seki ta lauchsitup

|

wochgidhakamike.

Manuscript, 228 unnumbered 11. written on
both sides, 4°. Title 1 1. preface (signed Kima-
chitowa David Zeisberger, Goschenink Mus-
kingum, May 23, 1806) 2 11. table of contents

(English and Delaware, double columns) 12 11.

1 blank 1. text entirely in Delaware 212 11. The
manuscript is bound, neatly written, and well

preserved.

I have also seen a copy as follows :

Elekup nihillalquonk woak pemauchsohal-

quonk Jesus Christ seki ta lauchsitup woch-
gidhakamike.

Manuscript, 290 11. 12°, in the library of Har-
vard University. The preface is signed Ki-

machtowa D. Zeisberger Muskingum Goshen*
ink May 23th 1806.

Verbal-Biegungen der Chippewayer
[i. e., Delaware].
la Vater (J. S.), Analekten der Sprachen-

kunde, third part, pp. 15-50, Leipzig, 1821, 8°.
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Zeisberger (D.) — Continaed.

Conjugations of tlie Delaware verbs n'Pen-

damen, ich verstehe, hore, pp. 17-37; npena-

men, ich schaue, pp. 37-43 ; ndellowe, ich sage,

pp. 44-50. In the "Inlialts-Anzeige " the

article is entered as follows : "Verbalbiegungen

der Chippewayer vom Hrn. Missionair Zeisber-

ger, mitgetheilt von Hrn. Dr. DaPonceau." It

was extracted from Zeisberger's manuscript

grammar of the Delaware language.

" This work is a collection of Delaware con-

jugations, and the title ought to read "Dela-

waren" instead of '' Chippewayer," which is a

mere inadvertence."—De Schweinitz.

Transactions |
of the |

American

Philosopliical Society,
|
held at Phila-

delphia,
I

for promoting useful knowl-

edge,
j
Vol. III.—Part I.—New series.

I
No. II. 1

Containing—''A Grammar

of the Language of the Lenni Lenape

or Delaware Indians. Translated
|

from the German Manuscript of the

late Rev. David Zeisberger, for the

American Philosophical So- |
ciety."

—

By Peter Stephen Duponceau.
|
Pub-

lished by the society.
|

Philadelphia: I prfnted by James

Kay, jun.
|
SE. Corner Sixth & Race

Sts.
I

1827.

Printed cover as above, no inside title; text

pp. 65-250, errata verso blank 1 1. 4°.

Translator's preface, pp. 65-96.—Author's

introduction, p. 97. — Grammar, pp. 98-248.—

Concluding note by the translator, pp. 248-

250.—Errata verso blank 1 1.

The manuscript of this work is preserved in

the library of Harvard University, Cambridge,

Mass.

Copies seen : British Museum, Eames, Shea,

Trumbull.

Leclerc, 1867, no. 1598, sold a copy for 5 fr.;

in 1878 he priced it, no. 2211, 30 fr. At the

Fischer sale, no. 2936, it brought ll.ls. Clarke

& CO. no. 6740, priced it $5.

For a review of this work see James (E.)

Grammar ]
of

j
the language

|
of

|

the Lenni Lenape or Delaware
|
In-

dians.
I

By David Zeisberger.
|
Trans-

lated from the German manuscript of

the author by |
Peter Stephen Du Pon-

ceau.
I

With a Preface and Notes by the

Translator. |
Published by order of the

American Philosophical Society in the

Third
|
Volume of the New Series of

their Transactions.
|

Philadelphia.
|

Printed by James
Kay, jun.

]
SE. Corner Sixth & Race

Sts.
I
1827.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-188, errata

verso blank 1 1. 4°.

Zeisberger (D.)— Continued.
Translator's preface, pp. 3-34. — Author's

introduction, p. 35. — Grammar, pp. 36-186.

—

Concluding note by the translator, pp. 186-188.

Copies seen: Astor, Boston Public, Eames,

Triibner, Trumbull.

Leclerc, 1867, no. 1599, sold a copy for 20 fr.;

in 1878 he priced it, no. 2212, 30 fr. At the Brin-

ley sale, no. 5703, it brought $18; and at the

Pinart sale, no. 974, 20 fr.

A Grammar of the Language of the

Lenni Lenape or Delaware Indians.

Translated from the German Manuscript

of the late Rev. David Zeisberger, for

the American Philosophical Society, by
Peter Stephen Duponceau. Presented

to the Society, 2d December 1816.'

In American Philosoph. Soc. Trans, new
series, vol. 3, pp. 65-251, Philadelphia, 1830, 4°.

Some remarks and annotations con-

cerning the traditions, customs, lan-

guages, etc. of the Indians in North

America from the memoirs of the rev.

David Zeisberger, and other missiona-

ries of the United States.

In The Olden Time, vol. 1, pp. 271-281, Pitts,

burgh, 1846, 8°.

Contains a vocabulary of the Delaware lan-

guage, pp. 280-281.

Reprinted in The Olden Time, vol. 1, pp. 271-

281, Cincinnati, 1876, 8°.

Vocabulary, pp. 280-281.

The Lord's prayer in Delaware.
In Historical Magazine, third series, vol. 1,

p. 55, Morriaania, 1872-3, sm. 4°.

Copied from the Doylestown Democrat. (*)

Vocabularies
|
By Zeisberger.

|
From

the
I
collection of manuscripts present-

ed by judge Lane
|
to Harvard univer-

sity,
I

Nos. 1 and 2. | Printed for the

'^Alcove of American Native Lan-

guages" in Weliesley College Library,

I
by E. N. Horsford.

]

Cambridge : j John Wilson and son.
|

University Press.
|
1887.

Printed cover as above, inside title as above

reverse blank 1 1. half-title (Zeisberger's vocab-

ulary. No. 1) reverse blank 1 1. text pp. 1-13, half

title (Zeisberger's vocabulary. No. 2) reverse

blank 1 1. text pp. 17-20, 4°.

The vocabulary no. 1 consists of three par-

allel columns—German, Maqua-Onohdaga, and

Delaware; no. 2, of four parallel columns—En-

glish, Maqua, Delaware, and Mahikan.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Priced by Koehler, catalogue 465, no. 320, 5M.

The original manuscript, 20 pp. 4P, is in the

library of Harvard University.

Zeisberger's |
Indian dictionary

|

English, German, Iroquois—the Onon-
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daga
I

and Algonquin—the Delaware
[

Printed from the |
Original Manuscript

I
in

I

Harvard college Library
|
This

edition has been published for the ''Al-

cove of American Native Languages"

in
I

Wellesley College Library
|

Cambridge
|
John Wilson and son

|

University Press
|
1887

Title verso blank 1 1. preface pp. iii-v, text

pp. 1-236, sm. 4°. English, German, Onondaga,

and Delaware, in parallel columns. The pref-

ace is signed "Eben N'orton Horsford. Cam-

bridge, 1887." Therein Dr. Horsford says : "It

was no part of my purpose to edit such a work.

... I have not ventured upon the task of

altering, or restoring, or filling out, in any in-

stance. . . . Every period and comma and

accent have been transferred without question

to the printed page. Where there was a blank,

and uniformity required a period or a comma,

the blank has been respected. Where a comma
should have been replaced by a period, or vice

versa, the discovery has been left to the student

as much as if he had the original manuscript

before him. . . . My aim has been to pre-

serve the Dictionary of the venerated Moravian

missionary precisely as he left it."

Copies seen: Eames, Congress, Pilling.

Some copies were printed on larger and bet-

ter paper. On the title-page of these the two

lines preceding the imprint and beginning

"This edition "are omitted. (Eames, Lenox,

Pilling, Powell.)

Priced by Littlefleld, Boston, 1887, no. 344, $3

;

a large paper copy, $5 ; by Koehler, no. 321, 24M.

The original manuscript, 362 pp. folio, is in the

library of Harvard University.

There is mentioned above several manu-
scripts of printed works preserved in the li-

brary of Harvard University. These were or-

iginally deposited in the archives of the Mo-
ravian church at Gnadenhutten, Ohio, and by
some means afterwards fell into the hands of

Judge Lane of that state, who forwarded them
to the Hon. Edward Everett, who deposited

them in the above-mentioned library, where
they still remain. In addition to these the

library has also the following, which have not

been printed, deposited by the same hands

:

Delaware glossary, 36 11. 4°.

Delaware vocabulary, 74 11. 4°.

Phrases and vocabularies in Delaware, 158 II.

12°.

Lltanj' and liturgies in Delaware, 56 11. 12°.

Sermons in Delaware, 42 11. 12°.

Church litany in Delaware, 42 11. 12°.

Short biblical narratives in Delaware, 22 11.

4°.

See Brintou (D. G.) and Anthony
(A. S.)

and Blanchard (I. D.) The history

I

of
!
our lord and saviour | Jesus

Christ
; |

comprehending all that the
|

Zeisberger (D.) and Blanchard (I. D.)—
Continued.

four evangelists
|
have recorded con-

cerning him;
|
all their relations being

brought together in one
|
narrative, so

that no circumstance is omitted, but
|

that inestimable history is continued

in one series,
j
in the very words of

scripture, by the rev. Samuel | Leiber-

kuhn, M. A. |
Translated into the

|

Delavrare language, in 1806, |
by rev.

David Zeisberger,
|
Missionary of the

United Brethren.
|
Re-translated, so as

to conform to the present |
idiom of the

language,
|
by I. D. Blanchard.

|

J. Meeker, Printer, Shawanoe Baptist

Mission.
|
1837.

Second title ,- Rlathemwakunek
|
wtclawswa-

kun
I
nrvlalkwf krthwvalkwf | Xhesus Klyst

;

I
cntu

I
jijwanukifwuntunasw

|
cntu |

linexsif

tclextwnrw | mplcnhes. 1 Nhime tcli wehw-
mat.

I

Jawanouf,
|
tali kejetwn. | 1837.

English title recto 1. 1. yerso blank, Delaware

title recto 1. 2 verso blank, text entirely in the

Delaware language pp. 5-221, 16°.

Copies seeft: Boston Athenaeum, Pilling,

Powell.

For title of an earlier edition see Zeisberger
(D.)

[ ] and Luckenbach (A.) A
|
collec-

tion of hymns,
|
for the use of the Del-

aware
I

Christian Indians,
|
of the mis-

sions of the
I
United brethren,

|
in

|

North America.
|
Second edition revised

and abridged by
|
A. Luckenbach.

|

Bethlehem :
|
printed by J, and W.

Held,
I
1847.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface (signed by
David Zeisberger, and dated from Goshen, River

Muskingum, September 30th, 1802) 1 1. contents

in English 3 pp. text (in Delaware with English

and German headings) pp. 1-166, 177-305, ap-

pendix 2 11. 18°.

The church litany, pp. 1-13.—Easter-morning

litany, pp. 13-19.—Litany at burials, pp. 19-27.—

Hymns (nos. 1-439), pp. 28-166, 177-305.—2 un-

numbered hymns, 2 11.

Copies seen : American Tract Society, Dun-
bar, Eames, Powell.

For title of an earlier edition see Zeisberger
(D.)

" The principal authority on the Delaware
language is the Rev. David Zeisberger, the

eminent Moravian missionary, whose long and
devoted labors may be accepted as fixing the

standard of the tongue.

"Before him no one had seriously set to

work to master the structure of the language

and to reduce it to a uniform orthography.

With him it was almost a life-long study, as for

more than sixty years it engaged hia atten*
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Zeisberger (D. ) — Continued.

tion. To his devotion to the cause in which he

was engaged, he added considerable natural

talent for languages, and learned to speak,

with almost equal fluency, English,. German,

Delaware, and the Onondaga and Mohawk
dialects of the Iroquois."

—

Brinton.

David Zeisberger, missionary, born in Zauch-

tenthal, Moravia, 11 April, 1721; died in Goshen,

Ohio, 17 Nov., 1808. In 1740 he emigrated to

Georgia, where his church was organizing a

mission among the Creeks. Thence he was

sent to Pennsylvania, where he assisted in the

building of Nazareth and Bethlehem. Prepar-

atory to entering the mission service in 1743, he

became a student in the Indian school at Beth-

lehem, where he was instructed in the Delaware

and Onondaga languages. Later he continued

the study of the latter at the capital of the Five

Nations. In addition to these languages he

was conversant with Mohican, Monsey-Dela-

ware. and Chippewa. From 1745 till 1750 he

was employed at Shamokin and Onondaga, and

in the latter year he visited Europe in behalf of

the mission. In 1752 he returned to Onondaga,

but was compelled to retire to Bethlehem at the

opening of the French and Indian war. Be-

tween 1755 and 1762 he visited North Carolina

and theNew England provinces, labored among
the Indiatis of Connecticut, and also acted as

interpreter for Pennsylvania in their treaty

with Teedyuscung and his allies. During the

Pontiac war he took charge of the Moravian In-

dians, and after the peace accompanied them to

"Wyalusing, Bradford Co., Pa. In 1767 he estab-

lished a mission among the Monsey-Delawares

on Alleghany river, and three years later he be-

gan Friedenstadt, on the Beaver. His first

visit to Ohio was made in 1771, and a year later

he organized the mission on the Muskingum.
In 1798, Zeisbergerwith a few converts left Can-

ada and founded Goshen, Ohio, where he passed

the remaining ten years of his liie.—Appletori's

Cyclop, of Am.Biog.

[Zephyrin Engelhardt {Rev. Charles

Anthony Eugelhardt, known as).] Ana-

mihanon.

[St. Louis: 1881.]

No title-page, heading only ; text pp. 1-14,

18°. Prayers entirely in the Menominee lan-

guage.

According to a statement made to me by Fa-

ther Zephyrin, this is the first publication in

pure Menominee, previous works said to be in

that language being largely jargon.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

These pages were subsequently issued as pp.

12-25 of the following

:

[—— ] Omauomineu |
kachkenohamat-

won
I
kesekoch,

|
Katolik | anamihau

masenachl^on.
|
Cum Permissu Supe-

riorum,
|

St. Louis, Mo.
I
B. Herder,

I
1882.

Zephyrin Engelhardt— Continued.
Translation : Menominee's

|
guide | to heav-

en,
I
Catholic

I
prayer book.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso fourteen lines in

Menominee 1 1. preface in Menominee (inserted)

verso blank 1 1. pronunciation of letters in

English p. 3, introduction in Menominee pp. 4-

5, movable feasts etc. in Menominee pp. 6-11,

text mostly in Menominee pp. 12-303, verso

blank, corrigenda p. 305 verso blank, index in

Menominee pp. 307-311, index in English pp.
312-319, seven other plates, 18o. Roman Cath-
olic prayer book in the Menominee language.

Copies seen : Eames, Gatschet, Pilling, Pow-
ell, Shea.

[ ] Katolik anamihan,
|
ene ka:

|

Jesus Ot Asechzekon
| kateshim.

j
as

wechzekatek.
j
Cum Permissu Superio-

rum.
j

St. Louis, Mo.
I
B. Herder,

|
188,3.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. preface

1 1. text pp. 3-144, index verso blank 1 1. 18°.

Catechism mostly in the Menominee language.

Copies seen: Eames, Gatschet, Pilling, Pow-
ell, Shea.

On the title-pages of some copies of the two
works just described there has been stamped,
"F. Zephyrin, O. S. F." immediately before the

words "Cum permissu superiorum." This is

evidently handwork, the stamp having left a
broken tracing of its oval outline.

[Hymns in the Menominee language.

Menominee reservation, Wisconsin.

1884.]

12 11. unpaged and unstitched, 18o,

Prayer to St. Joseph (in English), pp. [1-3].

—

Macula non est te ! (hymn in seven verses), pp.

[4-5]. — Jesus o wichswon ! (hymn in five

verses), pp [6-7].— Pachk nekamoan ! (hymn
in six numbered verses), pp. [8-9].—Hymn be-

ginning " Jesus maz Tapanemenach" (in eight

numbered verses), pp. [10-11]. — Page [12]

blank.—Jesus "Weau ! (hymn in five numbered
verses), pp. [13-14].—Hymn beginning " Koch-

nenau" (in five numbered verses), pp. [15-16].—

Two hymns beginning "Jesus kimenazehin"

and "Kaiaz Ostiwine," [p. 17].—Hymn begin-

ning "Ostiwine paz kiaso " (in eight numbered
verses), pp. [18-20].—Hymn beginning "Jesus

jochpe" (in three verses), pp. [21-22].—Hymn
beginning " Mamachkatanechtakwot Jesus"

(in five numbered verses), p. [23], verso blank.

All except the first three pages are in the Me-

nominee language.

Copies seen: Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Father Zephyrin tells me "this is a first

effort at a hymn-book ; it was printed by myself

on a very small hand-machine."

Some of these hymns were printed on the

backs of separate picture cards. Mr. Eames
has four, containing (1) Pachk nekamoan \

(verses 1 and 2) from p. [8] ; (2) the hymn be-

ginning " Jesus maz Tapanemenach " (verses
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Zephyrin Engelhardt

—

Continued.

1-4) from p. [10] ; (3) verse 5 of the hymn end-

ing on p. [14], with the ornamental letter at

the end; (4) the hymn beginning "Kochne-

nail" (verses 1-3) from p. [15].

• Die deutsche frauzislianerraission

unter den IVIenominee-Indianern. (Mit-

getheilt von P. Zephyrinus Engel-

hardt O. S. F.)

In Die Katholischen Missionern, nos. 7, 8, 9,

10, 11 (July-Nov. 1885), pp. 137-139, 157-160, 181-

183, 201-203, 225-227, Leipzig, 1885, 4°. (Gat-

schet.)

A discussion concerning the linguistic rela-

tionship of the Menominee and the Ojibwa, pp.

181-182.

[Gospels and epistles in Menomi-

nee.] (*)

Manuscript, filling 269 pages of small sheets;

unbound. Translations from the '

' gospels and

epistles" of Bishop Baraga in the Chippewa

tongue, consisting of passages from the bible

read in Catholic churches on Sundays and festi-

vals of obligation.

[Nouns, adjectives, and adverbs of

the Menominee language.] (*)

Manuscript, 50 pages, small blankbook. Con-

sists of about 850 wolds, arranged Menominee-
English, one column of each to the page. The
nouns are declined more or less fully. Collected

and recorded 1881-1884 at the Menominee Ees-

ervation,Wisconsin.

[Sermons and instructions in the

Menominee language.] (*)

Manuscript, 57 sermons, averaging about 4

pages, foolscap each.

"Besides these, I translated from the Chip-

pewa the following instructions: Command-

Zephyrin Engelhardt — Continued,

ment of God (1), 10 pp.; Commandment of God

(2), 10 pp. ; Commandment of God (3), 14 pp.;

Holy purity, 8 pp.; Dancing, 8 pp.; On Christ-

mas, 16 pp.; New year, 6 pp.; Epiphany, 16 pp.;

Suflferings of Jesus, 24 pp.; Our Father, 29 pp.;

Hail Mary, 8 pp.; in all, 149 pp."

[Verbs of the Menominee lan-

guage.] (*)

Manuscript, filling 22 pages of foolscap, un-

bound. Consists of about 900 Menominee
verbs, with conjugations more or less complete.

Collected and recorded in 1882, 1883, and 1884,

at Keshina and elsewhere on the Menominee
Reservation. The work is arranged English-

Menominee in parallel columns, two of each to

the page.

Father Zephyrin also has these verbs classi-

fied, on quarto sheets, in Menominee-English

order through the letters a, b, and c of the Eng-

lish (about 70 words); he was interrupted in

his work at that stage, and this classification

was, when he wrote me (July, 1885), incom-

plete.

[Vocabulary of the Menominee lan-

guage.] (*)

Manuscript, 128 pp. small blank book. Some
1200 words—nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs,

etc. arranged English-Menominee. Collected

in 1880 and 1881 ; the first systematic effort.

I am indebted to their author for the de-

scription of the foregoing manuscripts, which
are still in his possession.

"My full name, in the Order of St. Francis,

is Zephyrinus Engelhardt, O. S. F. I am a Ken-

tuckian, and studied classics at Cincinnati,

Ohio. My name before I entered the order was
Charles Anthony Engelhardt, but I prefer to be

. known only as Zephyrin Engelhardt, 0, S. F."





ADDENDA.

Adelung (Friedrich von). Catherinens

der Grossen
|
Verdienste | um die

|

vergleichende Sprachenkiinde.
|
[Quo-

tation, five lines.]
|
Von

|
Friedrich

Adelung |
Rwss. Kaiserl. Staatsrath

[&c. three lines.]
|

St. Petersburg.
|
Gedruckt bei Fried-

rich Drechsler |
1815.

Title vorso license 1 1. dedication verso blank

1 1. Einleitung pp. v-x, Inhalt pp. xi-xiv, half-

title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-210, Druckfehler

verso blank 1 1. 4°.

List of American languages represented in

the second edition of the Empress Catherine's

comparative vocabulary, as edited by F. Yan-

kiewitch (see page 541 of this bibliography), p.

99.—Probe der Behandlung, giving a specimen

vocabulary from the same work, with German
definitions, ail in roman characters, and in-

cluding among other Aiaerican languages an

example in Tschipiwai sch, pp. 100-101.

Copies seen : Eames.

Adney (E. T.) Names of birds and

other animals of the Milicete Indians,

with notes on Indian natural history,

imitations of birds' songs set to music,

etc. C)
Manuscript, 60 unnumbered pp. in possession

of its author, New York City. About 120

words, of which 90 are bird names and 30 names
of other animals. Reasons why the names
were applied are given. Obtained during two
years' stay among Indians at Woodstock, New
Brunswick. The author writes me: "The
Indians came to know me very well, and I

brought to light several nearly obsolete names
as well as many unusual designations for birds

that are suggestive and interesting. I have

also a small general vocabulary and such

Passamaquoddy and Penobscot bird names as

are current among the Milicetes. I hope to

have some of my matter in a shape for publi-

cation soon."

American Bible Society. Catalogue of

books
I
contained in the

|
library of the

American bible society,
|
embracing

|

editions of the holy scriptures in vari-

American Bible Society—Continued.

ous languages, | and |
other biblical

and miscellaneous works.
|

American bible society's press,
|

Astor place, New York.
(
1855.

Title verso blank 1 1. contents verso notice 1

1. catalogue pp. 5-120, 8°.

American Indian, i)p. 25-27, contains titles of

editions of parts of the bible in Abenaquis
(Lower Canada), Chippewa, Delaware, Massa-

chusetts, Mohegan, and Ojibwa.

Copies seen: Lenox.

Catalogue of books
]
contained in

the
I

Library of the American Bible

Society,
|
embracing editions of the

|

holy scriptures in various languages,
|

and other
|
biblical and miscellaneous

works,
j

American bible society's press,
|
Astor

place, New York.
| 1863.

Title verso blank 1 1. contents verso wood-

cut 1 1. text pp. 5-168; half-title (Appendix,

1870) verso notice 1 1. text pp. 3-36, 8°.

American Indian, pp. 44-48, contains titles of

parts of the bible printed in Abenaquis (Lower

Canada), Chippewa, Delaware, Massachusetts,

Mohegan, Ojibwa, and Shawanoe. The ap-

pendix of 1870 contains additional titles in

Cree, p. 10; Mikmak (Nova Scotia Indian), p.

18; and Shawanoe, p. 21.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

Anamie-nagumowinun [Chippewa]. See

Gilfillan(J.A.)

Anderson {Bev. Joseph). Indian history.

In Orcutt (S.) and Beardsley (A.), The his-

tory of the old town of Derby, pp. xvii-xcvii,

Springfield, 1880, 8°.

A list of Indian names (mostly from deeds

recorded in Derby)
,pp. xci-xciii. —Indian names

of places (mostly in the Naugatuck valley), pp.
xciii-xcvii.

Apostolides (S.) L'oraison dominicale

I

en
I
Cent Langues Diff^rentes;

|

publide et vendue au profit des
|
mal-

heureux r^fugids Cr^tois,
|
actuelle-

ment en Grece.
|
Compil^e par S. Apos-

tolides.
I
[Scripture text, two lines.]

|

551
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Apostolides (S.)—Continued.

Londres:
|
imprim^ et publid par W.

M. Watts,
I
80, Gray's-inn road.

|
(En-

tered at stationers' hall). [1869?] (*)

Second title: Our lord's prayer
I
in

j
One

Hundred Different Languages
; ]

published for

the benefit of the
|
poor Cretan refugees,

|
now

in Greece. | Compiled by S. Apostolides. I

[Scripture text, two lines.]
|

London :
|
printed and published by "W". M.

Watts, 1 80, Gray's-inn road.

First title verso blank 1 1. second title verso

blank 1 1. dedication in French verso blank 1 1.

dedication in English verso blank 1 1. preface

(French) pp. ix-x, preface (English) pp. xi-xii,

index pp. xiii-xiv, half-title verso blank 1 1.

text (printed on one side only) 11. 17-116, 12°.

The Lord's prayer in Cree (syllabic charac-

ters), 1. 34.

Title from Mr. WilberforceEames, from copy

belonging to Mr.E. P.Vining, Brookline, Mass.

Two editions of this book are described in

the British Museum catalogue with the dates

[18691 and [1871], respectively. (*)

Aupaumut {Capt. Hendrick). See

Quinney (J) and Aupaumut (H.)

Ballard {Bev. Edward). See Sewall
(E.K.)

[Baraga {Rev. Frederic).] Gete dibad-

jimowin,
|

gaie dach
|
Nitam

| mekate
-okwanaieg

|

ogagikwewiniwan.
|
[En-

graving of clierub and cross. ] |

Laibach,
\

(Illyrie-Autriclie.)
|
Joseph

Blasnlk
|
ogimasinakisan mandan ma-

sinaigan. |
1843.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface signed Frederic

Baraga 1 1. text entirely in the Chippewa lan-

guage pp. 5-211, index 2 11. 18°.

Bible stories (without heading), pp. 5-183.—

Anamiewinan (prayers), pp. 184-190.—Midass-

we etc. (hymns), pp. 191-211.

Copies seen: Astor, Pilling.

[ ] Jesus od ijitwawiu,
|
katechim.

[Detroit? 1846?]

Halftitle verso blank 1 1, text in the Ottawa

language pp. 171-256, 18°.

Catechism (headed Jesus odijitwawin, Kat-

echim ejinikadeg), pp. 171-245.—Le chemin de

la croix, pp. 246-254.—Le rosaire, pp. 255-256.

An extract, with added half-title, from the

same author's ^atoiiA; anamie misinaigan, 1846,

titled on p. 25 of this bibliography. On thesame

page is given a title similar to the above, the

copy there described ending with page 245, the

verso of which is blank.

Copies seen : Pilling.

£ ] Katolik
|
Anamie-Masinaigan.

|

Avec Approbation de Monseigneur

I'Eveque
|
Pierre Paal Lefevre.

|
Qua-

trieme Edition, corrig6e et augment^e.
|

Baraga (F.)—Continued.

Detroit, jWawiiatanong:
|
Munger&

Pattison, ogi-masinakisanawa
|
man-

dan masinaigan.
j
1849.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface (signed Mn
Frederic Baraga, Mekatewikwanaie) verso

blank 1 1. text in the Chippewa language pp.
5-206 (sigs. 1-12 in sixteens and 13 in fourteen),

160.

Prayers, litanies etc. pp. 5-76 (the Lord's

prayer, a prayer to the Virgin, and the creed in

double columns, Chippewa and French, pp. 10-

13).—Le chemin de la croix, pp. 76-99.—Hymns
(many with theheadingsinFrenoh), pp. 100-206.

For titles of other editions see pp. 25-26 of this

bibliography.

Copies seen : Pilling.

Bound with the only copy seen is the follow-

ing:

[ ] Jesus od ijitwawin,
|
Katechim

ejinikadeg.

[Detroit? 1849?]

No title-page, heading only ; text entirely in

the Chippewa language pp. 1-80 (sigs. l*-5*),

16°.

Copies seen : Pilling.

[ ] Katolik
I
Anamie-Misinaigan

|

wetawawissing.
|
[Seal with motto.]

|

Cincinnati, O.
|
Joseph A. Hemann o

gi-misinakisan manda misinaigan. |

1858.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-237, index pp.

239-240, 16°. In the Ottawa language. An im-

proved title of that appearing on p. 25 of this

bibliography.

Anamiewinan (prayers, le chemin de la

croix, etc.), pp. 3-72.— Anamie-nagamowinan
(hymns), pp. 73-164. — Jesus od ijitwawin,

Katechim ejinikadeg (catechism), pp. 165-231.

—

Populo legenda (prayers, ten commandments,

etc.), pp. 233-237.

Copies seen : Eames, Ferard.

A grammar
|
and | dictionary

| of

the
I

Otchipwe language,
|
By R. E.

bishop Baraga.
|
A new edition, by a

missionary of the oblates.
|
[Four lines

quotation.]
|

Montreal:
|
Beauchemin & Valois,

Publishers,
\
256 «fe 258, St. Paul Street.

11882

Cover title as above, half-title of grammar
verso blank 1 1. title of grammar (dated 1878)

verso quotations 1 1. preface pp. v-vi, remarks

on this second edition pp. ix-xi, text of the

grammar pp. 1-422, large folded table (A gen-

eral synopsis of the Otchipwe verb) ; half-title

verso blank 1 1. title of the dictionary part I

(dated 1878) verso blank 1 1. notice verso blank

1 1. remarks on the new edition of the English

Otchipwe dictionary pp. 1-3, some rules etc. pp.

4-5, text pp. 7-301; half-title verso blank 11.
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Baraga (F.)—Continued.
title of the dictionary part il (dated 1880) verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. v-viii, text pp. 1-422, ad-

vertisement on back cover, sm. 8-^.

This issue of the reprint is in one volume.

The quotations are printed on the verso of the

first title instead of on a separate leaf, and the

leaf of preface is repaged vi on the verso. In

other respects it seems to be identical with the

issue in two volumes, with cover titles dated

1879 and 1881, described on pp. 27-28 of this

bibliography.

Copies seen : Eames.

Barnard (72ev. Alonzo), Hymns.
|
In the

I

Ojibwa laguag Isicl. \
Compiled

|

and
I

published by
|
rev. A. Barnard,

|

Omena, Mich.
|
1883.

Title as above verso blank 1 1. text entirely

in Ojibwa pp. 1-53, index of first lines pp. 54-

56, 18°.

Copies seen : Eames.

A variation of the title appearing on page 33

of this bibliography. With the exception of

the one word "language" on the title-page the

copies are identical.

Barton (Dr. Benjamin Smith). On In-

dian Dogs.

In the Philosophical Magazine, vol. 15, pp. 1-

9, 136-143, London, 1803, 8°. (Bureau of Ethnol-

ogy, Congress.)

The article contains the words for dog in a

large number of American languages, Dela-

ware, Mohawk, Wunaumeeh, Monsees, Mahi-

cana, Chippewas, Messissaugers, Otcawas, In-

dians of Penobscot and St. Johns, Natics, Nar-

ragansets, Miamis, Pottawatameh, Wiahtanah,

Shawnees, Kaskaskias, Nanticokes, Mohawks,
Cochnewagoes, Oneidas, Onondagos, Cayugas,

'Senecas, Tuscaroras, Sioux, Osages, Cheerake,

Creeks, Chikkasah, Choktah, Katahba, Woe-
con, Xatchez, Mexican, and Poconchi.

Beardsley (Ambrose). See Orcutt (A.)

and Beardsley ( A.

)

Beaudin (Bev. — ). [Butler's short cate-

chism, translated into the Chippewa
language.] (*)

Manuscript. Title from Rev. W. F. Gag-
nieur, Wikwemikong, Manitoulin Island, On-

tario, Canada, March ]5, 1890. Not having the

manuscript in baud he was unable to furnish

me a detailed description.

Bingham (A.) Ojibwa spelliug book.

Albany : 1825.

On page 48 of this bibliography the title of

the above work is given in full, and the date

ascribed is 1825. As stated there, I have seen

but one copy, and it is possible in copying the

title-page I may have incorrectly transcribed

the date. In Jiilg's edition of Vater'sXi^ferafur

der Grammatiken (1847), p. 475, the date of
j

publicati n is given as 1825, from a copy in the ;

Royal Library at Berlin, and this date is copied
j

Bingham (A.)—Continued.
in Ludewig's Literature ofAmerican Aborioinal
Languages (1858), p. 44. In TTubuQv'& Biblio-

graphical guide to American literature (1859),

p. 248, the work is dated as 1829. The proba-
bility that the latter date is the correct one is

based upon the following statement:
''On the 12th of March [1828 J, we received a

joint letter from the Rev. A. Bingham and the
Rev. Mr. Stannard, missionaries to a small
band of Indians at Tonawanta, in New-York,
expressing a wish to unite with us in mission-
ary labours. Mr. Stannard died not long after
this. We were much gratified with an oppor-
tunity of opening correspondence with Mr.
Bingham, ana were not mistaken in hoping
that it might eventuate in enabling the board
to meet the engagements we had made with the
Department of Indian Affairs, in relation lo
the establishment of a missionary station at
Sault de St. Marie. We wrote the board, with-
out delay, in favour of commencing that sta-
tion. In 1828, Mr. and Mrs. Bingham were ap-
pointed missionaries, by the board, for that
station, which they have ever since occupied,
with commendable zeal and some success. The
station was located near Fort Brady, which is

garrisoned as a military post, and not far from
a village of two or three hundred. Cliippewa
Indi&u^.''—McCoy's History of Baptist Indian
Missions (1840), p. 330.

Blanchard (Ira D.) See Linapi'e Irkve-

kun apwivuli.

See Linapie Irkvekun ave.

See Linapie wawipoetakse.

These three works, full titles of which are
given on page 314 of this bibliography, under
the first word of their respective titles, should
have been credited to Mr. Blanchard.

Bohn (James George Stuart Burges). See
Trubner & Co.

Brinton (Dr. Daniel Garrison). Essays,
of an Americanist.

|
I. Ethnologic and

Archseologic.
|
II. Mythology and Folk

Lore.
I

III. Graphic Systems and Lit-

erature.
I

IV. Linguistic.
| By | Daniel

G. Brinton, A. M., M. D.,
| Professor

[ifec. nine lines.]
|

Philadelphia:
|
Porter & Coates.

|

1890.

Title verso copyright 1 1. preface pp. iii-iv,

contents pp. v-xii, text pp 17-467, index of

authors and authorities pp. 469-474, index of

subjects pp. 475-489, 8°. A collected reprint of

some of Dr. Brinton's more important essays.

The hero god of the Algonkins as a cheat

and liar (from the American Antiquarian, May,
1885), pp. 130-134, contains the equivalent for

this word in a number of Algonquian lan-

guages.—Folk-lore of the modern Lenape (from

the Journal of American Folklore, 1888), pp.
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Brinton (D. G.)—Contiuued.
181-192, containing numerous Delawaie

woids.—American languages, and why we
should study them, pp. 308-327. See page 57 of

this bibliography. — Some characteristics of

American languages, pp. 349-389, containing on

p. 363 the analysis of a Cree word,—The con-

ception of love in some American languages,

pp. 410-432. See page 58 of this bibliography.

Copies seen : Bureau of Ethnology, Eames.

The American Race :
|
A Linguistic

Classification and Ethnographic
|
De-

scription of the Native Tribes of
j

North and South America.
|
By

|
Daniel

G. Brinton, A. M., M. D.,
|
Professor

[&c. ten lines.]
|

New York :
|
N. D. C. Hodges, Pub-

lisher,
I

47 Lafayette Place.
|
1891.

Title verso copyright notice 1 1. dedication

verso blank 1 1. preface pp. ix-xii, contents pp.

xiii-xvi, text pp. 17-332, linguistic appendix

pp. 333-364, additions and corrections pp. 365-

368, index of authors pp. 369-373, index of sub-

jects pp. 374-392, 8°.

A brief discussion of the Algonkins, with a

list of divisions of the Algonkin linguistic

stock, pp. 74-80.

Copies seen: Bureau of Ethnology, Eames.

Brown (Mrs. William Wallace). Wa-
wa-ba-nae, or northern lights. A
Wabanaki legend.

In the Journal of American Folk-Lore, vol,

3, pp. 213-214, Boston and New York, 1890, 8°.

(Pilling.)

A number of Abnaki terms passim.

BuUen (George). Catalogue
|
of

|
the

library
|
of the

|
British and Foreign

|

bible society.
|
By George Bullen,

[ of

the British museum.
|

London :
|

printed by Reed and Par-

don, Paternoster row;
|
sold at the

|

society's house, Earl street, Blackfriars.

I
1857.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso blank 1

1. preface pp. v-x, manuscripts pp. 1-12, printed

books pp; 13-323, addenda pp. 325-329, 8o.

Contains titles of translations, etc. into the

Chippeway, Cree, Delaware, Indian of New
England, and Micmac languages.

Copies seen: Eames.

Buschmann (Johann Carl Eduard).

Systematische Worttafel des athapas-

kischen Sprachstamms, aufgestellt und
erlautert von Hrn. Buschmann. (Dritte

Abtheilung des Apache.)
In Konig. Akad. der Wiss. zu Berlin, Abhand-

lungen aus dem Jahre, 1859, pt. 3, pp. 501-586,

Berlin, 1860, 4°.

Short comparative vocabulary of the Chip-

peway and Ottawa, Shawno, Sauki, Nanticok,

Buschmann (J. C. E.)—Continued.
Sheshtapoosh, Knistinaux, altes Algonkin,
and Menomeni, foot-note p. 505.

Issued separately as follows

:

Systematische Worttafel
| des atha-

paskischen Sprachstamms,
|
aufgestellt

und erlautert
j
von

|
Joh. Carl Ed.

Buschmann.
|
Dritte Abtheilung des

Apache. I Aus den Abhandlungen der
Konigl. Akademie der Wissenschaften
zu Berlin 1859.

|

Berlin.
|
Gedruckt in der Druckerei

der Konigl. Akademie
|
der Wissen-

schaften.
1
1860.

I
In Commission von F.

DUmmler's Verlags-Buchhandlung.
Cover title as above, title as above verso not©

1 1. text pp. 501-581, Inhalts-Uebersicht pp. 582-

585, Bemerkungen. p. 586, 4°.

Copies seen: Astor, Eames, Pilling, Trum-
bull, Watkinson.

Published at 7 M. 80 Pf ; a copy at the Fischer

sale, catalogue no. 277, brought 13s.; priced in

the Triibner catalogue of 1882, 3s.

Canadian Indian. Vol. I. October, 1890.

No. I [-Vol. L June, 1891. No. 9].
|

The
I
Canadian

|
Indian

|
Editors

|
rev.

E. F. Wilson
|
H. B. Small.

| Published

under the Auspices of
|
the Canadian

Indian Researchal [sic]
|
Society

|
Con-

tents
I

[Redouble columns, each eight

lines.]
I

Single Copies, 20 Cents. Annual
Subscription, $2.00.

|

Printed and Published by Jno. Ruth-
erford, Owen Sound, Ontario [Canada].

[1890-1891.]

8 numbers : cover title as above, text pp. 1-

252, 8°. A continuation of Our Forest Chil-

dren, described on pp. 384-385 of this bibliog-

raphy. The word " Reaearchal " on the cover

of the first number was corrected to " Re-

search " in the following numbers.

Chamberlain (A. F.) The Aryan element in

Indian dialects, vol. 1, pp. 148-153.

Wilson (E. F.) A comparative vocabulary,

vol. 1, pp. 104-107.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Carver (Jonathan). Aventures I de Car-

ver
I

chez les sauvages | de PAm^rique
Septentrionale

)
sixi^me Edition

|
[De-

sign]
I

Tours
I
A^ Mame et C'*^, imprimeurs-

libraires
1
1858

Engraved title : Aventures
| de Carver

|

chez les Sauvages | de I I'Amerique Septentrio-

nale.
I

[Picture]
|

Tours
I
A^ Mame & C'^

|
iSditeurs. (*)

Engraved title 1 1. printed title 1 1. pp. 1-236,

12°. Title from Mr. Paul Leicester Ford,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Carver (J.)—Contiuuecl.
'

' Du langage, " including a vocabulary of the

Chippewaa and numerals of the same, pp. 214:-

217.

Catechismo dei missionari. See Teza
(E.)

See Thavenet (— ).

Catlin (George). Catalogue
|
of

|
Cat-

liu's Iiidiau gallery
|
of

|

portraits,

landscapes, |
tuauners and customs,

|

costumes, &c. &c.
|
Collected during

seven years' travel amongst thirty-

eight
I
different tribes, speaking differ-

ent languages.
|

New-York :
j

Piercy & Reed, printers,

7 Theatre alley.
|
1838.

Title p. 1, certificates pp. 2-5, catalogue pp.

6-36, with a slip of nine lines at p. 17, 12°.

Xames of Indians, mostly with English defi-

nitions, of the Sacs (Sau-kie), pp. 7-8 ; Foxes,

p. 8; Black foot, pp. 13-14; Me-nom-o-nie, pp.

14-15; Shawnee (Sha-wa-no), p. 15; Chip-pe-

way (O.jib-be-way), p. 16; Shi-enne, p. 17;

Po-to-wa-to-mie, p. 17; Pi-an-ke-shaw, p. 17;

Ottawa, p. 19 ; Pe-o-ri-a, p. 19 ; Kick-a-poo, p.

20; We-ah, p. 20; Kas-kas-ki-a, p. 20 ; Cree

(K'nis-te-neux), p. 20; Del-a-ware, p. 21.

Copies seen: Eames. '

See page 74 of this bibliography, for a similar

title with diff"erent collation.

(KcF^ Will leave London on 20th

March.) ; Ojibbeway Indians
|
Egyptian

hall, Piccadilly.
|
The Party of Nine

Ojibbeway Indians, Loyal Subjects of

Her Majesty, from the | North-East

Shore of Lake Huron, Upper Canada,

now on a visit to London, will,
|
until

20th March, illustrate
|
Catlin's North-

American
I

Indian collection,
|
With

their War Dances, Songs, Games, War-
whoops, &c.

I

as given in presence of
|

her majesty and prince Albert,
j
at

Windsor castle.
|

[Text, thirty lines.]
|

[London:] Printed by J. Mitchell

and Co. (late Brettell), Rupert Street,

Haymarket. [1841?]

No title-page, heading only; 1 page, verso

blank, 4°.

Names of nine Ojibbeway Indians with Eng-

lish significations.

Copies seen: Eames.

Chamberlain (Alexander Francis). Es-

kimo and the Indian.

In Science, a^oI. 10, pp. 273-274, New York,

1888, 40. (Pilling.)

Eskimo words compared with similar words
in Miami, Penobscot, Chippeway, Cree, Algon-

kin, Lenape, Massachusetts, Narragansett,

Minsi, and Montauk.

Chamberlain (A. F.)—Continued.

Algonkin ouoiuatology, with some
comparisons with Basque. By Alex. F.

Chamberlain, Toronto, Ont. (Abstract.)

In American Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. thirty-

eighth meeting (at Toronto, Aug, 1889), pp.
351-353, Salem, July, 1890, 8°.

Gives names, of various classes, in Cree,

Ojebway, and Mississagxia.

Some separates issued, which have at the

beginning the note: (From the Proceedings-

of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science., Vol. xxxviii, 1889), and at

the end : 'Salem press publishing and printing^

CO." (Pilling, Powell.) See page 79 of this

bibliography.

Tales of the Mississaguas. II.

In Journal of American Folk-Lore, vol. 3, pp.
149-154, Boston andNew York, 1890, 8°. (Eames,

Pilling.)

Stories and songs in the Mississagua lan-

guage, with interlinear translation in English.

A continuation of the article titled on page
78 of this bibliography.

Some separates issued, without change. (Pil-

ling. )

The thunder-bird amongst the Al-

gonkins. By A. F. Chamberlain.
In The American Anthropologist, vol. 3, pp.

51-54, Washington, 1890, 8°.

Gives bird names in Cree, Ojebway, Missis-

sagua, Illinois, and Ottawa; and personal

names,with meanings, in Mississagua,Ojebway,

and Passamaqnoddy.

Some separates issued bearing at the top:

(From the American Anthropologist for Janu-

ary, 1890.) (Pilling.)

Notes on Indian child-language. By
A. F. Chamberlain.

In The American Anthropologist, vol. 3, pp.
237-241, Washington, 1890, 8°.

Contains child-words found among the Mis-

sissaguas of Scugog, Ontario, and the Indians

at Lake of Two Mountains, the latter from

Cuoq's Algonkin dictionary.

Some separates issued with the following

note at the head: (From the American An-
thropologist for July, 1890.) (Pilling.)

The maple amongst the Algonkian

tribes. By A. F. Chamberlain.
In The American Anthropologist, vol. 4, pp.

39^3, Washington, 1891, i>°.

Contains words for maple, hard maple, soft

maple, sugar, maple sugar, etc., in Mississagua,

Otchipwe, Lake of Two Mountains, and Cree.

—— The Aryan element in Indian dia-

lects.—I. By A. F. Chamberlain, M. A.

In the Canadian Indian, vol, 1, pp. 148-153,

Owen Sound, Ontario, 1891, 8°.

Contains numerous loan-words, usually from

the French, in various Algonquian languages,

as follows: In Mountaineer, Micmac, and
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Chamberlain (A. F.)—Continued.
SkoflELe (from Gabriel in Mass. Hist. Soc. vol, 6),

p. 149; in Algonkian of Baptiste Lake, Has-

tings County, Ontario (September, 1890), p.

150; in Lenap6 or Delaware (from Brinton

and Anthony's dictionary, 1888), p. 150 ; in

OtcMpwe (from Baraga's dictionary), pp. 150-

151; in Algonkin of Lake of Two Mountains

(from Cuoq's Lexique). pp. 151-152.

Issued separately as follows

:

The Aryan element
|
in

|
Indian dia-

lects—I.
1
By A. F. Chamberlain, M. A.

|

Jno. Rutherford, book and job print-

er, Owen Sound [Ontario]. [ 1891.

]

Half-title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-8, 8o.

Linguistic contents as under title next above.

Copies seen: Pilling, Powell.

The Algonkian Indians of Baptiste

lake. By A. F. Chamberlain, M. A.

In Canadian Inst. Eourth Ann. Eept. pp. 83-

89, Toronto, 1891, 8°. (Eames, Pilling.)

English-Indian vocabulary (parts of the

canoe), p. 83.—Legends with English interlinear

translation, pp. 84-85.—Names of lakes and

rivers, pp. 85-86. — Vocabulary, 160 words,

English-Indian, alphabetically arranged, pp.

86-89.—Short comparative vocabulary of the

Indians of Baptiste lake (1890), and the Mis-

sissaga (1888), p. 89.

—— [Linguistic material of the Missis-

sagas.] C)
Manuscript, 87 pages folio, in possession of

its author. See page 79 of this bibliography.

Under date of May 18, 1891, Prof. Chamberlain

writes me : I have finally gotten my Mississaga

material properly arranged as follows:

Historical introduction. -Sketch of pho-

netics, etc.—Etymological vocabulary of some

600 words, etc. (citations from the Toronto

manuscript). [See page 361 of this bibliogra-

phy.]—Examples of modern Mississaga, vo-

cabulary and text.—Texts and songs of Sku-

gog Mississaga.—Explanatory and etymolog-

ical notes on proper names, mythological char-

acters, places, etc.—Bibliography of the Missis-

saga language.

Chareiicey (Comte Charles F61ix Hya-

cinthe Gouhier de). Melanges sur la

langue Basque.
In Society Philologique, Actes, vol. 8, pp. 26-

46, 241-284, Paris, 1879, 8°.

Afiinities of the Basque with the Lenape

and Mohegan, pp. 32-33 ; with the Chippeway

and Lenape, pp. 281-282.

[Chawanabe (Ignace).] Algonquinorura

et Nipissingiorum tribus, degentes

X^rope lacum vulgo duorum montium,
summo pontifici Gregorio XVI. Anno
1833. Hae gratiarum actiones ab ipsis

hominibus silvaticis in sua germana

Chawanabe (I.)—Continued,

lingua productae sunt et a missionario

in linguam latinam conversae. (*)

Manuscript ; among the papers of Cardinal

Mezzofanti in the Biblioteca Comunale at

Bologna. A transcript in the handwriting of

the cardinal is also in the same collection, and
another is preserved among the manuscripts

of Abbe Thavenet in the Biblioteca Vittorio

Emmanuele at Eome.
The epistle begins with these words;

" Ketchi-ayamie-oyossiminang ; Meya-nabich-

kawatch tebeniminang Jesos ondaji akking,

ki nipakwiwiui-anamikkonimin songa Nina-

went najwayakisiyang Oraani-winini kaye
Otichkwagani." And in Latin: " Beatissime

Pater
;
Qui vices Domini nostri Jesu Christi

in orbe terrarum geris; ad pedes sanctitatis

tuae provolutis tribubus Algonquinorum et

Nipissingorum sinas te salutare." At the end
are subscribed the names of eleven Indians,

including that of the author, and below:

"Durocher P.t'« Mis." Ch. de Bellefeuille

P. *'« Direct. de la Mission."

The above description is from Teza (E.)

Saggi inediti di lingue amerieane, pp. 20, 21.

The author is mentioned as follows in a letter

of Pere Durocher, printed in Teza (E.) Intorno

agli studi del Thavenet, p. 5: "Mon Ciceron

nipising, Ignace Chawanabe qui, pour le dire

en passant, a le merite de la composition du
discours algonquin en reponse au href de sa

saintet6 Gregoire xvi." In another letter Du-
rocher writes, Nov. 5, 1834: " Chawanabe , . .

de I'aveu de tons mes sauvages, est celui qui

possede le mieux la langue."

Ciquard {Bev. Francis). [Manual of

prayers, and catechism, in the Abnaki
and French languages.] (*)

Manuscript, 62 pp. 12°, formerly in possession

of Rev. Eugene Yetromile, Biddeford, Maine.

In a letter to Rev. J. M. Finotti, dated from

Eastport, Jan. 19, 1875, Father Vetromile gives

the following account of the manuscript

:

" When I was in Worcester a small old mss.

prayer book of 62 pages, 22'' [12°?] was found

amongst some old papers and books for sale.

A friend of mine purchased it, and finding it

to be in Indian and French made a present of

it to me. I found it to be a manual of prayers

and catechism in Abnaki language, written by
^^ Francis Ciquard, missionary in New Bruns-

wick, written in 1792. He could not be the

author of them, because he did not know the

language; nor F". Rasles could have written

them, because when he commenced his diction-

ary on the Kennebec, 1791 [sic], these Indians

had no missionary, as I know from a letter from

Bp: Carroll of Baltimore (in my possession).

In 1791 [sic] F^ Rasles had been only one year

amongst the Indians at Norridgewark, when
he commenced his valuable dictionary. F"".

Ciquard arrived from France to Baltimore in

1792, and Bp. Carroll sent him immediately
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Ciquard (F.)—Continued.

amongst these ludians. T have also this sec-

cud letter of Bp. Carroll, which was sent and

delirei-ed by F". Ciquard.

•'So these prayers and catechism are very

old and their author is not known. I have

scrupulously preserved them, corrected, and

embodied in my prayer book \i. e. Indian good

book, New York, 1856, 1857, 18581, not allowing

a single alteration. The Bishop wanted me to

alter the- form of Baptism in Indian, but I

declined for the respect of that old formula,

and the more I learned the Indian language,

the more I found to be correct, and now I do

not think that it could be put in better Indian.

I do not know of any language of my knowl-

edge, the Greek and Latin included, that could

express the form of baptism in a theological

point of view as well as the Indian does."

Eev. Francis Ciquard was a native of Cler-

mont, in France. He was ordained priest in

1779, and in 1792 was sent to America. Bishop

Carroll at once placed him in charge of the

Penobscot Indians at Old Town. At this mis-

sion he remained for about ten years, when he

removed to take charge of the Indians of

Tobique and St. Anne, near Fredericton, in

New Brunswick. From 1812 to 1815 he was
missionary of the Abnaki Indians at Saint

Francis. He died at Montreal.

Civezza (Marcellino da). Saggio
( di

"bibliografia
|

geografica storica etno-

grafica
|
Sanfrancescana

|

per
|
fr. Mar-

cellino da Civezza M. O.
|
[Quotation,

three lines.]
|

In Prato
]

per Ranierl Guastl
|
editore-

libraio
|
1879.

Cover title nearly as above, half-title verso

blank 1 1. title as above verso copyright notice

and printer 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. al

leltorepp. vii-xiv, half-title verso blank 1 1. cat-

alogue pp. 1-650, half-title (Appendice) verso
blank 1 1. supplementary catalogue pp. 653-666,

indice pp. 667-698, notice on back cover, 8°.

Geroglifici inventati dal missionaiio Fran-

cescauo Recolleito padre Cristiano Le Clerc,

per esprimere la lingua della tribu Indiana dei

Micmacs, pp. 306-308. This begins with the

Lords prayer in Micmac hieroglyphs, the same
in roman characters, and an Italian version,

interlinear, followed by a translation of Ur.

John G. Sheas article in the Historical Maga-
zine for October, 1861.

Copies seen : Fames.

Clarke (Benjamin). [Ethnography and
philology of the Cheyenues.] (*)

Manuscript, about 500 pages folio, in posses-

sion of Mr. G. B. Grinnell, New York City.

The author, who is the Government interpre-

ter at Fort Reno, Indian Ty., who has an Indian
wife, and who has been with the Cheyennes
about twenty' years, informed Mr. Mooney,
of the Bureau of Ethuologj^, that he prepared

Clarke (B.)—Continued.
the above-mentioned manuscript at the request
of General Sheridan, who intended to have it

published by the "War Department. This was
not done, and it fell into the hands of its present
owner. According to Mr. Clarke, the work is

divided as follows: Ethnography, 44 pages;
Philology, 9 pages; Local names, 22 pages;
Grammar, 28 pages ; English-Cheyenne dic-

tionary, 185 pages; Cheyenne-English dic-

tionary, 180 pages.

[Clarke (Peter Dooyentate).] Origin
|

and traditional history
|
of the

j
Wyan-

dotts,
I

and
|

sketches
|
of other

|
Indian

Tribes of North America.
|
True tradi-

tional stories of
|
Tecumseh and his

league,
|
in the years 1811 and 1812.

|

Toronto:
|
Hunter, Eose & co., 86

King street west.
| 1870.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface (signed Peter
Dooyentate Clarke, January, 1870) pp. iii-vi,

text pp. 1-158, 160.

A few scattered words, with definitions, in

Chippewa, pp. 19, 149; Potawatamie, p. 32;

Delaware, p. 78; Mus-quaw-ke, p. 90 ; and Sac,

p. 99.

Copies seen : Fames.

Clemens (Samuel Langhorne) and War-
ner (C. D.) The

I
gilded age

|
a tale of

to-day
I

by
|
Mark Twain

|
(Samuel L,

Clemens)
|
Author [&c. one line]

|
and

I

Charles Dudley Warner
|

Author [&c.
one line]

|
Fully illustrated from new

designs
|
by Hoppiu, Stephens, Wil-

liams, White, etc., etc.
|
Sold by sub-

scription only.
I

Hartford : { American publishing com-
pany

I

lb74.

Title verso copyright notice etc. 1 1. inscrip-

tion in Chinese characters verso blank 1 1. pref-

ace pp. v-vi, contents pp. vii-xi, list of illustra-

tions pp. xii-xvi, plates, 8°.

Each of the sixty-three chapters in this work
has at its beginning short extracts and quota-

tions in one or more languages, among tbem a

number in Algonquian-Nipissing, p. 16 ; Chip-

pewa, pp. 62, 329, 512 ; Massachusetts, pp. 100,

530.

Copies seen: Pilling.

Crane (Agnes). The Origin of Speech
|

and
I

Development of Language.
|
By

|

Agnes Crane.

[Brighton: J. G. Bishop, Printer,

''Herald" Office. 188-?]

Cover title as above verso printer 1 1. text

pp. 1-43, authorities p. [44], 16°.

Contains remarks upon and examples in

various American languages, among them the

Cree and Lenape, p. 21, and Massachusetts, p.

37.

Copies seen : Powell.
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£Cuoq(Pere Jean Audr6)]. Proinissiones

Domini Nostri Jesu Christi factae B.

Marg. M. Alacoque.
|
Mi ket iji caca-

wenindagosiwatc ket apitci raanadji-

todjik
I

Jezos o kitcitwa o teh ; Tebe-

niminangiji wanhwin- |

damawagoban

Kitcitwa Manganitan-Manin Anakok:

[Dayton, Ohio: Philip A. Kemper.

1890?]
A small card, 3 by 5 inches in size, Leaded as

above and containing twelve "Promises of our

Lord to blessed Margaret Mary," in the Algon-

quine (Nipissing) language, on the verso of

which is a colored picture of the sacred heart,

with inscription below in French. On the

lower margin of the Nipissing side are the

words: " (Algonquine.) P. A. Kemper, Day-

ton, O. (N. America.)"

Copies seen : Pilling, Powell.

In some issues the inscription below the

picture of the sacred heart is in English.

<Eames.)

On p. 102 of this bibliography there is titled

an earlier issue of this card, upon which the first

line in the title above does not appear. The

word iji in the first Nipissing line of this later

issue appears in the earlier as i only in all the

copies I have seen—a fault of the press, I think,

as there is a sufficient blank space for the re-

maining letters of the word.

Curiosites philologiques. See "Wailly

(L. de), in the Addenda.

Dejean {Bev. Aug.) Anichinabek
|
amisi-

nahikaniwa,
|
kicheanameatchik, ca-

tonik, Otawak |
wakanakesssi [sic].

|

Dejean macate okonoye.
|
[Picture.]

|

Moujac awabendan mesenayken.—St.

Paul.
I

Wyaotenong [Detroit] : | Geo. L.

Whitney mandamesenahikenhauseton.

I

1830.

Title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 3-105, table p.

106, thirty-one additional lines of catechism in

Ottawa on an extra page 11 (inserted between

pp. 10 and 11) verso blank 1 1. 18°. In the Otta-

wa language, with French and occasionally

Latin headings. An improved title of that

appearing on p. 106 of this bibliography.

Prieres, pp. 3-9.—Catechisme, pp. 10-19.—Ad-

dition du cat6chisme (instructions, hymns,

chants, etc.), pp. 19-94.—Prieres, pp. 95-103.

—

Alphabet, words of one syllable, and vocabu-

lary in Ottawak and French (about 50 words),

pp. 104-105.

Copies seen : Fames.

This copy was sold at the Leclerc sale, in 1867

(no. 427), for 28 fr.; and priced by Leclerc in

the catalogue of 1878 (no. 2382), 40 fr.

Deleage {Pere Fran9oi8 Registe). Kiki-

noamati-masinaigan etc.

Moniang: 1866.

Deleage (F. R.)—Continued.
On page 109 of this bibliography will be

found tlie full title and collation of this work,

incorrectly entered under the above-named
author. It will be found again on page 303,

under Lebret (L. M.), where it properly belongs.

Demillier (Pere Louis Edmond). See

Maillard (A. S.), in the Addenda.

SeeRomagne(J. B.), in theAddenda.

De Peyster ( Col. Arent Schuyler). Mis-

cellanies
I

By an officer.
| Arent Schuy-

ler de Peyster.
|

(Captain (in N. W.
Territory, British Possessions, Canada)
of the 8th, or the

|
King's Regiment of

Foot, 23d November, 1768 ; Major, 6th

May,
I

1777; and Lieutenant-Colonel of

same, 13th September, 1783, \ with rank
in the British Army as of 10th Novem-
ber,

I
1782; Colonel in the British

Army, 12th October,
| 1793 ; Colonel 1st

Regiment of Dumfries
(
(Gentlemen)

Volunteers 1796.) |
Edited by J. Watts

de Peyster, Brev. Maj.Gen., S.N. Y.
{

1888.
I

Dumfries:
f
Printed at the Dumfries

and Galloway Courier Office,
[
By C.

Munro.
|
1813. [Reprinted 1888.]

Cover title of first volume: Miscellanies,
| by

an officer.
|
(Colonel Arent Schuyler de Pey.

ster, B. A.), | 1774-1813,
|
part I. 1 with an ] ap-

pendix, explanatory notes,
j <fcc., &c., &c.

|

Original letters of col. de Peyster, brig. gen.
|

sir John Johnson, bart: col. Guy Johnson,
|

and others from 1776 to 1813, 1 never before

published. \ Also | discovery of de Peyster

islands in the |
Pacific ocean ; |

part II.
| bio-

graphical sketches and historical memoirs,
|

especially public and military,
\
of the

[ de Pey-

ster, Watts, and affiliated Families,
|
Since

their settlement in the present United States,

I
by

I
J. Watts de Peyster, 11. d. | m. a. Columbia

college, N.Y. |
brig. gen. brev. maj. gen. !N. Y.

|

New York, | A.E. Chasmar & co., 1 1888.

Cover title of second volume : Bead carefully

inside of cover.
|
Appendix, explanatory notes,

I
&c., &c., &c.,

I
to

I
"miscellanies | by an

|

officer,"
I
(Col. Arent Schuyler de Peyster)

|

British army, ] 1774-1813, |
with original letters

of Col. de Peyster ; Brig. |
Gen. Sir. John John-

son, Bart.; Col. Guy Johnson
; | and others,

from 1776 to 1813, never | before published;

also
I
discovery of de Peyster islands, &c., in

the
I
Pacific ocean, &c.; and

|
biographical

sketches of the de Peyster,
|
Watts, and affil-

iated families, since their
|
settlement in the

present | United States
| by

|
J. Watts de

Peyster, 11. d. |
m. a. Columbia College, N. Y.

\

brig.-gen.-brev.-maj.-gen. N. Y.
|
&c.,&o.,&c.,

|

New York:
|
C.H.Ludwig, 10 & 12 Reade

Street, 1 1888.
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De Peyster (A. S.)—Continued.
2 vols.: cover title verso list of publications

(continued on both sides of back cover), portrait

of Arent Schuyler de Peyster 1 1. title verso

advertisements of author and editor 1 1. text

(mostly in verse) pp. 3-80 ; cover title verso

remarks continued on both sides of back cover,

portrait of John Watts de Pejester 1 1. appen-

dix pp. i-xx, appendix by the editor pp. xxi-

xciv, editor's supplement pp. xcv-cxciii, errata

and omissions pp. cxciii-cci, wood-cut p. ccii,

contents pp. 1-6, addenda p. 6, tv?o maps, 8°.

The poems, pp. 5-40, contain many Ottawa

and Chippewa names, which are explained in

the foot-notes.—Vocabulary Words selected

from the Ottawa and Chippawa languages

(about 185 words, English with Indian defi-

nitions), pp. xviil-xx.—Indian tribes and their

localities, pp. xcix-cix. containing many Chip-

pewa and Ottawa names, etymologies, etc.,with

definitions.

Copies seen : Eames.

For the title of the original edition, see page

112 of this bibliography.

De Schweinitz (Eev. Edmund Alex-

ander). See Reichelt (G. T.)

Dexter {Bev. Henry Martyn). John

Eliot's Algonquin labors. From the

Congregationalist. [Signed H. M. D.]

In Bible Society Record, vol. 35, pp. 167-169,

New York, 1890, 4°. (Pilling.)

Contains a number of examples in the Mas-

sachusetts Indian language, and titles of a few

of Eliot's Indian books.

Do"w, jr., (pseudonym.) Short
|

patent

sermons,
|
by *Dow, jr.'

|
Originally

published in the
|
New York sunday

mercury.
|
Volume I.

|

New York :
|
pnblislied by Paige,

Nichols & Krauth,
|
at the office of the

Sunday mercury,
|
109 Nassau street.

|

1-^45.

Printed cover as above, title as above verso

copyright (dated 1815) and printer 1 1. text pp.

3-168, advertisement on back cover, 12°.

A moralizing discourse, pp. 52-54, beginning

with a text of five lines in Chippewa, and con-

taining five or six other lines and some phrases

in the same language.

Copies seen .- Lenox.

Ducharme (Dominic). See Vogt (C.)

Edgar (Mrs. Matilda). Ten years
|
of

|

upper Canada |
in peace and war,

|

1805-1815; |
being

|
the Ridout letters

1
with annotations

|
by

|
Matilda

Edgar. |
Also

|
an appendix

|
of

|
The

Narrative of the Captivity among the

Shawanese Indians, in
|
1788, of Thos.

Ridout, afterwards Surveyor-General

of Upper
I
Canada; and a Vocabulary,

Edgar (M.)—Continued.

Compiled by Lim, of
|
the Shawanese

Language.
|

Toronto :
|
William Briggs.

| 1890.

Portrait of Thos. G. Ridout 1 1. title as above

verso copyright 1 1. erratum slip, contents 5

unnumbered 11. introduction 2 tinnumbered 11.

text pp. 9-338, portrait of Hon. Thomas Ridout
1 1. appendix pp. 339-375, Shawanese vocabulary

pp. 376-381, index pp. 382-389, map, 8°.

Ridout (T.) Sundry words of the Shawanese
language, the orthography of which is accord-

ing to the English pronunciation, pp. 376-381.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

Eliot (John).

The following additional notices of the In-

dian new testament and bible have come to

hand since the main article was put in type.

(8*) The new testament of 1661. A copy in

the Library of Glasgow University, (Glasgow,

not mentioned in the list on p. 137. Press-mark,

BE 6—d. 9. Bound in old calf, without letter-

ing. Size of the leaf, 7^^ by 5| inches. It con-

tains both the English and Indian titles, with
the diamond-shaped figure on the latter, and
agrees with the collation given on p. 133, in-

cluding the two original blank leaves. There
is in it the following inscription : "Ex libris

Bibliothecae Universitatis Glasguensis, Will.

Dunlop, prin. Empt: ptiblicis Academiaesump-
tibus 1691." Information from the librarian,

Mr. James Lymburn.

(14) The new testament of 1661, mentioned
on p. 138. ( 14) The bible of 1663, mentioned on p.

145. The Rev. Thomas K. Abbott, B. D., libra-

rian of Trinity College, Dublin, writes under
date of November 10th, 1890 :

" I believe all but
one of our copies of Eliot's Bible were disposed

of as duplicates some years ago. The only-

copy retained is classed Press B. 2. 3." It was
presented by Robert Hawkshaw, A. B., 21 May,
1770, and, as respects the sides, the binding ia

original, but the back has been repaired. The
Indian title appears to be on the original first

leaf of signature A of the new testament, and
the diamond-shaped figure is on the Indian new
testament title. The size of the leaf is 7^ by

5J inches. The Indian title precedes the leaf

of contents. This title is mounted, and, to-

gether with the leaf of contents and the dedi-

cation, appears to be of later date. The book

is perfect, and in very good condition.

(13*) The bible of 1663, third variety. A
copy in the Biblioth^que Nationale at Paris,

not mentioned in the list on p. 145. Press-mark,

A. 2484. In old calf binding, probably original,

without lettering. Size of the leaf, 7^ by 5|

inches. It contains the English general title,

the dedication of the whole bible, the leaf of

contents. Genesis to Malachi, the Indian new
testament title (with the diamond-shaped fig-

ure), Matthew to Revelation, the metrical

psalms, and the final leaf of rules. The book
was purchased for the Royal Library in the

time of Louis XIV, and is entered as No. A..
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Eliot (J.)—Continued.
236 in the catalogue of tliat library printed in

the eighteenth century. Information from Mon-

sieur E. Delisle, of the Biblioth^que Rationale.

(27) The bible of 1663, mentioned on p. 148,

in the Library of Glasgow University, Glasgow.

Press-mark, BE 6—c. 1. Presented about 1698

by the widow of Eobert Burns, jun., merchant,

of Glasgow. It has been quite recently re-

bound. Size of the leaf, 7J by 5^1 inches. It

contains the Indian general title, the leaf of

contents, Genesis to Malachi, the Indian new
testament title (with the diamond-shaped fig

ure), Matthew to Revelation, 1 blank leaf, the

metrical psalms, and the final leaf of rules.

Information from the librarian, Mr. James
Lyniburn.

(1) The bible of 1685, mentioned on p. 157, in

the Library of the Eacnlty of Advocates, Edin-

burgh. Bound in old calf, plain tooling, no let-

tering. Size of the leaf, 7J by 6 inches. No
dedication. On the first blank leaf is the in-

scription, "Ex dono Josiae Glark." and on the

second leaf, "Ex libris Bibliothecao Eacultatis

Juridicae Edinburgi 1703." Information from

Mr. William M. Cooper, of the Advocates'

Library (by direction of Mr. Clark, the libra-

rian), in letter of November 13, 1890.

(36) The bible of 1685, mentioned on p. 164, in

the Library of Leyden University, Leyden,
Holland. In the orfginal binding of brown

calf, without lettering. Size of the leaf, 1^^ by

5| inches. It contains the original leaf of dedi-

cation to Robert Boyle, inserted after the title.

On the front leaf is the following autograph in-

scription :

'

' Publicam A cademiae Lugduno-Ba-

tavse Bibliothecam, H4c SS. Bibliornm versione

Indica apud Cantabrigienses in Nov4 Anglic

excusa, donat Crescentius Matherus, "V. D. M.
nee non Collegij Harvardinj, quod est Canta-

brigise Nov. Anglorum, Rector. Julij. 4. A. D.

1687." Information from Dr. W. N. de Rieu,

chief librarian of the University, in letters of

November 4th and 11th, 1890.

(43*) The bible of 1685. A copy in the Bib-

liotheque Nationale at Paris, not mentioned in

the list on p. 165. Press-mark, A. 2485. In the

original leath er binding, without lettering. On
the back has been pasted a strip of parchment,

inscribed, "Biblia anglo saxonica." Size of

the leaf, 7| by 5^ inches. It has not the dedi-

cation to Robert Boyle. The book was form-

erlyowned by Louis Picques, doctor oftheology

,

who died May 9th, 1699. A manuscript note in

his hand is on the title-page. A librarian of

the eighteenth century has also written on the

title, "Nova Albion. Dialectae samoyedae."

Louis Picques bequeathed it to the Jacobin

Convent in the rue St. Honor6, Paris, where it

remained until 1790. It reached the National

Library about the year 1798. Information from

Monsieur E. Delisle, of the Bibliotheque Na-

tionale.

Concerning the copy of the bible of 1685, left

at Winchester College by Mr. Sewall in 1689, as

mentioned on p. 168, the librarian, Mr. Thomas

Eliot (J.)—Continued.
F. Kirby, writes November 17th, 1890: "The
Bible referred to in your note of the 4th instant

is not in its place, and I fear must have been

abstracted since the last Catalogue of our

library was made (about 40 years ago). How-
ever, search is being made for it, and if it should

turn up you may rely on my giving you the in-

formation which you desire."

Ellis (Robert). On
|
numerals

|
as signs

of primeval unity
|
among mankind.

|

By
I
Robert Ellis, B. D.,

|
late fellow of

St. John's college, Cambridge.
|

Loudon:
|
Trubner&co.,57&59Lud-

gate bill.
] 1873.

|
All rights reserved.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso printer

1 1. contents pp. i-iii, text pp. 1-94, 8°.

Numerals and other words in Arapaho, p. 9;

Cree, pp. 9, 10, 11, 12, 17, 63, 85 ; Delaware, pp. 8,

11, 12; Etchemin, pp. 13, 51 ; Illinois, pp. 5, 6, 10 j

Massachusetts, pp. 10, 85; Menomeni, p. 9;

Ojibway, pp. 9,85; Old Algonkin, pp. 9,12,85;

Ottawa, p. 9 ; Potawatami, p. 9 ; Shawnee, pp. 9,

85; and Shyenne, p. 9.

Copies seen : Eames.

Peruvia Scythica. | The
|
Quicliua

language of Peru:
|
its

|
derivation

from central Asia with the American
|

languages in general, and with the

Turanian
| and Iberian languages of

the old world,
|
including

[
the Basque,

the Lycian, and the Pre-Aryan
|
lan-

guage of Etruria. | By
|
Robert Ellis,

B. D.,
I
author of *' the Asiatic affinities

of the old Italians", and late fellow
|
of

St. John's college, Cambridge. I [Quo-

tation, three lines.]
|

London :
|
Triibner& co. , 57& 59, Lud-

gate hill.
|
1875.

|
All rights reserved.

Title verso printer 1 1. preface pp. iii-vii, con-

tents pp. ix-xi, errata p. [xii], text pp. 1-219, 8°.

Words in about 135 North American Indian

dialects are compared with languages in other

parts of the world. The following Algonquian
dialects are represented : Abenaki, p. 85; Al-

gonkin p. 23; old Algonkin, pp. 51, 127; Black-

foot, pp. 118, 120, 131 ; Cree, pp. 11, 51, 104, 127;

Delaware, p. 53 ; Etchemin, p. 89 ; Illinois, p. 91;

Massachusetts, p. 78; Miami, pp. 85, 91, 127;

Mohikan, p. 11; Micmac, pp. 53, 89, 91, 127;

Minsi, p. 118; Narragansett, p. 89 ; Ojibway, pp.

51,62,85,118,134,135; Ottawa, p. 89; Shyenne,

p. 118; Savaneric, pp. 81, 104; Sheshatapoosh,

p. 91; and SkoflB, p. 104.

Copies seen: British Museum, Eames, Wat-
kinson.

—— Etruscan numerals. | By |
Robert

Ellis, B. D.,
I
late fellow of st. John's

college, Cambridge.
|

London:
|
Triibner & co., 57 & 59,

Ludgate hill.
|
1876.

|
(All Rights Re-
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Ellis (R.)—Continued,

served.) |
Price Two Shillings and Six-

pence.
Cover title as above, inside title (as above,

omitting the last two lines) verso printer 1 1.

remarks on piouuuciation verso erratum and

addendum 1 1. text pp. 1-52, 8°,

A few numerals and words in Algonkin, pp.

12, 13; Micmac, p. 8 ; and Sliawni, p. 9.—itemarks

and criticisms on Dr. J. H. Trumbull's essay on

numerals in Indian languages, pp. 12-13, note.

Copies seen : Eames.

Sources
|
of the | Etruscan and

Basque
|
languages. |

By
|
Robert Ellis,

B. D.,
I

late fellow of st. John's college,

Cambridge.
]

London :
[
Trubner & co., Ludgate

.hill.
I

1886.
I

(All rights reserved.)

Title verso printjfrs 1 1. prefatory notice verso

blank 1 1. contents pp. v-vii, remarks on pro-

nunciation p. [viii], text pp. 1-166, 8°.

A few numerals and words in Algonkin, p.

17 ; and Sliawni, p. 14.

Copies seen: Eames.

Evans (James). See Omajibiigeuinun.

See Osagiitiuin.

Ewbank (Thomas). See Whipple (A.

W. ), Ewbank (T. ) and Turner (W. W. ).

Parrar (Bev. Frederic William). An
essay

|
on the

|
origin of language,

|

based on modern researches,
|
and

especially on the works of M. Renan.
|

By Frederic W. Farrar, M. A.
|
late fel-

low of Trinity college, Cambridge.
|

London:
|
John Murray, Albemarle

street. 1 1860.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso printers

1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-x,

contents pp. xi-xv, text pp. 1-228, appendix pp.
229-231,16°.

Brief references to the Mohican language,

pp. 47, 108.—A few Chippewa words (from

Longfellow), p. 74.

Copies seen : Congress, Eames.

—^ Chapters I on |
language.

|
By the

|

rev. Frederic W. Farrar, M. A.
| late

fellow of Trinity college, Cambridge;

I

hon. fellow of King's college, London;

I

author of 'The origin of
|
language'

etc.
I

[Quotations, five lines.]
|

London : |
Longmans, Green, and co.

I
1865.

Half-title verso list of works by the same
author 1 1. title verso printers 1 1. dedication

verso blank 1 1. preface pp. vii-x, synopsis pp.
xi-xv iii, errata and addenda verso blank 1 1.

text pp. 1-298, books consulted pp. 299-302, in-

dex pp. 303^-308, 12°.

ALa 36

Farrar (F. W.)—Continued.
Specimens of onomatopoeia in the naming of

animals in the Algonquin (Chippewa) lan-

guage, p. 25.—Brief reference to the Chippewa
language, p. 52; Massachusetts, p. 5t ; Mohi-

can, p. 199.

Copies seen : Congress, Eames,

Second edition, London, 1873, 12°. (*)

Language and languages.
|
Being

|

"Chapters on language"
|
and

|
''Fam-

ilies of speech "
|
By the

|
rev. Frederic

W. Farrar, D.D. F.R.S.
|
late fellow

[&c. three lines.]
|
New edition.

|

London :
|
Longmans, Green, and co.

I

1878.
I

(All rights reserved.)

Half-title verso printers 1 1. title verso blank

1 1. preface (November 15, 1877) verso quota-

tions 1 1. half-title (Chapters on language) verso

dedication 1 1. preface to the first edition

(August, 1865) pp. ix-xii, list of illustrations

verso blank 1 1. synopsis pp. xiii-xx, text pp. 1-

256, books consulted pp. 257-260, half-title

(Families of speech, etc.) verso dedication 1 1.

preface to the second edition (August, 1873)

verso blank 1 1. contents pp. 265-267, text pp.

269-403, table of languages p. [404], index pp.

405-411, verso printers, two maps and two
tables, 12°.

Linguistics as under title next above, pp. 22,

44, 45, 171.

Copies seen : Astor.

Language and languages.
|
Being

|

"Chapters on language"
|
and

|
"Fam-

ilies of speech."
I
By the

|
rev. Frederic

W. Farrar, D.D. F.R.S.
|
late fellow

[&c. three lines.]
|
New edition.

|

London :
|
Longmans, Green, and co.

I

1887.
I

(All rights reserved.)

Half-title verso printers 1 1. title verso blank

1 1. preface (November 15, 1877) verso quota-

tions 1 1. half-title (Chapters on language) verso

dedication 1 1. preface to the first edition

(August, 1865) pp. ix-xii, synopsis pp. xiii-xx,

text pp. 1-256, books consulted pp. 257-260, half-

title (Families of speech, etc.) verso dedication

1 1. preface to the second edition (August, 1873)

verso list of illustrations 1 1. contents pp. 265-

267, text pp. 269-403, table of languages p. [404],

index pp. 405-411, verso printers, two maps,

and two tables, 12°.

Linguistics as under the second preceding

title, pp. 22, 44, 45, 171.

Copies seen: Eames.

Pewkes (J. Walter). On the use of the

phonograph in the study of the lan-

guages of American Indians.

In Science, vol. 15, no. 378, New York, May 2,

1890,4°. (IMlling.)

Contains a song in Passamaquoddy.

A contribution to Passamaquoddy
folk-lore. [Signed J. Walter Fewkee.]
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Fewkes (J. W.)—Continued.
Ill the Journal of American folk-lore, vol, 3,

pp. 257-280, Boston and New York, 1890, 8°.

(Eames, Pilling.)

Songs in Pa^samaquoddy, pp. 261, 262, 268,

276, 277. — List of fourteen Passamaquoddy
words, witliEnglisliequivalents,p. 278.—Names
of a few of the mythological characters of the

Padsamaquoddies, with definitions, pp. 278-279.

Also scattered words with explanations.

Issued separately as follows :

Hemenvvay Southwestern Achaeo-

logical Expedition
|
Contribution

|
to

j

Passamaquoddy folk-lore
|
By J. Wal-

ter Fewkes
|
Reprinted from the Jour-

nal of American Folk-Lore,
|
October-

December, 1690

Half-title as ahove on cover, no inside title

;

text pp. 1-24, 8°.

Linguistic contents as under title next above.

Copies seen : Pilling.

First reading book [Cree], See Hunter
(James), in the Addenda.

Incorrectly entered on page 193 of this bibli-

ography under the first word of the title.

Flood (i?ev. — ). See Morning and

. evening prayers [Muncie].

See Minseeweh nuhkoomwawau-
kunul [MuncieJ.

See Wampum (J. B.) and Hogg
(H.C.)
Mr. Flood was missionary to the Munsee

Indians and is credited with the translation of

the above-mentioned works into their language.

Foster (Dr. Thomas). See Toner (J. M.)

Gabelentz (H.ins Georg Conon von der).

Schriften in den Sprachen der uord-

amerikanischeu Indianerstamme. (*)

In AUgemeine Litteratur-Zeitung, no. 209

[Halle und Leipzig], September, 1847, 4°.

Not seen ; title from Pott's Die Unyleichheit

menschlicher Rassen (Lemgo & Detmold, 1856),

p. 235, note.

[Gafron {Bev. John).] Promissiones

Domini Nostri Jesu Christi factae B.

Marg. M. Alacoque.
|
O wawindamage-

winan o gi-windamawan iniw Kit-

chitwa
I

Marguerite Marie Alacoque

winawa ondji igiw
|
menadjitodjig

Kitchitwa Ode Jesus.

[Dayton, Ohio : Philip A. Kemper.

1889 (?)]
A small card, 3 by 5 inches in size, headed as

above and containing twelve "Promises of Our
Lord to the Blessed Margaret Mary "in the

Otchipwe language, on the verso of which is a

colored picture of the sacred heart with in-

scription below in English. On the lower mar-

Gafron (J.)—Continued.
gin of the Otchipwe side are the words "P. A.
Kemper, Dayton, 0. (N.America.) Otchipwe,
Indian."

Mr. Kemper has issued these cards in many
languages.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Gaguedjindiwinun [Chippewa]. See

Gilfillan (J. A.), in the Addenda.

Ganong (William Francis). [Micmac
and Milicete names of localities in New
Brunswick.] (*)

Manuscript, 193 pp. 8 by 5J inches in size,

being a bound blank book, in possession of its

author. The names are of rivers, lakes, hills,

islands, etc. in all parts of the province, col-

lected with care directly from the Indiana

themselves in the summer of 1890.

Garriooh {Eev. Alfred* Campbell). A
|

Vocabulary
|
of the

j
-Beaver Indian

Language-
| consisting of

|
Part I

Beaver-English j- Part II English-

Beaver-Cree-
|
By the Eev. A. C. Gar-

rioch
I

Missionary of the
|
Church

Missionary Society-
|

Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge. [ London. Northumber-

land Avenue.
|
Cyclostyled by

| E. S.

Brewer | Printed by M" Garrioch

[1885.]

Title verso blank 1 1, text (on one side of the

leaf only) 11. 1-138, 4°.

Part I Beaver English (alphabetically ar-

ranged by Beaver words in double columns), 11.

1-64.—Part II English and Beavor [sic] [and

CreeJ alphabetically arranged by English

words, in triple columns, 11. 65-138.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Society for Pro-

moting Christian Knowledge.

The original manuscript of this work is in

the possession of its author. Eifty copies of

the work were printed from the copy made
with the cyclostyle by Mr. Brewer, an employe

of tbe Society.

Mr. Garrioch, of St. Savior's Mission, Fort

Dunvegau, Peace River, was born at St. Paul's

Parish, Red River Settlement, or Manitoba,

Feb. 10, 1848, and is of Scotch and English

parentage. He way for three years a student

at St. John's College, "Winnipeg, and in 1874

was engaged as schoolmaster by Bishop

Bompas for the Church Missionary Society.

The winter of 1875-'6 he spent in study with

the bishop at Fort Simpson, McKenzie River,

and was admitted to deacon's orders, and in

the autumn of 1876 he established a Church
Missionary Society station at Fort Vermilion

under the name of Unjaga Mission. Mr. Gar-

rioch subsequently visitedCanadaand England,

where he saw his translations printed ; but in

the spring of 1886, he returned to mission work
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Garrioch (A. C.)—Contiuued.

among the Beavers of Peace River, but at

Duuvegan instead of Vei-miliou. He has

translated a number of works into the Beaver

language, which have been published.

G-atschet (Albert Samuel). [Vocabulary

of the Arapaho lauguage.]

Manuscript, 25 U. 4°, in possession of its

author. Collected at Carlisle, Pa., in 1880, from

"Waxsessi, an Arapaho student there, and from

Gaspar Edson in 1885. It consists of words,

phrases, and sentences, and is for the most part

unclassified.

[Vocabulary of the Cheyenne lan-

guage. ]

Manuscript, 12 unnumbered leaves, sra. 4°, in

possession of its author. Compiled in 1879 from

information furnished by Titchki6matsi or

Squiuteye.

[Vocabulary of the northern Chey-

enne of Montana.]
Manuscript, 10 unnumbered leaves, sm. 4°, in

the library of the Bureau of Ethnology. Col-

lected in 1888.

[Words, phrases, and sentences in

the language of the Cheyennes of

southern Dakota.]
Manuscript, 4°, in the library of the Bureau

of Ethnology. Recorded in a copy of Powell's

Introduction to the study of Indian languages,

second edition, of which it occupies pp. 77-228

and 9 unnumbered leaves. Collected from

Daniel Little Chief, a Carlisle student, at

Washington, D. C, during the spring of 1891.

Most of the schedules are filled, and the un-

numbered leaves contain much additional ma-

terial, notably songs and verbal conjugations.

In two smaller blank books (respectively 34

and 60 pages, sm. 4°) Mr. Gatschet has recorded

from tlie same source much linguistic informa-

tion not called for in the introduction.

German (/ler. Orrin). See Ruttan (D.)

Gijigong ababikaigan [Chippewa]. See

Vogt (C.)

[Gilfillan {Rev. Joseph Alexander). ] Ga-

gucdjiudiwinuu.
|
Ge-kikendungibun

au wa-uiushkawitchigeigut
[
iniu kichi

-mekadewikonaien.

[Detroit, Minn. : 1890.]

Cover bearing (diagonally across it) the first

word of the above heading with printers' orna-

ments, half title consisting of the same Ojib-

way word verso beginning of text, text with

the above heading pp. 2-12, 18°. Catechism

("Mutual questionings") in the Ojibway lan-

guage, translated by Mr. Gilfillan with the as-

sistance of Rev. George B. Morgan, an Ojibway
clergyman of "White Earth, Minn., whose Indian

name is "Ka-ka-kun," meaning that-which-is-

burued to-a-crisp. Mr. Gilfillan informs me

Gilfillan (J. A.)—Continued.
that this is a perfect specimen of the Ojibway
language.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Glass {Rev. Erviu Bird) and McDougall
(J.) See McDougall (J.) and Glass
(E. B.)

Gordon (John), sr. See Vogt (C.)

Gordon (Thomas F. ) The
|
history

|
of

|

ancient Mexico
; |

from the foundation

of that empire to its destruction
|
by

the Spaniards.
|
In two volumes.

|
By

|

Thomas F. Gordon.
|

[Three lines quo-

tation.]
I

Volume I [-II].
I

Philadelphia:
|
Printed for and Pub-

lished by the Author :
|
And for Sale by

the principal Booksellers in the U.

States,
j 1832.

2 vols. : title verso copyright and stereotyper

1 1. preface pp. v-vii, contents pp. ix-xiv, text

pp. 1-357, appendix pp. 358-363; title verso

copyright and stereotyper 1 1. contents pp. v-xi,

text pp. 1-258, appendix pp. 259-265, sm. 12°.

Examples of the Delaware language (from

Heckewelder and Duponceau), vol. 2, pp. 6-7,

foot-note.

Copies seen : Congress.

Grasserie (Raoul de la). Etudes
|
de

|

grammaire compar^e [ Des relations

grammaticales
|
considdr^es dans leur

concept et dans leur expression
j
ou de

la
I
categories des cas

|

par
|
Raoul de

la Grasserie
[
docteur en droit

|
Juge

au Tribunal de Rennes
|
Membre de la

Soci6t6 de Linguistique de Paris
|

Paris
I

Jean Maisonneuve, 6diteur

125, quai Voltaire, 25
|
1890

Printed cover as above, half-title verso blank
1 1. title aa above verso blank 1 1. dedication

verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-344, table des matieres

pp. 345-351, 8°.

Systeme des langues Algonquines, pp. 129-

132.

Copies seen : Gatschet.

Guay {Rev, Charles). Recueil | de
|

pri^res
|

par
|

Monseigneur Chs. Guay
|

Protonotaire Aposiolique
|
ad instar

|

Ancien Missionnaire des Sauvages Mic-

macs
I

a Sainte-Anne de Ristigouche
|

[Design of the Crucifixion.]
|

Qu6bec
I

typographie de J. Dussault,

1 port Dauphin
|
1890

Cover title as above, title as above verso

blank 1 1. avis verso blank 1 1. primer lessons

pp. 5-11. prayers etc. pp. 13-39, 12°. Entirely in

the Micmac language, except headings in

French.
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Guay (C.)—Continued.

The primer lessons commence with the al-

phabet and such simple combinations as "ba,"

"ca," "da," and close with such words as

"gouau-oui," "nou-iou."—Signe de la croix,

pater noster, p. 13.—Ave Maria, credo, confi-

teor, pp. 14-16.—Commandements de Dieu, com-

mandements de I'eglise, acte de foi, acte d'es-

p6rance, acte de charite, acte de contrition, pp.

17-21.—Priere du matin, pp. 22-27.—Priere du

soir, pp. 28-30.—La bonte de Dieu, pp. 31-33.—

Doctrine sur I'incarnation, p. 33.— Doctrine

sur les sacrements, pp. 34-36.—Doctrine sur le

bapteme, pp. 36-39.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Hall (Bev. Sherman). See lu pitabvn, in

the Addenda.

See Omajibiigeuinrn.

Hendrick (Capt.) See Quinney (J.)

and Aupaumut (H.)

Hervas (Abhate Lorenzo). Aritmetica

delle nazioni
| e divisione del tempo

|

fra r orientali.
|
Opera |

dell' abbate
|

don Lorenzo Hervas
|
Socio della Eeale

Accademia delle Scienze, ed Antichita
|

di Dublino.
|
[Fij^ure.]

]

In Cesena MDCCLXXXVI [1786].
|

Per Gregorio Biasini alF Insegua di

Pallade.
|
Con Licenza de' Superiori.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication (dated 31.

Dicembre 1785) pp. 3-4, indice pp. 5-8, folded

plate of numerals, text pp. 9-200, errata p. 201,

folded table at p. 40, 4°. With the exception of

the title this is identical with the edition of

1785, described on page 230 of this bibliography.

Linguistics as in the edition of 1785, pp. 114,

115.

Copies seen : Eames.

Vocabolario poligloto
|
con prolego-

meni
|
sopra piu di cl. lingue

|
Dove

sono delle scoperte nnove, ed utili all'

antica
|

storia dell' uman genere, ed alia

cognizione del
i

meccanismo delle parole.

I

Opera
i

dell' abate
|
don Lorenzo Her-

vas
I
Socio della Reale Accademia delle

Scienze, ed An-
|
tichita di Dublino, e

deir Etrusca di Cortona.
|
[Figure.]

|

In Cesena MDCCLXXXVII[1787J.
\

Per Gregorio Biasini all' Insegna di

Pallade
|
Con Licenza de' Snperiori.

Title verso blank 1 1. dedication (dated 21.

Giugno 1787) pp. 3-4, indice (of languages) pp.

5-7, imprimatur p. [8], prolegomeni pp. 9-161,

vocabolario poligloto pp. 161-236, appendice al

tomo deir aritmetica delle nazioni pp. 237-246,

indice p. 247, errata p. 248, 4°. At the end are

the words: "Tomo XX. dell' Opere del Sig. Ab.
Hervas stampate in Cesena."

Articolo HI, Affinita delle lingue Americano,

pp. 29-37, contains a brief comparison of Messi-

Hervas (L.)—Continued.
caua, Otomita, and Algonkina, pp. 34-35.—Arti-

colo X, Parole affici negl' idiomi Asiatici, ed
Europei, cont^ains specimens of several Ameri-
can languages, including the Algonkina, p.81.

—

The vocabolario poligloto contains words in

Algonkina, pp. 164, 167, 171, 174, 178, 182, 185, 189,

193,199,203,206, 210, 213, 217. -Articolo xxvi,

Paroledialcune lingue Americano, ed Africane,

contains a comparative vocabulary, Italian, Hu-
rona od Uroua, and Algonkina (about 33 words
of each), pp. 230-231.—The appendice contains

the numerals 1-10 or 1-1000 in Lingua Canadese
Settentrionale (Algonquian), Lingua Suriquois,

Lingua Etechemiene, Lingua Shawane, and
Lingua Delaware, p. 240.

Copies seen: Astor, Congress, Eames.

Hicks (John). See Sergeant (J.), the

younger.

Hoecken (Bev. Christian). See Smet
(P.J.de).

Horden (Bight Bev. John). A collection

I

of
I

Psalms and Hymns,
|
in the lan-

guage
I

of the
I

Cree Indians
|
of north-

west America. ! Compiled by the |
right

rev. John Horden, D.D.,
|
bishop of

Moosonee.
|

Printed for the
j
Society for pro-

moting christian knowledge.
I
London:

Northumberland Avenue.
|
1890.

*

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso printers

1 1. prefatory letter (in syllabic characters) pp.
v-vi, contents (syllabic) pp. vii-xiv,

'

' alphabet

or ratner syllabarium, " p. xv, text (in double

columns, consisting of 150 psalms and hymns
entirely in the Cree language and in syllabic

characters) pp. 1-76, 16°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

For titles of earlier editions, see page 235 of

this bibliography.

and Sanders (J.) The Book of

Common Prayer
[
and j administration

of the sacraments, and other
|
rites and

ceremonies of the church,
|

according to

the use of
|
the church of England.

|

Translated into the language of
|
the

Ojibbeway Indians
|
in the diocese of

Moosonee,
|
by

|
the right rev. the bishop

of Moosonee |
and the

1
rev. J. Sanders,

of Matawakumma.
|

(Some of the Oc-

casional Offices are omitted.)
|
[Seal of

of the society.]
|

Society for promoting christian

knowledge,
|
Northumberland Avenue,

Charing Cross, London. |1881.

Title verso printers 1 1. text (entirely in the

Ojibbeway language, syllabic characters) pp.

3-152, 16°.

Copies seen: Eames.
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Horden (J.) and Sanders (J.)—Cont'd.

For title of an earlier edition, see page 237 of

tbis bibliography.

The
I

Moosonee hymnal,
|

trans-

lated into the
|
Ojibheway language

|

by the
|
Right Rev. The bishop of

Moosonee,
|
and the

|
Rev. John San-

ders,
I

native missionary to the Ojibbe-

ways of the diocese
|
of Moosonee.

|

London:
|
Society for promoting

christian knowledge,
|
JSTorthiimberland

avenue. Charing cross;
|
1890.

Title verso printers 1 1. text (entirely in the

Ojibbeway language, sj'llabic cbaracters) pp.

3-112, 18°. One bundred bymns.
Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

For title of an earlier edition, see page 237 of

tbis bibliograpby.

Humboldt (Karl Wilhelm von). Uber
|

die Verschiedenheit
|
des menschlicheu

Sprachbancs
[
und

|
ihren Eiufluss auf

die geistige Eutwickelung
[
des Meu-

schengesc hlechts.
|
Von

|
Wilhelm von

Humboldt.
|

Berlin.
]
Gedruckt in der Druckerei

der Koniglicheu Akademie
|
der Wis-

senschaften.
|
1836.

|
In Commission

bei F.Diimmler.
Title verso blank 1 1. Vorwort pp. iii-vi, Me-

thode pp. vii-ix, Inbaltsverzeicbniss pp. x-xi,

text pp. 1-414, one blank 1, tjber den Zusammen-
bang der Scbrift niit der Spracbe pp. 415-491,

Lettro c\ Mr. Jacqiiet sur les alphabets de la

Polynesie Asiatique pp. 492-511, 4°.

Eeraarks on the Massachusetts, Delaware,

and Mobegan languages, pp. 173-175. —Dela-
Avare Spracbe (grammatic comments, from Du-

Ponceau, Heckewelder, and Zeisberger), pp.

316-322.

Tbis is the separate edition of the introduc-

tion to Humboldt's great work tfber die Eawi-

Sprache auf der Insel Java, mentioned on page

243 of tbis bibliography.

Copies seen : Eames.

[Hunter {Bev. James).] First
| reading

book.
I
Nistum |

ayumechekawe mus-

siuahikun.

[Loudon: 1858?]

No title-page, beading only ; text (in the Cree

language, roman characters) pp. 1-16, 16°,

Alphabet, p. 1.
—
"Words of one, two, three,

and more syllables, pp. 2-6.—Short sentences,

pp. 6-8.—Pisketussinubikunisa, etc., pp. 8-11.—

Names of the apostles, of the books of the bible,

of the days of the week, of the months, and of

the christian names for males and females, pp.

12-15.—Roman and arable numerals, ending

with the date 1858, pp. 15-16.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell.

Incorrectly entered on page 193 of this bibli-

ography under First.

Hunter (Mrs. Jean). Kunache nikumoo-
vriua,

|
a ke mussinahuk

|
nabeyowe

keeswawinik,
|
mrs. Hunter,

|
St. Mat-

thew, Bayswater, London, W.
|

London ;
|
printed by Gilbert and

Rivington,
|

St. John's square and
Whitefriars street, E. C.

| 1877.

Title verso printers 1 1. contents pp. iii-iv,

text (in the Cree language, roman characters,

with headings in English and Cree) pp. 741-

828, 16°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

This is the separate issue mentioned in the

note on page 248 of tbis bibliography. It is

bound in limp blue cloth covers, stamped on
the front: kunache

| nikumoowina.

Illinois and Miami vocabulary and lord's

prayer.

In United States Catholic Historical Maga-
zine, vol. 3, pp. 278-286, New York, 1890, S°.

(Eames )

The manuscript of the above article is de-

scribed on page 250 of tbis bibliography. A
few introductory remarks by Dr. John G. Shea
precede the text, which is here given in the
original French and Indian, accompanied by an
English translation.

Personal pronouns, etc. pp. 279-280.—Vocab-
ulary (French, English, and Indian), pp. 280-

284.—Short sentences (French, English, and
Indian), pp. 284-286.—Lord's prayer (Indian

alone), p. 286.

Issued separately as follows

:

Illinois and Miami vocabulary
|
and

lord's prayer.

[New York. 1891.]

No title-page, heading only ; text pp. 1-9, 8°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling, Powell, Shea.

lu pitabvn
;
gema gaie [Chippewa].

This work, full title of which will be found

on page 254 of tbis bibliography, was translated

by Rev. Sherman Hall, assisted by bis inter-

preter. Rev. Henry Blatchford,

[Jacker {Eev. Edward).] Otchipwe

Nagamon.
[Cincinnati: Joseph Hemans. 1865.]

No title-page, heading only ; text 4 unnum-
bered pages, 8°.

An Otchipwe hymn of 8 verses with the

above heading, followed by "the pronunciation

of vowels " and "pronunciation of consonants,"

occupies thefirsttwo pages, followed on the last

two by the same hymn in English, headed

"Otchipwe Nagamon, National Hymn of the

Otchipwe Indians on Lake Superior."

Copies seen : Pilling.

The mental capacity of the American

Indian as indicated by his speech. Algic

compared with Semitic.

In American Catholic Quarterly Review, vol.

3, pp. 255-281, Philadelphia, 1878, 8°. (Pilling.)
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Jacker (E.)—Continued.
Comparative vocabulary, Latiu,Ojibwa, Cree,

English, and Maygar, p. 261.—Short Ojibwa

vocabulary compared with other languages, p.

264.—Ojibwa and Cree conjugation, p. 266.

—

Ojibwa bible text, p. 270.—Ojibwa poem (two

stanzas) witb Latin translation, p. 272.—Potta-

wattomje hymn (from Gailland), the same in

Ottawa, with Latin translation, p. 273.—Scat-

tered through the article are many words,

phrases, and sentences, etymologies, verbal

conjugations, etc.

Tlie small-pox among the Indians at

and near fort Michillimakinak in 1757.

(Extracted from the " Registre desBap-

temes adminis*]rez aux fran^ois dans la

mission de St. Ignace de Michilimak-

inak.") By very rev. Edward Jacker.

In United States Catholic Historical Maga-

zine, vol. 1, pp. 101-103, New York, 1887, 8°.

(Eames.)

About sixteen Ottawa and Ojibwa words and

proper names are explained in the notes by

Father Jacker.

Father Henry Nouvel, S. J., the pio-

neer missionary of lower Michigan.

The Feast of the Immaculate Concep-

tion Celebrated in the Heart of the

Peninsular State Two Hundred and
Eleven Years Ago. By Very Rev. Ed-

ward Jacker.

In United States Catholic Historical Maga-

zine, vol. 1, pp. 258-280, New York, 1887, 8°.

(Eames.)

Etymologies of Ottawa and Ojibwa names in

the notes on pp. 259, 261, 263-264, 265, 267, 268-

269, 271.

[Manuscripts relating to the Chip-

pewa and Ottawa languages.] (*)

In possession of Capt. Dwight H. Kelton, U,

S. Ajmy, who furn i shes me the following notes

:

The late very reverend Edward Jacker was
born at Ellwanger, "Wurtemberg, Germany,
Sept. 2, 1827, died at Marquette, Mich., Sept.l,

1887, and was buried at Hancock, Mich. He
wasordainedapriestatSault Ste. Marie, Mich.,

in 1854, and from that time devoted his life to

work among the Indians, by whom he was
greatly . beloved. Having received a liberal

education, philology became his favorite pur-

suit, and this he made the leading study of his

life, acquiring among others a theoretical and

practical knowledge of the Algonquian Indian

languages, one dialectof which—the Chippewa
—he spoke fluently. His work of twenty years

in correcting and amplifying Bishop Baraga's

Chippewa dictionary was destroyed by an acci-

dent by which he lost his canoe and its contents.

His unpublished Mss. are in the possession of

Capt. Dwight H. Kelton, U. S. Army. He
was the author of Indian names of places near

the great lakes, published by Captain Kelton,

Jacker (E.)—Continued.
also of the "Indian names" published in the
1891 edition of Kelton's Annals of Fort Mack-
inac, and of the "Indian names," in the 1889^

edition of Kelton's History of the Sault Ste.

Marie Canal, which will be found titled on page
277 of this bibliography.

In a letter recently received from Mr. P.
Jacker, a brother of this author, he uses the
following language :

" Though my brother was
perhaps the most diligent, and with respect to

the Algonquian dialects, the most accomplished
and thorough student of Indian languages, but
very little of his labors has gone into print.

The work of his life, the compilation of an
Ojibway grammar, when nearly complete in

manuscript, was lost in Lake Michigan by the
capsizing of his boat."

Jacobs {Rev. Peter) and others. A collec-

tion
I

of
I

Ojibway hymns
|
translated

by
I

the late rev. Peter Jacobs, Jr.,
|

and the late rev. dr.
| O'Meara, | with

additional hymns
|
by

|
the late rev.

Peter Jones, the late Wm.
| Walker,

and rev. John Jacobs,
| re-arranged,

revised and
|

published by
|
the rev.

John Jacobs,
|
Ojibway Missionary of

the Episcopahan
|
Church,

( Second
edition.

|

[Two lines English and four

lines Ojibway quotation.]
|

Sarnia.
|
Printed at the office of the

Sarnia Canadian.
|
1890.

Title verso blank 1 1. preface 1 1. text (in the

Ojibway language with one line headings in

English), pp. 3-304, index (Ojibway) to the

hymns pp. 305-313, English index pp. 314-322,,

index to particular subjects pp. 323-324, 24°.

"As the first edition has become exhausted,

I have now added one hundred and nine hymns-

to this present edition, which now makes a
book of three hundred and six hymns * * *

In this edition are several hymns translated

into the Ojibway language for the first time."

—

Preface.

Copies seen: Chamberlain (Worcester,.

Mass.), Eames, Pilling.

For the title of an earlier edition of this

work see the same authors on page 256 of this

bibliography. The edition titled above runs

page for page nearly like the earlier one as far

as page 160.

Johnston (George). The morning and
evening prayer. Detroit, 1844.

The following criticism of Johnston's trans-

lation of a portion of the prayer book, titled on.

page 264 of this bibliography, is taken from

Rev. F. A. O'Meara.' 9 Second report of a mission

to the Ottahwahs and Ojibwas on Lake 'Huron
(London, 1847), pp. 27-28:

"May 27 [1845J.—Arrived at Detroit, and im-

mediately waited on the Bishop ; I wished te

ascertain from him what he would do towards-
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Johnston (G.)—Continued.

the ludian Prayer-book, as my translation

could, with a few alterations, be adapted to the

Indians in his diocese, speaking the Ojibwa or

Ottahwah languages; but found that he had

himself procured a translation of part of the

service into that language, -which he had caused

to be printed, and which has been for some time

in use. The Bishop gave me two copies of this

work, which is in the form of a small pamphlet,

and though on the title-page it professes to be

a translation of the Morning and Evening

Services, contains only the Morning Service,

the Litany, and the Ten Commandments, to

which are added a few hymus taken word for

word from Peter Jones's Collection. On look-

ing over the work, I find it very carelessly done,

and in many places a total misrepresentation

of the spirit and meaning of the Liturgy; for

instance, the verse Daniel ix. 9, 10, at the open-

ing of Morning Prayer, is translated as if it

were a prayer. The Absolution is also made a

prayer of, or rather an unintelligible mixture

of prayer and exhortation. "Where the word

circumcision occurs in the Litany, it is trans-

lated so as to make the supplication run thus,

' By the cutting of thy forehead.'

"

Jones (Ber. Peter). See Playter (G. F.)

See O'Meara (F. A.) and others.

See Wheeler (L. H.)

Ka-ka-kun. See Morgan (G. B.), in the

Addenda.

Kasstigatorskee (pseudonym.) Exami-

nation of an Article in the North Amer-

ican Review, for January, 1826, respect-

ing the Indians of America. [Quota-

tion from Eliot's Indian bible, Jere-

miah, V. 15, Massachusetts Indian and

English.] By Kass-ti ga-tor-skee, or

The Feathered Arrow.

In The New-York Review, vol. 2, pp. 405-422,

New York, 1826, 8°. (Lenox.)

Specimens of the Delaware language, pp.

416-418.— Specimen verse in Massachusetts In-

dian (from Ehot's bible), p. 419.

[Lacombe {Rev. Albert).] Proraissiones

Domini Nostri Jesu Christi factae B.

Marg. M. Alacoque.
j

[Three lines syl-

labic characters.]

[Dayton, Ohio: Philip A. Kemper.

1889(?).]

A small card. 3 by 5 inches in size, heatled as

above and containing twelve "Promises of Our
Lord to the Blessed Margaret Mary "in the

Cree language, syllabic characters, on the verso

of which is a colored picture of the sacred

heart with inscription below in English. On
the lower margin of the Cree side aie the words
'P. A. Kemper, Dayton, O. (N. America.)

Cree, Indian."

Lacombe (A.)—Continued.
Copies seen: Eaines, Pilling, Powell.

For Father Lacorabe's Cree version of these

promises in roman characters, see page 285 of

this bibliography.

[ ] [One line syllabic characters and
seal.] 1889

|
Ganaweyittamuk

[ Aya-
mihewikijikaw mina kitchi kijikaw

|

[Calendar.]

[Montreal : C. O. Beauchemin & fils.

1889. ]

1 sheet, folio.

Copies seen .• Pilling, Powell.

There is a similar issue for 1890. (Eamea,
Pilling, Powell.)

For mention of earlier issues, see under the
same author on page 284 of this bibliography.

Levinge (Capt. Sir Richard George Au-
gustus). Echoes

I
from

|
the back-

woods;
I

or
I
sketches

|
of

| transat-

lantic life.
I

By
| captain R. G. A. Le-

vinge.
I

In two volumes.
]
Vol. I[-II].

|

London :
|
Henry Colburn, publisher,

I

great Marlborough street.
|
184-i.

Frontispiece, title as above verso printer 1 1.

dedication verso blank 1 1. preface pp. v-xi,

verso illustrations, contents pp. xiii-xvi, quota-

tion verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-262, appendix pp.
263-293, verso printer; frontispiece, title as
above verso printer 1 1. contents pp. iii-v, text

pp. 1-258, 12°.

The Lord's prayer in the Milicete and Mic-

mac languages (the latter "as corrected by the

Richibucto Indians from the version printed at

Quebec in 1817 "), vol. 1, p. 107. See Lord's.

Copies seen: Congress.

MoKee (Alexander). [A vocabulary

and grammar of the Shawanese tongue,

together with the Lord's prayer.

178-?] n
Manuscript. It is referred to as follows in

"a Letter from Col. George Morgan to Gen.
"Washington, inclosing the Lord's Pra3-er in

Shawanese," dated from New York, Sept. Ist,

1789, and printed in the Collections of the Mas-
sachusetts Historical Society, third series, vol.

5 (Boston, 1836), pp. 28G-287, where the specimen
of the Lord's prayer is also given

:

" Sir, Having been engaged here some days

in the examination of the late Mr. Hutchins's

papers, I have found amongst them a letter to

your Excellency from the Marquis de la Fay-

ette, accorap.^nied by one from you, requesting

Mr. Hutchins's attention to the forming a

vocabulary of the Indian languages, for the

Empress of Russia, who has ordered a uni-

versal dictionary to be made of all languages.
" If your Excellency hath not received satis-

factory returns from Mr. Hutchins, or others to

whom you may have applied, it will aflford me
particular pleasure to contribute so essential a
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McKee (A.)—Continued.
service to the republic of letters, by giving

your Excellency a Vocabulary and Grammar of

the Shawanese tongue, together with our

Lord's prayer ; all composed at my request, by

my friend Alexander McKee, Esq. to whom the

best speakers of the nation recur for instruction

in all doubtful words and expressious in their

own language.

"Mr. McKee being a good scholar, and

writing a very fair hand, adds to the certainty

and value of these performances ; and the more

so, as I have reason to believe that he neither

made nor kept another copy. I find, too, from

my former travels and late tour, that the Shaw-

anese tongue is the root of many others of the

more western tribes.

' 'A Vocabulary and Grammar of the Delaware

language is made by the Rev. Mr, Zeisberger,

which, if your Excellency hath not obtained, I

will procure and send to you. They are all at

present in my son's possession, except our

Lord's prayer, as I gave them to him when he

entered a cadet in the first United States' regi-

ment ; but I will write to him immediately for

them, if your Excellency wishes to have them.

I do myself the honor to inclose our Lord's

prayer, as I brought it here with intention to

publish it, to prevent its being lost. When
your Excellency has had a copy taken, be

pleased to direct the original to be forwarded,

inclosed in my letter, to Mr. Carey."

On its receipt by Mr. Carey this specimen of

the Lord's prayer in Shawanese was printed by

him in the American Museum, vol. 6 (Philadel-

phia, 1789), p. 318.

McLean (Bev. John). Indian hymns.

By the Rev. John McLean, Ph. D.

In The Methodist Magazine, vol. 32 (no. 3, for

Sept., 1890), pp. 266-267, Toronto, 1890, 8°. (Pil-

ling.)

Ahymn (eight lines) entitled "Noqkimokit,"

in the Blackfoot language, with translation

into English, p. 267.

Maggi (P. G.) Nota di P. G. Maggi
|
dell'

Istituto Lomhardo
|
intorno i saggi

inediti di lingue americane
]

publicati

dal prof. E. Teza
|
letta nella toruata

del 4 febbrajo 1869.

Colophon : Estratto dai Rendiconti

del Reale Istituto Lombardo.
j
Serie

II. Volume II.
I

Milano, 1869. Tip.

Bernardoni.

No title-page, heading only ; text pp. 1-10,

colophon verso blank 1 1. 8°.

Kemarks on the Algonchino language, in-

eluding a few words and phrases, with transla-

tions, p. 5.

Gopiee seen : Eames.

Maillard {Able Anthony S.) [Prayers,

catechism, instructions, etc., in the

Micmac language.] (*)

Maillard (A. S.)—Continued.
Manuscript, 341 pp. 4=', formerly in the pos-

session of Rev. Eugene Vetromile, who men-

tions it as follows in a letter to Eev. J. M.
Einotti, dated from Eastport, Jan. 19, 1875

:

"I suppose you know the large Micmac man-

uscript book, containing prayers, catechism,

Instructions, etc. I have copy by F^. Demilier,

but he was not the author. I think that E'.

Menard was the author. It is a fine work, ex-

cellent, and very correct Micmac language, 341

pages quarto."

This is probably the manuscript fully

described under Demillier (L. E.), page 109 of

this bibliography.

Mathevet {Pere Jean Claude). [Com-
pendium of bible history in the Algon-

quin (Nipissing) language.] (*)

Manuscript; 11 parts, containing 222 pp. 8°.

In the BibliotecaVittorioEmmanueleatRome.

The narrative embraces the pentateuch, the

historical books, and in the last part a few
extracts from the new testament (Luke iv,

Matt, i, Luke ii).

In 1833 it was proposed at Rome to have this

work revised and printed. The transcript

described above was probably made for this

purpose by P6re Durocher, at the request of

the Abb6 Thavenet, who hoped to have his

help and that of De Bellefeuille in the work of

revision.

Concerning the manuscript, Durocher wrote

as follows, January 1, 1834: "J'ai t4ch6

d'61aguer toates les expressions 8urann6es et

d'y substituer celles qui sont maintenant en

usage. J'ai surtout consults pour cela mon
Ciceron nipising, Ignace.Chawanabe qui, pour

le dire en passant, a le m^rite de la composition

du discours algonquin en r6ponse au bref de

sa saintet6 Gr6goire xvi, et Eran9ois Odjik,

puriste nipising."

"Corretto a quel modo il manoscritto nel

Canada," remarks Professor Teza, "avrebbe

voluto il fiero missionario [ Durocher] che nes-

sunoci mettesse piii mano in Europa : e spesso

ai dubbi con semplicita proposti dal Thavenet

rispoude con i motti pungenti, con 1' ironia. Poi

si stanca: punisce il critico sagace e interro-

gatore col silenzio : tanti studi, tanta pazienza,

tante fatiche non danno alcun frutto :
1' opera

del Mathavet rimane inedita." The above

description is from Teza (E.), Intorno agli studi

del Thavenet, pp. 4-C.

A partial transcript, probably of the same

work, is preserved in the Biblioteca Comunale

at Bologna, among the manuscripts of Cardinal

Mezzofanti, in whose handwriting it is. Ac-

cording to Teza (E) {Saggi inediti di lingue

americane, pp. 12-13), it consists only of "la

storia della creazione, breve scrittura che com-

pendia il genesi, ma non va oltre al quinto

giorno." It begins : "Wayechkat o ki kijenin-

dan kije-manito wakwi kaye akki. Kakkina

anotch kekon o kijenindanan negotowasso

kijikatinik inikik."
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Meurain {Bev. —). [Illinois (.?) -French

dictionary.] (*)

Manuscript.

In Morse (J.), Report to the Secretaryi of War,

p. 144, will be found the following note

:

The Rev. Father Meurain died at Prairie du

Eocher, forty-five miles below St. Louis, fifteen

above Kaskaskias, on the Mississippi, in the

year 1778. He was the last of the Jesuits in

this couutry. He was ordered home ; bat at

the request of the Indians he returned and

died with them. He was a very learned man,

and has left a valuable library aud a manuscript

dictionary of the Indian and French languages,

in twenty-four volumes. He was missionary

to the Illinois Indians and was respected and

beloved by them as a very pious and faithful

missionary.

Morgan (Bev. George Brinley). See

Gilfillan (J. A.), in the Addenda.
Mr. Morgan is an Ojibway clergyman of

White Earth, Minn., whose Indian name is

"Ka-ka-kun," meaning that-which-is-burned-

to-a-crisp.

Nason (Bev. Elias). Indebtedness of the

English to the Indian languages of

America. (Communicated by Rct.

Elias Nason.)
In New England Hist. & G-en. Register, vol.

20, pp. 309-312, Boston, 1866, 8°. (Lenox.)

Contains a list of words derived from the

Algonquian and other Indian languages, with

etymologies.

Noaquett. See Simer-well (R.) and

Noaquett.

O'Meara (Bev. Frederick A. ). See Spell-

ing and reading book.

In addition to the brief account given on pp.

381-382 of this bibliography, the following par-

ticulars concerning Dr. O'Meara have been

ascertained. He was appointed by the Society

for the Propagation of the Gospel, in 1839, as a

missionary to the Indians at Sault St. Marie,

and was subsequently transferred by the Bishop

of Toronto to the Government Indian mission

at Manatoulin Island. In his Second Report of

a Mission to the Ottahwahs and Ojibwas, on

Lake Huron (second edition, London, 1847), ho

gives some account of his translations into the

Indian language.

Under date of January 12, 1845, he writes :

" Having lately seen more plainly than ever the

evil of a book such as the Methodist Hymns
being in the hands of my people, after the more
public and fatiguiog labours of the day were

concluded, I tried what I could do at trans-

lating some of the Hymns and Psalms from our

own collection. I succeeded in this, my first

essay in that kind of work, so as to encourage

me to proceed in the translation of a small col-

lection to be appended to the Prayer Book."

O'Meara (F. A.)—Continued.

During the next four months he revised his

translation of the Prayer Book, and translated

more Psalms and Hymns. In the latter part of

May he went to Toronto, in order to make
arrangements for the printing of these works.

While at Detroit, he waited on the Bishop, for

the purpose of ascertaining what he would do

towards the Indian Prayer Book. From him
he first learned of the existence of Johnston's

translation of The morning and evening prayer

(Detroit, 1844), concerning which see his

remarks on pages 566-567 of this Addenda.
" September 16, [1845].—Sent the first portion

of the manuscript of the Indian Prayer-book

to the Rev. Mr. Grasett, to be transmitted by
him to Dr. Bethune ; it contains the Morning
and Evening Services and Litany. I have taken
much care with the writing, that it may be as

legible as possible."

"October 13.—Busily engaged during all the

time that could be spared from my usual work,

preparing the manuscript of the Ojibway
Psalms and Hymns, as the next opportuuity

will probably be the last this season."

The above-mentioned Prayer Book, Psalms,

and Hymns were printed at Toronto in one

volume, in 1846, as described on page 379 of this

bibliography. Dr. O'Meara ministered to the

Indians on Great Manitoulin Island for twenty-

two years. According to Rev. J. A. Gilfillan,

he died at Port Hope in 1888.

Orcutt (Samuel). The
|
Indians

|
of the

I

Housatonic and Naugatuck Valleys.
|

By
I
Samuel Orcutt,

|
Author of the

Histories of the Towns of Wolcott,

Torrington, Derby, and
|
New Milford,

Conn.

I

Hartford, Conn. :
|
press of the Case,

Lockwood & Brainard company.
|
1882.

Frontispiece 1 1. title verso blank 1 1. preface

pp. iii-iv, contents pp. 5-6, illustrations verso

additional illustrations 1 1. text pp. 1-201, ap-

pendix pp. 202-222, 1 blank 1. index pp. 209-220,

sixteen other plates, 8°.

Etymology of local names (Naugatuck,

Housatonic, etc.). pp. 62-63, 101-102, 107, 108-109,

110, 114, 119, 199, 208.—A few Naugatuck
phrases with translation, p. 70.—Also lists of

names of Indian chiefs, from deeds, of the

Quinnipiacs, pp. 8,9; of the Wepawaugs (Po-

tatucks and Paugasucks), pp. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16.

18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 42; of the Naugatuck Valley

(Tunxis, Paugasucks, aud Potatucks), pp. 25-

35 ; and of New Milford (Potatucks), pp. 94, 95,

96, 97, 98, 99, 103, 106, 117, 118, 119.

Copies been: Eames.

Otta-wa-Chippewa. [Proclamation by
Ottawa and Chippewa chiefs.]

Manuscript, 2 11. 4°, in possession of the

compiler of this bibliography.

This manuscript, the body of which is in

English, is in the form of a letter, "To all
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Ottawa-Chippewa—Continued.
whom it may concern." It announces the ap-

pointment of Augustas Hamelin, jr., of "our
said tribe of Ottawas in consideration that his

Grandfather Kiminchagan was during his life

head chief of our said tribe,'' to the position

of head chief with power to "execute and per-

form, "etc. Dated at Little Traverse, May 3,

1835, and signed and witnessed hy the chiefs and

others of the Indians of Little Traverse, Grand

Traverse, Manistique Eiver, Monistic River,

Misiganigong, P6re Marquette, White River,

and GrandRiver with theirIndian names. Each

of the signatures, chiefs and witnesses, sixty-

three in all, is accompanied by its totemic sign.

Peirce (Ebeuezer W.) Indian history,

biography, |
and genealogy:

|

pertain-

ing to the
I
good sachem Massasoit

|
of

the
I

Wampanoag tribe,
|
and his de-

scendants.
I
With an Appendix.

|
By

Ebenezer W. Peirce,
|
of Freetown,

Mass.
I

Author of " Brief Sketches of

Towns in Bristol and Plymouth Coun-

ties," and other
|

historical works;

Resident Member of the Old Colony

Historical, the Pilgrim,
|
and the New

England Historic Genealogical Socie-

ties ; Cor-
I

responding Member of the

New York Biographical
|
and Wiscon-

siii State Historical Societies.
|

[Quo-

tation, six lines.]
I

North Abington, Mass.:
|

published

by Zerviah Gould Mitchell.
|
1878.

Portrait of Zerviah G. Mitchell recto blank 1

1. portrait of Ebenezer W. Peirce verso blank 1

1. title verso copyright and printers 1 1. preface

(signed Zerviah G. Mitchell) pp. iii-v, table of

contents pp.vii-xiv, list of illustrations verso

blank 1 1. text pp. 1-209, genealogy pp. 210-219,

appendix pp. 220-256, subscribers' names pp.

257-261, nine other plates, 12°.

A few scattered words in the Indian lan-

guage of Massachusetts (from Winslow), pp.

24-25.

Copies seen : Eames.

Petitot {Pere jCmile Fortune Stanislas

Joseph). Origine Asiatique
|
des Es-

quimaux
I

Nouvelle fitude ethno-

graphique j
Par Emile Petitot

|
Ex-

Missionnaire et Explorateur arctique,

cnr6 de Mareuil-les-Meaux (S.-et-M.)
|

[Two lines quotation]
|
[Vignette]

|

Rouen
|
imprimerie de Esp^rance

Cagniard
|
Rues Jeanne-Dare, 88, et

des Basnage, 5
|
1890.

Cover title as above, title as above, verso
" Extrait du Bulletin de la Soci6t6 normande de

G6ographie 1 1. text pp. 3-33, 4°.

On pp. 25-33 are given tables of words show-

ing similarities between the words of various

Petitot (E. F. S.J.)—Continued.
languages of the old and new world. Among
the North American languages a number of

examples are given from the Algonquin, Pied

Noir, and Gris.

Copies seen : Bureau of Ethnology, Pilling.

Pilling (James Constantine). Books for

the Indians. Bible literature in the

language of the red man.
In the Washington Critic, Washington, Feb.

16, 1890, folio.

Contains fac-similes of the Lord's prayer in

Micraac hieroglyphs with interlinear Micmac
transliteration and a literal English transla-

tion, the title-page of Lacombe's Livre de

prieres (syllabic characters), and of Eliot's

Indian primer of 1669.

Some queer American characters.

By James C. Pilling.

In the Analostan Magazine, vol. 1, pp. 58-67,

Washington, 1891, 4°.

Contains an account of the Micmac hiero-

glyphs invented by Father Le Clercq, and in-

cludes the Lord's prayer with interlinear Mic-

mac transliteration and literal English transla-

tion, p. 58 ; also a fac-simile of the title-page of

Father Kaader's Catechismus with interlinear

transliteration into German, p. 60.—The Cree

syllabary, pp. 61-63, includes aa account of

Evans' invention with a facsimile of the '

' syl-

lables" and "appendages."

Pott (August Friedrich ). Etymologische

Forschungen |
auf dem Gebiete

|
der

|

Indo-Germanischen Sprachen,
|
mit

besonderem Bezug
|
auf die Lautum-

wandlung
|
im

|
Sanskrit, Griechi-

schen, Lateiuischen, Littauischen und

j
Gothischen,

i
von

|
Dr. Aug. Friedr.

Pott,
I

Docenten an der koniglichen

Friedrich - Wilhelms - Universitiit
|
zu

Berlin. [-Zweiter Theil.
i

Grammatis-

cherLautwechsel und Wortbildung. ] |

[Quotation, one line.]
|

Lemgo,
I

im Verlage der Meyerschen

Hof-Buchhandlung, 1833 [-1836].

2 vols.: title verso blank 1 1. dedication verso

blank 1 1. vorrede pp. v-x, einleitung pp. xi-

Ixxxii, inhaltsverzeichniss 1 1. text pp. 1-284;

title verso blank 1 1. dedication 1 1. notice 1 1.

vorrede pp. vii-xvi, text pp. 1-720, register pp.

721-799, berichtigungen pp. 800-809, 8°.

A few examples in Lenape or Delaware, with

remarks, vol. 2, pp. 534, 621, 628.

Copies seen : Eames.

Etymologische Forschungen | auf

dem Gebiete
|
der

|
Indo-Germanischen

Sprachen, |
unter Beriicksichtigung

|

ihrer Hauptformen,
|
Sanskrit ; Zend

-Persisch ; Griechisch-Lateinisch ; Lit-

tauisch-Slawisch
; I

Germanisch und

Keltisch,
|
von

|
Aug. Friedr. Pott, Dr.
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Pott (A. F.)—Continued.

I

Prof, der Allgemeineu Spracliwiss. an

der Univ. zu Halle, [etc. five lines.]
|

Zweite Anflage in vollig neuer Umar-
beitung.

|

Erster Theil :
|
Prapositioneu

[-Sechster Band.
|
Register].

]

[Quota-

tion, one line.]
|

Lemgo & Detmold,
j
im Verlage der

Meyer'scben Hofbucbbandlung, 1859

[-1876].

6 Theile in 9 vols, (about 8400 pp.), 8°.

A few words in Cliippeway, vol. 1, p. 10

;

Blackfeet, p. 60; Ojibua (Chippewa), p. 60;

Krih Oder Kniatenaux, p. 60 ; Abenaki, p. 65
;

Lenape, p. 65.—Remarks on consonant sounds

in Cree and Chippewa, vol. 2, part 1, p. 64.—

Words in Mohegan, vol. 2, part 1, pp. 115, 167;

Schawanno, p. 167; Knistenaux, p. 167; Mus-

quake (Fox), p. 167; Ojibua, pp.167, 801.—Re-

marks on derivative words in Cree, vol. 2, part

1, p. 118.—Examples of different classes of

verbs in the Cree language (from Howse), vol.

2, part 1, pp. 669-673.— "Words in Lenape or

Delaware, vol. 2, part 2, p. 875, and vol. 5, p.

xvii.—List of works relating to the aboriginal

languages of America, vol. 2, part 4, pp. xlii-

xlvii.

Copies seen : Eames.

Die Personennarafen,
|
insbesondere

j
die Familiennamen

|
undibreEntste-

bungsarten
; |

aucb
\
unter Beriicksicb-

tigung der Ortsuamen.
|
Eiae spracb-

licbe Untersucbung
|
von

|
August;

Friedrieb Pott,
|
Professor der allge-

meiuen Spracbwissenscbaft an der

Universitiit zu Halle,
f

Leipzig :
|
F. A. Brockbaus.

| 1853.

Printed cover, half-title verso blank 1 1. title

verso quotation 1 1. dedication verso blank 1 1.

vorwort pp. vii-xii, inhaltsverziichniss pp.

xiii-xvi, text pp. 1-721, advertisements on back

cover, 8°.

A short extract from Roger Williams's Key
(Xarraganset), pp. 16-17.—A few proper names
in Lenni Lenape or Delaware, p. 22.—Eigenna-

nien von Indianern (pp. 679-690), contains

names of Indians in the languages of the fol-

lowing tribes, with etymologies and defini-

tions : Sacs, pp. 679, 683 ; Foxes, p. 679 ; Black-

feet (Siksekai, Kiilina oder Kaenna, Piiikans),

pp. 684-687, 689, 690; Fall-Indians von den

Fallen des Saskatschawau, p. 688; Krihs oder

Knistenaux, pp. 683, 688, 689; Ojibuas (Chip-

ewas) oder Algonkins, p. 689.—"Words in

Blackfeet, p. 681 ; Crib, p. 681 ; Chayenne, p.

681 ; Algoukin-oder Ojibua, pp. 687, 690.

Copies seen : Eames.

Die
j Ungleicbbeit | menscblicber

Rassen
|
bauptsiicblicb vom

|
spracb-

wissenscbaftlicben Standpunkte,
|
un-

ter besonderer Beriicksicbtigung
|
von

Pott (A. F.)— Continued,

des Grafen von Gobineau gleicbnami-

gem Werke.
|
Mit eiuem Ueberblicke

|

I

liber die Spracbverbaltnisse der

Volker.
|
Ein etbnologiscber Versucb

I

von
I

Aug. Friedr. Pott,
|
Profcvssor

[&c. tbree lines.]
|

Lemgo & Detmold,
|
Meyer'scbe Hof-

bucbbandlung.
I

1856.

Printed cover as above, title as above versa

quotation 1 1. vorrede pp. iii-xxxiii, druckver-

sehen p. [xxxiv], inhalt pp. xxxv-xl, text pp.

1-275, list of publications p. [27fi], 8°.

Examples of verbal forms in Grcinlandischen

(from Kleinschmidt), in Cree (from Howse),

and in Lenni Lenape or Delaware (from Zeis-

berger), p. xxiii.—General rcmaiks and classi-

fication of the North American languages, pp.
234-237.—A few words in Cree, Gronlandischen,

and Mexican, p. 253.

Copies seen : Eames.

Doppelung
\

(Reduplikation, Gemina-

tion)
I

als
I

eines der wicbtigsten Bil-

dungsmittel der Spracbe,
|
beleucbtet

I

aus Spracben allerWelttbeile
|
durcb

I

Aug. Friedr. Pott, Dr.
|
Prof, der

Allgemeinen Spracbwiss. an der Univ.

zu Halle [&c. two lines.]
|

Lemgo &, Detmold,
|
im Verlage der

Meyer'scben Hofbucbbandlung 186!2.

Cover title as above, title as above verso

quotation 1 1. vorwort pp. iii-iv, inhaltsver-

zeichniss pp. v-vi, text pp. 1-304, list of books

on verso of back cover, 8°.

Examples of reduplication in the Cree verb

(from Howse), pp. 129-131.—Extract from the

gospel of John in Chippeway, p. 131.—Also,

reduplicate words in the following Algonquian

languages : Abenaki, pp. 42, 54; Algonquin, pp.

58, 107, 120; alte Algonkin, p. 42 ; Blackfeet, pp.

36, 37, 42, 60, 62, 120, 186 ; Chippeway, pp. 33, 60

;

Chippewa (ostl.), p. 42 ; Cree, pp. 12, 58, 60, 181;

Delaware, pp. 42, 60, 186; Etchemin, pp. 42,

54 ; Illinois, p. 42 ; Knistenaux, pp. 37, 42 ; Long
Island, pp. 42, 54 ; Massachusetts, pp. 42, 54

;

Menemone, p. 42 ; Miami, pp. 37, 42 ; Micmac,

pp. 42,54; Minsi, p. 42; Mohican, pp. 42,54;

Nanticokc, pp. 42, 54 ; Narragansett, pp. 40, 42,

54 ; Ottowa, p, 42 ; Poiowatomie, p. 42 ; Saukie,

p. 42; Shawaees, p. 42; Shyenne, i^p. 37, 54;

Shesbapootosch, p. 42 ; Skoffie, p. 42.

Copies seen : Astor, British Museum, Eames.

Promissiones Domini Nostri [Ottawa].

See Sififerath (N. L.).

Rasles (Sebastien). A
|
dictionary

|
of

the
I

Abnaki language,
|
in | Nortb

America
; |

by
|
fatber Sebastian Rasles.

I

Pnblisbed from tbe original manu-

script of tbe author.
| With an

|
iutro-
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Hasles (S.)—Continued.

ductory memoir and notes,
1
By John

Pickering, A. A. S.
|

(From the memoirs

of the American academy.)
|

Cambridge:
I

Charles Folsom,! printer

to the university.
|
1833. (*)

Title verso blank 1 1. advertisement ( dated

"Boston, August 2H, 1833") 1 page, verso num-

bered "1-370 " containing the first page of the

"introductory memoir," continued cil ^"'" 371-

374, half-title verso abbreviations 1 1. Frencb-

Abnaki dictionary (alphabetically arranged,

double columns) pp. 377-544, addenda (Abnaki-

French) pp. 545-546, particulse ( Abnaki-Frencb,

alphabetically arranged) pp. 547-565, supple-

mentary notes and observations, pp. 566-574, 4°.

Title from Mr. Wilberforce Fames.

Relations |
des J68uites

|
contenant

|
ce

qui s'est pass^ de plus remarquable

dans les missions des peres
|
de la com-

pagnie de J6sus
|
dans la

|
Nouvelle-

France |
Ouvrage public sous les

auspices du gouvernement Canadien
|

Volume I
I

Embrassaut lesann^es 1611,

1626 et la p^riode de 1632 h 1641 [-Vo-

lume III
I

Embrassaot les anuses de

1656 a 1672, |
et une table analytique

des matieres contenues dans tout

Pouvrage]
|

Qu6bec
1
Augustin Cot6, ^diteur-im-

primeur
|

pres de I'archevech^
|
1858

3 vols. 8°. Yol. 1 contains twelve relations of

the dates 1611, 1626, 1632-1641 ; vol. 2, fourteen

relations dated 1642-1655 ; vol. 3, seventeen re-

lations dated 1656-1672. The relations of each

year are paged separately, and form forty-three

distinct memoirs. Each volume has its own
table of contents, and vol. 3 has a general index

to the whole collection.

Le Jeune (P.), Relation de ce qvi s'est passe

en la Novvelle France en I'annee 1633, vol. 1,

1633, pp. 1-44.

Relation de ce qvi s'est passe en la

Novvelle France ... en I'annee 1634, vol. 1,

1634, pp. 1-92.

Vimont (B.), Relation de ce qvi s'est passe

en la Novvelle France en rann6e 1643, vol. 2,

1643, pp. 1-83.

Copies seen : Bureau of Ethnology, Fames,

Lenox.

Rice (Luther). See Simerwell (R.) and
Noaquett.

Richard {Pere Pierre). [Letter to the

abb6 Thavenet, in the Algonquin lan-

guage.] (*)

Manuscript ; in the Biblioteca Vittorio Em-
manuele at Rome, among Thavenet's papers.

It is mentioned by Teza (E.),intorno agli studi

del Thavenet, p. 1.

Ridout (Thomas). Sundry words of the

Shawanese language, the orthography

of which is according to the English

pronunciation.

In Edgar (M.), Ten years of Upper Canada,

in peace and war, pp. 376-381, Toronto, 1890, 8°.

See p. 437 of this bibliography.

Mrs. Edgar has kindly furnished me a trans-

cript, from the original manuscript, of the two
Shawanese vocabularies from which the above
list of words is compiled. In transmitting them
she writes as follows

:

"I am also sending you a careful copy of the

Shawanese vocabulary, with the accents given,

which you will see are wanting in the printed

copy. There were two books in which I found
it. One you had, the other, which has a larger

number of words, seems to have been written

afterwards, as it is arranged more in order.

Many of the words in the second book are du-

plicates of the first, though in some cases spelt

differently. I send you both versions side by
side, and would like much to know which is the

more correct form. In the printed copy there

are some mistakes, owing to the want of a care-

ful and skilled revise. In the original some
letters are blurred, and of course that made it

difficult for one ignorant of the language to

supply the deficiency."

Romagne {Eev, James B.) [Prayers and
catechism in the Abnaki language.] (*

)

Manuscript, formerly in the possession of

Rev. Eugene Vetromile, Biddeford Maine. It

is mentioned by him as follows in a letter to

Rev. Joseph M. Finotti, dated from Eastport,

Jan. 19, 1875 :
" The little book referred to [i. e.

The Indian prayer book, Boston, 1834] was
written, or rather prepared, by F'. Romagne.
I have seen only the front-page, and I do not

believe that there is a single copy. The book
was very incorrect by the fault of the editor,

and because F"". Romagn^ did not understand

the language to distinguish and separate one

word from the other. This was corrected by
the holy Missionary F^, Demilier at Pleasant

point, who made several additions and a good

translation in Passamaquoddy, of the petit ca-

techisme pour la Diocesse de Quebec. He pre-

pared a neat copy to be printed, but he died be-

fore it was sent to the press. This manuscript

is in my possession. [See page 110 of this bibli-

ography.]
" Returning lo F^ Romagn^'s book, the orig-

inal prayers and cathechism were very correct

and in good Indian, but its printer ruined

it. . . . ^^ Romagne either copied the

prayers etc. from some old manuscript, or put

them on paper under the dictation of some

Indian. Here was the trouble. . . .

"I find those prayers and catechism of F'.

Romagne, and corrected by ^^ Demilier, in

some very old flying paper, and the writer

(anonimous) says that he wrote them under

the dictation of the Indians, but those in Pas-
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Romagne (J. B.)—Continued.
samaqiioddy -were copied from an old paper of

an Indian called Sawbison. I first thought

that ihey were written by F'. Rasles."

Father Romagn6, a native of Mayenne, was

sent by .Rev. John Cheverus, of Boston, to re-

side with the Penobscot and Passamaquoddy

Indians about the year 1804. He established

his abode at Pleasant Point on the Passama-

quoddy, where "his house was a wretched log-

cabin of but two rooms ; his chapel little bet-

ter ; though both were superior to those of his

flock. "Worn down by frequent infirmities, he

returned to France just after Bishop Fenwick
was raised to the See of Boston in 1825." See

Shea's History of the Catholic missions, pp. 157-

158 ; and History of the Catholic church, vol. 2, pp.

612-616 ; also pp. 437^38 of this bibliography.

Romanes (George John). Mental Evo-

lution
I
in Man

|
Origin of Human Fac-

ulty
I
by

j
George John Komanes

|

M.A., LL.D.,F.R.S.
|
Author of "Ani-

mal Intelligence", "Mental Evolution

in Animals"
|

New York
|
D. Appleton and Com-

pany
I

1889. n
Pp. X, 1-452.

Examples of polysynthesis from the Eskimo
and the Chippeway, p. 249»—General discussion

of American languages, pp. 259-263, 348-351.

Title from Prof. A. F. Chamberlain, Clark

University, "Worcester, Mass.

Rost (Eeinhold). The
|
lord's prayer

|

In Three Hundred Languages
|
com-

prising the
I

leading languages and
their principal dialects

|
throughout

the world
|
With the places where

spoken | With a preface by Reinhold

Rost,
I

C. I. E., LL.D., Ph.D.
|

London | Gilbert and Riviugton
|

Limited | st. John's house, Clerken-

well, E. C.
I

1891
1

(All rights reserved)

Title verso quotations 1 1. preface 2 11. con-

tents 1 1. text pp. 1-88, 4°.

The Lord's prayer in a number of American

languages, among them the Cree, Eastern (syl-

labici, p. 16; Cree. "Western (roman), p. 16;

Delaware, p. 18, Micmac, p. 52; Ojibbeway

(syllabic), p. 59; Ottaway-Indian, p. 61; Pota-

watomi-Indian, p. 65.

Copies seen : Eames.

Sahgahjewagahbahweh (pseud.) See

Summerfield (J.)

Short patent sermons. See Dow, Jr.

Skeat (Walter W.) The language of the

Micmac Indians—The word " Tobog-

gan."
In the Academy, no. 966, p. 421, London. Nov.

Skeat (W. W.)—Continued.
A short article based upon extracts from

Rand's Micmac Dictionary.

Partly reprinted iu the Canadian Indian,

vol. 1, p. 132, Owen Sound, Ontario, 1891, 8°.

Small (H. B.), editor. See Canadian
Indian, in the Addenda.

Smet (Rev. Peter John de). Voyage
|

I
au

I
grand-d6sert,

|
en 1851,

|
par le

R. P. Pierre de Smet,
|
missionnaire de

la compagnie de J6su8.
|

Bruxelles,
|
imprimerie de J. Vander-

eydt,
I
rue de Flandre, 104.

|
1853

Second title : Voyage | aa |
grand desert,

|

en 1851,
|

par le R. P. Pierre de Smet,
|
mis-

sionnaire de la compagnie de J6sus. | Lettres

in^dites.
|
(Suite.)

|

Bruxelles,
|
imprimerie de J. Vandereydt,

|

rue de Flandre, 104. 1 1853

First title verso approbation and notice 1 1.

preface de I'^diteur and preliminary letter by
father de Smet pp. 3-8, text pp. 9-36, second

title verso approbation and notice 1 1. text pp.

3-71, 180.

On the verso of each title is the following

notice : Collection de pr6ci8 historiques,
|
par

;fid. Terwecoren, S. J., |
Pr6fet des 6tude8 au

College Saint-Michel, k Bruxelles.
|

2« ann6e,

1853.
I
Deux livraisons par mois.—Abonnement

5 francs par an.

Names of Sheyenne and Rapaho delegates,

with French definitions, p. 60.

Copies seen : Eames.

Reprinted, with other letters, as follows

:

Cinquante
|
nouvelles lettres

|
du R.

P. de Smet,
|
de la compagnie de J^sus

et missionnaire en Am^rique,
|
publides

par
I

]^d. Terwecoren,
| de la meme

compagnie.
|
[Quotation, two lines ] |

Paris
I
rue de Tournon, 20.

|
Tournai

I

rue aux rats, 11. | H. Casterman
|

^diteur.
|
1858

Half-title verso approbation 1 1. title verso

blank 1 1. preface pp. v-ix, text pp. 1-491, table

des raatieres pp. 493-502, errata verso printer

1 1. 120.

Some copies have a paster over the above

imprint, as follows : Paris
| Librairie de P.

Lethielleux, |
Rue Bonaparte, 66.

|
Tournai

I

Librairie de H. Casterman,
|
Rue aux Rats, 11.

I
H. Casterman 1 editeur. |

1858

Names of Sheyenne and Rapaho delegates,

with French definitions, p. 99.

Copies seen : British Museum, Eames, Shea.

An English translation as follows

:

Western
|
missions and missionaries:

I
a series of letters,

|
by

|
rev. P. J. de

Smet,
I

of the society of Jesus,
|
Author

of "Indian Sketches," ''Oregon Mis-

sion-," Etc.
I

[Design.]
|
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Smet (P. J. de)—Continued.

New York:
|
James B. Kirker,

|
late

Edward Dunigan and brother,
|
599

Broadway (up-stairs). | 1863.

Title verso copyright (dated 1859) 1 1. cou-

tents 1 1, preface to the Belgian edition pp. 7-

12, text pp. 13-532, 12°.

Names of Sheyenne and Kapaho delegates,

Tvith English definitions, p. 116.

Although the copyright is dated 1859, it is

probable that the book was not issued at that

time, on account of the failure in business of

the publisher. The above seems to be the first

edition.

Copies seen : Astor, Eames.

Western |
missions and missionaries

:

I
a series of letters,

|
by

|
rev. P. J. de

Smet,
1
of the society of Jesus,

|
Author

of ''Indian Sketches," "Oregon Mis-

sions," Etc.
I

LDesign.]
[

New York :
|
T. W. Strong,

|
Late

Edward Dunigan & bro., — Catholic

pnblishing house,
|

599 Broadway.

[1870?]
Portrait of P. J. De Smet 1 1. title verso copy-

right (dated 1859) 1 1. contents 1 1. preface to the

Belgian edition pp. 7-12, text pp. 13-532, 12^.

Linguistics as in the edition of 1863, p. 116.

Copies seen: Eames.

—— Western
|
Missions and Missionaries

:

I
a series of letters,

|
by | Rev. P. J. de

Smet,
I

of the Society of Jesus,
|
Author

of ''Indian Sketches," "Oregon Mis-

sions," etc.
I

New York:
] P. J. Kenedy, | Excel-

sior Catholic Publishing House,
|
5

Barclay Street.
|
1881. (*)

1 p. 1. pp. 5-632, 12°. Title from Mr, Wilber-

force Eames.

Lettres
|
choisies

|
du r6v6rend pere

I

Pierre-Jean de Smet
|
de la compagnie

de J^sus
I

missionnaire aux lEtats-Unis

d'Am^rique
|
1849-1857

|
Troisi^me Edi-

tion
I

soigneusement revue et corrig^e

d'apres les manuscrits de I'auteur
|

augment^e d'un portrait et de nou-

velles
I
notes

|

BruxelJes
|
Mathieu Closson et C'^

|

26, rue Saint-Jean, 26
|
Paris

|
H. Repos

et Ci^, dditeurs
| 70, rue Bonaparte, 70

|

1875

Cover title as above, half-title verso appro-

bation 1 1, portrait 1 1. title as above verso blank
1 1. preface pp, v-viii, text pp, 1-398, table des

mati^res pp. 399-405, 12°,

Names of Sheyenne and Rapaho delegates,

with French definitions, p. 138,

Copies seen : Eames.

Synglosse oder Grundsatze. See Merian
(A. A. von).

Tchigatig nibawigoban
( Wegimind

neninawendang
|
Egonimind Ogwissan

[etc.]

No title-page or heading; text in the Chip,

pewa language 1 1, 16°.

Consists of a hymn of eighteen verses of

three lines each, the first verse of which la

given above; perhaps a portion of some larger

work.

Copies seen : Pilling.

Thibault {Bev. Jean Baptiste). See

Smet (P. J. de).

Tims {Rev. John William). Readings
|

from the
|
holy scriptures

|
in the lan-

guage of the
I
Blackfoot Indians.

|

Translated by the
|
rev. J. W. Tims,

|

C. M. S. missionary.
|
[Seal of the so-

ciety.]
I

London :
|

Society for promoting
christian knowledge,

|
Northumberland

avenue, Charing cross, W. C.
[
1890.

Title verso blank 1 1. contents (in English)

verso blank 1 1. pronunciation verso blank 1 1.

text (in the Blackfoot language, with English

headings) pp. 7-47, 12°.

Copies seen : Eames, Pilling.

Tylor (Edward Burnett). Anthropo-

logy :
I

an introduction to the study

of
I

man and civilization.
[
By

|
Edward

B. Tylor, D. C. L., F. R. S. | With illus-

trations.
I

London;
|
Macmillan and co.

1
1881.

|

The Right of Translation and Repro-

duction is Reserved.

Pp. i-xv, 1-448, 12°,

Sentence in Algonquin (Chippewa), with
interlinear translationp, 14, 8.—Scattered worda
in Algonquin, pp, 125, 165. f

Copies seen : British Museum, Congress.

Anthropology:
|
an introduction to

the study of
|
man and civilization.

|

By
1
Edward B. Tylor, D. C. L., F. R. S.

I

With illustrations.
|

New York:
|
D. Appleton and com-

pany,
I
1, 3, and 5 Bond street.

|
1881.

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso blank 1

1. preface pp, v-vii, contents pp. ix-xii, list of

[illustrations pp. xiii-xv, text pp, 1-440, selected

books pp. 441-442, index pp, 443-448, 12°.

Linguistics as under title next above.

Copies seen: Congress, Greological Survey.

Anthropology:
|
an introduction to

the study of | man and civilization.
|

By
I
Edward B. Tylor, D. C.L.,F.R. S.

I

With illustrations. | Second edition,

revised. I
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Tylor(E. B.)—Continued.

Loudon: (
Macniillan and co.

|
and

New York. |
1889.

|
The Right, of Trans-

lation and Reproduction is Reserved.

Half-title verso design 1 1. title verso print-

ers etc. 1 1. preface pp. v-vii, contents pp. ix-

xii, list of illustrations pp. xiii-xv, text pp. 1-

440, selected books etc. pp. 441-442, index pp.

443-448, 12°.

Linguistics as under titles above.

Copies seen : Eames.

[Wailly (L6on de).] Bibliotheque de

poche
I
par nne

|
soci^t6 de gens de

lettres et d'^rudits
|
Curiosit^s

|

philol-

ogiques, g^ographiques
|
et

|
ethnol-

ogiques.
|

Paris,
I

Paulin et Le Chevalier,

^diteurs,
|
rue Richelieu, 60.

|
1855

Half-title verso printers and list of books 1 1.

title verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-360, table des

matieres pp. 361-369, table des chapitres verso

blank 1 1. 16°.

The word ioT pere in virginien, savanahique,

algonkin, and la N"« Angleterre, pp. 19-20.—

JExamples of long words in Algonkin, p. 23.

Copies seen : Lenox.

Warner ( Charles Dudley). See Clemens
(S. L.) and Warner (C. D.),in the

Addenda.

Wedgwood (Hensleigh). On the |

origin of language. | By
|
Hensleigh

Wedgwood,
|
late fellow of Christ's

coll., Cambridge.
|

London:
|
N. Triibner & co., 60, Pa-

ternoster row.
I
1866.

I
(All rights re-

served.)

Half-title verso blank 1 1. title verso blank 1

1. contents verso blank 1 1. text pp. 1-155, ap-

pendix pp. 156-165, verso printers, list of books

by the same author verso blank 1 1. 16°.

A few words in Algonquin, pp. 23, 25, 29-30

Blackfoot, Delaware, and Pottawotami, p. 162.

Copies seen .• Eames.

Wilson (Eev. Edward Francis). Indian

numerals.
In the Canadian Indian, vol. 1, pp. 273-275

(June, 1891), Owen Sound, Ontario, 1891, 8°.

Numerals 1-10 of the Ojebway and Cree, with

other examples from the same language and
from the Blackfoot, Micmac, and Dakota.





CHRONOLOGIC INDEX.

1609 Soariquois, Etchemin Numerals Lescarbot (M.)

1609 Various Numerals Lescarbot (M.)

1611 Various Various Lescarbot (M.)

1611 Various Various Lescarbot (M.)

1612? Sotiriquois, Etchemin Numerals Lescarbot (M.)

1612 Various Various Lescarbot (M.)

1612 Various Vocabulary Smith (J.)

1613 Mlcmac Rudiments Micmac.
1613 Various Numerals Buret (C.)

1618 Various Various Lescarbot (M.)

1619 Various Numerals Buret (C.)

1622 Powhatan Vocabulary Strachey (W.),note.

1624 New England Words Winslow (E.)

1624 Various Vocabulary Smith (J.)

1625 Abnaki Vocabulary Rosier (J.)

1625 New England Words Winslow (E.), note.

1626 Various Vocabulary Smith (J.)

1627 Various Vocabulary Smith (J.)

1630 Souriquois Numerals Laet (J.de).

1631 Various Vocabulary Smith (J.)

1632 Montagnais Lord's prayer, etc. Champlain (S. de).

1632 Montagnais Prayers Masse (t.)

1632 Various Vocabulary Smith (J.)

1633? Piscataway Grammar, etc. White (A.)

1633 Various Vocabulary, etc. Laet (J. de).

1634 Massachusetts Vocabulary Wood (W.)

1634 Montagnais Prayer Le Jeune (P.)

1634 Montagnais Prayer Le Jeune (P.)

1635 Massachusetts Vocabulary Wood (W.)

1635 Montagnais Prayers, etc. Le Jeune (P.)

1636 Montagnais Prayers, etc. Le Jeune (P.)

1637-1690 Algonkin Register of baptisms Algonquian.

1639 Massachusetts Vocabulary Wood (W.)

1640 Montagnais Lord's prayer, etc. Champlain (S.de).

1640 Montagnais Prayers Mass6 (K.)

1640 Various Vocabulary, etc. Laet (J.de).

1643 Narragansett Vocabulary Williams (R.)

1643 Souriquois, Sankikani Numerals, etc. Laet (J.de).

1643 Souriquois, Sankikani Numerals, etc. Laet (J. de).

1643 Souriquois, Sankikani Numerals, etc. Laet (J.de).

1644 Ottawa Letter Vimont (B.)

1647 Massachusetts Sentence Shepard (T.)

1647 Massachusetts Sentence Shepard (T.)

1664? Massachusetts Primer or catechism Eliot (J.)

1655? Massachusetts Genesis Eliot (J.)

1655 Massachusetts Matthew Eliot (J.)

1655 Various General discussion Bonck (A.vander).

1655 Various General discussion Bonck (A. van der).

1656 Various General discussion Bonck (A. van der)»

1658? Massachusetts Psalms Eliot (J.)

1658 New England, Massachu-

setts

Scripture passages Everhardt (J.)

1658 Quiripi

ALG^ 37

Catechism Pierson (A.)

577
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1658 Quiripi Catechism

1659 Quiripi Catechism

1659 Quiripi Catechism
165- ? Massachusetts Catechism

1661 Algonkin Dictionary

1661 Massachusetts New Testament

1661 Massachusetts New Testament

1662? Algonkin Dictionary

1662? Algonkin Discourse

1662 Massachusetts Primer or catechism

1663 Massachusetts Bible

1663 Massachusetts Bible

1663 Massachusetts Psalm book
1663 Massachusetts Psalms
1664 Massachusetts Baxter's Call

1665 Massachusetts Practice of Piety

1666 Massachusetts Grammar
1668 Massachusetts Lord's prayer

1668? Montauk Catechism

1669 Algonkin Dictionary

1669 Algonkin Instructions

1669 Massachusetts Primer
166-

?

Massachusetts Eules

1672? Massachusetts Law
1672 Massachusetts Logick Primer

1672-1674 Algonkin Grammar
1673-1675? Illiuois Prayers, catechism, etc.

1675? Massachusetts Assembly's catechism

1675 Massachusetts Scripture passages

1675 Massachusetts Scripture passages

1676 Algonkin Prayer book

1676 Montagnais Chants

1676 Various Prayers

1678-1688 Montagnais Dictionary

1678-1688 Montagnais Instructions

1679-1693 Montagnais Dictionary

167-? Massachusetts Rules

1680 Massachusetts Lord's prayer

1680 Massachusetts New Testament

1683 Delaware Vocabulary

1683 Delaware Vocabulary

1683 Delaware Vocabulary

1683 Delaware Vocabulary

1684 Delaware Vocabulary

1684 Delaware Vocabulary

1684 Delaware Vocabulary

1684 Delaware Vocabulary

1684 Delaware Vocabulary

1685 Massachusetts Bible

1685 Massachusetts Practice of Piety

1686 Massachusetts Deeds

1687 ? Massachusetts Primer

1687? Massachusetts Six principles

1688 Algonkin Dictionary

1688? Delaware Vocabulary

1688 Massachusetts Baxter's Call

1689 Massachusetts Sincere Convert

1690? (?) (?)

1691 Massachusetts Tract

1691 Micmac General discussion

1693 Ottawa Dictionary

1694 Massachusetts Lord's prayer

1695-1705 Illinois Grammar
1696 Delaware Catechism, etc.

1698 Delaware Various

1698 Massachusetts Tract

Pierson (A.)

Further.

Pierson (A.)

Mayhew (T.)

Algonquian.

Eliot (J.)

Eliot (J.)

Algonquian.

Algonquian.

Eliot (J.)

Eliot (J.)

Eliot (J.)

Eliot (J.)

Eliot (J.)

Eliot (J.)

Eliot (J.)

Eliot (J.)

Wilkins (J.)

James (T.)

Algonquian.

Algonquian.

Eliot (J.)

Eliot (J.)

Massachusetts.

Eliot (J.)

Nicolas (L.)

Allouez (C.)

Eliot (J.)

Present.

Present.

Vaultier (— ).

Vaultier (—).

Crespieul (F. X.)

Silvy (A.)

Silvy (A.)

Favre (B.)

Eliot (J.)

Miiller (A.)

Eliot (J.)

Penn (W.)

Penn (W.)

Penn (W.)

Penn (W.)

Penn (W.)

Penn (W.)

Penn (W.)

Penn (W.)

Eeciieil.

Eliot (J.)

Eliot (J.)

Massachusetts.

Eliot (J.)

Eliot (J.)

Andre (L.)

Indian.

Eliot (J.)

Eliot (J.) and Rawson (G.)

Miiller (A.)

Rawson (G.)

Le Clercq (C.)

Andr6 (L.)

Miiller (A.)

Illinois.

Campanius (J.)

Thomas (G.)

Danforth (S.)
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1699 Illinoia Catechism Marest (G.)

1699 Massachusetts Tract Kawson (G.)

16—? Micmac Prayers Micmac.
16-? Montagnais Homilies Andr6 (L.)

1700 Delaware Vocabulary- Pastorius (F. D.)

1700 Delaware Vocabulary Pastorius (F.D.)

1700 Massachusetts Lord's prayer Motte (B.)

1700 Massachusetts Tract Mather (C.)

1701? Cree Dictionary Bowrey (T.)

1702 Delaware Vocabulary Companius Holm (T.)

1702 Delaware Vocabulary Thomas (G.)

1703 Algonkin Dictionary Lahontan (A.L.)

1703 Algonkin Dictionary Lahontan (A.L.)

1703 Algonkin Dictionary Lahontan (A.L.)

1703 Algonkin Dictionary Lahontan (A.L.)

1703 Massachusetts Lord's prayer Miiller (A.)

1704 Algonkin Dictionary Lahontan (A. L.)

1704 Delaware Vocabulary Pastorius (F.D.)

1705 Algonkin Dictionary Lahontan (A. L.)

1705 Algonkin Dictionary Lahontan (A.L.)

1705 Massachusetts Tract Hatchets.

1706 Algonkin Dictionary Lahontan (A.L.)

1706 Massachusetts Tract Mather (C.)

1706-1708 Massachusetts, Algonkin Various Reland (H.)

1707 Algonkin Dictionary Lahontan (A. L.)

1707 Algonkin General discussion Beverley (R.)

1707 Algonkin General discussion Beverley (R.)

1707 Massachusetts Sermon Mayhew (E.)

1709 Algonkin Dictionary Lahontan (A. L.)

1709 Algonkin Dictionary Lahontan (A.L.)

1709 Massachusetts Psalter Mayhew (E.)

1709 Pampticough Vocabulary Lawsou (J.)

1709-1755 Abnaki Chants Aubery (J.)

1709-1755 Abnaki Dictionary Aubery(J.)

1709-1755 Abnaki Dictionary Aubery (J.)

1709-1755 Abnaki Text Aubery (J.)

1709-1755 Abnaki Text Aubery (J.)

1709-1755 Abnaki Text Aubery (J.)

1709-1755 Abnaki Text Aub6ry (J.)

1709-1755 Abnaki Text Aub6ry(J.)

1709-1755 Abnaki Text Aub6ry (J.)

1710? Illinois Dictionary Gravier (J.)

1710? Massachusetts Lord's prayer Krause (J.TJ.)and"Wagner(J.C.)

1710 Massachusetts Tract Danforth (S.)

1711 Algonkin Dictionary Lahontan (A. L.)

1712 Algonkin General discussion Beverley (R.)

1712 Parapticough Vocabulary Lawson (J.)

1712 Pampticough Vocabulary Lawsou (J.)

1713 Massachusetts Lord's prayer Motte (B.)

1714 Massachusetts Sermon Mather (C.)

1715 Shawnee Lord's prayer Le Jau (— ).

1715 Various Lord's prayer Chamerlay ne (J.) and Wilkin
(D.)

1716 Massachusetts Tract Mather (C.)

1716-1753 Abnaki Dictionary Lesueur (F. E.)

1716-1753 Abnaki Sermon Lesueur (F. fi.)

1718 Algonkin General discussion Beverley (R.)

1718 Pampticough Vocabulary Lawson (J.)

1719-1744r ? Illinois Dictionary Le Boulanger (J. L)
1720? Gaspesian Lord's prayer Bartach (H.)

1720 Massachusetts Primer Indiane.

1720 Massachusetts Words Neal (D.)

1720-1738 Montagnais Catechism Laure (P.)

1720-1738 Montagnais Catechism Laure (P.)

1720-1738 Montagnais Grammar and dictionary Laure (P.)

1720-1738 Moutagnais Prayers Laure (P.)
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1721 Massachusetts Tract

1721 (?) (?)

1722 Algonkin General discussion

1722? Algonkin General discussion

1724? Montagnais Text

1726 Delaware Vocabulary

1726 Montagnais Text

1728 Algonkin Dictionary

173? Massachusetts Primer

1731 (?) (?)

1731 (?) (?)

1735 Algonkin Dictionary

1735 Algonkin Dictionary

1736 Massachusetts Lord's prayer

1737 Pampticough Vocabulary

1738 Abnaki, Algonkin Letter

1739 Algonkin Dictionary

174-? Mohegan Prayers

174-

?

Mohegan Prayers

1740 Massachusetts Lord's prayer

1740-1745 Montagnais Sermons

1741 Algonkin Dictionary

1741 Massachusetts, Algonkin Lord's prayer and vocabulary

1741? Ottawa Dictionary

1743 Algonkin Sermons

1743 Pampticough Vocabulary

1744 Various General discussion

1744 Various General discussion

1744 Various General discussion

1744 Various General discussion

1744 Various General discussion

. 1744 Various General discussion

1744 Various General discussion

1745 Mohegan Hymns
1746 Mohegan, Delaware General discussion

1746-1781 Abnaki Dictionary

1746-1781 Abnaki Prayers

1746-1781 Ni pissing Bible history

1746-1781 Nipissing Sermons

1746-1781 Mpissing Sermons

1746-1781 Mpissing Sermons

1746-1781 Nipissing Vocabulary

1747 Massachusetts Words
1747-1774 Various Various

1748 Various Various

1749 Various General discussion

1749 Various General discussion

1759 Various General discussion

1749 Various General discussion

1753-1761 Algonkin Vocabulary

1754 Abnaki Text

1754 Micmac Prayers

1754-1755 Micmac Prayers, etc.

1754-1764 Algonkin Vocabulary

1754-1764 (?) (?)

1754-1764 (?) (?)

1756 Delaware, Shawnee Numerals
1757-1793 Algonkia Grammar
1757-1793 Algonkin Sermons

1758 Micmac Words
1759 Cree Catechism

1759 Micmac Prayers, etc.

1760 Abnaki Dictionary

1760 Algonkin, Chippewa. General discussion

1760? Delaware Vocabulary

1760-1765 Montagnais Sermons

Mather (C.)

Lahontan (A. L.), note.

Beverley (R.)

Beverley (R.)

Laure (P.)

Penn (W.)

Laure (P.)

Lahontan (A. L.), note.

Indiane.

Lahontan (A. L.)

Lahontan (A. L.), note.

Lahontan (A. L.)

Lahontan (A. L.

)

Motte (B.)

Brickell (J.)

Basics (S.)

Lahontan (A. L.)

Sergeant (J.), elder.

Sergeant (J.), elder.

Miiller (A.)

Morice (J. B.)

Lahontan (A. L.)

Hensel (G.

)

Jaunay (P. du).

D6peret (E.)

Brickell (J.)

Charlevoix (P. F. X. de).

Charlevoix (P. F. X. de).

Charlevoix (P. F. X. de).

Charlevoix (P. F. X. de).

Charlevoix (P. F. X. de), note.

Charlevoix (P. P. X. de), note.

Charlevoix (P. F. X. de), note.

Pyrlfeus (J.C.)

Pyrlajus (J.C.)

Mathevet (J. C.)

Mathevet (J.C.)

Mathevet (J. C.)

Mathevet (J. C.)

Mathevet (J.C.)

Mathevet (J.C.)

Mathevet (J. C.)

Neal (D.)

Allgemeine.

Fritz (J, F.) and Schultze (B.)

Charlevoix (P. F. X. de), note.

Charlevoix (P. F. X. de), note.

Lausbert (C. F.), note.

Lausbert (C. F.), note.

Kalm (P.)

Virot (C.F.)

Micmac.

Maillard (A.S.)

Kalm (P.)

Kalm (P.)

Kalm (P.)

Weiser (C.)

Guichart de Kersident (V. F.)

Guichart de Kersident (V. F.)

Maillard (A.S.)

Mason (S.)

Maillard (A.S.)

Nud^nans (J. B.)

Jefferys (T.)

Grnbe (B. A.)

Coquart (C.G.)
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1760-1 777 Nipissing Hymns Terlaye (F. A.M. de).

1761 Algonkin, Chippewa General discussion Jefferys(T.)

1761 Various General discussion Charlevoix (P. F. X. de).

1703 Delaware Harmony of gospels Grube(B.A.)

1763 Delaware Hymn book Grube (B. A.)

1763? Massachusetts Sermons Howwoswe (Z.)

1763 Various General discussion Charlevoix (P. F. X. de).

1764 Massachusetts Vocabulary Wood(W.)
1764 Various General discussion Charlevoix (P. F. X. de), note.

1765 Mohegau Miscellany Schmick(J.J.)

1765 New Jerf9ey Vocabulary Smith (S.)

1766 Micmac Grammar, etc. Wood (T.)

1766 Various General discussion Charlevoix (P. F.X. de).

1766-1778 Montagnais Calendars, etc. La Brosse (J. B. de).

1767 Montagnais Prayer book La Brosse (J. B. de).

1767 Montagnais Primer La Brosse (J. B. de).

1767 Shawnee, Delaware Numerals Parsons (J.)

1767 Algonkin Vocabulary Knox (J.)

1770-1771 AJgonkln Words Kalm (P.)

1770-1772 Delaware Text Roth (J.)

1772 Algonkin Vocabulary Kalm (P.)

1772 Algonkin Vocabulary Kalm (P.)

1774 Shawnee, Delaware Numerals Jones (D.)

1774-1790 Shawnee, Delaware Numerals Vallancey (0.)

1775 Various Vocabulary Court de Gebelin (A. de), note.

1776 Delaware Speller Zeisberger (D.)

1777 Various General discussion Scherer (J. B.)

1778 Chippewa Vocabulary Carver (J.)

1779 Chippewa Vocabulary Carver (J.)

1779 Chippewa Vocabulary Carver (J.)

177-

?

Illinois Dictionary Meurain (— ).

1780 Chippewa Grammar Chippewa.

1780 Chippewa Vocabulary Carver (J.)

1780-1784 Algonkin Vocabulary Gilij (F.S.)

1780-1801 Various Hymns LaHarpe (J. F.de).

1781 Chippewa Vocabulary Carver (J.)

1781 Various Vocabulary Court de Gebelin (A. de).

1782 Canadian Numerals Eiidiger (J.C.)

1784 Algonkin General discussion Hervas (L.)

1785 Algonkin General discussion Beverley (R.)

1785 Algonkin Words Hervas (L.)

1785 Nanticoke, Chippewa Vocabulary Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

1785 Pampticough, Algonkin Numerals Hervas (L.)

1786 Various Numerals Hervas (L.)

1787 Shawnee, Massachusetts Lord's prayer Hervas (L.)

1787 Various Various Hervas (L.)

1787 Various Vocabulary Court de Gebelin (A. de), note.

1787-1792 Shawnee, Mohegan Lord's prayer and grammat-
ical comments

American Museum.

1788 Mohegan Observations Edwards (J.)

1788 Mohegan Observations Edwards (J.)

1788 Shawnee Vocabulary Ridout (T.)

1789 Chippewa Vocabulary Carver (J.)

1789 Delaware Lord's prayer, etc. Loskiel (G. H.)

1789 Moliegan Observations Edwards (J.)

1789 Mohegan Observations Edwards (J.), note.

1789 Mohegan Observations Edwards (J.), note.

1789 Virginia' Lord's prayer Bergman (G. von).

178-

?

Shawnee Vocabulary McKee(A.)
1790 Cree, Blackfoot. Vocabulary, etc. Umfreville (E.)

1790-1791 Various Vocabulary Yankiewitch (F.)

1791 Cree, Blackfoot Vocabulary, etc. Dmfreville (E.)

1791 Various Various Long (J.)

1792 Abnaki Prayer book Ciquard (F.)

1792 Chippewa Vocabulary Carver (J.), note.

1792 Nanticoke Vocabulary Murray (W. V.)
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1793 Various Vocabulary
1793 Various Words
1791 Chippewa Vocabulary

1794 Delaware Lord's prayer, etc.

1794 Narragansett Vocabulary

1795. Chippewa Vocabulary

1795 Mohegan Catechism

1796 Chippewa Vocabulary

1796 Chippewa Vocabulary

1797 Chippewa Vocabulary

1797 Various Vocabulary

1797-1798 Delaware Words
1798 Chippewa Vocabulary

1798 Montagnais Vocabulary

1798 Narragansett Vocabulary

1798 Various Vocabulary

1798-1805 Mississagua Vocabulary

1799 Delaware, Chippewa Numerals
1799 Various Lord's prayer

17--? Micmac Grammar and catechism

1800 Various Vocabulary

1800-1805 Algonkin General discussion

1800-1843 Delaware Acts

1800-1843 Delaware Scripture passages

1801 Cree Vocabulary

1801 Mohawk Observations

1802 Chippewa Vocabulary

1802 Chippewa Vocabulary

1802 Cree Vocabulary

1802 Cree Vocabulary

1802 Cree Vocabulary

.1802 Cree Vocabulary

1802 Cree Vocabulary

1802 Cree Vocabulary

1802 Massachusetts Lord's prayer

1802 Miami Vocabulary

1802 New England Words
1803 Algonkin Phrases

1803 Algonkin Dictionary

1803 Chippewa Spelling book

1803 Cree Vocabulary

1803 ^Delaware Hymn book
1803 Delaware Sermons

1803 Delaware Tract

1803 Miami Vocabularj!

1803 Various Words
1804 Miami Vocabulary

1804 Miami Vocabulary

1804 Mohegan Memoir
1804 Mohegan Memoir
1804 Mohegan Text and vocabulary

1804 Various Words
1804 (?) (?)

1804 (?) (?)

1804-1815 Abnaki Prayers, etc. ,

1805 Various Lord's prayer

1805 Various Lord's prayer

1805 Various Words
• 1806 Delaware History of New Testament

1806 Delaware History of New Testament

1806 Delaware Speller

1806 Various Lord's prayer

1806-1817 Various Various

1807 Chippewa Vocabulary

1807 Various Various

1807-1808 Nipissing Sermons

Preston (W.)

Parsons (S.H.)

Carver (J.)

Loskiel(G.H.)

Williams (R.)

Carver (J.), note.

Quinney (J.)

Carver (J.)

Carver (J.)

Carver (J.)

Barton (B, S.)

Proud (R.)

Carver (J.), note.

Gardiner (J. L.)

Williams (R.),note.

Barton (B.C.)

Mississagua.

Collins (M.)

Fry (E.)

Micmac.

Pierronet (T.) •

Hervas (L.)

Luckenbach (A.>

Luckenbach (A.)

Mackenzie (A.)

Edwards (J.)

Baudry de Lozieres (L. N.)

Carver (J.), note.

Mackenzie (A.)

Mackenzie <A.)

Mackenzie (A.)

Mackenzie (A.)

Mackenzie (A,

)

Mackenzie (A.), note.

Eliot (J.), of Boston.

Thornton (W.)

Winslow (E.),note.

Dunne (J.)

Jacquemin (— ).

Dencke (C.F.)

McKenzie (A.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Volney (C. F. C.)

Barton (B. S.)

Volney (C.F.C.)

Volney (C.F.C.)

Holmes (A.)

Holmes (A.)

Jenks (W.)

Barton (B.S.)

Volney (C. F. C), note.

Volney (C.F. C), note.

Ilomagn6 (J. B.)

Marcel (J.J.)

Marcel (J. J.), note.

Barton (B.S.)

Zeisberger (D.), note.

Zeisberger (D.), note.

Zeisberger (D.)

Bodoni (J.B.)

Adelung (J. C. ) and Vater (J.S.)

Carver (J.), note.

Heriot (G.)

Thavenet (— ).
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1808 Chippewa Vocabulary

1808 Delaware Sermons
1808-1809 Chippewa, Cree Vocabulary

1808-1811 Algonkin Words
1809 Abnaki Numerals

1809 Cree Vocabulary

1809 Cree Vocabulary

1810 Algouquian Bibliography

1810 Micmac Catechism

1810 Narragansett Vocabulary

1810 Various Vocabulary

1810 (?) (?)

1810-1829 Various Words
1811 Various Numerals

1812 Algonkin Vocabulary

1812 Delaware, Chippewa Words
1812 Rnisteneau Vocabulary

1812 Knisteneau Vocabulary

1812 Virginia Vocabulary

1812-1829 (?) (?)

1813 Chippewa Vocabulary

1813 Delaware Words
1813 Delaware Words
1813 Knisteneau Vocabulary

1813 Ottawa, Chippewa Vocabulary

1813-1814 Delaware Words
1813-1814 Micmac Grammar

1814 Cree Vocabulary

1814 Delaware Scripture narratives

1814 Delaware Words
1814 Various General discussion

1815 Algouquian Bibliographic

1815 Chippewa Vocabulary

1815 Chippewa Words
1816 Micmac Ritual

1816 Micmac Sermons, etc.

1816 Mohegan Vocabulary

1816 Narragansett Vocabulary

1816 Various Hymns
1816 Various Vocabulary

1817 Algonkin Geographic names
1817 Algonkin Geographic names
1817 Cree Vocabulary

1817 Micmac Primer and prayer book

1817 Montagnais Hymn book

1817 Montagnais Prayer book

1818 Delaware Epistles

1818 Delaware General discussion

1818 Delaware Gospels

1818 Massachusetts Words
1818? Mohegan Catechism

1819 Chippewa Vocabulary

1819 Delaware General discussion

1819 Delaware General discussion

1819 Delaware General discussion

1819 Delaware General discussion

1819 Delaware Vocabulary

1819 Penobscot, Norridgewock Vocabulary

1819 Various Bibliographic

1819 Various Various

1819 Various Vocabulary

1819 (?) (?)

1820 Abnaki Words
1820 Cree Vocabulary

1820 Delaware Various

Carver (J.), note.

Luckenbach (A.)

Henry (A.)

Loudon (A.)

Rasles (S.)

Lewis (M.)

Lewis (M.)

Thomas (I.)

Micmac.
Williams (R.),note.

Vater (J. S.)

Long (J.), note.

Malte Brun.

Classical.

Kalm (P.)

Sanders (D. C.)

Fisher (W.)

Fisher (W.)

Smith (J.)

Malte Brun, note.

Carver (J.)

Clarkson (T.)

Clarkson (T.),note.

Fisher (W.)

De Peyster (A. S.)

Clarkson (T.)

Maillard (A. S.), note.

Mackenzie (A.)

Dencke (C.F.)

Clarkson (T.)

Schermerborn (J. F.)

Vater (J. S.)

Adelung (J. C.) and Vater (J. S.)

Adelung (F. von).

Bellenger (J. M.)

Bellenger (J. M.)

Boudinot (E.)

Williams (R.)

La Harpe (J. F. de).

Vater (J. S.)

Benson (E.)

Benson (E.), note.

Chappell(E.)

Alphabet.

Nikamuina,

La Brosse (J. B. de).

Dencke (C.F.)

Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

Dencke (C.F.),note.

Pickering (.J.)

Quinney (J.) andAupaumut(H.)
M'Keevor (T.)

Duponceau (P. S.)

Duponceau (P. S.)

Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

Heckewelder (J. G. E.) and Du-
ponceau (P. S.)

Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

Pickering (J.)

American Philosoph. Society.

Sanford (E.)

Smith (J.)

Malte Brun, note.

Pickering (J.)

Harmon (D. W.)
Jarvi8(S.F.)
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1820? Delaware, (/hippewa Words Cass (L.)

1820 Illinois Vocabulary and Lord's prayer Notice.

1820 Massachusetts "Words Pickering j(J.)

1820 Shawnee Vocabulary Johnston (John).

1820 "Various Hymns La Harpe (J. F. de).

1820-1821 Various Lord's prayer, etc. Vater (J. S.)

1820-1823 Various Words Merian (A. A. von) and Klap-

roth (H.J. von).

1821 Delaware Conjugations Zeisberger (D.)

1821 Delaware General discussion Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

1821 Delaware History of New Testament Zeisberger (D.)

1821 Delaware Various Jarvis (S.F.)

1822 Chippewa Vocabulary Chippewa.

1822 Delaware General discussion Heckewelder (J. G.E.)

1822 Illinois Lord's prayer Mission.

1822 Illinois Vocabulary and Lord's prayer Notice.

1822 Massachusetts General discussion Pickering (J.)

1822 Massachusetts Grammar Eliot (J.)

1822 Massachusetts Grammar Eliot (J.)

1822 Massachusetts Grammatical treatise Duponceau (P. S.)

1822 Massachusetts Sentences Moore (M.)

1822 Massachusetts Vocabulary Cotton (J.), note.

1822 Miami Song Whiting (H.)

1822 Miami Vocabulary Volney (C. F. C )

1822 Mohegan Psalms Sergeant (J.), younger.

1822 New England Words Winslow (E.), note.

1822 Sauk Vocabulary Marston (M.)

1822 Various Various Morse (J.)

1822 (?) (?) La Harpe (J. F. de), note.

1822 (?) (?) Malte Brun, note.

1822-1833 Various Words Malte Brun.

1823 Blackfoot Vocabulary Franklin (J.)

1823 Delaware, Chippewa Words Cass (L.)

1823 Micmac Vocabulary Haliburton (T. C.)

1823 Mohegan General discussion Pickering (J.)

1823 Mohegan Observations Edwards (J.)

1823 Mohegan Observations Edwards (J.)

1823 St. Francis Vocabulary Holmes (A.) and Noyee (T.)

1823 Various Words Smith (E.)

1823-1826 Menominee Chippewa vocabulary, etc. James (E.)

1824 Abnalii Geographic names Greenleaf (M.)

1824 Abnaki Lord's prayer Lord's.

1824 Blackfoot Vocabulary Franklin (J.)

1824 Blackfoot Vocabulary Franklin (J.)

1824 Chippewa Months Beltrami (G. C.)

1824 Chippewa Proper names Madison (—).

1824 Chippewa Vocabulary Eeanme (C.)

1824 Cree Vocabulary Say (T.)

1824 Delaware, Shawnee Word's, etc. Eafinesque (C. S.)

1824 Mohegan Psalms Hodgson (A.)

1824 Mohegan, Pequot Lord's prayer Saltonstall (G.)

1824 Montagnais Vocabulary Gardiner (J. L.)

1824 Montauk Vocabulary Wood (S.)

1824 Various Various American Society.

1824 Various Various Buchanan (J.)

1824 Various Various Buchanan (J.)

1824 Various Vocabulary Keating (W. H.)

1824 (?) (?) Malte Brun, note.

1824-1826 Various Words Malte Brun.

1824-1831 Various Words Malte Brun, note.

1825 Algonkin Geographic names Benson (E.)

1825 Algonkin, Chippewa Various Schoolcraft (H.R.)

1825 Chippewa Address Schoolcraft (J.)

1825 Chippewa Spelling book Bingham (A.)

1825 Cree Vocabulary Say (T.), note.

1825 Pottawatomi General discussion Wolcott (A.)
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1825 Various Vocabulary

1825 Various Words
1825 Various Words
1825 Various "Words

1825 (0 (?)

1825 -1826 Abnaki Geographic names
1825-1826 New England Geographic names
1826 Delaware Comments
1826 Delaware Comments
1826 Delaware General discussion

1826 Delaware, Massachusetts Specimens

1826 Massachusetts Specimens

1826 Mohegan, Delaware Words
1826 Montauk Vocabulary

1826 New England Words
1826 Various General discussion

1826 Various Proper names
1826 Various Vocabulary

1826 Various Vocabulary, etc.

1826 Various Words
1826-1831 Chippewa, Algonkin Words
1827 Chippewa Hymn book

1827 Chippewa "Hymns

1827 Chippewa Hymns
1827 Delaware Grammar
1827 Delaware Grammar
1827 Delaware Words
1827 Massachusetts Words
1827 Narragansett Vocabulary

1827 Narragansett Vocabulary

1827 Ottawa, Chippewa Vocabulary, fete.

1827 Shawnee General discussion

1827 Various Words
1827 Various Words

1827-1829 Massachusetts Words
1827-1832 Various Words
1828 Algonkin Kemarks
1828 Chippewa Months
1828 Chippewa Spelling book
1828 Chippewa Various

1828 Chippewa, Algonkin Words
1828 Chippewa, Algonkin Words
1828 Delaware Review
1828 Delaware, Chippewa Words
1828 Miami Song

1828 Montauk Vocabulary

1828 Various Various

1828 Various Words
1828 (?) (?)

1829 Al'ioukin General discussion

1829 Blackfoot Vocabulary

1829 Chippewa Hymn book

1829 Chippewa Matthew
1829 Massachusetts Vocabulary

1829 Massachusetts Vocabulary

1829 Various General discussion

1829 Various Vocabulary, etc.

1829-1830 (?) (?)

1829-1844 Micniac Grammar
1830 Delaware Grammar
1830 Delaware Words
1830 Massachusetts Vocabulary

1830 Montagnais Catechism, etc.

1830 Nanticoke Lord's prayer

1830 Nipissing Prayer book

1830 Nipissing Prayer book

Keating (W. H.)

Smith (E.)

Smith (E.),note.

Warden (D.B.)

La Harpe (J. F. de), note.

Savage (J.)

Winthrop (J.)

Cass (L.)

Cass (L.)

Rawle (W.)

Kasstigatorskee.

Repertorio.

Kasstigatorskee.

Wood (S.)

Sparks (J.)

Balbi (A.)

Indian.

Prichard(J.C.)

Balbi (A.)

Merian (A. A. von).

Chateaubriand (F. A. de), note.

Chippewa.

Collection.

Jones (P.)

Zeisberger (D.\

Zeisberger (D.)

Clarkson (T.)

Morenas (M.)

Williams (R.)

Williams (R.)

McKenney (T.L.)

Assail (F. W.)
Malte Brun.

Warden (D.B.)

Morenas (M.)

Malte Brun, note. .

Worsley (I.)

Beltrami (G.C.)

Jones (P.)

Schoolcraft (H.R.)

Chateaubriand (F. A. de).

Chateaubriand (F. A. de).

James (E.)

Sanders (D.C.)

Whiting (H.)

Wood (S.)

Cass (L.)

Merian (A. A. von).

Malte Brun, note.

Simon (B. A.)

Franklin (J.)

Jones (P.)

Jones (P.)

Cotton (J.)

Cotton (J.), note.

McCulIoh (J.H.)

Macauley (J.)

La Harpe (J. F. de), note.

Micmac.

Zeisberger (D.)

Chapman (J. A.)

Cotton (J.)

Dejean (A.)

Biglow (W.)

Nihima.

Nihina.
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1830

i8;?o

1830

1830

1830

1830

1$31

1831

1831

1831

1831^

1831

1831?

1831

1831-1837

1832

1832

1832

1832

1832

1832

1832

1832

1832

1832

1832

1832

1832

1832

1832-1833

1SS3

1833

1833

1833

1833

1833

1833?

1833

1833

1833

1833

1833?

1833?

1833

1833

1833

1833-1836

1S34

1834

1834

1834

1834

1834

1834

1834

1834

1834

1834

1834

1834

1834?

1834?

1834?

1834

Ottawa
Ottawa

Penobscot

Penobscot

Various

Various

Abnaki
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Delaware, Massachusetts

Various

Abnaki
Abnaki
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Delaware

Delaware

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Ottawa
Pottawatomi

Various

Various

Various

Abnaki
Abnaki
Abnaki
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Delaware

Massachusetts

Mohegan, Massachusetts

Ottawa, Chippewa
Passauiaq noddy

Pottawatomi

Pottawatomi

Pottawatomi

Sac

Various

Various

Delaware

Algonkin

Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Delaware

Delaware

Delaware

Delaware

Delaware
Delaware

Penobscot

Letter

Letter

Scripture texts, etc.

Speller and reader

Various

Various

General discussion

General discussion

General discussion

General discussion

John
Matthew
Primer

Grammatic sketch

"Words

Primer, prayer book, etc.

Prospectus

Genesis

John
Spelling book

Spelling book

General remarks

AVords

Grammar
Words
Prayer book
Catechism

Various

Words
Numerals
Dictionary

Dictionary

General discussion

General discussion

Kew Testament

Spelling book
Vocabulary

Geographic names
Scripture passages

Lord's prayer

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Letter

Various

Vocabulary

Letter

Numerals
Numerals
Examples
Words
Catechism, etc.

Grammar and vocabulary

Proper names
Various

First lessons

Geographic names
Primer

Primer

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Penobscot, Passamaquoddy Prayer book
Pottawatomi Dialogues

Pottawatomi Discourses

Pottawatomi Grammar
Pottawatomi Primer and prayer book

Dejean (A.)

Dejean (A.)

Wzokhilain (P.P.)

Wzokhilain (P. P.)

James (E.)

James (E.)

Lincoln (E.)

Atwater (C.)

Atwater (C.)

Atwater (C.)

Jones (J.) and Jones (P.)

Jones (P.) and Jones (J.)

Van Tassel (I.)

Pickering (J.)

Malto Brun.

Wzokhilain (P.P.)

Easles (S.)

Evans (J.) and Jones (P.)

Jones (J.) Jind Jones (P.)

Ayer (F.)

James (E.)

History.

Gordon (T.F.)

Eliot (J.)

Allen (W.)

Baraga (F.

)

Simerwell (R.)

Williamson (W.D.)
Malte Brun.

Ealinesque (C. S.)

Easles (S.)

Rasles (S.)

Pickering (J.)

Atwater (C.)

James (E.)

James (E.)

James (E.)

Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

Present.

Drake (S.G.)

Sanderl (S.)

Kellogg (E.)

Badin (S. T.)

Simerwell (R.)

Simerwell (R.)

Black Hawk, note.

Priest (J.)

Priest (J.)

Pott (A. F.)

Moor (E.)

Ojibway.

Summerfield (J.)

Schoolcraft (H.R.)

Schoolcraft (H.R.)

Linapie.

Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

Linapie.

Linapi'e.

Campauius Holm (T.)

Campanius Holm (T.)

Hale (H.)

Romagn6 (J. B.)

Simerwell (R.)

Simerwell (R.)

Simerwell (R.)

Simerwell (R.)
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1834? Pottawatorai Scriptare passages

1834? Pottawatomi Vocabulary

1834 Sac Letter

1834 Sac Letter

1834 Shawnee Primer, etc.

1834 Shawnee Spelling book

1834 Various Lord's prayer, etc.

1834 Various Proper names
1834 Various Various

1834 Various Words
1834-1874 Various General discussion

1836 Abnaki Phrases, etc.

1835 Algonkin Remarks
1835 Chippewa Church rules

1835 Chippewa Essay

1835 Chippewa Genesis

1835 Chippewa Lord's prayer, etc.

1835 Chippewa Lord's prayer, etc.

1835 Chippewa Lord's prayer, etc.

1835 Chippewa Reader

1835 Chippewa Review
1335 Chippewa Spelling book, etc.

1835 Chippewa Tract

1835 Narragansett Vocabulary

1835 Ottawa, Chippewa Proclamation

1835 Pottawatomi Primer and catechism

1835 Sac, Chippewa Vocabulary, etc.

1835 Shawnee Matthew
1835-1839 Shawnee Periodical

1835-1847 Various Words
1836 Algonkin General discussion

1836 Algonkin General discussion

1836 Chippewa Hymn book

1836 Delaware Text, etc.

1836 Delaware, Massachusetts Grammatical sketch

1836 Etcherain Vocabulary

1836 Massachusetts General discussion

1836 Massachusetts Scriptur^} passages

1836? Massachusetts Scripture passages

1836 Menomonee Vocabulary

1836 Miami Vocabulary

1836 Micmac Catechism

1836 Micmac Grammar
1836 Micmac Grammar
1836? Micmac Prayers, etc.

1836 Micmac Vocabulary

1836 Micmao Vocabulary

1836 Nanticoke Vocabulary

1836 Ottawa Vocabulary

1836 Passaraaquoddy Vocabulary

1836 Penobscot Vocabulary

1836? Shawnee Hymn book

1836 Shawnee Matthew
1836 Shawnee Vocabulary

1836 Shawnee Vocabulary

1836 Sac Letter

1836 Various Lord's prayer, etc.

1836 Various Lord's prayer, etc.

1836 Various Grammatiu treatise

1836 Various Various
1836 Various Various

1836 Various Various
1836-1839 Delaware General discussion

1836-1840 Chippewa, Algonkin Words
1836-1847 Various Various

1837 Algonkin Review

Simerwell (R.)

Simerwell (R.)

Black Hawk.
Black Hawk.
Lykins(J.)

Lykins (J.)

Drake (S.G.)

Correspondence.

Pickering (J.)

Malte Brun.

Bancroft (G.)

Demiilier (L. E.)

Newcomb (H.)

Jones (P.)

James (E.)

Jones (P.)

Hoflmau (C.F.)

Hoffman (C. F.)

Hoffman (C.F.)

Gallaudot's.

Schoolcraft (H. R.)

James (E.)

Kisheraanito.

Williams (R.), note.

Ottawa

Simerwell (R.) and Noaquett,
Chronicles.

Lykins (J.), note.

Shauwaunowe.
Orbigny (A.D.d').

Mcintosh (J.)

Simon (B. A.)

Jones (P.)

Rafinesque(C.S.)

Pickering (J.)

Treat (J.)

Francis (C.)

Drake (S.G.)

Present.

Doty (J. D.)

Thornton (— ).

Demiilier (L. E.)

Demiilier (L.E.)

Demiilier (L.E.)

Maillard (A. S.)

Bromley (W.)

Maynard (— ).

Murray (W.V.)
Hamelin (— ).

Kellogg (E.)

Gardiner (R.)

Lykins (J.)

Lykins (J.)

Butler (R.)

Gibson (— ).

Black Hawk.
Drake (S.G.)

Drake (S.G.)

Duponceau (P. S.)

Galliitiu (A.)

Humboldt (K. W. von).

Jefferson (T.)

Humboldt (K. W, von).

Chateaubriand (F. A.de).

Prichard (J. C.)

Schoolcraft (H.R.)
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1837 Chippewa Bible extracts

1837 Chippewa Bible lessons

1837 Chippewa Hymn book

1837 Chippewa Luke
1837 Chippewa Prayer book

1837 Chippewa Primer

1837 Chippewa Sermons

1837 Chippewa Spelling book

1837 Delaware History of New Testament

1837 Ottawa Bible lessons

1837 Ottawa Prayer book

1837 Various Proper names

1837 Various Bibliographic

1837 Various Lord's prayer, etc.

1837 Various Lord's prayer, etc.

1837 Various Personal names
1837 Various Personal names

1837 Various Various

1837 "Wea Primer

1838 Chippewa Acts

1838 Chippewa John
1838 Chippewa Songs, etc.

1838 Chippewa Vocabulary

1838 Chippewa Vocabulary

1838 Chippewa, Algonkin "Words

1838 Delaware Lord's prayer

1838 Delaware Scripture narratives

1838 Montauli Vocabulary

1838 Ottawa First book

1838 Pottawatomi Words
1838 Shawnee Primer, etc.

1838 Various Grammatic treatise

1838 Various Proper names
1838 Various Proper names
1839 Chippewa Geographic names
1839 Chippewa Matthew
1839 Chippewa Songs

1839 Chippewa Songs

1839 Chippewa Songs

1839 Chippewa Songs

1839 Chippewa Prayer book
1839 Chippewa Primer

1839 Chippewa Words
1839 Massachusetts Lord's prayer

1839 Massachusetts, Delaware Lord's prayer, etc.

1839 New England Review
1839 Various Lord's prayer

1839 Various Various

1839 Various Vocabulary

1839 . Various Vocabulary

1839 Various Vocabulary

1839 Various Words
1839 Various Words

1839-1841 Various Various

1839-1852 Pennacooks Words
1339-1874 Various Various

1840 Chippewa Epistles

1840 Chippewa Geography

1840 Chippewa Hymn book

1840 Chippewa Prayers, hymns, etc.

1840 Chippewa Tract

1840 Cree Vocabulary

1840 Delaware Lord's prayer

1840 Pottawatomi Words
1840 Various Proper names

Baraga (F.)

Baraga (F.)

Henry (G.) and Evans (J.)

Hall (S.) and Copway (G.)

Baraga (F.)

Baraga (F.)

Baraga (F.), note.

Evans (J.)

Zeisberger (D.) and Blanchard

(LD.)

Baraga (F.)

Baraga (F.)

Catlin(G.)

American Board.

Drake (S. G.),note.

Drake (S. G.), note.

Treaties.

Treaties.

Stuart (A.)

Wea.
Hall (S.) and Copway (G.)

Jones (J.) and Jones (P.)

Jameson (A.M.)

Carver (J.)

Carver (J.), note.

Chateaubriand ( F. A. de).

History.

Luckenbaoh (A.)

Lambert (E.E.)

Meek«r (J.)

Smet (P.J. de).

Lykins (J.)

Duponceau (P. S.)

Catlin (G.)

Catlin (G.)

Lanman (J. H.)

Jones (P.) and Jones (J.)

Hoffmann (C.F.)

Jameson (A.M.)

Jameson (A. M.)

Schoolcraft (H.R.)

Belcourt (G. A.)

Belcourt (G. A.)

Connor (H.)

Barber (J. W.)
Horne(T.H.)
Schoolcraft (H, R.)

Richard (L.)

Williamson (W. D.)

Delafield (J.) and Lakey (J.)

Delafield (J.) and Lakey (J.)

Delafield (J.) and Lakey (J.)

Malte Brun.

Orbigny (A. D.d').

Maximilian (A. P.)

Farmer's.

Notice.

Omaj ibiigeuinvn

.

Abinoji.

Jones (P.) and others.

Lord's.

Osagiitiuin.

Lewis (M.)

History.

McCoy (I.)

Catlin (G.)
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1840 Various Various Vail (E. A.)

1840 (?) Geographic names Preston (T. R.)

1840 (?) (?) James (E.),note.

1840-1843 Delaware Vocabulary Bland (T.)

1840-1843 Various Vocabulary Maximilian (A. P.)

1840-1848 Various Various Prichard (J. C.)

1841 Algonkin Catechism Durocher(F.)

1841 Algonkin General discussion Bradford (A. W.)

1841 Algonkin General discussion Bradford (A. W.), note.

1841 Algonkin Manual Durocher (F.)

1841 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin (G.)

1841 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin (G.),note.

1841? Chippewa Proper names Catlin (G.)

1841 Cree Dictionary Wimer (J.)

1841 Massachusetts Lord's prayer Barber (J. W.)
1841 Micmac Primer Irwin (T.)

1841 New England Words Young (A.)

1841 Ottawa New Testament Meeker (J.)

1841 Passamaquoddy Prayers and hymns Demillier (L.E.)

1841 Sankikani Vocabulary Laet (J. de).

1841 Various Lord's prayer, etc. Drake (S. G.)

1841 Various General discussion Donck (A. van der).

1841 Various General discussion Donck (A. van der), note.

1841 Various Words Malte Brun.

1842 Algonkin Various Schoolcraft (H. R.)

1842 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin (G.),note.

1842 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin (G.),note.

1842 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin (G.),note.

1842 Chippewa Songs Hoffman (C.F.)

1842 Cree Dictionary Wimer (J.), note.

1842 Delaware Primer Blanchard(LD.)

1842 Massachusetts Lord's prayer Moore (M.)

1842 Mohegan Observations Edwards (J.)

1842 Munsey Hymn book Halfmoon (C)

1842 Ottawa Prayer book Baraga (F.)

1842 Shawnee Hymn book Lykins (J.) and others.

1842 Shawnee Matthew Lykins (J )

1842 Vaiious Various Eenzi (A.)

1842-1866 Chippewa Grammatical essay Wheeler (L. H.)

1842-1866 Chippewa Text Wheeler (L. H.)

1842-1866 Chippewa Vocabulary Wheeler (L. H.)

1842-1866 Chippewa Vocabulary Wheeler (L. H.)

1843 Algonkin General discussion Bradford (A.W.)

1843 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin (G.), note.

1843 Chippewa Bible stories Baraga (F.)

1843 Chippewa Songs Hoffman (C.F.), note.

1843 Chippewa, Delaware Various Johnes (A.J.)

1843 Cree Dictionary Wimer (J.), note.

1843 Delaware Words Barber (J.W.)

1843 Mohegan Observations Edwards (J.), note.

1843 Nipissing Hymns Specimen.

1843 Nipissing Prayers Richard (P.)

1843 Pottawatomi Vocabulary Bourassa (J.N.)

1843 Various Various Prichard (J. C.)

1843 Various Words Mcintosh (J.)

1844 Abnaki St. Mark Wzokhilain (P.P.)

1844 Algonkin Words Lewis (R.B.)

1844 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin (G.)

1844 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin (G.)

1844 Chippewa Catechism Dougherty (P.)

1844 Chippewa Grammar Baraga (F.),note.

1844 Chippewa Hymn book Jones (P.) and others.

1844 Chippewa New Testament Blatchford (H.)

1844 Chippewa Primer Dougherty (P.)

1844 Chippewa Text lu pitabvn.

1844 Chippewa Various Slight (B.)
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1844 Cree Grammar Howse (J.)

1844 Delaware Geographic names Watson (J. F.)

1844 Delaware Vocabulary Eoupe (I. D.)

1844 Masaachusetts Lord's prayer Barber (J. W.)
1844 Massachusetts, Chippewa1 Psalm and song Goodrich (S.G.)

1844 Moutagnais Prayer book La Brosse (J. B. de).

1844 New England Words Young (A.)

1844 New Jersey Proper names Gordon (T.)

1844 New Jersey Vocabulary Barber (J. W.) and Howe (H.)

1844 Nipissing Catechism, etc. Aiamie.

1844 Ottawa John Meeker (J.)

1844 Ottawa Prayer book JohnstOQ (G.)

1844? Pottawatomi Catechism, etc. Potewateme.
1844 Pottawatomi Matthew and Acts Lykins (J.)

1844 Pottawatomi Prayer book Hoecken (C.)

1844 Various Words Mcintosh (J.)

1844 Various Words Mcintosh (J.), note.

1844 Various Words Mcintosh (J.), note.

1844-1845 Various Various Schoolcraft (H.R.)

1844-1847 Various Lord's prayer Auer(A.)
1845 Algonkin Geographic names Schoolcraft (H. E.)

1845 Algonkin Geographic names Schoolcraft (H.R.)

1845 Algonkin Geographic names Schoolcraft (H.R.)

1845 Algonkin Geographic names Schoolcraft (H. R.), note.

1845 Algonkin Words Schoolcraft (H.R.)

1845 Algonkin Words Schoolcraft (H.R.)

1845 Algonkin Words Schoolcraft (H. R.)

1845 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin(G.),note.

1845 Chippewa Primer Baraga (F.)

1845 Chippewa Psalms Schoolcraft (J.)

1845 Chippewa Songs Hoffman (C. F.)

1845 Chippewa Songs Schoolcraft (H. R.), note.

1845 Chippewa Text Dow, jr.

1845 Delaware Geographic names Watson (J. F.)

1845 Delaware Vocabulary Eichthal (G.d').

1845 Montagnais Specimens Laverlochere(J.N.)

1845 New Jersey Vocabulary Barber (J. W.) and Howe (H.)

1845 New York Geographic names Denton (D.)

1845 Ottawa Hymn book Meeker (J.)

1845 Sac Letter Black Hawk, note.

1845 Sac, Blackfoot Words Frost (J.)

1845 Various Lord's prayer, etc. Drake (S. G.), note.

1845 Various Proper names Catlin (G.)

1845 Various Various Prichard (J. C.)

1845 Various Various Schoolcraft (H.R.)

1845-1846 Various Various Investigator.

1846 Abnaki Hymns, etc. Kipp (W. L)

1846 Algonkin Words Alden (T.)

1846 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin (G.), note.

1846 Blackfoot Vocabulary Hale (H.)

1846 Blackfoot Vocabulary Hale(H.)

1846 Cheyenne General discussion Jomard (E. F.)

1846 Cheyenne General discussion Jomard (E. F.)

1846 Chippewa Prayer book 0'Meara(F.A,)

1846 Chippewa Sermons Baraga (F.)

1846 Chippewa Spelling book James (E.)

1846 Chippewa Vocabulary St. John (J. R.)

18d6 Chippewa, Delaware Various Johnes (A.J.)

1846 Delaware Vocabulary Zeisberger (D.)

1846 Delaware Words Barber (J. W.), note.

1846 Long Island Geographic names Thompson (B.F.)

1846 Massachusetts Psalm Eliot (J.)

1846 Massachusetts Psalm Hood (G.)

1846 Milicete, Micmac Lord's prayer Levinge (R.G.A.)
1846? Ottawa Catechism Baraga (F.)

1846? Ottawa Catechism Baraga (F.)
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1846 Ottawa Prayer book Baraga (F.)

1846 Pottawatomi Prayer book Hoecken (C.)

1846 Pottawatomi Primer and prayer book Hoecken (C.)

1846 Various General discussion Schermerhorn (J. F.), note.

1846 Variuus Proper names Stanley (J. M.)

1816 Various Various Latham (R.G.)

1846 Various Words Mcintosh (J.), note.

1846-1848 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin (G.)

1&46-1848 Virginia Vocabulary Howison (R. R.)

1847 Abnaki Hymns Kipp(W.L), note.

1847 Algonquian Bibliographic Vater (J.S.)

1847 Chippewa Eeader Dougherty (P.) and Rodd (D.)

1847 Chippewa Catechism Dougherty (P.) and Rodd (D.)

1847 Chippewa Easy lessons Dougherty (P.) and Rodd (D.)

1847 Chippewa Hymn book Jones (P.) and others.

1847 Chippewa Primer Dougherty (P.)

1847 Chippewa Songs Copway (G.)

1847 Chippewa Songs Copway (G.)

1847 Chippewa Songs Copway (G.), note.

1847 Delaware General discussion Rondthaler (E.)

1847 Delaware Hymn book Zeisberger (D.) and Lucken-

bach (A.)

1847 Delaware Words Barber (J. W.)
1847 Maliseet, Micmac Lord's prayer Gesner (A.)

1847 Massachusetts Geographic names Felt (J. B.)

1847 Massachusetts Psalms Smith (J. J.) and Watson (J. F.

)

1847 Massachusetts Psalms Smith (J. J.) and Watson (J. F.),

note.

1847 Massachusetts Psalms Smith (J. J.) and Watson (J.F.),

note.

Adams (N.)1847 Massachusetts Specimen
1847 Micmac Sentences Rand (S. T.)

1847 Montagnais Prayer book Durocher (F.)

1847 Munsee Prayer book Morning.

1847 Varioc:3 Numerals Pott (A. F.)

1847 Various Various Schoolcraft (H. R.)

1847 Various Various Smet (P. J.de).

1847 (?) (?) Gabelentz (H.)

1847 (?) (?) Malte Brun, note.

1848 Algonkiu Geographic names Benson (E.)

1848 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin (G.)

1848 Cheyenne Vocabulary, etc. Emery (W.H.)
1848 Cheyenne Vocabulary, etc. Abert (J. W.)
1848 Cheyenne Vocabulary, etc. Abert (J. W.)
1848 Cheyenne Vocabulary, etc. Abert (J. W.)
1848 Chippewa Hymns Henry (G.)

1848 Chippewa Tract Nabwahkaud.
1848 Delaware Geographic names Heckewelder (J. G.E.)

1848 Delaware Various Thomas (G.), note.

1848 Delaware Words Barber (J. W.)
1848 Massachusetts Lord's prayer Barber (J. W.), note.

1848 Montagnais Calendar Tsistekaigan.

1848 Montagnais Catechism, etc. Durocher (F.)

1848 Shawnee Vocabulary Howe (H.), note.

1848 Shawnee Vocabulary Johnston (John), note.

1848 Various Lord's prayer, etc. Drake (S. G.),note.

1848 Various Proper names Catlin (G.)

1848 Various Proper names Catlin (G.)

1848 Various Proper names Catlin (G.)

1848 Various Proper names Catlin (G.)

1848 Various Various Gallatin (A.)

1848 Various Various Prichard (J. C.)

1848 Various Various Schoolcraft (H.R.)
1848 Various Various Schoolcraft (H.R.)

1848 Various Various Schoolcraft (H. R.), note.

1848 Various Various Smet (P. J.de).
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1848 Various Various Smet(P.J.de).
1848 VariouB Vocabulary Ettwein (J.)

1848 Various Vocabulary Latham (E.G.)

1848 Various Words Schomburgk (R. H.)

1848-1851 Various Scripture passages Bagster(J.)

1849 Algonkin Geographic names Benson (E.

)

1849 Algonquian Bibliographic Schoolcraft (H.R.)

1849? Chippewa Catechism Baraga (F.)

1849 Chippewa Prayer book Baraga (F.)

1849 Chippewa Reader Barnard (A.)

1849 Chippewa Vocabulary Schoolcraft (H.R.)

1849 Chippewa Words Ramsey (A.)

1849 Delaware Text Squier(E. G.)

1849 Delaware Words Clarkson (T.)

1849 Massachusetts, Chippewa, Psalms and song Goodrich (S.G.)

1849 Micmac Legends Rand(S.T.)
1849 Micmac, Maliseet Lord's prayer Alexander (J. E.)

1849 Norridgewock Numerals, etc. Hanson (J. W.)
1849 Powhatan Dictionary Strachey (W.)

1849 Shawnee Vocabulary Howe (H.)

1849 Various Various Smet (P.J.de).

1849 Various Vocabulary M'Lean(J.)

1849 Various Words Mcintosh (J.)

184-? Powhatan Mark I,yk;ns (J.)

184-? Various Vocabulary M'Kenzie(D.M.)
1850 Abnaki Proper names Barratt (J.)

1850 Algonkin Classification Latham (R. G.)

1850 Algonquian Bibliographic Muller (F.)

1850 Chippewa General discussion Atwater (C.)

1850 Chippewa Geographic names Hathaway (J.)

1850 Chippewa Gospels 0'Meara(F.A.)

1850 Chippewa Grammar Baraga (F.)

1850 Chippewa Songs Copway (G.),note.

1850 Chippewa Songs Copway (G.), note.

1850 Chippewa Songs Lanman (C.)

1850 Chippewa Text Baraga (F.)

1850? Chippewa Tract Enew.
1850 Chippewa, Algonkin Words Chateaubriand (F. A. de).

1850? Chippewa, Algonkin Words Chateaubriand (F. A. de).

1850 Delaware Geographic names Watson (J. F.)

1850 Delaware Verbs Threlkeld(L.E.)

1850 Delaware Words Haldeman {S. S.)

1850 Etchemin, Passamaquoddy Key Barratt (J.)

1850 Etchemin, Passamaquoddy Key Barratt (J.)

1850 Massachusetts Psalms Smith (-J J.) and Watson (L F.)

1850 Massachusetts Scripture passages Dearborn (H. A. S.)

1850 Micmac Graramatic sketch, etc. Rand (S. T.)

1850? Micmac Hymn Rand(S. T.)

1850 Micmac Tract Rand (S. T.)

1850 Micmac Tracts Rand (S. T.)

1850 ^ Montagnais Calendar Tsistekaigan.

1850 Munsee Hymn book Minseeweh.

1850 New York Geographic names Dryasdust.

1850 Ottawa First book ,
Meeker (J.)

1850 Ottawa Hymn book Meeker (J.)

1850 Shawnee Vocabulary Howe (H.)

1850? Various Proper names Catalogue.

1850 Various Various Schoolcraft (H. R.), note.

1850 Various Vocabulary Howse (J.)

1850 Various Words Schomburgk (R.H.)

1850 (n (?) Copway (G.), note.

1850-1851 Chippewa Geographic names Foster (J. W.) and Whitney (J.

D.)

Malte Brun, note.1850-1862 (?) (?)

1851 Abnaki Grammar and vocabulary Barratt (J.)

1851 Abnaki Grammar and vocabulary Barratt (J.)
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1851 Abnaki Grammar and vocabulary Barratt (J.)

1851 Algonkin Classification Latham (R. G.)

1851 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin (G.),note.

1851 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin (G.),note.

1851 Chippewa Grammar Baraga (F.)

1851 Chippewa Hymn book Jones (P.) and others.

1851 Chippewa Hymn Copway (G.)

1851 Chippewa Hymn Tupper (K F.)

1851 Chippewa Poem Schoolcraft (J.)

1851 Chippewa Songs Copway (G.)

1851 Chippewa Vocabulary Copway (G.)

1851 Chippewa, Cree Various Richardson (J.)

1851 Cree Acts Hunter (J.)

1851 Cree John Mason (W.)

1851 Cree Vocabulary Lewis (M.),note.

1851 Cree Words Laverlochere (J. N.)

1851 Long Island Geographic names DeKay(J.E.)
1851 Various Lord's prayer, etc. Drake (S.G.)

1851 Various Various Schoolcraft (H. R.)

1851 Various Various Schoolcraft (H.R.)

1851 Various Various Schoolcraft (H. R.)

1851 Various Various Schoolcraft (H. R.)

1851 Various Vocabulary, etc. De Forest (J.W.)

1851 (?) (?) Malte Brun, note.

1851-1857 Various Various Schoolcraft (H.R.)

1852 Abnaki Geographic names Hanson (J.W.)

1852 Blackfoot Vocabulary Moncrovie (J. B.)

1852 Chippewa Numerals Warren (W. W.)
1852 Chippewa Song Fletcher (J. C.)

1852 Chippewa Songs Jameson (A.M.)

1852 Chippewa Spelling and reading book Baierlein (E.R.)

1852 Chippewa Tract Ewh.
1852 Chippewa Tribal names Warren (W.W.)
1852 Chippewa Vocabulary Carver (J.)

1852 Chippewa Vocabulary Dougherty (P.)

1852 Chippewa Vocabulary Johnston (G.)

1852 Chippewa Vocabulary Johnston (W.)

1852 Chippewa Vocabulary Moran (G.)

1852 Chippewa, Cree Various Richardson (J;)

1852 Cree Geographic names Coats (W.)

1852 Cree John Mason (W.)

1852 Cree Matthew Gospel.

1852 Delaware Words Haldeman (S. S.)

1852 Delaware Words Janney (S. M.)

1852 Delaware Words Janney (S. M.)

1852 Delaware, Shawnee Vocabulary Cummins (R. W.)
1852 Massachusetts Psalms Smith (J. J.) and Watson (J. F.)

1852 Menomonee Vocabulary Bruce (W.H.)
1852 Miamee Vocabulary Handy (C.W.)

1852 Micmac, Decalogue Rand(S. T.)

1852 Mohegan Geographic names Caulkins (F. M.)

1852 Montagnais Prayer book Durocher (F.)

1852 Montagnais Remarks Tach6 (A. A.)

1852 Muncey Catechism Series.

1852 New Jersey Vocabulary Barber (J. W.) and Howo (H.)

1852 Shawnee Vocabulary Howe (H.)

1852 Various Proper names CatUn (G.)

1852 Various Proper names Stanley (J.M.)

1852 Various Vocabulary, Lord's prayer De Forest (J.W.)

1852 Various Words Buschmann (J. C. E.)

1852-1856 (?) (?) Malte Brun, note.

1853 Abnaki Geographic names Savage (J.), note.

1853 Algonkin Classification Gallatin (A.)

1853 Algonkin Various Jacobs (S.S.)

1853 Arapahoe, Cheyenne Vocabulary Smith (J. S.

)

1853 Cheyenne, Arapaho

ALG 38
Proper names Smet (P.J.de)
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1853 Chippewa Dictionary Bara-a(F.),note.

1853 Chippewa Hymn Strickland (S.)

1853 Chippewa Letter

Prayer book
Baraga (F.)

1853 Chipp'^wa 0'Meara(F. A.)

1853 Chippewa Primer Baraga (F.),note.

1853 Cree Matthew Hunter (J.)

1853 dee Prayers Hunter (J.)

1853 Cree, Sauteux General discussion Bond (J. W.)
1853 Delaware Vocabulary Madison (J.)

1853 Micmac Matthew Hand (S. T.)

1853 New England Geographic names Wintbrop (J.)

1853 Sauteux Words Belcourt (G. A.)

1853 Various Etymologies Chapin(A.B.)
1853 Various Various Pott (A. F.)

1853 Various Various Schoolcraft (H. R.)

1853 Various Vocabulary, Lord's prayer. etc. De Forest (J. W.)
1853 Various Words Buschmann (J.C. E.)

1853 Various Words Buschmann (J. C. E.)

1853 Various Words Mcintosh (J.), note.

1853 (?) (?) Malte Bruu, note.

1854 Algonquian Bibliographic Schoolcraft (H. R.)

1854 Chippewa General discussion Hurlburt (T.)

1854 Chippewa New Testament 0'Meara(F.A.)
1854 Chippewa Words Fremiot (N. M.)

1854 Chippewa, Cree Various Richardson (J,), note.

1854 Cree Book of common prayer Horden (J.)

1854 Cree Catechism, etc. Laverloch6re (J.N.) and Garin

(A.M.)

1854 Cree Epistles Hunter (J.)

1854 Cree John Mason (W.), note.

1854 Cree Luke Hunter (J.)

1854 Massachusetts Lord's prayer Journal.

1854 Massachusetts Scripture passages Eliot (W. H.)

1854 Micmac John Rand (S.T.)

1854 Micmac Reader Rand (S.T.)

1854 Nipissing Prayer book Niina.

1854 Various Lord's prayer, etc. Drake (S.G.)

1854 Various Various Jones (E.F.)

1854 Various Words Buschmann (J. C. E.)

1854 (?) (?) Copway (G.),note.

1854-1879 Pootatuck Geographic names Cothren (W.)

1854-1887 Chippewa Grammar, dictionary Jacker (E.)

1865 Algonkin General discussion Beverley (R.)

1855 Algonkin Geographic names Brunson (A.)

1855 Algonquian Bibliographic Triibner & Co.

1855 Chippewa Chants BondueUF.J.)

1855 Chippewa Geographic names Calkins (H.)

1855 Chippewa Geographic names Hathaway (J.)

1855 Chippewa Songs Copway (G.)

1855 Chippewa Text Baraga (F.)

1855 Chippewa Verses Johnston (Jane).

1855 Chippewa Vocabulary Longfellow (H.W.)

1855 Chippewa Vocabulary Pierz (F.)

1855 Cree Book of common prayer Hunter (J.)

1855 Cree Calendar Cree.

1855 Cree Catechism Hunter (Jean).

1855 Cree Hymn book Hunter (Jean)o

1855 Cree Mark Hunter (J.)

1855 Cree John Hunter (J.)

1855 Cree John I Hunter (Jean).

1855 Cree Prayer book Thibault(J.B.)

1855 Cree Tract Hunter (J.)

1855 Delaware Words Harvey (H.)

1855 Delaware, Shawoee Vocabulary Whipple (A. W.) and others.

1855 Maliseet Lord's prayer Rand (S.T.)

1855 Maliseet Numerals Rand (S.T.)
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1855 Maliseet Primer Stevens (J.)

1855 Menomonee Prayers, hymns, etc. Bonduel(F.J.)

1855 Micmac Psalms Rand (S.T.)

1855 Micmac Vocabulary Eand(S.T.)

1855 Micmac Words Hardy (C.)

1855 Montagnaia Calendar Tsistekaigan.

1855 Ottawa Prayer book Baraga (F.)

1855 Pampticough Vocabulary Lawson (J.)

1855 Panipticough Vocabulary Lawson (J.)

1855 Passamaquoddy Vocabulary Kidder (F.)

1855 Various Alphabets LepsiusC. R.)

1855 Various Alphabets Lepsiua(C. R.)

1855 Various Bibliographic American Bible Society.

1855 Various Lord's prayer Shea (J. G.)

1855 Various Phrases Lafl^che(L. F.R.)

1855 Various Phrases Garin(A.M.)

1855 Various Various Prichard ( J. C.)

1855 Various Various Schoolcraft (H.R.)

1855 VariouH Words Wailly (S. de).

1855 (?) (?) James (E.),note.

1855-1857 (?) (?) Malte Brun, note.

1855-1875 Abnaki Dictionary Vetromile (E.)

1S56 Abnaki Geographic names Potter (C.E.)

1856 Abnaki Prayer book Vetromile (E.)

1856 Abnaki Vocabulary Willis (W.)

1856 Algonkin General discussion Haven (S.F.)

1856 Algonkin General discussion Haven (S.F.)

1856 Algonquian Bibliographic Triibner & Co.

1856 Chippewa Catechism D616age(F.R.)

1856 Chippewa New^ Testament Blatchford (H.)

1856 Chippewa ' Psalms 0'Meara(F. A.)

1856 Chippewa Songs Lanman (C.)

1856 Chippewa Songs Schoolcraft ( H. R.

)

1856 Chippewa Speller and reader Spelling.

1856 Cree Book of common prayer Hunter (J.)

1856 Cree John Mason (W.)

1856 Cree John I Hunter (Jean).

1856 Cree Prayer book Garin (S. al.)

1856 Cree, Sauteux General discussion Bond (J. W.)
1856 Cree, Sauteux General discussion Bond(J. W.)

1856 Delaware Vocabulary Chute (J. A.)

1856 Delaware Words Barber (J. W.)
1856 Massachusetts General discussion Francis (C), note.

1856 Massachusetts Lord's prayer Bacon (O.N.)

1856 Massachusetts Lord's prayer Eliot (J.) of Boston, note.

1856 Micmac Luke Rand (S. T.)

1856 Montagnais Catechism, etc. Durocher (F.)

1856 Montagnais Chants Durocher (F.)

1856 New England Geographic names Potter (C.E.)

1856 Nipissing Primer, etc. MasiuaiganikiknoamagekSin.

1856 Various Vocabulary Allen (W.)

1856 Various W^ords Pott (A. F.)

1856 Wisconsin Tribal names Shea (J. G.)

1856 (?) (?) Lanman (C.),note.

1856 C) (?) Richardson (J.), note.

1856-1861 (?) (?) Malte Brun, note.

1856-1883 Algonkin Words O'Callaghan (E.B.)

1857 Abnaki Hymns Doublet de Boisthibault (F. J.)

1857 Abnaki Prayer book Vetromile (E.)

1857 Algonkin Classification Lafl^cho (L. F. R.)

1857 Algonkin Geographic names Mead(D.M.)
1857 Algonquian Bibliographic Stevens (H.)

1857 Black foot Vocabulary Catlin (G.)

1857 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin (G.),note.

1857 Black foot Vocabulary Catlin (G.), note.

1857 Chippewa Geographic names WitherelKB.F.H.)
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1857 Chippewa Hymn book Jones (P.) and others.

1857 Chippewa Speech Pitezel (J.H.)

1857 Chippewa, Algonkin Words Chateaubriand (F. A. de).

1857 Cree Epistles Mason (W.)
1857 Cree John Mason (W.)
1857 Cree Prayer book Thibault(J.B.)

1857 Delaware Geographic names Watson (J.F.)

1857 Massachusetts Words Allen (W.)

1857 Massachusetts, Mohegan Lord's prayer Jones (A. D.)

1857 Micmac Genesis Eand (S. T.)

1857 Nipissing Calendar Del6age (F. R.)

1857 Penobscot Prayer Sabine (L.)

1857 Shawnee Vocabulary Howe (H.), note.

1857 Various Bibliographic Bullen (G.)

1857 Various Lord's prayer Shea (J. G.)

1857 Various Lord's prayer, etc. Drake (S.G.), note.

1857 Various Lord's prayer, etc. Dudley (P.)

1857 Various Vocabulary Latham (K. G.)

1857 Various Words Mcintosh (J.)

1858 Abnaki Calendar Vetromile (E.)

1858 Abnaki Prayer book Vetromile (E.)

1858 Abnaki Prayer song Vetromile (E.)

1858 Abnaki Text Merlet (L.V.C.)

1858 Abnaki Vespers Vetromile (E.)

1858 Algonkin Various Jacobs (S. S.)

1858 Algonquian Bibliographic Ludewig (H. E.)

1858 Algonquian Bibliographic Stevens (H.)

1858 Cheyenne Proper names Smet (P. J. de).

1858 Cheyenne, Arapaho Proper names Smet (P. J. de).

1858 Chippewa Sermons Baraga (F.)

1858 Chippewa Vocabulary Carver (J.)

1858 Chippewa Vocabulary Copway (G.)

1858 Chippewa Words O'Meara (F. A.)

1858 Massachusetts Bibliographic Lenox (J.)

1858 Massachusetts Geographic names Eicketson (D.)

1858 Micmac Prayer book Micmac.

1858 Montagnais Prayer Le Jeune (P.)

1858 Montagnais Prayers, etc. Le Jeune (P.

)

1858 Montagnais Text Relation,

1858 Ottawa General discussion A8sikinack(F.)

1858 Ottawa Prayer book Baraga (F.)

1858 Pamunkey Vocabulary Dalrymple (— ).

1858 Various Lord's prayer Shea (J. G.)

1858 Various Loid's prayer, etc. Drake (S.G.),note.

1858 Various Various J6han (L. F.)

1858 Various Words Mcintosh (J.), note.

1869 Abnaki Calendar Vetromile (E.)

1859 Abnaki Words Kidder (F.)

1859 Abnaki Words Kidder (F.)

1859 Algonquian Bibliographic Triibner & Co.

1859 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin (G.)

1859 Chippewa Hymn book Jones (P.) and others.

1859 Chippewa Prayers, hymns, etc D61eage (F. K.)

1859 Chippewa Sermons Garin (A.M.)

1859 Chippewa Text Bel court (G.A.)

1859 Chippewa Vocabulary Kohl (J.G.)

1859 Cree Book of common prayer Hoiden (J.)

1859 Cree Book of common prayer Hunter (J.)

1859 Cree Gospels Horden (J.)

1859 Cree New Testament Mason (W.)

1859 Cree Psalm and hymn book Mason (W.)

1859 Delaware Vocabulary Henry (M. S.)

1859 Delaware, Shawnee Vocabulary Denny (E.)

1859 Illinois Bibliographic Murphy (H. C.)

1859 Massachusetts Scripture passages Records.

1859 Micmac Psalms Eand(S.T.)
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1859

1859

1859

1859

1859

1859

1859

1859

1859

1859

185-

?

185-

?

185- ?

185-

?

185-

?

185-

?

185-

?

185-

?

185-

?

185- ?

185-

?

185-

?

185-

?

1859-1860

1859-1861

1859-1876

1860

1860

1860

1860

1860

1860

1830

1860

1860

1860

1860

1860

I860

1860

1861

186J

1861

1861

1861

1861

Micmac
Moose
Narragansett

Nipissing

Shawnee
Various

Various

Various

0)

(?)

Cree

Cree

Cree

Cree

Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac
Micmac, Maliseet

Various

Delaware

Cliippewa, Algonkin

Various

Abnaki
Abnaki
Algonquian

Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa, Mississagua

Ctee

Cree

Delaware, Shawnee
Mohegan, Chippewa

Moose
Munsee
Ottawa
Pampticough
Salteux

Shawnee
Shawnee
Various

Various

Various

Various

Various

Various

Various

Various

Various

(?)

Virginia

Abnaki
Algonkin

Algonkin

Algonquian

Blackfoot

Chippewa
Chippewa
Chippewa

Sentences, etc.

Psalm and hymn book

Words
Bible history

Hymn book

Vocabulary

Words
Words

(?)

(?)

Genesis

Syllabary

Translations

Translations

Catechism

Hymn
Hymn
Miscellany

Ollendorff

Psalm
Vocabulary

Lecture

Various

Dictionary

Words
Words
Bible history

Pledge

Bibliographic

Calendar

Hymn book

Hymn book

Song

Vocabulary

Words
Sentences, etc.

Book of common prayer

Psalm and hymn book

Vocabulary

Words
Bible history, etc.

Words
General discussion

Vocabulary

Bible history, etc.

Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Lord's prayer, etc.

Numerals, etc.

Scripture passages

Scripture passages

Various

Various

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

(?)

Animal names
General discussion

Geographic names
Grammatic sketch

Bibliographic

Vocabulary

H^-mn book

Hymn book

Pentateuch

Vetromile(E.)

Horden (J.)

Commuck (T.)

Matbevet(J.C.)

Lykins (J.) and others.

Willis (W.)

Buschraann (J. C. E.)

Mcintosh (J.), note.

Lanman (C.),note.

Malte Brun, note.

Sinclair (J.)

Horden (J.)

Sinclair (J.)

Steinhauer (H.)

Band (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)-

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Smet (P.J.de).

Henry (M.S.)

Chateaubriand (F. A. de), note..

Pott (A. F.)

Vetromile (E.)

Vetromile (E.)

Triibner & Co.

Jacker (E.)

Jones (P.) and others.

Jones (P.) and others.

Strickland (W. P.)

Kobl(J.G.)

Steinthal(H.)

Jones (P.)

Hunter (J.), note.

Mason (W.)

Denny (E.)

Farrar (F. W.)
Horden (J.)

Jones (X.W.)
Assikinack (F.)

Lawson (J.)

Horden (J.)

Dodge (J. R.)

Johnston (John), note.

Drake (S.G.)

Haldeman (S. S.)

Bagster (J.)

British,

Latham (R.G.)

Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Buschmann (J. C. E.)

Buschmann (J. C. E.)

Domenech (E. H. D.)

Dawson (J.W.)

White (J.)

Vetromile (E.)

Schoolcraft (H.R.)

Gibbs(G.)

O'Callaghan (E. B.)

Cooper (J. G.)

Jones (P.)

0'Meara(F. A.)and Jacobs(P.)

0'Meara(F. A.) and Jacobs (P.)
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1861 Cree Bible Mason (W.)

1861 Masaachusetts Psalms Smith (J. J.) and Watson (J. F.)

18GI Micmac Hieroglyphs Shea (J. G.)

1861 Microac Vocabulary LeClercq (C.)

1861 Montagnais Letter Montagnais.

1861 Narragansett Geographic names Parsons (U.)

1861 Xipissing Bible history Mathevet(J.C.)

1861 Salteux Morning and evening service Horden (J.)

1861? Shawnee Vocabulary Pike (A.)

1861 Various Various Jones (P.)

1861 Various Words Lesley (J. P.)

18C1-1862 Chippewa Periodical Petaubun.

1862 Abnaki Calendar Vetromile (E.),note.

1862 Algonquian Bibliographic Stevens (H.)

1862 Cheyenne Vocabulary riachnecker (G.)

1862 Chippewa Hymn Playter(G.F.)

1862 Chippewa Hymn Playter(G.F.), note.

1862 Chippewa Orthography Wheeler (L. H.)

1862 Cree New Testament Mason (W.)

1862 Delaware Words Dally (E.)

1862 Delaware Words Dally (E.)

1862 Micmac Hieroglyphs Shea (J.G.)

1862 -Nipissing Calendar Cuoq (J. A.) and D616age (F. R.)

1862 Various Various Latham (R.G.)

1862 Various Vocabulary, etc. Hayden (F. V.)

1862 Various Words Pott (A. F.)

1862 Various * Words Wilson (D.)

1862-1866 Cree, Blackfoot Legends Petitot(E. F.S.J.)

1863 Algonkin Words Perez (J.)

1863 Blackfoot Vocabulary Sullivan (J.W.)

1863 Cheyenne, Arapahoe Proper names Smet(P.J. de).

1863 Cree Letter Papers.

1863 Cree Vocabulary Palliser (J.)

1863 Delaware Numerals Gibbs(G.)

1863 Delaware Words Umery (J.)

1863 Maliseet Tract Rand(S.T.)

1863 Massachusetts Lord's prayer, etc. Lepaius (C.R.)

1863 Micmac Acts Rand (S. T.)

1863 Micmac Sentences Maillard (A.S.)

1863 Montagnais Letters Squier (E. G.)

1863 Various Bibliographic American Bible Society.

1863 Various Vocabulary, etc. Hayden (F.V.)

1864 Abnaki Numerals and sentences Gordon (A. H.)

1864 Abnaki Numerals and sentences Gordon (A. H.)

1864 Abnaki Various Thorean(H.D.)
1864 Algonkin General discussion Cuoq (J. A.)

1864 Menomonee Proper names Baird(H.S.)

1864 Micmac Grammar Maillard (A.S.)

1864 Nipissing . Hymn book Cuoq (J. A.)

1864 Various Various J6han(L.F.)

1864-1875 Various Various Vetromile (E.)

1865 Abnaki General discussion Lincoln (E ), note.

1865 Abnaki • Geographic names Hind(H.Y.)
1865 Chippewa Hymns Jacket (E )

1865 Chippewa Tract Oshki.

1865 Chippewa, Algonkin Words Chateaubriand (F; A. de).

1865 Cree Dictionary Watkins (E. A.)

1865 Cree Grammar Howse (J.)

1865? Cree, Chippewa Scripture passages British.

1865 Delaware Words Oronhyatekha.

1865 Illinois Dictionary LeBoulauger (J.L)

1865 Massachusetts Rules Trumbull (J. H.)

1865 Massachusetts Sentence Shepard (T.)

1865 Massachusetts Vocabulary Wood (W.)

1865 Montagnais Prayers Ma8s6 (E.)

1865 Montauk Vocabulary Wood (S.)
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1865 Nipissing Catechism Cuoq (J. A.)

1865 Nipissing Prayer book Cuoq (J. A.)

1865 Shawnee, Delaware Numerals Jones (D.)

1865 Yarious Bibliographic Bartlett (.r:R.)

1865 Various Bibliographic Bartlett (J.K.)

1865 Varioua Numerals Shea (J.G.)

1865 Yarious Words Farrar (F. W.j

1865 Yarious Words Malte Brun.

1865 Yarious Words Wilson (D.)

1865 (?) (?) Champlain (S. de), note.

1865-1879 Algonquian Bibliographic Triibner & Co.

1866 Abnaki Calendar Yetroraile (E.)

1866 Abnaki Geographic names Ballard (E.)

1866 Abnaki Hymns Kipp(W.L)
1866 Abnaki Yarious Maurault (J. A.)

1866 Abnaki Yarious Vetromile (E.)

1866 Algonkin Grammar, etc. Cuoq (J. A.)

1866 Algonquian Words Nason (E.)

1866 Blackfoot Vocabulary Catlin (G.)

1866? Chippewa, Cree Way of the cross Lacombe (A.), note.

1866 Cree Catechism and hymn book Lebret (L.M.)

1866 Cree Hymn book Horden (J.)

1866 Cree Prayer book Lebret (L.M.)

1866 Cree Prayer book Thibault (J. B.)

1866 Cree, Montagnais Conjugations, etc. Faraud (H.J.)

1866 Micmac Catechism Kauder (C.

)

1866 Micmac Catechism and prayer book Kauder (C.)

1866 Micmac Catechism, etc. Kauder (C.)

1866 Micmac Hymn book Kauder (C.)

1866 Narragansett Vocabulary Williams (R.)

1866 Nipissing Catechism, etc. Lebret (L.M.)

1866 Penobscot Prayer Macleod (X. D.)

1866 Pottawatomi Prayers and hymns Gailland (M.)

1866 SauUeux Hymn book Horden (J.)

1866 Shawnee Vocabulary Gibbs (G )

1866 Yarious Bibliographic Bartlett (J. R.)

1866 Yarious Yari jua Lescarbot (M.)

1866 Yarious Words Wedgwood (H.)

1867 Abnaki Calendar Vetromile (E.), note.

1867 Abnaki Numerals, etc. Baxter (J.)

1867 Abnaki Numerals, etc. Baxter (J.)

1867 Algonkin Geographic names Wheeler (C.H.)

1867 Algonquian Bibliographic Leclerc (C.)

1807 Chippewa Vocabulary Johnston (G.),note.

1867 Chippewa Vocabulary Johnston (W.), note.

1867 Massachusetts Etymology Trumbull (J. H.)

1867 Massachusetts Etymology Trumbull (J. H.)

1867 Massachusetts Scripture pasi-ages Drake (S. G.)

1867 Massachusetts Scripture passages Present.

1867 Montagnais Prayer book Durocher (F.)

1867 Yarious Geographic names Jones (N. W.)
1867 Various Grammatic sketch Miiller (F.)

1867 Yarious Grammatic sketch Miiller(F.)

1867 Various Proper naaies Smithsonian.

1867 Yarious Vocabularies Ulrici (E.)

1868 Abnaki Geogtaphic names True (N.T.)

1868 Abnaki • Geographic names True (N. T.)

1868 Abnaki Geographic names True (N.T.)

1868 Algonkin Proper names Rockwell (E.F.)

1868 Algonkin Tribal names Brice (W. A.)

1868 Algonkin Various Teza (E.)

1868 Algonkin Yarious Teza (E.)

1868 Chippewa Words Brinton (D. G.)

1868 Cree, Chippewa Scripture passages British.

1868 Long Island Geographic names Field (T. W.)
1868 Long Island Geographic names Field (T. W.)
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1868 Massachnsetts Prayers

1868 Micmac, Maliseet Words
1868 Narragansett ISTumerals, etc.

1868 New Jersey Vocabulary

1868 Pottawatomi Prayer book and catechism

1868 Various Bibliographic

1868 Various Numerals

1868 Various Scripture passages

1868 Wawenoc Numerals

1868-1890 Algonquian Bibliographic

1869 Abnaki "Words

1869 Algonkin General discussion

1869 Algonkin Geographic names

1869 Algonkin Onomatopoeia

1869 Algonkin Eeview
1869 Algonkin Various

1869 Algonkin Words
1869 Algonquian Bibliographic

1869 Cheyenne, Arapahoe Proper names

1869 Connecticut Geographic names

1869 Connecticut Geographic names

1869? Cree Lord's prayer

1869 Delaware, Micmac Lord's prayer

1869 Mohegan Geographic names

1869 Ottawa Catechism

1869 Shawnee Vocabulary

1869 Various Geographic names

1869 Various Remarks
1869 Various Words
186-

?

Maliseet Hymns
186^? MaUseet Miscellany

186-

?

Maliseet Miscellany

186-1 Maliseet Ollendorff

186-

?

Maliseet Vocabulary

186-

?

Micmac Grammatie essay

186-

?

Micmac Prayers

186-

?

Micmac Tracts and hymns
186-

?

Micmac, Maliseet Miscellany

186-

?

Micmac, Maliseet Psalms

186-

?

Penobscot Prayer

1870 Abnaki Calendar

1870 Algonkin Classification

1870 Algonkin Words
1870 Algonquian Bibliographic

1870? Cheyenne, Arapaho Proper names
1870 Chippewa Song

1870 Chippewa Song,

1870 Cree, Chippewa General discussipn

1870 Cree, Montagnais Conjugation, etc.

1870 Delaware Bibliographic

1870 Maliseet John
1870 Micmac Exodus
1870 Montagnais Lord's prayer, etc.

1870 Montagnais Prayers

1870 Powhacan Geographic names
1870 Various Geographic names
1870 Various Geographic names
1870 Various Lord's prayer

1870 Various Lord's prayer

1870 Various Remarks
1870 Various Words
1870 Various Words
1870 Various Words

1870-1871 Various Bibliographic

1871 Abnaki Calendar

1871 Abnaki Geographic names

Dexter (H.M.)

Dawson (J. W.)
Dexter (H.M.)
Barber (J. W.) and Howe (H.)

Gailland (M.)

Quaritch (B.)

Pott (A. F.)

British, note.

Sewell (R. K.)

Sabin (J.)

Chase (P. E.)

Cuoq (J. A.)

Mombert (J.L)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Le Hir (A. M.)

Maggi(P.G.)
Cuoq (J. A.)

Clarke (R.) & Co., note.

Blackmore (W.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Woodward (A.)

Apostolides fS.)

Naphegyi (G.)

Street (A. B.)

Sifferath (N. L.)

Howe(H.)
Jones (N.W.)
Tach6 (A. A.)

Chase (P.E.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand(S.T.) .

Kauder (C.)

Micmac.
Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Macleod ^X.D.)

Vetromile (E.), note.

Lapham (L A.)

Crane (W. W.)
Triibner & Co.

Smet (P. J. de).

Belden (G. P.)

Van Fleet (J. A.)

Hurlburt (T.)

Taraud (H.J.)

De Schweinitz (E.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand(S. T.)

Champlain (S. de).

Masse (E.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Marietti (P.)

Shea (J.G.)

Tach6 (A. A.)

Clarke ( P. D.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Trumbull (J.H.)

Bartlett (J. R.)

Vetromile (E.),iiote.

Ballard (E.)
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1871 Abnaki Geographic names
1871 Algoaquian Bibliographic

1871 Chippewa Geographic names
1871 Chippewa Relationship J

1871 Chippewa Relationships

1871 Chippewa Remarks
1871 Chippewa Song, etc.

1871 Chippewa Words
1871 Cree Lord's prayer

1871 Cree Relationships

1871 Cree Remarks
1871 Delaware Relationships

1871 Kikapoo Relationships

1871 Micmac Matthew
1871 Micinao Song

1871 Micmac, Maliseet Relationships

1871 Various Examples

1871 Various Proper names
1871 Various Vocabulary, etc.

1871 Various Vocabulary, etc.

1871 Various Words
1871 Various Words
1871 Various Words
71-1873 Various Onomatopoeia

1872 Algonkin Catechism

1872 Algonkin Hymn
1872 Algonkin Hymn
1872 Algouqaian Bibliographic

1872 Aigouquian Bibliographic

1872 Chippewa Song, etc.

1872 Cree New Testament

1872 Cree Prospectus

1872 Delaware Geographic names
1872 Delaware Geographic names
1872 Micmac John

1872 Micmac Lesson card

1872 Micmac Tract

1872 Micmac Tract

1872 Micmac Tract

1872 Micmac Tract

1872 Nipissing Calendar

1872 Kipissing Hymn
1872 Sauteux Words
1872 Various Examples

1872 Various Examples

1872 Various Examples

1872 Various Lord's prayer

1872 Various Various

1872 Wawenoc Numerals

72-1873 Delaware Lord's prayer

72-1875 Algoaquian Bibliographic

1873 Abnaki Calendar

1873 Abnaki Hymn
1873 Algonkin General discussion

1873 Algonkin General discussion

1873 Algonquian Bibliographic

1873 Algonquian Bibliographic

1873 Delaware, Algonkin General discussion

1873 Micmac Scripture passages

1873 Narragansett Vocabulary

1873 New England Bibliographic

1873 New England Words
1873 New England Words
1873 Nipissing Hymns, prayers, etc.

1873 Quiripi Catechism

1873 Rhode Island Geographic names

Ballard (E.)

Clarke (R.) & Co.

Lanmau (C.)

Dougherty (P.)

•lacker (E.)

Gibbs (G.)

Belden (G.P.). note.

Trumbull (J. H.)

Apostolides (S.), note.

Watkins (E. A.)

Nouvelle.

Adams (W.)

Fish (P.) and Harvey (S. D.)

Rand (S. T.)

Elder (W.)

Rand (S. T.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Catlin (G.)

De Forest (J. W.)

Morgan (L. H.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Trumbull (J.H.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Trumbull (J.H.)

Catechismo.

Mathevet (J.C.)

Mathevet (J. C.)

Harrisse (H.)

Triibner & Co.

Belden (G. P.), note.

Lacombe (A.)

Lacombe (A.)

Heckewelder (J.G. E.)

Hecktjwelder (J. G. E.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S. T.)

Rand (S.T.)

Cuoq (J. A.)

Cuoq(J.A.)
Belcourt (G.A.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Trumbull (J.H.)

Trumbull (J.H.)

Rutenber (E. M.)

Trumbull (J.H.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Miiller (F.)

Vetromile (E.), note.

Kipp (W.I.)

Cuoq (J. A.)

Cuoq (J. A.)

Clarke (R.) & Co., note.

Field (T.W.)

Shea (J. G.)

Rand (S.T.)

Williams (R.)

Paine (N.)

Stearns (R.E.C.)

Trumbull (J.H.)

Cuoq (J. A.)

Pierson (A.)

Trumbull (J. H.)
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1873 Various Examples Trumbull (J.H.)

1873 Various Examples Trumbull (J.H.)

1873 Various Examples Trumbull (J. H.)

1873 Various Grammatic comments Bastian (P.W. A.)

1873 Various Lord's prayer Trumbull (J.H.)

1873 Various Lord's prayer Trumbull (J.H.;

1873 Various Numerals Ellis (R.)

1873? Various Various Treasury.

1873 (?) (?) Farrar(F. W.), note.

1874 Abnaki Calendar Vetromile (E.),note.

1874 AlgoQkin Geneial discussion Cuoq (J. A.)

1874 Algonkiu Vocabulary Holden (A.W.)
1874 Algonquian Bibliographic Steiger(E.)

1874 Algonquian Bibliographic Thomas (I.)

1874 Blackfoot, Sac Proper names Mogridge (G.)

1874 Chippewa Manual Wilson (E. F.)

1874 Chippewa Minor prophets McDonald (R.)

1874 Chippewa New Testament 0'Meara(F. A.)

1874 Chippewa Prayer book Baraga (F.)

1874 Cree Catechism Hunter (Jean).

1874 Cree Dictionary Lacombe (A.)

1874 Cree Dictionary and grammar Lacombe (A.)

1874 Cree Grammar Lacombe (A.)

1874 Cree Psalm and hymn book Hordeu (J.)

1874 Cree Tract Hunter (J.)

1874 Delaware Words Sayce (A. H.)

1874 Massachusetts Bibliographic Trumbull (J. H.)

1874 Massachusetts Bibliographic Trumbull (J.H.)

1874 Massach usetts Lorl's prayer Blakeiuan (B.C.)

1874 Micmac Epistles, etc. Band (S.T.)

1874 Micmac Luke Rand(S.T.)

1874 Micmac Mark Rand (S.T.)

1874 Montauk Vocabulary Baylies (R.M.)

1874 Muncey Hymn book Halfmojn (C.)

1874 Nipissing Hymn Cuoq (f. A.)

1874 Nipissing Lord's prayer Cuoq (J. A.)

1874 Ottawa Prayers Weikamp (J. B.)

1874 Various Bibliographic Quaritch(B.)

1874 Various Proper names Jackson (W. H.)

1874 Various Sentences Clemens (S. L.) and Warner (C.

D.)

Smet (P.J. de).1874 Various Various

1874 Various Words Trumbull (J.H.)

1874-1875 Algonquian Bibliographic Triibaer & Co.

1874-1876 Chippewa Scripture passages Knight (E. H.)

1875 Abnaki Calendar Vetromile (E.),note.

1875 Algonkin, Arapahoe Words Tiumbull(J. a.)

1875 Algonquian Bibliographic Cla,rko (R.) & Co., note.

1875 Algonquian Bibliographic Field (T. W.)

1875 Algonquian Bibliographic Sabin (J.>

1875 Cheyenne and Arapahoe Proper names Smet (P. J. de).

1875? Chippewa Hymn book Jones (P.) and others.

1875 Chippewa New Testament Blatchford (H.)

1875 Chippewa Prayer book O'Meara (F, A.) and others.

1875 Chippewa, Cree Grammatic comments Adam (L.)

1875 Cree Catechism Masou (S.)

1875 Cree Grammar Hunter (J.)

1875 Cree Instructions Lacombe (A.)

1875? Cree Prayer book Mackay (J. A.)

1875 Cree Psalter Horden (J.)

1875 Cree Syllabary Carnegie (J.)

1875 Delaware Words Sayce (A. H.)

1875 Massachusetts, Chippewa Numerals Trumbull (J.H.)

1875 Micmac Matthew, Mark, Luke Rand (S.T.)

1875 Micmac Eeader Rand (S.T.)

1875 Pennsylvania Geographic names Sheafer (P.W.)
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1875 Shawnee Vocabulary

1875 Various Bibliographic

1875 Various Bibliographic

1875 Various Numerals
1875 Various Numerals
]875 Various Scripture passages

1875 Various Vocabulary

1875 Various "Words

1875-1877 Algoaquiaa Bibliographic

1875-1877 Cheyenne Vocabulary

1876 Abnaki Calendar

1876 Abnaki Time divisions

1876 Algonkin General discussion

1876 Algonquiaa Bibliographic

1876 Algonquian Bibliographic

1876 Algonquian General discussion

1876 Algonquian General discussion

1876 Blackfoot Vocabulary

1876 Chippewa Words
1876 Chippewa, Cree Grammatic comments
1876 Cree Advertisement

1876 Cree Book of c )mmon prayer

1876 Cree Gospels and acts

1876 Cree Hymn book

1876 Cree John
1876 Cree John I

1876 Cree Mark
1876 Cree New Testament
1876 Cree Psalms
1876 Cree Psalm and hymn book

1876 Cree Psalm and hymu book
1876 ? Cree Psalter

1876 Delaware Address

1876 Delaware Address
1876 Delaware General discussion

1876 Delaware General discussion

1876 Delaware Geographic names
1876 Delaware Vocabulary

1876 Delaware Vocabulary

1876 Micmac Geographic names
1876 Micmac, Shawnee Numerals
1876 Montagnais Tract

1876 Various Bible verse

1876 ! Various Scripture passages

1876? Various Scripture passages

1876 Various Vocabulary

1876 Various Words
1877 Abnaki, Illinois Hymn
1877 Algonkin General discussion

1877 Algonkm Numerals
1877 Algonkin Verb
1877 Algonkin Verb
1877 Algonkin Words
1877 Algonquian Bibliographic

1877 Algonquian Bibliographic

1877 Algonquian General discussion

1877 Chippewa Dictionary

1877 Chippewa Dictionary

1877 Chippewa Grammar
1877 Chippewa Hymn book

1877 Chippewa Review
1877 Chippewa Vocabulary

1877 Chippewa Words
1877 Cree Book of common prayer

1877 Cree Etymology

Howe(H.)
Bartlett (J. R.)

Bartlett (J.R.)

Trumbull (-f.H.)

Trumbull (J. H. )

British.

Vinson (E.H.J.)

Ellis (R.)

Triibner & Co.

Bellas (H. H.)

Vetromlle (E.), note.

Votromile (E.)

Hovelacque ( A.

)

Clarke (R.) & Co.

Sabin (J.

)

Triimbull (J. H.)

Trumbull (J.H.)

Catlin (G.)

Brinton (D. G.)

Adam (L.)

Fleming ( A. B.) & Co.

Hunter (J.)

Hordeu (J.), note.

Hunter (J.)

Hunter (J.)

Hunter (Jean).

Hunter (J.)

Horden (J.)

Hunter (J.)

Horden (J.)

Hordeu (J.) and Kirkby (W. W.)
Horden (J.), note.

Cornell (W. M.)

Cornell (W.M.)
Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

Heckewelder (J. G. E.) and
Duponceau (P. S.)

Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

Heckewelder (J.G.E.)

Zeisberger (D.), note.

Lugrin (C. H.)

Ellis (R.)

Durocher (F.)

American Bible Society.

Bible Society.

British.

Vinson (E.H.J.)

Wilson (D.)

Sobron (F. C.y).

Hovelacque (A.)

Ellis (R.)

Trumbull (J.H.)

Trumbull (J.H.)

Bartlett (J.R.)

Clarke (R.) & Co., note.

MuUer (F.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Baraga (F.) and Belcourt (G. A.)

Belcourt(G. A.)

Baraga (F.) and Belcourt (G. A.)

Jones (P.) and others.

Jacker (E.)

Interpretation.

Toner (J. M.)

Hunter (J.)

Trumbull (J. H.)
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1877 Cree Hymn book Hunter (Jean).

1877 Cree Hymn book Hunter (Jean).

1877 Cree Matthew Hunter (J.)

1877 Cree Psalm and hymn book Mackay (J. A.)

1877 Delaware Words Beach (W.W.)
1877 Massachusetts Primer Eliot (J.)

1877 Massachusetts Sonnet Trnmbull(J,H.)
1877 Mohegan Words Smith (P. H.)

1877 New Jersey Vocabulary Raum(J.O.)
1877 New Jersey Vocabulary Smith (S.)

1877 Shingwauk Hymn book Wilson (E. F.)

1877 Various Bibliographic Quaritch (B.)

1877 Various Examples Trumbull (J. H.)

1877 Various Gentes Morgan (L.H.)

1877 Various Proper names Jactson (W. H.)

1878 Algonkin Classification Keane (A. H.)

1878 Algoukin General discussion Vinson (E.H.J.)

1878 Algonkin Linguistic schedule Bates (H. W.)
1878 Algoakin Words Woodward (A.

)

1878 Algonkin, Chippewa Various Hovelacque (A.) and Vinson
(E.H.J.)

1878 Algoaqulan Bibliographic Clarke (R.) & Co., note.

1878 Algonquian Bibliographic
.
Leclerc (C.)

1878 Algonquian Bibliographic Leclerc(C.),note.

1878 Chippewa Dictionary Baraga (F.)

1878 Chippewa Grammar Baraga (F.)

1878 Chippewa Grammar Barnard (A.)

1878 Chippewa Hymn book Barnard (A.)

1878 Chippewa Song and psalm Brisbin (J. S.)

1878 Cree Old Testament lessons Horden (J.)

1878 Cree Principles Remas (— ).

1878 Cree Song Hunter (J.)

1878? Cree Tract Hunter (J.)

1878 Cree, Chippewa Words Duncan (D.)

1878? Cree, Chippewa Words Duncan (D.), note.

1878 Delaware Words Oronhyatekha, note.

1878 Long Island Geographic names Robertson (R. F.)

1878 Massachusetts Words Peirce(E. W.)
-1878 Micmac Inflections Trumbull (J.H.)

1878 Micraac, Maliseet Words Dawson (J. W.)

1878 Montagnais, Chippewa,

Cree

Montagnais, Chippewa,

Cree

Various

Grammatic comments Adam (L.)

1878 Grammatic comments Adam (L.)

1878 Bibliographic Pick (B.)

1878 Various Scripture passages Bible Society.

1878 Various Scripture passages Bible Society, note.

1878 Various Scripture passages Bible Society, note.

1878 Various Scripture passages British.

1878 Various Vocabulary, etc. Jacker (E.)

1878 Various Words Farrar (F. W.)
1878-1879 Chippewa Periodical Pipe.

1879 Abnaki Geographic names Warren (H. P.)

1879 Algonkin Comparisons Campbell (J.)

1879 Algonkin Relationships Oppert (G.)

1879 Algonkin Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

1879 Algonkin Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

1879 Algonkin Vocabulary Campbell (J.)

1879 Algonquian Bibliographic Clarke (R.) «fe Co., note.

1879 Algonquian Bibliographic Finotti (J.M.)

1879 Cheyenne Vocabulary Gatschet (A.S.)

1879 Chippewa Grammar and dictionary Baraga (F.)

1879 Chippewa Hymn book Horden (J.) and Sanders (J.)

1879 Chippewa Hymn book Walker (W.)

1879 Chippewa Hymn book Walker (W.)

1879 Chippewa Vocabulary Hamilton (S, A.)
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1879 Chippewa Vocabulary Mahan (LL.)

1879 Cree Hymns and songs Hunter (Jean).

1879 Cree Prayers Mackay (J. A.)

1879 Cree Prayer and hymn book Kirkby(W.W.)
1879 Delaware Geographic names "Watson ( J. F.), note.

1879 Massachusetts Geographic names Baylies (F.)

1879 Mlcmac Lord's prayer Civezza (M. da).

1879 Montagnais, Cree General discussion V6greville{V. T.)

1879 Montagnais, Cree General discussion V6gr6ville(V. T.)

1879 Narragansett Vocabulary Gatschet(A. S.)

1879 Ottawa Alphabet Adams (E.G.)

1879 Shawnee Vocabulary Gatschet (A.S.)

1879 Shawnee "Words Gatschet (A.S.)

1879 Shawnee Words Gatschet (A.S.)

1879 Various Bible verse American Bible Society, note.

1879 Various "Words Charencey (C.)

1879-1880 Various "Words Gatschet (A.S )

187-

?

Micmao Catechism Rand (3. T.

)

187-

?

Micraac Prayer book Eand (3.T.)

187-

?

Nipissing Text Kaondinoketc (F.)

187-

?

Various Geographic names Morgan (L. H.)

1880 Abnaki Geographic names RancKS.T.)
1880 Algonkin Comparisons Campbell (J.)

1880 Algonkin Geographic names Haines (E.M.)

1880 Algonkin Proper names Blanchard (R.)

1880 Algonkin Vocabulary Kalm (P.

)

18S0 Algonkin "Words "Woodward (A.)

1880 Algonkin, Arapahoe "Words Trumbull (J. H.)

1880 Arapahoe Vocabulary Gatschet (A.S.)

1880 Chippewa Book of common prayer Horden (J.) and Sanders (J.)

1880 Chippewa Dictionary Baraga (F.)

1880? Chippewa Hymn book Jones (P.) and others.

1880 Chippewa Matthew Horden (J.) and Sanders (J.)

1880? Chippewa Prayer book 0'Meara(F.A.)

1880 Chippewa Prayer book Verwyst(C.)
1880 Chippewa "Words Mallery (G.)

1880 Chippewa "Words Vetromile (E.)

1880 Cree, Delaware "Words Humboldt (K. "W. von).

1880 Maliseet Vocabulary Chamberlain (M.)

1880 Massachusetts Local names Anderson (J.)

1880 Massachusetts Primer Eliot (J.)

1880 Montagnais Geographic names Arnaud (C.)

1880 New England Geographic names Orcutt (S.) and Beardsley (A.)

1880 Santeux Prayer book Lacombe (A.)

1880 Shawnee Grammatic sketch Gatschet (A.S.)

1880 Various Bibliographic Quaritch (B.)

1880 Various Lord's prayer, etc. Faulmann (K.)

1880 Various Proper names Morris (A.)

1880 Various Various Teza (E.)

1880-1881 Algonkin "Words Gatschet (A. S.)

1880-1881 Menomonee Vocabulary Zephyrin Engelhardt.

1880-1881 Massachusetts General discussion "Winsor (J.)

1880-1889 Menomonee Gospels and epistles Zephyrin Engelhardt.

1880-1889 Menomonee Sermons Zephyrin Engelhardt.

1880-18r0 Chippewa Dictionary F6rard (M.)

1880-1890 Various Geographic names Watkins (W. B.)

1881 Algonkin Classification Keano (A.H )

1881 Algonkin Comparisons Campbell (J.)

1881 Algonkin "Words Gatschet (A. S.), note.

1881 Chippewa Prayer book Horden (J.) and Sanders (J.)

1881 Chippe^ra Sentence Taylor (E. B.)

1881 Chippewa Sentence Taylor (E. B.)

1881 Chippewa Story Jacker (F.)

1881 Chippewa Story Mallery (G.)

1881 Chippewa Story Mallery (G.

)

1881 Chippewa "Words Gordon (H.L.)
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1881 Cree Book of common prayer Hunter (J.), note.

1881 Cree Family prayers Mackay(J. A.)

1881 Cree Grammar Horden (J.)

1881 Cree Hymn German (0.)

1881 Cree, Chippewa Scripture passages Church.

1881 Delaware Vocabulary Penn (W.)

1881 Gros Venire Vocabulary rish(L. E.)

1881 Menomonee Prayers Zephyriu Engelhardt.

1881 Micmac Hieroglyphs LeClercq (C.)

1881 Mobawk, Massachusetts Bibliographic Stargardt (J. A.)

1831 Sauteux Catechism Lacombe (A.)

1881 Various Various Hovelacqne (A.)

1881 Various Various Laurie (T.)

1881 Various Words Green (S. A.) .

1881 (?) (?) Sm-t (P. J. de).

1881-1884 Menomonee Vocabulary Zephyrin Engelhardt.

1881-1885 Chippewa Vocabulary Derenthal (0.)

1881-1885 Menomonee Sermons Derenthal{0.)

1881-1886 Various Lord's prayer Youth's.

1881-1887 Algonquian Bibliographic Leclerc (C.)

1882 Algonkln Comparison Campbell (J.)

1882 Algonkin Geographic names Hough (D.)

1882 Algonkin Linguistic schedule Bates (H. W.)
lb82 Algonkin Vocabulary, etc. Cuoq (J. A.)

1882 Algonkin Vocabulary, etc. Cuoq (J. A.), note.

1882 Algonkin Words Brinton (D. G.

)

1882 Algonkin, Cree Words Charencey (H. de).

1882 Algonkin, Cree Words Charencey (H. de).

1882 Algonquian Bibliographic TSrash(E.W.)

1882 Algonquian Bibliographic Triibner & Co.

1882 Blackfoot Grammar and vocabulary Lanning (CM.)
1882 Blackfoot Vocabulary Lacombe (A.) and Legal (E.)

1882 Cheyenne Vocabulary, etc. Dodge (KI.)

1882 Cheyenne, Chippewa Songs Baker (T.)

1882 Cheyenne Songs Baker (T.)

1882 Chippewa Calendar •Prevost (M.)

1882 Chippewa Grammar, dictionary Baraga (F.)

1882 Chippewa Vocabulary Chippewa.

1882 Cree Calendar Lacombe (A.)

1882 Cree Letter Rutau (D.)

1882 Cree Syllabary Evans (J.)

1882 Cree Syllabary Young (E.R.)

1882 Menomonee Prayer book Zephyriu Engelhardt.

1882 Sac Letter Black Hawk.
1882 Shawnee Vocabulary Hadley (L.F.)

1882 Souriquois Vocabulary Laet (J. de).

1882 Various Bibliographic Bartiett (J. R.)

1882 Various Bibliographic Bartlett (J.R.)

1882 Various Geographic names Orcutt (S.)

1882 Various Grammatic sketch Miiller(F.)

1882 Various Lord's prayer, etc. Drake (S. G.)

1882 Various Scripture passages British.

1882 (?) Remarks Baillie-Grohman(W.A.)

1882 (?) Remarks Baillie Grohman (W. A.)

1882-1883 Blackfoot Dictionary Lacombe (A.)

1882-1884 Menomonee Verbs Zephyrin Engelhardt.

1882-1889 Menomonee Bible history Krake (B.)

1882-1889 Menomonee Dictionary Krake (B.)

1882-1889 Menomonee Epistle and gospels Krake (B.)

1882-1889 Menomonee Grammar Krake (B.

)

1882-1889 Menomonee Sermons Krake (B.)

1883 Abnaki Various Thoreau(H. D.)

1883 Algonkin General discussion Hale(H.)
1883 Algonkin General discussion Hale (H.)

1883 Algonkin Geographic names Beckwith(H. W.)
1883 Algonquian Bibliographic Catalogue.
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1883 Algonquian Bibliographic Clarke (R ) & Co., note.

1883 Cnippewa Hymn book Barnard (A.)

1883 Chippewa Hymn book Barnaid (A.)

1883 Chippewa Speech PitezL-l (J.H.)

1883 Chippewa Words . Norri3(P. W.)

1883 Cree Calendar Lacombe (A.), note.

1883 Cree Legeiid Petitot (E. F. S.J.)

1883 Cree Prayer book Garin (A.M.)

1883 Delaware Bibliographic Brinton (D. G.)

1883 Maliseet Verse Gabriel (P.J.)

1883 Masaachnaetts Geographic names Green (S.A.)

1883 Menomonee Catechism Zephyrin Engelbardt.

1883 Nipia-^- ^ Words Cuoq (J. A.)

1883 Vario
.

Various Pelletreau (W. S.)

1883 Varioi. Words Gray (A.) and Trumbull (J. H.)

1883 Various Words Petitot (E. F.S.J.)

1883-188t Mohegan Lord's prayer Connelly (J.M.)

1883-1888 Micmac Dictionary Rand (S. T.)

1883-1890 Blackfoot Chronologj- Legal (E.)

1883-1890 Blackfoot Gentes Legal (E.)

1883-1890 BJackfoot Grammatic sketch Legal (E.)

1883-1890 Blactfoot Grammatic sketch Legal (E.)

1883-1890 Blackfoot Legends Legal (E.)

1883-1890 Blackfoot Notes Legal (E.)

1883-J890 Blackfoot Text Legal (E.)

1883-1890 Blackfoot Words Legal (E.)

'1884 Abnaki Dialogues, etc. Laurent (J.

)

1884 Abnaki Geographic names Hubbard (L. L.)

1884 Abnaki Geographic names Hubbard ( L. L.

)

1884 Abnaki Various Leland(C. G.)

1884 Abnaki , Various Leland (C.G.)

1884 Algonkin Geographic names Beckwith (H. W.), note.

1884 Algonkin Geographic names Kelton (D. H.)

1884 Algonkin Vocabulary Stearns (W. A.)

1884 Algonkin Words Petitot (E. F.S.J.)

188

1

Algonkin Words Petitot (E. F.S.J.)

1884 Chippewa Catechism Gafron (J.)

1884 Chippewa Hymn book Gilfillan (J. A.)

1884 Chippewa Scripture passages Knight (E. H.)

1884 Chippewa Tract Sanders (J.)

1884 Chippewa Vocabulary Carver (J.)

1884 Chippewa Vocabulary Carver (J.)

1884 Chippewa Vocabulary Carver (J.)

1884 Chippewa Words Cooke (W.W.)
1884 Chippewa, Cree Geographic names Petitot (E. F.S.J.)

1884 Chippewa, Cree Geographic names Petitot (E.F.S.J.), note.

1884 Chippewa, Delaware Words Emerson (E. R.)

1884 Cree Book of common prayer Hunter (T.), note.

1884 Delaware Bibliographic Brinton (D.G.)

1884 Delaware Vocabulary Gatschet (A.S.)

1884 Delaware Words Sayce (A.H.)

1884 Massachusetts Letter Mayhew (E.)

18:^4 Menomonee Hymns Zephyrin Engelbardt.

188

1

Micmac Bibliojyraphic Micmac.

1884 Ottawa Vocabulary Gatschet (A.S.)

1884 Various Bible verse American Bible Soc, note.

1884 Various Bibliographic Bartlett (T. R.)

1884 Various Lords prayer Bergholtz (CJ.F.)

1884 Various Various Schoolcraft (H.R.)

1884 Various Vocabulary Smith (J.)

1884-1885 Various General discussion Bancroft (G.), note.

1884-1889 Algonquian Bibliographic Pott (A.F.)

1884-1889 Algonquian Bibliographic Win.soi (.1.)

Vassal (H.)1885 Abnaki Geographic names
1885 Abnaki Various Leland (C.G.),note.

1885 Algonkin Geographic names Horsford (E.N.)
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1885 Algonkin Linguistic schedule* Bates (H. W.)
1885 Algonkin Tribal names Gilfillan (J. A.)

1885 Algonquian Bibliographic McLean (J.)

1885 Algonquian Bibliographic McLean (J.)

1885 Algonquian Bibliographic Pilling (J. C.)

1885 Algonquian Bibliographic Stevens (H.)

1885 Blackfoot Lord's prayer McLean (J.)

1885 Blackfoot Translations McLean (J.)

1885 Blackfoot Vocabulary, etc. Petitot (E.F.S.J.)

1885 Chiippewa Editorial Jones (P. E.)

1885 Chippewa Bible history Vogt (C.\andGafron (J.)»

1885 Cliippewa Hymn book Pr6vo8b <?":.>

1885 Chippewa Proper names Neill(E ,t:)

1885 Chippewa Proper names Warren (S,jW.)
1885 Chippewa "Words Hindleyp. ti.) „

1885 Cree Calendar Lacorabe A..), note.

1885 Cree Church rules German (0.)

1885 Cree Hymn book German (0.)

1885 Cree Sermons German (0.)

1885 Cree Sermons German (0.)

1885 Cree Syllabary Tuttle(C.R.)

1885 Cree Vocabulary Garrioch (A.C.)

1885 Delaware Geographic names Errett (R.)

1885 Delaware Legends Brinton (D. G.)

1885 Delaware Letter Tobias (G.)

1885 Delaware "Words Brinton (D.G.)

1885 Delaware Words Brinton (D.G.)

1885 Delaware Words Sayce (A. H.)

1885 Massachusetta Geographic names Horsford (E. N.)

1885 Massachusetts Letter Mayhew (E.

)

1885 Menomonee, Chippewa General discussion . Zephyrin Engelhardt»

1885 Micmac General discussion Rand (S. T.)

1885 Micmac Specimen Band (S. T.)

1885 Passamaquoddy Words and phrases Alger (A L.)

1885 Powhatan, Delaware Numerals Bozman (J.L.)

1885 Sac Geographic names Hamilton (W.)

1885 Shawnee Vocabulary Gatschet (AS.)
1885 Various Bible verse American Bible Soc.

1885 Various Bible verse American Bible Soc, note.

1885 Various Scripture passages British.

1885 Various Scripture passages British.

1885 Various Scripture passages British.

1885 Various Scripture passages British.

1885 Various Words
.

Brinton (D.G.)

1885 Various Words Gerard (W.E.)
1885-1886 Chippewa Various Indian.

1885-1886 Various Words Gatschet (A. S.)

1885-1889 Algonquian Bibliographic Leclerc (C.)

1885-1889 Various Conjugations, etc. Featherman (A.)

1885-1890 Algonkin Grammar Cuoq (J. A.)

1886 Abnaki Bibliographic Gill (C.)

1886 Algonkin Dictionary Cuoq (J. A.)

1886 Algonkin Geographic names Horsford (E. N.)

1886 Algonkin Numerals, etc. Beauregard (0.)

1886 Algonkin, Shawnee Numerals Ellis (R.)

1886 Algonquian Bibliographic Clarke (R.) & Co.

1886 Blackfoot Letter Crowfoot {Chief).

1886 Chippewa Editorial Wright (S.T.)

1886 Chippewa Grammatic discussion Verwyst (C.)

1886 Chippewa Hymn book Jacobs (P.) and others.

1886 Chippewa Hymns Jones (P.)

1886 Chippewa Hymns Jones (P.)

1886 Chippewa Letter Bigcanoe (C.)

1886 Chippewa Prayer book O'Meara (F. A.) and others.

1886 Chippewa Various Wilson (E. F.

)

1886 Cree
' Hymn book Hunter (Jean).
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1886 Cree

1886 Cree

1886 Creo

1886 Cree

1886 Cree

1886 Cree

1886 Cree, Blackfoot

188^ Cree, Chippewa
1886 Delaware

1886 Delaware
1886 Delaware

1886 Massaclm; ^tts

1886 Massachr \ts

1886? Meno'"

1886 Mi eet

188G ^'•'•

1886

1886 \ ...uus

1886 Various

1886 VariouH

18S6 Various

1880 Various

1886 Various

1886 Various

1887 Abnaki
1887 Abnaki

1887 Abnaki
1887 Abnaki
1887 Abnaki
1887 Algonkin

1887 Algonkin

1887 Algonkin
1887 Algonkin

1887 Algonquian

1887 Algonquiau

1887? Chippewa
1887 Chippewa
1887 Chippewa
1887 Chippewa
1887 Cr.e

1887 Cree

1887 Cree

1887 Cree

1887 Cree

1887 Cree

1887 Delaware
1887 Delaware
1887 Massachusetts

1887 Montagnais

1887 Ottawa, Chippewa
1887 Ottawa, Chippewa
1887 Rhode Island

1887 Various

1887 Various

1887 Various

1887 Various

1887 Various

1887 Various

1887 Various

1887 Various

1887 Various

1887-1889 Chippewa
1887-1889 Chippewa
1887-1889 Chippewa

ALG 39

Manual
Prayer book
Prayers, etc.

Tract

Words
Words
Legends
Words
Bibliographic

Bibliographic

Bibliographic

Geographic names
Geographic names
Vocabulary

Geographic names
Prayer book

Numerals, etc.

Bibliographic

Proper names
Scripture passages

Scripture passages

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Words
Bibliographic

Bibliographic

Grammatic sketch

Grammatic sketch

Songs

General discussion

General discussion

Review
Words
Bibliographic

Bibliographic

Bible history

Geographic names
Grammar, vocabulary, etc.

Sermons

Geographic names
Geographic names
Prayers

Prayers

Pray«}rs

Primer lessons

Dictionary

Words
Words
Prayers, etc.

Words
Words
Geographic names
Bibliographic

Bibliographic

General discussion

Personal names
Proper names
Proper names
Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Words
Songs

Songs

Songs

Lacombe (A.)

Lacombe (A.)

Lacombe (A.)

Vincent (T.)

Brinton (D. G.)

Brinton (D. G.)

Petitot (E. F. S. J.)

Brinton (D. G.)

Reichelt (G. T.)

Reichelt(G.T.)

Reichelt (G.T.)

Horsford(E.N.)

Horsford (E. N.)

Derenthal (O.)

Kain (S. W.)
Wampum (J. B.) and Hogg

(H. C.)

Bolton (H. C.) ^
Quaritch (B.)

Catlin (G.)

British, note.

Gilbert (—) and Rivington (— ).

Hale (H.)

Hale (H,), note.

Kovar (E.)

Sasseville (J.) and Shea (J. G.)

Sasseville (J.) and Shea (J. G.),

note.

O'Brien (M.C.)

O'Brien (M.C.)

Reade (J.)

Elliott (A.M.)

Elliott (A,M.)

Nantel (A.)

Grasserie (R. de la).

Dufoss6 (E.)

Leclerc (C.),note.

Derenthal (O.)

Gilfillan (J. A.)

Blackbird (A.J.)

Garin (A.M.)

Tyrrell (J. B.)

Tyrrell (J. B.), note.

Gu6guen(J.P.)
Gu6guen (J. P.)

Gu6guen (J. P.)

Glass (E. B.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Brinton (D. G.)

Green (S. A.)

Arnaud (C.)

Jacker (E.)

Jacker (E.)

Rhode Island.

Quaritch (B.)

Quaritch (B.)

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Rhees(W.J.)
Catlin (G.)

Catlin (G.)

Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

Zeisberger (D.)

Farrar (F.W.)

Hoffman (W.J.)

Hoffman (W.J.)

Hoffman (W.J.)
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1887-1889 Chippewa Texts Hoffman (W.J.)
1887-1889 Chippewa Texts Hoffman (W.J.)
1887-1889 Chippewa Texts Hoffman (W. J.)

1887-1889 Chippewa Texts Hoffman (W.J.)
1887-1889 Chippewa Texts and songs Hoffman (W.J.)
1887-1889 Menomonee Texts Hoffman (W.J.)
1887-1890 Blackfoot Dictionary McLean ?J.)

1887-1890 Blackfoofc Grammar McLean (J.

)

1887-1890 Various Periodical Our.

1888 Abnaki Geographic names Hubbard (L.L.)

1888 Abnaki Various Prince (Jr. D.)

1888 Algonkin General remarks Borsari p)
Kelton ^ ^ ]1888 Algonkin Geographic names

1888 Algonkin Words Elliott"^

1888 Algonkin Words Gra.'^'^ ).

1888 Algonkin Words Grast"^'*^
^.•..n.u-.

1888 Algonkin Words Loude" '1

188^ Algonkin Words McDonneii v

1888 Blackfoot Text Legal (E.) ^
1888 Blackfoot Vocabulary Wilson (E.F.)

1888 Cheyenne Proper names Bent (G.)

1888 Cheyenne Vocabulary Gatschet (A. S.)

1888 Chippewa Personal names Keport.

1888 Chippewa Proper names Bill.

1888 Chippewa Vocabulary Wilson (E.F.)

1888 Chippewa, Cree Proper names McDougall(J.)

1888 Cree Hymn book McDougall (J.) and Glass (E. B.)

1888 Cree Text Lacombe (A.)

1888 Cree Words, etc. Brinton (D. G.)

1888 Cree Words, etc. Brinton (D.G.)

1888 Cree, Blackfoot Legends Petitot (E.F. S.J.)

'1888 Cree, Blackfoot Legends Petitot (E. F. S. J.)

1888 Delaware Dictionary Brinton (D. G.) and Anthony
(A. S.)

1888 Long Island Geographic names Tooker(W.W.)
1888 Menomonee Vocabulary Gatschet (A. S.)

1888 Micmac Dictionary Eand (S. T.)

1888 Miemac Text Hand (S. T.)

1888 Micmac Tract • Eand(S.T.)
1888 Micmac Tract Eand (S. T.)

1888 Micmac Tract Eand(S.T.)
1888 Micmac Tract Eand (S. T.)

1888 Micmac Vocabulary, etc. Eand (S. T.)

1888 Mississagua Etymology Chamberlain (A. P.)

1888 Misaissagua Vocabulary Chamberlain (A.F.)

1888 Mississagua Vocabulary Chamberlain (A.F.)

1888 Montagnais Address Montagnais.

1888 Nipissing Calendar Prevest (M.)

1888 T!J"ipissing Text Cuoq (J. A.)

1888 Ottawa Text Sifferath (N.L.)

1888 Ottawa Text Sifferath (N". L.), note.

1888 Ottawa, Chippewa Words DePeyster (A. S.)

1888 Passamaquoddy Geographic names Kilby (W.H.)

1888 Poltawatomi Text Promisslones.

1888 Saulteux Text Promissiones.

1888 Various Bible verse American Bible Soc, note.

1888 Various Bibliographic Pick (B.)

1888 Various Color uames Wilson (E.F.)

J 888 Various , Proper names Bible.

1888 Various Proper names Bible, note.

1888 Various Proper names Bible, note.

1888 Various Proper names Catlin (G.)

1888 Various Various Brown (G. S.)

1888 Various Various Haines (E.M.)

1888 Various Vocabulary Wilson (E.F.)

1888 Various Words Chamberlain (A.F.)
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1888 Various Words
1888 Various "Words

1888 Various Words
1888 Various Words
1888 Various Words

1888-1890 Cree Grammar
1888-1890 Cree Tract

1888-1890 Missisaagaa Vocabulary

1889 Abnaki Words
1889 Algonk Geographic names
1889 Algo- Scripture passages

1889 Al- Words
1889 A Vocabulary

1889 B' Grammar
1889 P Manual
1889 ( Gramraatic sketch

1889 ( i. Sentence

1889? Text

1839 v^^.;i*»wa Words
1889 Chippewa Words
1889 Chippewa Words
188J Chippewa Words
1889 Chippewa Words
1883 Cree Book of common prayer

1889 Cree Calendar

1889 Cree Calendar

1889 Cree Catechism, etc.

1889 Cree Hymns, etc.

1889 Cree Prayer book, etc.

1889 Cree Prayer book, etc.

1889 Cree Primer

1889 Cree Psalm and hymn book

1889 Cree Psalter

1889 Cree Songs

1889 Cree Syllabary

1889 Cree Text

1889 Cree, Chippewa Animal names
1889 Delaware Vocabulary

1889 Delaware, Algonkin Words
1889 Delaware, Aigonkin Words
1889 Long Island Geographic names
1889 Long Island Geograghic names
1889 Long Island Geographic names
1889? Maliseet Vocabulary

1889 Micmac, Passamaquoddy Vocabulary

1889 Miciuac, Passamaquoddy Vocabulary

1889 Mississagua Stories

1889 Mississagua Words
1889 Montagnais Bibliographic

1889 Montagnais Prayers, etc.

1889 Montagnais Primer lessons

1889 Nipissing Text
1889 Ottawa Vocabulary
1889 Shawnee Song
1889 Shawnee Vocabulary
1889 Various Bible verse

1889 Various Bibliographic, etc.

1889 Various Scripture passages

1889 Various Words
1889 Various Words
1889 Various Words
1889 (?) (?)

1889-1890 Various Vocabulary
1889-1891 Long Island Geographic names

18g-? Abnaki Various

188-

?

Blackfoot Prayers, etc.

Grasserie (R. dela).

Hale (H.)

Hale (H.)

Hale (H.)

MacLeau (J. P.)

Mackay (J. A.)

Mackay (J. A.), note.

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Brown (W. W.)
Kelton (D. H.)

Reade (J.)

Cliaraberlain (A. F.)

Pajeken (F.J.)

Tims (J.W.)

Tims (J.W.)

F6rard (M.)

T.vlor (E.B.)

Gafron (J.)

Hoffman (W.J.)

Hoflfman (W.J.)

Romanes (G. I.)

Wright (S.G.)

Wright (S. G.), note.

Horden (J.)

Lacombe (A.)

Lacorabe (A.), note.

Gu6guen (J. P.)

Young (E. R.)

Gu6guen (J. P.)

Gu6guen (J. V.\

Gueguen (J. P.)

Horden (J.)

Horden (J.)

Petitot(E. F.S.J.)

Young (E.R.)

Lacombe (A.)

Tyrrell (J.B.)

Wilson (E. F.)

Charencey (H. de).

Charencey (H. de), note.

Tooker (W. W.)
Tooker (W. W.)
Tooker (W. W.)
Roberts (G. G.

)

Ganong (W. F.)

Ganong (W. F.)

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Laure (P.)

Aruaud(C.)

Arnaud (C.)

Cuoq (J. A.)

Wilson (E.F.)

Biedermann (W. von).

Yeates (J )

American Bible Society.

McLean (J.)

British.

Chamberlain <A. F.), note.

Sener (S. M.)

Wilson (E.F.)

Horwe (H.)

Chamberlain ( A. F.)

Tooker (W.W.)
Leland (C. G ), note.

Lacombe (A.)
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188-

?

Cheyenne Grammar, dictionary Clarke (B.)

188-

?

Chippewa Bible history Verwyst (C.)

188-

?

Chippewa Life of Jesus Verwyst (G.)

188-

?

Cree Dictionary Vegreville(V.T.)
188-

?

Cree Grammar V^greville (V. T.)

188-

?

Cree Hymn book Hunter (Jean).

188-

?

Cree Instructions Vegr6viIIe (V.T.)
188-

?

Cree Monograph V6gr6vait.(V.T.)
188-

?

Micmac Legends Mitchel' L)
188-

?

Micmac Story Micmf
188? Milicete Words Adne"
188-

?

Mississagua Legend Salt i-

188-

?

Missi.Hsagua Vocabulary Salt fii

188-

?

Passamaquoddy History Mitcit
188-

?

Passamaquoddy Legend Mitci^

188-

?

Passamaquoddy Legend Mit«i'

188-

?

Passamaquoddy Song Mit<=»L,

188-

?

Passamaquoddy Songs, legends, etc. Mitcheir,, 1

188-

?

Passamaquoddy Superstitions Mitchell {L.|-<.

188-

?

Passamaquoddy Words LyelKH)
188-

?

Various Remarks Crane (A.)

1890 Abnaki Geographic names Ganong (W.F.)

1890 Abuaki Words Brown (W. W.)

1890 Algonkm General discussion Grasserie(R.dela).

1890 Algonkin Words Grasserie (R. dela).

1890 Blackfoot Bible stories Tims (J. W.)

1890 Blackfoot Hymn M'Lean (J.)

1890 Blackfoot Matthew Tims (J. W.)
1890 Cheyenne Vocabulary Wilson (E.F.)

1880 Chippewa Catechism Gilflllan(J.A.)

1890 Chippewa Hymn book Horden (J.) and Sanders (J.)

1890 Chippewa Hymn book Jacobs (P.) and others.

1890 Chippewa, Cree Various Young (E.R.)

1890 Cree Book of common prayer Horden (J.), note.

1890 Cree Calendar Lacombe (A.), note.

1890 Cree Calendar Lacombe (A.), note.

1890 Cree Primer McDougall (J.) and Glass (E. B.

)

1890 Cree Psalms and hymns Horden (J.)

1893 .Illinois, Miami Vocabulary Illinois.

1890 Long Island Geographic names Tooker (W.W.)
1890 Massachusetts Bibliographic Dexter (H. M.)

1890 Micmac Prayer book Guay (C.)

1890 Micmac Words Skeat (W.W.)
1890 Micmac, Maliseet Geographic names Ganong (W.F.)

1890 Mississagua Stories, songs Chamberlain (A. F.)

1890 Mississagua Stories, songs Chamberlain (A. F.), note.

1890 Mississagua Vocabulary Chamberlain (A. F.)

1890 Mississagua Vocabulary Chamberlain (A. F.), note.

1890? Nipissing Prayer Cuoq (J. A.)

1890 . Passamaquoddy Song Fewkes(J.W.)
1890 Passamaquoddy Songs, etc. Fewkes (J. W.)
1890 Passamaquoddy Songs, etc. Fewkes. (J. W.)
1890 Shawnee Vocabulary Edgar (M.)

1890 Shawnee Vocabulary Ridout (T.)

1890 Various Fac similes Pilling (J. C.)

1890 Various Various Brinton (D.G.)

1890 Various Various McLean (J.)

1890 Various Words Chamberlain (A. F.)

1890 Various Words Petitot (E. F.S.J.)

1890 Various Words Chamberlain (A. F.)

1890 Various Words Chamberlain (A. F.)

1890 Various Words Chamberlain (A.F.), note.

1890 Various Words Chamberlain (A. F.), note.

iaeo-1891 Various Various Canadian Indian.

1891 Algonkin General discussion Brinton (D.G.)

lfe<)l Cheyenne Dictionary Gatschet(A.S.)
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1891 Chippewa Prayer book

1891 Illinois, Miami Vocabulary

1891 Mississagua General discussion

1891 Various Fac similes

1891 Various • T^umerala

1891 Various Vocabulary

1891 Various "Words

1891 Various Words
1891 Varior

Varioii • f

Words
1891 Words
18-? Algo^- > Dictionary

18—? Al? ' Dictionary

18-? Al Dictionary

18-? A Dictionary

18-? Grammar
18-? •( Grammar
18-? Miscellany

18-? Phrases

18-? -u^ .^icin Relationships, etc.

18-? Algonkin Sermons and prayers

18-? Algonkin Text
18-? Algonkin . Vocabulary

18-? Chippewa Catechism
18-? Chippewa Hymn
18-? Cree, Delaware Lord's prayer

18-? Massachusetts Dictionary

18-? Massachusetts Dictionary

18-? Menomonee Vocabulary

18-? Micmac Grammatic sketch

18—? Micmac Grammatic sketch

18-? Micmac Lord's prayer

18-? Micmac Prayers

18—? Natick Vocabulary

18-? Abnaki Dictionary

18-? Ahnaki Dictionary

18—? Abnaki Hymns
18-? iibuaki Manuscripts

18-? Abnaki Prayer book
18-? Abnaki Prayers

18-? Abnaki Prayers, etc.

18-? Abnaki Register of baptisms

18-? AWnaki Religious instructions

18-? Abjaki Songs

18-? Abniki Songs, poems, etc.

18-? Aboaki Words
18-? Algonkin Catechism

18-? Algonkin Catechism

18-? Algonkin Catechism

18-? Algonkin Dictionary

18-? Algonkin Grammar
18-? Algonkin Grammar
18-? Algonkin Grammar
18-? Algonkin Prayers

18-? Algonkin Vocabulary

18-? Algonkin, Delaware Vocabulary

18-? Arapaho Vocabulary

18-? Black foot Hymns
18-? Blackfoot Vocabulary
18-? Chippewa Bible history

18-? Chippewa Catechism

18-? Chippewa General discussion

18-? Chippewa Gospels and hymns
18-? Chippewa Grammar
18-? Chippewa Hymn book
18-? Chippewa Hymn book

18-? Chippewa Primer

Vogt (C.)

Illinois.

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Pilling (J. C.)

Wilson (E..F.)

Wilson (E. F.)

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Chamberlain (A. F.)

Thavenet (—).

Thavenet (—).

Thavenet (— ).

Thavenet (—).

Thavenet (—).

Thavenet (— ).

Thavenet (—).

Thavenet ( -).

Thavenet (—).

Thavenet (— ).

Chawanabe (I.)

Thavenet (—).

Beaudin (—).

Tchigatig.

Lord's.

Trumbull (J. H.)

Trumbull (J. H.)

Rogers (J. M.)

Irving (—).

Maillard (A. S.)

Lord's.

Micmac.
Trumbull (J. H.)

Abnaki.

Abnaki.

Abnaki.

Abnaki.

Abnaki.

Abnaki.

Bigot (V.)

Abnaki.

Abnaki.

Abnaki.

Abnaki.

Fitch (A.)

Algonkin.

Algonkin.

Deperet (E.)

Algonkin.

Algonkin.

Algonkin.

Gay (R. M.)

Algonkin.

Algonkin.

Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

Tassin (A.G.)

Prando(P. P.)

Denig (E. T.)

Duranquet (D.)

Chone (—).

Schoolcraft (H. R.)

Campbell (J. D.)

Hall (S.)

Hanipeau (—].

Jones (P.) and others.

Baraga (F.)
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18- ' Chippewa Songs Copway (G.), note.

18- 2 Chippewa Tract Attend.

18— Chippewa Tract Come.
18- Chippewa Tract Come.

18- ' Chippewa Tract Rew
18-1 Chippewa Vocabulary Bar; '.)

IS- Chippewa Vocabulary Chi

IS-

1

Chippewa Vocabulary Chi
18-^ ' 'tiiippewa Vocabulary Yo
18- Cree Hymns Ait

18- Cree Primer Bon
18- ' Cree Primer chart D6U ...

18- J Cree Keader First '""

18- « Cree Scripture passages How&
18- » Cree Vocabulary Fortes

18-^ Delaware Dictionary Alexan^

18- Delaware
.

Dictionary Denck&
18- Delaware Dictionary Ettwein v-

'

18- Delaware Glossary Zeisberger

18- Delaware Grammar Dencke (C.F.;, .

18-' Delaware Plant names Heckewelder (J. G. E. >

18- Delaware Vocabulary Heckewelder (J. G. E >

IS- Delaware Vocabulary Jefferson (T.)

IS—

1

Delaware Vocabulary Zeisberger (D.), note.

lS-1 Delaware Vocabulary Zeisberger (D.),note.

IS- Delaware, Abnaki Words Fitch (A.)

IS-

1

Etchemia Dictionary Demillier (L.E.)

18- Etchemiu, Passamaquoddy Key Barratt (J.), note.

18—1 Massachusetts Grammar Humboldt (K. W.von).
IS- Massachusetts Vocabulary Cotton (J.)

IS— Massachusetts Vocabulary Danforth (S.)

18- Miami, Delaware Vocabulary Heckewelder (J. G. E.)

18- Micmac Grammar Micmac.
18- i Micraao Grammar, etc. Micmac.
18- Micmac Grammatic sketch Maillard(A.S.)

18- Micmac Grammatic sketch Micmac.
18- Micmac' Prayer book Legoyne (— ).

18- Micmac Prayer book Micmac.
18- Micmac Eudiraents Micmac.
18- Mohegan Grammar Humboldt (K. W. von).

18— Mohegan Vocabulary Heckewelder (J G. E.

)

IS- Montagnais Tract Tshipiatoko.

IS-

1

Nipissing Hymn Cuoq (J. A.)

18-1 Nipissing Sermons Bellefeuille (C.)

18- Nipissing Sermons Kichard (P.)

18- ' Nipissing Sermons Richard (P.)

18- Ottawa Catechism Ottawa.

18- Ottawa Prayers Ottawa.

18- Passamaquoddy Vocabulary McLeod(R.R.)
18- Passamaquoddy Words Brown (W.W.)
18- Pottawatomi Dictionary Pottawatomi.
18- Pottawatomi Dictionary and grammar Gailland (M.)

18- Pottawatomi Vocabulary Jones (J.T.)

18— Sac and Fox Vocabulary Sac.

18- Shawnee Vocabulary Heckewelder (J. G.E.)
18- TJnquachog Vocabulary Jefferson (T.)

18- Various Proper names Bollaert(W.)
18- Various Proper names Indian.

18- Various Vocabulary Jefferson (T.)

18- » (?) (?) Howse (J.)
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